


 Notice of Intent Part Four: “A Random* Collection of 

Conspiracy Facts for One to Theorise On” 

This final part of Section one is going to truly help solidify ALL of the main points that I 

should already have made clear to you earlier in this work about the inter-connected web 

that is linking the subjects of social control, mind control and even population control.  

*Not random if you’ve been a good girl or boy and you’ve read parts one, two, and three.  

The second half of this will also lay the groundwork for the beginning of the next section. 

This is us (finally! I hear you cry) getting to the end of my first section. - The “Notice of 

Intent” series of books - ―but not in any lawful or legal sense, as it’s all (meaning the entire 

work‖ still part of my original Notice of Intent in both a lawful and legal regard.‖ It’s actually 

only going to be a “new” section in so far as the title, subject matter, and time period that 

this first “section” has been concentrating on that will be changing.  

- All the material in this first section has probably transpired within the lifetime of anyone 

who was old enough to both read and truly understand the significance of it.  

That will have to change in later sections, for example we will have to go back at least a 

century or two in one of the later sections, and we will have to go much further back in time 

than that in yet another one.  

But to get back to this final part of section one - I have also introduced in the “second half” 

of this work a new main topic, or “theme” for this last part of the section - Your “money”.  

I’ll be spending quite a lot of time giving you true education on money, banking, the recent 

financial crisis, the world economy and also world “finance” in general in a chapter that 

goes from part 1 to fucknowswhat. ―It’s rather BIG let’s put it that way‖. 

I started to pull this information together to begin writing this work back in early 2:::, it’s 

actually quite funny to me now giving you this stuff its final edited form in late 2013, 

because in essence I’m giving you some information on things that I put together before 

they happened, but you’re obviously getting much of this after some events have happened.  

Even so, it’s all still pertinent to the overall tale. - And anyway, I’m not bothered about that, 

as I’m really only aiming to educate you on the big picture so to speak, so I’m not really 

concerned with concentrating too much on too many of the individual “details”. There’s far 

too many of them for you or me for that matter, to try and keep up with anyway! 

In order for me to do my absolute best covering one of the following subject’s ―money etc.‖ 

in late 2006 (on a total whim actually) I took a job with a small company that was situated 

in sunny Barcelona that put interested people in touch with decent wee starter companies 

looking for an initial investment.  

Unfortunately, I have, and had, no aptitude, or indeed inclination for selling anything I don’t 

100% believe in, to anyone, - but I did show a certain aptitude for knowing the “market” 

which eventually got me position doing exactly that for about the next two years, I wrote 

individual and quarterly reports, collected data on commodities, firms, sectors, companies, 

or indeed on the entire market in general, which was passed on to potential clients in order 

for them to evaluate their portfolio and to decide for themselves what was their best plan.  

(Just as I was mentioning a moment ago, I had been doing this research for my books, 

including on the financial markets, in earnest from around 2000) - so here I was in sunny 

Barca’ ―by weird default‖ getting supported for collecting the actual data for this work!  -  

Nice. 



Because of simply the sheer depth of research I had done on the financial system, I knew 

my stuff, and I’m analytical, so it ―at least sounded‖ like I actually knew what I was talking 

about, - but I only really liked it because sometimes I got the opportunity (if they listened to 

me) to save people money, rather than make anybody any, I got quite a few people to sell 

out of things that subsequently went tits up, and I was warning everybody about property 

and the impending banking crisis that we’re presently in long before it ever happened, in 

fact that was probably what got me the job while I was over there. - In Jan/Feb 2007, I wrote 

my first report ―for someone else‖ on the “markets” which I gave to the guy who ran the 

firm, he knew his stuff and had been involved with the financial markets for many years, yet 

somehow he gave me the job (I feel because of that report). - I was telling people I knew 

(who would listen) to sell everything else (even money) and get into gold in 2006 (including 

my own mother and my friend’s‖, ―anyone who listened would have tripled their investment 

when everyone else was losing), - I gave a mate called John, who owns some shops in my 

home town about six companies on the trot that shot up  when I told him they would, - I 

think I could have actually have done this stuff as a “real job”, - unfortunately (if I was 

honest‖ I weirdly actually detest money, ―I love to have “thing’s” and to do “thing’s” too, - 

I’m not totally mad, but I only work to earn enough to do something real, then I stop 

working and I do it (this writing is a case in point)) - I don’t like what you have to “give up 

at the door” so to speak when you’re involved with “making” money. - I do what I love, and 

love what I do I always have. - And nobody else has to “lose” in order for me to do so. . 

I hope you love what I have put together for your ongoing education in this (by my own 

standards) rather disorganised bit of work (Mainly because I feel it lacks a core central 

theme, as such, like the last three book’s had‖ it’s a kind of truly bizarre Kafka-esque-

schmorgesboard of an ending to section Uno.  But it achieves what I set out to do. 

I was going to wait until I went back to work to save some money before doing any more 

work on this, but I thought Fuck It, because I’m distributing those first three books from 

around now which, I feel will very likely just paint a bloody target on my the back of my 

head, so I decided I’m just gonna keep getting my digs in first, while I still can... Peace2all.  

This work is dedicated to Andy Dufresne, “Cool Hand” Luke, and especially to wee Anton 

McLwee for being a bud-bud at just the exact right time (twice) - cheers my sound wee bud!  

Also a big geganormous thanks goes to: Craig Woyack and Concen.org, who helped make 

distribution of the first 3 parts of this possible. Thanks so much guys for your help in 

initially distributing the first three works. Craig especially, your sterling effort was truly 

appreciated my man! Take a bow, you’re a bona fide star.  

I would also sincerely like to thank Winston Shrout, initially just for being a good-hearted 

and wise man, but also for his general guidance, especially the input gleaned from his work 

that was used for the brief bankruptcy chronology given at the start of chapter fifty of this.  

THIS IS OF COURSE JUST ANOTHER PART - (THE FOURTH) - OF THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT. 

LEGALLY/LAWFULLY YOU CANNOT READ THIS WITHOUT HAVING FIRST READ PART’S 1, 2 AND 

3 FIRST.  

THE FULL TITLE OF THIS BOOK IS: GRAND UNIFIED THEORY SERIES. SECTION ONE: NOTICE OF 

INTENT. PART FOUR: “A COLLECTION OF RANDOM CONSPIRACY FACTS FOR ONE TO THEORISE 

ON”. 

YOU MUST ALSO HAVE READ THE ORIGINAL LEGAL AND LAWFUL DISCLAIMER, THE NOTICE OF 

INTENT AND UNDERSTANDING, AND ALSO THE ENTIRE INTRODUCTION GIVEN AT THE VERY 

BEGINNING OF THIS WORK IN ORDER TO BE ABLE TO CONTINUE READING THIS. IF YOU 

CHOOSE NOT TO DO SO BUT CHOOSE TO STILL CONTINUE READING THIS, BE AWARE THAT 

YOU MAY HAVE FORFEITED SOME LEGAL AND/OR LAWFUL RIGHTS, (AND ALSO PERHAPS YOU 

MAY HAVE INTELLECTUALLY THROWN YOURSELF RIGHT IN AT THE FUCKING DEEP END). DO 

NOT READ ANY MORE OF THIS IF YOU HAVE NOT READ THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS.  



Grand Unified Theory Series Parts I – IV NOTICE OF INTENT AND UNDERSTANDING, 

INTRODUCTION, PREAMBLE AND DISCLAIMER 

Before reading this you must agree to comply with the following rule, otherwise you do not 

have my permission to read this. - In fact I both demand and order you to stop reading it. If 

you intend to criticise this work, or comment on it, utilising what is commonly known as the 

“media*” to do so. ―*newspapers, magazines, books, television/news programmes, radio, 

or any other recognised medium of information providing service to the public, electronic 

or otherwise.) Then in order to do so with my permission, you must have read this entire 

work from start to finish before doing so.  

Failure to comply with this demand will automatically activate certain parts of my notice of 

intent and perhaps even fee schedule, (in saying that, my notice of intent activates as soon 

as you publish anything concerning me or this work regardless of whether you have read 

the entire work or not).  

If you feel that you may carry out an action as defined above, then you do not have 

permission to read this work. If you still choose to continue reading, then you do so at the 

risk of accruing financial and legal penalties for both yourself, and potentially even your 

employer. You may also lose some of your rights if you fail to comply.  

Journalists especially - You have been duly warned.  

To the rest of the world: - Hello, my given name is martin, and I´m very pleased to meet you. 

I am trying to do something a little bit different with this. This work is an attempt at quite a 

few things my friend, and none of them are easily attainable goals, in fact, as far as I can 

understand things, no one has ever tried to do anything like this on this scale before. Here 

are a few examples of what I hope to achieve by the end of this series of “books”: I will 

present a grand unified theory (G.U.T) that explains the Universe and all it contains, I will do 

so by utilising thousands pages of information and solid facts to prove my theory, I will even 

attempt to do so in such a way that it makes the whole theory seem rather simple to 

visualise (As a true G.U.T should be), - but only by the time you get to the last page. I will 

make ANYONE (no matter how smart they thought they were beforehand) see the whole 

world in a completely different manner, but only if they read this entire work, start to finish. 

I will also hazard a decent guess at the true meaning of life. - But only if you get to the end. 

All I ask in return is that you do read all of this, and with an open mind. - Now I realise that 

it is quite an ask, - but think about it, imagine it´s just a series of Hairy Snotter or some of 

Dan Brown´s stuff, (except you WILL actually learn something meaningful by reading my 

books!) - Even if it is “Don´t ever read another 6:::+ page book again!” - Sorry, just my 

sense of humour thinking too good a chance to let pass by.  

- My point is this: Most of you will quite happily read a long series of books, (e.g. Harry 

Potter) so this size of work is not beyond your capabilities. Why not spend your time reading 

something meaningful for a change, instead of just pointless drivel? - All I ask from you is 

for some serious commitment and a willingness to learn. Though I must say: - If you´re one 

of those people who is 100% sure that they already know how the world works then this will 

be a total waste of your time.  

So, can you commit to a long term relationship? And, are you willing to learn new things? 

Are you the type of person who only starts things with a clear intention of finishing them? 

Because that´s what it takes to finish this, - So ask yourself, are you sure you´re up to it? 

The reason I ask is because if you are not, then please don´t even waste another second of 

your time, or mine for that matter by reading this. And if you consider yourself to be one of 

the “smart ones” in that you already know how everything works, then as I always say - You 

can´t teach someone who knows everything, anything. So do me a favour and just Fuck Off!  



This is the fourth part of this work. You must have read the first, second, and third parts of 

this before continuing any further. Failure to do so will automatically negate some of your 

rights. 

FEE SCHEDULE 

If any person, any organisation, or any corporation, that I have no interest in conversing 

with tries to engage in any form of contract with my person, whether written, verbal or 

otherwise concerning this work, they will conform to my fee schedule as set out below.  

1. If I have to enter in any form of correspondence whatsoever with any of the parties 

mentioned in the paragraph above, (or any other entity that has not been included that I 

feel this applies to), then I will require payment of £199 per talk, letter, phonecall, or email, 

for this correspondence. This is to cover my legal fee as you are forcing me into replying to 

your offers of contract. If this correspondence is to be with any corporation owned by the 

public, a Sovereign, a State, a sovereign state, a nation, a trillionaire or billionaire, a FTSE 

100 company, a Dow Jones company, a Nasdaq Company or any other privately owned or 

publicly traded company, any corporation, any NGO, any Trust, any Foundation, or any 

Governmental agency, including but not limited to any and all legal entities that have not 

been included here. Then this fee rises 100 fold to £19900 per talk, letter, phonecall, or 

email. This applies to all and any of their agents as well.  

2. If because of this work, any legal entity, any person, any thing, or any corporation, for 

whatever reason, requires or requests me to go to a court of any form, my fee will be 

£99999 per day. - But that’s only applicable if I choose to make a special appearance. 3. All 

services requiring the assistance of the Capitus Diminutia Maxima title attributed to my 

living soul will pay £10,000,000 (Ten Million Pounds Sterling) at my request. This fee can 

be levied at any time, entirely at my discretion, and is totally non-negotiable.  

All of my Natural Law, Common Law, and any other rights, are completely reserved. This 

notice of intent is presented in more than one part. All are part of one lawful document.  

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO ENTER INTO A CONTRACT OF ANY NATURE WITH ME OVER ANY THING 

AFTER THIS POINT, WITHOUT REALISING THE POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES OF THAT ACTION. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A Random Collection of Conspiracy Facts for One to Theorise On 

Contents (click on any of the blue links below to go straight to that chapter). 

Introduction - Pages 1 to 4. 

Contents - Pages this one and the next one too. 

Chapter 44. The Moon Landings: Part One - “Before”. Pages 9 to 4:. - We’re going to the 

moon in a four-parter. This first portion looks at the space programme before the landings.  

Chapter 44. The Moon Landings: Part Two - “On the Way There”. Pages 42 to 5:. - Some 

extremely peculiar goings on that seemingly transpired en-route to the moon.  

Chapter 44. The Moon Landings: Part Three - “Walking on the Moon”. Pages 52 to 93. 

Chapter 44. The Moon Landings: Part Four “After”. Pages 95 to 116. - The last part of this 

chapter tries to stifle a laugh while recounting the absurdity that is the ongoing cover-up. 

These next four chapters solidify the case concerning population control - they probably all 

should have been put into book three but I felt 1100 pages was already daunting enough. 

Chapter 45. - Agenda 21 and Codex Alimentarius. Pages 118 to 176. - We return to matters 

more terrestrial with this chapter covering two ultra-nefarious plans to speed along the 

previously discussed “thinning out” of this planet’s population. - The former subject causes 

“Arrested Development” on a planetary scale, the latter seeks to control, limit and even ban 

some of our food, classify herbs as drugs like heroin, and also wreck the vitamin industry. 

Chapter 46. The Food Crisis: Part One. Pages 178 to 213. - Three-parter closely examining 

the subject of food. This part looks at the stranglehold a small gang has on our food supply. 

Chapter 46. The Food Crisis: Part Two. Pages 215 to 282. - In this second helping we take a 

real close look at the “bad-boy” poster child for all psychopathic corporations - Monsanto. 

Chapter 46. The Food Crisis: Part Three. Pages 284 to 303. In this final bit on food we 

review the purposefully created food crisis coming to an empty supermarket near you soon. 

Chapter 47. Global Warming. Pages 305 to 351. - Believe it or not this subject is all about 

“Arrested Development” too. The farcical “science” is shown as the tool of death that it is. 

Chapter 48. Peak Oil. Pages 353 to 392. - The last of this quartet of stragglers not good 

enough for book three ends with private, corporation and governmental exploitation of the 

oil industry. Also as a bonus: - Find out what the interesting term “Oil is Abiotic” means.  

Chapter 49. The Corporation. Pages 394 to 466. - I use this chapter to highlight one of the 

main vehicles of choice for many of those darn sneaky plans that I’ve just been spending all 

my time warning you about: The Corporation. - The truly psychopathic nature of this 

monster is shown to be completely undeniable; I also show in detail that many of the major 

institutions supposedly making up the spine of our “Society” are nothing but ran-for-profit 

corporations. With most being ran in just as pathologically selfish a manner as any other of 

these soul destroying, money grabbing, Frankenstein’s. - Our Police Force’s, Law Courts, 

MP’s, Council’s, Government’s, and even our fucking Country’s are ALL just corporations. 

Chapter 50. Money. Part One: Banking for Beginners. Pages 468 to 532. - I start off this 

slightly elongated “chapter” by explaining the fundamentals of banking - unfortunately it 

ain’t fun, but trust me, once the created from the ether penny drops, you will go demental. 

Chapter 50. Money. Part Two: The Credit Crunch/Financial Tsunami. Pages 534 to 637. - 

The recent “Credit Crunch” was the first stage of a major financial attack on our pockets 

and senses.  We spend the first of four chapters at “Ground Zero” of the attack - The USA. 



Chapter 50. Money. Part Three: Quantitative Easing and Total US Debt. Pages 639 to 651. - 

In part two of the USA quadrllogy we try to catch up with the true grand total for the ever 

growing US debt. We also look at the pathetic US “band-aid” for this spurting carotid - 

Quantitative Easing. - Notice how their schemes always have cute or benign names like 

Quantitative Easing, at worst it sounds like a laxative. Credit Crunch actually sounds tasty.  

Chapter 50. Money. Part Four: The Fiscal Cliff. Pages 653 to 666. - Just went it couldn’t get 

worse for Uncle Sam, a crisis with cliff in the name - must be some seriously fucked up shit!  

Chapter 50. Money. Part Five: What this Means for an Average American. Pages 668 to 708.   

Chapter 50. Money. Part Six: The effects of this on the people of the UK. Pages 710 to 743. 

- Next we begin a whistle-stop four chapter tour of the world to see the effects of this crisis 

on countries outside the USA. We’ll be starting off our short “tour” in the United Kingdom. 

Chapter 50. Money. Part Seven: Debts longstanding effect on Africa. Pages 745 to 773. - 

This chapter nearly got added on to the end of the one on “the corporation”. - I have 

decided to put it on my mini-world “tour” instead, as I’ve never been to Africa before.   

Chapter 50. Money. Part Eight: The effects on the EU. Pages 775 to 799. - We conclude our 

short tour of devastation by coming back home to Europe. We also get to see one of the true 

long term “goals” or “aims” of this financial malarkey coming into play for the first time. 

Chapter 50. Money. Part Nine: The Country No-One Mentions - Iceland. Pages 801 to 815. - 

Here lies the best answer to our money problems, and also the solution to the imminent 

“Financageddon”.  - If we choose to wisely follow the example of these brave people we can 

quickly sort this mess out ourselves. If the Scottish EVER want to be independent: Read This. 

These next three chapters will detail exactly where many of us will be headed if we choose 

not to sort this mess out for ourselves, or if we just keep trusting the advice of “experts”. 

Chapter 50. Money. Part Ten: The Impending Doom! Pages 817 to 828. 

Chapter 50. Money. Part Eleven: Economic Suicide. Pages 830 to 835. 

Chapter 5:. Money. Part Twelve: “I Predict a Riot”. Pages 837 to 856. 

Chapter 50. Money. Part Thirteen: The Naughty 1% + Their Even Naughtier Hidden Masters. 

Pages 858 to 891. - Here I’ll compare who it is that you will blame, versus who you should. 

Chapter 50. Money. Part Fourteen: Gold. Pages 893 to 907. - These next two chapters deal 

with the “solutions” that’ll be offered to sort out the problems the financial crisis caused. 

Chapter 50. Money. Part Fifteen: The Austrian School. Pages 909 to 930. - What is it with 

schools in this region? Frankfurt, Prussian, and now Austrian, all nuttier than squirrel shit. 

Chapter 50. Money. Part Sixteen: Derivatives. Pages 932 to 954. - The next three mini 

chapters (to part 18‖ all look at some secretive financial matters that dwarf “The Crunch” 

in scale. - But you’ll never ever get to hear anyone talk openly about these issues. 

Chapter 50. Money. Part Seventeen: LIBOR Pages 956 to 964. - A scam too big for the news. 

Chapter 5:. Money. Part Eighteen: CAFR’s. Pages 966 to 984. - This one will blow your 

socks off - governments are hiding money off the books that could clear all national debts. 

Chapter 50. Money. Part Nineteen: The Ultimate Goal One World Currency. Pages 986 to 

1002. - Here’s what all the financial nonsense we’ve been experiencing is really about.  

Epilogue. Pages 1004 to 1059 . - Finally, we actually do get to the end of this fucking shit!  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Forty Four (part one) - “Before” 

All this rather morbid talk of mine concerning social kontrol this, or population or mind 

kontrol that, at times must have been pretty depressing stuff for most of you. - So with that 

thought in mind, I have chosen rather aptly (or double bluff unorthodoxly) to pick this exact 

moment to break with my normal tradition of, well, getting straight into the (rotten) meat of 

things right from the get go. Instead, I’m going to be opening this last part of “Notice of 

Intent” with a topic that’s definitely more benign, harmless and light-hearted than the one’s 

I usually cover. So, even though we have covered some rather horrible issues together up to 

this point, instead of concerning ourselves with any more of that “trifling piffle” (for now), 

let’s momentarily take the time to go get comfy somewhere and just relax for a bit while I 

share this latest subject with you. - Feel free to go crack open a beer, pour a glass of wine, 

or spark up a J while I do, because to be quite honest with you, this is not going to be the 

most mentally taxing subject we’ve covered. In fact, at times it’s actually farcical to the 

point of unabashed absurdity. Not that this will stop some of you from still doubting or even 

dismissing what you read - simply because the alternative would be the decidedly unnerving 

thought of actually doubting yourself, or worse still, doubting that which you believe to be 

“the gospel truth”. ―Saying that, the 27:: page inflexiskeptic “filter” I constructed to get us 

here should have thinned most of you guys and gals out.) - The next subject is going to be: 

The NaziFascistAmericanNoit’sdefinitelyNaziFasistandalinecan’thidethatfact Space Program. 

I will utilise the stellar observations (did you see what I did there?) of Dave McGowan (I 

missed him in part three didn’t you?‖, James Collier, Ralph Rene, Mary Bennett and David S. 

Percy amongst others. I’d just like to begin by saying please turn your phasers to stun... 

25% of us British already know it’s just a steaming pile of bullshit, so I have hope for us 

yet. But in saying that, there are 19 of us that probably deserve to be shot. Good job there’s 

so many of those helpful eugenics programmes floating about - this’ll be their last survey 

one would imagine. - No seriously it just highlights the inadequacy of our education system. 

Apollo 11 hoax: one in four people do not believe in moon landing 

  

From The Telegraph.co.uk Published: 3:45PM BST 17 Jul 2009 

A quarter of Britons believe the Apollo 11 mission moon landings in 1969 were a hoax.  

Eleven of the 1009 people surveyed thought Buzz Lightyear was the first person on the 

Moon. The Toy Story film character was named alongside Louis Armstrong. Eight of those 

taking part thought the late jazz musician made the first moon walk.  

Not quite three quarters correctly answered that Neil Armstrong took the first step onto the 

Moon.  

 

Eleven per cent of people polled thought the Apollo programme was a recent as the 1980s, 

with just 68 per cent knowing that the first moon landing took place in 1969. A total of 44 

per cent considered the missions to be a waste of money.  

 

The survey was conducted for E&T magazine, published by the Institution of Engineering and 

Technology. 

  

Editor in chief Dickon Ross said: "The Apollo moon landing is mankind's most outstanding 

engineering event so it's deeply worrying that such a large number of people should think 

the first moon walk never happened and that the public's belief in the legitimacy of science 

and technology seems to be declining over time." 

  

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/scienceandtechnology/science/space/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/scienceandtechnology/science/space/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/scienceandtechnology/science/space/


Conspiracy theorists have pointed to a number of flaws in the pictures and footage from the 

Apollo missions as proof that the moon landings were staged.  

 

For instance, the US flag planted by Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin was said to be waving in 

a breeze, which should not have been possible on the airless moon. Nasa's response was 

that the flag waved a little when deployed due to residual momentum from contact with the 

astronauts, not because of windy weather.  

 

Alleged light and shadow anomalies were the result of the highly reflective surface of the 

Moon and the wide-angle cameras used by the astronauts, said the space agency. Another 

question mark over the lack of dust kicked up by the lunar module was explained by the fact 

that the craft's rocket exhaust fired out sideways rather than straight down. 

  

Leading space scientist Professor John Zarnecki, from the Open University, said: "I think it 

would have been a far greater achievement to have mocked the whole thing up AND to have 

kept it quiet for four decades. (My Note. - If they managed to “keep it quiet” as you say John 

why do a whopping 25% of us think that it’s all just a blatantly concocted pack of lies?) 

  

"If one in four Britons today don't believe the moon landings ever happened, then I'm afraid 

that says a lot about one in four Britons. And what it says isn't very complimentary." (My 

Note. - I’m more concerned about a “leading space scientist” who doesn’t understand basic 

physics myself. As a rudimentary grasp of physics is enough to disprove this crock of shit.) 

 

He pointed out that moon rocks brought back to Earth by the Apollo astronauts were very 

similar to those returned by a series of unmanned Soviet probes.  

 

Veteran astronomer Sir Patrick Moore said about those who believe the moon landings were 

a hoax: "If ignorance is bliss they must be very happy."  

 

Sorry Patrick, but you unwittingly proved it yourself, when you asked Neil at the Welcome 

Back press conference about seeing the star’s and the solar corona and he said he “didn’t 

recall” seeing any star’s, you should have known it was a lie from then on old bean. The 

stars would have been perfectly clear and lucid in no atmosphere and you KNEW that 100%. 

 

The first issue I wish to cover is on what the Russian’s were doing while all this was going 

on. There are a few reasons for this, firstly I want you to see how Russia had basically 

scooped virtually every award for space “first’s”, Mr McGowan supplies a fairly long list of 

his own on the matter in this next article, and I compliment that with one I recently got from 

a site I think may be Russian that is more complete than even Dave’s fine effort. Once you 

have read them both I want you to take the time to ask yourself this very obvious question... 

 

Why did the guys who done everything first stop even trying when it came to the moon? 

 

I’ll get back to you on exactly why I think this happened later on.  

We’re going to do a, before Apollo 11, on the way to the moon, during Apollo 11, on the 

moon with Apollo 11 (and others), and then not only the missions after Apollo 11, but also 

the subsequent cover up, type of scenario, (if  I was to sum it up in nutshell), - I felt it’s 

easier to digest that way. These next articles will be discussing a few things that happened 

before the whole moon pantomime began, then we’ll cover some other choice points that 

occurred during the supposed flight’s there, and then of course on the moon itself, then we 

will end the short “mini-series” with some points concerning the aftermath and legacy. 

Here to begin Dave McGowan covers the fact that the Ruskie’s had America utterly whipped 

in space “first’s” until it came to the moon, at which point they apparently just decided to 

chuck it. (I know it’s part seven of his series, I felt it fitted in better here chronologically.) 

 



I also wish to take the time during this chapter to demonstrate to you that “they” will put 

lots of serious effort into doing some rather, well, absurd things actually. - It’s not going to 

be just “evil” or wicked stuff that we will cover during this steep learning curve of yours. - 

Aren’t you glad now that it’s also going to be containing some plain old bizarre stuff too? 

When Kennedy promised the Yanks they’d be on the moon by the end of the 6:’s I genuinely 

think the same “they” that I just mentioned above genuinely believed it was possible.  

With hindsight (and evidence) I now firmly believe for myself that the notion of anyone who 

was both intelligent, and also in the know, still believing in that idea to be a truly realistic 

possibility, I think died out before, or at the very latest around about the time Kennedy did.  

Wagging the Moondoggie, Part VII November 21, 2009 by David McGowan  

 

While idly flipping through the channels the other day, I noticed that the Science Channel 

was planning to air a couple of Moon landing documentaries. Luckily, I was a bit bored that 

day so I decided to tune in, though I was not really expecting much beyond the standard 

claims that have been made in numerous other documentary films focusing on the alleged 

Apollo missions. 

I was pleasantly surprised, however, to find that the two hours that I spent watching the 

Science Channel spin the Moon landings was time well spent, seeing as how I picked up 

quite a few facts that I had not previously come across in other source material. The most 

important thing that I learned was a lesson, of sorts: never attempt to mock the Apollo 

missions – for the simple reason that all such efforts will be in vain, since no claim made in 

jest, no matter how absurd, can ever top the lunacy of actual claims made by NASA and its 

subsidiaries. 

The better of the two televised documentaries was Moon Machines: The Lunar Module, which 

turned out to be part of a series which, as luck would have it, is readily available on Netflix 

(with all six hours conveniently packaged on a single DVD). Netflix seemed to think that I 

might also enjoy Nova’s two-hour To the Moon and the Discovery Channel’s multi-part When 

We Left Earth, so I added those to my queue as well. Having now absorbed everything that 

Moon Machines, To the Moon, When We Left Earth and First on the Moon: The Untold Story 

have to offer, I realize that my debunking of the alleged Moon landings wasn’t really as 

thorough as it could have been, so another chapter is on order. Or maybe two. Or possibly 

three. Perhaps even four. 

Moon Machines: The Lunar Module began by having a talking-head named Josh Stoff explain 

to viewers that when JFK delivered his historic speech on May 25 of 1961 – the one in 

which he boldly proclaimed that Americans would walk on the Moon by the close of the 

decade – “The United States had a total of fifteen minutes of space flight experience … and 

now we were committed to go to the Moon … We knew nothing about the Moon.” 

Indeed, if Kennedy had delivered that speech just three weeks earlier, Stoff’s statement 

would have to be modified to: “The United States had no space flight experience at all, and 

now we were committed to going to the Moon!” On May 5, 1961, Alan Shepard had become 

the first American in space when he took a 15-minute ride in a Mercury capsule that 

basically went up and then came right back down. That mission was a hastily assembled 

“Hey, look! We can do it too!” response to the USSR having put the first man in space on 

April 12, 1961. 

On the day of Gagarin’s historic flight, a clearly uncomfortable President Kennedy fielded 

questions from a concerned press corps. Asked if we intended to beat the Russians to the 

Moon, Kennedy testily replied that “we first have to make a judgment, based on the best 

information we can get, whether we can be ahead of the Russians to the Moon.” Asked a 

follow-up question about the Saturn rockets already under development by the von Braun 



team, an obviously annoyed Kennedy replied that “Saturn is still going to put us well 

behind.” 

Konrad Dannenberg, a rocket propulsion engineer who worked alongside von Braun for 

some 33 years, first in Nazi Germany and then in Huntsville, Alabama, readily agreed that 

“They ‗the Soviets‘ were really in all areas way ahead of us.” So despite the frequent claims 

of ‘debunkers’ that it was actually a close race, or that the Soviets weren’t really leading at 

all, everyone from the President to the scientists who actually designed and built the 

machines that allegedly took us to the Moon agreed at the time that the Soviets were far 

ahead of the U.S. in virtually all aspects of the space race. 

The ‘debunkers’ are right about one thing though: the list of Soviet firsts that I included in 

an earlier post in this series is not entirely accurate. Truth be told, I appear to have sold the 

Soviets short by leaving out a number of the early accomplishments of their space program, 

including a couple of firsts that the United States was unable to match for decades. Here 

then is a more complete list of Russian firsts in the years leading up to and during the 

alleged Apollo missions: 

May 15, 1957 – The Soviet Union tests the R-7 Semyorka, the world’s first intercontinental 

ballistic missile. 

October 4, 1957 – The Soviets launch Sputnik 1, Earth’s first manmade satellite. 

November 3, 1957 – A dog named Laika becomes the first animal to enter Earth orbit 

aboard Sputnik 2. Unfortunately for Laika though, she isn’t booked for a return flight. 

January 2, 1959 – Luna 1 becomes the first manmade object to leave Earth’s orbit. 

September 13, 1959 – After an intentional crash landing, Luna 2 becomes the first 

manmade object on the Moon.  

October 6, 1959 – Luna 3 provides mankind with its first look at the far side of the Moon. 

August 20, 1960 – Belka and Strelka, aboard Sputnik 5, are the first animals to safely 

return from Earth orbit. 

October 14, 1960 – Marsnik 1, the first probe sent from Earth to Mars, blasts off. 

February 12, 1961 – Venera 1, the first probe sent from Earth to Venus, blasts off. 

April 12, 1961 – Yuri Gagarin, riding aboard the Vostok 1, becomes the first man in Earth 

orbit. 

May 19, 1961 – Venera 1 performs the first ever fly-by of another planet (Venus). 

August 6, 1961 – Gherman Titov, aboard the Vostok 2, becomes the first man to spend over 

a day in space and the first to sleep in Earth orbit. 

August 11 & 12, 1962 – Vostok 3 and Vostok 4 are launched, the first simultaneous 

manned space flights (though they do not rendezvous). 

October 12, 1964 – Voskhod 1, carrying the world’s first multi-man crew, is launched. 

March 18, 1965 – Aleksei Leonov, riding aboard the Voskhod 2, performs the first space-

walk. 

February 3, 1966 – Luna 9 becomes the first probe to make a controlled, ‘soft’ landing on 

the Moon. 



March 1, 1966 – Venera 3, launched November 16, 1965, becomes the first probe to 

impact another planet (Venus). 

April 3, 1966 – Luna 10 becomes the first manmade lunar satellite. 

October 30, 1967 – Cosmos 186 and Cosmos 188 become the first unmanned spacecraft 

to rendezvous and dock in Earth orbit. The United States will not duplicate this maneuver for 

nearly four decades. 

January 16, 1969 – Soyuz 4 and Soyuz 5 become the first manned spacecraft to dock in 

Earth orbit and the first to exchange crews. 

November 17, 1970 – Lunokhod 1, the first robotic rover to land on and explore an 

extraterrestrial body, lands on the Moon. Twenty-seven years later, the United States lands 

it’s very first robotic rover on Mars. 

December 15, 1970 – Venera 7 becomes the first probe to make a soft landing on another 

planet (Venus). 

April 19, 1971 – Salyut 1 becomes the world’s first orbiting space station. 

August 22, 1972 – Mars 2 becomes the first probe to reach the surface of Mars. 

I feel much better now that we have set the record straight on all of that. And I’m sure that 

the ‘debunkers,’ who in the past have described much shorter lists of Soviet firsts as 

‘padded,’ will feel much better as well. 

The Soviets achieved the first fly-by of the Moon, launched the first craft to impact the Moon, 

were the first to make a soft landing on the Moon, put the first object into lunar orbit, and 

remain, to this day, the only nation to land and operate a robotic vehicle on the Moon. It 

should now make perfect sense to everyone then why the Soviets, who were ahead of us in 

virtually all aspects of space exploration, in some cases by decades, never landed a man on 

the Moon. Or even sent a man to orbit the Moon. Come to think of it, they never even sent a 

dog to the Moon.  

It would be difficult to argue that the Russians didn’t have adequate funding for their space 

program, or that they didn’t have some of the finest scientific minds on the planet working 

for that space program, or that they didn’t have the will and desire to succeed. What they 

were lacking, I’m thinking, is access to Hollywood production facilities. Returning then to 

our prior topic of discussion … 

On April 14, 1961, two days after Gagarin’s historic flight, a panicked Kennedy reportedly 

inquired of NASA what goal in space we might be able to attain before the Soviets. According 

to legend, Kennedy was told that America’s best hope to beat the Russians was with a 

manned Moon landing. The reasoning was that the Soviets were so far ahead of us that they 

would surely trounce us in achieving any milestones attainable in Earth orbit (space-walks, 

prolonged flight, rendezvous and docking maneuvers, etc.), so our best bet was to shoot for 

a far-off goal. 

The problem, however, was that none of the technology required to attain such a goal 

existed at that time. We did not have the rocket technology to power such a mission, nor the 

navigation system to guide such a journey, nor the digital computer technology to control 

that navigation system, nor the spacesuit technology to protect our astronauts, nor the 

technology to rendezvous or dock in space, nor the technology to create a dune buggy 

capable of operating on the Moon, nor the technology to design and create a lunar landing 

vehicle. NASA had been in existence for less than three years, having been created in 1958 

as a direct response to the USSR’s launch of Sputnik. 



Nevertheless, just eight summers later, we allegedly did indeed land men on the Moon. In 

just eight short years, starting essentially from scratch, we designed, built, tested, refined 

and perfected every piece of technology required to put men on the Moon, and we did it so 

well in that brief period of time that by July of 1969, every cog in the wheel performed 

nearly flawlessly. And yet now, with a half-century of space exploration now under our belts, 

and with all the necessary technology long perfected, NASA advises us that it would take 

twice as long to put a man on the Moon. But I may have already pointed that out. 

In July of 1962, NASA announced that it was fully committed to the lunar shuttle concept 

and began shopping around for a contractor to build it. As fate would have it, a small 

aircraft company on Long Island, the Grumman Corporation, had already been working on 

the design of an independent lunar shuttle vehicle, cleverly anticipating the market demand. 

Grumman thus was able to submit a much more detailed proposal than other competitors, 

sealing the deal with NASA. 

In November of 1962, Grumman was awarded the contract to build what Moon Machines 

described as “the most complicated and sophisticated spacecraft ever conceived.” Soon 

after, we are also informed that the LEM was “what many regarded as the first true 

spaceship.” In other words, America’s “first true spaceship” was also America’s “most 

complicated and sophisticated spacecraft.” To this day, no other spacecraft has been built 

that is capable of landing men on a planetary body. To this day, no other spacecraft has 

been built that is capable of taking off from and flying home from a planetary body. To this 

day, no other spacecraft has been built that is capable of performing rendezvous and 

docking maneuvers in lunar orbit. To this day, no spacecraft has been built that can protect 

astronauts from the hazards of flying through space outside of the Van Allen belts. 

When you think about it, of course, it makes perfect sense that America’s first true 

spacecraft, coming as it did during the infancy of the Space Age, would also stand to this 

day as the most complicated and sophisticated spacecraft “ever conceived.” After all, didn’t 

Henry Ford build the most complicated and sophisticated automobile ever conceived? And 

didn’t Orville and Wilbur build the most complicated and sophisticated aircraft ever 

conceived? And didn’t Alexander Graham Bell invent the IPhone? 

According to the Science Channel, the only constant in Grumman’s drive to design the 

modules was change. So much so that, “Finally, in the spring of 1965, NASA, worried design 

changes would never stop, imposed a freeze.” NASA had apparently decided that two-and-a-

half years, working with the knowledge and technology of the early 1960s, was plenty of 

time to design the “most complicated and sophisticated spacecraft ever conceived.” 

Whatever the Grumman team had come up with to that point would have to be good enough 

to get our flyboys from the mother ship to the Moon and back. 

It was now time to go to work actually building what was described as “an entirely 

independent spacecraft, with its own motors, fuel, life support system and navigation 

equipment. To some at the time, it seemed excessive.” To many others at the time, it just 

seemed ridiculous. 

Here’s a little more on the Russian space program.  

Encyclopaedia Astronautica 

Soviet Space History 

The previously unrevealed history of the Soviet space program... 

History of the Soviet and Russian Space Program  

The true history of Soviet spaceflight is predominantly the story of Soviet military space. 

Manned or scientific space missions could often only be justified as part of larger military 
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projects. Less than 20% of Soviet launches were for 'national prestige' purposes (civilian 

manned flights, scientific and planetary).  

The Soviet Union was a planned economy, and space projects were developed in co-

ordination with Soviet five year plans. Long range military forces plans were made for a ten 

year period, and implemented in two five-year phases. The first such plan was approved in 

1961. The second was approved in 1970, but the failure of the N1 launcher project and the 

poor reliability of first generation Soviet systems led to a drastically revised ten-year plan 

for second generation systems being approved in 1976. The final long-range space plan, for 

third generation systems, was approved in 1981 but again drastically revised in the face of 

the American 'Star Wars' programme in 1985. This was subject to constant alteration under 

Gorbachev and finally was never implemented. Following the dissolution of the Soviet Union 

the Russian Federation conducted space operations at a reduced level basically using assets 

and systems that were 'in the pipeline' before the end of the Communist government.  

Russian space historians variously refer to three or four generations of space systems, 

resulting in some confusion. The planning process resulted in a cycle where development of 

new space systems was authorised in one five year plan, followed by operational use in the 

next five year plan. This resulted in Soviet space systems falling into three generations 

before the fall of the Soviet Union. Prior to these three generations a few projects were 

begun on the initiative of the rocket and spacecraft Chief Designers, before the military fully 

accepted or understood the usefulness of space systems.  

Soviet Space History - Era of the Chief Designers (1950 to 1960) - The first concrete studies 

for spacecraft and launch vehicles were initiated in 1956. Three projects were authorised 

for development: the ISZ first earth satellite (launched as Sputnik-3); the Zenit photo-

reconnaissance satellite; and the Vostok first manned spacecraft. After the propaganda 

success of the first Sputnik in 1957, Korolev was authorised to develop the rockets and 

satellites necessary for the first probes of the Moon, Mars, and Venus. At the end of this 

period other design bureaux emerged as competitors to Korolev in the production of space 

launchers and spacecraft (Yangel, Chelomei). Their collective ambitious plans - for manned 

expeditions to the moon and Mars, for space battle stations and combat spacecraft in earth 

orbit, for a huge array of launch vehicles and satellites - were authorised on a study basis in 

1960. At the beginning of the 1960's an unwieldy total of thirty space systems were in 

development. But the military soon asserted control to the situation and only a fraction of 

these projects reached the hardware stage.  

From Videocosmos.Com - self described as one of the worlds’ foremost repositories of 

Russian space history. Who am I to argue. 

A few of the many "first" of the Russian Space Industry: 

First artificial satellite of Earth: 

"Sputnik" (pronounced "Spoot-nik" not Sput-nik") was 

launched on October 4, 1957 – the beginning of the Space 

Age. 

 

 

First space traveller: 

The first launching of a living being into space occurred aboard Sputnik 2 with a dog named 

Laika. Launch: November 3, 1957. 
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First (attempt) to the Moon: 

"Luna-1" (Mechta) – launch: January 2, 1959. Did not impact the Moon as 

scheduled, but became the orbiter of the Sun. 

 

 

First photos of the farside of the Moon: 

"Luna-3" – launch: October 4, 1959; photo: October 7, 

1959. 

 

First to Venus: 

"Venera-1" – February 12, 1961. 

 

 

First space ship: 

"Vostok" – April 12, 1961. 

 

 

First man in space:  

Yuri Gagarin made his historic flight on April 12, 1961. 

 

 

 

 

First simultaneous flight of two space ships: 

A.G. Nikolaev, P.R. Popovich, "Vostok-3," "Vostok-4" – August, 1962. 

 

 

 

First to Mars:  

"Mars-1" – November 1, 1962. 

 

 

First woman in space: 

V.V. Tereshkova, "Vostok-6" – June 16-19, 1963. 

First multi-man crew in space: 

"Voskhod" crew: V.M. Komarov, K.P. 

Feoktistov, B.B. Egorov – October 12-13, 

1964. 

  

First space "walk" by a man: A.A. Leonov, "Voskhod-2" – 

March 18, 1965. 
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First landing on the Moon: 

"Luna-9" – launch: January 31, 1966; landing: February 3, 1966. 

 

 

 

First artificial satellite of the Moon:  

"Luna-10" – March 31, 1966; in orbit since April 3, 1966. 

 

 

 

First automatic docking of spacecraft: 

"Kosmos-186" and "Kosmos-188" (Spaceship "Soyuz") – 

October 30, 1967. 

 

 

First return to Earth after circumlunar flight: 

"Zond-5" – launch: September 15, 1968; landing: September 22, 1968. 

 

 

 

First crew transfer in space:  

V.A. Shatalov, B.V. Volynov, A.S. Eliseev, E.V. 

Khrunov, "Soyuz-4," "Soyuz-5" – January 16, 

1969. 

 

  

First simultaneous flight of three space ships: 

"Soyuz-6," "Soyuz-7," "Soyuz-8" – October, 1969. 

 

 

First automatic soil return from the Moon: 

"Luna-16" – launch: September 12, 1970; landing to the Moon: September 21, 1970; 

landing to Earth: September 24, 1970. 

First car/rover on the Moon: 

"Lunokhod-1" ("Luna-17" Probe) – launch: 

November 10, 1970; landing: November 17, 

1970. 

 

 

First successful landing on Venus: 

"Venera-7" – launch: October 17, 1970; 

landed on December 15, 1970. 
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First space station: 

"Salyut" – April 19, 1971. 

 

 

 

First docking of a spaceship to a space station: 

"Soyuz-10" with "Salyut" – April 24, 1971. 

 

 

 

First landing on Mars: 

"Mars-3" – launch: March 28, 1971; lander, December 2, 

1971. 

 

 

First military manned space station: 

"Salyut-3" (Almaz) – 1974. 

 

 

First docking of Russian and US spacecraft: 

Apollo-Soyuz Test Program – July 15-24, 1975. 

 

 

 

First international crew:  

A.A. Gubarev, V. Remek (Czechoslovakia), "Soyuz-28" – March 2-10, 1978. 

 

 

First space "walk" by a woman: 

S. E. Savitskaya, "Salyut-7" – July 27, 1984. 

 

 

 

 

First unmanned flight and landing of a space 

shuttle: 

"Buran" – November 15, 1988. 

 

 

 

 

First international long-duration manned space station:  

"Mir" – launch: February 19, 1986; continuously manned since September 

8, 1989. 
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Longest space flight – more than one year: 

V.V.Polyuakov – 437 days, 17 hours, 58 min, 31 sec (continuous flight); 678 

days, 17 hours, 33 min, 18 sec (total flight time). 

 

 

 

Now a little more on the missions leading up to Apollo 11, from Dave McG. 

Wagging the Moondoggie, Part X December 7, 2009 by David McGowan 

Apollo 8 was the last Apollo flight to leave the ground during the Johnson administration. A 

decade before the launch, LBJ had laid out America’s goals in the space race, and none of 

them had much to do with sending men to the Moon: “Control of space means control of the 

world. From space, the masters of infinity would have the power to control Earth’s weather, 

to cause drought and flood, to change the tides and raise the levels of the sea, to divert the 

gulf stream and change the climates …” 

 

I thought it was global warming that was supposed to be causing most of that, but I guess 

that is a bit off-topic. 

 

To anyone paying close attention in the 1960s, the ridiculously improbable flight of Apollo 8 

should have sent a clear signal that the Apollo Moon missions were going to be seriously 

lacking in credibility. Launched on the winter solstice of 1968, Apollo 8 was only the third 

launch of a Saturn V rocket, and the first to carry a crew. The first two Saturn V launches, 

Apollo 4 and Apollo 6, were what NASA referred to as “all-up” tests of the three-stage launch 

vehicle. Those tests didn’t go so well. 

 

The team of rocket scientists who had developed the F-1 and J-2 rocket engines that 

powered the flights – most of whom were former Nazis recruited through Project Paperclip 

and relocated first to White Sands and then to the Marshall Space Flight Centre in 

Huntsville, Alabama ―one of the best sources of information on this is Linda Hunt’s Secret 

Agenda, St. Martin’s Press, 1991; see also Tom Bower’s The Paperclip Conspiracy, Little, 

Brown, 1987) – had assumed that each stage of the craft would be tested separately. They 

were reportedly horrified to find that NASA was bypassing such tests and proceeding directly 

to an ‘all-up’ test of Apollo 4 – but probably not nearly as horrified as the American people 

would have been had they known the truth about the past lives of NASA’s rocket scientists.  

 

Nevertheless, the launch of Apollo 4, the very first Saturn V launch, was allegedly a 

smashing success. That claim seems rather dubious, however, given that the next all-up 

test, of Apollo 6, was marked by multiple malfunctions. The first-stage burn had serious 

vibration problems, and two of the second-stage’s five engines cut out, throwing the ship 

seriously off course. 

 

According to Moon Machines, NASA was undeterred by the serious problems encountered 

during the flight of Apollo 6: “Despite the near loss of Apollo 6, NASA was pushing ahead 

with Apollo 8, the third flight of the Saturn V and the first to carry a crew.” NASA was so 

confident, in fact, that they decided to throw caution to the wind and swing for the fence 

with Apollo 8: “The third flight of the Saturn V would carry astronauts not to orbit the Earth, 

as everyone had expected, but to orbit the Moon.” 

 

Had the Apollo program been a real space exploration endeavor, the first manned flight of 

the Saturn V would obviously have gone no further than low-Earth orbit, as had been 

planned. This would likely have been followed by an unmanned flight to the Moon, and then 

possibly a flight ‘piloted’ by a dog or some other such mammalian life form. But taking 
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logical, methodical steps toward achieving goals in space was for those pussies over in 

Russia. America was going to take the John Wayne approach. 

 

Without taking any of the preliminary steps, and with a launch vehicle that had failed on its 

last outing, and without knowing if the ship itself could make the journey there and back, 

America was going to send men all the way to the Moon! 

 

Not to worry though: NASA was confident that all the problems with Apollo 6 had been 

diagnosed and fixed, and in record time. Despite the fact that the failed stages of the 

aircraft weren’t available for inspection, NASA’s crack team was able to expertly pinpoint 

and correct all the deficiencies so thoroughly that the new and improved Saturn V rocket 

didn’t even need a test flight to be sure it was working correctly. Indeed, it was ready to go 

all the way to the Moon! 

 

Given America’s track record in the space race, which from the very beginning was marked 

by disappointments and desperate attempts to keep up with the Joneses, it was a seriously 

ballsy move. Following the October 4, 1957 launch of Sputnik I, a 184-pound Soviet 

satellite, the U.S. attempted to respond by launching Vanguard, a 3-pound sphere roughly 

the size of a large grapefruit, on December 6, 1957. With the nation nervously looking on, 

Vanguard rose approximately five feet from the launch pad before blowing up in a blaze of 

glory. 

 

The U.S. had better luck on January 31, 1958, when it officially entered the space race with 

the successful launch of Explorer 1, a 31-pound satellite. The Soviets, meanwhile, had 

already successfully launched Sputnik III, a nearly 3,000-pound satellite described in Time-

Life’s To the Moon as an “orbiting space laboratory.” America clearly had some catching up 

to do. 

 

Once NASA’s engineers turned their attention to the Moon as a target of unmanned space 

flights, ‘disappointment’ continued to be the operative word. Beginning in August of 1961, 

the United States began attempting to crash-land an unmanned craft onto the Moon through 

the Ranger program. The first six such attempts failed. Ranger 1 and Ranger 2 both failed 

on the launch pad, Ranger 3 launched successfully but missed the Moon, Ranger 4 became 

disabled and drifted about aimlessly, Ranger 5 also shut down and missed the Moon, and 

the cameras aboard Ranger 6 failed, rendering it useless. 

 

Finally, on July 31, 1964, nearly three full years after the first launch, Ranger 7 

successfully impacted and photographed the Moon. Rangers 8 and 9 followed in February 

and March of 1965. The three successful probes gathered a combined total of roughly 

17,000 images, which didn’t change the fact that the Ranger program overall had a 67% 

failure rate. 

 

The next year, NASA launched two new lunar reconnaissance programs: Surveyor and the 

Lunar Orbiter Program. The first Surveyor blasted off on May 30, 1966, with six more to 

follow, the last on January 7, 1968. The goal of the program was to attempt ‘soft landings’ 

on the lunar surface. Two of the missions, Surveyor 2 and Surveyor 4, crashed, leaving the 

program with roughly a 29% failure rate. The Surveyor and Ranger programs had a 

combined failure rate of 50%. 

NASA had much better luck with the Lunar Orbiter Program, which involved putting five 

satellites into lunar orbit between August of 1966 and August of 1967. Each of the five 

orbited the Moon, capturing high-resolution images, for an average of ten days each. In 

addition to mapping the lunar surface, the Orbiters also sent back the first images of Earth 

from space and the first photos of the Earth rising over the lunar horizon. In all, some 

3,000 images were beamed back – officially at least. 

 

The problem here, of course, is that NASA’s numbers don’t seem to add up. Does it make 

any sense at all that the three successful Ranger missions, which flew directly to the Moon 



and immediately crashed, sent back 17,000 images, and yet the five Orbiters, which spent a 

combined total of fifty-three days orbiting the Moon, sent back just 3,::: images? That’s a 

capture rate of just over two images per hour. And the Orbiters had multiple cameras on 

board. 

 

There is little doubt that the Orbiters returned far more images than claimed, of which only 

a select few (relatively speaking) were released. What then happened to the rest of them? 

I’m going to go way out on a limb here and guess that NASA needed those images for 

another, more important project: faking the Apollo Moon landings. All of those glorious 

shots of Earth from space, and of Earth-rises, and of superimposed spacecraft in lunar orbit 

were undoubtedly created from unreleased imagery captured by the Orbiters. As were, no 

doubt, the fake lunar sets and the fake lunar backdrops. 

 

One final note on the Lunar Orbiters: during their flights to and around the Moon, the five 

satellites recorded twenty-two “micrometeoroid events.” The eight lunar modules that made 

the trip to the Moon apparently recorded no such events. Or maybe the guys just put some 

duct tape over the holes. 

 

Meanwhile, NASA’s manned space programs were having trouble as well. In the beginning, 

of course, there were the Mercury 7, the nation’s first space-age celebrities. Immortalized in 

The Right Stuff, the first seven astronauts were hand-picked from among hundreds of the 

nation’s finest fighter pilots. Six of those seven – Alan Shepard, Gus Grissom, John Glenn, 

Scott Carpenter, Wally Schirra, and Gordo Cooper – would become the first Americans in 

space, but for most of them it would not be an entirely smooth ride. 

 

Shepard was the first to take flight aboard the Freedom 7, launched on May 5, 1961. His 

was an uneventful, 15-minute sub-orbital flight. Grissom followed on July 21, 1961 in the 

Liberty Bell 7, and things didn’t go so well for him. As with Shepard, his was just a sub-

orbital flight, but it nearly cost him his life. Immediately after splashing down, the hatch 

blew on his capsule and it began taking on water. Grissom got free, but his suit, which was 

supposed to serve as a floatation device, also began taking on water, pulling him under. 

 

Grissom’s plight did not improve with the arrival of a rescue helicopter, which concentrated 

exclusively on trying to save the capsule, ignoring the struggling Grissom who now also had 

to contend with the helicopter’s rotor wash. Grissom was pulled to safety only when a 

second rescue helicopter arrived. The capsule sunk to the bottom of the sea, three miles 

below. 

 

Glenn was up next, and he was slated to be the first American in orbit. Riding aboard the 

Friendship 7, launched on February 20, 1962, Glenn did indeed make it into orbit, but NASA 

was not at all sure that they were going to be able to get him back. The launch had been 

delayed for a month as NASA worked out various problems, but there was still a serious 

glitch: during Glenn’s second orbit, technicians on the ground determined that the heat 

shield, essential for reentry, had come loose.  

 

Glenn’s capsule was seriously damaged during reentry, but he survived unharmed and 

became an instant national hero. 

 

Next up was Carpenter, who orbited the Earth three times aboard the Aurora 7 on May 24, 

1962. Running low on fuel, Carpenter barely made reentry, and the wrong angle of reentry 

caused him to splash down some 250 miles off course and out of radio contact. It took 

rescue crews three hours to find him floating in the Atlantic. Some on the ground blamed 

Carpenter for the mishap, claiming that he had wasted fuel by acting like a tourist trying to 

see all the sights ―you can’t really fault the guy for that – he was probably wishing that he 

had rolled a fatty to bring along). 

 



Schirra was up to bat next, and he blasted off on October 3, 1962 aboard the Sigma 7, 

completing six orbits in just over nine hours. His was the first flight since Shepard’s, and 

the first orbital flight, to be free of any significant malfunctions.  

 

The final Mercury flight was helmed by Cooper, who lifted off on May 15, 1963 inside the 

Faith 7 capsule. Cooper completed 22 orbits and was the first American to sleep in space. 

Problems arose in the final hours, however, when the capsule’s automatic controls failed 

and Cooper had to execute the first fully manual reentry. It would be nearly two years before 

the next Americans followed Cooper into space. 

 

Overall, the Mercury program was largely a success in the sense that everyone made it back 

alive and well, but America had a very long way to go to get men to the Moon. 

 

Next up was the Gemini program, featuring a larger, two-man capsule. Gemini, which ran 

from March of 1965 until November of 1966, had very specific goals: testing man’s ability 

to survive in space for up to two weeks; testing rendezvous and docking procedures; 

performing EVAs (space-walks); and making orbital adjustments. All of these were to be 

practiced until they became almost second nature. 

 

The Gemini capsules were launched into orbit with Titan rockets, which proved to be a bit 

unstable at first. The first launch attempts blew up on the pad. Eventually NASA successfully 

launched two that didn’t blow up, and those were christened Gemini 1 and Gemini 2. Those 

were followed by ten manned Gemini flights, beginning with Gemini 3 launched on March 

23, 1965, and concluding with Gemini 12, which took flight on November 11, 1966. 

 

The flight of Gemini 3 was a short one – completing three orbits in just under five hours. 

Due to an equipment malfunction, pilots Gus Grissom and John Young had to manually 

control their reentry and splashed down some sixty miles off target. Other than that, the 

first manned Gemini mission was successful. Gemini 4, launched on June 3, 1965, 

remained in orbit for just over four days and featured the alleged space-walk by Ed White 

―NASA’s photos of which are, needless to say, spectacular). 

 

 
 

After a successful lift-off on August 21, 1965, Gemini 5 remained in low-Earth orbit for 

nearly eight days, completing 120 orbits. The flight was largely successful, though a 

malfunctioning fuel cell and faulty thrusters did cause some problems for the crew. 

 



Upon their return, it should be noted, the Gemini 5’s pilots, Gordo Cooper and Pete Conrad, 

looked tired, haggard and unshaven, with their hair greasy and matted. In other words, they 

looked exactly as you would expect guys who had just spent a week in a cramped spaceship 

with no means of attending to basic matters of hygiene to look. Below, left to right, are 

photos of Conrad after returning from his eight-day mission, Lovell after returning from a 

four-day mission aboard Gemini 12, and Lovell again toward the end of his fourteen-day 

flight on Gemini 7. 

 

   
 

          

 

The Apollo astronauts, on the other hand, all arrived home looking rested, shaved and fresh 

faced, as though they had just returned from a day at the spa. Apparently they found room 

to include a shower and various other amenities on those Apollo spacecraft. 

 

 
 

The next scheduled launch was Gemini 6, set to take flight in late October of 1965. The 

flight was postponed, however, due to the failure of an unmanned Agena craft launched as a 

docking target. On December 4, Gemini 7, with Frank Borman and Jim Lovell on board, 

began a grueling fourteen-day stay in low-Earth orbit. About a week later, Gemini 6 was 



once again ready for launch, but that launch was aborted when an engine shut down, 

narrowly averting a fatal explosion on the pad. 

 

Gemini 6 finally got into low-Earth orbit on December 11 and remained there for just over 

one day. During that time, Gemini 6 allegedly performed a rendezvous maneuver with 

Gemini 7, the two spacecraft remaining side-by-side for some 5.5 hours while traveling at 

17,000 miles per hour. Curiously, there was a launch of a military rocket in between the 

launches of Gemini 6 and Gemini 7, and Lovell has said that that launch was connected in 

some unspecified manner to the mission of Gemini 7. 

 

Gemini 8, helmed by Neil Armstrong and David Scott, blasted off on March 16, 1966. The 

goal of the mission was to test rendezvous and docking procedures and to achieve the first 

successful docking between a Gemini capsule and an unmanned Agena craft. Curiously, the 

two pilots chosen for this complex mission were both rookies. The crew that had originally 

been slated to fly the mission, Elliot See and Charles Bassett, were killed on February 28, 

1966, just days before the launch, when See, one of the nation’s top pilots, slammed a T-38 

Talon into the side of a building in St. Louis. 

 

Gemini 8 reportedly succeeded in docking with the Agena target, but trouble began almost 

immediately. The conjoined spacecraft began to tumble violently end-over-end, forcing 

Armstrong to jettison the Agena. That, however, only caused the Gemini capsule to tumble 

even more violently. Armstrong finally had to resort to firing the rockets used for reentry 

positioning to stabilize the craft, which necessitated immediately aborting the mission. The 

capsule splashed down in the Pacific, a half-a-world away from its target in the Atlantic. 

 

On June 3, 1966, Gemini 9, piloted by Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan, took flight. The 

launch had been postponed due to the failure of another Agena target. The goal was, once 

again, to dock with an unmanned Agena craft. That docking failed to materialize, however, 

when yet another Agena target malfunctioned. This was also the flight on which Cernan took 

his nearly fatal space-walk (there was debate on the ground over whether he should be cut 

loose to drift in space or left tethered to burn up upon reentry if he couldn’t make it back 

in). 

 

Following Gemini 9, there were only three manned Gemini missions left and the United 

States had thus far failed to come anywhere close to mastering either docking procedures 

or EVAs, both of which would be absolutely essential for the success of the proposed Apollo 

missions. 

 

Gemini 10, with John Young and Michael Collins at the wheel, lifted off on July 18, 1966 

and remained in orbit for just under three days. Young and Collins reportedly achieved the 

first successful, stable docking of a Gemini capsule with an Agena target. Collins also 

performed a largely unsuccessful EVA, though not as disastrous as Cernan’s on the 

previous flight. 

 

Gemini 11, piloted by Charles Conrad and Richard Gordon, took to the skies on September 

12, 1966 and, like Gemini 10, remained in orbit for just under three days. And like Gemini 

10, the mission included a docking maneuver with an Agena target and a less than fully 

successful space-walk (by Gordon). 

 

The final Gemini mission, Gemini 12, put Jim Lovell and Buzz Aldrin into low-Earth orbit for 

just under four days. Aldrin completed the first fully successful space-walk and the two 

pilots once again practiced docking with an Agena target. NASA had come a long way since 

shooting Alan Shepard out of a cannon in May of 1961, but the Moon still seemed like a far-

off goal. The progression from Mercury to Gemini – from a single-occupancy capsule to a 

somewhat more sophisticated, double-occupancy capsule, requiring a somewhat larger 

launch vehicle – was a natural one. NASA’s next step, however, was going to be more of a 

quantum leap. 



 

 
 

 

 

      

 

The Saturn V rocket bore little resemblance to any previous launch vehicles. As Apollo flight 

director Gene Kranz observed, “It was a new spacecraft. It was something that we had to 

learn from the ground up – that we had to learn from scratch.” It was a massive, and 

massively complex, spacecraft. The Saturn V was so much larger than its predecessors that 

all previous manned launch vehicles – the six Mercury and ten Gemini vehicles – could fit 

inside a single Saturn V casing. 

 



 
 

A fully assembled, launch-ready Saturn V stood 363 feet tall and weighed in at roughly 

6,000,000 pounds, 90% of which was fuel weight. Depending upon who is telling the story, 

it contained either 6,000,000 or 9,000,000 parts. There were three disposable launch 

stages, atop which sat the lunar, service and command modules, which was then capped 

with a launch escape system that was jettisoned shortly after lift-off. 

 

I’m saving a portion of the rest of this part of Dave’s Moondoggie article for the “during” 

section of this, sorry… 

 

And for those who think it would be impossible for a secret of this size to be kept, 

remember that these sorts of projects are compartmentalised. Only a few knew the real 

truth, most just done their little bit for a larger project. To prove that this is not an 

outlandish explanation remember this: 

 

Manhattan Project:  The Manhattan Project was the codename for a project conducted 

during World War II to develop the first atomic bomb. The project was led by the United 

States, and included participation from the United Kingdom and Canada. Formally 

designated as the Manhattan Engineer District (MED), it refers specifically to the period of 

the project from 1942–1946 under the control of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, under 

the administration of General Leslie R. Groves. The scientific research was directed by 

American physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer.  The project's roots lay in scientists' fears since 

the 1930s that Nazi Germany was also investigating nuclear weapons of its own.  

Born out of a small research program in 1939, the Manhattan Project eventually employed 

more than 130,000 people and cost nearly US$2 billion ($22 billion in current value). It 

resulted in the creation of multiple production and research sites that operated in secret.  

With the total involved, this makes it one of the largest conspiracies in history.  Entire towns 

were built for short periods of time, employing people, all under secrecy and top national 



secrecy at that.  The government never admitted to it, the media never reported on it, and 

people had no idea for over 25 years.  Project research took place at over thirty sites 

across the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom. The three primary research and 

production sites of the project were the plutonium-production facility at what is now the 

Hanford Site, the uranium-enrichment facilities at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and the weapons 

research and design laboratory now known as Los Alamos National Laboratory. The MED 

maintained control over U.S. weapons production until the formation of the Atomic Energy 

Commission in January 1947. 

So anyone saying it would be impossible to keep something like faking the moon missions a 

secret is talking out of their ass, as you have just read the USA can keep secrets when it 

suits them, look at the Blackbird plane or the stealth bombers as well if you need further 

proof. 

Here’s a weird little fact concerning the Gemini missions that I think is worth looking at 

taken from “NASA mooned America!” By Ralph Rene. 

The Gemini Fireproof Antenna 

 

Wally Schirra and Tom Stafford are about to be rescued after splash-down on Gemini 6A. 

They claim to have made a rendezvous in space with Borman and Lovell, who were flying 

Gemini 7. From the front of the capsule we see the base of a long fibreglass whip antenna. 

It is completely undamaged, and it is not retractable, as the capsule cabin contains no 

antenna well. The capsules came from the factory gleaming with a silver film (which is 

charred by temperatures over 5000 degrees during re-entry). Anything not shielded by the 

forward ablative coating will burn up. None of the other Gemini capsules showed whip 

antennas after splash-down. This antenna responds to frequencies not used in space and 

would only be of value in locating the capsule after it landed. Once the capsule was found it 

would have no further value. (My Note. - This is because the antenna would be used to 

communicate with the rescue team, once they are there, what use can it possibly have?) 

 

 
 

Wagging the Moondoggie, Part I October 1, 2009 by David McGowan 

It all began a few months ago, when I became very busy at my day job as well as with family 

drama and with what turned out to be a very time-consuming side project, all of which made 

it increasingly difficult for me to carve out chunks of time to work on the remaining 

chapters in the series. Over the next two months or so, I pretty much lost all momentum 

and soon found it hard to motivate myself to write even when I could find the time. 

 



That happens sometimes. Though it sounds rather cliché, ‘writer’s block’ is a very real 

phenomenon. There are many times when I can sit down at the keyboard and the words flow 

out of my head faster than I can get them down on the page. But there are also times when 

producing just one halfway decent sentence seems a near impossible task. This was one of 

those times. 

 

I found a new source of inspiration, however, when my wife e-mailed me the recent story 

about the fake Dutch Moon rock, which I and many others found quite amusing, and which 

also reminded me that I had a lot of other bits and pieces of information concerning the 

Apollo project that I had collected over the nine years that have passed since I first wrote 

about the alleged Moon landings. After taking that first look, back in 2000, I was pretty well 

convinced that the landings were, in fact, faked, but it was perfectly obvious that the rather 

short, mostly tongue-in-cheek post that I put up back in July of 2000 was not going to 

convince anyone else of that. 

 

So I contemplated taking a more comprehensive look at the Apollo program. Toward that 

end, I pulled up my original Apollo post along with various other bits and pieces scattered 

throughout past newsletters, threw in all the newer material that had never made it onto my 

website, and then combed the Internet for additional information. In doing so, I realized that 

a far better case could be made than what I had previously offered to readers. 

 

I also realized that a far better case could be made than what is currently available on the 

‘net. 

 

I was rather surprised actually by how little there is out there – a couple of books by Bill 

Kaysing and Ralph Rene, a smattering of websites and a variety of YouTube videos of 

varying quality. Virtually all of the websites and videos tend to stick to the same ground 

covered by Kaysing and Rene, and they almost all use the same NASA photographs to argue 

the same points. So too do the sites devoted to ‘debunking’ the notion that the landings 

were faked, and those sites seem to actually outnumber the hoax sites. 

 

I am very well aware, by the way, that there are many, many people out there – even many 

of the people who have seen through other tall tales told by our government – who think 

that Moon hoax theorists are complete kooks. And a whole lot of coordinated effort has 

gone into casting them as such. That makes wading into the Moon hoax debate a potentially 

dangerous affair. 

 

I have already received e-mails warning that I will suffer a similar fate (from people who 

heard me discussing the topic on Meria Heller’s radio show‖. Not to worry though – I have 

somewhat of an advantage over others who have attempted to travel this path: I don’t really 

care. My mission is to ferret out the truth, wherever it may lie; if at various points along the 

way, some folks are offended and others question my sanity, that’s not really something that 

I lose a lot of sleep over. 

 

Anyway, a whole lot of people are extremely reluctant to give up their belief in the success 

of the Apollo missions. A lot of people, in fact, pretty much shut down at the mere mention 

of the Moon landings being faked, refusing to even consider the possibility (Facebook, by 

the way, is definitely not the best place to promote the notion that the landings were faked, 

in case anyone was wondering). And yet there are some among the True Believers who will 

allow that, though they firmly believe that we did indeed land on the Moon, they would have 

understood if it had been a hoax. Given the climate of the times, with Cold War tensions 

simmering and anxious Americans looking for some sign that their country was still 

dominant and not technologically inferior to the Soviets, it could be excused if NASA had 

duped the world. 

 

Such sentiments made me realize that the Moon landing lie is somewhat unique among the 

big lies told to the American people in that it was, in the grand scheme of things, a relatively 

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=818978237&ref=name


benign lie, and one that could be easily spun. Admitting that the landings were faked would 

not have nearly the same impact as, say, admitting to mass murdering 3,000 Americans 

and destroying billions of dollars worth of real estate and then using that crime as a pretext 

to wage two illegal wars and strip away civil, legal and privacy rights. 

 

And yet, despite the fact that it was a relatively benign lie, there is a tremendous reluctance 

among the American people to let go of the notion that we sent men to the Moon. There are 

a couple of reasons for that, one of them being that there is a romanticized notion that 

those were great years – years when one was proud to be an American. And in this day and 

age, people need that kind of romanticized nostalgia to cling to. 

 

But that is not the main reason that people cling so tenaciously, often even angrily, to what 

is essentially the adult version of Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny and the Tooth Fairy. What 

primarily motivates them is fear. But it is not the lie itself that scares people; it is what that 

lie says about the world around us and how it really functions. For if NASA was able to pull 

off such an outrageous hoax before the entire world, and then keep that lie in place for four 

decades, what does that say about the control of the information we receive? What does that 

say about the media, and the scientific community, and the educational community, and all 

the other institutions we depend on to tell us the truth? What does that say about the very 

nature of the world we live in? 

 

That is what scares the hell out of people and prevents them from even considering the 

possibility that they could have been so thoroughly duped. It’s not being lied to about the 

Moon landings that people have a problem with, it is the realization that comes with that 

revelation: if they could lie about that, they could lie about anything. 

 

It has been my experience that the vast majority of the people who truly believe in the Moon 

landings know virtually nothing about the alleged missions. And when confronted with some 

of the more implausible aspects of those alleged missions, the most frequently offered 

argument is the one that every ‘conspiracy theorist’ has heard at least a thousand times: 

“That can’t possibly be true because there is no way that a lie that big could have been 

covered up all this time … too many people would have known about it … yadda, yadda, 

yadda.” 

 

But what if your own eyes and your innate (though suppressed) ability to think critically and 

independently tell you that what all the institutions of the State insist is true is actually a 

lie? What do you do then? Do you trust in your own cognitive abilities, or do you blindly 

follow authority and pretend as though everything can be explained away? If your worldview 

will not allow you to believe what you can see with your own eyes, then the problem, it would 

appear, is with your worldview. So do you change that worldview, or do you live in denial? 

 

The Moon landing lie is unique among the big lies in another way as well: it is a lie that 

seemingly cannot be maintained indefinitely. Washington need never come clean on, say, 

the Kennedy assassinations. After all, they’ve been lying about the Lincoln assassination for 

nearly a century-and-a-half now and getting away with it. But the Moon landing hoax, I would 

think, has to have some kind of expiration date. 

 

How many decades can pass, after all, without anyone coming even close to a reenactment 

before people start to catch on? Four obviously haven’t been enough, but how about five, or 

six, or seven? How about when we hit the 100-year anniversary? 

 

If the first trans-Atlantic flight had not been followed up with another one for over forty 

years, would anyone have found that unusual? If during the early days of the automobile, 

when folks were happily cruising along in their Model T’s at a top speed of 4: MPH, 

someone had suddenly developed a car that could be driven safely at 500 MPH, and then 

after a few years that car disappeared and for many decades thereafter, despite tremendous 



advances in automotive technology, no one ever again came close to building a car that 

could perform like that, would that seem at all odd? 

 

There are indications that this lie does indeed have a shelf life. According to a July 17, 

2009 post on CNN.com, “It’s been 37 years since the last Apollo moon mission, and tens of 

millions of younger Americans have no memories of watching the moon landings live. A 

2005-2006 poll by Mary Lynne Dittmar, a space consultant based in Houston, Texas, found 

that more than a quarter of Americans 18 to 25 expressed some doubt that humans set foot 

on the moon.” 

 

The goal of any dissident writer is to crack open the doors of perception enough to let a 

little light in – so that hopefully the seeds of a political reawakening will be planted. There 

are many doors that can be pried open to achieve that goal, but this one seems particularly 

vulnerable. Join me then as we take a little trip to the Moon. Or at least pretend to. 

 

“If NASA had really wanted to fake the moon landings – we’re talking purely hypothetical 

here – the timing was certainly right. The advent of television, having reached worldwide 

critical mass only years prior to the moon landing, would prove instrumental to the fraud’s 

success.” Wired Magazine 

 

Before proceeding any further, I should probably mention here that, until relatively recently, 

if I had heard anyone putting forth the obviously drug-addled notion that the Moon landings 

were faked, I would have been among the first to offer said person a ride down to the grip 

store. While conducting research into various other topics, however, it has become 

increasingly apparent that there are almost always a few morsels of truth in any 'conspiracy 

theory,' no matter how outlandish that theory may initially appear to be, and so despite my 

initial skepticism, I was compelled to take a closer look at the Apollo program. 

Some readers will recall that (and younger readers might want to cover their eyes here, 

because the information to follow is quite shocking), in the 1960s, a full complement of 

home electronics consisted of a fuzzy, 13-channel, black-and-white television set with a 

rotary tuning dial, rabbit ears and no remote. Such cutting-edge technology as the pocket 

calculator was still five years away from hitting the consumer market. 

 

It is perfectly obvious, of course, that it was not consumer electronics that allegedly sent 

men to the Moon. The point here though is that advances in aerospace technology mirror 

advances in consumer technology, and just as there has been revolutionary change in 

entertainment and communications technology, so too has aerospace technology advanced 

by light-years in the last four decades. Technologically speaking, the NASA scientists 

working on the Apollo project were working in the Dark Ages. So if they could pull it off 

back then, then just about anyone should be able to do it now. 

 

It would be particularly easy, needless to say, for America to do it again, since we’ve already 

done all the research and development and testing. Why then, I wonder, have we not 

returned to the Moon since the last Apollo flight? Following the alleged landings, there was 

considerable talk of establishing a space station on the Moon, and of possibly even 

colonizing Earth's satellite. Yet all such talk was quickly dropped and soon forgotten and for 

nearly four decades now not a single human has been to the Moon.  

 

Again, the question that immediately comes to mind is: Why? Why has no nation ever 

duplicated, or even attempted to duplicate, this miraculous feat? Why has no other nation 

even sent a manned spacecraft to orbit the Moon? Why has no other nation ever attempted 

to send a manned spacecraft anywhere beyond low-Earth orbit?  

 

Is it because we already learned everything there was to learn about the Moon? If so, then 

could it reasonably be argued that it would be possible to make six random landings on the 

surface of the Earth and come away with a complete and thorough understanding of this 

heavenly body? Are we to believe that the international scientific community has no open 

http://www.cnn.com/2009/TECH/space/07/17/moon.landing.hoax/index.html


questions that could be answered by a, ahem, ‘return’ trip to the Moon? And is there no 

military advantage to be gained by sending men to the Moon? Has man’s keen interest in 

exploring celestial bodies, evident throughout recorded history, suddenly gone into 

remission? 

 

Maybe, you say, it’s just too damned expensive. But the 196:s were not a particularly 

prosperous time in U.S. history and we were engaged in an expensive Cold War throughout 

the decade as well as an even more expensive ‘hot’ war in Southeast Asia, and yet we still 

managed to finance no less than seven manned missions to the Moon, using a new, 

disposable, multi-sectioned spacecraft each time. And yet in the four decades since then, we 

are apparently supposed to believe that no other nation has been able to afford to do it even 

once. 

 

While we’re on the subject of the passage of time, exactly how much time do you suppose 

will have to pass before people in significant numbers begin to question the Moon landings? 

NASA has recently announced that we will not be returning, as previously advertised, by the 

year 2020. That means that we will pass the fifty-year anniversary of the first alleged 

landing without a sequel. Will that be enough elapsed time that people will begin to wonder? 

What about after a full century has passed by? Will our history books still talk about the 

Moon landings? And if so, what will people make of such stories? When they watch old 

preserved films from the 1960s, how will they reconcile the laughably primitive technology 

of the era with the notion that NASA sent men to the Moon? 

 

Consider this peculiar fact: in order to reach the surface of the Moon from the surface of 

the Earth, the Apollo astronauts would have had to travel a minimum of 234,000 miles*. 

Since the last Apollo flight allegedly returned from the Moon in 1972, the furthest that any 

astronaut from any country has traveled from the surface of the Earth is about 400 miles. 

And very few have even gone that far. The primary components of the current U.S. space 

program – the space shuttles, the space station, and the Hubble Telescope – operate at an 

orbiting altitude of about 200 miles. 

 

(*NASA gives the distance from the centre of Earth to the centre of the Moon as 239,000 

miles. Since the Earth has a radius of about 4,000 miles and the Moon’s radius is roughly 

1,000 miles, that leaves a surface-to-surface distance of 234,000 miles. The total distance 

traveled during the alleged missions, including Earth and Moon orbits, ranged from 

622,268 miles for Apollo 13 to 1,484,934 miles for Apollo 17. All on a single tank of gas.) 

 

To briefly recap then, in the twenty-first century, utilizing the most cutting-edge modern 

technology, the best manned spaceship the U.S. can build will only reach an altitude of 200 

miles. But in the 1960s, we built a half-dozen of them that flew almost 1,200 times further 

into space. And then flew back. And they were able to do that despite the fact that the Saturn 

V rockets that powered the Apollo flights weighed in at a paltry 3,000 tons, about .004% of 

the size that the principal designer of those very same Saturn rockets said would be 

required to actually get to the Moon and back (primarily due to the unfathomably large load 

of fuel that would be required). 

 

To put that into more Earthly terms, U.S. astronauts today travel no further into space than 

the distance between the San Fernando Valley and Fresno. The Apollo astronauts, on the 

other hand, traveled a distance equivalent to circumnavigating the planet around the 

equator – nine-and-a-half times! And they did it with roughly the same amount of fuel that it 

now takes to make that 200 mile journey, which is why I want NASA to build my next car for 

me. I figure I’ll only have to fill up the tank once and it should last me for the rest of my life. 

 

“But wait,” you say, “NASA has solid evidence of the validity of the Moon landings. They 

have, for example, all of that film footage shot on the moon and beamed live directly into 

our television sets.”  



Since we’re on the subject, I have to mention that transmitting live footage back from the 

Moon was another rather innovative use of 1960s technology. More than two decades later, 

we would have trouble broadcasting live footage from the deserts of the Middle East, but in 

1969, we could beam that shit back from the Moon with nary a technical glitch! 

 

As it turns out, however, NASA doesn’t actually have all of that Moonwalking footage 

anymore. Truth be told, they don’t have any of it. According to the agency, all the tapes were 

lost back in the late 1970s. All 700 cartons of them. As Reuters reported on August 15, 

2::6, “The U.S. government has misplaced the original recording of the first moon landing, 

including astronaut Neil Armstrong’s famous ‘one small step for man, one giant leap for 

mankind’ … Armstrong’s famous moonwalk, seen by millions of viewers on July 20, 1969, 

is among transmissions that NASA has failed to turn up in a year of searching, spokesman 

Grey Hautaluoma said. ‘We haven’t seen them for quite a while. We’ve been looking for over 

a year, and they haven’t turned up,’ Hautaluoma said … In all, some 7:: boxes of 

transmissions from the Apollo lunar missions are missing.” 

 

Given that these tapes allegedly documented an unprecedented and unduplicated historical 

event, one that is said to be the greatest technological achievement of the twentieth century, 

how in the world would it be possible to, uhmm, ‘lose’ 7:: cartons of them? Would not an 

irreplaceable national treasure such as that be very carefully inventoried and locked away 

in a secure film vault? And would not copies have been made, and would not those copies 

also be securely tucked away somewhere? Come to think of it, would not multiple copies 

have been made for study by the scientific and academic communities? 

 

Had NASA claimed that a few tapes, or even a few cartons of tapes, had been misplaced, 

then maybe we could give them the benefit of the doubt. Perhaps some careless NASA 

employee, for example, absent-mindedly taped a Super Bowl game over one of them. Or 

maybe some home porn. But does it really seem at all credible to claim that the entire 

collection of tapes has gone missing – all 700 cartons of them, the entire film record of the 

alleged Moon landings? In what alternative reality would that happen ‘accidentally’? 

 

Some of you are probably thinking that everyone has already seen the footage anyway, when 

it was allegedly broadcast live back in the late 196:s and early 197:s, or on NASA’s 

website, or on YouTube, or on numerous television documentaries. But you would be 

mistaken. The truth is that the original footage has never been aired, anytime or anywhere 

– and now, since the tapes seem to have conveniently gone missing, it quite obviously never 

will be.  

 

The fact that the tapes are missing (and according to NASA, have been for over three 

decades), amazingly enough, was not even the most compelling information that the Reuters 

article had to offer. Also to be found was an explanation of how the alleged Moonwalk tapes 

that we all know and love were created: “Because NASA’s equipment was not compatible 

with TV technology of the day, the original transmissions had to be displayed on a monitor 

and re-shot by a TV camera for broadcast.” 

 

So what we saw then, and what we have seen in all the footage ever released by NASA since 

then, were not in fact live transmissions. To the contrary, it was footage shot off a television 

monitor, and a tiny black-and-white monitor at that. That monitor may have been running 

live footage, I suppose, but it seems far more likely that it was running taped footage. NASA 

of course has never explained why, even if it were true that the original broadcasts had to 

be ‘re-shot,’ they never subsequently released any of the actual ‘live’ footage. But I guess 

that’s a moot point now, what with the tapes having gone missing. 

 

With NASA’s admission of how the original broadcasts were created, it is certainly not hard 

to imagine how fake Moon landing footage could have been produced. As I have already 

noted, the 1960s were a decidedly low-tech era, and NASA appears to have taken a very low-

tech approach. As Moon landing skeptics have duly noted, if the broadcast tapes are played 

http://www.redorbit.com/news/science/616295/nasa_cant_find_original_tape_of_moon_landing/index.html


back at roughly twice their normal running speed, the astronauts appear to move about in 

ways entirely consistent with the way ordinary humans move about right here on planet 

Earth. Here then is the formula for creating Moonwalk footage: take original footage of guys 

in ridiculous costumes moving around awkwardly right here on our home planet, broadcast 

it over a tiny, low-resolution television monitor at about half speed, and then re-film it with a 

camera focused on that screen. The end result will be broadcast-ready tapes that, in 

addition to having that all-important grainy, ghosty, rather surreal ‘broadcast from the 

Moon’ look, also appear to show the astronauts moving about in entirely unnatural ways. 

 

But not, it should be noted, too unnatural. And doesn’t that seem a little odd as well? If 

we’re being honest here ―and for my testosterone-producing readers, this one is directed at 

you), the average male specimen, whether astronaut or plumber, never really grows up and 

stops being a little boy. And what guy, given the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to spend some 

time in a reduced gravity environment, isn’t going to want to see how high he can jump? Or 

how far he can jump? Hitting a golf ball? Who the hell wants to see that? How about tossing 

a football for a 200-yard touchdown pass? Or how about the boys dazzling the viewing 

audience with some otherworldly acrobatics? 

 

And yes, Neil and the guys did exhibit some playfulness at times while allegedly walking on 

the Moon, but doesn’t it seem a bit odd that they failed to do anything that couldn’t be faked 

simply by changing the tape speed? When I attended college, I knew a guy on the volleyball 

team who had a 32” vertical leap right here on Earth. So when I see guys jumping maybe 

12”, if that, in a 1/6 gravity environment with no air resistance, I’m not really all that 

impressed. 

 

Am I the only one, by the way, who finds it odd that people would move in slow motion on 

the Moon? Why would a reduced gravitational pull cause everything to move much more 

slowly? Does a 50-pound weight fall more slowly than a 300-pound weight? Given the 

complete lack of air resistance, shouldn’t things actually fall faster on the Moon? And given 

the fact that they were much lighter on their feet and not subject to air and wind resistance, 

shouldn’t the astronauts have been able to move quicker on the Moon than here on Earth? 

Was slow motion the only thing NASA could come up with to give the video footage an 

otherworldly feel? 

 

Needless to say, if what has been proposed here is indeed how the ‘Moon landing’ footage in 

the public domain was created, then the highly incriminating original footage – which would 

have looked like any other footage shot here on Earth, except for the silly costumes and 

props – would have had to have been destroyed. Perhaps it’s not surprising then that NASA 

now takes the position that the original footage has been missing since “sometime in the 

late 197:s.” 

 

Unfortunately, it isn’t just the video footage that is missing. Also allegedly beamed back 

from the Moon was voice data, biomedical monitoring data, and telemetry data to monitor 

the location and mechanical functioning of the spaceship. All of that data, the entire alleged 

record of the Moon landings, was on the 13,:::+ reels that are said to be ‘missing.’ Also 

missing, according to NASA and its various subcontractors, are the original 

plans/blueprints for the lunar modules. And for the lunar rovers. And for the entire multi-

sectioned Saturn V rockets. 

 

There is, therefore, no way for the modern scientific community to determine whether all of 

that fancy 1960s technology was even close to being functional or whether it was all for 

show. Nor is there any way to review the physical record, so to speak, of the alleged flights. 

We cannot, for example, check the fuel consumption throughout the flights to determine 

what kind of magic trick NASA used to get the boys there and back with less than 1% of the 

required fuel. And we will never, it would appear, see the original, first-generation video 

footage. 

 



You would think that someone at NASA would have thought to preserve such things. No 

wonder we haven’t given them the money to go back to the Moon; they’d probably just lose 

it. 

 

Wagging the Moondoggie, Part III 

 

If the Moon landings were faked, then one question that naturally arises is: why would any 

government go to such extreme lengths to mount such an elaborate hoax? 

 

The most obvious answer (and the one most frequently cited by skeptics) is to reclaim a 

sense of national pride that had been stripped away by America's having played follow-the-

leader with the Soviets for an entire decade. While this undoubtedly played a large role, 

there are other factors as well – factors that haven’t been as fully explored. But before we 

look at those, we must first deal with the question of whether it would have even been 

possible to pull off such an enormous hoax. 

 

Could so many people have really been duped into believing such an outrageous lie, if that 

in fact was what it was? To answer that question, we have to keep in mind that we are 

talking about the summer of 1969 here. Those old enough to have been there will recall 

that they – along with the vast majority of politically active people in the country – spent 

that particular period of time primarily engaged in tripping on some really good acid (most 

likely from the lab of Mr. Owsley). 

 

How hard then would it really have been to fool most of you? I probably could have stuck a 

fish bowl on my head, wrapped myself in aluminium foil, and then filmed myself high-

stepping across my backyard and most of you would have believed that I was moonwalking. 

Some of you couldn't entirely rule out the possibility that everyone was walking on the Moon. 

 

In truth, not everyone was fooled by the alleged Moon landings. Though it is rarely 

discussed these days, a significant number of people gave NASA’s television productions a 

thumbs-down. As Wired magazine has reported, “When Knight Newspapers polled 1,721 US 

residents one year after the first moon landing, it found that more than 30 percent of 

respondents were suspicious of NASA’s trips to the moon.” Given that overall trust in 

government was considerably higher in those pre-Watergate days, the fact that nearly a 

third of Americans doubted what they were ‘witnessing’ through their television sets is 

rather remarkable. 

 

When Fox ran a special on the Moon landings some years back and reported that 1-in-5 

Americans had doubts about the Apollo missions, various ‘debunking’ websites cried foul 

and claimed that the actual percentage was much lower. BadAstronomy.com, for example, 

claims that the actual figure is about 6%, and that roughly that many people will agree 

“with almost any question that is asked of them.” Hence, there are only a relative handful of 

kooks who don’t believe that we’ve ever been to the Moon. 

 

All of those websites fail to mention, of course, that among the people who experienced the 

events as they were occurring, nearly 1-in-3 had doubts, a number considerably higher than 

the number that Fox used. And, needless to say, the ‘debunkers’ also failed to mention that 

1-in-4 young Americans, a number also higher than the figure Fox used, have doubts about 

the Moon landings  

 

Returning then to the question of why such a ruse would be perpetrated, we must transport 

ourselves back to the year 1969. Richard Nixon has just been inaugurated as our brand 

new president, and his ascension to the throne is in part due to his promises to the 

American people that he will disengage from the increasingly unpopular war in Vietnam. But 

Tricky Dick has a bit of a problem on his hands in that he has absolutely no intention of 

ending the war. In fact, he would really, really like to escalate the conflict as much as 

http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/2.09/moon.land_pr.html
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possible. But to do so, he needs to set up a diversion – some means of stoking the patriotic 

fervor of the American people so that they will blindly rally behind him. 

 

In short, he needs to wag the dog. 

 

This has, of course, traditionally been done by embarking on some short-term, low-risk 

military endeavor. The problem for Big Dick, however, is that a military mission is exactly 

what he is trying to divert attention away from. What, then, is a beleaguered president to 

do? Why, send Neil and Buzz to the Moon, of course! Instead of wagging the dog, it's time to 

try something new: wagging the Moondoggie! 

 

Nixon's actions from the very moment he takes office belie his campaign pledges to the 

American people (not unlike that Barry Obama guy, who also led the American people to 

believe that he opposed an unpopular war). In May of 1969, with Nixon just a few months 

into his term, the press begins publicizing the illegal B-52 carpetbombing of Cambodia 

engineered by that irrepressible war criminal, Henry Kissinger. By June, Nixon is 

scrambling to announce what is dubbed the 'Vietnamization' of the war, which comes with a 

concomitant withdrawal of U.S. troops. 

 

In truth, however, only 25,000 of the 540,000 U.S. troops then deployed will be brought 

home. This ruse is, therefore, transparently thin and it will buy the new president little time. 

To make matters worse, on July 14th, Francis Reitemeyer is granted Conscientious Objector 

status on the basis of a petition his attorney has filed which explicitly details the training 

and instruction he has just received in assassination and torture techniques in conjunction 

with his assignment to the CIA’s Phoenix Program. With these documents entering the 

public domain, the horrors of the war are beginning to emerge. 

Just in time to save the day, however, Apollo 11 blasts off on July 16th on its allegedly 

historic mission, and – with the entire nation enthralled – four days later the Eagle 

purportedly makes its landing on the pristine lunar surface. Vietnam is temporarily 

forgotten as America swells with patriotic pride for having beaten the Evil Empire to the 

Moon. There is little time to worry about the brutality of war when Neil is taking that “one 

giant leap for mankind.” 

 

The honeymoon is short-lived, however, for just four months later, in November of 1969, 

Seymour Hersch publishes a story about the massacre of 504 civilians in the village of My 

Lai, bringing home to America the full savagery of the war in Southeast Asia. It's time then 

for another Moon launch, and Apollo 12 dutifully lifts off on November 14th, making 

another picture-perfect lunar landing before returning on November 24th. The country is 

once again entranced by the exploits of America's new breed of hero, and suddenly every kid 

in the country wants to grow up to be an astronaut. 

 

All is well again until March of 1970, at which time a U.S.-backed coup deposes Prince 

Sihanouk in Cambodia and Lon Nol is handpicked by the CIA to replace him. Cambodia then 

immediately jumps in the fray by committing troops to the U.S. war effort. The war is further 

escalated the next month when Nixon authorizes an invasion of Cambodia by U.S. and ARVN 

ground forces, another move engineered by Henry Kissinger. Nixon has been in office just 

over a year and the war, far from winding down, has now expanded into Cambodia both in 

the air and on the ground. 

 

Meanwhile, it's time for yet another Moon launch. But this one is not going to be just any 

Moon launch. This one, you see, is going to introduce the element of danger. With the first 

two having gone off without a hitch, the American people – known for having notoriously 

short attention spans – are already adopting a 'been there, done that' attitude. The problem, 

in a nutshell, is that it looks just a little too damn easy. In order to regain the attention of 

the American people, it has to be impressed upon them that our brave astronauts are 

placing themselves in grave danger. 

 



And so it is that on April 11th, 1970, Apollo 13 blasts off with Tom Hanks and a couple of 

somewhat lesser known actors on board, but unlike the first two missions, this Apollo 

spacecraft fails to reach the Moon and instead drifts about for the next six days with the 

crew in mortal danger of being forever lost in space! Now that gets our attention! So much 

so that when three Vietnam vets hold a multi-city press conference in New York, San 

Francisco and Rome on April 14th, attempting to publicize the ongoing Phoenix Program in 

which they have participated and have firsthand knowledge, nobody can really be bothered 

with paying much attention. It's hard to be too concerned about the fate of Vietnamese 

villagers, you see, when Tom and the boys are clearly in trouble. 

 

Awaiting news of the fate of the Apollo 13 crew, we all have our eyes glued to our TVs as 

though we are watching postmortem coverage of Michael Jackson. When our heroes 

somehow make it back alive, defying seemingly impossible odds, we are all so goddamned 

proud of them that we decide to award Tom another Oscar. And all is well again for the 

remainder of the year. 

 

I really have to repeat here, by the way, that in the late 1960s and early 1970s, America 

really did rock! I mean, how about that Apollo safety record? Seven manned Moon launches 

with seven perfect take-offs! Tom and the boys obviously never did make it to the Moon, but 

the other six crews sure as hell did, and all six set those lunar modules down like the 

consummate professionals that they were, and all six used that untested technology to 

successfully blast off from the Moon and attain lunar orbit, and then all six successfully 

docked with the orbiting command modules. And all seven of those command modules, even 

Apollo 13’s, returned intact and with their crews happy and healthy. 

 

That was just an awesome time to be an American and especially to be an American 

astronaut … well, except for the three guys ―Virgil “Gus” Grissom, Ed White and Roger 

Chafee) who were burned alive during a test procedure in the command module of what was 

to be the Apollo 1 rocket. But they were troublemakers anyway who probably wouldn’t have 

wanted to go along with the Moon landing fable. And then there was that Thomas Baron guy 

who was a safety inspector for NASA and who delivered highly critical testimony and a 

1,500-page report to Congress, only to then be killed a week later. That report seems to 

have been sucked into the same Black Hole that swallowed up all the other Apollo evidence. 

 

Anyway, returning now to our timeline, the dawn of 1971 brings the trial of Lt. William 

Calley on charges that he personally ordered and oversaw the mass murder of the 

inhabitants of the village of My Lai. And on January 31st, Apollo 14 is launched and once 

again makes a flawless lunar landing. On February 9th, the Apollo team returns, just a few 

weeks before Calley is convicted of murder (he served an absurdly short sentence under 

‘house arrest’ and none of his superiors were ever held accountable). 

 

A few months after that, the New York Times begins publication of the infamous Pentagon 

Papers, revealing American policy in Vietnam to be a complex web of lies. Publication is 

quickly stopped by the Justice Department but resumes once again as June turns to July. 

This is quickly followed, on July 26th, by the launch of Apollo 15. Four days later, yet 

another flawless lunar landing clearly demonstrates that America is the most bad-ass nation 

on Earth. But Moonwalking has become a bit of a bore for the American people, so a new 

element is introduced and from now on our beloved astronauts will roam the lunar surface 

in dune buggies. The lunar modules haven’t gotten any bigger, but now they can transport 

vehicles to the Moon. Cool! 

 

Back on Earth, the astronauts return on August 7th and the rest of the year passes 

uneventfully. On March 30, 1972, North Vietnamese troops mount a massive offensive 

across the DMZ into Quang Tri Province, revealing as lies the pompous statements by 

numerous Washington hacks that victory is close at hand. Nixon and Co. respond to the 

offensive with deep penetration bombing of North Vietnam and, for good measure, the 

illegal mining of North Vietnam's ports. They also respond by launching, on April 16th, 



another rocket (and another dune buggy) to the Moon. On April 27th, the crew of Apollo 16 

once again return to a hero's welcome. 

 

By the end of the year, a ceasefire is finally looming on the horizon. Beginning in October, 

Kissinger and David Bruce (a member of the infamous Mellon family) are secretly 

negotiating peace terms with Le Duc Tho of North Vietnam. In December, however, those 

talks break down – but not before Apollo 17 is launched on December 7th. With the latest 

Apollo mission still a few days away from returning, the talks cease and Dick and Henry 

unleash a final ruthless carpetbombing campaign against North Vietnam, snuffing out 

countless thousands of civilian lives. Meanwhile, America warmly greets its returning 

astronauts. 

 

Just five weeks later, the talks having resumed, a peace agreement is announced. Within a 

few days a ceasefire is in effect, thereby officially ending America's involvement in Southeast 

Asia. Though the CIA will remain to continue directing the war by proxy, America's men and 

women in uniform come home. And the Apollo program – despite several additional 

missions having been planned and discussed, and despite the additional funding that should 

have been available with the war drawing to a close – will never be heard from again. 

 

In addition to restoring national pride and providing a diversion from the savage colonial 

war being waged in Southeast Asia, the Apollo program undoubtedly served another 

function as well: covert funding of that war effort. Needless to say, faking Moon landings is 

less expensive than actually making Moon landings, and a whole lot of money was funneled 

NASA’s way during the Vietnam years to accomplish the latter. It stands to reason that a 

considerable amount of that money could well have been diverted into covert operations 

being conducted in Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos. 

 

There is no shortage of Moon hoax ‘debunking’ sites out there on the wild and wooly World 

Wide Web. The majority of them are not particularly well written or argued and yet they tend 

to be rather smug and self-congratulatory. Most of them tend to stick to ‘debunking’ the 

same facts and they use the same arguments to do so. 

 

One thing they like to talk a lot about is the Van Allen radiation belts. The Moon hoax sites 

talk a lot about them as well. The hoaxers will tell you that man cannot pass through the 

belts without a considerable amount of radiation protection – protection that could not have 

been provided in the 196:s through any known technology. And the ‘debunkers’ claim that 

the Apollo astronauts would have passed through the belts quickly enough that, given the 

levels of radiation, no harm would have come to them. The hoaxers, say the ‘debunkers,’ are 

just being girlie men. 

 

As it turns out, both sides are wrong: the ‘debunkers,’ shockingly enough, are completely 

full of shit, and the hoaxers have actually understated the problem by focusing exclusively 

on the belts. We know this because NASA itself – whom the ‘debunkers’ like to treat as a 

virtually unimpeachable source on all things Apollo, except, apparently, when the agency 

posts an article that implicitly acknowledges that we haven’t actually been to the Moon – 

has told us that it is so. They have told us that in order to leave low-Earth orbit on any 

future space flights, our astronauts would need to be protected throughout the entirety of 

the flight, as well as – and once again, this comes directly from NASA – while working on 

the surface of the Moon. 

 

On June 24, 2005, NASA made this rather remarkable admission: “NASA's Vision for Space 

Exploration calls for a return to the Moon as preparation for even longer journeys to Mars 

and beyond. But there's a potential showstopper: radiation. Space beyond low-Earth orbit is 

awash with intense radiation from the Sun and from deep galactic sources such as 

supernovas…Finding a good shield is important.” ―http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/ 

y2005/24jun_electrostatics.htm) 
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You’re damn right finding a good shield is important!! Back in the 196:s, of course, we 

didn’t let a little thing like space radiation get in the way of us beating the Ruskies to the 

Moon. But now, I guess, being that we are more cultured and sophisticated, we want to do it 

the right way so we have to come up with some way of shielding our spaceships. And our 

temporary Moon bases. And figuring out how to do that, according to NASA, could be a real 

“showstopper.” 

 

As NASA notes, “the most common way to deal with radiation is simply to physically block it, 

as the thick concrete around a nuclear reactor does. But making spaceships from concrete 

is not an option.” Lead, which is considerably denser than concrete, is actually the 

preferred material to use for radiation shielding, but lead also isn’t very popular with 

spaceship designers. In fact, word on the street is that one of the main reasons the Soviets 

never made it to the Moon was because their scientists calculated that four feet of lead 

shielding would be required to protect their astronauts, and those same scientists 

apparently felt that spaceships wouldn’t fly all that well when clad in four feet of lead. 

 

Now NASA is thinking outside the box and contemplating using ‘force fields’ to repel the 

radiation, a seemingly ridiculous idea that, whether workable in the future or not, certainly 

wasn’t available to NASA in the 196:s. As you may have noticed in the earlier photos of the 

lunar modules, our guys didn’t bring anything like that with them on their, uhmm, earlier 

missions to the Moon. And you may have also noticed that the modules did not have any 

type of physical shielding. 

 

How then did they do it? My guess is that the answer lies in that gold foil wrap. While it may 

look like an amateurish attempt to make the modules appear more ‘high-tech,’ I have a 

hunch that what we are looking at is another example of the lost technology of the 1960s – 

this time in the form of a highly-advanced superpolymer that provided maximum radiation 

shielding while adding virtually no weight. So all we have to do is track down a few leftover 

rolls of that stuff and we should be well on our way to sending guys back to the Moon. 

 

According to Charles Buhler, a NASA scientist currently working on the force field concept, 

“Using electric fields to repel radiation was one of the first ideas back in the 1950s, when 

scientists started to look at the problem of protecting astronauts from radiation. They 

quickly dropped the idea though because it seemed like the high voltages needed and the 

awkward designs that they thought would be necessary … would make such an electric 

shield impractical.” 

 

What a real journalist would have asked here, of course, is: “After dropping the electric 

shield concept, exactly what did they decide to use to get our astronauts safely to the Moon 

and back on the Apollo missions? And why can’t we do the same thing now, rather than 

reinventing the wheel? Don’t you guys have some of that gold foil in a closet somewhere?” 

No one in the American media, of course, bothered to ask such painfully obvious questions. 

 

The 2::5 report from NASA ends as follows: “But, who knows, perhaps one day astronauts 

on the Moon … will work safely.” Yes, and while we’re dreaming the impossible dream, let’s 

add a few more things to our wish list as well, like perhaps one day we’ll be able to listen to 

music on 8-track tape players, and talk to people on rotary dial telephones, and carry 

portable transistor radios, and use cameras that shoot pictures on special film that 

develops right before our eyes. Only time will tell, I suppose. 

 

The Van Allen belts, by the way, trap most Earth-bound radiation, thus making it safe for us 

mortals down here on the surface of planet Earth, as well as for astronauts in low-Earth 

orbit (the belts extend from 1,000 to 25,000 miles above the surface of the Earth). The 

danger is in sending men through and beyond the belts, which, apart from the Apollo 

missions, has never been attempted … well, actually there was that one time, but I think we 

all remember how badly that turned out. In case anyone has forgotten, the astronauts 



returned to a world dominated by extremely poor acting, apes speaking with British accents, 

and a shirtless Charleton Heston. And I don’t think anyone wants to see that happen again. 

 

The 2005 report was not the first time that NASA had openly discussed the high levels of 

radiation that exist beyond the Van Allen belts. In February 2001, the space agency posted a 

‘debunking’ article that argued that the rocks allegedly brought back from the Moon were so 

distinctive in nature that they proved definitively that man had gone to the Moon. The 

problem though with maintaining a lie of the magnitude of the Moon landing lie is that there 

is always the danger that in defending one part of the lie, another part will be exposed. Such 

was the case with NASA’s ill-conceived The Great Moon Hoax post, in which it was 

acknowledged that what are referred to as “cosmic rays” have a tendency to “constantly 

bombard the Moon and they leave their fingerprints on Moon rocks.” 

 

NASA scientist David McKay explained that “There are isotopes in Moon rocks, isotopes we 

don’t normally find on Earth, that were created by nuclear reactions with the highest-energy 

cosmic rays.” The article went on to explain how “Earth is spared from such radiation by 

our protective atmosphere and magnetosphere. Even if scientists wanted to make something 

like a Moon rock by, say, bombarding an Earth rock with high energy atomic nuclei, they 

couldn’t. Earth’s most powerful particle accelerators can’t energize particles to match the 

most potent cosmic rays, which are themselves accelerated in supernova blastwaves and in 

the violent cores of galaxies.” 

 

So one of the reasons that we know the Moon rocks are real, you see, is because they were 

blasted with ridiculously high levels of radiation while sitting on the surface of the Moon. 

And our astronauts, one would assume, would have been blasted with the very same 

ridiculously high levels of radiation, but since this was NASA’s attempt at a ‘debunking’ 

article, they apparently would prefer that you don’t spend too much time analyzing what 

they have to say. 

How exactly are we to reconcile NASA’s current position on space radiation with the same 

agency’s simultaneous claim that we have already sent men to the Moon? There are a few 

different possibilities that come to mind, the first of which is that, in the late 1960s and 

early 1970s, we simply threw caution to the wind and sent our boys off to the Moon with no 

protection whatsoever from space radiation. If that were true, however, then the question 

that would naturally be raised is: why not just do it again? After all, all of our Moonwalkers 

made it home safe and sound and most all have lived long, healthy, cancer-free lives. So why 

all the fuss over space radiation? 

 

NASA could, I suppose, take the position that space radiation is a recent problem. Perhaps 

in the ‘6:s and early ‘7:s, space was relatively free of radiation, allowing unshielded Apollo 

rockets to cruise about without a care in the world while crew members primarily busied 

themselves with such important tasks as trying to capture all the stems and seeds that were 

floating around the command module as a result of cleaning their stash of low-grade ‘6:s 

marijuana. It was just a different solar system back in those days. As aging hippies like to 

say, if you remember the solar system of the sixties, you weren’t really flying around in it. 

 

If it proves not to be the case that this space radiation “showstopper” is a new development, 

then I suppose that the only explanation that we are left with is that we did indeed have the 

technology to shield our astronauts from radiation back in the 1960s, but at some time 

during the last four decades, that technology was simply lost. What probably happened was 

that an overzealous night custodian simply threw the data away. The conversation around 

the NASA water cooler the next day probably went something like this: "Holy shit! Has 

anyone seen that folder that I left on my desk last night? It contained the only copy of the 

secret formula that I devised for building a weightless space radiation shield. It could be 

forty years or more before someone else can duplicate it! My ass is so fired!” 

 

I’ll tell you why I think the Russian’s never even attempted to go to the moon: 

 

http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2001/ast23Feb_2.htm


Russian scientists calculated in 1959 that astronauts needed a shield of 4 feet of lead to 

protect them on the Moon´s surface. 

 

They knew they’d need rocket many times the size of the Saturn’s just to get a LEM with this 

mount of shielding off the fucking ground, never mind all the way to the moon. End of story. 

NASA did not test the Lunar Module. 

 

NASA claims that the scientists were 100% confident that the lunar rocket worked, so there 

was no need to test it. However, NASA was not 100% sure the astronauts could climb the 

ladder of the lunar lander, so they made the astronauts practice climbing in and out of a 

simulator. Does this make the slightest bit of sense to you? 

 

 
 

In the second photo NASA was not 100% certain that the astronauts could display the flag, 

either, so NASA made them practice unpacking the flag and shoving it into simulated moon 

dirt.  Yet they did not test the ship that would land and take off from the moon! 

 

Lunar Landing Research Vehicle (LLRV) 

Lunar Landing Training Vehicle (LLTV) 

 

On 29 June 1969 NASA sent a monkey into orbit around the earth for 30 days. 

Unfortunately, after a few days the monkey's health began deteriorating, and by the ninth 

day NASA decided to bring the spacecraft down. The monkey died eight hours after the 

spacecraft was recovered. Would you get onto a spacecraft that is heading to the moon after 

watching a monkey die after only nine days in Earth orbit? Well, a week after that monkey 

died, Apollo 11 took off for the moon. 

In all, NASA built five LM trainers of this type. 

During training flights at Ellington AFB near 

Houston, Texas, three of the five vehicles were 

destroyed in crashes. Two were an early version 

called the Lunar Landing Research Vehicle or 

LLRV. Neil Armstrong was flying LLRV-1 on May 6, 

1968 when it went out of control. He ejected 

safely and the vehicle crashed. A later version 

was called the Lunar Landing Training Vehicle or 

LLTV and three were built. Two of these were lost 

in crashes on December 8, 1968 (piloted by Joe 

Algranti) and January 29, 1971 (piloted by Stuart 

Present). The other pilots also ejected safely from 

the crashing LLTV's. So folks 60% of the 

simulators for landing on the moon crashed, one 

of them by the man who supposedly landed on it. 

Yet they NEVER tested the real deal once!! Utter 

bullshit, it wasn´t tested because it wasn´t used. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:LLRV_2.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ellington_AFB
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neil_Armstrong
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/May_6
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1968
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/December_8
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1968
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/January_29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1971


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Forty Four Part Two “During” 

Here’s a little bit cut out from an earlier post by Dave, I kept it till now because it covered 

something that happened when the rocket got into earth orbit, or on the way to the moon. 

 

….The 138-foot tall first stage featured five massive F-1 rocket engines, each of which 

consumed three tons of fuel per second. They were fed by a 331,000-gallon tank of liquid 

oxygen and a 203,000-gallon tank of refined kerosene, all of which was consumed in just 

two-and-a-half minutes, generating some 7,500,000 pounds of thrust (160,000,000 

horsepower). 

 

After that first stage fell away, at an altitude of approximately thirty-five miles, the 82-foot 

long second stage, powered by five J-2 rocket engines, took over. The J-2s burned a 

combination of liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen, propelling the ship to an altitude of 115 

miles. After the second stage dropped away, the 61-foot long third stage, powered by a 

single J-2 engine, took over, putting the spacecraft into low-Earth orbit. 

 

As Time-Life noted, the third stage “will not be jettisoned at this time; instead, three hours 

later it will be restarted to fire the Apollo toward the moon. At 10,350 miles from Earth, the 

command module, powered by its service module, will separate from the third stage, make a 

half-circle turn back toward the third stage, as the lunar module shroud of the third stage 

opens. The command module will dock with the lunar module, which is to ferry the 

astronauts between the command module and the moon, then back it free of the third stage. 

After completing another half-circle turn, the two modules, nose to nose, will head toward 

the moon.” 

 

 
 



Sounds easy enough. I can see why they were able to nail it every single time, unlike the 

problems they had with those troublesome Agena craft. Time-Life also fills us in on the 

details of the “probe and drogue” docking mechanism: “The probe, a 1:-inch cylinder 

extending from the nose of the command module, must be inserted into a cone-shaped 

receptacle, the drogue of the LM … As the probe finds its mark, automatic spring latches 

lock the two together. The whole probe-and-drogue assembly will be removed, clearing the 

tunnel through which [the astronauts] will enter the LM. Inside the command module, [the 

command module pilot‘ flips a switch that frees the LM.” 

 

Pictured below are the command module’s docking probe, the LEM’s drogue ―with the LEM 

allegedly in Earth orbit on the alleged Apollo 9 mission, in yet another spectacular shot 

from NASA’s collection‖, and a close up of how the mechanism was supposed to work. 

Curiously left unexplained was how, with the probe-and-drogue assembly having been 

removed, the LEM was able to dock with the command module the second time, upon its 

return from the lunar surface. 

 

      

 

      

 

I am sure though that the pud-pullers over at the BAUT forum will be able to explain it. 

Maybe they can also explain why it is that the space shuttle never went to the Moon. I was 

http://www.bautforum.com/conspiracy-theories/94568-mcgowans-wagging-moondoggie.html


thinking about that the other day as I was reading another heaping pile of ‘debunker’ 

blather about how, once you’re into low-Earth orbit, 90% of the work of getting to the Moon 

is already done. 

 

The ‘debunkers,’ you see, claim that comparing the distance astronauts travel into space 

today (200 miles) with the distance they traveled back in the magical 1960s (234,000 

miles) is entirely unfair because it is, as any fool knows, during that first 200 miles that all 

the heavy lifting is done. Once you’re in low-Earth orbit, it is a fairly easy matter to briefly 

fire the engines and ‘slingshot’ out of orbit and set a course for the Moon. And getting back 

is just as easy – just ‘slingshot’ around the Moon and cruise on back to Earth. It hardly even 

requires any fuel. It’s just a matter of, you know, falling through the void of space. 

 

If that is the case, however, then how come none of the space shuttles, during the more 

than a quarter-century that the program has been in operation, has ever done a fly-by of the 

Moon? The Apollo 13 crew allegedly made the flight in a lunar module composed of Popsicle 

sticks and Scotch tape, and yet the obviously vastly more sophisticated space shuttle can’t 

make it there and back? Really?! 

 

Why couldn’t it, on any one of its missions, have just used the old ‘slingshot’ approach to go 

to the Moon and back? And please, let’s not trot out the old “there was no reason to do that 

as there was nothing to gain” excuse, because that is clearly a complete load of horseshit. 

The space shuttle is far better shielded than the Apollo craft were, it carries plenty of fuel 

and plenty of provisions to last for the duration of the trip. Indeed, today’s astronauts 

should be able to travel to the Moon and back in relative comfort. 

 

So why has it never been done?  

 

Next we will look at an issue that seems to defy the known laws of physics. 

 

Heat is defined as the vibration or movement of molecules within matter. The faster the 

molecular motion the higher the temperature. The slower the molecular motion the colder 

the temperature. Absolute zero is that point where all molecular motion ceases. In order to 

have hot or cold molecules must be present.  

 

A vacuum is a condition of nothingness where there are no molecules. Vacuums exist in 

degrees. Some scientists tell us that there is no such thing as an absolute vacuum. Space is 

the closest thing to an absolute vacuum that is known to us. There are so few molecules 

present in most areas of what we know as "space" that any concept of "hot" or "cold" is 

impossible to measure. A vacuum is a perfect insulator. That is why a "Thermos" or vacuum 

bottle is used to store hot or cold liquids in order to maintain the temperature for the 

longest time possible without re-heating or re-cooling.  

 

Radiation of all types will travel through a vacuum but will not affect the vacuum. Radiant 

heat from the sun travels through the vacuum of space but does not "warm" space. In fact 

the radiant heat of the sun has no effect whatsoever until it strikes matter. Molecular 

movement will increase in direct proportion to the radiant energy which is absorbed by 

matter. The time it takes to heat matter exposed to direct sunlight in space is determined by 

its colour, its elemental properties, its distance from the sun, and its rate of absorption of 

radiant heat energy. Space is NOT hot. Space is NOT cold.  

 

Objects which are heated cannot be cooled by space. In order for an object to cool it must 

first be removed from direct sunlight. Objects which are in the shadow of another object will 

eventually cool but not because space is "cold". Space is not cold. Hot and cold do not exist 

in the vacuum of space. Objects cool because the laws of motion dictate that the molecules 

of the object will slow down due to the resistance resulting from striking other molecules 

until eventually all motion will stop provided the object is sheltered from the direct and/or 

indirect radiation of the sun and that there is no other source of heat. Since the vacuum of 



space is the perfect insulator objects take a very long time to cool even when removed from 

all sources of heat, radiated or otherwise.  

 

Why were they rotating the spacecraft “on the way” there, stating this was to cool the 

spacecraft.  

Space is a vacuum, not cold!  

 If you doubt me then think about how a vacuum flask works. There is a vacuum between 

the hot or cold substance and the outside of the flask, this is what prevents the heat from 

dissipating in your coffee. So why were the astronauts cold, especially considering the heat 

hitting the Lunar Module from the sun, - (250 degree heat incidentally). The complete 

opposite would be true, it would have been unbelievably HOT in the Lunar Module from the 

absorbed, direct and relentless heat of the sun. There is a £1000 offer to ANYONE who can 

prove me wrong on that science, (that´s how 100% sure on this matter I am). Any takers?  

To help you along, here are some facts about the thermosphere which is the fourth layer of 

our atmosphere, (though to be honest it ranges from atmospheric conditions to outer space 

because it is so broad). It’s to give you an idea of how hot “things” actually get (i.e. Apollo 

11 spacecrafts for example) when outwith the protection of our atmosphere yet taking the 

full extent of what can only be termed the “solar bombardment” again it’s from Wikipedia: 

 Thermosphere  

From 80–85 km (50–53 mi; 260,000–280,000 ft) to over 640 km (400 mi; 

2,100,000 ft),  

temperature increasing with height. The temperature of this layer can rise to 

1,500 °C (2,730 °F) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

What follows now is an astounding bit of footage that came from a reputable source, (NASA 

itself) I urge you to look at it for yourself and make your own mind up on the matter. - The 

video these stills are from is called “Something funny happened on the way to the moon”. 

 

NASA video footage (with sound) has surfaced (made in low Earth orbit) and dated July 17, 

1969, when they were supposed to be halfway to the Moon, it shows the Apollo 11 clowns 

faking pictures of a receding Earth by blacking out the ship and moving the camera further 

from the port hole to try and pretend it was a small Earth! I have tried taking stills but you 

NEED to see this video for yourself to understand what they are doing, because it clearly 

shows the crew of Apollo 11 faking a shot to pretend they are half way to the moon, when in 

actual fact the light coming in their window’s shows they are in fact in low Earth orbit. 

Watch this on Google video straight away if only for the faking scene as it is quality stuff. 

Remember too dear reader that this video was sent by NASA to the video maker by mistake. 

 

 
 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermosphere


Remember this fake shot was used for "proving" they were actually going to the Moon! It 

was sent to a documentary team requesting original moon tapes from NASA, apparently by 

mistake (or a truly good deed by a good man or women with a conscience). It is covered in 

depth in the documentary “A funny thing happened on the way to the moon” which is the 

video that all these following stills were taken from. 

 

 
 

I urge you to get a hold of this video and also Mr Collier’s “Was it only a paper moon?” 

because they are blatant proof of the hoax, why would the astronauts be faking a shot to 

make it look like they were miles and miles from earth if they actually were? (The 

astronauts are clearly seen blacking out the windows with the camera rolling, then Collin´s 

―I think‖ is seen using card to partially black out the window to cause the “terminator” 

effect (when you see half a planet lit up and the other half dark, the terminator is the line 

where this happens). The cameraman goes to the back of the ship in order to make the 

porthole type window look as if it is Earth from a great distance, and all of this clearly 

shows all the astronauts involved with Apollo 11 and is clearly time stamped at a period of 

time when they should have been half way to the moon! Why would you still be able to see 

the blue of the atmosphere if they were half way to the moon? Remember this was a tape 

sent direct from NASA to a documentary maker, either by mistake (unlikely), or I feel more 

likely by someone with some balls and a conscience.  

 

 

 

The video shows them 

up close as shown in 

the top photo, Aldrin 

is heard to say “We 

shut out the sun 

coming in some of the 

other windows in the 

spacecraft” 

Here the camera is at 

the rear of the 

capsule filming the 

porthole type window 

with the rest of the 

ship in darkness, this 

creates the effect that 

the porthole is Earth, 

and it is rather small 

because it is so far 

away.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You see the small light the crew are using, then the extension wire for this light crossing in 

between the camera and window before enough light gets in to reveal everything. 

        

The photo on the left shows light getting in the other window, while the one on 

the right shows one of the astronaut’s arm’s getting in the way. To appreciate 

these pictures fully watch the film, trust me it is blatant and obvious trickery. 

The pictures that follow show more light getting in, then people moving about 

before the man covering the other window uncovers it, which allows in enough 

light to reveal the astronaut’s doing the dirty deed. It is mind-blowing stuff. 



 

Above the light from the lamp and the porthole becomes clear. Below the scene starts to 

reveal itself as the lamp is turned on full. 

 



 

 

 

 

Collin’s and the lamp 

can be seen 

Here the light from 

Earth coming 

through the porthole 

is apparent, notice it 

is blue! The lamp is 

above it to the left. 

Collin’s is in the 

bottom left under 

the lamp. 

Please, watch the 

film as it makes it all 

clearer than I can 

with these stills! 



My personal opinion is that they never went higher than low earth orbit, quite frankly the 

American´s couldn´t take the chances with the Van Allen radiation belts, solar flares, the 

cooling of the ship and men, add to this the fact that none of the serious kit had ever been 

tested. All these things and all the reasons cited above convince me and many others that it 

was a hoax, one that John Kennedy had tied them to with his speech in 1961. - One they 

thought they could pull off quite easily (seeing how they had quite easily got away with 

blowing his brains out in front of hundreds of eye-witnesses in the centre of a US city). 

 

Here are another few quick points to consider before we get to on the moon itself. 

 

The fabric space suits had a crotch to shoulder zipper.  There should have been fast 

leakage of air since even a pinhole deflates a tyre in short order. 

NASA launched the TETR-A satellite just months before the first lunar mission. The 

proclaimed purpose was to simulate transmissions coming from the moon so that the 

Houston ground crews (all those employees sitting behind computer screens at Mission 

Control) could "rehearse" the first moon landing. In other words, though NASA claimed 

that the satellite crashed shortly before the first lunar mission (a misinformation lie), 

its real purpose was to relay voice, fuel consumption, altitude, and telemetry data as if 

the transmissions were coming from an Apollo spacecraft as it neared the moon. Very 

few NASA employees knew the truth because they believed that the computer and 

television data they were receiving was the genuine article. Merely a hundred or so 

knew what was really going on; not tens of thousands as it might first appear. 

The Apollo 1 fire of January 27, 1967, killed what would have been the first crew to walk on 

the Moon just days after the commander, Gus Grissom, held an unapproved press 

conference complaining that they were at least ten years, not two, from reaching the Moon. 

The dead man's own son, who is a seasoned pilot himself, has in his possession forensic 

evidence personally retrieved from the charred spacecraft (that the government has tried to 

destroy on two or more occasions). Gus Grissom was obviously trying to make a big 

statement as he placed a lemon in the window of the Apollo I spacecraft as it sat ready for 

launch! 

 

In 1969 computer chips had not been invented. The maximum computer memory was 256k, 

and this was housed in a large air conditioned building. The alleged computer on board 

Apollo 11 had 32k of memory. That's the equivalent of a very simple calculator. 

 

This was over 40 years ago remember. - For example: Your mobile phone today has 

infinitely more computing power than the entire “electronics” system that supposedly 

handled the “Moonshot’s”.‖ In reality a Casio electronic wristwatch calculator from 20 

years ago had about as much computing ability as the entire system that ran this whole 

mission - except this “wristwatch” computer wasn’t just helping some kid cheat on an 

arithmetic exam, this particular computer was in fact getting hundreds of tonnes of mostly 

untested and generally inflammable, or in some other way explosive, (or in the case of 

Apollo 13, handy in an A-team sort of way) material, on its way to the terribly inhospitable 

moon.   

Don’t expect “perfect” by our modern standards “special effects” being utilised for these 

lies - (think of the sci-fi movies of the late sixty’s type visual effects versus today’s. - 

Compare the Batman from that time with Adam West and his camp cartoon “Kapow’s” with 

Christian Bale’s Dark Knight for example‖ -  

Go easy.  

No laughing at the back now. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Forty Four Part Three “On the Moon” 

 
An astrophysicist who has worked for NASA writes that it takes two meters of shielding to 

protect against medium solar flares and that heavy ones give out tens of thousands of rem 

in a few hours. Russian scientists calculated in 1959 that astronauts needed a shield of 4 

feet of lead to protect them on the Moon´s surface. Why didn't the astronauts on Apollo 14 

and 16 die after exposure to this immense amount of radiation? And why are NASA only 

starting a project now to test the lunar radiation levels and what their effects would be on 

the human body if they have sent 12 men there already? 

 

Outer space is awash with deadly radiation that emanates from solar flares firing out from 

the sun. Standard astronauts orbiting earth in near space, like those who recently fixed the 

Hubble telescope, are protected by the earth's Van Allen belt. But the Moon is to 240,000 

miles distant, way outside this safe band. And, during the Apollo flights, astronomical data 

shows there were no less than 1,5:6 such flares. ―these figures from “Dark Moon” book‖ 

 

John Mauldin, a physicist who works for NASA, once said shielding at least two meters thick 

would be needed. Yet the walls of the Lunar Landers which took astronauts from the 

spaceship to the moon´s surface were, said NASA, about the thickness of heavy duty 

aluminium foil. (1/8th of an inch or roughly 3milimetres.) 

How could that stop this deadly radiation? And if the astronauts were protected by their 

space suits, why didn't rescue workers use such protective gear at the Chernobyl meltdown, 

which released only a fraction of the dose astronauts would encounter? 

Look at this just recently from New Scientist: 

  Too much radiation for astronauts to make it to Mars 

16 September 2009 by David Shiga  

FORGET the risk of exploding rockets or getting sideswiped by a wayward bit of space junk. 

Radiation may be the biggest hurdle to human exploration beyond low-Earth orbit and could 

put a damper on a recently proposed mission to Mars orbit.  

A panel tasked by the White House with reviewing NASA's human space flight activities (New 

Scientist, 22 August, p 8) suggests sending astronauts to one of Mars's moons, Phobos or 

Deimos, among other possibilities raised in its report released last week 

(http://tinyurl.com/mbajav).  



From such a perch, astronauts could use remote-controlled robots to explore the Martian 

surface and retrieve samples - from the planet as well as the moon itself - for later close-up 

study on Earth. This would avoid the need to develop expensive hardware to land humans on 

a body with substantial gravity, like Mars. 

"I, for one, would go to Phobos or Deimos in a heartbeat, even without any hope of landing 

on Mars," says planetary scientist Pascal Lee of the Mars Institute, a California-based 

research organisation. 

But the insidious threat of space radiation in the form of galactic cosmic rays could keep 

astronauts confined much closer to home. 

The rays are actually speeding protons and heavier atomic nuclei that rain onto our solar 

system from all directions. They can slice through DNA molecules when they pass through 

living cells and the resulting damage can lead to cancer. 

People on the ground are protected by our planet's atmosphere and magnetic field, which 

also provide some protection to astronauts on the International Space Station. Lunar 

missions are short enough to keep radiation risks low, and the moon itself blocks half of 

the incoming particles. Crews on long journeys beyond low-Earth orbit would have no such 

protection. 

Relatively lightweight aluminium or plastic shielding can block charged particles from the 

sun. But it would take impractically thick and heavy shields to stop the higher-energy 

galactic cosmic rays. "Shielding is not a solution to the risk problem," says Frank Cucinotta, 

chief scientist for radiation studies at NASA's Johnson Space Centre in Houston, Texas. 

It would take impractically thick and heavy shields to stop high-energy galactic cosmic rays  

Alternative technologies - which would generate bubbles of plasma that could protect 

spacecraft without adding much weight - are still at an early stage of development. 

So how dangerous would a trip to Mars orbit be? Estimates of how much a given dose of 

space radiation increases the risk of cancer are fraught with uncertainty. But calculations 

by Cucinotta and his colleagues suggest the trip would not meet NASA's existing rules, which 

aim to keep each astronaut's lifetime risk of fatal cancer from space radiation below 3 per 

cent. 

For journeys outside Earth's magnetic field, astronauts could reach that limit in less than 

200 days in a spacecraft with aluminium walls nearly 4 centimetres thick, according to 

worst-case scenario estimates (Radiation Measurements, DOI: 

10.1016/j.radmeas.2006.03.011). 

But the White House panel expects a round-trip mission to a Martian moon would take four 

times as long, lasting 750 days. Since such trips would expose astronauts to more radiation 

than is currently allowed, the panel asked NASA if it would consider simply accepting higher 

risks for the missions. Steven Lindsey, head of NASA's astronaut office, thinks most 

astronauts would probably be open to the idea. "It depends on the individual," he says. "I've 

got crew members that will fly on anything." 

Wagging the Moondoggie, Part IV 

 

The issue that most of the Moon hoax and ‘debunking’ sites spend the most time on, by far, 

is the photographic anomalies. And that, I suppose, is to be expected, since with the original 

videotapes, telemetry tapes and blueprints all having conveniently disappeared, and with 

most of the Moon rocks missing and their legitimacy being unverifiable, there isn’t much 

else in the way of physical evidence to examine. 

 



Skeptics have identified a number of problems with NASA’s official photographs of the 

alleged Moon landings, including; flags appearing to wave despite the lack of atmosphere; 

non-parallel shadows, suggesting multiple light sources; objects in the shadows that are 

clearly visible when they shouldn’t be, again indicating multiple light sources; the complete 

lack of stars in the lunar sky; identical backgrounds in photos that NASA has claimed were 

shot at different locations; and inconsistencies with the crosshair reference marks. 

 

We will look at each of these in some detail – well, actually we will look at most of them in 

some detail. Because as it turns out – and I know that this will come as a huge 

disappointment to all the ‘debunkers’ – I don’t really give a shit whether the flag is waving 

or not. Many of the ‘debunking’ websites devote an inordinate amount of time to the issue, 

as though it were the primary plank on which the ‘conspiracy theories’ rested. They do this 

because the videos and photos are ambiguous and open to interpretation, and the 

‘debunkers’ realize that people are going to see in them what they want to see. 

 

The truth though is that it does not matter in the least whether the flag is waving. That is 

just one tiny drop of potential evidence in an overflowing bucket. 

 

Some of the other problems with the images are considerably less ambiguous. But before 

we even get to those, we must first discuss the fact that the very existence of the 

photographs is a technical impossibility. Simply stated, it would not have been possible to 

capture any of the images allegedly shot on the Moon in the manner that NASA says they 

were captured. 

 

Back in the day, you see (and younger readers may again want to cover their eyes), 

cameras weren’t all that smart, so everything had to be done manually. The photographer 

had to manually focus each shot by peering through the viewfinder and rotating the lens 

until the scene came into focus. The proper aperture and shutter speeds had to be manually 

selected for each shot as well, to insure a proper exposure. That required peering through 

the viewfinder as well, to meter the shot. Finally, each shot had to be properly composed 

and framed, which obviously also required looking through the viewfinder. 

 

The problem for the astronauts is that the cameras were mounted to their chests, which 

made it impossible to see through the viewfinder to meter, frame and focus the shots. 

Everything, therefore, was pretty much of a guess. Focusing would have been entirely 

guesswork, as would the framing of each shot. An experienced photographer can accurately 

estimate the exposure settings, but the astronauts lacked such experience, and they were 

also handicapped by the fact that they were viewing the scenes through heavily tinted visors, 

which meant that what they were seeing was not what the camera was seeing. 

 

To add to their troubles, they were wearing space helmets that seriously restricted their 

field of vision, along with enormously bulky, pressurized gloves that severely limited their 

manual dexterity. The odds then of getting even one of the three elements (exposure, focus 

and framing) correct under those conditions on any given shot would have been exceedingly 

low. And yet, amazingly enough, on the overwhelming majority of the photos, they got all 

three right! 

 

A rather self-important gent by the name of Jay Windley, one of the most prominent of the 

NASA-approved ‘debunkers,’ attempts to spin all this away on his website, www.clavius.org. 

According to Windley, “The exposures were worked out ahead of time based on 

experimentation. The ASA/ISO rating of the film was known, and NASA photographers 

precomputed the necessary exposures … In many cases the camera settings for planned 

photos were given in the astronauts’ cuff checklists.” 

 

No shit, Jay? Did they send an advance team to the Moon to do that “experimentation”? 

Because the lighting conditions on the Moon are pretty unique, as you well know, and 

nobody had ever been there before, so I’m not really seeing how NASA’s photographers were 

http://www.apolloarchive.com/apollo_gallery.html
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able to work the exposures out “ahead of time.” And what “planned photos” are you 

referring to? How did they know what they were going to photograph before they even knew 

what was there? They knew they were going to take photos of each other, I suppose, and of 

the flag and lander, but they would have had no clue how those things were going to be lit, 

and it’s the lighting, not the subject, that primarily determines the exposure settings. 

 

Windley of course knows that, since he claims on his site that he is “an experienced 

photographer [who‘ has worked professionally in that area from time to time.” He must 

also know then that his comments about the unimportance of properly focusing a shot are 

intentionally misleading. He starts off on the right track, more or less, advising readers that 

an increased depth of field “means that when the lens is set to focus at a certain distance, 

objects somewhat nearer and farther from this ideal distance are also sharply focused. The 

narrower the aperture, the greater the depth of field.” 

 

It is certainly true that the smaller the aperture, the greater the depth of field will be. And 

the greater the depth of field, the more of the background and foreground will be in focus, 

assuming that the subject is in proper focus. Windley, like the rest of the ‘debunkers,’ would 

like us to believe that all of the photos shot on the lunar surface were shot with a very small 

aperture setting ―which supposedly explains the lack of stars in the lunar sky, but we’ll get 

to that soon enough), which would maximize the depth of field. And the greater the depth of 

field, according to Windley, “the sloppier the photographer can be about his focus settings.” 

 

That last statement, for those who may have missed it, is the part that isn’t actually true. An 

increased depth of field most certainly does not mean that you can use the ‘close enough’ 

technique to focus your camera. Depth of field has nothing to do with whether your subject 

is sharply focused or not. If your subject is sharply focused, then depth of field determines 

how many of the other objects in the background and foreground of your photo will be in 

focus as well. If your subject is not sharply focused, however, then your photo is going to 

suck regardless of the amount of depth of field. 

 

As for framing the shots, Windley claims that mostly wide-angle lenses were used, which 

meant that, “It was sufficient to point the camera in the general direction of the subject and 

you would be likely to frame it well enough.” So apparently all the fuss about framing, 

exposure and focus is much ado about nothing. All you need do is write the exposure 

settings down on your sleeve, ballpark the focus, and point your camera in “the general 

direction of the subject” and you’ll get great shots nearly every time! 

 

Windley then adds (and this is my favorite part of his photography tutorial) that on the later 

missions, “a 5::mm telephoto lens was also taken, and the cameras were modified with 

sighting rings to help aim them. Normally the camera would be mounted on the space suit 

chest bracket, but for telephoto use the astronaut would have to remove it and hold it at eye 

level in order to sight down the rings.” 

 

As any photographer knows, getting a decent shot with a 500mm lens without the use of a 

tripod is a pretty tall order, even for a seasoned professional. Getting a decent hand-held 

shot with a 500mm lens while wearing bulky, pressurized gloves would be just about 

impossible. And the notion that you could come anywhere close to properly framing or 

focusing an image captured with a 500mm lens without looking through the viewfinder is 

laughably absurd. 

 

The ‘debunkers’ will also tell you that it is not true that all the Moon landing images were 

keepers, and that NASA only released the best of the photos. The ‘debunkers,’ however, 

don’t know what they are talking about. The reality is that NASA has released all of the 

alleged photos taken during the Apollo missions, including indecipherable ones that are 

labeled “inadvertent shutter release” ―which, I have to admit, is a nice touch‖. With the 

exception of what are most likely deliberate mistakes, the clear majority of the shots are 

pretty well composed, exposed and focused. 



For those who don’t find that at all unusual, here is an experiment that you can try at home: 

grab the nearest 35MM SLR camera and strap it around your neck. It is probably an 

automatic camera so you will have to set it for manual focus and manual exposure. Now you 

will need to put on the thickest pair of winter gloves that you can find, as well as a 

motorcycle helmet with a visor. Once you have done all that, here is your assignment: walk 

around your neighborhood with the camera pressed firmly to your chest and snap a bunch 

of photos. You will need to fiddle with the focus and exposure settings, of course, which is 

going to be a real bitch since you won’t be able to see or feel what you are doing. Also, 

needless to say, you’ll just have to guess on the framing of all the shots. 

 

You should probably use a digital camera, by the way, so that you don’t waste a lot of film, 

because you’re not going to have a lot of keepers. Of course, part of the fun of this 

challenge is changing the film with the gloves and helmet on, and you’ll miss out on that by 

going digital. Anyway, after you fill up your memory card, head back home and download all 

your newly captured images. While looking through your collection of unimpressive photos, 

marvel at the incredible awesomeness of our Apollo astronauts, who not only risked life and 

limb to expand man’s frontiers, but who were also amazingly talented photographers. I’m 

more than a little surprised that none of them went on to lucrative careers as professional 

shutterbugs. 

 

Not that it probably matters much to the True Believers, but the designer of the Hasselblad 

cameras allegedly used on the missions has stated publicly that it would not have been 

possible for the astronauts to use the cameras in the manner that NASA claims they were 

used. But after performing the experiment, you already know that. 

 

Even if our fine astronauts could have captured all of those images, the film would have 

never survived the journey in such pristine condition. Even very brief exposure to the 

relatively low levels of radiation used in airport security terminals can damage 

photographic film, so how would the film have fared after prolonged, continuous exposure 

to far higher levels of radiation? And what of the 540 F temperature fluctuations? That must 

have been some amazingly resilient film stock – and yet another example of the lost 

technology of the 1960s. 

 

Even though the images are clearly not what NASA claims they are, we are going to play 

along and pretend as though Neil and Buzz and all of the rest of the guys could have 

actually taken them. The question then is: where did they take them? 

 

Hoax theorists, ‘debunkers’ and NASA are all in agreement on at least one thing: conditions 

on the surface of the Moon are decidedly different than conditions here on the surface of 

planet Earth. For one thing, the Moon has no atmosphere. Also, there is only one source of 

light, which is, of course, the sun (NASA has verified that no other light source was available 

to the astronauts). 

 

Due to the lack of atmosphere on the Moon, light is not scattered and travels only in a 

straight line from the sun and is reflected back in the same direction. What that means is 

that anything that falls in the shadows will be in virtually complete darkness. It also means 

that all shadows will be cast in the same direction. And it means that the sky is always 

black, and, with no atmosphere filtering the view, that sky will be filled at all times with a 

dazzling display of stars unlike anything ever before seen by man. 

 

As other skeptics have noted, none of the photos supposedly brought home from the Moon 

show a single star in the sky. ‘Debunkers’ have claimed that this is because the exposure 

settings on the cameras didn’t allow for the stars to be captured on film. In order to 

properly expose for the objects being photographed, ‘debunkers’ claim, shutter speeds had 

to be too fast and apertures too small to capture the stars. And that applies, according to 

the ‘debunkers,’ to every single photo taken on the Moon. Even all the ones that, according 

to those same ‘debunkers,’ were improperly exposed! 



 

NASA’s own website has boldly stated that, “Astronauts striding across the bright lunar soil 

in their sunlit spacesuits were literally dazzling. Setting a camera with the proper exposure 

for a glaring spacesuit would naturally render background stars too faint to see.” 

 

The problem with this claim, which should be obvious to any photographer, is that a variety 

of different exposure settings would have been required to shoot all the photos allegedly 

taken on the Moon (Windley acknowledged as much when he claimed that NASA 

“precomputed the necessary exposures”‖. All of the scenes below, for example, which are 

obviously not very well lit, would have required long exposures – exposures that would have 

definitely captured the brilliantly shining stars, since they would have been the brightest 

objects in the camera’s field of view. 

 

 
 

 

 
 



 
 

One thing that I love about the ‘debunking’ websites, by the way, is how frequently they 

contradict themselves while working their way through their ‘debunking’ checklists. The 

ever-pompous Phil Plait, proprietor of the appropriately named BadAstronomy.com website, 

is a prime example. Fairly early on in his ‘debunking’ rant, he writes as follows: “I’ll say this 

here now, and return to it many times: the Moon is not the Earth. Conditions there are 

weird, and our common sense is likely to fail us.” 

 

Plait does indeed return to it often, whenever it advances his argument to do so, but he just 

as frequently tosses his own cardinal rule aside when that is what serves his purposes – 

like, for example, just four paragraphs later, when he advises readers to “go outside here 

on Earth on the darkest night imaginable and take a picture with the exact same camera 

settings the astronauts used, you won’t see any stars! It’s that simple.” 

 

Ever the coy one, Phil doesn’t tell us what those “camera settings” are, but he clearly 

implies that the same settings were used in every photo, which clearly is not the case. Phil 

also conveniently forgets that the view from the Moon is not filtered through an atmosphere, 

so the stars have many times the luminosity as here on Earth. Phil’s little experiment, 

therefore, is entirely invalid, since he forgot to take into account that conditions on the 

Moon “are weird.” And as with all the ‘debunkers,’ he also forgot to explain why it is that no 

one thought to expose a photo or two to specifically capture the brilliant display of stars. 

 

 
 

http://www.badastronomy.com/bad/tv/foxapollo.html


Legend holds that a dozen astronauts walked upon the surface of the Moon for varying 

amounts of time. The Apollo 17 astronauts alone were purportedly there for three days. For 

the duration of their visits, each of the twelve would have been treated to what was by far 

the most dazzling display of stars ever seen by the human eye. What they would have seen 

was many times more stars burning many times brighter than can be seen anywhere here 

on planet Earth.  

 

Collectively, the dirty dozen took thousands of photos throughout their alleged journeys. 

And yet, amazingly enough, not one of them thought it might be a good idea to snap even a 

single photograph of such a wondrous sight. Of course, endless photos of the lunar 

modules and the monotonous lunar surface are exciting too, but just one or two photos of 

that dazzling lunar sky might have been nice as well. It’s as if someone went to Niagara 

Falls and the only photos they brought back were of the car they drove sitting in a 

nondescript parking lot. 

 

Now let’s turn our attention to the subject of shadows. As skeptics have noted, some of 

NASA’s photos seem to depict nonparallel shadows, indicating more than one light source. 

‘Debunkers’ have claimed that all such discrepancies can be explained by “perspective” and 

topographical variations on the surface of the Moon. And truth be told, many of the images 

that I have seen on websites on both sides of the aisle are ambiguous enough that such 

explanations can be plausibly argued. But there are, as it turns out, images in NASA’s 

collection that aren’t quite so easy to debunk. 

 

There are, in fact, images that demonstrate unequivocally that more than one light source 

was used. Take, for example, the image below of one of the landing pods of the Apollo 11 

lunar module, allegedly parked on the surface of the Moon. 

 

 
 

The primary light source, meant to simulate the sun, is obviously positioned to the right of 

the scene, as is clearly demonstrated by the shadows of all of the objects in the 

background. But there is just as obviously a secondary light source coming from the 

direction of the photographer. We know this because we can see in the foreground that the 

shadows coming off the small ‘Moon rocks’ point away from us. We know it also because we 

can see the light being reflected off of the gold foil wrap onto the ground in front of the pod. 

But we know it most of all because we can actually see the light reflected in the foil wrap on 

the leg of the pod! 

 



The shadows in the foreground and in the background are at nearly right angles, a 

phenomenon that cannot, by any stretch of the imagination, be explained away as a 

perceptual problem – especially when we can clearly see the reflection of the secondary 

light! One other question concerning this particular photo: how do you suppose you would 

go about capturing such a low-angle shot with a chest-mounted camera? Was the 

astronaut/photographer standing in a foxhole? 

 

The other issue involving shadows concerns the fact that, in the majority of the photos 

allegedly taken on the Moon, objects lying in the shadows are clearly visible even though, 

due to the Moon’s lack of atmosphere and the fact that reflected sunlight does not scatter, 

those shadowed areas should be completely black. The Moon, you see, is kind of a black and 

white world. If something is in the direct path of the unfiltered sunlight, it should be well lit 

―on one side‖; if it’s not, it should be as black as NASA’s starless lunar sky. 

 

The ‘debunkers,’ of course, have an explanation for this. Let’s turn once again to 

BadAstronomy.com for that explanation, since that seems to be the website that all the 

other ‘debunking’ websites consistently reference and link to, the one that all the major 

media outlets endorse, and the one that even NASA apparently refers skeptics to. According 

to the site, “The lunar dust has a peculiar property: it tends to reflect light back in the 

direction from where it came.” Before reviewing the rest of the argument, let’s pause here 

to take note of the fact that pretty much everything on the Moon has the peculiar property 

of reflecting light back in the direction from where it came, so given the lack of atmosphere, 

that’s not really such a peculiar property at all. 

 

Plait them goes on to provide the following explanation of the lighted shadows phenomenon: 

“Let’s say the sun is off to the right in a picture. It is illuminating the right side of the 

lander, and the left is in shadow. However, the sunlight falling beyond the lander on the left 

is being reflected back toward the Sun. That light hits the surface and reflects to the right 

and up, directly onto the shadowed part of the lander.” 

 

In the previously cited example, Plait managed to make it through four entire paragraphs 

before contradicting himself. Here he has easily shattered that record by, incredibly 

enough, contradicting himself in back-to-back sentences! And this, keep in mind, seems to 

be the best ‘debunker’ that NASA has to offer ―it is unclear whether Plait is a paid shill or 

simply a useful idiot; it other words, it is unclear whether he actually believes the stuff he 

writes or whether he is knowingly lying his ass off, but the latter seems far more likely). 

 

Plait is right on the money when he says that the light falling beyond the LM on the left 

would be reflected “back toward the sun.” Unfortunately, he then immediately contradicts 

himself by claiming that that same light would be reflected “to the right,” onto the module. 

The only way that that could happen, as Plait surely knows, is if the light were to shine 

through the lander and reflect off the shaded portion of the soil. But that makes no sense, 

of course, just as Phil’s explanation makes no sense. 

 

Light does not reflect at an angle on the Moon and it does not disperse, as Plait himself 

notes elsewhere on his website. It only reflects back to the source, meaning that any light 

falling beyond the shadow line would reflect back to the sun, just as would any light falling 

in front of or to the side of the module. None of it would reflect onto the shaded portion of 

the ship, because light only reflects “back in the direction from where it came,” so in order 

for it to reflect back onto the lander, it would have to emanate from the lander. 

 

Not too surprisingly, Plait once again invites readers to reproduce the effect right here at 

home, completely ignoring the fact that, as he himself has acknowledged, light behaves in 

entirely different ways here on Earth than it does on the Moon. Plait also claims that, “A 

nifty demonstration of the shadow filling was done by Ian Goddard and can be found here. 

His demos are great and really drive the point home.” In truth, Goddard’s “nifty 
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demonstrations” are entirely dependent upon the effects of atmosphere causing the light to 

disperse, and thus they have no validity whatsoever. 

 

I forgot to mention in the earlier discussion, by the way, that Plait also appealed to readers 

to conduct an Earth-bound experiment to ‘debunk’ the diverging shadows conundrum. 

According to Phil, “You can experience this for yourself; go outside on a clear day when the 

Sun is low in the sky and compare the direction of the shadows of near and far objects. 

You’ll see that they appear to diverge. Here is a major claim of the HBs that you can 

disprove all by yourself!” 

 

Here is another experiment that Plait might want to try himself: go outside during the 

daytime on any day of your choosing and look up at the sky. If it is absolutely jet black, then 

feel free to continue advising your readers to conduct Moon simulations here at home. If it 

is blue, however (or gray, or white, or pretty much any color other than black), then stop 

pretending as though conditions on the Moon can be replicated here on Earth when we all 

know better (or we all should). 

 

And when you’re done with that experiment? Give the camera-to-the-chest challenge a try 

and let everyone know how well that works out for you. And try to get some of those low-

angle shots that NASA likes. 

 

The truth is that even if Plait was correct about some of the light reflecting into the 

shadows, there is still way too much detail visible in the shadows in virtually all of NASA’s 

photos – if the arguments that NASA and Plait put forth earlier are at all accurate. As 

readers will recall, the earlier claim was that the lunar surface and the astronauts’ 

spacesuits were so dazzlingly bright in the unfiltered sunlight that very fast shutter speeds 

and very small apertures were required to avoid overexposing the shots. 

 

The problem for NASA and its attack dogs is that you can’t have it both ways. If the camera 

is stopped down to avoid overexposing extremely bright highlights, it cannot simultaneously 

capture full detail in the shadows. And if the aperture and shutter speeds are set to capture 

detail in the shadows, the camera would necessarily also capture the brilliant stars, which 

would be far brighter than anything lying in the lunar shadows. Other planets would be 

pretty hard to miss in the lunar sky as well, though none can be seen in any of NASA’s 

photos. 

 

Do you remember, by the way, what Windley told us earlier about the relationship between 

the aperture setting and depth of field? The basic rule is that the smaller the aperture 

setting, the greater the depth of field will be. With a wide aperture, conversely, the photo 

will have little depth of field. That is why portrait photographers tend to shoot with the lens 

wide open, to deliberately isolate the subject from foreground and background elements. 

Landscape photographers, on the other hand, stop the lens down to keep the entire scene in 

focus. 

 

With that bit of basic photographic knowledge in hand, it is fairly easy to determine whether 

NASA’s photographs were, in fact, taken with a very small aperture setting. And a good place 

to start, I suppose, is with the very first photo allegedly taken by a man standing on lunar 

soil. Below is what is alleged to be Armstrong’s very first attempt at lunar photography, just 

after climbing down from the module. 

 



 
 

First off, I think we can all agree that, under the circumstances, it’s a pretty damn good 

first effort. There are problems right off the bat, of course, with the fact that the shadows 

are obviously lit with a diffused secondary light source, or else we wouldn’t be able to see 

the top of the bag, or the United States sign, or the shadowed side of the landing strut, but 

what we’re really looking for here is depth of field, which this photo has very little of. The 

photographer has focused on the United States sign (and he did it blindly!), but little else is 

sharply focused. Hence we know, from the very first shot, that the ‘debunkers’ are lying 

about the exposure settings. 

 

Moving on to Armstrong’s second alleged photo, seen below, we again find that there is very 

little depth of field. Both the foreground and the background are quite blurry, indicating 

that it clearly was not taken with a small aperture setting. And yet there is nary a star to be 

seen. 

 

 
 

Before moving on, there is one more of Armstrong’s photos that I feel obligated to present 

here. It is, after all, his masterpiece, as well as being probably the most iconic of all the 

Apollo photos. I am talking, of course, about the so-called “Man on the Moon” shot of cohort 

Buzz Aldrin, seen below (which is probably not actually Aldrin; my guess is that the same 

two actors did all the Moonwalking in the videos and photos from all the alleged missions). 



 

 
 

We must first, of course, compliment Neil on the awesome composition. It hardly looks 

staged at all. But there are problems here. Once again, I’m just not seeing the depth of field 

that Windley promised us. It’s also pretty hard not to notice that Buzz’s spacesuit isn’t 

pressurized. And then there is the noticeable lack of any shadowing on Buzz’s spacesuit. 

He’s casting a shadow on the ground, but there is no corresponding shadowing of his body. 

Even here on Earth, that is only possible with a secondary light source. 

 

There are some photos in NASA’s collection that were taken without a secondary light 

source, so we do know what fake Moon landing pictures should look like. The action shot 

below of the lunar rover, for example, was taken without a secondary light to fill in the 

shadows. The shadows still aren’t quite as dark as they would be on the Moon, but the 

difference between a fake Moon shot taken with a fill light and a fake Moon shot taken 

without a fill light couldn’t be more obvious. 

 

 



 

NASA liked the “Man on the Moon” image so much, by the way, that they essentially restaged 

it for the Apollo 12 mission. As can be seen below, a secondary light was used for that shot 

as well. Without the fill light, there is simply no way that a portion of the astronaut’s 

spacesuit would not be shadowed, as it is in the rover photo above. 

 

 
 

 

The next problem with the NASA photos is that some of them seem to have identical 

backgrounds but different foregrounds. As Phil Plait explains, “In one ‗photo‘, they show 

the lunar lander with a mountain in the background. They then show another picture of the 

same mountain, but no lander in the foreground at all. The astronauts could not have taken 

either picture before landing, of course, and after it lifts off the lander leaves the bottom 

section behind. Therefore, there would have been something in the second image no matter 

what, and the foreground could not be empty.” 

 

Plait begins his debunking by stating, rather hilariously: “As always, repeat after me: the 

Moon is not the Earth.” Plait goes on to claim that distances are very difficult to judge on 

the Moon and that the two photographs were actually taken from much different angles, and 

yet the background remains virtually unchanged because, despite appearances, it is a 

really, really long ways away. Either that, or one of the astronauts was really David 

Copperfield. 

 

The two photographs appear below. I’ll leave it to readers to decide whether, as Plait claims, 

the ‘mountains’ are in fact many, many times further away from the lander than the lander 

is from the photographer. And I’ll do so while noting that Phil provides neither the 

photographs nor a link to them, but instead asks readers to accept what he says on faith. I 

wonder why he would do that if he were so sure of his conclusions? I also wonder why, in 

the final photo, the lander appears to be parked much closer to the 'mountains' than Plait 

would have us believe. 

 



 
 

 

 
 



 
 

 

HOW CAN YOU LEAVE FOOTPRINTS, YET THE 10000 LBS OF THRUST GENERATED BY THIS 

ROCKET DOESN´T BLOW THIS DUST AWAY OR BURN THE GROUND IN THE SLIGHTEST, - IS IT 

JUST ME OR CAN YOU ALSO SERIOUSLY SMELL SOME SHIT HERE ?? LOOK AT THE HEXAGON 

SHAPED LIGHT REFLECTION TO THE LEFT OF THE ASTRO“NOT” - THAT SORT OF LIGHT 

REFRACTION SHOULD ONLY OCCUR IN AN ATMOSPHERE LIKE OURS. THE FIRST POINT IS 

STILL THE CLINCHER FOR ME THOUGH, A ROCKET ENGINE DOESN´T BLOW THE DUST AWAY 

FROM UNDERNEATH IT IN THE SLIGHTEST YET A MAN WHO WEIGHS 60LBS (IN 1/6 GRAVITY) 

CAN LEAVE DEEP FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAME DUST, UTTER PISH MY FRIEND. WHY DO YOU 

THINK NASA HAS STOPPED PUBLISHING MANY OF THESE PHOTO´S? YOU WILL ONLY SEE THE 

SAME 5 OR 6 PHOTO´S BEING USED OUT OF THE THOUSANDS THAT THEY SUPPOSEDLY 

TOOK, THE REASON IS THAT PEOPLE ARE PICKING THEM TO PIECES AND HAVE BEEN RIGHT 

FROM THE START, THERE ARE MANY BASIC ERRORS IN THE LIGHTING, WITH THE SHADOWS, 

AND MANY OTHER DISCREPANCIES THAT HAVE BEEN NOTED, I HAVE LEFT THAT SIDE OF THIS 

ALONE (THE NEXT 3 EXAMPLES EXEMPT) AS IT IS WELL COVERED GROUND. 



   
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

These four photographs are supposedly from completely different locations, and 

there are more like this too. The first two are from different missions in different 

locations but have the same hills in the background. The second two were on the 

same mission but different locations, same hills in the background mind you, the 

one on the far right has the Lunar Module in the background, the one to its left was 

supposedly taken from somewhere else. Even if it is the same place, where did the 

rocks come from and where is the LM??? 

These two pictures were taken at the 

exact same time, one a still photo, the 

other (right) a live TV broadcast. A part 

of the cover for the backpack is loose in 

the live TV picture and is sticking up well 

proud of the top of the pack, yet 

somehow it isn´t seen in the b/w still 

picture taken at the same time (left). 

NASA has contradicted its own 

arguments with this photo. The dust 

has clear, deep footprints left by one 

of the astronauts weighing about 60 

lbs (Relative weight because of 1/6 

gravity). Right beside it is the leg of 

the LM which is extremely heavy in 

comparison (33,000lbs) yet it is 

unable to leave an impression in the 

exact same dust!! At the same time 

NASA argues that the moon dust was 

blown away by the thrusters of the 

LM on landing, what dust is left is 

not easy to disturb being hard 

packed, this is why when landing no 

dust from the massive rocket blows 

onto the gold covered pad. Yet a 

man can leave a 2 inch deep 

footprint in it! 

IMBLOODYPOSSIBLE!!!!!!!!!!! 

 



Why did NASA's administrator resign just days before the first Apollo mission? 

 

A NASA public affairs officer called Julian Scheer once delighted 200 guests at a private 

party with footage of astronauts apparently on a landscape. It had been made on a mission 

film set and was identical to what NASA claimed was the real lunar landscape.  "The purpose 

of this film," Scheer told the enthralled group, "is to indicate that you really can fake things 

on the ground, almost to the point of deception."  He then invited his audience to "Come to 

your own decision about whether or not man actually did walk on the Moon." 

 

Several years after NASA claimed its first Moon landing, Buzz Aldrin "the second man on the 

Moon" was asked at a banquet what it felt like to step on to the lunar surface. Aldrin 

staggered to his feet and left the room crying uncontrollably. It would not be the last time 

he did this. 

 

 
 

Pic 1 (above) is not a frame taken from the TV transmission.  This composite features 

reticles or cross hairs, which are, as NASA has confirmed, a unique feature of the 

Hasselblad lunar surface camera. No remote trigger or timing device was part of the 

camera gear provided. The Hasselblad was never placed on a tripod or stand but always 

fixed onto the Astronaut’s suit by a bracket located at chest height. The eyewitness TV 

camera records that neither of the astronauts at any point leaves the golfing scene. This 

fact holds true for the duration of the various attempts at hitting the golf ball—confirming 

that the picture is entirely bogus while nevertheless purporting to be the true record of this 

event.  

 

The two men are featured standing together on what is supposed to be the lunar surface.  

 

A certain impossibility. Stuart Roosa should have been the one to take such a photograph, 

but he was with Alan Shepard for the duration of the golfing scene, as confirmed by the 

‘live’ TV coverage; and according to the official Apollo record, no third person could have 

been there to take the picture! 

 

Why would Apollo astronaut Alan Shepard allow such a false picture to be used in Moon 

Shot: The Inside Story of America’s Race to the Moon? This is a book he wrote together with 

astronaut Deke Slayton (supervisor of the astronaut corps from 1959 to 1972), NBC news 

space correspondent Jay Barbree, and the senior aerospace journalist for Associated Press, 

Howard Benedict. 



Wagging the Moondoggie, Part V 

Stars are not the only thing missing in the Moon photos. Also conspicuously absent is any 

indication that the lunar modules actually landed in the locations in which they were 

photographed. Specifically, there is no crater visible under any of the modules, despite the 

fact that NASA’s own artist renderings clearly showed the presence of a substantial crater. 

Also, not a speck of dust appears to have been displaced by the 10,000 lb reverse-thrust 

engine that powered the alleged descent. 

 

NASA’s artist renderings also depict a considerable quantity of smoke and flames shooting 

out from the bottom of the modules, though nothing of the sort is visible in the purported 

video footage of the first landing of a lunar module, allegedly shot from inside the module 

as it set down on lunar soil. In addition, despite the ridiculously close proximity of the 

immensely powerful rocket engine, no noise from that engine can be heard on the video. 

 

 
 

As can be seen in the photo above, the area directly under what is supposed to be the nozzle 

of the descent stage engine is completely undisturbed. Not only is there no crater, there is 

no sign of scorching and none of the small ‘Moon rocks’ and not a speck of ‘lunar soil’ has 

been displaced! And if you refer back to the earlier close-up of the module’s landing pod, 

you will see that not so much as a single grain of ‘lunar soil’ settled onto the lunar modules 

while they were setting down. 

 

Your initial response to this may well be, “Well, duh! ... why shouldn't the surface of the 

Moon be undisturbed?” 

 

Glad you asked. The answer is that the lunar modules were not placed upon the Moon by the 

hand of God. They had to actually land there. And in order for them to land there in one 

piece, they had to make use of powerful reverse-thrust rockets. If they hadn’t, they would 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MR-IjVv5NNQ&feature=related


have made landings roughly comparable to a piano falling off the balcony of a high-rise 

apartment building. 

 

“But,” you say, “isn't the gravitational pull of the Moon considerably less than that of the 

Earth?” Of course it is, but that does not render objects weightless. A vehicle with a curb 

weight of 33,000 pounds here on Earth (what the lunar modules weighed, according to 

NASA‖ still weighs close to three tons on the Moon, so it’s not going to make a very soft 

landing without assistance. And the assistance options were necessarily limited. 

 

NASA could not have used parachutes, such as were used with the returning command 

modules, because parachutes don’t really work without air, so that would have been a dead 

giveaway that the landings were faked. They also couldn’t use a helicopter-type rotor, 

because those also don’t work in an environment devoid of atmosphere. What they allegedly 

used then to provide the necessary ‘brakes’ was a powerful, reverse-thrust rocket engine. 

 

That is why, in the artist renderings of the landings ―the landings obviously couldn’t be 

filmed, because no one was supposed to be there yet), an enormous blast of flame and hot 

gas is seen shooting out of the bottom of the module. This massive reverse force would have 

served to counteract the effects of the Moon's gravitational pull, allowing the module to 

gently set down in the lunar dust, unharmed and intact. And needless to say, that is kind of 

important when that very same vehicle is your only ride home. 

The ‘debunkers,’ by the way, like to pretend as if the hoax theorists made those artist 

renderings up themselves, as if to say, “Hey, look over here! I just made up this drawing of 

what I think the landings should look like and NASA’s landings looked nothing like my 

drawing!” The reality though is that NASA’s own artists provided those images, based on the 

way that NASA claimed the modules would perform. What the ‘debunkers’ are telling you, in 

other words, is that NASA didn’t really understand how their own technology was supposed 

to work. 

 

Given the manner in which the modules allegedly landed, the problem here is that – unless 

the landing surface was paved with, say, concrete – an inordinate amount of material 

should have been displaced by the force of the rocket blast as the module was setting down. 

As Plait likes to say, you can easily verify this yourself. All you have to do is get hold of a 

rocket with 10,000 pounds of thrust (there probably are some surviving members of the 

von Braun clan that can hook you up), and head out to the nearest desert location. 

 

Once you find a suitable spot to conduct this experiment, hold the rocket aloft (you might 

want to wear gloves and an asbestos suit for this part, but it’s up to you) and fire that son-

of-a-bitch up, directing the blast towards the desert floor (it might also be a good idea to 

grab on to a stationary object with your free hand and hold on real tight). Let it rip for 

whatever you think would be a reasonable amount of time to complete a landing procedure, 

and then shut it off. 

 

If you've done this correctly, the result will be a fairly large crater and a blinding dust 

storm. That dust will, of course, eventually settle, leaving a heavy coating of dust on you and 

your rocket. You may also notice that the blast has lent the desert floor a distinctive 

scorched look. If you run the experiment for too long, you may even find that the intense 

heat has fused the cratered sand into something resembling a large bowl of glass. 

 

The point here, of course, is that nothing of the sort is evident in the pictures allegedly 

brought back from the Moon. The lunar surface is, as noted, completely undisturbed and 

the modules are as clean as if they had just rolled off the assembly line. It appears as 

though they did not land at all, but were rather set in place with a crane or other such 

device. And of course we all know that there were very few crane operators on the Moon in 

the late ‘6:s and early ‘7:s. 

 



How then did the modules get there? Could it be that the lunar surface was so compact that 

even the considerable force of the rocket could not dislodge it? That might be a credible 

explanation were it not for the fact that the astronauts themselves, who with the Moon's 

reduced gravitational pull weighed in at about 30 pounds apiece (maybe 50 pounds each 

with the additional alleged weight of their packs), made readily identifiable footprints from 

the moment their feet hit the ground. It appeared, in fact, as though the lunar soil had 

roughly the same consistency as baby powder. And yet, amazingly enough, not a single 

grain of this soil seems to have been displaced by the landing of the modules. 

 

The ‘debunkers,’ naturally enough, have an explanation for this. According to them, it’s all 

about throttle control. As Plait explains, “Sure, the rocket on the lander was capable of 

10,000 pounds of thrust, but they had a throttle. They fired the rocket hard to deorbit and 

slow enough to land on the Moon, but they didn’t need to thrust that hard as they 

approached the lunar surface; they throttled down to about 3::: pounds of thrust.” 

 

Plait also notes that originally on his site he had said “that the engines also cut off early, 

before the moment of touchdown, to prevent dust from getting blown around and disturbing 

the Astronauts’ view of the surface. This was an incorrect assertion.” The funny thing is 

though that he voiced that “incorrect assertion” just as forcefully and as arrogantly as he 

voices all the other assertions on his page – which makes sense, I guess, since everything 

else on his page is incorrect as well. 

 

Phil has obviously never landed a lunar module. Or given much thought to how you would 

go about doing so. Actually, that’s probably not true. Phil is most likely just a shameless 

liar. Not a particularly good one, mind you, but you have to remember that he is working 

with a handicap – he has to weave all of his ‘debunking’ arguments around NASA’s lies. 

 

Let’s try to inject a little sanity into this discussion, shall we? First of all, no one with an 

ounce of common sense is going to cut the engine and let their three-ton spaceship simply 

drop onto the lunar surface. Nor are they going to cruise on in while progressively easing 

up on the throttle, effortlessly setting the module down, as Plait claims, like “a car pulls 

into a parking spot,” as if they had been landing lunar modules since the day they were 

born. Because the reality is that the six astronauts who allegedly landed the six lunar 

modules hadn’t done it before and they only had one chance to get it right. 

 

And do you know why, Phil? Because that module was their only ride home, and if they 

damaged it in any way, they weren’t going home. Ever. They weren’t going to do anything 

except die within days in the most desolate place imaginable. And that is why it is perfectly 

obvious that, if they had really gone to the Moon, they would not under any circumstances 

have landed the modules in either of the ways that Plait has suggested. 

 

Has anyone ever seen a helicopter land? That is essentially how you would land a lunar 

module as well. The basic technique is to line yourself up with your landing site while 

hovering a fairly short distance above the ground (with the module, I presume, you would 

hold your position by utilizing those clusters of horns‖. Then, when you’re stabilized and 

lined up just where you want to be, you very slowly ease off the throttle so as to very gently 

set it down. And if you’ve never done it before, you’re definitely going to want to take your 

time. 

 

And that is why there quite obviously should be blast craters under those lunar modules. 

That is why NASA itself indicated that there would be blast craters under the lunar modules. 

And that is also why it is fundamentally impossible for the modules to be as impeccably 

clean and dust-free as they are in all of NASA’s photos. And no amount of spinning from the 

‘debunkers’ will ever explain that away. 

 

As previously mentioned, there was much about the Apollo project to stand in awe of. Every 

individual phase of the missions was, in and of itself, a breathtaking technological 



achievement. Just blasting men into Earth orbit is a daunting task – so much so that in the 

nearly half-century that has passed since the first two nations did it (the US and the USSR), 

only one other (China) has managed to join that elite club. And China has only done it a few 

times. In the entire history of space exploration, just over 500 men and women have ever 

orbited the Earth. 

 

And achieving Earth orbit was just the beginning. Then there was the 234,000-mile journey 

through the unknown to get to the Moon – on a single tank of gas in an unshielded 

spaceship. Then there was the main ship giving birth to the lunar module, and that untested 

lunar module then flying down and making a perfect landing on the surface of the Moon. 

Then there was that same untested lunar module blasting off from the surface of the Moon 

without the assistance of any ground grew and ascending 69 miles to attain lunar orbit. 

Then there was the ever-reliable lunar module finding, catching and docking with another 

ship while in lunar orbit, utilizing some more completely untested technology. Then there 

was the command module shedding the lunar module and then commencing that 234,000-

mile journey back home, apparently still with a full tank of gas. 

 

But as remarkable as it was to get the astronauts safely to and from the Moon, their 

survival while on the Moon was equally remarkable. To say that the Moon is an environment 

incompatible with the survival of humans would be a considerable understatement – which 

brings us to our next topic of discussion: those amazing NASA Moonwalking suits. 

 

Those suits were able to provide the astronauts with everything they needed to stay alive in 

the Moon’s harsh environment. Remember NASA’s elaborate rendering of what a Moon work 

station protected from space radiation would look like? Neil and Buzz didn’t need any of that 

fancy stuff because they were wearing the magic suits. And those extreme temperatures of 

+260° F to -280° F? Not a problem when you’re wearing the magic suit. Not only could they 

provide the cooling needed to combat the searing temperatures in the sun, but they could 

also provide the heat to counteract those frigid shadows. 

 

As can be seen in NASA’s photos, the egress side of the lunar modules (the side with the 

ladder and hatch) was usually in the shade (though almost always well lit). What that means 

is that, after traipsing around in the sun for a spell, the astronauts would have had to step 

into the shadows to reenter the spacecraft. And when they did so, those spacesuits were 

apparently smart enough to react instantly and switch over from turbo-charged air 

conditioning to blast-furnace heating in the blink of an eye. Awesome! 

 

In addition to providing radiation protection that today’s technology is unable to match, and 

a climate control system that is beyond anything available in the twenty-first century, the 

magic suits also provided the astronauts with breathable air, which definitely came in 

handy. What the suits did, in essence, was provide the astronauts with their own little 

portable, climate-controlled, radiation-protected atmosphere. 

 

Of course, to actually do that ―if we’re pretending that it could be done at all‖, the suits 

would have had to have been pressurized. And it is perfectly obvious from all the photos that 

the suits were not, in fact, pressurized, because if they were, the astronauts would have 

looked like the Michelin Man bouncing around on the surface of the Moon. 

 

The magic suits had to perform one other function as well: they had to serve as head-to-toe 

body armor. Because the Moon, according to NASA, has a serious problem with drive-by 

shootings from outer space. Seriously. I’m not making that up. I read it on NASA’s own 

website. 

 

In the very same NASA post that discusses Moon rocks being constantly bombarded with 

absurdly high levels of radiation, another curious admission can be found: “meteoroids 

constantly bombard the Moon.” Our old friend from NASA, David McKay, explains that 

“Apollo moon rocks are peppered with tiny craters from meteoroid impacts.” NASA then 



explains that that “could only happen to rocks from a planet with little or no atmosphere … 

like the Moon.” 

 

“Meteoroids,” NASA continues, “are nearly-microscopic specks of space dust that fly 

through space at speeds often exceeding 50,000 mph – ten times faster than a speeding 

bullet. They pack a considerable punch … The tiny space bullets can plow directly into Moon 

rocks, forming miniature and unmistakable craters.”  

 

According to NASA, every square inch of every exposed surface of every rock allegedly 

gathered from the surface of the Moon shows this pattern. By extension then, we know that 

every square inch of the lunar surface is peppered with meteoroid craters. There really is 

no safe place to hang out. There you are minding your own business lining up your golf 

shot, and the next thing you know a meteoroid is ripping through your spacesuit at 50,000 

mph. That has to sting a little bit. 

 

Actually, what it would do is kill you. Almost instantaneously. Not the projectile itself, which 

probably wouldn’t be lethal after passing through the spacesuit, but ripping or puncturing 

your magic suit while on the Moon is certainly something that you would want to avoid. You 

know that old saw about how “nature abhors a vacuum”? How that applies here is that any 

penetration in your suit would result in all the air being immediately sucked out. Right out 

of your lungs even. And that can be rather unpleasant. 

 

I guess the Apollo crews really, uhmm, dodged a bullet on that one. Not one of the 

astronauts was hit, nor any of the lunar modules, nor any of the lunar rovers, nor any of 

the equipment that was used. I have to say here, by the way, that those Apollo guys were 

studs of the highest magnitude. Did they know what they were signing up for? What did 

NASA’s ads say? 

 

“Astronauts wanted. No experience necessary. Duties will include taking a trip to the Moon. 

Return trip cannot be guaranteed. Applicant must be able to withstand levels of radiation 

higher than anything that can be generated here on Earth. Applicant must also be able to 

work comfortably in heat in excess of +250° F, as well as in cooler conditions approaching -

300° F. A continuous supply of breathable air may or may not be provided by employer. 

Snacks and water will necessarily be limited to what fits in employee-provided lunchbox. 

Rest room facilities will not be available. The ability to dodge 50,000 MPH space bullets is 

not required, but would be helpful. This is a great money-making opportunity! Paychecks 

can be picked up upon return to Earth.” 

 

The Apollo guys didn’t have to worry about any of that, of course, because they were 

wearing the magic suits. Apparently those suits were yet another example of NASA digging 

deep into the well of lost 1960s technology. 

 

A huge shout-out, by the way, is in order here for the guys at NASA for posting that article 

about the Moon rocks being bombarded with radiation and meteorites. It makes it so much 

easier for me when NASA has already done so much of the work of debunking the Moon 

landings. 

 

When President George W. Jetson announced on January 14, 2004 that America was going 

to be returning to the Moon, we were quickly advised by NASA types and various television 

talking heads that such a goal would require about fifteen years to achieve. No one in the 

media thought to ask why it would take fifteen years to do with twenty-first century 

technology what it took only eight years to accomplish with 1960s technology. Not one voice 

was raised to ask how with the twin advantages of improved technology and prior 

experience it would still take twice as long this time around. 

 

It’s not, after all, as if we have to reinvent the wheel here. Not only have we done this 

before, but we have done it safely and reliably. How could NASA possibly improve upon the 



record of the Apollo missions? What could they come up with that could outperform those 

vintage Saturn V rockets that made it to the Moon damn near every time, and made it home 

safe every time? And how do you improve upon a lunar module that not only performed 

flawlessly every time, but that was also the very model of lightweight, compact efficiency? 

 

When you have a system that performs flawlessly on six incredibly technologically complex 

missions, and that delivers your astronauts home safely even on the one occasion that the 

system runs amok, why in the world would you toss it in the trash and start from scratch 

the next time around? 

 

According to a Fox News report published the day after Bush’s announcement, “The effort to 

return to the Moon will require building new spacecraft and sending out robotic craft to 

provide materials to be used later by human explorers, say experts.” I wonder why they 

would need to do that? We didn’t have to do shit like that last time. Why does NASA keep 

insisting on reinventing the wheel here? Why do they seem to have forgotten that we are old 

hands at this sort of thing? 

 

Other people have forgotten as well. Following Bush’s attempt to wag the Moondoggie, 

Republican Senator Sam Brownback sternly warned, “You’ve got the Chinese saying they’re 

interested – we don’t want them to beat us to the moon!” This may seem like a rather 

bizarre concern, until you realize that not only is China working on developing a Moon 

rocket, they are also rumored to be close to completing work on a time machine, which will 

allow them to transport their Moon rocket back to the mid-1960s and thus beat America to 

the Moon. 

 

On a more serious note, I’m guessing that since China has managed, in the 5:+ years of the 

space race, to put three whole spaceships into low-Earth orbit, there won’t likely be any 

Chinese flags waving on the Moon anytime soon. 

 

Anyway, doesn't it seem just a little strange that experts would now suggest that if we get to 

work right away, we might be able to land men on the Moon by the year 2020? Isn't that like 

saying that with a lot of hard work and a little luck, we might be able to develop a video 

game as technologically advanced as Pong by the year 2025? Or that by 2030, the scientific 

community might produce a battery-operated calculator small enough to fit into your 

pocket? 

 

And do you think that, if we do ‘go back,’ the voice actors will be given a better script? Will 

we be given something to replace Armstrong’s cheesy “One small step” line and Aldrin’s 

poetic “magnificent desolation” line? Have I mentioned, by the way, that Donald Bowman, 

who worked at the Houston Space Centre, has said that Armstrong was indeed handed a 

script before embarking on the alleged mission? That obviously does not prove that the 

Moon landings were faked, merely that Washington was very concerned with how the alleged 

missions were presented. 

 

 A NASA statement released in July of this year contained a rather curious assertion: 

“Conspiracy theories are always difficult to refute because of the impossibility of proving a 

negative.” It is not, of course, NASA that is being asked to prove a negative, but rather those 

pesky ‘conspiracy theorists.’ NASA is merely being asked to prove a positive, which should 

be a relatively easy task. All they have to do is produce some actual evidence, beginning 

with all those reels of tape containing the telemetry data, the biomedical data, all voice 

communications, and all the original videotape. They could also release the plans and 

specifications for all that fancy space hardware. And maybe offer some kind of reasonable 

explanation for why so many of the official photographs are demonstrably fraudulent. 

 

Alternatively, they could just send some guys back there, to prove that it can be done. It’s 

been thirty-seven years and counting since the last guests on the Moon checked out. NASA 

allegedly filmed that final lift-off from the Moon, by the way. In case you haven’t seen the 



historic film footage, you can view it here. It’s a very short clip and it’s actually quite funny, 

so be sure to check it out. 

 

I can’t be 1::% certain of this, of course, but I have a very strong hunch that NASA picked 

up the footage off the cutting-room floor after Ed Wood had finished editing Plan 9 From 

Outer Space. Actually, I probably shouldn’t joke about the clip because I do feel kind of bad 

for the guy that they had to leave behind to operate the camera. I wonder how he’s doing 

these days? 

 

Actually, NASA claims that the camera was mounted on the abandoned lunar rover (even in 

space, Americans are arrogant litterbugs), and that the pan and zoom functions were 

operated remotely by the ground crew back on Earth. You couldn’t control your television 

from across the living room in those days, but NASA could pan and zoom a camera from 

234,::: miles away. Awesome! And there apparently either wasn’t any delay in the signal 

or NASA had the foresight to hire a remote camera operator who was able to see a few 

seconds into the future. 

 

You really have to hand it to the NASA boys – those guys think of everything. 

 

George W. Jetson’s visionary proposal envisioned the Moon as a steppingstone for manned 

travel to Mars. How that works though is a bit of a mystery to me. The distance between the 

Earth and Mars varies depending upon where the planets are in their respective orbits, but 

the minimum distance astronauts would have to travel to reach Mars from Earth is 

36,000,000 miles. And the minimum distance astronauts would have to travel to reach 

Mars from the Moon is, uhmm, also 36,:::,::: miles. So I guess what I’m wondering is: 

what exactly would be gained by making a pit stop on the Moon? 

 

Are there gas stations there to fill up the tank? Some nice hotels maybe where the 

astronauts could get some R&R? A couple of hot space hookers? How would making a 

technologically complex landing on the Moon, followed by a lift-off that would require an 

excessive amount of additional fuel, help get our boys to Mars? 

 

Let’s take a big bite out of the reality sandwich here, shall we? The human animal is quite 

simply not equipped for space travel beyond low-Earth orbit. There is virtually no chance 

that we are ever going to send men to the Moon. Despite what NASA would like you to 

believe, the combination of lethal space radiation, lethal temperatures, a complete lack of 

breathable air, and a lower gravitational attraction that produces serious health problems, 

including rapid tissue and bone degeneration, is simply not compatible with human 

existence. Neither is getting pelted with “space bullets.” 

 

And as for Mars? A roundtrip ticket there would earn you about 75,000,000 frequent flyer 

miles. I wouldn’t count on that happening anytime soon. 

 

Astronaut Steve Lindsey, after being chosen to command the final planned mission of the 

space shuttle, had this to say: “Everybody at NASA feels the same way. We’re in favor of 

taking the next step and getting out of low-Earth orbit.” So while technology in every other 

realm of human existence continues to take giant strides forward, everyone at NASA 

appears to want to take a big step backwards. To 1969. 

 

Before bidding adieu, I have one final note to add: a certain Dr. Thomas Gold was an early 

skeptic of the feasibility of landing on the Moon. He made headlines prior to the alleged 

flight of Apollo 11 when he predicted that any attempt at a Moon landing would be 

disastrous. NASA, of course, purportedly proved the good doctor wrong. 

 

Longtime readers will remember that Dr. Gold was America’s most prominent proponent of 

the abiotic theory of oil and gas production, and that he went and dropped dead just before 

the ‘Peak Oil’ propaganda started to heat up. Dr. Gold was recently proven to be correct on 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOdzhQS_MMw&feature=fvw
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/09/090910084259.htm


the origins of so-called ‘fossil fuels.’ The article, curiously enough, refers to the research as 

“revolutionary” – which it is, I suppose, if you ignore the fact that the Soviets and 

Ukrainians did the same research and drew the same conclusions some fifty years ago. 

 

We all know that that can’t be true, however, because it would be impossible to keep a 

secret of that magnitude from the entire Western world … right? 

 

 
 

Why does this rock (above) have a letter 'C' on it? There is also a 'C' on the ground in front 

of the rock. - The use of letters on film props is well known by the people in Hollywood and 

is used in conjunction with a letter on the floor to show where the prop should go. NASA 

says it is a hair that somehow got onto the photo when copying it, if so why is one on the 

ground too? 

Now as of late I have started noticing a cover story coming out about the moon´s 

atmosphere, - apparently it does have one! Hmm.  

Well here´s the thing, The Earth's atmosphere (or air) is a layer of gases surrounding the 

planet Earth that is retained by the Earth's gravity. It has a mass of about five quadrillion 

metric tons. Dry air contains roughly (by volume) 78.08% nitrogen, 20.95% oxygen, 0.93% 

argon, 0.038% carbon dioxide, and trace amounts of other gases. Air also contains a 

variable amount of water vapour, on average around 1%. The atmosphere protects life on 

Earth by absorbing ultraviolet solar radiation, warming the surface through heat retention 

(greenhouse effect), and reducing temperature extremes between day and night. 

There is no definite boundary between the atmosphere and outer space. It slowly becomes 

thinner and fades into space. An altitude of 120 km (75 mi) marks the boundary where 

atmospheric effects become noticeable during atmospheric re-entry. The Kármán line, at 

100 km (62 mi), is also frequently regarded as the boundary between atmosphere and 

outer space.  

Three quarters of the atmosphere's mass is within 11 km (6.8 mi; 36,000 ft) of the surface. 

Yet the average daytime abundances of the elements known to be present in the lunar 

atmosphere, in atoms per cubic centimetre, are as follows: H <17, He 2-40x103, Na 70,K 

17, Ar 4x104, yielding ~8x104 total atoms per cubic centimetre, marginally higher than the 

quantity posited to exist in the atmosphere of Mercury. It is worth noting however, that 

while this greatly exceeds the density of the solar wind (a component of the lunar 

atmosphere), which is usually on the order of just a few protons per cubic centimetre, the 

lunar atmosphere is less than one trillionth the density of the Earth's atmosphere at sea 

level.  

The Moon is usually considered to not have an atmosphere, as it cannot absorb measurable 

quantities of radiation, does not appear layered or self-circulating, and requires constant 



replenishment given the high rate at which the atmosphere is lost to space (solar wind and 

outgassing are not primary components of the Earth's, or any stable atmosphere yet 

known). - Information for “Earth´s atmosphere” and “Moon´s atmosphere” taken from 

Wikipedia. How can something (the lunar atmosphere) that is one trillionth the density of 

our atmosphere, exhibit the same characteristics as we would see on falling dust on earth, 

on moon dust? Quite simply it cannot, it is utterly impossible. Plus if there was an 

abundance of noble gases on the surface of the moon  (Radon and Argon) as science is now 

saying, why doesn´t it light up like a neon sign with the solar wind, after all it is the exact 

requirements for a light of this type (electrically charged noble gas in a vacuum). 

This might seem like an overly simple explanation, but it is still 100% true, unless the of 

course that is the science and physics on the moon is completely different than ours and 

the rest of the Universe. 

But just to make sure on this matter, it seems I’ve noticed that there is yet another photo 

that also displays or exhibits characteristics that once again totally contravene the known 

laws of physics. - Without moisture being present, the moondust would not have been able 

to hold together, because there would be no moisture binding it together, - there is no way 

around this fact.  

If you were in a vacuum and you stepped in dry talcum powder like the moon dust, (unless 

of course a rocket has just been blowing in it in which case it becomes super-strong 

resilient un-moving moon dust) in a vacuum (like the moon´s surface) the talc/moondust 

would just fall back apart when you have stepped away from it, because it is the moisture 

and organic material that help mud, sand, earth and the like to stick together here on 

earth, - so what binds moon-dust together all you observant and all knowing brain-boxes?                                                                                                                             

 

Footprints are the result of weight displacing air or moisture from between particles of dirt, 

dust, or sand.  The astronauts left distinct footprints all over the place. Unless there is 

either water or air present then the dust in this footprint cannot have stuck together to 

form a footprint, it would have just fell back into dust again, once again it is a phenomena 

that can only happen in an atmosphere EXACTLY like ours here on Earth. Kaku or Stephen 

Hawking, I dare either of you to repudiate this charge, or indeed the one made above.  

Also, here is another article concerning the amount of photographs taken, like the one 

above it was taken from aulis.com: 

 By Jack White  



I have great admiration for many achievements of NASA. I admire the courage, dedication 

and sacrifice of the astronauts who died in their pursuits of new frontiers proposed by 

President John Kennedy in 1960 when he pledged to put a man on the Moon by the end of 

the decade. I am saddened by the deaths of the Columbia and Challenger scientists who 

trusted NASA with their lives. On my office television in 1986 I saw the live explosion of the 

Challenger. And I watched in horror that bright February morning as the space shuttle 

Columbia broke apart in a smoky trail over my Texas home in 2003. I am saddened by the 

deaths on a launch pad in Florida in 1967 of Apollo 1 astronauts Gus Grissom, Ed White 

and Roger Chaffee, who may have known too much for their own security.  

I marvel at the achievement of the Hubble Space Telescope, which brings us dream world 

images from the infinity of outer space. And the images from Mars also help us understand 

our universe.  

But the thousands of honourable workers at NASA will be shocked and saddened to learn of 

the dark secrets of forty years ago...the Apollo Moon missions. Examination of NASA records 

reveals a terrible skeleton rotting away in their own files, a monumental deception. Very few 

NASA employees knew about the ruse, although it continues to be covered up to this very 

day by some secret keeper of the "national security" keys. Most likely this was a TOP SECRET 

political/military project.  

This skeleton in the NASA closet is documented by the space agency itself. And the facts 

provided are indisputable. As Shakespeare might have said, the agency is "hoist with their 

own petard"...that is, blown up by their own devices.  

What is this dirty secret?  

Grave doubt exists that the Apollo missions to the Moon were anything more than the most 

incredible hoax of all time. Did astronauts actually go to the Moon? I do not know. But 

NASA's own evidence shows that all photos of the Apollo feats had to be forgeries. They were 

likely made in a secret Earthly studio somewhere as a top secret military project. And if all 

the "Moon photos" of all the "Moon missions" were fakes, the question is why?  

Real missions should have produced real photos.  

To understand the "why" of faking "landing a man on the Moon by the end of the decade" 

that had been promised by JFK in his first speech to Congress, one must go back to the 

Cold War with the USSR and the much-touted "space race". In the early 60s, the Soviets were 

ahead of the US in space exploration. Sputnik and other Red successes evoked a US political 

crisis. But the Soviets likely knew that sending a man to the Moon was an immensely 

difficult task and that JFK's rhetoric was a hollow promise. 

However, after Lyndon B. Johnson succeeded the assassinated Kennedy he likely came up 

with a brilliant (and evil, in my opinion) idea. He must have thought, "...the experts say we 

can't go to the Moon like Kennedy promised, but I say we can! We can FAKE IT!" If LBJ could 

pull it off, to simplify a very complex Cold War situation, it would be a great propaganda 

coup and establish US superiority over communism. So I theorize that LBJ conspired with 

his successor Richard M. Nixon and OTHERS to carry out an elaborate plan to fool the world 

by "flying to the Moon". It was a brilliant plan, executed in strict military secrecy, and it has 

fooled the world for more than 40 years. But it has been undone by its own excesses, as 

now revealed from NASA records for the first time.  

Anyone with even elemental math skills and common sense can look at the facts, do the 

calculations, and come to their own conclusions about the alleged MASSIVE VOLUME of 

lunar surface photography in such a LIMITED TIME. 

Here is my conclusion: IT COULD NOT BE DONE. 



It boils down not to just studying the photographs for signs of fakery, though I have 

examined every available Apollo photo for more than three years (and discovered many 

fakes). Very simply, it amounts to a study known to many businesses...A TIME AND MOTION 

STUDY. The elementary question is: was it possible to take the known number of photos 

(from NASA records) in the amount of time available (from NASA records)? But before you 

read my study, to understand it you need to know some basic information about the Apollo 

missions:  

1. Of seven Apollo missions to put "men on the Moon", six were claimed to be "successful". 

(Apollo 13 was "aborted".) 

2. Each of the six successful missions landed two astronauts "on the Moon" in a flimsy craft 

NASA originally had called the Lunar Excursion Module (LEM, later shortened to LM), an 

unproven craft which never had an opportunity for a lunar landing test flight. But it landed 

and then took off six times with spectacular "success" on Apollo missions 11 and 12, and 

14 through 17...once even landing within 200 feet of a pre-selected target. 

3. Two astronauts rode each LEM to the Moon surface while one remained in the orbiting 

Command and Service Module (CSM) awaiting their return.  

4. During their Extra-Vehicular Activity (lunar surface exploration) each of the two wore a 

bulky inflated spacesuit with clumsy gloves, greatly limiting mobility. On their backs they 

wore a huge and heavy Life Support System (PLSS) backpack containing an oxygen tank and 

circulating water air conditioning system which pumped refrigerated water throughout the 

suit to counteract the 200+/- degree heat (and cold) of lunar conditions. Pumps circulated 

both refrigerated air and water to the liquid cooling undergarment, as well as 

dehumidifying, removing carbon dioxide, and providing all other functions needed to survive 

harsh conditions in the confining suits.  

5. The principal objective of all six missions was SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH projects to be 

carried out by the two astronauts. Most of the projects, which numbered about a half dozen 

each mission, were remarkably similar on all six missions. All of these science experiments 

involved unpacking equipment from stowage bays, assembling it, transporting it to its 

location, setting it up, and then doing the experiments. As you might imagine, each of these 

research projects would require a major portion of the TIME of the two men for each 

experiment. 

6. Another major project besides operation of the packaged experiments was the Geological 

Study, which involved searching for different specimens of rocks and soils in various 

locations, documenting and collecting samples to return to earth. This obviously occupied 

much of their TIME. 

7. Considerable TIME was needed for "housekeeping chores". After landing, the LEM had to 

be inspected to make sure it had not been damaged. Communications equipment to put 

them in contact with Earth had to be set up and operated, including radio and television 

antennas and TV cameras. The US flag was planted in the moon dust on each mission. All of 

this was done before any experiments were initiated. Oh, and don't forget the "ceremonial" 

chat with President Nixon during Apollo 11. 

8. The first three missions required the astronauts to walk to each experiment location. The 

last three missions were supplied with a Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) to travel to distant 

locations miles away from the LEM. The partially pre-assembled LRV was attached to the 

outside of the LEM. The rover floor served as a pallet which was hinged to the outside of the 

LRV. The wheels were folded under. The "pallet" was lowered by hand to the lunar surface, 

and the wheels rotated into position. After the wheels were down, the vehicle had to be 

outfitted with all of its considerable equipment from various storage bins of the LEM. Oddly, 

not a single photo exists in the public domain (at least that I could find to date) of the 

astronauts assembling and equipping the LRVs. The battery-powered rovers had a top speed 



of about 8 mph, only slightly faster than walking...much like a golf cart. During the LRV 

travels ("traverses"), both men rode, and when moving, had no opportunity for photography. 

Also, the time taken in assembling the rover was not used for any photography. Though I 

could find no time given by NASA, surely it is reasonable to guess that it took at least an 

hour to unload, assemble and equip and test a rover?  

9. Almost incidental to the main astronaut tasks was PHOTOGRAPHY. Each astronaut had 

his own camera. (Apart from the Apollo 11 EVA.) It was a square-format specially-built 

Hasselblad. It was mounted on a chest-plate for the astronaut to operate. The astronaut had 

to manually set the shutter speed and apertures while wearing bulky, pressurized gloves 

and without being able to see the controls. The cameras had NO VIEWFINDER, so the 

astronaut could only guess at what was being photographed. Each camera had a bulk film 

magazine holding more than a hundred exposures. The film (mainly Ektachrome colour 

film) had a very narrow exposure range, which required PERFECT aperture and shutter 

settings, because according to NASA, the cameras did not have automatic exposure 

capability.  

10. It is important to know that although each man had his own camera, they ALMOST 

NEVER USED THEM AT THE SAME TIME. Usually one of them was photographing the other 

doing some task. Therefore having two cameras DID NOT TRANSLATE TO TWICE AS MUCH 

TIME FOR PHOTOGRAPHY, as one might surmise. Now that you understand the missions, 

here is my discovery of NASA overzealousness, which has been successfully hidden till now.  

A TIME AND MOTION STUDY  

For more than three years I have been collecting and analyzing nearly all the significant 

photos from the Apollo missions. These official photos are readily available on multiple 

NASA websites for downloading. Recently I noticed they were taking up many gigabytes of 

memory on my computer's external hard drive, so I began organizing them and deleting 

duplications. I did a rough estimate of the number of Apollo photos, and was amazed that I 

had thousands!  

I visited several official NASA websites to find HOW MANY PHOTOS WERE TAKEN on the 

surface of the Moon. Amazingly, NASA AVOIDS THIS SUBJECT almost entirely. Two days of 

searching documents and text were fruitless. But Lunar Surface Journal, one of the sites, 

lists every photo with its file number. So I undertook to make an actual count of every photo 

taken by astronauts DURING EXTRA-VEHICULAR ACTIVITY (EVA), the time spent on the 

surface out of the LEM. 

Here is my actual count of EVA photos of the six missions:  

Apollo 11........... 121 

Apollo 12........... 504 

Apollo 14........... 374  

Apollo 15..........1021  

Apollo 16..........1765  

Apollo 17..........1986 

So 12 astronauts while on the Moon's surface took a TOTAL of 5771 exposures.  

That seemed excessively large to me, considering that their TIME on the lunar surface was 

limited, and the astronauts had MANY OTHER TASKS OTHER THAN PHOTOGRAPHY. So I 

returned to the Lunar Surface Journal to find how much TIME was available to do all the 

scientific tasks AS WELL AS PHOTOGRAPHY. Unlike the number of photos, this information is 

readily available:  

Apollo 11........1 EVA .....2 hours, 31 minutes......(151 minutes)  

Apollo 12........2 EVAs.....7 hours, 50 minutes......(470 minutes)  

Apollo 14........2 EVAs.....9 hours, 25 minutes......(565 minutes) 



Apollo 15........3 EVAs...18 hours, 30 minutes....(1110 minutes)  

Apollo 16........3 EVAs...20 hours, 14 minutes....(1214 minutes)  

Apollo 17........3 EVAs...22 hours, 04 minutes....(1324 minutes)  

Total minutes on the Moon amounted to 4834 minutes. 

Total number of photographs taken was 5771 photos. 

Hmmmmm. That amounts to 1.19 photos taken EVERY MINUTE of time on the Moon, 

REGARDLESS OF OTHER ACTIVITIES. (That requires the taking of ONE PHOTO EVERY 50 

SECONDS!) Let's look at those other activities to see how much time should be deducted 

from available photo time:  

Apollo 11..........Inspect LEM for damage, deploy flag, unpack and deploy radio and television 

equipment, operate the TV camera (360 degree pan), establish contact with Earth (including 

ceremonial talk with President Nixon), unpack and deploy numerous experiment packages, 

find/document/collect 47.7 pounds of lunar rock samples, walk to various locations, 

conclude experiments, return to LEM.  

Apollo 12..........Inspect LEM for damage, deploy flag, unpack and deploy radio and television 

equipment (spend time trying to fix faulty TV camera), establish contact with Earth, unpack 

and deploy numerous experiment packages, walk to various locations, inspect the 

unmanned Surveyor 3 which had landed on the Moon in April 1967 and retrieve Surveyor 

parts. Deploy ALSEP package. Find/document/collect 75.7 pounds of rocks, conclude 

experiments, return to LEM.  

Apollo 14..........Inspect LEM for damage, deploy flag, unpack and deploy radio and television 

equipment and establish contact with Earth, unpack and assemble hand cart to transport 

rocks, unpack and deploy numerous experiment packages, walk to various locations. 

Find/document/collect 94.4 pounds of rocks, conclude experiments, return to LEM.  

Apollo 15..........Inspect LEM for damage, deploy flag, unpack and deploy radio and television 

equipment and establish contact with Earth, unpack/assemble/equip and test the LRV 

electric-powered 4-wheel drive car and drive it 17 miles, unpack and deploy numerous 

experiment packages (double the scientific payload of first three missions). 

Find/document/collect 169 pounds of rocks, conclude experiments, return to LEM. (The LRV 

travels only 8 mph*.)  

Apollo 16..........Inspect LEM for damage, deploy flag, unpack and deploy radio and television 

equipment and establish contact with Earth, unpack/assemble/equip and test the LRV 

electric-powered 4-wheel drive car and drive it 16 miles, unpack and deploy numerous 

experiment packages (double the scientific payload of first three missions, including new 

ultraviolet camera, operate the UV camera). Find/document/collect 208.3 pounds of rocks, 

conclude experiments, return to LEM. (The LRV travels only 8 mph*.)  

Apollo 17..........Inspect LEM for damage, deploy flag, unpack and deploy radio and television 

equipment and establish contact with Earth, unpack/assemble/equip and test the LRV 

electric-powered 4-wheel drive car and drive it 30.5 miles, unpack and deploy numerous 

experiment packages. Find/document/collect 243.1 pounds of rocks, conclude experiments, 

return to LEM. (The LRV travels only 8 mph*.)  

Let's arbitrarily calculate a MINIMUM time for these tasks and subtract from available photo 

time: 

Apollo 11....subtract 2 hours (120 minutes), leaving 031 minutes for taking photos 

Apollo 12....subtract 4 hours (240 minutes), leaving 230 minutes for taking photos  

Apollo 14....subtract 3 hours (180 minutes), leaving 385 minutes for taking photos  

Apollo 15....subtract 6 hours (360 minutes), leaving 750 minutes for taking photos 

Apollo 16....subtract 6 hours (360 minutes), leaving 854 minutes for taking photos 

Apollo 17....subtract 8 hours (480 minutes), leaving 844 minutes for taking photos  



So do the math:  

Apollo 11.......121 photos in 031 minutes............3.90 photos per minute  

Apollo 12.......504 photos in 230 minutes............2.19 photos per minute  

Apollo 14.......374 photos in 385 minutes............0.97 photos per minute  

Apollo 15.....1021 photos in 750 minutes............1.36 photos per minute  

Apollo 16.....1765 photos in 854 minutes ...........2.06 photos per minute  

Apollo 17.....1986 photos in 844 minutes ...........2.35 photos per minute  

Or, to put it more simply:  

Apollo 11........one photo every 15 seconds  

Apollo 12........one photo every 27 seconds  

Apollo 14........one photo every 62 seconds  

Apollo 15........one photo every 44 seconds  

Apollo 16........one photo every 29 seconds  

Apollo 17........one photo every 26 seconds  

So you decide. Given all the facts, was it possible to take that many photos in so short a 

time?  

Any professional photographer will tell you it cannot be done. Virtually every photo was a 

different scene or in a different place, requiring travel. As much as 30 miles travel was 

required to reach some of the photo sites. Extra care had to be taken shooting some stereo 

pairs and panoramas. Each picture was taken without a viewfinder, using manual camera 

settings, with no automatic metering, while wearing a bulky spacesuit and stiff clumsy 

gloves. 

The agency wants the world to believe that 5771 photographs were taken in 4834 minutes! 

IF NOTHING BUT PHOTOGRAPHY HAD BEEN DONE, such a feat is clearly impossible...made 

even more so by all the documented activities of the astronauts. Imagine...1.19 photos 

every minute that men were on the Moon –- that's one picture every 50 SECONDS!  

The secret NASA tried to hide has been discovered: The quantity of photos purporting to 

record the Apollo lunar EVAs could not have been taken on the Moon in such an impossible 

time frame. So why do these photos exist? How did these photos get made? Did ANY men go 

to the Moon? Or was it truly the greatest hoax ever? © 2005 Jack White 

Editor's Notes: *According to Andrew Chaikin, author of A Man on the Moon the LRV 

averaged only 5 to 7 miles per hour, which would reduce even further the time available for 

photography. 

Timing Out 

Taking the Apollo 11 mission as his example, and the Apollo 11 Lunar Surface Journal (1) 

consulted by Jack White in this Skeleton article, an 'apologist' or critic, has posted a long 

refutation of the above time and motion study. This critic asserts that a shot rate per 

mission calculated on time available over number of photos taken is inappropriate, since 

some pictures took longer than others, and that the pictures were taken during the tasks 

over the whole EVA period.  

This is not a point that Jack White is disputing.  

Taking the Apollo 11 EVA of 151 minutes, the critic would prefer that the photos are 

evaluated according to his own calculations which split the EVA into 9 segments of 'about 

15 minutes each' (2). Working from the Apollo 11 Lunar Surface Journal, this critic has 

estimated the number of photos taken for each segment.  



According to these criteria there are variable averages of 7.5 minutes (segment two) to 2.5 

minutes (segment six) or 31 seconds (segment seven). However, when studying the actual 

mission elapsed time line we can see that this is not a reflection of the time allowed for 

photography at all. Nor is the approximate 15 minute segment a true reflection of the time 

taken by each bundle of tasks that this critic has allocated per segment. Further, while 

taking Jack White to task for not listing the EVA tasks in the correct order, the critic splits 

single EVA tasks (such as the flag ceremony) across two separate 'segments' and also splits 

multiple panorama shots across 'segments'. As it turns out, this critic's method simply 

demonstrates that at some points in the mission fewer shots were taken than at others.  

Not a point Jack White is disputing either.                                                                                                                 

Nor is the critic's argument the same. He proposes that there was plenty of time for 

photography since it was spread across the mission. Jack White proposes that given the 

workload, the number of photographs to be taken, and the conditions under which they 

were taken, there was not enough time to achieve the standard of photography revealed 

within the official Apollo record. Not to mention the anomalies!  

Workload 

Jack White's critic demonstrates that he is in a muddle about what he is trying to prove by 

recommending the ideal method for ascertaining accurately the time available for 

photography. While not doing it himself, due to the amount of time it would take, he thinks 

is necessary to note each shot relative to the mission elapsed timings. Taking this advice to 

heart and also checking the tasks of each astronaut against their individual EVA timings (3) 

does indeed take hours.  

It also produces the following result:  

The Apollo 11 EVA workload was ............2hrs 03 minutes 

The time allocated to photography was........... 28 minutes  

The average time to point-and-shoot .......121 photos was 13.88 seconds 

The average time to point-and-shoot .......122 photos (2) 13.77 seconds 

 

These figures demonstrate two things:  

a) The role of astronaut photography in this mission was minimal, and most of it was of the 

point-and-shoot variety. Which begs the question regarding those carefully composed shots. 

 

b) There is a difference between a time and motion study as per Jack White, demonstrating 

the time available for photography within a mission, and the dissenter's demonstration of 

the moment within that mission during which that photography took place.  

Using the second demonstration as a response to the first is to merely demonstrate these 

differences, and saying that "White suggests in his study that the work load was such that 

there should have been two hours with no photography" is a false premise. Yet this 

statement turns out to be virtually correct when it comes to evaluating the amount of time 

required for the EVA workload. It would appear that this critic may have done all these 

calculations and then muddled his paperwork. 

As a result of the foregoing, it is clear that Jack White's conclusion of a reserved time of 31 

minutes for the Hasselblad still photography across the Apollo 11 EVA, was virtually spot 

on. We are down to 28 minutes. 

In any event, the crux of the matter is that on average across all missions, one photograph 

had to have been taken every 50 seconds even if Apollo astronauts were doing nothing but 

photography while allegedly on the Moon. 

NOTES:  



(1) Lunar Surface Journal reference: http://history.nasa.gov/alsj/frame.html used by White, 

critic and Aulis editor in this matter of the Apollo 11 EVA.  

(2) Critic's posting: 'Bad Apprentice': Wed Apr 20, 2005 10:28 pm on badastronomy.com. 

His segments are 'approx. 15 mins', his total photos is 122:1. 0 photos; 2. 20 photos; 3. 2 

photos; 4. 4 photos; 5. 17 photos; 6. 25 photos; 7. 29 photos; 8. 19 photos, 9. 6 photos.  

(3) The Apollo 11, NASA Mission Report volume 3 (compiled from the NASA archives, Edited 

by Robert Godwin) pp 145/174.  

"Apollo debates are usually dominated by physics arguments which can be confusing for 

most people. Jack White's new analysis is breath-taking in its simplicity: now anyone can 

understand the evidence and come to their own conclusion."  

 

John P. Costella PhD Dr. Costella is a physicist living in Australia 

Another prime example of the suspending of the immutable laws of physics on the moon 

would be when we saw people driving their moon-buggy around on what was “supposed” to 

be the surface of our moon. - Well how come the dirt and dust being thrown up by the 

wheels of this buggy decided to not obey any of the then known law of physics?  

- Once again even just an 'O' level in physics can tell me some things that most of you so 

called brain-boxes seem to be missing.  

The dust should have been getting thrown roughly 6 times higher than on Earth and this is 

an indisputable truth, one that I defy even Stephen Hawking or Michu Kaku to repudiate.  

- If the one sixth gravity decided to inexplicably just “turn off” that day thus preventing the 

dust from reaching the height it should have in such conditions, perhaps (somehow) that 

could be termed a miracle or maybe a freak occurrence, but only if you were incompetent 

or mentally ill or something.  

- The way that dust was sprayed up into the air, but then began to curl back on itself then 

fell back down - (which would, and could, only happen my friend once it’d encountered some 

sort of an atmosphere), proves 100% (to any sane person) that it was in fact in an 

atmosphere exactly like ours here on earth, - which of course would be entirely impossible, 

if instead it was in fact happening up there 237,000 miles away on the moon on a dry, 

virtual vacuum.  

Where these guys actually attempting to just “make” history, not make it?  

Look at this still photo, or at any video of the buggy driving for that matter.  

Dust in 1/6 of earth gravity and no atmosphere would rise and fall according to known 

physics in a parabolic arc, it requires an atmosphere to make the dust do as it does in this 

picture. In 1/6 gravity it should also have went between 36ft (this first figure is an 

unbelievably conservative figure, I´m just trying to give the sceptical idiots some breathing 

room) and 60ft in the air.  

What this picture proves conclusively is that the dust was encountering an atmosphere 

uncannily similar to our own - (you could if you were honest even say exactly like ours!).  

I challenge any competent scientist to refute the basis for what I have just said. In fact I´ll 

give a thousand pounds to anyone who can prove this is a totally false assumption.  



 

 

 

This is an arc 16-18 ft above the buggy for scale purposes (and as I just said it should have 

gone well over 36ft high as a minimum remember, (because by my rough guesstimations it 

should be going up closer to 60 ft in the air almost) This arc illustrated above must at least 

indicate say 18 ft in height comparatively at the bare minimum, and this  is also a minimum 

indication of the sort of perfect parabolic arc we should have expected to see in 1/6 gravity 

with no atmosphere. 

With no atmosphere, the rate of descent is exactly the same as the rate of ascent. Gravity 

and the weight of the material make NO difference to this occurrence.  

The dust would fall at the exact same speed with which it rose. Simply put, no atmosphere = 

speed up is the same as speed down.  

Watch any clip of the rover kicking up rooster tails. You can clearly see and arc of dust that 

turns into a soft cloud that settles and spreads out, then slowly starts to fall again.  

 

As I have explained when there is no atmosphere present (as on the moon), each and every 

particle of dust would rise and fall in a PERFECT ARC, a totally perfect arc.  

Utterly impossible in no atmosphere. - The dust is going 

up, and then encountering atmosphere, which then 

causes it to fall back down. (Rather than  continuing on 

in the high arc “normal” physics in these given set of 

circumstances dictates will happen). 



 

On one mission a University, I think in France, gave the astronauts a small, approx. 1 foot 

square, reflector that the astronauts placed on the ground and aimed it toward the earth. 

The university then used the coordinates supplied by NASA as to the location of the mirror 

then the university aimed a high powered laser at the reflector and was able to capture it's 

signal back on earth after the laser beam had travelled all the way to the moon, hit the 1 

foot square reflector, then travelled all the way back to earth and strike their receiver. A 

total of 500,000 miles.  

Over the years NASA says they have used this laser data to more precisely track the moon's 

distance from earth and it's exact speed of revolution and orbiting speed, etc., etc.  

This should be a project that is ongoing, or could be repeated by others. What would be 

needed would be a powerful enough laser and the exact coordinates of the mirror. If we 

could do this 25 years ago, we could certainly do so now. If several independent universities 

were to duplicate this, shinning lasers at that mirror and collecting data from different 

points on earth, it would certainly go a long way to dispel the theory the lunar landings were 

fake. Especially if we could shine beams that would allow a spectrum to be read that could 

determine the type of material the reflector is made from, just to confirm it would be the 

same reflector the astronauts supposedly left (and not just some random reflecting object 

on the lunar surface.  

Now, having said that, I have some problems about how this project was carried out. We are 

talking about a beam that travelled 500,000 miles. That was one very true and tight parallel 

beam of light. Another thing is that this beam has to pass through the earth's atmosphere, 

which has a certain percent of moisture and causes a measurable refraction of a parallel 

beam of light. The atmosphere could also cause the light to bend and go slightly, or greatly, 

off angle. All of this would be multiplied by 2 when the beam re-enters the earth atmosphere 

on its return from the moon, however, the re-entry beam will have been already spread out 

and weakened and off angle from its first pass through the atmosphere.  

And since this beam has to travel 250,000 miles to strike this 1 foot square reflector, then 

another 250,000 miles back to a reception device on earth, a very minute fraction of a 

degree off will throw this beam miles off centre in any direction. In other words, the beam 

has got to be extremely precisely positioned, and all the diffractions and bending the 

atmosphere would cause would have to be very precisely taken into account and made up 

for to within a tiny fraction of a degree. I may be wrong, but really, is it possible to do all 

this? It doesn't seem very probable to me. And I have proof: 

Read the next 

section concerning 

the reflectors that 

are supposed to be 

the “smoking gun” 

proving NASA did 

go to the moon. 

Notice the roughly 

28 degree 

inclination of it 

compared to the 

ground because it 

will become 

extremely relevant 

in a second. 



On 2 June 2004 the UK terrestrial TV station 'Five' broadcast a documentary in its 'Stranger 

Than Fiction' series called The Truth Behind the Moon Landings. The bulk of the 

documentary may have persuaded the casual viewer that the Apollo missions were problem-

free in all respects, but for anyone else this programme was full of inconsistencies. If half 

the statements had been completed or if the 'experiments' had been done with any scientific 

rigour, then this particular documentary could not have been made. As it was, The Truth 

Behind the Moon Landing turned out to be a misnomer if ever there was one, since it can be 

demonstrated that the network included in its broadcast a terminological inexactitude. And 

then repeated it, in case viewers did not hear the first time.  

Appearing towards the end of the program, Jerry Wiant was interviewed. He is the Chief 

Engineer from the MacDonald Observatory on Mount Livermore, near Fort Davis, Texas. This 

observatory is one of those responsible for getting laser readings from the retro-reflectors 

allegedly placed on the lunar surface by the Apollo astronauts. According to this 

documentary, which more specifically referred to the 1969 Apollo 11 manned mission, this 

act demonstrated absolutely that NASA got its astronauts Armstrong and Aldrin onto the 

lunar surface.  

What did Jerry Wiant actually say? Mr Wiant stated that: "In 33 years no one has come and 

talked to us!" After a brief demonstration of the lunar laser protocol at the MacDonald 

Observatory, the voiceover then continued: "It's a tough one to dispute. And surprisingly, the 

conspiracy theorists tend to grow reticent when the subject of laser reflectors crops up." 

Jerry Wiant then repeated: "So it's sad… that er… the detractors… have never taken the time 

to ask the people who were actually involved. They just made up their minds it was a hoax 

and never bothered to ask us."  

At least as far as Bennett & Percy, the authors of Dark Moon: Apollo & the Whistle-Blowers 

are concerned, all three of these remarks are incorrect. While it is technically true that we 

did not go to Mount Livermore in person, it is totally untrue that Mr Wiant has not been 

contacted by 'the detractors' of the Apollo program, as he put it. Thanks to a challenge set 

by the late Brian Welch (the media relations director for NASA when we were doing our 

research) we examined the laser ranging matter very closely indeed. Welch had asked us to 

tell him how NASA got the readings back from the Moon if the astronauts had not been there 

to place the laser retro-reflectors on site. Following up that challenge in 1997 there was an 

exchange of several emails on this subject with Jerry Wiant who replied to quite a few of 

them. For the sake of those who do not have the book here is the condensed extract of our 

interaction with Mr Wiant: 

Jerry and the laser rangers  

Aulis contacted McDonald Observatory on Mount Livermore near Ft Davis, Texas, and Jerry 

Wiant together with his colleagues kindly responded to our enquiries.  

Jerry corroborated the fact that the Soviets used specially made French laser reflectors on 

both their Lunikhod roving vehicles in order to provide two LR3s for measuring the precise 

Earth/Moon distance. These Lunikhod reflectors were built higher up on the chassis than 

the cameras that returned over 80,000 images and both cameras and laser reflector had 

protective dust covers. Lunikhod 1 arrived on the Moon in November 1970 by which the 

time the Soviets, who were highly skilled at remotely controlling their vehicles, had 

acquired enough data on the properties of the lunar surface to be prepared for any dust 

movement.  

So how can it be the case, as Jerry Wiant informed us, that the LR3 on Lunikhod 1 was 

unusable because it had become covered in dust from the wheels? Jerry also confirmed that 

Lunikhod 2 (which arrived on the Moon in Jan 1973) worked better than Lunikhod 1.  

As well as these Soviet LR3s, Jerry Wiant told us that his observatory used the three 



American LR3s, situated at the 'Apollo 11', 'Apollo 14' and 'Apollo 15' designated landing 

sites.  

We were informed by Jerry Wiant that four laser reflectors, (three from Apollo plus 

Lunikhod 2) were still being used in 1997 by the MLRS at McDonald Observatory in Texas, 

although the signal received from 'Apollo 14' was higher (i.e. better) than that returned by 

'Apollo 11'. This, Jerry added, was considered to be due to the scattering of debris onto the 

retro-reflector during the LM Eagle lift-off. Note that at the time of filming this segment for 

the documentary, a colleague asserted that they were currently using two sites, and then 

corrected this to three sites.  

Allegedly, at the time of 'Apollo 11' the 120 inch optical telescope at the Lick Observatory 

on Mt Hamilton in California and the brand new 107 inch telescope at McDonald 

Observatory were used to concentrate these beams.  

However, the above record of when the laser(s) was/were first fired turns out not to be 

correct. Jerry Wiant stated that the McDonald Observatory was unable to obtain any 

readings from the lunar surface until "mid-August 1969". Why? Well, Jerry told us that there 

were too many clouds in the local Texan sky that summer.* So to check this claim, we 

contacted the relevant American meteorological office and interestingly their weather data 

for the area recorded: Clear skies with temperatures averaging 88°F and no precipitation 

from July 18 thru' August 25 1969!  

In the hope of obtaining something more precise, we put some further questions to Jerry 

Wiant relative to the reading of the laser signals, who then sent us this reply:  

'The Apollo pictures show the reflectors angled with reference to the local horizontal. If the 

astronauts had landed at the Moon's equator I believe the reflector panel would have been 

flat to the surface. The angles were known prior to landing and so the astronaut made an 

alignment with the sun to get a local azimuth. Then he looked at a carpenter's [type] level 

to get the panel [bottom plane] level.[sic]'  

But Jerry, 'Apollo 11' did land at the equator! At 0°41'N latitude, according to the NASA 

record. Yet the reflector was tilted a full 28° to the horizontal, not flat on the surface. How 

can that possibly square with your statement?  

Even though McDonald Observatory uses these LR3 reflectors to this day, Jerry Wiant was 

[in 1997] unable to advise us as to what extent the Moon is moving away from Earth. This 

was one of the alleged reasons for establishing these reflectors. Jerry wrote: "The number I 

remember (sometimes I cannot trust my memory) is 4 millimetres." We were totally 

astonished at this professional's memory lapse; because it is generally acknowledged that 

the Moon is moving away from the Earth at a distance of approximately 4 centimetres per 

annum. We had asked that question in order to ascertain the accuracy level of the 

information returned to us. Did Wiant's response infer that as we are not scientists known 

to Wiant this was a tactful(ish) way of putting us off? Did Wiant not value our questions? Or 

did it mean that he simply did not know? Jerry Wiant said that McDonald personnel "are not 

skilled in analysing the data" and that "McDonald does not use the data from these LR3s but 

send it up to archives in Maryland for other scientists to access".  

Wiant explained that their data is "analysed by geo-physicists and used by a large variety of 

scientists". But how can it possibly be that an astronomical observatory is unskilled in 

understanding the lunar data returned by their own laser measurements? And thus unable 

to advise us as to how much the Moon is moving away from Earth. Note that in this 2004 

documentary it was demonstrated to the viewer that the technicians did understand their 

screen readouts.  

We asked Jerry Wiant to elaborate on some of his responses to the questions engendered by 

his initial communication. We asked for confirmation of the exact day that the observatory 



had picked up the laser reflector on the 'Apollo 11' site, together with the Earth/Moon 

distance measured at that time.  

 We also asked for more precision concerning the rate of movement per annum and 

to specify whether his "4mm" was a constant.  

 We requested that he inform us what were/are the furthest and nearest distances 

McDonald personnel have measured since 1969.  

 And to stipulate if those distances were expressed as planetary centre-to-centre, or 

surface-to-surface.  

 We also asked him if the Lunikhod 2 reflector was considered to be as good at 

returning their beams as the 'Apollo 15' reflector.  

o Was it perhaps even better?  

o How many reflectors did it actually have?  

o And when did they first try it?  

No reply.  

So we sent Jerry Wiant a nudge requesting that he confirm having received our 

communication. Bull’s-eye! We had a response within hours. Jerry wrote: "Yes, I did get your 

last note, but it is beyond my knowledge. I forwarded your questions to Pete. I will ask him 

if he got them." Jerry signed his message with a small 'j' and fled from our questions.  

The mysterious Pete never contacted us, despite requests for further details.  

Following this exchange, on December 18 1997 the London Daily Telegraph published a 

positively rhapsodic article exclaiming over the fact that astronomers can measure the 

distance between the Earth and the Moon. Yes! A feat that these professionals find 

'extraordinary'. Has it really taken nearly thirty years for the scientific community to wake 

up to this scientific prowess? We do not think so, in fact having spoken to astronomers in 

France, America, Australia, England and Germany, we know that is not so.  

In the Daily Telegraph article it was claimed that the Earth/Moon distance can be measured 

to within an inch rather than the six inches accuracy range of 1969. The significant thing is 

that this information also came from the McDonald Observatory, "from where the November 

24 measurement was made", as the Daily Telegraph reported. The spokesman at McDonald 

was a certain Dr. Peter Shelus. No doubt he was Jerry Wiant's 'Pete'.  

No doubt Pete will also be happy to know that at least some of the 'detractors' of the public 

record relative to the Apollo program took the trouble to get in touch - even if Jerry Wiant 

says he doesn't remember. But then, as he wrote to us before fleeing from our enquiries: 

"Sometimes I cannot trust my memory."  

We commiserate, Jerry. But it is a big problem when appearing as the punch line in a 

program titled The Truth about the Moon Landings. It makes the whole of the NASA position 

look exceedingly weak indeed. And that is putting it mildly.  

Mary Bennett, June 2004 

*Our lunar laser ranging research uncovered further problems with this experiment relative 

to the Apollo missions. For the full analytical text please consult pages 324-329 and 503 of 

Dark Moon: Apollo & the Whistle-Blowers.  

Moving on. - NASA insists the space suits the astronauts supposedly wore on the lunar 

surface were air conditioned. An air conditioner cannot, and will not work without a heat 

exchanger. A heat exchanger simply takes heat gathered in a medium such as Freon from 

one place and transfers it to another place. This requires a medium of molecules which can 

absorb and transfer the heat such as an atmosphere or water. An air conditioner will not 

and cannot work in a vacuum. A space suit surrounded by a vacuum cannot transfer heat 

from the inside of the suit to any other place. The vacuum, remember, is a perfect insulator.  

http://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm


A man would roast in his suit in such a circumstance.  

 

NASA claims the spacesuits were cooled by a water system which was piped around the 

body, then through a system of coils sheltered from the sun in the backpack. NASA claims 

that water was sprayed on the coils causing a coating of ice to form. The ice then 

supposedly absorbed the tremendous heat collected in the water and evaporated into space. 

There are two problems with this that cannot be explained away.  

1) The amount of water needed to be carried by the astronauts in order to make this work 

for even a very small length of time in the direct 55 degrees over the boiling point of water 

(210 degrees F at sea level on Earth) heat of the sun could not have possibly been carried 

by the astronauts.  

2) NASA has since claimed that they found ice in moon craters. NASA claims that ice 

sheltered from the direct rays of the sun will NOT evaporate destroying their own bogus "air 

conditioning" explanation.  

 

Remember this. Think about it the next time you go off in the morning with a "vacuum 

bottle" filled with hot coffee. Think about it long and hard when you sit down and pour a 

piping hot cup from your thermos to drink with your lunch four hours later... and then think 

about it again when you pour the last still very warm cup of coffee at the end of the day.  

 

The same laws of physics apply to any vehicle travelling through space. NASA claims that the 

spacecraft was slowly rotated causing the shadowed side to be cooled by the intense cold of 

space... an intense cold that DOES NOT EXIST. In fact the only thing that could have been 

accomplished by a rotation of the spacecraft is a more even and constant heating such as 

that obtained by rotating a hot dog on a spit. In reality a dish called Astronaut a la Apollo 

would have been served. At the very least you would not want to open the hatch upon the 

crafts return.  

 

NASA knows better than to claim, in addition, that a water cooling apparatus such as that 

which they claim cooled the astronaut’s suits cooled the spacecraft. No rocket could ever 

have been launched with the amount of water needed to work such a system for even a very 

short period of time. Fresh water weighs a little over 62 lbs. per cubic foot. Space and 

weight capacity were critical given the lift capability of the rockets used in the Apollo Space 

Program. No such extra water was carried by any mission whatsoever for suits or for 

cooling the spacecraft.  

On the tapes the Astronauts complained bitterly of the cold during their journey and while 

on the surface of the moon. They spoke of using heaters that did not give off enough heat to 

overcome the intense cold of space. It was imperative that NASA use this ruse because to 

tell the truth would TELL THE TRUTH. It is also proof of the arrogance and contempt in 

which these cunts hold the common man. 

In the sound recording of the lunar landing, you cannot hear the sound of the engines. As 

the astronaut calls out the remaining distance to the surface, he is only a few feet away 

from a rocket engine which should have been producing 10000 lb of thrust. 

During the videos of the lunar landings the astronauts replied instantly to Mission Control 

in Houston.  Light, radio waves, and all energies of the electromagnetic spectrum travel at 

roughly 186,000 miles per second, meaning the response time of the astronauts to 

comments made by Mission Control should have been a little over two seconds since the 

moon is 250,000 miles from the Earth.  

A camera panned upwards to catch Apollo 16's Lunar Lander lifting off the Moon.  Who did 

the filming?  



Another Smoking Gun On The Moon?  

The following little anomaly was posted By Ted Twietmeyer 1-28-8 (from rense.com)  

This is another discovery I have made while reviewing NASA images that practically leaped 

off the screen. This is about a pole standing on the Moon placed there by Apollo 16. It may 

be the flagpole, but that cannot be determined by this photo.  

 

What's so amazing about this pole? Incredibly, the astronauts were able to hammer this into 

the ground without ever getting near it.  

 

The Lunar soil below the layer of dust was discovered during Apollo 11 to be quite hard, 

when the first flagpole was hammered into the moon. So the story goes. So how did the 

astronauts manage to hammer this pole into the Lunar soil without getting close to it?  

 

In the photo below, note how the footprints are all around the pole but never close to it. The 

only footprint near the pole about 2ft. away from the pole, is not facing the pole. This 

footprint is shown at nearly a 90 degree angle to the pole, visible in the lower right corner 

of this image. The same is true of the other closest footprint to pole in the background, also 

at a 90 degree angle. These footprint angles would be correct for an astronaut walking past 

the pole, not facing it to hammer it in.  

 

As always, these images have not been processed in any way, except to extract an 

enlargement of the base of the pole. No sharpening or other work has been done.  

 

 
 

(Above) Fig. 1- NASA image from Apollo 16. This uncropped image is exactly as NASA 

provides it [1] What's also interesting here is that you don't see the astronauts face.   

 
The hatch on the Lunar Module opening inwards, and only being 24 x 36 inches of an 

opening anyway. - ―That’s 2ft by 3ft or 6:cm by 9:cm incidentally‖. You try getting out of 

that size of gap, in a balloon, where the door is under your own feet!  

Within what was nothing more than a telephone box worth of space that was being shared 

by two guys, with pressurised spacesuits on. What could possibly go wrong climbing 

through a sharp tiny door under your own feet in a giant flammable balloon into the 

vacuum of space? 

Think about that, a bulky and pressurised spacesuit (which would have been as solid as a 

rock because it was in a vacuum, just like their gloves they wore, which apparently always 

Look at the astronaut’s feet as a scale measurement. Stand with your feet slightly apart as 

in the photo – there is about 2ft between your feet, so by using that as a guide the nearest 

anyone got to this pole is about 5 or 6 feet away from it, you try putting a flag in sand 6ft 

away from you, even in soft sand and not super strong moon dirt it would be impossible. 



seemed to still allow the guys to work away just fine when they should have been rock 

fucking hard and impossible to bend in a vacuum). The astronauts in these "pressurised" 

suits were easily able to bend their fingers, wrists, elbows, and knees at 5.2 p.s.i. and yet a 

boxer's 4 p.s.i. speed bag is virtually unbendable.  The guys would have looked like balloon 

men if the suits had actually been pressurized. Yet somehow these men can fit through a 

gap just wider than an average man´s shoulders, - a man who is not wearing a bulky 

spacesuit with a chunky back pack on incidentally, and all of this by opening a door 

underneath both their feet, - imfuckinpossible.  

On Page 1:3 of “Dark Moon” Apollo and the Whistleblowers by Mary Bennett and 

David S Percy it states: Mattingley had left the CSM ―that they called “Casper”‖: 

 

“The Sun was so staggeringly bright that Mattingley immediately pulled down his 

gold-plated visor...Mattingley was sure that the “disappearance” of the stars was due 

to his gold visor. The doctors had advised him to leave the reflector down lest he be 

exposed to harmful solar radiation but he couldn´t stand it anymore. He blinked the 

visor open just long enough for the universe to show a familiar face” Taken from 

Andrew Chaikin´s own book - A man on the Moon: The voyages of the Apollo 

Astronauts, Viking Penguin 1994.   

 

WHAT FOLLOWS IS MY FAVOURITE Apollo fuckup and it’s irrefutable too. 

 
This was a frame taken from a live TV broadcast of Astronaut Schmitt on Apollo 17 

that was itself taken from “Dark Moon” Apollo and the Whistleblowers by Mary 

Bennett and David S Percy page 104.  

 

This was part of a lunar EVA, Schmitt is looking straight at the camera AND THE SUN 

with his VISOR FULLY UP! 

 

The book states: There is an interesting piece of dialogue that accompanies the NASA 

TV recordings of this particular mission: 

 

Houston: “Hey Er Jack - (Schmitt) – We see your gold visor up – you might want to 

put it down out HERE with the Sun”. 

 

Jack: “Well I think I might...I can´t see with it down – it´s scratched”. 

 

You can quite clearly see the 

Sun reflected on the top right 

of Schmitt´s head, that means 

he was practically looking 

straight at the Sun!!!! 

Have any of you watched the 

movie “Deep Impact”  -

remember the guy with his 

visor up for seconds, who 

ended up blind with big weepy 

blisters all over his face? 

We would have been able to 

hear his screams from Earth if 

this were a true picture! Even 

if it was in a fucking vacuum! 

 



 

“In true NASA contradictory style the Apollo transcripts revised and edited by Eric 

Jones have Schmitt commenting on this scratched helmet WITHIN the LM cabin, three 

hours before the rendezvous with the CSM!” ―Page 1:3‖ 

 

This man´s face would have been blistering in seconds in the full glare of the Sun 

without Earth´s atmosphere we would be Kentucky fried (have you seen Knowing, - 

God I knew I could put Hollywood films to a good use), he would be blind no quibbles 

instantly bloody blind and screaming in agony, as would fellow Astro-not Chaikin 

mentioned in the previous quote. So to go back to Sir Patrick Moore´s last comment, 

it appears that it is YOUR ignorance that is truly bliss old friend, Your above reproach 

though old bean, as I respect you, and your work.  

 

The picture above is THE smoking gun of this farce if you ask me; let´s see the 

consummate whopper masters at NASA dig themselves out of this one!!!! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Forty Four Part Four “Subsequent lies and the 

absurdity of the cover up” 

Much of this information was collated by a man called James Collier. Here is article about 

him. I have also included stills from his fantastic video, watch it to fully grasp the points 

made. Like so many of the other journalist’s work that is used by me this man died 

unexpectedly at a young age. Odd coincidence that the guys who hit the nail on the head 

always seem to die not long after releasing their best investigative work, but no doubt you 

will once again just pass this off as a coincidence. Don’t you always? 

Did America really go to the Moon. . .or were taxpayers just taken for a ride?  

This 2-hour report by James Collier (below right), author of "VOTESCAM: The Stealing of 

America"  includes new evidence videoed in the Johnson Space Centre in  Houston -- and 

questions whether NASA was guilty of spending billions of taxpayer money -- to stage the 

greatest theatrical hoax of all time.  

 

 

 This video demands answers from the U.S. Government before we (supposedly) go to Mars.  

 1)  Was the hatch between the Command Module & the Lunar  

       Module too small for the space-suited astronauts to pass  

       through no matter what contortions they could go through to try?  

Here is a NASA publication scale drawing showing the cramped conditions, - they had 3ft by 

2ft of space - they had to suit up in these conditions making sure they didn’t bang into, or 

change settings on all the delicate control systems within this tiny space.  

As the pictures will demonstrate this would have been impossible. The diagram’s and scale 

models are also very different from the Apollo 13 version of this craft, you will clearly see 

that this mission was shot somewhere other than inside this incredibly cramped space as 

you will soon see for yourself. 



 

 

 

 

  

Here is the hatch between the control 

module and the lunar module. Mr Collier 

went to the National Air and Space Museum 

in Washington and the Johnson Space Centre 

in Houston where he videotaped an actual 

LM. Here research indicated that the crew 

compartment and hatches were too small for 

the astronauts to actually enter and exit. He 

measured their 1to1 scale versions of this 

craft and concluded that there was 24 

inches of clearance between the sides of this 

tunnel. How could a man in a heavy bulky 

spacesuit get through a two foot wide 

tunnel? Why do the Apollo 13 videos show a 

tunnel that has nothing like two foot of 

clearance (more like 4-5 foot! As you will see 

below)    

Here a man with shoulders much wider than 

24 inches seems to have about two foot of 

CLEARANCE from his shoulder’s to the side of 

the tunnel shown above. Also note how wide 

the outer rim on the picture is, which is 

nothing like the diagram or scale versions. 

You will also notice the bell portion of the 

diagram below; basically it is the housing for 

the engine for the rocket beneath the LM. 

There is three feet from the hatch to this bell 

yet in the next Apollo 13 still the astronaut 

drops about 6 feet below this hatch and the 

bell housing isn’t there! 

The yellow arrow shows the clearance from the 

hatch to the bell section. The red arrow shows the 

height of the whole compartment to give you an idea 

of scale, the compartment is roughly six feet from 

the bottom of the red arrow where the astronaut 

stands and the top of the arrow the 6ft astronauts 

would get half their body past the hatch before 

hitting their head on the bell, yet in the still shots 

below from Apollo 13 the guy goes down about 6 

feet from the hatch! And there is no bell in sight! 

This is quite clearly a faked shot.   



He is nearly at waist height 

now so his head should be 

striking the engine housing 

(the bell section pointed out 

to you in the diagram above 

these photo’s‖, yet somehow 

it doesn’t seem to be there, 

don’t you feel that’s odd? - 

And the thing is he is still 

going to come down some 

more, as you will see. 

He must be 18 inches to two feet 

inside the rim of the hatch 

(measure from your head to chest 

height that’s about right), which 

would make him eighteen inches 

from the bell rocket housing. But 

you can’t see it yet and he’s still 

coming down too. 

Once again it is about 36 inches wide 

at least which is a foot wider than it 

should be. This shot must be six feet 

below the hatch, where is the bell? 

Plus wait and see how far down this 

magical tunnel this guy comes!  



By now nearly 5ft of this guy is 

inside the lunar module yet he’s not 

hitting the bell even though he is 

actually (if this were a real LM) 

about a foot of the floor! The bell is 

three feet high from the floor 

remember so something ain’t right 

here, this is a 100% staged shot. 



 

 

This guy was 6ft inside a 

compartment that was in reality 

only six feet high! No bell, loads of 

room, the hatch about a foot wider 

than it should have been this is 

blatant fakery that I challenge 

anyone to refute. 



 

Here is the official book on Apollo talking about the inward opening door and the size. 

Here is the diagram again, and 

we’ll use stills from the actual 

versions in NASA’s museum to 

demonstrate the photo sequence 

above was faked. 

Here Mr Collier highlights the 

equipment on the wall further 

limiting the space constraints. 

The next diagram shows the 

other side/half of this module, 

the space for the men was less 

than two telephone boxes for two 

guys in spacesuits, in fact it was 

three guys on Apollo 13 as they 

all went into the LM to survive 

didn’t they? 

The red arrows show the hatch 

where they are supposed to have 

exited, it is down near the floor 

(which is black) and it was 2ft by 

3ft!! You try fitting through that 

in a spacesuit!! Oh yeah one 

more thing, it opens 

INWARDS!!!!!!!! 

 

One astronaut stood here. 

And one here. 

There was only a tiny bit of 

space yet they had to open this 

hatch inwards then crawl on 

their hands and knees through it 

and down the ladder. Where did 

the other astronaut go while you 

were doing this in an inflated 

pressurised and extremely bulky 

spacesuit?  



 

 

  2)  So, did the front hatch of the Lunar Module open inward  

      making it impossible for the astronauts to exit the cramped LM?  

Here is the suit they wore, how did they get through a two foot gap on their hands and 

knees wearing one of these? 

 

He underlined parts 

from the book, it 

says “Only a short 

time before 

launch...(they found 

out) that the hatch 

opened inward and 

to the right...barely 

the size of two phone 

booths...one at a 

time on their hands 

and knees back out 

the” ―36 inch by 24 

inch door) - my 

points in brackets. 

It must be well more than two feet from front to 

back of this suit, how could anyone get through 

that 24 inch by 36 inch “trapdoor” wearing 

this? - Quite simply, they couldn’t. Look at the 

boot I have also put an arrow on at the bottom 

of the picture. That’s a big chunky “space boot” 

there, which must be 12 inches long (at least). 

Compare it to the large arrow for scale 

purposes. Also note that those suits aren’t even 

pressurised either (which would only make 

them even bigger when in space). 

 - I call NASA out for serious bullshit on this!  



 3)  Was there actually no NASA manual instructing the astronauts how to get out of the LM, 

leaving it up to each individual to figure that out for himself?  (As told on camera to Collier 

by Frank Hughes, Chief of Astronaut Training at NASA)  

 4)  Was the 10-foot Rover too long to fit into the 5-foot side of the LM?  

Collier challenges NASA to disprove the above in a public demonstration to American 

taxpayers! This investigation and that of others, including investigator Bill Kaysing, who is 

now suing Astronaut James Lovell for slander (jury trial, Santa Cruz, Ca., Oct. 7th), cannot 

be ignored.  

  

ARTICLE THAT APPEARED IN MEDIA BYPASS MAGAZINE AUGUST, 1997  

 INVESTIGATOR CHALLENGING NASA  

  by James M. Collier 

IN 1994, Victoria House Press in New York received a manuscript titled 'A Funny Thing 

Happened on Our Way to the Moon.'" Its author, Ralph Rene, a brilliant lay physicist who had 

studied Bill Kaysing's thesis (see July issue) that NASA faked seven Apollo moon shots, 

wanted it published.  

Since I had written the investigative report "Votescam: The Stealing of America," (Victoria 

House Press) they asked me to investigate Rene and his manuscript to determine the 

credibility of both.  

"I read Kaysing's book 'We Never Went to the Moon'", Rene told me, "and although it was 

compelling, it lacked technical details, a grounding in physics that would convince 

scientists, beyond a doubt, that America never went to the moon."  

Rene was positive that NASA had pulled off the hoax of the century.  

"NASA didn't have the technical problems solved by l969 when they launched the first moon 

shot," he insisted, "but I believe they couldn't admit it or they'd lose thirty billion dollars in 

taxpayer-money."  

I read Rene's manuscript and although I understood basic physics, I couldn't immediately 

assure the publisher that Rene's assertions were scientifically accurate. Least of all, I 

couldn't assure them that we didn't go to the moon. I needed time.  

So what began as simple research turned into months at the New York Public Library, the 

Library of Congress in Washington and the United States Archives.  Surprisingly, precious 

little had been written about the Apollo missions except standard "puff" pieces in the New 

York Times and the Washington Post.  

Then my research turned to Grumman Aircraft in Beth Page, New York. Grumman built the 

Lunar Module (LM), that unwieldy looking craft that never flew on Earth but supposedly 

landed safely on the moon six times. I asked for blueprints detailing the scientific thought 

behind its design. Did it run by computer? If so, who built the computer? What made 

Grumman engineers think it could fly?  

Grumman told me that all the paperwork was destroyed. I was stunned. The LM historical 

paperwork was destroyed!? Why!? They had no answers.  I turned to Boeing Aircraft in 

Seattle. They built the Lunar Rover, the little car that NASA claims traversed the moon on 

Apollo missions15-16-17.  NASA claims it was transported to the moon in a five-foot high by 

six-foot wide, triangular corner section of the LM.  

(The LM's bottom section was basically a tic-tac-toe design with nine sections. Five sections 

were squares with the four corners being triangles).  



But my research indicated that the Rover was at least six feet too long to fit into that corner 

compartment, thus making it impossible to ever get to the moon.  

Next was the National Air and Space Museum in Washington and the Johnson Space Centre 

in Houston where I videotaped an actual LM. Here research indicated that the crew 

compartment and hatches were too small for the astronauts to actually enter and exit. After 

taking the video footage I challenged NASA to prove that two six-foot astronauts, in  

ballooned-out pressure suits (4-psi in a vacuum) could either get in or get out of a LM.  

Trying to understand how the moon acquired a ten-foot layer of top soil without wind, rain 

or water to erode the volcanic-crystalline surface, I spoke to a geologist at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Boston.  

Much of my time was spent just trying to mentally picture the physics of light and shadows, 

jet propulsion and solar radiation, because most of what NASA was claiming about the moon 

shots -- and what was supposedly discovered on the moon --  appeared to be diametrically 

opposed to present text book physics.  

Anyway, I was knee-deep in all this research, when Rene became impatient and decided to 

self-publish his book. He changed the title to "NASA Mooned America".  I, however, had been 

hooked.  

But now there wasn't a book to research. I was left hanging, questions plaguing my mind. 

Questions that neither Kaysing nor Rene entertained.  

Their research had led me into a scientific wonderland, filled with possibilities. What was I 

going to do? I had been thrown out of a great movie and I'd never know how it ended.  

I decided to continue the research. I proposed a book to the publisher titled "Was it Only a 

Paper Moon?" and I promised it by 1998.  

I started with the technical problems NASA faced in outer space. In fact, I discovered there 

are two separate zones out there, an inner space and an outer space, and that fact 

eventually became very significant in my research.  

It appears that humans are most likely operating in inner space (the space lab) but outer 

space, beyond the Van Allen radiation belt, the magnetosphere, 560 miles up, may be too 

deadly to enter due to solar radiation. If that data proves to be true, Earthmen could not 

have gone to the moon and returned without some signs of radiation poisoning, cell damage 

and DNA alteration, and most likely, death from cancer.  

The first concern I faced when I started to write the book was my own public credibility. 

After all, I was the person who told the country (Votescam) that their votes were being 

rigged by a cartel of powerful elite, including the owners of major media in America.  

Now I found myself investigating the possibility that we didn't go to the moon. "You've got to 

be nuts," said my friends. "First you told them the vote is rigged and now you question 

whether we went to the moon!? They'll hang you in Times Square!"  

So I decided to test the waters with several talk-radio shows in the midwest. Most of the 

callers said they never believed we went to the moon in the first place. Others protested that 

I was doing the station and myself a disservice for even bringing up the subject. They 

argued that I shouldn't malign "those great American heroes, the astronauts."  

What could I say to these people? I wanted to explain that I not only sympathized with their 

point of view, but that at one time I had shared it.  

It wasn't easy being the Cassandra of the airwaves, telling people what they definitely didn't 

want to hear. Half of me wanted to be proven wrong, but the other half had both hands on 



the tail of something that sure looked like a duck and quacked like a duck. The last time 

that happened, the duck turned out to be an expose of computer vote rigging in the United 

States. As an investigative reporter, I just couldn't let go of that damn duck.  

In the final analysis, I had tested the waters by doing radio and found that although they 

were hot, they wouldn't burn me alive. There were still scores of calls from listeners who 

encouraged me to continue the investigation.  

Then, a funny thing happened on my way to writing that book. I was trying to use words to 

describe the strange visual phenomena that I saw in NASA photos and videos. Those 

provocative images are the first evidence that people investigating NASA use to draw you 

into the fray.  

"You won't believe this NASA picture," they say, and the tantalizing hunt for clues is forever 

on.  

It was then I realized you had to see it to believe it.  

Those NASA pictures were supposedly taken on the moon's surface, but the lighting from the 

only available sources, the sun and reflected Earth-light, seems all wrong. It is too soft, 

appearing more like a Disney studio photo; soft pastels and diffused light.  

How could there be diffused light on the moon?  

Earth's atmosphere takes light and bends it, spreading it around objects. Light reflects off 

air molecules and lights up the dark sides of objects. It is atmosphere, bending the sun's 

light, that makes the sky appear to be blue. However, on the moon there is no prism of 

atmosphere to diffuse or bend light so the sky is totally black.  

On the moon, the sun's light should be blinding. In fact, the astronauts wear gold tinted face 

plates on their helmets to cut down 95-percent of the light from the sun.  

The dark side of objects in NASA photos should be pitch black, while the lit side should be 

hellishly bright. Yet, all NASA photos from the moon are softly lit, and they appear to be 

taken in Earth's atmosphere. Why?  

If NASA film footage was actually taken on the moon, then it would be a tremendous 

scientific story. One would expect new physics books trumpeting an incredibly new physical 

reality: atmosphere has nothing to do with diffusing light! Therefore, and forever thereafter, 

a new scientific principle would be taught in schools: where there is no atmosphere, light 

will react exactly the same as light in atmosphere.  

What was wrong in the world of science? Why were the scientists silent about such an 

important discovery? Why was the major media mute on the subject?  

I called Kodak, in Rochester, N.Y., the company that supplied the film for the Hasselblad 

cameras the astronauts used on the moon.  "At what temperature does film melt?" I asked.  

"One hundred and fifty degrees."  

But NASA video and film prove the astronauts to be on the moon's surface when the sun was 

at high noon; the temperature was +250 F. degrees.  

"The film, in the uncooled cameras would melt," Kodak said.   

So the duck was quacking.  

When I realized that everything I was trying to describe with words was strongly visual, I 

decided to commit the research to a video tape instead of a book.  



"Was it Only a Paper Moon" video was released in Spring of this year. It contains a 90-

minute unbroken chain of circumstantial evidence that, if not refuted by NASA, proves we 

could not have gone to the moon.  

I feel this evidence demands Congressional hearings.  

For the rest of the text, Go to Grade-A Productions Website, James brought many matters to 

the fore, I advise you download or purchase a copy of his film to judge for yourself. “A 

funny thing happened on the way to the moon” is another film worth watching. You can 

watch them for free on Google-Video, or any of your usual media outlets on the web.  

 

If Man were so successful at landing on the Moon over 30 years ago, why haven't we been 

back?  

 

In The Ride report, a report headed by Sally Ride, a former astronaut herself, an estimation 

was made on how long it would take to make a similar trip to the Moon today. If NASA were 

fully funded in 1987, they estimated that they could land men on the Moon by 2010, that's 

23 years...  

Since it only took 8 years from President Kennedy's announcement till the first mission, why 

would it take 23 years to send man back to the Moon for the 7th time?  

In 1999 this estimate changed. Douglas Cook, Director of the Exploration Office at 

Houston's Johnson Space Centre calculated that Man could go back to the Moon within 100 

years....  I'm not holding my breath!!!  

J. F. Kennedy announced in 1962 that Man would travel to the Moon by the end of the 

decade. Just 7 years later Man allegedly did just that. But more than 35 years later in 

a World that is vastly technologically superior to the 1960's, why would it take over twice as 

long to do the same thing today?  

 

Why did the blueprints and plans for the Lunar Module and Moon Buggy get destroyed if this 

was one of History's greatest accomplishments? – I´ll tell you why, because guys like me are 

asking too many relevant questions, better to destroy the fake evidence than to allow people 

to pick glaring holes in a blatantly obvious compendium of lies.  

 

In September 1999 it was reported by journalist Graham Birdsall that at the First Pacific 

UFO conference in Hawaii, the astronaut Dr Brian O’Leary ―who worked alongside the likes 

of Armstrong and Aldrin for many years) commented:  

“If some of the film was spoiled, it’s remotely possible they ‗NASA‘ may have shot some 

scenes in a studio environment to avoid embarrassment.” 

For an 'insider' to consider this faking a possibility is quite remarkable. When that individual 

worked for NASA in the 1960s and specifically on the Apollo 11 mission during 1967 and 

’68, this really is some statement.  

During Project Apollo, we were told that six highly complex manned craft landed on the 

Moon, took off and returned to Earth using a relatively low level of technology.  

 

An 86% success rate for Apollo.  

 

By the turn of the century, twenty-five simple, unmanned craft with increasingly higher 

levels of technology have attempted to fulfil their missions to Mars. Only seven succeeded.  

 

A mere 28% success rate. Was Apollo blessed?  



 

Given the problems that NASA is having with the space shuttle (it only travels some 250 

miles up) is it not highly suspicious that Apollo was so successful?  

 

Also why is it that NASA and all the other companies involved in the Apollo programme 

seemingly all have coincejointlywitheveryothercontracter DESTROYED ALL OF their records 

and plans for items like the Lunar Module, Moon Buggy, and also the suits, even the heat 

exchangers in their suits - (that´s another dead giveaway incidentally, as there would have 

to have been periodic and highly noticeable explosive discharges of waste gasses from the 

astronauts suits if they had in fact worked as described by NASA, yet it is NEVER seen to 

happen even once).  

 

Why does Hasselblad not advertise its seemingly self focusing/light adjusting marvel 

camera´s that were used on the moon? Even in their own chronology? Why does Kodak not 

market the super duper film, that could apparently resist temperature fluctuations of circa 

500 ºf, and was radiation proof (unlike any other film on the planet), and also didn´t self-

combust (as any other film would have) in the pure oxygen environment of the Lunar 

Module, - they supposedly secretly made this film, but weirdly never used it again, 

apparently it was solely used for the Apollo programme. - Fucking right mate! No film 

company would keep that. 

Every nation received a moon rock — some of them can’t find it, ―some of them were fake‖  

By Mike Tolson 2010 05 13 from redicecreations.com 

Neil Armstrong took his biggest step for all mankind, and as if to underscore the point his 

employer decided to share a small token of his lunar booty with nations of the planet. It was 

not much, at least by size, but the offering of small chunks of lunar rock to the head of 

every government was a symbolic gesture intended to promote goodwill. 

More than 130 nations received inscribed plaques adorned with small replicas of their 

official flags — which had made the trip to the moon and back — along with a thumb-sized 

bit of black igneous rock beneath a Lucite shield. In mineralogical terms, the pebbles had 

no real value. But there was no beating them for rarity. 

 

Years later, the fate of those Apollo 11 moon rocks, as well as a second goodwill offering in 

1973 that followed the Apollo 17 mission, is in many cases an embarrassing mystery. Some 

likely are in archives and cannot easily be located. But others have disappeared with 

deposed dictators, aging government officials or crooked former bureaucrats. Every once in 

a while, one shows up in the shadowy recesses of illicit private commerce accompanied by a 

multimillion-dollar price tag and a no-questions proviso. 

 

Joe Gutheinz, a retired investigator with NASA’s Office of Inspector General, has spent a fair 

portion of his adult life chasing missing moon rocks, determined to restore them to their 

rightful owners. The 54-year-old Gutheinz, who teaches an online class in investigative 

techniques for the University of Phoenix, has repeatedly used the missing rocks as an 

assignment for his students. They have been able to determine that 90 or so nations cannot 

account for the precious pebbles. 

 

“The moon rocks are disappearing,” Gutheinz said. “Most of the ones that are now truly 

gone will probably be gone forever.” 

 

Article from: chron.com 

Moon Rock' in Dutch Museum Is Fake 

By TOBY STERLING, AP taken from AOL News. 

http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/chronicle/6993992.html


 

AMSTERDAM (Aug. 27) - It's not green cheese, but it might as well be. 

 

The Dutch national museum said Thursday that one of its prized possessions, a rock 

supposedly brought back from the moon by U.S. astronauts, is just a piece of petrified 

wood. 

 

Rijksmuseum / AP 

This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by American astronauts, was a prized 

possession of the Dutch national museum. It turns out the "moon rock" is just petrified 

wood. 

 

Rijksmuseum spokeswoman Xandra van Gelder, who oversaw the investigation that proved 

the piece was a fake, said the museum will keep it anyway as a curiosity. 

"It's a good story, with some questions that are still unanswered," she said. "We can laugh 

about it." 

The museum acquired the rock after the death of former Prime Minister Willem Drees in 

1988. Drees received it as a private gift on Oct. 9, 1969, from then-U.S. ambassador J. 

William Middendorf during a visit by the three Apollo 11 astronauts, part of their "Giant 

Leap" goodwill tour after the first moon landing. 

Middendorf, who lives in Rhode Island, told Dutch broadcaster NOS news that he had gotten 

it from the U.S. State Department, but couldn't recall the exact details. 

"I do remember that (Drees) was very interested in the little piece of stone," the NOS quoted 

Middendorf as saying. "But that it's not real, I don't know anything about that." 

He could not immediately be reached for comment Thursday. 

The U.S. Embassy in the Hague said it was investigating the matter. 

The museum had vetted the moon rock with a phone call to NASA, Van Gelder said. 

She said the space agency told the museum then that it was possible the Netherlands had 

received a rock: NASA gave moon rocks to more than 100 countries in the early 1970s, but 

those were from later missions. 

"Apparently no one thought to doubt it, since it came from the prime minister's collection," 

Van Gelder said. 



The rock is not usually on display; the museum is primarily known for its paintings and 

other works of fine art by masters such as Rembrandt. 

A jagged fist-size stone with reddish tints, it was mounted and placed above a plaque that 

said, "With the compliments of the Ambassador of the United States of America ... to 

commemorate the visit to The Netherlands of the Apollo-11 astronauts." The plaque does not 

specify that the rock came from the moon's surface 

It was given at the opening of an exhibition on space exploration. 

It was on show in 2006 and a space expert informed the museum it was unlikely NASA 

would have given away any moon rocks three months after Apollo returned to Earth. 

Researchers from Amsterdam's Free University said they could see at a glance the rock was 

probably not from the moon. They followed the initial appraisal up with extensive testing. 

"It's a nondescript, pretty-much-worthless stone," Geologist Frank Beunk concluded in an 

article published by the museum. 

He said the rock, which the museum at one point insured for more than half a million 

dollars, was worth no more than euro 50 ($70). 

Van Gelder said one important unanswered question is why Drees was given the stone. He 

was 83 years old in 1969 and had been out of office for 11 years. On the other hand, he 

was the country's elder statesman, the prime minister who helped the Netherlands rebuild 

after World War II. 

Middendorf was treasurer of the Republic National Committee from 1965 until 1969, when 

President Richard Nixon dispatched him to the Netherlands. 

Copyright 2009 The Associated Press 

Deaths of key people involved with the Apollo program 

In a television program about the hoax theory, Fox Entertainment Group listed the deaths of 

10 astronauts and of two civilians related to the manned spaceflight program as having 

possibly been killings as part of a cover-up. 

1.Ted Freeman (T-38 crash, 1964)        

2.Elliott See and Charlie Bassett (T-38 accident, 1966)    

3.Virgil "Gus" Grissom (an outspoken critic of the pathetically ran (in his opinion) Space 

Program) (Apollo 1 fire, January 1967)   

4.Ed White (Apollo 1 fire, January 1967)  

5.Roger Chaffee (Apollo 1 fire, January 1967)  

6.Ed Givens (car accident, 1967)    

7.C. C. Williams (T-38 accident, October 1967)  

8.X-15 pilot Mike Adams (the only X-15 pilot killed in November 1967 during the X-15 flight 

test program - not a NASA astronaut, but had flown X-15 above 50 miles).      

9.Robert Lawrence, scheduled to be an Air Force Manned Orbiting Laboratory pilot who died 

in a jet crash in December 1967, shortly after reporting for duty to that cancelled program.  

10.NASA worker Thomas Baron Train crash, 1967 shortly after making accusations before 

Congress about the cause of the Apollo 1 fire, after which he was fired. Ruled as suicide.  
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11.Paul Jacobs, a private investigator from San Francisco, interviewed the head of the US 

Department of Geology in Washington about the 'moon rocks'. Did you examine the Moon 

rocks, did they really come from the Moon? Jacobs asked - the geologist did not respond, he 

just burst out laughing. Paul Jacobs and his wife died from cancer within 90 days.     

12.Lee Gelvani claims to have almost convinced James Irwin, an Apollo 15 astronaut whom 

Gelvani referred to as an "informant", to confess about a cover-up having occurred. Irwin 

was supposedly going to contact Bill Kaysing about it; however he quickly died of a heart 

attack in 1991, before any such telephone call occurred.  

The next set of articles when taken together reveal an embarrassing catalogue of Whopper’s 

NASA cannot find original video tapes of Neil Armstrong's moon landing 

 

Houston, our tapes have gone missing - The Independent, 13 August 2006. 

 

Houston, we have a problem. There is probably no artefact in the history of space 

exploration more precious than the first television images of the Moon captured by Neil 

Armstrong and his fellow astronauts as they disembarked from their lunar module in July 

1969. Unfortunately, the magnetic tapes of those images have gone missing. Worse still, 

they appear to have been missing for at least 30 years - and nobody, until now, even 

noticed. The man who devised the lunar camera for the mission, a retired Westinghouse 

engineer called Stan Lebar, is hoping the tapes can still be recovered somewhere from the 

bowels of NASA, the US space agency, or from one of the companies to which NASA has 

outsourced its archival storage. 

 

But, after a year of looking, he and a small band of old-timers in the space business have 

turned up precisely nothing. Their hope is to track the tapes down before they deteriorate 

so far as to be unreadable, then transfer them to digital format so they can be preserved for 

ever. "This is a once-in-the-history-of-mankind kind of thing," a markedly understated Mr 

Lebar said in a phone interview. "So it's important." The world is familiar with the fuzzy, 

grainy footage of the lunar landscape shown on television screens back in 1969, and 

repeated many times since. But that is not what the US astronauts shot - it was a low-quality 

reproduction achieved by pointing a television camera at the monitor beaming back the 

original images from the lunar mission to tracking stations in California and Australia. 

 

The high-quality originals were preserved on telemetry tape, but were never actually 

broadcast. Instead, they were sent from NASA's Goddard Space Flight Centre in Maryland to 

the nearby US National Archives and Records Administration (Nara). Sometime in the mid-

1970s, Goddard reclaimed the tapes, part of a hoard of more than 2,600 tapes that it 

wanted for "permanent retention". And then they vanished into the bureaucratic ether.  

 

Now from the Daily Express Sunday June 28 2009 by Ted Jeory  

 

ECSTATIC space officials at Nasa could be about to unveil one of their most stunning 

discoveries for 40 years — new and amazingly clear footage of the first moon landing. 

The release of the new images next month could be one of the most talked about events of 

the summer. 

 

The television images the world has been used to seeing of the historic moment when Neil 

Armstrong descended down a ladder onto the moon’s surface in 1969 is grainy, blurry and 

dark. 

 

The following scenes, in which the astronauts move around the lunar lander, are so murky 

it is difficult to make out exactly what is going on, causing conspiracy theorists to claim the 

entire Apollo 11 mission was an elaborate fraud.  
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However, viewers have only ever seen such poor quality footage because the original 

analogue tapes containing the pictures beamed direct from the lunar surface were lost 

almost as soon as they were recorded. 

 

Instead, a poor quality copy made from a 16mm camera pointing at a heavily compressed 

image on a black and white TV screen has been the only record of the event. 

 

The Sunday Express can now reveal that the missing tapes containing the original high 

quality images have been found.  

 

If the visual data can be retrieved, Nasa is set to reveal them to the world as a key plank of 

celebrations to mark the 40th anniversary of the landings next month. 

The tapes show in much more detail than almost anyone has previously seen the surface of 

the moon beneath the patriotic symbol of the US flag. 

 

Crucially, they could once and for all dispel 40 years of wild conspiracy theories. 

 

The low grade, dark and grainy television pictures that were beamed around the world on 

July 21 1969 were intended to give Americans just a glimpse of their country’s greatest 

exploratory achievement. 

Houston we have a problem: original moon walk footage erased (Hmmm) 

• High-res images of lunar walk probably taped over  

• Loss of tapes went unnoticed for 35 years 

Daniel Nasaw in Washington and Richard Luscombe in Miami 

guardian.co.uk, Thursday 16 July 2009 17.11 BST 

It was humankind's crowning achievement, with millions around the world glued to their 

television sets as US astronaut Neil Armstrong took the first steps on the moon 40 years 

ago. 

But in the scientific equivalent of recording an old episode of EastEnders over the prized 

video of your daughter's wedding day, Nasa probably taped over its only high-resolution 

images of the first moon walk with electronic data from a satellite or a later manned space 

mission, officials said today. 

It means that the familiar grainy and ghosting images of Armstrong's "giant leap for 

mankind" are all that remain from the mission, though the space agency has managed to 

digitally restore the footage into new broadcast-quality pictures that it released today. 

"I don't think anyone in the Nasa organisation did anything wrong. It slipped through the 

cracks and nobody's happy about it," said Dick Nafzger, one of the last Apollo-era video 

engineer’s still working for the agency at Maryland's Goddard Space Flight Centre. 

In a technological feat that rivalled even putting Armstrong and his shipmate Buzz Aldrin on 

the lunar surface, and one that has been largely overlooked since, a team of Nasa engineers 

and contractors fed live video from the moon, via a series of relay stations in Australia and 

the US, to homes around the world. 

While Armstrong, Aldrin and Apollo 11 pilot Michael Collins trained for the mission, Nafzger 

and his partners were tasked with working out how to broadcast live from 240,000 miles 

away. 
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The images of Armstrong and Aldrin stepping on to the lunar surface and planting the US 

flag in the grey dust were seen by an estimated 600 million people. The tape recordings, 

taken for backup, were an afterthought, Nafzger told reporters in Washington today. 

"We all wish that somebody had said 'those tapes are special, let's pull them aside'," he said. 

Instead, their loss apparently went unnoticed for 35 years, until 2004, when an archive in 

Australia alerted Nasa that it believed it had found the lost tapes from the Apollo 11 

mission. It shipped the tapes to Goddard, where Nasa maintains what officials say is the 

only machine in the world capable of reading the old tape technology. The first tapes did not 

have moon footage, but touched off a massive search for those that did in archives stored in 

dusty basements across the world. 

Nasa believed the original tapes might contain digital data sent from the moon that could be 

converted into much sharper pictures of the landing than those broadcast on the day, which 

were taken by a television camera pointed at a giant wall monitor at mission control in 

Houston - effectively a copy of a copy. 

But a standard Nasa money-saving measure in those days was to reuse the 14-inch tape 

reels after several years in storage. Agency officials ultimately concluded that the original 

Apollo 11 tapes were buried among an estimated 350,000 that were recycled in the 1970s 

and 1980s and the data was lost forever. 

The newly released footage was taken from four copies, including one in a CBS television 

archive. It is undergoing restoration by a firm that specialises in cleaning up old Hollywood 

movies. 

"I don't believe that the tapes exist today at all," Stan Lebar, the designer of the original 

lunar camera, told America's National Public Radio. "It was a hard thing to accept. But there 

was just an overwhelming amount of evidence that led us to believe that they just don't exist 

anymore." - guardian.co.uk © Guardian News and Media Limited 2009  

lost moon footage, but Hollywood “restores” it (my emphasis) 

 

By SETH BORENSTEIN, AP Science Writer Seth Borenstein, Ap Science Writer – Thu Jul 16, 

7:11 pm ET 

WASHINGTON – NASA could put a man on the moon but didn't have the sense to keep the 

original video of the live TV transmission. 

In an embarrassing acknowledgment, the space agency said Thursday that it must have 

erased the Apollo 11 moon footage years ago so that it could reuse the videotape. 

But now Hollywood is coming to the rescue. 

The studio wizards who restored "Casablanca" are digitally sharpening and cleaning up the 

ghostly, grainy footage of the moon landing, making it even better than what TV viewers saw 

on July 20, 1969. They are doing it by working from four copies that NASA scrounged from 

around the world. 

"There's nothing being created; there's nothing being manufactured," said NASA senior 

engineer Dick Nafzger, who is in charge of the project. "You can now see the detail that's 

coming out." 

The first batch of restored footage was released just in time for the 40th anniversary of the 

"one giant leap for mankind," and some of the details seem new because of their sharpness. 



Originally, astronaut Neil Armstrong's face visor was too fuzzy to be seen clearly. The 

upgraded video of Earth's first moonwalker shows the visor and a reflection in it. 

The <23:,::: refurbishing effort is only three weeks into a month’s long project, and only 

40 percent of the work has been done. But it does show improvements in four snippets: 

Armstrong walking down the ladder; Buzz Aldrin following him; the two astronauts reading a 

plaque they left on the moon; and the planting of the flag on the lunar surface. 

Nafzger said a huge search that began three years ago for the old moon tapes led to the 

"inescapable conclusion" that 45 tapes of Apollo 11 video were erased and reused. His 

report on that will come out in a few weeks. 

The original videos beamed to Earth were stored on giant reels of tape that each contained 

15 minutes of video, along with other data from the moon. In the 1970s and '80s, NASA had 

a shortage of the tapes, so it erased about 200,000 of them and reused them. 

How did NASA end up looking like a bumbling husband taping over his wedding video with 

the Super Bowl? 

Nafzger, who was in charge of the live TV recordings back in the Apollo years, said they 

were mostly thought of as data tapes. It wasn't his job to preserve history, he said, just to 

make sure the footage worked. In retrospect, he said he wished NASA hadn't reused the 

tapes. 

Outside historians were aghast. 

"It's surprising to me that NASA didn't have the common sense to save perhaps the most 

important historical footage of the 20th century," said Rice University historian and author 

Douglas Brinkley. He noted that NASA saved all sorts of data and artifacts from Apollo 11, 

and it is "mind-boggling that the tapes just disappeared." 

The remastered copies may look good, but "when dealing with historical film footage, you 

always want the original to study," Brinkley said. 

Smithsonian Institution space curator Roger Launius, a former NASA chief historian, said 

the loss of the original video "doesn't surprise me that much." 

"It was a mistake, no doubt about that," Launius said. "This is a problem inside the entire 

federal government. ... They don't think that preservation is all that important." 

Launius said federal warehouses where historical artifacts are saved are "kind of like the 

last scene of `Raiders of the Lost Ark.' It just goes away in this place with other big boxes." 

The company that restored all the Indiana Jones movies, including "Raiders," is the one 

bailing out NASA.  

Lowry Digital of Burbank, Calif., noted that "Casablanca" had a pixel count 10 times higher 

than the moon video, meaning the Apollo 11 footage was fuzzier than that vintage movie 

and more of a challenge in one sense.  

Of all the video the company has dealt with, "this is by far and away the lowest quality," said 

Lowry president Mike Inchalik.  

Nafzger praised Lowry for restoring "crispness" to the Apollo video. Historian Launius wasn't 

as blown away.  



"It's certainly a little better than the original," Launius said. "It's not a lot better."  

The Apollo 11 video remains in black and white. Inchalik said he would never consider 

colorizing it, as has been done to black-and-white classic films. And the moon is mostly gray 

anyway.  

The restoration used four video sources: CBS News originals; kinescopes from the National 

Archives; a video from Australia that received the transmission of the original moon video; 

and camera shots of a TV monitor.  

Both Nafzger and Inchalik acknowledged that digitally remastering the video could further 

encourage conspiracy theorists who believe NASA faked the entire moon landing on a 

Hollywood set. But they said they enhanced the video as conservatively as possible.  

Besides, Inchalik said that if there had been a conspiracy to fake a moon landing, NASA 

surely would have created higher-quality film.  

Back in 1969, nearly 40 percent of the picture quality was lost converting from one video 

format used on the moon — called slow scan — to something that could be played on TVs on 

Earth, Nafzger said.  

NASA did not lose other Apollo missions' videos because they weren't stored on the type of 

tape that needed to be reused, Nafzger said.  

As part of the moon landing's 40th anniversary, the space agency has been trotting out 

archival material. NASA has a Web site with audio from private conversations in the lunar 

module and command capsule. The agency is also webcasting radio from Apollo 11 as if the 

mission were taking place today.  

The video restoration project did not involve improving the sound. Inchalik said he listened 

to Armstrong's famous first words from the surface of the moon, trying to hear if he said 

"one small step for man" or "one small step for A man," but couldn't tell.  

Through a letter read at a news conference Thursday, Armstrong had the last word about 

the video from the moon: "I was just amazed that there was any picture at all."  

US manned space flight in doubt 40 years after moon walk 

 

Jul 5 07:08 PM US/Eastern 

 

US ambitions to send astronauts back to the moon as a prelude to missions to Mars have 

been put in doubt by budgetary constraints 40 years after man's triumphant landing on 

Earth's nearest neighbour.  

 

After the Columbia space shuttle disaster in 2003, former president George W. Bush 

decided to phase out the shuttle flights by 2003 and set a more ambitious mandate for 

America in space.  

Launched in 2004, the so-called Constellation program aims to take Americans back to the 

moon by 2020 to use as a launch pad for manned voyages to Mars.  

Without renouncing those objectives, President Barack Obama has named a commission of 

experts to review the US manned space flight program and make recommendations by the 

end of August.  



The space shuttles, which have carried crews of astronauts into space since 1981, were 

conceived as reusable vehicles to transport heavy, bulky equipment into Earth's orbit, 

primarily for the construction of the International Space Station.  

But the shuttle has kept the United States stuck in a low orbit for too long at a time when 

other countries like China are emerging as rivals in space, argues Michael Griffin, the 

former NASA chief who championed the Constellation program.  

"I think we must return to the moon because it's the next step. It's a few days from home," 

he said. "Mars is only a few months from Earth."  

In unveiling the Constellation program in 2004 to the Congress, Griffin said: "The single 

overarching goal of human space flight is the human settlement of the solar system, and 

eventually beyond."  

"In the long run, human populations must diversify if it wishes to survive," he said in an 

interview with AFP last year.  

But NASA's budget is not big enough to cover the cost of Constellation's Orion capsule, a 

more advanced and spacious version of the Apollo lunar module, and the Ares 1 and Ares V 

launchers needed to put it in orbit.  

Constellation is projected to cost about 150 billion dollars, but estimates for the Ares 1 

have skyrocketed from 26 billion dollars in 2006 to 44 billion dollars last year.  

With a space exploration budget of six billion dollars in 2009, Senator Bill Nelson of Florida 

said: "NASA simply can't do the job it's been given -- the president's goal of being on the 

moon by 2020."  

Nelson, a former astronaut, deplored that between 2020 and 2015 the United States will 

have no way of transporting its astronauts to the ISS except aboard Russian Soyuz space 

craft.  

Meanwhile, a group of active and retired NASA engineers, who are critical of the 

Constellation project, have been working in their spare time on a parallel project dubbed 

Jupiter Direct.  

It envisions using the Orion capsule but replacing the Ares launchers with a family of 

launchers with common components based on existing shuttle technology.  

Proposals presented to Obama's commission on human space flight estimate Jupiter's cost 

at 14 billion dollars, half the original estimate for the Ares 1.  

The commission chairman, respected former Lockheed Martin chief executive Norman 

Augustine, said it comes down to money.  

"With a few exceptions, we have the technology or the knowledge that we could go to Mars if 

we wanted with humans. We could put a telescope on the moon if we wanted," he said.  

"The technology is by and large there. It boils down to what can we afford?"  

Copyright AFP 2008, AFP stories and photos shall not be published, broadcast, rewritten for 

broadcast or publication or redistributed directly or indirectly in any medium  



Boldly going nowhere: Nasa ends plan to put man back on Moon 

From The Times  June 14, 2010 Jacqui Goddard, Miami  

 

Nasa has begun to wind down construction of the rockets and spacecraft that were to have 

taken astronauts back to the Moon — effectively dismantling the US human spaceflight 

programme despite a congressional ban on its doing so.  

Legislators have accused President Obama’s Administration of contriving to slip the 

termination of the Constellation programme through the back door to avoid a battle on 

Capitol Hill.  

Constellation aimed to build upon what was arguably America’s greatest technological 

achievement, the first lunar landing of 1969, by launching new expeditions to the Moon and 

to Mars and worlds beyond. Mr Obama proposed in February that it should be scrapped 

because it was “over budget, behind schedule and lacking in innovation”, but he has met 

opposition in Congress, which has yet to approve his plan. The head of Nasa, Major-General 

Charlie Bolden — an Obama appointee — has now written to aerospace contractors telling 

them to cut back immediately on Constellation-related projects costing almost $1 billion 

(£690 million), to comply with regulations requiring them to budget for possible contract 

termination costs.  

The move has been branded a “disingenuous legal manoeuvre” and referred to Nasa’s 

inspector-general for investigation. “It’s bordering on arrogance by the Administration to 

boldly and brazenly go forward with this approach. It shows a blatant disregard for 

Congress,” said the Republican Congressman Rob Bishop, of Utah, whose constituency 

stands to lose thousands of jobs. Two weeks ago the Senate passed legislation that compels 

Nasa to continue work on Constellation unless Congress directs otherwise. That legislation 

is due to be signed into law by Mr Obama this month while Congress continues its 

deliberations over his proposal to cancel the current space programme.  

Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison, a Texas Republican and member of the Senate’s Commerce, 

Science and Transportation Committee, said: “The timing of Nasa’s decision to push forward 

with these actions now, before this becomes law, is highly questionable.” Nasa is “wilfully 

subverting the repeatedly expressed will of Congress”, she added.  

Scott Pace, a former Nasa executive and now the Director of the Space Policy Institute at 

George Washington University, said: “The effect will be to stop work on Constellation and lay 

off or transfer people to other jobs. If Congress then says it wants to continue going ahead 

with Constellation, those people will be difficult to re-hire. It’s already a difficult situation, 

but this will introduce more instability.”  

Constellation was born in 2::4 from President George W. Bush’s vision for returning 

Americans to the Moon by 2020 and using it as a base to build the knowledge and 

technologies for a manned mission to Mars by 2030. Since then, more than $9 billion has 

been spent on designing and building the necessary space vehicles.  

An independent review panel appointed by Mr Obama last year concluded, however, that 

without an extra <3 billion a year Constellation was on an “unsustainable trajectory”. In his 

proposed budget for the 2011 fiscal year, unveiled in February, Mr Obama made it clear 

that there would be no extra money for its continuation.  

What do you think? I reckon it’s just another bullshit excuse that’s being used to cover up 

for over four decades of bullshit (that’s so excruciatingly lame nowadays it’s quite frankly 

embarrassing).  

But you make your own mind up; you’re an adult, in truth I don’t really give a fuck, it’s not 

that important.  



Now that I’ve entertained you, it’s time to get back to reality. I now have a choice selection 

of chapter’s that were all originally part of part three of this, I only chopped them out in 

order to keep it medically centred.  

In truth these next chapter’s that follow are all concerning that same delusional “thinning 

us out” paradigm that I’ve demonstrated many of the “over-class” seem to suffer from that 

we have covered in great detail earlier.  

I think it’s perhaps fair to say these next few chapters are population control’s future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Forty Five 

"The world has a cancer, and that cancer is man." - Merton Lambert, former spokesman for 

(our favourite panto-villian’s in this first set of 4 books‖ - the Rockefeller foundation 

The History of Health Tyranny: Codex Alimentarius, part 1 

 

Excerpt from Codex Alimentarius -- The End of Health Freedom  - Brandon Turbeville --

 Activist Post Wednesday, November 17, 2010 

 

Contrary to popular belief Codex Alimentarius is neither a law nor a policy.  It is in fact a 

functioning body, a Commission, created by the Food and Agricultural Organization and the 

World Health Organization under the direction of the United Nations. The confusion in this 

regard is largely due to statements made by many critics referring to the “implementation” 

of Codex Alimentarius as if it were legislation waiting to come into effect. A more accurate 

phrase would be the “implementation of Codex Alimentarius guidelines,” as it would more 

adequately describe the situation. 

 

Codex is merely another tool in the chest of an elite group of individuals whose goal is to 

create a one world government in which they wield complete control. Power over the food 

supply is essential in order to achieve this. As will be discussed later, Codex Alimentarius 

will be “implemented” whenever guidelines are established and national governments begin 

to arrange their domestic laws in accordance with the standards set by the organization. 

 

The existence of Codex Alimentarius as a policy-making body has roots going back over a 

hundred years. The name itself, Codex Alimentarius, is Latin for “food code”‗1‘  and 

directly descended from the Codex Alimentarius Austriacus, a set of standards and 

descriptions of a variety of foods in the Austria-Hungarian Empire between 1897 and 

1911.[2] This set of standards was the brainchild of both the food industry and academia 

and was used by the courts in order to determine food identity in a legal fashion. 

Even as far back as 1897, nations were being pushed toward harmonization of national 

laws into an international set of standards that would reduce the “barriers to trade” created 

by differences in national laws.[3] As the Codex Alimentarius Austriacus gained steam in its 

localized area, the idea of having a single set of standards for all of Europe began to pick 

up steam as well. From 1954-1958, Austria successfully pursued the creation of the Codex 

Alimentarius Europaeus (the European Codex Alimentarius). Almost immediately the UN 

directed FAO (Food and Agricultural Organization) sprang into action when the FAO Regional 

Conference for Europe expressed the desire for a global international set of standards for 

food. The FAO Regional Conference then sent a proposal up the chain of command to the 

FAO itself with the suggestion to create a joint FAO/WHO programme dealing with food 

standards. 

 

The very next year, the Codex Alimentarius Europeaus adopted a resolution that its work on 

food standards be taken over by the FAO. In 1961, it was decided by the WHO, Codex 

Alimentarius Europaeus, Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 

and the FAO Conference to create an international food standards programme known as the 

Codex Alimentarius.[4]  In 1963, as a result of the resolutions passed by these 

organizations two years earlier, Codex Alimentarius was officially created.[5] 

Although created under the auspices of the FAO and the WHO, there is some controversy 

regarding individuals who may or may not have participated in the establishment of Codex. 

Many anti-Codex organizations have asserted that Nazi war criminals, Fritz Ter Meer[6] and 

Hermann Schmitz[7] in particular, were principal architects of the organization. Because 

many of these claims are made with only indirect evidence, or no evidence at all, one might 

be tempted to disregard them at first glance. However, as the allegations gain more and 
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more adherents, Codex has attempted to refute them. In its Frequently Asked Questions 

section, Codex answers the question, “Is it true that Codex was created by a former war 

criminal to control the world food supply?”‗8‘  It then goes on to answer the charges by 

stating: 

No. It is a false claim. You just need to type the words "Codex Alimentarius" in any search 

engine and you will find lots of these rumours about Codex. Usually the people spreading 

them will give no proof but will ask you to send donations or to sign petitions against 

Codex.  

Truthful information about Codex is found on the Internet - there is nothing to hide from 

our side - we are a public institution working in public for the public - we are happy if 

people want to know more about our work and ask questions. There is an official Codex 

Contact Point in each member country who will be pleased to answer your questions on 

Codex.[9] 

But, as one can see from the statement above, Codex’s response does very little to answer 

this question beyond simply disagreeing with it. While it is true that many individuals who 

make this claim provide little evidence for it, the presentation of the information does not 

necessarily negate its truthfulness. In fact, Codex offers its own website as a source for 

accurate information about the organization; yet, beyond the FAQ section, there is nothing 

to be found that is relevant to the “war criminal” allegations. Furthermore, the 

codexalimentarius.net website is virtually indecipherable, almost to the point of being 

completely useless. In the end, this response raises more questions than it answers. This is 

because Codex, if it wanted, could put these rumours to rest by simply posting a list of the 

individuals and organizations that funded or played an integral role in its creation. 

However, it does nothing of the sort. Beyond mentioning the FAO and the WHO, we are 

completely unaware of who or how many other individuals and organizations participated in 

the creation of Codex Alimentarius. 

 

The “war criminal” claims centre around the chemical conglomerate known as I.G. Farben. 

I.G. Farben was made up of several German chemical firms including, BASF, Bayer, Hoechst 

and AGFA,[10] that merged together. It was essentially the manufacturing wing of the Third 

Reich and was the engine behind the Nazi war machine. The company provided the vast 

majority of explosives and synthetic gasoline used for the military conquest and murder of 

millions. It also manufactured the now infamous Zyklon-B gas used in the gas chambers. 

Not only that, but it was influential in the conducting of experiments on concentration camp 

victims. Indeed, camp victims were often purchased outright at the behest of the company 

for the express purposes of testing by several different branches of the company, 

particularly Bayer and Hoechst. 

 

Without I.G. Farben, the German wars simply could not have been sustained. During the 

Nuremberg war trials, the tribunal convicted 24 board members and executives of the 

company and dissolved it into several different daughter companies. Namely, BASF, Hoechst 

(later to be known as Aventis), and Bayer. By 1951, virtually all 24 of these executives were 

released, including Fritz Ter Meer and Hermann Schmitz. Ter Meer had been a member of 

the I.G. Farben executive committee from 1926-1945 and also a member of the working 

committee and the technical committee as well as a director of the infamous Section II. He 

was also the ambassador to Italy given full power by the Reich Minister for armaments and 

war production and was the industrialist most responsible for Auschwitz. Schmitz was also a 

member of the I.G. Farben executive committee from 1926-1935, and was chairman of the 

board and “head of finances” from 1935-1945. He was also head of military economics and 

a member of the Nazi party. Both men were found guilty by the Nuremberg war tribunal in 

1948, yet Schmitz was released in 1950 and Ter Meer in 1952.[11] 

 

After all this, Schmitz was appointed board member of the German bank of Berlin West in 

1952 and in 1956, the honorary chairman of the board of Rheinish steel plants. Ter Meer, 
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however, was even more successful. Upon his release, he was appointed board member of 

Bayer in 1955 and, in 1956 was appointed chairman. In the years following, he would take 

on many additional roles such as chairman of the board of Theodore Goldschmidt AG, 

deputy chairman of the board of Commerzbank and Bank-Association AG, as well as a board 

member of the Waggonfabrik Uerdingen, Duesseldorger Waggonfabrik AG, the bank 

association of West Germany, and United Industrial Enterprises AG.[12] These are 

documented connections for both of these men. Indeed, Ter Meer’s’ connections to the 

pharmaceutical firm Bayer earned him a foundation named in his honour, the Fritz Ter-Meer 

Foundation.[13] Through all of this however, this writer could not confirm that either Ter 

Meer or Schmitz had direct connections to the creation of Codex Alimentarius. 

 

However, Codex does nothing to dispel the allegations besides simply disagreeing with them 

and the connections are not at all implausible. Codex is very secretive about its beginnings, 

as evidenced on its website where it only states that it was created at the behest of the FAO 

and the WHO. It is highly unlikely that such an organization would be created without the 

assistance, input, and even funding of privately owned international corporations. Thanks to 

both the anti-Codex community and Codex Alimentarius itself, there is no evidence (again at 

least to this author) that documents which individuals or corporations were involved in its 

establishment. However, there are other ties that lend more credence to the belief that war 

criminals played a role in the creation of Codex. 
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The Health Tyrants: Codex Alimentarius, part 2 

 

Monday, November 22, 2010 the Activist Post Excerpt from Codex Alimentarius -- The End of 

Health Freedom Brandon Turbeville -- Activist Post 

 

The health commission of Codex Alimentarius, and the subsequent legislation to come from 

it, has provable roots to Nazism, Communism, eugenics, and one-world government 

initiatives.  Let's put forth a few of the names and philosophies of the tyrants responsible for 

this proposed global health tyranny. 

 

I.G. Farben was not isolated to Germany. Not only were they a conglomerate of Bayer, 

Hoechst, BASF and other companies, I.G. Farben was also welded to Shell Oil of Britain and 

Standard Oil and DuPont of the United States by 1929. This occurred after I.G. Farben 

discovered how to make petroleum out of coal. Subsequently, there was an agreement for 

I.G. Farben to stay out of the petroleum market if Standard Oil would stay out of the 

chemical market.[1] 

 

Hermann Schmitz, who was chairman of the board for I.G. Farben, as mentioned above, had 

a large amount of stock in Standard Oil New Jersey, while the Rockefeller Foundation 

likewise owned a substantial amount of stock in I.G. Farben.[2]  So much stock that when 

I.G. Farben’s holdings were completely sold off in 1962, the Rockefellers were the dominant 

holders involved in the transactions.[3]   This is significant because the Rockefeller 

Foundation and the Rockefeller family in general were major supporters not just of the Nazi 

regime and eugenics, but the creation of the United Nations.[4] 

 

Indeed, the connections between the Rockefellers and the atrocities of Nazi Germany, 

Communist Russia, and Communist China are so plentiful as to preclude them from being 

dealt with in much detail in this article.  This evidence is readily available to anyone who 

wishes to investigate and is made much easier because, in large part, the Rockefellers do 

not deny it. In addition to open support for eugenics, the Rockefellers are also committed 
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globalists, again a philosophy which is readily admitted. The Rockefeller connections to 

globalist organizations such as the United Nations,[5]  the Council on Foreign 

Relations,[6]   and the Trilateral Commission[7]  to name a few are widely documented 

and discussed. Indeed, it was John D. Rockefeller that donated the land on which the United 

Nations headquarters was built.[8] 

 

As one digs deeper and deeper into the history of the United Nations and even the concept 

of globalization itself, one encounters more and more of the Rockefeller family tree along 

the way. It eventually becomes obvious that the Rockefellers, along with other elite families, 

had a vested interest in the creation of an international governing body as well as a 

powerful hand in its creation through organizations such as those mentioned above, 

specifically the Council on Foreign Relations, the Bilderberg Group, and the Royal Institute 

of International Affairs.[9]   All of these groups and organizations exist for the stated 

purpose of world government, with the UN in particular being a vital piece of the 

infrastructure used to facilitate it. Indeed, much evidence has shown definite links between 

these organizations and the creation of the United Nations.[10] 

 

But eliciting perhaps even more concern, especially since the Rockefeller family has as 

much control as it does, is their obsession with eugenics. It seems that the Rockefeller 

family has been involved in the eugenics movement since the inception of its more modern 

form. To be clear, eugenics is the pseudo-scientific theory that some humans are 

hereditarily more fit than others and that those deemed unfit should be eradicated through 

various means. Its contemporary form originated with Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution 

and natural selection, but gained more steam when Sir Francis Galton (a cousin of 

Darwin’s‖ began to push these theories with increased vigour. Galton also claimed that if fit 

or talented human beings would only marry other fit or talented human beings then the end 

result would be much more fit and talented offspring. At the same time Darwin and Galton’s 

theories were being considered, the idea of heredity was being given more attention as well. 

Yet, in just a few years, what were mainly just bizarre theories came to be not only accepted 

but turned into a mass movement of eugenics that resulted in forced sterilizations, 

abortions, euthanasia and even infanticide in the United States. This was years before these 

practices were introduced and intensified in Germany. In fact, it was the United States that 

Hitler took as a model for his own plan to eliminate “unfits.” These practices blossomed in 

the years before World War II due to large scale acceptance of eugenics in academia and 

the media as well as massive funding from hereditary elite families such as the Rockefellers 

and Carnegies.[11] 

 

Though certainly not the only proponents of eugenics, these families played an immensely 

important role in its expansion. The Rockefeller Foundation alone funded the American 

Eugenics Society to the point where its own eugenics foundation, the Rockefeller Population 

Council, was virtually indistinguishable from it. The Foundation funded the Eugenics Society, 

which eventually changed its name to the Society for the Study of Social Biology, the name 

that it currently holds. Rockefeller also helped to create and subsequently fund the Kaiser 

Wilhelm Institute for Psychiatry and the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology, Eugenics, 

and Human Heredity.[12] 

 

The latter was directly responsible for the coordination, funding, and implementation of the 

program in which Josef Mengele worked prior to his infamous experiments at 

Auschwitz.[13]   Indeed, many of the experiments themselves were funded by the 

Rockefeller Foundation via the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology, Eugenics, and 

Human Heredity.[14]  Through the Bureau of Social Hygiene, another Rockefeller eugenics 

foundation, John D. Rockefeller also anonymously funded the notorious racist, eugenicist, 

and abortion pioneer Margaret Sanger’s American Birth Control League, Birth Control 

Clinical Research Bureau, and Planned Parenthood of America.[15] 

 

Sanger was the initiator of The Negro Project, a concerted effort to eliminate the black race. 

In a 1939 letter to Clarence Gamble she wrote, “We do not want word to go out that we 



want to exterminate the Negro population and the minister is the man who can straighten 

out that idea if it ever occurs to their more rebellious members.”‗16‘   In 1939, Sanger 

renamed her Clinical Research Bureau to the Birth Control Clinical Research Bureau, both 

integral institutions to the Negro Project, which became the Planned Parenthood Federation 

of America in 1942, its current name as it exists today.[17] 

 

Considering the many connections of the Rockefellers to the United Nations and their role in 

its creation, it would seem logical that the two would share ideals. Indeed, population 

control and reduction is one of the main concerns of the UN as they fund and operate a 

variety of different organizations under the UN umbrella to serve just that purpose; most 

notably the United Nations Population Fund.[18]  Sven Burmester, a representative of the 

latter organization, even stated publicly his support for the barbaric practices of China’s 

population control programs. He said, “China has had the most successful family planning 

policy in the history of mankind in terms of quantity and with that, China has done mankind 

a favour.”‗19‘ 

 

This is only one example of the ideology that is pervasive among those intricately involved in 

the United Nations and, unfortunately, much of the scientific community. Although little 

more will be said about the elite and UN ideologies here, the evidence is readily available 

and it should be researched in order to gain a clearer picture of the direction this system of 

global governance is moving. When one has a basic understanding of the connections 

between the Rockefellers and the UN, as well as the common belief system of eugenics and 

population reduction, it is not such a stretch to see traces of these elitists in the 

architecture of Codex Alimentarius. Codex, after all, is an organization created under the 

FAO and WHO, which are both under the jurisdiction of the UN. The connections between the 

Rockefellers and the pharmaceutical industry and medical establishments also serve as a 

motive for the destruction of the natural healthcare industry and natural supplement 

access.[20] 

 

However, this evidence is not presented in order to pin the goal of global tyranny and mass 

population reduction on the backs of the Rockefeller family alone. The Rockefellers are not 

the only elite hereditary ruling class family with this ideology, nor are they necessarily at 

the top of the heap when it comes to the pecking order of those that are. The Rockefellers 

themselves are only agents of individuals in even higher places, but who manage to remain 

unseen. Nevertheless, the Rockefeller connection to Codex should not be ignored because in 

this case, as in many others, history predicts the future. The globalists plans of a one-world 

state built upon eugenics were not born with Adolph Hitler and they certainly did not die 

with him. It is as alive today as it ever was. 
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Structure of Health Tyranny: Codex Alimentarius, Part 3 

 

Excerpt from Codex Alimentarius -- The End of Health Freedom Brandon Turbeville -- Activist 

Post Thursday, December 2, 2010 

 

The history of Codex is important, but one should also understand the structure of Codex 

Alimentarius in order to understand how it arrives at its decisions. 

 

The Codex Alimentarius Commission (CAC) is the active and controlling arm of Codex. It is 

the main body that makes recommendations and proposals and is consulted by the FAO and 

the WHO regarding food safety standards and their implementation. Each year the CAC 

meets in Rome (at FAO headquarters) and Geneva (WHO headquarters) alternately with 

delegations from its 182 member countries. The chief delegate to the commission must be 

a government official or an employee of that country, and it is this individual that decides 

who will speak for the delegation.  No votes are taken at these meetings, as “consensus,” 

not voting, is the method of decision making.[1] 

 

While the idea of “consensus” may seem reassuring, it is important to note that the 

Chairman of the Codex committee can prevent a delegate from even being heard at the 

meeting. If he is unhappy with the opposition he can simply declare that there is none and 

then that a “consensus” has been reached. This has occurred on numerous occasions, at 

least in the Codex Committee on Nutrition and Foods for Special Dietary Uses.  In some 

cases this has even taken the form of the Chairman cutting off the microphone of dissenting 

delegates. An example of this is provided by Ingrid Frazon, the head of the National Health 

Federation Delegation to the Codex Committee on Nutrition and Foods for Special Dietary 

Uses (CCNFSDU).  Frazon states: 

 

One of the more interesting discussions that took place during the committee meetings had 

to do with fatty acids in infant formula for special needs. The Japanese delegate questioned 

why the proposed level of arachidonic acid in infant formula were set to be no less than the 

levels of DHA. He pointed out that there is exceedingly little arachidonic acid in the breast 

milk of Japanese mothers and opposed the addition of arachidonic acid in the formula as 

the proposed formula would force Japanese children to consume levels of arachidonic acid 

that are foreign to their race and culture.  The U.S. delegation claimed that American 

research shows that the levels of DHA and AA should be the same. One can also wonder if 

the high levels of arachidonic acid in the breast milk of mothers from industrialized 

countries could be as a result of their diet. After considerable discussion, the CCNFSDU 

Chairman Dr. Grossklaus finally came to the conclusion that the committee had reached a 

consensus and decided in favour of DHA and AA remaining at the same level. Although the 

microphone was turned off, the whole assembly could hear the voice of the Japanese 

delegate shouting 'No, no, no, no!'[2] 

 

It is obvious from experiences such as the one recounted above that any opposition to the 

pre-ordained agenda, in the rare instances that any exists, is promptly dealt with. Clearly, 

Codex is no democracy.    

The Codex Alimentarius Commission maintains 10 general subject committees[3] that often 

form their own sub-committees and task forces to tackle specific issues.[4]   Codex is also 

made up of various commodity committees, task forces, and regional coordinating 

committees.[5]  Each of these committees deals with their own detailed product(s) and, in 
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the end, they encompass just about everything that can be physically consumed by human 

beings. That is, except pharmaceuticals, which Codex does not regulate at all. Each works 

under the direction of the Codex Alimentarius Commission to which they report and who 

ultimately approves the work of the committees. Likewise, they all work under the method of 

“consensus” with no votes taken to determine the final policy.  

     
Codex uses an eight-step procedure to arrive at the final Guidelines for whatever substance 

it is investigating. Once the eighth step is reached, the Guidelines are either approved by 

the Codex Alimentarius Commission or sent back to the Committee for more changes. 

Generally speaking, all of the dirty work and manipulation of language to suit the eugenics 

and corporate goals are done in the committees and their sub-committees. By the time the 

guidelines reach the Commission, the damage has been done and the text merely awaits the 

approval of the higher-ups. Nevertheless, the eight-step procedure is described as follows by 

the FAO/WHO Codex Training Package:    
 

Step 1 – The Commission decides to elaborate a standard and assigns the work to a 

committee. A decision to elaborate a standard may also be taken by a committee. 

 

 Step 2 – The Secretariat arranges the preparation of a proposed draft standard.  
 

Step 3 – The proposed draft standard is sent to governments and international 

organizations for comment.  
 

Step 4 – The Secretariat forwards comments to the Committee. 

 

 Step 5 – The proposed draft standard is sent to the Commission through the Secretariat 

for adoption as a draft standard.  
 

Step 6 – The draft standard is sent to governments and international organizations for 

comment. 

 

 Step 7 – The Secretariat forwards comments to the committee.  
 

Step 8 - The draft standard is submitted to the Commission through the Secretariat for 

adoption as a Codex Standard.[6]  

 

Essentially, the Commission introduces a standard to be debated, at which point the 

designated committee takes up the standard and creates a draft of the guidelines. This draft 

is circulated to member countries who comment on it. These comments are reviewed and 

potentially incorporated into the next draft which is then adopted by the committee. This 

draft is then redistributed to member countries for comment. The committee then adopts 

the guidelines and sends them to the Commission for final approval. Both the Commission 

and the committee can require that the draft guideline be pushed back to a previous step if 

it so desires.[7]    
 

While one might at first be tempted to accuse Codex of being bogged down in bureaucracy, 

this setup is only for show.  Like most of the international organizations that set global 

agendas, bureaucracy exists only to confuse the lower level participants that engage in 

virtually meaningless debates during the meetings.  When an agenda is meant to be pushed 

through, bureaucracy doesn't hinder it at all.  As mentioned earlier, all that is needed is the 

illusion of consensus and one is declared, even if the illusion itself is weak. 

 

Codex Alimentarius is a true health tyranny: from its ideological foundations, to its 

connections with key players within dictatorial regimes and eugenics movements, to its 



hierarchical structure which restricts openness and debate.  Only by exposing this 

committee and its stated goals can we hope to restore our health freedom. 
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Codex Alimentarius - Dare you ignore it? 

From www.natural-health-information-centre.com 

More and more people are becoming concerned about the shady, secretive organization that 

is Codex Alimentarius - the thinly-veiled propaganda arm of the international 

pharmaceutical industry that does everything it can to promote industry objectives whilst 

limiting individual options to maintain health ―which would diminish member’s profits‖.  

Codex Alimentarius is one of the major bodies behind the effort to limit access to nutritional 

products and information. Its motivation is not rocket science and neither is the source of 

its funding - money that somehow expected to return a profit to its members . . . Most of the 

information available regarding codex alimentarius refers to its role in the USA, but it is not 

a US-specific body. Far from it, Codex has wiggled its dirty little tentacles into just about 

every national or international body concerned with public health. Posing as a benefactor, it 

then uses its significant financial and political clout to do its masters bidding.  

As you can read in the excellent article below, there is much to be concerned about when 

considering codex alimentarius - ignore it at your peril.  

Codex Alimentarius - The Sinister Truth Behind Operation Cure-All 

(From an original article by Ruth James) 
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What's really behind Operation Cure-All? Is it just the FDA and FTC taking their power too 

far? Or is there a deeper, more sinister purpose to this campaign? Who are Codex 

Alimentarius?  

How could a country that prides itself in its freedom of speech, freedom of choice, and 

freedom of information be facing such severe restrictions in health freedom and dietary 

supplements? Haven't the people made their will known? Didn't our government pass the 

Dietary Supplement Health & Education Act of 1994 to insure our right to health 

supplements? 

Indeed, our government did. But the FDA and FTC have found ways to get around that. The 

laws put in place to protect us are being ignored. And what's worse is that those laws are 

about to be superseded, if the powers that be have their way. 

OPERATION CURE ALL IS JUST ONE MEANS TO AN END 

You see, Operation Cure-All is just a tactic, a vehicle, in a much bigger overall plan. It is a 

result of "Codex Alimentarius" (meaning food code) -- a set of regulations that aim to outlaw 

any health information in connection with vitamins and limit free access to natural 

therapies on a worldwide scale. 

WHAT'S BEHIND CODEX ALMENTARIUS? 

Behind the Codex Alimentarius Commission is the United Nations and the World Health 

Organization working in conjunction with the multinational pharmaceutical cartel and 

international banks. Its initial efforts in the US with the FDA were defeated, so it found 

another ally in the FTC. Now Codex, with the FTC and the pharmaceutical cartel behind it, it 

threatens to become a trade issue, using the campaign of Operation Cure-All to advance its 

goals. 

Codex began simply enough when the U.N. authorized the World Health Organization and the 

Food and Agriculture Organization to develop a universal food code. Their purpose was to 

'harmonize' regulations for dietary supplements worldwide and set international safety 

standards for the purposes of increased trade. Pharmaceutical interests stepped in and 

began exerting their influence. Instead of focusing on food safety, Codex is using its power 

to promote worldwide restrictions on vitamins and food supplements, severely limiting their 

availability and dosages. 

REAL GOALS OF CODEX 

This is to bring about international 'harmonization.' While global harmony sounds benign, is 

that the real purpose of this plan? While the stated goal of Codex is to establish unilateral 

regulations for dietary supplements in every country, the actual goal is to outlaw health 

products and information on vitamins and dietary supplements, except those under their 

direct control. These regulations would supersede United States domestic laws without the 

American people's voice or vote in the matter. (My note. I feel you know now that it is in fact 

part of a broader plan that has more to do with population reduction than anything else). 

HOW CAN IT BE POSSIBLE? 

Americans gasp at the thought. It goes against everything America stands for. Many believe 

this can't be possible. The truth is, it's not only possible, it's required by the Codex 

Alimentarius agreement. 



In fact, under the terms of the Uruguay Round of GATT, which created the World Trade 

Organization, the United States agreed to harmonize its domestic laws to the international 

standards. This includes standards for dietary supplements being developed by the United 

Nation's Codex Alimentarius Commission's Committee on Nutrition and Foods for Special 

Dietary Use. 

The Uruguay Round Agreements carry explicit language clearly indicating that the U.S. must 

harmonize to international standards: 

"Members are fully responsible under this Agreement for the observance of all provisions.... 

members shall formulate and implement positive measures and mechanisms in support of 

the observance of the provisions.... by other than central government bodies." [WTO TBT 

Agreement at Article 3.5]" 

In other words, the federal government must NOT ONLY CHANGE FEDERAL LAW, but must 

ALSO require state and local governments to change their laws as well to be in accordance 

with international law. 

Not only that, but Codex Alimentarius is now enforceable through the World Trade 

Organization (WTO). If a country disagrees with or refuses to follow Codex standards, the 

WTO applies pressure by withdrawing trade privileges and imposing crippling trade 

sanctions. Congress has already bowed to this pressure several times and so have the 

governments of many countries. 

While the exemption clause (USC 3512(a)(1) and (a)(2) was created to supposedly protect 

our laws from harmonization to international standards, it has proven to be totally 

ineffective. The United States has already lost seven trade disputes despite the exemption 

clause. Due to the enormous pressures put on them by lobbyists from multinational 

corporations (who contribute millions to congressional campaigns), Congress bowed to 

pressure and changed U.S. laws. 

It appears our government (as well as all others) is being manipulated one way or another 

to serve the goals of the UN, the World Health Organization and the World Trade 

Organization. Food control equals people control -- and population control. Is this beginning 

to sound like world government and one-world order? Could this be the real goal behind 

Codex Alimentarius? 

The United States, Canada, the Europeans (that’s us Scots too‖, Japan, most of Asia, and 

South America have already signed agreements pledging total harmonization of their laws 

including food and drug laws to these international standards in the future. 

WHAT CODEX WILL BRING 

What can we expect under Codex? To give you an idea, here are some important points: 

Dietary supplements could not be sold for preventive (prophylactic) or therapeutic use. 

Potencies would be limited to extremely low (my note – useless) dosages. Only the drug 

companies and the big phytopharmaceutical companies would have the right to produce 

and sell the higher potency products (at inflated prices). 

Prescriptions would be required for anything above the extremely low doses allowed 

(such as 35 mg. on niacin). 



Common foods such as garlic and peppermint would be classified as drugs or a third 

category (neither food nor drugs) that only big pharmaceutical companies could 

regulate and sell. Any food with any therapeutic effect can be considered a drug, even 

benign everyday substances like water. 

Codex regulations for dietary supplements would become binding (escape clauses would 

be eliminated). 

All new dietary supplements would be banned unless they go through Codex testing and 

approval. 

Genetically altered food would be sold worldwide without labelling. 

According to John Hammell, a legislative advocate and the founder of International 

Advocates for Health Freedom (IAHF), here is what we have to look forward to: 

"If Codex Alimentarius has its way, then herbs, vitamins, minerals, homeopathic remedies, 

amino acids and other natural remedies you have taken for granted most of your life will be 

gone. The name of the game for Codex Alimentarius is to shift all remedies into the 

prescription category so they can be controlled exclusively by the medical monopoly and its 

bosses, the major pharmaceutical firms. Predictably, this scenario has been denied by both 

the Canadian Health Food Association and the Health Protection Branch of Canada (HPB). 

The Codex Alimentarius proposals already exist as law in Norway and Germany where the 

entire health food industry has literally been taken over by the drug companies. In these 

countries, vitamin C above 200 mg is illegal as is vitamin E above 45 IU, vitamin B1 over 

2.4 mg and so on. Shering-Plough, the Norway pharmaceutical giant, now controls an 

Echinacea tincture, which is being sold there as an over the counter drug at grossly inflated 

prices. The same is true of ginkgo and many other herbs, and only one government 

controlled pharmacy has the right to import supplements as medicines which they can sell 

to health food stores, convenience stores or pharmacies." 

It is now a criminal offence in parts of Europe to sell herbs as foods. An agreement called 

EEC6565 equates selling herbs as foods to selling other illegal drugs. Action is being taken 

to accelerate other European countries into 'harmonization' as well. 

Paul Hellyer in his book, "The Evil Empire," states: "Codex Alimentarius is supported by 

international banks and multinational corporations including some in Canada, and is in 

reality a bill of rights for these banks and the corporations they control. It will hand over 

our sovereign rights concerning who may or may not invest in our countries to an unelected 

world organization run by big business. The treaty would make it impossible for Canadian 

legislators either federal or provincial to alter or improve environmental standards for fear 

of being sued by multinational corporations whether operating in Canada or not. 

This will create a world without borders ruled by a virtual dictatorship of the world's most 

powerful central banks and multinational companies. This world is an absolute certainty if 

we all sit on our hands and do nothing." 

This is the future the FDA and FTC are striving to bring us via Codex harmonization. Is this a 

future we are going to willingly accept or prevent? 

WHY TARGET THE INTERNET? 



It is no accident that the FDA and FTC are targeting Internet health sites through Operation 

Cure-All. We are standing in the doorway of an unprecedented revolution -- the information 

revolution brought about by the Internet. 

Now all people everywhere have the ability to learn about anything that interests them with 

just a few clicks. History has shown that informed, educated people change civilizations -- 

they change the flow of thought and they change the flow of money. They can even change 

the direction of a country. When similar transitions have happened in the past, the powers 

that existed did not give up willingly. The Catholic Church fiercely protected its practice of 

selling 'indulgences' as a forgiveness of sin. When the practice was abolished, the Catholic 

Church lost a great deal of power and money. 

When the printing press was invented, books were banned and printers were imprisoned by 

the authorities, who feared an educated public could not be governed. In the same way, the 

medical monopoly (and the UN) now fears that a public educated in health and privy to the 

shortcomings of modern medicine could not be controlled. Loss of control means loss of 

revenue and loss of power. And they are doing everything they can to stop progress so they 

can contain their losses and strengthen their power. 

The printing press changed the world. Can you imagine what life would be like today if the 

book banners had their way? But because the printing press won out, society progressed 

and freedom was embraced. The Internet is changing the world in an equally significant 

way. While the entire Internet can hardly be suppressed, the pharma-cartels and their 

backers are looking to protect their interests by restricting as much information as they 

can on the Internet. 

Will we, the people, win out again -- or will the UN and the World Health Organization agenda 

and the pharmaceutical cartel change the course of history and take us back to the "dark 

ages" of medicine? 

WHAT CAN WE DO? 

Step number one is learn as much as possible about this issue. Here are some websites 

where you will find a great deal of information: 

John Hammell's International Advocates for Health Freedom 

website: http://www.iahf.com  

"The Health Movement Against Codex Alimentarius" - article from Dr. Rath's website: 

http://www4.dr-rath-foundation.org/PHARMACEUTICAL_BUSINESS/health_movement_ 

against_codex/index.htm#top  

'U.S. and European Leaders Agree on Principles to Harmonize Dietary Supplement 

Regulations: 'http://www.crnusa.org/shellnr112000.html  

Federal Register where the FDA states its intention to harmonize with Codex standards: 

http://iahf.com/codx-fda.txt  

Read, "WHOSE TRADE ORGANIZATION? Corporate Globalization and the Erosion of 

Democracy" by Lori Wallach and Michelle Sforza,  

Public Citizens Global Trade Watch: 

http://www.tradewatch.org/publications/wtobook.htm  
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Sign the petition - Click on 'Sign Health Freedom Petition:' 

http://www.iahf.com/index2.html  

Also sign the European Anti-Codex petition at: www.laleva.cc  

Signing petitions is fine, but not nearly as effective as writing to your congressmen and 

congresswomen. Write to them insisting we hold a PROPER Oversight Hearing on Codex. An 

oversight hearing was held in March, but the truth was not allowed to come out. Witness 

who could have exposed what was going on, and who wanted to testify, were denied the 

opportunity to testify. Congress is strongly resisting another Codex hearing, telling their 

constituents it is not necessary. This could not be further from the truth. 

Contact information for representatives: http://www.house.gov  

Contact information for senators: http://www.senate.gov  

Copyright 2001 Ruth James rjames@therealessentials.com  

www.therealessentials.com  

CTM Comment: Codex is of course the single most virulent assault on human freedoms in 

recent times. The desire to control of vitamins, minerals, herbs and other nutritional factors 

has ironically come about as a result of the inability of orthodox medicine to destroy the 

practice of the public practicing health without drugs. Now government and the chemical 

industry will seek to control and profit from that which was available directly to the public 

in times gone by. 

Overturning the Codex by a mass public backlash is CTM’s sworn goal. This can be 

accomplished only with large numbers of the public all committed to this endeavour. As the 

above article states, the Internet itself has been able to grant access to information freely to 

anyone seeking it, and this has destabilized the flow of money and profits to institutions 

which have traditionally believed their highly lucrative monopolies to be safe. There can be 

no more pressing reason to join the Campaign for Truth in Medicine for FREE than to assist 

us in pressuring for the scrapping of Codex. 

For more information go to: http://www.campaignfortruth.com 

Codex Threatens Health of Billions 

Thursday, July 30, 2009 by: Barbara L. Minton, citizen journalist 

(NaturalNews) Your right to eat healthy food and use supplements of your choice is rapidly 

vanishing, but every effort has been made to keep you in the dark about the coming 

nutricide. Codex Alimentarius is scheduled for full global implementation on December 31, 

2009, and not a word has been spoken in main stream media about this threat to humanity. 

Yet, according to the projections based on figures from the World Health Organization 

(WHO) and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), a minimum of 3 billion people will 

die from the Codex mandated vitamin and mineral guideline alone. 

 

Former Nazi is father of contemporary Codex 

 

Codex is the enemy of everyone except those who will profit from it. Codex has an 

association with those who committed crimes during the Nazi regime. At the end of World 

War II, the Nuremberg tribunal judged Nazis who had committed horrendous crimes against 

humanity and sentenced them to prison terms. One of those found guilty was the president 

of the megalithic corporation I.G. Farben, Hermann Schmitz. His company was the largest 

chemical manufacturing enterprise in the world, and had extraordinary political and 
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economic power and influence with the Hitlerian Nazi state. Farben produced the gas used 

in the Nazi gas chambers, and the steel for the railroads built to transport people to their 

deaths. 

 

While serving his prison term, Schmitz looked for an alternative to brute force for 

controlling people and realized that people could be controlled through their food supply. 

When he got out of prison, he went to his friends at the United Nations (UN) and laid out a 

plan to take over the control of food worldwide. A trade commission called Codex 

Alimentarius (Latin for food code) was re-created under the guise of it being a consumer 

protection commission. But Codex was never in the business of protecting people. It has 

always been about money and profits at the expense of people. 

 

In 1962, the timetable was set for Codex to be fully implemented on a global level by 

December 31, 2009. Under Codex, committees were established to create guidelines on 

such topics as fish and fisheries, fats and oils, fruits and vegetables, ground nuts, nutrition, 

food for specialized uses, and vitamins and minerals. There were 27 committees in all, 

creating a huge bureaucracy. Under Codex there are over 4,000 guidelines and regulations 

on everything that can be put into your mouth with the exception of pharmaceuticals which 

are not regulated by Codex. 

 

Codex is a weapon being used to reduce the level of nutrition worldwide 

 

Codex is an industry dominated regulation setting organization, and as such has no legal 

standing. Participation in Codex is said to be voluntary. But Codex has risen to the level of 

de facto legal standing because Codex is administered by the WHO and FAO. They fund it 

and run it at the request of the UN. Since the WHO and FAO are supposed to be about 

health, there is conflict of interest. The committees of Codex work up guidelines, rules and 

regulations, and present them to a Codex commission for ratification. Once they are ratified 

and approved by consensus, they become mandatory standards for any country that is a 

member of the WHO. 

 

Codex was accepted when the WTO was formed in 1994 as a means of harmonizing food 

standards globally for easy trade between countries. As a result, countries must harmonize 

with Codex if they want to have any standing in a trade dispute. When disputes arise and 

countries are pulled in to WTO, the one that is Codex compliant automatically wins, 

regardless of the merits of its case. 

 

Codex has become a weapon to make every nation scurry to become compliant to its 

mandated decline in nutritional standards. Compliance in the U.S. will mark the end of its 

consumer protection laws. Codex will not serve consumers. Codex will serve the interests of 

the medical, pharmaceutical, biotechnology, chemical, and big agricultural industries. 

 

Under Codex, nutrients are classified as poisons 

 

The Dietary Substances Health and Education Act (DSHEA), was signed into law in 1994 for 

the purpose of ensuring that safe and appropriately labelled products would remain 

available to those who wanted to use them. In the findings associated with this law, 

Congress stated that there may be a positive relationship between sound dietary practice 

and good health, and a connection between dietary supplement use, reduced health-care 

expenses, and disease prevention. Under DSHEA, nutrients and herbs are classified as food. 

There is no upper limit set, and access is freely given. Americans are allowed to have any 

nutrients they want, because under English common law, anything that is not expressly 

forbidden is permitted. 

 

Codex, on the other hand, is based on Napoleonic law and is much more restrictive. In 

1994, the same year DSHEA was signed, Codex had nutrients declared to be toxic and 

poisonous. And as poisons, they claimed people must be protected from them through the 
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use of toxicology and risk assessment, under which scientists test small doses on animals 

until they are able to discern an impact. They then take the first sign of the most minimal 

impact and divide this amount by 100 to establish a safety margin required from these 

poisons. This means that the largest dose of any nutrient allowed under Codex is 1/100th 

of the amount shown to produce the first discernable impact. 

 

Nutrients allowed under Codex are limited to those on the positive list, expected to contain 

only 18 nutrients, one of them being fluoride. Although fluoride has no biological benefit 

whatsoever, it does make people complacent. 

 

The Codex proponents now have several bills before Congress designed to overturn and get 

rid of DSHEA. Once this is accomplished, the U.S. will have been harmonized with the 

vitamin and mineral guidelines of codex. High potency, therapeutically effective, significant 

nutrients will then be illegal in the way that heroin is illegal. They will not even be available 

by prescription. 

 

Codex supports toxic food additives, pesticides and GM foods 

 

Codex poses a significant threat to the food supply, according to Dr. Robert Verkerk, 

founder and director of the Alliance for Natural Health. About 300 dangerous food additives 

that are mainly synthetic will be allowed under Codex, including aspartame, BHA, BHT, 

potassium bromate, tartrazine, and more. Dr. Verkerk is particularly concerned that no 

consideration has been given to potential risks associated with long-term exposure to 

mixtures of additives. 

 

Codex sets limits for the dangerous industrial chemicals that can be used in food, but they 

are incredibly high, and the list of chemicals that can be used is long. In 2001, 176 

countries including the U.S. got together and decided that 12 highly toxic organic 

chemicals, known as persistent organic pollutants (POPS), were so bad that they had to be 

banned. There are many more than 12 toxic chemicals used on food, but these 12 were 

unanimously declared to be the worst. Of these, 9 are pesticides. 

 

Under Codex, 7 of the 9 forbidden POPS will again be allowed in the production of food. All 

together, Codex allows over 3,275 different pesticides, including those that are suspected 

carcinogens or endocrine disrupters. There is no consideration of the long-term effects of 

exposure to mixtures of pesticide residues in food. 

 

Organic food governance will be dumbed down to suit the interests of large food producers. 

Various synthetic chemical additives and processing aids will be allowed, and food labelled 

as organic may be irradiated. Labeling will permit the use of hidden, non-organic 

ingredients. 

 

Monsanto, a member of Codex, will benefit greatly as production of genetically modified 

(GM) foods are stepped up and more GM plants are given the green light. Terminator seeds 

will be approved for international trade. GM food animals will also be on the way. 

 

Under Codex, every dairy animal can be treated with growth hormone, and all animals in the 

food chain will be treated with sub-clinical levels of antibiotics. Codex will lead to the 

required irradiation of all foods with the exception of those grown locally and sold raw. 

 

Codex is food regulations that are in fact the legalization of mandated toxicity and under-

nutrition. Of the 3 billion people initially expected to die as the result of the Codex vitamin 

and mineral guidelines, 2 billion of them will die from the preventable diseases that result 

from under-nutrition, such as cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and many others. 

Those who will live will be the wealthy elites who are able to somehow provide themselves 

with sources of clean food and other nutrients. 
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Codex is legalized genocide 

 

Dr. Gregory Damato, Ph.D., writing for Natural News, has characterized Codex as 

"population control for money". He sees Codex as run by the U.S. and controlled by the big 

pharmaceutical corporations and the likes of Monsanto with the purpose of reducing the 

population of the world to a level considered sustainable by those promulgating the New 

World Order. This would mean a reduction of approximately 93 percent of the current world 

population. 

 

Once Codex standards are adopted there will be no turning back. When Codex compliance is 

instigated in any area, as long as the country remains a member of the WTO, those 

standards cannot be repealed, or altered in any way. 

 

The time for modifying Codex guidelines is rapidly disappearing 

 

Some hope remains. Over the years, the WTO has accepted Codex standards as presumptive 

evidence of the rules of trade between countries. However, several times in history, the WTO 

has refused to make Codex the single and only standard to be used in trade disputes. Under 

Codex`s own statutes, their guidelines are claimed to be "advisory", and nations are able to 

set up their own guidelines as long as they are more restrictive than those of Codex. 

 

Since compliance with Codex standards is simply presumptive evidence, and not finally 

determinative, a nation can opt out of the guidelines in an effort to protect its traditional 

foods and remedies. The Codex two step process is a legal strategy developed to help 

nations wanting to do this. Under step one, the country develops its own food and health 

guidelines that may be at variance with Codex guidelines. For example, it may be much 

stricter on the issues of toxins in the food supply or on the issue of genetically modified 

foods. It may require, for example, that companies using GM ingredients be required to 

indicate them on food labels. In countries that refuse to use GM foods, this can be indicated 

on their label too, so that people can make informed choices. The second step is to adopt a 

national law that implements those guidelines on a sound scientific basis. 

 

Normally, in a trade dispute before the WTO, the country that has adopted Codex guidelines 

will be the winner of that dispute based on those guidelines being presumptive evidence. 

However, when countries have gone through the two step process to create their own 

guidelines, there is no such presumption, and the WTO will look at the science behind the 

guidelines. 

 

In the U.S. the door is open to Codex 

 

In 1995, the FDA issued a policy statement saying that international standards such as 

Codex would supersede U.S. laws governing all food. Under the Central American Free Trade 

Agreement, which is illegal under current U.S. law, but is legal under international law, the 

U.S. is required to conform to Codex as it stands on December 31, 2009, unless it creates 

its own guidelines and gets them approved under the two step process. Given current 

government sentiment, this seems unlikely. Besides, as guidelines are one-by-one chiselled 

into standards, time is running out. 

 

For more information: 

 

http://www.naturalnews.com/024128_CODEX_food_health.html 

 

http://www.anhcampaign.org/ 
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Brandon Turbeville Activist Post Wednesday, March 23, 2011 

I have written several articles dealing with the risk assessment methods used by Codex 

Alimentarius in order to water down the levels of nutrition available in vitamin and mineral 

supplements, as well as the potential removal of many supplements from the market 

entirely. All of this is of vital importance. However, Codex Alimentarius Guidelines are 

relevant to many more issues than just vitamins and minerals. One of these issues has to do 

with food irradiation. 

Clearly a threat to public health, irradiated foods are not safe for human consumption and 

contribute to a host of health problems such as cancer and birth defects. Irradiation also 

causes genetic damage to cells.[1] One of the reasons for this is the fact that irradiated 

food is exposed to gamma rays of radioactive material or electron beams causing chemical 

changes in the food. 

Essentially, the food becomes mutated by this exposure, a condition which does not occur in 

nature, and is the cause for many forms of cancer and genetic modification.[2]  Yet, Codex 

pushes irradiation as if it were a great tool of disinfection with no adverse side effects at 

all.  

Indeed, prior to the easing of restrictions on food irradiation by Codex, the United States 

had been irradiating food at an alarming rate. The process began in 1963 when wheat flour 

became the first food allowed to be irradiated. In 1964, white potatoes were added to the 

list and the process continued until the present day. In 2011, almost the entirety of the 

food supply is eligible for irradiation. 

It should be noted that under current US law, organic food cannot be irradiated. However, 

that is not the case with Codex standards, as there is no categorization of what foods can 

and cannot be “treated” with radiation. 

It should also be mentioned that current US law states that all irradiated food must be 

labelled with the radura symbol and some amount of text stating its irradiation. However, 

that labelling only has to be made visible to the “first consumer” and that is generally 

individuals such as the distributor, not the average grocery store shopper. [3] 

However, even these labelling requirements are severely inadequate. While these “first 

consumers” must, by law, be able to see the words and symbol on some products the law 

does not require the labelling of many others.[4]  

It would seem that the FDA, USDA, NRC (National Regulatory Commission), and the DOT 

(Department of Transportation), if truly concerned with the health and welfare of 

consumers, would require clear and appropriate labelling for any and all foods that have 

been irradiated. Although not irradiating at all would be the best policy, at least allowing the 

real consumer an opportunity to choose seems like a bare minimum in terms of public 

health and basic fair business practice. 

However, in contrast to their rhetoric and stated objectives, it is also clear that these 

regulatory agencies have no real interest in protecting the public from any danger or 

insuring fair business dealings. 

The FDA governs most aspects of food irradiation but the USDA, DOT, and NRC regulate 

some aspects as well. There are some differences in policy, but it should be noted that the 

latter three agencies only deal with specific aspects of the process. For instance, the USDA 

deals only with meat/poultry and fresh fruits, while the NRC addresses the safety of the 

facilities used in irradiation. The DOT regulates the transportation of the materials. 

 



For the most part, the differences between the policies of these agencies are very slight. 

Most of the differences exist between the FDA and the USDA but deal only with things such 

as where labels should be posted and what size type and font should be used. For instance, 

the USDA requirement for multi-ingredient products that contain irradiated meat is that it 

should be stated to the consumer by the label yet the FDA has no such requirement at all. 

But before one mistakenly gets the impression that the USDA is somehow more interested in 

protecting the consumer than the FDA, consider the fact that the USDA even allows claims 

touting the “beneficial effects” of irradiation.‗5‘ Ironically, vitamin and mineral 

supplements such as Vitamin C are highly regulated in the claims that can be made about 

their health benefits but radiation may be touted as safe and beneficial. 

To add to the shady language of the labelling requirements already in existence, in 2002 

Congress created a loophole that had been the desire of the meat and poultry industry for 

some time. With the creation of this new escape hatch, companies can now use terms like 

“electronically pasteurized” instead of “treated with radiation” or “irradiated” by bypassing 

the FDA and going straight to the Secretary of Health and Human Services to request 

permission to use the new semantically gifted term. 

The HHS Secretary has the authority to grant them such permission. Indeed, in 2007, the 

FDA itself proposed a new rule similar to the congressional loophole. This rule would allow 

irradiated food to be labelled as “pasteurized” as opposed to “irradiated.”‗6‘ The very fact 

that this rule would even be proposed should worry every American. 

Clearly, if the FDA were truly concerned about those individuals they are supposed to be 

protecting from adulterated foods, they would, at the very least, require that companies 

label their products honestly. This proposal, however, clearly shows the true intent behind 

FDA policies and regulations.  
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Brandon Turbeville Activist Post Monday, March 28, 2011 

In the last article, I briefly discussed a proposal made by the FDA which was very similar to 

one made by Congress five years earlier. This proposal would have allowed production 

companies to use terms such as “electronically pasteurized” instead of “irradiated” and, 

going further, simply allow the food to be categorized as “pasteurized” with no indication 

whatsoever that the food had been subject to radiation. 



The proposal made by the FDA in April, 2007 is an interesting one indeed. In the opening 

summary of the text, the FDA states that one of the purposes of the proposal is to make it 

so that “only those irradiated foods in which the irradiation causes a material change in the 

food, or a material change in the consequences that may result from the use of the food, 

bear the radura logo and the term ‘irradiation,’ or a derivative thereof, in conjunction with 

explicit language describing the change in the food or its conditions of use.”‗1‘  

While this may seem like a strengthening of a rule, in reality it is not. This proposal is 

merely another cover mechanism for the pretense of protecting the consumer with strong 

regulation, while allowing industry to do just what it wants, i.e. produce high levels of 

irradiated food to cover up unsanitary manufacturing practices. 

The FDA acknowledges the fact that irradiation changes the makeup of food when it says in 

the same proposal that “Irradiation has various effects on foods that may cause changes in 

the characteristics of the food. Such changes may occur in the food’s organoleptic, 

nutritional, or functional properties that would not be noticeable at the point of purchase 

but could be apparent when consumed or cooked.”‗2‘ Of course, the FDA does not go so 

far as to say that such changes occur at the genetic level causing cancer and a host of 

other health problems, or even that the changes are dangerous. 

In fact, they say that out of all the food allowed to be irradiated by the FDA regulations, 

there have been no changes. The proposal states, “Currently, we are not aware of any 

changes to the nutritional properties of any food FDA has approved for irradiation.”‗3‘  

Though not a direct contradiction, it seems highly suspect that irradiation is known to 

cause “changes” in food; so well known that the FDA is forced to admit it, yet it is unaware 

of any changes to the foods which it allows to be irradiated. This shows that the FDA is 

proposing a position that would allow it to appear as if it were taking a harder stance with 

tougher rules, while allowing for the continuation of the approval of irradiated food. 

A second rule change, as mentioned earlier, made in the same proposal should also draw 

much ire. As mentioned above, it allows food producers to discard the “irradiation” label in 

favour of a more palatable and misleading “pasteurized” designation. As stated in the 

proposal: 

 FDA is also proposing to allow a firm to petition FDA for use of an alternate term to 

‘irradiation’ ―other than “pasteurized”‖. In addition, FDA is proposing to permit a firm to 

use the term ‘pasteurized in lieu of ‘irradiated,’ provided it notifies the agency that the 

irradiation process being used meets the criteria specified for use of the term ‘pasteurized’ 

in the Federal Food Drug, and Cosmetic Act and the agency does not object to the 

notification.[4]  

On an interesting side note, the “alternate term to ‘irradiation ―other than ‘pasteurized’‖” is 

not clearly defined here.[5]  It is possible, because of this clause, to not only allow the term 

“pasteurized” to be used, but another more evasive unrelated term in its place. 

Yet the proposal clearly allows the term “pasteurized” to be used -- at least pending the 

FDA’s approval and the harmonization with the criteria of pasteurization. Even though the 

FDA admits in the proposal that public comments demonstrated labelling irradiated 

products as anything but irradiated was misleading, they continue on with this policy.[6] As 

usual, the feelings and opinions of those whom the FDA claims to protect are virtually 

meaningless. 

Yet with all of these loopholes and outright fabrications by our own FDA, Codex manages to 

go even further. Using carefully crafted legal loopholes of their own, Codex effectively 

removes the limit on the dose of irradiation as it has been understood for many years. 

Previous to the revision of Codex standards in 2003, the limit on the dose of radiation 

stood at 10kGy. 



This in itself is a very dangerous amount of radiation, as 10kGy is the equivalent to 330 

million chest x-rays.[7] Such a large quantity of radiation would obviously be a death wish 

for anyone who received it, yet it has been rationalized to the public (the very few of them 

that are actually aware of it) that it is safe to be absorbed into food. Nevertheless, this has 

been the official Codex guidelines on irradiation limits since they were developed in 

1983.[8]  

Since Codex classifies irradiation as an additive (not a contaminant), the committee that 

bears responsibility for its regulation is the Codex Committee on Food Additives and 

Contaminants (CCFAC). In dealing with irradiation, this committee works closely with the 

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committees on Food 

Additives (JECFA), and the International Consultative Group on Food Irradiation (ICGFI).[9] 

All of these organizations are interrelated and have a vested interest in promoting the 

irradiation of food as well as the harmonization of laws and trade between countries for the 

purpose of globalization. 

For instance, the IAEA is the leading advocate for the expansion of nuclear technology, 

which was developed by the UN.[10] The ICGFI, another UN facilitated organization created 

under the FAO and WHO along with the IAEA, serves basically as a propaganda arm and 

direct advocate for food irradiation. The ICGFI has been active in creating fact sheets 

promoting the “benefits” of irradiation and helping “inform” the public on its safety. ‗11‘ 

Also, the JECFA(a  globalist agency by its very nature as it is a combination of the FAO and 

WHO‖ claims to have “developed principles for the safety assessment of chemicals in food 

that are consistent with current thinking on risk assessment and take account of recent 

developments in toxicology and other relevant sciences.”‗12‘ 

Yet with all of these scientific resources, the agency cannot bring itself to acknowledge toxic 

radiation as anything but an additive. These three organizations are connected to many 

more globalist international and UN-based agencies, but suffice to say that true independent 

science, free from political or ideological preconceptions, is not at work here. 

It stands to reason then that Codex began “updating” its guidelines for food irradiation 

several years ago, in 1999. It appears that most of the relaxation of the guidelines and 

regulations regarding irradiation were spearheaded by individuals in the United States 

itself. One such man, who was chairman of the Codex Alimentarius Commission at the time 

of the ratification of these new guidelines, is Tom Billy[13], the former administrator of the 

USDA’s Food Safety and Inspection Service.‗14‘ 

Billy has been credited with playing a major role in the deregulation of the meat and poultry 

industries during his tenure with the USDA.[15]  Incidentally, he was appointed Chair of 

Codex on June 29, 1999, around the same time that Codex decided to reevaluate their 

standards on Irradiation. He remained in this position until the revised standards were 

ratified by the full Codex Commission. 
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The USDA'S Food Irradiation Plot 

by Mike Adams http://www.naturalnews.com/023015.html  

US food and health authorities, in league with corporations, are enacting plans to sterilise 

the fresh food supply with irradiation, thus destroying essential disease-fighting nutrients 

and promoting a sick society, 

Why the USDA Wants to Sterilize Fresh Produce and Turn Live Foods into Dead Foods  

(NaturalNews) There's a new plot underway to sterilize your food and destroy the nutritional 

value of fresh produce. The players in this plot are the usual suspects: The USDA (which 

backed the "raw" almond sterilization rules now in effect in California) and the American 

Chemical Society -- a pro-chemical group that represents the interests of industrial chemical 

manufacturers. The latest push comes from USDA researchers who conducted a study to see 

which method more effectively killed bacteria on leafy green vegetables like spinach. 

 

To conduct the study, they bathed the spinach in a solution contaminated with bacteria. 

Then, they tried to remove the bacteria using three methods: Washing, chemical spraying 

and irradiation. Not surprisingly, only the irradiation killed nearly 100 percent of the 

bacterial colonies. That's because radiation sterilizes both the bacteria and the vegetable 

leaves, effectively killing the plant and destroying much of its nutritional value while it kills 

the bacteria. 

 

The USDA claims this is a huge success. By using radiation on all fresh produce, they claim, 

the number of food-borne illness outbreaks that happen each year could be substantially 

reduced. It all makes sense until you realize that by destroying the nutritional value of all 
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fresh produce sold in the United States, an irradiation policy would greatly increase the 
number of people killed by infections and chronic diseases that are prevented by the natural 
medicines found in fresh produce! 
 

Why fresh, living produce helps prevent sickness 

The USDA, you see, has zero recognition of the difference between living produce and dead 

produce. To uneducated government bureaucrats, pasteurized or irradiated vegetable juice 

is identical to fresh, raw, living vegetable juice. They believe this because they've never been 

taught about the phytonutrients, digestive enzymes and life force properties that are found 

in fresh foods, but that are destroyed through heat or irradiation. This, the USDA is 

operating out of extreme ignorance when it comes to food and nutrition. 

 

Even a simple leaf of spinach contains hundreds of natural medicines -- phytonutrients that 

help prevent cancer, eye diseases, nervous system disorders, heart disease and much more. 

Every living vegetable is a powerhouse of disease-fighting medicine: Broccoli prevents 

cancer, beet greens cleanse the liver, cilantro removes heavy metals, celery prevents 

cancer, berries prevent heart disease and dark leafy greens help prevent over a dozen 

serious health conditions while boosting immune function and helping prevent other 

infections. But when you subject these fruits and vegetables to enough radiation to kill 

99.9% of the pathogens that may be hitching a ride, you also destroy many of the 

phytonutrients responsible for these tremendous health benefits! 

 

This means that while irradiating food may decrease outbreaks of food-borne illnesses, it 

will have the unintended consequence of increasing the number of people who get sick from 

other infections (and chronic diseases) due to the fact that their source of natural medicine 

has been destroyed. For many Americans, you see, salad greens are their one remaining 

source for phytonutrients. Given their diets of processed foods, junk foods and cooked 

foods, there are very few opportunities for these consumers to get fresh, phytonutrient-rich 

foods into their diet. And now the USDA wants to take that away, too, by mandating the 

irradiation of all fresh produce.  

 

Let me make a rather obvious prediction, on the record: If the irradiation of fresh produce 

goes into effect in the United States, rates of infection among consumers will sharply 

increase, not decrease, due to the removal of immune-boosting natural medicine from the 

food supply. Consumers will also experience higher rates of cancer, heart disease, 

dementia, eye disorders, diabetes and even obesity. By destroying these thousands of 

healing phytonutrients, irradiation will leave many consumers defenseless against modern 

society's many health challenges. 

 

It is no exaggeration to say that a policy of mass irradiation of fresh produce is as blatantly 

stupid as the Romans building their aqueducts with lead-lined waterways. As historians have 

explained, after the aqueducts were built, the water delivered to the Roman population was 

contaminated with lead -- a heavy metal that causes numerous health problems, including 

insanity. Many historians blame the lead-lined aqueducts as one of the primary reasons why 

the Roman Empire fell: Its leaders went mad, and the rest is history. 

 

I would argue that America's leaders are already mad, but that's beside the point. If we start 

irradiating our food, thereby destroying its nutritional value, we are going to unleash a 

cascade of unintended consequences even greater than the Roman's aqueducts. Absent the 

protections of phytonutrients found in plants, the health of most consumers will rapidly 

decline, and we'll see the U.S. thrust into a quagmire of chronic disease and medical 

bankruptcy. (It's already heading there, of course, but killing the food supply will only 

accelerate the downward spiral of health.) 

 

Let's sterilize all the food! 



The USDA has never met a food sterilization plan it didn't like. It backed the recent almond 

sterilization law that went into effect in California last year, forcing all almond growers to 

sterilize their almonds by subjecting them to toxic chemicals or cooking them at high 

enough temperatures to kill anything that might have been alive (such as the almond itself). 

Now, all the raw almonds consumed in America are purchased from overseas growers, 

where raw still means raw. 

 

Raw milk has also been under attack in California and elsewhere. The USDA supported laws 

that essentially banned the sales of raw milk, requiring milk to be sterilized, too. If you now 

irradiate all the fresh produce, you have a food supply that is predominantly sterilized -- 

otherwise known as "dead." And dead foods lead to dead people. 

 

That a society's health regulators would want all foods to be dead should be downright 

shocking to anyone who knows anything about health and nutrition. Live foods keep people 

alive, but dead foods make people dead. It's really not a complicated concept. The USDA's 

definition of "food safety," however, is based on the idea that the health of one immune-

system-compromised individual who can't handle a little E. Coli is more important than the 

ongoing health of the entire population. Thus, all foods must be killed for everyone. 

 

I strongly disagree with this approach. Foods should not be expected to be sterilized. In 

terms of food safety, emphasis should be placed on boosting the health and immune 

systems of individuals so they can survive occasional contact with E. Coli rather than trying 

to create a sterile environment in which nothing is alive. As it turns out, the people 

susceptible to food-borne illnesses are precisely those individuals who have compromised 

immune systems due to their intake of vaccines and antibiotics. Thus, it is modern medicine 

that has made these people vulnerable to food-borne illnesses. Blame the drug companies, 

not the bacteria. 

 

But the USDA would rather blame the food. Blaming conventional medicine for the harm it 

has caused to the human immune system is not politically correct. It's better to blame the 

food, then use scare tactics to announce yet more outbreaks and hope for a public outcry 

for widespread food irradiation. And that brings me to the "final solution" on food 

irradiation. 

 

How the USDA plans to join the FDA in keeping everyone sick 

There is a corporate-sponsored plot underway in the U.S. today to keep people sick and 

deny them access to information about natural cures (such as medicinal foods) that would 

prevent disease and keep people out of the hospitals. In more than 1,500 articles on this 

website, I've documented the FDA's criminality, the USDA's indefensible actions, and the 

criminal behaviour of drug manufacturers who only earn profits if they can find a way to 

keep the entire population sick and diseased for another generation or two. 

 

Destroying the natural medicine in the food supply sure would be a highly effective way to 

create more customers for Big Pharma, wouldn't it? I think it's all part of the "keep the 

population sick and diseased" plot being carried out by an evil partnership between drug 

companies and the U.S. government. We already know that the FDA and USDA work for the 

corporations, not the People. We already know that they will do practically anything to boost 

their profits (including conducting medical experiments on infants, drugging 

schoolchildren, lying to the public, fabricating clinical trials and more). Is it any surprise 

that they would now attempt a "final solution" on the food supply that kills the food and 

thereby results in a huge reduction in the population's intake of the disease-fighting 

nutrients found in fresh produce? 

 

The social engineering recipe 



Pulling this off, of course, requires a bit of social engineering by the USDA in order to force 

the public into demanding something be done. If you're the USDA, you can't just suddenly 

announce a national food sterilization plan; you have to prime the pump with a bit of dirty 

work. Here's the simple plan for accomplishing that, if you're the USDA: 

 

1) Conduct poor inspections of fresh produce on purpose, in order to cause a large 

increase in food-borne illness outbreaks. (We've seen this increase happen over the last 12 - 

24 months.) This can be easily accomplished by reducing the budget of food inspection 

offices, or removing inspectors from the payroll altogether (which has already happened). 

 

2) Wait for the outbreaks to happen. When consumers get sick, run national press releases 

announcing how dangerous the food supply is. 

 

3) Watch the consumer reaction as people and lawmakers demand "something be done!" 

 

4) Fudge a study with the American Chemical Society to show that washing doesn't work and 

that irradiation is the only solution. Time the release of this news to coincide with the public 

outcry that "something be done!" 

 

5) Once the public is demanding a solution to food-borne illnesses, roll out a national 

produce irradiation requirement that sterilizes all the food. 

 

Mission accomplished! This, of course, leads to point #6: 

 

6) Watch the population become increasingly sick and diseased (thanks to the lack of 

phytonutrients that used to be found in the fresh produce), and cash in on your Big Pharma 

shares as the population is herded into hospitals for lucrative treatments with monopoly-

priced pharmaceuticals. 

 

It's the same old social engineering trick that's been used to hoodwink the American people 

hundreds of times. How do you get the public to support a war in the Middle East? Stage an 

attack on U.S. soil first, and wait for the public outcry. How do you get the People to support 

the mass sterilization of their own food supply? Lower your inspection standards, let the 

sickness spread, and then wait for the public outcry. It's the way governments get things 

done these days: They manipulate the public into demanding the things they wanted to 

accomplish in the first place. These are sometimes called "false flag operations" in a 

military context, and they've been conducted by the U.S. government on numerous 

occasions, just like they were conducted by Hitler in Nazi Germany to justify his invasions of 

neighbouring countries. You can read about False Flag operations on Wikipedia: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/False_flag  

 

What "they" really want: A dead food supply 

Let's be blunt about this: The corporations running this country (which also run the U.S. 

government) want the U.S. food supply to be dead. They don't want foods to be used as 

medicines, and they sure don't want the natural medicines found in foods competing with 

their own patented pharmaceutical medicines (that just happen to earn them a whole lot 

more money than any food ever did). 

 

Don't you find it curious that this attack on the food supply is coming out now, right after all 

this incredible news about the healing power of foods has been hitting the science journals? 

Every week, it seems, we find out about another amazing health property in a food. Black 

raspberries reverse oral cancer. Pomegranates halt prostate cancer. Green tea halts breast 

cancer. The list goes on. Just on this website alone, we've probably published 1,000 stories 

over the last two years on the disease-fighting properties of foods. 

 

The thing to realize here is that many of the healing properties of these foods are destroyed 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/False_flag


through pasteurization or irradiation. If you're a government that wants to "take away the 

People's medicine," the fastest way to accomplish that is to mandate the sterilization of the 

food supply. Kill the foods and you take away the People's medicine, and that forces the 

population to use pharmaceuticals instead. 

 

The FDA, for its part, has for many decades conducted its natural medicine censorship 

campaign, whose only purpose is to deny the People access to accurate information about 

the healing properties of natural medicines found in foods and herbs. But apparently that 

wasn't enough: The Internet came along and people found a way to educate themselves. So 

since the FDA couldn't keep the truth about natural medicine bottled up and censored, the 

government has now apparently decided to just sterilize all the foods, thereby destroying the 

natural medicine and transforming Mother Nature's gifts into dead calories. 

 

The USDA's decisions here are not based on public safety, folks. They're based on corporate 

greed. Just look at how they handled the raw almond controversy in these related articles: 

http://www.naturalnews.com/almonds.html  

 

The USDA as operated today is a front group for wealthy corporations. It is not interested in 

helping the People. It's interested in protecting the profits of corporations... even if that 

means destroying the food supply and turning the population into "dead eaters" who die 

from other diseases caused by the lack of phytonutrient protection. 

 

How you can help stop this latest atrocity against our food supply 

What can you do to stop this? Be prepared to fight irradiation plans with a massive outcry 

that demands our food supply be protected from radiation. There are two things that need 

to be accomplished, and of course the USDA and FDA oppose them both: 

 

1) Require the labelling of all irradiated foods with a large "Irradiated" label or sticker. 

 

2) Block any attempts to mandate the irradiation of fresh produce. 

 

Stay tuned to NaturalNews.com for more on this story. We'll be joining with other pro-

consumer groups (like the Organic Consumers Association) to rally our readers in 

opposition to this food irradiation effort. 

 

I believe we must keep our food supply fresh and alive. (Sounds kinda obvious, huh?) And if 

there's a little extra bacteria on the spinach, it's nothing that a healthy body can't handle 

anyway. Take some probiotics and avoid antibiotics, and you'll be just fine. E. Coli is really 

only a threat to the health of individuals who have had their immune systems (or intestinal 

flora) destroyed by pharmaceuticals in the first place. There's nothing wrong with some 

living organisms in your milk, on your almonds or on your spinach. Wash your food, get 

plenty of sunlight and avoid using antibiotics. 

 

The human body is NOT a sterile environment. To try to make our food supply sterile is 

insane, and anyone who supports the irradiation of the food supply is, in my opinion, 

supporting a policy of genocide against the American people. To destroy the vitality of the 

food supply is a criminal act of such immense evil that it stands alongside the worst crimes 

ever committed against humanity. 

 

You see, it's not enough for them to poison our water (fluoride), poison our children 

(vaccines) and lie to us about the sun (skin cancer scare stories). Now they want to destroy 

our foods... and thereby take away any natural medicine options that might actually keep 

people healthy and free. Remember: A diseased population is an enslaved population. 

 

Now go eat your Big Mac, drink your Pepsi and don't ask too many questions.  

http://www.naturalnews.com/almonds.html


I feel that an equation that is part of my overall theory should have been crystallised during 

the chapter you have just read. The connections are concrete, and let’s face it I haven’t 

exactly been poking you in any direction during this short chapter, The Activist Post Articles 

virtually said it all, NaturalNews generally chip in with a few quality pieces too, as you will 

already be aware of by now. 

It’s taken well over a two thousand seven hundred pages but you must be getting the gist of 

my overall thesis by now surely?  

As promised nothing put before you was filler or pointless...All of this work is linked that 

becomes more obvious by the page, I’m steering clear of wild speculation here, I’m dealing 

in facts and you know that by now I trust. I don’t have an angle here, I’m telling it as it is 

like George Carlin but infinitely less funny and intelligently I must admit, but you try 

inserting much humour with my topic list, I mean for god’s sake read the chapter names up 

till now, I don’t think a punch line about someone’s race/religion/predicament/ 

stereotypical so called traits/etc will cut it do you? I’ll start cracking wise when you start 

taking me seriously. 

If you’re not taking me seriously by now then you’ve got some sort of mental block Darren 

Brown couldn’t mess with, I don’t believe anyone of you is that dumb or slow, can you 

appreciate why a version of ANY of us in ANY FUCKING UNIVERSE would contact all his other 

version’s to warn them about this? Doesn’t that seem more logical already than half of the 

nonsense these guys hit us with daily? 

Now, in our next part of this chapter we will actually begin building up to what was my main 

thesis within the last part of work, namely vaccines.  

I feel it is pertinent to cover agenda 21 and sustainable development, before we have a right 

good look at global warming, peak oil, and “the food crisis” to wind up this part of this 

work. If it seems like a sidetrack to you, bare with me, as they are both in fact extremely 

relevant subjects, as always.  

When looked at in combination with what you’ve picked up in books 1, 2, and 3, it is 

nothing but organised genocide, legally instituted, and promoted in broad daylight, - hidden 

in plain site in fact.  

Here is the rundown on another seemingly benign version of what in actuality is just 

another tentacle of the same octopus. 

Agenda 21 From Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia 

Agenda 21 is a programme run by the United Nations (UN) related to sustainable 

development and was the planet's first summit to discuss global warming related issues. It 

is a comprehensive blueprint of action to be taken globally, nationally and locally by 

organizations of the UN, governments, and major groups in every area in which humans 

directly affect the environment. 

Development of Agenda 21 

The full text of Agenda 21 was revealed at the United Nations Conference on Environment 

and Development (Earth Summit), held in Rio de Janeiro on June 14, 1992, where 178 

governments voted to adopt the program. The final text was the result of drafting, 

consultation and negotiation, beginning in 1989 and culminating at the two-week 

conference. The number 21 refers to an agenda for the 21st century. It may also refer to 

the number on the UN's agenda at this particular summit. 

Rio5 
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In 1997, the General Assembly of the UN held a special session to appraise five years of 

progress on the implementation of Agenda 21 (Rio +5). The Assembly recognized progress 

as 'uneven' and identified key trends including increasing globalization, widening 

inequalities in income and a continued deterioration of the global environment. A new 

General Assembly Resolution (S-19/2) promised further action. 

The Johannesburg Summit 

The Johannesburg Plan of Implementation, agreed at the World Summit on Sustainable 

Development (Earth Summit 2002) affirmed UN commitment to 'full implementation' of 

Agenda 21, alongside achievement of the Millennium Development Goals and other 

international agreements. 

Implementation 

The Commission on Sustainable Development acts as a high level forum on sustainable 

development and has acted as preparatory committee for summits and sessions on the 

implementation of Agenda 21. The United Nations Division for Sustainable Development acts 

as the secretariat to the Commission and works 'within the context of' Agenda 21. 

Implementation by member states remains essentially voluntary. 

Structure and contents 

There are 40 chapters in the Agenda 21, divided into four main sections. 

Section I: Social and Economic Dimensions 

Includes combating poverty, changing consumption patterns, population and demographic 

dynamics, promoting health, promoting sustainable settlement patterns and integrating 

environment and development into decision-making. 

Section II: Conservation and Management of Resources for Development 

Includes atmospheric protection, combating deforestation, protecting fragile environments, 

conservation of biological diversity (biodiversity), and control of pollution. 

Section III: Strengthening the Role of Major Groups 

Includes the roles of children and youth, women, NGOs, local authorities, business and 

workers. 

Section IV: Means of Implementation 

Implementation includes science, technology transfer, education, international institutions 

and mechanisms and financial mechanisms. 

Local Agenda 21 

The implementation of Agenda 21 was intended to involve action at international, national, 

regional and local levels. Some national and state governments have legislated or advised 

that local authorities take steps to implement the plan locally, as recommended in Chapter 

28 of the document. Such programmes are often known as 'Local Agenda 21' or 'LA21'.[1] 
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1. ^ Manchester Metropolitan University 

AGENDA 21 - SUSTAINABLE MEDICINE + SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT = DUTY TO DIE!!  

Posted By: RayelansMailbag Date: Sunday, 8-Apr-2007 21:29:12  

CCW On-Target!  

Originally Inspired by Northpoint Tactical Teams (NPT)  

"If you think globalism, Agenda 21 and "community plans" only concern the environment 

under the noble banner of "saving the earth"... YOU COULD VERY WELL END UP "DEAD" 

WRONG, as in "dead as a do-do bird!"  

Sustainable Medicine + Sustainable Development = Duty to Die  

The UN global agenda and "Global Management System" is ALSO about the medical mafia 

and "sustainable medicine" under the rubric of "sustainable development", better known as  

POPULATION REDUCTION. 

Dr. Kavorkian was just the initial volley to condition the masses concerning "quality of life".  

These qualify of life issues concern not only the "right to die"... but the requirement that you 

DO!  

All Life Forms are Equal?  

According to Sustainable Medicine and the UN Biodiversity Treaty, human beings are merely 

one single strand in nature’s web where all living things are equal. No person has more 

value than an oak tree, salmon, or long-fingered salamander.  

The polar bear lives out its beautiful bearish existence catching fish for food in the Arctic. 

The bear never presumes to hop a plane to retire in sunny Florida where he burns expensive 

fossil fuel to get there, cannot fish for himself, and needs Medicare to keep his white hairs 

on his tough hide. But the person who lives in frigid Minnesota or northern New York, called 

a snowbird, arrogantly flies south to Florida to live out his long, brutish old age burdening 

the environment and taxing the medical budget.  

No person has more value than a wolf, lion, snake, or cougar that attacks a human being 

simply by intrinsic animal nature. The animal that kills a person acts according to his 

natural animal instinct. The person who kills an animal for food or for sport acts by 

volitional human reason propelled by a fatal human will to dominate the ecosystem.  

The cardinal principle of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development is: Human 

beings are…entitled to a healthy and productive life in harmony with nature. Lives not in 

harmony with nature are lives unworthy of life.  

Healthy, fit people burden the carrying power of the earth and are eco-sustainable only with 

the restrained, intentionally limited technology of Sustainable Medicine. Sick people are not 

eco-sustainable. Human beings and their expensive, consuming, polluting civilization have a 

duty to die. [Excerpt from Part III, Sustainable Medicine + Sustainable Development = Duty 

to Die by the late Madeleine Pelner Cosman, Ph.D.]  

THINK IT WON'T AFFECT YOU OR YOUR LIFE?  

THINK AGAIN!  

YOUR 'OX' WILL GET GORED... IT'S JUST A MATTER OF TIME!  
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A REAL TIME EXAMPLE... BY VACCINATION.  

 

WHO MURDERED AFRICA.  

That is NOT a question! It is a declarative statement. 

WHO, the U.N. World Health Organization, MURDERED Africa with the AIDS virus. That's a 

provocative statement, isn't it? The made-for-TV-news suspects in this mystery, the 

homosexuals, the green monkey, and the Haitians were only PAWNS in this deadly attack on 

the non-Communist world. If you believe the government propaganda that AIDS is hard to 

catch then you are going to die even sooner than the rest of us! The common cold is a 

virus. Have you ever had a cold? How did you catch it? You really don't know, do you? If the 

cold virus were fatal, how many people would there be left in the world?  

According to William Campbell Douglass, M.D., the WHO, in published articles, called for 

scientists to work with deadly agents, known as "retro viruses" made from such things as 

bovine leukaemia virus in cows and visna virus in sheep. While these viruses are lethal to 

the animals, they are non-reactive in humans. "Retro virus" means that they can change the 

genetic composition of cells that they centre. The WHO called for scientists to attempt to 

make a hybrid virus that would be deadly to humans by the use of these retro-viruses! "An 

attempt should be made to see if viruses can in fact exert selective effects on immune 

function. The possibility should be looked into that the immune response to the virus itself 

may be impaired if the infecting virus damages, more or less selectively, the cell responding 

to the virus."  

THAT'S AIDS! What the WHO is saying in plain English is, "Let's cook up a virus that 

selectively destroys the T-cell system of man... an Acquired Immune Deficiency" or "AID's" for 

short. WHY WOULD THE WHO WANT TO DO THIS? Population control and reduction so as 

maintain "sustainable communities."  

But what about the "green monkey?" Some of the best virologists in the world and many of 

those directly involved in AIDS research, such as Robert Gallo and Luc Montagnier have said 

the green monkey may be the culprit. You know the story: A green monkey bit a native on 

the ass and, bam - AIDS all over central Africa.  

There is a fatal flaw here. A very strange fatal flaw. Because Gallo, Montagnier and other 

virologists know that the AIDS virus doesn't occur naturally in monkeys. In fact it doesn't 

occur naturally in any animal. AIDS started practically simultaneously in the United States, 

Haiti, Brazil, and Central Africa. Was the green monkey a jet pilot? According to Dr. William 

Douglas, examination of the gene structure of the green monkey cells proves that it is not 

genetically possible to transfer the AIDS virus from monkeys to man by natural means.  

Because of the artificial nature of the AIDS virus, it will not easily transfer from man to man 

until it has become very concentrated in the body fluids through repeated injections from 

person to person, such as drug addicts, and through high multiple partner sexual activity 

such as takes place in Africa and among homosexuals. After repeated transfer it can 

become a "natural" infection for man, which it has. So, where did AID's come from, if not the 

green monkey?  

Dr. Theodore Strecker's research of the literature indicates that the National Cancer 

Institute in COLLABORATION with the World Health Organization, MADE THE AID's VIRUS in 

their laboratories at Fort Detrick (now NCI), Maryland. They combined the deadly 

retroviruses, bovine leukaemia virus and sheep visna virus, and injected them into human 

tissue cultures. The result was the AID's virus, the first human retrovirus known to man and 



now believed to be 100 percent fatal to those infected.  

So, if the delivery "vehicle" was not a green monkey or a jet plane flown by a green monkey, 

what was? It was a smallpox vaccine and the geographical sites chosen in 1972 at the 

conclusion of the WHO Federation Proceedings were Uganda and other African states, Haiti, 

Brazil and Japan. The present and recent past of AID's epidemiology coincides with these 

EXACT SAME geographical areas.  

There are, as a result of the laboratory experiments completed at Ft. Detrick, Maryland, 

upwards of 9,000 to the fourth power possible AID's viruses. There are 9,000 base pairs on 

the genome. So the fun has just begun. Some will cause brain rot similar to the sheep visna 

virus, some leukaemia-like diseases from the cow virus and some that won't do anything. So 

the virus will be constantly changing and trying out new esoteric diseases on hapless man.  

The delivery vehicle: VACCINE! 

This is not the first time virologists have brought disaster to man. The SV-40 virus from 

monkey cell cultures contaminated polio cultures. Most people in their 40's are now 

carrying this virus through contaminated polio vaccinations given in the early 1960's. It is 

known to cause brain cancer, which explains the increase in this disease following 

inoculation. This is the "origin" of the green monkey theory of how AID's evolved. The polio 

vaccine was grown on green monkey kidney cells. SIXTY-FOUR MILLION AMERICANS were 

vaccinated with SV-40 contaminated vaccine in the 60's. An increase in cancer of the brain, 

possibly multiple sclerosis, and God only knows what else is the tragic result. The delay 

between vaccination and the onset of cancer with this virus is as long as 20 to 30 years. 

1965 plus 20 years equals 1985. GET THE PICTURE?  

The final piece of the puzzle is how AIDS devastated the homosexual population in the 

United States. It wasn't from smallpox vaccination as in Africa because the medical 

community doesn't do that anymore. There is no smallpox in the United States and so the 

vaccination was discontinued.  

The AID's virus didn't exist in the United States before 1978. You can check back in any 

hospital and no stored blood samples can be found anywhere that exhibit the AID's virus 

before 1978. So what happened in 1978 and thereafter to cause AID's to burst upon the 

scene and devastate the homosexual segment of the population? It was the introduction of 

the hepatitis B vaccine which exhibits the exact same epidemiology of AID's! 

A Doctor W. Schmugner, born in Poland and educated in Russia, came to this country in 

1969. Schmugner's immigration to the U.S. was probably the most fateful immigration in 

our history. He, by unexplained process, became the head of the New York City blood bank. 

(How does a Russian trained doctor become head of one of the largest blood banks in the 

world?) Doesn't that strike you as peculiar? It was Dr. Schmugner who set-up the rules for 

the hepatitis B vaccine studies. Only males between the ages of 20 and 40, who were not 

monogamous, would be allowed to participate in this study.  

The Centres For Disease Control (an oxymoron if there ever was one!) reported in 1981 

that four-percent of those receiving the hepatitis B vaccine were AID's-infected. In 1984 they 

admitted to 60 percent. Now they refuse to give out figures at all because they don't want to 

admit that 100 percent of hepatitis vaccine recipients are infected with AID's! 

So, where is the data on the hepatitis vaccine studies? FDA? CDC? No, the U.S. Department 

of Justice has it buried where you will never see it. And now you know why "attorney's" figure 

prominently in the creation of "Uniform" and "Model" Acts and pretended statutory 

provisions, to "help implement international treaties of the United States or where world 



uniformity would be desirable." (See: 1990/91 Reference Book, National Council of 

Commissioners On Uniform State Laws.) It is the attorneys, acting through their respective 

State Bar Associations, and operating under a different "Constitution And By-Laws", far 

distant from the depositories of the public records, who have promulgated, lobbied for, 

passed, adjudicated and ordered the implementation of these "Uniform" and "Model" Acts. 

That's globalism, Agenda 21, the New World Order and its sustainable medicine paradigm. 

This is apparently what Robert Bork meant when he wrote: "We are governed not by law or 

elected representatives, but by an UNelected, UNrepresentative, UNaccountable committee of 

lawyers applying no will but their own." (See: The Tempting Of America, Robert H. Bork, pg. 

130.)  

For a complete review of the foregoing, Google search "William Campbell Douglas, MD".  

Sustainable Medicine + Sustainable Development = Duty to Die (Parts I & II)  

by Madeleine Pelner Cosman, Ph.D. 

Summary: The late Dr. Cosman was an avid defender of freedom. She passed away in March, 

one year ago. As a tribute to Dr. Cosman and her work, we are publishing an unabridged 

version of her three part series on Sustainable Medicine.  

Full Text: Part I. U.N. AGENDA 21 AND SUSTAINABLE MEDICINE 

Legend, not science, states that crabs are easier to boil than frogs.  

Frogs placed in a pot of hot water jump out to safety. In a cauldron of crabs, however, if one 

crab laboriously crawls up the pot wall from the hot water to the rim to escape, the other 

crabs snatch him back down so they all cook together.  

Frogs are individualists who save their skins and know their minds. Crabs are egalitarian 

communitarians. What is good for one is good for all. Most Americans are either frogs or 

crabs. Frogs cherish private property, their bodies, and demand personal responsibility for 

medical directions and medical decisions.  

Crabs cherish the state, its central control, and state medical decisions for everyone in the 

group. Crabs live by Hegel’s philosophy that whatever is efficient is right.  

Crab world-view, crab means of analyzing reality, and crab ethics of action are the 

philosophical foundations of the United Nations’ Agenda 21, Chapter 6, and its Sustainable 

Medicine.  

Sustainable Medicine is central to the concept of Sustainable Development of the world’s 

landmasses, air, and water.  

Sustainable Development esteems the planet’s intrinsically valuable environment. In that 

bio-diverse environment human beings are a dangerous, capricious burden. In the Agenda 

21 worldview, people, especially rich intelligent people, consume too much and they make 

too many of themselves. Their effects must be curbed and their numbers reduced.  

Sustainable Development is a private property land grab. It is justified in the name of global 

equity, overcoming economic disparities, and assuring global integrity of the environment. 

Sustainable Medicine is a body grab. It is justified in the name of achieving global medical 

equity, overcoming health disparities, and assuring an enduring global environment free of 

too many people.  



Sustainable Medicine makes decisions through visioning councils that determine what shall 

be done or not done to each body in its group in its native habitat. Sustainable Medicine 

experts do not refer to citizens in sovereign nations but to “humans” in their “settlements.”  

Sustainable Medicine uses two classes of public actions to affect the largest numbers of 

people worldwide most efficiently. The first class of actions attacks high technology 

products. The method is to create a public health crisis that forces government or industry 

to eliminate a valuable medical or surgical technology that because of its expense and 

inequitable distribution makes it medically “unsustainable.” Sustainable Medicine therefore 

clamours to eliminate such important, life-saving and life-extending medical devices as 

flexible polyvinylchloride plastic tubings treated with phthalates. During the past 50 years, 

flexible medical tubing has revolutionized breathing machines, intravenous medicating and 

blood transfusing, kidney dialysis, parenteral feeding, and neonatal medicine and surgery.  

Sustainable Medicine’s second class of public action attacks ideas of high technology 

scientific progress. The method is to revise people’s expectations for health, for medical 

care, and for long life “in harmony with the environment”. Sustainable Medicine devotees 

celebrate human death as natural, inevitable, and environmentally beneficial. Rather than a 

mere right to die, Sustainable Medicine inculcates a duty to die. 

Sustainable Medicine is the pivot around which all other Sustainable Development revolves. 

Principle #1 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development (1992) states: Human 

beings are at the centre of concerns for sustainable development. They are entitled to a 

healthy and productive life in harmony with nature. Few Americans know the meaning of 

Sustainable Medicine, or worse, the implications of healthy life in harmony with nature. 

However, an Internet Google search for Sustainable Medicine yielded (in May, 2005) a total 

of 5,850,000 English language references. Germans, English, Canadians, and 

Scandinavians under socialized medicine appreciate Sustainable Medicine for they daily deal 

with its rationing, long waiting times for care, low technology, and emphasis on medical 

caring, not medical curing.  

Who decides what shall be done or not done to your body whether healthy, diseased, 

injured, or fatally ill? Sustainable Medicine uses identical protocols for human body 

ownership as Sustainable Development proposes for private land ownership.  

PEEVE  

PEEVE is a valuable acronym for remembering the basic concepts than animate Sustainable 

Medicine and Sustainable Development. PEEVE incorporates the infamous three “E”s of 

Sustainable Development: equity, economy, and environment. Sustainable  

Medicine is guided by:  

P = Precautionary Principle. If any risk, stop. If evidence is inconclusive, stop absolutely. If 

no proof, stop anyway. The prudent “Better safe than sorry” is perverted to “Safe sorrow for 

all!”  

The pernicious Precautionary Principle destroys risk-benefit analysis. It hinders experiment 

and innovation. It impedes progress and requires reversion to simpler, more “natural” 

products. In land use, it requires removing “invasive species” and beneficial genetically 

manipulated seeds that could harm some plant, insect, or person. In medicine, the 

Precautionary Principle deprives courageous masses of people of necessary, life-sustaining 

medication and equipment because of potential harm to a few. The Precautionary Principle 

propels it proponents beyond intellectual cowardice to anti-technology, anti-progress, 

Luddite primitivism.  



In both land use and medicine, the Precautionary Principle almost always is paired with its 

craven corollary, the Irreversability Principle. In landscape, the Irreversability Principle 

requires that rather than mine a precious resource that once extracted is irreversibly used, 

better save it than spend it on today’s life-sustaining necessities even if people will pay and 

legally own the resource. In bodyscape, the Precautionary Principle plus Irreversibility 

Principle withhold beneficial, aggressive, high technology diagnostics and medical therapies 

that might harm someone or something now or later.  

E = Environment over all. Its “intrinsic value” is necessary for future generations on the 

globe.  

Of what value to whom is never explained. Mystical inherent goodness, importance, and 

protection-worthy vulnerability of the environment make the environment trump all other 

needs of people and societies. It is better to force people to starve by insect-destroyed crops 

and to die of malaria than to use the pesticide DDT that potentially might harm birds, fish, 

polar bears, or human infant reflexes.  

E = Equity demands no “disparities” among all people globally, among all people inter-

generationally, and among all species of life and non-life: human, animal, plant, and 

inanimate rock.  

Equity between current and future generations requires prudent use, no squandering, and 

abstaining from use of available assets. Equity among rich and poor requires no greedy 

group abusing the “carrying capacity” of the world’s natural resources. Species-equity is 

more important than equity among peoples. In the contest between preserving habitat for 

spotted owls, long-fingered salamanders, salmon, and fairy shrimp versus habitat and 

livelihoods of ranchers, loggers, and mineral miners, the “natural needs” and “value” 

power of animals are superior to those of people. The Sustainable Medicine documents 

quote the U.N. Biodiversity Treaty’s inscrutable rule: “Nature has an integral set of different 

values ―cultural, spiritual, and material‖ where humans are one strand in nature’s web and 

all living things are considered equal. Therefore the natural way is the right way, and 

human activities should be moulded along Nature’s rhythms.”  

V = Visioning councils for stakeholders 

Sustainable Medicine uses the same “visioning,” vision councils, vision language, vision 

consensus-building techniques, and vision incentives, bribes, prohibitions, protocols, and 

principles that facilitate the Sustainable Development land grabs of private property. Local 

Agenda 21 groups impose laws and regulations on localities that bypass votes of state 

legislatures and of the U.S. Congress. Depredations of the Endangered Species Act and the 

Environmental Protection Agency derive from international treaties, and work of non-

governmental organizations such as ICLEI, the International Council on Local Environmental 

Initiatives.  

The vision is the cluster of global community ideas. Agenda 21 outsiders impose these 

concepts upon local citizens and their leaders while encouraging locals to believe they 

themselves initiated the ideas of the vision. Regulations and restrictions inevitably follow 

the implanted vision in order to implement it. The implanted vision is viewed as prophecy 

and revelation of future global peace. Actually, the vision is a tenacious Marxist apparition 

from old, surly, nihilistic Fabian socialism.  

The Wye River Group On Healthcare, for instance, held its National Summit at the University 

Club in Washington, DC, on September 23rd 2003, attended by the elite of academic 

medicine, pharmacology, and government including Dr. Mark McClelland, then head of the 

FDA, now Director of the Centres for Medicare and Medicaid. The meeting topic was 



“Communities Shaping a Vision for America's 21st Century Health ’ Healthcare.” Experts 

answered such questions as: Why create a shared vision based on principles and values in 

America? How best connect community leaders with the vision and enable them to advance 

change? Is this the right time to spring the vision?  

Wye River Group on Healthcare promotes the Sustainable Medicine vision for the future by 

working in 12 selected cities that have active Sustainable Development visioning groups: 

Albuquerque, NM, Chicago, IL, Fort Lauderdale, FL, Hanover, NH, Jackson, MS, Muncie, IN, 

Portland, OR, Raleigh/Durham, NC, Salt Lake City, UT, San Diego, CA, San Antonio, TX, and 

Spokane, WA. Wye River Group’s separate Foundation for American Health Care Leadership 

addresses “lack of healthcare infrastructure…health disparities… unique demands of an 

aging population, unrealistic public expectations, and appropriate use of burgeoning 

technology” that require “visionary leadership focused on a shared vision” for American 

health and healthcare.  

E = Economic equity. High technology is too expensive and inequitably distributed. Whatever 

everyone cannot have, no one shall have.  

Under Sustainable Development, the use of waterpower or fossil fuel for generating 

electricity in the Third World will pollute the environment as well as distract the native 

population from its indigenous culture in harmony with the environment. Wind-power is 

cleaner and more sustainable, even if not dependable nor adequate for modern progress. 

Likewise, under Sustainable Medicine, medical Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRIs) for 

diagnostics, and organ-transplant techniques for life-extending treatments are 

unsustainable. People must revise their expectations for long life and good health, and 

reject ever more sophisticated medicine and surgery dedicated to curing rather than to 

caring. We must reach a level sustainable plateau in medicine, says medical ethicist Dr. 

Daniel Callahan. As the natural world has its predictable cycles of birth and death, so 

people, especially Americans, must accept natural limits to life and reject interventions that 

unnaturally extend life at its beginnings, such as neonatal medicine, and at life’s ends. We 

must not expect progress, we must not waste, and we must not spend on futile care.  

SUSTAINABLE MEDICINE DOCUMENTS  

The original documents that enunciate Sustainable Medicine are astonishing in their theory 

and in their calls for implementation. Few physicians, surgeons, or lawyers have access to 

the materials that I first reviewed in August 2003. I obtained them directly from their 

source in Switzerland, the office of Dr. Jasmin von Schirnding, World Health Organization, 

Geneva.  

Documents in English and French are not issued to the general public (and may not be 

“reviewed, abstracted, quoted, reproduced or translated, in part or in whole, without the 

prior written permission of WHO”‖. Some of these texts are available electronically from 

WHO: <http://www.who.int/wssd/resources/en/>.  

Here are typical titles:  

1. Health in the Context of Agenda 21 and Sustainable Development: Meeting the Challenges 

of the 21st Century. <http://www.sustdev.org/explore/health_soc/ed3_pdfs/SDI3-3.pdf> von 

Schirnding, Y. (2001). Sustainable Development International.  

2. Health and Sustainable Development: Key Health Trends. 

<http://www.who.int/mediacentre/events/HSD_Plaq_02.2_Gb_def1.pdf> WHO. (2002). 

(WHO/HDE/HID/02.2)  

http://www.who.int/wssd/resources/en/
http://www.sustdev.org/explore/health_soc/ed3_pdfs/SDI3-3.pdf
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/events/HSD_Plaq_02.2_Gb_def1.pdf


3. Making Health Central to Sustainable Development: Planning the Health Agenda for the 

World Summit on Sustainable Development. 

<http://www.who.int/mediacentre/events/HSD_Plaq_02.5_def1.pdf> Report of the WHO 

meeting: "Making Health Central to Sustainable Development", Oslo, Norway, 29 November - 

1 December 2001. WHO. (2002). (WHO/HDE/HID/02.5)  

4. Health in the Context of Sustainable Development. 

<http://www.who.int/mediacentre/events/HSD_Plaq_02.6_def1.pdf> Background document 

prepared for the WHO meeting: "Making Health Central to Sustainable Development", Oslo, 

Norway, 29 November - 1 December 2001. WHO. (2002). (WHO/HDE/HID02.6)  

5. Health and Sustainable Development. 

<http://www.who.int/mediacentre/events/HSD_Plaq_02.7_def1.pdf> Summary Report. 

Meeting of Senior Officials and Ministers of Health, Johannesburg, South Africa, 19-22 

January 2002. WHO. (2002). (WHO/HDE/HID/02.7)  

6. Johannesburg Declaration on Health and Sustainable Development. 

<http://www.who.int/mediacentre/events/HSD_Plaq_02.8_def1.pdf> Meeting of Senior 

Officials and Ministers of Health, Johannesburg, South Africa, 19-22 January 2002. WHO. 

(2002). (WHO/HDE/HID/02.8)  

7. Health and Sustainable Development: Addressing the Issues and Challenges. 

<http://www.who.int/mediacentre/events/HSD_Plaq_02.12.pdf> WHO Background Paper 

prepared for the World Summit on Sustainable Development. WHO. (2002). 

(WHO/HDE/HID/02.12) French version .  

8. Chapter 6 of Agenda 21, on Health: 

<http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/documents/agenda21/english/agenda21chapter6.htmcan>  

9. The Johannesburg Plan of Implementation (the plan of action stemming from the World 

Summit on Sustainable Development) is available at 

<http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/documents/WSSD_POI_PD/English/POIToc.htm>  

Americans must learn Sustainable Medicine theory and implementation for it affects their 

lives and their property. Seven recurrent themes pervade the Sustainable Medicine 

documents.  

First: Sustainable Medicine scholars who examine interrelationships between bodily health 

and the natural world conclude that poverty causes and exacerbates disease, and 

inequitable distribution of valuable land, minerals, and forests causes poverty. Therefore 

private property in land ownership must be eliminated. The global forest, for instance, is 

common heritage of all. Those who consume too much greedily “take” from the rest of 

humanity that has social rights to the arboreal ecosystem. Private taking from the collective 

is inequitable and immoral even if the over-consumers now own the property from which 

they benefit.  

Second, private industry in the richest nations creates global health-endangering 

commercial pollution. Commercial filth causes illness and disease in people and burdens 

the limited “carrying capacity” of the environment.  

Third, intellectual property rights in pharmaceuticals hinder Sustainable Medicine 

everywhere on the planet. Big pharma deprives the poorest nations of their “rights” to 

inexpensive necessary medicines for their sick citizens. The poor also require free condoms 

to combat AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases. Poor nations therefore should not 

be bound by drug patents or by copyrights. The poor require humanitarian free access to all 

http://www.who.int/mediacentre/events/HSD_Plaq_02.5_def1.pdf
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/events/HSD_Plaq_02.6_def1.pdf
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/events/HSD_Plaq_02.7_def1.pdf
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/events/HSD_Plaq_02.8_def1.pdf
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/events/HSD_Plaq_02.12.pdf
http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/documents/agenda21/english/agenda21chapter6.htmcan
http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/documents/WSSD_POI_PD/English/POIToc.htm


the drugs and sex supplies they require.  

Fourth, economic burdens on the poorest nations must be eliminated. Their foreign debts 

must be cancelled. Economic equity must be created between high income and low-income 

“human settlements.” Economic disparities must vanish.  

Fifth, and most medically important: Sustainable Medicine must eliminate health disparities. 

There must be no disparities of health among peoples and no disparities of access to 

medicine and surgery. There shall be no health disparities country to country, so that the 

poor shall not have less medicine and less health than the rich. There shall be no 

disparities generation to generation. Those alive now must save medical resources for all 

generations to come. There shall be no health disparities among human species, animal 

species, and plant species. Health of people is central to the health of the ecosystem. Yet 

human health cannot exist at the expense of environmental health.  

The sixth concern, therefore, is human quality of life that must be integrated with inter-

species equity. The quality of life of people must not exceed the quality of life of animals, 

birds, fish, amphibians, trees, plants, rocks, and stones in the environment.  

Finally, the United States must pay more towards sustaining Sustainable Medicine. American 

must accelerate payments for medicine to poor countries to reach, annually, US $22 billion 

by 2007.  

Americans must wake up, alert and alarmed to Sustainable Medicine’s intrusions upon their 

liberties. Demands begin overtly for American money but conclude with covert demands for 

American lives. Sustainable Medicine ideas will not enhance any individual American’s life. 

Sustainable Medicine assuredly will promote Americans’ deaths. Agenda 21’s Sustainable 

Medicine powerfully attacks products of modern medical technology and ideas of modern 

medical progress.  

Part II. ATTACKS AGAINST MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS  

Iron pipes and the iron lung helped patients survive polio in the 1950s. Metal tubing (and 

ceramic and glass tubes and pipettes) for medical devices soon were replaced by hard, rigid 

plastic made of polyvinylchloride (PVC). PVC pipes were dramatic improvement over metal. 

But because PVC originally was not flexible, PVC connectors and elbows were required to 

make curves and turn corners.  

Few parts of the human anatomy are strictly straight or turn at 90-degree angles. Medical 

and surgical care that required catheters for breathing, feeding, excreting, intravenous 

medicating, or blood transfusion required long, painful hospital stays with patients hooked 

up to large, expensive machines that necessarily were constantly monitored.  

But 50 years ago a brilliant softener for PVC was invented that made rigid plastic flexible. It 

revolutionized medicine and surgery worldwide and saved billions of lives.  

Medical Plastics and Phthalates  

The plastic softener called DEHP, di-ethylhexyl phthalate, suddenly created life-saving 

flexibility for patients who could be treated safely in hospitals, at home, at work, at a 

trauma site, and in an ambulance. Elegant tiny catheters now could be crafted for 

anatomies of premature infants to provide them the breath, food, and waste removal that 

enabled them to survive. Trauma patients now could survive on intravenous fluids and blood 

while in transit until arrival at a hospital emergency room or operating theatre. Adults 

otherwise tied to bed or oxygen machinery now could wear nearly invisible nasal tubes 



connected to portable air machines and continue ambulatory, productive life.  

Flexible vinyl catheters for oxygen breathing tubes, infant airways, neonatal rescue tubes, 

kidney dialysis, intravenous medicating, feeding tubes, and flexible plastic bags for fluids, 

for medication, for blood collection, blood storage, and blood transfusion have transformed 

medicine and surgery. Flexible plastic allows efficient outpatient care that decreases overall 

medical costs, diminishes need for hospital stays and medical personnel, lessens patient 

morbidity, and reduces patient mortality. Flexible intravenous tubings and bags improve 

health and well being of billions of patients worldwide. Large numbers of these patients are 

children.  

During the half century of medical phthalate use, about 9 billion patient days of acute care 

use have been analyzed plus 2 billion patient days of chronic care use. These have yielded 

unequivocal medical benefits and no known, verifiable medical detriments. Every year more 

than 500 million IV bags are used in the United States to deliver blood, medication, and 

other essential fluids to sick and injured patients. Eighty percent of these are made of PVC 

treated with phthalates. Baxter International makes most of these life-saving products.  

No plasticizer or plastic softener other than DEHP has ever been subjected to as much 

testing for toxicity and as comprehensive testing for safety. For fifty years the scientific 

community has known that minute amounts of phthalate leach out from PVC medical 

devices. But all valid scientific evidence shows that these phthalate products are harmless. 

They cause no adverse health effects in humans.  

DEHP has been studied incessantly by the chemical industry, especially by the Chemical 

Manufacturers Association (CMA) Phthalate Esters Panel in the United States. Phthalates 

have been investigated by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).  

When the FDA recently invited respected physicians, toxicologists, and scientists to discuss 

"Plasticizers: Scientific Issues in Blood Collection, Storage, and Transfusion" at a scientific 

forum, every expert refuted the idea that phthalates have potential negative health effects. 

Each participant supported the continued use of plasticized medical products.  

Former U.S. Surgeon General Dr. C. Everett Koop, chairman of a blue-ribbon panel of 

independent scientists, concluded in his written report that phthalate esters, DEHP, used in 

medical devices are absolutely safe for use, and "without DEHP, a wide range of lifesaving 

medical devices --such as blood bags, cardiac and urinary catheters and a variety of 

surgical instruments and gadgets -- would lack either the flexibility, transparency, or shelf 

life to be of much use."  

Greenpeace and Health Care Without Harm, however, claim that phthalates might damage 

people, might be carcinogens, and might affect the testes in infant boys exposed to the 

chemical. The alleged harm from phthalates is based on animal studies, apparently on 

rodents. The studies seem also to include unpublished findings that certain baby and adult 

alligators exposed to phthalates developed shrivelled penises. (Henry Lamb of Freedom 21 

reported in 1994 on a similar campaign against chlorine that generalized from the 

alligators’ penises to genitalia of Congressmen!‖ No human child or adult has shown 

adverse effects from phthalates in the half century of testing and successful use.  

Yet, Greenpeace laments, "ironically, the very medical products that sustain…children's lives 

also contaminate their bodies with DEHP." While no reputable medical group has provided 

verifiable scientific proof of phthalate dangers that Greenpeace and Health Care Without 

Harm claim, the Environmental Protection Administration (EPA) classes phthalates as a 

probable human carcinogen. The EPA states that animal studies show that DEHP can 

damage the heart, liver, testes and kidneys, and interfere with sperm production. California 



included DEHP in its Proposition 65 list of chemicals that cause birth defects or 

reproductive harm.  

Threats Against Baxter International 

Greenpeace and Health Care Without Harm threatened manufacturers with accusation of 

political insensitivity to the environment, with endangering vulnerable sick children, and 

with ruinous class action lawsuits for potential injuries caused by their phthalate-containing 

products. Baxter International, one of the world’s largest suppliers of flexible medical 

plastics, caved in to non-scientific but politically incendiary complaints. Other 

manufacturers are following Baxter’s lead to use alternatives to PVC and phthalate.  

Health Care Without Harm has influenced its members to stop ordering Baxter products 

unless Baxter conforms to the medical activist group. Threats are powerful because Health 

Care Without Harm consists of several hundred medical, environmental, and social action 

organizations that meld Greenpeace, the Sierra Club, 41 hospitals (such as Beth Israel 

Medical Centre in New York, New England Medical Centre, hospitals of Catholic Health Care 

West), and such diverse assemblages as the American Nurses Association, Oncology Nursing 

Society, American Public Health Association, Breast Cancer Fund, and Endometriosis 

Association.  

The Precautionary Principle of possible harm is honoured despite five decades of total 

absence of scientific proof of actual phthalate dangers and total absence of demonstrable 

negative effects of phthalates. The Precautionary Principle has coerced hospitals and clinics 

worldwide to stop using PVC intravenous tubes and bags. To escape from political 

pressures, medical facilities are dumping a known, safe, and effective high technology in 

favour of an unknown, potentially less safe, and more expensive technology. Inevitably this 

will lead to deaths of those who otherwise could be saved by delivery systems for medicine 

and blood that use plastic IV tubing and bags.  

Critically ill male infants are thought more at risk than any other patients because almost 

all of the brilliant multiple tubings keeping them alive are flexible PVC treated with DEHP. 

Which would intelligent parents choose? To save their fatally ill child’s life by breathing 

tubes and medicine administered by phthalate-flexible intravenous tubing? Or to not treat 

their child because of theoretical minuscule risk of his future wrinkled penis? Most parents 

joyously would welcome their son alive even with mature genitals that wrinkle like an 

alligator’s. Life with phthalate risk is superior to death with perfect infantile genitalia. 

Greenpeace and Health Care Without Harm want to eliminate all risk and therefore 

eradicate the vulnerable ill male child from the imperfect promised land of America.  

Phthalates in Commerce Attacks against phthalates extend beyond hospitals and clinics to 

homes and commerce. Phthalates are a family of industrial chemicals that soften almost all 

poly vinyl chloride (PVC) plastics. Phthalates also are solvents in cosmetics and other 

consumer products. People encounter DEHP and other phthalates in beauty products, PVC 

toys, vinyl shower curtains, car seats, even wallpaper.  

Phthalate risks are described as actual not as theoretical by a tricky use of the words can 

damage that implies “theoretically has potential ability to harm” and also “will harm 

particular individuals.” HCWC maintains that phthalates can damage the liver, kidneys, 

lungs and reproductive system, particularly the developing testes. HCWH does not state that 

the effects in animal studies are not transferred to human beings. Yet HCWH has compiled a 

comprehensive report about the risks associated with aggregate exposure to phthalates.  

HCWC claims to work with several government agencies that already have concluded that 

patients are likely to be exposed to potentially unsafe amounts of DEHP while receiving 

medical care. Therefore HCWC praises its work with health care providers and 



manufacturers to replace DEHP-containing products with safer, affordable alternatives. The 

FDA, however, correctly worries that alternatives may not be as safe and certainly not as 

thoroughly studied.  

The Precautionary Principle likewise could eliminate any alternative to phthalate for the 

substitute theoretically could be potentially as toxic as phthalate could be potentially toxic. 

The logical result of such illogic is the possibility of prohibiting all medical and surgical 

excellences that currently depend on elegant flexible plastic tubing, such as cardiac 

catheterization, kidney dialysis, blood transfusion, and even nutrition and hydration. The 

Precautionary Principle is bound to increase medical costs while it shortens human lives.  

The Silent Spring Effect Attacks against plastics are brilliantly orchestrated to achieve the 

Silent Spring Effect. DDT, the most valuable pesticide in the world, was banned in 1972 by 

one book and one ruling by one man. Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring falsely blamed DDT for 

the supposed disappearance of birds whose eggshells were said to crack from DDT, causing 

baby birds to die. That unscientific research led to the ruling by EPA director William 

Ruckelshaus that manufacture and use of DDT must stop. Ruckelshaus prohibited DDT 

despite 93:: pages of testimony from experts that DDT did not appreciably harm birds’ 

eggs and that DDT is not a human carcinogen. DDT is not mutagenic and not teratogenic, 

not causing birth defects, to man. (J. Gordon Edwards, J AmerPhysSurg, 03)  

A half billion people--over 400 million people in Africa alone--annually die of malaria 

because no more effective anti-malarial than DDT has yet been discovered. Greenpeace, 

Health Care Without Harm, the Sierra Club, the Wilderness Society, Earth First, Rainforest 

Action. Beyond Pesticides, and National Resource Defence Council are among the 

ideological environmental organizations that forbid DDT-use in any Third World country to 

which they give money.  

The World Bank, United States Agency of International Development (USAID), WHO, UNICEF, 

and the European Union withhold necessary money to any country that uses DDT. As Paul 

Driessen and Niger Innis demonstrate, this green activism is eco-imperialism that leads to 

massive black death. (Paul Driessen is senior policy advisor for the Congress of Racial 

Equality and Centre for the Defence of Free Enterprise, and author of Eco-Imperialism: 

Green power, Black death, <http://www.eco-imperialism.com/>).  

Kenya’s Akinye Arunga explains that “Cute indigenous lifestyles simply mean indigenous 

poverty, indigenous malnutrition, indigenous disease, and childhood death.” The powerful 

video, “Voices from Africa: Biotechnology and the subsistence farmer” ―presented by Cyril 

Boynes, Congress of Racial Equality director of international programs at the biotechnology 

conference in the United Nations General Assembly hall on January 18, 2005) revealed that 

the same ideology that helped ban DDT is banning the lives of Africans and other 

subsistence societies worldwide.  

(cboynes@core-online.org <mailto:cboynes@core-online.org>)  

Radical environmental activists prevent poor Africans from acquiring modern farming 

methods, adequate electricity, and pesticides to control diseases such as malaria. As Dr. 

Driessen proves, the anti-biotechnology crusade effectively creates natural population 

control by depriving the Third World of food and of life. While some dangerous eco-activists 

are guilty merely of sincere ignorance or conscientious stupidity, others practice deliberate 

eco-manslaughter. 

The Silent Spring method that worked to obliterate DDT has been used to attack chlorine 

and other valuable chemicals that preserve human health. The seven-part strategy (a 

variation on Henry Lamb’s 4 part analysis‖ is dazzlingly effective, melding pseudo-science, 

http://www.eco-imperialism.com/
mailto:%28cboynes@core-online.org
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emotion, and political action to protect the vulnerable young. For DDT the critical imperiled 

creatures were baby birds. For phthalates, the endangered creatures are baby boys.  

The seven steps usually follow this pattern:  

(1) create a "scientific" study that predicts a public health disaster  

(2) release the study to the media before scientists can review it  

(3) generate an intense emotional public reaction  

(4) develop a government-enforced solution  

(5) intimidate Congress into passing it into law  

(6) coerce manufacturers to stop making the product  

(7) bully users to replace it or obliterate it  

Health Care Without Harm and public health advocates from Interfaith Centre on Corporate 

Responsibility, a faith-based North American coalition, are trying to Silent Spring all 

valuable plastics and eliminate them from hospitals. 

Coincidentally they intend to Silent Spring plastics from homes, businesses, and world 

commerce.  

Likewise committed to eliminating phthalates is Physicians for Social Responsibility (PSR). 

PSR started in Boston in 1961 and continues as a group of medical practitioners who are 

anti-war, anti-nuclear, anti-self-defence, and anti-dangerous chemicals, especially 

“persistent organic pollutants”. Their aim is to end the manufacture and use of phthalates 

as one of the “the 12 worst toxic chemicals poisoning the earth and its inhabitants.” PSR is 

accustomed to successful social action, having claimed long ago that children take into 

their bodies a by-product of nuclear weapons testing, strontium-90. PSR clamoured for the 

Limited Test Ban Treaty and in 1963 the end of U.S. atmospheric testing of nuclear 

weaponry, for which it shared the 1985 Nobel Peace Prize.  

Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine (PCRM) does not limits its actions to 

speeches, essays, and scientific meetings. PCRM has close ties to the Animal Liberation 

Front (ALF) and the Earth Liberation Front (ELF), both of which are considered domestic 

terrorist organizations because of their arson and physical attacks against property. Jerry 

Vlasek, M.D., of Los Angeles, CA., sometimes speaks for ALF. In May, 2005, ALF continued 

its attacks on the families of pharmaceutical executives, such as those associated with 

Forest Laboratories in Long Island, NY, accusing them of being “puppy killers” because of 

their connection with Huntingdon Life Sciences in Britain that tests medicines and 

household products on animals.  

Members of PCRM and PSR are members of the International Society of Doctors for the 

Environment (ISDE) that supports the elimination of putatively toxic chemicals such as 

phthalates. Founded in 1990, and located in Geneva, Switzerland, ISDE is a global non-

governmental organization (NGO) uniting 10,000 medical doctors, scientists, and health 

professionals who promote ideas on the environment, health, and toxic chemicals. Their 

audiences are local medical communities, government policy-makers, corporations, the 

World Health Organization, and the United Nations.  



Healing Without Harm is the mantra of the Teleosis Institute (meaning self-realization). 

These health care professionals “in service of the global environment” “partner” with 

others for social and environmental change and who share their vision for Ecologically 

Sustainable Medicine (ESM). Run by a Berkeley, CA, chiropractor and homeopath, Teleosis 

aims for sustainable, cost effective, resource-preserving, widely available medical practices 

that meet “environmental challenges across the globe” and provide for “current and future 

needs of the global population.” Related is the visionary magazine called Symbiosis, Journal 

of Ecologically Sustainable Medicine.  

Anti-phthalate scientists seem dedicated more to political ideology than to scientific method, 

more to passion for global governance than to American sovereignty, more to peace and 

passivity than to triumph over any enemy national, biological, or chemical.  

Green power-mongers muster sanctimonious smugness to Silent Spring DDT for use in 

Africa because it might harm Arctic polar bears, baby birds, and young plants. The true 

record, however, is glisteningly clear. When South Africa ignored green ideas and used DDT, 

it slashed malaria by 80% in 18 months and by 93% in three years. That is how America 

long ago became malaria-free.  

Ecuador risked green ire, used DDT, and reduced malaria incidence by 60%. (Driessen) Not 

far away, however, Bolivia banned DDT and malaria increased 80%. The great triumph of 

the anti-DDT “Roll Back Malaria” campaign, according to a recent WHO-UNICEF report, is 

that since inception of its work in 1998, global malaria disease and death rates increased 

only by 10%. Recall that half a billion African people die annually because of deprivation of 

DDT in their environment.  

Physicians, scientists, and environmentalists who insist on Silent Springing DDT, 

phthalates, and other discoveries, inventions, and technologies that save human lives, but 

possibly could harm animals and plants, arrogantly consider all strands in the great web of 

life equal. Scientists, physicians, and ideologues committed to the biodiversity web ignore 

the 400 million radiant black human threads that each year malaria cuts short in Uganda, 

Ethiopia, Kenya, and other parts of Africa.  

If those malaria-killed half billion people had not died but instead lived, thrived, and 

reproduced, the population of the globe would have vastly increased. Green power seems to 

favour black death. 

Green power also favours white death. Eco-imperialists pay for biodiversity at high human 

cost. When eco-imperialists attack the products of medical progress in the chemicals and 

technology that affirm and extend human life, the deaths they cause are involuntary. People 

who die from lack of DDT or lack of phthalate-softened breathing tubes do not choose to 

exchange their lives to enable a polar bear or a vernal pool or a spotted owl to live. But 

when eco-imperialists attack the ideas of medical progress that affirm and extend human 

life, they expect people voluntarily to die because they accept a duty to die. That is the 

triumph of irrational altruism, the voluntary sacrifice of self. Altruism violates reason, 

individualism, language, capitalism, private property, human dignity, and human integrity.  

Attack Against Ideas of Medical Progress  

March 18, 2007, 21:40:18 GMT 

Sustainable Medicine + Sustainable Development = Duty to Die (Parts I & II)  

http://www.freedom21santacruz.net/site/article.php?sid=425  

Content © 2003 - 2006 Freedom 21 Santa Cruz 

<http://www.freedom21santacruz.net/site/>, All Rights Reserved.  
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Agenda 21 is from the UN's Rio de Janeiro conference in 1992. It's the global contract that 

binds governments around the world to the UN plan for changing the ways we live, eat, earn, 

learn and communicate... all under the noble banner of "saving the earth." Via mind control, 

a dumbed down educational system to the lowest common denominator, the process of 

Hegelian Dialectics, and incessant media propaganda, people are being conditioned to 

accept its regulations which will severely limit the use of water, electricity, transportation... 

and even deny human access to our wilderness areas.  

The 1992 Rio event was billed as the agenda for the 21st Century, thus the name "Agenda 

21"... and it gathered together 179-nations. The event was called the "UN Conference On 

Environment And Development." Among other things, it called for a Global Biodiversity 

Assessment (GBA) of the state of the planet.  

It was prepared by the UNEP, the United Nations Environment Programme. This GBA armed 

UN leaders with the "information" and "science" they needed, in order to VALIDATE their 

Global Management System (GMS). Its doomsday predictions were DESIGNED to excuse 

radical population reduction, oppressive lifestyle regulations, and a coercive return to 

earth-centered religions as the basis for environmental values and self-sustaining human 

settlements - HABITATS FOR HUMANITY.  

Here's an excellent resource of info if you want to know more:  

http://www.crossroad.to/text/articles.html#anchor973466 

<http://www.crossroad.to/text/articles.html>  

BTW, if you look around your local area, you will find an NGO (non-governmental 

organization) quietly working like so many termites in a wood foundation, undermining your 

representative form of government, promoting a "Community Plan." These community 

["COMMUNE" for the collective!] plans are derived from Agenda 21 and are also covered in 

the materials referenced at the above website.  

Agenda 21 Alert: Science and Sewage 

By Cassandra Anderson May 28, 2010 (updated)  

From MORPHcity which exists for the purpose of putting a spotlight on important issues 

rarely, if ever, covered by the Mainstream Media, and hopes to offer up solutions to create a 

better world. 

Agenda 21 Sustainable Development is the overarching blueprint for depopulation and total 

control, using the environment as the excuse for that control. The 3 major tools that are 

used are : 

 

• Global warming 

• Water Shortages 

• Endangered Species Act 

In the case of the California Delta, man made water shortages have been imposed on 

farmers by way of the ESA (Endangered Species Act) for the last three years. Still, the Delta 

smelt populations have declined, despite the restrictions. While the federal government 

refused to acknowledge that the cause for the decline in smelt populations was due to up to 

1 BILLION gallons of partially treated sewage being flushed into the Delta per day, they 

blamed the water pumps for the decline in smelt. Their disastrous solution was to cut the 

water flow to farmers (who supply our country with 50% of its produce and nuts), thereby 

increasing the water levels in the Delta to dilute pollution. 

http://www.crossroad.to/text/articles.html#anchor973466
http://www.crossroad.to/text/articles.html


This didn't work, smelt populations declined. In fact, California had a wetter-than-usual 

winter and instead of allowing more water to be delivered to farms, when the Shasta 

Reservoir filled to its safe capacity level, the water was bled out into the Pacific Ocean. Due 

to mounting pressure against the corrupt Department of Interior and obvious waste of 

water, the federal pump's water delivery was increased in some areas. Many allege that this 

was also in part due to Central Valley Congressmen Dennis Cardoza and Jim Costa voting in 

favour of Obamacare, in trade for water to the farm areas. Ironically, the farms were 

promised 25% of the amount of water that had been contracted (40% is what is needed to 

keep the farms viable). Further, the farmers were promised a delivery up to 25%, but they 

were only guaranteed a 5% increase, thereby making it difficult for them to get loans 

because the farmers, in turn, couldn't guarantee a harvest with only a 5% increase of water. 

Last week, Patricia Gilbert, a professor of ecology and oceanography from the University of 

Maryland, concluded that the smelt decline was a result of high ammonium levels from 

urine and faeces. Specifically, she cited that the pollution was coming primarily from 

Sacramento, which doesn't fully process its sewage before it is dumped into the Delta. Dr. 

Patricia Gilbert was then forced to resign from the National Academy of Sciences panel. The 

Academy forced her resignation because she went public with the information and they 

found it a conflict of interest for her to review her own work. This is incredibly hypocritical, 

given the profound conflicts of interest within the National Academy of Sciences. 

 

The National Academy of Sciences is a quasi- governmental agency, created during Lincoln's 

administration. The Academy advises the government in scientific matters in order to set 

public policy and law. The NAS is also a tax exempt private corporation (they do not publish 

their financial records on their website, nor do they list their donors). NAS is subsidized by 

federal grants and other "contributions" from undisclosed donors. New members are elected 

by current members, thus ensuring cronyism, a depopulation agenda and fraud. 

 

For example, some of the prestigious members of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) 

include Paul Ehrlich and John Holdren, Gene Likens and Frederick Bormann, and Mario J. 

Molina. 

 

John Holdren (Obama's current science czar) and Paul Ehrlich are rabid eugenicists- 

supporters of selective breeding often through brutal means like genocide and forced 

sterilization, who co-authored 'Ecoscience', which advocates a "global police force" to 

enforce totalitarian measures of population control that includes forced abortions and mass 

sterilization programs conducted via the food and water supply, among other horrors. It is 

interesting to note that Ehrlich's work also appears in the United Nations Agenda 21 Global 

Biodiversity Assessment Report. 

 

Gene Likens, along with Frederick Bormann, invented acid rain. In 1980, the NAS predicted 

acid rain would double the number of acid-dead lakes within 10 years, so a $600 million 

dollar study by the US government, that spanned 10 years, discredited Liken's theory. Dr. Ed 

Krug found that acidity in the Adirondack lakes was not caused by coal processing in 

Pennsylvania (as theorized by Likens), but by local plants and soil. Because of the 

enthusiasm of policy makers this scientific scandal was hidden until 60 Minutes got hold of 

it and it became widely publicized. After awhile, people forgot about Liken's and Bormann's 

science fraud and acid rain regulations were written into the federal Clean Air Act. The EPA 

trashed Dr. Ed Krug's career thereafter.(5) 

 

Mario J. Molina, a professor at MIT, won a Nobel Prize in Chemistry for creating alarmism 

over the ozone hole in the Antarctic, for which he blamed CFCs (chlorofluorocarbon gases 

from refrigerants and aerosol products like hairspray). Freon refrigerants were vilified as a 

major cause of the Arctic ozone depletion. It later came to light that ozone over the Arctic 

cyclically thins for a brief period of time, and there is no hole. However, corporate 

controlled policy makers rushed to ban freon because the DuPont patent was expiring on it, 

and DuPont would lose the monopoly because other companies could manufacture freon 

http://www.examiner.com/x-24812-Ventura-County-Headlines-Examiner~y2010m4d1-Healthcare-votes-look-fishy-to-Californias-Central-Valley-water-issue
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cheaply. DuPont did own a patent on an alternative product that was more expensive and 

more difficult to produce, so freon was banned. 

 

There is an obvious lack of easily accessible information about who funds the National 

Academy of Sciences in addition to the US federal government; clearly, the ruling elite 

monopoly owners have an overwhelming amount of 'influence'. There is evidence of financial 

ties to the Rockefeller Foundation and Ford Foundation, who are cohorts in depopulation of 

the planet, as evidenced by the support of Rockefeller's Population Council. 

 

The lawsuit to save the California Delta smelt and to close down the water pumps, based on 

the corrupt Endangered Species Act, was brought by the Natural Resources Defence 

Council, and is funded by the Ford Foundation (the annual budget is $87 million dollars). 

The California Delta smelt debacle is a model of how the globalists plan to create water 

shortages via the Endangered Species Act in order to pursue the objectives of Agenda 21 

(depopulation and control). Therefore, science should be scrutinized. 

Valid science is independent and does not have a political or economic agenda attached to 

it. 

Valid science considers ALL data, as opposed to ignoring that which does not fit in its 

paradigm. 

Valid science has reproducible results. 

Valid science freely provides information to the public without the necessity of the Freedom 

of Information Act. 

 

The good news: Federal Judge Oliver Wanger ruled on 5/25/2010 that the biological 

opinion, provided by the National Marine Fisheries Services, a sub agency of the Department 

of Interior, failed to consider the impact that turning off the federal pump (owned by the 

Department of Interior) had on humans. Therefore, he allowed the pump to be reactivated at 

40%- enough to irrigate farms, until June 15th and then the case will be revisited. It is 

important to remember that the Department of Interior also determines which species are 

'endangered'. 

 

While there are many good scientists out there, when public policy is concerned, or an 

economic agenda is at stake, we can see what happens to them as evidenced by Dr. Ed Krug 

and Dr. Patricia Gilbert. The NAS wanted to wait until Fall 2011 to issue their 

recommendation on the Delta issue, but now their advice is becoming irrelevant.  In fact, 

this is a perfect model of how we can rid ourselves of tyranny.  Because Dr. Patricia Gilbert 

took her results public, which clearly pointed the finger at the sewage issue, a condition 

that can be easily remedied, the Academy's scientific edict may no longer matter.  We can 

win against environmental tyranny through exposure- it worked with 'Climategate', and it is 

unfolding in the Delta right now.  Massive exposure of fraudulent science is an effective way 

to end Agenda 21; when respect for authority (of science) disappears, people stop following 

corrupt leaders. 

A 21-Truth Salute to Activists and the Alternative Media: The Journey From Conspiracy 

Theory to Conspiracy Fact 

The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort and 
convenience, but where he stands at times of challenge and controversy.  Martin Luther 

King, Strength to Love 

From the Activist Post with contributions from Zen Gardner 
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Our media is mired in cynicism, regardless of the label of mainstream or alternative. Sadly, 

it is what seems to drive the news.  People flock to the latest disaster, scenario of 

hopelessness, or individual story that proves things can get so much worse for us . . . 

personally.  The media preys on our instinct of self-preservation, rather than promote this 

instinct as an example of what drives us toward self-empowerment. 

 

We'd like to present an overview of issues demonstrating that all is not lost.  Just the 

opposite, in fact.  The powers-that-be have admitted that they are scrambling for purchase 

amid humanity's global awakening. This new knowledge has led to an increasing number of 

people being exposed to alternative information that questions the official version of events, 

and the underlying secret mechanisms of control.   

 

This worldwide wake-up call has led to a great many conspiracy theories becoming 

conspiracy facts.  The only thing left for these agents of darkness to do now is spin the 

information that has been uncovered.  Let's continue to keep in mind that if their overall 

intentions are as benevolent as they suggest, then why did it require investigation and 

research to dig them up as though the planet was one big crime scene?   

 

So, instead of self-defeatism and relinquishing our power voluntarily through apathy and 

cynicism, let's revel in our 21 key victories of truth over lies.  There are many more omitted, 

and many more to come: 

My Note. I have omitted one of their suggestions at this juncture because I would need a 

long, long time to explain it, which I can’t be bothered doing, and also so that I can point 

out that the Punch and Judy show that is British politics is no different than the first 

example given below, and I bet it’s the same in Australia, New Zealand, Canada, basically 

anywhere us Brits decided to swing buy on our travel’s and conquer, whether financially or 

militarily, both or even by some other less known yet more devious route’s, but that’s for 

later on... Let us continue, this article brings up many topics that we should all be aware of 

by now, especially seeing as many of them have hopefully been explained to you by my good 

self. I hope that your own curiosity has drawn you to the ones not already explained to you, 

although I reckon that if you have actually looked at  this sort of material at any time in the 

past  you will not already be well acquainted with the subjects that we haven’t covered. M 

False Left-Right Political Paradigm:  The fact that Democrats and Republicans are two heads 

on the body of the same vulture is now widely accepted across American society.  Even 

those who choose to vote for one or the other have lost the illusion that it is a vote for 

anything other than the lesser of two evils.  The whole political system is under intense 

criticism as it continues to operate without regard to the will of the American people.  Even 

the current debt ceiling "crisis" theatre is not fooling anyone, as both parties are being 

excoriated for their failure to entertain real solutions.  Congress' approval is at an all-time 

low, with just 6% of those polled rating their job as "good" or "excellent." Although Ron Paul 

is running as a Republican, his platform is based on exposing the inconsistencies of both 

parties, and his poll numbers are rising rapidly as a result.    

World Government (NWO): This was the grandaddy of all conspiracies shouted about for 

decades.  Now, reference to a "new world order" can be found routinely across mainstream 

media, while globalists themselves write books called The New World Order.  Just about all 

of their methods have been exposed by independent researchers who have looked into 

documents and books by the globalists that admit to plans involving staged revolutions, co-

opting activists and youth movements, as well as a wide variety of political destabilization 

programs.  However, the implementation of this part of the agenda is being 

counterbalanced by a real revolution of understanding.  The regionalization of economies 

such as the Eurozone, along with various free trade agreements were more than a subtle 

hint toward globalist intentions.  They have managed to install a few of their puppets in 

destabilized countries, but the call for a return to sovereignty has begun to get louder as 
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people awaken to life under such a regime.  

 

Global Private Banking Cartel: In the back pocket of the globalists is a de facto one world 

government based on a one world currency.  But even here independent researchers such 

as G. Edward Griffin have long been discussing an engineered collapse of the world 

economy by private banking interests in order to gain even more control.   Ron Paul was 

another who accepted the "conspiracy theorist" label by suggesting that the Federal Reserve 

was not federal at all.  As a result of these pioneers, the Fed recently admitted openly that 

its 12 banks are private.   In fact, the Fed Reserve is one of the primary players in the push 

for global governance and currency.  The entire scenario is being stage-managed by a 

banking cartel that will only ramp up its looting under a global structure, just as they have 

done to each sovereign nation they have put under IMF and World Bank receivership. The 

results of such control are becoming obvious and the globe has been alerted to their 

schemes.  Encouragingly, Britain is showing signs of throwing out corrupt bankers and 

their media apologists.  

 

Man-made Global Warming: Since the time that hacktivsts revealed what has come to be 

known as Climategate, it has become increasingly obvious that the science behind man-

made global warming has been distorted.  This attempted cover-up casts further doubt 

about the validity of the climate crusade and the proposed solutions to man-made global 

warming of the banking and globalist interests that have provably created other pyramid 

schemes to loot taxpayers.  The proposed global carbon taxes associated will serve to 

enrich the very few who have already demonstrated little care about real environmental 

destruction such as GMOs and industrial pollution. The way that man-made global warming 

is being used is to "unite" the world against a common threat in order to justify global 

solutions.  

Agenda 21: A big part of the globalist agenda is the all-encompassing management of 

resources under the direction of the United Nations. The fascist model proposed by Agenda 

21 under the guise of saving the environment has now been shot through from all angles. 

Each country is quite obviously taking a coordinated action of land grabbing, land use 

restrictions, and the bureaucratic regulation over all human activity.  As the mainstream 

media is beginning to announce smart meters, U.N. green helmet peacekeepers and 

tattletale energy squads, people are waking up to the real meaning of environmentalism 

under Agenda 21, as independent researchers have been exposing in the alternative media. 

 

Big Brother: Once relegated to fiction, it has now been openly announced that all of the 

gadgets and technological conveniences that have been peddled to consumers are indeed 

for tracking your every move through a variety of built-in backdoor mechanisms. This 

electronic prison includes cell phones, the smart grid, computer applications, and the 

Internet itself.  All data is collected, stored and filtered through by intelligence agencies 

within the electronic and virtual spectrum.  Meanwhile, out in the real world, the presence 

of Big Brother has become undeniable, as surveillance cameras scan the streets of just 

about every modern country on the planet.  The War on Terror has been the major 

justification for all of this.  In America, the TSA, VIPR teams, and citizen spies represent the 

Orwellian Homeland Security Big Brother Grid of intimidation, surveillance, and brutality 

that "fringe" alternative media knew was coming due to the predictive programming in 

media by books such as Orwell's 1984. 

Black ops (even black helicopters):  Non-Western nations have known for a long time the 

tactics employed by economic (and real) hit men.  This has included state sponsored 

assassinations, clandestine operations to overthrow democratically elected governments, 

sheltering of war criminals, and more.  With the arrival of the War on Terror, this apparatus 

of killing, torture, and deception has come out into the open in the apparent hope that it 

will be embraced as a necessary evil.  When Leon Panetta recently announced that black 

ops would be a major part of foreign policy, he was announcing that no man, woman, or 
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child is truly safe on any part of the globe. Perhaps it always has been this way, but the 

steady uncovering of the network of intelligence agencies and mercenary crimes could be 

leading to their forced openness.  We generally owe this revealing to the most courageous 

of all activists: whistleblowers; and, naturally, the government has waged war on them. 

 These are the people who confront the system from the inside at the greatest of personal 

risk.  Through their articles, books, and speaking engagements they have helped to break 

through the naive mindset that has been engineered through a steady dose of government 

propaganda.  We'd better wake up quickly, because the black ops program and its 

mercenaries are apparently heading into cyberspace.  

War crimes:  The establishment media of any country is loath to admit to war crimes.  It is 

generally on-the-ground activists and independent journalists that have been most 

instrumental in revealing the atrocities which have occurred, and continue to occur in 

places such as Africa, Latin America, Gaza, and the six countries where the U.S. is currently 

engaged in widespread military activity.  Drone attacks on civilians and depleted uranium 

that harms generations have been well documented and are leading people to question just 

how humanitarian these missions of democracy really are.  As a consequence of these war 

crimes being revealed, protests have increased as the myth of imperialist democracy is 

beginning to shatter even within the nations responsible for such actions.  We are now 

beginning to see the veil of false democracy lift, and the tyranny that lies beneath is 

showing its true face.   

9/11 Truth: The mainstream media has been forced to tip-toe into the truth arena by at 

least acknowledging that Building 7 did exist and that its collapse makes no sense within 

the official version of events.  The 10th anniversary this September will bring more people 

to this information as massive demonstrations are being planned, as well as new 

international hearings to be held in Toronto.  Millions have now awoken to the concept of 

false flag terrorism. 

False Flag Terror:  The War on Terror that began with a 9/11 false flag event has been the 

victim of blowback.  The level of coverup on 9/11, and the extraordinary amount of 

research that has gone into demolishing the official version, has woken up nearly the entire 

globe to the concept of government-run false flag terror.   Sadly, U.S. history is replete with 

many other examples of lies that have led to war. Governments the world over have staged 

false flag events throughout history as a pretext to grab more power -- it is the historical 

rule, rather than the exception.  The world is now awake enough to correctly presume that 

major terrorist events will be the work of intelligence agencies and government 

sponsorship, rather than lone nuts and loosely organized groups of "extremists." 

 Governments are responsible for over 200 million deaths in the 20th century -- perhaps 

approaching 400 million when combat-related deaths in various wars, civil wars, and 

rebellions are added to this number -- the greatest mass murderer in human history.  The 

mainstream media was recently forced to confront a false flag setup program when the ATF 

was caught red-handed supplying guns to Mexican gangs which they knew would be used to 

kill Americans as part of the wider War on Drugs.  Even though the operation has been 

admitted to, the event is already being used by the Obama administration to intimidate gun 

dealers to report on buyers, outside the rule of law. 

Martial law in the U.S.:  This is another area that until now has been primarily reserved for 

far-right conspiracy groups that seek to justify their building of militias, according to the 

mainstream media.  Now it is undeniable, as martial law has been rolled out in various 

cities across America, such as Quartzsite, AZ.  It will probably never be announced as such, 

but it is recognizable as the suspension of habeas corpus and posse comitatus, foreign 

troops on US soil, restriction of free speech, imposed curfews, arrests and convictions of 

Constitutional activities, and the militarization of police.  Middle-class America might have 

deluded itself to think that police brutality was something heard about only in drug and 

crime infested inner cities -- or Third World dictatorships -- but any search of YouTube 
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police brutality irrevocably alters that notion.  The ongoing debt crisis in the U.S. has also 

generated discussion about possible economic martial law being declared.  We saw this 

threat being levelled by Henry Paulson at the onset of the 2008 economic crisis.  Alternative 

media trend forecaster, Gerald Celente, is already on the case to expose this as just another 

means of financially terrorizing the populace to adopt bankster austerity and a draconian 

open police state in America.  However, despite these plans to turn our protectors against 

us, the terrific work of activist groups such as Oath Keepers, continue to encourage police 

and military to choose the side of liberty, which foreshadows the true resistance against 

tyranny. 

 

FEMA camps:  Large containment facilities have been videotaped and conclusively 

documented by activists as well as high-profile people such as former governor Jesse 

Ventura in his now infamous police state episode.  Previous denial has turned to spin in a 

classic pattern of admission and redirection.  These huge facilities are now admitted to, as 

well as large-scale disaster preparation drills for social chaos due to natural disaster or 

economic collapse, but they are asserted to be part of the normal course of sound 

preparation policies.  The FEMA response from disasters such as Katrina and the BP Gulf 

Oil Spill have shown that FEMA is better prepared for roundup, detainment, and martial law, 

then it is for anything that could be called help.  For additional information about the 

planned role for FEMA, see the list of FEMA executive orders. 

 

Mind control: This takes many forms and works best through subliminal techniques such 

as predictive programming.  However, mainstream media has been particularly open in 

discussing the mission of Big Pharma to literally control people's minds through drugs -- 

even suggesting that the anti-psychotic, Lithium, be added to the water supply to make 

people docile. Another example of direct mind control research comes from a DARPA 

admission that the military has announced that it is researching transcranial ultrasonic 

mind control in soldiers' helmets.  We're definitely not in Kansas anymore and, yet, the 

concept of drugging and military mind control have been discussed in the alternative media 

for decades.  

Weather Modification: Globalists have overplayed climate change by admitting to 

atmospheric geoengineering (aka chemtrails) and weather modification programs.  The 

alternative media has been instrumental in warning the public about overlooked documents 

such as a white paper submitted to the Air Force in 1996 titled, Weather as a Force 

Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025 (PDF).  Elite think-tanks have openly published their 

gatherings about the structure of governing such an initiative.  The great work of so many 

researchers who took the label of tin-foil-hat-wearing conspiracy theorists has lately been 

brought into the mainstream by the film What in the World are They Spraying? which 

presents the mounting evidence that these previously secret weather modification programs 

are indeed something to be very concerned about.  

 

GMO Dangers:  The full spectrum dangers of GM food continues to be exposed by 

researchers, activists, and honest science.  Additionally, the horrendous deceptions and 

abuses conducted by the corporations like Monsanto have been thoroughly documented, 

leading to a mass awakening to the games and cover-ups being played in this arena.  GM 

crops and pesticides are also being revealed as something straight out of a science fiction 

nightmare with the arrival of super weeds. The tampering with our food supply is one of the 

most irresponsible and unforgivable betrayals by science.  The good news is that there is a 

global wave of consumer activism that has resulted in many recent victories toward at least 

providing accurate labelling of products.  Meanwhile, in many countries, outright sabotage 

of GM crops has been the result of the ongoing environmental pollution and destruction of 

family farms and businesses.    

Fluoride Dangers:  Amazing research and activism has been conducted by Dr. Paul 

Connett in making a sound case against Fluoride.  It is now becoming widely known that 
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sodium fluoride was used by the Nazis to sterilize inmates and make them docile; it has no 

place being in the water supply.  Furthermore, increasing evidence points to the fact that 

this was done knowingly, putting many millions of people at risk of adverse health effects. 

 This movement against fluoride has led to a spreading crusade against water fluoridation 

in communities across the world, resulting in the successful removal in many cases.  A 

recent study revealed that fluoride can damage the brain and should be avoided by children. 

 The danger to children has increased the opposition to this toxin and is one of the 

imminent victories for health freedom.  

 

Vaccine Dangers:  Despite the worldwide campaign for compulsory vaccination (sometimes 

at gunpoint or delivered by GM Mosquitoes) conducted by partners of the Bill and Melinda 

Gates Foundation, the dangers of vaccines have hit the mainstream.  This is another area 

that was once relegated only to religious opposition, or those thought to be the member of a 

cult to deny the efficacy of vaccines.  The swine flu vaccine links to Guillain-Barre 

Syndrome, as well as the Gardasil debacle have entered the mainstream, forcing them to 

address the ongoing coverup by vaccine makers.  The majority of people are now being 

exposed to the propaganda and faulty science behind the cocktail of vaccines delivered to 

children.  Vaccine deaths of military personnel in the Gulf War are now common knowledge 

after being exposed by alternative media, calling into question continued military 

vaccination programs even as the corporate media has been forced to address mounting 

evidence.  

 

Health vs. Wealth: As the world awakens to the multitude of food and water toxins, there is 

also a simultaneous awakening to the realization that the above major examples were not 

mistakes -- lives were put at risk purely for profit, at best.   It is now out in the open that the 

regulatory agencies themselves are in the back pockets of corporations and have zero 

concern for public health.   Fluoride dangers, vaccine dangers, GMO's and the dangers of 

Big Pharma -- not to mention the dangers of electromagnetic and industrial pollution -- have 

been hidden from the public for decades.  The independent media, as well as informed 

activists, have made incredible strides that have cost this system countless billions of 

dollars.  In addition to exposing their money-making schemes, there is a push toward 

exposing the vast death they have collectively caused as part of an unthinkable greater 

agenda: eugenics.  

 

Eugenics:  The plan for de-population has until recently been the ultimate unbelievable 

conspiracy for the average person to grasp.  However, it is now being openly discussed 

under the guise of overpopulation, climate change, and "death panel" healthcare rationing.  

The backstory to this has been covered by the alternative media courageous enough to read 

the white papers and books of the globalists themselves.  It is clear that their endgame is a 

world with a transhumanist agenda that includes a severe reduction of the global 

population.  All of this death, destruction and genetic tampering is now being prepared to 

merge with the surveillance-military-industrial complex into one big global prison camp.  

Humanity has awakened to this and is now prepared to face the full magnitude of its 

condition.  

Clones, human/animal hybrids, and genetic engineering: A casual announcement in The 

Daily Mail confirms what has been investigated by "kooky conspiracy theorists" who have 

warned of a Planet of Dr. Moreau scenario where mad science conducts experiments on 

creatures great and small.  This announcement merely scratches the surface as this video 

demonstrates.  A scientific elite is now coming out in the open to announce their endgame. 

 This cracking and misuse of our genetic code is guaranteed to lead to many aberrations. 

 They even have admitted to the crazy conspiracy theory of Super Soldiers (PDF) through 

military DNA collection.  This attempt to identify "the perfect soldier" is a hallmark of a 

modern Hitlerian initiative brought to us by scientists at the JASON group, which has been 

featured in conspiracy-based novels.  Activists are well aware of this part of the endgame 

and have exposed the secret DNA collection that already has been sold to the medical 

community, as well as current DNA collection ruses as proposed by DHS at airports, the 
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unconstitional checkpoint system, and for anyone arrested.  Independent media continues 

to expose these warped initiatives. 

 

We are clearly at a major crossroads between the awakening of humanity and those who 

desire to limit its freedom of choice and expression. A large part of our current 

predicament is rooted in intellectual apathy and self-censorship.  We must have the courage 

to ask controversial questions and explore some of the other conspiracy theories of today 

that could become the conspiracy facts of tomorrow. 

 

For a courageous look at the edges of exposure and revealing, please read the companion 
article 11 Occult Truths Now in the Open penned by Zen Gardner at Before It's News.   

Your Hometown ’ the United Nations’ Agenda 21 

Written by William F. Jasper   Thursday, 10 February 2011 

In March 2010, Nor-Cal Produce, a family-owned produce business in West Sacramento, was 

fined $32,500 by the California Air Resources Board (ARB, or CARB). The company was not 

charged with, or even accused of, illegal emissions; like many other businesses, it had 

merely failed to notice a new regulation posted by CARB requiring all semi-trailers, shipping 

containers, vans, and rail cars with diesel-powered refrigerators to file a report with the 

agency. “We had no knowledge of the law,” Nor-Cal’s Chief Financial Officer Todd Achando 

told CalWatchDog, a news blog that monitors California government. “My operations 

manager happened to see it mentioned in a trade magazine about a year and a half after the 

deadline passed.” Because Nor-Cal reported itself to CARB and “cooperated,” the agency 

reduced the $200/day fine from $86,600 to $32,500. 

 

Kit Enger and his fellow dune buggy manufacturers also cooperated with CARB, but found it 

was like dealing with a mob “protection racket.” Enger, president of the Compliant Car 

Builders Association in Oceanside, California, said association members attended the 

agency’s “implementation outreach workshop” for OHRV ―off-highway recreational vehicles) 

and worked “diligently with CARB certification staff to devise a program whereby all 

industry members could efficiently and effectively certify their vehicles and engines.” 

Despite the increased costs and inconvenience of complying with CARB’s new regulations, 

association members thought things were going pretty well — until January 2008 when 

CARB hit them with $3.6 million in penalties for alleged violations. The association’s 

lawyers worked the fine down to $600,000, but Enger says even that penalty was 

unconstitutional, amounting to an ex post facto prosecution for engines modified and sold 

before the new CARB regulations went into effect. 

 

“My lawyers said it would cost more than <6::,::: to fight it, so we might as well pay it. 

It’s like a protection racket — government out of control,” said Enger. When he testified 

before CARB in November 2009, Enger told the board that one of their CARB enforcement 

officers had told him on two occasions, “If you guys don’t get on with this settlement, it 

doesn’t matter to us if you go out of business, change your name, move to another state, or 

die, we will find you and attach your assets.” 

 

Thousands of businesses have already fled the “protection racket” of government in what 

was once known as the Golden State; thousands more are following, taking with them 

hundreds of thousands of jobs. The state’s tax and regulatory policies have driven the cost 

of energy, as well as every other business expense, sky high. Yet, despite facing $25 billion 

in debt, a huge current budget deficit, and default on its bonds (not to mention sky-high 

unemployment, over 12 percent‖, the state’s politicians and bureaucrats continue to chase 

the productive tax base — and jobs — out of California. Joseph Vranich of Irvine, California, 

known as “The Business Relocation Coach,” keeps a running tab on companies leaving the 

state. His December 6, 2010 blog carries this headline: “New Record for Calif. Companies 
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Departing or Shifting Work Out: 193 —  Nearly Four Times Last Year’s Level.” 

 

The jobs that are leaving or shutting down are not only the manufacturing and resource 

jobs in companies that greenies love to denigrate as “old, has-been” industries; they include 

many of the highly touted “green” companies that are now seeking greener pastures 

elsewhere. One of them is Solyndra, the solar panel maker from Fremont, which announced 

layoffs of 170 workers in December. Only a few months earlier Solyndra had hosted a much 

publicized press conference with President Barack Obama and Governor Arnold 

Schwarzenegger, both of whom lauded the company as an exemplar of the “green economy” 

that would provide many thousands of new “green jobs.” Solyndra received a <535 million 

loan from the Department of Energy to build a new state-of-the-art, robotics-run factory, 

which it calls Fab 2. In November 2010, Solyndra announced it was mothballing Fab 1 and 

postponing earlier plans to expand Fab 2, citing weak sales and the weak economy. 

 

Other California “green-tech” firms have closed or are shifting much of their operations out 

of the state. For example: 

 

• Barefoot Motors, maker of electric ATVs, moved to Oregon. 

 

• Mariah Power, a manufacturer of small wind turbines, moved to Nevada and Michigan. 

 

• Sonatype, Inc., which services many high-tech companies, moved to Maryland. 

 

• Adobe Systems, Inc., the software giant, is building its huge new campus in Utah. 

 

Other companies that have jumped ship from California include Fidelity National Financial 

(moved operations to Florida); CalPortland Cement (closed its Riverside County plant); Buck 

Knives (moved to Idaho); Multi-Fineline Electronix, Inc. (moved to China); and Thomas 

Brothers Maps (moved to Illinois and India). 

 

These are only a fraction of the “primary companies” that have made the news; thousands 

of secondary companies — restaurants, service outlets, retail stores, construction 

companies, trucking companies, farms, ranches, mom-and-pop businesses — have vanished 

with no media notice. 

 

And the picture will only get uglier for California, as the state government pushes forward 

with implementing Assembly Bill 32, or AB 32, formally known as the Global Warming 

Solutions Act of 2006. According to a 2009 study by Dr. Sanjay B. Varshney, dean of the 

College of Business Administration at California State University, Sacramento (CSUS), and 

Dr. Dennis H. Tootelian, professor of marketing and director of the Centre for Small 

Business at CSUS, the impact of the bill’s cap-and-trade and regulatory features could be 

horrendous. They found: 

On average, the annual costs resulting from the implementation of AB 32 to small 

businesses are likely to result in loss of more than $182.6 billion in gross state output, the 

equivalent of more than 1.1 million jobs, nearly $76.8 billion in labour income, and nearly 

$5.8 billion in indirect business taxes.... Accordingly, the total cost of AB 32 is $49,691 per 

small business in California. 

As would be expected, the Varshney/Tootelian study has drawn heated criticism, especially 

from academics, activists, and politicians still ardently supporting the discredited alarmist 

“consensus” regarding anthropogenic ―human-caused) global warming. The critics have 

produced studies claiming to show that any economic and/or job losses due to AB 32 will be 

negligible; some even predict positive growth as a result. Of course, many of these critics 

are the same ones who predicted the massive new “green jobs” that never materialized. 

Whether or not the Varshney/Tootelian study may have been “defective” in methodology, its 



predictions appear to be more firmly grounded in reality than those of its critics. The 

exodus of capital, technology, talent, and jobs from California has been accelerating, and as 

the CARB “racketeers” begin enforcing the draconian measures provided under AB 32, it 

will almost certainly pick up more speed. 

 

California’s losses will mean more gains for Nevada, Arizona, Texas, and many other states 

— but perhaps only temporarily. Many of the states and communities that California 

companies are fleeing to are headed in the same direction as California. If they do not 

change course, they soon will see the same economic forces driving the erstwhile California 

refugee businesses on to Mexico, India, China, and the other usual destinations. 

 

ICLEI, the Hidden UN Component 

There is a hidden component to the saga of California’s ongoing woes that is gradually 

coming to light, hopefully in time to enable other states to avert the same calamity. That 

hidden component is becoming more visible as we near 2012, which the United Nations will 

celebrate as the 20th anniversary of the 1992 Earth Summit. Known officially as the United 

Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), the eco-confab in Rio de 

Janeiro, Brazil, was unprecedented in size and scope, bringing together some 35,000 

government officials, diplomats, NGO activists, and journalists. Rio became the launch pad 

for a number of huge initiatives that have been gradually gaining force and wreaking havoc 

on the planet in the intervening decades. The five main documents to come out of the 

UNCED process are: 

 

• The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development 

 

• The Statement of Forest Principles 

 

• The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

 

• The United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity 

 

• Agenda 21 

 

The Climate Change and Biological Diversity conventions were posited as “hard law” 

treaties that impose binding obligations upon the ratifying parties; the other three are 

referred to as “soft law” documents, instruments that commit the parties to a path of 

pursuing later “hard law” commitments. President George H.W. Bush signed the Climate 

Change Convention in 1992 and the U.S. Senate ratified it the same year. However, the 

1997 Kyoto Protocol, which was negotiated to implement specific greenhouse gas 

reductions under the convention, has not been signed or ratified by the United States 

Senate. Although President Obama declared his commitment to securing a new binding 

Climate Convention, the November 2010 elections have pretty much sunk chances for any 

Kyoto replacement passing in the Senate. 

 

Realizing the difficulty in getting some national governments — and especially the United 

States — to go along with a climate-change treaty that would require massive government 

intrusion into and regulation of all aspects of energy production and consumption, the 

UNCED leaders launched simultaneous efforts to build political support for ratification by 

also initiating efforts aimed at winning enactment of global-warming legislation at the state 

and local levels. One of the primary instruments that has been used by the UN and globalist 

advocates to advance their plans is an NGO known as ICLEI — Local Governments for 

Sustainability. 

 

“ICLEI was founded in 199:,” its website states, “as the ‘International Council for Local 

Environmental Initiatives,’” and the organization “is an association of over 12:: local 

government Members who are committed to sustainable development. Our Members come 



from 70 different countries and represent more than 569,885,::: people.” 

 

ICLEI-USA boasts of its members: “Their populations range in size from 832 people in 

Cimarron, New Mexico, to more than 8 million in New York City.” And they “consistently top 

the rankings of the Greenest Cities,” it adds. “They have led the effort in recent years to 

envision, accelerate and achieve strong climate protection goals, creating cleaner, 

healthier, more economically viable communities.” 

 

More than 130 of those ICLEI members are California counties and cities that have led the 

efforts that now have California mimicking the economic “viability” of Greece and Spain, 

both of which, by the way, are longtime model supporters and members of ICLEI. Spain, 

which has been one of the biggest promoters of “green jobs,” has learned the folly of its 

ways the hard way: It killed more than two existing jobs for every green job created. To 

make matters worse, many of the green jobs proved to be temporary, vanishing after the 

subsidized solar panels and wind turbines were constructed. Trodding the same path are 

California’s ICLEI cities, among which are virtually all the major metro areas — Los Angeles, 

Sacramento, San Diego, San Francisco — as well as smaller cities from Alameda to 

Yountville. 

 

ICLEI’s website informs us: 

The Council was established when more than 200 local governments from 43 countries 

convened at our inaugural conference, the World Congress of Local Governments for a 

Sustainable Future, at the United Nations in New York. 

It notes that in 2::3 it changed its name to “ICLEI — Local Governments for Sustainability,” 

no doubt to place more emphasis on the “local” and to diminish concerns about its 

“international” influence and its political and financial ties to the United Nations. As we will 

show, ICLEI and other UN-affiliated NGOs and government officials have come under 

increasing suspicion in recent years from more and more American citizens, and have taken 

to camouflaging their UN-driven environmental agendas, even to the point of denying 

obvious and easily documented connections. 

 

On its web page entitled “ICLEI: Connecting Leaders,” ICLEI explains some of its networking 

strategies. They include: 

Connect cities and local governments to the United Nations and other international bodies. 

ICLEI represents local governments at the United Nations (UN) Commission on Sustainable 

Development, the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, and the Conventions on 

Biodiversity and Combating Desertification and co-operates with the UN Environment 

Programme and UN-HABITAT. 

That seems pretty clear: ICLEI’s mission is to “connect” local government to the UN and its 

affiliates. It goes on: 

Mobilize local governments to help their countries implement multilateral environmental 

agreements such as the Rio conventions through Cities for Climate Protection, Local Action 

for Biodiversity and other initiatives. 

Again, fairly straightforward: Get the locals to lobby and pressure the national government 

to hop on board the global programs that will transfer more money, authority, and power to 

the UN. ICLEI continues: 

Forge multi-stakeholder partnerships such as Resilient Cities, a global framework on urban 

resilience and climate adaptation where local governments, international agencies, 

development banks, ministries, institutes, and others, collaborate. 



Translation: bribe, entice, seduce, flatter local officials, NGOs, and corporations to join the 

green lobby. 

 

Agenda 21’s Stealth Agenda 

The ICLEI web page also states that its Local Agenda 21 Model Communities Programme is 

“designed to aid local governments in implementing Chapter 28 of Agenda 21, the global 

action plan for sustainable development.” Although the Climate Change Convention has 

dominated the media headlines and political landscape for many years, Agenda 21 is even 

more far-reaching and dangerous. As we approach the 2012 Earth Summit, to be convened 

once again in Rio, this massive environmental, economic, and social “master plan” for the 

entire planet is being promoted with new intensity. 

 

However, as we have already mentioned, some of the leading proponents of empowering the 

UN in the name of protecting the global environment counsel their fellow activists to hide 

their true intentions. That’s exactly what J. Gary Lawrence, an advisor to President Clinton’s 

Council on Sustainable Development and to US AID, advised in a seminar in London, 

England, entitled, “The Future of Local Agenda 21 in the New Millennium,” sponsored by the 

United Nations Environment and Development Forum, UK (UNED-UK). After complimenting 

his British audience for their success in getting the UK to adopt much of the UN’s Earth 

Summit program, Lawrence lamented, “Other places have been much slower to adopt LA21 

‗Local Agenda 21‘.” 

 

“In some cases,” he noted, “LA21 is seen as an attack on the power of the nation-state.” 

Which, of course, it most definitely is, as we will show. The former Clinton advisor 

continued: 

Participating in a UN advocated planning process would very likely bring out many of the 

conspiracy-fixated groups and individuals in our society such as the National Rifle 

Association, citizen militias and some members of Congress. This segment of our society 

who fear “one-world government” and a UN invasion of the United States through which our 

individual freedom would be stripped away would actively work to defeat any elected official 

who joined “the conspiracy” by undertaking LA21. So, we call our processes something 

else, such as comprehensive planning, growth management or smart growth. 

Yes, over the past two decades much of Agenda 21 and the rest of the Earth Summit 

program have been enacted piecemeal at the state and local levels, but as “Smart Growth 

Initiatives,” “Resilient Cities,” “Regional Visioning Projects,” “STAR Sustainable 

Communities,” “Green Jobs,” and “Green Building Codes.” After going through charades 

labelled as “local visioning,” “community in-put,” and “consensus building,” one community 

after another has found that it has enacted a “local” program that is virtually 

indistinguishable from every other “local” program, whether across the country or across 

the planet. The more important point, though, is that these initiatives that have been 

enacted ostensibly to save the environment, invariably destroy economic vitality, erode 

property rights, undermine liberty and constitutional government, impose soviet-style rule 

through “stakeholder councils,” subvert local control — and usually devastate the natural 

environment to boot. 

 

But desperate measures are necessary to “save Mother Earth,” and only a comprehensive, 

global plan will do, argue the alarmists. The UN’s Agenda 21 is definitely comprehensive 

and global — breathtakingly so. Agenda 21 proposes a global regime that will monitor, 

oversee, and strictly regulate our planet’s oceans, lakes, streams, rivers, aquifers, sea 

beds, coastlands, wetlands, forests, jungles, grasslands, farmland, deserts, tundra, and 

mountains. It even has a whole section on regulating and “protecting” the atmosphere. It 

proposes plans for cities, towns, suburbs, villages, and rural areas. It envisions a global 

scheme for healthcare, education, nutrition, agriculture, labour, production, and 



consumption — in short, everything; there is nothing on, in, over, or under the Earth that 

doesn’t fall within the purview of some part of Agenda 21. Copies of the 1,100-page 

document were hard to come by for several years after its debut at Rio, but I was able to 

bring back a “media copy” of the five-pound “treasure” from the summit. It is now available 

online at http://www.un.org/esa/dsd/agenda21/. 

 

The most accessible version of Agenda 21 to come out following the Rio summit was 

published under the title AGENDA 21: The Earth Summit Strategy to Save Our Planet 
(Earthpress, 1993). Edited by environmental-activist attorney Daniel Sitarz and 

enthusiastically endorsed by Earth Summit chief Maurice Strong and then-U.S. Sen. Paul 

Simon (D-Ill.), the book is instructive for demonstrating the completely alien mindset that 

holds sway in so many influential political, academic, and media circles. Sitarz’s edition 

provides a powerful, albeit unintended, indictment of the UN agreement by offering this 

candid appraisal of the plan’s totalitarian ambition. Incredibly, Sitarz admits with apparent 

approval that: 

AGENDA 21 proposes an array of actions which are intended to be implemented by every 

person on Earth.... It calls for specific changes in the activities of all people.... 

 

Effective execution of AGENDA 21 will require a profound reorientation of all human society, 

unlike anything the world has ever experienced — a major shift in the priorities of both 

governments and individuals and an unprecedented redeployment of human and financial 

resources. This shift will demand that a concern for the environmental consequences of 

every human action be integrated into individual and collective decision-making at every 

level. 

The admission is so staggering as to require recapitulation: “profound reorientation,” “all 

human society,” “every person on Earth,” “every human action,” “every level,” “demand,” 

“require.” In short, it is an undisguised call for the total regimentation of all life on the 

planet. 

 

Nevertheless, editor Sitarz continued his praise for the wondrous text, noting: 

There are specific actions which are intended to be undertaken by multinational 

corporations and entrepreneurs, by financial institutions and individual investors, by high-

tech companies and indigenous people, by workers and labour unions, by farmers and 

consumers, by students and schools, by governments and legislators, by scientists, by 

women, by children — in short, by every person on Earth. 

The tyrannical implications are so stunningly transparent that it seems impossible that any 

nation not overtly communist could endorse it. Yet it was unanimously endorsed by every 

nation at the summit, including the United States. Not even Stalin, Hitler, or Mao came close 

to proposing anything this all-intrusive and all-encompassing. 

 

But the hubris goes much further still. One of the most sacred totems in the UN’s green 

theology is “sustainable development.” The Local Agenda 21 Planning Guide, published in 

1996 by ICLEI, the International Development Research Centre (IDRC), and the United 

Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), has been an important manual for teaching 

ICLEI’s “local” acolytes and accomplices the “sustainability” game. It boasts a foreword 

from former Earth Summit chief Maurice Strong, who currently is president of the council of 

the UN’s University for Peace. The Guide asks the rhetorical question: “What is Sustainable 

Development?” It then provides this revealing answer: 

The realities of life on our planet dictate that continued economic development as we know 

it cannot be sustained.... Sustainable development, therefore, is a program of action for 

local and global economic reform — a program that has yet to be fully defined. 



Yes, that is correct; the program that is absolutely essential to our very existence “has yet 

to be fully defined.” It goes on: 

No one fully understands how, or even if, sustainable development can be achieved; 

however, there is a growing consensus that it must be accomplished at the local level if it is 

ever to be achieved on a global basis. 

There you have it; even though we don’t know what it is, there is a “growing consensus” 

that it “must be accomplished.” 

Much has been written in academic terms about the meaning of sustainable development 

and the need to integrate ecological and economic principles into personal and public 

decision-making.... 

 

However, there is no agreed definition of the concept and perhaps there is no need for 

one.... Thus, sustainable development is an “emerging concept” in two ways, first, because 

it is relatively new and evolves as we learn to grasp its wide implications for all aspects of 

our lives, and, second, because its meanings emerge and evolve according to local contexts. 

In other words, “sustainable development” is a despot’s dream-come-true: an emerging all-

purpose, open-ended, “enabling act” granting global central planners carte blanche to claim 

it means whatever they want it to mean. 

 

Think Globally, Act Locally 

For the past several decades, environmental activists have embraced the mantra, “Think 

globally, act locally.” And they have been implementing it with religious fervour — along with 

bountiful assistance, of course, from the United Nations and a multitude of UN-affiliated 

institutions, U.S. government agencies, NGOs, and tax-exempt foundations. ICLEI, which has 

helped initiate UN programs in hundreds of U.S. communities, works closely with UN 

agencies such as UNESCO, UNEP, WHO, UNFCCC, IPCC, IMF, and the World Bank, as well as 

the U.S. State Department, Department of Energy, EPA, U.S. Agency for International 

Development, the Sierra Club, Environmental Defence Fund, World Wildlife Fund, World 

Economic Forum, Club of Rome, Rockefeller Foundation, the European Union, and other 

similar entities. It also receives millions of dollars of funding from many of these same 

entities, thus enabling it to organize formidable “local” coalitions that often can overwhelm 

genuine local grass-roots opposition to UN-spawned programs. 

 

However, the correlation of forces in this ongoing struggle may be turning in favour of 

freedom — though not a moment too soon. When this reporter returned from the Rio Earth 

Summit in 1992 and began a national tour with my book Global Tyranny, Step by Step … 
The United Nations and the Emerging New World Order, far too few people were ready for 

the message. Even sympathetic radio talk-show hosts found it difficult to believe that the 

UN’s treaties on climate change and biodiversity, or Agenda 21, could be as serious a threat 

to America’s sovereignty, prosperity, and freedom as I alleged. Few could appreciate how 

these documents and programs crafted in some far-off United Nations conference could ever 

concretely impact them in their state, town, or neighbourhood. That has changed 

dramatically, as the huge financial costs and oppressive regimentation associated with 

global-warming legislation, sustainable development programs, and local Agenda 21 

projects have skyrocketed. 

 

Tom DeWeese, president of the American Policy Centre and a leading expert on Agenda 21 

and sustainable development, says there “is definitely a major awakening underway.” 

“These UN stealth programs got by unnoticed and unopposed for many years, but no 

longer,” he told The New American. “Patriots in communities all across the country are 

getting wise to the UN programs and are fighting back. Many of the Tea Party activists have 



awakened to these issues. Our phones have been literally ringing off the hooks with 

requests for information and speakers to help in local battles against Agenda 21 and 

sustainable development. 2:11 is going to be a very critical year, and I’m encouraged; our 

side is going to make some major advances on these battlefronts.” 

 

“The growing awareness of the dangers posed by UN programs such as Agenda 21, 

sustainable development, and the global-warming treaties, is, fortunately causing many 

Americans to look more critically at the United Nations itself,” John F. McManus, president 

of The John Birch Society, told The New American. “These are tentacles, but the UN is the 

octopus controlling the tentacles. And it is our government that is feeding the UN octopus 

with our tax dollars, which the UN funnels, through a myriad of fronts, into these efforts 

aimed at destroying our freedoms and empowering the UN as a global government. It’s 

becoming more obvious each day that The John Birch Society’s half-century campaign to 

‘Get US out of the United Nations — and Get the UN out of the US’ — is right on the mark. 

This should be a major effort of the new 112th Congress.”  

My Note. The John Birch guys are one of the “team” oddly enough, ―part of that false left 

right paradigm mentioned earlier), it was actually, of all people, a Rockefeller that set them 

up by paying the guy who gets the credit for doing it way over the odds for his candy 

business/sweetie shop, the huge excess was apparently given on condition that it was 

(minus a very large salary obviously) to be used to start the John B society. – And that wee 

nugget was from the ever trustworthy Mr John Taylor Gatto incidentally. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Forty Six Part One 

 
Starvation is one of the most potent weapons utilised by our would be masters, but in order 

to get the most death and destruction out of this vile genocidal tool, total control of the 

planets food supply was necessary. This chapter examines the multi-faceted attack on this 

the most essential of resources from a few different angles. Their plan is to create scarcity 

by first of all having a stranglehold on every stage of the supply process. To do this they use 

what I personally think has probably been the single most under rated weapon in their 

entire arsenal for at least the last couple of thousand years - the corporation. Let´s begin 

then by taking a look at the small group of corporations who totally control our food supply.  

Control by the Food Cartel Companies: Profiles and Histories 

By Richard Freeman. This article appeared as part of a feature in the December 8, 1995 

issue of Executive Intelligence Review. 

Here are strategic profiles of 11 of the principal companies that constitute the Anglo-Dutch-

Swiss food cartel. The profiles confirm that through multiple forms of concentration, these 

companies dominate grain, meat, dairy, and other food production, and the processing and 

distribution system of food, all the way to the supermarket. Very little food moves on the 

face of the earth without the food cartel having a hand in it. 

 

#1 U.S. grain trader/exporter (25% of market, which is equivalent to Cargill exporting 25.1 

million tons or 1.0 billion bushels of grain); #1 world grain trader/exporter (25% of 

market, which is equivalent to Cargill exporting 52.9 million tons, or 2.11 billion bushels of 

grain); #1 U.S. owner of grain elevators (340 elevators); #1 world cotton trader; #1 U.S. 

manufacturer of corn-based high-protein animal feeds (through subsidiary Nutrena Mills); 

#2 U.S. wet corn miller; #2 U.S. soybean crusher; #2 Argentine grain exporter (10% of 

market); #3 U.S. flour miller (18% of market); #3 U.S. meatpacker, through Excel division 

(18% of market); #3 U.S. pork packer/slaughterer; #3 U.S. commercial animal feeder; #3 

French grain exporter (15-18% of market); #6 U.S. turkey producer. 

Cargill raises 350,000 hogs, 12 million turkeys, and 312 million broiler chickens. In the 

United States, it owns 420 barges, 11 towboats, 2 huge vessels that sail the Great Lakes, 

12 ocean-going ships, 2,000 railroad hopper cars, and 2,000 tank cars. 

Cargill and its subsidiaries operate 800 plants. It has 500 U.S. offices, 300 foreign offices. 

It operates in 60 countries. 

History: Shortly after the Civil War, William Cargill, a Scottish immigrant sea merchant, 

bought his first grain elevator in Conover, Iowa. In 1870, with his brother Sam, William 

Cargill bought grain elevators all along the Southern Minnesota Railroad, at a time when 

Minnesota was becoming an important shipping route. But Cargill's biggest break came 

when he bought elevators along the line of James J. Hill's Great Northern railroad line, 

which went west of Minneapolis, and into the Red River Valley as far as North Dakota, and 

http://www.larouchepub.com/eirtoc/1995/eirtoc_2249.html
http://www.larouchepub.com/eirtoc/1995/eirtoc_2249.html
http://www.larouchepub.com/eirtoc/1995/eirtoc_2249.html


also into South Dakota. Hill was the business partner of Ned Harriman (father of Averell 

Harriman), who became the business agent for England's Queen Victoria's son, Prince 

Edward, later King Edward VII. Through a preferential rebate system, and other 

arrangements, Hill's rail line helped build the Cargill operation. 

Twice during the twentieth century, the Cargill firm nearly went under. William Cargill, Jr., 

the son of company founder Will Cargill, made some bad investments in Montana during the 

first decade of the twentieth century, and between 1909 and 1917, Cargill hovered on the 

brink of bankruptcy. Some British capital came in to rescue the company. William Cargill, 

Sr. had a daughter, Edna, who married John MacMillan. The financiers designated John 

MacMillan and the MacMillan family to come in and reorganize Cargill. This was the period 

in which the MacMillan family started running Cargill. 

Cargill also nearly went under following the 1929 U.S. stock market crash, and ensuing 

Great Depression. There is not a word of what happened to Cargill Co. during the 

depression in the History of Cargill, 1865-1945. But two forces came to the rescue: John D. 

Rockefeller's Chase National Bank, which sent its officer John Peterson to help run Cargill. 

Peterson became Cargill's top officer. The other force was a Belorussian Jewish grain 

merchant, Julius Hendel, who joined the company in the late 1920s. It would seem odd at 

first that a European, and a Jew at that, would be admitted into the inner councils of a rock-

ribbed Scottish-American firm, but this indicates the international scope of forces that 

shape the grain trade. Hendel would later also school Dwayne Andreas, when Andreas 

worked for Cargill after World War II. 

During the mid-1930s, Cargill used cut-throat tactics. In September 1937, corn was a 

scarce commodity. The 1936 American crop had been a failure, and the new crop would not 

be harvested until October. Cargill bought up every available corn future, to the tune of 

several millions of dollars, and created a squeeze on the market. The Chicago Board of 

Trade ordered Cargill to sell some of its futures to relieve the squeeze. Cargill refused. The 

CBOT expelled Cargill from the Board of Trade. The U.S. secretary of agriculture accused 

Cargill of trying to destroy the American corn market. 

In 1922, Cargill had opened up a New York office; in 1929, it opened an Argentine office, 

and it continued to expand, especially after the Second World War, as the United States 

exported large quantities of grain to Europe and other parts of the globe. In 1953, Cargill 

established Tradax International in Panama to run its global grain trade. In 1956, it set up 

Tradax Genève in Geneva, Switzerland, as the coordinating arm of Tradax. Tradax 

subsidiaries were set up in Germany (Deutsche Tradax, GmbH), England (Tradax Limited), 

Japan (Tradax Limited), Australia (Tradax Limited), France (Compagnie Cargill S.A.), and so 

forth. Thirty percent of ownership of Tradax is held by old-line Venetian-Burgundian-

Lombard banking families, principally the Swiss-based Lombard, Odier, and Pictet banks. 

The financier for Tradax is the Geneva-based Crédit Suisse, which has been cited repeatedly 

for drug-money laundering. On Feb. 7, 1985, the U.S. government caught Crédit Suisse and 

other large banks laundering $1.2 billion in illegal money—much of it suspected drug 

money—to the First National Bank of Boston. 

In 1977, Cargill's involvement in a "black peseta"-laundering operation at Cargill's offices in 

Spain was revealed. 

Cargill has been repeatedly cited for "blending"—that is, adding foreign matter to its grain. 

For example, an export contract may allow for 8% of the grain volume that a company is 

exporting to be foreign matter. If Cargill's grain load is only 6% foreign matter, it will mix in 

dirt and gravel. A Cargill superintendent told the Kansas City Times in July 1982, "If we've 

got a real clean load, we'll make sure we hold it until we can mix it with something dirtier. 

Otherwise, we'd be throwing away money." 



Cargill has expanded into every major crop and livestock on the face of the earth, in over 

60 countries. It has also expanded into coal, steel (it is America's seventh largest steel 

producer, owning LTV), waste disposal, and metals. Today, Cargill runs one of the 20 

largest commodity brokerage firms in the United States, trading on the Chicago and world 

markets, which is larger than those of most Wall Street brokerage houses. Another division, 

Cargill Investor Services, has offices throughout the United States, as well as in London, 

Geneva, and Zurich. 

Key personnel and policy: The combined Cargill and MacMillan families of Cargill own 90% 

of the company's stock (the rest is owned by company executives). They are one of the ten 

richest families in America: According to the July 17, 1995 Forbes magazine, the combined 

Cargill/MacMillan families are worth $5.1 billion, making them richer than the Mellons. 

Whitney MacMillan, W. Duncan MacMillan, John Hugh MacMillan III, and Cargill MacMillan, 

Jr., are each worth $570 million. 

The British connections of the MacMillan family are evident. John Hugh MacMillan II (1895-

1960) was the president of Cargill from 1936 until 1957, and was chairman from 1957 

until 1960. He was a hereditary Knight Commander of Justice of the Sovereign Order of St. 

John, the chivalric order run by the international oligarchy grouped around the Anglo-Dutch 

monarchy. Whitney MacMillan, chairman of Cargill from 1976 until 1994, was educated at 

the exclusive British-modelled Blake School (where the chairman of General Mills was also 

educated), and then Yale University. 

Showing the link with the gangster-ridden Democratic Party of Minnesota, Walter Mondale 

was elected a director of Cargill. 

In 1983-84, the family-controlled Cargill Foundation contributed $50,000 to the University 

of Chicago's monetarist Economics Department. 

 

#2 U.S. grain trader/exporter (20% of market), and #2 world grain trader/exporter (20% 

of market) (according to official Continental documents). #1 U.S. exporter of soybean 

products and derivatives (through joint venture called Conti-Quincy Export Co.); #1 world 

cattle feedlot operator (7 feedlots in southwestern and plains states of United States); #1 

shrimp farm in Ecuador; reportedly #2 French grain exporter; #3 owner of U.S. grain 

elevators; #3 or #4 U.S. animal feed manufacturer (through subsidiary Wayne Feed 

Division); #3 or #4 world cotton exporter; #8 Argentine grain exporter (7% of market). 

Continental processes and markets 2 billion pounds of poultry, beef, pork, and seafood, 

along with 5 million tons of animal feeds and wheat flour. The company transports nearly 

75 million tons of grains, oilseeds, rice, cotton, and energy products annually, an amount 

that exceeds the annual production of almost every country in the world. 

Continental owns a fleet of towboats and 500 river barges. It owns over 1,500 hopper cars. 

It has offices and plants in 50 countries, on 6 continents. 

History: Simon Fribourg founded the predecessor organization as a commodity-trading 

company in Arlon, Belgium in 1813. By the middle of the nineteenth century, the Fribourg 

family went into milling, building mills in Luxembourg and Belgium, especially Antwerp, 



which, with its deep harbours and connections to the Rhine River, transported Fribourg 

flour and wheat to and from the rest of Europe. Toward the end of the nineteenth century, 

Michel Fribourg, a great-grandson of founder Simon, went with bags of gold to Bessarabia 

(today Moldova and Romania) to buy grain. This was a large grain-producing region. By 

1914, the heirs of the family, under the name Fribourg Frères, moved operations to 

London, to capitalize on the ability to trade grain internationally. In 1920, the headquarters 

moved again, this time to Paris, and the company's name changed to Compagnie 

Continentale. Thus, 100 years after its founding in 1813, the Continental Company had 

established firm links into the cities and channels of the European grain trade, as well as to 

Australia, through London. 

In 1921, the Continental Company opened an office in Chicago, and another in New York. In 

1930, it leased a terminal in Galveston, Texas. During the Depression of the 1930s, the 

Continental Company made out like bandits. As reported in one history, the head of the 

family, Jules Fribourg, instructed his New York agent to buy Midwest grain elevators, which 

were at depressed prices, with the instructions, "Don't bother to look at them—just buy 

them." The Fribourgs lived very, very well. René Fribourg, the co-head of the company, lived 

like a Medici prince, collected gold snuff boxes and Louis XV and Louis XVI furniture, and 

dined off eighteenth-century china. But when the Nazi Army invaded France in June 1940, 

the Fribourgs fled to America. 

In 1968-69, the Fribourgs, working with the Cargill company, and through an agent of the 

grain cartel in the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Clarence Palmby, helped destroy the 

American merchant fleet, by convincing President Nixon that the "50-50" provision, by which 

half of all American grain exports had to be carried on American vessels, should be 

abolished, in order to land a large Russian grain deal. Almost all of the grain went on 

Russian-bottom boats. Various favours paid off, for, in 1973, the Russians rewarded 

Continental by making an unprecedented purchase from the company of 6 million tons of 

grain and soybeans. The head of Continental was and remains Michel Fribourg. His personal 

financial adviser, Sasha Maximov, was the son of the last czarist ambassador to 

Constantinople, a post usually held by a Venetian agent. 

In 1976, Continental was fined $500,000 for short-weighting ships. In the late 1970s, 

when Zaire, which was very poor, was unable to pay its bills, Continental cut off food 

shipments to that starving nation. In the 1970s, Continental became the first grain 

company to sell grain to China. 

Key personnel and policy: The heir apparent of the company is Michel Fribourg's son, Paul, 

who, at the age of 41, is president of Continental. Michel Fribourg, great-great-grandson of 

Continental's founder, and his immediate family, own 90% of Continental's stock (other 

members of the Fribourg family own the rest). The Oct. 17, 1994 issue of Forbes magazine 

lists the worth of Michel Fribourg alone at $1 billion. 

 

#1 French grain exporter; #3 world grain exporter; #4 U.S. grain exporter; #5 Argentine 

grain exporter (8% of market); #1 world exporter of grain to Russia. 

Louis Dreyfus operates 47 vessels—bulk carriers, lakers, panamaxes, and chemical and 

natural gas carriers—worldwide. 



History: Léopold Louis Dreyfus, who was born in Sierentz, France, set up his wheat trading 

operations in Basel, Switzerland, at the age of 19, in 1852. He bought wheat from Vojvodina 

plain, which went to Budapest, Hungary, for milling, then the milling capital of the world. He 

also purchased grain from Moldova and Wallachia (present-day Romania) and shipped it to 

Liverpool for milling. In the process, he became close friends with King Carol I of Romania, 

whom he charmed so much that he was appointed a councillor at the king's court. In the 

first decade of the 1900s, Léopold Louis Dreyfus was appointed Romania's consul to Paris. 

Léopold Dreyfus also invested heavily in grain elevators and the grain trade in Odessa, 

Ukraine. He began importing Russian wheat into Marseilles, France. Toward the end of the 

nineteenth century, he was marketing grain through a network of offices in Hamburg, 

Bremen, Berlin, Mannheim, Duisburg, in Germany, and Paris, thus having a healthy share of 

the German market. Léopold Louis Dreyfus expanded into corn, barley, and other crops, and 

as a wholesaler of grain, dealt with Canada, Australia, and the United States. He moved to 

Paris, married a Florentine baroness, and ran a newspaper, L'Intransigent. 

In the 1940s, the company was run by Jean, François, and Pierre Louis Dreyfus. After the 

Nazis liquidated France's Vichy government in 1942, Jean and François left for Argentina 

and Pierre for London. 

Louis Dreyfus, although privately owned, is also a cooperative under French law. It owns 

49% of the shares of the co-op Union Française des Céréales (UFC, better known as La 

Cooperative Lafayette). Under this arrangement, UFC sells French grain exclusively for itself 

and Dreyfus, both within the European Union and to third markets. This allows Dreyfus to 

obtain credit at low interest rates from the quasi-official French banking institution Crédit 

Agricole, which terms are not available to purely private corporations. 

Louis Dreyfus also has a bank bearing its name, which in the 1970s rose to become the 

fifth largest private bank in France. 

Key personnel and policy: The current head of the company is Gerard Louis Dreyfus. Gerard 

is the son of Pierre Louis Dreyfus and Pierre's first wife, who was the daughter of an 

American industrialist. Gerard was educated in the United States, attended Duke University, 

attended law school, and worked for a while at the organized crime-connected law firm 

Dewey Ballantine. Gerard now resides in France, and by conservative estimates, he and his 

immediate family are worth $0.5-1 billion. 

 

#1 U.S. dry corn miller (through its subsidiary, Lauhoff Grain) (18% of the market); 

reportedly #1 Brazilian grain exporter; #2 U.S. soybean products (soymeal and soy oil) 

exporter; #3 U.S. grain exporter; #3 U.S. soybean processor; #4 world grain exporter; #4 

U.S. grain elevator capacity; #7 Argentine grain exporter. 

Bunge operates 50 grain elevators in the United States, most of them located along the 

Mississippi River from St. Louis to New Orleans. It also has a giant grain export elevator in 

Quebec City, Canada. 



History: In 1750, in Amsterdam, the Bunge family had started trading hides, spices, and 

rubber from Dutch overseas colonies. After a century of lucrative trade in this area, in 

1850, Charles Bunge moved the family business to Antwerp, Belgium. Charles's two sons 

established a merchant monarchy straddling the Atlantic Ocean. Edouard Bunge stayed in 

Antwerp, and Ernest Bunge emigrated to Argentina in 1876. With his brother-in-law George 

Born, Ernest established the firm Bunge and Born. In 1897, a Mannheim Jewish grain 

trader by the name of Alfred Hirsch joined the firm in Buenos Aires. In 1927, Hirsch 

became president of Bunge and Born, and held that position for 30 years. 

Hirsch and others at Bunge and Born accumulated estancias—plantations of hundreds of 

thousands and even millions of acres of land, many in the rich soil region of the Pampas 

plains. The extent of Bunge and Born domination of the Argentine economy was revealed in 

1974, when the Montoneros terrorists kidnapped the heirs to the firm, Jorge and Juan 

Born, and held them for many months. During the time that the brothers were held in 

captivity, they revealed that Bunge and Born not only dominated Argentina's agriculture, but 

also that Bunge companies produced 40% of Argentina's paint, one-third of its tin cans, 

20% of its textiles, etc. 

Argentine President Juan Perón attempted to suppress the power of Bunge and Born and 

other grain cartel companies in Argentina. When Perón became President for the first time 

in 1946, he moved to have the government buy the grain from the Argentine farmer and 

export it. The profits were used to finance the industrialization of Argentina. In 1948, he 

established the Institute for the Promotion of Trade (IAPI) to achieve this purpose. However, 

the grain cartel companies, weakened by Perón's reforms, wanted him out of power. In 

1955, Perón was deposed and the IAPI system he had set up was disbanded. When Perón 

returned to power in 1973, he established a National Grain Board for the same purpose. 

Again, Perón was fiercely opposed by the grain cartel companies. He died in 1974, and was 

succeeded by his wife, Evita. In 1976, Evita Perón was overthrown. The National Grain 

Board was dismantled, and control of grain and meat exports was returned to the private 

grain companies. 

In the meantime, Bunge diversified a large share of its capital into Brazil and the United 

States. However, the power of Bunge and Born is still strong in Argentina. The first two 

ministers of economy in the government of President Carlos Menem, were executives of 

Bunge and Born, first Mor Roig, and Nestor Rapanelli. 

Key personnel and policy: The Born and Hirsch families, which run Bunge and Born today, 

are each conservatively estimated to be worth half a billion dollars. 

 

#1 South African grain exporter; #5 world grain trader; #5 or #6 U.S. grain exporter. 

History: Founded in 1877 by George André in Nyon, Switzerland. He imported hard durum 

wheat for pasta from Russia. The grain was unloaded at Marseilles and railed up to 

Switzerland. In 1937, Frederic Hediger, also Swiss, came to the United States and founded 

Garnac, using money from George André. Garnac became a subsidiary of the André Holding 

Company. In the 1970s, André was accused, along with Bunge Company, of wrecking the 

Spanish corn growers by importing corn at low prices into Spain from the United States. 

During the 1970s, after an embargo had been placed on the commercial activities of what 



was then Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe), André helped sell Rhodesian grain on the world market 

through illegal channels. 

Key personnel and policy: Georges André, a member of a very strict Calvinist sect, lived, 

until he died in 1942 at the age of 86, in an Alpine chalet in Gstaad, Switzerland. His 

neighbour was Axel Springer, the German publishing mogul. André's three sons, Henri, 

Pierre, and Eric, inherited the company. The André family is conservatively estimated to be 

worth more than $0.5 billion. 

 

#1 U.S. soybean crusher (between 30 and 35% of market); #1 U.S. wet corn miller 

(approximately 50% of market); #1 world processor of combined grain and oil seed; #1 

world producer of ethanol; #1 U.S. producer of corn-based additive (60% of market); #2 

U.S. flour miller (23% of market); #2 in U.S. grain elevator capacity; #3 U.S. dry corn 

miller, through subsidiary Krause Milling (10% of market); #5 or #6 world grain export 

trader (combined ADM and Töpfer) (9% of market). 

ADM/Töpfer makes enough flour every year to bake 16 billion loaves of bread and enough 

soybean meal to feed 13 billion chickens—twice as many broilers as the United States 

produces. 

History: In 1878, John W. Daniels began crushing flaxseed to produce linseed oil and in 

1902 formed Daniels Linseed Company in Minneapolis. George A. Archer, another 

experienced flaxseed crusher, joined the company in 1903. In 1923, the company bought 

Midland Products and adopted the name Archer Daniels Midland (ADM). 

In the United States, the use of the soybean had been pushed by Dr. John Harvey Kellogg, 

brother of the Battle Creek, Michigan cereal magnate and a leading exponent of the cultish 

health-food "wellness" movement. Dwayne Andreas, who was born into a Mennonite family in 

Decatur, Illinois in 1918, joined his father's R.P. Andreas firm in the mid-1930s. In 1936, 

the Andreas family changed the name of the firm to the Honeymead Company, and in 1939, 

Honeymead began to diversify from linseed crushing to soybean crushing. In 1945, when 

Dwayne Andreas thought he was about to be drafted—by this time he was chief executive 

officer of Honeymead—he sold 60% of the family's Honeymead to Cargill. 

From 1946 through 1952, Dwayne Andreas worked for Cargill, learning how to hedge and 

speculate in commodities from Julius Hendel, a top European Jewish grain trader who came 

to the United States to help salvage Cargill from disaster in the 1930s. In 1945, Dwayne 

Andreas met Hubert Humphrey, who was tied into organized crime. Andreas contributed 

$1,000 to Humphrey's first senatorial campaign in 1948. Later, writing about this 

contribution, Humphrey called it a "spectacularly large amount." Humphrey and Andreas 

became intimate. Humphrey was godfather to Andreas's son. Former U.S. House Speaker Tip 

O'Neill said of Andreas, "Hubert was his first love." In 1977, Humphrey, then on the Senate 

Agricultural Committee, wrote legislation to establish government supports for sugar, which 

saved Andreas from huge losses. In the 1980s, Andreas funded a Hubert Humphrey Room 

at the Anti-Defamation League's new headquarters at U.N. Plaza in New York City. While 

Humphrey lived, Andreas and Humphrey took 85 trips together. 



In 1974, ADM entered into a price-fixing scheme that overcharged the U.S. government $19 

million in sales of soy-fortified food to the Food for Peace program. As one reporter 

commented, the money was stolen "either from the taxpayers or the starving poor, 

depending on which devout Mennonite perspective you prefer." ADM was convicted. In 1976, 

the company pleaded no contest to federal charges that it had systematically short-weighted 

and misgraded federally subsidized grain that was being shipped abroad. 

Andreas's investment in high-fructose corn syrup (HFCS) production prospered, when the 

soft-drink industry bought it. By 1983, HFCS accounted for 75% of sweeteners purchased 

by Coca-Cola and 50% of Pepsi's sweeteners. 

Andreas became deeply involved in grain sales to Russia and was active in the U.S.-U.S.S.R. 

Trade and Economic Council, eventually becoming USTEC's chairman. In 1984, Andreas met 

Mikhail Gorbachov for the first time. In 1990, Andreas contributed $1 million to create a 

Gorbachov Institute in the United States and Russia. 

ADM purchased a 50% stake in Alfred C. Töpfer International, one of the most powerful 

second-tier grain cartel companies. This purchase also works the other way, with the older, 

Hamburg-based Töpfer Company, with extensive roots in Europe, exercising an influence 

over ADM. The Töpfer Company has an over 70% equity position in two French firms—

Compagnie Européene des Céréales and G. Muller. The remaining shares in these 

companies are held by the Rothschild Group in France. These two French companies and 

the Töpfer Company own at least ten large grain elevators in France and Germany. Also, 

before the Iron Curtain came down, Töpfer controlled 50% of the grain imports into East 

Germany. 

Andreas was always close, as a result of his friendship with Hubert Humphrey, to the 

organized crime-linked Anti-Defamation League of the B'nai B'rith. During the 1980s, 

Andreas was persuaded by another major grain trader, Burton Joseph, of the Minneapolis-

based S.I. Joseph Company, to contribute $1 million to the ADL. Andreas made the 

payments in amounts of $50,000 to $100,000 per year. 

In 1995, the U.S. Justice Department launched an investigation into fraud and anti-

competitive price-fixing in ADM's handling and marketing of corn sweeteners and lysine. The 

latter enhances growth in chickens and hogs, while making meat leaner. 

Key personnel and policy: Board of directors: Howard Buffett, vice president of ADM and son 

of Berkshire Hathaway (men's clothing brand) owner Warren Buffett (at the beginning of the 

Justice Department's investigation, Howard Buffett resigned from ADM board); Robert 

Strauss, George Bush's ambassador to Russia, 1991-93, and a long-time friend of Andreas. 

Strauss is also a member of the board of British intelligence's chief propaganda 

mouthpiece, the Hollinger Corp.; Brian Mulroney, former prime minister of Canada, and 

associated with the Hollinger Corp.; several members of the Andreas family, including 

Dwayne's brother Lowell Andreas, and his son, Michael Andreas, who is also ADM's vice 

chairman and the heir apparent. 

 

#1 U.S. flour miller (24% of market); #1 U.S. sheep slaughterer (33% of market), through 

Sipco and Montfort meats; #2 U.S. beef slaughterer (20% of market); #2 U.S. pork 

slaughterer; #4 U.S. dry corn miller (8% of market); 



History: ConAgra was founded in Omaha, Nebraska in 1919 as Consolidated Mills, a grain 

processor. (The name was changed to ConAgra in 1971.) In 1982, ConAgra bought the 

Peavey Company. Peavey, along with its Minneapolis confederates, the Pillsbury and 

Washburn families, dominated the milling of American flour, which came up the Mississippi 

River or along the railroads from the American Midwest to Minneapolis. This immediately 

made ConAgra America's largest flour miller. This was followed by a slew of purchases in 

the meatpacking industry, including Armour (1983), Northern States Beef (1985), E.A. 

Miller (1987), Montfort (1987), and Swift (1987). 

The purchase of Montfort Meats typifies the takeovers in the meat industry. The Colorado-

based Montfort Meats was America's third largest meatpacker, and an independent. In 

1986, Cargill Meat Company made a bid for Spencer Beef. Montfort Meats took legal action 

to block the takeover, on the grounds that it would make Cargill too large in the 

meatpacking industry, and thus it clearly violated U.S. anti-trust laws. Even though a local 

court and a district court ruled in Montfort's favour, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the 

takeover. Fearing it was just a matter of time, and that it could not survive on its own, 

Montfort tendered itself for takeover to the giant ConAgra. 

ConAgra also bought Elders, the largest beef producer/processor in Australia and the 

largest beef and lamb exporter in the world. ConAgra continued its takeover binge: Since 

the mid-1970s, ConAgra has acquired over 100 companies. It bought the Chung King line 

of foods; Beatrice Foods, including Butterball Turkeys; Peter Pan peanut butter, and others. 

Major brands: Hunt's Tomato Sauce and Ketchup; Wesson Oil; Banquet TV dinners; Armour, 

Swift, Eckrich, and Hebrew National meats; Healthy Choice foods; Orville Redenbacher 

popcorn; Peter Pan peanut butter; LaChoy Chinese foods; Swiss Miss cocoa; Reddi-Whip 

whip cream. 

Key personnel and policy: Board of directors: Dr. Ronald Roskens, president of Action 

International, former president of the University of Nebraska, reportedly dismissed for 

paedophilia, and George Bush's director of the State Department Agency for International 

Development; Marjorie Scardino, chief executive of the Economist Newspaper Ltd. and 

Economist magazine, which is jointly owned by Britain's Rothschild and Lazard Frères 

banking houses, both close to Britain's royal family; Charles Harper, chairman and chief 

executive of RJR Nabisco. 

 

#1 U.S. beef slaughterer (26% of market); #1 U.S. pork slaughter (12% of market). IBP, 

the largest butcher in the world, accounts for 9 billion pounds of meat a year, or about 14% 

of U.S. total. Japan, which consumes half of all U.S. meat exports, is a major market for IBP. 

IBP was bought in 1981 by Armand Hammer's Occidental Petroleum Corp. Occidental sold 

49.5% of the company in 1987, and the remaining 50.5% of IBP in 1991. FMR Corp. is the 

holding company for Fidelity Mutual Funds, the largest family of mutual funds in the United 

States, with over $300 billion in investments. FMR Corp. is run by Boston Brahmin 

oligarchical families, and owns 13% of IBP's stock. FMR is also a large owner of raw 

material cartel companies, including shares of 5% or more in: Homestake Mining, Coeur 

D'Alene Mines, and Santa Fe Pacific Gold Corp., three of the largest gold-mining companies 

in the United States. 



History: Formed in 1960 by A. Anderson and C. Holman, as Iowa Beef Processors; the first 

plant was in Denison, Iowa. IBP broke with tradition: It built the plant in a rural area where 

the cattle was raised. In 1967, it took another step: Its Dakota City, Nebraska plant cut the 

meat and shipped it, pre-cut, in vacuum packs to stores (called boxed beef). IBP reached a 

marketing agreement with Cactus Feeders, the nation's largest commercial feeder, to supply 

it with beef cattle. In the early 1990s, it purchased 40 hog-buying stations from Heinhold 

Hog, Inc. in Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, South Dakota, and Minnesota. 

IBP makes money by driving down the wages of its workforce and the price of beef paid to 

farmers. IBP tried to ban union wages and the union. In 1965, a strike against this IBP 

policy became so violent that the governor of Iowa had to intervene to settle it. A 1969-70 

strike, provoked by IBP, resulted in one death. A similar pattern prevailed in the 1980s. On 

Aug. 15, 1995, the Wall Street Journal reported: "In May, the Immigration and 

Naturalization Service arrested 24 illegal aliens, who worked for an IBP contractor, at the 

company's Council Bluffs plant: a month earlier, 35 illegals were arrested at an IBP plant in 

Minnesota." 

For the third quarter of 1995, IBP's net income/profit rose to $85.4 million, an increase of 

74% from its net income of $49.2 million during the third quarter of 1994. But IBP's 

quarterly sales, for the third quarter of 1995, were virtually the same as those of the third 

quarter of 1994, $3.3 billion and $3 billion, respectively. So how did IBP nearly double 

profits on the same sales volume? By driving down the price of beef paid to the farmer. It is 

now $60 per hundredweight of beef, when a price of $75 to $80 is needed for cattle 

ranchers to break even. Cattle ranchers are not selling, because they can't afford to accept 

the low price. 

IBP attempted to get its meat into the New York market by forming ties with the Mafia, which 

was exposed in trials in the 1980s. 

Key personnel and policy: Board of directors: Wendy Graham, wife of the budget-cutting 

lunatic Sen. Phil Gramm (R-Tex.). From 1988 to 1993, Wendy Gramm was George Bush's 

chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, during which time derivatives 

holdings at large U.S. financial institutions exploded from $2.5 billion to over $20 billion. 

In August of this year, IBP offered free tickets and bus transportation to its employees (paid 

for by the Gramm campaign), if they would go to the Iowa Republican Party Presidential 

straw poll and vote for candidate Phil Gramm, whom IBP backs, over local favourite, Kansan 

Bob Dole. Also on IBP's board is Alec Courtelis, a Florida real estate developer and the 

nation's largest Arabian horse breeder. Courtelis was National Finance co-chairman of the 

1992 Bush-Quayle campaign, and is now Finance Committee head of the Gramm for 

President campaign and chairman of the Armand Hammer United World College. 

 

#1 world food company; #1 world trader in dry milk powder; #1 world trader of condensed 

milk; #1 seller of chocolate and confectionary products; #1 world seller of mineral water; 

#3 U.S. coffee firm. 

In 1994, there were 13 countries in which Nestlé had 1 billion Swiss francs or more in 

sales; the countries (with sales in billions of Swiss francs in parenthesis): U.S. (SF 12.2); 

France (SF 6.5); Germany (SF 6.1); U.K. (SF 3.3); Italy (SF 3.2); Japan (SF 3.1); Brazil 

(SF 2.9); Mexico (SF 1.8); Spain (SF 1.8); Australia (SF 1.1); Switzerland (SF 1.1); the 



Philippines (SF 1.1); Canada (SF 1.0). Nestlé's has 400 manufacturing facilities on 5 

continents. 

History: In 1866 in Cham, Switzerland, Charles Page founded the Anglo-Swiss Condensed 

Milk Company. In 1867, in nearby Vevey, Henri Nestlé founded Farine Lactée Henri Nestlé. 

In 1905, Nestlé and the Anglo-Swiss Condensed Milk Company merged. 

In 1922, a banker, Louis Dapples, took over management of the company, and eventually 

became chairman of Nestlé. Over the next 70-odd years, Nestlé made one takeover after 

another, especially during the past ten years. It controls the export of powdered milk to the 

developing sector. 

Brand names: Nestlé's chocolate mix and chocolate milk; Nestlé's candy bars, including 

Crunch, Butterfinger, Kit-Kat, After Eight dinner mints; Peter-Cailler-Kohler Chocolats; 

Perrier, Vittel, Fuerst Bismarck, Spring, Arrowhead, and other brands of bottled mineral 

water; Libby fruit juices; Hills Brothers, Zoega, and Dallmayr roasted coffee; Carnation 

sweetened condensed milk and Carnation breakfast bars; Coffee-Mate creamer; Stouffer's 

restaurants, frozen foods, and other products; Findus and Surgela frozen products in 

Europe; Nescafe instant coffee; Taster's Choice coffee; Nestea instant tea; Buitoni spaghetti 

and Contadina tomato paste, sauce, and Italian food products; Friskies cat food; and Alpo 

dog food. 

Nestlé's also owns Alcon eye products, such as Opti-Free, and 26.3% of L'Oreal, the world's 

largest shampoo and cosmetics company. 

Key personnel and policy: Board of directors: Nestlé chairman Helmut Maucher is also on 

the board of J.P. Morgan Bank, British intelligence's leading bank in the United States, and 

Allianz Versicherung of Munich, an insurance firm; Fritz Leutwiller, who was also chairman 

of Swiss National Bank and, in 1982-84, of the Bank for International Settlements, the 

central bank of the central banks; Paul Volcker, chairman of U.S. Federal Reserve Board of 

Governors 1978-85, currently chairman of Blackstone Group, a Wall Street investment firm. 

 

#1 world producer of ice cream; #1 world producer of margarine; one of the top five world 

exporters of dry milk powder; #1 European tea seller; #2 or #3 world producer of soaps 

and detergents; one of the top five world crushers of palm oil and palm kernel; one of 

world's largest producers of olive oil. 

History: In 1885, Englishman William Lever and his brother James formed Lever Brothers. 

It produces Lux, Lifebuoy, Rinso, and Sunlight soaps. In the Netherlands, rival buttermakers 

Jurgens and Van den Berghs were pioneers in margarine production. In 1927, they created 

the Margarine Union, a cartel that owned the European market. In 1930, the Margarine 

Union and Lever Brothers merged, forming Unilever. This paralleled the merger of Royal 

Dutch Oil Company and Britain's Shell Transport Company at the turn of the century, to 

form the Royal Dutch Shell Oil Company, the world's largest. Both Unilever and Royal Dutch 

Shell are corporate entities that express the joint interests of the Anglo-Dutch monarchies. 



Brand names: Breyers, Good Humor, Klondike, Magnum, Carte D'Or, and Popsicle brands 

ice cream; Bird's Eye and Iglo frozen foods; Ragú and Chicken Tonight pasta and meal 

sauces; Lipton Tea and Brooke Bond Tea (leading European tea company); Lipton soups; 

Continental Cup-a-Soup; Country Crock, Blue Bonnett, Flora, Becel and Rama margarines; 

Bertoli and La Masia olive oil; Wishbone salad dressing; Boursin and Milkana cheeses; Bon 

Vivant cookies; Pepsodent, Close-Up, and Mentadent tooth pastes; Dove, Lux, and Lever 

soaps; Wisk and Surf laundry detergents; Vaseline Intensive Care, Pond's Cold Cream, 

Elizabeth Arden, Fabergé (Brut, Chloe) and Calvin Klein skin care cosmetics. 

Key personnel and policy: Board of directors: Lord Wright of Richmond, GCMG, from 1986-

91, permanent undersecretary of state at the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office and 

head of the Diplomatic Service, also a director of Barclay's Bank; Sir Derek Birkin, from 

1985-91, chairman of London-based RTZ (Rio Tinto Zinc), the world's second largest mining 

company, in which the Queen of England has a substantial investment; Frits Fentener Van 

Vlissingen, from 1974 through 1991, member of the Supervisory Board of the giant 

Rotterdam Bank of the Netherlands; Sir Brian Hayes, former permanent secretary of 

Britain's Ministry of Agriculture; Viscount Leverhulme, KGTD, grandson of William Lever, 

largest stockholder in Unilever, and funder and builder of Prince Philip's World Wide Fund 

for Nature (WWF), the coordinating arm for British intelligence. 

 

#2 world food company; #1 U.S. food company (10¢ of every $1 Americans spend on 

branded food items in the United States is for a Philip Morris/Kraft food product); #1 world 

processed cheese seller; #1 world cream cheese seller; #1 U.S. seller of luncheon meats; 

#1 U.S. seller of powdered soft drinks; #1 world cigarette producer; #1 U.S. and Japan 

cigarette producer (44.8% of U.S. market); #2 U.S. beer brewer, through Miller Brewing; 

#3 world beer brewer; #3 world confectionery business; #3 U.S. breakfast cereal company 

(Post cereals). 

History: In 1847, Philip Morris opened a London tobacco store, and by 1854 he was making 

his own cigarettes. In 1919, U.S. financier George Whelan purchased the rights to market 

Philip Morris brands such as Marlboro, Ovals, Players, and Cambridge. Ten years later, 

Whelan's successor began manufacturing the cigarettes in Richmond, Virginia. 

In 1985, Philip Morris bought General Foods, producer of Jello brand gelatin and Post 

cereals, for $5.75 billion. In 1988, Philip Morris spent $12.9 billion to acquire Kraft Foods. 

Brand names: Kraft Products, such as Kraft Mayonnaise and Miracle Whip and Kraft cheese; 

Velveeta; Philadelphia Cream Cheese; Dairylea; Cool Whip; Post cereals; Entenmann's 

Cookies; Jello; Kool-Aid, Country Time, Crystal Light and Tang powdered drinks; Maxwell 

House, Sanka, Maxim, Gevalia, Jacobs, Kaffe Hag, and Carte Noire coffees; Milka and 

Toberlone confectionery chocolates and candies; Jacobs Suchard, a Swiss maker of 

chocolate and coffee (Philip Morris bought it in 1990; Jacobs Suchard is one of the ten 

largest European food companies); Tombstone Pizza; Miller, Miller Lite, Molson, Lowenbrau, 

Red Dog beers; Oscar Mayer, Louis Rich, Simmenthal and Negroni lunch meats; Lender's 

Bagels; Budget Gourmet frozen dinners; Shake N' Bake; Stove Top Stuffing; Log Cabin syrup; 

Good Seasons salad dressing; Marlboro, Lark, Philip Morris, Benson and Hedges, 

Chesterfield, Virginia Slims, Merit cigarettes. 



Key personnel and policy: Board of directors: Rupert Murdoch, chairman of the News 

Corporation. The Australian-born Murdoch runs major propaganda organs for the British, 

including his company's flagship newspapers, the Times and Sunday Times of London; 

Richard Parsons, president of Time Warner. The publisher of Time magazine and of Warner 

records, Time Warner is partially owned by the mob Bronfman family of Seagram's Liquor, 

which family is reputedly a major force in the world's illegal narcotic trade; Stephen Wolf, 

senior adviser of Lazard Frères investment bank. 

Philip Morris is one of the largest corporate sponsors of Prince Philip's WWF. It is one of 

the largest smugglers of illegal cigarettes, both for sale and as barter for other illegal 

goods. It has been cited repeatedly in the Italian press as one of the world's largest 

marijuana dealers. 

Now I will demonstrate how these companies are going to do the exact same con with food 

as they have repeatedly done with other commodities, in that they will deliberately create 

scarcity in order to increase their profits. (And starve a few billion to death in the process). 

Trust me food shortages will be one of the next big issues we are confronted with. (All 

intentionally created with the “help” of the corporations mentioned above).  

- Let’s look at how these corporations are driving UK farmers out of business. ―So that they 

can step in to “save” us at some point in the future with their sick and rancid genetically 

modified animals and vegetables from their utterly filthy and disgusting factory farms (soon 

to be built on the land our small farmers will be forced to sell them for peanuts when they 

are all quite soon driven out of business).  

Corporate control of the food system 

(From corporatewatch.org) 

 

“There are two hundred thousand farmers, dealing with, basically speaking, three 

supermarkets, two grain merchants, four fertiliser companies. Not a chance….. they've got 

power, real power.”  - Charles Peers, Oxfordshire organic farmer [138] 

 

Where Does the Money Go? 

 

Most of what we spend on food - in fact nearly all of it - goes to non-farmers. It is estimated 

that UK farmers receive only 9p of every £1 spent on food by consumers.[139] There is 

plenty of money moving through the global food economy, but less and less of it is getting 

back to farmers. Most of the money in the food system is going into the pockets of 

companies in the processing and retailing sectors, which are dominated by huge 

multinational food corporations like Unilever, Nestle and Altria (Kraft Foods) and the big 

supermarkets like Asda/Wal-Mart, Carrefour and Tesco.  

 

Where does the money go in the UK food system? 

 

Gross value[140] 

 

UK food processing, manufacture and retailing sector (2002) - £37 billion 

 

UK farming sector (2002) - £6.68 billion 

  

Net Profits[141] 

 

Top six UK supermarkets (2002) - £2,781 million 

 

All UK farms combined (2002) - £2,356 million 

  



Profits as % return on capital (2000) [142] 

  

Tesco - 11.0% 

 

UK farmers - 0.54% 

 

Incomes   

Terry Leahy (CEO of Tesco) pre-tax salary (2002) (equivalent to the combined income of 

243 UK farm households) - £2.46 million [143] 

UK average net farm income (pre-tax) (2002) - £10,100 [144] 

A study comparing the five year return on equity (a measure of current profitability) for 

Canadian farmers with that of a number of multinational food corporations found that 

farmers had a five year return on equity of only 0.7%, whereas the giant food corporations 

were many times higher: Nestle 21.5%, Philip Morris (now Altria) 39.1%, Kellogg 

41.6%.[145]  

 

The average return on capital (a measure of future profitability) for the UK's big 

supermarkets is around 10-15% and for farmers approximately 0.5%. [146]  

 

Maximising profits, minimising competition 

 

Food production in the UK and globally is increasingly controlled by a small number of 

multinational corporations. The food system has been described as an hourglass, with 

thousands of farmers selling their produce to millions of consumers via a small number of 

corporate food processors and retailers.[147] As the number of corporations in every 

sector of the food system has fallen, competition between them has diminished and the 

market power of the survivors has increased, enabling them to extract ever larger profits 

from the food system. According to the principles of competitive economics, markets are 

most effective when there is strong competition between a number of businesses. But the 

small number of corporations that now dominate each stage of the food system have 

created an oligopoly/oligopsony which distorts market prices.  

 

These firms can exert significantly more upward pressure on their selling prices and more 

downward pressure on their buying prices than would be the case in a truly competitive 

market, especially when they enter into transactions with players several orders of 

magnitude smaller, such as farmers or consumers. It is no surprise, given the market 

power imbalance between food corporations and the farmers who must do business with 

them, that farmers do not get a fair price for their produce.  

 

Top 10 global food retailers[148]  

 

Company Sales 2002 (US$ million) 

Wal-Mart (US) 246,525 

Carrefour (France) 64,979 

Royal Ahold (Netherlands) 59,455 

Kroger (US) 51,759 

Metro (Germany) 48,714 

Tesco (UK) 40,387 

Costco (US) 38,762 

Albertson's (US) 35,916 

Safeway (US-no link to Safeway UK) 34,799 

Ito-Yokado (Japan) 27,606 

 



Top 10 global food and drink companies[149] 

  

Company Sales 2002 (US$ million) 

Nestle 54,254 

Kraft Foods 29,723 

Unilever 25,670 

PepsiCo 25,112 

Archer Daniels Midland 23,454 

Tyson Foods 23,367 

Cargill 21,500 

ConAgra 19,839 

Coca-Cola 19,564 

Mars 17,000 

 

Horizontal Integration 

 

In order to survive in the global food system corporations need to increase their market 

share. There has been a frenzy of corporate mergers and acquisitions, especially over the 

past ten years, which has led to the concentration of market power at every level in the food 

and agriculture industry. Control of each sector from seeds, fertilisers and machinery to 

processing, transportation and retailing, is now in the hands of just a few multinational 

corporations.  

 

As horizontal integration takes place, competition within each sector is reduced and the 

surviving corporations increase their market power and their ability to protect their profits. 

A study of US corporations in the food processing industry confirms that when mergers and 

acquisitions occur competition within the sector tends to be reduced and prices increase. 

[150]  

 

Global grain trader, Cargill Inc, is the largest privately owned company (i.e. not listed on 

any stock exchange) in the world.  

 

It dominates the distribution and primary processing of commodity crops such as soya and 

maize and has a global infrastructure with feed mills, port and storage facilities in 59 

countries and operations in 130 others. In most of the sectors in which it operates Cargill 

controls at least 25% of the market and is either the largest or second largest player (also 

see box 'Cargill's involvement at every link in the food supply chain').[157]  

 

Concentration in the food and agriculture industry 

 

o Ten corporations control 80% of the global agrochemical market, ten companies control 

31% of the seed market and four agribusinesses (Syngenta, Du Pont, Monsanto and 

Bayer) control almost 100% of the transgenic (GM) seed market.[151 & 152]  

 

o Three companies (Cargill, Archer Daniels Midland (ADM) and Zen Noh) control 65% of US 

soybean exports and 81% of corn exports, four companies (Cargill, ADM, Cenex (now in a 

joint venture with Cargill) and General Mills) control 60% of US grain handling facilities 

and four companies (Cargill, ADM, Bunge and Ag Processing Inc) control 80% of US 

soybean crushing facilities.[153]  

 

o In the US, four beef processors slaughter 81% of the cattle and four companies control 

50% of broiler chicken production. [154] The biggest beef processors in the US are also 

the dominant processors in Canada and Australia.  

 



o Six processors (Arla/Express, Dairy Crest, Robert Wiseman, Glanbia, Associated Co-

operative Creameries and Nestle) control 93% of UK dairy processing.[155]  

 

o Four supermarkets (Tesco, Asda/Wal-mart, Sainsbury and Somerfield) control 75% of UK 

food retailing.[156]  

 

Vertical Integration and 'food chain clusters' 

 

To consolidate their power further the biggest food corporations (e.g. Cargill, Con Agra and 

Archer Daniels Midland) are vertically integrating and making links both formal and 

informal at every stage in the food supply system. Where they don't own the companies in a 

particular sector, corporations have made strategic alliances to create what have been 

termed food chain 'clusters'.[158]  

 

Cargill's involvement at every link in the food supply chain [159] 

 

o created a joint venture with Monsanto-Renessen to develop genetically engineered soya 

for animal feed [160]  

o supplies seed and fertiliser to farmers  

o gives loans to farmers through Cargill-owned Bank of Ellsworth  

o makes production contracts with farmers to grow grain  

o collects, transports, processes and exports grain  

o manufactures animal feed  

o makes production contracts with farmers to rear cattle and pigs  

o processes and packages beef and pork products  

o supplies beef, under a long-term agreement, to Kroger Supermarkets (one of the biggest 

US supermarket chains)  

 

These vertically integrated companies control the food system virtually from 'field to fork': 

the same companies buy, ship and mill grain, feed it to livestock and then supply the 

supermarkets with meat products creating a production system where price is internal to 

the company's operation. There is no longer a marketplace and so there is no 'price 

discovery' at the different stages of production, competition is reduced and profits increase 

for the corporations. [160]  

 

The agribusiness and food corporations controlling these vertically integrated 'clusters' 

have also gained control over decision-making throughout the food system; how much food 

is produced, what is produced, how it is produced and for whom. (My Note. - If these 

corporations “accidently” don’t grow enough, not only can they charge a lot more for their 

produce because of this “accidental” shortage, they can also “accidently”  starve some 

people into the bargain.) It is company profits, of course, that determine the outcome of 

these decisions, not the well being of farmers or the welfare of the public. Companies like 

Cargill are working to build a food system that is primarily self serving.[161] It has 

economic power over both suppliers and customers as well as political power over 

governments, especially the US government, which mean that it can successfully shape 

global trade policies in its own interests.  

 

Since agribusiness and small farmers have opposing interests, the success of the 

corporations necessarily comes at the expense of small farmers. Farmers need to be able to 

keep their production costs low and to maximise the price at which they sell their produce. 

Agribusiness with its more diversified interests is looking for market share, high volume 

sales and low commodity prices. For a business such as Cargill, high grain prices only 

make it more expensive to feed cattle and pigs or to make flour, eating into the company's 

profits overall.[162]  

 

Contract farming in the US - hired hands on their own land 

 



Like their counterparts in the UK, US farmers are in financial trouble and are finding it 

difficult to gain market access because of corporate concentration in the food processing 

industry. To be sure of a market for their produce many farmers, particularly in the pork 

and poultry sectors, have turned to contract farming for the big agribusiness corporations. 

The proportion of US agriculture carried out under contract has increased from 10 to 35% 

in the last two decades.[163]  

 

While agribusiness corporations are involved in most aspects of the food system they have 

not involved themselves in direct farm production.  (My Note. - Not yet but they will once 

they have totally destroyed the industry. They can then offer to step in ―to “save” us from 

the “food crisis” that they created‖ with their genetically modified animals and vegetables 

from their filthy and disgusting factory farms built on the same land sold to them by the 

thousands of decent farmers they intentionally ran out of business). 

 

The risks of farming - weather, pests disease etc - are too high, so instead agribusiness 

corporations such as Cargill and ConAgra aim to externalise these risks by making 

production contracts with farmers. With so much power in the food system and with 

farmers in such a precarious financial position, the corporations can make 'take it or leave 

it' contracts in which the company takes control over all management decisions on the 

farm. Contracted farmers no longer own their own animals, and feed and veterinary 

supplies are provided by the company. The company decides the feed ration, the timing of 

the production schedule and the weight of the animals at slaughter. It even tells farmers 

what type of chicken sheds or hog buildings they must invest in order to win the contract.  

When the animals are ready for slaughter they are transported to the company's processing 

plant and the farmer is paid what is left after deduction of all the company's charges.[164]  

Essentially the corporation bears none of the risks of food production but passes them all 

on to the farmer. Many US farmers say they have effectively become 'hired hands' to the 

corporations. Beef farmers argued that production contracts and other 'captive supply' 

techniques that don't require open-market bidding had systematically depressed prices and 

were hurting farmers. Fed up with the rough deal they were getting from the big 

corporations they successfully sued Tyson Foods, the largest meat company in the 

US.[165]  

 

Is contract farming for big corporations the future for UK farmers as well? 

 

The power of the UK supermarkets 

 

'Humanity is born free but everywhere is in supermarket chains buying 14.7cm long carrots 

stripped of dirt, geography, effort, labour stripped of content, context, joy and flavour 

buying 14.7cm long carrots stripped of carrothood' - Steven Hancock 'All power to the 

allotment', in Between Poems, Pig and Ink Books 2000 

 

Retail Feudalism 

 

The impact of corporate concentration on most UK farmers comes not from agribusiness 

corporations or food processors but primarily from the highly concentrated supermarket 

sector which wields an enormous amount of power over farmers.  

 

This power is wielded not only on price but through demands for consistency of supply and 

compliance with stringent 'quality' standards, which allow for more efficient processing and 

marketing of food, but are more difficult for small farmers to comply with.  

 

Over the past 40 years food sales have dramatically shifted from small independent shops 

to huge supermarket chains.  

 

Supermarkets began to gain ground in the 1960s aided initially by the abolition of retail 

price maintenance and increasing post war affluence and consumption and more recently 



by changing lifestyles (the decline of the traditional family, more women working outside 

the home and the demand for one-stop shopping and cheap convenience foods). In 1960 

small independent retailers had a 60% share of the food retail market. By 2000, their share 

was reduced to 6% while the multiples' share increased to 88%.[166] Andrew Simms of the 

New Economics Foundation says that we are witnessing the death of small and independent 

retailers and a new retail feudalism is emerging as a handful of brands take over our 

shopping.[167]  

 

With the recently announced takeover of Safeway by Morrison’s, the UK grocery retailing 

sector has become even more concentrated. Four supermarkets now control 75% of food 

sales (Tesco 25.8%, Sainsbury 17.2%, Asda-Wal-Mart 16.6%, Morrison’s 15.8%‖‗168‘. This 

concentration of the grocery retailing sector has produced a situation in which a small 

number of large supermarket chains ruthlessly exploit their substantial buying power.  

 

Farmers are in an extremely weak negotiating position and are frequently paid less than the 

costs of production (see section 'Producing more, but earning less').  

 

Farmers used to have some bargaining power on the basis of seasonality, but imports and 

glasshouses have destroyed this advantage. With the globalisation of the trade in food, 

supermarkets shop around the globe looking for the best price. They employ researchers to 

discover what the average cost of production is for a particular crop worldwide, they then 

conduct 'blind' auctions over the internet.[169] Farmers do not know what price has been 

tendered by other producers and this forces them to offer their produce at a low price to 

ensure a sale. Producers of perishable foods are especially vulnerable. Supermarkets 

dictate not only how much they will pay, but also how the produce will be packaged, stored 

and delivered.[170]  

 

Only multinational food corporations and companies with successful brands have any 

leverage with the big retailers. Supermarkets have farmers over a barrel. They either accept 

the supermarkets prices and terms or they don't trade. Even Tony Blair has admitted that 

supermarkets have farmers in an 'armlock'.[171]  

 

Dedicated supermarket supply chains 

 

Supermarkets have brought their buying power to bear on producers not only with respect 

to prices, but also through supply chain management - their systematic control of the whole 

food supply chain. Highly sophisticated systems of contracts and specifications and tight 

managerial control monitor the supply chain, including direct contracts with selected 

farmers rather than traditional competitive markets, the use of 'favoured' slaughterhouses, 

processing and packing companies and the development of retailer 'own brand' foods 

produced under contract by big food processors.  

 

Tesco was the first supermarket to bypass live auction markets, buying cattle and sheep 

direct from farmers,[172] but all the big supermarkets now favour buying directly from a 

small number of selected farmers. These closed contract production systems have become 

such a large part of the livestock and produce industries that the traditional methods of 

selling farm produce through wholesalers and livestock markets are in serious decline. 

While some farmers appear to be benefiting from these dedicated supermarket supply 

chains, the majority of farmers have been marginalised by the consequent collapse in the 

wholesale market and a lack of alternative markets for their produce.[173]  

 

Selling through live auction markets was still dominant in the 1960s and over 800 markets 

operated in the UK, but by March 2001 only 170 remained.[174] A survey by the Meat and 

Livestock Commission in 2002 suggests that less than 20% of cattle are now sold through 

cattle markets and only 35% of lambs.[175] The closure of livestock markets is also 

destroying the viability of market towns and further isolating farmers, from their 

communities as they no longer come into town every week to the market.  



 

While many may applaud the closure of livestock markets on the grounds of cruelty and 

their replacement by alternatives such as electronic selling,[176] there has also been a 

decline in the number of slaughterhouses which means that animals must often travel long 

distances by truck to be slaughtered. In 1967 there were over 3,000 slaughterhouses in 

the UK, but by March 2001 only 520 were still in operation.  

 

This is partly the result of increased competition and rising hygiene standards following 

Britain's membership of the EU but also because the big supermarkets have forced farmers 

into direct supply contracts via favoured slaughterhouses, such as Tesco associated 

slaughterhouse St Merryn Meats.[183] The decline in the number of slaughterhouses is 

also making it difficult for farmers to trade locally.  

 

Who has the power in the UK bread sector? 

The level of corporate concentration and vertical integration in the UK bread and flour 

industry is extremely high. A handful of grain merchants; Allied Grains (part of Associated 

British Foods (ABF)), Grain Farmers, Dalgety, Banks- Cargill and Glencore control wheat 

purchasing from UK farmers (there are 63,000 cereals farmers in the UK[177]) and sell 

on to the flour millers. Just two companies Rank Hovis (part of RHM) and Archer Daniels 

Midland Milling account for more than 50% of bread flour milled in the UK.[178]  

 

The factory ('plant bread') industry produces 81% of the bread eaten in the UK.[179] This 

sector is controlled by two companies: Allied Bakeries (part of ABF) and British Bakeries 

(part of RHM) who have 55% of the total bread market by value, producing bread under 

their own brands and for supermarket own-labels.  

 

The big supermarkets are the major retailers of bread and account for about 70% of UK 

bread sales of which 50% is own-label bread, produced by the big plant bakeries and 18% is 

produced by in-store bakeries.[180] To increase their share of the retail grocery market, 

the big supermarkets have sold bread as a 'loss leader', i.e. at below cost, for a number of 

years. Bread prices have fallen by 28% in real terms since 1995.  

 

Although the level of corporate concentration and vertical integration in the bread chain is 

very high, no one seems to be making a large profit from it. Certainly farmers are not: they 

have considerably less bargaining power than the big corporations and as a consequence 

the farm gate price for bread wheat is well below the cost of production.  

 

Supermarkets, with their large share of bread sales, are controlling the sector by 

maintaining very low bread retail prices. To retain their profit margins the supermarkets 

put the squeeze on suppliers and ultimately farmers. Unwilling to increase retail bread 

prices because of fierce competition for retail market share, the price of bread in the 

supermarkets has become disconnected from the price of the raw materials and production 

costs. According to the Scottish Association of Master Bakers in their submission to the 

Competition Commission on Supermarkets, the supermarkets blatantly abuse their power 

over suppliers, expecting them to absorb overheads so that the supermarkets can maintain 

their profits.[181] The combination of retailer power and persistent below-cost selling 

policies is blamed for devaluing the bread sector and forcing down factory gate (and farm 

gate) prices.[182] 

 

Supermarket exploitation of farmers 

 

The superior bargaining power of the supermarkets means that they frequently fail to enter 

into fair contracts with suppliers who are at the whim of constantly changing packaging and 

quality demands. Many farmers have stories to tell of their exploitation at the hands of the 

supermarkets but for fear of being blacklisted, most are unwilling to speak out publicly 

about their plight. For example, an anonymous farmer selling cauliflowers to a supermarket 

had his entire crop rejected due to excessive quality standards. He had a problem with 



caterpillars and the supermarket told him he couldn't use pesticides to eliminate them but 

that he could use a bio-pest control, the Encarsia wasp. This caused no damage to the 

cauliflowers, but the occasional dead wasp was left on them. The supermarket rejected the 

whole batch of cauliflowers (because of the wasps) as not up to their quality 

standards.[184]  

 

In 2000, the Competition Commission examined the many anonymous complaints from 

farmers that they were being subjected to excessive or unreasonable demands from 

supermarkets.  

 

In its report the Commission cited 30 ways in which supermarkets exploited their power 

over producers.[185] These included 'requests' for 'over-riders' and retrospective discounts, 

'requests' for promotion expenses, making changes to contractual arrangements without 

adequate notice, late payment of invoices and unreasonably transferring risks from the 

supermarket to the supplier. Despite these findings the Commission failed to impose any 

sanctions on supermarkets.  

 

They did however propose the setting up of a code of practice between the supermarkets 

and their suppliers. However, according to farmers and small processors, the voluntary 

code agreed between the Office of Fair Trading and the big four supermarkets has failed to 

curb the power of the supermarkets.[186] A long-awaited review of the code by the Office 

of Fair Trading is due out in spring 2004.  

 

For further information see the Corporate Watch publication 'What's Wrong With 

Supermarkets?'[187]  

 

Who has the power in the UK dairy sector? 

 

The small number of companies dominating both dairy processing (currently six processors 

control 93% of the industry) and retailing (six supermarkets control 65% of liquid milk and 

70-85% of dairy produce sales) means that there is a significant imbalance of market 

power in the UK dairy sector. The dairy processors and supermarkets are able to exert 

considerable pressure on the 29,000 comparatively much smaller dairy farm businesses, 

consistently forcing the farmgate milk price below the cost of production.  

 

Supermarkets have brought their buying power to bear not only on dairy farmers but also 

on the dairy processors through consolidation of the retail sector (horizontal integration) 

and through their increasing control of the dairy supply chain (vertical integration). The 

biggest supermarkets have increased their power in the dairy sector by becoming directly 

involved in milk processing through the development of ownbrand milk and milk products in 

association with the big milk processors.  

 

The six largest supermarkets are all supplied with own brand milk by just three big milk 

processors (Arla/Express, Dairy Crest and Robert Wiseman). Supermarket purchasing 

power is putting increasing pressure on dairy processors' profit margins and the big 

processors are falling over themselves to get an even bigger share of the market supplying 

own-brand dairy products to the supermarkets. While processors are powerful in relation to 

farmers, the processor must take the price offered by the supermarket or the buyer will 

simply go elsewhere. The big processors have a perishable product to sell and currently 

have excess liquid milk processing capacity; competition to fill that capacity plays into the 

hands of the supermarkets. [188] The supermarkets essentially have a small but 

interchangeable pool of milk suppliers and are in a strong position to dictate the terms of 

supply and to switch between suppliers.  

 

The farm gate price of fresh milk has declined since 1995. Despite the falling price for raw 

milk, both supermarkets and processors have maintained their selling prices and increased 



their respective profit margins at the expense of both farmers and consumers over the 

same period (see table below).  

 

In 2002, Tesco and Asda, under pressure from dairy farmers, announced that the farm gate 

price for milk should be increased by 2ppl.[189]  

 

Dairy processors came under pressure from the supermarkets to pass on this 2ppl price 

increase directly to farmers.[190]  

 

However neither supermarkets nor processors were willing to cut into their profits to 

support dairy farmers.  

 

In the end it was consumers who were forced to pay; the retail price of fresh milk was 

raised by 2ppl.  

 

Overall the power in the UK dairy sector resides primarily with the big supermarkets and to 

a lesser extent with the big dairy processors; dairy farmers and consumers are the clear 

losers.  

 

Milk Price Indices at the Farmgate, Factory Gate and Retail Checkout (1995=100) [191] 

 

  
Farm 

Gate 
Factory Gate 

Retail 

Checkout 

1995 100 100 100 

1996 101.6 101.6 99.56 

1997 89.7 102.6 97.07 

1998 78.71 102.6 94.46 

1999 74.78 95.0 94.71 

2000 69.11 94.5 94.93 

2001 80.67 99.9 101.39 
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The corporations plan is to create scarcity by having a stranglehold on every stage of the 

supply process, as I have said. This supposed scarcity then requires the same corporations 

to come up with a solution to their self created problem.  

That solution is genetically modified franken-foods, or GMO’s to you... 

Special Investigative Report: Will GMOs Really Feed the World? 

April 17, 2012 from the Alliance for Natural Health USA 

That’s what genetic engineering advocates claim. But science ―and a shocking number of 

developing-world suicides) debunk this myth. 

BIO, the Biotechnology Industry Organization, says that a genetically engineered crop 

improves insect resistance, enhances herbicide tolerance, and facilitates the use of more 

environmentally sustainable farming practices by generating higher crop yields with fewer 

inputs. They say it lowers the amount of agricultural chemicals required by crops; creates 

crops with enhanced nutrition profiles that solve vitamin and nutrient deficiencies; 

produces foods free of allergens and toxins such as mycotoxin; and improves food and crop 

oil content to help improve cardiovascular health. 

Sounds good? 

Monsanto even ran an advertising campaign warning of an exploding world population and 

claiming that its “advanced seeds can help farmers meet the world’s demand for food, 

clothing and fuel—while also helping to reduce the need for water, land, pesticides, and 

fossil fuels.” 

The problem is, these claims are false, or at least are not supported by factual evidence. GE 

crop yields are not consistently higher than non-GE crops, and genetic engineering can have 

devastating environmental, economic, and health consequences. 

A stunning report from the Union of Concerned Scientists ―UCS‖ released in 2::9, “Failure 

to Yield,” is the first to evaluate in detail the aggregate yield effect of GMOs after more than 

twenty years research and thirteen years of commercialization in the US. Some of the 

report’s conclusions: 

 GE soybeans do not produce increased yields at all, and GE corn has only marginally 

increased yield. 

 Overall, corn and soybean yields have risen over the past fifteen years, but this is 

mainly because of traditional breeding or improvement in agricultural practices. 

More crop rotations, longer rotations, and a larger variety of crops are more eco-

friendly and tend to reduce crop losses from pests and diseases, which in turn 

increases yields. 

 Since 1987 there have been thousands of field trials for GE—and all this time, only 

Bt corn (corn that has been genetically altered to express the bacterial Bt toxin, 

which is poisonous to certain insect pests) has been shown to increase yield, but 

has only done so marginally.  

The report distinguishes two different types of yield: intrinsic (which describes the best 
possible crop yield under ideal conditions) and operational (the actual crop yield achieved 

in actual field conditions): 

 No GE crop has been found to enhance the intrinsic yield. This of course undermines 

the claim that GE “will feed the world.” All increases to date have been due to 

achievements in traditional breeding. 
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 The potential for GE to increase intrinsic yield in the future is unclear. Biotech 

companies are testing various experimental yield-enhancing genes called 

transgenes, which generally result in more complex genetic effects, some of which 

might even be too detrimental for commercialization. And if commercialized, the risk 

to humans and the environment is unknown, but based on what we know, is likely to 

be high.  

 GE has generated only minimal gains in operational yield. Data show that GE 

herbicide-tolerant soybean and corn have demonstrated no increased operational 

yield, while Bt corn provides operational yield increase when those specific pest 

infestations are high, but no advantage when pest infestations are low. Since 1996, 

when Bt corn was first commercialized, it’s about a :.2 to :.3% increase per year. 

Bt, by the way, is a natural pesticide with low known toxicity, not a chemical 

pesticide. The danger of using Bt in this way is that resistant organisms may be 

created. 

In 2003, the World Bank and the UN initiated a global consultative process with sixty 

countries and some 400 scientists around the world about agriculture and its role in 

poverty alleviation. The 590-page report, also published in 2009, concluded that GE crops 

have no role to play in relieving poverty. Fifty-eight countries approved the report following 

its release, while only three—the USA, Canada, and Australia, all strongly supportive of GE 

crops—did not fully approve it because it failed to tout GE crops as the saviour to the world 

food shortage problem. The report stressed that even if GMO crops were able to increase 

overall yield, the limited number of GMO crop varieties would not reduce food scarcity: 

crops have to be adapted to local conditions, be supported by local infrastructure, and be 

within the capacity of the local farmers to implement them. Moreover, the emphasis of some 

traits through genetic engineering could threaten biodiversity by limiting farmers’ options, 

forcing them to select from too few varieties. 

What developing countries need most is increased food production—yet according to the 

UCS report, several recent studies show that organic and low-external-input farming 

methods (i.e., using reduced amounts of fertilizer and pesticides) can improve yield by over 

100% in those countries, along with greater health benefits. Farming of this sort is based 

on farmers’ knowledge of their environment as well as locally adapted crops. It helps poorer 

farmers especially, assuming they are not forced to be dependent on buying expensive, 

patented seeds from a handful of biotech companies. 

The cost of GE seeds in the context of the poverty of the developing world is a major 

consideration. Over 17,000 farmers in India committed suicide in 2009 alone—

approximately one every 30 minutes—and those suicides have been blamed on Monsanto 

and GE seeds. Farmers went into debt to buy GE seeds, hoping for increased yield, and when 

those crops failed due to pest infestation, they were left more impoverished with no 

prospects for the future. Farmers were not told that the crops would require twice the 

amount of water, and the crops do not produce viable seeds—which means the farmers 

would have to keep purchasing new seeds. Many of the farmers made their suicides a 

symbolic act by drinking Monsanto’s pesticide.  

The rate of Indian farmer suicides began increasing after the introduction of Monsanto’s Bt 

cotton in 2002, and two-thirds of farmer suicides occur in five Indian states, which has 

come to be known as India’s “Suicide Belt.” Dr. Joseph Mercola witnessed the destruction of 

traditional Indian farmers firsthand. 

Besides its high price, GMO could put other farming systems—organic agriculture, seeds 

from international suppliers, etc.—in serious jeopardy through the poor segregation of 

crops and significant threat of cross-contamination, endangering the livelihood of those 

farmers as well. Furthermore, GMOs create global dependence, concentrating economic 

power in the hands of a few—those who own the patents on the seeds—stripping small 

farmers of their independence. 
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In short, GE crops can be far more detrimental to developing countries than helpful. 

Wherever you stand on the health or environmental effects of genetically engineered foods, 

the right to know what we’re eating is paramount. You may remember the devastating quote 

from an employee of a Monsanto subsidiary back in ’94: “If you put a label on genetically 

engineered food, you might as well put a skull and crossbones on it.” 

Two of the GMO camp’s stock replies in support of their patented technology are “We 

support GE crops because they’re cheaper than conventional crops,” and “Why don’t you 

want to support starving people in developing countries?” We have already explained that 

both claims are false, but here are a few more points: 

 The question of labelling is completely unrelated to the question of whether GMO will 

feed the world.  

 The right to know what goes into your body is a fundamental freedom and one we, in 

the US, have clearly let slip. 

 GE crops, along with their patented transgenes, have in just 16 years contaminated 

the world. GE crops are forcing up the cost of their conventional counterparts, 

especially where their GM-free status needs to be guaranteed. Testing, and keeping 

supply lines uncontaminated, both cost money. In effect, we have allowed the 

polluter to avoid responsibility for contaminating farmlands, the natural 

environment, and a large part of the human and animal food chain. Isn’t it time the 

tables were turned? Mandatory GMO labelling is a good start.  

 Developing countries will soon outstrip developed ones with more acreage cultivated 

to GE crops. Part of the reason for this is increasing resistance to their cultivation 

in developed countries. The biotech industry is desperate to use the poverty 

alleviation argument to remove barriers in developing countries, but the independent 

science suggests GE crops don’t hold the answer.  

 GE crops demonstrably do not help starving people anywhere. In fact, the evidence 

indicates quite the opposite: they make their lives far, far worse.  

 If mandatory labelling comes to the US, not only do we get to choose what we put in 

our bodies, but food producers would likely remove GMOs from the human food 

supply chain (as in Europe and most of the 50 countries that already have 

compulsory labelling). As a result, we—as consumers—would no longer have to bear 

the cost of keeping our food GMO-free. 

Bottom line: quite apart from the health risks of eating GMO, don’t believe the economic 

claims made on behalf of GMO seeds and food. These claims do not stand up to scrutiny. 

They are, in fact, false. Making false claims knowingly is fraud. The Federal Trade 

Commission is of course supposed to police and prevent commercial fraud. But the FTC, 

like the rest of the federal government, is strongly behind GMO. 

Genetic Engineers Blast GM Crops 

By Cathryn Wellner June 20, 2012 12:00 pm from Care2.com 

In discussions with friends who have only vague ideas about all the GMO (genetically 

modified organisms) controversy, I have often wished for a handy guide to the main 

arguments, pro and con. Now I finally have it, thanks to a new report: “GMO Myths and 

Truths: An evidence-based examination of the claims made for the safety and efficacy of 

genetically modified crops.” 
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The report’s authors include two genetic engineers and a writer and editor with extensive 

knowledge of the issues. They have clustered the main arguments used by supporters of 

genetically modified crops into seven areas and then deconstructed each of them. 

For those wanting to dive into the technical issues and academic studies, dozens of 

references are provided for every section. Those preferring an easily understood summary 

will be pleased by the simple language used to explain complex issues. 

The summary of claims made by the GM crop industry and its supporters will sound familiar 

to most people. According to those promoting the crops, they: 

 Are an extension of natural breeding and do not pose different risks from naturally 

bred crops 

 Are safe to eat and can be more nutritious than naturally bred crops 

 Are strictly regulated for safety 

 Increase crop yields 

 Reduce pesticide use 

 Benefit farmers and make their lives easier 

 Bring economic benefits 

 Benefit the environment 

 Can help solve problems caused by climate change 

 Reduce energy use 

 Will help feed the world. 

The authors of GMO Myths and Truths refute those claims point by point and conclude GM 

crops: 

 Are laboratory-made, using technology that is totally different from natural breeding 

methods, and pose different risks from non-GM crops 

 Can be toxic, allergenic or less nutritious than their natural counterparts 

 Are not adequately regulated to ensure safety 

 Do not increase yield potential 

 Do not reduce pesticide use but increase it 

 Create serious problems for farmers, including herbicide-tolerant “superweeds”, 

compromised soil quality, and increased disease susceptibility in crops 

 Have mixed economic effects 

 Harm soil quality, disrupt ecosystems, and reduce biodiversity 

 Do not offer effective solutions to climate change 

 Are as energy-hungry as any other chemically-farmed crops 

 Cannot solve the problem of world hunger but distract from its real causes – 

poverty, lack of access to food and, increasingly, lack of access to land to grow it on. 
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With battle lines drawn, the pro- and anti-GMO sides face each other across a deep chasm of 

mistrust. Lined up in favour are such formidable proponents as the Bill and Melinda Gates 

Foundation ―My Note. Wouldn’t you know it these evil cunts again‖ (major investor in 

Monsanto), many governments, the biotech industry and a cadre of scientists (not all of 

them industry supported). On the other side are nervous consumers, a lot of farmers, and 

an increasing number of independent researchers. 

The report lobs the ball into the pro-GMO court by refuting its claims one by one. In the face 

of a growing body of research that raises red flags, proponents of the technology have an 

opportunity to present evidence for their claims instead of the usual huffy dismissal of very 

real concerns. 

The Suicide Economy Of Corporate Globalisation 

By Vandana Shiva 05 April, 2004 Znet  

The Indian peasantry, the largest body of surviving small farmers in the world, today faces a 

crisis of extinction.  

Two thirds of India makes its living from the land. The earth is the most generous employer 

in this country of a billion, that has farmed this land for more than 5000 years.  

However, as farming is delinked from the earth, the soil, the biodiversity, and the climate, 

and linked to global corporations and global markets, and the generosity of the earth is 

replaced by the greed of corporations, the viability of small farmers and small farms is 

destroyed. Farmers suicides are the most tragic and dramatic symptom of the crisis of 

survival faced by Indian peasants.  

1997 witnessed the first emergence of farm suicides in India. A rapid increase in 

indebtedness, was at the root of farmers taking their lives. Debt is a reflection of a negative 

economy, a losing economy. Two factors have transformed the positive economy of 

agriculture into a negative economy for peasants - the rising costs of production and the 

falling prices of farm commodities. Both these factors are rooted in the policies of trade 

liberalization and corporate globalisation.  

In 1998, the World Bank's structural adjustment policies forced India to open up its seed 

sector to global corporations like Cargill, Monsanto, and Syngenta. The global corporations 

changed the input economy overnight. Farm saved seeds were replaced by corporate seeds 

which needed fertilizers and pesticides and could not be saved.  

As seed saving is prevented by patents as well as by the engineering of seeds with non-

renewable traits, seed has to be bought for every planting season by poor peasants. A free 

resource available on farms became a commodity which farmers were forced to buy every 

year. This increases poverty and leads to indebtedness.  

As debts increase and become unpayable, farmers are compelled to sell kidneys or even 

commit suicide. More than 25,000 peasants in India have taken their lives since 1997 when 

the practice of seed saving was transformed under globalisation pressures and 

multinational seed corporations started to take control of the seed supply. Seed saving 

gives farmers life. Seed monopolies rob farmers of life.  

The shift from farm saved seed to corporate monopolies of the seed supply is also a shift 

from biodiversity to monocultures in agriculture. The District of Warangal in Andhra 

Pradesh used to grow diverse legumes, millets, and oilseeds. Seed monopolies created crop 
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monocultures of cotton, leading to disappearance of millions of products of nature's 

evolution and farmer's breeding.  

Monocultures and uniformity increase the risks of crop failure as diverse seeds adapted to 

diverse ecosystems are replaced by rushed introduction of unadapted and often untested 

seeds into the market. When Monsanto first introduced Bt Cotton in India in 2002, the 

farmers lost Rs. 1 billion due to crop failure. Instead of 1,500 Kg / acre as promised by the 

company, the harvest was as low as 200 kg. Instead of increased incomes of Rs. 10,000 / 

acre, farmers ran into losses of Rs. 6400 / acre.  

In the state of Bihar, when farm saved corn seed was displaced by Monsanto's hybrid corn, 

the entire crop failed creating Rs. 4 billion losses and increased poverty for already 

desperately poor farmers. Poor peasants of the South cannot survive seed monopolies.  

And the crisis of suicides shows how the survival of small farmers is incompatible with the 

seed monopolies of global corporations.  

The second pressure Indian farmers are facing is the dramatic fall in prices of farm 

produce as a result of free trade policies of the W.T.O. The WTO rules for trade in 

agriculture are essentially rules for dumping. They have allowed an increase in 

agribusiness subsidies while preventing countries from protecting their farmers from the 

dumping of artificially cheap produce.  

High subsidies of $ 400 billion combined with forced removal of import restrictions is a 

ready-made recipe for farmer suicides. Global prices have dropped from $ 216 / ton in 

1995 to $ 133 / ton in 2001 for wheat, $ 98.2 / ton in 1995 to $ 49.1 / ton in 2001 for 

cotton, $ 273 / ton in 1995 to $ 178 / ton for soyabean. This reduction to half the price is 

not due to a doubling in productivity but due to an increase in subsidies and an increase in 

market monopolies controlled by a handful of agribusiness corporations.  

Thus the U.S government pays $ 193 per ton to US Soya farmers, which artificially lowers 

the rice of soya. Due to removal of Quantitative Restrictions and lowering of tariffs, cheap 

soya has destroyed the livelihoods of coconut growers, mustard farmers, producers of 

sesame, groundnut and soya.  

Similarly, 25000 cotton producers in the U.S are given a subsidy of $ 4 billion annually. 

This has brought cotton prices down artificially, allowing the U.S to capture world markets 

which were earlier accessible to poor African countries such as Burkina, Faso, Benin, Mali. 

The subsidy of $ 230 per acre in the U.S is genocidal for the African farmers. African cotton 

farmers are losing $ 250 million every year. That is why small African countries walked out 

of the Cancun negotiations, leading to the collapse of the W.T.O ministerial.  

The rigged prices of globally traded agriculture commodities are stealing incomes from 

poor peasants of the south. Analysis carried out by the Research Foundation for Science, 

Technology and Ecology shows that due to falling farm prices, Indian peasants are losing $ 

26 billion or Rs. 1.2 trillion annually. This is a burden their poverty does not allow them to 

bear. Hence the epidemic of farmer suicides.  

India was among the countries that questioned the unfair rules of W.T.O in agriculture and 

led the G-22 alliance along with Brazil and China. India with other southern countries 

addressed the need to safeguard the livelihoods of small farmers from the injustice of free 

trade based on high subsidies and dumping. Yet at the domestic level, official agencies in 

India are in deep denial of any links between free trade and farmer’s survival.  



An example of this denial is a Government of Karnataka report on "Farmers suicide in 

Karnataka - A scientific analysis". The report while claiming to be "scientific", makes 

unscientific reductionist claims that the farm suicides have only psychological causes, not 

economic ones, and identifies alcoholism as the root cause of suicides. Therefore, instead 

of proposing changes in agricultural policy, the report recommends that farmers be 

required to boost up their self respect (swabhiman) and self-reliance (swavalambam).  

And ironically, its recommendations for farmer self-reliance are changes in the Karnataka 

Land Reforms Act to allow larger land holdings and leasing. These are steps towards the 

further decimation of small farmers who have been protected by land "ceilings" (an upper 

limit on land ownership) and policies that only allow peasants and agriculturalists to own 

agricultural land (part of the land to the tiller policies of the Devraj Urs government).  

While the "expert committee" report identified "alcoholism" as the main cause for suicides, 

the figures of this "scientific" claim are inconsistent and do not reflect the survey. On page 

10, the report states in one place that 68 percent of the suicide victims were alcoholics. 

Five lines later it states that 17 percent were "alcohol and illicit drinkers".  

It also states that the majority of suicide victims were small and marginal farmers and the 

majority had high levels of indebtedness. Yet debt is not identified as a factor leading to 

suicide. On page 32 of the report it is stated that of the 105 cases studied among the 3544 

suicides which had occurred in five districts during 2000 - 2001, 93 had debts, 54 percent 

had borrowed from private sources and money lenders.  

More than 90% of suicide victims were in debt. Yet a table on page 63 has mysteriously 

reduced debt as a reason for suicide to 2.6%, and equally mysteriously, "suicide victims 

having a bad habit" has emerged as the primary cause of farmers suicides.  

The government is desperate to delink farm suicides from economic processes linked to 

globalisation such as rise in indebtedness and increased frequency of crop failure due to 

higher ecologic vulnerability arising from climate change and drought and higher economic 

risks due to introduction of untested, unadopted seeds.  

This is evident in recommendation no. 4.3.24.3 "The government should launch prosecution 

on the responsible persons involved in misleading the public and government by providing 

false information about farmers suicide as crop failure or indebtedness" (page 113 of 

expert committee report).  

However, farmers suicides cannot be delinked from indebtedness and the economic distress 

small farmers are facing. Indebtedness is not new. Farmers have always organised for 

freedom from debt.  

In the nineteenth century the so call "Deccan Riots" were farmers protests against the debt 

trap into which they had been pushed to supply cheap cotton to the textile mills in Britain. 

In the eighties they formed peasant organisations to fight for debt relief from public debt 

linked to Green Revolution inputs.  

However, under globalisation, the farmer is losing her / his social, cultural, economic 

identity as a producer. A farmer is now a "consumer" of costly seeds and costly chemicals 

sold by powerful global corporations through powerful landlords and money lenders locally.  

This combination is leading to corporate feudalism, the most inhumane, brutal and 

exploitative convergence of global corporate capitalism and local feudalism, in the face of 

which the farmer as an individual victim feels helpless. The bureaucratic and technocratic 



systems of the state are coming to the rescue of the dominant economic interests by 

blaming the victim.  

It is necessary to stop this war against small farmers. It is necessary to re-write the rules of 

trade in agriculture. It is necessary to change our paradigms of food production. Feeding 

humanity should not depend on the extinction of farmers and extinction of species. Another 

agriculture is possible and necessary - an agriculture that protects farmers livelihoods, the 

earth and its biodiversity and public health.  

Inaction on Food Crisis Is Leading to Genocide 

 

By Marcia Merry Baker EIR July 11, 2008 

Thirty days after the June 3-5 Rome food crisis conference held by the United Nations Food 

and Agriculture Organization ―“High Level Conference on Food Security and the Challenges 

of Climate Change and Bio-Energy”‖, the response has been dismal. There is high-profile 

talk about food aid, and there is lip-service to improving farming in poor countries, but 

there is conspicuous non-action to end those globalization policies that created world food 

scarcity and hyperinflation in the first place: free trade, speculation, cartelization, and food-

for-biofuels. 

 

Meanwhile, George Soros and other operatives for London-centred private financial interests 

are capitalizing off the government inaction, by buying up key links in the world food chain. 

For example, the U.S. grains and agrocommodities merchandising unit of cartel giant 

ConAgra, was bought out in June by a Soros-connected consortium of major hedge funds 

and banks. 

 

The World Trade Organization (WTO) itself is in disarray, fitting the textbook definition of a 

zombie—a walking deadman. But its practices and “thinking” still dominate most 

government policies and foreign relations. 

 

This puts the spotlight on the necessity of furthering the pre-FAO conference initiatives 

begun by Lyndon and Helga Zepp-LaRouche, to “kill the World Trade Organization,” and 

launch programs to double world food production in the shortest possible time. The Group 

of Eight at its July heads of state meeting, has on its agenda the formation of a Food Task 

Force, marking the first time ever that the food supply is an “issue.” There are also appeals 

for the UN to convene an emergency food conference, which is all to the good. But none of 

this will help, unless there are changes made in the underlying policies. To spell out what 

needs to be done, the LaRouche Political Action Committee (LPAC) is issuing a mass-

circulation pamphlet version of its policy memorandum, “Kill the WTO; Double Food 

Production.” 

 

Mobilize Food Aid 

 

Emergency food relief, meanwhile, is absolutely vital, though it is no policy solution. The 

FAO’s own surveys and warning systems indicate the scale of today’s emergency needs 

(Figure 1). These 36 nations are part of the world total of an estimated 2 billion people who 

are experiencing hunger. The nation-by-nation particulars are provided on the FAO website. 

 

FAO Director-General Jacques Diouf said on July 3 that there were 50 million more people 

added to the world ranks of those lacking reliable food over the past year, mostly because 

of galloping food prices. Speaking in Brussels at a European Parliament gathering, Diouf 

repeated his view that world food production should be doubled—but his time frame is a far-

off goal of 2050. 

 

The two immediate causes of the increasing food crises are obvious, coming as they do, 

atop decades of underproduction of food because of globalization. First, there are weather 



disasters in places deprived of contingent arrangements of both food reserves and 

infrastructure. Somalia and the Horn of Africa are among those locations in desperate need 

right now. 

 

Second, there is the plight of those nations forced to be heavily food import-dependent, but 

which now have no means to obtain food, fuel, and other necessities. The dire situation in 

Haiti makes the point, especially as that nation was able to produce for its own needs up 

through the 196:s. Haiti’s desperate crisis deepened at the end of June when the 

government eliminated fuel subsidies, causing an immediate 80¢ increase per gallon of 

fuel—something almost no one in the country can afford. The government began to 

subsidize fuel immediately after the April food riots, but can’t afford to continue with the 

policy. So food prices continue to rise, including that of rice, a basic staple that Haiti 

President Rene Preval had said he would subsidize. Importers who go to the capital of Port 

au Prince from outlying areas seeking rice, return empty-handed. In the slum of Carrefour-

feuilles, on a hill facing the capital, residents report: “We’ve changed our eating habits. We 

eat once a day instead of three.” Thousands are fleeing to the Dominican Republic seeking 

food, only to be forcibly returned. It is hell. “We need to do more, and urgently,” said Joel 

Boutroue, permanent coordinator of the United Nations System in Haiti, speaking at the end 

of June. 

 

FIGURE 1 36 Countries Requiring Food Aid, July 2008 

 

 

Source: FAO Global Information and Early Warning System, July 2008. 

www.fao.org/GIEWS/english/hotspots/index.htm. 

 

The UN Food and Agriculture Organization shows nations that require “external assistance”: 

21 in Africa; 10 in Asia; 4 in Ibero-America; and 1 in Europe. There are three broad 

categories of need: those facing “exceptional shortfalls” in aggregate supplies ―darkest 

tone); those whose people have a widespread lack of access to food (medium tone); and 

those with localized severe crises (lightest tone). 

 

Food for Tables, Not Tanks 

 

Meeting the volume of urgent food relief needs the world over, calls the question on 

biofuels, for anyone capable of morality and straight thinking on economics. Stopping the 

worldwide use of grain, cane, and root vegetables for ethanol and oil crops for biodiesel, 

would free up food for some 400 millions of people—equivalent to almost half of the 850 

million people now estimated by the FAO to be in acute need of food. The redeploying of the 

http://www.fao.org/GIEWS/english/hotspots/index.htm


agriculture effort involved in producing for bioenergy, back into producing for the food 

chain, would lead the redirection of the entire agro-industrial  economy back into action 

again, along with gearing up for nuclear power, advanced coal energy, and other essential 

high-technology projects. Any apparent bottleneck of processing, transportation, or 

other aspect of the ending of biofuels, can be overcome with wartime-type ingenuity. For 

example, naysayers point to the challenge of how to process field corn—“freed up” from 

bioenergy—for human consumption. But there is plenty of expertise on how to mill corn-soy 

cereals products, with supplements, for decent food aid rations on a massive scale. 

 

Apart from this, much of the scarce world corn supplies are needed for livestock feed, to 

supply animal protein to the human food supply. Dairymen, cattlemen, poultry growers, and 

hog producers are in crisis over hyperinflated feed prices, on top of soaring prices for fuel, 

chemicals, and other costs. 

 

Yet at present, up to 3:% of this year’s U.S. corn harvest—which itself will be limited by 

huge damage from the “Flood of 2::8” in the Upper Mississippi Basin—is destined for 

ethanol Allowing this to continue is a crime against humanity. 

 

There are now increasing calls, even in the United States, to cut back on the use of corn and 

soy for biofuels. A letter was sent to the Bush Administration June 30 by 51 Congressional 

Republicans, demanding a cut to mandated ethanol production levels. The letter, initiated by 

Rep. Bob Goodlatte (R-Va.), who is the ranking member on the House Agriculture Committee 

stated that the Renewable Fuel Standard ―RFS‖ is a key factor in “the increased cost of 

commodities which is causing severe economic harm for low-income Americans and 

livestock producers.” “Severe flooding in the Midwest and drought in the South have already 

produced devastating losses in this year’s corn crop,” the letter said. Goodlatte’s press 

statement, noting the “record corn prices,” admitted that “many factors” had pushed up the 

price, but pointed to the RFS as the one factor “we can control.” 

 

Democratic Party, EU Still Pushing Gore 

 

The U.S. Democratic Party is the more indecent on continuing to back biofuels—no matter 

who lives or dies—reflecting years of subversive influence by Al Gore, George Soros, Joe 

Lieberman, and the whole gang deployed to peddle malarkey about reducing carbon 

emissions, renewable fuels, and so on. Gore, as well as Soros, is deeply financially invested 

in biofuels, including in Africa. Their employers are the Anglo-Dutch financial circles 

associated with the World Wildlife Fund and other fronts, glad to see world depopulation, in 

the name of saving scarce “resources” for the elites. 

 

So far, nothing at all on stopping biofuels has come from the Democratic Senators from the 

biggest U.S. corn states, which are now the worst hit by flooding—Sens. Tom Harkin (Iowa), 

chairman of the Senate Agriculture Committee; Barack Obama (Ill.), Presidential candidate; 

and Dick Durbin (Ill.) 

 

If the initiative were started in Iowa and Illinois for the suspension of corn-for-fuel; if a floor 

price were placed on corn for farmers ―a “parity price,” as traditionally used‖; if speculation  

were banned, the biofuels craze could be stopped. The U.S. cornbelt, Brazilian cane, and 

European grain and oilcrops, are the biggest biofuels operations in the world today. Yet, in 

Paris, a July 3-5 meeting of European Union energy ministers maintained the group’s 

commitment to getting 10% of its transport needs from renewable sources by 2020. 

Key Initiatives 

 

In opposition to this institutional madness, a number of key initiatives have been taken by 

individual countries, to make bilateral food supply commitments, and to move toward 

restoring food self-sufficiency. 

 



In May, Russia announced a major agricultural development program. (See presentation by 

Russian Agriculture Minister Alexei Gordeyev, EIR, June 6, 2008.) 

India has selectively imposed grain export controls, making pledges to certain trading 

partners in the Persian Gulf and Africa, to continue to supply rice. 

 

On July 3, the Chinese government approved a plan to increase grain production, toward a 

goal of being 95% self-sufficient by 2:2:. For the world’s most populous nation, this will 

mean producing 540 million metric tons of grain a year. 

 

(Compare to present-day total world grain output in the range of 2.1 billion mmt.) China is 

already basically food self-sufficient, but at a lower level of diet than desirable. It has 

produced bumper grain crops over the past five years, with over 500 million tons in 2007. 

However, this is 15 million tons less than total demand, and that gap must be closed. China 

also needs to maintain grain reserves; it currently has some 150 million tons in reserve, 

including 40-50 million tons of rice. Chinese Prime Minister Wen Jiabao said that the 

government will be “relentless” in its commitment to maintaining a minimum of 12: million 

hectares of arable land, as well as improving vital water supplies, and other agriculture 

infrastructure. The government is also committed to ensuring rising incomes for farmers.  

Jilin province, in the northwest, which is already a big grain producer (including corn), is to 

increase its grain production by over 5 million tons over the next five years. The national 

and provincial government will invest 26 billion yuan ($3.72 billion) in water diversion and 

irrigation projects, as well as improve mechanization, and overall education of Jilin’s 

farmers in advanced techniques. The program will given Jilin another 200,000 hectares of 

arable land, and upgrade the productive capacity of over 3 million hectares (7.4 million 

acres‖ of Jilin’s current 5.3 million hectares ―13 million acres‖ of farmland.  

 

In the Western Hemisphere, a call has gone up from hard-hit Central American nations, for 

the UN to hold a special session on the world food crisis. Honduras, Nicaragua, and other 

nations are being hit by impossibly high food import prices, at the same time that they are 

being pressured to go along with producing bio-energy crops for export. Speaking in 

Villahermosa, Mexico on June 28, the President of El Salvador, Elías Antonio Saca, 

announced that UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon intends to convene an emergency 

session on the global food and fuel crisis, as proposed at the FAO conference in Rome. Saca 

said that the United Nations “is looking at a date. It could be before the ‗General 

Assembly‘ session, but hopefully it won’t be too late, before the price of a barrel of oil 

reaches <2::.” The President of the Dominican Republic, Leonel Fernández, made the 

proposal on behalf of the Central American Integration System (SICA). SICA had met in El 

Salvador June 27-29, and discussed an emergency plan to increase production of basic 

grains. Immediately, this plan envisions providing seeds and fertilizer to farmers, 

strengthening technical assistance (both public and private), creating cheap credit 

programs, and leasing of land. Also discussed were establishing purchasing agreements, 

joint purchase of fertilizers, and providing silos for storage.  

 

Depopulation by Food while making Profit 

Posted on June 7th, 2012 LankaWeb.com by Shenali Waduge 

Two goals have been set into motion. A group of people feel the only way to bring back 

balance to the world is if there were fewer people. Thus, they envisage the need to 

depopulate the world and conclude that the best way to do that is by poisoning the food we 

eat while they make profits through the methods being introduced. Is the world’s population 

really increasing at the rate that is being given to us? Is it possible that these numbers are 

manipulated? What do people really know about UN’s Codex Alimentarius and how 

guidelines are laid out to slowly poison the people of the world? How much do we know 

about the undetectable or barely detectable medical, nutritional and environmental 

interventions that are taking place purely to reduce world population? The world is 7billion 



the goal is to reduce that number by 90% into 500million, how is a good question but 

unknown to us that plan has already been implemented!   

We are told the world is now 7billion. Is this a statistic we can accept? We know that 

populations are declining in Western nations so much so that it is posing a security threat. 

Thus, their anger with immigrants whose births are rising predicting a possible takeover of 

these nations by immigrants one day. Immigrants are having more babies and immigrant 

death rates are slower. Yet, look at the abortion statistics the world over and do some 

calculations to see how far these figures are actually believable. Is this another 

manipulation to enforce programs and action plans? 

Arable Land / Codex Alimentarius 

They say he who controls food – controls the world. In 1997 Beijing Women’s Conference, 

the head of the UN food program said that Food would be used as a weapon against the 

people. It is proving to be true. Global Multinational corporations do not want us to know 

what is inside the food we are eating.  Thus, a major drive to enforce GM foods. 

Eating GM foods will change one’s DNA, make changes in the biological system etc. Once the 

GMO food enters into one’s system people will become a slave to those that own the 

pesticides that grow GM foods. GMO foods are not labelled because they do not want to 

reveal what is inside. There are attempts to refer GMO as Biotechnology foods which people 

use instead of organic. However, bio is not organic. Countries that try to label GMO foods 

are politically pressured by US and its allies. This is the real politics taking place. 

All in all, GM crops are a failure. They threaten the world’s food supply, they are toxic to the 

environment and to humans and they serve no legitimate purpose in agriculture other than 

to give complete control of food to a few multinational corporations. 

The WHO and the FAO in 1963 created a Trade Commission called Codex Alimentarius at the 

request of the United Nations. Codex has rules and guidelines for everything we consume 

except for pharmaceuticals. Please look up www.codexalimentarius.net. In 1994, Codex 

declared nutrients to be toxins. At the Stockholm Convention against Persistent Organic 

Pollutants(POPs) in 2004, 177 countries agreed to ban 12 pollutants (POPs) 9 of which 

were pesticides. www.chn.pops.int (these were Deildrin, Chlordane, DDT, Dioxin, Endrin, 

Furan, Heptachlar, Hexachlorbenzine, Mirex, Polychlorinated Biphenyls, Toxophene 

pesticide). However, the implementation of Codex Alimentarius on 31 December 2009 will 

mean that of the 9 forbidden POPs banned by 177 nations 7 will be brought back to use. 

Not many who attend these international conferences care to divulge the truth because they 

are bribed not to. 

Under Codex every animal used as meat/dairy has to be treated with Monsanto’s 

recombined bovine growth hormone. For dairy this enables production growth by 10-15%. 

This however, causes cancers of varying kinds. Under codex every animal must be treated 

with growth hormones. Under codex all food must be irradiated (exposed to radiation). 

Under this guideline 3billion deaths were being calculated starting with 1billion from 

starvation. The next 2billion are targeted to die from preventable diseases. This is how the 

depopulation countdown has started and is currently happening at this very moment. 

If there is plenty of arable land why is there any need for genetically modified food? 

There are only 4100 million acres (41m sq.km or 15m sq.miles) of arable land. 5% of this 

land is preserved as parks/wildlife and others leaving 33m sq.km to be used for agriculture 

of which 16m sq.km is currently being used. Why is it then that a billion people remain 

malnourished? Isn’t the problem in the manner arable land is being used and what food 

should be grown that is the problem? In the US, 20-40% of agricultural produce is wasted. 

This is the same in most western nations. 

http://www.codexalimentarius.net/
http://www.chn.pops.int/
http://sq.km/
http://sq.km/
http://sq.km/


The only smart way to counter these manipulations is to boycott the products of these 

companies and in small ways to begin to grow one’s food in one’s own back yard if possible 

or perhaps in groups and exchange so that we no longer become subject to toxins that are 

being forcefully fed to us. 

Ideally, countries should be looking after their farmers far better than what is happening 

especially in Third World countries. Small countries like Sri Lanka are better placed to self-

sustain one’s food supply internally without allowing toxins in the form of foods coming 

from overseas to poison our systems. How far those handling Agriculture are aware or take 

interest in formulating a national plan is another question. But, as a nation leaders need to 

take a pro-active role in ensuring the health of our people comes first.  

In part two of this three-parter on food we will be concentrating on what is undoubtedly the 

main mover and shaker in the GMO arena - Monsanto. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Forty Six Part Two 

the one corporation that makes the genocidal tendencies of the rest sound tame. 

Monsanto: The world's poster child for corporate manipulation and deceit 

Friday, July 30, 2010 by: Jeffrey M. Smith taken from naturalnews.com 

(NaturalNews) At a biotech industry conference in January 1999, a representative from 

Arthur Anderson, LLP explained how they had helped Monsanto design their strategic plan. 

First, his team asked Monsanto executives what their ideal future looked like in 15 to 20 

years. The executives described a world with 100 percent of all commercial seeds 

genetically modified and patented. Anderson consultants then worked backwards from that 

goal, and developed the strategy and tactics to achieve it. They presented Monsanto with the 

steps and procedures needed to obtain a place of industry dominance in a world in which 

natural seeds were virtually extinct. 

 

This was a bold new direction for Monsanto, which needed a big change to distance them 

from a controversial past. As a chemical company, they had polluted the landscape with 

some of the most poisonous substances ever produced, contaminated virtually every human 

and animal on earth, and got fined and convicted of deception and wrongdoing. According 

to a former Monsanto vice president, "We were despised by our customers." 

 

So they redefined themselves as a "life sciences" company, and then proceeded to pollute 

the landscape with toxic herbicide, contaminate the gene pool for all future generations 

with genetically modified plants, and get fined and convicted of deception and wrongdoing. 

Monsanto's chief European spokesman admitted in 1999, "Everybody over here hates us." 

Now the rest of the world is catching on. 

"Saving the world," and other lies 

Monsanto's public relations story about genetically modified organisms (GMOs) are largely 

based on five concepts. 

 

1. GMOs are needed to feed the world. 

2. GMOs have been thoroughly tested and proven safe. 

3. GMOs increase yield. 

4. GMOs reduce the use of agricultural chemicals. 

5. GMOs can be contained, and therefore coexist with non-GM crops. 

 

All five are pure myths -- blatant falsehoods about the nature and benefit of this infant 

technology. The experience of former Monsanto employee Kirk Azevedo helps expose the 

first two lies, and provides some insight into the nature of the people working at the 

company. 

 

In 1996, Monsanto recruited young Kirk Azevedo to sell their genetically engineered cotton. 

Azevedo accepted their offer not because of the pay increase, but due to the writings of 

Monsanto CEO Robert Shapiro. Shapiro had painted a picture of feeding the world and 

cleaning up the environment with his company's new technology. When he visited 

Monsanto's St. Louis headquarters for new employee training, Azevedo shared his 

enthusiasm for Shapiro's vision during a meeting. When the session ended, a company vice 

president pulled him aside and set him straight. "Wait a second," he told Azevedo. "What 

Robert Shapiro says is one thing. But what we do is something else. We are here to make 

money. He is the front man who tells a story. We don't even understand what he is saying." 

Azevedo realized he was working for "just another profit-oriented company," and all the 

glowing words about helping the planet were just a front. 

 

http://www.naturalnews.com/Monsanto.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/industry.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/natural.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/deception.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/herbicide.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/public_relations.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/GMOs.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/chemicals.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/crops.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/nature.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/cotton.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/the_environment.html


A few months later he got another shock. A company scientist told him that Roundup Ready 

cotton plants contained new, unintended proteins that had resulted from the gene insertion 

process. No safety studies had been conducted on the proteins, none were planned, and the 

cotton plants, which were part of field trials near his home, were being fed to cattle. 

Azevedo "was afraid at that time that some of these proteins may be toxic." 

 

He asked the PhD in charge of the test plot to destroy the cotton rather than feed it to 

cattle, arguing that until the protein had been evaluated, the cows' milk or meat could be 

harmful. The scientist refused. Azevedo approached everyone on his team at Monsanto to 

raise concerns about the unknown protein, but no one was interested. "I was somewhat 

ostracized," he said. "Once I started questioning things, people wanted to keep their 

distance from me. . . . Anything that interfered with advancing the commercialization of this 

technology was going to be pushed aside." Azevedo decided to leave Monsanto. He said, "I'm 

not going to be part of this disaster." 

Monsanto's toxic past 

Azevedo got a small taste of Monsanto's character. A verdict in a lawsuit a few years later 

made it more explicit. On February 22, 2002, Monsanto was found guilty for poisoning the 

town of Anniston, Alabama with their PCB factory and covering it up for decades. They were 

convicted of negligence, wantonness, suppression of the truth, nuisance, trespass, and 

outrage. According to Alabama law, to be guilty of outrage typically requires conduct "so 

outrageous in character and extreme in degree as to go beyond all possible bounds of 

decency so as to be regarded as atrocious and utterly intolerable in civilized society."(1) 

 

The $700 million fine imposed on Monsanto was on behalf of the Anniston residents, whose 

blood levels of Monsanto's toxic PCBs were hundreds or thousands of times the average. 

This disease-producing chemical, used as coolants and lubricants for over 50 years, are 

now virtually omnipresent in the blood and tissues of humans and wildlife around the globe. 

Ken Cook of the Environmental Working Group says that based on Monsanto documents 

made public during a trial, the company "knew the truth from the very beginning. They lied 

about it. They hid the truth from their neighbours." One Monsanto memo explains their 

justification: "We can't afford to lose one dollar of business." Welcome to the world of 

Monsanto. 

Infiltrating the minds and offices of the government 

To get their genetically modified products approved, Monsanto has coerced, infiltrated, and 

paid off government officials around the globe. In Indonesia, Monsanto gave bribes and 

questionable payments to at least 140 officials, attempting to get their genetically modified 

(GM) cotton accepted.(2) In 1998, six Canadian government scientists testified before the 

Senate that they were being pressured by superiors to approve rbGH, that documents were 

stolen from a locked file cabinet in a government office, and that Monsanto offered them a 

bribe of $1-2 million to pass the drug without further tests. In India, one official tampered 

with the report on Bt cotton to increase the yield figures to favour Monsanto.(3) And 

Monsanto seems to have planted their own people in key government positions in India, 

Brazil, Europe, and worldwide. 

 

Monsanto's GM seeds were also illegally smuggled into countries like Brazil and Paraguay, 

before GMOs were approved. Roberto Franco, Paraguay's Deputy Agriculture Ministry, 

tactfully admits, "It is possible that [Monsanto], let's say, promoted its varieties and its 

seeds" before they were approved. "We had to authorize GMO seeds because they had 

already entered our country in an, let's say, unorthodox way." 

 

In the US, Monsanto's people regularly infiltrate upper echelons of government, and the 

company offers prominent positions to officials when they leave public service. This 

revolving door has included key people in the White House, regulatory agencies, even the 
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Supreme Court. Monsanto also had George Bush Senior on their side, as evidenced by 

footage of Vice President Bush at Monsanto's facility offering help to get their products 

through government bureaucracy. He says, "Call me. We're in the 'de-reg' business. Maybe 

we can help." 

Monsanto's influence continued into the Clinton administration. Dan Glickman, then 

Secretary of Agriculture, says, "There was a general feeling in agro-business and inside our 

government in the US that if you weren't marching lock-step forward in favour of rapid 

approvals of biotech products, rapid approvals of GMO crops, then somehow, you were anti-

science and anti-progress. (My Note. These are the sort of dangerous lies (enabled by 

“Science”‖ that I have spent about 3::: pages trying to educate you about‖  

Glickman summarized the mindset in the government as follows: 

 

"What I saw generically on the pro-biotech side was the attitude that the technology was 

good, and that it was almost immoral to say that it wasn't good, because it was going to 

solve the problems of the human race and feed the hungry and clothe the naked. . . . And 

there was a lot of money that had been invested in this, and if you're against it, you're 

Luddites, you're stupid. That, frankly, was the side our government was on. Without 

thinking, we had basically taken this issue as a trade issue and they, whoever 'they' were, 

wanted to keep our product out of their market. And they were foolish, or stupid, and didn't 

have an effective regulatory system. There was rhetoric like that even here in this 

department. You felt like you were almost an alien, disloyal, by trying to present an open-

minded view on some of the issues being raised. So I pretty much spouted the rhetoric that 

everybody else around here spouted; it was written into my speeches."(4) 

 

He admits, "when I opened my mouth in the Clinton Administration [about the lax 

regulations on GMOs], I got slapped around a little bit." 

Hijacking the FDA to promote GMOs 

In the US, new food additives must undergo extensive testing, including long-term animal 

feeding studies.(5) There is an exception, however, for substances that are deemed 

"generally recognized as safe" (GRAS). GRAS status allows a product to be commercialized 

without any additional testing. According to US law, to be considered GRAS the substance 

must be the subject of a substantial amount of peer-reviewed published studies (or 

equivalent) and there must be overwhelming consensus among the scientific community 

that the product is safe. GM foods had neither. Nonetheless, in a precedent-setting move 

that some experts contend was illegal, in 1992 the FDA declared that GM crops are GRAS as 

long as their producers say they are. Thus, the FDA does not require any safety evaluations 

or labels whatsoever. A company can even introduce a GM food to the market without telling 

the agency. 

 

Such a lenient approach to GM crops was largely the result of Monsanto's legendary 

influence over the US government. According to the New York Times, "What Monsanto wished 

for from Washington, Monsanto and, by extension, the biotechnology industry got. . . . When 

the company abruptly decided that it needed to throw off the regulations and speed its foods 

to market, the White House quickly ushered through an unusually generous policy of self-

policing." According to Dr. Henry Miller, who had a leading role in biotechnology issues at 

the FDA from 1979 to 1994, "In this area, the U.S. government agencies have done exactly 

what big agribusiness has asked them to do and told them to do." 

 

The person who oversaw the development of the FDA's GMO policy was their Deputy 

Commissioner for Policy, Michael Taylor, whose position had been created especially for 

him in 1991. Prior to that, Taylor was an outside attorney for both Monsanto and the Food 

Biotechnology Council. After working at the FDA, he became Monsanto's vice president. He's 

now back at the FDA, as the US food safety czar. 
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Covering up health dangers 

The policy Taylor oversaw in 1992 needed to create the impression that unintended effects 

from GM crops were not an issue. Otherwise their GRAS status would be undermined. But 

internal memos made public from a lawsuit showed that the overwhelming consensus 

among the agency scientists was that GM crops can have unpredictable, hard-to-detect side 

effects. Various departments and experts spelled these out in detail, listing allergies, toxins, 

nutritional effects, and new diseases as potential problems. They had urged superiors to 

require long-term safety studies.(6) In spite of the warnings, according to public interest 

attorney Steven Druker who studied the FDA's internal files, "References to the unintended 

negative effects of bioengineering were progressively deleted from drafts of the policy 

statement (over the protests of agency scientists)."(7) 

 

FDA microbiologist Louis Pribyl wrote about the policy, "What has happened to the scientific 

elements of this document? Without a sound scientific base to rest on, this becomes a 

broad, general, 'What do I have to do to avoid trouble'-type document. . . . It will look like 

and probably be just a political document. . . . It reads very pro-industry, especially in the 

area of unintended effects."(8) 

 

The FDA scientists' concerns were not only ignored, their very existence was denied. 

Consider the private memo summarizing opinions at the FDA, which stated, "The processes 

of genetic engineering and traditional breeding are different and according to the technical 

experts in the agency, they lead to different risks."(9) Contrast that with the official policy 

statement issued by Taylor, Monsanto's former attorney: "The agency is not aware of any 

information showing that foods derived by these new methods differ from other foods in any 

meaningful or uniform way."(10) On the basis of this false statement, the FDA does not 

require GM food safety testing. 

Fake safety assessments 

Monsanto participates in a voluntary consultation process with the FDA that is derided by 

critics as a meaningless exercise. Monsanto submits whatever information it chooses, and 

the FDA does not conduct or commission any studies of its own. Former EPA scientist Doug 

Gurian-Sherman, who analyzed FDA review records obtained through the Freedom of 

Information Act, says the FDA consultation process "misses obvious errors in company-

submitted data summaries, provides insufficient testing guidance, and does not require 

sufficiently detailed data to enable the FDA to assure that GE crops are safe to eat."(11) 

 

But that is not the point of the exercise. The FDA doesn't actually approve the crops or 

declare them safe. That is Monsanto's job! At the end of the consultation, the FDA issues a 

letter stating: 

 

"Based on the safety and nutritional assessment you have conducted, it is our 

understanding that Monsanto has concluded that corn products derived from this new 

variety are not materially different in composition, safety, and other relevant parameters 

from corn currently on the market, and that the genetically modified corn does not raise 

issues that would require premarket review or approval by FDA. . . . As you are aware, it is 

Monsanto's responsibility to ensure that foods marketed by the firm are safe, wholesome 

and in compliance with all applicable legal and regulatory requirements."(12) 

 

The National Academy of Sciences and even the pro-GM Royal Society of London(13) 

describe the US system as inadequate and flawed. The editor of the prestigious journal 

Lancet said, "It is astounding that the US Food and Drug Administration has not changed 

their stance on genetically modified food adopted in 1992. . . . Governments should never 

have allowed these products into the food chain without insisting on rigorous testing for 

effects on health."(14) 
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One obvious reason for the inflexibility of the FDA is that they are officially charged with 

both regulating biotech products and promoting them -- a clear conflict. That is also why the 

FDA does not require mandatory labelling of GM foods. They ignore the desires of 90 

percent of American citizens in order to support the economic interests of Monsanto and 

the four other GM food companies. 

Monsanto's studies are secret, inadequate, and flawed 

The unpublished industry studies submitted to regulators are typically kept secret based on 

the claim that it is "confidential business information." The Royal Society of Canada is one 

of many organizations that condemn this practice. Their Expert Panel called for "completely 

transparent" submissions, "open to full review by scientific peers" They wrote, "Peer review 

and independent corroboration of research findings are axioms of the scientific method, 

and part of the very meaning of the objectivity and neutrality of science."(15) 

 

Whenever Monsanto's private submissions are made public through lawsuits or Freedom of 

Information Act Requests, it becomes clear why they benefit from secrecy. The quality of 

their research is often miserable, and would never stand up to peer-review. In December 

2009, for example, a team of independent researchers published a study analyzing the raw 

data from three Monsanto rat studies. When they used proper statistical methods, they 

found that the three varieties of GM corn caused toxicity in the liver and kidneys, as well as 

significant changes in other organs.(16) Monsanto's studies, of course, had claimed that 

the research showed no problems. The regulators had believed Monsanto, and the corn is 

already in our food supply. 

Monsanto rigs research to miss dangers 

(17) 

Monsanto has plenty of experience cooking the books of their research and hiding the 

hazards. They manufactured the infamous Agent Orange, for example, the cancer and birth-

defect causing defoliant sprayed over Vietnam. It contaminated more than three million 

civilians and servicemen. But according to William Sanjour, who led the Toxic Waste 

Division of the Environmental Protection Agency, "thousands of veterans were disallowed 

benefits" because "Monsanto studies showed that dioxin [the main ingredient in Agent 

Orange] was not a human carcinogen." But his EPA colleague discovered that Monsanto had 

allegedly falsified the data in their studies. Sanjour says, "If they were done correctly, [the 

studies] would have reached just the opposite result." 

 

Here are examples of tinkering with the truth about Monsanto's GM products: 

 

• When dairy farmers inject cows with genetically modified bovine growth hormone (rbGH), 

more bovine growth hormone ends up in the milk. To allay fears, the FDA claimed that 

pasteurization destroys 90 percent of the hormone. In reality, the researchers of this drug 

(then owned by Monsanto) pasteurized the milk 120 times longer than normal. But they 

only destroyed 19 percent. So they spiked the milk with a huge amount of extra growth 

hormone and then repeated the long pasteurization. Only under these artificial conditions 

were they able to destroy 90 percent. 

 

• To demonstrate that rbGH injections didn't interfere with cows' fertility, Monsanto appears 

to have secretly added cows to their study that were pregnant BEFORE injection. 

 

• FDA Veterinarian Richard Burroughs said that Monsanto researchers dropped sick cows 

from studies, to make the drug appear safer. 

 

• Richard Burroughs ordered more tests on rbGH than the industry wanted and was told by 

superiors he was slowing down the approval. He was fired and his tests cancelled. The 

remaining whistle-blowers in the FDA had to write an anonymous letter to Congress, 
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complaining of fraud and conflict of interest in the agency. They complained of one FDA 

scientist who arbitrarily increased the allowable levels of antibiotics in milk 100-fold, in 

order to facilitate the approval of rbGH. She had just become the head of an FDA 

department that was evaluating the research that she had recently done while an employee 

of Monsanto. 

 

• Another former Monsanto scientist said that after company scientists conducted safety 

studies on bovine growth hormone, all three refused to drink any more milk, unless it was 

organic and therefore not treated with the drug. They feared the substantial increase of 

insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) in the drugged milk. IGF-1 is a significant risk factor for 

cancer. 

 

• When independent researchers published a study in July 1999 showing that Monsanto's 

GM soy contains 12-14 percent less cancer-fighting phytoestrogens, Monsanto responded 

with its own study, concluding that soy's phytoestrogen levels vary too much to even carry 

out a statistical analysis. Researchers failed to disclose, however, that they had instructed 

the laboratory to use an obsolete method of detection -- one that had been prone to highly 

variable results. 

 

• To prove that GM protein breaks down quickly during simulated digestion, Monsanto uses 

thousands of times the amount of digestive enzymes and a much stronger acid than what 

the World Health Organization recommends. 

 

• Monsanto told government regulators that the GM protein produced in their high-lysine GM 

corn was safe for humans, because it is also found in soil. They claimed that since people 

consume small residues of soil on fruits and vegetables, the protein has a safe history as 

part of the human diet. The actual amount of the GM corn protein an average US citizen 

would consume, however, if all their corn were Monsanto's variety, would be "about 30 

billion to four trillion times" the amount normally consumed in soil residues. For equivalent 

exposure, people would have to eat as much as 22,000 pounds of soil every second of every 
day. 

 

• Monsanto's high-lysine corn also had unusual levels of several nutritional components, 

such as protein and fibre. Instead of comparing it to normal corn, which would have 

revealed this significant disparity, Monsanto compared their GM corn to obscure corn 

varieties that were also far outside the normal range on precisely these values. On this 

basis, Monsanto could claim that there were no statistically significant differences in their 

GM corn content. 

 

Methods used by Monsanto to hide problems are varied and plentiful. For example, 

researchers: 

 

• Use animals with varied starting weights, to hinder the detection of food-related changes; 

• Keep feeding studies short, to miss long-term impacts; 

• Test Roundup Ready soybeans that have never been sprayed with Roundup -- as they 

always are in real world conditions; 

• Avoid feeding animals the GM crop, but instead give them a single dose of GM protein 

produced from GM bacteria; 

• Use too few subjects to obtain statistical significance; 

• Use poor or inappropriate statistical methods, or fail to even mention statistical methods, 

or include essential data; and 

• Employ insensitive detection techniques -- doomed to fail. 

 

Monsanto's 1996 Journal of Nutrition study, which was their cornerstone article for 

"proving" that GM soy was safe, provides plenty of examples of masterfully rigged methods. 

 

• Researchers tested GM soy on mature animals, not the more sensitive young ones. GMO 
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safety expert Arpad Pusztai says the older animals "would have to be emaciated or poisoned 

to show anything." 

• Organs were never weighed. 

 

• The GM soy was diluted up to 12 times which, according to an expert review, "would 

probably ensure that any possible undesirable GM effects did not occur." 

 

• The amount of protein in the feed was "artificially too high," which would mask negative 

impacts of the soy. 

 

• Samples were pooled from different locations and conditions, making it nearly impossible 

for compositional differences to be statistically significant. 

 

• Data from the only side-by-side comparison was removed from the study and never 

published. When it was later recovered, it revealed that Monsanto's GM soy had significantly 

lower levels of important constituents (e.g. protein, a fatty acid, and phenylalanine, an 

essential amino acid) and that toasted GM soy meal had nearly twice the amount of a lectin -

- which interferes with the body's ability to assimilate nutrients. Moreover, the amount of 

trypsin inhibitor, a known soy allergen, was as much as seven times higher in cooked GM 

soy compared to a cooked non-GM control. Monsanto named their study, "The composition 

of glyphosate-tolerant soybean seeds is equivalent to that of conventional soybeans." 

 

A paper published in Nutrition and Health analyzed all peer-reviewed feeding studies on GM 

foods as of 2003. It came as no surprise that Monsanto's Journal of Nutrition study, along 

with the other four peer-reviewed animal feeding studies that were "performed more or less 

in collaboration with private companies," reported no negative effects of the GM diet. "On 

the other hand," they wrote, "adverse effects were reported (but not explained) in [the five] 

independent studies." They added, "It is remarkable that these effects have all been observed 

after feeding for only 10 to 14 days."(18) 

 

A former Monsanto scientist recalls how colleagues were trying to rewrite a GM animal 

feeding study, to hide the ill-effects. But sometimes when study results are unmistakably 

damaging, Monsanto just plain lies. Monsanto's study on Roundup, for example, showed that 

28 days after application, only 2 percent of their herbicide had broken down. They 

nonetheless advertised the weed killer as "biodegradable," "leaves the soil clean," and 

"respects the environment." These statements were declared false and illegal by judges in 

both the US and France. The company was forced to remove "biodegradable" from the label 

and pay a fine. 

Monsanto attacks labelling, local democracy, and news coverage 

• On July 3, 2::3, Monsanto sued Oakhurst dairy because their labels stated, "Our Farmers' 

Pledge: No Artificial Growth Hormones." Oakhurst eventually settled with Monsanto, 

agreeing to include a sentence on their cartons saying that according to the FDA no 

significant difference has been shown between milk derived from rbGH-treated and non-

rbGH-treated cows. The statement is not true. FDA scientists had acknowledged the increase 

of IGF-1, bovine growth hormone, antibiotics, and pus, in milk from treated cows. 

Nonetheless, the misleading sentence had been written years earlier by the FDA's deputy 

commissioner of policy, Michael Taylor, the one who was formerly Monsanto's outside 

attorney and later their vice president. 

 

• Monsanto's public relations firm created a group called the Dairy Coalition, which 

pressured editors of the USA Today, Boston Globe, New York Times and others, to limit 

negative coverage of rbGH. 

 

• A Monsanto attorney wrote a letter to Fox TV, promising dire consequences if the station 

aired a four-part exposé on rbGH. The show was ultimately cancelled. 
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• A book critical of Monsanto's GM foods was three days away from being published. A 

threatening letter from Monsanto's attorney forced the small publisher to cancel 

publication. 

 

• 14,::: copies of Ecologist magazine dedicated to exposing Monsanto were shredded by 

the printer due to fears of a lawsuit. 

 

• After a ballot initiative in California established Mendocino County as a GM-free zone -- 

where planting GMOs is illegal, Monsanto and others organized to push through laws in 14 

states that make it illegal for cities and counties to declare similar zones. 

Monsanto's promises of riches come up short 

Biotech advocates have wooed politicians, claiming that their new technology is the path to 

riches for their city, state, or nation. "This notion that you lure biotech to your community 

to save its economy is laughable," said Joseph Cortright, an Oregon economist who co-wrote 

a report on the subject. "This is a bad-idea virus that has swept through governors, mayors 

and economic development officials."(19) Indeed, The Wall Street Journal observed, "Not 

only has the biotech industry yielded negative financial returns for decades, it generally 

digs its hole deeper every year."(20) The Associated Press says it "remains a money-losing, 

niche industry."(21) 

 

Nowhere in the biotech world is the bad-idea virus more toxic than in its application to GM 

plants. Not only does the technology under-deliver, it consistently burdens governments and 

entire sectors with losses and problems. 

 

Under the first Bush administration, for example, the White House's elite Council on 

Competitiveness chose to fast track GM food in hopes that it would strengthen the economy 

and make American products more competitive overseas. The opposite ensued. US corn 

exports to Europe were virtually eliminated, down by 99.4 percent. The American Corn 

Growers Association (ACGA) calculated that the introduction of GM corn caused a drop in 

corn prices by 13 to 20 percent.(22) Their CEO said, "The ACGA believes an explanation is 

owed to the thousands of American farmers who were told to trust this technology, yet now 

see their prices fall to historically low levels while other countries exploit US vulnerability 

and pick off our export customers one by one."(23) US soy sales also plummeted due to GM 

content. 

 

According to Charles Benbrook, PhD, former executive director of the National Academy of 

Sciences' Board on Agriculture, the closed markets and slashed prices forced the federal 

government to pay an additional $3 to $5 billion every year.(24) He says growers have only 

been kept afloat by the huge jump in subsidies.(25) 

 

Instead of withdrawing support for failed GM crops, the US government has been convinced 

by Monsanto and others that the key to success is to force open foreign markets to GMOs. 

But many nations are also reeling under the false promise of GMOs. 

Canola crashes on GM 

When Canada became the only major producer to adopt GM canola in 1996, it led to a 

disaster. The premium-paying EU market, which took about one-third of Canada's canola 

exports in 1994 and one-fourth in 1995, stopped all imports from Canada by 1998. The GM 

canola was diverted to the low-priced Chinese market. Not only did Canadian canola prices 

fall to a record low,(26) Canada even lost their EU honey exports due to the GM pollen 

contamination. 

 

Australia benefited significantly from Canada's folly. By 2006, the EU was buying 38 percent 
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of Australia's canola exports.(27) Nonetheless, Monsanto's people in Australia claimed that 

GM canola was the way to get more competitive. They told farmers that Roundup Ready 

canola would yield up to 30 percent more. But when an investigator looked at the best trial 

yields on Monsanto's web site, it was 17 percent below the national average canola yield. 

When that was publicized, the figures quickly disappeared from the Monsanto's site. Two 

Aussie states did allow GM canola and sure enough, they are suffering from loss of foreign 

markets. 

 

In Australia and elsewhere, the non-GMO farmers also suffer. Market prices drop, and 

farmers spend more to set up segregation systems, GMO testing, buffer zones, and separate 

storage and shipping channels to try to hold onto non-GMO markets. Even then, they risk 

contamination and lost premiums. 

GM farmers don't earn or produce more 

Monsanto has been quite successful in convincing farmers that GM crops are the ticket to 

greater yields and higher profits. You still hear that rhetoric at the United States 

Department of Agriculture (USDA). But a 2006 USDA report "could not find positive financial 

impacts in either the field-level nor the whole-farm analysis" for adoption of Bt corn and 

Roundup Ready soybeans. They said, "Perhaps the biggest issue raised by these results is 

how to explain the rapid adoption of [GM] crops when farm financial impacts appear to be 

mixed or even negative."(28) 

 

Similarly, the Canadian National Farmers Union (NFU) flatly states, "The claim that GM seeds 

make our farms more profitable is false."(29) Net farm incomes in Canada plummeted since 

the introduction of GM canola, with the last five years being the worst in Canada's history. 

 

In spite of numerous advertising claims that GM crops increase yield, the average GM crop 

from Monsanto reduces yield 

. This was confirmed by the most comprehensive evaluation on the subject, conducted by 

the Union of Concerned Scientists in 2009. Called Failure to Yield, the report demonstrated 

that in spite of years of trying, GM crops return fewer bushels than their non-GM 

counterparts. Even the 2006 USDA report stated that "currently available GM crops do not 

increase the yield potential of a hybrid variety. . . . In fact, yield may even decrease if the 

varieties used to carry the herbicide tolerant or insect-resistant genes are not the highest 

yielding cultivars."(30) 

 

US farmers had expected higher yields with Roundup Ready soybeans, but independent 

studies confirm a yield loss of 4 to 11percent.(31) Brazilian soybean yields are also down 

since Roundup Ready varieties were introduced.(32) In Canada, a study showed a 7.5 

percent lower yield with Roundup Ready canola.(33) 

 

The Canadian National Farmers Union (NFU) observed, "Corporate and government 

managers have spent millions trying to convince farmers and other citizens of the benefits 

of genetically-modified (GM) crops. But this huge public relations effort has failed to 

obscure the truth: GM crops do not deliver the promised benefits; they create numerous 

problems, costs, and risks. . . . It would be too generous even to call GM crops a solution in 

search of a problem: These crops have failed to provide significant solutions."(34) 

Herbicide use rising due to GMOs 

Monsanto bragged that their Roundup Ready technology would reduce herbicide, but at the 

same time they were building new Roundup factories to meet their anticipated increase in 

demand. They got it. According to USDA data, the amount of herbicide used in the US 

increased by 382.6 million pounds over 13 years. Monsanto's Roundup Ready soybeans 

accounted for 92 percent of the total increase. Due to the proliferation of Roundup 

resistant weeds, herbicide use is accelerating rapidly. From 2007 to 2008, herbicide used 
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on GM herbicide tolerant crops skyrocketed by 31.4 percent.(35) Furthermore, as weeds 

fail to respond to Roundup, farmers also rely on more toxic pesticides such as the highly 

poisonous 2,4-D. 

Contamination happens 

In spite of Monsanto's assurances that it wouldn't be a problem, contamination has been a 

consistent and often overwhelming hardship for seed dealers, farmers, manufacturers, even 

entire food sectors. The biotech industry recommends buffer zones between fields, but these 

have not been competent to protect non-GM, organic, or wild plants from GMOs. A UK study 

showed canola cross-pollination occurring as far as 26 km away.(36) 

 

But pollination is just one of several ways that contamination happens. There is also seed 

movement by weather and insects, crop mixing during harvest, transport, and storage, and 

very often, human error. The contamination is North America is so great, it is difficult for 

farmers to secure pure non-GM seed. In Canada, a study found 32 of 33 certified non-GM 

canola seeds were contaminated.(37) Most of the non-GM soy, corn, and canola seeds 

tested in the US also contained GMOs.(38) 

 

Contamination can be very expensive. StarLink corn -- unapproved for human consumption -

- ended up the US food supply in 2000 and resulted in an estimated price tag of $1 billion. 

The final cost of GM rice contamination in the US in 2006 could be even higher. 

Deadly deception in India 

Monsanto ran a poster series called, "TRUE STORIES OF FARMERS WHO HAVE SOWN BT 

COTTON." One featured a farmer who claimed great benefits, but when investigators tracked 

him down, he turned out to be a cigarette salesman, not a farmer. Another poster claimed 

yields by the pictured farmer that were four times what he actually achieved. One poster 

showed a farmer standing next to a tractor, suggesting that sales of Bt cotton allowed him 

to buy it. But the farmer was never told what the photo was to be used for, and said that 

with the yields from Bt, "I would not be able to buy even two tractor tires." 

 

In addition to posters, Monsanto's cotton marketers used dancing girls, famous Bollywood 

actors, even religious leaders to pitch their products. Some newspaper ads looked like a 

news stories and featured relatives of seed salesmen claiming to be happy with Bt. 

Sometimes free pesticides were given away with the seeds, and some farmers who helped 

with publicity got free seeds. 

 

Scientists published a study claiming that Monsanto's cotton increased yields in India by 70 

to 80 percent. But they used only field trial data provided to them by Monsanto. Actual 

yields turn out to be quite different: 

 

• India News(39) reported studies showing a loss of about 18 percent. 

 

• An independent study in Andhra Pradesh "done on [a] season-long basis continuously for 

three years in 87 villages" showed that growing Bt cotton cost 12 percent more, yielded 8.3 

percent less, and the returns over three years were 60 percent less.(40) 

 

• Another report identified a yield loss in the Warangal district of 30 to 60 percent. The 

official report, however, was tampered with. The local Deputy Director of Agriculture 

confirmed on Feb. 1, 2005 that the yield figures had been secretly increased to 2.7 times 

higher than what farms reported. Once the state of Andhra Pradesh tallied all the actual 

yields, they demanded approximately $10 million USD from Monsanto to compensate 

farmers for losses. Monsanto refused. 

 

In sharp contrast to the independent research done by agronomists, Monsanto 
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commissioned studies to be done by market research agencies. One, for example, claimed 

four times the actual reduction in pesticide use, 12 times the actual yield, and 100 times 

the actual profit.(41) 

 

In Andhra Pradesh, where 71 percent of farmers who used Bt cotton ended up with financial 

losses, farmers attacked the seed dealer's office and even "tied up Mahyco Monsanto 

representatives in their villages," until the police rescued them.(42) 

 

In spite of great losses and unreliable yields, Monsanto has skilfully eliminated the 

availability of non-GM cotton seeds in many regions throughout India, forcing farmers to 

buy their varieties. 

 

Farmers borrow heavily and at high interest rates to pay four times the price for the GM 

varieties, along with the chemicals needed to grow them. When Bt cotton performs poorly 

and can't even pay back the debt, desperate farmers resort to suicide, often drinking 

unused pesticides. In one region, more than three Bt cotton farmers take their own lives 

each day. The UK Daily Mail estimates that the total number of Bt cotton-related suicides in 

India is a staggering 125,000. 

Doctors orders: no genetically modified food 

A greater tragedy may be the harm from the dangerous GM foods produced by Monsanto. 

The American Academy of Environmental Medicine (AAEM) has called on all physicians to 

prescribe diets without GM foods to all patients.(43) They called for a moratorium on GMOs, 

long-term independent studies, and labelling. They stated, "Several animal studies indicate 

serious health risks associated with GM food," including infertility, immune problems, 

accelerated aging, insulin regulation, and changes in major organs and the gastrointestinal 

system. "There is more than a casual association between GM foods and adverse health 

effects. There is causation…" 

 

Former AAEM President Dr. Jennifer Armstrong says, "Physicians are probably seeing the 

effects in their patients, but need to know how to ask the right questions." Renowned 

biologist Pushpa M. Bhargava believes that GMOs are a major contributor to the 

deteriorating health in America. 

Pregnant women and babies at great risk 

GM foods are particularly dangerous for pregnant moms and children. After GM soy was fed 

to female rats, most of their babies died -- compared to 10 percent deaths among controls 

fed natural soy.(44) GM-fed babies were smaller, and possibly infertile.(45) 

 

Testicles of rats fed GM soy changed from the normal pink to dark blue.(46) Mice fed GM 

soy had altered young sperm.(47) Embryos of GM soy-fed parent mice had changed 

DNA.(48) And mice fed GM corn had fewer, and smaller, babies.(49) 

 

In Haryana, India, most buffalo that ate GM cottonseed had reproductive complications such 

as premature deliveries, abortions, and infertility; many calves died. About two dozen US 

farmers said thousands of pigs became sterile from certain GM corn varieties. Some had 

false pregnancies; others gave birth to bags of water. Cows and bulls also became 

infertile.(50) 

 

In the US, incidence of low birth weight babies, infertility, and infant mortality are all 

escalating. 

Food that produces poison 

Monsanto's GM corn and cotton are engineered to produce a built-in pesticide called Bt-toxin 

-- produced from soil bacteria Bacillus thuringiensis. When bugs bite the plant, poison splits 
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open their stomach and kills them. Organic farmers and others use natural Bt bacteria 

spray for insect control, so Monsanto claims that Bt-toxin must be safe. 

 

The Bt-toxin produced in GM plants, however, is thousands of times more concentrated than 

natural Bt spray, is designed to be more toxic,(51) has properties of an allergen, and 

cannot be washed off the plant. 

 

Moreover, studies confirm that even the less toxic natural spray can be harmful. When 

dispersed by plane to kill gypsy moths in Washington and Vancouver, about 500 people 

reported allergy or flu-like symptoms.(52)(53) The same symptoms are now reported by 

farm workers from handling Bt cotton throughout India.(54) 

GMOs provoke immune reactions 

GMO safety expert Arpad Pusztai says changes in immune status are "a consistent feature of 

all the [animal] studies."(55) From Monsanto's own research to government funded trials, 

rodents fed Bt corn had significant immune reactions.(56)(57) 

 

Soon after GM soy was introduced to the UK, soy allergies skyrocketed by 50 percent. Ohio 

allergist Dr. John Boyles says "I used to test for soy allergies all the time, but now that soy 

is genetically engineered, it is so dangerous that I tell people never to eat it." 

 

GM soy and corn contain new proteins with allergenic properties,(58) and GM soy has up to 

seven times more of a known soy allergen.(59) Perhaps the US epidemic of food allergies 

and asthma is a casualty of genetic manipulation. 

Animals dying in large numbers 

In India, animals graze on cotton plants after harvest. But when shepherds let sheep graze 

on Bt cotton plants, thousands died. Investigators said preliminary evidence "strongly 

suggests that the sheep mortality was due to a toxin. . . . most probably Bt-toxin."(60) In 

one small study, all sheep fed Bt cotton plants died; those fed natural plants remained 

healthy. 

 

In an Andhra Pradesh village, buffalo grazed on cotton plants for eight years without 

incident. On Jan. 3, 2008, 13 buffalo grazed on Bt cotton plants for the first time. All died 

within three days.(61) Monsanto's Bt corn is also implicated in the deaths horses, water 

buffaloes, and chickens in the Philippines.(62) 

 

Lab studies of GM crops by other companies also show mortalities. Twice the number of 

chickens fed Liberty Link corn died; seven of 40 rats fed a GM tomato died within two 

weeks.(63) And a farmer in Germany says his cows died after exclusively eating Syngenta's 

GM corn. 

GMOs remain inside of us 

The only published human feeding study revealed that even after we stop eating GMOs, 

harmful GM proteins may be produced continuously inside of us; genes inserted into 

Monsanto's GM soy transfer into bacteria inside our intestines and continue to function.(64) 

If Bt genes also transfer, eating corn chips might transform our intestinal bacteria into 

living pesticide factories. 

Hidden dangers 

Biologist David Schubert of the Salk Institute says, "If there are problems [with GMOs], we 

will probably never know because the cause will not be traceable and many diseases take a 

very long time to develop." In the nine years after GM crops were introduced in 1996, 

Americans with three or more chronic diseases jumped from 7 percent to 13 percent.(65) 
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But without any human clinical trials or post marketing surveillance, we may never know if 

GMOs are a contributor. 

Un-recallable contamination 

In spite of the enormous health dangers, the environmental impacts may be worse still. That 

is because we don't have a technology to fully clean up the contaminated gene pool. The 

self-propagating genetic pollution released into the environment from Monsanto's crops can 

outlast the effects of climate change and nuclear waste. 

Replacing nature: "Nothing shall be eaten that we don't own" 

As Monsanto has moved forward with its master plan to replace nature, they have led the 

charge in buying up seed businesses and are now the world's largest. At least 200 

independent seed companies have disappeared over 13 years, non-GMO seed availability is 

dwindling, and Monsanto is jacking up their seed prices dramatically. Corn is up more than 

30 percent and soy nearly 25 percent, over 2008 prices.(66) 

 

An Associated Press exposé (67) reveals how Monsanto's onerous contracts allowed them to 

manipulate, then dominate, the seed industry using unprecedented legal restrictions. One 

contract provision, for example, "prevented bidding wars" and "likely helped Monsanto buy 

24 independent seed companies throughout the Farm Belt over the last few years: that corn 

seed agreement says that if a smaller company changes ownership, its inventory with 

Monsanto's traits 'shall be destroyed immediately.'" 

 

With that restriction in place, the seed companies couldn't even think of selling to a 

company other than Monsanto. According to attorney David Boies, who represents DuPont -- 

owner of Pioneer Seeds: "If the independent seed company is losing their license and has to 

destroy their seeds, they're not going to have anything, in effect, to sell," Boies said. "It 

requires them to destroy things -- destroy things they paid for -- if they go competitive. That's 

exactly the kind of restriction on competitive choice that the antitrust laws outlaw." Boies 

was a prosecutor on the antitrust case against Microsoft. He is now working with DuPont in 

their civil antitrust lawsuit against Monsanto. 

 

Monsanto also has the right to cancel deals and wipe out the inventory of a business if the 

confidentiality clauses are violated: 

 

"We now believe that Monsanto has control over as much as 90 percent of (seed genetics). 

This level of control is almost unbelievable,' said Neil Harl, agricultural economist at Iowa 

State University who has studied the seed industry for decades." 

 

Monsanto also controls and manipulates farmers through onerous contracts. Troy Roush, 

for example, is one of hundreds accused by Monsanto of illegally saving their seeds. The 

company requires farmers to sign a contract that they will not save and replant GM seeds 

from their harvest. That way Monsanto can sell its seeds -- at a premium -- each season. 

 

Although Roush maintains his innocence, he was forced to settle with Monsanto after two 

and a half years of court battles. He says his "family was just destroyed [from] the stress 

involved." Many farmers are afraid, according to Roush, because Monsanto has "created a 

little industry that serves no other purpose than to wreck farmers' lives." Monsanto has 

collected an estimated $200 million from farmers thus far. 

 

Roush says, "They are in the process of owning food, all food." Paraguayan farmer Jorge 

Galeano says, "Its objective is to control all of the world's food production." Renowned 

Indian physicist and community organizer Vandana Shiva says, "If they control seed, they 

control food; they know it, it's strategic. It's more powerful than bombs; it's more powerful 

than guns. This is the best way to control the populations of the world." 
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Our food security lies in diversity -- both biodiversity, and diversity of owners and interests. 

Any single company that consolidates ownership of seeds, and therefore power over the 

food supply, is a dangerous threat. Of all the corporations in the world, however, the one we 

should trust the least is Monsanto. With them at the helm, the impact could be cataclysmic. 

 

To learn more about the health dangers of GMOs, and what you can do to help end the 

genetic engineering of our food supply, visit www.ResponsibleTechnology.org. 

 

To learn how to choose healthier non-GMO brands, visit www.NonGMOShoppingGuide.com. 
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Monsanto is trying to take over the world 

Tuesday, January 12, 2010 by: Ethan Huff, citizen journalist 

NaturalNews) According to a recent Associated Press investigation, agri-giant Monsanto 

regularly employs business practices that not only aim to eliminate all competition, but 

essentially position the company as the sole proprietor of all things related to food. While 

old news to many in the natural health community, the mainstream press is beginning to 

recognize the world domination tactics being employed by Monsanto that are slowly 

destroying the integrity of the global food supply. 

 

Monsanto's genetic modification program has reached 95 percent of domestic soybean 

crops and 80 percent of domestic corn crops. It has plans in the works to insert its 

patented genes into wheat crops as well, given U.S. farmers agree to use them this time 

around. These percentages are likely even higher when considering the natural and 

unintended spread of pollen and seeds from these genetically-modified organisms (GMOs) 

into conventional or organic fields. 

 

According to Neil Harl, an agricultural economist from Iowa State University, Monsanto now 

has patented control over 90 percent of seeds and seed genetics, a chilling notion that has 

far-reaching consequences. Since the company regularly buys up independent seed 

companies, its competition is dwindling and the prices for its patented seeds continue to 

rise. 

 

The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) and at least two state attorneys general are probing 

Monsanto's contracts and agreements that many are alleging violate antitrust laws. 

Everything from exerting unreasonable control on farmers who purchase its seeds to flat 

out lying about their benefits is under investigation. 

 

Once a farmer agrees to use even a single Monsanto gene or seed he is essentially locked 
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into a contract with Monsanto that is very difficult to get out of logistically. Once the seed 

traits have proliferated a crop, removing it in order to revert back to a conventional seed is 

extremely difficult and expensive, leaving many farmers helpless to escape Monsanto's 

control over them. 

 

Monsanto's contracts also contain provisions that mandate the destruction of all seeds 

containing its genes if and when a seed company changes ownership, making it easy for 

Monsanto to buy up seed companies cheaply and eliminate all competitor participation in 

the bidding process. 

 

Many seed growers and crop farmers feel cornered by Monsanto as it solidifies its control 

over the entire seed and crop industry. Most have no other option but to continue using 

Monsanto products or else face ruin. Unless the DOJ steps in and clamps down on 

Monsanto's quest for total control, the world's food supply may eventually be controlled by a 

single biotechnology corporation. 

 

Sources:  

Food giant's power tactics - Salon 

 

AN AP INVESTIGATION: Monsanto seed business role revealed - GlobeGazette.com 

 

Monsanto uses patent law to control most of U.S. corn, soy seed market - Cleveland.com 

Here’s a 2::9 headline from Bloomberg just to hammer home the point to you that they 

were never in it to rip people off.  

Monsanto to Charge as Much as 42% More for New GM Seeds - Bloomberg Aug 13, 2009 By 

Jack Kaskey. 

Introduction to Terminator Technology 

Terminator technology refers to plants that have been genetically modified to render sterile 

seeds at harvest – it is also called Genetic Use Restriction Technology or GURTS. Terminator 

technology was developed by the multinational seed/agrochemical industry and the United 

States government to prevent farmers from saving and re-planting harvested seed. 

Terminator has not yet been commercialized or field-tested but tests are currently being 

conducted in greenhouses in the United States.  

“Terminator is a direct assault on farmers and indigenous cultures and on food 

sovereignty. It threatens the well-being of all rural people, primarily the very poorest.”  

- Rafael Alegría of Via Campesina, an organization representing over 10 million peasant 

farmers worldwide.  

Genetic Use Restriction Technology ―GURTs‖ is the “official” name for Terminator 

technology that is used at the United Nations and by scientists. It refers to technologies 

that, in their design, provide a mechanism to switch introduced genes on or off, using 

external inducers like chemicals or physical stimuli such as heat shock (called an inducible 

system). This mechanism allows for restricted use or performance of transgenes. There are 

two types of GURTs technologies that rely on the same mechanism, variety-related or V-

GURTs and trait-related or T-GURTs. V-GURTs aim to control reproductive processes to result 

in seed sterility, thus affecting the viability of the whole variety; T-GURTs aim to control the 

use of traits such as insect resistance, stress tolerance or production of nutrients. The 

ability to switch the GURTs mechanism on or off externally would, theoretically, enable 

control over the viability of seeds or over traits. (Source: EcoNexus 

http://www.econexus.info/)  
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Why is Terminator a problem? The top 1: largest seed companies control half the world’s 

commercial seed market. If Terminator is commercialized, corporations will likely 

incorporate sterility genes into all their seeds. That’s because genetic seed sterilization 

would secure a much stronger monopoly than patents — instead of suing farmers for saving 

seed, companies are trying to make it biologically impossible for farmers to re-use 

harvested seed.  

Canadian farms of all sizes save seeds and this practice is growing as the farm income 

crisis gets worse each year. Across the world, over 1.4 billion people, primarily small-scale 

farming families in the developing world, depend on farm-saved seed as their primary seed 

source. Terminator seeds will force dependence on external seed sources and disrupt the 

age-old practice of farmer seed selection, exchange and breeding - centuries of Indigenous 

and farmer seed variety development is the foundation of the Canadian seed stock.  

What impact will Terminator seeds have on farmers? Terminator is a major violation of the 

rights of farmers to save and reuse their own seeds. Through pollen movement in the first 

generation, Terminator genes could contaminate farmers’ crops - farmers might then 

unknowingly save and reuse seeds that are contaminated and will not germinate. This could 

also happen if imported grain contains Terminator genes.  

Farmers who depend on humanitarian food aid risk devastating crop loss if they 

unknowingly use food aid grain containing Terminator genes as seed.  

Terminator would ensure a corporate stranglehold on seeds and result in higher seed 

prices at a time when farmers are experiencing the worst income crisis in the history of 

modern agriculture. If Canadian farmers were forced to buy Terminator seeds every year, 

the cost would be crippling. For example, an estimated 90% of Canadian wheat is planted 

with saved seed – in total, the annual cost to buy this seed would be $95 million dollars.  

Who holds patents on Terminator? Monsanto has acquired Delta & Pine Land (DPL), the 

world’s largest cotton seed company, which jointly holds three US patents on Terminator 

technology with the US Department of Agriculture. In October 2005, DPL won new 

Terminator patents in both Europe and Canada. Also, the multinational seed and 

agrochemical company Syngenta is requesting a Canadian patent on its Terminator 

potatoes. But Indigenous potato farmers in the Andes of Peru have asked Syngenta destroy 

this patent.  

Will Terminator stop genetic contamination? The multinational seed industry is waging a 

public relations campaign to promote Terminator technology as a means to stop unwanted 

genetic contamination from genetically engineered (GE) plants (particularly for potential 

use in GE trees and plants modified to produce drugs and industrial chemicals).  

Escaped genes from GE plants are causing contamination and pose threats to agricultural 

biodiversity and the livelihoods of farmers. For example, Saskatchewan organic canola 

farmers are suing Monsanto and Bayer for GE contamination (www.saskorganic.com/oapf).  

Industry argues that engineered sterility would offer a built-in safety feature for GE plants 

because if genes from a Terminator crop cross-pollinate with related plants nearby, the 

seed produced from unwanted pollination will be sterile – it will not germinate. But 

Terminator technology is a complex system involving multiple inserted genes that all work 

together in a sequence. Scientists warn that Terminator will not be 100% effective. The 

likelihood of system failure means it could never be a reliable tool for “biocontainment”. If 

Terminator is used for “biocontainment” and fails, it would introduce new, dangerous 

biosafety risks.  

UPDATE January 2007:  



Victory! Global Moratorium Upheld!: In 2000, the United Nations Convention on Biological 

Diversity recommended that governments not approve Terminator for field tests or 

commercial use. This created what is now recognized as an international moratorium. It 

was upheld and strengthened in March 2006 thanks to pressure from Canadians and 

people across the world.  

Canada still promotes Terminator: In 2005, the Canadian government tried to overturn the 

UN moratorium. A leaked memo revealed that the government was preparing to push 

language to allow field-testing and commercialization. However, in March 2006, public 

pressure forced the government to agree to strengthen the moratorium. But our 

government has still not taken a stand against Terminator.  

Monsanto Buys Terminator: On June 1, 2007 Monsanto concluded its deal to acquire Delta 

& Pine Land, the US seed company conducting greenhouse trials of Terminator. In 1999 

Monsanto made a public commitment not to commercialize Terminator but “Monsanto does 

not rule out the potential development and use of one of these technologies in the future.”  

Syngenta wants a Canadian patent on Terminator potatoes: Multinational corporation 

Syngenta has applied for a Canadian patent on its Terminator potatoes. But Indigenous 

farmers in the Andes of Peru are asking Syngenta to denounce this technology.  

Article from Ban Terminator website. 

Monsanto’s Terminator Making a Comeback? Enter the Zombie! 

By Barbara H. Peterson May 18, 2008 

Monsanto and its cohorts in crime promised us that they would not be using Terminator 

technology called GURT, or genetic use restricted technology. In fact, the United Nations 

actually issued a moratorium on the project. So we’re safe, right? Wrong. 

As usual, the boys in the little white lab coats have not been idle. In spite of the moratorium, 

not only are they working heatedly on Terminator technology, but are getting ready to 

introduce Zombie technology. Terminator, and Traitor or Zombie technologies are just 

variations of GURT. Whereas Terminator technology produces plants with sterile seeds, 

Zombie technology carries this a step further by creating plants that could require a 

chemical application to trigger seed fertility every year. Pay for the chemical or get sterile 

seed. This is called reversible transgenic sterility. They have been working steadily on 

perfecting this technology, and are now poised to introduce it to the world as a solution to 

the current GMO contamination problem. Move over Terminator, here comes the Zombie. 

If a field gets contaminated with seeds containing the Terminator gene, the resulting plants 

will have sterile seeds, so the reproductive cycle ends. If the contamination is from the 

Zombie gene, the resulting plants will most likely require a certain pesticide or will be 

sterile. 

Plants are engineered with sterility as the default condition, but sterility can be reversed 
with the application of an external stimulus that restores the plant’s viability. In order to 
bring the “zombie” seed back from the dead, the farmer or breeder must use an external 
stimulus (such as a proprietary chemical‖ to restore the seed’s fertility. ―Terminator the 
Sequel, 2007 PDF doc) 

Either way, if you are a small farmer with a contaminated field, your seed-saving venture for 

the following year will be less than successful. Planting sterile seeds takes the same amount 

of work as well as monetary outlay that planting good seeds does, but without the return on 

investment. And, you cannot tell the difference between the good, the bad, and the ugly 



seeds until it’s too late. That is, if the patent enforcement brigade doesn’t raid your 

property first and force you to destroy your crops and all of your seeds due to patent 

infringement. Then you get nothing, and have to pay for the privilege. 

Oh, and did I forget to mention that Monsanto announced in 2006, its takeover of Delta 

Pine & Land? 

http://www.banterminator.org/News-Updates/News-Updates/Monsanto-Announces-Takeover-

of-Delta-Pine-Land 

This would not be of much consequence, but for the fact that Delta Pine & Land is a joint 

owner along with the USDA of US patent # 5,723,765 - GURT technology. 

In March 1998 the US Patent Office granted Patent No. 5,723,765 to Delta Pine & Land for 
a patent titled, Control of Plant Gene _Expression. The patent is owned jointly, according to 
Delta Pine’s Security ’ Exchange Commission 1:K filing, ‘by DP’L and the United States of 
America, as represented by the Secretary of Agriculture.’ 
(http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=3082) 

This makes, as of 2006, Monsanto and the United States of America (Corp USA), as 

represented by the Secretary of Agriculture (USDA), which is currently Tom Vilsack, joint 

owners of the GURT patent. Kind of gives you that warm, fuzzy feeling all over, doesn’t it? 

Barbara H. Peterson Terminator: The Sequel 

http://www.etcgroup.org/en/materials/publications.html?pub_id=635 

Despite the fact that governments re-affirmed and strengthened the United Nations’ 

moratorium on Terminator technology (a.k.a. genetic use restriction technology [GURTs]) 

in March 2006, public and private sector researchers are developing a new generation of 

suicide seeds - using chemically induced “switches” to turn a genetically modified ―GM‖ 

plant’s fertility on or off. 

Issue: Under the guise of biosafety, the European Union’s 3-year Transcontainer Project is 

investing millions of Euros in strategies that cannot promise fail-safe containment of 

transgenes from GM crops, but could nonetheless function as Terminator, posing 

unacceptable threats to farmers, biodiversity and food sovereignty. Terminator technology - 

genetic seed sterilization - was initially developed by the multinational seed/agrochemical 

industry and the US government to maximize seed industry profits by preventing farmers 

from re-planting harvested seed. Researchers are also developing new techniques to excise 

transgenes from GM plants at a specific time in the plant’s development, and methods to kill 

a plant with “conditionally lethal” genes. This new generation of GURTs will shift the burden 

of trait control to the farmer. Under some scenarios, farmers will be obliged to pay for the 

privilege of restoring seed fertility every year - a new form of perpetual monopoly for the 

seed industry. 

Impact: Whether intended or not, new research on molecular containment of transgenes will 

ultimately allow the multinational seed industry to tighten its grasp on proprietary 

germplasm and restrict the rights of farmers. Industry and governments are already 

working to overturn the existing moratorium on Terminator technology at the UN 

Convention on Biological Diversity ―CBD‖. In the months leading up to the CBD’s 9th 

Conference of the Parties (Bonn, Germany 19-30 May 2008), industry will argue that global 

warming requires urgent introduction of transgenic crops and trees for biofuels - and that 

Terminator-type technologies offer a precautionary, environmental necessity to prevent 

http://www.banterminator.org/News-Updates/News-Updates/Monsanto-Announces-Takeover-of-Delta-Pine-Land
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transgene flow. Ironically, society is being asked to foot the bill for a new techno-fix to 

mitigate the genetic contamination caused by the biotech industry’s defective GM seeds. 

Players: Taxpayer-financed research on biological containment of GM crops subsidizes the 

corporate agenda. A handful of multinational seed corporations control biotech seeds and 

the proprietary seed market as a whole has seen unprecedented corporate concentration. In 

2::6, the world’s top 4 seed companies - Monsanto, DuPont, Syngenta and Groupe 

Limagrain - accounted for half (49%) of the proprietary seed market. 

Policy: Governments keep trying to find ways to make GM seeds safe and acceptable and 

they keep failing. They should stop trying. There is no such thing as a safe and acceptable 

form of Terminator. The EU should discontinue funding for research on “reversible 

transgenic sterility,” and re-assess funding for other research projects undertaken by 

Transcontainer. Rather than support research on coexistence to bail out the agbiotech 

industry, the EU should instead fund sustainable agricultural research that benefits farmers 

and the public. National governments should propose legislation to prohibit field-testing and 

commercial sale of Terminator technologies. Governments meeting at the 9th Conference of 

the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity in Bonn, Germany must strengthen the 

moratorium on GURTs by recommending a ban on the technology.  

Monsanto voted Most Evil Corporation of the Year by NaturalNews readers 

Monday, January 10, 2011 Mike Adams, the Health Ranger editor of NaturalNews.com  

(NaturalNews) After taking nominations for the Most Evil Corporation of the Year survey 

from our readers, we hosted an online survey that allowed readers to vote on this question. 

Over 16,000 readers voted in our online survey from January 5 through 9, 2011. 

Astonishingly, fifty-one percent of all votes went to Monsanto as the Most Evil Corporation of 

the year. This means Monsanto wins the top prize by a huge margin. 

Taking second place was the Federal Reserve, with twenty percent of the votes. This is 

especially intriguing because it means that NaturalNews are well informed about the fact 

that the Federal Reserve is not a government entity but rather a corporate entity that serves 

the profit interests of the global banking cartel. 

The other corporations included in the survey (along with their vote results) are: 

British Petroleum 9% 

Halliburton 5% 

McDonalds 3% 

Pfizer 2% 

Merck 2% 

Wal-Mart 2% 

Nestle 1% 

Other 7% 

(Note: The total slightly exceeds 100% due to rounding on the part of the survey host.) 

Why is Monsanto considered so evil? 

The results of this survey beg the question: Why is Monsanto considered so evil, to the point 

where it garnered a full 51 percent of the vote? 



The first and most obvious answer to that question may be that people who dislike 

Monsanto tend to be NaturalNews readers. There is undoubtedly a self-selection trend in this 

survey. But even among those readers who are into natural health, green living, organic 

foods and the like, why would Monsanto stand out above British Petroleum, for example, 

which caused enormous damage to the Gulf Coast in 2010? 

The answer, I suspect, is that Monsanto behaves like an evil corporation that pretends to be 

angelic. The Monsanto website is an orgy of touchy-feely corporate spin that tries to 

position the company as the saviour of life on planet Earth. 

For example, the Monsanto website hosts the "Monsanto pledge" which contains the 

following sickening claims: (http://www.monsanto.com/whoweare/Pa...) 

Integrity 

Integrity is the foundation for all that we do. Integrity includes honesty, decency, 

consistency, and courage. 

Sharing 

We will share knowledge and technology to advance scientific understanding, to improve 

agriculture and the environment, to improve crops, and to help farmers in developing 

countries. 

To anyone who knows anything about Monsanto, these words must strike them as 

particularly nauseous. For a company that thrives on GMO seeds and is an aggressive 

opponent of open-pollinated seeds to talk about "sharing knowledge" and "helping farmers" 

is enough to make you quite literally vomit. (Try to avoid splattering your keyboard.) 

Monsanto's pledge continues: 

Respect 

We will respect the religious, cultural, and ethical concerns of people throughout the world. 

The safety of our employees, the communities where we operate, our customers, 

consumers, and the environment will be our highest priority. 

Given that Monsanto's GMO crops are now linked to roughly 200,000 suicides of farmers 

and farm workers in India (http://www.naturalnews.com/030913_M...), you really have to 

wonder where this "respecting the cultural concerns of people" line could possibly come 

from. 

A corporate mental patient 

Touring the official Monsanto website, in fact, is a lot like walking through the mind of a 

madman whose self delusion has reached the point of complete psychosis. Monsanto runs 

around the world operating much like a mental patient, albeit a mental patient with a 

tremendous amount of political clout and economic power. And to oppose Monsanto is to 

put yourself at great risk. 

Just ask all the politicians in France and across Europe who found themselves being added 

to a "retaliatory target list" that was assembled by the United States ambassador to France, 

working in conspiracy with the leaders of the GMO industry 

(http://www.naturalnews.com/030828_G...). 

A lot of corporations are greedy (Goldman Sachs). Many are downright criminal (Big 

Pharma). But only a few corporations rise to the title of being considered truly and 

irreversibly evil. That's where Monsanto apparently takes the top prize. 



Oh, and by the way, this isn't the first time Monsanto has received top honours. Forbes 

Magazine gave Monsanto its "Company of the Year Award" in 2009. And that tells you just 

about everything you need to know about the values of Forbes Magazine, too. Never let 

planetary health stand in the way of a quarterly profit! 

I wish to thank NaturalNews readers for participating in this survey. If you'd like to read 

more about Monsanto and GMOs, here are some additional resources: 

http://www.NaturalNews.com/Monsanto... 

http://www.naturalnews.com/NoGMO.html 

http://ResponsibleTechnology.org 

http://GMwatch.org 

Africa, Chocolate, Bill Gates, Monsanto, and the Genetically Modified Land Grab 

By Barbara H. Peterson Farm Wars 

On October 25, 2:1:, the ETC Group issued a report titled “Gene Giants Stockpile Patents 

on “Climate-ready” Crops.” It seems that the biotech giants along with Bill and Melinda 

Gates, are teaming up once again to force genetically modified (GM) crops down the world’s 

throat, and Africa is high on the list of targeted countries. 

To gain desperately needed moral legitimacy, Gene Giants like Monsanto, BASF, Syngenta 

and DuPont are forging high-profile partnerships with public sector institutions that aim to 

deliver proprietary technologies to resource-poor farmers. 

Not surprisingly, the Gates foundation has invested heavily in the biggest gene giant, 

Monsanto. “Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation’s investment portfolio includes 5::,::: 

shares of Monsanto stock with an estimated worth of $23.1 million purchased in the second 

quarter of 2:1:” (Farm Wars). 

The immediate impact of these partnerships is to enhance the public image of Gene Giants 

that are donating royalty-free genes to needy farmers. But the longer-term goal is to create 

the “enabling environments” ―biosafety regulations, intellectual property laws, positive 

media coverage to promote public acceptance) that will support the market introduction of 

genetically engineered crops and related technologies. It’s a package deal – wrapped in a 

philanthropic façade – and it comes with strings attached… 

“What we need in order to effectively contribute…are enabling business environments.” – 

Gerald Steiner, Executive Vice President, Sustainability and Corporate Affairs, Monsanto 

Company, testifying before the U.S. Congress, July 2:1:… 

And “enabling business environments” are what these future “Biomassters” intend on 

achieving any way they can by creating and partnering with organizations such as the pro-

GM Nairobi-based African Agricultural Technology Foundation (AATF) to spread biotech 

crops and the control that goes with them through technology giveaways designed to open 

the door to a complete takeover of the food supply.  

The AATF is one of the primary deal-brokers in the South. Launched in 2003, AATF is a non-

profit organization that promotes public/private partnerships to ensure that resource-poor 

African farmers have royalty-free access to proprietary agricultural technologies that 

improve their productivity. Start-up funds were provided by the Rockefeller Foundation, the 

U.S. Agency for International Development, and the U.K.’s Department for International 

Development (DFID‖… 

http://farmwars.info/?p=4470
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AATF plays a major role in promoting and facilitating regulatory frameworks, by influencing 

public opinion and “overcoming the misconceptions about genetically modified organisms 

that slow down the adoption of biotechnology products” in Africa. 

The AATF, in its bid to flood Africa with genetically modified organisms (GMOs), has 

developed a project called Water Efficient Maize for Africa (WEMA). 

Water Efficient Maize for Africa ―WEMA‖ is one of AATF’s five projects. The public/private 

partnership involves Monsanto; BASF; the CGIAR’s flagship research centre – the 

International Maize and Wheat Improvement Centre (CIMMYT); and national agricultural 

research systems in Kenya, Mozambique, South Africa, Tanzania and Uganda. Launched in 

2008 with $47 million from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and the Howard G. Buffett 

Foundation, 

WEMA’s goal is to develop new drought-tolerant maize varieties that are adapted to African 

agro-ecologies using conventional breeding as well as transgenics. In addition to 

proprietary germplasm, advanced breeding tools and expertise, Monsanto and BASF 

announced in March 2008 the donation of royalty-free drought-tolerant transgenes – “the 

same water-use efficiency genes being developed for commercial global markets.” Monsanto 

describes its donation as a “gem” in its technology pipeline and predicts it could result in 

new white maize varieties that increase yields 20-35 percent during moderate drought. 

The AATF has another project involving drought-tolerant rice: 

Another AATF project related to climate-ready crops seeks to develop rice varieties suitable 

for soils that are low in nitrogen, and for drought and saline tolerance. The project claims 

that rice varieties with these traits will help African farmers increase yields by up to 30%. 

Partners include U.S. AID, Arcadia Biosciences (USA), National Agricultural Research 

Systems in Ghana, Burkina Faso, and Nigeria, the International Centre for Tropical 

Agriculture (Colombia), and PIPRA (USA). Arcadia will provide a technology license to make 

the new rice varieties royalty-free to smallholder African farmers. 

Add to this, the benevolence of Mars, IBM, the USDA, and the genetically modified cocoa 

targeted for Ghana. The gene sequence necessary to develop GM cocoa has been unlocked 

and these companies have generously placed it in the public domain. 

Cocoa is grown principally in West Africa, Central and South America and Asia. In order of 

annual production size, the eight largest cocoa-producing countries at present are Côte 

d’Ivoire, Ghana, Indonesia, Nigeria, Cameroon, Brazil, Ecuador and Malaysia. These 

countries represent 90% of world production. (UNTAD) 

Philanthropy, or subterfuge? 

“In a desperate bid for moral legitimacy and to try to ease public acceptance of genetically 

modified crops, the Gene Giants have donated a few proprietary crop genes to poor farmers 

in Africa,” explains Ribeiro. 

“The quid pro quo is that South governments must facilitate market access for genetically 

modified crops and embrace biotech-friendly patent laws. It’s an unacceptable trade-off. In 

exchange for untested technologies, South governments are being pressured to surrender 

national sovereignty over intellectual property, biomass, and food,” she warned. 

So there it is, folks. The bait and switch routine, GM style. Give poor farmers some free 

technology in return for softening up the biotech patent laws in that country, then slam 

them with a food and land grab the likes of which we have never seen. 

In return for the surrender of national sovereignty over intellectual property, biomass, and 

national food security the Gene Giants are offering to “donate” proprietary genes ―for 

untested and unproven technologies) to resource poor farmers. 

http://farmwars.info/?p=4111
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The solution to world hunger and drought is not the enslavement of farmers to a world food 

monopoly created and controlled by a few multinational giants. This is not freedom, but 

tyranny on a world-wide scale. The biotech invasion of Africa is not for the benefit of the 

African people, but for the benefit of a few biopirates masquerading as philanthropists. 

After researching the pros and cons of growing bioengineered seeds in Africa, we came to 

the conclusion that our hypotheses were correct. It is true that GMOs are resistant to some 

types of disease; that they can be engineered to grow larger than their unmodified 

counterparts; that some are resistant large applications of pesticides.  

But as we’ve mentioned, the possible loss of biodiversity and the health risks could cause 

undue strain on Africans and the rest of the world. Bioengineered seeds would make it 

harder for Africans to compete in the global market, and create a dependency they can ill 

afford. Social and political health will be affected by all of these issues. The connections 

between all of these factors cannot be ignored. It is better to err on the side of caution, 

rather than exposing a developing continent to more problems. (University of Michigan) 

What we need to do is redesign our food supply system from an import-based WTO CODEX 

system, which forces acceptance of the unacceptable, into a locally-grown, inter-connected 

web of people sharing seeds and techniques with each other. This starts with one person, 

saving seeds, planting a garden, teaching others to do the same, and spreading the word. 

Like the small seed that turns into a tall tree, we can do this, but we must start now. We 

must maintain strongholds of clean, organic seeds, because without individual seed 

stockpiles, we might just run out, and end up succumbing to the likes of Monsanto and its 

partner in crime, the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation. © 2010 Barbara H. Peterson 

With all these crooks involved from Rockefeller to Gates, Monsanto the Merciless, and also 

including the direct participation of nearly all of the World’s largest food companies, you 

would guess the propaganda that would be utilised by these cretins would be enormous, the 

fear mongering and the corporate controlled media barrage they would collectively unleash 

between them would be veritable tsunami of fear and a cacophony of imminent death and 

impending disaster. 

Before we examine this imminent oblivion in detail, we are going to briefly look at couple of 

examples of the quality of “food” that we will receive if our wanabee “masters” do prevail. 

Then we’ll also look at a new idea that the industry is considering incorporating just to keep 

our food even safer, before we finally endure the mental battering that is the “foods running 

out” propaganda I’ve been collecting.  

Odd in the time I’ve been compiling this we could have planted thousands of square miles of 

land if we’d chose too, I mean if food is that scarce as these guys make out why didn’t they 

plant some fucking seeds instead of spending all their time cooking up new ways to try and 

get us to buy into their Genetically Modified Franken-Food scam.  

If foods running out then GMO farming will be is the ONLY option to save us from this 

impending mass die off from widespread starvation.  

Don’t believe the hype. 

Here’s something I find odd if we’re running out of food... 

So there is apparently not enough food for all of us, well while you ponder on that thought, 

peruse the world obesity rankings. The percentages given are how much of our respective 

populations are clinically obese.  

 

 

http://sitemaker.umich.edu/africa.gmo/conclusions


Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1    United States: 30.6%  
 

# 2    Mexico: 24.2%  
 

# 3    United Kingdom: 23%  
 

# 4    Slovakia: 22.4%  
 

# 5    Greece: 21.9%  
 

# 6    Australia: 21.7%  
 

# 7    New Zealand: 20.9%  
 

# 8    Hungary: 18.8%  
 

# 9    Luxembourg: 18.4%  
 

# 10    Czech Republic: 14.8%  
 

# 11 

   
Canada: 14.3%  

 

# 12    Spain: 13.1%  
 

# 13 

   
Ireland: 13%  

 

# 14    Germany: 12.9%  
 

= 15    Portugal: 12.8%  
 

= 15    Finland: 12.8%  
 

# 17 

   
Iceland: 12.4%  

 

# 18    Turkey: 12%  
 

# 19 

   
Belgium: 11.7%  

 

# 20    Netherlands: 10%  
 

# 21 

   
Sweden: 9.7%  

 

# 22    Denmark: 9.5%  
 

# 23 

   
France: 9.4%  

 

# 24    Austria: 9.1%  
 

# 25 

   
Italy: 8.5%  

 

# 26    Norway: 8.3%  
 

# 27 

   
Switzerland: 7.7%  

 

= 28    Japan: 3.2%  
 

= 28    Korea, South: 3.2%  
 

 
Weighted average: 14.1%   

 

http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/hea_obe-health-obesity
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/hea_obe-health-obesity
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/us-united-states/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/mx-mexico/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/uk-united-kingdom/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/lo-slovakia/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/gr-greece/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/as-australia/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/nz-new-zealand/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/hu-hungary/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/lu-luxembourg/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ez-czech-republic/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ca-canada/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sp-spain/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ei-ireland/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/gm-germany/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/po-portugal/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/fi-finland/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ic-iceland/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/tu-turkey/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/be-belgium/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/nl-netherlands/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sw-sweden/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/da-denmark/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/fr-france/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/au-austria/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/it-italy/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/no-norway/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sz-switzerland/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ja-japan/hea-health
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ks-korea-south/hea-health


DEFINITION: Percentage of total population who have a BMI (body mass index) greater than 

30 Kg/sq.meters (Data for Australia, Austria and Portugal is from 2002. All other data is 

from 2003). Obesity rates are defined as the percentage of the population with a Body Mass 

Index (BMI) over 30. The BMI is a single number that evaluates an individual's weight status 

in relation to height (weight/height2, with weight in kilograms and height in metres). For 

Australia, the United Kingdom and the United States, figures are based on health 

examinations, rather than self-reported information. Obesity estimates derived from health 

examinations are generally higher and more reliable than those coming from self-reports, 

because they preclude any misreporting of people's height and weight. However, health 

examinations are only conducted regularly in a few countries (OECD).  

 

SOURCE: OECD Health Data 2005  

 

So somehow we are running out of food yet between a quarter and a third of the people in 

the USA and UK are obese, this makes no sense to me.  

 

Consider the following too. 

 

Where are the “Food Shortages” When We Waste More than 4:% of Total Food from the 

Global Supply? 

 

June 7, 2013 | By Dylan Charles Christina Sarich, Staff Writer Waking Times 

 

Why are Americans tossing out more than $165 billion in food annually – from fork to 

landfill – when there is so much concern that we can’t grow enough food for the world 

population without utilizing GMO seed or the proverbial fatted calf made plump with 

hormones and antibiotics, unsavoury fish farming practices, and the mass production of 

products full of high fructose corn syrup and chemical preservatives that make us fat and 

sick instead of supporting true nutrition? 

 

In a recent report published by the Natural Resources Defence Council’s food and 

agriculture program, it was proposed that Americans throw away almost 40% of their 

current food supply every year. This happens in grocery stores, restaurants, and even from 

our own pantries and refrigerators. Dan Gunders. A scientist with the NRDC said that “As a 

country, we’re essentially tossing every other piece of food that crosses our path. That’s 

money and precious resources down the drain.” For each America family, that equates to 

about $2,275 annually. Just a 15% decrease in the amount of food we threw away could 

feed another 25 million Americans. 

 

This doesn’t just happen in the ‘Land of the Free,’ in Kampala, the largest city in Uganda, 

the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) estimates that it takes around 1000 litres of 

water to produce just one litre of milk. 

 

A poem often taught to Thai children translates as such, “Every time you eat those grains of 

rice, remember you are taking in our toiling, the smell of our perspiration makes you 

grow.” So, why in China, a country that has seen some of the worst famines in the world, 

are they leaving food on their plates? 

 

The European nations also waste approximately 45-50% of their food supply as well. 

 

If you were to listen to Monsanto, Dow and other Big Pharma companies that want to keep 

growing GMO plants, and even start planting GMO trees, farming GMO fish and GMO 

livestock, you would think that this drastic experiment with human help is a necessary evil 

in order to feed the growing world population. 

 

http://www.oecd.org/document/16/0,2340,en_2649_34631_2085200_1_1_1_1,00.html


Environmental experts are saying that massive waste in the food chain, from the resources 

utilized to grow food, to the time and money it takes to ship it, to the overall production is 

harming the environment on a huge scale. 

 

The practices of over grazing, over cultivation, the use of polythene bags and the dumping 

of toxins in our soil, along with poor storage methods are all contributing to food waste, 

too. We sustain the illusion of fertile soil, but the truth is that we cannot keep these 

practices with a growing population, but neither do we need to turn to GMO foods. We can 

incorporate hydroponics, better irrigation, companion planting, planting organic high-yield 

crops, use zero grazing and even responsible fish farming methods to save the planet, and 

ourselves. 

 

For a truly radical shift, we can stop over-producing some crops, remove waste in any part 

of the food supply chain, and look at smarter ways to farm, but also become 100% organic, 

like the small country of Bhutan in the Himalayan mountains that has declared itself to be 

the first GMO-free, all organic nation in the world. 

 

Rather than turning over our complete food sovereignty to a monopolizing corporate 

agricultural system and becoming entirely dependent on genetically modifying foods to work 

in a degraded environment, we could simply stop wasting food and return to sane, healthy 

and local cultivation practices. 

Almost half of the world's food thrown away, report finds 

Figures from the Institution of Mechanical Engineers show as much as 2bn tonnes of food 

never makes it on to a plate 

10 Jan 2013 The Guardian  

As much as half of all the food produced in the world – equivalent to 2bn tonnes – ends up 

as waste every year, engineers warned in a report published on Thursday. 

The UK's Institution of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE) blames the "staggering" new figures 

in its analysis on unnecessarily strict sell-by dates, buy-one-get-one free and Western 

consumer demand for cosmetically perfect food, along with "poor engineering and 

agricultural practices", inadequate infrastructure and poor storage facilities. 

In the face of United Nations predictions that there could be about an extra 3 billion people 

to feed by the end of the century and growing pressure on the resources needed to produce 

food, including land, water and energy, the IMechE is calling for urgent action to tackle this 

waste. 

Their report, Global Food; Waste Not, Want Not, found that between 30% and 50% or 1.2-

2bn tonnes of food produced around the world never makes it on to a plate. 

In the UK as much as 30% of vegetable crops are not harvested due to their failure to meet 

retailers' exacting standards on physical appearance, it says, while up to half of the food 

that is bought in Europe and the US is thrown away by consumers. 

And about 550bn cubic metres of water is wasted globally in growing crops that never 

reach the consumer. Carnivorous diets add extra pressure as it takes 20-50 times the 

amount of water to produce 1 kilogramme of meat than 1kg of vegetables; the demand for 

water in food production could reach 10–13 trillion cubic metres a year by 2050. 

This is 2.5 to 3.5 times greater than the total human use of fresh water today and could 

lead to more dangerous water shortages around the world, the IMechE says, claiming that 

there is the potential to provide 60-100% more food by eliminating losses and waste while 

at the same time freeing up land, energy and water resources. 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/food
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/waste
http://www.imeche.org/knowledge/themes/environment/global-food


Tim Fox, head of energy and environment at the IMechE, said: "The amount of food wasted 

and lost around the world is staggering. This is food that could be used to feed the world's 

growing population – as well as those in hunger today. It is also an unnecessary waste of 

the land, water and energy resources that were used in the production, processing and 

distribution of this food." 

In order to prevent further waste, governments, development agencies and organisation like 

the UN "must work together to help change people's mindsets on waste and discourage 

wasteful practices by farmers, food producers, supermarkets and consumers," the IMechE 

said. 

Millions Hungry as US Dumps 40% of its Food 

Rosanne Skirble November 20, 2012 VOAnews.com 

Even though one in six Americans is chronically hungry, almost half of all food produced in 

the United States ends up in the trash. 

 

That's about $165 billion worth of food discarded every year at home, in restaurants and on 

farms, according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture.    

  

Reclaiming food and lives 

The DC Central Kitchen, a Washington-area nonprofit, uses some of that surplus food, which 

would otherwise go to waste,  to feed people in need.   

 

“We bring it back to the kitchen," says Mike Curtin, CEO of DC Central Kitchen. "And using 

that food, volunteer labour, and our staff prepare 5,::: meals a day.”  

 

Production cook Gregory Jones uses a paddle to stir up turkey casserole at the DC Central 

Kitchen. (VOA/R. Skirble) 

On this day, production cook Gregory Jones directs a line of volunteers to strip freshly 

cooked turkeys to the bone.   

 

“Break it down. No skin, guys, just meat,” he commands as he upends turkey pieces and a 

box of salt into a huge pot which already has hefty amounts of pasta and peas and beans.   

 

He uses a paddle the size of an oar to stir the turkey casserole he is cooking.   

 

A former drug addict, Jones says this job saved his life. He got training in DC Kitchen’s 

Culinary Arts program and has stayed clean ever since.   

 

“The wonderful thing about this is that I’m able to give back what the good Lord allowed me 

http://www.voanews.com/


to have,” he says. 

 

Curtin says Jones’ story is central to the premise under which the kitchen operates: that 

waste is wrong.   

“That waste can be food ‗or‘ it can be productive minds," he says. "It can be kitchens that 

aren’t being used effectively or efficiently.” 

 

Staggering waste 

 

The waste is staggering.  A recent report by the Natural Resources Defence Council finds 

that 40 percent of food is routinely thrown away by consumers at home, discarded or 

unserved at restaurants or left unharvested on farms. 

 

Yet, points out NRDC project scientist and study author Dana Gunders, one in six Americans 

is chronically short of food or the funds to buy it.   

 

Most Americans, she adds, are not aware of the problem. 

 

“It’s really shocking to think that we are wasting so much food when we could be feeding 

our own population," Gunders says.  "We estimate that if we were to reduce food waste by 

15 percent, that would be equivalent to the amount of food needed to feed 25 million 

Americans, those who are going hungry.” 

 

Carl and Carol Brady donate two tons of squash from their farm in Mitchellville, MD. 

(VOA/R. Skirble) 

For more than 20 years, D.C. Central Kitchen has worked to end that food waste, and feed 

the hungry.   

 

Its drivers make daily pickups of donated surplus from grocery stores, food wholesalers, 

restaurants and farms.   

 

A truck regularly pulls into Carl and Carol Brady’s farm in Mitchellville, Maryland, to collect 

two tons of previously unharvested squash. 

 

Carl says it costs him more to give it away, but, he hates the waste.   

 

“For a little more effort, I can do some good by gathering it up," he says. "I need to get it off 



the fields. It needs to go somewhere useful.” 

 

Today’s excess, tomorrow's meals 

 

That excess becomes tomorrow’s meals when it is delivered at no cost to city homeless 

shelters, charity feeding centres known as soup kitchens and after-school programs, like 

the Benning Courts Learning Centre. 

 

Denise Lacey runs the centre in a low-income neighbourhood of Washington. On a recent 

day, she dished out generous portions of hot turkey, pasta and tomato sauce to eager kids 

who, she says, often don't know where their next meal is coming from. 

 

Each night, children at Benning Courts Learning Centre in Washington, DC, receive a hot 

supper prepared by DC Central Kitchen. (VOA/R. Skirble) 

 

“I opted for the supper because a lot of kids in this area may not get supper when they get 

home,” Lacey says. 

 

Back at D.C. Central Kitchen, CEO Mike Curtin sums up the workday. 

 

He says that by reclaiming food, the kitchen is also reclaiming lives, not only for the people 

they serve but also for his staff, some of whom were themselves once down on their luck. 

 

“We want people to understand how wrong it is for people to be hungry, how absolutely 

wrong it is,” he says, “but also that by using food, we can get to these issues that create 

hunger and we can reduce those and we can have success as a community and become a 

better place.” 

 

Production cook Gregory Jones echoes those thoughts. With laughter in his voice he says, 

“I’m doing something I always wanted to do.” 

Tesco vows to act after study confirms huge food waste 

The Independent Monday 21 October 2013  

Britain’s shameful waste of food has been confirmed by a new study that shows more than 

two-thirds of produce grown for bagged salads, just under half of bakery goods and four out 

of 10 of apples are thrown away. 



Tesco, working in conjunction with the Waste and Resources Action Programme (Wrap), 

calculated the food waste “footprint” for 25 of the supermarket’s best-selling products – 

looking at what was wasted both inside its supermarkets and in the homes of its customers. 

The retail giant admitted that 28,500 tonnes of food waste were generated in its stores and 

distribution centres in the first six months of this year. 

It also estimated that uneaten food costs families about £700 a year. 

The company said it was changing its sales tactics in a bid to reduce household waste, by 

ending multi-buy offers on large bags of salad and removing “display until” dates from 

fresh fruit and vegetables. 

It will also rearrange 600 in-store bakeries to reduce the amount of bread on display and 

improve stock control. 

In 2011, Wrap estimated that 15 million tonnes of food waste is generated each year in the 

UK – with more than half coming from households – and the issue is seen as a growing 

international problem. 

“Food waste is a global issue and collaborative action is essential if we are to successfully 

reduce it and reap the financial and environmental benefits of doing so,” said Wrap director 

Richard Swannell. 

“We welcome Tesco’s approach to tackling food waste across their whole supply chain and, 

by identifying the hot spots, they can tackle these areas effectively.” 

Tesco’s commercial director of group food Matt Simister said the changes they were making 

were “just the start”. 

“We’ve all got a responsibility to tackle food waste and there is no quick-fix single solution. 

Little changes can make a big difference, like storing fruit and vegetables in the right way,” 

he said. 

“We’ll be reviewing what else we can do. We’re working with our suppliers to try to cut 

waste at all stages of the journey from farm to fork.” 

The research found that 68 per cent of produce grown for bagged salad was thrown out, 35 

per cent of it in the home. A quarter of grapes are also wasted between the vine and the 

fruit bowl and a fifth of all bananas are uneaten – with customers throwing one in 10 in the 

bin. 

Tesco said it was involved in trials with apple-growers to reduce pests and disease and will 

provide simple tips to customers about storing the fruit after finding that more than a 

quarter of the wastage happens at home. 

It will also share tips with customers about how to use leftover bread, and is working with 

grape and banana suppliers to improve delivery times and conditions. 

Wrap said that since 2007 the amount of food waste produced by UK households had fallen 

by 1.1 million tonnes to 7.2 million tonnes in 2011. Of that, 4.4 million tonnes was usable 

food, rather than scraps or bones. 

Last month, the United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization ―FAO‖ said in a report 

that 1.3 billion tonnes of food was wasted globally. 

Wasted food decays to produce methane, a significant greenhouse gas, and also wastes the 

water used to produce it. 



FAO director-general José Graziano da Silva said as the report was launched: “In addition to 

the environmental imperative, there is a moral one: we simply cannot allow one-third of all 

the food we produce to go to waste, when 87: million people go hungry every day.” 

The Average American Ate (Literally) A Ton This Year 

 

By Allison Aubrey Copyright 2011 - NPR 12-31-11 

  

Yeah, yeah, we know. Coconut water, beets, meatballs, ethnic food trucks - they were all the 

rage this year. Lots of people discovered them or rediscovered them and quickly grew to 

love them.  

 

But what are most Americans really eating? A lot of cheese, sweets, and dense potatoes and 

grains.  

 

So how does it break out? The figure is a little hard to swallow: 1,996 pounds, or nearly one 

ton. This is an estimate of how much - by weight - the average American eats over the 

course of one year.  

 

The figure comes from economists who crunched food consumption data collected by the 

U.S. Department of Agriculture.  

 

If you start with dairy, we consume about 630 pounds of milk, yogurt, cheese and ice cream 

per year. About 31 pounds of cheese alone sailed down our gullets.  

 

Add in meat and poultry: That's about 185 pounds of chicken, turkey, pork and beef per 

person (though beef consumption is trending downward). Wheat and other grains total 197 

pounds.  

 

While the amount of fruit we eat - about 273 pounds per person - may seem promising, 

remember that most of it is water weight. And few Americans eat the recommended five 

fruits a day. While we do get some 415 pounds of vegetables into our diet each year, the 

most popular choices (corn and potatoes) aren't exactly nutritional superstars.  

 

The numbers that struck me the most? The 141 pounds of sweeteners (including 42 pounds 

of corn syrup a year), and 85 pounds of fats (think: butter) and oil we ate.  

 

And when we convert these figures back into calories, the USDA estimates that the average 

American is eating more than 2,000 calories a day. It's hovering around 2,700 (of course, 

these are just averages).  

 

So what can we expect to see in 2012? Well, if we had to guess from the expanding shelf 

space in the dairy aisle, yogurt will continue its upward trend. Cheese (think: pizza and 

mozzarella) seems to be on the rise too. And what's trending downward? Well it looks as if 

Americans' are cutting back - just a bit-- on beef. The USDA data shows red meat 

consumption decreasing incrementally.  

 

This snapshot may help explain the trend of Americans' expanding waistlines. And though 

the data is a few years old, we look forward to an update in July when the USDA is expected 

to tell us how these consumption patterns are changing yet again. [Copyright 2011 

National Public Radio]  

 

Now sorry, I nearly forgot that there’s another two more short things that I need to show 

you before we go on to look at those two fine examples of their “food” that I’d promised you 

I would. Here’s the first, it’s just a picture really, but it says a lot.  

 



What Does This Picture Tell You About GMO Foods?  

Jordan Maxwell 4-7-13 

 

Here’s the second, it’s just a couple of short articles on factory farming. 

 

From a TIME magazine article on unsustainable farming practices 

 

Somewhere in Iowa, a pig is being raised in a confined pen, packed in so tightly with other 

swine that their curly tails have been chopped off so they won't bite one another. To prevent 

him from getting sick in such close quarters, he is dosed with antibiotics. The waste 

produced by the pig and his thousands of pen mates on the factory farm where they live 

goes into manure lagoons that blanket neighbouring communities with air pollution and a 

stomach-churning stench. He's fed on American corn that was grown with the help of 

government subsidies and millions of tons of chemical fertilizer. When the pig is 

slaughtered, at about 5 months of age, he'll become sausage or bacon that will sell cheap, 

feeding an American addiction to meat that has contributed to an obesity epidemic currently 

afflicting more than two-thirds of the population. And when the rains come, the excess 

fertilizer that coaxed so much corn from the ground will be washed into the Mississippi 

River and down into the Gulf of Mexico, where it will help kill fish for miles and miles 

around. That's the state of your bacon -- circa 2009. Article titled Getting Real About the 

High Price of Cheap Food  

ELIZABETH MAY ON ENVIRO-PIG, “PROGRESS TRAPS”, APRIL 2010 

Excerpt:  

“ . . .   The most chilling of industrialized agricultures progress traps may be the Enviro-pig. 
These pigs are being raised in isolation at the University of Guelph in hopes that they will be 

http://www.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,1917458-1,00.html
http://www.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,1917458-1,00.html
http://www.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,1917458-1,00.html
http://www.elizabethmay.ca/in-the-news/the-next-%E2%80%98greener%E2%80%99-revolution%E2%80%99-challenging-the-industrialized-food-model/


approved for human consumption. The problem Enviro-pigs are supposed to solve is water 
pollution from hog manure. 

Due to the latest craze in inhumane treatment of pigs: raising tens of thousands of animals 
in single barns— indoors for their whole lives in cages over metal slotted floors—a new 
water pollution threat has been created. Liquid hog manure in the millions of gallons is 
being created in these mega-hog factories across Canada. The ‘disposal method’ is to spray 
the hog manure on farm fields as fertilizer. But the liquid hog manure is rich in 
phosphorus. The over-fertilizing effect of this manure in water courses causes 
eutrophication, choking the life out of lakes and rivers. 

A sensible solution would be to return to more traditional ways of raising hogs.” ―end 

Excerpt) 

They’re also going to treat you as a terrorist if you dare to inform the people about their 

rancid practices at their animal concentration camps. 

FBI Says Activists Who Investigate Factory Farms Can Be Prosecuted as Terrorists 

By Will Potter on December 20, 2011 

This recent investigation of a McDonald's egg supplier is an example of the type of activism 

the FBI calls terrorism. 

The FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force has kept files on activists who expose animal welfare 

abuses on factory farms and recommended prosecuting them as terrorists, according to a 

new document uncovered through the Freedom of Information Act. 

This new information comes as the Center for Constitutional Rights has filed a lawsuit 

challenging the Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act (AETA) as unconstitutional because its 

vague wording has had a chilling effect on political activism. This document adds to the 

evidence demonstrating that the AETA goes far beyond property destruction, as its 

supporters claim. 

The 2003 FBI file details the work of several animal rights activists who used undercover 

investigation to document repeated animal welfare violations. The FBI special agent who 

authored the report said they “illegally entered buildings owned by ‗redacted‘ Farm… and 

videotaped conditions of animals.” 

The animal activists caused “economic loss” to businesses, the FBI says. And they also 

openly rescued several animals from the abusive conditions. This was not done covertly in 

the style of underground groups like the Animal Liberation Front — it was an act of non-

violent civil disobedience and, as the FBI agent notes, the activists distributed press 

releases and conducted media interviews taking responsibility for their actions. 

Based on these acts — trespassing in order to photograph and videotape abuses on factory 

farms — the agent concludes there “is a reasonable indication” that the activists “have 

violated the Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act, 18 USC Section 43 ―a‖.” 

Click here to view the FBI document. 

The file was uncovered through a FOIA request by Ryan Shapiro, who is one of the activists 

mentioned. The file is available for download here. [Please note that this document has 

additional redactions in order to protect the identities of the other activists, at their 

request.] Shapiro is now a doctoral candidate at MIT. 

“It is deeply sobering to see one’s name in an FBI file proposing terrorism charges,” he 

said in an email. “It is even more sobering to realize the supposedly terroristic activities in 

question are merely exposing the horrific cruelty of factory farms, educating the public 

http://www.greenisthenewred.com/blog/fbi-undercover-investigators-animal-enterprise-terrorism-act/animal-enterprise-terrorism-act-lawsuit-ccr/5397/
http://www.greenisthenewred.com/blog/fbi-undercover-investigators-animal-enterprise-terrorism-act/animal-enterprise-terrorism-act-lawsuit-ccr/5397/
http://www.greenisthenewred.com/blog/fbi-undercover-investigators-animal-enterprise-terrorism-act/animal-enterprise-terrorism-act-lawsuit-ccr/5397/
http://web.mit.edu/hasts/graduate/shapiro.html
http://www.greenisthenewred.com/blog/wp-content/Images/2003_UI-OR-AETA_Partial-redaction.pdf


about what goes on behind those closed doors, and openly rescuing a few animals from one 

of those farms as an act of civil disobedience.” 

When I testified before Congress against the AETA in 2006, one of the primary concerns I 

raised is that the law could be used to wrap up a wide range of activity that threatens 

corporate profits. Supporters of the AETA have repeatedly denied this, and said the law will 

only be used against people who do things like burn buildings. 

So how do we explain that such a sweeping prosecution was being considered in 2003, 

under the law’s somewhat-narrower precursor? 

One possibility is that FBI agents lack training, education, and oversight. They are spying on 

political activists without understanding or respecting the law. 

Another explanation is that this document is no mistake, nor is it an isolated case. It is a 
reflection of a coordinated campaign to target animal rights activists who, as the FBI agent 
notes, cause “economic loss” to corporations. 

Learn the full story of how corporations are targeting activists as "terrorists." 

At the state, federal, and international levels, corporations have orchestrated an attempt to 

silence political activists, and a key target has been undercover investigators. For example: 

 An “Ag Gag” bill has been introduced in Florida to criminalize investigations. Its lead 

sponsor calls these investigations “terrorism.” Four similar attempts failed in other 

states this year.  

 These state bills are similar to model “eco-terrorism” legislation drafted by the 

American Legislative Exchange Council, a corporate front group.  

 A recent EUROPOL report on international terrorism includes a section on 

undercover investigations by animal rights and environmental activists.  

 12 Spanish activists have been charged with terrorism for their investigations.  

 Two activists in Finland faced similar charges.  

The FBI makes clear that the Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act is not about protecting public 

safety; it is about protecting corporate profits. Corporations and the politicians who 

represent them have repeatedly lied to the American public about the scope of this 

legislation, and claimed that the law only targets underground groups like the Animal 

Liberation Front. The truth is that this terrorism law has been slowly, methodically 

expanded to include the tactics of national organizations like the Humane Society of the 

United States. 

This document illustrates how the backlash against effective activism has progressed within 

the animal rights movement. However, if this type of legislation is not overturned, it will set 

a precedent for corporations to use this model against Occupy Wall Street and anyone else 

who threaten business as usual. 

And here´s a quick couple of articles to demonstrate just what sort of “food” these fuckers 
are going to be dishing out if we allow them keep this total control of our food supply: 

McDonald's burgers built to last 

By Sandy Maple (RSS feed) Sep 26th 2008 2:00PM 

Categories: Eating & nutrition, Weird but true, Mealtime 
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Karen Hanrahan is a wellness educator who teaches a workshop titled Healthy Choices for 

Children. Her class is for parents and is intended to teach them about healthy alternatives 

to the processed food products so widely available today. To illustrate just how unhealthy 

some of our diet staples are, she carries with her a rather unusual prop: a 12-year-old 

McDonald's hamburger. 

 

Before you start cringing in disgust, go have a look at her blog and the burger in question. 

The plain hamburger Hanrahan says she purchased back in 1996 looks exactly like one you 

would purchase today. It's not mouldy, maggoty or otherwise decomposed. Hanrahan claims 

to have done nothing at all to preserve the burger other than to store it in a plastic 

sandwich container. She says that the burger's unchanging appearance over the years 

illustrates her point: McDonald's hamburgers ARE NOT REAL FOOD. 

 

She writes: "Ladies, Gentleman, and children alike - this is a chemical food. Not one ounce 

of food value. Or at least value for why we are eating in the first place." 

 

Of course, Hanrahan gets beat up in the comments to her post, but most seem to accept her 

claim that the burger has survived basically unchanged for over a decade. We aren't big 

McDonald's eaters around here, but I know plenty of families who are. I wonder if this 12-

year-old burger might impact the way they feel about their favourite fast-food stop. Does it 

give you pause? 

All contents copyright © 2003-2009, Weblogs, Inc. All rights reserved ParentDish is a 

member of the Weblogs, Inc. Network. 

1996 McDonalds Hamburger 

 

I teach a workshop titled Healthy Choices for Children.  It's a class for parents seeking 

solutions to how to improve the way they eat. It's about the alternative food market, 

organics, and the top ten food additives to avoid and why, menu planning and more.  It's a 3 

session fabulously informative interactive class.  

 

Below is my absolutely favourite prop. 

 

People are always astounded when I share this. 

 

I have used this as show and tell for a very long time. 
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This is a hamburger from McDonalds that I purchased in 1996. 

 

That was 12 years ago. (My Note. Obviously more now.) 

 

Note that it looks exactly like it did the very day I bought it.  

 

The flecks on the burger are crumbs from the bun. 

 

The burger is starting to crumble a bit. 

 

It has the oddest smell.  

 

The paper and bag in the background is circa 2008 - to add decor to the photo. My friend 

Robyn's idea. 

 

People always ask me - what did you do to preserve it?  

 

Nothing - it preserved itself.  

 

Ladies, Gentleman, and children alike - this is a chemical food. There is absolutely no 

nutrition here. 

 

Not one ounce of food value.  Or at least value for why we are eating in the first place.  

 

 

The burger on the right, off the paper is a 2008 burger.  I had to buy it to get the groovy 

paper and bag. 

 

The meat is a tad darker, the bun a little less golden but in 12 years it will look exactly like 

that too. 

 

Do you find this horrifying? 

 

McDonalds fills an empty space in your belly. It does nothing to nourish the cell, it is not a 

nutritious food. 

 

It is not a treat.  



 

I marvel at how McDonalds has infiltrated our entire world. A hamburger here tastes exactly 

the same in China or some around the world place.  

It's cloned.  

 

Makes you wonder doesn't it? 

Do me a favour and share this. 

The Following is from WikiAnswers.com 

Q: What are the ingredients of chicken nuggets at McDonalds? 

A: Of the thirty-eight ingredients it takes to make a McNugget, I counted thirteen that can be 

derived from corn: the corn-fed chicken itself; modified cornstarch (to bind the pulverized 

chicken meat); mono-, tri-, and diglycerides (emulsifiers, which keep the fats and water 

from separating); dextrose; lecithin (another emulsifier); chicken broth (to restore some of 

the flavour that processing leeches out); yellow corn flour and more modified cornstarch 

(for the batter); cornstarch (a filler); vegetable shortening; partially hydrogenated corn oil; 

and citric acid as a preservative. 

So What Really Is In A McDonald's Chicken McNugget? 

Eating junk food in large quantities affects our health badly. For this reason, doctors 

suggest supplements. The regular intakes of supplements help maintain the reduced 

quantity of fibres and glucosamine in human body. Another essential ingredient of diet pills 

ephedra is in common use by those who are extraordinarily conscious of their looks.  

 

The Omnivore's Dilemma by Michael Pollan is a fascinating book that details the changing 

eating habits of Americans. I can't recommend it highly enough. It explains how, over the 

last 30 years, we have become a nation that eats vast quantities of corn – much more so 

than Mexicans, the original "corn people."  

Most folks assume that a chicken nugget is just a piece of fried chicken, right? Wrong! Did 

you know, for example, that a McDonald’s Chicken McNugget is 56% corn? 

What else is in a McDonald's Chicken McNugget? Besides corn, and to a lesser extent, 

chicken, The Omnivore's Dilemma describes all of the thirty-eight ingredients that make up a 

McNugget – one of which I'll bet you'll never guess. During this part of the book, the author 

has just ordered a meal from McDonald’s with his family and taken one of the flyers 

available at McDonald’s called "A Full Serving of Nutrition Facts: Choose the Best Meal for 

You."  These two paragraphs are taken directly from The Omnivore’s Dilemma:   

“The ingredients listed in the flyer suggest a lot of thought goes into a nugget, that and a 

lot of corn. Of the thirty-eight ingredients it takes to make a McNugget, I counted thirteen 

that can be derived from corn: the corn-fed chicken itself; modified cornstarch (to bind the 

pulverized chicken meat); mono-, tri-, and diglycerides (emulsifiers, which keep the fats and 
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water from separating); dextrose; lecithin (another emulsifier); chicken broth (to restore 

some of the flavour that processing leeches out); yellow corn flour and more modified 

cornstarch (for the batter); cornstarch (a filler); vegetable shortening; partially 

hydrogenated corn oil; and citric acid as a preservative. A couple of other plants take part 

in the nugget: There's some wheat in the batter, and on any given day the hydrogenated oil 

could come from soybeans, canola, or cotton rather than corn, depending on the market 

price and availability. 

According to the handout, McNuggets also contain several completely synthetic ingredients, 

quasiedible substances that ultimately come not from a corn or soybean field but form a 

petroleum refinery or chemical plant. These chemicals are what make modern processed 

food possible, by keeping the organic materials in them from going bad or looking strange 

after months in the freezer or on the road. Listed first are the "leavening agents": sodium 

aluminium phosphate, mono-calcium phosphate, sodium acid pyrophosphate, and calcium 

lactate. These are antioxidants added to keep the various animal and vegetable fats involved 

in a nugget from turning rancid. Then there are "anti-foaming agents" like dimethylpolysil- 

oxene, added to the cooking oil to keep the starches from binding to air molecules, so as to 

produce foam during the fry. The problem is evidently grave enough to warrant adding a 

toxic chemical to the food: According to the Handbook of Food Additives, dimethylpolysil- 

oxene is a suspected carcinogen and an established mutagen, tumorigen, and reproductive 

effector; it's also flammable. But perhaps the most alarming ingredient in a Chicken 

McNugget is tertiary butylhydroquinone, or TBHQ, an antioxidant derived from petroleum 

that is either sprayed directly on the nugget or the inside of the box it comes in to "help 

preserve freshness." According to A Consumer's Dictionary of Food Additives, TBHQ is a 

form of butane (i.e. lighter fluid) the FDA allows processors to use sparingly in our food: It 

can comprise no more than 0.02 percent of the oil in a nugget. Which is probably just as 

well, considering that ingesting a single gram of TBHQ can cause "nausea, vomiting, ringing 

in the ears, delirium, a sense of suffocation, and collapse." Ingesting five grams of TBHQ 

can kill.” 

Bet you never thought that was in your chicken McNuggets! - From Al Nye 

TheLawyerGuy.com 

Now that you’ve filled up your belly with that tasty and nutritious morsel of wholesome 

information on the gruesome contents of your last McD’s, we’ll finish this part with solid 

proof this waste is on purpose before we get to the last part of this where we brave the 

deluge of ―what you now know is totally engineered and phony‖ “food crisis” material. We’ll 

just be doing them chronologically rather than by topic. 

 

Remember the fact that these twats you’ve just read about created this pretend situation by 

simply just cornering the market, then being incredibly wasteful, (you of course help by 

being an incredibly wasteful git too, good obedient consumer that you are). They are also 

purposefully driving small local producers and especially farmers out of business too (with 

the supermarkets playing a massive role in this).   

 

All in order to have you begging for them to step in buy the farms or have the farmers as 

feudal serfs on their farms, where they can grow franken-food GMO rubbish for our slow 

poisoning consumption.  

 

The fact is: -  

 

There’s plenty of food, it’s just part of the “plan” that it’s not getting to people’s stomachs. 

 

Food shortages: Creating a crisis to force global food control 

January 17, 2011 by ppjg Marti Oakley (c) copyright 2011 All Rights Reserved  
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Apparently the plan is to defile the land, livestock and food supplies and then starve us into 
accepting some food-like product that has no nutritional value and that may also be a 
hazard to our health.    

A shortage of food is being intentionally staged around the world.  Apparently, if we resist 

the theft and seizure of food production and supply by bio-pirates and facilitated by 

government puppets, we will be intentionally starved into submission.  Threats of the food 

shortage are constantly launched into “lame stream media” as a warning to the rest of us 

that we had better comply or face the fate of those poorer nations where millions are 

suffering from famine or death from lack of food.  

Somehow this scenario is in conflict with the PR propaganda of bio-pirates who claim their 

contaminated, harmful, genetically modified creations are the answer to the worlds food 

needs. Claiming their Frankenfoods can somehow alleviate famine and hunger, these 

predators have bought and paid their way through one government after another as 

agricultural land is stolen, farmers displaced, and local food production is eradicated in 

favour of global corporate food control.   

The problem is this: even with all the gmo seeds and crops, now comprising an estimated 

70% of global production, and even with the constant tampering with animal DNA and 

cloning, more of the world’s population is now suffering from a shortage of food or maybe a 

better description would be suffering from the withholding of food.  

So where is this benefit from handing global food control over to corporate profiteers? It 

seems the only benefit is monetary and that is enjoyed only by corporations and 

governments who stuff their pockets while millions go hungry.   

Looking at the data, it appears that GMO, DNA tampering and cloning have decreased the 

global food supply to such an extent that the entire globe is now facing a food shortage.  

This has to be so…..how else could we be facing a global food crisis when bio-pirates have 

been allowed such latitude and preferential treatment by governments’ worldwide, while 

promising they could end world hunger?   

Where is all this abundance of food claimed by these multi-national pirate corporations that 

would somehow magically and mysteriously appear if only they were allowed to control all 

the processes?  It appears evident that all the promises of increased food production from 

unnatural processes and unnecessary tampering with seeds, animals, poultry and even fish 

has no basis in fact.  In fact, the only plausible reason that makes any sense as to why any 

of this has been allowed is profit and control.  What is the use of producing 20% more corn 

if the nutritional value is less than half of traditional corn crops?  Food isn’t just about bulk 

or quantity, it has to be nutritious enough to sustain us.   

Factory farming, courtesy of subsidies and protection by USDA/FDA and preferential 

legislation by those wonderful folks in the District of Criminals, have created an 

environmental disaster not only for the animals but for land and water supplies.  Add the 

recent theft of food production and supply courtesy of “Dirty Harry” Reid with his 

underhanded and corrupt passage of S.510 (S2751) the fake food safety bill; a bill which 

had nothing to do with food safety and was instead an all out assault on family farms and 

ranches meant to make continuing in agriculture untenable for anyone other than multi-

national corporations and a bill which will force into export much of what is produced here 

in the US, and the stage is set for the intentional creation of a food shortage here at home. 

None of this is accidental.   

One result of factory farming is of course the EnviroPig™.  We never needed this pig before 

factory farming, and the idea that now we should accept this Frankenstein creation made 

from e-coli and mouse genes being inserted into normal pig genes should be sending up the 

red flags.  Supposedly this pig is needed to reduce the amount of phosphates in the 



mountainous manure piles; the result of cramming hundreds or thousands of animals into 

small spaces.  What did these factory farming corporate geniuses think was going to 

happen?  Did they even care?  No.  

These last few articles should prove beyond any doubt that the waste by these people is 

entirely planned and on purpose. 

 

Corn-to-Ethanol: US Agribusiness Magic Path To A World Food Monopoly 

Posted by Charles E. Carlson September 27, 2007 weholdthesetruths.org 

Eight years of Biofuels (ethanol) policy and legislation has cemented in place the first world 

wide food cabal, which promises a humanitarian disaster, a famine more serious than those 

caused by any tsunami, earthquake or drought. This crisis is not in the dim future, it is 

here.  

Congress has, in a series of acts passed in this millennium, handed the perfect monopoly to 

what appears to be few giant agribusiness companies that already have enormous economic 

power, but which may be a much broader cabal.  

If you can afford $6.00 a gallon for milk, $4.00 for a loaf of bread and still have money left 

over for a $50.00 steak at Outback, you may be prepared for 2008, but what about the 

future? Even if you and I may think we are prepared financially to buy food, whatever the 

cost, we must have concern for the billion souls who are not and who are condemned to 

starvation by the corn-to-alcohol conversion scheme. 

Subsidies do not make the giant agribusiness firms criminals, only opportunists. Their 

Public Relations distortion about the value of grain alcohol as fuel is criminal. 

Congressmen are the real cheats, for they could acknowledge this if they wanted to, but 

they do not, so they share in the crimes—grand theft and murder by starvation. This being a 

“Christian” society, it falls to those who heed Jesus Christ’s repeated admonitions to feed 

the needy and protect those who cannot protect themselves to stop corn-to-alcohol 

conversion. Make no mistake this is a moral issue.  

Many of us Americans still think we have a layer of financial fat and can afford a doubling 

or tripling of food costs without going hungry. Not so in the third world, and with some in 

America as well. A friend reminded me, “Meat is not good for us anyway.” Some would not 

mind giving up meat sometimes, but in Darfur or Uganda, there may be no meat or luxury 

foods to give up. When the price of rice or corn, or beans rises suddenly by a third or half, 

many will go without. This recently happened in Mexico City with corn tortilla shells; in the 

third world, the price of corn may be the difference between life and death. Commodity 

markets are now world markets, when price of corn rises in Chicago the impact is felt in 

India and Russia. 

Engineering a food monopoly 

Political leaders of both parties have appropriated billions of dollars to subsidize major 

agribusiness corporations to destroy food; the latest appropriation was $14 billion. They 

call the process “bio-fuel” or ethanol production, but because the amount of fuel produced 

is less than the amount of fuel it takes to produce it, the only correct term for the process 

is systematic destruction of the food consumed in the process. Agribusiness giants include 

Archer Daniels Midland, whose income was $44 billion last year, are subsidized to burn up 

America’s surplus food ―mostly corn‖, while they carry out their principle business, 

marketing the remaining food which is made more scarce, expensive, and profitable in the 

process. Congress has created over us the first nearly foolproof, open-ended, food 

monopoly. This financial scam is too big and too well sheltered not to come from the 

highest level of banking and politics. 
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Corn is the most abundant readily storable and amazingly cheap basic foodstuff, and it is 

being wasted in an age when millions of grain eaters face starvation for lack of vegetable 

calories. Darfur is only one of many well-publicized examples in central and southern Africa 

where corn (maize) is a staple but will not grow because of a water shortage. Darfur needs 

imported grain, not occupation…food and water will solve its problem armies can’t. But 

when the price of commodities go up the quantity of gifts to the poor go down simply 

because we all define what we give in dollars, not pounds of food, and our dollars buy less 

food. 

The corn-to-alcohol scheme may well be the largest single financial crime of all time in its 

impact on people. Its cost to consumers in higher food prices, disregarding the direct 

subsidies, will exceed the total cost of the so-called war in Iraq, plus the cost of the 

escalated oil prices. It will dwarf the cost of every war, going back and including Vietnam 

and World Wars II and I. It will even exceed the cost of the oil increase to $81.00 per 

barrel. There cannot be a bigger issue than food. No problem in America comes close to it 

in importance, because no one can escape depending on food for survival — and we are 

talking about doubling or tripling its cost of basic grain commodities on which the non-rich 

survive. 

The problem we will expose in this brief paper is not a natural one like drought, tidal wave 

or earthquake. It is totally man-made for the profit of a few, and it is based on a 

preposterous, proven lie–that ethanol is a good fuel to burn in autos. The Ethanol subsidy is 

“take from the poor and give to the rich,” scheme. A humanitarian food crisis is a moral 

issue requiring us to act in the interest of those who cannot act for themselves. Men of faith 

should lead. 

The perpetual ethanol boondoggle started with laws passed by Congress to subsidize the 

fermenting of corn and other foods to create grain alcohol, which was supposed to burn in 

cars instead of fossil fuel to reduce “global warming” and to save precious natural fuel, or 

so we are told. It is every bit as evil a scheme as if it forced all of us to drink the 9 billion 

gallons of pure 200 proof alcohol now being produced from corn in America. (1) 

Ethanol, known as grain alcohol, was in a diluted and impure from called “moonshine” or 

“white lightning” in the long past years called “Prohibition.” Ethanol has many chemical 

uses and certain medical properties, but a fuel to run autos it is not, poor in performance, 

expensive to make, difficult to transport, all well documented by qualified scientific experts.  

We will introduce a few whose scientific works explain that corn to ethanol has been an 

unworkable scam from the very start and exists only because consumers are forced to 

subsidize it. Those who predicted that ethanol was an economic farce and it would never be 

economical have been vindicated. What too few foresaw was how bio-fuels were in fact a 

scam to bring basic food commodities under monopoly price control. 

We Hold These Truths believe rising food costs and controlled and engineered world famine 

may well be a planned results of ethanol legislation. Our conclusions are not based on 

complex scientific evidence, though such evidence has been available for years, and is too 

obvious to have been overlooked at the top. Common sense and the simple laws of the 

marketplace are our guides, and there is no better place to begin than at the filling station.  

If you look at the gas pump, you’ll see a little sign: “Contains 15% ―or 1:%‖ ethanol.” So, if 

your tank holds 20 gallons and you fill it for a total cost of $50.00, three of the 20 gallons 

you pump into the tank are grain alcohol made from corn. One study tells us the subsidy to 

those who make ethanol cost taxpayers $2.21 per gallon of fossil fuel replaced, or $6.63 

for three gallons. (The lowest estimate of direct subsidies we find is $.51 per gallon, or 

$1.53 for your three gallons of alcohol.) This subsidy is over and above the $7.50 you pay 

for the three gallons of alcohol you pumped into your tank, which will not take you as far as 

the fuel farmers burned to raise the corn that went into the alcohol! No wonder 

agribusiness wants to build more plants and distil more corn into alcohol. The three gallons 



of ethanol are distilled from about 70 pounds of corn that would otherwise have been 

converted into beef, chicken, eggs, milk, pork or catfish. Corn would and does sustain 

human life quite nicely as a main staple for those who cannot afford meat, eggs, or milk. 

USA Agribusiness already claims to have the capacity to produce about 13.5 billion gallons 

of ethanol, which will result in the destruction of over 5 billion bushels of corn. Its capacity 

is skyrocketing, because the more corn agribusiness destroys, the more subsidies they 

“earn”. Agribusiness spokesmen have voiced plans to consume 25% of the country’s 

approximate 1.4 billion bushel corn harvest; the price of corn in the marketplace clearly 

tells us the scheme has already effectively dried up most of the corn reserves…it is likely 

that we will discover that there are no longer significant grain reserves in the USA. 

Starvation is the issue 

Grain alcohol, or “white lightning” as it was once called, is reputed to have driven many to 

insanity. It is your author’s terrible vision that the monopoly created to make it will drive 

many Americans out of the middle class, and it will condemn many millions of third world 

children to starvation. Huge as the subsidy to grain alcohol distilling is, it is only the tip of a 

much bigger iceberg; it is this hidden effect that concerns We Hold These Truths–the impact 

on world food availability, an issue rarely discussed. The enormous, unjustifiable subsidies 

to agribusiness may not bring famine, but the food shortage that results from food burning 

for profit will bring famine and slow starvation. Those who have food will control those who 

do not. This shortage of food will profit agribusiness just as the shortage of oil from the 

shutdown of Iraq is benefiting big oil now. 

Burning food—technically, distilling grain to grain alcohol–was mandated by Congress, 

probably because they were lobbied by US agribusiness, and no one objected. It was well 

known that ethanol burned inefficiently in our autos, could not solve the energy problem, 

and costs taxpayers incalculable billions at the gas pumps. It can be shown that most of 

what we pay for ethanol goes directly into the pockets of big Agribusiness in the form of 

subsidies. (1) 

Make no mistake about it; the manufacturing of ethanol (grain alcohol) is no different from 

burning corn needed for human food in most of the third world. Well-researched reports by 

academic and industry sources make it clear that ethanol is counterproductive in a variety 

of ways, including economically, and produces a negative result on the environment. 

How Big Is The Corn-to-alcohol Fraud? 

The Renewable Fuel Association, a trade organization of big agribusinesses, lists 129 

existing plants with 76 more under construction, and projects the total production capacity 

to a staggering 13,429 billion gallons of ethanol every year. All but a few small, 

experimental ones burn corn. (2) 

History shows an explosion of production in recent years: 

2001 1,770 (billions of gallons) 

2002 2,130 

2003 2,800 

2004 3,400 

2005 3,904 

2007 13,429 Projected capacity 

(2) The Renewable Fuel Association  



Figures on subsidies and industry profits are hard to come by, but there is no shortage of 

experts who say the industry exists on subsidies. One very credible report was done by 

David Pimentel, professor of ecology and agriculture at Cornell, and Tad W. Patzek, 

professor of civil and environmental engineering at Berkley, a detailed analysis of the 

energy input-yield ratios of producing ethanol from corn and “bio-diesel” from soybean and 

sunflower plants. Their report is published in Natural Resources Research (Vol. 14:1, 65-

76‖. We cite a summary report entitled “Producing ethanol and bio-diesel from corn and 

other crops is not worth the energy.” Physorg.com quotes Dr. Patzek: ―3‖ 

“In terms of renewable fuels, ethanol is the worst solution…it is the highest energy cost 

with the least benefit.” 

“In terms of energy output compared with energy input for ethanol production, the study 

found that: –“corn requires 29 percent more fossil energy than the fuel produced;” 

Soybeans and other fuel sources are no better. 

“Ethanol production in the United States does not benefit the nation’s energy security, its 

agriculture, economy or the environment 

Professor Pimentel of Cornell added in the same paper: 

“Ethanol production requires large fossil energy input, and therefore, it is contributing to 

oil and natural gas imports and U.S. deficits.” “There is just no energy benefit to using 

plant biomass for liquid fuel.” “These strategies are not sustainable.” 

As negative as the Pimentel-Patzek 2::4 study, Science Daily’s Energy Bulletin summarized 

a later study by Dr. Patzek in its 1 Apr 2005, headline, Study: Ethanol Production Consumes 

Six Units of Energy to Produce Just One, stating the results:  

“Dr. Patzek published a fifty-page study on the subject in the journal Critical Reviews in 

Plant Science. This time, he factored in the myriad energy inputs required by industrial 

agriculture, from the amount of fuel used to produce fertilizers and corn seeds to the 

transportation and wastewater disposal costs. All told, he believes that the cumulative 

energy consumed in corn farming and ethanol production is six times greater than what the 

end product provides your car engine in terms of power.” ―5‖ 

The report warns: 

“In 2::4, approximately 3.57 billion gallons of ethanol were used as a gas additive in the 

United States, according to the Renewable Fuels Association (RFA). During the February 

State of the Union address, President George Bush urged Congress to pass an energy bill 

that would pump up the amount to 5 billion gallons by 2012. UC Berkeley geoengineering 

professor Tad W.Patzek thinks that’s a very bad idea.” 

However, it appears as of this writing the 5 billion gallon ethanol production goal has 

already been surpassed, according to The Renewable Fuel Association, which lists the 

present capacity of the industry at over 13.4 billion gallons. Our simple arithmetic tells us 

this would use up about five billion bushels of corn each year, exceeding 25% of the entire 

USA new corn harvest! (2) 

The bottom line of alcohol energy non-efficiency 

Imagine, according to the most conservative estimates, one must spend 1.29 calories of 

fossil fuels to raise enough corn to get back 1 calorie of ethanol. This seems to be the best 

case, and it may be much worse. This is the obscene economics of ethanol. But for 

taxpayers and consumers it gets much worse. It seem we are forced to pay three times for 

alcohol fuel; first to subsidize those who make it from corn; next, we pay in higher priced 

fuel at the pump that does not take us as many miles as if we had no alcohol in our tanks; 



and lastly (and much the worst) in the perpetual higher cost of food that is destroyed and 

never to be recovered. 

The astonishing subsides 

Zfacts reports ethanol from corn subsidies totalled $7.0 billion in 2006 for 4.9 billion 

gallons of ethanol. That’s <1.45 per gallon of ethanol ―and <2.21 per gallon of gas 

replaced‖”… resulting in a “<5.4 billion dollar windfall of profits paid to real farmers, 

corporate farmers, and ethanol makers like multinational ADM ―Archer Daniels Midland‖.” 

According to this study, consumers paid $3.6 billion extra at the pump. * Subsidies for corn 

ethanol (4) 

1. 51¢ per gallon federal blenders credit for $2.5 billion = your tax dollars. 

2. $0.9 billion in corn subsidies for ethanol corn = your tax dollars. 

3. $3.6 billion extra paid at the pump. 

In summary our Congress has licensed big agribusiness to burn food in exchange for 

worthless alcohol. Yes, worthless is the right word for corn made ethanol as fuel because it 

requires more calories to produce than it returns when you burn it. Having a negative value 

is indeed “worthless” except to those paid to make it by destroying valuable food. 

Ethanol is 2:: proof “white lightning.” The infamous days of “Prohibition” created laws 

that made it profitable for a few who raised corn to have a still. Today’s corn-to-alcohol 

scheme produces almost two gallons of white pure white lightning for every man woman 

and child on the face of the earth! This means the entire world population could be kept 

stupefied most of the time on the grain alcohol U.S. Agribusiness will produce in just one 

year…by destroying valuable food.  

The scarcity factor in burning food 

As outrageous as $7 billion of subsidies in one year are, the worst part of burning food is 

the shortage of humanly consumable calories and animal food that are an inevitable result. 

The same agribusinesses that destroys corn, also sell what they do not destroy for food! 

They are the big wholesale food beneficiaries from the shortage they are paid to create, 

what a brilliant monopoly. Corn burning has an even more sinister side. It is the primary 

and greatest direct cause of higher food prices we all feel already, and is a direct threat to 

the subsistence nutrition of the third world poor. Ethanol subsidies are the key to 

controlling the food chain. Agribusiness industry giants can control and set the price of 

food to whatever level they wish to maintain, much as a few companies now control the 

price of petroleum, so long as they are subsidized to burn surplus corn in unlimited 

quantity. As long as subsides are available there seems to be no limit to the scheme. 

American corn surpluses are a blessing to mankind that has kept world grain prices down 

for years, a gift to the world from American farmers, and a gift from God! The largest 

surplus in the world was corn, attesting to the incredible efficiency of the American farmer. 

If Agribusiness giants can destroy America’s surplus and set the price we pay for corn and 

everything that substitutes for corn. They can and will then ration food worldwide and 

determine who lives and who dies.  

We have already described the process by which distilling alcohol from corn consumes more 

energy in fossil fuels than it creates. It is also logical to observe that petroleum prices have 

gone up very steadily since ethanol became mandatory in gasoline. Crude oil just touched 

$81.00 per barrel, up 400% from day 911. If ethanol did alleviate the energy shortage, why 

would we not be seeing lower demand and prices for crude oil?  

Every American is paying for this subsidized destruction of corn, not once, but three times. 

First we pay the subsidized ethanol makers billons (we assume someone pays for what our 

congress gives away) to create a non-economic product we are forced to use; then we pay at 

the pump because alcohol is poor auto fuel; finally, we again pay in higher food prices 



resulting from the massive destruction of corn and other food surpluses. We pay this, by far 

the worst cost over and over again every time we eat a hamburger, buy a gallon of milk or a 

box of cereal. 

Corn is not the only food being burned by American agribusiness giants, but it is the only 

one they need to burn in their drive to control all food prices. Corn triggers the rest. Poor 

Mexicans were the first to complain. They felt the pinch from a 30% increase in the price of 

white corn after the wholesale alcoholization of field corn caused the price to shoot up to 

<4.:: per bushel in 2::6…when ethanol finally absorbed most of the corn surplus. Corn is 

an international market, and the poor in Mexico City felt the pinch immediately even though 

they eat foods made of white, not yellow, corn.  

Corn, a native crop to the Americas, is a blessing to mankind–a truly cheap food, rich in 

calories and capable of sustaining life. The average wholesale price of corn was less than 

$.02 per pound in 2000; but by 2007, thanks to the new alcohol refineries in the Midwest, 

the average price doubled to $.06 per pound. Even after doubling in price, corn is still our 

cheapest foodstuff, so what is the problem? You might not eat much corn at your house, a 

few tacos once in a while, a little corn syrup, maybe some in the dog food, but for the most 

part you eat bread, meat, milk, fresh fruits and vegetables, so who cares about the price of 

corn?  

The problem is that when the price differential among commodities exceeds the difference 

in food value, the prices of other grains go up too. Farmers also switch what they raise, 

from what is cheap to what is hot in the marketplace; this year they switched en masse to 

raising corn. Now wheat has tripled and soybean prices have more than doubled! The 

runaway corn price finally bubbled over into the soybean and wheat markets in 2007. 

Soybeans, another food staple, now sell for more than ten dollars a bushel, more than 

double. 

In 2001 the average price of wheat was about $2.50 per 60 pounds or $.04 per pound; 

right now the price is $9.25 per 60 pounds or $.15 per pound, and has gone up more than 

350% since our government started to burn corn. Wheat prices have more than doubled in 

2007. Everything made from wheat is already on the rise. We only recently got used to 

paying $3.00 for a loaf of bread, but this week I bought my first $4.00 dollar loaf of bread, 

thanks to those who burn corn. 

Consider the effect of the wheat price skyrocket in the one huge starvation experiment 

being carried on in the world today, the 1.3 million citizens of the Gaza Strip. Gaza is a 

fenced compound with no significant means of foreign exchange other than gifts. Gaza is 

therefore almost totally dependent upon the wheat elevated over a fence near the now 

sealed Karni gate into Israel, and dumped on the ground inside. Israel presently does not 

interfere with the humanitarian efforts of European countries and private agencies. Imagine 

the impact of tripling of the price of wheat? Suppose the European Union, which pays for 

most of the wheat, defines its gift in Euros. With a tripling of wheat prices the amount of 

bread available inside the wall drops from three loafs to one. Assuming a substance diet 

inside Gaza 2/3 of the population will now starve unless someone comes up with three 

times as many Euros. (6)Grain of Hope for Gaza Residence 

Meat is made from corn 

It is obvious we ask what will happen to meat prices when grain prices have doubled twice; 

how much will be future chicken, eggs, pork and milk prices? If milk was to doubles twice, 

as grains have, it will be about $8.00 per gallon! It takes a certain factor of grain to 

produce a pound of beef on the hoof; it’s a direct ratio, so corn costs translate into beef 

pork chicken cost of production. There is delayed action in the meat market, before the cost 

of production hits the dinner table, a boom-bust effect in the marketplace. The grain price 

explosion has already happened, but the meat explosion is still quietly fizzling away like 

steak on the grill, ready to explode. It will…it must. 



The hungry all over the world that live on corn are the most immediately affected; many 

more will starve, especially in sub-Saharan Africa where corn is a staple of the diet. But a 

large part of the American middle class is about to become vegetarian, whether we like it or 

not, because a meat shortage is right around the corner, and many will soon find meat an 

unaffordable luxury. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION: 

The world market for food has been tipped upside down by the creation of a government 

funded, privately run, monopoly with the power to alter the available food supply by 

destroying surpluses of corn or other grains. Prices have only started the upward spiral to 

shortage and famine for some. 

The US monopoly which we call “corn-to-alcohol” is fronted for by big agribusiness in the 

USA and it has eliminated the surplus of corn in a few short years. This has resulted in 

instant shortages of other grains as well. Now prices of grains are exploding in the world 

markets, meat prices will follow. Unlike past “bull markets” in commodities, this one cannot 

self correct by increased world crop productions because the corn-to-alcohol monopoly has 

open-ended subsidies to buy and destroy as much corn as it find necessary to prevent 

surplus. We have no doubt Congress will just appropriate more dollars for subsidies 

whenever called for; there is no limit so long as there is no public outcry. 

Surplus food is a blessing of freedom; shortages play into the hands of tyrants. Surpluses 

are Godly and are talked of in the Bible (remember the wise Pharaoh stored a 7-year supply 

of wheat). 

The Ethanol monopoly could not exist without massive subsidies to agribusiness giants, who 

in turn can pay giant lobbies to control your Congressmen. The present system assures 

shortages of everything except the subsidized ethanol plants seen along our highways. The 

monopoly’s capacity to burn food is unlimited, so long as Congress pays for the subsidies. 

No other argument is relevant, no excuses should be accepted. The subsidy is the only issue 

that counts. 

This paper only scratches the surface of the criminal acts surrounding ethanol. America 

has been known as the land of plenty and the land that shares its plenty. The corn-to-alcohol 

monopoly is the engine of planned poverty for the entire world. Who will stop it? 

Congress has total responsibility for creating the corn-to-alcohol monopoly, but it will never 

reverse itself unless absolutely forced to do so because most of its members are bought and 

paid for. 

This is a moral issue. The 80% of Americans that are professing Christians have a 

responsibility before our God not to allow corporate and political criminal elements among 

us to cast a pall of planned starvation over the planet. Leaders in Christian churches, who 

have become quite political of late, now must help fix the problem of starvation that they 

failed to prevent by giving carte blanche support to those most politically responsible. 
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Let’s keep covering this topic that demonstrates so clearly that this is blatantly obvious 

genocide disguised as environmentalism. 

Much needed corn was and is being taken out of the global food supply as a population 

reduction method and nothing else.  

Here is an article taken recently from Scientific American, it explains how plain old grass 

produces more ethanol per acre than corn does.  

January 8, 2008  

GRASS MAKES BETTER ETHANOL THAN CORN DOES 

Midwestern farms prove switchgrass could be the right crop for producing ethanol to 

replace gasoline 

By David Biello     

  

GRASS GAS: Turning fields of switchgrass into ethanol produces 540 percent more energy 

than the amount consumed growing the native perennial. 

Farmers in Nebraska and the Dakotas brought the U.S. closer to becoming a biofuel 

economy, planting huge tracts of land for the first time with switchgrass—a native North 

American perennial grass (Panicum virgatum) that often grows on the borders of cropland 

naturally—and proving that it can deliver more than five times more energy than it takes to 

grow it. 

Working with the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), the farmers tracked the seed used 

to establish the plant, fertilizer used to boost its growth, fuel used to farm it, overall rainfall 

and the amount of grass ultimately harvested for five years on fields ranging from seven to 

23 acres in size (three to nine hectares). 

Once established, the fields yielded from 5.2 to 11.1 metric tons of grass bales per hectare, 

depending on rainfall, says USDA plant scientist Ken Vogel. "It fluctuates with the timing of 

the precipitation,'' he says.”Switchgrass needs most of its moisture in spring and 

midsummer. If you get fall rains, it's not going to do that year's crops much good." 

But yields from a grass that only needs to be planted once would deliver an average of 13.1 

megajoules of energy as ethanol for every megajoule of petroleum consumed—in the form of 

nitrogen fertilizers or diesel for tractors—growing them. "It's a prediction because right now 

there are no biorefineries built that handle cellulosic material" like that which switchgrass 

provides, Vogel notes. "We're pretty confident the ethanol yield is pretty close." This means 

that switchgrass ethanol delivers 540 percent of the energy used to produce it, compared 

with just roughly 25 percent more energy returned by corn-based ethanol according to the 

most optimistic studies. 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is partially funding the construction of six such 

cellulosic biorefineries, estimated to cost a total of $1.2 billion. The first to be built will be 

the Range Fuels Biorefinery in Soperton, Ga., which will process wood waste from the 

http://www.sciam.com/author.cfm?id=1013


timber industry into biofuels and chemicals. The DOE is providing an initial $50 million to 

start construction. 

"Cost competitive, energy responsible cellulosic ethanol made from switchgrass or from 

forestry waste like sawdust and wood chips requires a more complex refining process but 

it's worth the investment," Energy Secretary Samuel Bodman said at the Range Fuels facility 

groundbreaking in November. "Cellulosic ethanol contains more net energy and emits 

significantly fewer greenhouse gases than ethanol made from corn." 

In fact, Vogel and his team report this week in Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences USA that switchgrass will store enough carbon in its relatively permanent root 

system to offset 94 percent of the greenhouse gases emitted both to cultivate it and from 

the derived ethanol burned by vehicles. Of course, this estimate also relies on using the 

leftover parts of the grass itself as fuel for the biorefinery. "The lignin in the plant cell walls 

can be burned," Vogel says. 

The use of native prairie grasses is meant to avoid some of the other risks associated with 

biofuels such as reduced diversity of local animal life and displacing food crops with fuel 

crops. "This is an energy crop that can be grown on marginal land," Vogel argues, such as 

the more than 35 million acres (14.2 million hectares) of marginal land that farmers are 

currently paid not to plant under the terms of USDA's Conservation Reserve Program. 

But even a native prairie grass needs a helping hand from scientists and farmers to deliver 

the yields necessary to help ethanol become a viable alternative to petroleum-derived 

gasoline, Vogel argues. "To really maximize their yield potential, you need to provide 

nitrogen fertilization," he says, as well as improved breeding techniques and genetic strains. 

"Low input systems are just not going to be able to get the energy per acre needed to 

provide feed, fuel and fibre." 

One quarter of US grain crops fed to cars - not people, new figures show 

New analysis of 2009 US Department of Agriculture figures suggests biofuel revolution is 

impacting on world food supplies 

John Vidal, environment editor guardian.co.uk, Friday 22 January 2010   

One-quarter of all the maize and other grain crops grown in the US now ends up as biofuel 

in cars rather than being used to feed people, according to new analysis which suggests 

that the biofuel revolution launched by former President George Bush in 2007 is impacting 

on world food supplies. 

The 2009 figures from the US Department of Agriculture shows ethanol production rising to 

record levels driven by farm subsidies and laws which require vehicles to use increasing 

amounts of biofuels. 

"The grain grown to produce fuel in the US [in 2009] was enough to feed 330 million 

people for one year at average world consumption levels," said Lester Brown, the director of 

the Earth Policy Institute, a Washington think-tank that conducted the analysis. 

Last year 107m tonnes of grain, mostly corn, was grown by US farmers to be blended with 

petrol. This was nearly twice as much as in 2007, when Bush challenged farmers to 

increase production by 500% by 2017 to save cut oil imports and reduce carbon emissions. 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/johnvidal
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http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/biofuels


More than 80 new ethanol plants have been built since then, with more expected by 2015, 

by which time the US will need to produce a further 5bn gallons of ethanol if it is to meet its 

renewable fuel standard. 

 

According to Brown, the growing demand for US ethanol derived from grains helped to push 

world grain prices to record highs between late 2006 and 2008. In 2008, the Guardian 

revealed a secret World Bank report that concluded that the drive for biofuels by American 

and European governments had pushed up food prices by 75%, in stark contrast to US 

claims that prices had risen only 2-3% as a result. 

Since then, the number of hungry people in the world has increased to over 1 billion people, 

according to the UN's World Food programme. 

"Continuing to divert more food to fuel, as is now mandated by the US federal government in 

its renewable fuel standard, will likely only reinforce the disturbing rise in world hunger. By 

subsidising the production of ethanol to the tune of some $6bn each year, US taxpayers are 

in effect subsidising rising food bills at home and around the world," said Brown. 

"The worst economic crisis since the great depression has recently brought food prices 

down from their peak, but they still remain well above their long-term average levels." 

The US is by far the world's leading grain exporter, exporting more than Argentina, 

Australia, Canada, and Russia combined. In 2008, the UN called for a comprehensive review 

of biofuel production from food crops. 

"There is a direct link between biofuels and food prices. The needs of the hungry must come 

before the needs of cars," said Meredith Alexander, biofuels campaigner at ActionAid in 

London. As well as the effect on food, campaigners also argue that many scientists question 

whether biofuels made from food crops actually save any greenhouse gas emissions. 

But ethanol producers deny that their record production means less food. "Continued 

innovation in ethanol production and agricultural technology means that we don't have to 

make a false choice between food and fuel. We can more than meet the demand for food 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/blog/2008/jul/10/exclusivethebiofuelsreport
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2008/oct/16/internationalaidanddevelopment-voluntarysector
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2008/apr/05/biofuels.food
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2008/apr/05/biofuels.food
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2008/jan/04/sciencenews.biofuels
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2008/jan/04/sciencenews.biofuels


and livestock feed while reducing our dependence on foreign oil through the production of 

homegrown renewable ethanol," said Tom Buis, the chief executive of industry group Growth 

Energy. 

So you get to pay 75% more for your food while a Billion more people get to go hungry. 

This is what these bastard´s call a good day’s work. And as you have find out in earlier 

chapters, these people know exactly what they are doing. This is part of a policy of 

extermination.  

Biofuel demand in US driving higher food prices, says report 

Government support for ethanol has led to an increase in corn production and a steep rise 

in soybean imports  

Suzanne Goldenberg, US environment correspondent guardian.co.uk, Tuesday 19 July 2011  

A growing number of US farmers are switching to crops such as corn in order to meet the 

demand for ethanol.  

Demand for biofuels in the US is driving this year's high food prices, a report has said. It 

predicts that food prices are unlikely to fall back down for another two years. 

The report, produced by Purdue University economists for the Farm Foundation policy 

organisation, said US government support for ethanol, including subsidies, had fuelled 

strong demand for corn over the last five years. 

A dramatic rise in Chinese imports of soybeans was also putting pressure on prices and 

supply, the report said. 

Since 2005, a growing number of US farmers have switched to corn and soybeans from 

other crops. Farmers in other countries have also switched to corn but, the report said, the 

demand kept growing. 

"In 2005, we were using about 16m acres [6.4m hectares] to supply all of the ethanol in 

the United States and Chinese soybean imports," Wallace Tyner, one of the authors said. It 

took 18.6m hectares (46.5m acres) last year, just to satisfy that demand. 

The US department of agriculture reported earlier this month that US ethanol refiners were 

for the first time consuming more corn than livestock and poultry farmers. 

It took 27% of last year's corn crop to meet the demand for corn ethanol. Only about 10% 

went to make ethanol in 2005, Tyner said. 

The Centre for Agricultural and Rural Development at Iowa State University has estimated 

that 40% of the US corn crop now goes to make ethanol. But Tyner said the cobs and husks 

of corn used to make ethanol would go on to be used for animal feed. 

The other driver of rising food prices was China, which has been building up its soybean 

reserves since the last big global food price rises of 2008. 

But the report focused strongly on a US government mandate for ethanol production and 

$6bn (£3.7bn) in annual subsidies for ethanol refineries. Others have also been putting the 

corn ethanol industry in the spotlight. 

In an interview with the Financial Times, General Mills, which produces Cheerios cereal, 

Häagen-Dazs ice-cream and other major brands, also blamed ethanol subsidies for driving 

up food prices. Ken Powell the company's chief executive said the price of corn and oats 

was up by 30 to 40% over last year. 
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"We're driving up food prices unnecessarily," Ken Powell, chief executive of General Mills, 

said in the interview. "If corn prices go up, wheat goes up. It's all linked." 

Even if US ethanol production plateaus, as the report predicts, food prices are unlikely to 

recede – at least within the next year – because global soybean and corn crops are now in 

relatively tight supply. 

The authors warned there just was not enough cropland available to shift to corn and 

soybeans. 

"We don't think these prices are going to come down in a year," said Tyner. "It's going to 

take at least a couple of years to see a significant reduction in price." 

The report warned that US corn and soybean stocks were also dangerously low, with the 

department of agriculture projecting supplies at about half typical levels. 

"These are scary, scary numbers," said Christopher Hurt, another author. "The cupboard is 

absolutely bare. We just are going to get out of this, at least on the basis of crops for this 

year." 

Biofuel project funded by UK ‘leaves Africans without food’ 

DfID accused of assisting land grab in Sierra Leone by providing aid for European energy 

business 

Charlie Cooper, Sarah Morrison Sunday 01 September 2013 The Independent 

Thousands of people in one of Africa’s poorest countries are going hungry because of a 

biofuels “land grab” by a firm that receives funding from the Department for International 

Development, a charity claims. 

ActionAid accuses the Swiss company Addax Bioenergy of threatening livelihoods in rural 

communities in Sierra Leone, where it runs an extensive sugar-cane plantation. 

Addax, which will soon begin the first commercial shipping of biofuels from Africa to 

Europe, receives funding from a UK-based development fund that received just under 

$150m (£97m) from DfID in 2012-13. 

The Addax project, set up in 2008, saw the company take a 50-year lease on 57,000 

hectares of land in the Makeni region of northern Sierra Leone. Due to begin exporting in 

2014, the project will produce 85 million litres of ethanol a year, for petrol – enough to 

meet 12 per cent of the UK’s ethanol consumption in 2:11/12. The scheme had been 

promoted as an example of an environmentally and socially responsible biofuels project. 

But following visits to the Addax project and 100 interviews with local people, ActionAid 

claims that the company is harming the livelihoods of 13,000 people, across 60 villages. 

Of those surveyed, 99 per cent said that food production had declined in their communities, 

and 90 per cent said that loss of farmland to the Addax project had been responsible. More 

than three quarters of local people said that they had never seen the land lease agreements 

with Addax and 85 per cent said that they had not been adequately informed about the pros 

and cons of the company’s investment in their land, the charity claimed. 

The project is funded by a number of development banks and Government-backed funds, 

including the Emerging Africa Infrastructure Fund (EAIF), which receives substantial funding 

from DfID. 

Tim Rice, ActionAid’s biofuels policy adviser and author of the report, told The Independent: 

“It is deeply concerning that DfID, whose aim is to reduce poverty around the world, is 
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funding a project in one of the poorest countries in Africa which is pushing people off their 

land and into hunger.” 

Fiona Hall, Liberal Democrat MEP for North-east England, and a member of the European 

Parliament’s Industry, Research and Energy and Development committees, told The 

Independent she would call for a European Commission investigation into the project. “It is 

a matter of great concern,” she said. 

Obama's Ethanol Policy an 'Ecological Disaster 

RealClearScience November 13, 2013 By Dina Cappiello & Matt Apuzzo 

CORYDON, Iowa (AP) - The hills of southern Iowa bear the scars of America's push for green 

energy: The brown gashes where rain has washed away the soil. The polluted streams that 

dump fertilizer into the water supply. Even the cemetery that disappeared like an apparition 

into a cornfield. 

It wasn't supposed to be this way. 

With the Iowa political caucuses on the horizon in 2007, presidential candidate Barack 

Obama made homegrown corn a centerpiece of his plan to slow global warming. And when 

President George W. Bush signed a law that year requiring oil companies to add billions of 

gallons of ethanol to their gasoline each year, Bush predicted it would make the country 

"stronger, cleaner and more secure." 

But the ethanol era has proven far more damaging to the environment than politicians 

promised and much worse than the government admits today. 

As farmers rushed to find new places to plant corn, they wiped out millions of acres of 

conservation land, destroyed habitat and polluted water supplies, an Associated Press 

investigation found. 

Five million acres of land set aside for conservation - more than Yellowstone, Everglades 

and Yosemite National Parks combined - have vanished on Obama's watch. 

Landowners filled in wetlands. They ploughed into pristine prairies, releasing carbon 

dioxide that had been locked in the soil. 

Sprayers pumped out billions of pounds of fertilizer, some of which seeped into drinking 

water, contaminated rivers and worsened the huge dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico where 

marine life can't survive. 

The consequences are so severe that environmentalists and many scientists have now 

rejected corn-based ethanol as bad environmental policy. But the Obama administration 

stands by it, highlighting its benefits to the farming industry rather than any negative 

impact. 

Farmers planted 15 million more acres of corn last year than before the ethanol boom, and 

the effects are visible in places like south central Iowa. 

The hilly, once-grassy landscape is made up of fragile soil that, unlike the earth in the rest 

of the state, is poorly suited for corn. Nevertheless, it has yielded to America's demand for 

it. 

"They're raping the land," said Bill Alley, a member of the board of supervisors in Wayne 

County, which now bears little resemblance to the rolling cow pastures shown in postcards 

sold at a Corydon pharmacy. 

All energy comes at a cost. The environmental consequences of drilling for oil and natural 

gas are well documented and severe. But in the president's push to reduce greenhouse 
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gases and curtail global warming, his administration has allowed so-called green energy to 

do not-so-green things. 

In some cases, such as its decision to allow wind farms to kill eagles, the administration 

accepts environmental costs because they pale in comparison to the havoc it believes global 

warming could ultimately cause. 

Ethanol is different. 

The government's predictions of the benefits have proven so inaccurate that independent 

scientists question whether it will ever achieve its central environmental goal: reducing 

greenhouse gases. That makes the hidden costs even more significant. 

"This is an ecological disaster," said Craig Cox with the Environmental Working Group, a 

natural ally of the president that, like others, now finds itself at odds with the White House. 

But it's a cost the administration is willing to accept. It believes supporting corn ethanol is 

the best way to encourage the development of biofuels that will someday be cleaner and 

greener than today's. Pulling the plug on corn ethanol, officials fear, might mean killing any 

hope of these next-generation fuels. 

"That is what you give up if you don't recognize that renewable fuels have some place here," 

EPA administrator Gina McCarthy said in a recent interview with AP. "All renewable fuels are 

not corn ethanol." 

Still, corn supplies the overwhelming majority of ethanol in the United States, and the 

administration is loath to discuss the environmental consequences. 

"It just caught us completely off guard," said Doug Davenport, a Department of Agriculture 

official who encourages southern Iowa farmers to use conservation practices on their land. 

Despite those efforts, Davenport said he was surprised at how much fragile, erodible land 

was turned into corn fields. 

Shortly after Davenport spoke to The Associated Press, he got an email ordering him to stop 

talking. 

"We just want to have a consistent message on the topic," an Agriculture Department 

spokesman in Iowa said. 

That consistent message was laid out by Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack, who spoke to 

ethanol lobbyists on Capitol Hill recently and said ethanol was good for business. 

"We are committed to this industry because we understand its benefits," he said. "We 

understand it's about farm income. It's about stabilizing and maintaining farm income which 

is at record levels." 

The numbers behind the ethanol mandate have become so unworkable that, for the first 

time, the EPA is soon expected to reduce the amount of ethanol required to be added to the 

gasoline supply. An unusual coalition of big oil companies, environmental groups and food 

companies is pushing the government to go even further and reconsider the entire ethanol 

program. 

The ethanol industry is fighting hard against that effort. Industry spokesman Brooke 

Coleman dismissed this story as "propaganda on a page." An industry blog in Minnesota said 

the AP had succumbed "to Big Oil's deep pockets and powerful influence." 

To understand how America got to an environmental policy with such harmful 

environmental consequences, it's helpful to start in a field in Iowa. 



Leroy Perkins, a white-haired, 66-year-old farmer in denim overalls, stands surrounded by 

waist-high grass and clover. He owns 91 acres like this, all hilly and erodible, that he set 

aside for conservation years ago. 

Soon, he will have a decision to make: keep the land as it is or, like many of his neighbours, 

plough it down and plant corn or soybeans, the major sources of biofuel in the United 

States. 

"I'd like to keep it in," he said. "This is what southern Iowa's for: raising grass." 

For decades, the government's Conservation Reserve Program has paid farmers to stop 

farming environmentally sensitive land. Grassy fields naturally convert carbon dioxide into 

oxygen, which helps combat global warming. Plus, their deep root systems prevent topsoil 

from washing away. 

For Perkins and his farmer neighbours in Wayne County, keeping farmland in conservation 

wasn't just good stewardship. It made financial sense. 

A decade ago, Washington paid them about $70 an acre each year to leave their farmland 

idle. With corn selling for about $2 per bushel (56 pounds) back then, farming the hilly, 

inferior soil was bad business. 

Many opted into the conservation program. Others kept their grasslands for cow pastures. 

Lately, though, the math has changed. 

"I'm coming to the point where financially, it's not feasible," Perkins said. 

The change began in 2007, when Congress passed a law requiring oil companies to blend 

billions of gallons of ethanol into gasoline. 

Oil prices were high. Oil imports were rising quickly. The legislation had the strong backing 

of the presidential candidate who was the junior senator from neighbouring Illinois, the 

nation's second-largest corn producer. 

"If we're going to get serious about investing in our energy future, we must give our family 

farmers and local ethanol producers a fair shot at success," Obama said then. 

The Democratic primary field was crowded, and if he didn't win the Iowa caucuses the road 

to the nomination would be difficult. His strong support for ethanol set him apart. 

"Any time we could talk about support for ethanol, we did," said Mitch Stewart, the 

battleground states director for Obama's 2008 campaign. "It's how we would lead a lot of 

discussions." 

President Bush signed the bill that December. 

It would fall on the next president to figure out how to make it work. 

President Obama's team at the EPA was sour on the ethanol mandate from the start. 

As a way to reduce global warming, they knew corn ethanol was a dubious proposition. Corn 

demands fertilizer, which is made using natural gas. What's worse, ethanol factories 

typically burn coal or gas, both of which release carbon dioxide. 

Then there was the land conversion, the most controversial and difficult-to-predict outcome. 

Digging up grassland releases greenhouse gases, so environmentalists are sceptical of any 

program that encourages planting more corn. 



"I don't remember anybody having great passion for this," said Bob Sussman, who served on 

Obama's transition team and recently retired as EPA's senior policy counsel. "I don't have a 

lot of personal enthusiasm for the program." 

At the White House and the Department of Agriculture, though, there was plenty of 

enthusiasm. 

One of Obama's senior advisers, Pete Rouse, had worked on ethanol issues as chief of staff 

to Sen. Tom Daschle of South Dakota, a major ethanol booster and now chair of the DuPont 

Advisory Committee on Agriculture Innovation and Productivity. 

Another Obama adviser at the time, Heather Zichal, grew up in northeast Iowa - as a child, 

she was crowned "sweet corn princess" - and was one of the Obama campaign's leading 

voices on ethanol in her home state. 

The administration had no greater corn ethanol advocate than Vilsack, the former Iowa 

governor. 

"Tom understands that the solution to our energy crisis will be found not in oil fields abroad 

but in our farm fields here at home," Obama said in 2008. "That is the kind of leader I want 

in my Cabinet." 

Writing the regulations to implement the ethanol mandate was among the administration's 

first major environmental undertakings. Industry and environmental groups watched 

closely. 

The EPA's experts determined that the mandate would increase demand for corn and 

encourage farmers to plough more land. Considering those factors, they said, corn ethanol 

was only slightly better than gasoline when it came to carbon dioxide emissions. 

Sixteen percent better, to be exact. And not in the short term. Only by 2022. 

By law, though, biofuels were supposed to be at least 20 percent greener than gasoline. 

From a legal standpoint, the results didn't matter. Congress exempted existing coal- and 

gas-burning ethanol plants from meeting this standard. 

But as a policy and public relations issue, it was a real problem. The biofuel-friendly Obama 

administration was undermining the industry's major selling point: that it was much greener 

than gasoline. 

So the ethanol industry was livid. Lobbyists flooded the EPA with criticism, challenging the 

government's methods and conclusions. 

The EPA's conclusion was based on a model. Plug in some assumed figures - the price of 

corn, the number of acres planted, how much corn would grow per acre - and the model 

would spit out a number. 

To get past 20 percent, the EPA needed to change its assumptions. 

The most important of those assumptions was called the yield, a measure of how much corn 

could be produced on an acre of land. The higher the yield, the easier it would be for 

farmers to meet the growing demand without ploughing new farmland, which counted 

against ethanol in the greenhouse gas equation. 

Corn yields have inched steadily upward over the years as farms have become more 

efficient. The government's first ethanol model assumed that trend would continue, rising 

from 150 bushels per acre to about 180 by the year 2022. 



Agriculture companies like Monsanto Co. and DuPont Pioneer, which stood to make millions 

off an ethanol boom, told the government those numbers were too low. 

They predicted that genetically modified seeds - which they produce - would send yields 

skyrocketing. With higher yields, farmers could produce more corn on less land, reducing 

the environmental effects. 

Documents show the White House budget office also suggested the EPA raise its yield 

assumptions. 

When the final rule came out, the EPA and Agriculture officials added a new "high yield case 

scenario" that assumed 230 bushels per acre. 

The flaw in those assumptions, independent scientists knew, was that a big increase in corn 

prices would encourage people to farm in less hospitable areas like Wayne County, which 

could never produce such large yields. 

But the EPA's model assumed only a tiny increase in corn prices. 

"You adjust a few numbers to get it where you want it, and then you call it good," said Adam 

Liska, assistant professor of biological systems engineering at the University of Nebraska. 

He supports ethanol, even with its environmental trade-offs. 

When the Obama administration finalized its first major green-energy policy, corn ethanol 

barely crossed the key threshold. The final score: 21 percent. 

"If you corrected any of a number of things, it would be on the other side of 20 percent," 

said Richard Plevin of the Transportation Sustainability Research Centre at the University of 

California, Berkeley. "Is it a coincidence this is what happened? It certainly makes me 

wonder." 

It didn't take long for reality to prove the Obama administration's predictions wrong. 

The regulations took effect in July 2010. The following month, corn prices already had 

surpassed the EPA's long-term estimate of $3.22 a bushel. That September, corn passed $4, 

on its way to about $7, where it has been most of this year. 

Yields, meanwhile, have held fairly steady. 

But the ethanol boom was underway. 

It's impossible to precisely calculate how much ethanol is responsible for the spike in corn 

prices and how much those prices led to the land changes in the Midwest. 

Supporters of corn ethanol say extreme weather - dry one year, very wet the next - hurt 

farmers and raised prices. 

But diminishing supply wasn't the only factor. More corn than ever was being distilled into 

ethanol. 

Historically, the overwhelmingly majority of corn in the United States has been turned into 

livestock feed. But in 2010, for the first time, fuel was the No. 1 use for corn in America. 

That was true in 2011 and 2012. Newly released Department of Agriculture data show that, 

this year, 43 percent of corn went to fuel and 45 percent went to livestock feed. 

The more corn that goes to ethanol, the more that needs to be planted to meet other 

demands. 



Scientists predicted that a major ethanol push would raise prices and, in turn, encourage 

farmers like Leroy Perkins to plough into conservation land. But the government insisted 

otherwise. 

In 2008, the journal Science published a study with a dire conclusion: Ploughing over 

conservation land releases so much greenhouse gas that it takes 48 years before new 

plants can break even and start reducing carbon dioxide. 

For an ethanol policy to work, the study said, farmers could not plough into conservation 

land. 

The EPA, in a report to Congress on the environmental effects of ethanol, said it was 

"uncertain" whether farmers would plant on farmland that had been set aside for 

conservation. 

The Department of Energy was more certain. Most conservation land, the government said 

in its response to the study, "is unsuitable for use for annual row crop production." 

America could meet its ethanol demand without losing a single acre of conservation land, 

Energy officials said. 

They would soon be proven wrong. 

Before the government ethanol mandate, the Conservation Reserve Program grew every 

year for nearly a decade. Almost overnight, farmers began leaving the program, which 

simultaneously fell victim to budget cuts that reduced the amount of farmland that could be 

set aside for conservation. 

In the first year after the ethanol mandate, more than 2 million acres disappeared. 

Since Obama took office, 5 million more acres have vanished. 

Agriculture officials acknowledge that conservation land has been lost, but they say the 

trend is reversing. When the 2013 data comes out, they say it will show that as corn prices 

stabilized, farmers once again began setting aside land for conservation. 

Losing conservation land was bad. But something even worse was happening. 

Farmers broke ground on virgin land, the untouched terrain that represents, from an 

environmental standpoint, the country's most important asset. 

The farm industry assured the government that wouldn't happen. And it would have been an 

easy thing for Washington to check. 

But rather than insisting that farmers report whenever they plough into virgin land, the 

government decided on a much murkier oversight method: Washington instead monitors the 

total number of acres of cropland nationwide. Local trends wash away when viewed at such 

a distance. 

"They could not have designed a better approach to not detect land conversion," said Ben 

Larson, an agricultural expert for the National Wildlife Federation. 

Look closely at the corn boom in the northern Great Plains, however, and it's clear. Farmers 

are converting untouched prairie into farmland. 

The Department of Agriculture began keeping figures on virgin land only in 2012 and 

determined that about 38,000 acres vanished that year. 

But using government satellite data - the best tool available - the AP identified a 

conservative estimate of 1.2 million acres of virgin land in Nebraska and the Dakotas alone 



that have been converted to fields of corn and soybeans since 2006, the last year before the 

ethanol mandate was passed. 

"The last five years, we've become financially solvent," said Robert Malsam, a farmer in 

Edmunds County, S.D., who like others in the central and eastern Dakotas has ploughed 

into wild grassland to expand his corn crop. 

The price of corn is reshaping the land across the Midwest. In Wayne County, Iowa, for 

example, only the dead can stop the corn. 

A gravel road once cut through a grassy field leading to a hilltop cemetery. But about two 

years ago, the landowners ploughed over the road. Now, visiting gravesites means walking a 

narrow path through the corn. 

People have complained. It's too narrow for a hearse, too rutted for a wheelchair, too steep 

for the elderly. But it's legal, said Bill Alley from the board of supervisors. 

"This is what the price of corn does," he said. "This is what happens, right here." 

When Congress passed the ethanol mandate, it required the EPA to thoroughly study the 

effects on water and air pollution. In his recent speech to ethanol lobbyists, Vilsack was 

unequivocal about those effects: 

"There is no question air quality, water quality is benefiting from this industry," he said. 

But the administration never actually conducted the required air and water studies to 

determine whether that's true. 

In an interview with the AP after his speech, Vilsack said he didn't mean that ethanol 

production was good for the air and water. He simply meant that gasoline mixed with 

ethanol is cleaner than gasoline alone. 

In the Midwest, meanwhile, scientists and conservationists are sounding alarms. 

Nitrogen fertilizer, when it seeps into the water, is toxic. Children are especially susceptible 

to nitrate poisoning, which causes "blue baby" syndrome and can be deadly. 

Between 2005 and 2010, corn farmers increased their use of nitrogen fertilizer by more 

than one billion pounds. More recent data isn't available from the Agriculture Department, 

but because of the huge increase in corn planting, even conservative projections by the AP 

suggest another billion-pound fertilizer increase on corn farms since then. 

Department of Agriculture officials note that the amount of fertilizer used for all crops has 

remained steady for a decade, suggesting the ethanol mandate hasn't caused a fertilizer 

boom across the board. 

But in the Midwest, corn is the dominant crop, and officials say the increase in fertilizer use 

- driven by the increase in corn planting - is having an effect. 

The Des Moines Water Works, for instance, has faced high nitrate levels for many years in 

the Des Moines and Raccoon Rivers, which supply drinking water to 500,000 people. 

Typically, when pollution is too high in one river, workers draw from the other. 

"This year, unfortunately the nitrate levels in both rivers were so high that it created an 

impossibility for us," said Bill Stowe, the water service's general manager. 

For three months this summer, workers kept huge machines running around the clock to 

clean the water. Officials asked customers to use less water so the utility had a chance to 

keep up. 



Part of the problem was that last year's dry weather meant fertilizer sat atop the soil. This 

spring's rains flushed that nitrogen into the water along with the remnants of the fertilizer 

from the most recent crop. 

At the same time the ethanol mandate has encouraged farmers to plant more corn, Stowe 

said, the government hasn't done enough to limit fertilizer use or regulate the industrial 

drainage systems that flush nitrates and water into rivers and streams. 

With the Water Works on the brink of capacity, Stowe said he's considering suing the 

government to demand a solution. 

In neighbouring Minnesota, a government report this year found that significantly reducing 

the high levels of nitrates from the state's water would require huge changes in farming 

practices at a cost of roughly $1 billion a year. 

"We're doing more to address water quality, but we are being overwhelmed by the increase 

in production pressure to plant more crops," said Steve Morse, executive director of the 

Minnesota Environmental Partnership. 

The nitrates travel down rivers and into the Gulf of Mexico, where they boost the growth of 

enormous algae fields. When the algae die, the decomposition consumes oxygen, leaving 

behind a zone where aquatic life cannot survive. 

This year, the dead zone covered 5,800 square miles of sea floor, about the size of 

Connecticut. 

Larry McKinney, the executive director of the Harte Institute at Texas A&M University-Corpus 

Christi, says the ethanol mandate worsened the dead zone. 

"On the one hand, the government is mandating ethanol use," he said, "and it is 

unfortunately coming at the expense of the Gulf of Mexico." 

The dead zone is one example among many of a peculiar ethanol side effect: As one 

government program encourages farmers to plant more corn, other programs pay millions 

to clean up the mess. 

Obama administration officials know the ethanol mandate hasn't lived up to its billing. 

The next-generation biofuels that were supposed to wean the country off corn haven't yet 

materialized. Every year, the EPA predicts millions of gallons of clean fuel will be made from 

agricultural waste. Every year, the government is wrong. 

Every day without those cleaner-burning fuels, the ethanol industry stays reliant on corn 

and the environmental effects mount. 

The EPA could revisit its model and see whether ethanol is actually as good for the 

environment as officials predicted. But the agency says it doesn't have the money or the 

manpower. 

Even under the government's optimistic projections, the ethanol mandate wasn't going to 

reduce greenhouse gas right away. And with the model so far off from reality, independent 

scientists say it's hard to make an argument for ethanol as a global warming policy. 

"I'd have to think really hard to come up with a scenario where it's a net positive," said Silvia 

Secchi, a Southern Illinois University agriculture economist. 

She paused a few moments, then added, "I'm stumped." 

In June, when Obama gave a major policy speech on reducing greenhouse gas, he didn't 

mention ethanol. Biofuels in general received a brief, passing reference. 



What was once billed as an environmental boon has morphed into a government program to 

help rural America survive. 

"I don't know whether I can make the environmental argument, or the economic argument," 

Vilsack said in an interview with the AP. "To me, it's an opportunity argument." 

Congress and the administration could change the ethanol mandate, tweak its goals or 

demand more safeguards. Going to Congress and rewriting the law would mean picking a 

fight with agricultural lobbyists, a fight that would put the administration on the side of big 

oil companies, which despise the ethanol requirement. 

So the ethanol policy cruises on autopilot. 

Bob Dinneen, president of the Renewable Fuels Association, the ethanol lobbying group, 

said there's no reason to change the standards. Ethanol still looks good compared to the oil 

industry, which increasingly relies on environmentally risky tactics like hydraulic fracturing 

or pulls from carbon-heavy tar sands. 

Leroy Perkins, the farmer agonizing about what to do with his 91 acres, says he likes 

ethanol as a product and an industry. But he knows it fuels the corn prices that are 

transforming his county. 

"If they do change the fuel standard, you'll see the price of corn come down overnight," he 

said. "I like to see a good price for corn. But when it's too high, it hurts everybody." 

Investors from as far away as Maryland and Pennsylvania have bought thousands of acres 

in Wayne County, sending prices skyrocketing from $350 per acre a decade ago to $5,000 

today. 

One in every four acres of in the county is now owned by an out-of-towner. 

Those who still own land often rent it to farming companies offering $300 or more per 

acre. Perkins could make perhaps $27,000 a year if he let somebody plant corn on his 

land. That's nothing to dismiss in a county where typical household income is $36,000. 

But he knows what that means. He sees the black streaks in his neighbour’s cornfields, 

knowing the topsoil washes away with every rain. He doesn't want that for his family's land. 

"You have to decide, do you want to be the one to..." 

He doesn't finish his sentence. 

"We all have to look at our pocketbooks." 

Land acquired over past decade could have produced food for a billion people 

Oxfam calls on World Bank to stop backing foreign investors who acquire land for biofuels 

that could produce food 

The Guardian.co.uk Thursday 4 October 2012 

International land investors and biofuel producers have taken over land around the world 

that could feed nearly 1 billion people. 

Analysis by Oxfam of several thousand land deals completed in the last decade shows that 

an area eight times the size of the UK has been left idle by speculators or is being used 

largely to grow biofuels for US or European vehicles. 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/


In a report, published on Thursday, Oxfam says the global land rush is out of control and 

urges the World Bank to freeze its investments in large-scale land acquisitions to send a 

strong signal to global investors to stop "land grabs". 

"More than 60% of investments in agricultural land by foreign investors between 2000 and 

2010 were in developing countries with serious hunger problems. But two-thirds of those 

investors plan to export everything they produce on the land. Nearly 60% of the deals have 

been to grow crops that can be used for biofuels," says the report. 

Very few, if any, of these land investments benefit local people or help to fight hunger, says 

Oxfam. "Instead, the land is either being left idle, as speculators wait for its value to 

increase … or it is predominantly used to grow crops for export, often for use as biofuels." 

The bank has tripled its support for land projects to $6bn-$8bn (£3.7bn-£5bn) a year in the 

last decade, but no data is available on how much goes to acquisitions, or any links between 

its lending and conflict. 

Since 2008, says Oxfam, 21 formal complaints have been brought by communities affected 

by World Bank investments, in which they claim that these have violated their land rights. 

Oxfam's chief executive, Barbara Stocking, said: "The rush for land is out of control and 

some of the world's poorest people are suffering hunger, violence and greater poverty as a 

result. The World Bank is in a unique position to help stop land grabs becoming one of the 

biggest scandals of the century." 

She added: "Investment should be good news for developing countries – not lead to greater 

poverty, hunger and hardship." 

According to the International Land Coalition, 106m hectares (261m acres) of land in 

developing countries were acquired by foreign investors between 2000 and 2010, 

sometimes with disastrous results. 

Nearly 30% of Liberia has been handed out in large-scale concessions in the past five years, 

and up to 63% of all arable land in Cambodia has been passed over to private companies. 

Oxfam dismisses the claim made by the World Bank and others that lots of available land is 

unused and waiting for development. "It is simply a myth. Most agricultural land deals target 

quality farmland, particularly land that is irrigated and offers good access to markets. 

"It is clear that much of this land was already being used for small-scale farming, 

pastoralism and other types of natural resource use." 

A 2010 study by the Independent Evaluation Group (IEG) – the World Bank's official 

monitoring and evaluation body – stated that about 30% of bank projects involved 

involuntary resettlement. The IEG estimated that at any one time, more than 1 million 

people are affected by involuntary resettlement in active World Bank-financed projects. 

Oxfam urged the UK government, one of the bank's largest shareholders, to use its 

influence to persuade it to implement the freeze. "It can also play a crucial role as president 

of the G8 next year by putting food and hunger at the heart of the agenda, and addressing 

land grabs as part of this. Critically, it can also press the EU to reverse biofuels targets – a 

key driver of land grabs." 

Stocking said: "The UK should also show leadership in reversing flawed biofuels targets, 

which are a main driver for land and are diverting food into fuel." 

In a statement to the Guardian, the International Finance Corporation, the World Bank's 

private lending arm, said: "IFC does not finance land acquisitions for speculative purposes. 

We invest in productive agricultural and forestry enterprises that can be land intensive to 



help provide the food and fibre the world needs. IFC has roughly a $4.85bn portfolio of 

agri-related investments. Of that, roughly $600m has a land component. Total land holding 

related to those investments total 0.7m hectares. 

"Competition for scarce land resources has spurred rising investment in land. This 

competition can fuel conflict with existing users. Inevitably, bank group involvement in 

forestry and agriculture is not without risk, particularly given the fact we are operating in 

imperfect governance environments. But the total number of complaints received gives no 

explanation as to their validity." 

We’ll end this part of the chapter on food with their new super duper guaranteed method to 

destroy all nutritional value the nasty germs in the fresh food that does get to us - they want 

to nuke it! 

X-ray irradiation does not affect food quality, say US scientists 

By Jane Byrne, 05-Jan-2009 Decision News Media 

X-ray technology is effective in killing bacterial pathogens in leafy greens without causing 

undesirable changes in product quality, claim US researchers.  

Bradley Marks and Sanghyup Jeong, who are both based at Michigan State University (MSU), 

claim that X-rays can kill bacterial pathogens such as E. coli 0157:H7 and Salmonella on 

the most delicate vegetables as well as extending the shelf life of the produce.  

Irradiation from other sources has been used for years to protect ground meat and other 

products. The process exposes foods to ionizing radiation that kills insects, moulds and 

bacterium and the technology can kill up to 99 per cent of pathogens.  

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently published a final rule allowing the use 

of irradiation for iceberg lettuce and fresh spinach; the technology can already be used with 

other foods such as spices, poultry and shellfish including oysters, clams and scallops.  

Lower dosage  

The MSU researchers said that they have been applying a higher dose than that used for 

medical X-ray imaging, but a lesser dose than that used by competing irradiation methods.  

“That means less protective shielding is necessary, so the equipment is more compact and 
food companies can install it at their processing plants,” claim the researchers.  

The X-ray technology, continued the MSU scientists, is being tested in the university’s 

biosafety level-2 pilot processing facility and is being commercialized by US company 

Rayfresh Foods.  

Peter Schoch, CEO of Rayfresh Foods, claims the potential for widespread contamination is 

compounded by the mingling of greens from different sources in processing plants.  

He claims that food irradiation based on the use of gamma rays from radioactive material 

or machine-generated electron beams tends to cause cellular damage and visually degrade 

food, whereas irradiation using x-rays promise a gentler, more scalable approach.  

Other applications  

According to Schoch, the company has recently won its first contract to build an X-ray 

machine to treat ground beef for Omaha Steaks, which inspected the prototype at MSU: “The 
university’s validation work was pivotal in winning that first order,” he added.  

The MSU researchers said that work is also being undertaken on validating the technology 

to kill salmonella on almonds.  

http://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/content/search?SearchText=irradiation
http://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/content/search?SearchText=lettuce
http://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/content/search?SearchText=Salmonella


Market focus  

According to Global Industry Analysts, the world food irradiation market is predicted to 

exceed $2.3bn by 2012.  

However, the analysts claim that the market has not lived up to expectations as 

controversies and narrowing consumer acceptance have limited take up of the technology.  

"Market growth thrives on factors such as industry and consumer acceptance and 
application parameters ranging from types of foods to be irradiated to dosage levels.  

“Competition from existing proven food sterilization technologies such as steam 
pasteurization and refrigeration, coupled with the high capital outlay required to set up an 
irradiation processing plant, and stiff opposition from certain quarters thwarts widespread 
acceptance of the food irradiation technique,” they added.  

The analysts said that the US remains the single largest market for food irradiation, 

accounting for an estimated 32 per cent of global demand in 2008.  

According to the report, irradiation technology, though approved for selected products in 

Europe, has not demonstrated significant penetration in that geography but Asia and Latin 

America are expected to exhibit potential opportunities in the future.  

Gamma-Irradiated, Virus-Sprayed FRANKENFOODS 

Monday, June 20, 2011 - 11:11greenmedinfo.com 

There is a profound misunderstanding in the mass market today about the value of certified 

organic food.   

The question is not whether the 30% or more you pay at the register for an organic product 

is really worth the added vitamin, mineral and phyto-nutrient content you receive.  

Even though organic food does usually have considerably higher nutrient density, it is not 

always the positive quality of what it contains that makes it so special.  

Rather, it is what you know the organic food does not contain, or what has not happened to 

it on its journey to your table, that makes buying organic a no-brainer to the educated 

consumer.   

Let me explain. 

The FDA presently supports and actively promotes the use of Cobalt-60 culled from Nuclear 

Reactors as a form of "electronic pasteurization" on all domestically produced conventional 

food.   

The use of euphemisms like "food additive" and "pasteurization" to describe the process of 

blasting food with high levels of gamma-radiation cannot obviate the fact that the very same 

death-rays generated by thermonuclear warfare to destroy life are now being applied to food 

to "make it safer."  This sort of Orwellian logic, e.g. WAR is PEACE, is the bread and butter of 

State-sponsored industry propaganda. 

This is not a hypochondriac's rantings, as we aren't talking here about small amounts of 

radiation.  The level of gamma-radiation used starts at 1KiloGray (equivalent to 16,700,000 

chest x-rays or 333 times a human lethal dose) and goes all the way up to 30KiloGray 

(500,000,000 chest x-rays or 10,000 times a human lethal dose).  The following table is a 

list of foods that are increasingly being "nuked" for your protection. 



 

When you buy conventional food, there is little assurance that it has not been irradiated.  

Although labelling requirements specify that irradiated food sold in stores should have the 

international symbol - the Radura - affixed to it, oversight is particularly poor in this regard, 

and restaurant food and processed food containing irradiated ingredients are not legally 

required to be labelled as such. Labelled, or not, irradiated food is exposed to the same 

ionizing gamma-radiation that destroyed life in Hiroshima and Chernobyl.  "Primitive" 

lifeforms like microbes refuse to ingest irradiated food, but humans are gullible enough to 

believe industry pundits and governmental "authorities" like the USDA and FDA, who say 

doses of radiation applied to your food up to and quite close to a billion chest x-rays worth 

of ionizing radiation is safe for human consumption. 

Despite the irresponsible promotion of this process as safe, food irradiation destroys much 

of the vitamin content of food, produces a number of toxic byproducts: formaldehyde, 

benzene, and formic acid, as well as unique radiolytic products, e.g. 2-alklycyclobutanoes, 

that have been demonstrated to be cytotoxic (damages cells), genotoxic (damages DNA), and 

carcinogenic (causes cancer) in test tube and animal studies. (View Peer-Reviewed 

Research on Irradiation Here).  How is it that a process that is so obviously detrimental to 

human health is allowed? There are at least three reasons driving this dangerous process:  

1) Food irradiation allows for the continuance of the fundamentally unsanitary and unsafe 

farming practices considered essential for the profitability of large corporation owned 

factory farms.  When raw human sewage and wastewater in combination with manure from 

sick, antibiotic-raised animals is used as fertilizer, virulent strains of antibiotic resistant 

bacteria can infect the product, getting deep within its tissues where chemical sanitizers 

can't reach.  Gamma-radiation, which effectively penetrates deep within the product, enables 

the irresponsible, immoral and unsanitary conditions to remain. 

2) The increased stabilization and reduction in perishability provided by food irradiation 

supports the continued globalization of food production and distribution, furthering the 

agendas and profitability of transnational corporations, whose respect for the sovereignty, 

constitutional rights and public health of the U.S. or any other nation, is secondary to the 

primary aim of raw, unregulated capitalism in pursuit of profits at all costs. 

3) Finally, the military-industrial complex requires that the public perceive nuclear energy 

as not just an element of war, or potential ecological disaster, but as something "beneficial" 

that may protect us from harm.  Nuclear waste, once the irrepressible hobgoblin of the 

nuclear energy industry, is suddenly transformed - under the guidance and support of our 

government - into both a profitable commodity and a "therapeutic" agent. 

In the same way that irradiating bacteria contaminated food does nothing to remove the 

unsanitary processes that cause the underlying problem, in 2006, the FDA passed, without 

any public review or oversight, the use of bacteriphage virus "cocktails" to be sprayed on 

meat, in an attempt to prevent Listeria monocytogenes outbreaks.  These bacteria-specific 

viruses, in theory, lay dormant waiting for virulent and antibiotic-resistant bacteria upon 

which they prey.  Although the FDA only approves the use of lysic bacteriphages which are 

not believed to alter the DNA of the cells they infect, the possibility of contamination with 



lysogenic strains which can alter DNA is significant, owing to the fact that these viruses are 

only between 20 and 200 millionth of a millimetre in size.  The FDA's decision to define 

bacteriophages as "Generally Recognized As Safe" (GRAS) food additives is premature, and 

therefore a red flag to those who are concerned about the underlying food safety issues that 

are not being addressed. 

With the country still reeling from the implosion of the financial markets, new attention has 

been placed on the huge trade deficits the US has with its trading partners.  One major 

factor in our increasingly disadvantaged global trading position is our decision to use 

Genetically Modified Organisms (GMO's), despite growing concern over its short and long 

term adverse effects on the health of the human body and the environment.  For example in 

2006 "the most significant event in the history of the U.S. rice industry" occurred, according 

to David Coia of the USA Rice Federation trade group, when trace amounts of genetically 

modified rice was found commingled in the U.S. rice supply. 

According to Greenpeace the U.S. sustained approximately 1.2 billion dollars in losses, 

when over 30 countries were affected by the contamination, and many closed their markets 

to U.S. rice, including the European Union and the Philippines.  Why the global outcry? 

Despite our government's arguably criminal avoidance of the evidence linking genetically 

modified food to adverse health effects, the governments of other nations are aware of the 

dire risks to human and environmental health these GMOs pose.  America is the only 

country in the world which does not require GMO ingredients or foods to be labelled as 

such. We can't expect the rest of the world to so carelessly experiment on its population 

with foods that have been profoundly altered to contain potentially toxic gene products from 

other species.  Their reluctance to participate in the largest food experiment in the history 

of our species is directly reflected in the world’s increasing resistance to accepting food 

exported from the U.S., which has had huge impacts on our economic well-being. If you wish 

to withdraw yourself as a guinea pig from this national GMO experiment, remember, the 

only way you can know for sure that you food is not genetically modified is if it is certified 

organic. (To learn about the devastating health effects of GMOs, go to 

seedsofdeception.com) 

Food quality has become an oxymoron in this country.  With the state-sponsored promotion 

of food irradiation, virus-laden food additives, genetic modification, pesticide usage and raw 

sewage fertilizer, Americans who don't go out of their way to buy only organic food, are 

unknowing participants in the largest food experiment ever performed in recorded history. 

Not too long ago, all cultures considered food sacred for its ability to sustain our physical, 

emotional and spiritual well being from the ground up.  Today, the forces of 

commodification and naked, "free market" capitalism have converted food into devitalized 

metabolic poisons, which slowly render those who consume them into commodities 

themselves, i.e. sickened patients, against whom are plied the thousands of branded 'snake-

oil' remedies conjured up by the Diseasestablishment's cauldron-like pharmacopeia. 

Remember, next time you shop, know that buying organic isn't just about it being more 

nutritious than conventional food; rather, it provides the only assurance that can still shield 

you from the veritable minefield of potential health liabilities which is lurking within every 

supermarket across the land. 

Now we finally brave the deluge of (what you now know is totally engineered and phony) 

“food crisis” material. We’ll just be mostly doing them chronologically rather than by topic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Forty Six Part Three 
 

A loaf of wheat bread may soon cost $23 due to skyrocketing food price inflation 

Saturday, November 06, 2010 by Mike Adams, the Health Ranger Editor of NaturalNews.com 

 

Within a decade, a loaf of wheat bread may cost $23 in a grocery store in the United States, 

and a 32-oz package of sugar might run $62. A 64-oz container of Minute Maid Orange 

Juice, meanwhile, could set you back $45.71. This is all according to a new report released 

Friday by the National Inflation Association which warns consumers about the coming wave 

of food price inflation that's about to strike the western world. 

 

Authored by Gerard Adams (no relation to myself, Mike Adams), this report makes the 

connection between the Fed's runaway money creation policy ("quantitative easing") and 

food price inflation. (http://inflation.us/foodpriceprojections.html) 

 

"For every economic problem the U.S. government tries to solve, it always creates two or 

three much larger catastrophes in the process," said Adams. "Just like we predicted this 

past December, the U.S. dollar index bounced in early 2010 and has been in free-fall ever 

since. Bernanke's QE2 will likely accelerate this free-fall into a complete U.S. dollar rout." 

 

The upshot of a falling dollar will mean rampant price inflation on the basic goods and 

services that Americans depend on to survive. Food in particular is likely to be hit hard by 

price inflation within the decade. 

 

The National Inflation Association has released its food price projections in a free 

downloadable PDF file here: http://inflation.us/foodpriceprojections.pdf 

 

It offers statements like this: "NIA is confident that the upcoming monetization of our debt 

will send nearly all agricultural commodities soaring to new all time inflation adjusted 

highs." 

 

The Federal Reserve, of course, is currently engaged in the most massive money 

counterfeiting operation the world has ever witnessed. And it seems determined to keep 

printing money until all the dollars the rest of us hold are near-worthless. 

 

Even the UN sees rising food prices 

 

It's not just the NIA that sees a future with much higher food prices, by the way: Both the 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development as well as the U.N. Food and 

Agriculture Organization also predict rising food prices (although not to the same prices as 

the NIA). 

 

This is based on the trend of rising energy prices which directly translate into higher costs 

for farming, harvesting, transporting and processing foods. Catch the details on that story 

at http://www.naturalnews.com/029999_food_prices_energy.html 

 

The UK Guardian newspaper is also reporting on "soaring food prices" due to fast-rising 

commodity costs: http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2010/nov/05/wholesale-food-prices-

soar 

 

I also predicted "food disruptions" in my list of predictions published earlier this year at 

http://www.naturalnews.com/028167_predictions_2012.html 

 

(Many of those predictions have already come true, by the way!) 

 



Make no mistake: Food prices are on the rise. And with the Fed watering down the dollar 

thanks to its insane money counterfeiting policies, the U.S. is headed into a price inflation / 

dollar deflation scenario that mean you will have to spent a lot more dollars to buy the same 

food in 2015 as you did in 2010. (If the dollar even exists in 2015, that is...) 

 

What does this all mean to you and me? As the spring comes back in a few months, it might 

be a good time to start thinking about growing a little garden for yourself. We'll be covering 

this story in much more detail in the spring, including details on where to get heirloom 

seeds, how to practice "preparedness" gardening (or "gardening when it counts") and other 

similar topics. 

 

Wholesale food prices soar as commodity costs rise 

 

Julia Kollewe guardian.co.uk, Friday 5 November 2010 11.11 GMT 

 

Soaring wheat and other commodity costs on world markets have pushed up UK wholesale 

food prices at the fastest rate in two years, official figures showed this morning.  

 

Prices of food produced in the UK were 9.8% higher last month than a year ago, the biggest 

annual increase since October 2008, the Office for National Statistics reported. Imported 

food prices climbed 4.5% on the year, the fastest rate since October 2009. 

 

Food prices are likely to be pushed even higher in coming months, with refined sugar 

surging to a record peak of $783.90 a tonne today. 

 

Consumers are now starting to pay more for bread and meat as a result of sharp increases 

in the price of wheat and corn following poor harvests, the British Retail Consortium 

reported this week. Vegetable oil and margarine showed double-digit price hikes, while fruit 

showed its biggest price increases since April 2009. This helped push up food prices overall 

at 4.4%, the BRC said, the fastest rate in more than a year. 

 

Food prices may rise by up to 20%, warns UN 

Again from guardian.co.uk Nov 2010 

Poor harvests put global food reserves under pressure, with African and Asian countries 

likely to be worst hit 

The UN today warned that food prices could rise by 10%-20% next year after poor harvests 

and an expected rundown of global reserves. More than 70 African and Asian countries will 

be the worst hit, said the Food and Agricultural Organisation in its monthly report. 

In its gloomiest forecast since the 2007/08 food crisis, which saw food riots in more than 

25 countries and 100 million extra hungry people, the report's authors urged states to 

prepare for hardship. 

"Countries must remain vigilant against supply shocks," the report warned. "Consumers may 

have little choice but to pay higher prices for their food. The size of next year's harvest 

becomes increasingly critical. For stocks to be replenished and prices to return to more 

normal levels, large production expansions are needed in 2011." 

Prices of wheat, maize and many other foods traded internationally have risen by up to 40% 

in just a few months. Sugar, butter and cassava prices are at 30-year highs, and meat and 

fish are both significantly more expensive than last year. 

Food price inflation – fuelled by price speculation, the searing heatwave in Russia in the 

summer and heavy trading on futures markets – is now running at up to 15% a year in 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/food


some countries. According to the UN, international food import bills could pass the $1tn 

mark, with prices in most commodities up sharply from 2009. 

Extreme volatility in the world markets has taken the UN by surprise and forced it to 

reassess its forecasts for next year. "Rarely have markets exhibited this level of uncertainty 

and sudden turns in such a brief period of time. World cereal production this year, which is 

currently put at 2,216m tonnes, is 2% below 2009 levels, 63m tonnes less than the 

forecast reported in June," said the authors. 

"Contrary to earlier predictions, world cereal production is now forecast to contract by 2% 

rather than to expand by 1.2%, as anticipated in June," they said. 

Global food reserves, which currently stand at around 74 days, are now expected to 

decrease significantly in the next few months. "Cereal reserves may drop by around 7%, 

barley nearly 35%, maize 12% and wheat 10%. Only rice reserves are expected to increase, 

by 6% next year," said the report. 

Much now hangs on next year's harvests, it said. "International prices could rise even more 

if production next year does not increase significantly – especially in maize, soybean and 

wheat. Even the price of rice, the supply of which is more adequate than other cereals, may 

be affected if prices of other major food crops continue climbing." 

But food analysts said the prospects for a bumper world harvest next year were slim. "2011 

will not be a good harvest. The condition of winter wheat crops is not good. Neither the US 

nor Russia are expecting good harvests," said Lester Brown, founder of the Washington-

based Worldwatch Institute. 

"The poorest will suffer the most because they feel the effect of price rises directly. In the 

US and Europe, wheat may only make up 10% of the price of a loaf of bread." 

Rising Food Prices: Déjà Vu All Over Again 

From Indiarealtime January 6, 2011, 5:18 PM IST 

By Paul Beckett 

The last time the economy was really hot – before the chill winds of the economic crisis 

swept across the globe – the big worry was that rising inflation, especially in food prices, 

would scupper the Indian miracle. 

Food inflation, according to the wholesale price index released Thursday, rose 2.5% in the 

week to Dec. 25 and rose 18.32% from a year ago, up from a rate of 14.44% a week 

before. 

Here we are three years later, with robust growth in India and some signs that the global 

economy is starting to pick up a bit and what do we have: Renewed fears that high inflation, 

driven by soaring food prices, will undermine India’s economic promise. 

....Last year, when food inflation also was high, there were grains rotting in the fields 

because storage is so bad. 

Agricultural productivity remains appallingly low, yet the government is making it difficult to 

bring in the changes that would dramatically increase it, such as land reform, the 

expansion of agri-business, or improved market access that cuts down on wastage. 

“Eventually, the long-term solution is improved infrastructure,” Mr. Joshi says, adding that 

the government needs to “reignite agriculture through productivity reforms, the right seeds, 

the right technology.” 



Otherwise, he says, “food inflation is going to be a problem for the next decade.” 

Algerian riots resume over food prices 

From the guardian.co.uk Jan 2011 

Police deployed around mosques and football matches suspended amid protests over food 

prices and unemployment 

Fresh rioting broke out in Algiers today as police were deployed around mosques and 

football matches were suspended after protests over food prices and unemployment. 

Riot police armed with teargas and batons maintained a strong presence around the 

Algerian capital's main mosques. In the popular Belcourt district, rioting resumed after 

Friday prayers. Young protesters pelted police with stones and blocked access to the area. 

The official APS news agency said protesters ransacked government buildings, bank 

branches and post offices in several eastern cities overnight, including Constantine, Jijel, 

Setif and Bouira. In Ras el Oued this morning, buildings belonging to the state-run gas 

utility Sonelgaz, the council and the tax authority were seriously damaged along with 

several schools, APS reported. 

Earlier this week hundreds of youths clashed with police in several cities and ransacked 

stores in the capital. Police used teargas to disperse youths in the Algiers neighbourhood of 

Bab el-Oued, where the most violent protests occurred. 

The Algerian Football Federation said today's league fixtures would be postponed to prevent 

the organisation of rallies, which the country has banned under an emergency law in force 

since 1992. 

The cost of flour and salad oil has doubled in recent months, reaching record highs. A 

kilogram of sugar, which a few months ago cost 70 dinars, is now 150 dinars (£1.28). 

Unemployment stands at about 10% percent, the government says; independent 

organisations put it closer to 25%. Official data put inflation at 4.2% in November. 

With oil prices soaring, Algeria can afford to spend more on more on subsidies to placate 

the rioters. Shortly after the first riots broke out on Wednesday, the trade minister, 

Mustapha Benbada, said prices of sugar and edible oil would be reduced "in the coming 

days".  

7 Reasons Food Shortages Will Become a Global Crisis 

Activist Post  Friday, January 7, 2011 

Food inflation is here and it's here to stay.  We can see it getting worse every time we buy 

groceries. Basic food commodities like wheat, corn, soybeans, and rice have been 

skyrocketing since July, 2010 to record highs.  These sustained price increases are only 

expected to continue as food production shortfalls really begin to take their toll this year 

and beyond. 

 

This summer Russia banned exports of wheat to ensure their nation's supply, which sparked 

complaints of protectionism.  The U.S. agriculture community is already talking 

about rationing corn over ethanol mandates versus supply concerns. We've seen nothing yet 

in terms of food protectionism. 

 

Global food shortages have forced emergency meetings at the U.N. Food and Agriculture 

Organization where they claim "urgent action" is needed.  They point to extreme weather as 

the main contributing factor to the growing food shortages.  However, commodity 

speculation has also been targeted as one of the culprits. 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/algeria
http://www.activistpost.com/2011/01/7-reasons-food-shortages-will-become.html
http://www.activistpost.com/2011/01/7-reasons-food-shortages-will-become.html
http://edition.cnn.com/2011/BUSINESS/01/05/food.prices.ft/index.html
http://www.agweb.com/article/corn_rationing_needs_to_begin/
http://www.activistpost.com/2010/09/banksters-inflate-speculative-food.html
http://www.activistpost.com/2010/09/banksters-inflate-speculative-food.html
http://www.activistpost.com/2010/09/banksters-inflate-speculative-food.html


It seems that the crisis would also present the perfect opportunity and the justification for 

the large GMO food companies to force their products into sceptical markets like in Europe 

and Japan, as recently leaked cables suggest.  One thing is for sure; food shortages will 

likely continue to get worse and eventually become a full-scale global food crisis. 

 

Here are seven reasons why food shortages are here to stay on a worldwide scale: 

1. Extreme Weather: Extreme weather has been a major problem for global food; from 

summer droughts and heat waves that devastated Russia’s wheat crop to the ongoing 

catastrophes from 'biblical flooding' in Australia and Pakistan.  And it doesn’t end there.  An 

extreme winter cold snap and snow has struck the whole of Europe and the United States. 

Staple crops are failing in all of these regions making an already fragile harvest in 2010 

even more critical into 2011.  Based on the recent past, extreme weather conditions are 

only likely to continue and perhaps worsen in the coming years. 

 

2. Bee Colony Collapse: The Guardian reported this week on the USDA's study on bee colony 

decline in the United States: "The abundance of four common species of bumblebee in the 

US has dropped by 96% in just the past few decades." It is generally understood that bees 

pollinate around 90% of the world's commercial crops.  Obviously, if these numbers are 

remotely close to accurate, then our natural food supply is in serious trouble.  Luckily for 

us, the GMO giants have seeds that don't require open pollination to bear fruit. 

3. Collapsing Dollar: Commodity speculation has resulted in massive food inflation that is 

already creating crisis levels in poor regions in the world. Food commodity prices have 

soared to record highs mainly because they trade in the ever-weakening dollar. Traders will 

point to the circumstances described in this article to justify their gambles, but also that 

food represents a tangible investment in an era of worthless paper.  Because the debt 

problems in the United States are only getting worse, and nations such as China and Russia 

are dropping the dollar as their trade vehicle, the dollar will continue to weaken, further 

driving all commodity prices higher. 

 

4. Regulatory Crackdown: Even before the FDA was given broad new powers to regulate food 

in the recent Food Safety Modernization Act, small farms were being raided and 

regulated out of business.  Now, the new food bill essentially puts food safety under the 

direction of the Department of Homeland Security where the food cartel uses the 

government to further consolidate their control over the industry. Militant police action is 

taken against farmers suspected of falling short on quality regulations. It is the power to 

intimidate innocent small farmers out of the business.  

5. Rising oil prices: In 2008, record oil prices that topped $147 per barrel drove food 

prices to new highs.  Rice tripled in 6 months during the surge of oil prices, along with 

other food commodities.  The price of oil affects food on multiple levels; from ploughing 

fields, fertilizers and pesticides, to harvesting and hauling.  Flash forward to 2011:  many 

experts are predicting that oil may reach upwards of $150-$200 per barrel in the months 

ahead.  As oil closed out 2010 at its 2-year highs of $95/bbl, it is likely on pace to continue 

climbing.  Again, a weakening dollar will also play its part in driving oil prices, and 

consequently, food prices to crisis levels. 

 

6. Increased Soil Pollution: Geo-engineering has been taking place on a grand scale in the 

United States for decades now.  Previously known in conspiracy circles as 'chemtrailing,' the 

government has now admitted to these experiments claiming they are plan "B" to combat 

global warming.  The patents involved in this spraying are heavy in aluminium.  This mass 

aluminium contamination is killing plants and trees and making the soil sterile to most 

crops.  In an astonishing coincidence, GMO companies have patented aluminium-resistant 

seeds to save the day. 

 

http://www.naturalnews.com/030902_GMOs_Australia.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/030902_GMOs_Australia.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/030902_GMOs_Australia.html
http://www.activistpost.com/2010/12/record-cold-will-result-in-more-food.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2011/jan/03/bumblebees-study-us-decline
http://www.ars.usda.gov/is/br/ccd/ccdprogressreport2010.pdf
http://www.commondreams.org/view/2010/05/17-11
http://english.aljazeera.net/news/africa/2011/01/2011166020620356.html
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/china-russia-to-drop-dollar-in-bilateral-trade-2010-11-23
http://www.activistpost.com/2010/08/raiding-and-regulating-new-enemies-in.html
http://www.activistpost.com/2010/08/raiding-and-regulating-new-enemies-in.html
http://www.activistpost.com/2010/08/raiding-and-regulating-new-enemies-in.html
http://foodfreedom.wordpress.com/2010/04/24/s-510-is-hissing-in-the-grass/#more-1828
http://www.activistpost.com/2010/10/7-mega-cartels-that-kill-free-market.html
http://www.activistpost.com/2010/08/video-armed-police-raid-private-organic.html
http://www.indexmundi.com/commodities/?commodity=rice&months=60
http://www.infowars.com/oil-continues-steady-climb/
http://www.activistpost.com/2010/12/geoengineering-climate-ghouls-plan-b.html
http://www.activistpost.com/2010/12/geoengineering-climate-ghouls-plan-b.html
http://www.activistpost.com/2010/12/geoengineering-climate-ghouls-plan-b.html
http://farmwars.info/?p=2927
http://farmwars.info/?p=2927


7. GMO Giants: Because of growing awareness of the health effects of GM foods, several 

countries have rejected planting them. Therefore, they would seem to need a food crisis to 

be seen as the saviour in countries currently opposed to their products.  A leaked WikiLeaks 

cable confirms that this is indeed the strategy for GMO giants, where trade secretaries 

reportedly “noted that commodity price hikes might spur greater liberalization on biotech 

imports.” Since GMO giants already control much of the food supply, it seems they can also 

easily manipulate prices to achieve complete global control of food. 

 

The equation is actually quite simple: food is a relatively inelastic commodity in terms of 

demand. In other words, people need to eat no matter how bad the economy gets.  Thus, 

demand can be basically measured by the size of the population. Therefore, as demand 

remains steady while the 7 supply pressures outlined above continue to worsen, food prices 

will have only one place to go -- up, up, and up. 

 

As international agencies scramble to find "solutions," their energy may be just as well 

spent on questioning if this famine scenario is being purposely manipulated for profits. 

 Regardless, the average person would be very wise to stock up on food staples as an 

investment, and frankly to survive the worsening food crisis. 

Food skyrockets to highest prices ever 

Monday, January 10, 2011 by: Jonathan Benson, staff writer 

(NaturalNews) Figures recently released by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) 

index of 55 food commodities indicates that worldwide food prices hit a record high in 

December. Though the costs of some food commodities like rice, corn and soy actually 

decreased, oil seeds and sugar jumped significantly due to various factors including erratic 

weather and droughts, according to reports. 

 

In the past, such ups and downs on the commodity market did not immediately affect actual 

food costs for consumers, but some experts say that this is no longer the case, and that 

"food inflation" will occur right alongside the commodity price gains. And rapid food 

inflation has already taken place in India, for example, with recent reports indicating that 

the country experienced an overall food inflation rate of 18 percent in 2010. 

 

Low food stocks, droughts and poor weather conditions have all contributed to the 

escalating food crisis, which has led many nations to cut off exports in order to save 

supplies for their own populations. And the resulting global shortages only exacerbate the 

problem further as importing nations scramble to source needed commodities for their own 

populations. 

 

Abdolreza Abbassian, a senior economist at the FAO, explained in a Bloomberg report that 

since not all commodity prices are rising, the overall indicator can be deceiving. Even so, 

prices across the board may increase as a result of a domino effect from the commodities 

that are in short supply, or even from the same conditions like droughts and poor weather 

that have caused shortages and price increases in the other categories. 

 

Rising global food prices and supply uncertainty are just another reason why self-

sufficiency is vital to long-term survival. Individuals who grow their own food and live off 

their own land as much as possible will not be affected by volatile supply and demand issues 

that affect the global food market. 

 

Sources for this story include: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-... 

'One poor harvest away from chaos' 

Millions of the world’s poorest people and the state of the global economy are threatened by 

the food price rises, writes Geoffrey Lean. 
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By Geoffrey Lean 7:19PM GMT 07 Jan 2011 The Telegraph 

'Within a decade," promised the top representative of the world's mightiest country, "no man, 

woman or child will go to bed hungry."  

Dr Henry Kissinger, at the height of his powers as US Secretary of State, was speaking to 

the landmark 1974 World Food Conference. Since then, the number of hungry people 

worldwide has almost exactly doubled: from 460 million to 925 million.  

And this week the airwaves have been full of warnings that the formidable figure could be 

about to increase further, as a new food crisis takes hold. Some experts warned that the 

world could be on the verge of a "nightmare scenario" of cut-throat competition for the 

control of shrinking supplies.  

The cause of such alarm? On Wednesday, the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) 

reported that global food prices had hit a record high and were likely to go on rising, 

entering what Abdolreza Abbassian, its senior grains economist, called "danger territory".  

That is bad enough for Britain, adding to the inflationary pressures from the soaring cost of 

oil and other commodities, not to mention the VAT increase. But for the world's poor, who 

have to spend 80 per cent of their income on food, it could be catastrophic.  

Robert Zoellick, president of the World Bank, warns that the rising prices are "a threat to 

global growth and social stability", and Nicolas Sarkozy has identified them as a priority for 

the G20, which he chairs this year.  

Already they are higher than in 2008, when they drove the tally of the malnourished briefly 

above a billion for the first time in history, and caused riots in countries as far apart as 

Indonesia, Cameroon and Mexico. That ended nearly two decades during which the number 

of hungry people had stayed the same, while the world population grew by 1.2 billion, so 

that the proportion of an increasing humanity without enough to eat steadily fell.  

But the crisis of two years ago, and the one that may be unfolding now, are polar opposites 

of the one behind the World Food Conference. Then, bad harvests had produced a real 

shortage. Now, we have bumper crops: the past three years have produced the biggest 

harvests ever. The issue is not one of supply, but of demand.  

The mushrooming middle classes of India and China helped cause  

the 2008 price hike by eating more meat, which, in turn, mops up grain: it can take, for 

example, 8lb of cereals to produce one of beef. And cars contributed as well as cows. 

Biofuels transferred over 100 million tons of cereals from plates to petrol tanks: to fill a 4 x 

4 tank requires enough grain to feed a poor person for a year. Speculation, too, helped 

drive prices up.  

The same factors are at work again, though fortunately the hungry are not yet as badly hit. 

This is partly because the price of rice, which feeds almost half of humanity, has remained 

relatively stable; and partly because it is mainly the higher-quality wheat and maize – eaten 

by the better off – that has got much more expensive.  

But things remain volatile, since the world has heavily run down its grain stocks over the 

past decade, and much of what remains is in China, which does not readily release them 

even when prices are high. So the present abrupt rises have been brought about by a 

harvest that is only 1.4 per cent down on last year, and prices remain unusually hostage to 

the weather.  

So if it is all so precarious at times of bumper harvests, what will happen if – or rather, 

when – we get a really bad one? That is what is worrying Lester Brown, president of the 

Washington-based Earth Policy Institute, whom I first met at the 1974 conference. A former 

champion tomato-grower – then an enthusiast for the Green Revolution, now a leading 
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prophet of danger and one of the first to forecast the present situation – he is publishing a 

book on the issue on Wednesday.  

"The reality," he says, "is that the world is only one poor harvest away from chaos. We are so 

close to the edge that politically destabilising food prices could come at any time."  

Imagine, he says, if last year's Moscow heatwave – which sent average temperatures 14F 

above normal, and contributed to this year's smaller harvest – next hit Chicago and the 

Midwestern bread basket. The US harvest could slump by 40 per cent, sending prices "off 

the chart" and cause "the global economy to start to unravel". As the climate changes, such 

extremes are likely to be more common.  

Back in 1974, Kissinger spoke of the "thin edge between hope and hunger". A generation 

on, it is time to take it seriously.  

Oh they did my friend, they definitely did. 

JPMorgan: Surging Food Prices Fuelling Global Inflation 

Monday, 10 Jan 2011 01:07 PM from moneynews.com 

Rising food prices are stoking global inflation with many agricultural commodity markets 

driven higher by bad weather in key producing countries, a senior trader at JPMorgan said 

Monday. 

 

"If you break down the inflation numbers then the impact of food has been extremely 

significant," Will Shropshire, head of investor trading, product development and 

agriculturals for JPMorgan said in an interview. 

 

"Increased prices for key agricultural food components (are) undoubtedly going to have an 

impact on inflation," he added. 

 

High food prices have moved to the top of policymakers' agendas because of worries about 

the impact on inflation, protectionism and unrest. 

 

The United Nations' food agency, the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), said last 

Wednesday that food prices hit a record high last month, above 2008 levels when riots 

broke out in countries as far afield as Egypt, Cameroon and Haiti. 

 

Shropshire said the rise in agricultural commodities was largely fuelled by supply issues. 

 

"Pretty much all of those were driven by the weather," he said, citing drought in Russia last 

summer as among a series of adverse weather patterns for grains production. 

 

"I think we are now at a level that reflects the tightness of the balance sheets (of the 

commodities). I think prices could increase if we hit more supply concerns," Shropshire 

added. 

 

Shropshire does not believe that investor buying of agricultural commodities as an inflation 

hedge had been a key factor in price rises. 

 

"It is food that is driving inflation rather than inflationary expectations driving people to 

invest in food," he said. "I don't think you have got many investors buying corn at these price 

levels because of broad concerns about global inflation." 

 

Last year, U.S. wheat futures prices rose 47 percent, buoyed by a series of weather events 

including the drought in Russia and its Black Sea neighbours, corn rose more than 50 

percent and soybeans jumped 34 percent. 



 

Alongside bad weather in Australia, Europe, North America and Argentina, rising Asian 

demand is at the heart of the spike. China, for example, is expected to buy 60 percent of 

globally traded soybeans in 2011-2012, double its purchase of four years ago. 

 

LAND ASSETS 

 

Catherine Flax, JPMorgan's CEO for Global Commodities EMEA, said in a joint interview that 

investors and even countries were looking at assets such as agricultural land. 

 

"I do think investors are increasingly looking at physical assets, whether agricultural assets 

or infrastructure type assets, in part because of the expectations of inflation but also I don't 

think investors are entirely over the insecurity of the financial crisis," she said. 

 

"I think that is a driver for people and countries buying agricultural land." 

 

Shropshire said he was keeping a close watch on weather in South America. Concerns about 

dry weather in Argentina helped to drive up soybean prices earlier this month to the highest 

levels since September 2008. 

 

"If we have any more shocks to supply the impact could get increasingly dramatic. If we 

have any shortfall in South America, for instance, then the impact because of the tightness 

could be significant," he said. "The current balance sheets are at quite critical levels and not 

dissimilar to where they were in 2007/08," he added. 

 

The rise has been broad-based with wheat, corn, soybeans, cotton and sugar among those 

registering significant gains in recent months. 

 

Shropshire said that could slow the normal positive supply response to rising prices. 

 

"There are many shortages at the moment so the natural balancing act will take a bit longer 

to pan out than it would if we just, for instance, had a problem with cotton." 

Food price rises 'may cause unrest': ministers 

(AFP) 23/01/2011 

BERLIN — Agriculture ministers from Europe, Africa and Canada warned Saturday of dire 

consequences, including riots and social unrest, unless action is swiftly taken to improve 

food security and tackle price hikes. 

The ministers from Germany, France, Poland, Ukraine, Morocco, Kenya and Canada met in 

Berlin to prepare for a larger gathering which was to begin later in the day. 

The seven agriculture ministers were unanimous on the causes and consequences of food 

shortages, which are pushing prices sharply up and, they agreed, renewing the threats of 

social instability and the sort of food riots witnessed in Mozambique, Egypt and elsewhere 

last year. 

"We will see them again in 2011 and 2012 if we don't rapid take the necessary decisions 

together," warned French minister Bruno Le Maire. 

His Moroccan counterpart Aziz Akhenouch denounced the "rocketing prices" which threaten 

purchasing power as well as political stability in his country, which is a major wheat 

importer and saw prices double last year. 



There was apparently broad agreement, at the Green Week meeting in the German capital, 

on some steps to tackle the problems; increased production with help from higher yields, 

and trade stimulation while fighting against the speculators who ramp up the market. 

"It is important to open borders," for certain products, stressed Kenyan farm minister Sally 

Jepngetich Kosgey. 

"Trade is part of the solution, not the problem," said Pascal Lamy, the World Trade 

Organisation's director general, who also attended the meeting. 

However there were sharp differences on the questions of further opening borders for 

agriculture products. 

"Everyone wants first and foremost to support their own infrastructure, and trade with 

others comes after that" said Canada's minister Gerry Ritz. 

There was more consensus on the need to tackle the market speculators who inflame 

prices. 

"There is total uncertainty today," on the available volumes of foodstuffs, Le Maire 

complained. 

"It's not normal that there is so little information," he added, calling for more transparency 

to stabilise the market. 

Food prices to rocket by 50% as global hunger epidemic causes riots and famines 

By David Derbyshire Last updated at 10:07 PM on 24th January 2011 Daily Mail 

 Perfect storm' of issues will bring widespread starvation if nothing is done 

 Food prices to rise by 50 per cent over the next decade 

 GM crops will be needed to feed the world 

 Global population to grow to 9billion by 2050 

The cost of food will soar by 50 per cent over the next few decades as the world becomes 

racked by famine, mass migrations and riots, experts have warned. 

The increase will be triggered by the exploding world population, rising cost of fuel and 

increased competition for water, according to a leading Government think-tank. 

Spiralling food prices will push hundreds of millions of people into hunger, trigger mass 

migration and spark civil unrest, the report warned. 

Food crisis: A leading Government think tank has warned scaremongering over GM farming 

is no longer acceptable 

The world is facing a commodities crisis that could leave millions unable to afford the rising 

costs of food as population levels soar 

And in the UK, the price of basics such as bread, rice and milk will spiral to inflation-

busting record prices within the next few decades. 

The report, from Foresight, a think-tank set up to predict future crises, called for ‘urgent 

action’ to prevent food shortages, and said genetically modified crops may be needed to 

prevent famines. 
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Even a ‘modest’ rise in food prices could push 1::million people into hunger, the report 

warned. 

Global food prices are already at a record high. Last month the price of cereals, sugar and 

meat soared on the world’s markets after a series of crop failures caused by bad weather. 

Foresight predicted that the world’s population would rise from 6.9billion today to around 

9billion by the middle of the century. 

As the world gets more crowded and more wealthy, demand for food, water and energy will 

soar. 

At the same time, climate change will increase the risk of droughts, floods and crop failures 

– creating a ‘perfect storm’ of food shortages and above-inflation rises in prices. 

Co-author Prof Charles Godfray of Oxford University said: ‘There is a very large risk of a 

quite substantial increase in prices over the next 30 or 40 years. 

‘We are going to have to produce considerably more food. So, inescapably, we are going to 

have to produce more food from the same amount of land without wrecking the 

environment.’ 

The report, written by 4: scientists in 35 countries, calls for a ‘green revolution’ to boost 

production using traditional, organic and genetically modified crops – designed to be 

resistant to drought or salt water – and better training for farmers in less well-off 

countries. 

 It also called for a massive crackdown on food waste. A typical British household wastes 

£500 to £700 a year on food that they buy and then throw away. 

Professor Sherman Robinson of Sussex University, one of the report’s authors, said food 

prices could go up by 50 per cent over the next few decades. 

‘The robust conclusion is that the long run decline in food prices is over,’ he said. 

Swelling: Sir John said the world's population will reach a total of around 9,000 million by 

2050, with around 60% living in cities 

Professor John Beddington, the Government’s chief scientific adviser, said the food system 

was failing. 

‘Firstly it is unsustainable, with resources being used faster than they can be naturally 

replenished,’ he said. 

‘Secondly a billion people are going hungry with another billion people suffering from 

“hidden hunger”, whilst a billion people are over-consuming.' 

Another blow for families: Fastest rise in prices of staple foods in five years 

By Sean Poulter Daily Mail Last updated at 7:59 AM on 9th February 2011 

The prices of a range of basic foods surged at the start of the year, showing the biggest 

monthly rise in more than five years. 

Bread, pasta, and packets and tins of food increased in cost by 2.7 per cent between 

December and January to reach an annual rate of 6.3 per cent, according to the British 

Retail Consortium. 
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Overall, the annual rate of food inflation jumped from 4 per cent to 4.6 per cent, despite 

claims of supermarkets to be waging a New Year price war. This was the largest monthly 

increase in two years. 

The BRC claims its supermarket members are protecting shoppers against the worst effects 

of global commodity price rises. However, the trade body warned of ‘severe pressure’ that is 

likely to bring even bigger increases in the months ahead. 

Just last week, the UN Food & Agriculture Organisation said global food price rises were 

running at a record high. 

Research by price comparison website MySupermarket.co.uk shows a 35 per cent annual 

rise in the price of own-label pasta and 25 per cent on a baguette. 

A pack of McVitie’s milk chocolate digestives was up 16 per cent, and a litre of vegetable oil 

by 14 per cent.  

The commodity price of corn is up 92 per cent in a year, while wheat is 80 per cent dearer 

and coffee 70 per cent more expensive. 

Higher grain prices have a knock-on effect on the cost of meat and dairy products because 

large quantities are used as animal feed. 

The shop price report said: ‘The rise in food inflation is being driven by surging food 

commodities in global markets. 

 ‘According to the United Nations, global food prices hit a record high last month, 

surpassing the levels seen in the 2007-08 food crisis.  

‘Pressure on vital food commodities has come on the back of continued strong demand 

from emerging economies and poor harvests from major exporting countries such as 

Russia, the U.S., Australia and Argentina. 

‘The surge in commodity prices is working its way through the supply chain to wholesalers 

and is now beginning to materialise in shop prices.’  

The BRC said the overall rate of shop price inflation, combining food and non-food items, 

rose from 2.1 per cent in December to 2.5 per cent in January. 

It added that the increase in VAT last month had been offset by heavy discounting in the 

sales. 

BRC director general Stephen Robertson warned: ‘Retailers generally took the VAT hit on 

behalf of customers.  

‘But, with a range of other cost pressures also squeezing margins, retailers will struggle to 

go on absorbing it.’ 

An unrecognisable world: Global population of 9billion will compete for food supplies in 

2050 

By Daily Mail Reporter Last updated at 12:36 PM on 22nd February 2011 

Mankind will need to produce as much food in the next 40 years as in the last 8,000 

The earth's population could top nine billion by 2050, leading to an 'unrecognisable' world 

as people compete for scarcer resources a U.S. science conference heard yesterday. 

The American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) heard how the world's 

population's will increase rapidly in poorer countries resulting in the need to produce the 
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same amount of food in a 40 year period as had been produced in the previous 8,000 

years. 

Population growth is expected to be highest in African and South Asian states, while 

incomes are also expected to rise in these countries by up to four times. 

Demand: Huge increases in the populations of African and South Asian countries will result 

in the need to produce the same amount of food in the next 40 years as in the previous 

8,000 

This will lead to further strain as research has shown that people earning higher wages 

consume more food. 

"More people, more money, more consumption, but the same planet,' Jason Clay of the 

World Wildlife Fund told the AFP news agency. 

'By 2050 we will not have a planet left that is recognisable,' 

Mr Clay urged scientists and governments to start making changes now to how food is 

produced. 

But while Mr Clay called for changes in food production, others are calling on more funding 

for family planning to control the number of humans, particularly in the developing nations. 

John Bongaarts, vice-president of the UN Population Council, said: 'For 20 years, there's 

been very little investment in family planning, but there's a return of interest now, partly 

because of the environmental factors like global warming and food prices. 

'If we make much larger investments in family planning right now, the number of people 

could be closer to 8billion. Such an investment would have a very beneficial impact on 

human welfare and any environmental issue we care about.' 

However Mr Bongaarts also said that any forecast of population was highly uncertain as 

fertility and mortality variables are difficult to forecast. 

UN analysis of fertility rates across the globe show very low levels in Southern and Eastern 

Europe and this is expected to continue to other parts of the globe in the coming years. 

But were this trend not to unfold and fertility rates remained higher than the UN predicts, 

the world's population could top 10billion by 2100. 

Life expectancy in developed countries could also play its part as predictions are that it will 

exceed 100 years by the turn of the century. 

Were it to do so, and birth rates did drop, then the world's population would again exceed 

10billion. 

The world's population is expected to top seven billion at some point in 2011. The estimated 

population of the United Kingdom in 2010 was around 62million. 

Food prices in Britain are rising three times faster than G7 nations 

By Sean Poulter Daily Mail Last updated at 3:33 PM on 9th March 2011 

Food prices in Britain are rising at three times the rate of the world’s seven biggest 

economies. 

Figures from the OECD put UK food inflation at 6.3 per cent, well ahead of the average of 

2.1 per cent for the G7 group of nations. 
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The cost of putting meals on the table is also rising much faster than most of Europe. 

The average annual rise in Ireland is only 0.3 per cent, while it is running at 0.1 per cent in 

France, 0.8 per cent in the Netherlands and 2.1 per cent in Belgium. 

The figures will anger British shoppers amid mounting suspicion that UK supermarkets are 

turning the screw on consumers to boost profits. 

The OECD said only Turkey, Estonia, Hungary and Korea had a higher rate of food price 

inflation among the 34 countries it surveyed. 

There is a suggestion that the ‘big four’ supermarkets – Tesco, Sainsbury’s, Asda and 

Morrisons – have used concerns about increasing global commodity prices to push through 

unfair increases. 

Research by analysts at UBS shows commodity inflation would justify a 3 to 3.5 per cent 

rise in processed food prices, but UK supermarkets have lifted prices by 6 to 6.5 per cent. 

Economists Paul Donovan and Larry Hatheway, who co-wrote the report, said: ‘Prices are 

rising in excess of justifiable cost increases. 

‘The UK stands out as having the broadest range of food price increases.’ 

 The big supermarkets and their trade body, the British Retail Consortium (BRC), insist they 

are protecting shoppers against the worst effects of commodity price rises. 

However, that is at odds with figures showing record profits over the past two years, raising 

millions of pounds to build hundreds of new outlets. 

Industry research suggests that many promotions being offered by the big supermarkets 

are not what they seem. 

Virtually every price cut is matched by increases on other products. 

A report published by the BRC today claims high street food price inflation was 4.5 per cent 

in February, down marginally from 4.6 per cent in January. 

BRC director general Stephen Robertson said: ‘Food inflation appears to have stabilised for 

now despite on-going pressure from soaring global commodity costs. 

‘The small fall compared with January shows retailers are doing everything they can to keep 

price rises to a minimum. 

‘This is demonstrated by the record proportion of groceries on promotion or discount, 

currently 39 per cent.’ 

The BRC puts shop price inflation for all goods at 2.7 per cent in February, up from 2.5 per 

cent in January. 

Mr Robertson added: ‘January’s VAT rise is starting to have an impact on non-food prices, 

pushing up overall inflation compared with the previous month. 

‘Even so, non-food inflation would be much higher if the full impact of the VAT rise had been 

passed on to customers. 

‘In fact, strong competition for business is still producing price falls in some areas, such as 

electricals and clothing. 

‘Increased fuel costs and rising energy bills are eating into household budgets. 

20 Signs That A Horrific Global Food Crisis Is Coming 



April 15, 2011 By Michael Snyder - BlackListedNews.com Contributing Writer 

 

In case you haven’t noticed, the world is on the verge of a horrific global food crisis.  At 

some point, this crisis will affect you and your family.  It may not be today, and it may not 

be tomorrow, but it is going to happen.  Crazy weather and horrifying natural disasters have 

played havoc with agricultural production in many areas of the globe over the past couple of 

years.  Meanwhile, the price of oil has begun to skyrocket.  The entire global economy is 

predicated on the ability to use massive amounts of inexpensive oil to cheaply produce food 

and other goods and transport them over vast distances.  Without cheap oil the whole game 

changes.  Topsoil is being depleted at a staggering rate and key aquifers all over the world 

are being drained at an alarming pace.  Global food prices are already at an all-time high 

and they continue to move up aggressively.  So what is going to happen to our world when 

hundreds of millions more people cannot afford to feed themselves? 

Most Americans are so accustomed to supermarkets that are absolutely packed to the gills 

with massive amounts of really inexpensive food that they cannot even imagine that life 

could be any other way.  Unfortunately, that era is ending. 

There are all kinds of indications that we are now entering a time when there will not be 

nearly enough food for everyone in the world.  As competition for food supplies increases, 

food prices are going to go up.  In fact, at some point they are going to go way up. 

Let’s look at some of the key reasons why an increasing number of people believe that a 

massive food crisis is on the horizon. 

The following are 2: signs that a horrific global food crisis is coming…. 

#1 According to the World Bank, 44 million people around the globe have been pushed into 

extreme poverty since last June because of rising food prices. 

#2 The world is losing topsoil at an astounding rate.  In fact, according to Lester Brown, 

“one third of the world’s cropland is losing topsoil faster than new soil is forming through 

natural processes”. 

#3 Due to U.S. ethanol subsidies, almost a third of all corn grown in the United States is 

now used for fuel.  This is putting a lot of stress on the price of corn. 

#4 Due to a lack of water, some countries in the Middle East find themselves forced to 

almost totally rely on other nations for basic food staples.  For example, it is being 

projected that there will be no more wheat production in Saudi Arabia by the year 2012. 

#5 Water tables all over the globe are being depleted at an alarming rate due to 

“overpumping”.  According to the World Bank, there are 130 million people in China and 

175 million people in India that are being fed with grain with water that is being pumped 

out of aquifers faster than it can be replaced.  So what happens once all of that water is 

gone? 

 

#6 In the United States, the systematic depletion of the Ogallala Aquifer could eventually 

turn “America’s Breadbasket” back into the “Dust Bowl”.  

#7 Diseases such as UG99 wheat rust are wiping out increasingly large segments of the 

world food supply. 

#8 The tsunami and subsequent nuclear crisis in Japan have rendered vast agricultural 

areas in that nation unusable.  In fact, there are many that believe that eventually a 

significant portion of northern Japan will be considered to be uninhabitable.  Not only that, 

many are now convinced that the Japanese economy, the third largest economy in the world, 

is likely to totally collapse as a result of all this. 
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#9 The price of oil may be the biggest factor on this list.  The way that we produce our food 

is very heavily dependent on oil.  The way that we transport our food is very heavily 

dependent on oil.  When you have skyrocketing oil prices, our entire food production system 

becomes much more expensive.  If the price of oil continues to stay high, we are going to 

see much higher food prices and some forms of food production will no longer make 

economic sense at all. 

#10 At some point the world could experience a very serious fertilizer shortage.  According 

to scientists with the Global Phosphorus Research Initiative, the world is not going to have 

enough phosphorous to meet agricultural demand in just 30 to 40 years. 

#11 Food inflation is already devastating many economies around the globe.  For example, 

India is dealing with an annual food inflation rate of 18 percent. 

#12 According to the United Nations, the global price of food reached a new all-time high in 

February. 

#13 According to the World Bank, the global price of food has risen 36% over the past 12 

months. 

#14 The commodity price of wheat has approximately doubled since last summer. 

#15 The commodity price of corn has also about doubled since last summer. 

#16 The commodity price of soybeans is up about 50% since last June. 

#17 The commodity price of orange juice has doubled since 2009. 

#18 There are about 3 billion people around the globe that live on the equivalent of 2 

dollars a day or less and the world was already on the verge of economic disaster before 

this year even began. 

#19 2011 has already been one of the craziest years since World War 2.  Revolutions have 

swept across the Middle East, the United States has gotten involved in the civil war in Libya, 

Europe is on the verge of a financial meltdown and the U.S. dollar is dying.  None of this is 

good news for global food production. 

#20 There have been persistent rumours of shortages at some of the biggest suppliers of 

emergency food in the United States.  The following is an excerpt from a recent “special 

alert” posted on Raiders News Network…. 

Look around you. Read the headlines. See the largest factories of food, potassium iodide, 
and other emergency product manufacturers literally closing their online stores and putting 
up signs like those on Mountain House’s Official Website and Thyrosafe’s Factory Webpage 
that explain, due to overwhelming demand, they are shutting down sales for the time being 
and hope to reopen someday. 

So what does all of this mean? 

It means that time is short. 

For years, many “doom and gloomers” have been yelling and screaming that a food crisis is 

coming. 

Well, up to this point there hasn’t been much to get alarmed about.  Food prices have 

started to rise, but the truth is that our stores are still packed to the rafters will gigantic 

amounts of relatively cheap food. 

However, you would have to be an idiot not to see the warning signs.  Just look at what 

happened in Japan after March 11th.  Store shelves were cleared out almost instantly. 
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http://www.raidersnewsupdate.com/SpecialAlert.htm


It isn’t going to happen today, and it probably isn’t going to happen tomorrow, but at some 

point a major league food crisis is going to strike. 

So what are you and your family going to do then? 

You might want to start thinking about that. Copyright © 2006-2011 BlackListedNews.com 

In every instance where genetic modification is present, no safeguards have been 

established, no control studies have been done to make sure these Frankenstein creations 

don’t escape and invade natural lands, crops and animals.  And in every instance they do 

escape, and I cannot for one instance think or believe that this is coincidental, incidental or 

accidental.  Even the EnviroPig™ has been allowed to escape and no one is sure if any of it 

ended up in the food supply.  That’s just how dedicated all these fine corporations and 

government agencies are……genetically altered pigs escape and no one seems concerned 

about whether or not they got into the food chain.  No tests or studies have been completed 

to assess the safety of these animals.  

In addition, our judicial system, a term which is really an oxymoron, has repeatedly held 

private property owners liable for the unwanted and most times unknown invasion of GMO 

plants onto private property.  Now, a rational person would quickly deduce that the 

corporation who failed to control what is in reality an infestation of unnatural plants, would 

be at fault and damages to the unsuspecting land owner would be in order.  Not so! At least 

not in our kangaroo courts.  Routinely the land owner is held liable for unwittingly 

“stealing” the patented plant that has invaded his property and destroyed his traditional 

crops.  The idea that the corporation who failed to provide any control over their invasive 

species might be held liable for damages, is out of the question. 

Here in the US we have “zero discharge” rules that allow no nitrogen or phosphorous runoff 

from animal operations. Of course acknowledging these rules makes the killing off of 

Chesapeake Bay from poultry litter that leaked into the bay somewhat of a sore spot for the 

promoters of concentrated industrialized feeding operations.  All across the country where 

ever CAFO farms of any kind exist, they seem to do so without any over sight or adherence 

to the discharge rules as waterways and watersheds have become contaminated from 

phosphorus, phosphates and parasites now leaching into water supplies.  Mountains of 

manure are now so contaminated with phosphates, hormones, vaccines, antibiotics, all of 

which are used in massive quantities to keep poultry and animals on their feet until 

slaughter, manure can no longer be used as a fertilizer as it has been for all of our 

agricultural history and is now classified as toxic waste. 

Apparently the plan is to defile the land, livestock and food supplies and then starve us into 

accepting some food-like product that has no nutritional value and that may also be a 

hazard to our health.    

There is a food shortage coming….as planned.  Stock up, hide your supplies and hope that 

you have enough put by to sustain you and yours.  And please remember; it isn’t that we 

don’t have enough food for all….it’s just that a few million of us will have to be sacrificed to 

scare the rest of us into forfeiting our right to grow, harvest and sell our own food.  

Those in control, and those expecting to profit will stand idly by and watch and wait.  These 

are the predators who watched as Haitian’s ate cardboard and dirt for lack of food, as 3 

million Ethiopians walked to their deaths from starvation, as 1::’s of children die each day 

for lack of food.  Each of these events was noted by the UN and various governments as; 

“We are gravely concerned.  It’s a sad day.  We’re trying to come up with a plan.  It saddens 

us to see this happen”….this while they shove food into their own mouths and turn away.  

Can Riots Be Predicted? Experts Watch Food Prices 

October 2, 2012 by Maria Godoy NPR 

http://www.extension.org/mediawiki/files/6/60/L01_sec2.pdf
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A Tunisian protester holds a baguette while taking to riot police in January 2011. 

When French peasants stormed the Bastille on July 14, 1789, they weren't just revolting 

against the monarchy's policies. They were also hungry. 

From the French Revolution to the Arab Spring, high food prices have been cited as a factor 

behind mass protest movements. But can food prices actually help predict when social 

unrest is likely to break out? 

Yes, say a group of researchers who use mathematical modelling to describe how food 

prices behave. Earlier this summer, their model had predicted that the U.S. drought would 

push corn and wheat prices high enough to spark social unrest in other parts of the world. 

"Now, of course, we do see this happening," says Yaneer Bar-Yam of the New England 

Complex Systems Institute in Cambridge, Mass. And unless those food prices come down, 

the researchers warned last week, more waves of riots are coming. 

Obviously, there are complex social reasons why people riot. The current protests in the 

Mideast were set off by outrage over a crude anti-Islam film. Years of government 

oppression and economic instability led to the Arab Spring uprising. But its high food 

prices, Bar-Yam and his colleagues argue, that create "the range of conditions in which the 

tiniest spark can lead to riots." 

Over the past year, the institute has gotten a lot of attention for its accurate predictions of 

food price behaviours. Last fall, the researchers released a study that showed big spikes in 

food prices coincided with food riots in 2007-2008 and 2011, including the events of the 

Arab Spring. 

But their model also offers the potential to forecast future social unrest by identifying "a 

very well-defined threshold [for food prices] above which food riots break out," Bar-Yam 

tells The Salt. 

In fact, Bar-Yam and his colleagues say they submitted their analysis warning of the risks of 

social unrest to the U.S. government on Dec. 13, 2010. Four days later, Tunisian fruit and 

vegetable vendor Mohamed Bouazizi set himself on fire – an event widely seen as the 

catalyst for the Arab Spring. 

The researchers define the riot danger zone in relation to the U.N.'s FAO Food Price Index, 

which tracks the monthly change in international prices for a basket of cereals, dairy, meat, 

sugars and oil/fats. Riots become more likely, their model showed, when the index goes 

above 210. The index has been hovering above that "disruption threshold" since July, 

pushed upward by the drought in the U.S., the world's biggest exporter of corn and wheat. 

http://www.npr.org/blogs/thesalt/2012/07/13/156722719/let-them-eat-kale-vegetarians-and-the-french-revolution
http://necsi.edu/faculty/bar-yam.html
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"What happened was that food prices went up exactly as predicted," Bar-Yam says. 

Wheat is now at $9 per bushel — higher than the high of $8.94 hit in February 2011, when 

the Arab Spring was in full swing. Corn is at $7.56 a bushel, close to the $7.65 highs of 

2007-2008 — though it spiked well above $8 a bushel this summer. The Mideast is 

particularly sensitive to wheat prices; it imports most of its wheat, which is a major staple 

for the region. 

While the drought is causing the current spike in food prices, prices have also been on a 

steady, long-term trajectory upward. So what's behind that trend? NECSI's model has 

fingered two key suspects: speculation and the conversion of corn to ethanol. Even without 

the drought, Bar-Yam says, food prices were headed toward the riot zone by early next year. 

The institute's work isn't without critics. Blogging at G-Feed, economist Dave Lobell notes 

that NECSI's papers aren't peer-reviewed — they are simply released publicly. "But in the 

case of NECSI, I think they have come up with a pretty satisfying solution — making testable 

predictions about the next year," Lobell writes. 

And NECSI's research has a prominent fan in Peter Timmer, a professor emeritus at Harvard 

University and one of the world's leading agricultural economists. The institute consulted 

Timmer on some of its earlier work, and he joined its faculty this summer. 

What the researchers have done, Timmer says, is create "a model that's better than anything 

my economics colleagues have done to explain food prices. The model really works." 

Global food crisis set to send prices of household staples soaring over next five years 

A GLOBAL food crisis will see the cost of household staples rocket by almost a fifth in five 

years, economists warned yesterday. 

By: Giles Sheldrick Published: Thu, September 19, 2013 Daily Express 

Food shopping bills are already soaring and are said to treble in the next 20 years. 

Growing demand for essentials like meat and grain, topsy-turvy weather and land 

commandeered for the production of biofuels will add at least £850 to typical annual food 

spending, they claimed. 

Retail analysts at research agency Conlumino said food price inflation would add almost 

;2:billion to the nation’s annual grocery bill by 2:18, a rise of almost 18 per cent. 

Experts calculated the increases would add £1.50 to a 2lb joint of roasting beef, 25p to a 

loaf of Hovis sliced bread and almost 10p to a pint of milk at Asda. 

The bleak outlook could only be reversed, experts said, by setting aside more land on which 

cattle can be reared and grain harvested. 

On average, households spend almost £5,000 a year on groceries. 

Neil Saunders, of Conlumino, said: “These figures will shock hard-working households 

because everyone has to eat to live and it’s jolly hard to economise on the basics. 

“The foods we are talking about here are essentials, it’s not discretionary spending. 

“This is a global problem, it’s not one unique to Britain. 

“Salaries look like they are going to be eaten up by the increase in food prices. 

“The only consolation is that over the longer period households might see their disposable 

income increase.” 

http://www.g-feed.com/2012/08/predicting-food-prices-and-conflict.html
http://www.cgdev.org/content/expert/detail/2720/
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Experts said that hikes in food prices can be reversed by setting aside more land for cows 

and crops 

These figures will shock hard-working households because everyone has to eat to live and 

it’s jolly hard to economise on the basics  

The doomsday report comes after a Government adviser on food supply warned that food 

prices would treble during the next 20 years. 

Professor Tim Benton, head of the Global Food Security working group, said families needed 

to slash the amount they eat by a third, calling current consumption levels “unsustainable”. 

Already food prices are causing concern. 

While inflation dropped from 2.8 per cent to 2.7 per cent in August, food inflation rose from 

4.4 per cent in July to 4.7 per cent. 

Fruit is 8.5 per cent more expensive than last year, meat is up 4.9 per cent and vegetables 

now cost 5.9 per cent more. 

Governments across the world have been warned that the expected explosion in the global 

population and a worldwide shift towards eating more meat and dairy produce are likely to 

cause significant problems. 

(My Note. And here it is, tucked away right at the end - the real reason for all this hysteria - 

take our franken-food and die slowly, or don’t, and you’ll just die sooner!) 

Experts say countries will ultimately be forced to embrace new techniques like genetically 

modified crops and animal cloning to boost food production. 

Figures show that nearly a billion people in the world live on the brink of starvation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Forty Seven 

 
I’ve heard some other people call what they are constantly doing to manipulate you by 

technical sounding names like the Hegelian dialectic or Problem, Reaction, Solution. 

In truth when in practise it’s actually miles more pathetic than it’s described in these 

terminologies above, in truth, it generally goes a lot more like this... 

1. How did that happen? - Oh, and it must be really important as the media are all over it. 

2. Media now demanding action! - Some group is to blame and even though at this stage no 

one knows who they are, oddly the media will still manage to come up with those suitably 

evil looking mug-shots of the people who we are also probably told at this juncture hate 

something or other we take for granted. They are also linked to Al-Qaida. Either that or it 

concerns something we are told is either “running out” or needs to be conserved. - Luckily 

either someone in “Authority” has a conveniently timed but obviously not pre-prepared 

solution. Or, a massive pilot scheme ran by either big Pharma or big Agra, or involving GMO 

food, or a new draconian climate bill. Maybe even a combination of any of the above. 

3. We lose more rights. Some new group is given authority to look at everything that’s EVER 

been recorded on every type of medium from paper to electronic, public or private about 

you. Some vestige of “Authority” gets more power over us. We lose more rights 

4. Yes, that is a weird coincidence that the “solution” to this “freak occurrence without 

precedent” ―involving people who were either recently under the “protective” wing of our 

“psychiatric services” or had recently been involved with one of our “secret security 

services” like MI5 MI6 or the CIA often as an “informant”, or both.‖ 

5. Yes, I do admit that it is rather odd that this new policy or “solution” happened to be YET 

ANOTHER thing that the “conspiracy nutcases” on the ‘net had been telling us repeatedly for 

5-10 years beforehand the bad people, (that they say think own us), had been trying to get 

adopted as a “public policy” or a UN directive, or a political policy, but couldn’t get any of 

us to buy into, - well obviously that was before now that is. - We all need to bear in mind that 

things have obviously changed after “the incident” this is a different world from before that. 

Yes all of this when taken together is a bit weird, but it’s obviously just entirely coincidental. 

Only those “tinfoil hat” loony “conspiracy nuts” think otherwise don’t you know that? 

Plus don’t you know, the media always informs us of what’s really happening in the world. 

We lose more rights 

1. How the fuck did that happen?! 

"In searching for a new enemy to unite us [all of humanity], we came up with the idea that:  

 

pollution, the threat of global warming, water shortages, famine and the like would fit the 

bill.  

In their totality and in their interactions, these phenomena constitute a common threat 

which as the enemy, we fall into the trap about which we have already warned, namely 

mistaking symptoms for causes.  

 

All these dangers are caused by human intervention and it is only through changed 

attitudes and behaviour that they can be overcome. The real enemy then is humanity itself."  

- The First Global Revolution: A Report by the Council of The Club of Rome, by Alexander 

King & Bertrand Schneider.  

 



Greenhouse Theory Disproved a Century Ago 

 

The claim that carbon dioxide (CO2) can increase air temperatures by "trapping" infrared 

radiation (IR) ignores the fact that in 1909 physicist R.W. Wood disproved the popular 19th 

Century thesis that greenhouses stayed warm by trapping IR. Unfortunately, many people 

who claim to be scientists are unaware of Wood's experiment which was originally published 

in the Philosophical magazine, 1909, vol 17, p319-320. Wood was an expert on IR. His 

accomplishments included inventing both IR and UV (ultraviolet) photography. Wood 

constructed two identical small greenhouses. The description implies the type of structure a 

gardener would refer to as a "coldframe" rather than a building a person could walk into. He 

lined the interior with black cardboard which would absorb radiation and convert it to heat 

which would heat the air through conduction. The cardboard would also produce radiation. 

He covered one greenhouse with a sheet of transparent rock salt and the other with a sheet 

of glass. The glass would block IR and the rock salt would allow it to pass. During the first 

run of the experiment the rock salt greenhouse heated faster due to IR from the sun 

entering it but not the glass greenhouse. He then set up another pane of glass to filter the 

IR from the sun before the light reached the greenhouses. The result from this run was that 

the greenhouses both heated to about 50 C with less than a degree difference between the 

two. Wood didn't indicate which was warmer or whether there was any difference in the 

thermal conductivity between the glass sheet and the rock salt. A slight difference in the 

amount of heat transferred through the sheets by conduction could explain such a minor 

difference in temperature. The two sheets probably didn't conduct heat at the same rate. 

The experiment conclusively demonstrates that greenhouses heat up and stay warm by 

confining heated air rather than by trapping IR. If trapping IR in an enclosed space doesn't 

cause higher air temperature than CO2 in the atmosphere cannot cause higher air 

temperatures. The heated air in the greenhouses couldn't rise higher than the sheets that 

covered the tops of the greenhouses. Heated air outside is free to rise allowing colder air to 

fall to the ground. Atmospheric CO2 is even less likely to function as a barrier to IR or 

reflect it back to reheat the ground or water than the sheet of glass in Wood's greenhouse. 

The blackened cardboard in Wood's greenhouses was a very good radiator of IR as is typical 

of black substances. The water that covers 70% of earth's surface is a very poor radiator 

and produces only limited amounts of IR as is typical of transparent substances. Water 

releases heat through evaporation rather than radiation. The glass sheet provided a solid 

barrier to IR. Atmospheric CO2 is widely dispersed comprising less than 400 parts per 

million in the atmosphere. Trapping IR with CO2 would be like trying to confine mice with a 

chain link fence. Glass reflects a wider spectrum of IR than interacts with CO2. The glass 

sheets reflected IR back toward the floor of the greenhouse. CO2 doesn't reflect IR. At the 

time of Wood's experiment, it was believed that CO2 and other gas molecules became hotter 

after absorbing IR. Four years later Niels Bohr reported his discovery that the absorption of 

specific wavelengths of light didn't cause gas atoms/molecules to become hotter. Instead, 

the absorption of specific wavelengths of light caused the electrons in an atom/molecule to 

move to a higher energy state. After absorption of light of a specific wavelength an atom 

couldn't absorb additional radiation of that wavelength without first emitting light of that 

wavelength. (Philosophical Magazine Series 6, Volume 26 July 1913, p. 1-25) Unlike the 

glass which reflects IR back where it comes from, CO2 molecules emit IR up and sideways 

as well as down. In the time interval between absorbing and reemitting radiation, CO2 

molecules allow IR to pass them by. Glass continuously reflects IR. Those who claim that 

CO2 molecules in the atmosphere can cause heating by trapping IR have yet to provide any 

empirical scientific evidence to prove such a physical process exists. The experiment by 

R.W. Wood demonstrates that even a highly reflective covering cannot cause heating by 

trapping IR in a confined space. There is no way CO2, which at best only affects a small 

portion of the IR produced by earth's surface, can heat the atmosphere by trapping IR. 

Contrary to the lie repeated in news stories about climate, science doesn't say that CO2 is 

causing higher temperatures by trapping IR. Empirical science indicates that no such 

process exists in this physical universe. 

 

Posted online on Tuesday, February 03, 2009 by reasonmclucus@netscape.net 
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“They” will always cite food shortages, global warming and other claptrap as the modern 

day reasons for the Malthusian policies you’re reading about. in book three I showed you 

the real reasons for these policies, and also expose those who concocted them. To put it to 

you simply, these policies are about population control and zero industrialization for the 

poorer nations of the Earth. To prove for example that global warming is nothing but a 

green cloaked excuse for arrested development, I have taken the liberty of showing you 

extracts from some pertinent articles on the subject, if you go to prisonplanet.com you can 

look at this first article for yourself; all the headlines used below are from the quoted 

sources. So this isn´t the opinion of the guy who created the article, or for that matter 

mine, rather it´s just the facts being published, and in some cases by very well respected 

scientific journals.   

SUV's On Jupiter? 

Are humans responsible for climate change on the outer reaches of the solar system, or is 

it the sun? - Paul Joseph Watson, Prison Planet, Thursday, November 16, 2006 

How do we square the fact that almost every planet in our solar system is simultaneously 

undergoing temperature change and volatile weather patterns? Does this not suggest that 

global warming is a natural cycle as a result of the evolving nature of the sun? Can Al Gore 

fill me in on this one? 

From - Space.com: Global Warming on Pluto Puzzles Scientists 

In what is largely a reversal of an August announcement; astronomers today said Pluto is 

undergoing global warming in its thin atmosphere even as it moves farther from the Sun on 

its long, odd-shaped orbit. 

From - Space.com: New Storm on Jupiter Hints at Climate Change 

Latest images could provide evidence that Jupiter is in the midst of a global change that can 

modify temperatures by as much as 10 degrees Fahrenheit on different parts of the globe.  

From - Current Science & Technology Centre: Global Warming on Mars? 

A study of the ice caps on Mars may show that the red planet is experiencing a warming 

trend. If both Mars and Earth are experiencing global warming, then perhaps there is a 

larger phenomenon going on in the Solar System that is causing their global climates to 

change.  

From - Science Agogo: Global Warming Detected on Triton 

There may not be much industrial pollution on Neptune's largest moon, but things are 

hotting up nonetheless. "At least since 1989, Triton has been undergoing a period of global 

warming," confirms astronomer James Elliot, professor of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary 

Sciences at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. "Percentage-wise, it's a very large 

increase." 

From - Associated Press: Study says sun getting hotter 

Solar radiation reaching the Earth is 0.036 percent warmer than it was in 1986, when the 

current solar cycle was beginning, a researcher reports in a study to be published Friday in 

the journal Science. The finding is based on an analysis of satellites that measure the 

temperature of sunlight.  

From - London Telegraph: The truth about global warming - it's the Sun that's to blame 

Global warming has finally been explained: the Earth is getting hotter because the Sun is 

burning more brightly than at any time during the past 1,000 years, according to new 

research.  

http://www.prisonplanet.com/index.html
http://www.space.com/scienceastronomy/pluto_warming_021009.html
http://www.space.com/scienceastronomy/060504_red_jr.html
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http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2004/07/18/wsun18.xml&sSheet=/news/2004/07/18/ixnewstop.html


“The simple fact is that throughout the ages the earth has swung wildly between a warm, 

wet, stable climate, to a cold, dry and windy one - long before the first fossil fuel was 

burned. The changes we are now witnessing are a walk in the park compared to the 

battering that our planet has taken in the past. 

This is not a defence of the oil cartels or the Neo-Con wreckers, who would have every 

motivation to ignore global warming whether it is man-made or not.  

Nor is it a blanket denial of the fact that the earth is getting very gradually hotter, but how 

do we reconcile global warming taking place at the farthest reaches of the solar system with 

the contention that it is caused by human activity? Have our exhaust fumes left earth's 

atmosphere and slipped through a black hole to Triton?” 

There you go my learned friend, a real global warming 101, the rest of the solar system is 

heating up, so how can it possibly be only our fault? As the article title says, are there 

SUV´s (4x4´s to us Scottish) on Jupiter? How can it be our fault if the rest of the planets in 

our solar system are experiencing the same phenomena? The arctic ice sheet grew by 30% 

last year instead of disappearing altogether as predicted, there is also record numbers of 

polar bears too, but we´re being told by propaganda conduits like the WWF, (that´s the 

world wildlife fund and not the wrestlers incidentally) that they are about to go extinct. The 

global temperature has DROPPED every single year since Al Gore made his blatant 

propaganda film ―And won a Nobel Prize for this crap too!‖ “An Inconvenient Truth” A film 

where he is warning of our imminent doom because he claims the temperature is rising to 

unprecedented levels!  

Here is another article this time about sea-levels that was taken from the factually excellent 

Executive Intelligence Review. 

 

“Claim That Sea Level Is Rising Is a Total Fraud” 

 

Dr. Nils-Axel Mörner is the head of the Paleogeophysics and Geodynamics department at 

Stockholm University in Sweden. He is past president (1999-2003) of the INQUA 

Commission on Sea Level Changes and Coastal Evolution, and leader of the Maldives Sea 

Level Project. Dr. Mörner has been studying the sea level and its effects on coastal areas for 

some 35 years. He was interviewed by Gregory Murphy on June 6 for EIR. 

 

Mörner: I am a sea-level specialist. There are many good sea-level people in the world, but 

let’s put it this way: There’s no one who’s beaten me. I took my thesis in 1969, devoted to a 

large extent to the sea-level problem. From then on, I have launched most of the new 

theories, in the ’7:s, ’8:s, and ’9:s. I was the one who understood the problem of the 

gravitational potential surface, the theory that it changes with time. I’m the one who studied 

the rotation of the Earth, how it affected the redistribution of the oceans’ masses. And so 

on. And then I was president of INQUA, an international fraternal association, their 

Commission on Sea-Level Changes and Coastal Evolution, from 1999 to 2003. Then I have 

had my own research institute at Stockholm University, which was devoted to something 

called paleogeophysics and geodynamics. It’s primarily a research institute, but lots of 

students came, and I have several PhD theses at my institute, and lots of visiting professors 

and research scientists came to learn about sea level. Working in this field, I don’t think 

there’s a spot on the Earth I haven’t been in! In the northmost, Greenland; and in 

Antarctica; and all around the Earth 

 

EIR: What is the real state of the sea-level rising? 

 

Mörner: You have to look at that in a lot of different ways. That is what I have done in a lot 

of different papers, so we can confine ourselves to the short story here. One way is to look 

at the global picture, to try to find the essence of what is going on. And then we can see that 



the sea level was indeed rising, from, let us say, 1850 to 1930-40. And that rise had a rate 

in the order of 1 millimetre per year. Not more. 1.1 is the exact figure. That ended in 1940, 

and there had been no rise until 1970; if the radius of the Earth increases, because sea 

level is rising, then immediately the Earth’s rate of rotation would slow down. That is a 

physical law, right? So you can look at the rotation and the same comes up: Yes, it might be 

1.1 mm per year, but absolutely not more. It could be less, “but it certainly could not be 

more. Absolutely not! Again, it’s a matter of physics. So, we have this 1 mm per year up to 

1930, by observation, and we have it by rotation recording. So we go with those two. They 

go up and down, but there’s no trend in it; it was up until 193:, and then down again. 

There’s no trend, absolutely no trend.  

 

Now, back to satellite altimetry, which shows the water, not just the coasts, but in the whole 

of the ocean. And you measure it by satellite. From 1992 to 2002, [the graph of the sea 

level] was a straight line, variability along a straight line, but absolutely no trend 

whatsoever. We could see those spikes: a very rapid rise, but then in half a year, they fall 

back again. But absolutely no trend, and to have a sea-level rise, you need a trend. Then, in 

2::3, the same data set, which in their ‗IPCC’s‘ publications, in their website, was a 

straight line—suddenly it changed, and showed a very strong line of uplift, 2.3 mm per year, 

the same as from the tide gauge. And that didn’t look so nice. It looked as though they had 

recorded something; but they hadn’t recorded anything. It was the original one which they 

had suddenly twisted up, because they entered a “correction factor,” which they took from 

the tide gauge. So it was not a measured thing, but a figure introduced from outside. I 

accused them of this at the Academy of Sciences in Moscow—I said you have introduced 

factors from outside; it’s not a measurement. It looks like it is measured from the satellite, 

but you don’t say what really happened. And they answered, that we had to do it, because 

otherwise we would not have gotten any trend!  

 

That is terrible! As a matter of fact, it is a falsification of the data set. Why? Because they 

know the answer. And there you come to the point: They “know” the answer; the rest of us, 

we are searching for the answer. Because we are field geologists; they are computer 

scientists. So all this talk that sea level is rising, this stems from the computer modelling, 

not from observations. The observations don’t find it! 

 

I have been the expert reviewer for the IPCC, both in 2000 and last year. The first time I 

read it, I was exceptionally surprised. First of all, it had 22 authors, but none of them—

none—were sea-level specialists. They were given this mission, because they promised to 

answer the right thing. Again, it was a computer issue. This is the typical thing: The 

meteorological community works with computers, simple computers. Geologists don’t do 

that! We go out in the field and observe, and then we can try to make a model with 

computerization; but it’s not the first thing. So there we are. Then we went to the Maldives. I 

traced a drop in sea level in the 197:s, and the fishermen told me, “Yes, you are correct, 

because we remember”—things in their sailing routes have changed, things in their harbour 

have changed. I worked in the lagoon, I drilled in the sea, I drilled in lakes, I looked at the 

shore morphology—so many different environments. Always the same thing: In about 1970, 

the sea fell about 20 cm, for reasons involving probably evaporation or something. Not a 

change in volume or something like that—it was a rapid thing. The new level, which has 

been stable, has not changed in the last 35 years. You can trace it so very, very carefully. 

No rise at all is the answer there. Another famous place is the Tuvalu Islands, which are 

supposed to soon disappear because they’ve put out too much carbon dioxide. There we 

have a tide gauge record, a variograph record, from 1978, so it’s 3: years. And again, if 

you look there, absolutely no trend, no rise. So, from where do they get this rise in the 

Tuvalu Islands? 

 

Then we know that there was a Japanese pineapple industry which subtracted too much 

fresh water from the inland, and those islands have very little fresh water available from 

precipitation, rain. So, if you take out too much, you destroy the water magazine, and you 

bring sea water into the magazine, which is not nice. So they took out too much fresh water 



and in came salt water. And of course the local people were upset. But then it was much 

easier to say, “No, no! It’s the global sea level rising! It has nothing to do with our 

subtraction of fresh water.” So there you have it. This is a local industry which doesn’t pay. 

 

You have Vanuatu, and also in the Pacific, north of New Zealand and Fiji—there is the island 

Tegua. They said they had to evacuate it, because the sea level was rising. But again, you 

look at the tide-gauge record: There is absolutely no signal that the sea level is rising. If 

anything, you could say that maybe the tide is lowering a little bit, but absolutely no rising. 

And again, where do they get it from? They get it from their inspiration, their hopes, their 

computer models, but not from observation. Which is terrible. 

 

We have Venice. Venice is well known, because that area is tectonically, because of the 

delta, slowly subsiding. The rate has been constant over time. A rising sea level would 

immediately accelerate the flooding. And it would be so simple to record it. And if you look 

at that 300-year record: In the 20th Century it was going up and down, around the 

subsidence rate. In 1970, you should have an acceleration, but instead, the rise almost 

finished. So it was the opposite. If you go around the globe, you find no rise anywhere. But 

they need the rise, because if there is no rise, there is no death threat. They say there is 

nothing good to come from a sea-level rise, only problems, coastal problems. If you have a 

temperature rise, if it’s a problem in one area, it’s beneficial in another area. But sea level 

is the real “bad guy,” and therefore they have talked very much about it. But the real thing 

is that it doesn’t exist in observational data, only in computer modelling. 

 

EIR: I watched the documentary, “Doomsday Called Off,” that you were part of. And you 

were showing the physical tides in the Maldives, the tree that was there; and if there had 

been a sea-level rise, that tree would have been gone. And how the coral was built up on the 

beach in two different levels, showing two different levels of rise. The way you presented it 

was how geologists do a site survey to put their findings into context. 

 

Mörner: I’ll tell you another thing: When I came to the Maldives, to our enormous surprise, 

one morning we were on an island, and I said, “This is something strange, the storm level 

has gone down; it has not gone up, it has gone down.” And then I started to check the level 

all around, and I asked the others in the group, “Do you see anything here on the beach?” 

And after awhile they found it too. And we had investigated, and we were sure, I said we 

cannot leave the Maldives and go home and say the sea level is not rising, it’s not respectful 

to the people. I had to say it to Maldives’ television. So we made a very nice program for 

Maldives’ television, but it was forbidden by the government! Because they thought that they 

would lose money. They accuse the West for putting out carbon dioxide, and therefore we 

have to pay for our damage and the flooding. So they wanted the flooding scenario to go on. 

This tree, which I showed in the documentary, is interesting. This is a prison island, and 

when people left the island, from the ’5:s, it was a marker for them, when they saw this 

tree alone out there, they said, “Ah, freedom!” They were allowed back. And there have been 

writings and talks about this. I knew that this tree was in that terrible position already in 

the 1950s. So the slightest rise and it would have been gone. I used it in my writings and 

for television. You know what happened? There came an Australian sea-level team, which 

was for the IPCC and against me. Then the students pulled down the tree by hand! They 

destroyed the evidence. What kind of people are those? And we came to launch this film, 

“Doomsday Called Off,” right after, and the tree was still green. And I heard from the locals 

that they had seen the people who had pulled it down. So I put it up again, by hand, and 

made my TV program. I haven’t told anybody else, but this was the story. They call 

themselves scientists, and they’re destroying evidence! A scientist should always be open 

for reinterpretation, but you can never destroy evidence. And they were being watched, 

thinking they were clever. 

 

EIR: How does the IPCC get these small island nations so worked up about worrying that 

they’re going to be flooded tomorrow? 

 



Mörner: Because they get support, they get money, so their idea is to attract money from 

the industrial countries. And they believe that if the story is not sustained, they will lose it. 

So, they love this story. The local people in the Maldives—it would be terrible to raise 

children—why should they go to school, if in 50 years everything will be gone? The only 

thing you should do, is learn how to swim. 
 

 

 
 

Courtesy of Nils-Axel Mörner 

A famous tree in the Maldives shows no evidence of having been swept away by rising sea 

levels, as would be predicted by the global warming swindlers. A group of Australian global-

warming advocates came along and pulled the tree down, destroying the evidence that their 

“theory” was false. 

 

EIR: To take your example of Tuvalu, it seems to be more of a case of how the water 

management is going on, rather than the sea level rising. 

 

Mörner: Yes, and it’s much better to blame something else. Then they can wash their hands 

and say, “It’s not our fault. It’s the U.S., they’re putting out too much carbon dioxide.” 

 

EIR: Which is laughable, this idea that CO2 is driving global warming. 

 

Mörner: Precisely, that’s another thing. And like this State of Fear, by Michael Crichton, 

when he talks about ice. Where is ice melting? Some Alpine glaciers are melting, others are 

advancing. Antarctic ice is certainly not melting; all the Antarctic records show expansion 

of ice. Greenland is the dark horse here for sure; the Arctic may be melting, but it doesn’t 

matter, because they’re already floating, and it has no effect. A glacier like Kilimanjaro, 

which is important, on the Equator, is only melting because of deforestation. At the foot of 

the Kilimanjaro, there was a rain forest; from the rain forest came moisture, from that 

came snow, and snow became ice. Now, they have cut down the rain forest, and instead of 

moisture, there comes heat; heat melts the ice, and there’s no more snow to generate the 

ice. So it’s a simple thing, but has nothing to do with temperature. It’s the misbehaviour of 

the people around the mountain. So again, it’s like Tuvalu: We should say this deforestation, 

that’s the thing. But instead they say, “No, no, it’s the global warming!” 

 

EIR: Here, over the last few days, there was a grouping that sent out a power-point 

presentation on melting glaciers, and how this is going to raise sea level and create all 

kinds of problems. 

 

Mörner: The only place that has that potential is Greenland, and Greenland east is not 

melting; Greenland west, the Disco Bay is melting, but it has been melting for 200 years, at 

least, and the rate of melting decreased in the last 50-1:: years. So, that’s another 

falsification.  

But more important, in 5,000 years, the whole of the Northern Hemisphere experienced 

warming, the Holocene Warm Optimum, and it was 2.5 degrees warmer than today. And 

still, no problem with Antarctica, or with Greenland; still, no higher sea level. 

 

EIR: These scare stories are being used for political purposes.  



 

Mörner: Yes. Again, this is for me, the line of demarcation between the meteorological 

community and us: They work with computers; we geologists work with observations, and 

the observations do not fit with these scenarios. So what should you change? We cannot 

change observations, so we have to change the scenarios! 

Instead of doing this, they give an endless amount of money to the side which agrees with 

the IPCC. The European Community, which has gone far in this thing, if you want a grant for 

a research project in climatology, it is written into the document that there must be a focus 

on global warming. All the rest of us, we can never get a coin there, because we are not 

fulfilling the basic obligations. That is really bad, because then you start asking for the 

answer you want to get. That’s what dictatorships did, autocracies. They demanded that 

scientists produce what they wanted. 

 

Mörner: You frighten a lot of scientists. If they say that climate is not changing, they lose 

their research grants. And some people cannot afford that; they become silent, or a few of 

us speak up, because we think that it’s for the honesty of science, that we have to do it. 

 

EIR: Isn’t some of what people are talking about just shoreline erosion, as opposed to sea-

level rise? 

 

Mörner: Yes, and I have very nice pictures of it. If you have a coast, with some stability of 

the sea level, the waves make a kind of equilibrium profile—what they are transporting into 

the sea and what they are transporting onshore. If the sea rises a little, yes, it attacks, but 

the attack is not so vigorous. On the other hand, if the sea goes down, it is eating away at 

the old equilibrium level. There is a much larger redistribution of sand. We had an island, 

where there was heavy erosion, everything was falling into the sea, trees and so on. But if 

you looked at what happened: The sand which disappeared there, if the sea level had gone 

up, that sand would have been placed higher, on top of the previous land. But it is being 

placed below the previous beach. We can see the previous beach, and it is 20-30 cm above 

the current beach. So this is erosion because the sea level fell, not because the sea level 

rose. And it is more common that erosion is caused by falling sea level, than by rising sea 

level. 
 

I hope this eminently studious and well qualified individual has explained his case well 

enough for all of you to see that one, he knows what he is talking about, and two, the fact 

that in his opinion the rising tide scenarios are nothing but political statements instead of 

being scientific ones. If you truly understand it, global warming is nothing more than a tool 

being used by the industrialised nations for suppressing any future development in the 

developing nations. We just don´t want the rest of the world to industrialize, that´s all. The 

whole thing is a sham, look at us in the UK, we all recently got those new fangled long-

lasting, super-duper light bulbs, the thing is they all have mercury in them which is a deadly 

poison. (Maybe it shouldn´t be in dental fillings or be a preservative in vaccines either! But 

I´ll get more into that later). How many more units of energy will it require to dispose of 

them correctly? Take that away from the potential savings made with the bulb before 

deciding if they are any good or not. We put all our stuff into recycle bins in this country 

and it´s been reported repeatedly that it is in fact being sent to landfills!  

 

Here´s some excerpts from another EIR article, this time concerning CO2 levels: 

 

The Fraud of Global Warming: True C02 Record Buried Under Gore 

By Laurence Hecht 

Editor, 21st Century Science & Technology 

 

The historical record of atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations, claimed by the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) as the justification for greenhouse gas 

reduction, is a fraud. Research by a Freiburg, Germany professor, Ernst-Georg Beck of the 

Merian-Schule, shows that the IPCC construed and concocted the pre-1957 CO2 record 



from measurements on recently drilled ice cores, ignoring more than 90,000 direct 

measurements by chemical methods from 1857 to 1957. ‗fn. 1‘ The IPCC’s hoked-up 

record attempts to prove that CO2 concentrations have been steadily increasing with the 

progress of human industrial civilization. Beck’s work confirms a wealth of previous 

investigations which demonstrate that the IPCC cherry-picked its data in an attempt to prove 

that we must stop industrial development and return to the horse-and-buggy age, or face 

oppressive heat and melting of the polar ice caps. It shows that the Kyoto Treaty on 

reduction of greenhouse gases was based on a scientific fraud which violates the laws of 

the universe, denying the well-established determination of climate by cyclical variations in 

the Earth-Sun orbital relationship and in the Sun’s heat output. In a thorough review of 175 

scientific papers, Professor Beck found that the founders of modern greenhouse theory, 

Guy Stewart Callendar and Charles David Keeling ―a special idol of Al Gore’s‖, had 

completely ignored careful and systematic measurements by some of the most famous 

names of physical chemistry, among them several Nobel prize winners. Measurements by 

these chemists showed that today’s atmospheric CO2 concentration of about 380 parts per 

million (ppm) have been exceeded in the past, including a period from 1936 to 1944, when 

the CO2 levels varied from 393.0 to 454.7 ppm.  

CO2 1920-1961, Northern Hemisphere, chemical 
CO2 (ppm) 
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  Actual historical CO2 measurements (upper line), and the IPCC values concocted from ice 

cores—a fable designed to convince you that atmospheric CO2 levels are rising due to 

industrial activity. 

1.“18: years accurate CO2 air gas analysis by chemical methods ―short version‖,” an 

unofficial extract, Dipl. Biol. Ernst-Georg Beck, Merian-Schule Freiburg, 8/2006  

http://www.warwickhughes.com/agri/BeckCO2short.pdf 

 

And just to hammer the point home here is a chart clearly demonstrating that even though 

temperatures have risen recently, it is nothing in the grand scheme of things, as you can 

see for yourself, we are in fact at the absolute average temperature, 1000 years before was 

much hotter. 

 

All taken from the website of THE NEW AMERICAN: Flip on any channel, open any newspaper 

or magazine, and it’s clear we are being bombarded with the message that the Earth is 

warming. Is there any merit to this claim? 

 

Dr. Arthur Robinson: Yes, but the temperature is only going up 0.5° C per century. 

Moreover, this increase is not being caused by human activity. 
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TNA: Those who blame mankind for causing global warming would respond to that point by 

saying that the Earth is the warmest it’s been in 4:: years, and that’s significant. 

 

Dr. Robinson: They’re right, 

but they only show you the 

data from the last 400 years. 

If the data for a longer time 

interval is considered, 

temperatures today are seen 

to be not especially warm. 

The current temperature is 

about average for the past 

3,000 years. It was much 

warmer during the Medieval 

Climate Optimum 1,000 years 

ago (see Figure 1 above).   
 

TNA: Al Gore also says that 

the UN’s IPCC has spoken, 

and the debate is over, 

because there is a consensus. 

What do you say to that? 

 

Dr. Robinson: Right now the UN claims that they have about 2,500 people involved in this 

and about 600 scientists seriously involved. This is what Al Gore would point to today. 

We have more than 22,000 scientist signers of our global-warming petition who’ve looked 

at the issue and concluded essentially the opposite of these United Nations people. This says 

nothing about the science. Science does not depend on polling. Just because we have 

22,000, and the UN may have 600, does not matter. The only thing our petition 

demonstrates is that there is no consensus among scientists in support of the UN claims. 

 

Scientific questions are never settled in this way. Science is about natural truth. The truth 

doesn’t require any advocate. It stands by itself. 

A mathematical proof that there is no “climate crisis” has been published in debate on 

global warming in Physics and Society, a scientific publication of the 46,000-strong 

American Physical Society. 

Christopher Monckton, who once advised Margaret Thatcher, demonstrates via 30 equations 

that computer models used by the UN’s climate panel ―IPCC‖ were pre-programmed with 

overstated values for the three variables whose product is “climate sensitivity” ―temperature 

increase in response to greenhouse-gas increase), resulting in a 500-2000% overstatement 

of CO2’s effect on temperature in the IPCC’s latest climate assessment report, published in 

2007. 

The article, entitled Climate Sensitivity Reconsidered demonstrates that later this century a 

doubling of the concentration of CO2 compared with pre-industrial levels will increase 

global mean surface temperature not by the 6 °F predicted by the IPCC but, harmlessly, by 

little more than 1 °F. Lord Monckton concludes – 

“… Perhaps real-world climate sensitivity is very much below the IPCC’s estimates. Perhaps, 

therefore, there is no ‘climate crisis’ at all. … The correct policy approach to a non-problem 

is to have the courage to do nothing.” 



Larry Gould, Professor of Physics at the University of Hartford and Chair (2004) of the New 

England Section of the American Physical Society (APS), has been studying climate-change 

science for four years. He said: 

“I was impressed by an hour-long academic lecture which criticized claims about ‘global 

warming’ and explained the implications of the physics of radiative transfer for climate 

change. I was pleased that the audience responded to the informative presentation with a 

prolonged, standing ovation. That is what happened when, at the invitation of the President 

of our University, Christopher Monckton lectured here in Hartford this spring. I am 

delighted that Physics and Society, an APS journal, has published his detailed paper refining 

and reporting his important and revealing results. 

“To me the value of this paper lies in its dispassionate but ruthlessly clear exposition – or, 

rather, exposé – of the IPCC’s method of evaluating climate sensitivity. The detailed 

arguments in this paper, and, indeed, in a large number of other scientific papers, point up 

extensive errors, including numerous projection errors of climate models, as well as 

misleading statements by the IPCC. Consequently, there are no rational grounds for 

believing either the IPCC or any other claims of dangerous anthropogenic ‘global 

warming’.”  

Lord Monckton’s paper reveals that – 

* The IPCC’s 2::7 climate summary overstated CO2’s impact on temperature by 5::-

2000%; 

* CO2 enrichment will add little more than 1 °F (0.6 °C) to global mean surface 

temperature by 2100; 

* Not one of the three key variables whose product is climate sensitivity can be measured 

directly; 

* The IPCC’s values for these key variables are taken from only four published papers, not 

2,500; 

* The IPCC’s values for each of the three variables, and hence for climate sensitivity, are 

overstated; 

* “Global warming” halted ten years ago, and surface temperature has been falling for 

seven years; 

* Not one of the computer models relied upon by the IPCC predicted so long and rapid a 

cooling; 

* The IPCC inserted a table into the scientists’ draft, overstating the effect of ice-melt by 

1000%; 

* It was proved 50 years ago that predicting climate more than two weeks ahead is 

impossible; 

* Mars, Jupiter, Neptune’s largest moon, and Pluto warmed at the same time as Earth 

warmed; 

* In the past 70 years the Sun was more active than at almost any other time in the past 

11,400 years.  

The devastating book which debunks climate change 

By Christopher Booker Last updated at 9:22 AM on 23rd November 2009 

Just imagine if we learned we were about to be landed with the biggest bill in the history of 

the world - simply on the say-so of a group of scientists. Would we not want to be absolutely 

sure that those scientists were 100 per cent dependable in what they were saying?  

Should we not then be extremely worried - and even very angry - if it emerged that those 

scientists had been conspiring among themselves to fiddle the evidence for what they were 

telling us?  

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=y&authornamef=Christopher+Booker


This is the extraordinary position in which we find ourselves thanks to news reported in 

Saturday's Daily Mail which has raised huge question marks over the reliability of the 

science behind the theory of global warming.  

Hundreds of emails leaked from the internal computer system of the Climate Research Unit 

at the University of East Anglia show how a small group of highly influential senior British 

and U.S. scientists have for years been secretly discussing ways in which their evidence 

could be manipulated to make the threat posed by global warming sound much worse than 

it is.  

To place the significance of these revelations into context, let us recall how exactly a year 

ago, Parliament passed, virtually unopposed, what was far and away the most expensive new 

law ever put before it. On the Government's own figures, the Climate Change Act is going to 

cost Britain £18 billion a year - that's £720 for every household in the country - every year 

from now until 2050.  

We shall be paying this through soaring 'green taxes' on everything from air travel to the 

£3,300 tax being proposed on each new car; through rocketing fuel bills to subsidise 

thousands more wind turbines and to pay for removing carbon dioxide from coal-fired 

power stations.  

In fact, the true cost of the act, if complied with to the letter, would certainly be far higher, 

because what it lays down is that, over the next 40 years, we must cut our emissions of 

carbon dioxide by over 80 per cent.  

Pretty well every aspect of our lives in today's industrialised society involves emitting carbon 

dioxide - and short of some technological revolution as yet undreamed of, the only way we 

could meet that target would be to close almost every part of our economy. Yet, 

astonishingly, scarcely a single MP even questioned the need for such a law; only three 

voted against it.  

I recently published a book on what I have no hesitation in calling the most alarming story I 

have ever reported in all my years as a journalist.  

This is the story of how the belief that the world has to fight the threat of global warming 

has crept to the top of the political agenda, to the point where, not just in Britain but across 

the world, governments are solemnly discussing by far the most costly series of measures 

any bunch of politicians has proposed.  

This is what they will all be discussing at next month's great UN conference, when 20,000 

politicians, officials, scientists and environmental activists from all over the world gather in 

Copenhagen to discuss a new treaty to decide just what measures we shall all have to 

accept to keep the supposed threat of global warming at bay.  

We all know the basic thesis: that thanks to mankind burning fossil fuels, the world's 

temperatures are hurtling upwards, and that unless the most drastic action is taken, we can 

look forward to an unprecedented global catastrophe - droughts, hurricanes, killer 

heatwaves, melting icecaps, sea levels rising to the point where many of the world's major 

cities are submerged.  

All this is what has been predicted by the expensive computer models relied on by the UN's 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (the IPCC), which the politicians tell us we 

must trust as the ultimate source of authority on the future of the world's climate.  



On every side we are told that 'the science is settled', that '2,500 of the world's top climate 

scientists' agree that these terrifying predictions will all come true unless we take the most 

drastic action. So carried away have they all been by this belief that scarcely a single 

politician dares question it.  

Yet the oddest thing which has become increasingly evident in the past year or two is the 

fact that almost none of these things is happening, certainly not in the way those computer 

models have been predicting. Although carbon dioxide levels have continued to increase, 

temperatures have not been rising in the way the computer models all agree they should 

have done.  

In the past decade, the overall trend of temperatures has been not upwards, but down.  

The hard evidence tells us that there have actually been fewer major droughts, hurricanes 

and heatwaves in recent years than there were in earlier decades.  

There is no less ice at the Earth's poles today than there was 30 years ago. Sea levels may 

have been rising very slowly, but no faster than they have been for 200 years.  

In other words, as a growing army of genuine experts across the world has been trying to 

tell us, there is not a single item on the list of apocalyptic predictions we have been fed for 

so long by the IPCC and the likes of Al Gore which is not being called into question by what 

is actually happening to the world's climate.  

The scientists who have been challenging almost every aspect of the official theory on global 

warming have ranged from world-ranking physicists such as Professor Richard Lindzen, of 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Professors Will Happer and Freeman Dyson of 

Princeton University, to 700 scientists of many disciplines.  

These include Nobel Prize-winners and former contributors to the IPCC, who signed a 

'minority report' of the U.S. Senate's environment committee.  

It is beginning to look as though the panic over global warming, which has our politicians 

so in its grip, may have been no more than a colossal scare story - to line up alongside all 

those other scares which have raced in and out of the headlines in recent decades, such as 

the 'Millennium Bug', which at midnight on December 31, 1999, was going to crash the 

world's computers.  

So the real question which arises from this most terrifying of all scare scenarios is: why did 

the world's politicians get swept along by it?  

One of the more suspicious features of the man-made global warming theory is precisely 

this extraordinary pressure, which has been built up to insist the evidence for it is so 

overwhelming that it is a moral crime to question it.  

For several years, anyone daring to doubt the theory - not least some of the world's most 

eminent climate scientists - has been vilified as a 'denier', to be compared with those who try 

to deny the historical reality of Hitler's Holocaust.  

Al Gore was one of the first to condemn as 'flat earthers' anyone who was sceptical of his 

reckless scaremongering, likening such people to the cranks who believe the Moon landings 

were all somehow 'faked on a movie lot in Arizona' (delightfully, among the scientists who 

have come out as 'climate sceptics' are two of the U.S. astronauts who did land on the Moon, 

Dr Buzz Aldrin and Dr Jack Schmitt).  



In the scientific world, notably in the U.S. and Europe, it has long been a major scandal that 

those daring to doubt the official orthodoxy on global warming face ostracism from their 

academic colleagues, have had research funding withdrawn and have not been allowed to 

publish their papers in the leading scientific journals.  

But equally suspicious has been the way the advocates of the warming orthodoxy have been 

repeatedly shown to have fiddled the scientific evidence being used to promote it.  

The most notorious example of this was the so-called 'hockey stick' graph, which for years 

was brandished to show that, after flat-lining for 1,000 years, global temperatures had 

suddenly soared upwards in the late 20th century to levels never known before in recorded 

history.  

The hockey stick was used by the IPCC and Gore as the supreme icon of their cause. Then, 

two statisticians revealed that the graph had been created by a computer model 

programmed to produce hockey stick shapes whatever data were fed into it.  

And now come these leaked emails showing that the very scientists who were responsible 

for championing the hockey stick - all at the heart of the IPCC establishment - have been 

regularly discussing how the evidence could be manipulated to promote their cause.  

The greatest myth of all in this story is the claim that the succession of alarmist reports 

produced by the IPCC represents a 'consensus' of the views of '2,500 of the world's top 

climate scientists'.  

In every way, this is wildly misleading. The vast majority of those who contribute to those 

IPCC reports are not climate scientists. Many are not scientists at all, but economists or 

sociologists - even just environmental activists with no scientific qualifications whatever.  

The IPCC was never intended to be an impartial body, weighing the evidence for and against 

man-made global warming and coming up with objective conclusions.  

It was set up by a small group of scientists already so firmly committed to the belief in 

'human-induced climate change' that they were not prepared to examine any evidence which 

contradicted it.  

A detailed study of the contributors to the most recent IPCC report has shown that the 

number of scientists responsible for the key chapter on the extent and causes of global 

warming - on which everything else in the report depended - was not 2,500, but barely 50.  

Almost all this handful of scientists were firmly committed to the official view on global 

warming before they were appointed - and they include those whose leaked emails have now 

created a shock wave running around the world.  

Tellingly, what they also all have in common is that their findings are based on computer 

models programmed to assume the chief cause of global warming is the rise in greenhouse 

gases such as carbon dioxide.  

It is precisely this assumption which more than anything else has been called into question 

by the fact that global temperatures have not been continuing to rise as the computer 

models insisted they should.  

Even some of the most committed scientific supporters of the global warming theory now 

admit the warming process has come to a halt - although they insist that in a decade or two 

it will re- emerge again stronger than ever.  



The fact remains that the models on which the whole global warming panic was based have 

been proved dismally wrong, suggesting that the theory on which they were programmed 

may itself have been fundamentally flawed.  

Yet on this basis, the world's politicians, led by our own in Britain, are nevertheless 

proposing the most damaging measures ever put forward in history - cuts in carbon 

emission which, if implemented, would plunge our world back into the Dark Ages - to meet a 

crisis which it now seems was never going to happen anyway.  

Before it is too late, we must insist our politicians re- examine the increasingly shaky 

scientific case on which all those proposals are based.  

For nearly 20 years, from Al Gore to President Obama, they have been intoning to us that 

'the science is settled'. But as ever more scientists from outside the IPCC's self- selected 

'magic circle' now maintain, it has never been more obvious that this simply isn't true.  

No one has put this better than Professor Lindzen, one of the world's leading climatologists, 

when he wrote: 'Future generations will wonder in bemused amazement that the early 21st-

century's developed world went into hysterical panic over a globally average temperature 

increase of a few tenths of a degree, and on the basis of gross exaggerations of highly 

uncertain computer projections contemplated a roll-back of the industrial age.'  

With the entire future of our civilisation at stake, it is no longer good enough for our 

politicians just to shout 'deniers' and 'flat earthers' at all those genuinely expert scientists 

now begging them to look properly at the evidence. They must be prepared to listen - and, 

for the sake of our planet, to think again.  

• The Real Global Warming Disaster: Is The Obsession With 'Climate Change' Turning Out To 
Be The Most Costly Scientific Blunder In History? by Christopher Booker  

Climate change: this is the worst scientific scandal of our generation 

Climate change: this is the worst scientific scandal of our generation  

Our hopelessly compromised scientific establishment cannot be allowed to get away with the 

Climategate whitewash, says Christopher Booker.  

By Christopher Booker Published: 6:10PM GMT 28 Nov 2009 The Telegraph 

A week after my colleague James Delingpole, on his Telegraph blog, coined the term 

"Climategate" to describe the scandal revealed by the leaked emails from the University of 

East Anglia's Climatic Research Unit, Google was showing that the word now appears across 

the internet more than nine million times. But in all these acres of electronic coverage, one 

hugely relevant point about these thousands of documents has largely been missed.  

The reason why even the Guardian's George Monbiot has expressed total shock and dismay 

at the picture revealed by the documents is that their authors are not just any old bunch of 

academics. Their importance cannot be overestimated, What we are looking at here is the 

small group of scientists who have for years been more influential in driving the worldwide 

alarm over global warming than any others, not least through the role they play at the heart 

of the UN's Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).  

Professor Philip Jones, the CRU's director, is in charge of the two key sets of data used by 

the IPCC to draw up its reports. Through its link to the Hadley Centre, part of the UK Met 

Office, which selects most of the IPCC's key scientific contributors, his global temperature 

record is the most important of the four sets of temperature data on which the IPCC and 



governments rely – not least for their predictions that the world will warm to catastrophic 

levels unless trillions of dollars are spent to avert it.  

Dr Jones is also a key part of the closely knit group of American and British scientists 

responsible for promoting that picture of world temperatures conveyed by Michael Mann's 

"hockey stick" graph which 10 years ago turned climate history on its head by showing that, 

after 1,000 years of decline, global temperatures have recently shot up to their highest 

level in recorded history.  

Given star billing by the IPCC, not least for the way it appeared to eliminate the long-

accepted Mediaeval Warm Period when temperatures were higher they are today, the graph 

became the central icon of the entire man-made global warming movement.  

Since 2003, however, when the statistical methods used to create the "hockey stick" were 

first exposed as fundamentally flawed by an expert Canadian statistician Steve McIntyre, an 

increasingly heated battle has been raging between Mann's supporters, calling themselves 

"the Hockey Team", and McIntyre and his own allies, as they have ever more devastatingly 

called into question the entire statistical basis on which the IPCC and CRU construct their 

case.  

The senders and recipients of the leaked CRU emails constitute a cast list of the IPCC's 

scientific elite, including not just the "Hockey Team", such as Dr Mann himself, Dr Jones and 

his CRU colleague Keith Briffa, but Ben Santer, responsible for a highly controversial 

rewriting of key passages in the IPCC's 1995 report; Kevin Trenberth, who similarly 

controversially pushed the IPCC into scaremongering over hurricane activity; and Gavin 

Schmidt, right-hand man to Al Gore's ally Dr James Hansen, whose own GISS record of 

surface temperature data is second in importance only to that of the CRU itself.  

There are three threads in particular in the leaked documents which have sent a shock wave 

through informed observers across the world. Perhaps the most obvious, as lucidly put 

together by Willis Eschenbach (see McIntyre's blog Climate Audit and Anthony Watt's blog 

Watts Up With That), is the highly disturbing series of emails which show how Dr Jones and 

his colleagues have for years been discussing the devious tactics whereby they could avoid 

releasing their data to outsiders under freedom of information laws.  

They have come up with every possible excuse for concealing the background data on which 

their findings and temperature records were based.  

This in itself has become a major scandal, not least Dr Jones's refusal to release the basic 

data from which the CRU derives its hugely influential temperature record, which 

culminated last summer in his startling claim that much of the data from all over the world 

had simply got "lost". (My Note. There must be a gigantic bin somewhere on this planet 

that’s filled with All the Apollo footage, Moon Buggy plans and schematics, LEM plans and 

schematics,  The CCTV footage from every single terrorist event that’s ever occurred over 

the last 30 years, and tones and tones of Global Warming statistics!) Most incriminating of 

all are the emails in which scientists are advised to delete large chunks of data, which, 

when this is done after receipt of a freedom of information request, is a criminal offence.  

But the question which inevitably arises from this systematic refusal to release their data is 

– what is it that these scientists seem so anxious to hide? The second and most shocking 

revelation of the leaked documents is how they show the scientists trying to manipulate data 

through their tortuous computer programmes, always to point in only the one desired 

direction – to lower past temperatures and to "adjust" recent temperatures upwards, in 

order to convey the impression of an accelerated warming. This comes up so often (not 

least in the documents relating to computer data in the Harry Read Me file) that it becomes 

the most disturbing single element of the entire story. This is what Mr McIntyre caught Dr 

Hansen doing with his GISS temperature record last year (after which Hansen was forced to 



revise his record), and two further shocking examples have now come to light from 

Australia and New Zealand.  

In each of these countries it has been possible for local scientists to compare the official 

temperature record with the original data on which it was supposedly based. In each case it 

is clear that the same trick has been played – to turn an essentially flat temperature chart 

into a graph which shows temperatures steadily rising. And in each case this manipulation 

was carried out under the influence of the CRU.  

What is tragically evident from the Harry Read Me file is the picture it gives of the CRU 

scientists hopelessly at sea with the complex computer programmes they had devised to 

contort their data in the approved direction, more than once expressing their own 

desperation at how difficult it was to get the desired results.  

The third shocking revelation of these documents is the ruthless way in which these 

academics have been determined to silence any expert questioning of the findings they have 

arrived at by such dubious methods – not just by refusing to disclose their basic data but by 

discrediting and freezing out any scientific journal which dares to publish their critics' 

work. It seems they are prepared to stop at nothing to stifle scientific debate in this way, not 

least by ensuring that no dissenting research should find its way into the pages of IPCC 

reports.  

Back in 2006, when the eminent US statistician Professor Edward Wegman produced an 

expert report for the US Congress vindicating Steve McIntyre's demolition of the "hockey 

stick", he excoriated the way in which this same "tightly knit group" of academics seemed 

only too keen to collaborate with each other and to "peer review" each other's papers in 

order to dominate the findings of those IPCC reports on which much of the future of the US 

and world economy may hang.  

My Note. This is a perfect example of the true reason for my attacks on Science for the last 

3000 pages. - They are controlling YOUR BELIEFS THROUGH CORRUPT DISHONEST SCIENCE.  

In light of the latest revelations, it now seems even more evident that these men have been 

failing to uphold those principles which lie at the heart of genuine scientific enquiry and 

debate. Already one respected US climate scientist, Dr Eduardo Zorita, has called for Dr 

Mann and Dr Jones to be barred from any further participation in the IPCC. Even our own 

George Monbiot, horrified at finding how he has been betrayed by the supposed experts he 

has been revering and citing for so long, has called for Dr Jones to step down as head of 

the CRU.  

The former Chancellor Lord (Nigel) Lawson, last week launching his new think tank, the 

Global Warming Policy Foundation, rightly called for a proper independent inquiry into the 

maze of skullduggery revealed by the CRU leaks. But the inquiry mooted on Friday, possibly 

to be chaired by Lord Rees, President of the Royal Society – itself long a shameless 

propagandist for the warmist cause – is far from being what Lord Lawson had in mind. Our 

hopelessly compromised scientific establishment cannot be allowed to get away with a 

whitewash of what has become the greatest scientific scandal of our age.  

Climategate: Follow the Money 

Climate change researchers must believe in the reality of global warming just as a priest 

must believe in the existence of God.  

DECEMBER 1, 2009, 10:40 A.M. ET Wall Street Journal 

Last year, ExxonMobil donated $7 million to a grab-bag of public policy institutes, including 

the Aspen Institute, the Asia Society and Transparency International. It also gave a 

combined $125,000 to the Heritage Institute and the National Centre for Policy Analysis, 



two conservative think tanks that have offered dissenting views on what until recently was 

called—without irony—the climate change "consensus." 

To read some of the press accounts of these gifts—amounting to about 0.00027% of Exxon's 

2008 profits of $45 billion—you might think you'd hit upon the scandal of the age. But 

thanks to what now goes by the name of climategate, it turns out the real scandal lies 

elsewhere. 

Climategate, as readers of these pages know, concerns some of the world's leading climate 

scientists working in tandem to block freedom of information requests, blackball dissenting 

scientists, manipulate the peer-review process, and obscure, destroy or massage 

inconvenient temperature data—facts that were laid bare by last week's disclosure of 

thousands of emails from the University of East Anglia's Climate Research Unit, or CRU.  

But the deeper question is why the scientists behaved this way to begin with, especially 

since the science behind man-made global warming is said to be firmly settled. To answer 

the question, it helps to turn the alarmists' follow-the-money methods right back at them. 

Consider the case of Phil Jones, the director of the CRU and the man at the heart of 

climategate. According to one of the documents hacked from his centre, between 2000 and 

2006 Mr. Jones was the recipient (or co-recipient) of some $19 million worth of research 

grants, a sixfold increase over what he'd been awarded in the 1990s. 

 

Associated Press  

Al Gore wins the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize: Doing well by doing good? 

Why did the money pour in so quickly? Because the climate alarm kept ringing so loudly: 

The louder the alarm, the greater the sums. And who better to ring it than people like Mr. 

Jones, one of its likeliest beneficiaries? 

Thus, the European Commission's most recent appropriation for climate research comes to 

nearly $3 billion, and that's not counting funds from the EU's member governments. In the 

U.S., the House intends to spend $1.3 billion on NASA's climate efforts, $400 million on 

NOAA's, and another $300 million for the National Science Foundation. The states also have 

a piece of the action, with California—apparently not feeling bankrupt enough—devoting 

$600 million to their own climate initiative. In Australia, alarmists have their own 

Department of Climate Change at their funding disposal. 

And all this is only a fraction of the $94 billion that HSBC Bank estimates has been spent 

globally this year on what it calls "green stimulus"—largely ethanol and other alternative 

energy schemes—of the kind from which Al Gore and his partners at Kleiner Perkins hope to 

profit handsomely. 

Supply, as we know, creates its own demand. So for every additional billion in government-

funded grants (or the tens of millions supplied by foundations like the Pew Charitable 



Trusts), universities, research institutes, advocacy groups and their various spin-offs and 

dependents have emerged from the woodwork to receive them. 

Today these groups form a kind of ecosystem of their own. They include not just old 

standbys like the Sierra Club or Greenpeace, but also Ozone Action, Clean Air Cool Planet, 

Americans for Equitable Climate Change Solutions, the Alternative Energy Resources 

Association, the California Climate Action Registry and so on and on. All of them have been 

on the receiving end of climate change-related funding, so all of them must believe in the 

reality (and catastrophic imminence) of global warming just as a priest must believe in the 

existence of God.  

None of these outfits is per se corrupt, in the sense that the monies they get are spent on 

something other than their intended purposes. But they depend on an inherently corrupting 

premise, namely that the hypothesis on which their livelihood depends has in fact been 

proved. Absent that proof, everything they represent—including the thousands of jobs they 

provide—vanishes. This is what's known as a vested interest, and vested interests are an 

enemy of sound science.  

Which brings us back to the climategate scientists, the keepers of the keys to the global 

warming cathedral. In one of the more telling disclosures from last week, a computer 

programmer writes of the CRU's temperature database: "I am very sorry to report that the 

rest of the databases seems to be in nearly as poor a state as Australia was. . . . 

Aarrggghhh! There truly is no end in sight. . . . We can have a proper result, but only by 

including a load of garbage!" 

This is not the sound of settled science, but of a cracking empirical foundation. And 

however many billion-dollar edifices may be built on it, sooner or later it is bound to 

crumble. - Write to bstephens@wsj.com  

Chinese 2,485 year tree ring study shows natural cycles control climate, temps may cool till 

2068 

A blockbuster Chinese study of Tibetan tree rings by Liu et al 2011 shows, with detail, that 

the modern era is a dog-standard normal climate when compared to the last 2,500 years. 

The temperature, the rate of change — it’s all been seen before. Nothing about the current 

period is “abnormal”, indeed the current warming period in Tibet can be produced through 

calculation of cycles. Liu et al do a Fourier analysis on the underlying cycles and do brave 

predictions as well. 

In Tibet, it was about the same temperature on at least four occasions — back in late Roman 

times (those chariots!), then again in the dark ages (blame the collapse of industry), then in 

the middle ages (the Vikings?), then in modern times (blame the rise of industry). 

Clearly, these climate cycles have nothing to with human civilization. Their team finds 

natural cycles of many different lengths are at work: 2-3 years, 100 years, 199 years, 800 

years, and 1,324 years. The cold periods are associated with sunspot cycles. What we are 

not used to seeing are brave scientists willing to publish exact predictions of future 

temperatures for 100 years that include rises and falls. Apparently, it will cool til 2068, 

then warm again, though not to the same warmth as 2006 levels. 

On “tree-rings” 

Now some will argue that sceptics scoff at tree rings, and we do — sometimes — especially 

ones based on the wrong kind of tree (like the bristlecone) or ones based on small samples 

(like Yamal), ones with aberrant statistical tricks that produce the same curve regardless of 

mailto:bstephens@wsj.com


the data ―Mann’s hockey-stick‖, and especially ones that truncate data because it doesn’t 

agree with thermometers placed near air-conditioner outlets and in carparks (Mann again). 

Only time will tell if this analysis has nailed it, but, yes, it is worthy of our attention. 

Some will also, rightly, point out this is just Tibet, not a global average. True. But the 

results agree reasonably well with hundreds of other studies from all around the world 

(from Medieval times, Roman times, the Greenland cores‖. Why can’t we do solid tree-ring 

analysis like this from many locations? - Jo 

Amplitudes, rates, periodicities and causes of temperature variations in the past 2,485 

years and future trends over the central-eastern Tibetan Plateau [Chinese Sci Bull,] 

 

 

Figure 5 Prediction of temperature trends on the central-eastern Tibetan Plateau for the 

next 120 years. Blue line, initial series; orange line, calibration series, 464 BC–834 AD; 

purple line, verification series, 835–1980 AD; red line, forecasting series, 1980–2134 AD.  

There are beautiful graphs. Have a look at the power spectrum analysis and the cycles 

below… 

ABSTRACT: 

Amplitudes, rates, periodicities and causes of temperature variations in the past 2,485 

years and future trends over the central-eastern Tibetan Plateau 

Amplitudes, rates, periodicities, causes and future trends of temperature variations based 

on tree rings for the past 2485 years on the central-eastern Tibetan Plateau were analyzed. 

The results showed that extreme climatic events on the Plateau, such as the Medieval Warm 

Period,  Little Ice Age and 20th Century Warming appeared synchronously with those in 

other places worldwide. The largest amplitude and rate of temperature change occurred 

during the Eastern Jin Event (343–425 AD), and not in the late 20th century. There were 

significant cycles of 1324 a, 800 a, 199 a, 110 a and 2–3 a in the 2485-year temperature 

series. The 1324 a, 800 a, 199 a and 110 a cycles are associated with solar activity, which 

greatly affects the Earth surface temperature. The long-term trends (>1000 a) of 

temperature were controlled by the millennium-scale cycle, and amplitudes were dominated 

by multi-century cycles. Moreover, cold intervals corresponded to sunspot minimums. The 

prediction indicated that the temperature will decrease in the future until to 2068 AD and 

then increase again. 

http://joannenova.com.au/2009/12/fraudulent-hockey-sticks-and-hidden-data/
http://joannenova.com.au/2009/12/fraudulent-hockey-sticks-and-hidden-data/
http://joannenova.com.au/2010/05/gullible-rudd-steps-right-in-it/
http://joannenova.com.au/2010/02/the-big-picture-65-million-years-of-temperature-swings/
http://csb.scichina.com:8080/kxtbe/EN/volumn/volumn_6268.shtml
http://jonova.s3.amazonaws.com/graphs/china/liu-2011-predictions-web.gif


 

Figure 1 Tree-ring-based temperature reconstruction for the central-eastern Tibetan Plateau 

during the past 2485 years (gray line), the 40-year moving average (thick black line) and 

the 40-year running standard deviation (thin black line); the horizontal line is the mean 

temperature for the 2485 years.  

 

Figure 2 Power spectrum analysis of the 2485-year temperature series.  

… 

http://jonova.s3.amazonaws.com/graphs/china/liu-2011-tibet-tree-rings-2485-year.gif
http://jonova.s3.amazonaws.com/graphs/china/lui-power-scale-graph.gif


 

Figure 3 Millennium-scale cycle in the temperature variation during the last 2485 years.  

 

Figure 4 Decomposition of the main cycles of the 2485-year temperature series on the 

Tibetan Plateau and periodic function simulation. Top: Gray line,original series; red line, 

1324 a cycle; green line, 199 a cycle; blue line, 110 a cycle. Bottom: Three sine functions 

for different timescales. 1324 a, red dashed line (y = 0.848 sin(0.005 t + 0.23)); 199 a, 

green line (y = 1.40 sin(0.032 t – 0.369)); 110 a, blue line (y = 1.875 sin(0.057 t + 

2.846)); time t is the year from 484 BC to 2000 AD. (Click to enlarge) 

 Conclusions 

http://jonova.s3.amazonaws.com/graphs/china/lui-cycles-2500-year.gif
http://jonova.s3.amazonaws.com/graphs/china/liu-2011-cycles-climate-tibet.gif


Climate events worldwide, such as the MWP and LIA, were seen in a 2,485-year temperature 

series. The largest Figure 6 Temperature comparison between the forecast and observation 

data taken from seven stations on the central-eastern Tibetan Plateau (seven stations: 

Delingha, Dulan, Golmud, Lhasa, Nagqu, Dachaidan and Bange). amplitude and rate of 

temperature both occurred during the EJE, but not in the late 20th century. The millennium-

scale cycle of solar activity determined the long-term temperature variation trends, while 

century-scale cycles controlled the amplitudes of temperature. Sunspot minimum events 

were associated with cold periods. The prediction results obtained using caterpillar-SSA 

showed that the temperature would increase until 2006 AD on the central-eastern Plateau, 

and then decrease until 2068 AD, and then increase again. The regularity of 600-year 

temperature increases and 600-year decreases (Figure 3) suggest that the temperature will 

continue to increase for another 200 years, since it has only been about 400 years since 

the LIA. However, a decrease in temperature for a short period controlled by century- scale 

cycles cannot be excluded. Obviously, solar activity has greatly affected temperature on the 

central-eastern Plateau. However, there are still uncertainties in our understanding of 

climate change, and the  concentration of CO2 affects the climate. Further investigations 

are thus needed. - 
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Antarctic Sea Ice Up Over 43% Since 1980, Where Is The Media? 

From: Global warming hoax where only the truth heats up. 

Sea ice at Antarctica is up over 43% since 1980 and we hear nothing in the news, yet Arctic 

ice is down less than 7% and they're all over it! We've been waiting for the main stream 

media to pick up on the increase of Antarctic ice but so far they're been totally absent. 

Guess it doesn't fit the plan. 

 

 

http://csb.scichina.com:8080/kxtbe/EN/volumn/volumn_6268.shtml
http://csb.scichina.com:8080/kxtbe/EN/volumn/volumn_6268.shtml


From the National Snow and Ice Data Centre, University of Colorado 

 

Still no sign of the national media on the extraordinary growth of sea ice at the Antarctic. 

They sure haven't missed a chance to point out the relatively small loss of ice at the arctic. 

Did it ever occur to them that perhaps there is a natural process at work that has shifted 

ice growth from one pole to the other? Do they not want to admit that there are things man 

doesn't yet understand about how this planet works?  

 

Remember that some of the “models” predicted increased Antarctic ice, but they predicted 

increased “interior ice” due to increased snow fall. None of the models predicted increased 

sea ice around the Antarctic. Yet that is what we have, and not just a little increase but a 

43% increase since 1980! This is highly significant yet hardly anyone in the main stream 

media (MSM) is talking about it. 

 

Sea ice is much different than interior ice. Some of the models predicted increased ice over 

the interior of Antarctic. If you've ever lived in the extreme cold temperature regions you 

already understand this. When it gets very cold the air become drier and it snows less, as 

the temperature warms towards freezing it actually snows more. Since the Antarctic rarely 

even gets close to freezing it’s understandable that warming would cause more snow fall. 

Over time compacted snow would lead to more ice. But that is not what is happening here. 

We're seeing a dramatic increase in “sea ice”, this ice is over the ocean. Sea ice is caused 

by colder temperatures, not by increased snow fall. An increase of 43% is highly significant, 

but we hear nothing from either the MSM or the scientific community. Especially compared 

to the out 6%-7% decrease at the arctic (this isn't year over year, this is a 6% decline since 

1980!). 

 

Antarctic Sea Ice for March 

              Extent                             Concentration 

2009     5.0 million sq km            2.9 million sq km 

1997     3.8 million sq km            2.2 million sq km 

1980     3.5 million sq km            2.0 million sq km 

This is an increase of 45% for ice concentration since 1980. (My Note. In the simplest 

terms admittedly) This continues a long trend that has been noted here for several months. 

 

Interior ice is also increasing but not due to warming as the models have predicted. 

According to NOAA GISS data winter temperatures in the Antarctic have actually fallen by 

1°F since 1957, with the coldest year being 2004. All the while global CO2 levels have gone 

up and the main stream media has been reporting near catastrophic warming conditions. 

They regularly show Antarctic sea ice shelves breaking apart, which is an entirely normal 

process (though they never tell you that part). The main stream media and certain segments 

of the scientific community truly must have no shame. 

 

If you have doubts about the increase in ice you can run the numbers yourself at the 

National Snow and Ice Data Centre’s website (part of the University of Colorado and funded 

by the National Science Foundation). 

 

And if you want to read something really amusing take a gander at Michael Asher Blog 

about climate modellers trying to explain Antarctic warming.... agh .. cooling....agh... 

warming it's delightful. 

 

http://nsidc.org/cgi-bin/bist/bist.pl?annot=1&legend=1&scale=100&tab_cols=2&tab_rows=2&config=seaice_index&submit=Refresh&mo0=03&hemis0=S&img0=extn&mo1=03&hemis1=S&img1=conc&year0=2009&year1=1980&.cgifields=no_panel&referal=globalwarminghoax.com
http://www.dailytech.com/Will+the+Real+Antarctica+Please+Stand+Up/article14028.htm


From Modern Survival Blog – surviving uncertain times 

70 Trillion cubic feet of New Arctic Ice 

 
3-transitional images, Jan-2009, Jan-2010, Jan-2011 

Comparing imagery of January arctic sea ice from 2009 to 2011 sourced from the U.S. 

Navy Polar Ice Prediction System, it appears as though the ice sheet has thickened 

substantially. 

That is, the arctic ice during January 2009 compared to January 2010 compared to 

January 2011. 

This observation is looking at ice thickness – not surface area – although some retreat of 1 

meter ice can be seen in the Labrador Sea. 

 

http://modernsurvivalblog.com/


Up to 500,000 square miles of the arctic sea region may have thickened from 

approximately 5 feet thick during January 2009 to approximately 10 feet thick during 

January 2011. 

 

The ice thickness scale color, dark blue, corresponds to about 1.5 meters, or about 5 feet. 

The colour green represents about 3 meters, or about 10 feet. 

The estimated area that has changed from dark blue to green measures approximately 

500,000 square miles based on approximated Google Earth ruler measurements (1,500 

miles length by a bit more than 300 miles width, on average – call it 333). 

At an increased thickness of 5 feet, that calculates out to be… 

500,000 x (5,280 x 5280) x 5 = 69,626,304,000,000 

might as well round it to 70,000,000,000,000 cubic feet 

Polar Bear BS 

By Bill Steigerwald Townhall.com  8-18-9 

 Environmentalists and the media have successfully bamboozled half the populace and 

every school child in America into believing large numbers of polar bears are starving 

and drowning in the Arctic because of global warming.  

But it's obviously not even close to being true. How do we know this?  

Because if even just one emaciated drowned polar bear's body had been fished from 

Arctic waters in the last five years, we'd have seen its sorry carcass a thousand times 

on TV and on the covers of Time and Vanity Fair.  

By now the poor dead bear would have been given a trademarked first name, 

marketed as the official victim of Exxon Mobil-caused climate change and starred in 

three Pixar movies.  

Alas, not a single drowned polar bear corpse has come along. Until one does, 

professional polar bear-saving groups like the Natural Resources Defence Council will 

have to scare up money and new members with traditional direct-mail campaigns like 

"Polar Bear SOS!"  

NRDC's latest effort to save the iconic, majestic, magnificent, precious polar bear 

cleverly combines the environmental left's blind hatred of Sarah Palin with the general 

public's mindless love for cuddly polar bears.  

With six pages of exclamation points, underlined sentences, boldfaced type fonts and 

apocalyptic predictions about imminent planetary and polar bear doom, it looked like 

a direct-mail parody when I first pulled it from my mailbox the first week of August.  

It was the real thing, however.  

NRDC celebrity senior attorney Robert F. Kennedy Jr. spent two pages warning that 

unless we act swiftly and join NRDC or send it money, "Governor Palin" and "some of 

America's biggest polluters could help push America's polar bears to the very brink of 

extinction" by 2050.  

NRDC -- which has an $87 million annual budget, 1.2 million members and a staff of 



400 busy lawyers, scientists and lobbyists - can get a little loony when it's shaking 

down its target audience of unquestioning "caring Americans."  

For example, Kennedy's cry for help was backed up by four pages of polar bear pathos 

from Frances Beinecke, the group's distraught $300,000-plus-per-year president.  

Evidently chosen as NRDC's emoticon-in-chief because she can channel the distress 

signals of polar bears all the way from the melting Arctic ice packs, she presumed -- 

incorrectly in my case - that it probably pained the reader as deeply as it pained her to 

imagine:  

"... The last gasp of a polar bear before it drowns in the vast waters of the Arctic, 

unable to reach the increasingly distant ice floes it needs to find food."  

"... The muffled cries of newborn polar bear cubs as they are buried alive when their 

snowy den collapses from unseasonable rains."  

"... The exhaustion of a mother polar bear and her young as they succumb to 

starvation after enduring longer and longer periods without food."  

Beinecke's Arctic soap opera blathered and blubbered on and on, ultimately leaving 

the impression that it was a proven fact many polar bears were starving, drowning 

and even eating each other in heretofore unseen numbers because global warming is 

melting more and more of the sea ice they live on and hunt from.  

Beinecke didn't use her great imagination to interview any polar bears for NRDC's 

unintentionally hilarious package of tear-jerky propaganda.  

But since it's apparently OK to make up anything you want about polar bears, let's 

imagine how a wise old bear might react to his proud species being defamed by NRDC 

as helpless victims and having their allegedly endangered lives exploited for money-

raising purposes.  

"Dear NRDC," the average Grandpa polar bear might write. "Thanks a lot for your love 

and concern. But please don't worry so much about us. In fact, please leave us alone.  

"We and the Arctic sea ice are doing just fine. We've lived on the frozen top of the 

world for 250,000 years. We've survived two ice ages and a meteor that killed off the 

woolly mammoths.  

"We've seen a lot of climate change and a lot of pack ice come and go over the eons. 

Believe us, it's natural. It's cyclical. It's unpredictable. But we'll adapt, as we always 

have.  

"We are not endangered. We are not going to go extinct in 30 years -- or 10,000 

years. There are at least 25,000 of us living quite well up here and, trust me, we're 

going to survive the coming ice age with a lot less trouble than you will."  

http://townhall.com/columnists/BillSteigerwald/2009/08/17/polar_bear_bs?page=full  

The man who 'invented' Global Warming 

Mr Tickle: altogether funnier, nicer and more useful than Sir Crispin Tickell 

By James Delingpole The Telegraph Last updated: December 30th, 2010 

http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/author/jamesdelingpole/


I’m in Ireland this week and am not yet sure how close I’ll be to the internet. So to tide you 

over just in case here is a fascinating essay from Ishmael2009 (not his real name) on Sir 

Crispin Tickell is one of the chief architects of Man Made Global Warming’s towering 

cathedral of half truths, exaggeration, hysteria and Neo-Malthusian lunacy. Ladies and 

gentlemen, I give you, the mighty Ishmael2::9….. 

Our Man at the Climate Summit: Essay on Sir Crispin Tickell 

Sir Crispin Charles Cervantes Tickell is one of the most influential people behind the idea of 

man-made global warming. Yet you could easily be forgiven for having never heard of him. 

Tickell, you see, is a diplomat and a scion of the British establishment, and as such works 

largely behind the scenes, like a real-life Sir Humphrey. His CV bulges with numerous 

honorary doctorates, chairmanships and directorships around the world, including the 

European arm of Pachauri’s TERI organization ―1‖. After starting as a bright young thing 

with the civil service, he spent two years at Harvard, where he addressed himself to the up 

and coming subject of climate change, the result of which was his 1977 book Climactic 
Change and World Affairs, a work that detailed the threat posed to Western civilization by 

possible changes in the world climate. It made his name, and on his return Tickell was 

made Chef de Cabinet to the President of the European Commission and afterwards advisor 

to the Thatcher government, where he was instrumental in persuading leading politicians to 

put global warming on the political agenda (11). 

So is AGW the most serious threat facing the world today, so far as Tickell is concerned? 

Well, almost. There is one other threat that he sees as even more urgent than AGW – the 

human race itself. Specifically, those feckless, irresponsible classes and nations that 

continue to breed at more than the replacement level of 2.1 children (Tickell, it should be 

noted, has three children. Considerations of overpopulation do not apply to his class, of 

course (1)). For him, overpopulation is the driving force behind AGW: we are a cancer on 

the planet. In language which we would normally expect to come from extremists, Tickell 

lays out his vision of the rest of the world. 

We are, he believes, “a malignant maladaption in the corpus of living organisms, and 

behave and reproduce like a virus out of control” ―2‖. We are “infected tissue in the 

organism of life” ―3‖. “More than ever,” he writes, “humans can be regarded like certain 

species of ant” ―5‖.The only relief from this that Tickell sees on the horizon is that “it is 

hard to believe that there will be anything like current or future human numbers in their 

present urban concentrations or elsewhere. Whether weeded out by warfare, disease, 

deteriorating conditions of life, or other disasters, numbers are likely to fall drastically. We 

must, I believe, expect some breakdowns in human society before the end of this century 

with unforeseeable outcomes” ―4‖. That’ll teach us to pollute his nice clean world! 

Of course, Tickell is well aware that in every single industrialised country, total fertility 

rates (TFR) have fallen below replacement levels – in other words in modernised nations 

population is declining. The real threat, then, is from the feckless hordes in the less 

developed nations. Overpopulation and climate change will, he warns, lead to refugees from 

these countries becoming a “prime threat” to Western society in coming years ―3‖. 

For Tickell, these refugees are clearly at the root of his concerns. They represent a threat to 

Western culture as they “bring with them alien customs, religious practices, eating habits, 

agricultural methods, and – not least – diseases” ―3‖. Yikes! Those horrible, horrible 

people! He warns that environmental refugees “like normal refugees . . . mostly rely on 

charity” and worst of all “tend to spread their poverty around them” ―3‖. Tickell claims that 

“full assimilation” into national culture “is rare” and cautions that in the event of rapid 

change these refugees would be “only one of myriad animal species trying to cope with 

disruption of their ‗unassimilated‘ way of life” ―3‖. They are, he tells us, a “dangerous 

element” in Western society and their presence will have “secondary effects” such as 

“disorder, terrorism, economic breakdown, disease, or bankruptcy” ―3‖. Remember, these 

http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/jamesdelingpole/100051853/how-the-bbc-pretended-to-be-balanced-on-climate-change-and-failed-obviously/
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http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/jamesdelingpole/100051853/how-the-bbc-pretended-to-be-balanced-on-climate-change-and-failed-obviously/


warnings come from the man largely responsible for putting AGW on the world political 

map. 

Of course, the real nightmare scenario for Malthusians has always been not overpopulation 

per se, but differential fertility, so that the fecund foreign hordes pour into an under-

populated and degenerate West. This is also a worry for neo-Malthusians such as Tickell as 

well, it seems. Pointing to the fact (as he sees it) that illegal Mexican immigration into the 

USA has led to many parts of America taking on “Hispanic characteristics”, he foresees a 

tidal wave of foreigners swarming into the under-populated areas of the world: 

Desperation could push Africans into Europe, Chinese into the relatively empty parts of 

Russia, the Indonesians into northern Australia. Sheer numbers could swamp most efforts 

at control (3). 

Double yikes! Start breeding chaps, there’s billions of ‘em! So, clearly, as industrialisation 

leads to a decline in population, what Tickell demands is the modernisation of the poorer 

countries, right? 

Well, no. There aren’t enough resources to go around, you see. Tickell demands that the 

world pursue”‘sustainable development”. What does that phrase mean? He doesn’t spell it 

out exactly, but he does know one thing – what was right for the West is not right for the 

rest: 

We should also be clear what it [sustainable development] does not mean: following the 

methods of industrialisation espoused in the West [ . . . ] Instead it should mean something 

specific to each country or regions’ resources and culture ―6‖. 

Like fellow neo-Malthusian Jonathon Porritt who believes that allowing poor nations to have 

an electricity grid would be “the end of the world,” Tickell believes that instead of allowing 

poor nations to industrialise, thus lowering their fertility rates as every developed nation 

has done, they must lower their populations without first industrialising (7). 

At a lecture to The Royal Geographical Society in March 1990, while among friends and 

colleagues, Tickell spelt out exactly whom he was referring to. Industrialisation in the 

developed Western world was fine, as it “grew out of previous history” and was sustained by 

a “resilient” environment with the result that although the environment was greatly altered 

little irremediable damage was done” ―12‖. Non-Western countries, sadly, do not have the 

same “history” and have not yet learnt to stop breeding, and so must not be allowed to 

follow the same path of modernisation. Well, of course. Makes perfect sense, if you’re a neo-

Malthusian. 

This is reflected in UK government policy towards global warming, according to Left-wing 

environmental historian David Pepper, who observes: 

. . . the British Government (advised by neoMalthusian Crispin Tickell) predictably used Neo-

Malthusian arguments at the Rio environmental summit in 1992 to try to shift the blame for 

global environmental degradation from the West to third world countries (9). 

Tickell, unsurprisingly, puts it differently. Overbreeding by poorer nations is he claims “the 

biggest single environmental issue” and was ignored at Rio, thanks to a “tacit conspiracy”, 

though he forebears to mention any names behind this ‘conspiracy’ ―13‖. 

Like all neo-Malthusians, Sir Crispin Tickell knows full well that fertility rates in 

industrialised countries always decline to a perfectly manageable level as people decide to 

more with their lives than simply raise children. If overpopulation really is a problem, then 

the solution is simple:  modernisation and industrialisation – which is exactly the route 

these countries are pursuing for themselves. To compare mankind in general with “infected 

tissue” and demand that poor countries simply stop breeding before they modernise is 

surely not acceptable. But then, our man behind AGW doesn’t see it that way. 



1)     Crispin Tickell CV at his website http://www.crispintickell.com/page109.html 

2)     Crispin Tickell, ‘The Ecological Challenge in a Global context’ 

http://www.crispintickell.com/page61.html 

3)     Crispin Tickell, ‘Risks of Conflict – Resource and Population Pressures’ 

http://www.crispintickell.com/page13.html 

4)     Crispin Tickell, ‘Visions of the 21st Century. The Future: A Bumpy Ride’ 

http://www.crispintickell.com/page22.html 

5)     Crispin Tickell, ‘Environment, Islam and the Future’ 

http://www.crispintickell.com/page146.html 

6)     Crispin Tickell, ‘Development in an Unstable World’. 

http://www.crispintickell.com/page95.html 

7)     Jonathon Porritt, ‘An Audience With Jonathon Porritt’ Tuesday 7th October 2::3 @ 

The Lowry, Salford Quays, Manchester. 

8)     Jonathon Porritt, ‘Population the Number One Issue’ 

http://www.optimumpopulation.org/opt.media.archive.html 

9)     David Pepper, ‘Modern environmentalism: An Introduction’ page 279. 

10)  Crispin Tickell, ‘Environment on the Edge’ http://www.crispintickell.com/page87.html 

11)  Brian Wynne, Peter Simmons et alia, Learning to Manage Global Environmental Risks. 

Vol. 1 (MIT Press, Mass: 2001). P. 103. 

12)   Crispin Tickell, ‘Human Effects of Climate Change: Excerpts From a Lecture Given to 

the Society on March 26th’, 199:. Royal Geographical Society. 

13)   Crispin Tickell, ‘The Human Species: A Suicidal Success?’ The Geographical Journal 
Vol. 159, No. 2 (Jul., 1993), pp. 219-226. P. 224. 

I feel I have given you enough information on that subject for now; I just wanted you to be 

aware that this movement has NOTHING to do with helping the human race, far from it in 

fact it is to be justification for getting rid of BILLIONS of us. 

To finish this section I would like to go back to the main point, global warming. As you 

hopefully will have discovered with the proof set before you, this is a scam, now don´t get 

me wrong we are doing some disgusting things with the planet, but global warming isn´t the 

problem you should be paying attention to, you should be concentrating on the poisoning of 

the planet, the poisoning of the eco-system for that is more of a direct threat than this 

global warming malarkey, for fuck sake I am from Scotland if anything we need some 

warming!  I have a set of graphs to follow this that will prove once and for all that we 

cannot do anything about the temperature fluctuations, as they are part of a natural cycles. 

We can stop this relentless contamination of our world, we can stop pumping untold 

amounts of toxic substances into our water supplies and atmosphere, we can stop using 

chemicals that we don´t need, but that is the thing ALL of these points are the fault of the 

Corporations, not the people, that is why we have been directed away from them towards 

this mythical warming scenario. Isn´t that convenient?  

And just to settle the debate about global warming I will give you one last article to peruse, 

the reason I saved this until last is because you are going to notice a weird coincidence with 

what our modern super scientists do with climate data as groups of doctors seem to be 

doing with vaccination statistics in that they both crop the chart to prove one point, while 

http://www.crispintickell.com/page109.html
http://www.crispintickell.com/page61.html
http://www.crispintickell.com/page13.html
http://www.crispintickell.com/page22.html
http://www.crispintickell.com/page146.html
http://www.crispintickell.com/page95.html
http://www.optimumpopulation.org/opt.media.archive.html
http://www.crispintickell.com/page87.html


again in both cases when the graphs are expanded a completely different version of the 

truth reveals itself, how remarkably odd don´t you think? 

'Unprecedented Warming'? - Science Shows Total Fraud 

12-14-9  

  

It has been said that our current 'global warming is "unprecedented"  Let's get some 

perspective from NOAA ice core data  The 'Hockey Stick' as seen from Greenland and 

Antarctic ice cores  

  

 
Greenlandic ice cores show a 'Hockey Stick' uptick, similar to Mann's hockey stick 

represented in Gore's 'Inconvenient Truth'  

 
The 'Hockey Stick; is still present, but dwarfed by 'Medieval Warming Period'  

 
The 'Medieval Warming Period' is dwarfed by a warming period about 1200 B.C.  



 
The warming experience now is significantly less than most temperatures going back 

10,000 years according to ice core data.  

 
You can even see an Ice Age that gripped the planet between -12000 and -9000 B.C. The 

temperatures are a serious deviation from the warmth that's gripped the Earth for the 

past 10,000 years.  

 
If you want to talk about an era of global warming, look no further than what happened 

10,000 years ago. We're in a prolonged warm period.  

 
As you can see, the temperature spikes between half a million years ago and the present 

are a rarity, with the earth being cooler over that period of time. That we're in an 



abnormally long warm period should be seen as a boon, not something to combat.  

www.wattsupwiththat.com 

 

I think it is blatantly obvious that I have presented some facts that go against the accepted 

version of events in a very serious way, and I also feel that in quite a few cases I have given 

you positive proof of some very serious crimes being carried out against humanity, - at least 

enough proof to convict in the court of public opinion, if not a court of law. - And that is 

only because the law is as crooked as the rest of the system. 

With both Global Warming and Vaccines, the exact same con has been used to deceive you. 

Here is the graph you should be shown, instead of the one you are shown. 

  

The graph above is for the deaths from measles per million for the twentieth century in the 

UK. The blue line is Measles Deaths. The red arrow represents the period that we started to 

vaccinate (1969). - To make you think that vaccines were useful, instead of using the graph 

above, a logarithmic graph is used by the vaccine enthusiasts because it exaggerates the 

small, (but is usually used to encompass the large and small on the same reasonably sized 

graph).  

There is no legitimate reason for these people to use a graph of this manner apart from to 

make the slight dip in mortality since vaccination began look bigger, over 99% of the drop 

in deaths from measles occurred long before vaccination began, as the graph above shows 

you, the death rate has practically levelled off in the single digits per million since long 

before we started injecting our kids with this muck, it hasn´t dropped significantly at all.  

They zoom in on the part of the graph after vaccination use, ignoring the 70 years of the 

century where deaths were dropping without the magic vaccines (which begs the question 

why did we even think that we needed them in the first place?). In every case the medical 

monopoly has stirred up a fuss for a vaccine that we don´t need, in many cases for a 

disease that has all but disappeared anyway, and they have forced something onto us for no 

medical reason whatsoever. (as they just did with swine flu too) Coincidentally at the exact 

same time, deaths from cancer have shot up exponentially (a real reason to use logarithmic 

graph paper), and autism used to affect 1 in 10000 before vaccination, now it is 1 in 58!  

The same lie is used when trying to sell us the other big lie of global warming, the fact that 

these people are manipulating graphs in such a childish and pathetic manner should 

indicate to you that it is not an error, but rather spin to try and sell you a fraudulent lie. 

No Vaccines, so why 

99.4% drop in mortality?  
1969 

The part of the graph after the red arrow (from 1969 on), is normally 

shown to you enlarged, it´s presented this way by the vaccine 

manufacturers today to make it look as if vaccines have had an 

effect, look for yourself it has hardly dropped since well before 1969. 

Why would they need to blatantly lie with graphs if it really worked? 



 

 

I mean doesn´t this look convincing? It appears that the temperature has risen sharply. 

 

Extend the graph mind you and, Hey Presto, the lie is revealed. Look at the temperature rise 

from circa 500 AD to 1000AD, there weren´t any cars about then, so why the temperature 

rise green boffins? As you can see by simply extending a simple graph the global warming 

fairytale becomes nothing more than hot air, our planet´s temperature is at one of its 

lowest points for thousands of years and is only heading back up to the average range that 

it has stayed between for the last 10000 years. The proof is before you, - look at it. 

C´mon people do you seriously expect me to believe that these so called fucking scientists 

haven´t seen the same graphs? Will ANYONE like to seriously propose that these “great” 

men haven´t seen ANY of this stuff?  

What caused the spike in 1200 BC? Perhaps the Flintstones were real? 

Notice how the large rise looks tiny when you look at the graph below this one 

which is only for a longer period, the red arrow in the graph below showing the 

sharp rise circa 1000AD is only a few centuries before where this graph starts. 

This graph is the small part after that red arrow below, - can you see the con?? 

Flintstone warming period? 

500AD – 1000AD what caused this rise? 

Between the two arrows (right) is the timescale covered by the first graph above 



As you can see, the temperature has been very LOW compared to the past couple of 

thousand years, of course it is creeping up, but that is part of a natural cycle, and has 

nothing to do with us. The rest of the solar system is heating up too. How can our use of 

hydrocarbons be raising the temperature on other planets? - Quite simply, it can´t. 

Why would they be using lies to try and convince you about vaccines and global warming if 

they were both true? Why use a child´s trick to prove your point? Why are no reputable 

scientists picking up on this most incredible of whoppers! It´s embarrassingly obvious. 

From Their Own Mouths: Global Warming is a Fraud 

Source: InformationLiberation Article posted Nov 10 2009 

"We need to get some broad based support, to capture the public's imagination... So we 
have to offer up scary scenarios, make simplified, dramatic statements and make little 
mention of any doubts... Each of us has to decide what the right balance is between being 
effective and being honest." - Stephen Schneider, Stanford Professor of Climatology, lead 

author of many IPCC reports 

 

"Unless we announce disasters no one will listen." - Sir John Houghton, first chairman of 

IPCC 

 

"It doesn't matter what is true, it only matters what people believe is true." - Paul Watson, co-

founder of Greenpeace 

 

"We've got to ride this global warming issue. Even if the theory of global warming is wrong, 
we will be doing the right thing in terms of economic and environmental policy." - Timothy 

Wirth, President of the UN Foundation 

 

"No matter if the science of global warming is all phony... climate change provides the 
greatest opportunity to bring about justice and equality in the world." - Christine Stewart, 

fmr Canadian Minister of the Environment 

 

"The only way to get our society to truly change is to frighten people with the possibility of a 
catastrophe." - emeritus professor Daniel Botkin 

 

"We require a central organizing principle - one agreed to voluntarily. Minor shifts in policy, 
moderate improvement in laws and regulations, rhetoric offered in lieu of genuine change - 
these are all forms of appeasement, designed to satisfy the public’s desire to believe that 
sacrifice, struggle and a wrenching transformation of society will not be necessary." - Al 

Gore, Earth in the Balance 

 

"Isn't the only hope for the planet that the industrialized civilizations collapse? Isn't it our 
responsiblity to bring that about?" - Maurice Strong, founder of the UN Environment 

Programme 

 

"A massive campaign must be launched to de-develop the United States. De-development 
means bringing our economic system into line with the realities of ecology and the world 
resource situation." - Paul Ehrlich, Professor of Population Studies 

 

"The only hope for the world is to make sure there is not another United States. We can't let 
other countries have the same number of cars, the amount of industrialization, we have in 
the US. We have to stop these Third World countries right where they are." - Michael 

Oppenheimer, Environmental Defence Fund 

 

"Global Sustainability requires the deliberate quest of poverty, reduced resource 
consumption and set levels of mortality control." - Professor Maurice King 

http://www.informationliberation.com/


 

"Current lifestyles and consumption patterns of the affluent middle class - involving high 
meat intake, use of fossil fuels, appliances, air-conditioning, and suburban housing - are 
not sustainable." - Maurice Strong, Rio Earth Summit 

"Complex technology of any sort is an assault on human dignity. It would be little short of 
disastrous for us to discover a source of clean, cheap, abundant energy, because of what 
we might do with it." - Amory Lovins, Rocky Mountain Institute 

 

"The prospect of cheap fusion energy is the worst thing that could happen to the planet." - 
Jeremy Rifkin, Greenhouse Crisis Foundation 

 

"Giving society cheap, abundant energy would be the equivalent of giving an idiot child a 
machine gun." - Prof Paul Ehrlich, Stanford University 

 

"The big threat to the planet is people: there are too many, doing too well economically and 
burning too much oil." – Sir James Lovelock, BBC Interview 

 

"My three main goals would be to reduce human population to about 100 million worldwide, 
destroy the industrial infrastructure and see wilderness, with it’s full complement of 
species, returning throughout the world." -Dave Foreman, co-founder of Earth First! 

 

"A total population of 250-300 million people, a 95% decline from present levels, would be 
ideal." - Ted Turner, founder of CNN and major UN donor 

 

"... the resultant ideal sustainable population is hence more than 500 million but less than 
one billion." - Club of Rome, Goals for Mankind 

 

"If I were reincarnated I would wish to be returned to earth as a killer virus to lower human 
population levels." - Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, patron of the World Wildlife Fund 

 

"I suspect that eradicating small pox was wrong. It played an important part in balancing 
ecosystems." - John Davis, editor of Earth First! Journal 

 

"The extinction of the human species may not only be inevitable but a good thing." - 

Christopher Manes, Earth First! 

 

"Childbearing should be a punishable crime against society, unless the parents hold a 
government license. All potential parents should be required to use contraceptive 
chemicals, the government issuing antidotes to citizens chosen for childbearing." - David 

Brower, first Executive Director of the Sierra Club 

And just to prove the thesis presented earlier about sea levels. 

Pacific islands 'growing not shrinking' due to climate change 

Low-lying Pacific islands regarded as "poster child" examples of the threat from rising sea 

levels are expanding not sinking, a new study has revealed.  

By Paul Chapman in Wellington  

Published: 7:00AM BST 03 Jun 2010 The Telegraph 

Scientists have been surprised by the findings, which show that some islands have grown by 

almost one-third over the past 60 years. 

Among the island chains to have increased in land area are Tuvalu and neighbouring 

Kiribati, both of which attracted attention at last year's Copenhagen climate summit. 



In the study, researchers compared aerial photographs and high-resolution satellite images 

of 27 islands taken since the 1950s. 

Only four islands, mostly uninhabited, had decreased in area despite local sea level rises of 

almost five inches in that time, while 23 stayed the same or grew. 

Seven islands in Tuvalu grew, one by 30 per cent, although the study did not include the 

most populous island. 

In Kiribati, the three of the most densely populated islands, Betio, Bairiki and Nanikai, also 

grew by between 12.5 and 30 per cent. 

Professor Paul Kench, of Auckland University, who co-authored the study with Dr Arthur 

Webb, a Fiji-based expert on coastal processes, said the study challenged the view that the 

islands were sinking as a result of global warming. 

"Eighty per cent of the islands we've looked at have either remained about the same or, in 

fact, got larger. 

"Some have got dramatically larger," he said. 

"We've now got evidence the physical foundations of these islands will still be there in 100 

years," he told New Scientist magazine. 

He said the study suggested the islands had a natural ability to respond to rising seas by 

accumulating coral debris from the outlying reefs that surround them. 

"It has long been thought that as the sea level goes up, islands will sit there and drown. But 

they won't," Professor Kench said. 

The trend is largely explained by the fact that the islands comprise mostly coral debris 

eroded from encircling reefs, which is pushed up on to the islands by wind and waves. 

Because coral is a living organism, it continues to grow and establish itself in its new home, 

so the process becomes continuous. 

Land reclamation and deposition of other sediment also contribute to the process. 

"These islands are so low lying that in extreme events waves crash straight over the top of 

them," Professor Kench said. 

"In doing that they transport sediment from the beach or adjacent reef platform and they 

throw it on to the top of the island." 

But the two scientists warn that people living on the islands still face serious challenges 

from climate change, particularly if the pace of sea level rises were to overtake that of 

sediment build-up. 

The fresh groundwater that sustains villagers and their crops could be destroyed. 

"The land may be there but will they still be able to support human habitation?" he said. 



Naomi Thirobaux, a student from Kiribati who has studied the islands for a PhD, said no 

one should be lulled into thinking erosion and inundation were not taking their toll on the 

islands. 

"In a populated place, people can't move back or inland because there's hardly any place to 

move into, so that's quite dramatic," she said. 

A view of climate “on the ground” from a reporter who was there at the beginning 

Posted on March 9, 2012 by Anthony Watts on his Watts Up With That? blog. 

Let’s clarify a few things on another of Anthony’s excellent posts, like this one ‘Hey Hansen! 

Where’s the Beef !?’ – 

It’s lengthy, but gives the view of a person who was there on the ground, covering climate 

science and global warming in the late 1980s – years before the AGW mania took off. 

I worked as a journalist in the late 1980s in Colorado, home state of Senator Tim Wirth. I 

had interviewed him several times on other topics. As part of my general assignment beat, I 

also covered science, climate and weather, regularly at NOAA, NCAR and other federal 

science agencies headquarted in Colorado. 

I clearly remember the tone of articles on global warming during the 1980s. Most of the 

concern came out of the National Centre for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) on the ozone 

layer. By the way, this was during the new era of climate scientists working with high-grade 

graphic computer modelling.  

The problem with NCAR’s interpretation on the ozone fluctuations were that some, like 

Hanson, took an immediate ideological tone to explain the ozone shifts – not once 

mentioning the Sun or the Interplanetary Magnetic Field effect on Earth’s ozone layers. For 

some reason, there was a resistance to even mentioning the Sun’s effects on earth by these 

new climate scientists getting jobs at the science agencies. It was odd I thought. 

When news editors assigned stories on the climate back then it was usually spurred by 

press releases out of places like NCAR, NWS, NOAA, etc., which usually featured a talk, 

lecture, or findings that were sent to the media. Global warming, in the mid-to-late 1980s 

was not the AGW ideological era that it is today. 

In fact, climate scientists were not in any agreement if the earth was ‘warming’ in the 

1980s – though it was true. Many scientists would roll their eyes at the mention of ‘global 

warming’ but many changed their tune in the 199:s just as major federal dollars were 

being directed to ‘man-made’ global warming’ – which I continue to remind everyone cannot 

ever happen on Earth due to the laws of thermodynamics. The Earth can never become a 

greenhouse according to the laws of physics. 

But I digress – in short, when I wrote pieces on the climate, I refused to write on the theory 

that chlorofluorocarbons were the sole cause of worldwide warming because that had never 

been proved. Now, though there was evidence that the use of aerosols were clearly evident 

in the upper atmosphere; the data did not support that this was the cause of the fear-

mongering on ozone holes which was all the rage in the climate community of the late 

1980s and 1990s. 

NCAR had modeled on the theory that aerosols were the cause, but not the Sun, which 

again, I found odd, since the only major source of radiation that can only affect the opening 

and closings and sizes of the Earth’s ozones IS the Sun. 

There is no other source of radiation that can effectively destroy the earth’s ozone layer. 

But what was curious (and unbelievable) is that there were obvious determined efforts (in 
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the mid-to-late 1980s) to blame mankind for something it could not do on a planetary level 

– and that is to change the climate. 

Only the Sun can do that. 

What I noticed about Sen. Wirth and Hansen back in the late 1980s, is that there was a 

obvious concerted effort within the emergence of baby boomer management and personnel 

into climate science on the federal level; that they were pushing ideology as policy. This was 

a prepatory assault that was planned out. 

When Al Gore rose to the vice-presidency by 1993 – Wirth and Hansen were already well out 

in front of the ‘man-made’ global warming pack – extending the ‘man-made’ ideology to 

other federal agencies and the university-level climate community – with federal dollars. 

Follow the money pushing the ideological AGW lie. If one examines climate science funding 

from 1986 to 1996 and then from 1996 to the present – you may find some amazing 

numbers. 

Incredible amounts – increasing yearly and wasted on every bigger and more expensive 

computers to run models. Careerists who cannot forecast seasonal weather were making 

things up (and began to alter weather data on purpose) while spending lavishly on 

computers pushing the AGW ideology – all at the public’s great expense. 

But the media was not on board. Most journalists are ignorant of climate and weather 

science. I was fortunate in that I was not, so my editors passed on to me the great amount 

of work – and I was busy enough as it was a police reporter as it was! Since my beat 

included covering the climate science community in the heart of it in Colorado, I was well-

attuned to how events were shaping up by 1989. 

Since the mid-1980s, what I saw were articles like the one Anthony posted from 1986 were 

becoming more common. What I observed as professional reporter was that the ozone-layer 

press releases from NOAA and NCAR and other climate centres were beginning to use the 

same talking points in their different releases to news desks. Sometimes, these went out on 

the wire which were then placed into newspapers across the country without the resources 

to assign reporters to cover the climate. 

I did not have that problem since this was part of my beat. In interviews with the particular 

scientists (including Hansen) what I observed was that they were heavy on the ideology, yet 

not sure if it was strong enough because the global weather data in the late 1980s did not 

strongly support their case that the world was warming because of man. 

Still, by 1989, the AGW science did not make sense to me in light that it would violate the 

Second Law of Thermodynamics. Which I remind everyone – remains in effect to this very 

day. 

Anyhow, it did not seem to matter to Wirth’s office, Hansen, or the growing careerists at 

NCAR and NOAA; because whomever was pushing ‘man-made global warming’ on the United 

States, were also doing it at the international level too. 

My view was that it was a conspiracy right from the start to bamboozle the world on the lie 

of anthropogenic global warming sandbagging much of the mainstream media, the markets 

and the educational system to not believe their own eyes and ears. 

Events have since proven that I was right. 

All this – while AGW ideologists reaped untold profits convincing populations that carbon 

(the very stuff we are made of) is bad and so we all have to pay for carbon to a global mafia. 



In short, the careerist climate AGW scientists and their political insiders conspired to 

convince the world that humans had to pay dearly for exhaling the carbon gases that the 

natural world and our trees inhales to flourish. 

Carbon is natural to Earth. It is driven by the Sun’s activity. Carbon lags far, far behind 

temperature (also driven by the Sun) and carbon is not – and never has been – a threat to 

the Earth. 

Why? 

Because the laws of thermodynamics and physics that govern our system says so. 

Government Report Says Global Warming May Cause Cancer, Mental Illness 

 

2010 05 03 By Matt Cover CNSNews.com  

A new government report says global warming could lead to an increase in both cancer and 

mental illness worldwide, and it calls for more federally funded research to determine how 

that might ―be made to‖ happen. ―that was my note in brackets if you didn’t know!‖ 

 

The report, A Human Health Perspective on Climate Change, was published by the 

Interagency Working Group on Climate Change and Health – a combination of scientists 

from the Centres for Disease Control and Prevention, NIH, State Department, National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Department of Agriculture, the EPA, and the 

Department of Health and Human Services. 

 

The report’s overall thrust is for more federally funded research to investigate the alleged 

links between global warming and public health, including the potentially negative effects 

from warming and the potentially negative side-effect of green technologies. 

 

While the report touches on, for example, the health effects of unclean water and 

respiratory ailments, it also deals with two other types of health issues not normally 

associated with global warming: cancer and mental illness. 

 

Cancer 

 

While the report does not claim that global warming will cause new types of cancer, it says 

that “higher ambient temperatures” caused by global warming will have an effect on cancer 

rates, probably pushing them higher. 

 

“There are potential impacts on cancer both directly from climate change and indirectly 

from climate change mitigation strategies,” the report said.  

 

This increased risk supposedly comes from increased exposure to toxic chemicals, caused 

by global warming. The report also said that global warming would cause heavy rainfall, 

which would wash these toxic chemicals into the water. Hotter temperatures may also make 

these toxic chemicals even more toxic. 

 

“One possible direct impact of climate change on cancer may be through increases in 

exposure to toxic chemicals that are known or suspected to cause cancer following heavy 

rainfall and by increased volatilization of chemicals under conditions of increased 

temperature,” states the report. 

 

Another way that global warming will cause more cancer, the report said, was from 

increased exposure to ultraviolet (UV) radiation, which is known to cause some types of skin 

cancer. While UV exposure happens every time you go out into the sun, the report said that 

global warming will make it worse, leading to potentially more skin cancer. 

http://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/64827


 

“Another direct effect of climate change, depletion of stratospheric ozone, will result in 

increased ultraviolet (UV) radiation exposure. UV radiation exposure increases the risk of 

skin cancers and cataracts,” the report stated. 

 

The report also highlighted a surprising way that global warming may cause more cancer: 

the development of green technologies. Green technologies often involve exotic metals and 

alloys that, according to the report, may cause cancer. 

 

“Increased use of NiMH ‗nickel-metal-hydride] batteries [used in hybrid and electric cars] 

will necessarily require significant increases in nickel production and the impacts 

associated with nickel mining and refining,” states the report. “High-level nickel exposure is 

associated with increased cancer risk, respiratory disease, and birth defects; the same is 

true with certain other metals, especially cadmium and lead [used in solar cells and 

batteries]. 

 

“Increased production of solar cells also can lead to increased environmental risks,” reads 

the report. “For example, cadmium-tellurium (CdTe) compounds in photovoltaic systems and 

the potential for increased cadmium emissions from mining, refining, and the manufacture, 

utilization, and disposal of photovoltaic modules. Cadmium and cadmium compounds like 

CdTe are classified as known human carcinogens.” 

 

Despite these warnings and predictions, the report admitted that the government knows 

little about whether or not any of these supposed new causes of cancer will actually cause 

any more cancer. 

 

“Very little is known about how such transfers will affect people’s exposure to these 

chemicals -- some of which are known carcinogens -- and its ultimate impact on incidence of 

cancer,” the report states. “The largest research gaps are in the materials and methods 

used for mitigation and adaptation, and their potential to increase or decrease cancer 

risks.” 

 

Mental Health 

 

Another effect of global warming, the report said, was increased mental illness caused by 

natural disasters. These disasters, which already occur but will be more catastrophic as the 

world warms, cause stress and anxiety, which can lead to mental illness. 

 

“A variety of psychological impacts can be associated with extreme weather and other 

climate related events,” reads the interagency report. 

 

The people most likely to be affected by global warming-caused mental illness are those 

already susceptible to mental illness, especially stress-induced mental illness. 

 

The report states: “Extreme weather events such as hurricanes, wildfires, and flooding, can 

create increased anxiety and emotional stress about the future, as well as create added 

stress to vulnerable communities already experiencing social, economic, and environmental 

disruption. Individuals already vulnerable to mental health disease and stress-related 

disorders are likely to be at increased risk of exacerbated effects following extreme weather 

or other climate change events.” 

 

The possible mental health conditions that could be caused by global warming range from 

irritability to Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, sexual dysfunction, and drug abuse. 

 

“The most common mental health conditions associated with extreme events range from 

acute traumatic stress to more chronic stress-related conditions such as post-traumatic 

stress disorder, complicated grief, depression, anxiety disorders, somatic complaints, poor 



concentration, sleep difficulties, sexual dysfunction, social avoidance, irritability, and drug 

or alcohol abuse,” reads the report. 

 

As with global warming-caused cancer, the report admits that much more scientific work is 

needed on the links between global warming and mental illness, saying “numerous research 

gaps exist.” 

 

“More work is necessary to understand the effects of climate change and extreme weather 

events on mental health status, to determine how to mitigate these effects, and to overcome 

the barriers to utilization and delivery of mental health services following extreme weather 

events,” says the interagency report. 

 

Despite the admissions that more research was needed, the report concluded that there was 

“abundant evidence” of man-caused global warming, saying that “climate change will have” 

direct impacts on public health. 

 

“There is abundant evidence that human activities are altering the earth’s climate and that 

climate change will have significant health impacts both domestically and globally.” 

 

The report then called for an “overarching” international research effort to determine how 

all of the “abundant evidence” of global warming would lead to poorer public health. 

 

“To be successful, an overarching research program needs to be integrated, focused, 

interdisciplinary, supported, and sustainable, yet flexible enough to adjust to new 

information and broad enough to cover the very diverse components described in this 

document,” states the report. “The effort must also be multinational, multiagency, and 

multidisciplinary, bringing together the strengths of all partners.” 

 

The other public health effects of global warming cited in the report include: asthma and 

other respiratory diseases, cardiovascular disease, heat-related deaths, human 

developmental effects, neurological diseases, waterborne diseases, weather-related deaths, 

and infectious and animal-borne diseases. 

And if that doesn’t scare you into submission.... 

Austrian Prof: global warming deniers should be sentenced to death 

Copyright © 2012 JoNova - All Rights Reserved 

Richard Parncutt,  Professor of Systematic Musicology, University of Graz, Austria, reckons 

people like Watts, Tallbloke, Singer, Michaels, Monckton, McIntyre and me (there are too 

many to list‖ should be executed. He’s gone full barking mad, and though he says these are 

his “personal opinions” they are listed on his university web site. 

For all the bleating of those who say they’ve had real “death threats“, we get discussions 

about executing sceptics from Professors, wielding the tyrannical power of the state. Was 

he paid by the state to write these simplistic, immature, “solutions”? Do taxpayers fund his 

web expenses? (And what the heck is systematic musicology?) 

Prof Richard Parncutt says: 

“I have always been opposed to the death penalty in all cases…” 

“Even mass murderers ‗like Breivik‘ should not be executed, in my opinion.” 

“GW deniers fall into a completely different category from Behring Breivik. They are already 

causing the deaths of hundreds of millions of future people. We could be speaking of 

billions, but I am making a conservative estimate.” 
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Consequences 

If a jury of suitably qualified scientists estimated that a given GW denier had already, with 

high probability (say 95%), caused the deaths of over one million future people, then s/he 

would be sentenced to death. The sentence would then be commuted to life imprisonment if 

the accused admitted their mistake, demonstrated genuine regret, AND participated 

significantly and positively over a long period in programs to reduce the effects of GW (from 

jail) – using much the same means that were previously used to spread the message of 

denial. At the end of that process, some GW deniers would never admit their mistake and as 

a result they would be executed. Perhaps that would be the only way to stop the rest of 

them. The death penalty would have been justified in terms of the enormous numbers of 

saved future lives. 

Recant you foolish deniers or we’ll kill you! Yeah. Welcome to modern scientific debate. 

Who should die? Anyone named on Desmog: 

Much more would have happened by now if not for the GW deniers. An amazing number of 

people still believe that GW is a story made up by scientists with ulterior motives. For a long 

list of climate change deniers and their stories see desmogblog. 

So the denier database becomes the “death list”. The list decided by PR experts on a funded 

smear site, who profit from marketing Green corporations. 

But it’s ok, he includes a caveat where he says he didn’t say what I quoted above, so he can 

later pretend he isn’t discussing real deaths of real people: 

Please note that I am not directly suggesting that the threat of execution be carried out. I 

am simply presenting a logical argument. I am neither a politician nor a lawyer. I am just 

thinking aloud about an important problem. 

And we all feel so much better don’t we? 

But seriously, Global warming deniers are the worst vermin on the face of the Earth, worse 

than holocaust deniers, tobacco deniers and worse than someone who bombs buildings and 

shoots children en masse: 

I don’t think that mass murderers of the usual kind, such Breivik, should face the death 

penalty. Nor do I think tobacco denialists are guilty enough to warrant the death penalty, in 

spite of the enormous number of deaths that resulted more or less directly from tobacco 

denialism. GW is different. With high probability it will cause hundreds of millions of deaths. 

For this reason I propose that the death penalty is appropriate for influential GW deniers. 

Here’s how the deadly reasoning goes 

How does he know we are facing disaster? 

He knows, because he’s read a blog that pretends to be scientific and it says so. The same 

site resorts to ad homs, and kindergarden namecalling ―like “denier” and “Christie 

Crocks”‖ and is debunked all over the internet, but the Prof is too poorly trained in 

reasoning to spot the cheap tricks, and he didn’t think to search for “SkepticalScience 
debunked”. Oops. 

His killer “maths” ―if you could call it that‖ 

… given the inherent uncertainty surrounding climatic predictions, even exaggerated 

accounts must be considered possible, albeit with a low probability. Consider this: If ten 

million people are going to die with a probability of 10%, that is like one million people 

dying with a probability of 100%. 
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He repeats this: 

For the purpose of argument, let’s give the GW deniers the benefit of the doubt and imagine 

that the scientists are wrong with a high probability, say 90%. If they are right, some 100 

million people will die as a direct result of GW. Probably more like a billion, but this is a 

conservative estimate. If the probability of that happening is only 10%, then effectively 

“only” 1: million people will die. These are the numbers that GW deniers are playing with 

while exercising their “freedom of speech”. 

So even if “Deniers” are right, they are still murderous and should still be executed. Ooo-K 

Apparently it didn’t occur to him that if sceptics are right, and the world doesn’t warm, 

hardly anyone will die from global warming. That’s “zero”, right?  (I know children in 

infants-school who can get this.) 

Worse, the failure of his theory could kill far more people than the failure of sceptics: 

hundreds of thousands of people in the third world have already starved as we fed their 

corn into cars, kids are suffering from green pollution in Brazil, others will die waiting for 

medicine or mosquito nets while we build sea walls to hold back a tide that may never come. 

Others are suffering a life of blindness, dysentery, malaria, or dehydration and could be 

cured if we spend money on doctors, or clean water supplies, rather than solar farms. If the 

world cools and we are not prepared, millions will starve from wheat crops that were killed 

by frost. 

How meaningless is a Professorship at a university these days? Where “higher education” 

doesn’t teach people to reason, doesn’t teach them the value of free speech, and doesn’t 

teach them the humility to say nothing when they know nothing. 

I don’t think it’s worth writing to a man who can’t reason, but there are people at his 

university who need to know what Parncutt is saying. Is the University of Graz a serious 

university? 

Prof Parncutt also thinks we need global taxes on wealth (guess that means a global 

bureaucracy, to manage those global funds?). Since he recommends The World Future 

Council, that’s a red-flag, I recommend sceptics read it carefully. They say they’re the voice 

of future generations. But they’re not speaking on behalf of my descendants. 

H/t to Andy Wilkins. Thank you. 

UPDATE: Page disappears but we have a copy 

AS this spreads through the sceptic world, the web page has been pulled down. Luckily  (in 

a strange use of the word) Tallbloke has a copy of the whole page as it was, So you can still 

read it. WUWT has a discussion too, and Anthony was prescient enough to save those pages 

before the University blitzed them. Thank him for the webcite link. 

I’ll finish with this next one for a couple of reasons, firstly it clearly shows that it not us as 

individual humans who are mainly to blame for harmful emissions (we are by no stretch of 

the imagination blameless on this matter though). Secondly, it conveniently covers a subject 

we are going to look at in detail in a short while - the pivotal role of the corporation in my 

harrowing tale. 

Just 90 companies caused two-thirds of man-made global warming emissions 

Chevron, Exxon and BP among companies most responsible for climate change since dawn 

of industrial age, figures show 

Suzanne Goldenberg, US environment correspondent The Guardian, Wednesday 20 

November 2013 
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The climate crisis of the 21st century has been caused largely by just 90 companies, which 

between them produced nearly two-thirds of the greenhouse gas emissions generated since 

the dawning of the industrial age, new research suggests. 

The companies range from investor-owned firms – household names such as Chevron, 

Exxon and BP – to state-owned and government-run firms. 

The analysis, which was welcomed by the former vice-president Al Gore as a "crucial step 

forward" found that the vast majority of the firms were in the business of producing oil, gas 

or coal, found the analysis, which has been published in the journal Climatic Change. 

"There are thousands of oil, gas and coal producers in the world," climate researcher and 

author Richard Heede at the Climate Accountability Institute in Colorado said. "But the 

decision makers, the CEOs, or the ministers of coal and oil if you narrow it down to just one 

person, they could all fit on a Greyhound bus or two." 

Half of the estimated emissions were produced just in the past 25 years – well past the date 

when governments and corporations became aware that rising greenhouse gas emissions 

from the burning of coal and oil were causing dangerous climate change. 

Many of the same companies are also sitting on substantial reserves of fossil fuel which – if 

they are burned – puts the world at even greater risk of dangerous climate change. 

Climate change experts said the data set was the most ambitious effort so far to hold 

individual carbon producers, rather than governments, to account. 

The United Nations climate change panel, the IPCC, warned in September that at current 

rates the world stood within 30 years of exhausting its "carbon budget" – the amount of 

carbon dioxide it could emit without going into the danger zone above 2C warming. The 

former US vice-president and environmental champion, Al Gore, said the new carbon 

accounting could re-set the debate about allocating blame for the climate crisis. 

Leaders meeting in Warsaw for the UN climate talks this week clashed repeatedly over which 

countries bore the burden for solving the climate crisis – historic emitters such as America 

or Europe or the rising economies of India and China. 

Gore in his comments said the analysis underlined that it should not fall to governments 

alone to act on climate change. 

"This study is a crucial step forward in our understanding of the evolution of the climate 

crisis. The public and private sectors alike must do what is necessary to stop global 

warming," Gore told the Guardian. "Those who are historically responsible for polluting our 

atmosphere have a clear obligation to be part of the solution." 

Between them, the 90 companies on the list of top emitters produced 63% of the cumulative 

global emissions of industrial carbon dioxide and methane between 1751 to 2010, 

amounting to about 914 gigatonne CO2 emissions, according to the research. All but seven 

of the 90 were energy companies producing oil, gas and coal. The remaining seven were 

cement manufacturers. 

The list of 90 companies included 50 investor-owned firms – mainly oil companies with 

widely recognised names such as Chevron, Exxon, BP , and Royal Dutch Shell and coal 

producers such as British Coal Corp, Peabody Energy and BHP Billiton. 

Some 31 of the companies that made the list were state-owned companies such as Saudi 

Arabia's Saudi Aramco, Russia's Gazprom and Norway's Statoil. 

Nine were government run industries, producing mainly coal in countries such as China, the 

former Soviet Union, North Korea and Poland, the host of this week's talks. 
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Experts familiar with Heede's research and the politics of climate change said they hoped 

the analysis could help break the deadlock in international climate talks. 

"It seemed like maybe this could break the logjam," said Naomi Oreskes, professor of the 

history of science at Harvard. "There are all kinds of countries that have produced a 

tremendous amount of historical emissions that we do not normally talk about. We do not 

normally talk about Mexico or Poland or Venezuela. So then it's not just rich v poor, it is 

also producers v consumers, and resource rich v resource poor." 

Michael Mann, the climate scientist, said he hoped the list would bring greater scrutiny to 

oil and coal companies' deployment of their remaining reserves. "What I think could be a 

game changer here is the potential for clearly fingerprinting the sources of those future 

emissions," he said. "It increases the accountability for fossil fuel burning. You can't burn 

fossil fuels without the rest of the world knowing about it." 

Others were less optimistic that a more comprehensive accounting of the sources of 

greenhouse gas emissions would make it easier to achieve the emissions reductions needed 

to avoid catastrophic climate change. 

John Ashton, who served as UK's chief climate change negotiator for six years, suggested 

that the findings reaffirmed the central role of fossil fuel producing entities in the economy. 

"The challenge we face is to move in the space of not much more than a generation from a 

carbon-intensive energy system to a carbonneutral energy system. If we don't do that we 

stand no chance of keeping climate change within the 2C threshold," Ashton said. 

"By highlighting the way in which a relatively small number of large companies are at the 

heart of the current carbon-intensive growth model, this report highlights that fundamental 

challenge." 

Meanwhile, Oreskes, who has written extensively about corporate-funded climate denial, 

noted that several of the top companies on the list had funded the climate denial movement. 

"For me one of the most interesting things to think about was the overlap of large scale 

producers and the funding of disinformation campaigns, and how that has delayed action," 

she said. 

The data represents eight years of exhaustive research into carbon emissions over time, as 

well as the ownership history of the major emitters. 

The companies' operations spanned the globe, with company headquarters in 43 different 

countries. "These entities extract resources from every oil, natural gas and coal province in 

the world, and process the fuels into marketable products that are sold to consumers on 

every nation on Earth," Heede writes in the paper. 

The largest of the investor-owned companies were responsible for an outsized share of 

emissions. Nearly 30% of emissions were produced just by the top 20 companies, the 

research found. 

By Heede's calculation, government-run oil and coal companies in the former Soviet Union 

produced more greenhouse gas emissions than any other entity – just under 8.9% of the 

total produced over time. China came a close second with its government-run entities 

accounting for 8.6% of total global emissions. 

ChevronTexaco was the leading emitter among investor-owned companies, causing 3.5% of 

greenhouse gas emissions to date, with Exxon not far behind at 3.2%. In third place, BP 

caused 2.5% of global emissions to date. 

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/fossil-fuels
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/carbon-emissions


The historic emissions record was constructed using public records and data from the US 

department of energy's Carbon Dioxide Information and Analysis Centre, and took account 

of emissions all along the supply chain. 

The centre put global industrial emissions since 1751 at 1,450 gigatonnes. 

Now let’s turn the spotlight on oil seeing as we’re talking about the industry’s misdeeds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Forty Eight 
 

In so many ways you are about to discover that if it wasn´t for the policies of “our” 

governments, bankers and oligarchs, we would have no more reasons for resource-wars. 

Because without big-businesses artificially created scarcity, we would find, for example, that 

there was much more oil under the ground than we have been led to believe, here in a 

moment is an article from rense.com to show you quite easily that America and Britain 

didn´t invade Iraq for oil.  It’s just to create another scarcity thing, like the taking corn out 

of the food chain for ethanol scheme was designed to do. (Even though grass makes more 

ethanol per hectare!) Remember all the butter-mountains and wine-lakes we had in Europe 

not so long ago, were are they now? Has no-one else seen the swing from plenty to 

shortages in such a short period of time? I´m telling you there is an agenda behind this, 

it´s about population reduction first and foremost which is why I will be giving you so much 

information on the subject, you NEED to understand this in some depth to see the overall 

plan, but that´s what I´m here for. All you need to be willing to do is check out what I say. 

Your survival instinct will kick in at some point, because the facts are irrefutable, these 

cocky arrogant fuckers have plastered their plans everywhere and shouted about them on 

live TV and in newspapers and magazines, you just need to see all this stuff pulled together I 

feel.  

 

No one can imagine their leaders to be anything other than caring and well meaning, (even 

though I have never known why, because they have fucked us at every single opportunity 

given to them before), you just insanely think that this concept is all now in the past, for 

some utterly potty reason known only to yourself, (but seemingly believed by all). Look at 

global warming which is peddled by the exact same people and organisations. You will be 

100% sure that the evidence is already collated and the verdict was unanimous, we are 

making the planet heat up, the ice is all melting, the polar bears are dying and it´s all our 

fault. Not the companies you understand, it is the fault of us the people, remember that. 

So let´s re-cap; As you are about to find out, there is plenty of oil, even though its fabled 

running out is used as a subliminal excuse for invading other countries. We are actually 

destroying the countries we profess to be assisting in developing. And one other thing, they 

absolutely insist on this before lending you anything, or sending any financial aid to you 

whatsoever. Your country must agree to sign up to population reduction schemes. This 

policy must stop too, if these people had the funds to set up their own agricultural and 

industrial infrastructures, then they would be in the position to decide when there isn´t 

enough food to go round, or when the country was reaching its “carrying capacity” - as 

opposed to our self serving, greedy, deranged and psychopathic “upper classes” taking 

these decisions on behalf of every nation and individual on earth, as the case is today. Ask 

yourself this, do you honestly think they want to share the world and all it contains with you 

and me? Neither do I. 

The truth is, they (and by extension we) are doing this sort of thing to these nations day in 

day out, this is because the oil will still be under the country if its population is thinned out, 

the diamonds will still come out of the pits if the indigenous people have been “dealt with”. 

The bottom line is, our countries and corporation’s don´t want to share your countries 

wealth with you, or your country!  

Peak Oil Lie - US Has Utterly Giant Oil Reserves 

 

2-25-9 The U.S. Geological Service issued a report in April ('08) that only scientists and oil 

men knew was coming, but man was it big.  It was a revised report (hadn't been updated 

since '95) on how much oil was in this area of the western 2/3 of North Dakota, western 

South Dakota, and extreme eastern Montana... The Bakken is the largest domestic oil 

discovery since Alaska’s Prudhoe Bay, and has the potential to eliminate all American 

dependence on foreign oil. The Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimates it at 503 

billion barrels. Even if just 10% of the oil is recoverable...at $107 a barrel (price at time 

article written), we're looking at a resource base worth more than $5.3 trillion.  



 

"When I first briefed legislators on this, you could practically see their jaws hit the floor. 

They had no idea." says Terry Johnson, the Montana Legislature's financial analyst. "This 

sizable find is now the highest-producing onshore oil field found in the past 56 years." 

reports, The Pittsburgh Post Gazette.  It's a formation known as the Williston Basin, but is 

more commonly referred to as the 'Bakken.'  And it stretches from Northern Montana, 

through North Dakota and into Canada.  For years, U. S. oil exploration has been considered 

a dead end.  Even the 'Big Oil' companies gave up searching for major oil wells decades ago. 

 However, a recent technological breakthrough has opened up the Bakken's massive 

reserves.... and we now have access of up to 500 billion barrels.  And because this is light, 

sweet oil, those billions of barrels will cost Americans just $16 PER BARREL!  

 

That's enough crude to fully fuel the American economy for 41 years straight.  

 

2. And if THAT didn't throw you on the floor, then this next one should - because it's from 

two YEARS ago!  

 

U. S. Oil Discovery - Largest Reserve In The World! 

 

Stansberry Report Online - 4-20-6   

 

Hidden 1,000 feet beneath the surface of the Rocky Mountains lies the largest untapped oil 

reserve in the world. It is more than 2 TRILLION barrels.  On August 8, 2005 President 

Bush mandated its extraction. In three and a half years of high oil prices none has been 

extracted. With this motherload of oil why are we still fighting over off-shore drilling?  

 

They reported this stunning news:  We have more oil inside our borders, than all the other 

proven reserves on earth. Here are the official estimates:  

 

*  8 times as much oil as Saudi Arabia  

*  18 times as much oil as Iraq  

*  21 times as much oil as Kuwait  

*  22 times as much oil as Iran  

*  500 times as much oil as Yemen  

 

-  And it's all right here in the Western United States.  

 

HOW can this BE?  HOW can we NOT BE extracting this?  

 

Because the environmentalists and others have blocked all efforts to help America become 

independent of foreign oil! Again, we are letting a small group of people dictate our lives 

and our economy....WHY?  

 

James Bartis, lead researcher with the study says we've got more oil in this very compact 

area than the entire Middle East - more than 2 TRILLION barrels untapped.  That's more 

than all the proven oil reserves of crude oil in the world today, reports The Denver Post.  

 

Don't think 'OPEC' will drop its price - even with this find?  Think again!  It's all about the 

competitive marketplace, - it has to. Think OPEC (or the oil companies) just might be 

funding the environmentalists? Want the hard data?  Go here... 

http://www.usgs.gov/newsroom/article.asp?ID=1911  

 

There are more of these giant fields in America too, there is one off the coast of Louisiana: 

Astonishing Amount Of Oil & Gas Off Louisiana - It's Raining Hydrocarbons In The Gulf 

 

By Lisa M. Pinsker Geotimes - Petroleum Geology 3-7-5  

http://www.usgs.gov/newsroom/article.asp?ID=1911


Below the Gulf of Mexico, hydrocarbons flow upward through an intricate network of 

conduits and reservoirs. They start in thin layers of source rock and, from there, buoyantly 

rise to the surface. On their way up, the hydrocarbons collect in little rivulets, and create 

temporary pockets like rain filling a pond. Eventually most escape to the ocean. And, this is 

all happening now, not millions and millions of years ago, says Larry Cathles, a chemical 

geologist at Cornell University. "We're dealing with this giant flow-through system where the 

hydrocarbons are generating now, moving through the overlying strata now, building the 

reservoirs now and spilling out into the ocean now," Cathles says.  

 

He's bringing this new view of an active hydrocarbon cycle to industry, hoping it will lead to 

larger oil and gas discoveries. By matching the chemical signatures of the oil and gas with 

geologic models for the structures below the seafloor, petroleum geologists could tap into 

reserves larger than the North Sea, says Cathles, who presented his findings at the meeting 

of the American Chemical Society in New Orleans on March 27.  

 

This canvas image of the study area shows the top of salt surface (salt domes are spikes) in 

the Gas Research Institute study area and four areas of detailed study (stratigraphic 

layers). The oil fields seen here are Tiger Shoals, South Marsh Island 9 (SMI 9), the South 

Eugene Island Block 330 area (SEI 330), and Green Canyon 184 area (Jolliet reservoirs). In 

this area, 125 kilometres by 200 kilometres, Larry Cathles of Cornell University and his 

team estimate hydrocarbon reserves larger than those of the North Sea.  

 

Next is an article showing you that perhaps oil is a lot more plentiful than you imagined. 

 

Oil Is NOT A Fossil Fuel - It Is Abiotic 

By Jerry Mazza 

Online Journal Contributing Writer 

9-29-5  

It seems so easy to believe this idea. Oil contributes greatly to polluting the environment. 

The industrial age has intensified its use greatly. The more we use, the more we lose fresh 

air, even the ozone. And therefore it seems almost divine justice that we are about to 

exhaust this so-called "fossil fuel" within several decades and two hundred years, this 

cursed blessed hydrocarbon which took millions of years to produce.  

Therefore, it almost seems we get what we deserve: a petro-powered society in which once 

the oil supposedly runs out we will suffer mass annihilations of population, famine, war, 

total deceleration, a withdrawal into the caves. And, therefore, we should have our prophet 

From the Wilderness.com, Michael Ruppert, predict this on an ongoing basis. And his 

biblical tome, Crossing the Rubicon shall subhead the big idea: The Decline of the American 

Empire at the End of the Age of Oil. Well, no, not so, kimosabe, not by a long shot.  

To begin with, oil is not a fossil fuel. This is a theory put forth by 18th century scientists. 

Within 50 years, Germany and France's scientists had attacked the theory of petroleum's 

biological roots. In fact, oil is abiotic, not the product of long decayed biological matter. And 

oil, for better or for worse, is not a non-renewable resource. It, like coal, and natural gas, 

replenishes from sources within the mantle of earth. This is the real and true science of oil. 

Read all about it.  

In fact, working in the 1950s, Russian and Ukrainian scientists, cut off from the Western 

World's oil supply, applied their keen minds to the problem and, by the 1960s, had 

thoroughly demolished the idea of oil as a 'fossil fuel,' Is it any wonder then that Russia is 

one of if not the leading producers and exporters of oil. The isolation of the Cold War forced 

Russia to dig deeper, literally, to find oil deeper in the earth in some places, and to look in 

other places where no one had thought to look to reveal more. This while America feels 

incumbent upon itself, since it claims oil production and discovery has peaked and will fade 



to nothing in several decades, that America's feels it must make war to take other people's 

oil: Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, the Caspian Basin, Sudan, etcetera.  

And to others who have oil, it must either rattle its sabre, as with Venezuela, threaten to kill 

its president who will not buckle and sell all his oil to America. And with the Saudis we will 

protect them from their own terrorists and any Saddam that comes along. And we will get in 

bed with them so long as we can have the lion's share of their oil, and the say-so as to who 

gets the rest. And therein lays the evil genius, secret and sham of the 'Peak Oil' put on.  

If oil, as coal, and natural gas, restores itself by nature, if we will more likely run into it 

then out of it, how do we continue to make money on it? Certainly not by giving oil away at 

some reasonable price. After World War II, oil was about 25 cents a gallon at the pump. 

Even given the spiralling inflation since then-last week I paid $3.50 a gallon for it in New 

York City, 14 times that price. A week after the summer holiday season ended (the peak 

usage season), oil is down to $3 a gallon. I doubt if I'm the only one who notices oil's price 

shoot up every summer, then slither down a bit after, and then climb up in the middle of the 

winter when the heating bills waft in, and old and poor people who can't afford the hikes 

begin to freeze and die in their own homes.  

Someone is shilling for the American petro-brokers, because 'Peak Oil' is a wonderful 

concept to use to go out and war for "the control" of oil resources. So that a barrel of crude 

can suddenly jump from $20 to $70 to $100 a barrel, or to two, three or four hundred 

dollars a barrel, therefore providing exponentially expanding profits for oil companies and 

oil suppliers who relish the idea of having an "inelastic demand" for their gasoline. 'Peak 

Oil,' as writer Dave McGowan points out in his priceless Newsletters, which you can find at 

Educate-Yourself.org, 'Peak Oil' will even drive oil companies like Shell, to attempt to shut 

down an incredibly profitable facility, like the one it owns in Bakersfield, California,.  

This Bakersfield facility, like others in California, runs along the San Andreas fault line, 

which abounds along its route through the state with rich crude oil and natural gas fields, 

products of seepage from the earth's mantle, from the tectonic plates, as Dave would say 

'passing gas' and rumbling as they move. In fact, oil and the family of hydrocarbons are 

often found at volcanoes and fault lines, as they are in deserts, watery gulfs, and sea 

basins. Let's demystify it all.  

The real reason a company like Shell Oil would close a facility like Bakersfield-to bulldoze it, 

stop it-is to halt the production, refining, and supply to drive up the price of oil. It's that 

goddamn simple and ugly. And we're doing the same thing today in Iraq, bulldozing a 

country, to control and reduce its oil supply. Never mind supplying a botched democracy 

that we can't even supply for ourselves in America.  

Concurrently, we are also bringing apocalypse to its population, thinning it with more than 

100,000 dead, (my note, closer to 1 million mate!) tearing its infrastructure apart, water, 

sewage, power, media, hospitals, name it. We are decentralizing Iraq's cities, driving people 

out of them or out of the country, or bombing them back to the Stone Age as our generals 

are so fond of saying. And Iraq, like Afghanistan, is the paradigm of the future, of how we 

will engulf and devour countries, cities, even our own, like New Orleans for instance, whose 

Gulf is a rich source of oil, and through whose ports pass a large percentage of our nation's 

supply.  

The U.S. political henchmen are thinning the Iraq population to fatten the profits of the oil 

barons like David Rockefeller. In McGowan's own inimical words, from page three of another 

Newsletter:  

THE ROCKEFELLER CORPORATE OIL MAJORS should be thrown into jail for selling 

fraudulently priced items as well as cheating on generations of their corporate taxes (due to 

tax write off 'depletion allowances,' which they knew were lies. This abiotic oil story is 



perhaps the largest underground (no pun intended) scam story of the past 200 years: an 

ongoing corporate success of pricing abiotic renewable oil to act out an artificial scarcity, 

combined with all the related ideologies required to sell that motif of artificial scarcity, and 

all the millions they have made and still make on the fraud, and all the tax dollars they 

have, stolen, etc."  

In this concept of 'Peak Oil' you have the system's secret to hold the world hostage. Not that 

we shouldn't take care to not overuse oil, not that we should avoid conservation, or even to 

stop poking the planet, and actually seek purely organic ways in which to live. But now, now 

that we are here, and have billions of people to sustain, we must not let vast numbers of 

them be harmed, murdered, abused, because of feigned shortages, economies overturned 

by outrageous prices, everyday working people be bankrupted by same, to get to work, to 

warm their homes, to cook their families' food, to participate in an organized society. We 

must not make the beasts, the Bilderbergers, the elites, the oligarchs use the 'Peak Oil' lever 

to bend the backs of the world on its wrack.  

Believing in 'Peak Oil' is not a price to pay to avoid the price of drilling for oil in new ways, 

for setting fair and unwavering commodity prices. The cost of blood and lives and the future 

of nations are too much to pay for the folly of 'Peak Oil.' In fact, realizing that oil is a self-

renewing resource puts the neocon agenda into a new perspective. Instead of seeing 'Peak 

Oil' as the end days of technological civilization literally losing its power, see this idea as the 

further manipulation towards fascist power and subjugation that it is: still another way to 

scare the world into believing its resources are terminally finite, and that we must be led 

into another and another war that must be waged to survive.  

If we do not accept the lie, the manipulation of 'Peak Oil," it is not to say we can't devise new 

systems to bring life and the world forward. It is only to put the petroleum barons on notice. 

It then gives us a chance to bring people together, to tear away the false scarcity, to share 

resources, to experience peace, to alleviate poverty with the abundance of renewable 

hydrocarbon resources, as with the abundance of the human imagination. Or else we end 

up with another Ruppert rubric, Sizing Up the Competition - Is China the Endgame? another 

piece of priceless paranoia to peddle for perdition, another dark ops for a bright new 

generation of believers. More war, endless war it is, to enrich the already rich, to 

impoverish the already poor.  

Do not let this happen, even in the short run. As reported by the Energy Information 

Administration, International Energy Agency, files: "THERE IS NO SHORTAGE OF OIL."  

"Before hurricane Katrina reached the shores of the Gulf of Mexico, most oil companies had 

taken the precautionary measure of evacuating their 30,000 offshore employees and 

shuttering their platforms and oil rigs. Therefore, it was not a surprise that on Aug. 30, 

some 95% of the Gulf's production of 1.5 million barrels of oil per day was 'shut.' By Sept. 

6, that figure had dropped to 58%, with close to half of the oil production capacity having 

been restored.  

"On Sept. 2, the 26-nation International Energy Agency agreed to make Available to the U.S., 

2 million barrels of oil per day, half petroleum and half gasoline. In other words, when the 

gasoline shipments start arriving from Europe in the next week or so, along with the 1 

million barrels per day from the U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve, which are being released 

under IEA guidelines, the U.S. will be swimming in oil."  

And then there's this from the LaRouche Executive Intelligence Report News Service: "When 

Sen. Byron Dorgan (ND-N.D.) introduced his Windfall Profits Act on Sept. 7, he estimated 

that the major oil companies were stealing $7 billion more per month in profits than they 

had been 18 months ago. There is no shortage of oil." Again from EIRNS:  

"THE HOUSE OF WINDSOR-PIVOTED OIL CARTEL IS POISED TO CARRY ON ITS GLOBAL 

LOOTING OPERATION BY PUSHING THE PRICE OF OIL ON THROUGH $70 PER BARREL. Key to 



this is that the oil cartel controls all the critical facets of the industry, as a single integrated 

system: (1) in the U.S., the oil production system (aside from the imports); (2) the oil 

refinery network; (3) the oil distribution network; and (4) international, the oil derivatives 

market. It extracts a margin of $40 per barrel of petroleum in pure theft to try to bail out 

the bankrupt world financial-monetary system."  

From the Observer, 9/11/05: THE OBSERVER OF LONDON DESCRIBED KATRINA AS 

HALLIBURTON'S "PERFECT STORM." Halliburton stock has risen 10% since Katrina on 

expectation of "Iraq-style" contracts-no-bid, cost-plus bonanzas. The Observer notes that 

Rep. Henry Waxman (D-Calif.), who leads the fight against the massive corruption by 

Halliburton and other Bush/Cheney cronies in Iraq, is 'keeping a very close eye' on the 

contracts now being put together for Katrina reconstruction.  

The Observer also notes that Joe Allbaugh, Bush's first FEMA chief and now a lobbyist in 

D.C., with Halliburton's KBR as a client, is known as the "Karl Rove" of contracting."  

And on and on it goes. And thanks to men of good will like Dave McGowan, Lyndon 

LaRouche, geologist Thomas J. Brown, and many others, for their knowledge, their courage, 

and their guiding light. Let us follow wherever it shines, far from the "Peak Oil' precipice to 

a level playing field for humanity. We have nothing to lose but our shortages.  

Jerry Mazza is a freelance writer residing in New York. Reach him at gvmaz@verizon.net.  
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Oil and coal don't come from decayed matter. There is no chemical relationship between the 

hydrocarbons in black coal and those in vegetation or dinosaur bodies. Brown coal is a 

different matter. It comes from decayed vegetable matter (peat, etc) 

Oil and gas are condensates from the magma (the earth's molten core). Nearly all fields are 

being topped up from below. The top-up process is known as Abiotic Oil. The hydrocarbons 

come from geo-pressurised gas. Many fields considered "exhausted" have come to life again. 

The Yates field in Texas is a prime example. Such fields stop flowing when the source of 

inflowing oil from below becomes blocked as a paper filter becomes clogged and 

impregnable. Nature finds another path and the oil field can be tapped again. 

Russia is now a big oil producer because they understand the process and drill at depths 

better than 30,000 feet (9,000 metres). 

Coal too is unlimited and renewable. It is driven of the magma (molten core of the earth). It 

comes up as gas, is trapped, condenses, and by a chemical bacterial process changes to oil 

and eventually to coal. 

The bacterial change is an observable process At Laverton (Vic) in the RAAF, we had a Fuel 

Section dedicated to solving the problem of aircraft fuel tanks and underground tanks. We 

grew the various contaminants in glass tanks.  

http://onlinejournal.com/Commentary/091705Mazza/091705mazza.html


Huge grotesque black shapes grew in those tanks (as they did in aircraft tanks). They did 

no harm in glass tanks, but when they broke up by vibration in an aircraft, they stopped fuel 

flow through the fuel lines, so the pilot and crew had to walk home. 

CAPPED OIL EXPLORATION IS "EXPLOITATION" 

The oil barons drill to test quality, using speculators money, find the hydro-carbons they 

knew were there, declare the finds uneconomical, cap the wells, and sit back as the share 

values plummet to zilch, and then they buy them up. The oil barons never relinquished one 

oil lease that they declared unviable because they knew they could go there any time and get 

the oil we paid to find. 

In 1970 the Russians started drilling Kola SG-3, an exploration well which finally reached a 

staggering world record depth of 40,230 feet. Since then,  Russian oil majors including 

Yukos have quietly drilled more than 310 successful super-deep oil wells, and put them into 

production. Last Year Russia overtook Saudi Arabia as the world's biggest single oil 

producer, and is now set to completely dominate global oil production and sales for the next 

century.    

 

 

 
 

If the opening paragraph of this report started by claiming that completely unlimited crude 

oil reserves exist inside planet earth, readers might be tempted to regard the entire text as 

preposterous ghostwriting for a novelist like Frederick Forsyth. If the report then went on 

to  claim that the Russians have exploited this stunning reality for nearly thirty years, right 

under the largely unwitting noses of western intelligence, readers could be excused for 

mistaking the author for a lunatic, or perhaps as a front for spy novelist John le Carré. The 

problem here  is that unlimited oil reserves do exist inside planet earth, and the Russians 

long ago developed the advanced technology necessary to recover these unlimited oil 

reserves in an efficient and timely manner.  



            

 Profoundly disturbing hard intelligence like this does not sit well with the frantic cries of 

western academic shills and lobbyists, determined to convince you all that the end of the oil 

world is nigh, or, more accurately, that America faces an imminent catastrophe when global 

production capacity "Peaks", i.e. when world demand for crude oil finally exceeds the rate at 

which we can physically pump the required product out of the ground. The gist of these 

false claims are outlined in a speech given at the at the University of Clausthal, by lobbyist 

Doctor Colin Campbell during December 2000: 

 

"In summary, these are the main points that we have to grasp: Conventional [Free flowing] 

oil provides most of the oil produced today, and is responsible for about 95%  of all oil that 

has been produced so far. It will continue to dominate supply for a long time to come. It is 

what matters most. Its discovery peaked in the 1960s. We now find one barrel for every 

four we consume. Middle East share of production is set to rise. The rest of the world 

peaked in 1997, and is therefore in terminal decline. World peak comes within about five 

years" [circa 12/2005] 

            

Campbell is just the tip of a giant iceberg of academic Peak Oil 'experts' who suddenly 

appeared en-masse to give you this frightening news, right after President Saddam Hussein 

suddenly started trading his oil in Euros rather than in US Dollars, a devastating switch with 

the easy capacity to destroy the US Dollar in less than five years if it was left unchallenged 

and unchecked.  

 

So these shills [decoys] were carefully positioned to deflect your attention away from  the 

obvious greed and incompetence of the United States Government and its Wall Street 

masters, and focus it elsewhere instead. Then, hopefully, a few years later down the track 

when prices start to bounce through the roof, and America has no Euros to buy crude oil, 

you will blame gasoline prices of $5.00+ per gallon at the pumps on an 'inevitable decline' 

in world oil production, rather than march furiously on Washington DC with locked and 

loaded firearms. 

 

 Though attacking Campbell and his ilk is not the purpose of this report, his idiot claims 

can be debunked readily enough. While it is true that nowadays we only officially find one 

barrel of oil for every four barrels we consume, this is primarily because we temporarily 

stopped the incredibly expensive process of looking for crude oil when we had already 

physically established more than two trillion barrels of reserves in known reservoir 

locations around the world. When those known reserves drop to [say] one trillion barrels 

we may be tempted to go and find more, but not until then. And while it is true that the 

production rate from each individual oil well ever drilled has slowly declined over the years, 

there is a perfectly valid technical reason for this predictable reduced flow rate, which will 

be explained later. 

 

In order to understand how Russia has left the rest of the world standing in its wake, it is 

essential to know a little bit about where oil is located, and how it is extracted from the 

ground for refining and commercial use. It is an enormously complex subject, especially 

when considering the ultra-deep wells, which should really have a separate category all of 

their own. Many years ago I was personally involved at the sharp end of two ultra-deep 

drilling operations [one of them in direct liaison with Russian experts from the Moscow 

Drilling Institute], and will try to keep this drilling lesson as simple as I can. Thankfully 

perhaps, the underlying principle of how and where oil is recovered from is not difficult to 

comprehend, as illustrated by the diagram that follows.  

  

  



 
 

The theory underlying how oil is formed at such enormous depths in the mantle of the earth 

is not central to this report, because the Russians have already proved its point of origin in 

absolute drilling terms more than 300 times. Those interested in the exact process should 

research the archives, where there are more than two hundred Russian papers on the 

subject. Probably a good place to start would be "The Role of Methane in the Formation of 

Mineral Fuels", written by  by A.D. Bondar in 1967. What is central to this report is the 

massive advantage that Russia's ultra-deep drilling discoveries and technical achievements 

give it over the western nations.  

 

Copyright Joe Vialls, 25 August 2004 

 

Revolutionary discovery means world may not run out of crude 

A team of scientists based at the Royal Institute of Technology in Sweden have made a 

"revolutionary" discovery about how hydrocarbon is formed, learning that animal and plant 

fossils are not necessary to form crude oil.  

The discovery, the scientists say, means that the world will never run out of crude oil. 

Currently, theory states that crude oil is formed very slowly - over millions of years - from 
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the remains of dead plants and animals. Buried under rock, over time the pressure and 

temperature of natural earth processes results in the creation of crude oil. But that theory 

is now old news, as the scientists, led by Vladimir Kutcherov, say they have proven that 

fossilized plants and animals are not needed to create hydrocarbons.  

“Using our research we can even say where oil could be found in Sweden,” 

Kutcherov told Science Daily.  

The article, titled Methane-derived hydrocarbons produced under upper mantle conditions, 

and published in Nature Geoscience, states that  

"Whether hydrocarbons can also be produced from abiogenic precursor molecules under 

the high-pressure, high-temperature conditions characteristic of the upper mantle remains 

an open question. It has been proposed that hydrocarbons generated in the upper mantle 

could be transported through deep faults to shallower regions in the Earth’s crust, and 

contribute to petroleum reserves." 

Kutcherov has said that his next step is to conduct experiments that will help him refine his 

new method for finding drilling points.  

The idea of endless oil might be a bane to environmentalists and high-stakes oil production 

fields, such as Canada's oil sands, but most of the world's population will thrill to the idea 

that they will not have to give up their beloved automobiles. Not only will it be a much 

simpler matter to find and extract petroleum fuels, but, as Kutcherov's theories become 

reality, prices for natural gas and gasoline products should decrease. Kutcherov said the 

world is reliant on crude oil and natural gas, which makes up 61% of fuels currently used.  

Kutcherov had recently proven that hydrocarbons can be created out of water, calcium 

carbonate and iron, and this means that crude oil is a sustainable, renewable resource, 

according to reports. However, this discovery does not mean that emissions from the 

combustion of hydrocarbons do not create climate change.  

Kutcherov is a professor at the Royal Institute of Technology in Sweden.  

Last year Science Magazine published an article that said crude oil is created by an abiotic 

process and not from fossil fuels. These recent discoveries were found by building on a 

German process referred to as the Fischer-Tropsch type (FTT) genesis. Germany had plenty 

of coal but very little petroleum, which prompted a serious push by German scientists to 

find a way to create a substitute fuel. The FTT process was developed and patented in the 

1920s, and was subsequently used throughout World War II by Germany and Japan. The 

process has been the basis for the creation of jet fuel made from water in the United States, 

as reported by Wired magazine.  

While Kucherov's experiments have been proven in the laboratory, they have yet to be 

translated into reality, and there is no word on how long the world might have to wait to 

take advantage of the new discoveries.  
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It has become apparent that many people have misinterpreted my 'Peak Oil' rants. I know 

this because I get e-mail with messages like, "thanks for giving me hope," and "thanks for 

changing my view of the future." I am sorry to have to report here that the newfound 

optimism of some of my readers is entirely unwarranted. After reviewing my past writings, I 

realize that the fault for this misunderstanding lies with me, since I haven't done a very 

good job of articulating exactly what my position is. 
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This, my friends, is the harsh reality, so pay very close attention: the fact that 'Peak Oil' is 

an entirely manufactured construct does not mean that the doomsday scenarios painted by 

the 'Peak' crowd will therefore not become our new reality. This is not just another scam to 

further pad the pockets of the oil industry and other financial elites. The stakes are much 

higher than that. Much higher. 

 

In order to clarify my position on 'Peak Oil,' it would be instructive to briefly review the 

areas of agreement, and the areas of disagreement, that I have with those who are selling 

the scam. The Peakers claim that 'Peak Oil' is the single most important issue that we are 

facing today. I agree with that assessment (but not because 'Peak Oil' is a valid concept). 

 

The Peakers claim that much of America's military might has been directed in recent years 

at conquering the key oil and gas producing regions of the world. And that is obviously 

quite true. Central Asia and Iraq have been seized, Venezuela has suffered through constant 

meddling by the CIA, the Sudan has been targeted for a future assault, and Saudi Arabia and 

Iran have been subjected to sabre rattling. 

 

But the Peakers also claim that these military ventures have been motivated by America's 

desire to seize what will soon be the last drops of the world's precious reserves of oil -- and 

that is entirely untrue. 

 

The Peakers claim that we will very soon be facing a world where chaos reigns supreme -- a 

world of war, famine and death on a scale unknown in recorded human history. And that 

does, in fact, appear to be the case. And we're not talking about the distant future here, 

folks; we're talking about the very near future. 

 

But the Peakers also claim that this global "die off" will be a regrettable, but quite natural, 

and entirely unavoidable, consequence of the world's oil taps running dry. And that is the 

really big lie. That is the lie that will very soon be used to rationalize the killing off of 

hundreds of millions, possibly billions, of the world's people. There are, you see, simply too 

many people in the world who, by merely being alive, are standing in the way of the 

aspirations of the global elite. 

 

The people that the 'Peak Oil' pitchmen are fronting for are deadly serious about selling 

'Peak Oil' to the masses -- and not just in theoretical terms, as a cynical ploy to raise prices 

and increase profits. No, it has become clear that the real goal is to actually cut off most of 

the world's oil supplies under the ruse that the oil simply no longer exists. The desired 

result is massive social unrest, widespread famine, and endless war. The majority of the 

world's people will not survive. Those that do will find themselves living under the overtly 

authoritarian form of rule that will quickly be deemed necessary to restore order. And if you 

think that we here in America are exempt, you are sadly mistaken. 

 

In order to pull off this stunt, all the world's major oil producing regions must be solidly 

under the control of the U.S. and it's co-conspirators, otherwise known as 'allies.' In other 

words, the puppet-masters have to control all the major oil taps, so that they have complete 

control over the flow of oil -- or lack of it. And that, in a nutshell, is the real reason for 

America's recent military ventures. The goal, you see, is not to steal Iraq's oil, or the oil in 

the 'Stans, or in the Sudan, or in Venezuela, or anywhere else. We don't want to take their 

oil, because the truth is that we don't really need it (http://www.oilandgasreporter.com/ 

stories/090101/cov_opinions.shtml). What we want to do is sit on the taps so no one else 

can get to the oil. 

 

The Peakers have claimed that the Central Asian adventure - launched with the invasion of 

Afghanistan, but certainly not limited to Afghanistan - has largely been a bust. We have all 

heard the spin: the hoped-for reserves aren't there, what has been found can't be extracted 

economically, the grand plan simply didn't pan out, yadda, yadda, yadda. 

 

http://www.oilandgasreporter.com/stories/090101/cov_opinions.shtml
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Frankly, I find all of that a little hard to believe. After all, hasn't Central Asia been the 

subject of intense interest and study by geologists and the petroleum industry for the last 

century or so? You would think that the lords of oil were operating on more than just a 

hunch when they drafted this gameplan. And I couldn't help noticing that the United States 

has established a massive military presence in the area, and it looks very much like it was 

designed to be a permanent military presence. If the oil and gas aren't there, then what 

exactly is it that our troops are standing guard over? 

 

At least one researcher has doggedly claimed that the Central Asian and Middle Eastern 

military ventures are but a prelude to military confrontations with Russia and China. But 

that hardly seems to be the case. It does not appear as though there is any urgent need for 

'regime change' in Russia or China, since the West seems to already have 'friendly' regimes 

in place in both countries. And I have to add here that if the ruling regimes of Russia and 

China really are enemies of the United States, they will undoubtedly go down in history as 

the stupidest enemies of all time for watching approvingly as the United States entrenched 

its military machine in their backyards on the most transparent of pretexts. 

 

Contrary to conventional wisdom, I believe that the Central Asian adventure has been wildly 

successful. True, the West hasn't reaped the bounty of the region's oil and gas reserves -- 

but I don't think that was ever the goal. To the contrary, I think the U.S. has done exactly 

what it set out to do: deny anyone else the opportunity - by force if necessary, and it will 

become necessary - to exploit the area's resources. 

 

Also contrary to conventional wisdom, I believe that the Iraq adventure has also been 

successful. Again, the goal was not to steal Iraqi oil; the goal was to shut down or severely 

limit the flow of Iraqi oil, and that goal has obviously been accomplished. Indeed, some 

reports have held that American troops (and American mercenaries) are responsible for at 

least some of the pipeline bombings and other attacks on the Iraqi oil infrastructure. 

 

Interestingly, Michael Ruppert began one of his recent "Peak is the Word" rants with an 

ominous quote attributed to an "Anonymous Middle Eastern Participant at the Third 

Conference of the Association for the Study of Peak Oil and Gas – Berlin, May 2004." The 

quote, which Ruppert presents without comment, reads as follows:  

The one thing that every Middle Eastern leader, manager, and planner who dreams of 

holding his country together fears now, is that there will be a widespread uprising, inspired 

by the perceived victory against Spain after Madrid, and Spain's withdrawal from Iraq, that it 

might prompt much of the Muslim world to start attacking oil facilities everywhere. This is 

the way they see that has worked to defeat the West and to avenge their grievances. May 

God help us all if that happens. (http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ww3/062104 

berlin_peak.html) 

 

This statement, if taken literally, is patently absurd -- beginning with the Bill O'Reillyesque 

claim that the 'terr'ists' somehow scored a victory in Spain, and continuing through the 

astounding leap of faith required to equate manufactured attacks on commuter trains to 

widespread attacks on oil facilities. The only way that the unaccredited statement makes any 

sense at all is as a tip-off that the CIA's future playbook is packed with false-flag terr'ist 

operations directed at critical oil facilities -- especially in countries that haven't yet been 

convinced that their vast oil reserves don't really exist. 

 

In order to carry out the 'Peak Oil' agenda, the powers-that-be need to have all the major oil 

producers on board. Some of them have been on board all along. Some have to be recruited 

through military force (Iraq, for example). Some will be compelled to join the team through 

covert operations (e.g., Venezuela). And some are being brought on board through threats, 

intimidation, and sabre rattling. 

 

The two most sought after recruits, of course, are Russia and Saudi Arabia, since they are 

the world's two top oil producing nations. As of this past April, Saudi Arabia apparently 

http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ww3/062104%20berlin_peak.html
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hadn't yet received the latest memos on 'Peak.' Much to the consternation of Ruppert and his 

handlers, Saudi officials announced on April 28 that the Kingdom's estimate of recoverable 

reserves had nearly quintupled! (The article below says "tripled," but the math isn't that 

hard to do.)  

Saudi Oil Is Secure and Plentiful, Say Officials  

Tim Kennedy, Arab News  

http://www.arabnews.com/?page=6&section=0&article =44011&d=29&m=4&y=2004 

 WASHINGTON, 29 April 2004 — Officials from Saudi Arabia’s oil industry and the 

international petroleum organizations shocked a gathering of foreign policy experts in 

Washington yesterday with an announcement that the Kingdom’s previous estimate of 261 

billion barrels of recoverable petroleum has now more than tripled, to 1.2 trillion barrels.   

Additionally, Saudi Arabia’s key oil and finance ministers assured the audience — which 

included US Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan — that the Kingdom has the 

capability to quickly double its oil output and sustain such a production surge for as long 

as 50 years.  

 “Saudi Arabia now has 1.2 trillion barrels of estimated reserve. This estimate is very 

conservative. Our analysis gives us reason to be very optimistic. We are continuing to 

discover new resources, and we are using new technologies to extract even more oil from 

existing reserves,” the minister said.  

Naimi said Saudi Arabia is committed to sustaining the average price of $25 per barrel set 

by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries. He said prices should never 

increase to more than $28 or drop under $22.   

 “Saudi Arabia’s vast oil reserves are certainly there,” Naimi added. “None of these reserves 

requires advanced recovery techniques. We have more than sufficient reserves to increase 

output. If required, we can increase output from 10.5 million barrels a day to 12 - 15 

million barrels a day. And we can sustain this increased output for 50 years or more. There 

will be no shortage of oil for the next 50 years. Perhaps much longer.” 

Note that the oil reserves claimed by Saudi Arabia alone (1.2 trillion barrels) exceed what 

the Peakers claim are the total recoverable oil reserves for the entire planet. Let's pause 

here for a minute and think about the significance of that: one tiny patch of land, 

accounting for less than 1/2 of 1% of the earth's total surface area, potentially contains 

more oil that the 'Peak' pitchmen claim the entire planet has to offer! Is there not something 

clearly wrong with this picture? 

Needless to say, that sort of candour by the Saudis could put a serious crimp in 

Washington's plans to sell the 'Peak Oil' scam. Perhaps that is why, just three days after that 

announcement, the Saudi oil industry was attacked by some of those terr'ists. Not to be 

deterred, however, Saudi officials announced three weeks later, on May 21, that the 

Kingdom still intended to dramatically increase its petroleum output. And a week after that, 

on May 29, those crafty terr'ists launched yet another brazen attack on the Saudi oil 

industry. Shit happens, I guess. 

At that very same time, and in the months that followed, the U.S. was sending clear signals 

that it would not hesitate to set its military dogs loose on the Kingdom if necessary. Michael 

Moore's "the Saudis are the real enemy" movie, for example, splashed across America's 

screens. Various voices involved in both the official and unofficial 9-11 investigations were 

pointing the finger toward the Saudis as well. The message couldn't have been clearer: "we 

can easily drum up public support for 'regime change' if you won't play ball." The Saudis, it 

would appear, have now fallen in line. 

http://www.arabnews.com/?page=6&section=0&article=44011&d=29&m=4&y=2004


Meanwhile, in Russia, the regime of Western puppet Vladimir Putin has been working 

diligently to transfer control of Russian oil production to what the L.A. Times referred to as 

"more complaint owners." From a July 23, 2004 report by Kim Murphy: 

Since the arrest in October of former CEO Mikhail Khodorkovsky, now on trial on charges of 

fraud and tax evasion [editor's note: probably trumped-up charges], the financial 

community has debated the Russian government's decision to assess at least $8 billion in 

back taxes against Yukos: Was it to punish Khodorkovsky for his political activism and 

alleged financial misdeeds, but leave his company intact? To hand control of the company to 

more complaint hands? Or destroy a company that produces 2% of the world's oil supply? 

("Oil Flow Could End, Yukos Says," Los Angeles Times, July 23, 2004) 

"Yukos," according to the Times, "produces about 1.7 million barrels of oil a day, equal to 

some OPEC countries." The turning point in the case against Yukos, the Times noted, came 

"when court bailiffs moving to execute an initial $3.4-billion tax judgment announced that 

they were preparing to seize and sell not one of the dozens of small Yukos assets that might 

easily settle the tax bill, but the company's production unit, Yuganskneftegaz ... the two-

month deadline for selling the company means there would be little time to raise financing, 

and a potential buyer would acquire it at a fire-sale price, analysts said. The government 

listed the unit's official value at about $1.8 billion." 

 

The actual value of Yuganskneftegaz, as the Times admitted, is probably closer to $30 

billion, or nearly 17 times the Russian government's ludicrous assessment. And who do you 

suppose will acquire the assets of Yukos, and the control of Yukos, at these fire-sale prices? 

I'm guessing it could very well be one or more of the Western oil giants. The Russian people, 

of course, will be less than thrilled with such a scenario, which is probably one of the key 

reasons that Putin has recently opted to reveal the iron fist within the velvet glove. 

 

Michael Ruppert, being the top-notch journalist that he is, has either completely ignored or 

grotesquely misrepresented these recent developments in Russia and Saudi Arabia. The 

'Peak Oil' crowd has claimed, with nothing to offer in the way of supporting evidence, that 

the Saudis are lying about their oil reserves and their ability to increase production. The 

Peakers have also strongly implied that the Saudis actually attacked their own facilities, so 

that they would not have to deliver on their promises. No logical explanation has been 

offered though for why the Saudis would lie and then immediately attack themselves to 

cover up the fact that they were lying. It seems to me like it would have taken less effort to 

just not tell the lie to begin with. The Saudis, meanwhile, have insisted that it is the Peakers 

who are lying. (http://www.menafn.com/qn_news_story_s.asp?StoryId=42933) 

[For a discussion of the 'evidence' presented by the Peakers, see Michael Lynch at 

http://www.aramcoexpats.com/ArticleDetail.asp?article=701. Lynch concludes: "There 

literally seems to be no evidence that the Saudi oil fields are facing any unusual challenges 

or that Saudi production will be constrained in the future by anything other than policy ... 

The use of vague language ("tired" fields, "challenges") rather than specifics about efforts 

and costs indicate that this is one more instance of Malthusian bias."] 

 

Even if the Saudis could boost production, say the Peakers, no one would want their extra 

crude anyway, because, as it turns out, Saudi crude oil just isn't very good. Who knew? What 

will we learn from the Ruppertians next? That you can't get decent champaign in France? 

That Russian caviar isn't all it's cracked up to be? 

 

On the FTW website is a re-post of an article that begins: "The world's oil refiners are 

unimpressed by Saudi Arabia's boost to production capacity that would only swell supplies 

of sour, high sulphur crude while they hanker for sweet oil ... 'Most refiners couldn't take 

more sour if they tried,' said one refiner, who asked not to be named. 'We have a glut of 

sour crude and a short supply squeeze on low sulphur crude oil and products, so extra 

Saudi makes no difference whatsoever,' a physical oil trader said."  

(http://www.copvcia.com/free/ww3/100604_refiners_unimpressed.shtml) 

http://www.menafn.com/qn_news_story_s.asp?StoryId=42933
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Now, I hesitate to point this out, because I know that Ruppert prides himself on his 

journalistic professionalism, as well as his police training, and I certainly wouldn't want to 

needlessly embarrass him, but the truth of the matter is that the article that The Great One 

re-posted appears to be a fake -- a fake that was planted, no doubt, for the 'Peak' team to 

'find.' 

 

Here are a few clues that Detective Ruppert missed: the article ran in the tabloidesque Gulf 

Daily News, which claims to be the "Voice of Bahrain," although one wouldn't expect Bahrain 

to speak in an English voice; the article has no byline, indicating that no real reporter 

wanted his name attached to it; and the two alleged insiders quoted to establish the premise 

of the article declined to be identified, even though they were supposedly voicing an 

uncontroversial opinion shared throughout the industry. 

(http://www.gulf-daily-news.com/Story.asp?Article=92871&Sn=BUSI&IssueID=27194) 

 

What we have here then is an unsigned, unsourced article from the Middle Eastern version 

of the National Enquirer being presented as real journalism. And this from the man who 

constantly questions the journalistic ethics and integrity of his detractors! Simply put, if 

this was a real news story that Ruppert was promoting, he would have been able to round 

up at least one credible report from a legitimate media outlet. 

 

Bizarrely enough, Ruppert has headlined the fake article, "Peak Oil On The Table - Hard To 

Miss." Really, Mike? It can't be that hard to miss, because I'm having trouble seeing it 

myself. I realize that it might be partly my fault, since I haven't been attending the 'Peak' 

indoctrination sessions, but here is what I'm having difficulty with: I get the part about how 

we're quickly running out of oil, and I understand that it is foolish to consider the viability 

of alternative energy sources, because only oil will do; but are you now saying that we also 

have to be very picky about what kind of oil we use? 

 

That reminds me of a story about a guy who was lost in the desert and spent days 

wandering aimlessly in search of water. This guy - we'll call him Peak Oil Man - was followed 

by a circling vulture, who occasionally spoke to him. At one point, the vulture asked Peak 

Oil Man why he kept ignoring all the succulent plants along his route, from which he could 

extract life-saving fluids. "A waste of time," said Peak Oil Man, "must have water." Later in 

the journey, Peak Oil Man stopped to relieve himself in the sand. "Why do you not capture 

and drink your urine, Peak Oil Man," asked the vulture. "It could save your life." Ignoring the 

vulture, Peak Oil Man pushed on, still muttering his mantra: "must have water." Eventually, 

Peak Oil Man - emaciated, severely dehydrated, and barely clinging to life - stumbled upon a 

stranger, and the stranger extended his hand and offered Peak Oil Man a container of 

water. Peak Oil Man raised the vessel to his lips and began to drink, but quickly spat out the 

offending liquid. "Is that fucking tap water!?" asked Peak Oil Man. "Where can I get some 

bottled water around here?" And the vulture said: "But Peak Oil Man, how can you afford to 

be so picky at a time of such great need? How can you turn away not only viable alternatives 

to water, but even water itself if the water offered to you doesn't meet your high standards? 

It is almost as if you don't really need water at all." Peak Oil Man just smiled and continued 

on his way. 

 

Meanwhile, Mexico, which also hasn't been reading the 'Peak' memos, recently announced 

the discovery of massive quantities of new petroleum reserves. The Peakers, as we all know, 

repeatedly claim that no new reserves of any consequence have been found for years. In 

fact, they go so far as to say that there are no new reserves to be found. In one recent 

collection of lies posted on the FTW website, Julian Darley writes: "Major oil discoveries have 

declined every year so that 2003 saw no new field over 500 million barrels ... It is well over 

twenty years since more oil was found than consumed in a year." 

(http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ww3/031704_two_planets.html) 

 

Really, Mr. Darley? Are you sure about that? Let's check with the Mexican press to see if you 

are correct: 

http://www.gulf-daily-news.com/Story.asp?Article=92871&Sn=BUSI&IssueID=27194
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Three years of exploration has enabled Pemex to map oilfields that the state-owned oil 

monopoly believes will more than double the nation's known crude oil reserves. Luis 

Ramírez Corzo, Pemex's director for exploration, told EL UNIVERSAL that on a "conservative" 

estimate, almost 54 billion barrels lie underneath the oilfields. That would take Mexico's 

reserves to 102 billion barrels, more than the United Arab Emirates (which has reserves of 

97.8 billion barrels), Kuwait (94 billion) and Iran (89.7 billion), and almost as much as 

Iraq (112.5 billion). The official also said the discovery could enable Pemex to increase 

Mexico's oil production from the current level of 4 million barrels per day (bpd) to 7 million 

bpd. Saudi Arabia currently produces 7.5 million bpd, while Russia's oil output is 7.4 

million bpd.  Ramírez Corzo said the exploration, at an investment of US 4.6 billion, led to 

the identification of seven separate blocks rich in oil and natural gas. The most promising 

blocks are under water in the Gulf of Mexico, thought to contain around 45 billion barrels. 

(http://www.el-universal.com.mx/pls/impreso/noticia.html?id_nota=6110&tabla=miami) 

 

No new fields over 500 million barrels? How about the 45 billion new barrels sitting in the 

Gulf of Mexico, right in our own backyard? Isn't that just a tiny bit more than is "consumed 

in a year"?  

 

Of course, the oil will not be easy to extract. Mexico will need some help, since it "lacks the 

technology for deep water pumping." And there is another problem as well: "there are 

territoriality issues with the United States and Cuba over the fields." In order to bring the oil 

to market, Mexico will need the cooperation of both the United States government and the 

major players in the oil industry. In other words, the newly discovered oil isn't going to be 

extracted any time soon, which is why the American media, and the 'Peak' crowd, haven't 

bothered to acknowledge its existence. 

(http://www.rigzone.com/news/article.asp?a_id=15958) 

 

It will no doubt be determined that it is not economically feasible to extract the oil in the 

Gulf of Mexico. After all, Reuters has reported that, "Oil from deep-water reserves could cost 

$4 a barrel to extract, nearly double the cost of oil from shallow water." And we certainly 

can't expect any responsible corporation to shell out $4 a barrel to extract something that 

they can then trade for $50 a barrel, can we? 

 

Or maybe the Peakers will claim that the oil doesn't even exist -- that Mexico, like Saudi 

Arabia, is lying about increased levels of reserves. There seems to be a lot of that sort of 

lying going around these days. 

[For more on oil in the Gulf of Mexico, and various other issues directly related to the 'Peak 

Oil' debate, see: http://www.oralchelation.com/faq/wsj4.htm 

http://www.science-frontiers.com/sf124/sf124p10.htm 

http://www.newaus.com.au/040908-oil-sources.html 

http://www.pnl.gov/er_news/08_95/ER_News/oil1.kb.html] 

 

The real problem with the Saudi crude, as near as I can determine, is that the Saudis and 

the 'Peakers' have entirely different ideas about what the price of crude oil should be. At the 

time of the attacks in Saudi Arabia, it was hovering at about $40.00/barrel, and is now at 

about $50.00/barrel. The Saudis would like to bring it down to $25.00/barrel. And the 

'Peakers' would like to see it raised to - are you ready for this? - a whopping $182.00/barrel 

-- which would, quite obviously, place oil out of reach for the vast majority of the world's 

people. (http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/3777413.stm) 

 

The $182.00/barrel figure was provided by Matthew Simmons to a BBC reporter at the 

'Peak Oil' conference held earlier this year in Berlin. According to Simmons, "Oil is far too 

cheap at the moment ... we need to price oil realistically to control its demand." Simmons is 

described in the BBC article as "an energy investment banker and adviser to the 

controversial Bush-Cheney energy plan." He is, in other words, a perfectly credible source -- 

if we choose to overlook the fact that everyone connected to the Bush-Cheney team reeks of 

corruption and outrageous lies. 
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http://www.rigzone.com/news/article.asp?a_id=15958
http://www.oralchelation.com/faq/wsj4.htm
http://www.science-frontiers.com/sf124/sf124p10.htm
http://www.newaus.com.au/040908-oil-sources.html
http://www.pnl.gov/er_news/08_95/ER_News/oil1.kb.html
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/3777413.stm


Nevertheless, the Peakers just adore Mr. Simmons, who was described by Michael Ruppert 

as "the de facto star of the [Peak Oil conference]." 'Peak Oil' pitchmen just love to quote 

Simmons, says Ruppert, "because his voice is refreshing." 

(http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ww3/062104_berlin_peak.html) 

 

Simmons is a member of ASPO (Association for the Study of Peak Oil), founded and led by 

'Peak Oil' guru Colin Campbell and promoted relentlessly by Michael Ruppert, who boasts of 

having "a great many friends in ASPO." According to the BBC, ASPO includes in its ranks "a 

diverse range of oil industry insiders," including a good number of "oil executives" and 

"investment bankers." Just the sort of salesmen we should trust, in other words, when 

shopping for a suitably apocalyptic future. 

 

And make no mistake about it: the future that has been scripted by the architects of 'Peak 

Oil' is not going to be pretty. Massive population reduction has always been a key 

component of the 'Peak Oil' agenda. Ruppert first acknowledged that fact in an e-mail to this 

website in March of this year. This is what he wrote at that time: 

I advocate an immediate convening of political, economic, spiritual and scientific leaders 

from all nations to address the issue of Peak Oil (and Gas) and its immediate implications 

for economic collapse, massive famine and climate destruction (partially as a result of 

reversion to coal plants which accelerate global warming). This would, scientifically 

speaking, include immediate steps to arrive at a crash program – agreed to by all nations 

and in accordance with the highest spiritual and ethical principles – to stop global 

population growth and  to arrive at the best possible and most ethical program of 

population reduction as a painful choice made by all of humanity. 

 

At that time, I accused Ruppert of advocating a eugenics program, and I was, not 

surprisingly, harshly criticized by the Ruppertians for doing so. Numerous members of the 

cult of 'Peak Oil' sent e-mail accusing me of "putting word's in Ruppert's mouth." But more 

recently, while addressing the Commonwealth Club (which apparently just began extending 

invitations to dissident journalists; who knew?), Ruppert put the words in his own mouth 

when he quoted approvingly from a eugenics tome penned in 1952 by Charles Galton 

Darwin. Darwin was, for the record, a rather notorious figure in the American eugenics 

movement, as were other Darwin’s and Galton’s before him. Are we supposed to believe that 

there was no significance to the fact that Ruppert referenced a noted eugenicist while 

addressing such a distinguished audience? 

(www.fromthewilderness.com/PDF/Commonwealth.pdf) 

 

In a previous newsletter, I reported that Ruppert had briefly addressed the issue of 

population reduction during the speech that he delivered at this year's 9-11 conference in 

San Francisco. Since then, I have had the opportunity to review an audiotape of Ruppert's 

entire 'Peak Oil' presentation at the event. Here is a complete (enough) transcript of that 

presentation:  

Look, let's talk about Peak Oil quick, and [sounding clearly irritated] I'm really tired of the 

debate. I'm really tired of "there's no proof; there's no evidence." I'm not gonna take time to 

go through this, but if we talk about Peak Oil real quickly, who's been talking about it? 

 

[Ruppert then ran through a lengthy list of mainstream media and trade journal articles. 

The presentation went something like this: "Foreign Affairs Magazine, yadda, yadda, yadda, 

James Kenneth Galbraith, yadda, yadda, yadda, Sunday Herald, yadda, yadda, yadda, Los 

Angeles Times, yadda, yadda, yadda." Several derisive comments were added about these 

sources not being "conspiracy rags." Ruppert then read lengthy and unsubstantiated 

excerpts from the writings of both Galbraith and Dale Pfeiffer, before closing with the 

following.] 

 

Now the question is: do we want to do it nice or do we want to do it nasty? The world has 

http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ww3/062104_berlin_peak.html
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chosen to embark on a path that is the worst Nazi nightmare ever seen. It will be bloody, it 

will be violent, it will involve population reduction by the most brutal, venal, underhanded 

methods. So ultimately what I have to say to you is that, as I look at this, and as I've studied 

this, and as I've worked for 26 years to unravel this -- this covert mechanism that governs 

our lives, I'm firmly convinced that what we are now faced with is a choice offered to us by 

our creator: either evolve or perish. Thank you. Thank you. 

So what is Ruppert telling us here ... other than that "our creator" is now apparently now 

demanding that we evolve?  

What exactly is this "world" of which he speaks -- this "world [that] has chosen to embark on 

a path that is the worst Nazi nightmare ever seen"? I don't think that it is the people of 

planet Earth that have collectively chosen to take this path. And I doubt that it is the planet 

itself that has chosen this path. Isn't it really the case that this path was forced upon the 

world by the global elite and their paid stooges?  

Is Ruppert telling us that we are all facing a violent, bloody death, so we might as well start 

taking care of the job ourselves -- in a less "nasty" and more, uhmm, "nice" manner? Are 

those the only two options available? Why is a "bloody," "brutal," "violent" and "venal" future 

taken as a given? To be sure, we are certainly heading in that direction, but we needn't 

necessarily continue to do so, unless we blindly accept the manufactured reality as an 

objective, and inevitable, reality. Of course, Ruppert and his fellow 'Peakers' seem to be 

working very hard to guarantee the arrival of that "Nazi nightmare" future.  

The truth is that such a future awaits us only if the claims of the 'Peakers' are true, or, 

more importantly, if we allow ourselves to be convinced that the claims are true when they 

most certainly are not. It is vitally important, therefore, that the people of the world be given 

the opportunity to thoroughly review all sides of this issue. After all, if the Peakers are 

right, then all of our lives are very much on the line. And yet, strangely enough, the majority 

of the Ruppertians who have chosen to spew their bile into my mailbox have made it quite 

clear that they have no desire to read any opposing points of view.  

Could it be any more obvious that these people have no interest in ascertaining the truth? 

Just this week, Ruppert discretely added a new article to his website, which he posted "on an 

unpublished URL at the FTW web site" -- guaranteeing that none of his readers will ever 

know it is there, unless they learn of it elsewhere. Asked to explain his previous comments 

on population reduction, Ruppert does not deny that he advocates some type of forced 

depopulation program; he only denies having a specific program in mind: 

I have no list of people who should be in charge of this. Everyone should have a say. I have 

suggested that such an endeavour might best include people of more humane vocations 

than those of the economists, politicians, and financiers who are currently in charge of 

most domestic and international institutions. I have never said anywhere that there was a 

specific group of organizations or people who should run this. I have listed philosophies 

and disciplines that ought to be included in an effort to avoid the sort of draconian disaster 

that now seems likely. 

(http://www.fromthewilderness.com/10questions.shtml) 

I wonder why it is that Ruppert continues to shelter his readers from this aspect of the 

'Peak Oil' gameplan? If this is such an important issue, and if we should all have a voice in 

the 'debate,' as Ruppert has claimed, then why has he not brought the issue to the 

forefront? Why has he chosen instead to leak it in a limited way? Ruppert claims that, in 

order to be "ethical in the face of an inevitable disaster, the entire human community will 

have to share useful information as equably as is humanly possible." Why then is Ruppert 

not sharing this most important of information? 

http://www.fromthewilderness.com/10questions.shtml


We turn now to a disturbing new post on the FTW website, which Ruppert has modestly titled 

"WE DID IT!" Before even getting to the actual text of the piece, we already know, just from 

the article's lengthy subtitle, that Ruppert is taking another stroll into Bizarro World. With 

equal parts bombast, ignorance, and unintentional irony, he actually refers to his critics as 

"Flat-Earth, Abiotic Oil Advocates." This is a guy, it will be recalled, whose mission in life is 

to relentlessly promote a scam predicated on a unproven, 250-year-old theory, while blithely 

ignoring an unchallenged body of modern scientific research -- and yet he dismisses the 

other side as Flat Earthers! 

(http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ww3/100404_we_did_it.shtml) 

The full subtitle of the post is "World's Seven Largest Economies Admit They Have No Idea 

How Much Oil Is Left - Issue Emergency Call for Transparency at DC Summit: A Challenge to 

the Flat-Earth, Abiotic Oil Advocates and Cornucopian Economists - It's Now or Never." 

Ruppert begins by re-posting a Reuters report:  

Group of Seven finance ministers and central bankers met at the tightly guarded U.S. 

Treasury building over lunch and were to work through the afternoon before a dinner with 

Chinese counterparts that has currency reform on the menu. 

 

The officials will set out their world-view at about 5:45 p.m. EDT (2145 GMT) in a 

communiqué sources said would include a call to bolster oil-market monitoring to make it 

easier to discern if scarce supply, hefty demand or market speculation lay behind crude's 

drive to record levels ... 

 

The G7 gathering comes ahead of weekend meetings of the International Monetary Fund and 

World Bank… 

 

Ministers are seeking energy market transparency to discover if world oil supplies may be 

scantier than they thought in May when they urged producers to open the spigots… 

 

Another G7 official suggested the rise in oil costs was rooted in such fundamental factors 

as over-estimated supplies and was not solely due to speculation. 

 

There is "a recognition that oil resources are scarcer than was thought a few years ago," the 

official said. "We agree there is a need for more transparency on the potential supply of 

various areas." 

 

Ruppert next segues into a rant of his own -- a rant that may someday be regarded as the 

quintessential Ruppert diatribe. In just a few short pages, he manages to squeeze in 

virtually all of his most acclaimed rhetorical flourishes, including: 

the arrogant self-importance - "We were right and this can no longer be ignored. We did it." 

the appearance of Mike the Martyr - "a group of dedicated men and women, recognized as 

being in the forefront of the movement to place Peak Oil front-and-centre on the world's 

agenda, have endured intense resistance ... I hope I speak for all of us when I say that 

whatever we have endured, it was worth it." 

the bombastic challenges - "Show us the oil! People are dying now ... Put up or shut up." 

the bizarre delusions of grandeur - "I do know that the world is paying very close attention 

to what I have written." the deliberate misrepresentation of critic's arguments - "That's what 

these 'critics' argued would happen when the time came: there would be some magic 

switcheroo, and a new energy source would be unveiled." and, the newest addition to his 

arsenal, the shameless hyping of his book - "This book may change the outcome of the 

election." 

 

While Ruppert celebrates his 'victory,' perhaps the rest of us should pause here and 

consider exactly what it is that he is celebrating. Just months ago, Ruppert called for the 

http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ww3/100404_we_did_it.shtml


leaders of the world to meet and discuss the implications of 'Peak Oil,' including the 

necessity of taking "immediate steps to arrive at a crash program" for depopulating the 

world. And now we have the global elite meeting behind closed doors to discuss the 

implications of a phantom oil shortage, and those elite are, Ruppert believes, "well into 

discussing 'options' which they don't want the rest of us to know about." At stake, Ruppert 

notes, is "everyone's chances for survival and, most importantly, the future of all the world's 

children." 

 

And we are supposed to believe that this is somehow a positive development? I don't think 

so. To the contrary, it would appear that the call for 'transparency' is a signal that the 

puppeteers have control of enough of the global chessboard to begin implementing the 

'Peak Oil' scam. They are not meeting behind closed doors to discuss how to contend with a 

global oil shortage; they are meeting behind closed doors to discuss how to manufacture a 

global oil shortage. 

 

As I said earlier in this post, these people are deadly serious about staging this apocalyptic 

scenario. And the stakes, for all of us, are very high. Consider that, for many years now, 

concerted efforts have been made to program our children to passively accept death as a 

mundane, routine occurrence. Do not make the mistake of assuming that that is a 

phenomenon unrelated to the 'Peak Oil' agenda. 

 

Television, movies, and video games dwell relentlessly on death, frequently violent death. 

Each and every year, the volume and intensity of such propaganda is cranked up higher and 

higher. By the time our kids reach adulthood, they have processed through their malleable 

minds thousands of graphic images of death. Many of those deaths they may even have 

caused themselves, as operators of graphically violent "first person" computer and video 

games. 

 

The next in the series of "Harry Potter" books - promoted endlessly as the best thing to 

happen to children's books since Dr. Seuss - will reportedly feature the death of one of the 

beloved characters. One of the new features of the latest version of the wildly popular 

"Simms" computer game is that the virtual characters that our children create to populate 

their virtual worlds will now die virtual deaths. 

 

Our high schools for some time now have offered students "death education." The Citizens 

Commission on Human Rights has noted that, "For decades, schools around the world have 

used 'death education,' a psychological experiment in which the children are made to 

discuss suicide, what they would like placed in their coffins, and write their own epitaphs in 

an effort to 'get kids more comfortable with death.'" 

(http://www.cchr.org/topics/educators/violence/) 

 

Dr. Samuel Blumenfeld writes that "Death education has been a part of the progressive 

curriculum in virtually every public school in America for at least the last fifteen years. Yet 

no one in the establishment, let alone the U.S. Department of Education, has sought to find 

out what death education is doing to the minds and souls of the millions of children who are 

subjected to it. But we do have plenty of anecdotal information on hand." 

(http://www.ritalindeath.com/blumenfeld31.htm) 

 

Why are our children being conditioned to accept death? How thorough will this 

depopulation program be? How long will it take to shatter all remaining social bonds -- to 

instil in the masses an "every man for himself" mind set? How quickly will we collectively 

descend into barbarism? If the masters of our collective illusion can convince us that we 

live in a "kill or be killed" world, how much of the dirty work of depopulation can they get us 

to do ourselves? What would we all do to stay alive in a high stakes game of global Survivor? 

 

The architects of 'Peak Oil' hope to find out soon. 

http://www.cchr.org/topics/educators/violence/
http://www.ritalindeath.com/blumenfeld31.htm


Why Peak Oil is a Lie 

From: The Depressing Truth THURSDAY, JULY 12, 2007 

It's NOT Peak Oil, It's NOT even the end of "Cheap Oil." 

The nasty little truth is, there is plenty of Oil in the world...it's just that the "Cheap stuff " 

was becoming more difficult to find. 

 

First, to talk about Oil, realise that there is oil that is easy to refine into gasoline, propane 

etc. and we call that "Light Sweet Crude" (think of that as that as that squeeze bottle of 

honey in the shape of a bear, after being in hot water for twenty minutes) and on the other 

end of the spectrum, "Sour Crude" (think molasses, on a cold day) 

 

The oil that was taken out of the ground in far West Texas (Midland/Odessa area) was, and 

is the standard for "Light Sweet" but there is very little of that anymore because it's been 

drilled out over the last 20-30 years. That isn't to say that there isn't more there at deeper 

levels. (An aside here, when an investor looks at oil/gas leases, here in Texas, one of the 

most interesting things is, that many of the holders of the original leases are only selling 

drilling rights down to about 7500ft and keeping those mineral (oil/gas) rights below 

7500ft. and if that doesn't point toward reserves at lower levels, I don't know what does) 

 

At the other end of our Oil spectrum is "Sour Crude", main problem, it's harder to refine, 

because it's thicker, and more likely to contain trace minerals that we don't want like Sulfur, 

the good news is it's plentiful and cheap. For years the oil companies avoided "Sour Crude" 

like the plague, because "the return per barrel was less than other Crude".. and at this point 

I need to explain how Crude is refined. 

 

The main "Tool" used in refineries is what is referred to as a "Cracking Tower"..(an extreme 

over simplification, for any Chemical Engineers that may read this, I'm a layman explaining 

to other laymen OK) heated Crude is introduced into the tower, as the Crude is heated it 

breaks down into its lighter and heavier hydrocarbons, lighter hydrocarbons like those used 

to formulate gasoline "float" higher and are separated, other hydrocarbons that are used to 

make Diesel and kerosene are lower and at the bottom of the tower, think Road Tar. Since 

the "thicker the crude, the fewer light hydrocarbons" the lower the return of gallons of 

gasoline relative to gallons of Diesel.  

 

For every problem, there is a solution..and it's not to "Circle the Toyotas, Pilgrims.. 

 

The methods being used to "Re-Refine" Crude, to increase its lighter hydrocarbon makeup 

are to increase the heat and pressure used, and to add other" pre-refined" hydrocarbons 

(like kerosene) to thin the crude (and even Steam) 

 

If you have purchased unleaded or Diesel that was refined by Valero USA, (Valero is biased 

in France‖ it started out as “Sour Crude".  

 

Another "kicker" Oil refineries in Japan and South Korea are having to STOP REFINING crude 

oil, they have such an OVERSUPPLY of fuel oil (Diesel) that prices for it have dropped to 

under $20 per barrel (36 cents per gallon, wholesale) compare that with "Light Sweet" 

Crude (unrefined) selling for $60 That's the LARGEST percentage "spread" between 

refined/unrefined in history!  

 

Glen George Originally published October 2006 Yahoo360 GRGeorge 

Lindsey Williams, who has been an ordained Baptist minister for 28 years, went to Alaska in 

1971 as a missionary.  The Transalaska oil pipeline began its construction phase in 1974, 

http://thedepressingtruth.blogspot.com/2007/07/why-peak-oil-is-lie.html
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and because of his concern for the spiritual welfare of the "pipeliners," Mr. Williams 

volunteered to serve as Chaplain on the pipeline, with the subsequent full support of the 

Alyeska Pipeline Company.  Because of the executive status accorded to him as Chaplain, he 

was given access to the information that is documented in his book, "The Energy Non-

Crisis," which shows that peak oil is a scam because our domestic reserves in the North 

Slope of Alaska alone are at least as large as those in Saudi Arabia and are potentially large 

enough to power the US with domestic oil for two centuries.  Recently this year, due to the 

sensitive nature of his book, Mr. Willians' life was threatened and he was forced to shut 

down his web-site and stop selling his books and CDs. 

If you need any further proof that peak oil is a lie, look at this one fact on its own: 

There has not been enough true "formerly living matter" through all of creation to account 

for the volume of petroleum that has been consumed to date 

What you are being told here is that all the plant material that has existed on this planet 

since day one is not enough to account for just the oil we have used in the last 100 years!  

If plants etc made oil as we are told we would have used all of it by now, there quite 

obviously must be another source for this oil. Because there is still plenty in the ground. 

It´s all about creating scarcity, why would you pay lots of money when you fill your car for 

something that was abundant? It is the same with diamonds and even gold as you will find 

out.  

As Ernest Oppenheimer of DeBeers said, nearly a century ago, "Common sense tells us that 

the only way to increase the value of diamonds is to make them scarce -- that is, reduce 

production." And that is exactly what the company has done for decades now. 

 

There are reportedly nearly one billion diamonds produced every year, and that is only a 

fraction of what could be produced. Diamonds are not, conventional wisdom to the contrary, 

a scarce resource, and they are therefore not intrinsically valuable. Without the market 

manipulation, experts estimate that the true value of diamonds would be roughly $30 per 

carat.  

The name of the game is to limit and control supply, driving up the price in the process, but 

with oil it´s also about justification for invasions and also stopping poorer countries from 

developing. 

Now here is some more words on the matter by Mr McGowan.  

NEWSLETTER #66 September 2, 2004 David McGowan 

 

Also on Tuesday, a 62-year-old Claremont man who died of complications from the virus was 

honoured as a Green Party activist. Walter Sheasby, whose death from West Nile on 

Thursday was Los Angeles County's fourth, ran twice for the House of Representatives.  

Anyone who has been closely following these newsletters in recent months should recognize 

the name Walter Sheasby. If not, then here's a reminder: Walter Contreras Sheasby was the 

gentleman who, late last year, penned a devastating exposé on the real backers of the 'Peak 

Oil' scam. In March of this year, I posted Sheasby's piece as my Newsletter #55 

(http://www.davesweb.cnchost.com/nwsltr55.html). Here are a few of the more provocative 

snippets:  

In fact the coalition that is pushing for a radical new energy policy is largely composed of 

those who stand to benefit from a revival, not a phase out, of oil and gas development. 

 

http://www.davesweb.cnchost.com/nwsltr59.html
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"This much is known, Kenneth Deffeyes writes, "the loudest warnings about the predicted 

peak of world oil production came from Petroconsultants." In a  late 1998 merger 

Petroconsultants became IHS Energy Group, a subsidiary of Information Handling Services 

Group (IHS Group), a diversified conglomerate owned by Holland America Investment Corp., 

IHS Group's immediate parent company, for the Thyssen-Bornemisza Group (TBG, Inc.). In 

the 1920s George Herbert Walker and his son-in-law, Prescott Bush, had helped the 

Thyssen dynasty finance its acquisitions through Union Banking Corp. and Holland-

American Trading Corp. 

 

ASPO has Associate members like Halliburton and financial sponsors like Schlumberger. 

ASPO, of course, is the Association for the Study of Peak Oil and Gas, a group relentlessly 

promoted by the 'Peak Oil' crowd. Schlumberger has been described by Ruppert himself as 

the "world's premier oil drilling firm." And I think we all know who Halliburton is ... I mean, 

besides being a bedmate of the 'Peak Oil' promoters. 

 

Sheasby had much more to say in his article and anyone who has not yet read it should 

definitely do so. Especially now that he's dead ... struck down by a nonexistent virus less 

than a year after exposing a massive scam known as 'Peak Oil.' Hmmm .... 

Here is the article in its entirety: 

The Coming Panic over the End of Oil - Coming to a Ballot Box Near You 

By scoop, Section News Posted on Thu Dec 4th, 2003 at 12:17:58 PM EST 

By Walt Contreras Sheasby  

Psst! Hey, there. You believe that we are facing a crisis, an Imminent Peak of World Oil 

Production, right? Well, the insiders in the President's Energy Strategy Team would like you 

to join with them in solving this new sudden crisis. 

In fact, you may already have been inducted. You panic at the idea of Western civilization 

collapsing as the engines and machines grind to a halt, uh-huh? You agree with Ron 

Swenson of Ecosystems that "The world is about to experience a real energy crisis, likely to 

be a calamity unparalleled in human history" (Swenson, 1996). 

You think, as oil geologist Colin J. Campbell says, that  "the very future of our subspecies 

'Hydrocarbon Man' is at stake," right? You agree with Virginia Abernathy that there are too 

many immigrants using up our resources, I'm sure. 

You probably realize, as many do not, that the Era of Cheap Oil and Gas is over. As Matthew 

E. Simmons,  the CEO of the energy investment bankers of Simmons and Co. International, 

recently said: "I think basically that now, that peaking of oil will never be accurately 

predicted until after the fact. But the event will occur, and my analysis is leaning me more 

by the month, the worry that peaking is at hand; not years away. If it turns out I'm wrong, 

then I'm wrong. But if I'm right, the unforeseen consequences are devastating " 

Well, guess what? Simmons is not only an oilionaire himself, but he has been a key advisor 

to the Bush Administration and to Vice President Cheney's 2001 Energy Task Force, as well 

as sitting on the Council on Foreign Relations. Simmons is a board member of Kerr-McGee 

Corp., a major oil and gas producer. He insists that the US government is very worried 

about oil depletion. However, Cheney's secretive National Energy Policy Development Group 

(NEPDG) refused to make its records of closed-door meetings with industry executives 

public. The Industry has taken a beating in public opinion since the Kyoto summit put the 

spotlight on global warming. And now Simmons apparently wants to make the public's fear 

http://bcpeace.vegdot.org/story/2003/12/4/121758/112
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of The End of Cheap Oil the drum beat of the 2004 Re-elect Bush and Cheney Campaign, 

although a more enlightened energy policy, he worries, "is going to take a while."  

On July 3, 2003, the same day that the World Meteorological Organization warned that 

global warming was creating an unprecedented pattern of extreme weather, Congress was 

considering a bill that would create a controversial new national energy policy 

(Independent, 2003).  The bill allows new oil exploration all along the Outer Continental 

Shelf (OCS) using invasive technologies that will damage sea life and ocean habitat in 

environmentally sensitive areas. In addition, the bill would open our public lands to further 

destructive drilling and mining operations. Two years ago President Bush demanded that 

Congress pass an energy policy centred around more drilling for oil and gas in the Arctic 

National Wildlife Refuge, but that red flag has been dropped from the new energy bill, S. 14, 

the Energy Policy Act of 2003  

Given the immediate concern with natural gas supplies, little strategic planning is likely to 

come out of Congress this July, so attention is focused on reviving the ideas of 2001 in 

2004 to have a mandate for change in the second term. Simmons said last year that "The 

[2001] plan devoted almost as many pages to the need to increase alternative energy 

sources like wind and fuel cells as it did for the need to protect the supply of oil and gas. It 

called for a giant amount of new power plants.... The plan called for America to begin 

addressing the need for a return to more nuclear energy and clean coal. ...none of these 

new energy sources [wind and fuel cells, etc.] can grow fast enough to be a real alternative 

to oil OR natural gas even by 2020" (Simmons, 2002). 

These days Simmons is getting a lot of help from folks all over the political spectrum, from 

some of the global moguls themselves, like Schlumberger and Halliburton, to the 

environmentalist-lite Republicans of REP America (Green Elephant, 2001), to some of the 

anarcho-primitivists and Luddites who admire Ted Kaczynski (Xsilent, 2003), and from 

plenty of middle-of-the-road enviros in between. 

On May 27th, 2003 Simmons addressed the second international conference of ASPO, the 

Association for the Study of Peak Oil [and Gas] which was meeting at the French Petroleum 

Institute (IFP) via a satellite teleconference video link from his Houston offices. His remarks 

were transcribed by Michael Ruppert, the ex-cop who challenged the CIA for its role in the 

drug trade. Since 9-11-01, according to his webpage (www.copvcia.com), Ruppert has 

pioneered the effort to educate the world about the consequences of Peak Oil, the fact that 

the world is running out of energy, and what this might mean for human civilization 

(Ruppert, 2003). 

Simmons gained a powerful ally this spring when the Paris-based International Energy 

Agency (IEA) of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 

reported for the first time that the peak of world oil production is in sight. 

Spencer Abraham, the US Energy Secretary, called an emergency meeting of the National 

Petroleum Council's Natural Gas Summit on June 26, 2003, amid calls for the 

administration to deal urgently with the acute shortage of natural gas this year: "It is a 

national concern that will touch virtually every American," Abraham told the Summit of 

experts and industry execs. "It is our hope that the energy bill will contain provisions that 

help spur domestic production of natural gas and enhance our importation facilities to 

boost supplies, while reducing our nation's growing over-reliance on this one source of 

energy." Daniel Yergin, author of the 1991 book about the oil industry, The Prize, and 

founder of Cambridge Energy Research Associates, counselled that the fault was not with 

markets: "Rather it is the result of disappointing geological experience over the last few 

years plus restrictions on exploration, combined with a shift to new uses of gas that will 

certainly grow consumption" (Picerno, 2003). Spurring domestic production of gas will also 



subsidize oil drilling, and diversifying sources will entail more use of coal, so this energy 

bill does not quite entail the immediate end of Hydrocarbon Man. 

Without a doubt, despite the talk of alternative fuels, the use of government to stimulate the 

exploration and discovery of new oil and gas fields is at the top of the agenda. Simmons 

believes that the reason oil reserves have fallen so far behind oil and gas consumption is 

that "we drill far less wells. We also stopped doing most genuine exploration."  Higher oil 

prices are essential, since "The higher the cost, the more you can extend, recovering more 

and more of the harder and harder to get resources." Simmons funds the remaining 

wildcatters, handling an investment portfolio of approximately $56 billion, so he should 

know (Simmons, 2003a). 

In fact the coalition that is pushing for a radical new energy policy is largely composed of 

those who stand to benefit from a revival, not a phase out, of oil and gas development. The 

intellectual and activist core of the coalition is made up of those veteran oil geologists and 

engineers who use the method of modelling the ratio of reserves to production developed by 

the maverick research geophysicist Marion King Hubbert, who died in 1989. He believed 

that the peak of production is reached when half of the estimated ultimately recoverable 

resource, determined by what has been discovered and logged cumulatively as actual 

reserves, has been pumped. In 1956 at the Shell Oil Lab in Houston, Hubbert startled his 

colleagues by predicting that the fossil fuel era would be over very quickly. He correctly 

predicted that US oil production would peak in the early 1970's. 

In the 1970s Hubbert embraced solar power, saying "I'm convinced we have the technology 

to handle it right now. We could make the transition in a matter of decades if we begin now" 

(Hickerson, 1995). Although his thinking was definitely in the ecotopian tradition, he has 

often been mistaken for a cynical dystopian by those who swear by Hubbert as the prophet 

of the Great Malthusian Die Off (Hanson, 2003). 

The dean of the older Hubbertians is Kenneth Deffeyes, Professor Emeritus at Princeton and 

author of Hubbert's Peak: the Impending World Oil Shortage (2001). Deffeyes, who worked 

with Hubbert in Houston for Shell Oil, says _I never came to identify with management." 

 Convinced of Hubbert's theory, "I realized that a contracting oil industry was not a good 

career prospect," he says, "so I decided to get out and go into academia" (Guterl, 2002). 

Besides, he thinks that "crude oil is much too valuable to be burned as a fuel." (Dunn, 

2002). 

Support for a remedial program of oil exploration and development versus switching to 

research and development of alternative energy sources tends to be found among oil 

experts who are consultants to the industry. While accepting some of the values of the New 

Age, they largely remain loyal to their calling as oil geologists and wildcatters.  The leading 

trio of Jean H. Laherrere, Colin J. Campbell, and L.F. (Buz) Ivanhoe have worked for, or 

with, the leading firm modelling oil fields, Petroconsultants of Geneva. Since the 1950s, 

they have been fed data on oil exploration and production by just about all the major oil 

companies, as well as by a network of about 2000 oil industry consultants around the 

world. They use this data to produce reports on various matters pertinent to the oil 

industry, which they sell back to the industry. "This much is known, Kenneth Deffeyes 

writes, "the loudest warnings about the predicted peak of world oil production came from 

Petroconsultants" (Deffeyes, 2001: p. 7). 

In a  late 1998 merger Petroconsultants became IHS Energy Group, a subsidiary of 

Information Handling Services Group (IHS Group), a diversified conglomerate owned by 

Holland America Investment Corp., IHS Group's immediate parent company, for the Thyssen-

Bornemisza Group (TBG, Inc.). In the 1920s George Herbert Walker and his son-in- law, 

Prescott Bush, had helped the Thyssen dynasty finance its acquisitions through Union 

Banking Corp. and Holland-American Trading Corp. (Wikipedia, 2003). Until his death last 



year, Hans Heinrich Thyssen-Bornemisza, the nephew of the Nazi steel and coal magnate, 

was one of the world's richest men. Some of the old Hubbertians would probably flinch at 

such an association. 

In 1995 a report by Campbell and Laherre on world oil resources, World Oil Supply 1930-

2050 (Petroconsultants Pty. Ltd., 1995), written for oil industry insiders and priced at 

$32,000 per copy, concluded that world oil production and supply probably would peak as 

soon as the year 2000 and decline to half the peak level by 2025. Large and permanent 

increases in oil prices were predicted after the year 2000. 

Alternatives to fossil fuels got a mixed review from the petroleum consultants gathered at 

the ASPO Meeting in Paris May 26-27, 2003, who maintained that hydrogen, solar, wind, 

and other alternative energy sources will not be able to fill the looming demand-supply gap 

that faces the planet (Baker, 2003). 

Colin J. Campbell, the leader of the Neo-Hubbertians, is a petroleum geologist from 

Ballydehob, Ireland, and author of The Coming Oil Crisis (1997). He worked for Texaco as 

an exploration geologist and then at Amoco as chief geologist for Ecuador. He is a Trustee 

of the Oil Depletion Analysis Centre (ODAC) and the founder of the Association for the Study 

of Peak Oil and Gas (ASPO), originally a network of 24 oil scientists. ASPO has Associate 

members like Halliburton and financial sponsors like Schlumberger, but Campbell is critical 

of the Bush-Cheney Administration for "collectively having personal investments of as much 

as $150 M in oil companies" (ASPO, 2002). 

Campbell has laid out his prescription for various consumer governments, for example: 

"Germany should resist Green pressure to give up nuclear power at precisely the moment it 

needs more energy, as oil peaks and declines. 

Germany has coal and possibilities for coalbed methane. This industry needs to be 

rediscovered. It may become economic again. Germany should encourage its motor 

manufacturers to move to more efficient engines and hydrogen fuels, especially those made 

by solar means. It should provide whatever fiscal incentives are needed." (Campbell, 2000). 

Jean H. Laherrere is a petroleum consultant residing in Paris, France. Laherrere's early 

work on seismic refraction surveys contributed to the discovery of Africa's largest oil field. 

He retired in 1992 after 37 years with Total CFI and its subsidiaries in  exploration 

activities in the Sahara,  Australia, Canada and Paris. Since retiring from TOTAL, Laherrere 

has consulted worldwide on oil and gas potential and production as a Petroconsultants 

Associate, and he serves on boards of the Society of Petroleum Engineers/World Petroleum 

Congress. 

Like Campbell, Laherrere sees a key role for nuclear energy in the coming transition, but he 

also envisions a new role for the petrol pump: "If new nuclear plants with high temperature 

reactors are widely used in the long-term future to supply electricity, they can also provide 

hydrogen in their off-peak time, which could be carbonised to supply synthetic oil. It could 

easily replace declining oil supply for transport without any change in the distribution" 

(Laherrere, 2003). The Big Five could thus survive the end of oil. 

L. F. (Buz) Ivanhoe discovered oil for Occidental for 12 of his 50 years  in oil exploration, 

and he continues to consult as president of Novum Corp., Ojai,  California. He founded the 

M. King Hubbert Centre for Petroleum Supply Studies  at the Colorado School of Mines to 

study supply data. Ivanhoe is pessimistic about alternative energy sources: "Natural 

gas/methanol ... should not be counted on to quickly replace all or most of crude oil. 

Building gas pipelines takes decades. The other alternative fuels (solar, wind, geothermal, 

wood, waste) combined produce less than 1% of US electricity!" (Ivanhoe, 1997). 



Walter Lewellyn Youngquist is a retired field geologist, and now a geological consultant who 

teaches at the University of Oregon in Eugene, and author of GeoDestinies: The Inevitable 

Control of Earth Resources over Nations and Individuals (1997). He concludes that "...coal 

and uranium are the only two alternative sources of energy which can be developed in large 

amounts, and provide a dependable base load in the reasonably near future" (Youngquist, 

2000). 

Matt Simmons has to sell whatever Bush-Cheney Energy Policy is projected in 2004, but he 

personally believes "There really aren't any good energy solutions for bridges, to buy some 

time, from oil and gas to the alternatives." Neither the ASPO geologists nor the USGS 

geologists will ever admit to the indeterminacy principle that Matthew Simmons shyly 

confessed: "It turns out that total energy resources, uh, is still a mystery" (Simmons, 

2003b). 

Over 200 organizations around the world launched a campaign against new oil exploration 

in December 1997 in Kyoto, Japan. As documented in the Rainforest Action Network and 

Project Underground report Drilling to the Ends of the Earth, ongoing exploration threatens 

old growth frontier forests in 22 countries, coral reefs in 38 countries, and mangroves in 

46 countries. A Greenpeace technical analysis, based on the conclusions of the United 

Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, has found that only a quarter of global 

economic reserves of fossil fuels - coal,  oil and gas - can be burned before dangerous rates 

of temperature increase and climate change occurs, to which many species of plants and 

animals will not be able to adapt (Greenpeace, 1998). 

If the question becomes which cataclysm is the gravest threat, global warming or oil and 

gas shortages, the greens will go in one direction while most voters choose the path most 

travelled. In Milton's words, "Why is the greatest of free communities reduced to Hobson's 

choice?" 

There is no reason for radical ecologists to join debates over the esoteric timetables for the 

decline of world oil production, which should be bracketed as irrelevant to the socio-

political imperative of democratizing the economy and creating a new energy infrastructure 

that is based on post-capitalist norms of sustainability, sharing and community democracy. 

We must find ways of making the urgency of that transformation a motivation in people's 

lives and in their self-conscious anti-ideological politics. The dangers posed by global 

capitalism to human life and nature itself are all too real. We need to reject the posing of 

imminent danger as panic, as Chicken Little's alarm over the Falling Sky. 
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Xsilent, XSilent's Collection of Philosophical Digressions 

http://www3.telus.net/arktos/xsilent/ 

In completely unrelated news, Dr. Thomas Gold, for years the West's most vocal proponent 

of the abiotic origins of hydrocarbons, dropped dead two months before Mr. Sheasby had a 

fatal encounter with a mosquito. One of Gold's heretical beliefs was that actual reserves of 

crude oil could be up to 100 times what the oil companies and oil-producing nations have 

claimed. The following is from a post-mortem published in the Telegraph this past June: 

None of Gold's theories aroused as much anger as one he first outlined in 1980 and 

elaborated on in The Deep Hot Biosphere (1999): that "fossil" fuels such as gas, oil and 

coal are not fossil at all, as conventional wisdom holds, but produced by the constant 

upwelling of carbon-based compounds from deep below the earth's surface where they have 

been trapped since the formation of our planet 4.5 billion years ago. A corollary of this 

theory was that, far from facing an energy crisis, the world has a huge reservoir of deep 

non-biological natural gas that could meet its energy needs for thousands of years, but 

which orthodox petroleum geology says should not exist. 

 

The theory earned the derision of the world's petrochemists, some of whom refused to 

appear on the same platform with Gold. But in 1985, to test his theory, Gold persuaded 

investors to drill for oil in an area of granite in central Sweden. By 1990, 12 tonnes of 

crude oil had been extracted - not enough to make extraction commercially viable, but an 

achievement which (assuming the oil had not somehow got into the granite via cracks, as 

some have suggested) ranks in the same league as getting blood from a stone. 

(http://portal.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?view=DETAILS&grid=&targetRule=10&xml=/n

ews/2004/06/25/db2501.xml) 

 

What David is pointing out in this newsletter is that the people behind the “peak oil” 

movement all work for oil companies! 

It is a classic case of driving up the price by claiming that the resource is running out. 

So far this strategy has worked for oil, diamonds, gold, care bears, cabbage patch dolls, 

and beanies, you would think that you would be clicking onto this fact by now. 

And from newsletter 64: 

NEWSLETTER #64   August 17, 2004 

  Whoa, Dude! Are We Peaking Yet? 

"The Club of Rome, a non-profit global think tank, said in the 1970s that we'd hit peak oil in 

2003. It didn't happen." So said Kevin Kelleher, writing for Popular Science magazine in 

August of this year. But it did indeed happen, according to Michael Ruppert and his band of 

resident 'experts,' who collectively insist that the planet is now at the point of 'peak' oil 

production. (Kevin Kelleher "How Long Will the Oil Age Last?" Popular Science, August 

2004) 

It appears then that today's 'Peak Oil' crowd has some pages in their propaganda playbook 

that were lifted directly from the Club of Rome, which raises the obvious question: what 

exactly is the Club of Rome? Who is it that has handed Michael Ruppert and company the 

baton? The initial membership list of the Club of Rome, as it turns out, contains some 

interesting names: 

David Rockefeller: Bilderberger, cofounder of the Trilateral Commission, former chairman 

of the Council on Foreign Relations, scion of the world's most prominent oil dynasty, and all-

around bad guy. 

http://www3.telus.net/arktos/xsilent/
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John J. McCloy: Former advisor to the Mussolini regime who had the honour of sitting in 

Adolf Hitler's private box at the Berlin Olympic games; later served as High Commissioner of 

Germany, during which time he signed an order freeing the majority of the Nazi war 

criminals that had been convicted at Nuremberg; still later, served on the infamous Warren 

Committee. 

Averell Harriman: Skull and Bonesmen and high-level political operative through several 

presidential administrations; together with members of the Dulles family and the 

Bush/Walker family, established various business entities engaged in providing funding to 

Nazi Germany, even after the United States had entered the war. 

Katherine Graham: Longtime publisher of the Washington Post and longtime CIA asset who 

once famously said, while speaking at the CIA's Langley, Virginia headquarters: "We live in a 

dirty and dangerous world. There are some things the general public does not need to know 

and shouldn't. I believe democracy flourishes when the government can take legitimate 

steps to keep its secrets and when the press can decide whether to print what it knows." 

Quite a distinguished cast of characters, I have to admit -- although not necessarily the type 

of people whose lies and spin most dissidents/progressives would accept as good coin. But 

guess what? If you are buying (or selling) the 'Peak Oil' bullshit, then you already have. 

On June 21, the Los Angeles Times ran a story that the ever-growing 'Peak Oil' crowd seems 

to have missed. The article concerned the Shell oil refinery in Bakersfield, California that is 

scheduled to be shut down on October 1 -- despite the fact that the state of California (and 

the nation as a whole) is already woefully lacking in refinery capacity. 

Now why do you suppose that Shell would want to close a perfectly good oil refinery? It can't 

be because there is no market for the goods produced there, since that obviously isn't the 

case. And it isn't due to a lack of raw materials, since the refinery sits, as the Times noted, 

atop "prolific oil fields." The Scotsman recently explained just how prolific those fields are: 

The best estimates in 1942 indicated that the Kern River field in California had just 54 

million barrels of remaining oil. By 1986, the field had produced 736 million barrels, and 

estimates put the remaining reserves at 970 million barrels. 

(http://news.scotsman.com/index.cfm?id=578462004) 

Of course, just because there is a strong demand for a product, and a ready source of raw 

materials with which to produce that product, does not mean that any corporate entity is 

obligated to bring that product to market. In the corporate world, the only thing that ever 

matters is the "bottom line," because corporations exist for one purpose only: to generate 

profits. So the only question, I suppose, that really matters, is: can the refining of gasoline 

and diesel fuel at this particular facility generate profits for the corporation? 

One would naturally assume, given Shell's decision to close the refinery, that the answer to 

that question is "no." But that would be an entirely wrong assumption, since the truth is, as 

L.A. Times reporters discovered when they got their hands on internal company documents, 

that the refinery is wildly profitable. How wildly profitable? The Bakersfield plant's "profit of 

$11 million in May [2004] was 57 times what the company projected and more than 

double what it made in all of 2003." (Elizabeth Douglas "Shell to Cut Summer Output at 

Bakersfield Refinery, Papers Say," Los Angeles Times, June 21, 2004)  

Go ahead and read that again: "more than double what it made in all of 2003." In a single 

month! And 2003 wasn't exactly what you would call a slow year at the Bakersfield refinery. 

According to Shell documents obtained by the Foundation for Taxpayer and Consumer 

Rights, "Bakersfield's refining margin at $23.01 per barrel, or about 55 cents profit per 

http://news.scotsman.com/index.cfm?id=578462004


gallon, topped all of Shell's refineries in the nation." 

(http://releases.usnewswire.com/GetRelease.asp?id=114-04062004) 

Let's pause briefly here to review the situation, shall we? There is a product (gasoline) that 

is in great demand, and that will always be in great demand, since the product has what 

economists like to call an "inelastic" demand curve; for many months now, that product has 

been selling for record-breaking prices, especially in the state of California, and there is no 

indication that that situation will change anytime soon; there are abundant local resources 

with which to produce that coveted product; and, finally, there is a ridiculously profitable 

facility that is ideally located to manufacture and market that product. 

Given that situation, what response would we normally expect from that facility's parent 

corporation? Sit back and let the good times roll? Attempt to increase production at the 

facility and rake in even greater profits? Sell the facility and make a windfall profit? Or, 

tossing logic and rationality to the wind, shut the facility down and walk away? 

That last one, of course, is what Shell has chosen to do. And this story, believe it or not, 

gets even better:  

The internal documents obtained by the Times, including a refinery output forecast, indicate 

that Bakersfield will soon be producing far less than its capacity. After relatively high output 

rates in May and early June, Shell plans to cut crude oil processing about 6% in July and 

another 6% in August, according to the forecast. Those two months are when California's 

fuel demand reaches annual peak levels. 

Aamir Farid, the general manager of the Bakersfield refinery, was asked the reason for the 

plan to reduce output at the time of peak demand. Farid claimed that he was not aware of 

any such plan, but he added that if there was such a plan, "there is a good reason for it." 

However, he also added that, "off the top of my head, I don't know what that good reason is."  

And why would he? Certainly the manager of the refinery can't be expected to know why his 

facility is planning to dramatically reduce output, can he? The best explanation that Farid 

could come up with was to speculate that there "could be maintenance planned or 

projections for a shortfall of crude." Neither of those scenarios are very plausible, however. 

Bakersfield, whose suburbs include Oildale and Oil Junction, won't likely be facing a 

shortfall of crude anytime soon. And as for the notion of planned maintenance, I doubt that 

anyone actually believes that Shell plans to perform two months worth of maintenance work 

on a facility that will be permanently shuttered just one month after that work is completed. 

To be fair, I suppose it could be the case that Shell, being the benevolent giant that it is, 

wants to get the place in tip-top shape for the new owners -- except that there are no new 

owners, primarily because "Shell didn't search out potential buyers for the refinery once it 

decided to shutter it." Indeed, Shell actively avoided finding a buyer for the plant (which 

became a fully-owned Shell asset just three short years ago), since any new owner would 

probably object to the bulldozers and wrecking balls that Shell plans to bring in just as soon 

as the refinery's doors have closed. ("FTCR uncovered a timetable showing decommissioning 

and demolition are set to begin immediately after the refinery's shut down date." 

http://releases.usnewswire.com/GetRelease.asp?id=114-04062004)  

Can any of you 'Peak Oil' boosters out there think of any legitimate reason why a purely 

profit-driven corporation would acquire an outrageously profitable asset and then proceed 

to deliberately destroy that asset? ... because I have to tell you, I have been struggling to 

come up with an explanation on my own and the only one that I've got so far is that the 

corporation might be involved in some kind of conspiracy to manufacture an artificial 

shortage of a crucial commodity. I know that 'Peak Oil' theory holds that we don't need the 

http://releases.usnewswire.com/GetRelease.asp?id=114-04062004
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refinery capacity because, you know, we're running out of oil and all, but that doesn't 

explain why a tremendously profitable refinery isn't being kept in operation at least until all 

the local wells have run dry, does it? 

Shell will, by the way, continue to operate its Martinez, California refinery -- for now at least. 

The Martinez facility is also wildly profitable, showing a "net profit of $34 million in May." 

That tidy profit was, as it turns out, "just shy of Shell's profit expectations at Martinez for all 

of 2004." Strangely enough, the Martinez facility, like the one in Bakersfield, "cut crude 

processing in July, by nearly 10%, a reduction attributed to planned heavy maintenance." 

It's always a good idea, I suppose, to schedule heavy maintenance work during times of 

peak energy demand. That's the kind of intelligent business decision we would expect from a 

corporate giant with decades of experience in the energy business.  

On July 8, the LA Times, armed with yet more internal company documents and an unnamed 

company whistleblower, revisited the story of the Bakersfield refinery. As of July 1, it was 

discovered, Shell had "reduced crude oil processing at the refinery to levels 19% below 

capacity" -- more than triple the unexplained reduction that had been planned for the 

facility. (Elizabeth Douglas "FTC Probing Shell's Plan to Shut Refinery," Los Angeles Times, 

July 8, 2004) 

According to both company documents and the unnamed employee, "there were no 

problems with the plant's equipment," and no other explanation was offered for the radical 

reduction in processing -- undoubtedly because there is no legitimate reason for the 

decreased output. So obvious is the company's intent to artificially tighten gasoline and 

diesel supplies that the FTC was obliged, for the sake of appearances, to step in and pretend 

to launch an investigation. Shell's response to the investigation has been to delay the 

closing of the refinery for a few months while it goes through the motions of pretending to 

find a buyer. 

In completely unrelated news, a July 31 LA Times report announced that "profit at 

ChevronTexaco Corp. more than doubled during the second quarter ... echo[ing] the strong 

quarterly results reported by other major U.S. oil refiners this week." ChevronTexaco's profit 

jumped from $1.6 billion to $4.1 billion. Not too shabby. Three days later, the Times 

reported that Unocal's earnings for that same quarter had nearly doubled, from $177 

million to $341 million. (Debora Vrana "Chevron Profit Soars," Los Angeles Times, July 31, 

2004, and Julie Tamaki "Unocal's Earnings Nearly Double," Los Angeles Times, August 3, 

2004) 

Nobody should conclude from any of this, of course, that inflated fuel prices are attributable 

to rampant greed and the quest for obscene profits. No, clearly rising fuel prices are a sign 

of 'Peak Oil.' Just ask Mike Ruppert and Mark Robinowitz. Or better yet, bypass the flunkies 

and go directly to the scriptwriters at Halliburton and the Club of Rome. 

...I was taking care of some important business the other day, and being a multi-tasking 

kind of guy, I was also idly leafing through a copy of one of Uncle John's Bathroom Readers. 

Now, Uncle John is not normally one of my primary sources of information, but I happened 

to stumble across a subject that immediately caught my attention: underground coal fires (I 

later conducted a Google search on "underground coal fires" to verify the information 

provided by Uncle John). 

I learned that, although underground coal fires are a common phenomenon, most people 

are completely unaware that they occur. How common are they? At any given time, 

thousands of coal veins are ablaze around the world. In China's northwestern province of 

Xinjiang alone, there are currently about 2,000 underground coal fires burning. Indonesia 

currently hosts as many as 1,000.  



Some of these fires have been burning for thousands of years; Burning Mountain Nature 

Reserve, for example, in New South Wales, Australia, has been aflame for an estimated 

5,500 years. Other coal fires are of more recent vintage, often started through the actions 

of the notoriously destructive human species. But underground coal fires long predate 

mankind's proclivity for starting them, and many of the fires burning today are due to 

entirely natural causes. 

New Scientist noted, in February 2003, that "coal seam fires have occurred spontaneously 

far back into geological history." ("Wild Coal Fires are a 'Global Catastrophe'," New Scientist, 

February 14, 2003) Radio Nederland added that "Geological evidence from China suggests 

that underground coal fires have been occurring naturally for at least one million years." 

(Anne Blair Gould "Underground Fires Stoke Global Warming," Radio Nederland, March 10, 

2003) 

And how much coal, you may be wondering, do these fires consume annually? No one can 

say with any certainty, but it is estimated that in China alone, some 200 million tons of coal 

go up in smoke every year. That's a hell of a lot of coal. More coal than China exports, in 

fact. In other words, the world's leading coal exporter loses more coal to underground fires 

than it produces for export. 

"Very interesting," you say, "but what does any of this have to do with 'Peak Oil'?" Glad you 

asked. Coal is, you see, a member of the same hydrocarbon family as oil and natural gas, 

and it is, like gas and oil, claimed to be a 'fossil fuel' created in finite, non-renewable 

quantities at a specific time in the earth's history (when the stars were, I'm guessing, in the 

proper alignment). And yet this allegedly precious and limited resource has been burning 

off at the rate of millions of tons per year, year in and year out, for at least a million years, 

and probably much longer. 

This raises, in my mind at least, one very obvious question: how is it possible that nature 

has been taking an extremely heavy toll on the globe's 'fossil fuels' for hundreds of 

thousands of years (at the very least), without depleting the reserves that were supposedly 

created long, long ago; and yet man, who has been extracting and burning 'fossil fuels' for 

the mere blink of an eye, geologically speaking, has managed to nearly strip the planet 

clean? 

Is it not perfectly clear that that is a proposition that is absurd on its face -- so much so that 

it is remarkable that the 'fossil fuel' myth has passed muster for as long as it has? 

Nevertheless, that entirely illogical myth is the cornerstone on which an even bigger lie - the 

myth of 'Peak Oil' - is built. Go figure. 
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Oil News Briefs   

From "The Global Energy Outlook for the 21st Century," a lecture delivered on May 21, 2003 

by Peter R. Odell, Professor Emeritus at the Erasmus University in Rotterdam, where he was 

the Director of the Centre for International Energy Studies:  

Finally, a word of caution on the essential fragility of a study on the very long-term future 

for the world's energy supply which accepts without question the validity of the original 18th 

century hypothesis that all oil and gas resources have been generated from biological 

matter in the chemical and thermodynamic environments of the earth's crust. There is an 

alternative theory - already 50 years old - which suggests an inorganic origin for additional 

oil and gas. This alternative view is widely accepted in the countries of the former Soviet 

Union where, it is claimed, "large volumes of hydrocarbons are being produced from the 

pre-Cambrian crystalline basement". Recent applications of the inorganic theory have, 

however, also led to claims for the possibility of the Middle East fields being able to produce 



oil "forever" and to the concept of repleting oil and gas fields in the gulf of Mexico. More 

generally, it is argued, "all giant fields are most logically explained by inorganic theory 

because simple calculations of potential hydrocarbon contents in sediments shows that 

organic materials are too few to supply the volumes of petroleum involved." 

 

The significance of the alternative theory of the origin of additional oil and gas potential is 

self evident for the issue of the longevity of hydrocarbons' production potential and 

production costs in the 21st century. Instead of having to consider a stock reserve already 

accumulated in a finite number of so-called oil and gas plays, the possibility emerges of 

evaluating hydrocarbons as essentially renewable resources in the context of whatever 

demand developments may emerge. If fields do replete because the oil and gas extracted 

from them is abyssal and abiotic (based on chemical reactions under specific 

thermodynamic conditions deep in the earth's mantle), then extraction costs should not rise 

as production from such fields continues for an indefinite period. Neither do estimates of 

reserves, reserves-to-production ratios and annual rates of discovery and additions to 

reserves have any of the importance correctly attributed to them in evaluating the future 

supply prospects under the organic theory of oil and gas' derivation. In essence, the "ball 

park" in which consideration of the issues relating to the future of oil and gas has hitherto 

been made would no longer remain relevant. 

[more: http://www.clingendael.nl/ciep/pdf/Odell_2003_05_21_lecture.pdf] 

From "The New Pessimism about Petroleum Resources: Debunking the Hubbert Model (and 

Hubbert Modellers)," by Michael C. Lynch, president of Strategic Energy and Economic 

Research, Inc. and research affiliate at the Centre for International Studies, Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology: 

Recently, numerous publications have appeared warning that oil production is near an 

unavoidable, geologically-determined peak that could have consequences up to and 

including "war, starvation, economic recession, possibly even the extinction of homo 

sapiens" (Campbell in Ruppert). The current series of alarmist articles could be said to be 

merely reincarnations of earlier work which proved fallacious, but the authors insist that 

they have made significant advances in their analyses, overcoming earlier errors. For a 

number of reasons, this work has been nearly impenetrable to many observers, which 

seems to have lent it an added cachet. However, careful examination of the data and 

methods, as well as extensive perusal of the writings, suggests that the opacity of the work 

is - at best - obscuring the inconclusive nature of their research. 

 

Some of the arguments about resource scarcity resemble those made in the 1970s. They 

have noted that discoveries are low (as did Wilson (1977) and that estimates of ultimately 

recoverable resources (URR) are in the range of 2 trillion barrels, approximately twice 

production to date. But beyond that, Campbell and Leherrere in particular claim that they 

have developed accurate estimates of URR, and thus, this time the wolf is really here. But 

careful examination of their work reveals instead a pattern of errors and mistaken 

assumptions presented as conclusive research results. 

 

The Hubbert Curve 

 

The initial theory behind what is now known as the Hubbert curve was very simplistic. 

Hubbert was simply trying to estimate approximate resource levels, and for the lower-48 US, 

he thought a bell-curve would be the most appropriate form. It was only later that the 

Hubbert curve came to be seen as explanatory in and of itself, that is, geology requires that 

production should follow such a curve [editor's note: if, that is, petroleum is organic in 

origin]. Indeed, for many years, Hubbert himself published no equations for deriving the 

curve, and it appears that he only used a rough estimation initially. In his 1956 paper, in 

fact, he noted that production often did not follow a bell curve. In later years, however, he 

seems to have accepted the curve as explanatory. 

 

http://www.clingendael.nl/ciep/pdf/Odell_2003_05_21_lecture.pdf


[...] 

 

Revival of the Hubbert Method 

 

The recent authors, notably Campbell and Leherrere have apparently rediscovered the 

Hubbert curve, but without understanding it, at least initially. Campbell and Leherrere 

initially argued that production should follow a bell curve, at least in an unconstrained 

province. But this is demonstrably not the case in practice: most nations' production does 

not follow a Hubbert curve. In fact, Campbell (2003) shows production curves (historical 

and forecast) for 51 non-OPEC countries, and only 8 of them could be said to resemble a 

Hubbert curve even approximately. 

 

The authors initially responded to this weakness by arguing the Hubbert curve could have 

multiple peaks, which of course means it would not follow a bell curve at all, and destroys 

the explanatory value of the bell curve. As the alleged value of the Hubbert curve lies partly 

in demonstrating the production decline post-peak, not knowing whether any given peak is 

the final one renders this useless, nor would the peak imply that midpoint production had 

been reached (indicating URR). 

 

Recognizing this, the theory has been modified again, to "The important message from 

Hubbert's work, which is often forgotten by economists, is that oil has to be found before it 

can be produced." (Laherrere 2001b, p.4) In other words, the Hubbert curve, originally held 

as scientific and inviolable, is of no particular value. Yet the authors have not only 

mistakenly believed in its properties, they have not been forthcoming about their own 

errors. 

 

[...] 

 

Opaque Work, Unproven Assertions 

 

The lack of rigor in many of the Hubbert modellers’ arguments makes them hard to refute. 

The huge amount of writing, along with undocumented quotes and vague remarks, 

necessitates exhaustive review and response ... 

 

Perhaps because they are not academics, the primary authors have a tendency to publish 

results but not research. In fact, by relying heavily on a proprietary database, Campbell and 

Leherrere have generated a strong shield against criticism of their work, making it nearly 

impossible to reproduce or check. Similarly, there is little or no research published, merely 

the assertion that the results are good. 

[much more at: http://www.energyseer.com/NewPessimism.pdf]  

From James Bernstein's "Oil Giants Taking Heat," Newsday, March 31, 2004: 

Worried about a downward slide in oil prices later this year, OPEC is expected today to 

announce a cut in production, which will likely result in higher pump prices. But consumer 

groups are charging that big oil companies are largely responsible for the current upward 

spiral in gasoline costs, saying they have deliberately withheld supplies and reduced storage 

capacity. 

 

[...] 

 

But in the United States, consumer groups say the blame for higher pump prices lies not so 

much with OPEC as with the huge oil companies. Public Citizen, a Washington, D.C.-based 

watchdog organization, is preparing to release a report later this week charging that the oil 

industry deliberately consolidated in the 1990s so that it could withhold supplies and 

reduce storage capacity. 

 

http://www.energyseer.com/NewPessimism.pdf


[...] 

 

The Consumer Federation of America said in a recent report that in the past 15 years, more 

than 70 refineries in the United States were closed. Additionally, its report said, the nation's 

storage facilities were reduced by nearly 15 percent. Mark Cooper, the organization's 

research director, said an updated report is expected soon. 

 

"The problem is not crude oil," Cooper said. "It's inadequate refinery capacity and 

inadequate stockpiles, all of which are the result of decisions made by the oil companies to 

tighten the market." 

[more: http://www.nynewsday.com/business/local/newyork/ny-

bzoil313730511mar31,0,4111615.story] 

From "Mergers, Manipulation and Mirages: How Oil Companies Keep Gasoline Prices High, 

and Why the Energy Bill Doesn't Help" (March 2004), the Public Citizen report referenced in 

the Newsday article: 

The United States has allowed multiple large, vertically integrated oil companies to merge 

over the last five years, placing control of the market in too few hands. The result: 

uncompetitive domestic gasoline markets. Large oil companies can more easily control 

domestic gasoline prices by exploiting their ever-greater market share, keeping prices 

artificially high long enough to rake in easy profits but not so long that consumers reduce 

their dependence on oil ... 

 

The largest five companies operating in the United States (ExxonMobil, Chevron Texaco, 

ConocoPhillips, BP and Royal Dutch Shell) now control: 

 14.2% of global oil production (nearly as much as the entire Middle East members 

of the OPEC cartel).  

 48% of domestic oil production (which is significant given the fact that the U.S. is 

the 3rd largest oil producer in the world).  

 50.3% of domestic refinery capacity.  

 61.8% of the retail gas market.  

 These same five companies also control 21.3% of domestic natural gas production.  

It is therefore little wonder why these top companies enjoyed after-tax profits of $60 billion 

in 2003 alone.  

 

These figures are in stark contrast to just a decade ago, when the top five oil companies 

controlled only: 

 7.7% of global crude oil production.  

 33.7% of domestic crude production  

 33.4% of domestic refinery capacity.  

 27% of the retail market.  

 In addition, in 1993, the top five U.S. companies controlled only 12.7% of domestic 

natural gas production.  

The major difference between 1993 and 2003 is that the largest oil companies have 

merged with one another, creating just a handful of oil monopolies that control significant 

chunks of the American oil and gas markets. Armed with significant market share, 

companies can more easily pursue uncompetitive activities that result in price-gouging ... 

 

Gasoline prices are rising because of uncompetitive actions by this handful of new mega-

companies, not because of environmental regulations ... 

 

http://www.nynewsday.com/business/local/newyork/ny-bzoil313730511mar31,0,4111615.story
http://www.nynewsday.com/business/local/newyork/ny-bzoil313730511mar31,0,4111615.story


The U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC) concluded in March 2001 that oil companies had 

intentionally withheld supplies of gasoline from the market as a tactic to drive up prices -- 

all as a "profit-maximizing strategy." These actions, while costing consumers billions of 

dollars in overcharges, have not been investigated by the U.S. government. 

 

... Since 2001, President Bush has been removing more than 100,000 barrels of oil a day 

from the market to stock the SPR [Strategic Petroleum Reserve], filling it by more than 100 

million barrels since he's been in office to over 640 million barrels -- well more than 90% 

capacity. President Bush's actions, while providing more than enough protection against 

external supply shocks, severely strains domestic supplies for the market. 

 

[...] 

 

Companies have exploited [their] strong market position to intentionally restrict refining 

capacity by driving smaller, independent refiners out of business. A congressional 

investigation uncovered internal memos written by the major oil companies operating in the 

U.S. discussing their successful strategies to maximize profits by forcing independent 

refiners out of business, resulting in tighter refinery capacity. From 1995-2002, 97% of the 

more than 920,000 barrels of oil per day capacity that have been shut down were owned 

and operated by smaller, independent refiners. 

 

[...] 

 

If these allegations of price gouging sound too conspiratorial for some to accept, examples 

in related industries demonstrate that price-fixing, collusion and price-gouging are regular 

occurrences in today's economy, as large corporations routinely abuse their market power 

to engage in anti-competitive behaviour. 

 

[...] 

 

Contracts representing hundreds of millions of barrels of oil are traded every day on the 

London, New York and other energy trading exchanges. An increased share of this trading, 

however, has been moved off regulated exchanges such as the New York Mercantile 

Exchange (NYMEX) and into unregulated Over-the-Counter (OTC) exchanges. Traders 

operating on exchanges like NYMEX are required to disclose significant detail of their trades 

to federal regulators. But traders in OTC exchanges are not required to disclose such 

information allowing companies like Enron, ExxonMobil, and Goldman Sachs to escape 

federal oversight and more easily engage in manipulation strategies. 

 

The growth of these OTC exchanges exploded in 2000 when Congress passed the 

Commodity Futures Modernization Act. The Act, among other things, punched a large 

loophole in government of energy trading by greatly expanding the ability of traders to 

operate in unregulated over-the-counter exchanges. These OTC market’s do not feature the 

tighter regulation that typically applies to traders engaged in regulated exchanges, such as 

the New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX). Since this deregulation law took effect, the 

industry - led by Enron - has been plagued by dozens of high-profile scandals attributed to 

the lack of adequate regulatory oversight over traders' operations. Free from government 

transparency regulations, energy traders have demonstrated an ability to manipulate prices 

more easily. 

 

[...] 

 

The fuel economy average for passenger vehicles in the U.S. peaked in 1988. Due to the 

changing mix of vehicles on the road and the absence of meaningful government action, the 

average is currently lower today than it was a decade ago. This fuel economy is stagnating 

because no new significant car or truck fuel economy standards have taken effect for 15 



years, and SUVs and pickups are subject to lower standards than regular autos. 

[full report: http://www.citizen.org/documents/oilmergers.pdf] 

From a press release for the Consumer Federation of America report (July 2001) 

referenced in the Newsday Article: 

Gas price increases are not mainly the result of any change in crude oil prices. Instead, 

they have been caused principally by growing industry concentration that has allowed 

refiners and marketers to reduce refining and storage capacity and withhold supplies in 

individual markets. Between 1994 and 1999: 

 Over ten percent of the nation's refineries and branded gasoline stations were 

closed. In the past 15 years, more than 70 refineries were closed.  

 The nation's petroleum storage facilities were reduced by nearly fifteen percent.  

 The industry systematically lowered stocks on hand to the point where only a one or 

two-day supply above minimum levels was available to keep the country's gasoline 

distribution running (compared to a supply of about a week in the 1980s)  

This consolidation and concentration has been permitted by mergers that allowed the 

industry to manipulate prices. By standards of the Reagan Administration's Justice 

Department, four-fifths of the national refinery and gasoline markets now are considered to 

be dangerously concentrated. 

 

"A concentrated, vertically integrated industry has responded slowly to price shocks and has 

even acted to keep supplies off the market," noted Cooper. "While the industry complains 

that clean air standards requiring different additives in different markets restrict region-to-

region flows of gasoline, these requirements actually give individual suppliers greater 

market power, aggravating the concentration problem," added Cooper. 

 

Over the past two years, the refiner/marketer share of the pump price has more than 

doubled, escalating industry profits. Compared to 1999, in 2000 net income from refining 

and marketing doubled. In the first quarter of 2001, profits increased by nearly 75 percent. 

[full report: http://www.consumerfed.org/gaspricespiral.pdf] 

Lastly, these interesting comments from some correspondence by the late Colonel L. 

Fletcher Prouty: 

Oil is often called a 'fossil' fuel; the idea being that it comes from formerly living organisms. 

This may have been plausible back when oil wells were drilled into the fossil layers of the 

earth's crust; but today, great quantities of oil are found in deeper wells that are found 

below the level of any fossils. How could then oil have come from fossils, or decomposed 

former living matter, if it exists in rock formations far below layers of fossils - the evidence 

of formerly living organisms? It must not come from living matter at all! 

 

[...] 

 

This response is for Daniel E. Reynolds, 29 July 1996 on the subject of "Oil - A renewable 

and abiotic Fuel?"  

 

Dan, your use of the word "abiotic" is good. As a non-fossil fuel, petroleum has no living 

antecedent. It contains chemical elements found in living matter; but it is not "formerly 

living matter." There has not been enough true "formerly living matter" through all of 

creation to account for the volume of petroleum that has been consumed to date.  

 

My background in this subject goes back to 1943. I was the pilot who flew a U.S. Geological 

Survey Team from Casablanca to Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. We met the Cal. Standard Oil team 

holding down that lease. Then we went back to Cairo to meet President Roosevelt during the 

Nov. 1943 "Cairo Conference" with Churchill and Chiang Kai Shek. FDR ordered the 

immediate construction of an oil refinery there for WW II use. This led to ARAMCO.  

http://www.citizen.org/documents/oilmergers.pdf
http://www.consumerfed.org/gaspricespiral.pdf


 

During the "Energy Crisis" of the 1970's I was detailed to represent the U.S. Railroad 

industry as a member of the "Federal Staff Energy Seminar" program started by the Centre 

for Strategic and International Studies, sponsored by Georgetown University. That began in 

Jan 1974 and continued for four years. It was designed to discuss "the working of the 

United States national energy system, and new horizons of energy research." Among the 

regular attendees were such men as Henry Kissinger and James Schlesinger...most valuable 

meetings.  

 

During one meeting we took a "Buffet Break" and I was seated with Arthur Kantrowitz of the 

AVCO Company..."Kantrowitz Labs" near Boston. At the table with us were four young 

geologists busily talking about Petroleum. At one point one of them made reference to 

"Petroleum as organic matter, and a fossil fuel." Right out of the Rockefeller bible.  

 

Kantrowitz turned to the geologist beside him and asked, "Do you really believe that 

petroleum is a fossil fuel?" The man said, "Certainly" and all four of them joined in. 

Kantrowitz listened quietly and then said, "The deepest fossil ever found has been at about 

16,000 feet below sea level; yet we are getting oil from wells drilled to 30,000 and more. 

How could fossil fuel get down there? If it was once living matter, it had to be on the 

surface. If it did turn into petroleum, at or near the surface, how could it ever get to such 

depths? What is heavier Oil or Water?" Water: so it would go down, not oil. Oil would be on 

top, if it were "organic" and "lighter."  

 

"Oil is neither."  

 

They all agreed water was heavier, and therefore if there was some crack or other open 

area for this "Organic matter" to go deep into the magma of Earth, water would have to go 

first and oil would be left nearer the surface. This is reasonable. Even if we do agree that 

"magma" is a "crude mixture of minerals or organic matters, in a thin pasty state" this does 

not make it petroleum, and if it were petroleum it would have stayed near the surface as 

heavier items, i.e. water seeped below.  

 

My D. Van Nostrand "Scientific Encyclopaedia" says "Magma is the term for molten material. 

A natural, complex, liquid, high temperature, silicate solution ancestral to all igneous rocks, 

both intrusive and effusive. The origin of Magma is not known." My "Oxford English 

Dictionary" does not even have the word "Magma."  

 

Some years ago I wrote two or three pages that appeared in the McGraw Hill Yearbook of 

Science and Technology, i.e. "Railroad Engineering." Even that source is a bit uncertain 

about the "origin of petroleum" to wit:  

 

"Less than 1% of the organic matter that originates in or is transported to the marine 

environment is eventually incorporated into ocean sediment," and "Most petroleum is 

formed during catagenesis (undefined anywhere). If sufficient organic matter is present 

oceanic sediments that undergo this process are potential petroleum sources. Deeply 

buried marine organic matter yields mainly oil, whereas land plant material yields mainly 

gas." (Their idea of "deeply buried" is the "out.")  

 

All this leaves us nowhere. I still go with Kantrowitz. Since oil is lighter than water, 

everywhere on Earth, there is no way that petroleum could be an organic, fossil fuel that is 

created on or near the surface, and penetrate Earth ahead of water. Oil must originate far 

below and gradually work its way up into well-depth areas accessible to surface drilling. It 

comes from far below. Therefore, petroleum is not a "Fossil" fuel with a surface or near 

surface origin.  

 

It was made to be thought a "Fossil" fuel by the Nineteenth [sic] oil producers to create the 

concept that it was of limited supply and therefore extremely valuable. This fits with the 



"Depletion" allowance philosophical scam.  

 

During one of our C.S.I.S. "International Nights" (1978) the Common Market Energy boss, 

M. Montibrial of France, told us that while petroleum was being marketed then for $20.00 

per barrel or more, it cost no more than 25 cents per barrel at the well-head. There is our 

petroleum problem! We were paying more than $1.50-$1.60 per gallon, one 42nd of a 

barrel, at that time. Interested folks need to learn more about the Chartered Institute of 

Transport, and not waste their time with OPEC, the "Cover" story.  

 

Those who pumped the Pennsylvania wells "dry" during the late eighteen hundreds saved 

what they had for those better days.  

 

L. Fletcher Prouty http://www.prouty.org/oil.html 

I don’t know if you noticed but one entity has been a common denominator in 99% of the 

issues that we’ve covered thus far in the work  - that one entity is the corporation. 

Would you like to know why it plays such a crucial part in so many aspects of this tale? 
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Chapter Forty Nine 

 
Even though this first article of the chapter starts us on a path sounding a touch religious, 

it was included for reasons that have nothing to do with the organised religion’s at all. - 

―That weird stuff ―ironically, for me anyway‖ is being “saved” for section two). Instead, 

(initially anyway), this is in fact going to be your re-introduction to a brand new topic. - Well 

I say new, but it is in fact a subject that I have already briefly touched upon in the opening 

chapter of this work, - namely “The Workplace”. ―And more specifically - the crude, strange, 

vile, and inexplicably hideous actions, attitudes and behaviours exhibited by most of us 

within this rather potty environment‖. After that we will look at the “engine” for this 

ludicrous behaviour, and then we’ll end on an entirely related tangent you’ll never believe. 
 

Corporate Darwinism By Alfred Adask 

Those who embrace the Biblical faiths understand that the heart of God’s Law is personal 

accountability. ―My Note. And even if you don’t believe in the God of the “three books” you 

can still believe in a Universal accountability, as I do.) You better be good because your 

future in Heaven or Hell depends on your acts in this life and God will hold you accountable. 

Even little kids know they better be “nice” ‘cuz Santa’s “makin’ a list and checkin’ it twice.” 

Whether you’re a devout Christian, pious Jew or rational atheist, it’s undeniable that 

accountability and personal responsibility lie at the heart of Western civilization. 

 

But unlike God, corporations don’t enforce personal accountability based on moral 

principles. Instead, corporations offer us limited liability and personal immunities. Thus, in 

terms of personal accountability, corporations and God are exactly – and perhaps 

“spiritually” – opposite. 

 

Of course, any discussion of the “spiritual” implications of corporations seems silly. I’m 

embarrassed to even suggest this line of thought. But the Bible does contain a curious 

passage at Ephesians 6:12: “For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against 

principalities, against powers, and rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual 

wickedness in high places.” 

 

If we are engaged in spiritual battles in this life, Ephesians says they are not against other 

“flesh and blood” people. But corporations are not “flesh and blood”. Thus, if spiritual 

warfare is afoot, the list of man’s spiritual adversaries could conceivably include 

corporations. Yes, it sounds silly to accord spiritual attributes to corporations. But here’s 

an undeniable fact: The fundamental corporate privilege of limited liability persistently 

tempts personnel to commit acts that are unethical or criminal, and if so, ungodly.  

 

Although the assertion seems bizarre, no one can closely examine corporations and ignore 

the corporation’s peculiar tendency to lead its executives and employees “into temptation”. 

But what’s “temptation”? A momentary impulse to commit an improper act like adultery? 

Virtually everyone – married, single, young, old – is regularly attracted to friends, 

neighbours, co-workers, strangers and even TV images that we know we should not (or 

cannot‖ touch. But is it “temptation” for me to feel an instinctive lust when I see an 

attractive woman? (Lord, I hope not.) 

 

Nah. The essence of temptation is not an internal impulse – it’s an external opportunity to 

evade personal responsibility. 

 

We’re born with impulses; lots of ‘em. We call ‘em instincts. They’re in our genes. But 

“temptation” is a transitory environmental circumstance – an external opportunity to 

express our prohibited impulses without fear of getting caught. 

 



For example, I might see scores of attractive women in shopping malls, but I won’t dare talk 

to them – let alone consummate an illicit relationship. But suppose an attractive female co-

worker comes to my private office after regular business hours and makes it clear that 

she’d like to fool around with no strings attached. That’s temptation – not merely an 

internal impulse, but environmental opportunity to engage in prohibited behaviour without 
personal liability. 

 

OK, suppose I maintain my integrity and refuse her first (attractive) offer, but she keeps 

coming back to my office, making herself available, every day for weeks or months. Although 

a single temptation can be resisted, persistent temptation is almost irresistible.  

 

Similarly, since corporations provide persistent “limited liability” for their employees, 

corporations “institutionalize” the temptation to commit prohibited acts without personal 

responsibility. 

 

Every day, the corporate executive is faced with the knowledge that he could cut a corner, 

fudge on an inventory report, or even commit a crime and – in the unlikely event that his 

errant behaviour was even noticed – could still evade personal liability. 

 

Of course, modern corporations have codes of ethics which they claim are strictly enforced. 

- Yeah right! 

 

I recently caught part of a Fox Network (where else?) TV show where the editor of a 

homosexual magazine was complaining that some New York gay bars allow their patrons to 

engage in nude dancing and unprotected sex right there on the dance floor. Then Fox 

flashed to a “classy” gay bar where the owner provided pretzel bowls full of free condoms 

and had a “strictly enforced” house rule that any nude dancer engaging in unprotected sex 

would be asked to get dressed and leave. 

 

Oh, pleeease. Just because polls indicate Bill Clinton is America’s most admired man 

doesn’t mean everybody in this country’s a damn fool. Anyone who thinks a “house rule” 

can stop unprotected sex in a bar full of nude, dancing gays stoned on booze and 

methamphetamine is an idiot. (My note, each to their own I say, but I get his point) 

 

Likewise, you’ve got to be an idiot to believe that a “strictly enforced” code of ethics will 

prevent unethical or criminal behaviour in a corporate environment where the reward for no 

questions- asked performance (based on limited liability) can be fabulous wealth. 

 

The root of it all 

 

According to some reports, the average upper-level corporate executive makes over 100 

times as much money as the average American worker. 

 

That’s more money in a year than two average Americans earn in their entire lives. 

 

Top corporate executives in the largest corporations are sometimes paid over $100 million 

per year. 

 

Can you imagine? $2 million per week. $40thousand per hour. 
 

Does anyone seriously believe individuals competing for these incredibly lucrative positions 

are likely to embrace (and be inhibited by) strict commitments to moral or ethical 

behaviour? I don’t. And make no mistake; I’m not trying to castigate corporate executives. 

My point is that by offering limited personal liability, the essential corporate structure 
creates an environment that guarantees: 

 

1) unethical, immoral or criminal behaviour will be commonplace. 



2) a strong personal commitment to ethics and integrity is probably a career disability. It’s 

the law of the brothel: screw or be screwed. That is, once you enter a particular 

environment, that environment will influence or even determine your options, choices and 

behaviour just as surely Arctic tundra “creates” Eskimo parkas and African jungles “create” 

loin cloths. Similarly, the corporate environment favours ―and thus “creates”‖ amoral 

behaviour. Thus, the likelihood of ethical individuals succeeding in amoral corporations is 

akin to that of virgins keeping their integrity while getting rich in a whore house. It could 
happen. But it ain’t likely. 

 

Corporate selection 

Unlike flesh-and-blood men and women, corporations do not experience genetic or cultural 

predispositions to feel compassion or avoid violence. Unlike natural persons, corporations 

are not burdened by the moral confusion of juggling the competing interests of family, 

friends, community, nation and even species. Instead, corporations enjoy a single-minded, 

amoral appetite for profit (as reported on the quarterly and annual reports) that not only 

allows, but ultimately compels them to be as ruthlessly efficient as great white sharks of the 

Pacific. 

 

Of course, no corporation makes decisions to act one way or another. Corporations are, 

finally, inanimate, imaginary and incapable of conscious thought. Always there are natural 

persons serving as corporate officers or employees who actually make the “hard choices”. 

 

But corporations are environments just as specific and influential as the Arctic tundra or 

African jungles. Just as physical environments determine much of the Eskimo and Zulu 

cultures, corporate ethical environments exert “natural selection pressures” which 

predispose corporate personnel to amoral or even criminal behaviour. Further, the 

corporate environment not only provides the temptation to commit unethical acts, it also 

provides the motivation to do. Bonuses, “fast track” promotions, perks, company cars, and 

corner offices – the list of corporate “motivators” is substantial and more than sufficient to 

motivate immoral behaviour. 

 

For example, suppose you’re a young corporate executive appointed to manage a 

floundering factory in Utah. You’re offered a generous <2::,::: bonus if you can cause 

that factory to generate a $3 million profit rather than the projected $2 million loss. 

 

You work day and night with dedication, integrity, and inspirational leadership to turn the 

Utah plant around. At year’s end, you’re just <5:,::: short of making the $3 million profit. 

You could fudge the books a little, increase the plant’s apparent profits by <5:,::: and 

thereby win your $200,000 bonus – or – you could maintain your integrity, admit the trivial 

$50,000 shortfall and determine to try even harder next year. 

 

Suppose you do the honourable thing and admit the <5:,::: shortfall ―don’t laugh; it could 

happen‖. Of course, you don’t get your <2::,::: bonus, but you do win the corporate wall 

plaque for outstanding personal performance in a young executive. 

 

Hooray. You are now our hero. 

 

Meanwhile, another young executive was appointed to manage a floundering factory in 

Florida. He’s also offered a <2::,::: bonus to turn a projected <2 million loss into a <3 

million profit. Like you, he falls short by $50,:::. But instead of doing the “honourable 

thing,” he does some “creative accounting” and meets his <3 million goal. Result? He not 

only wins a wall plaque, he gets <2::,:::, a corner office, a company car and a “fast 

track” promotion to corporate vice president. He deposits most of the $200,000 into a trust 

for his kid’s education and uses the rest to buy his wife a new Jaguar. I think it’s fair to say 

his apparent success may seriously challenge your commitment to integrity. You played fair 

and got a plaque. He cheated and got rich. That’s not an aberration. - It’s a lesson. 



So what do you do? 

 

Report him? It’s almost certain your “whistle blowing” won’t be welcomed, but will instead 

be seen as evidence of your inadequate “team loyalty”. In fact, it’s likely that the executive 

who appointed you to the job in Utah was also in line for a fat bonus if you reached your $3 

million profit goals. As a result of your integrity you not only lost your bonus, but your 

boss’s bonus, too ―and thus, your promotion possibilities). 

 

If you insist on doing the “right thing” and report your unethical competitor, you’ll probably 

be fired or asked to resign. Of course, you can sue for wrongful discharge, and spend the 

next five years skirmishing with corporate lawyers over depositions, requests for evidence 

and continuances. During those five years, you probably won’t find another corporation to 

hire you for a position and salary comparable to what you formerly enjoyed. The financial 

and emotional costs of litigation and un- or under- employment may cause you to exhaust 

your savings, lose your house, and even suffer a divorce. When you finally get your day in 

court, you’ll probably lose and be left wondering whether the whole idea of integrity isn’t 

crazy. If you win, the corporation will appeal, and appeal again, until maybe, if you’re lucky, 

you’ll get a settlement, perhaps even reinstatement at your old job – eight to ten years after 

you were wrongfully discharged. 

 

Thus, your “victory” might ring a bit hollow. Well, if its “impractical” to report your fellow 

executive’s ethical lapse, why not forget it, act like nothing happened and silently “endure” 

the injustice of his success? Well, the sting of watching a competitor prosper because he’s 

immoral rather than talented can fester into alcoholism, ulcers and depression. You may 

keep your job, but you’ll never again enjoy it. 

 

OK, if you can’t beat ‘em, why not join ‘em? Why not learn your lesson, and cheat on next 

year’s bonus competition to ensure that you, too, can provide for your kids’ college and 

wife’s new car? Sure, you’ll lose your former sense of integrity but, hey, this is the big 

leagues, kid. If you don’t want to wind up managing a McDonalds, you gotta play to win, 

buddy. ―Besides, nobody’ll know but you.‖ So if you’re like most of us (too much ambition 

and too little character for our own good‖, you’ll probably succumb to corporate temptation 

and start to cheat. 

 

And why not? ―Everybody’s doin’ it, right?‖ And even if you’re discovered, the corporation’s 

limited liability will almost certainly shield you from personal liability.  

 

Worst case scenario? Since the corporation won’t risk being sued for admitting in print that 

you’re a crook and the figures on last year’s annual report are fraudulent, you may be 

“encouraged” to resign but you’ll leave with a glowing letter of recommendation sure to win 

a job at another corporation. 

 

So why not cheat? When you’re in an environment that institutionalizes limited personal 
liability, ethics are no more asset than Eskimo parkas in Africa. Thus, where a social 

environment ―like a corporate workplace‖ includes limited personal liability, the “natural 

selection” pressures of that environment tend to foster immoral or criminal behaviour.  

 

Point: “corporate selection” favours employees who are unethical and amoral. Corporations 

aren’t looking for a few ―truly‖ good men – they’re looking for a few hot shots who can get 

the job done (no matter what) and keep their mouths shut.  

 

Today, the secret of “How to Succeed In Business Without Really Trying” is to be a 

sociopath. - By love possessed. ―My Note. I’ve covered this matter earlier too.‖ 

 

Because corporations are artificial, they are by definition amoral – incapable of 

distinguishing between right and wrong and thus, incapable of responding to human values 



and moral issues. Corporations merely figure the bottom line. Measured solely in dollars, a 

corporation’s decisions are simple, mathematical and impersonal to the point of being 

ruthless ―hey, it’s just business‖. 

 

If a worker gets old, the corporation fires him.  

 

If an immoral act increases profits, the corporation does it. If a moral act produces a 

financial loss, corporate logic avoids it.  

 

In the final analysis, all corporate decisions boil down to money. For corporations, money’s 

not the most important thing, it’s the only thing. 

 

This “single-minded” system of values allows corporations to act with extraordinary 

efficiency. But that single-minded “love” of money also creates problems. Suppose it costs 

$100 in labour to build a computer component in Chicago and $10 to build the same 

component in Mexico City. Once Congress OK’d NAFTA and eliminated any trade barriers 

between the U.S. and Mexico, it was certain that the Chicago computer manufacturer would 

relocate to Mexico. Corporate logic forbids any other course of action. 

 

Does the corporation owe any loyalty to the workers in Chicago who helped build the 

business for the last 20 years? Absolutely not. Corporations are artificial entities and 

therefore amoral and incapable of loyalty. 

 

The issue is pure mathematics. If you can make the part cheaper in Mexico and generate a 

bigger corporate profit, the corporation must abandon its former workers to their 

impoverished fate. Once you understand the inevitable logic of corporations and their 

single-minded appetite for money, you can see that NAFTA and similar “free trade” 

agreements were never intended to serve the American people. Instead, NAFTA was clearly 

designed to serve the multinational corporations which wanted to sell high-priced products 

to rich Americans without paying high wages to American labourer and high salaries to 

American midlevel executives. 

 

Point: By passing NAFTA, GATT, WTO and all the rest of the “free trade” agreements, our 

government betrayed the trust of the American people to serve the interests of corporations. 

 

Considered closely, this is persuasive evidence that our government is no longer “of, by and 

for” the People, but instead serves corporations. Why did government betray us? Because 

while you and I can vote, corporations can provide enormous volumes of the politicians’ 

milk: money. 

 

What can be done? We can’t criminalize corporations. Our business structure is so 

“corporatized” and dependant on limited personal liability that corporations won’t be 

removed from modern business. But even if corporations can’t be eliminated from business, 

they should be removed from politics. That is, our laws and lawmakers should serve only 

moral, natural people – never amoral artificial entities like GM, IBM and Lockheed. 

Politicians excuse their current pro-corporate bias by saying corporations are just 

collections of people and thus, representing corporations is really just representation of 

people. 

 

But corporations are no mere “collections of people”. Corporations are artificial entities 

that create very special kinds of amoral social environments just like crack houses. 

 

As such, these social environments encourage or even demand particular forms of 

behaviour which are at best amoral, often immoral, and occasionally criminal. Supporting 

the growth of any of these “environments” cannot foster a stronger nation. Living or 

working in these environments, cannot foster stronger individuals. 

 



We can minimize the adverse influence of corporations on government and people through 

campaign finance law reform. In essence, since this nation was intended to serve “We the 

―natural‖ People,” only natural people should be allowed to make political campaign 

contributions. No corporation, trust or similar artificial entity should be allowed to 

contribute one dime to any politician. 

 

Result? Politicians would suddenly find themselves more interested in serving natural 

people (the only remaining source of political campaign contributions) than corporations. 

 

Since money is all corporations have, want or are, if you sever the financial link between 

politicians and corporations, politicians won’t pass pro-corporate laws at the public’s 

expense. Thus, our government “of, by and for” the corporations, might be restored to “of 

the People, by the People and for the ―natural, moral, flesh and blood‖ People.”  

 

Taken from ANTISHYSTER Volume 9, No. 1 - This article was a tad homophobic so I removed 

the offending bits, but the rest is useful info nonetheless. Remember what you have read. 

 
The following transcript was taken from the fantastic documentary “The Corporation”. 

 

150 years ago, the business corporation was a relatively insignificant institution. Today, it 

is all-pervasive. 

 

Like the Church, the Monarchy, and the Communist Party in other times and places, the 

corporation is today’s dominant institution. This documentary examines the nature, 

evolution, impacts, & possible futures of the modern business corporation. 

 

Initially given a narrow legal mandate, what has allowed today’s corporation to achieve such 

extraordinary power and influence over our lives? We begin our inquiry as scandals 

threaten to trigger a wide debate about the lack of public control over big corporations. 

 

George Bush: “I do think there is an overhang over the market of distrust. Listen 95%, or 

some percent, huge percentage of the business community are honest, and uh, reveal all 

their assets, got compensation programs that are balanced. But there are some bad 

apples…” 

 

Narration: The media debate about the basic operating principles of the corporate world was 

quickly reduced to a game of “follow the leader”. 

 

Man with white hair: These are not just a bunch of bad apples. CNBC host: This is just a few 

bad apples. Sarbanes: It’s not just a few bad apples. Rep. Scott McInnis: We’ve gotta get rid 

of the bad apples… you can start with Tyco. Lou Dobbs: Bad apples. Rep. Scott McInnis: We 

know all about Worldcom. Woman announcer: Bad apples. Rep. Scott McInnis: Xerox 

corporation. Greta Van Sustern: Bad apples. Rep. Scott McInnis: Arthur Anderson. Chris 

Mathews: Bad apples. Rep. Scott McInnis: Enron, obviously. Ari Fleischer: Bad apples. Rep. 

Scott McInnis: Kmart Corporation. Red haired guy (in three panel screen): The fruit cart is 

getting a little more full. Charles Lewis: I don’t think it’s just a few apples, unfortunately. I 

think this is the worst crisis of confidence in business. 

 

Narration: What’s wrong with this picture? Can’t we pick a better metaphor to describe the 

―vile behaviour of the employees of‖ the most dominant institution of our time than “Bad 

Apples”? 

 

Through the voices of CEOs, whistleblowers, brokers, gurus and spies—insiders and 

outsiders—we present the corporation as a paradox, an institution that creates great wealth, 

but causes enormous, and often hidden harms. 

 



THE CORPORATION A DOCUMENTARY BY: MARK ACHBAR JENNIFER ABBOTT AND JOEL BAKAN 

 

Sir Mark Moody-Stuart: I see the corporation as part of a jigsaw in society as a whole, which 

if you remove it, the picture’s incomplete. But equally, if it’s the only part, it’s not going to 

work. 

 

Hank Mckinnell: A sports team. Some of us are blocking and tackling. Some of us are 

running the ball. Some of us are throwing the ball. But we all have a common purpose, 

which is to succeed as an organization. 

 

Wigand: A corporation’s like a family unit. People in a corporation work together for a 

common end. Badaracco: like the telephone system it reaches almost everywhere. Its 

extraordinarily powerful, it’s pretty hard to avoid. And it transforms the lives of people, I 

think on balance, for the better. 

 

Ira Jackson (V/O): The eagle. Soaring, clear eyed, competitive, prepared to strike, but not a 

vulture. Noble, visionary, majestic, that people can believe in, and be inspired by, that 

creates such a lift that it soars.. 

 

Howard Zinn ―V/O‖: Corporations are artificial creations. You might say they’re monsters 

trying to devour as much profit as possible at anyone’s expense. 

 

THE BIGGEST THING SINCE CREATION 

 

Michael Moore (V/O): I think of a whale. A gentle, big fish, which could swallow you in an 

instant. 

 

Mary Zepernick (V/O): Dr. Frankenstein’s monster, his creation, has overwhelmed and 

overpowered him, as the corporate form has done with us. 

 

Keyes: The word “corporate” gets attached in almost, you know, in a pejorative sense to— 

and gets married with— the word “a-gen-da.” And one hears a lot about the corporate a-gen-

da. As though it is evil. As though it is an agenda which is trying to take over the world. 

Personally, I don’t use the word “corporation” I use the word “business.” I will use the word 

“company.” I will use the words “business community.” ‘cause I think that is a much fairer 

representation than zeroing in on just this word “corporation.” 

 

“…What is a corporation?…”  

 

Badaracco: It’s funny that I’ve taught in a business school for as long as I have without ever 

having been asked so pointedly to say what I think a corporation is.  

 

Archival:”…it is one form of business ownership…” 

 

Badaracco: It’s a group of individuals working together to serve a variety of objectives the 

principal one of which is earning large, growing, sustained, legal returns for the people who 

own the business. - Joe Badaracco, Professor of Business Ethics, Harvard Business School. 

 

BIRTH 

 

Anderson: The modern Corporation has grown out of the industrial age. The industrial age 

began in 1712 when an Englishman named Thomas Newcumen invented a steam driven 

pump to pump water out of the English coalmine, so the English coalminers could get more 

coal to mine, rather than hauling buckets of water out of the mine. 

 

It was all about productivity, more coal per man-hour. That was the dawn of the industrial 

age. And then it became more steel per man hour, more textiles per man hour, more 



automobiles per man hour, and today, it’s more chips per man hour, more gizmos per man 

hour, the system is basically the same, producing more sophisticated products today. - Ray 

Anderson, CEO Interface, world’s largest commercial carpet manufacturer 

 

Chomsky: The dominant role of corporations in our lives is essentially a product of the, 

roughly the past century. 

 

Corporations were originally associations of people who were chartered by a state to 

perform some particular function. Like a group of people want to build a bridge over the 

Charles River, or something like that. - Noam Chomsky, Institute Professor, MIT 

 

Zepernick: There were very few chartered corporations in early United States history. And 

the ones that existed had clear stipulations in their state issued charters. How long they 

could operate? The amount of capitalization. What they made or did or maintained, a 

turnpike whatever—was in their charter and they didn’t do anything else. They didn’t own or 

couldn’t own another corporation. Their shareholders were liable. And so on. - Mary 

Zepernick, Coordinator, Program on Corporations, Law and Democracy 

 

Grossman: In both law and the culture, the corporation was considered a subordinate entity 

that was a gift from the people in order to serve the public good. So, you have that history, 

and we shouldn’t be misled by it, it’s not as if those were the halcyon days, when all 

corporations served the public trust, but there’s a lot to learn from that. - Richard 

Grossman, Cofounder, Program on Corporations, 

 

Law and Democracy 

 

Zepernick: The Civil War and the Industrial Revolution created enormous growth in 

corporations. And so there was an explosion of railroads who got large federal subsidies of 

land. Banking, heavy manufacturing. And corporate lawyers, a century and a half ago, 

realized that they needed more power to operate, and wanted to remove some of the 

constraints that had historically been placed on the corporate form. 

 

Zinn: The 14th Amendment was passed at the end of the Civil War to give equal rights to 

black people. And therefore it said, “no State can deprive any person of life, liberty or 

property without due process of law.” And that was intended to prevent the States from 

taking away life, liberty or property from black people as they had done for so much of our 

history. And what happens is the corporations come into court and corporation lawyers are 

very clever., and they say, “oh you can’t deprive a person of life, liberty or property. We are 

a person, a corporation is a person.” And so Supreme Court goes along with that.  - Howard 

Zinn, Historian; Author, A People’s History of the United States 

 

Zepernick: And what was particularly grotesque about this was that the 14th amendment was 

passed to protect newly freed slaves. So, for instance, between 1890 and 1910, there were 

307 cases brought before the court under the 14th amendment. 288 of these brought by 

corporations, 19 by African Americans. 

 

Grossman: Six hundred thousand people were killed to get rights for people, and then with 

strokes of the pen over the next thirty years, judges applied those rights to capital and 

property while stripping them from people. 

 

A LEGAL “PERSON” 

 

Archive footage: Man 1: “Everybody makes a mistake once in awhile. But I just can’t be 

personally responsible. That’s one of the weaknesses of a partnership. Isn’t it, Sid?” 

Man 2: “Well, maybe you’d better incorporate the store.” 

 

Man 1: “Incorporate?!” 



Man 2: “Yes. Incorporating would give you the big advantage of what you want right now - 

limited liability. You start with a group of people, who want to invest their money in a 

company. Then these people apply for a charter as a corporation. 

 

This government issues a charter to that corporation. Now that corporation operates legally 

as an individual person. It is not a group of people. It is under the law, a legal person.” 

 

ARCHIVE NARRATOR: Imperial Steel Incorporated has many of the legal rights of a person. It 

can buy and sell property. It can borrow money. It can sue in court, and be sued. It carries 

on a business. Imperial Steel, along with thousands of other legal persons, is a part of our 

daily living. It is a member of our society. 

 

Narration: Having acquired the legal rights and protections of a “person”, the question 

arises: “What kind of person is the corporation?” 

 

Chomsky: Corporations were given the rights, of immortal persons. But then special kinds 

of persons. Persons who had no moral conscience. These are a special kind of persons 

which are designed by law, to be concerned only for their stockholders. And not, say, what 

are sometimes called their stakeholders, like the community or the work force or whatever. 

Monks: The great problem of having corporate citizens is that they aren’t like the rest of us. 

As Baron Thurlow in England is supposed to have said “they have no soul to save, and they 

have no body to incarcerate.” - Robert Monks, Corporate governance advisor 

 

Moore: I believe the mistake that a lot of people make when they think about corporations, 

is they think you know, corporations are like us… - Michael Moore, Filmmaker, author 

 

Moore: They think they have feelings, they have politics, they have belief systems, they really 

only have one thing: the bottom line. How to make as much money as they can in any given 

quarter. That’s it. 

 

Archival footage: b&w students around a table: Boy: Of course they make a profit, and it’s a 

good thing. That’s the incentive that makes capitalism work. To give us more of the things 

that we need. That’s the incentive that other economic systems lack. 

 

Moody-Stuart: People accuse us of only paying attention to the economic leg, because they 

think that’s what a business person’s mindset is, it’s just money. And it’s not so, because we 

as business people know that we need to certainly address the environment, but also we 

need to be seen as constructive members of society. - Sir Mark Moody-Stuart, Former 

Chairman, Royal Dutch Shell 

 

Moore: There are companies that do good for the communities. They produce services and 

goods that are of value to all of us, that make our lives better, and that’s a good thing. The 

problem comes in, in the profit motivation here, because these people, there’s no such thing 

as enough.  

 

Moody-Stuart: And I always counter-point out, there’s no organization on this planet, that 

can neglect its economic foundation. Even someone living under a banyan tree is dependent 

on support from someone. Economic lack has to be addressed by everyone – it’s not just a 

business issue. 

 

Narration: But, unlike someone under a banyan tree, all publicly traded corporation have 

been structured — through a series of legal decisions — to have a peculiar and 

disturbing characteristic. They are required --- by law ---- to place the financial interests of 

their owners above competing interests. 

 

In fact, the corporation is legally bound to put its bottom line ahead of everything else, even 

the public good. 



Chomsky: That’s not a law of nature that’s a very specific decision, in fact a judicial 

decision. So they’re concerned only for the short term profit of their, stockholders who are 

very highly concentrated. 

 

Monks: To whom do these companies owe loyalty? What does loyalty mean? Well, it turns out 

that that was a rather naïve concept anyway as corporations are always owed obligation to 

themselves to get large and to get profitable. 

 

In doing this, it tends to be more profitable to the extent it can make other people pay the 

bills for its impact on society. There ‘s a terrible word that economists use for this called 

“externalities”. 

 

Friedman: An externality is the effect of a transaction between two individuals on a third 

party who has not consented to, or played any role in, the carrying out of that transaction. 

And there are real problems in that area there’s no doubt about it. - Milton Friedman, Nobel 

Prize-winning Economist 

 

Anderson: Running a business is a tough proposition, there are costs to be minimized at 

every turn, and at some point the corporation says, you know, let somebody else deal with 

that. Let’s let somebody else supply the military power to the Middle East to protect the oil at 

its source, let’s let somebody else build the roads that we can drive these automobiles on, 

let’s let somebody else have those problems, and that is where externalities come from, that 

notion of, let somebody else deal with that – I got all I can handle myself  

 

Monks: A corporation is an externalizing machine in the same way that a shark is a killing 

machine. Each one is designed in a very efficient way, to accomplish particular objectives. 

In the achievement of those objectives, there isn’t any question of malevolence or of will, the 

enterprise has within it, and the shark has within it, those characteristics that enable it to 

do that for which it was designed. 

 

Anderson: So, the pressure’s on the corporation to deliver results now, and to externalize 

any cost that this unwary or uncaring public will allow it to externalize. 

 

CASE HISTORIES 

 

Narration: To determine the kind of personality that drives the corporation to behave like an 

externalizing machine, we can analyze it, like a psychiatrist would a patient. We can even 

formulate a diagnosis, on the basis of typical case histories of harm it has inflicted on 

others selected from a universe of corporate activity. 

 

Story of Stories: Harm to workers: Layoffs [Termination Notice] Harm to workers: Union 

Busting Harm to workers: Factory Fires Harm to workers: Sweatshops. 

 

Kernaghan: (enters office) Well, this is the office of the National Labour Committee here in 

the garment area of New York City. It’s a little bit dishevelled. These are all from different 

campaigns. To make this stuff concrete as possible, we purchased all of the products from 

the factories that we’re talking about. - Charles Kernaghan, Director of National Labour 

Committee 

 

This shirt sells for 14 dollars and 99 cents. And the women who made this shirt got paid 3 

cents. Liz Claiborne jackets, made in El Salvador. The jackets are 178 dollars, and the 

workers were paid 74 cents for every jacket they made. Alpine car stereos, 31 cents an 

hour. It’s not just sneakers. It’s not just apparel. It’s everything. 

 

We were in Honduras and some workers – they knew the kind of work we did – and they 

approached us, these young workers. And they said, conditions in our factory are horrible. 

Will you please meet with us? And we said we would. But you can’t meet in the developing 



world, you can’t walk up to a factory with your notebook and workers come out and 

interview them. I mean, there’s goons, there’s spies, the military police. So you do 

everything in a clandestine manner. 

 

We’re about to start the meeting, and in walk three guys. Very tough looking guys. The 

company had found out about our meeting and sent these spies.  

 

Obviously, we didn’t have the meeting. 

 

But these young girls were really bright. And as they were leaving, away from the eyesight of 

the spies, they started to put their hands underneath the table. And I put my palm under 

there, put my hand under there and they put into my hand their pay stubs so we’d know who 

they were, what they were paid and the labels that they made in the factory so we’d know 

who they worked for. And I took my hand out after everyone had left and in the palm of my 

hand was the face of Kathy Lee Gifford. 

 

But the bottom of it is the interesting part “A portion of the proceeds from the sale of this 

garment will be donated to various children’s charities.” It’s very touching. Gets you right 

here. Wal-Mart is telling you if you purchase these pants, and Kathy Lee is telling you, 

purchase these pants, you’re going to help children. The problem was the people who 

handed us the label were 13 years of age. 

 

Kernighan: Do many people in her family work. Girl: just me. Kernighan: How many people 

do you support? Girl: Eight people? Kernighan: Eight people, and how do you do it with that 

salary, is it enough? Girl: No. 

 

Walker: Let’s look at it from a different point of view. Let’s look at it from the point of view 

of the, the people in Bangladesh who are starving to death, the people in China who are 

starving to death and the only thing that they have to offer to anybody that is worth anything 

is their low cost labour. And in effect what they’re saying to the world is they have this big 

flag that says “come over and hire us, we will work for ten cents an hour. 

 

Because ten cents an hour will buy us the rice that we need not to starve. And come and 

rescue us from our circumstance.” And so when Nike comes in they are regarded by 

everybody in the community as an enormous godsend. - Michael Walker, Fraser Institute, a 

“market solutions” think tank 

 

Kernighan: We went through the garbage dump in the Dominican Republic. We always do 

this kind of stuff, we dig around. One day we found a big pile of Nike’s internal pricing 

documents. 

 

Nike assigns a time frame to each operation. They don’t talk about minutes. They break the 

time frame into ten thousandths of a second. You get to the bottom of all 22 operations, 

they give the workers 6.6 minutes to make the shirt. It’s seventy cents an hour in the 

Dominican Republic. That’s 6.6 minutes, equals eight cents. 

 

These are Nike’s documents. That means the wages come to three tenths of one percent of 

retail price. This is the reality. It’s the science of exploitation. 

 

PERSONALITY DIAGNOSTIC CHECKLIST: 

 

- World Health Organization ICD-10 - Manual of Mental Disorders DSM-IV 

 

Callous unconcern for the feelings of others 

 

Walker: What happens in the areas where these corporations go in and are successful? They 

soon find that they can’t do anymore in that country because the wages are too high now. 



And what’s that another way of saying— well the people are no longer desperate. 

 

So okay we’ve used up all the desperate people there they’re all plump and healthy and 

wealthy. Let’s move on to the next desperate lot and employ them and raise their level up. 

 

PERSONALITY DIAGNOSTIC CHECKLIST: 

 

- World Health Organization ICD-10 - Manual of Mental Disorders DSM-IV 

 

Incapacity to maintain enduring relationships 

 

Klein: Well the whole idea of the export processing zone is that it will be the first step 

towards this wonderful new development. Through the investment that’s attracted to these 

countries there will be a trickle down effect into the communities. But because so many 

countries are now in the game of creating these free trade enclaves they have to keep 

providing more and more incentives for companies to come to their little denationalized 

pocket. And the tax holidays get longer. So the workers rarely make enough money to buy 

three meals a day let alone feed their local economy. - Naomi Klein, Author, NO LOGO 

 

Harm to human health: Dangerous Products 

 

Harms to human health: Toxic Waste 

 

Harms to human health: Pollution 

 

Harms to human health: Synthetic Chemicals 

 

Epstein: Something happened in 1940 which marked the beginning of a new era. The era of 

the ability to synthesize and create, on an unlimited scale, new chemicals that had never 

existed before in the world. - Samuel Epstein, M.D. Professor Emeritus of Environmental 

Medicine, U. Of Illinois 

 

Archive: “…And using the magic of research, oil companies compete with each other in 

taking the petroleum molecule apart and rearranging it into, well, you name it...” 

 

Epstein: So, suddenly it became possible to produce any new chemical, synthetic chemicals, 

the likes of which had never existed before in the world, for any purpose and at virtually no 

cost. 

 

Archival Narrator: “…Fabrics, toothbrushes, tires insecticides, cosmetics, weed killers. A 

whole galaxy of things to make a better life on Earth…” 

 

Epstein: For instance if you wanted to go to a chemist and say, look I want to have a 

chemical, say a pesticide which will persist throughout the food chain, and I don’t want it to, 

have to renew it very often, I’d like it to be relatively non-destructible and then he’d put 2 

benzene molecules on the blackboard and add a chlorine here, and a chlorine there – that 

was DDT! 

 

Archival footage: “…When the 8th army needed jap civilians to help them out in our 

occupation, they called on native doctors to administer DDT under the supervision of our 

men to stem a potential typhus epidemic. Dusting like this goes a long way in checking 

disease, and the laugh’s on them. Pardon our dust…” 

 

Epstein: As the petrochemical era grew and grew, warning signs emerged that some of these 

chemicals, could pose hazards. The data initially were trivial, anecdotal, but gradually, a 

body of data started accumulating to the extent that we now know that the synthetic 

chemicals which have permeated our workplace, our consumer products, our air, our water, 



produced cancer, and also birth defects and some other toxic effects. 

 

Headlines: “…was exposed to DuPont Co.’s fungicide..”  “…son was born without eyes…” 

Epstein: Furthermore, industry has known about this—at least most industries have known 

about this—and have attempted to trivialize these risks. 

 

PERSONALITY DIAGNOSTIC CHECKLIST: 

 

- World Health Organization ICD-10 - Manual of Mental Disorders DSM-IV 

 

Reckless disregard for the safety of others 

 

Epstein: If I take a gun and shoot you, that’s criminal. If I expose you to some chemicals, 

which knowingly are going to kill you, what difference is there? 

 

The difference is, that it takes longer to kill you. 

 

Epstein: we are now in the midst of a major cancer epidemic—and I have no doubt and I 

have documented the basis for this, that industry is largely responsible for this 

overwhelming epidemic of cancer, in which one in every 2 men get cancer in their lifetimes, 

and one in every 3 women get cancer in their lifetimes. 

 

Harms to Animals: Habitat Destruction 

 

Harms to Animals: Factory Farming 

 

Harms to Animals: Experimentation 

 

Harms to Animals: rBGH/rBST Posilac 

 

Epstein: Towards the end of 1989, a great box of documents arrived at my office, without 

any indication where they came from. And I opened them, and found in it a complete set of 

Monsanto files, particularly a set of files dealing with toxicological testing, the testing of 

cows who’d been given RBGH 

 

Reporter’s voiceover: “…BST, trade name Posilac, is being used in more than a quarter of 

the dairy herds in the United States, according to Monsanto. The milk is being drunk by a 

large portion of the American population, since the Food and Drug Administration declared 

it safe for both cows and humans…” 

 

Epstein: and at that time Monsanto was saying, “There’s no evidence whatsoever of any 

adverse affects, we don’t use antibiotics.” And this clearly showed that they had lied through 

their teeth. 

 

PERSONALITY DIAGNOSTIC CHECKLIST: 

 

- World Health Organization ICD-10 - Manual of Mental Disorders DSM-IV 

 

Deceitfulness: repeated lying and conning others for profit 

 

Epstein: The files described areas of chronic inflammation in the heart, lungs, kidneys, 

spleen, also reproductive effects, also a whole series of other problems, Archival 

footage:”MILK. MORE MONEY. IT’S A GREAT…TO BE A HIGH PRODUCING COW.” 

 

“Report on Animal Welfare Aspects of the Use of Bovine Somatotrophin Report of the 

Scientific Committee on Animal Health and Animal Welfare Adopted 10 March 1999”  

- ITN News, UK 



Reporter’s voiceover: “…the most comprehensive independent assessment of the drug, 

concludes that BST results in unnecessary, pain, suffering and distress for the cows. This is 

not acceptable for a drug designed simply to increase milk production…” 

 

 “…unnecessary pain, suffering and distress… “…not acceptable…” 

 

Rifkin: It is a silly product. We have, the industrial world is awash in milk. We’re over 

producing milk, we actually have governments around the world who pay farmers not to 

produce milk. So the first product Monsanto comes up with is a product that produces more 

of what we don’t need. - JEREMY RIFKIN President, Foundation of Economic Trends 

 

Monsanto promo: “…Of course you’ll want to inject Posilac in every eligible cow, as each 

cow not treated is a lost income opportunity.” 

 

Wilson But the problem was that use of the artificial hormone caused all kinds of problems 

for the cows. It caused something called “mastitis”, which is a very painful infection of the 

udders. 

 

When you milk the cow if the cow has bad mastitis, some of the—and I don’t know how to 

say it this in a, you know I hope people aren’t watching at dinner time but the pus from the 

infection of the udders ends up in the milk. And the somatic cell count they call it—the 

bacteria count—inside your milk goes up. - Steve Wilson Investigative Reporter 

 

Akre: There’s a cost to the cows. The cows get sicker when they’re injected with rBGH. 

They’re injected with antibiotics. 

 

We know that people are consuming antibiotics through their food and we know that that’s 

contributing to antibiotic resistant bacteria and diseases. And we know we’re at a crisis 

when somebody can go into a hospital and get a staph infection and it can’t be cured, and 

they die. That’s a crisis. - Jane Akre Investigative Reporter 

 

Rifkin: Bad for the cow, bad for the farmer, bad potentially for the consumer. The jury is 

out, we see a lot of conflicting evidence about potential health risk. And of course, as a 

consumer, my belief is why should I take any risk? 

 

Narration: Factory farm cows have not been the only victims of Monsanto products. Large 

areas of Vietnam were deforested by the US military using Monsanto’s Agent Orange. 

The toxic herbicide reportedly caused over 50,000 birth defects, as well as hundreds of 

thousands of cancers in Vietnamese civilians and soldiers, and in former American troops 

serving in South East Asia. 

 

Unlike the Vietnamese victims, U.S. Vietnam veterans exposed to Agent Orange were able to 

sue Monsanto for causing their illnesses. 

 

Monsanto settled out of court, paying $80 million dollars in damages. But it never admitted 

guilt. (My Note. We just covered these Frankenstein-fuckwits). 

 

PERSONALITY DIAGNOSTIC CHECKLIST: 

 

- World Health Organization ICD-10 - Manual of Mental Disorders DSM-IV 

 

Incapacity to experience guilt 

 

Harm to Biosphere: Clearcuts Harm to Biosphere: C02 Emissions 

 

Harm to Biosphere: Nuclear Waste Harm to Biosphere: Corporate paradigm 

 



Monks: Sleeping in a motel in Brewer, Maine one night, I woke up with terrible hay fever and 

my eyes were burning. And I looked out at the river and there were great mounds of white 

foam going right down the river. And the next morning I got up and I said my god what was 

that happening last night. He said oh that’s just the river. And I said what do you mean? He 

said well look every night the paper company sends the stuff down the river. And I said what 

are you saying, at night the paper company sends the stuff down the river. And I said what 

are you talking about? And he said don’t you understand? That’s how we get rid of the 

effluent from the paper mills. Well I knew at that time, I had been in the business. I had sold 

oil to the paper mills. I knew all the owners. I had been in politics I knew the people in the 

towns. I knew not one constituent of the paper mills wanted to have the river polluted. And 

yet here the river was being polluted. And it was more or less as if we created a doom 

machine. In our search for wealth and for prosperity we created something that’s going to 

destroy us. - Robert Monks Corporate governance advisor 

 

Brown: The traders who are involved in the market are not guys whose moral fibre when it 

comes to environmental conditions are going to be, be rattled at all. They’re seeing dollars 

and they’re making money. Brokers don’t stay away from copper because it violates their 

religious beliefs, or your environmental policies. No. - Carlton Brown Commodities Trader  

 

Southern Peru Copper Corporation, Ilo, Peru 

 

Brown: You think about it but it’s fleeting. It really is a fleeting moment. It’s like, yea, oh 

yea, yea well a town is being polluted down there in Peru but hey this guy needs to buy some 

copper. And getting paid a commission too. 

 

Our information that we receive does not include anything about the environmental 

conditions because until the environmental conditions become a commodity themselves or 

are being traded then obviously we will not have anything to do with that. It doesn’t come 

into our psyche at all. 

 

You know it’s so far away and it’s you hardly hear anything about it. I mean keep in mind 

there are things going on right in our backyards for god sake. We trade live hogs. I mean 

there are so many pigs in the State of Carolina and it’s polluting the rivers but how often do 

you find out about that? 

 

Headline: “North Carolina fines five major hog farms – U.S. Water News Wilmington, N.C. – 

State regulators have fined four large eastern North Carolina hog farms that were targeted 

by Gov. Mike Easley for waste storage problems…” 

 

Multinational Monitor statistics: 

 

Weissman: At Multinational Monitor we’ve put together a list of the top corporate criminals 

of the 199:’s.  

 

We went back and looked at all the criminal fines that corporations had paid in the decade. 

 

Exxon pled guilty in connection to federal criminal charges with the Valdez spill and paid 

$125 million in criminal fines 

 

General Electric was guilty of defrauding the federal government and paid $9.5 million in 

criminal fines 

 

Chevron was guilty of environmental violations and paid $6.5 million dollars in fines 

 

Mitsubishi was guilty of anti-trust violations and paid $1.8 million in fines 

 

IBM was guilty of illegal exports and paid… 



Eastman Kodak was guilty of environmental violations… 

 

Pfizer, the drug manufacturer, was guilty of anti-trust violations… 

 

Odwalla was guilty of food and drug regulatory violations… 

 

Sears was guilty of financial fraud 

 

Damon Clinical Laboratories was guilty of… 

 

Blue Cross Blue Shield was guilty of… 

 

Hoffman la Roche guilty of an anti-trust violation, paid five hundred million dollars in 

criminal fines. 

 

From - “The Top 1:: Corporate Criminals of the 199:s” 

 

PERSONALITY DIAGNOSTIC CHECKLIST: 

 

- World Health Organization ICD-10 - Manual of Mental Disorders DSM-IV 

 

Failure to conform to social norms with respect to lawful behaviours 

 

Monks: Again and again we have the problem that whether you obey the law or not, is a 

matter whether it’s cost effective. If the chance of getting caught and the penalty are less 

than it costs to comply, people think of it as being just a business decision. 

 

Anderson: Drawing the metaphor of the early attempts to fly. The man going off of a very 

high cliff in his airplane, with the wings flapping, and the guys flapping the wings, and the 

wind is in his face, and this poor fool thinks he’s flying, but in fact he’s in free fall, and he 

just doesn’t know it yet, because the ground is so far away, but of course the craft is 

doomed to crash. That’s the way our civilization is. The very high cliff represents the 

virtually unlimited resources we seemed to have when we began this journey. The craft isn’t 

flying because it’s not built according to the laws of aerodynamics, and it’s subject to the 

law of gravity. Our civilization is not flying because it’s not built according to the laws of 

aerodynamics for civilizations that would fly. And of course the ground is still a long way 

away, but some people have seen that ground rushing up sooner than the rest of us have. 

The visionaries have seen it and have told us it’s coming. - Ray Anderson CEO Interface, 

world’s largest commercial carpet manufacturer 

 

Anderson: There’s not a single scientific, peer-reviewed paper published in the last 25 years 

that would contradict this scenario: 

 

Every living system of earth is in decline, every life support system of earth is in decline, 

and these together constitute the biosphere, the biosphere that supports and nurtures all of 

life and not just our life, but perhaps 30,000,000 other species that share this planet with 

us. The typical company of the 20th century: extractive, wasteful, abusive, linear in all of its 

processes, taking from the earth, making, wasting sending its products back to the 

biosphere, waste to a landfill… 

 

Anderson: I myself was amazed to learn just how much stuff the earth has to produce 

through our extraction process to produce a dollar of revenue for our company, when I 

learned, I was flabbergasted. 

 

Anderson: We are leaving a terrible legacy of poison and diminishment of the environment 

for our grandchildren’s grandchildren, generations not yet born.  

 



Some people have called that intergenerational tyranny, a form of taxation without 

representation, levied by us on generations yet to be. 

 

It’s the wrong thing to do. 

 

The Pathology of Commerce 

 

Hare: One of the questions that comes up periodically is to what extent could a corporation 

be considered to be psychopathic. And if we look at a corporation as a legal person, that it 

may not be that difficult to actually draw the transition between psychopathy in the 

individual, to psychopathy in a corporation. 

 

We could go through the characteristics that define this particular disorder, one by one, and 

see how they might apply to corporations. - Dr. Robert Hare, M.D. Consultant to the FBI on 

psychopaths 

 

PERSONALITY DIAGNOSTIC CHECKLIST: 

 

- World Health Organization ICD-10 - Manual of Mental Disorders DSM-IV 

 

Callous unconcern for the feelings of others 

Incapacity to maintain enduring relationships 

Reckless disregard for the safety of others 

Deceitfulness: repeated lying and conning others for profit 

Incapacity to experience guilt 

Failure to conform to social norms with respect to lawful behaviour 

 

Subject: The Corporation. 

 

Diagnosis of Personality Disorder: 

 

Psychopath. 
 

Hare: They would have all the characteristics, and in fact, in many respects, the corporation 

of that sort is the proto-typical psychopath. 

 

Narration: If the dominant institution of our time has been created in the image of a 

psychopath, who bears the moral responsibility for its actions? 

 

Friedman: Can a building have moral opinions? Can a building have social responsibility? If 

a building can’t have social responsibility, what does it mean to say that a corporation can? 

 

A corporation is simply a artificial legal structure, but the people who are engaged in it, 

whether the stockholder, whether the executives in it, whether the employees, they all have 

moral responsibilities. - Milton Friedman, Nobel Prizewinning Economist 

 

MONSTROUS OBLIGATIONS 

 

Chomsky: It’s a fair assumption that every human being, real human beings, flesh and blood 

ones, not corporations, but every flesh and blood human being is a moral person. 

 

We’ve got the same genes, we’re more or less the same, but our nature, the nature of 

humans, allows all kinds of behaviour. I mean every one of us under some circumstances 

could be a gas chamber attendant and a saint. 

 

Gibara: No job, in my experience with Goodyear, has been as frustrating as the CEO job. 



Because even though the perception is that you have absolute power to do whatever you 

want, the reality is you don’t have that power. 

 

Sometimes, if you had really a free hand, if you really did what you wanted to do that suits 

your personal thoughts and your personal priorities, you’d act differently. But as a CEO you 

cannot do that. - Sam Gibara Chairman, Former CEO, Goodyear Tire 

 

Gibara: Layoffs have become so wide-spread that people tend to believe that CEOs make 

these decisions without any consideration to the human implications of their decisions. 

 

It is never a decision that any CEO makes lightly. It is a tough decision. But it is the 

consequence of modern capitalism. 

 

 “Since 199:, Goodyear has closed eight plants and laid off over 2:,::: workers.” 

 

Chomsky: When you look at a corporation, just like when you look at a slave owner, you 

want to distinguish between the institution and the individual. 

 

So, slavery, for example or other forms of tyranny, are inherently monstrous, but the 

individuals participating in them may be the nicest guys you could imagine – benevolent, 

friendly, nice to their children, even nice to their slaves, caring about other people. I mean, 

as individuals they may be anything. 

 

In their institutional role they’re monsters because the institution is monstrous. And then 

the same is true here. 

 

Chomsky: So, an individual CEO, let’s say, may really care about the environment. In fact, 

since they have such extraordinary resources, they can even devote some of their resources 

to that without violating their responsibility to be totally inhuman. 

Narration: Which is why, as the Moody-Stuarts serve tea to protestors, Shell Nigeria can 

flare unrivalled amounts of gas, making it one of the world’s single worst sources of 

pollution. 

 

And all the professed concerns about the environment, do not spare Ken Saro Wiwa and 

eight other activists from being hanged for opposing Shell’s environmental practices in the 

Niger Delta. What’s the source? They were hanged for opposing shell’s practices. 

 

MINDSET 

 

Shiva: The corporation is not a person it doesn’t think. People in it think, and for them it is 

legitimate to create terminator technology. So that farmers are not able to save their seeds. 

Seeds that will destroy themselves through a suicide gene. Seeds that are designed to only 

produce crop in one season. You really need to have a brutal mind. It’s a war against 

evolution to even think in those terms. But quite clearly profits are so much higher in their 

minds. - Dr. Vandana Shiva Physicist, ecologist, seed activist 

 

Barry: My work spans all industry sectors. I mean, I virtually have worked for, like, I’d say, 

twenty-five per cent of the Fortune 500. - Marc Barry, Competitive Intelligence Professional 

 

Barry: I’ve posed as an investment banker. I’ve posed as a venture capitalist. I set up front 

companies that are executive recruiting firms. Essentially, I’m a spy. I’ll locate your 

employees, and I will tell them that I’m calling from “Acme Recruiting Agency”, and that I’ve 

got a job that pays them considerably more than what they’re paying. Would they mind 

meeting me for an interview? And when the executive shows up, what he doesn’t realize is, 

I’m actually debriefing him on behalf of a competitor. That there is no job and that the office 

that he’s at has been rented, and the picture on my desk of my family is a phony, and it’s all 

just a big, elaborate ruse to glean competitive information from him. 



Barry: I don’t feel any guilt. It’s, you know, what, I mean you have to expect that guys like 

me are out there. We’re predators. It’s about competition, it’s about market share, it’s about 

being aggressive, it’s about shareholder value. What is your stock at today? 

 

Barry: If you’re are CEO, I mean, do you think your shareholders really care whether you’re 

Billy Buttercup or not? You know, do you think that they would prefer you to be a nice guy, 

over having money in their pocket? I don’t think so. I think people want money. That’s the 

bottom line. 

 

Moore: The fact that most of these companies are run by white men, white rich men, means 

that they are out of touch with what the majority of the world is. Because the majority of this 

planet are not a bunch of rich white guys. They’re people of other colours, they’re the 

majority. Women are the majority, and the poor and working poor, make up the majority of 

this planet. So the decisions that they make come from not the reality that exists throughout 

the world. - Michael Moore Filmmaker, author 

 

Moore: How much is enough? How much is enough? If you are a billionaire, wouldn’t it be 

okay just to be a half a billionaire? Wouldn’t it be okay for your company to make a little 

less money 

 

Brown: I’ve got to be honest with you. When the September 11th situation happened, I didn’t 

know that the, and I must say, and I want to say this because it’s, I don’t want to take it 

lightly, it’s not a light situation. It’s a devastating act. It was really a bad thing, it’s one of 

the worse things I’ve seen in my lifetime, you know. But, I will tell you and every trader will 

tell you who was not in that building, and who was buying gold and who owned gold and 

silver, that when it happened, the first thing you thought about was well how much is gold 

up? The first thing that came to mind was my God gold must be exploding! 

 

Fortunately for us all our clients were in gold. So when it went up they all doubled their 

money. 

 

Everybody doubled their money. It was a blessing in disguise. Devastating, crushing, heart 

shattering, but on the financial sense for my clients that were in the market they all made 

money. Now, I wasn’t looking for this type of help— but it happened. When the US bombed 

Iraq back in 1991 the price of oil went from $13 to $40 a barrel for Christ sake! Now we 

couldn’t wait for the bombs to start raining down on Saddam Hussein. We were all excited. 

We wanted Saddam to really create problems. Do whatever you have to do, set fire to some 

more oil wells, because the price is going to go higher. Every broker was chanting that, 

there was not a broker that I know of that wasn’t excited about that. This was a disaster this 

was something that was you know catastrophe happening. Bombing, wars. In devastation 

there is opportunity. - Carlton Brown Commodities Trader (and cunt - M.) 

 

Narration: The pursuit of profit is an old story, but there was a time, when many things were 

regarded either as too sacred—or too essential for the public good—to be considered 

business opportunities. They were protected by tradition and public regulation. 

 

BOUNDARY ISSUES 

 

Rifkin: We can really begin to take a look at the emergence of the modern age with the 

enclosure movements of the great European commons in the fourteenth, fifteenth and 

sixteenth century. Medieval life, was a collectively lived life. It was a brutish, nasty affair. 

But there was a collective responsibility. People belonged to the land; the land did not 

belong to people. And in this European world, people, farmed the land in a collective way, 

because they saw it as a commons. It belonged to God. And then it was administered by the 

Church, the aristocracy, and then the local manors, as stewards of God’s creation.  

 

Beginning with Tudor England, we began to see a phenomenon emerge, and that is the 



enclosure of the great commons by parliamentary acts in England, and then in Europe. And 

so, first we began to take the great land masses of the world which were commons and 

shared, and we reduced those to private property. Then we went after the oceans, the great 

oceanic commons, and we created laws and regulations that would allow countries to claim 

a certain amount of water outside their coastal limits for exploitation. In this century we 

went after the air, and we divided it into air corridors that could be bought and sold for 

commercial traffic for airplanes. And then of course the rest is history. - Jeremy Rifkin, 

President, Foundation of Economic Trends 

  

Bernard: With deregulation, privatization, free trade, what we’re seeing is yet another 

enclosure and if you like private taking of the commons. One of the things I find very 

interesting in our current debates is this concept of who creates wealth. That wealth is only 

created when it’s owned privately. 

 

What would you call clean water, fresh air, a safe environment? Are they not a form of 

wealth? And why does it only become wealth when some entity puts a fence around it and 

declares it private property? Well, you know, that’s not wealth creation. 

 

That’s wealth usurpation. 

 

Kingwell: Over the centuries, we have put more and more things in that public realm and 

lately, just lately, in the last, let’s say the last three or four decades, started pulling them 

out again. So fire-fighters, for instance… 

 

Kingwell: Fire-fighters started as private companies, Archival: “…yes, and lots of other 

people need the fire department too…”  

 

Kingwell: And if you didn’t have the medallion of a given fire-fighter brigade on your house 

and it was on fire, those fire-fighters would just, you know, ride on by because you didn’t 

have a deal. Well, we gradually evolved a public trust for the provision of safety on that very 

specific level. 

 

This is important. We should not go back from that and start saying, “Well, you know, why 

don’t we put that back in the market and see what that does? Maybe it will make it more 

efficient.” - Mark Kingwell Philosopher 

 

Chomsky: The privatization does not mean you take a public institution and give it to some 

nice person. 

 

Headlines: It means you take a public institution and give it to an unaccountable tyranny. 

 

Public institutions have many side benefits. For one thing they may purposely run at a loss. 

They’re not out for profit. They may purposely run at a loss because of the side benefits. So, 

for example if a public steel industry runs at a loss it’s providing cheap steel to other 

industries, maybe that’s a good thing. 

 

Public institutions can have a counter cyclic property. So that means that they can maintain 

employment in periods of recession, which increases demand, which helps you get out of a 

recession. Private company can’t do that in a recession throw out the work force cause 

that’s the way you make money.  

 

Barlow: There are those who intend that one day everything will be owned by somebody and 

we’re not just talking goods here. We’re talking human rights, human services, essential 

services for life. Education, public health, social assistance, pensions, housing. We’re also 

talking about the, the survival of the planet. The areas that we, we believe are— must be 

maintained in the commons, or under common control or we will collectively die. Water and 

air—Maude Barlow Chairperson, Council of Canadians 



 “Buy” -  “Bye” 

 

Walker: Even in the case of air there’s been some progress. And here the idea is to say look 

We can’t avoid the dumping of carbon dioxide. We can’t avoid the dumping of sulphur 

oxides, at least we can’t at the moment afford to stopping it, so we’re dumping a certain 

amount of stuff into the environment. So we’re going to say with the current tonnage of 

sulphur oxides, for example, we will say that is the limit. And we’ll create permits for that 

amount and give them to the people who’ve been doing the polluting and now we will permit 

them to be traded. And so now there’s a price attached to polluting the environment. Now, 

wouldn’t it be marvellous if we had one of those prices for everything? 

 

Achbar: It sounds like you’re advocating private ownership of every square inch of the 

planet. 

 

Walker: Absolutely. 

 

Achbar: Every cubic foot of air, water… 

 

Walker: It sounds outlandish to say we want to have the whole universe, the whole of the 

earth owned. That doesn’t mean I want to have Joe Bloggs owning this square foot. But it 

means the interests that are involved in that stream are owned by some group or by some 

people who have an interest in maintaining it. And that, you know, that is not such a loony 

idea, it’s in fact the solution to a lot of these problems. - Michael Walker, Fraser Institute, a 

“market solutions” think tank. 

 

BASIC TRAINING 

 

Susan Linn , Prof. Of Psychiatry, Baker Children’s Centre, Harvard - Linn: In 1998, Western 

International Media, Century City, and Lieberman Research Worldwide, conducted a study on 

nagging. 

 

“The Nag Factor 

 

How Do Kids React to Marketing? 

 

Hughes: We asked parents to keep a diary for three weeks and to record every time—you 

could imagine— every time their child nagged them for a product, we asked them to record 

when, where, and why. 

 

Lucy Hughes, VP, Initiative Media, Co-Creator, The Nag Factor 

 

Characteristics of Nag Occasions 

 

Linn: This study was not to help parents cope with nagging. It was to help corporations help 

children nag for their products more effectively. 

 

Importance: “Mom, I really need a Barbie Dream House so Ken ’Barbie can have a family” 

 

Persistence: “I just gotta have it…Waaaahhh…Please, please, please!!!” 

 

Nagging is the Key/Purchase interest if Child Asks 

 

Hughes: Anywhere from 20% to 40% of purchases would not have occurred unless the child 

had nagged their parents. That is, we found for example, a quarter of all visits to theme 

parks wouldn’t have occurred unless a child nagged their parents. 

 

Four out of ten visits to places like Chuck E. Cheese would not have occurred. And any 



parent would understand that, you know when I think of Chuck E. Cheese, oh my goodness, 

its noise… 

 

Nagging positively influences parents! 

 

Parents are more likely to buy products when goodness, its noise… 

 

Commercial: “…’cause we’re going to Chuck E. Cheese’s…” Hughes: … and there’s so many 

kids. Why would I want to spend two hours there? But if the child nags enough you’re going 

to go. We saw the same thing with movies, with, with home video, with fast food…kids ask 

for them. 

 

Hughes: We do have to break through this barrier where they do tell us, or they say, they 

don’t like it when their kids nag. Well that’s just a general attitude that they possess. It’s 

doesn’t mean that they necessarily act upon it a 1::% of the time. 

 

You can manipulate consumers into wanting and therefore buying your products. It’s a 

game. 

 

Linn: Children are not “little adults”; their minds aren’t developed. And what’s happening is 

that the marketers are playing to their developmental vulnerabilities. 

Linn: The advertising that children are exposed to today is honed by psychologists, it’s 

enhanced by media technology that nobody ever thought was possible. 

 

Hughes: The more insight you have about the consumer the more creative you’ll be in your 

communication strategies. So if that takes a psychologist, yeah, we want one of those on 

staff. 

 

Bare Necessities:31%, 

 

Indulgers:33%, 

 

Conflicted: 20%, 

 

Kids’ Pals:15% 

 

Linn: I’m not saying it’s wrong to make things for children. You know, and I also think it’s 

important to distinguish between psychologists who work on products for children who help, 

help, you know, toy corporations make toys that are developmentally appropriate. I think 

that’s great, that’s different from selling the toys directly to the children. 

 

Hughes: Initiative is huge. I think in the US we place about 12 billion dollars of media time. 

So we’ll put it on TV, we’ll put it in print, we’ll put it up in outdoor, we’ll buy radio time; so 

we’re the biggest buyers of advertising time and space in the US, and in the world. 

 

Welcome to Initiative Media Worldwide  

 

Linn: one family cannot combat an industry that spends 12 billion dollars a year trying to 

get their children. They can’t do it. 

 

Hughes: They are tomorrows adult consumers, so start talking with them now, build that 

relationship when they’re younger… and you’ve got them as an adult. 

 

Hughes: Somebody asked me, “Lucy is that ethical?” You’re essentially manipulating 

these children. Well, yeah, is it ethical? I don’t know. But our, our role at Initiative is to 

move products. And if we know you move products with a certain creative execution placed 

in a certain type of media vehicle then we’ve done our job. 



Kingwell: Every institution provides the people who are members of it with a social role to 

occupy. And typically institutions that are vibrant and have a lot of power, will specify that 

role in some sense as a list of virtues. 

 

It’s true for churches, for schools, for any institution that has power over people and 

shapes them. 

 

Kingwell: The corporation likewise. It provides us with a list of virtues, a kind of social role, 

which is the “good consumer”. 

 

Archival: “…Like the waters of the mighty ocean, people also represent a tremendous force. 

The understanding of which is of greatest importance to the American way of life. This force 

is known as ‘consumer power’…” 

 

Chomsky: The goal for the corporations is to maximize profit and market share. And they 

also have a goal for their target, namely the population. They have to be turned into 

completely mindless consumers of goods that they do not want. You have to develop what 

are called “created wants”. So you have to create wants. You have to impose on people 

what’s called a philosophy of futility. You have to focus them on the insignificant things of 

life, like fashionable consumption. 

 

I’m just basically quoting business literature. And it makes perfect sense. The ideal is to 

have individuals who are totally disassociated from one another. Who’s conception of 

themselves, the sense of value, is just how many created wants can I satisfy? 

 

Archive narrator: “…These people are customers because they are willing to trade money 

for widgets. And all the customers take their widgets home to all parts of the country. 

 

Look at all that money the widget builder has taken in from the sale of his widgets…” 

 

Chomsky: We have huge industries, public relations industry is a monstrous industry, 

advertising and so on, is uh, which are designed from infancy to try to mould people into 

this desired pattern. 

 

Luke: We saw Tiger Woods on TV with a hat with a Nike logo on it and we figured you know 

he probably gets like millions of dollars just to wear the hat on a press conference. And 

therefore we figured we can do that for someone else. And hopefully get money in time so 

we can go to school. And that’s how we came up with being corporately sponsored. - Chris 

Barrett & Luke McCabe, Corporate sponsored university students 

 

Chris: We made our sponsor announcement on the Today Show on June 18. “…we’re thrilled 

to be sponsored by First USA…” “…we’re thrilled to be working with First USA as our 

corporate sponsor and they’re covering our college tuition…” “…we found First USA as our 

sponsor and we’re proud to be working with them…” “…our sponsor is First USA…” “…so, 

we’re really thrilled to announce First USA as our sponsor…” “…we’re thrilled to be working 

with First USA…” Luke: And so we gave First USA a good name in the media, and include 

them in our news stories, and then through there they get as much advertising as we can 

give them. 

 

TV Announcer:”…they’ll be conforming not to the wishes of demanding parents, but to the 

wishes of an image conscious corporation…” 

 

Please sponsor Luke & Chris; Please inquire about affordable rates!; Sponsor us we will 

eat your cereal even if we’re not hungry!; I’m cheaper! 

 

First USA promotional video  

 



More than 50 million Americans reached in 48 hours!! 

 

Luke: They’re not just out there for the money and they’re just. I mean they want to work 

with us, and be our friends and let us help them help us and vice versa. 

 

Luke: “…and we became walking billboards to pay for our college tuition…” 

 

(applause) 

 

Luke: Cool Site of the Day picked us as cool site and Yahoo picked us and we were in USA 

Today. 

 

Luke: When we did our photo shoot for People Magazine this is where we stood, up on top. 

 

Chris: We stood up here and we smiled. 

 

Luke: We smiled and took the picture. 

Chris: Our parents had war stories and stuff to tell us. We have our corporate sponsor story 

 

Luke: Exactly. 

 

Luke: I have a lot of faith in the corporate world because it’s always going to be there so you 

may as well have faith in it because if you don’t then it’s just not good.  

 

Narration: Some of the best creative minds are employed to assure our faith in the 

corporate world view. They seduce us with beguiling illusions designed to divert our minds 

and manufacture our consent. 

  

PERCEPTION MANAGEMENT 

 

Grossman: Corporations don’t advertise products particularly, they’re advertising a way of 

life. A way of thinking. A story of who we are as people and how we got here and what’s the 

source of our so-called liberty, and our so-called freedom. You know, so you have decades 

and decades and decades of propaganda and education teaching us to think in a certain 

way. 

 

When applied to the large corporation, it’s that the corporation was inevitable, that it’s 

indispensable, that it is somehow remarkably efficient, and that it is responsible for 

progress and the good life. - Richard Grossman, Cofounder, Program on Corporations, Law 

and Democracy. 

 

Komisarjevsky: Perception management is a very interesting concept. It’s basically a 

methodology which helps us when we work with our clients to go through a very systematic 

thoughtful process in order to be able to help our clients identify what the resources are 

that they have. What the barriers to their success are and how we can use communications 

to help them accomplish their objectives. If Michael or Angelica came to me and said dad 

what do you do and why is it important? 

 

We deliver real world results for our clients - Chris Komisarjevsky, CEO Burson 

 

My answer to that question is basically that I help corporations have a voice. And I help 

corporations share the point of view about how they feel about things. - Marsteller, a global 

public relations firms 

 

“Results that build reputations” 

 

Past client: Union Carbide/Public relations after Bhopal gas leak; up to 20,000 dead 



“Results that serve the public” 

 

Past client: Philip Morris/ Organized the National Smokers Alliance to fight anti-smoking 

laws 

 

“Results that build business” 

 

Past client: Canadian forestry corporations/ Created the British Columbia Forest Alliance to 

combat Environmental campaigns 

 

“Results that change the way we live” 

 

Grossman: They’re selling themselves, they’re selling their domination, they’re selling their 

rule, and they’re creating an image for themselves as just regular folks down the block. 

 

Grossman: It’s tough, you know – they’re putting some taxpayer and shareholder money into 

helping and who can say? But that money should be going to the taxpayers to decide what to 

do. 

 

And while they’re doing those sort of nice things, they’re also playing a role in lowering 

taxes for corporations and lowering taxes for wealthy people, and reconfiguring public 

policy. 

 

What we don’t see is all that reconfiguring going on; we don’t see all that vacuuming up of 

money, vacuuming out the insides of public processes, but we do see the nice façade. 

 

e.g. - Pfizer/Caring for community, Ronald McDonald House Charities, nikebiz.com/ 

community affairs.  

 

Headlines: “Business leaders urge tax cuts”. “Executives ask for corporate tax cuts”. 

“Think-tank defends firms that escape all taxes”. 

 

A PRIVATE CELEBRATION 

 

Klein: When I was researching the takeover of public space when I started off I thought okay 

this is just advertising. We’ve always had advertising. It’s just more advertising. 

 

But what I started to understand and what I understand now is that branding is not 

advertising. it’s production. And very successful corporations, the corporations of the future 

do not produce products.  

 

They produced brand meaning. The dissemination of the idea of themselves is their act of 

production. And the dissemination of the idea of themselves is an enormously invasive 

project. So how do you make a brand idea real? Well, a good place to start is by building a 

three dimensional manifestation of your brand. 

 

For a company like Disney it goes even further where it’s actually building a town, 

Celebration Florida. - Naomi Klein, Author, No Logo 

 

Finger: Currently there are about 5000 residents who call Celebration home. And there are 

about 13:: single family homes, a town centre that’s a place where people gather. It has 

about four or five restaurants and about a dozen other shops. - Andrea Finger, 

Spokesperson, Celebration Florida 

 

Klein: Their inspiration, their brand image, is the all American family. And the sort of 

bygone American town. 

 



Timon: Their brand driver is “family magic” and everything that that company does is in and 

around those two words. 

 

If you take that, a branded environment such as a Disney World or a Disney Land, is a 

logical extension of that brand. Film, animated film, family oriented film, it’s a very logical 

extension of that. 

 

As a business though, they also know that if they want to get into other forms of 

entertainment that does not fit “family magic”, they do not brand it Disney. If they want to 

get into adult, more serious type fare, when it comes to film they brand it Touchstone. - Clay 

Timon, CEO Landor & Associates 

 

Finger: The Disney brand speaks of reassurance, it speaks of tradition, it speaks of quality. 

And you can see that here, in this community that we’ve built. 

 

Klein: And that’s where you see the truly imperialist aspirations of branding which is about 

building these privatized branded cocoons. 

 

Which maybe you start by shopping in and then you continue by holidaying in but eventually 

why not just move in. 

 

Rifkin: What happens if we wake up one day, and we find out that virtually all of our 

relationships that are mediated between us and our fellow human beings are commercial? 

 

We find out that virtually every relationship we have is a commercially arbitrated 

relationship with our fellow human being? (My Note. This is actually the case already.) 

 

Can civilization survive on that narrow a definition of how we interact with each other? 

 

e.g. Rent-AFriend Services/Order friends - ebaby - Human organs for sale. 

 

Cash at work – Sell, sell, sell yourself 

 

Archive Voiceover: “…Today the job of building this nation geographically, is completed. 

There are no new frontiers within our borders. So to what new horizons can we look now. 

Where are tomorrow’s opportunities? What’s ahead for you, for your children. The frontiers 

of the future are not on any map. They’re in the test tubes and laboratories of the great 

industries…” 

 

ADVANCING THE FRONT 

 

Rifkin: The Chakrabarty case is one of the great judicial moments in world history. And the 

public was totally unaware it was actually happening as a process was being engaged. 

 

General Electric and Professor Chakrabarty went to the patent office with a little microbe 

that eats up oil spills. They said they had modified this microbe in the laboratory, and 

therefore it was an invention. 

 

The patent office and the U.S. government took a look at this quote “invention” they said, 

“No way. The patent statutes don’t cover living things. This is not an invention.” Turned 

down. - Jeremy Rifkin, President, Foundation on Economic Trends 

 

Rifkin: Then, General Electric and Doctor Chakrabarty appealed to the U.S. Customs Court of 

Appeal. And, to everyone’s surprise, by a three-to-two decision, they overrode the Patent 

Office. 

 

GE commercial: “… GE, we bring good things to life…” 



Rifkin: They said, “This microbe looks more like a detergent, or a reagent, than a horse or a 

honeybee.” I laugh because they didn’t understand basic biology; it looked like a chemical to 

them. Had it had an antenna, or eyes, or wings, or legs, it would never have crossed their 

table and been patented. 

 

Rifkin: Then the Patent Office appealed. And what the public should realize now is the Patent 

Office was very clear that you can’t patent life. 

 

My organization provided the main amicus curiae brief. 

 

Rifkin: “If you allow the patent on this microbe”, we argued, “it means that without any 

congressional guidance or public discussion, corporations will own the blueprints of life.” 

 

Rifkin: When they made the decision, we lost by five to four, and Chief Justice Warren 

Burger said, “Sure, some of these are big issues but we think this is a small decision.” 

 

Rifkin: Seven years later the U.S. Patent Office issued a one sentence decree “You can 

patent anything in the world that’s alive, except a full-birth human being.” 

 

“…the Supreme Court of the United States ruled today that living organisms produced in the 

laboratory may be patented. This decision to extend patenting…” 

 

“…the question the U.S. Supreme Court had to decide was whether one man, or one 

company, should be able to control new forms of life…” 

 

“…if we allow any company or college to exclusively own a species, what does that say about 

our reverence for life…?” 

 

“…researchers at Harvard manipulated the genes of mice making their offspring more 

susceptible to cancer. They patented the Harvard mouse in the U.S, Europe ’ Japan…” 

 

“…the legal battle finally came to an end today. The Supreme Court of Canada ruled the 

genetically engineered mouse can’t be patented…” 

 

“…Canadians don’t think that life forms are inventions of industry like light bulbs and 

widgets…” 

 

“…bio prospecting’; scientists and drug companies search the planet, companies scouring 

the planet for valuable DNA, genes they can patent and sell…” 

 

“…it feels a lot like the wild west. We’ve got bandits going around the world, collecting 

wherever they can, sometimes under false pretences…” 

 

“…because it’s been so isolated, Newfoundland has a unique gene pool, and there’s been so 

much interest from gene prospectors that the government is funding a study …” 

 

“…my genetic imprint, my genetic blueprint, really has been taken away from me…” 

 

“…modern scientific research, instead of being the impartial pursuit of the truth, has 

become the pursuit of profit…” 

 

Rifkin: We’ve all been hearing about the announcement, that we have mapped the human 

genome. But what the public doesn’t know, is there’s a great race by genomic companies, 

and biotech companies, and life science companies, to find the treasure in the map. 

The treasures are the individual genes that make up the blueprint of the human race. Every 

time they capture a gene and isolate it, these biotech companies they claim it as intellectual 

property. 



The breast cancer gene, the cystic fibrosis gene it goes on, and on, and on. If this goes 

unchallenged in the world community, within less than ten years, a handful of global 

companies will own, directly, or through license, the actual genes that make up the 

evolution of our species. And they’re now beginning to patent the genomes of every other 

creature on this planet. 

 

Rifkin: In the Age of Biology the politics is going to sort out between those who believe life 

first has intrinsic value, and therefore we should choose technologies and commercial 

venues that honour the intrinsic value. 

 

And then we’re going to have people who believe, “Look, life is simple utility. It’s commercial 

fare”, and they will line up with the idea to let the marketplace be the ultimate arbiter of all 

of the Age of Biology. 

 

Narration: In a world economy where information is filtered by global media corporations 

keenly attuned to their powerful advertisers, who will defend the public’s right to know? And 

what price must be paid to preserve our ability to make informed choices? 

 

UNSETTLING ACCOUNTS 

 

Wilson: What Fox television told us was that we were just the people to be The Investigators. 

 

Steve Wilson, Investigative Reporter 

 

Akre: Do any stories you want, ask tough questions and get answers. So we thought “this is 

great, this is a dream job.” Fantastic. - Jane Akre, Investigative Reporter 

 

Akre: The very first thing they had us do was not to research stories, but to shoot this 

promo, which was…The Investigators 

 

Promo narrator (VO):”…The Investigators. Uncovering the truth, getting results, protecting 

you…” 

 

Akre: And they had a film crew and a smoke machine, we’re silhouetted…  

 

Wilson: One of the first stories that Jane came up with was the revelation that most of the 

milk in the state of Florida and throughout much of the country was adulterated with the 

effects of bovine growth hormone. 

 

Akre: With Monsanto, I didn’t realize how effectively a corporation could work to get 

something on the marketplace. The levels of coordination they had to have. 

 

They had to get university professors into the fold. 

 

They had to get experts into the fold. They had to get reporters into the fold. They had to get 

the public into the fold. 

 

And of course the FDA, let’s not leave them out. They had to get the federal regulators 

convinced that this was a fine and safe product to get it onto the marketplace. And they did 

that, they did that very, very well. 

MONSANTO: Food – Health- Hope 

 

Dairy Science Program at the University of Florida/Dept. of Animal Sciences 

 

FDA/Protecting Consumers, Promoting Public Health 

 

Posilac ad: 



“…Posilac is the single most tested new product in history, and is now available to use 

specifically so you can increase your profit potential… Monsanto Promotional video 

 

Akre: The federal government basically rubber stamped it before they put it on the 

marketplace. The longest test they did for human toxicity was 90 days on thirty rats. And 

then either Monsanto misreported the results to the FDA, or the FDA didn’t bother to look in 

depth at Monsanto’s own studies. 

 

Wilson: The scientists within Health Canada looked very carefully at bovine growth hormone 

and came to very different conclusions than the Food and Drug Administration in the US did. 

 

CBC Reporter’s voiceover: “…Monsanto’s engineered growth hormone did not comply with 

safety requirements. It could be absorbed by the body, and therefore did have implications 

for human health. Mysteriously, that conclusion was deleted from the final published version 

of their report…” 

 

Health Canada/Health Protection Branch 

 

rBST ―NUTRILAC‖ “Gaps Analysis” Reports by rBST Internal Review Team / Health Protection 

Branch, Health Canada 

 

Chopra: I personally was very concerned that there’s a very serious problem of secrecy, 

conspiracy and things of that nature. “…we have been pressured and coerced to pass drugs 

of questionable safety, including the rBST.” - Dr. Shiv Chopra, Health Canada Scientist 

 

Wilson: We wrote the story. We had it ready a week beforehand. They bought ads… 

 

Eyewitness News ad: “…Farmers in the milk industry say it’s safe, but studies suggest a link 

to cancer. Don’t miss this special report from The Investigators” 

 

Wilson: That Friday night before the Monday the series was to begin, the fax machine spit 

out a letter from this very high priced lawyer in New York that Monsanto had hired. 

It contained a lot of things that were just off the wall false. Just demonstrably false, but if 

you didn’t know the story and you didn’t know how we’d gone about producing it would have 

scared you as a broadcaster, or as a manager. 

 

“…of great concern to Monsanto…” 

 

Akre: They decided that they would pull the story, they would just check it one more time. 

 

Wilson: But the bottom line was that there was no factual errors in that story. Both sides 

had been heard from, both sides had had an opportunity to speak 

 

Akre: One week later, Monsanto sent the second letter and this was even more strongly 

worded. And it said “there will be dire consequences for Fox News if the story airs in 

Florida. And this time they freaked. 

 

 “…dire consequences for Fox News…” 

 

Akre: They were afraid of being sued and they were also afraid of losing advertising dollars, 

at all of the stations owned by Rupert Murdoch. And he owned more television stations than 

any other group in America. That’s twenty-two television stations, that’s a lot of advertising 

dollars for Roundup, Aspartame, NutraSweet, and other products.  

 

Wilson: So we got into a battle. And, uh, the first deal was the new general manager… 

Akre: And his name’s Dave, and Dave is a salesman. And you know he’d pump your hand, 

“how ya doin’, how ya doin’?” 



Wilson: Called us upstairs to his office and he said, “what would you say if I killed this 

piece? 

 

What if it never ran?” And we said, “well you know, we wouldn’t be very happy about that. 

And he said “well I could kill it you know” and we said “yes of course you’re the manager 

you could kill it, it would never air.” And he’s hemming, and he’s hawing, he’s back, and 

he’s forth. And we couldn’t figure out what is this all about and finally he blurted out “Look, 

would you tell anybody?” You know, I said I’m not going to lie for you.  

 

Wilson: About a week later, he calls us back to the office and says okay, we’d like you to 

make these changes. In fact you will make these changes. 

 

Wilson: We said, “Well look, let us show you the research that we have that shows that this 

information you want us to broadcast isn’t true.” To which he replies. “I don’t care about 

that.” 

 

I said, “pardon me?” And he said, “well that’s what I have lawyers for. Just write it the way 

the lawyers want it written.” I said, “you know this is news, this is important. This is stuff 

people need to know.” 

 

And I’ll never forget he didn’t pause a beat and he said, “We just paid three billion dollars 

for these television stations. We’ll tell you what the news is. The news is what we say it is.” 

 

Wilson: I said “I’m not doing that.” And he said, “well, he said if you refuse to present this 

story the way we think it should be presented you’ll be fired for insubordination. 

 

I said I will go to the Federal Communications Commission and I will report that I was fired 

from my job by you the licensee of these public air waves because I refused to lie to people 

on the air. 

 

And its thank you very much you’ll hear from us right away. Well 24 hours came and went 

and we didn’t hear a thing. And about a week later he calls us back and now we’ve changed 

strategies. 

 

Wilson: “How about if we pay you some money and you just go away?” 

 

And I said, “How much money?” Because you know when somebody offers to bribe you like 

that I always want to know if it might be worth it. 

 

Akre: He was going to offer us the rest of our year’s salary if we agreed not to talk about 

what Monsanto had done. 

 

To not talk about the Fox corporate response in suppressing the story. And, to not talk 

about the story. 

 

Not talk about BGH again anywhere. Not take this story to another news organization. 

 

Zip up. 

 

Wilson: I said you mean if I want to go to my daughter’s PTA meetings and explain what’s in 

the school milk at the school lunch program I, I can’t? “No. You can never speak about this 

anywhere.” 

 

Akre: Steve says, “Okay write it up.” And I’m like what are you talking about ‘write it up?’ 

And I didn’t say anything. And Dave, he wrote it up and he FedExed it to us a couple of days 

later. 

 



And he said, “Are you going to sign?” And we said “Nah Dave, we’re not going to sign that.” 

And he said, “Well send it back okay?” We said, “No Dave, we’re not going to send that 

back.” 

 

Wilson: It was “okay we can’t buy you out we can’t shut you up. Let’s get the story on the air 

in a way that we can all agree it will go on the air.” And we started rewriting and editing 

with their lawyers. 

 

Akre: Well, during this eight month re-review process, I say jokingly, they did things like for 

example they wanted to take out the word “cancer”. You don’t have to identify what the 

potential problem is. Just say “human health implications.” Any criticism of Monsanto or its 

product they either removed it or minimized it. And it was very, very clear I would say, 

almost every edit they made to the piece, that was the aim. 

 

Control 

 

“human health implications” 

 

Wilson: And we changed this and this and this. And then, that wasn’t good enough, okay now 

change this and this and this Now change this and this. Version after version after version. 

83 times. 

 

Akre: Eighty-three times is unheard of, it doesn’t happen, you shouldn’t have to rewrite 

something 83 times. Obviously they didn’t want to put the thing on the air and they were 

trying to drive us crazy and get us to quit or wait until the first window in our contract so 

that they could fire us. 

 

Wilson: They in effect announced that they were going to fire us for no cause. 

 

Well this was a little much. 

 

Akre: And Steve wrote a letter to the lawyer in Atlanta, whose name is Caroline Forest, the 

FOX corporate lawyer. 

 

Wilson: And I said you know this isn’t about being fired for no cause. You’re firing us 

because we refused to put on the air something that we knew and demonstrated to be false 

and misleading. That’s what this is about. And because we put up a fight, because we stood 

up to this big corporation and we stood up to your editors and we stood up to your lawyers. 

And we said to you, “look, there ought to be a principle higher than just making money.” 

 

Akre: And she wrote a letter back and said “You are right that’s exactly what it was. You 

stood up to us on this story and that’s why we’re letting you go.” 

 

Big mistake. Big mistake. That says retaliation. You can’t retaliate against employees if 

they’re standing up for something that they believe is illegal, that they don’t want to 

participate in. So that gave us the whistle blower status that we needed in the state of 

Florida to file a whistle blower claim against our employer. 

 

Wilson: Two or three years later we got the trial. Five weeks of testimony led to a jury verdict 

of $425,000 in which the jury determined that the story they pressured us to broadcast, the 

story we resisted telling, was in fact false, distorted or slanted. 

 

Narration: Fox News appealed the verdict. Five major news media corporations filed briefs 

with the court in support of Fox’s appeal. 

 

TV Announcer: You may recall that Jane Akre, a former reporter here sued Fox 13 in a 

whistle blower lawsuit claiming that she was fired for refusing to distort her report; The 



appeals court today threw that case out, saying Ms. Akre had no whistle blower claim 

against the station based on news distortion. Fox 13 Vice- President and General Manager 

Bob Linger says the station has been completely vindicated by the ruling…” 

 

Three years later… 

 

Narration: What Fox neglected to report is this: 

 

Jane sued Fox under Florida’s whistleblower statute, which protects those who try to prevent 

others from breaking the law. 

 

But her appeal court judges found that falsifying news isn’t actually against the law. So they 

denied Jane her whistleblower status, overturned the case, and withdrew her $425,000 

award. Canada and Europe have upheld the ban on rBGH. Yet it remains hidden in much of 

the milk supply of the United States. 

 

EXPANSION PLAN 

 

Narration: The prospect that two thirds of the world’s population will have no access to 

fresh drinking water by 2025, has provoked the initial confrontations in a worldwide battle 

for control over the planet’s most basic resource. 

 

When Bolivia sought to refinance the public water service of its third largest city, the World 

Bank required that it be privatized. Which is how The Bechtel Corporation of San Francisco 

gained control over all of Cochabamba’s water, even that which fell from the sky. 

 

Olivera: And these laws and contract also prohibited people from gathering rainwater. So 

rainwater was also privatized. 

 

Unpaid bills gave the company rights to repossess debtor’s homes and to auction them off. 

People had to make choices, from eating less and paying for water and basic services, to 

not sending children to school, or not going to the hospital and treating illnesses at home; 

or, in the case of retired people who have very low incomes, they had to go out and work on 

the streets. - Oscar Olivera, Coalition in Defence of Water and Life 

 

Olivera: Then, with the slogan: The Water is Ours, Damn it! People took to the streets to 

protest. 

 

Narration: The price this beleaguered country paid for World Bank loans was the 

privatization of the state oil industry, and its airline, railroad, electric and phone 

companies. But the government failed to convince Bolivians that water is a commodity like 

any other. 

 

Protestors: “…the people, united, will never be defeated…” 

 

Olivera: Then we witnessed how the government defended the transnational interests of 

Bechtel. People wanted water not teargas! People wanted justice not bullets! 

 

Female newscaster v.o. : “…These images definitely show what the city of Cochabamba 

experienced during this Friday. The city was near a state of siege…” 

 

Narration: Bolivia was determined to defend the Corporation’s right to charge families 

living on two dollars a day as much as 1/4 of their income for water. 

 

The greater the popular resistance to the water privatization scheme, the more violent 

became the standoff. 

 



Olivera: There were hundreds of young people, 16 or 17-year olds, who lost their arms or 

legs; or who were left handicapped for life by brain injuries and Victor Hugo Daza was killed. 

 

Narration: Transnational corporations have a long and dark history of condoning tyrannical 

governments. 

 

Is it narcissism that compels them to seek their reflection in the regimented structures of 

fascist regimes? 

 

Zinn: There was an interesting connection between the rise of fascism in Europe and the 

consciousness of politically radical people about corporate power. Because there was a 

recognition that fascism rose in Europe with the help of enormous corporations. - Howard 

Zinn, Author, A People’s History of the United States 

 

Chomsky: Mussolini was greatly admired all across the spectrum. Business loved him, 

investment shot up. Incidentally, when Hitler came in, in Germany the same thing happened 

there, investment shot up in Germany. He had the work force under control. He was getting 

rid of dangerous left wing elements. Investment opportunities were improving. There was no 

problems. These are wonderful countries. 

 

Moore: I think one of the greatest untold stories of the twentieth century is the collusion 

between corporations—especially in America—and Nazi Germany. First in terms of how the 

corporations from America, helped to essentially rebuild Germany and support the early 

Nazi regime. And then, when the war broke out, figured out a way to keep everything going. 

 

So General Motors was able to keep Opal going, Ford was able to keep their thing going, and 

companies like Coca-Cola, they couldn’t keep the Coca-Cola going, so what they did was they 

invented Fanta Orange for the Germans, and that’s how Coke was able to keep their profits 

coming in, to Coca-Cola. So when you drink Fanta Orange, that’s the Nazi drink that was 

created so that Coke could continue making money while millions of people died. 

 

Black: When Hitler came to power in 1933 his goal was to dismantle and destroy the Jewish 

community. This was an enterprise so vast that it required the resources of a computer. But 

in 1933 there was no computer. What there was, was the IBM punch card system, which 

controlled and stored information based upon the holes that were punched in various rows 

and columns. Naturally there was no off-the-shelf software as there is today. Each 

application was custom designed and an engineer had to personally configure it. Millions of 

people of all religions and nationalities and characteristics went through the concentration 

camp system. That’s an extraordinary traffic management program that required an IBM 

system in every railroad direction and an IBM system in every concentration camp. 

 

Now this is a typical prisoner card. There are little boxes where all the information is to be 

punched in. We compare this information to the code sheet for concentration camps. And 

here you see Auschwitz is one, Buchenwald two, Dachau is three. Now what kinds of 

prisoners were they? They could be a Jehovah’s Witness for two, a homosexual for three. A 

communist for six, or a Jew would be eight. 

 

Now what was their status? One was released, two was transferred, four was executed, five 

was suicide, and six. Code six, Sonderbahandlung: Special treatment meant the gas 

chamber or sometimes a bullet. They would punch that number in. The material was 

tabulated. The machines were set. And of course the punch cards by the millions had to be 

printed. And they were printed exclusively by IBM and the profits were recovered just after 

the war. - Edwin Black, Author, IBM and the Holocaust 

 

Black: IBM would of course say that it had no control over its German subsidiary but here in 

October 9th of 1941 a letter is being written directly to Thomas J. Watson with all sorts of 

detail about the activities of the German subsidiary. None of these machines were sold, they 



were all leased by IBM. And they had to be serviced on site once a month. Even if that was at 

a concentration camp such as Dachau Buchenwald. 

 

This is a typical contract with IBM and the Third Reich, which was instituted in 1942. It’s 

not with the Dutch subsidiary. It’s not with the German subsidiary. It is with the IBM 

corporation in New York. 

 

Drucker : You know, as it happens I know that story. I discussed it more than once with old 

Mr. Watson and I was around at the time. I’m not saying that Watson didn’t know that the 

German government used punch cards. He probably did know. After all, he had very few 

customers. Watson didn’t want to do it. Was not because he thought it was immoral or not, 

but because Watson, with a very keen sense of public relations, thought it was risky. 

 

Peter Drucker, Founder, Drucker School of Management 12.25.46 July 12, 1937 Berlin 

 

Narration: It should not surprise us that corporate allegiance to profits will trump their 

allegiance to any flag. A recent US Treasury Department report revealed that in one week 

alone 57 US corporations were fined for trading with official enemies of the United States, 

including terrorists, tyrants and despotic regimes. 

 

United States Department of the Treasury 

Office of Foreign Assets Control 

Sanctions Program and Country Summaries  

Amazon.com 

Caterpillar, Inc. 

Chevron/Texaco 

Citibank, N.A. 

Exxon Mobil Corp. 

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. 

Wells Fargo Bank 

 

Archive Narrator: “…You can roughly locate any community somewhere along a scale 

running all the way from democracy to despotism. This man makes it his job to study these 

things.” 

 

Man: “…Well, for one thing, avoid the comfortable idea that the mere form of government 

can of itself safeguard a nation against despotism…”. 

 

 

HOSTILE TAKEOVER 

 

Narration: For big business, despotism was often a useful tool for securing foreign 

markets and pursuing profits. 

 

One of the U.S. Marine Corps’ most highly decorated Generals, Smedley Darlington Butler, 

by his own account, helped pacify Mexico for American oil companies, Haiti and Cuba for 

National City Bank, Nicaragua for the Brown Brothers Brokerage, the Dominican Republic 

for sugar interests, Honduras for U.S. fruit companies, and China for Standard Oil. General 

Butler’s services were also in demand in the United States itself in the 1930s, as President 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt sought to relieve the misery of the depression through public 

enterprise and tougher regulations on corporate exploitation and misdeeds. 

 

Archive Narrator: “…More power to you President Roosevelt. The entire country’s behind 

you. Thrilled with hope and patriotism…” 

 

Narration: But the country was not entirely behind the populist President. Large parts of the 

corporate elite despised what Roosevelt’s “new deal” stood for. And so, in 1934, a group of 



conspirators sought to involve General Butler in a treasonous plan. 

 

Archival: “…The plan as outlined to me was to form an organization of veterans to use as a 

bluff, or as a club at least, to intimidate the government…” 

 

Narration: But the corporate cabal had picked the wrong man. Butler was fed up being, what 

he called, a “gangster for Capitalism.” 

 

Headline: Universal Newsreel/GEN. BUTLER BARES “PLOT” BY FASCISTS/Newtown Square, 

PA. 

 

Archive footage: “… I appear before the congressional committee, the highest 

representation of the American people, under subpoena to tell what I knew of activities 

which I believed might lead to an attempt to set up a fascist dictatorship. The upshot of the 

whole thing was that I was supposed to lead an organization of 500,000 men, which would 

be able to take over the functions of Government...” 

 

Narration: A congressional committee ultimately found evidence of a plot to overthrow 

Roosevelt. According to Butler, the conspiracy included representatives of some of 

America’s top corporations, including JP Morgan, Dupont and Goodyear Tire. As today’s 

Chairman of Goodyear Tire knows, for corporations to dominate government, a coup is no 

longer necessary. 

 

Gibara: Corporations have gone global. And by going global, the governments have lost 

some control over corporations. Regardless of whether the corporation can be trusted or 

cannot be trusted, governments today do not have over the corporation’s the power that 

they had, and the leverage that they had 50 or 60 years ago. And that’s a major change. So, 

governments have become powerless compared to what they were before. - Sam Gibara, 

Chairman, Former CEO, Goodyear, world’s largest tire corporation 

 

Jackson: Capitalism today commands the towering heights, and has displaced politics and 

politicians as the new high priests, and reigning oligarchs of our system. So, capitalism and 

its principle protagonists and players, corporate CEOs, have been accorded unusual power 

and access. This is not to deny the significance of government and politicians but these are 

the new high priests. - Ira Jackson, Director, Centre for Business and Government/Kennedy 

School, Harvard 

 

Barry: In 1998 I was invited to Washington DC to attend this meeting that was being put 

together by the national security agency called the Critical Thinking Consortium. I 

remember standing there in this room and looking over on one side of the room and we had 

CIA, NSA, DIA, FBI, Customs, Secret Service, and then on the other side of the room we had 

Coca Cola, Mobile Oil, GTE and Kodak. And I remember thinking, I am in the epicentre of the 

intelligence industry right now. I mean, the line is not just blurring it’s just not there 

anymore. And to me it spoke volumes as to how industry and government were consulting 

with each other and working with each other. - Marc Barry, Author, Spooked: Espionage in 

Corporate America 

 

Archival footage: Quebec City protests 2001 

 

Narration: As 34 nations of the western hemisphere gathered to draft a far reaching trade 

agreement, one that would lay the ground work to privatize every resource and service 

imaginable, thousands of people from hundreds of grassroots organizations joined to 

oppose it. Canada’s top business lobbyists and its chief trade representative discount the 

dissent in the streets. For them, the Americas’ 8:: million citizens speak with one voice. 

 

Signage: “bow your heads: the corporations will now lead us in prayer” “everything in the 

store is for sale” “I am a trade barrier” “Truth. Democracy. Human Rights. Earth.” 



DEMOCRACY LTD 

 

Keyes: Does there need to be some measure of accountability? Yes. And I think the business 

community recognizes that. But that accountability is in the marketplace. It’s with their 

shareholders. It’s with the public perception and the public image that they are projecting. 

That’s…if, if companies don’t do what they should be doing, they’re going to be punished in 

the marketplace, and that’s not what any company wants. 

 

Jackson: There’s a new market. These guys and gals aren’t out there because government’s 

putting a gun to their head. Or because they’ve suddenly read a book about transcendental 

meditation and global morality. 

 

Wendy’s TV ad: 

 

Man: My inner voice says honour my inner child. 

 

Woman: Mine says love everyone. 

 

Wendy’s CEO: My inner voice says I’d like a Wendy’s bacon mushroom melt.  

 

Jackson: They’re there because they understand the market requires them to be there. That 

there’s competitive advantage to be there. 

 

Moody-Stuart: I’m listening to your concerns, I worry about climate, I worry about pollution, 

I do not have all the answers to this. But we are prepared to work with you, with society, 

with NGOs, with governments to address it. So you rebuild the trust, so that you come back 

to a new kind of trust, and then the ultimate goal is then to become the corporation of 

choice. - Sir Mark Moody-Stuart,  Former Chairman, Royal Dutch Shell 

 

Shell advertisement 

 

Narrator: He believes that almost half our energy can one day come from renewable 

sources. He’s been called a dreamer. And a crank.  

 

Damian Miller: And I’ve been called a hippie. 

 

Narrator: And more recently, a Project Manager for Shell. 

 

Anderson: I ask myself oftentimes why so many companies subscribe to corporate social 

responsibility. I’m not sure it’s because they necessarily want to be responsible in an 

ultimate way, but because they want to be identified and seen to be responsible. But who am 

I to judge? It’s better they belong than not belong. It’s better that they make some public 

profession than the opposite. 

 

Everyone Has Potential. Sometimes People Just Need The Resources To Realize It./Kellogg’s 

Special Responsibility/ Corporate Social Responsibility/ Corporate Responsibility/ Youth 

Smoking Prevention – Get practical information and advice to help you talk to your kids 

about not smoking. - Ray Anderson, CEO Interface, world’s largest commercial carpet 

manufacturer 

 

Bernard: Social responsibility isn’t a deep shift because it’s a voluntary tactic. A tactic, a 

reaction to a certain market at this point. And as the corporation reads the market 

differently, it can go back. One day you see Bambi, next day you see Godzilla. - Elaine 

Bernard, Executive Director, Trade Union Program, Harvard  

 

Friedman: How do you define socially responsible? What business is it of the corporation to 

decide what’s socially responsible. That isn’t their expertise, that isn’t what their 



stockholders ask them to do. So I think they’re going out of their range and it certainly is 

not democratic. - Milton Friedman, Nobel Prizewinning economist 

 

Monks: I don’t really care what the Chairman of General Motors thinks is an appropriate 

level of emissions to come out the tailpipe of General Motors automobiles. He may have a lot 

of scientists, he may be a very good person, but I didn’t elect him to anything, he doesn’t 

have any power to speak for me. These are decisions that must be made by government and 

not by corporations. - Robert Monks, Shareholder Activist 

 

Klein: You take this to its logical conclusion one would have an image that we are in fact at 

this, the end of the world is nigh. And we are all completely brainwashed and there is no 

space left. And I don’t believe we’re there yet. - Naomi Klein, Author NO LOGO 

 

PSYCHO THERAPIES 

 

Klein: And I think it’s really important that we don’t overstate the case, and that we admit 

that there are cracks and fissures in all of these corporate structures. And sometimes when 

a corporation is concentrating on one particular project they look the other way and all 

kinds of interesting things happen in the corner.  

 

Shiva: It is the case in every period of history where injustice based on falsehoods, based on 

taking away the right and freedoms of people to live and survive with dignity, that eventually 

when you call a bluff, the tables turn. - Vandana Shiva, Physicist, ecologist, seed activist 

 

Bernard: Ultimately capital puts its foot down somewhere. And anywhere it puts its foot 

down it can be held accountable. 

 

Kernaghan: Originally Wal-Mart and Kathy Lee Gifford had said, “why should we believe you 

that children work in this factory?” What we didn’t tell them was that Wendy Diaz, in the 

centre of the picture, was on a plane to the United States. This is Wendy Dias. She comes to 

the United States. She’s unstoppable.  

 

Archive Announcer: “…Congress heard testimony today from children who testified they 

were exploited by sweatshops overseas…” 

 

Kernaghan: Kathy Lee Gifford apologized to Wendy Diaz. It was the most amazing thing I’d 

seen. This powerful celebrity leans over and says, “Wendy, please believe me, I didn’t know 

these conditions existed. And now that I do, I’m going to work with you, I’m going to work 

with these other people and it’ll never happen again.” And that night we signed an 

agreement with Kathy Lee Gifford. 

 

Archival footage: “… I thought it would be a relatively easy process, and it isn’t. As for every 

question I have, there seem to be five questions that come back at me…” 

 

Kernighan: As far as Wal-Mart goes and Kathy Lee, pretty much everything returned to 

sweatshop conditions. But because this was fought out on television for weeks, this incident 

with Kathy Lee Gifford actually took the sweatshop issue took every single part of the 

country. And so, frankly, after that, there’s hardly a single person in this country who 

doesn’t know about child labour, or sweatshops, or starvation wages.  

 

Several years after the Wal-Mart controversy, Kathy Lee handbags were still being made in 

China by workers paid three cents per hour. 

 

Under pressure from the National Labour Committee, Gap Inc. allowed independent 

monitoring of its El Salvador factories, becoming the first transnational corporation ever to 

do so anywhere. 

 



Bernard: So what we need to do is to look at the very roots of the legal form that created 

this beast, and we need to think who can hold them accountable. 

 

Chomsky: They’re not graven in stone. They can be dismantled. And in fact most states have 

laws which require that they be dismantled. 

 

Lafferty: For too long now, giant corporations have been allowed to undermine democracy 

here in the United States and all over the world. But today, the National Lawyers Guild and 

29 other groups and individuals are fighting back. We are calling upon State Attorney 

General Dan Lungren to comply with California law and to revoke the Corporate charter of 

the Union Oil Company of California for its repeated and grievous offences. - Jim Lafferty, 

National Lawyers Guild 

 

Benson: This is a statute that is well known. It has been used. It can be used. What this will 

mean is the dissolution of the Union Oil Company of California and the sale of its assets 

under careful court orders to others who will carry on the public interest. - Robert Benson, 

Professor of Law, UCLA 

 

Robinson: This is nothing more than just a smear campaign. This company has been part of 

California’s economy for over a hundred years, thousands of jobs. Doesn’t mean it’s never 

made any mistakes -- paid for those mistakes. But this demonizing of a company. I think I’m 

in a time warp or something. That I fell asleep and I woke up 50 years ago when we heard 

that kind of rhetoric. Benson: Well we have a very, very broad set of people angry, very 

angry at this corporation— 

 

Robinson: Well it’s a broad set of people from the left of the spectrum who don’t produce 

anything except hot air. 

 

Week in Review 

 

Jim Robinson/ Senior Vice President/U.S. Chamber of Commerce 

 

Lafferty: From its complicity in unspeakable human rights violations overseas against 

women, gays, labourers and indigenous peoples, to its efforts to subvert US foreign policy 

and deceive the courts, the public and its own stockholders, Unocal is emblematic of 

corporate abuse and corporate power run amok.  

 

Signage: 

 

“Allegation One: Ecocide: Environmental Devastation” 

 

“Allegation Two: Unfair and Unethical Treatment of Workers” 

 

“Allegation Three: Complicity in Crimes Against Humanity: Aiding Oppression of 

Women” 

 

“Allegation Four: Complicity in Crimes Against Humanity: Aiding Oppression of 

Homosexuals” 

 

“Allegation Five: Complicity in Crimes Against Humanity: Enslavement and Forced Labour” 

 

Xziang: Extending a business deal with Burma Army is immoral. Unocal cannot do business 

in Burma without supporting that hopeless regime. It cannot justify… - Don Xui Xziang, 

Burmese Refugee 

 

The Attorney General of California refused to revoke the corporate charter of Unocal but did 

acknowledge his office had the power to do so. 



Moore: The curse for me has been the fact that in making these, you know, documentary 

films, I’ve seen that they actually can impact change, so I’m just compelled to just keep 

making them. 

 

Moore: Yep, that’s me, doing what I do. All year long I give big companies a hard time, but at 

Christmas time I like to set aside my differences and reach out to big business like cigarette 

companies. “ 

 

Archive Newscaster: “…Today the first of two historic town-hall meetings will get under way 

in Arcata, California. 61% of Arcatans voted in favour of publicly discussing whether 

democracy is even possible when large corporations wield so much wealth and power under 

law. They also voted to form a committee to ensure democratic control over corporations in 

Arcata…” 

 

Arcata, California Pop. 15,000 - Signage: “Yes to Democracy Yes on Measure F” 

 

Field: Corporations are not accountable to the democratic process. That’s what this is 

about. I don’t want to make decisions about everything that goes on in their corporation, 

but I do have a strong belief that they need to be held accountable to us. - Amy Field, Social 

worker  

Kim: If we don’t like certain products, if you don’t like Pepsi-Cola, Bank of America, well, if 

you don’t like what they do, don’t use ‘em. That’s the way I see the people’s power is. - Suk 

Choo Kim, Business owner 

 

DeMontigny: You have a lot more money than me. You have more votes than I do. If we use 

the model of boycott and voting with your dollars. That’s an undemocratic situation. - 

Solomon DeMontigny, Baker 

 

Barchilon: What are we afraid of? I mean are all the businesses going to leave Arcata? I 

don’t think so, and if they did, we’d deal with it, or we’d figure it out, or we’d do something 

different. We’re creative people ―cheers‖ I just don’t see why we’re afraid. - Nicole Barchilon 

Frank, Office manager 

 

Hamilton: If you think it’s tough making a decision where to buy your stuff today, how tough 

do you think it is when there’s only one provider, and it’s the State. And by the way, you 

don’t get to have this little democracy forum in those communities either. - Bruce Hamilton, 

Business owner 

 

Gaydos: People that say that they fear their government, I really hope that they understand 

that they’re allowed to participate in their government, they’re not allowed to participate in 

anything the corporations do. So, don’t fear the government. Help it be the government that 

you won’t fear. - Susan Gaydos, Environmental technician 

 

Collins: If this many people around the country would do this instead of watching Superbowl 

Sunday, our nation would be controlled by the people, not by the corporations. - Ed Collins, 

Counsellor 

 

Archive: Newscaster [Arcata TV] “…No more chain restaurants in Arcata after a long 

awaited decision by the…” 

 

A bylaw was ultimately passed, capping the number of chain restaurants at their present 

number (nine). 

 

Licking and Porter Townships in Pennsylvania, however, made history – by adopting 

ordinances that eliminate a corporation’s ability to claim any constitutional rights as a 

“person”. 

 



Shiva: Over the past decade we have been gaining ground. And when I say we, I mean 

ordinary people committed to the welfare of all humanity. All people irrespective of gender 

and class and race and religion. All species on the planet. We managed to take the biggest 

government and one of the largest chemical companies to court on the case of neem. And 

win a case against them. W R Grace and the US government’s patent on neem was revoked 

by a case we brought along with the Greens of European Parliament and the International 

Organic Agriculture Movement. We won because we worked together. We have overturned 

nearly 99% of the basmati patent of RiceTek. Again, because we worked as a worldwide 

coalition, old women in Texas, scientists in India, activists sitting in Vancouver, a little 

basmati action group  

 

Signage: “no patents on theft!” “Biotechnology/giving pollution a life of its’ own” 

 

United States Patent/Locke et al./ Hydrophobic Extracted Neem Oil – A Novel Insecticide 

 

Subtitles: “Long live farmers’ struggle!/Power to the Green Revolutionaries!/Neem tree 

patent is our right!” 

 

Signage: “no to biopiracy! Hands off basmati rice 

 

Shiva: We stopped the Third World being viewed as the pirate and we showed the 

corporations were the pirate. 

 

Shiva: Look how little it took for Gandhi to work against the salt laws of the British where 

the British decided the way they would make their armies and police forces bigger is just tax 

the salt. And all that Gandhi did was walk to the beach, pick up the salt and say nature gives 

it for free, we need it, we’ve always made it. We will violate your laws. We will continue to 

make salt. We’ve had a similar commitment for the last decade in India, that any law that 

makes it illegal to save seed is a law not worth following. We will violate it because saving 

seed is a duty to the earth and to future generations. 

 

Shiva: We thought it would really be symbolic. It is more than symbolic. It is becoming a 

survival option. Farmers who grow their own seeds, save their own seeds, don’t buy 

pesticides, have three fold more incomes than farmers who are locked into the chemical 

treadmill, depending on Monsanto and Cargill. 

 

Shiva: We have managed to create alternatives that work for people. 

 

Rifkin: There are many tools for bringing back community. But the importance is not the 

tools. I mean there’s litigation, there’s legislation, there’s direct action, there’s education, 

boycotts, social investment… There’s many, many ways to address issues of corporate 

power. But in the final analysis, what’s really important is the vision. You have to have a 

better story. 

 

Anderson: (during live speech): Do I know you well enough to call you fellow plunderers? 

There is not an industrial company on earth, not an institution of any kind, not mine, not 

yours, not anyone’s that is sustainable. I stand convicted by me myself alone, not by anyone 

else, as a plunderer of the earth, but not by our civilization’s definition. By our civilization’s 

definition, I’m a captain of industry. In the eyes of many a kind of modern day hero. But 

really, really, the first industrial revolution is flawed, it is not working. It is unsustainable. It 

is the mistake, and we must move on to another and better industrial revolution, and get it 

right this time. 

 

Grossman: So we got to undo a lot of things in order to be smart enough to do this really 

dangerous and risky and difficult work, you know, in the best way that we possibly can and 

that means people coming together and learning and a whole lot of stuff that we just don’t 

know that has been driven out of the culture, driven out of the society, driven out of our 



minds. That to me is the most exciting thing. That is happening. It’s happening all over the 

world now. - Richard Grossman, Cofounder, Program on Corporations, Law and Democracy 

 

Olivera: At the climax of the struggle, the army stayed in their barracks; the police also 

remained in their stations; the members of Congress became invisible; the Governor went 

into hiding; and afterwards, he resigned. There wasn’t any authority left. 

 

Olivera: The only legitimate authority was the people gathered at the city square making 

decisions in large assemblies. And, at the end, they made the decisions about the water. I 

think people, all of us, young and old, were able to taste,… 

 

Olivera: …to quench our thirst for democracy. 

 

Protestor: “…brothers and sisters, we’ve done it!” 

 

Olivera: We’ve inherited a state company with technical problems and with financial and 

legal problems, with administrative problems. We are dealing with all of them. If we could 

prove that ordinary working people are able to resolve their own problems, we could be 

facing the possibility that all which was privatized, all that was sold, all that is in the hands 

of the corporations,… 

 

Olivera: be returned to the people’s hands. So, I learned, at that time, a very important 

lesson, that one should never underestimate the power of the people.  

 

Olivera: Seeing the slogan that I always repeated in the demonstrations: The people, united, 

will never be defeated! Become a reality, was just incredible for me. 

 

Cochabamba’s victory cost 6 dead and 175 injured, including two children blinded by tear 

gas. 

 

Inspired by Cochabomba’s example, popular movements around the world continue to 

successfully resist water privatization schemes.  

 

PROGNOSIS 

 

Kernaghan: Sometimes it surprises me how effective you can actually be. After we beat the 

Gap I walked past these Gap stores and I looked at them and I think my god there’s like 

2000 of these stores across the country. Look at all that concrete, look at the glass, look at 

all the staff people, look at all the clothing. Look at that power. You can still reach these 

companies. You can still have an effect. 

 

Signage: “Is the GAP nice to child labourers? Ask the real GAP Kids of South America” 

 

Olivera: Small battles are being won around the world, but, I think people are losing. I do 

see the present and the future of our children as very dark. 

 

Olivera: But I trust the people’s capacity for reflection, rage and rebellion. 

 

Grossman: We can change the government. That’s the only way we’re going to redesign, 

rethink, reconstitute what capital and property can do. 

 

Shiva: Fifteen corporations would like to control the conditions of our life, and millions of 

people are saying not only do we not need you we can do it better. We are going to create 

systems that nourish the earth and nourish human beings. And these are not marginal 

experiments they are the mainstay of large numbers of communities across the world. That 

is where the future lies. 

 



Moore: You know, I’ve often thought it’s very ironic that I’m able to do all this and yet what 

am I on? I’m on networks, I’m distributed by studios that are owned by large corporate 

entities. Now why would they put me out there when I am opposed to everything that they 

stand for? And I spend my time on their dime opposing what they believe in. 

 

Okay? Well, it’s because they don’t believe in anything. They put me on there because they 

know that there’s millions of people that want to see my film, or watch the TV show, and so 

they’re going to make money. And I’ve been able to get my stuff out there because I’m 

driving my truck through this incredible flaw in capitalism. The greed flaw. 

 

The thing that says the rich man will sell you the rope to hang himself with if he thinks he 

can make a buck off it. Well, I’m the rope. I hope. I’m part of the rope. And they also believe 

that when people watch my stuff, or maybe watch this film, or whatever, they think that, you 

know, well, you know, well you know what, they’ll watch this and they won’t do anything, 

because we’ve done such a good job of numbing their minds and dumbing them down, you 

know, they’ll never affect, people aren’t going to leave the couch and go and do something 

political. They’re convinced of that. I’m convinced of the opposite. I’m convinced that a few 

people are going to leave this movie theatre, or get up off the couch and go and do 

something, anything and get this world back in our hands. - Transcript ends.  

Watch this documentary when you can, it is available online.  

As you have seen a company or corporation is basically a psychopathic, sociopathic entity. 

My thoughts are that it is just a legal method for robbing and pillaging, it is an excuse to 

hide behind. Because the company is regarded in law as a “person” when any blame needs 

to be apportioned it is this faceless and soulless legal entity that takes the rap, not the 

people who are obviously guiding it and making all the decisions in the background, this is 

seriously fucked up people. Think about it if an individual done any of these things they 

would be held to account, instead it is an imaginary “person” who takes the blame, while 

the real people pulling the strings just hide behind the company logo!  

Do you remember this from chapter one, book one... 

“I hope taking you to an alternative reality to tell you that you are a brain-washed simpleton 

who believes everything you are told to, and that our working lives are a lie, oh yeah, and 

that science talks shit, has been a pleasurable experience for you thus far because now my 

chum it’s time for us to get into something totally different. But before that here is an 

article I just found before distributing this. I use it because it is succinctly describing a 

phenomenon that I will be looking at in great depth later on. - That the guys who run our 

countries are “successful” simply because they are all psychopaths”.  

Oh-oh! Politicians share personality traits with serial killers 

June 15, 2009 from the Los Angeles Times by Andrew Malcolm.  

Using his law enforcement experience and data drawn from the FBI's behavioural analysis 

unit, Jim Kouri has collected a series of personality traits common to a couple of 

professions. Kouri, who's a vice president of the National Assn. of Chiefs of Police, has 

assembled traits such as superficial charm, an exaggerated sense of self-worth, glibness, 

lying, lack of remorse and manipulation of others.  

These traits, Kouri points out in his analysis, are common to psychopathic serial killers. But 

-- and here's the part that may spark some controversy and defensive discussion -- these 

traits are also common to politicians. (Maybe you had already suspected this.) Yup. Violent 

homicide aside, our elected officials often show many of the exact same character traits as 

criminal nut-jobs, who run from police but not for office. Kouri notes that these criminals 



are psychologically capable of committing their dirty deeds free of any concern for social, 

moral or legal consequences and with absolutely no remorse. "This allows them to do what 

they want, whenever they want," he wrote. "Ironically, these same traits exist in men and 

women who are drawn to high-profile and powerful positions in society including political 

officeholders." Good grief! And we not only voted for these people, we're paying their 

salaries and entrusting them to spend our national treasure in wise ways. We don't know 

Kouri that well. He may be trying to manipulate all of us with his glib provocative 

pronouncements. On the other hand... He adds: "While many political leaders will deny the 

assessment regarding their similarities with serial killers and other career criminals, it is 

part of a psychopathic profile that may be used in assessing the behaviours of many 

officials and lawmakers at all levels of government." 

I bet you must be slightly confused by now, “why am I not told this stuff on the news, why 

would they lie to me on the news?” This is probably what many of you are asking right now, 

- just remember that half the people who own the media, also own the oil industry, or the 

weapons companies, or the firm pushing GM food, or the pharmaceutical giant, it´s all just 

business folks plain and simple. Oil is just an excuse for the bigger plan. People turn a 

blind eye to middle-east conquest because they think it is about resources, it is not, what it 

is about is Wal-mart taking over Asda, or Ford taking over GM, except this takeover I’m 

discussing is on a truly global scale.  

 

If you don´t care about this, then trust me you will, when these poor people are all 

decimated, who do you think they will turn on, to make more profits and cut more costs? 

 

These chapters contain just a few points among many others that I witnessed which seemed 

to really change life for everyone. We all seem to have swopped a rather dependable, though 

definitely flawed system, for a free for all, instead of living in a rather disciplined society, 

one still possessing a slight muck-in-together-war-spirit-type attitude, one where respect, 

manners and ethics were commonplace, and where almost everyone who was willing to do a 

good days work was assured of living peacefully and being relatively comfortable. All of a 

sudden, a new fight to the death, winner takes all vibe started resonating throughout the 

confines of Western society. For example, no longer where the most experienced or indeed 

qualified individuals being promoted within workplaces, now it was the most eager to 

please, or the ones with the least qualms about milking their fellow man for all the sweat 

they could, these were now the people that were to be elevated within the work environment. 

Pointless professions were now miraculously deemed to be unbelievably important, 

advertising, public relations and marketing are just a few examples of this, the thing is, all 

of these vocations are concerned with one thing and one thing only – talking bullshit! Think 

about it, they are all dealing primarily in lies; either to make you buy something you don´t 

need, or to feed you completely untrue, if not entirely fabricated versions of events with 

regards to what a politician or a company was up to. - Much like the rest of our media. 

All this talk of mega-money at the time of my youth confused me because when I was leaving 

school the only option that was really open to most kids was to allow yourself to become a 

slave doing a YTS job (Youth Training Scheme) for two years, this was with absolutely no 

promise of this being a good option for anyone apart from the company which chose to use 

you for that time. You were to be paid something like £29 a week for this total waste of your 

time, think about that, less than thirty pounds a week for a wage! How come wages of 

millions were being bandied about yet this YTS plantation wage wasn´t even enough to buy a 

decent basket of shopping? It would have taken me 663 years to make my first million at 

that rate of pay, which was slightly longer than I´d allocated for the task in Thatcher´s new 

Dell-Boy, Loadsamoney, cockney-barrowboy-cum-stockbroker Britain. 

I witnessed this rapid transition of society during the late seventies/early eighties, as 

anybody alive at the time did, all of a sudden it all started to look to me, even as a kid, as 

though almost everybody, from those right at the top of society all the way down to the very 

bottom, it honestly seemed to me as though from this time on, everyone started only really 



thinking of themselves, not only that, I noticed that instead of behaviour like this being 

criticised, this action was seemingly being encouraged and condoned at the highest levels.  

 

You can tell what the “norm” is in the UK by switching on a TV set, or by reading a 

newspaper or magazine, Harry Enfield’s Loadsamoney character seemed to be the most 

popular British representation of this selfish attitude that soon permeated through nearly 

every show on the box, movie being produced, or news articles of importance.  

 

Maybe I was, and am naive; perhaps everybody had always only thought of themselves, I 

choose to believe otherwise. I choose to remember, even from my own youth in a seemingly 

impoverished part of town, a community ethic where for example, respect for your elders 

was mandatory, as opposed to the situation now, were the people who stood up to Nazism 

and survived the Blitz, (showing no fear in the process, only a stoic resolution). These same 

resolute and brave people are now afraid to leave their own homes. This is wrong. As is the 

fact many more are hid from view, doped up on euthanasia farms, sorry, in old folks homes. 

In fact that last point totally sums us up, in the course of two generations, the older 

members of our families have went from respected head of the family, to unwanted liability, 

we are so fucking selfish that we have quietly agreed to lock our elderly away from sight, 

and have washed our hands of any responsibility for them, even though in no time at all it 

will be us who are the elderly! I wonder if you´ll still feel the same way then as you do now? 

 

Now that´s selfishness that is as blind as it is evil, wouldn´t you agree?  

 

People kept an eye on each other’s kids without thinking about it, now you can´t do stuff 

like that, or you are accused of being some kind of perverted kid-fiddler.  

 

I choose to remember a time when helping someone who needed it was required of you, and 

was in fact regarded as being the done thing, - That is, instead of being a quaint old notion, 

or even a potentially hazardous proposition, as it appears in many respects to be today.  

 

Kids didn´t tell adults to “Fuck-off!” like they would today, you could expect a clip round the 

lug-hole for such an outburst when I was young, - and that was firstly from the person you 

swore at, never mind once your parents heard about it! Nowadays discipline is regarded as 

being a form of torture, even if it is administered by your own mother or father (whereas 

real torture of a much higher standard is regarded as currently being “necessary” when the 

Govt. do it, which is kind of weird.), I´m sorry but there are times when only a good smack 

will sort a kid out, - or more importantly maybe just the fear of one if you went too far, now 

with that option firmly off the table the more uncontrollable children only seem to get worse 

because they now fear no-one and nothing. Expensive drugs and therapy are the only 

options to be used to keep these kids in line say our all-knowing masters. The big 

pharmaceutical companies, the psychologists and psychiatrists, these people must be very 

pleased and grateful for that paradigm shift, wouldn´t you be inclined to agree? - What you 

learned so far in the course of this book concerning the three groups I have just listed 

(pharmaceutical firms, psychiatrists and psychologists) should have had your jaw dropping 

faster than a basking shark coming upon a shoal of plankton. Those guys are loo-hoo-oopy.   

From this point in time on (the 1980´s) I have to be honest; there has been no genuinely 

gainful employment on any decent scale to be found for miles around Greenock. - (unless of 

course you count short term contracts in the service industry that is, or building bloody 

computers, - Then again, when I think about it, in my humble opinion, we are all basically 

being employed in the services industry, whether you´re aware of it or not is irrelevant at 

this point, (as I´m too busy trying to paint a picture of my background and upbringing for 

you.) 

Greenock was the sort of town where you developed a mindset or philosophy along the lines 

of, “It´s not where you are from that matters, it´s where you´re going!” - Well that, or else 



you lived there! In which case the complete opposite of this motto became the defining mark 

of not only your affluence, but also apparently, your character and even your position in the 

invisibly constructed (and to me utterly irrelevant) social strata. Personally I know many 

people who were saints who have lived in poverty, and at the same time, plenty of scum who 

had everything, including a big house. How can where you live, or how much you have in the 

bank possibly be a sign of your true nature, true character, or true moral status? 

To be candid it´s actually a bit of a shame, because with reference to my place of birth it is 

now my understanding that I actually grew up on one of the toughest housing estates in my 

country, in what has not so long ago been described, and in fact, practically officially 

labelled as, one of the most drug-riddled and socially deprived areas of Europe. Trust me, I 

tell you these things not to create an impression or as an attempt to set my stall out in any 

way. I always just try my very best to be completely honest and tell it exactly as I see it.  

I simply called Greenock home and was brought up there by a caring and loving family who 

done their absolute level best to make sure I was brought up to appreciate old fashioned, 

though timeless characteristics, like morality, manners, and plain old fashioned goodness. 

Everything I do is because of the qualities these two wonderful people engendered me with, I 

was definitely no angel, but this much I guarantee you, I always knew the difference between 

right and wrong, even when I was occasionally on the wrong side of that line. I feel both 

very lucky and also extremely proud to be able to call myself their son. 

Unfortunately here´s what the Greenock Telegraph, which is our local newspaper, had as 

it´s headline only recently, the headline was concerning what a local councillor had to say 

about the nearest school to where I grew up. (Taken Dec. 2008):  

Scumbag' school slur sparks fury 

GREENOCK’S east end parents are outraged after a senior councillor branded their award-

winning school a “scumbag” facility. 

Labour councillor Terry Loughran, the education committee vice-convener, made the ill-

judged remark about St Kenneth’s Primary after they won two prestigious national health 

promotion awards. St Kenneth’s beat off competition from schools, health boards and other 

organisations all over the country, winning the ‘Health Provider of the Year’ category of the 

awards and being named overall ‘Champion of Champions’ for their impressive eating and 

exercise initiatives. Speaking to a packed hall of pupils, teachers and parents at a school 

assembly, Councillor Loughran, who represents Gourock and is also a secondary school 

technical teacher himself, is said to have commented: “Who would have thought that a 

scumbag school like yours could win awards like this?” 

There is nothing much I can say about this vicious minded individuals Freudian slip, or 

maybe just blatant declaration, that would do it justice, just be aware of how we are thought 

of in this neck of the woods, and this is by one of our own councillors! 

By the mid 80´s we were also starting to be perpetually carpet bombed with two things; one 

was an ever increasing level of violence in movies and also on TV, and the other was the 

private lives of insignificant personalities being constantly discussed in our media. Our 

information sources sagely took it upon themselves to all of a sudden decide, that this 

nonsense was what we really needed to read about and watch, - this was instead of 

concentrating on reporting to us concerning any news that actually mattered, (I say this 

because at the time there were plenty of other things going on that should have been in the 

news, of that I can assure you). 

"If you don't read the newspaper you are uninformed, if you do read the newspaper you are 

misinformed." Mark Twain 



We also learned from these self-same media sources to idolise the few apparent winners in 

this new cut-throat, licence-to-rob melee called “big-business”.  These parasitic, lecherous 

and psychopathic degenerates were to be elevated within our society and regarded as demi-

gods. Films like “Wall St” perfectly epitomised the mood, “Greed is good!” was the lead 

characters mantra, and in a very short period of time this was to become almost everyone’s 

battle-cry. 

I´m sorry but greed is not good at all, in fact it´s despicable, and fuck you if you think 

otherwise, I personally can´t think of one good thing that stems from this most poisonous 

of roots, can you? How can you or I, ever expect to live a peaceful existence with this 

contagion pervading throughout our ranks? Everyone who contracts this virus harms a 100 

more people while going through their life, at the very least, and some hurt many, many 

more. 

You will find that by becoming infected with this deadly virus we all end up getting involved 

with utterly pointless and crazy notions like, for example, once we are promoted within a 

workplace we all seem to forget about the hardship of the level of workers we have just left, 

even though every day when we were one of the boys or girls on the shop floor, we could 

point out 100 little things that could be changed to make it either a safer, better or happier 

workplace, but that all goes out the window the day we get a promotion, as we all wash our 

hands of these cares, they are not our problem anymore.  

Another weird thing we do, is that we must spend some of our time and money (which in 

itself is now even more precious, seeing as time is money) guarding and being fearful about 

whatever we have mustered from the potential thievery of others - (we now suddenly all need 

alarms, security locks, safe-rooms and the like) the worst part is, it is not the crime 

occurring in itself that has generated the alarming situation that we all suddenly find 

ourselves enveloped by - ―namely the “apparently”, constant, rampant and un-checked 

lawlessness that is occurring everywhere!) The truth is, it was the guiding hand of 

newspaper editors and your TV news shows that were the real cause of this fear, - with 

regards to the occurrence of crime, the situation has just been made to look to the average 

person as if it is a lot worse than it actually is, I will show you that this was in fact 

deliberately brought about in order to help nurture a climate of social unease, and also to 

help generate a subconscious fear and mis-trust of your fellow man and women, instead of 

socialising and talking to each other, we lock ourselves in and read about it, or watch it on 

the box, and by doing so we only receive a skewed and blatantly biased version of reality. 

Another side-effect of this nonsense is that you must feel inadequate when you aren´t 

keeping up with the Jones´s, the amount of decent good-natured people who I know 

personally that are wrapped up in this utter piffle is staggering, mind blowing even, and it´s 

no different anywhere else that I have lived either, so it´s more than likely endemic to all of 

Western society, and perhaps the whole world.  

We all seem to fantasise that we actually belong a little further up the (invisibly constructed) 

pecking order than we actually do, - most of the degenerates think they are working class, 

while plenty of the workers think they are middle class, most of the middle class believe 

they are the aristocracy, and the aristocracy (whatever that actually means) think they are 

infallible omnipotent god´s sent here to rule and subjugate anyone who will listen to them.  

Worst of all - (if you are one of the truly unfortunate cases were the virus takes a full hold 

of you) you must become nothing more than a manically driven, self-centred, narrow-

minded, profit-is-king type, who cares not a jot for his fellow man, - the bottom line is now 

the bottom line, and fuck whoever suffers as a consequence of trying to improve it.  

Why can´t you see that we all suffer because of this attitude? Why do we look up to people 

like Allan (your fired) Sugar or Warren Buffet? It is utter madness, anybody can be a cunt, it 

is not hard, why would we ever sanely choose to popularise and glamorise this way of 

being? 



As a kid I thought to myself, even if we all do work hard, how can we possibly all be rich? As 

an adult I know that the sense contained in that short question still holds 100% true, for 

every rich person there are a thousand poor, otherwise where does the rich man get all his 

millions from? Think about it, we can´t all be rich can we, otherwise who is going to feed us 

grapes when we are all Caesar? 

The truth of the matter is, for every single rich nation that currently exists in the world 

today, let´s be frank, there at least 5 or 1: other “lesser” nations that are being raped for 

commodities, being held to ransom by system tools like the World Bank or IMF, or they are 

used as slave colonies to produce cheap Western goods. – This is before the company pulls 

up shop every few years to move onto the next willing victim, like the blood sucking parasite 

that free-trade really is, (which coincidentally always happens around the exact same time 

that the “slaves” start asking for more than a dollar a day, the selfish greedy buggers that 

they are, imagine wanting to be able to buy more than a can of coke for a hard day’s work!‖.  

The mega-corporations, (the more business minded of you will have observed), will remain 

in your impoverished country only for so long as they get absolutely everything for buttons, 

(which in practise is usually up until the point that the free rent, rates and charges, and 

probably, tax free on profits deal, that was offered by the government of the country 

desperately wanting business in the first place, runs out). 

Currently once it requires any financial input from these vampire-like-scum, be it sometimes 

for rudimentary materials like basic safety or medical equipment, or as I have said, when 

the workers want more than a dollar a day, then they simply pack up and their off. There 

are after all, plenty of new places that need the life sucked out of them and their 

environment decimated. - Somehow though, this environmental damage is always the fault 

of the people, i.e. you and me, - that concept is ludicrous, we don´t choose to poison and 

destroy our environments, the companies do. It just somehow becomes our responsibility. 

Reference wages, the company marks the product up to whatever amount they think is the 

maximum that we will pay for the item, so what difference does it make to us whether it 

costs 10p, or 10p more than it cost to produce, when we pay for it? That´s the thing, it 

should be a concern to you, we only think about the cheap price we want to pay, instead of 

thinking about the cheap wages being paid to make it. I´m sure we would all agree that we 

want them to pay the best wage possible, after all, by doing so wouldn´t we be having as 

much of a say in the situation as we possibly can concerning our own income? Why should 

all the profit go to the company and not to the worker? How do we benefit from this? As I 

have just said, the retailer will ask us to pay as much as we can for it, it is he who gets the 

profit from it costing pennies to make, it is not you, and it is most certainly not the poor 

guy or girl who made it who benefits, so why do we think this is a good system? We cut our 

own throats, we back low wages because we think it keeps prices down, but that is not the 

case, as it is all relative, we will always get milked for as much as we can for any purchase.  

I aim to demonstrate quite clearly that these companies and corporations are working in 

tandem with various banking interests behind the scenes, they, it may surprise you to find 

out, are in fact not tools of the more developed nations that are being used to help both our 

own and other countries to develop, instead they are nothing more than muggers, thieves, 

mercenaries and pirates, dressed in suits and hiding behind corporate logos, they are being 

used to rob, loot and plunder all the nations and people of this planet. These institutions 

are ruthlessly exploiting selfish games of their creation, and administered under their rules, 

called trade, commerce and industry, all governed by laws that “they” helped write.  

I will also demonstrate that Corporation’s are in fact everywhere - yet they are ALL the same 

thing in essence - nothing more than a ruthless, heartless, profit-driven, psychopath. 

Tricks of the global financial elite 

Wed Dec 5, 2012 Press TV. By Rodney Shakespeare 



‗The‘ present international banking practice… increases the frauds of the financial elite.” 

There are no limits to the tricks of the global financial elite.  

Bolstered by university academics who piously announce that whatever the elite does must 

be for the benefit of everybody else; toadied to by politicians who are but paid catamites; 

and secure in the knowledge that the public will never understand what it is not allowed to 

see, the elite is engaged in a gigantic rip-off.  

 

The rip-off starts with the academics claiming that an international corporation helps 

everybody because a corporation’s profits, in some mysterious way, ‘trickle down’ to the 

population in general.  

 

This is an egregious lie.  

 

The lie has three aspects. For a start, the rich never spend all their earnings.  

 

Secondly, the real benefit of an economic operation is the very considerable spending power 

which comes from the jobs of the workers. But what happens if these jobs have been 

exported by the international corporation, as has happened on a massive scale in the USA? 

The spending power then stays abroad and cannot be used to buy the admittedly cheaper 

goods being imported. The argument that the imported goods are cheaper is a cunning one 

because it ignores the destruction of the domestic spending power as well as the long-term 

effects of exporting all the skills and technology. Henry Ford, of motor car fame, understood 

that his workers had to be paid well if they were to be able to buy Ford cars. Unemployed 

people are not paid at all.  

 

Today’s elite, however, does not care if the USA’s millions of ex-workers have nothing with 

which to buy the cheap imported goods. If the American market can no longer buy, the 

international corporations cheerfully reflect that they have established themselves abroad 

and can take advantage of the expanding local markets. As far as the global elite is 

concerned, Americans can go hang themselves. 

But the third aspect of the lie is even more startling. Even when it is operating within, for 

example, the USA or the UK, the global elite is busily ripping off the economic wealth of a 

country into tax havens abroad (and so onwards into the pockets of the elite). It is able to 

do this in several ways particularly by setting up brass-plate corporations which are 

physically small, perhaps only a desk and computer, but through which millions of dollars 

can flow. The brass-plate corporation, owned by an international corporation, then buys and 

sells, or receives income, at any rate that its international corporation owner wants by a 

method called ‘transfer pricing.’ 

Transfer pricing refers to the usually completely false setting of charges made between 

related parties (such as brass-plate corporations and their international corporation 

owners) for goods, services, or use of property (including intangible property such as a 

trade mark or name). In short, transfer pricing is a fiddle on the global scale and, in this 

way, the economic wealth created by the corporation ends up in the brass-plate corporation 

in a tax haven or, more likely, in another brass-plate corporation in another tax haven 

where the local tax rate is even lower.  

 

Now consider some of the facts in the UK. In 2011, Starbucks, the chain of coffee shops, 

had profits of about £60 million but paid not one penny in tax. It also paid abroad a huge, 

unreasonable, amount for the use of the Starbuck name.  

 

Google paid £6 million in tax recorded turnover of about £400 million when the true figure 

was at least six times higher. Tax loss to the UK was about £240 million.  

 



Top criminal (of those who are known) was Amazon.uk which paid £1.8 million tax on a 

reported turnover of £207 million when the true turnover was £3.3 billion i.e., sixteen 

times higher.  

 

The multinational corporations use deceitful practices, and exploit the current legislation 

and lax atmosphere, to move off-shore profits which are clearly generated from economic 

activity in the UK.  

 

A UK House of Commons committee questioned executives from Starbucks, Amazon and 

Google and found them to be “evasive” and “completely lacking in transparency.” This is 

House of Commons-speak for lying about a colossal organised fraud.  

 

Yet the politicians are also complicit. For a start they have long welcomed the system of 

transfer pricing and off-shore tax havens from which, as individuals, they undoubtedly 

benefit. And that explains why the UK tax authorities have been lax in scrutinising and 

tightening the tax system and its detailed administration.  

 

But there’s an even bigger fraud behind all this, namely, present international banking 

practice which increases the frauds of the financial elite. People think that the international 

banks lend existing money e.g., the bank’s capital or the deposits of customers. Yet they do 

not. They create out of nothing (merely by pressing computer buttons) the money they lend 

and then add interest as well as administration cost.  

 

The interest (as distinct from the genuine administration cost) is in effect a colossal tax so 

that estimates are that 30-35% of the price of every good or service is the cost of interest. 

Some estimates are even higher. Governments are in ever-increasing debt because the 

global elite, assisted by compliant politicians, says that money (borrowed at compound 

interest) must always come from the commercial banks when, in reality, it could easily be 

borrowed, interest-free, from a national bank.  

 

Then, when the governments cannot pay, the elite insists that there be “austerity” thereby 

smashing jobs, pensions and lives, to pay back the loans. And please notice that even 

though the physical assets of land, factories, people and technology are still in existence, 

everybody’s standard of living is forced to collapse so that the elite can be paid back at 

interest something they created out of nothing. All the time, of course, there are vague, 

ever-receding promises that things will get better in the far-off future (when they are getting 

worse), and all this happens because the global elite has got a stranglehold over the 

thinking in the universities and easily slips money into the pockets of the politicians.  

 

Unless the general public wakes up and sets off an intellectual and political revolt, it will 

find that it has been tricked it into a deep, debt peonage (out of which it will never be able 

to break) accompanied by a vicious political and social repression.  

Britain is being rebuilt in aid of corporate power 

Trust business, Cameron tells us, self-regulation is a force for social good. Silly me – I 

thought it was an invitation to disaster 

George Monbiot  guardian.co.uk, Monday 27 February 2012  

They used to do it subtly; they don't bother any more. Last week a column in the Telegraph 

argued that businesses should get the vote. Though they pay tax, Damian Reece maintained, 

they have "no say in the running of local or national government".  

To remedy this cruel circumscription, he suggested that elections in the UK should follow 

the example set by the City of London Corporation. This is the nation's last rotten borough, 

in which ballots in 21 of its 25 wards are controlled by companies, whose bosses appoint 
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the voters. I expect to see Mr Reece pursue this noble cause by throwing himself under the 

Queen's horse. 

Contrast this call for an extension of the franchise with a piece in the same paper last year, 

advocating an income qualification for voters. Only those who pay at least £100 a year in 

income tax, argued Ian Cowie, another senior editor at the Telegraph, should be allowed to 

vote. Blaming the credit crisis on the unemployed (who, as we know, lie in bed all day 

devising credit default swaps and collateralised debt obligations), Cowie averred that "it's 

time to restore the link between paying something into society and voting on decisions 

about how it is run".  

This qualification, he was good enough to inform us, could exclude "the majority of voters in 

some metropolitan areas today". The proposal was repeated by Benedict Brogan, the 

Telegraph's deputy editor. 

No representation without taxation: wasn't that Alan B'stard's slogan in the satirical series 

The New Statesman? Votes for business, none for the poor: this would formalise the 

corporate assault on democracy that has been gathering pace for the past 30 years. 

This column is a plea for distrust. Distrust is the resource on which democracy relies. 

Distrust inspires the scrutiny and accountability without which representation becomes a 

lie. Distrust is all that stands between us and bamboozlement by people who, like Reece, 

Cowie and Brogan, channel the instincts of the billionaire owners of newspapers and 

broadcasters. 

Last week David Cameron argued that those who say business "isn't really to be trusted" do 

so as a result of "snobbery". Business, in fact, is "the most powerful force for social 

progress the world has ever known".  

Not democracy, education, science, justice or public health: business.  

You need only consider the exemplary social progress in Zaire under Mobutu, Chile under 

Pinochet, or the Philippines under Marcos – who opened their countries to the kind of 

corporate free-for-all that Cameron's backers dream of – to grasp the universal truth of this 

statement. 

He gave some examples to support his contention that regulation can be replaced by trust. 

The public health responsibility deal, which transfers responsibility for reducing obesity and 

alcoholism to fast-food outlets, drinks firms and supermarkets, reaches, Cameron claimed, 

the parts "which the state just can't". 

Under the deal, Subway and Costa are "putting calorie information up front when people are 

buying". The state couldn't possibly legislate for that, could it? Far better to leave it to the 

companies, who can decide for themselves whether they inform people that a larduccino 

coffee with suet sprinkles contains no more calories than the average Olympic sprinter 

burns in a month. He forgot to mention the much longer list of companies that have failed 

to display this information. 

Another substitute for regulation, he suggested, is a programme called Every Business 

Commits. Through its website I found the government's list of "case studies of responsible 

business practice". Here I learned that British American Tobacco is promoting public health 

by educating and counselling its workers about HIV. The drinks giant Diageo is improving 

its waste water treatment process. Bombardier Aerospace is enhancing the environmental 

performance of its factories, in which it manufactures, er, private jets. RWE npower, which 

runs some of Britain's biggest coal and gas power stations, teaches children how to "to 

think about their responsibilities in reducing climate change". 

All these are worthy causes, but they are either peripheral to the main social harms these 

companies cause or look to my distrustful eye like window dressing. Nor do I see how they 
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differ from the "moral offsetting" that Cameron says happened in the past but doesn't today. 

But this tokenism, in the prime minister's view, should inspire us to trust companies to the 

extent that some of the regulations affecting their core business can be removed. 

We are living through remarkable times. The government, supported by the corporate press, 

is engaged in a naked attempt to rebuild the life of this country around the demands of 

business.  

Extending the project begun by Tony Blair, Cameron is creating an economy in which much 

of the private sector depends on state contracts, and in which the government's core 

responsibility is to provide them. If this requires the destruction of effective public 

healthcare and reliable state education, it is of no concern to an economic class that uses 

neither. 

The corporations gaining ever greater powers will be subject to less democratic oversight 

and restraint, in the form of regulation.  

Despite the obvious lesson of the credit crunch – that self-regulation is an invitation to 

disaster – Cameron wants to extend the principle to every corner of the economy.  

Trust them, he says: what can possibly go wrong? 

Corporate Profits Just Hit An All-Time High, Wages Just Hit An All-Time Low 

Henry Blodget Business Insider Jun. 22, 2012,  

In case you need more confirmation that the US economy is out of balance, here are three 

charts for you. 

1) Corporate profit margins just hit an all-time high. Companies are making more per dollar 

of sales than they ever have before. (And some people are still saying that companies are 

suffering from "too much regulation" and "too many taxes." Maybe little companies are, but 

big ones certainly aren't). This first graph measures corporate profits versus GDP. 

 

2) This second graph measures US employment rates to show: Fewer Americans are 

working than at any time in the past three decades. One reason corporations are so 

profitable is that they don't employ as many Americans as they used to. 
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3) This third graph shows wages as a percent of the economy are at an all-time low. This is 

both cause and effect. One reason companies are so profitable is that they're paying 

employees less than they ever have as a share of GDP. And that, in turn, is one reason the 

economy is so weak: Those "wages" are other companies' revenue. 

 

In short, our current system and philosophy is creating a country of a few million overlords 

and 300+ million serfs. 

That's not what has made America a great country. It's also not what most people think 

America is supposed to be about. 
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So we might want to rethink that. 

Real-average-earnings-have-not-increased-in-50-years-thats-half-a-century 

 

“Corporate taxes” - an extract from “newsletter 63” by Dave McGowan 

On April 3, 2004, the Los Angeles Times once again did a perfectly fine job of burying a 

headline story in the In Brief section that appeared on page A10. That article is reproduced 

here in its entirety: 

Most American and foreign corporations operating in the United States paid no income tax 

between 1996 and 2000, government auditors said Friday. The General Accounting Office 

auditors found that 71% of foreign corporations paid no federal income tax. During the 

same time, 61% of American corporations paid no income tax. Among the largest 

corporations, American businesses were more likely to avoid taxation than foreign 

businesses. 

Keep in mind here that those figures were based on an audit of the years 1996-2000, 

before Bush decided that corporate America was carrying too heavy a tax burden. So if 

roughly 2/3 of corporations were paying no federal taxes even before the Bush tax cuts, 

then it is probably safe to say that the overwhelming majority of corporate America is now 

getting a free ride. 

“Believe It or Not!”13 Mindblowing Facts About America’s Tax-Dodging Corporations 

By Richard Eskow June 28, 2013  

A judicious writer avoids adjectives like “mindblowing,” especially when covering political or 

economic issues. But no other word seems to describe the stunning reality of corporate 

taxation in modern America, which cries out for the italics-heavy, exclamation-point-driven 

format made famous by Ripley’s Believe It or Not. 

Stylistic overkill? Read these thirteen facts and you may change your mind. 

1. We’re told we can’t “afford” full Social Security benefits, even though closing corporate 

tax-haven loopholes would pay for Obama’s “chained CPI” benefit cut more than ten times 
over! 
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Abusive offshore tax havens cost the US $150 billion in lost tax revenue every year (via 

FACT Coalition‖. That’s <1.5 trillion over the next ten years. 

The “chained CPI” cut, proposed by President Obama and supported by Republicans, is 

projected to “save” a total of <122 billion to <13: billion over the same time period by 

denying benefits to seniors and disabled people. 

It’s true. “Serious” politicians and pundits are demanding that ordinary people sacrifice 

earned benefits, while at the same time allowing corporations to avoid more than ten times 

as much in taxes. 

2. Corporate tax rates are near their 60-year low, even though profits are at a 60-year high! 

Need we say more? (Source: Americans for Tax Fairness.) 

3. Wells Fargo got $8 billion in tax breaks, even as executives at its subsidiary Wachovia 

avoided indictment for laundering money for the Mexican drug cartels! 

That’s right. Wells Fargo paid a negative tax rate of -1.4 percent between 2008 and 2010 

while Wachovia, a Wells Fargo subsidiary, admitted to laundering more than $378 billion 

for Mexican drug gangs. 

We’re talking about crazed killers like “El Loco” and gangs like “Los Zetas” – gangs who cut 

people’s heads off and toss them out onto disco dance floors or display them in the town 

square. 

Wachovia bankers ignored repeated warnings from law enforcement officials, and continued 

to launder money for cartels that have murdered tens of thousands. 

And yet no criminal indictments were handed down because, as a Senate investigator told 

Bloomberg News, “”There’s no capacity to regulate or punish them because they’re too big 

to be threatened with failure.” 

4. Some other huge corporations paid less than nothing, too. 

Pepco Holdings (-57.6% tax rate) 

General Electric (-45.3%) 

DuPont (-3.4%) 

Verizon (-2.9%) 

Boeing (-1.8%) 

Honeywell (-0.7%) 

(Source: Citizens for Tax Justice) 

5. The amount of money US corporations are holding offshore is an estimated one trillion 
dollars! 

Rather than tax these profits the way other countries do, corporate politicians are 

promoting a tax “repatriation” break that would let corporations “bring this money home” 

while paying even less than their currently low rates. 

They tried that in 2::4 and it didn’t create any jobs. In fact, corporations took the tax 

break and then fired thousands of people. What “repatriation” did do is line a lot of wealthy 

investors’ pockets. 

So, naturally, they want to do it again. 

6. One building in the Cayman Islands is the official location of 18,857 corporations! 
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According to the Government Accountability Office, a five-story building called “Ugland 

House” is home to nearly twenty thousand corporations. That’s impressive, especially for 

such a small edifice. (Perhaps it has supernatural half-floors and space-time defying “mind 

tunnels” like the office in Being John Malkovich.) 

While impressive, Ugland House’s distinction pales next to that of 12:9 North Orange Street 

in Wilmington, Delaware. According to one investigation, that address is home to 217,000 
corporations. 

That’s because Delaware has very generous tax rules – and, as a result, is home to more 
than half of all the corporate subsidiaries in the United States. That’s startling, since only 

1/342th of the nation’s population lives in that state (917,092 residents, out of a national 

total of 313,914,040, according to the latest census results). 

7. Conservatives complain about the “official” corporate tax rate in this country, but 

corporations actually pay roughly one-third of the official rate in actual taxes. 

The official, or “statutory,” corporate tax rate is 35 percent. But the actual rate paid by 

American corporations is only 12 percent, less than that paid by many middle-class 

Americans. (Source: The FACT Coalition.) 

In fact, US Corporations pay less tax as a percentage of the GDP than corporations in 

Canada. Or Japan … … or South Korea. Or Norway. Or Luxembourg, New Zealand, Israel, the 

Czech Republic, Sweden, Belgium, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, Denmark, Finland, and 

Italy. (Source: OECD StatsExtract interactive database.) 

8. Corporations used to pay 30 percent of Federal taxes, and now they pay less than 7 
percent! 

That’s because the corporate tax rate has plunged since Dwight D. Eisenhower was 

President and is now the lowest it’s been in modern history. ―Source: FACT Coalition.) 

9. Big corporations paid $216 million to Congress and got $223 billion in tax breaks! 

As Citizens for Tax Justice and USPIRG reported, 280 large and profitable corporations 

contributed $216 million to Congressional campaigns over four election cycles and got 

nearly a quarter of a trillion dollars in tax breaks. 

That’s a terrific investment for them – a return of more than a thousand to one – but it’s a 

bad deal for the American people. 

1:. We don’t even know who owns some corporations, even though that makes it easier to 

evade taxes, dodge creditors, avoid paying alimony or child support, and even fund 
terrorism! 

Here are some examples of investments that might represent a terror threat. Corporate 

interests are blocking disclosure rules that would help protect our national security. 

11. Bank of America committed foreclosure fraud, was bailed out by the government, and 

then paid no taxes on $4.4 billion in profit! 

That’s right. In 2:1:, while BofA was negotiating a sweet settlement deal for its foreclosure 

fraud, it paid nothing in taxes. (Source: FACT Coalition.) Zero, on $17.2 billion in offshore 

earnings. (Source: Americans for Tax Fairness.) 

Its <4.1 billion tax break came on the heels of the bank’s taxpayer-funded bailout, immunity 

from prosecution for its criminal employees, and a cushy government settlement for its 

foreclosure fraud. 
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Now David Dayen reports that the bank has apparently continued to defraud customers in 

violation of its government settlement. Whistleblowers have stated in affidavits that they 

were “told to lie” to customers, continued to deceive homeowners before foreclosing on 

them, and flipped customers to new servicing companies to invalidate previous homeowner 

agreements. 

12. What they call “tax reform” would actually prevent our elected representatives from 
giving businesses financial incentives to improve our lives! 

The word “reform” is an honourable one that’s been put to some dishonourable uses lately. 

“Entitlement reform,” for example, is merely a euphemism for gutting Social Security and 

Medicare. 

Similarly, corporate-backed politicians are pushing a formula for permanent corporate tax 

breaks and calling it “tax reform.” They insist their “reform” be “revenue neutral” and say 

it will “broaden the base while lowering the rate.” 

Here’s an English translation: The current, unsustainably low rates for corporations would 

be made permanent, while eliminating many tax deductions in the name of “simplification.” 

Here’s what that really means: The domestic tax credit for creating jobs? Gone. Tax breaks 

for protecting the environment with clean energy, rather than harming other people’s health 

and leaving a mess for the rest of us to clean up? Gone. 

All in all we’d lose dozens of important policies that make our lives better, while 

permanently fixing corporate taxes at today’s cushy giveaway rates. 

“Reform”? Ripoff is more like it. 

13. Despite their greed, mismanagement, and freeloading, tax-dodging corporations are 

using shell organizations like “Fix the Debt” and “the Committee for a Responsible Federal 

Budget” to tell ordinary Americans they have to sacrifice even more to preserve corporate 
wealth! 

These organizations are using the heads of failed banks – people like Chase’s Jamie Dimon 

and Lloyd Blankfein of Goldman Sachs – to dispense “advice on the economy.” That’s like 

getting navigation tips from the captain of the Exxon Valdez. 

(Tax breaks for Exxon Mobil: $4.1 billion between 2008 and 2010. The company paid no 

taxes at all in 2009.) 

These executives and their paid spokespeople tell the rest of us we need to “sacrifice” and 

“tighten our belts” so that their party can go on forever. And too often they’re treated as 

credible sources, rather than as corrupting influences on our public life. 

It’s all true – and there are many more astonishing facts to be found in the world of 

corporate taxation. To fix the economy more people will need to learn about them – and 

demand that they be changed. 

The writer and analyst in me wants to apologize for all the italicizing and all those 

exclamation points. But the American citizen in me wants to shout the truth out for all the 

world to hear – believe it or not! 

Does one 'super-corporation' run the global economy? 

Research found that 147 companies formed a 'super entity' within group, controlling 40 per 

cent of its wealth 

By Rob Waugh daily mail Last updated at 12:00 PM on 20th October 2011 
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A University of Zurich study 'proves' that a small group of companies - mainly banks - wields 

huge power over the global economy. 

The study is the first to look at all 43,060 transnational corporations and the web of 

ownership between them - and created a 'map' of 1,318 companies at the heart of the global 

economy. 

The study found that 147 companies formed a 'super entity' within this, controlling 40 per 

cent of its  wealth. All own part or all of one another. Most are banks - the top 20 includes 

Barclays and Goldman Sachs. But the close connections mean that the network could be 

vulnerable to collapse. 

The 1,318 transnational corporations that form the core of the globalised economy - 

connections show partial ownership of one another, and the size of the circles corresponds 

to revenue. The companies 'own' through shares the majority of the 'real' economy 

'In effect, less than one per cent of the companies were able to control 40 per cent of the 

entire network,' says James Glattfelder, a complex systems theorist at the Swiss Federal 

Institute in Zurich, who co-wrote the research, to be published in the journal PLoS One.  

Some of the assumptions underlying the study have come in for criticism - such as the idea 

that ownership equates to control. But the Swiss researchers have no axe to grind: they 

simply applied mathematical models usually used to model natural systems to the world 

economy, using data from Orbis 2007, a database listing 37 million companies and 

investors.  

Economists such as John Driffil of the University of London, a macroeconomics expert, told 

New Scientist that the value of its study wasn't to see who controlled the global economy, 

but the tight connections between the world's largest companies.  

The financial collapse of 2008 showed that such tightly-knit networks can be unstable. 

'If one company suffers distress,' Glattfelder says, 'This propagates.'  

Protest against global capitalism outside St Paul's cathedral, London: But it seems unlikely 

that the 147 corporations at the heart of the world economy could wield real political power 

- they represent too many interests  

The research requires more analysis, but it could be used to look for the weaknesses in the 

network of global wealth, and prevent future financial disaster.  

Looking at 'connectedness' also puts paid to conspiracy theories about the world's wealth - 

companies connect to highly connected companies for business reasons, rather than world 

domination. 

The 'core' of 147 companies also represents too many interests to wield real political power 

- but it could act 'as one' to defend common interests. Sadly for market reformers, resisting 

change may be one such common interest.  

Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2051008/Does-super-

corporation-run-global-economy.html#ixzz2gfzvaCoF 

Revealed – the capitalist network that runs the world 

New Scientist 

As protests against financial power sweep the world this week, science may have confirmed 

the protesters’ worst fears. An analysis of the relationships between 43,000 transnational 
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corporations has identified a relatively small group of companies, mainly banks, with 

disproportionate power over the global economy. 

The study’s assumptions have attracted some criticism, but complex systems analysts 

contacted by New Scientist say it is a unique effort to untangle control in the global 

economy. Pushing the analysis further, they say, could help to identify ways of making 

global capitalism more stable. 

The idea that a few bankers control a large chunk of the global economy might not seem 

like news to New York’s Occupy Wall Street movement and protesters elsewhere. But the 

study, by a trio of complex systems theorists at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in 

Zurich, is the first to go beyond ideology to empirically identify such a network of power. It 

combines the mathematics long used to model natural systems with comprehensive 

corporate data to map ownership among the world’s transnational corporations ―TNCs‖. 

“Reality is so complex, we must move away from dogma, whether it’s conspiracy theories or 

free-market,” says James Glattfelder. “Our analysis is reality-based.” 

Why does the UK defend corporations and not their victims? 

Geoffrey Robertson Monday 10 December 2012 The Independent 

The Government announced yesterday that it will seek a place for Britain on the UN’s 

Human Rights Council. 

It has not improved its chances by intervening in the US Supreme Court to protect 

companies accused of complicity in torture, rape and genocide. It has asked the court, in a 

case against Shell, to restrict the only law that makes multinationals accountable, allowing 

actions to be brought in the US by victims who cannot sue their wrongdoers anywhere else. 

Through historical oversight, corporations cannot be prosecuted for the international 

crimes that some commit, often through local subsidiaries, by killing or enslaving native 

people. Royal Dutch Shell itself was accused of complicity with the Abacha regime in Nigeria 

which executed Ken Saro-Wiwa and others who protested against pipeline construction; 

other multinationals (Unocal in Burma, for example) have been accused of paying local 

militias to persecute and kill tribespeople who stand in the way of their profits. The only 

redress is to sue in the US under ATCA – the 1789 Alien Tort Claims Act – a unique statute 

which permits victims from anywhere in the world to sue any company or person for a 

wrong “committed in violation of the law of the nations”.  

This Act has become the only effective legal recourse against multinationals which incite or 

sponsor torture, genocide, murder or a breach of the Geneva Conventions. But earlier this 

year, the UK Government filed an “amicus” brief which asked the US Supreme Court to stop 

the Act being used against corporations based outside the US – which would prevent action 

not only against Shell, but against most other multinationals (many based in tax havens). It 

hired four counsel from a small and expensive Washington firm which specialises in anti-

trust cases, not in human rights. In return for many thousands of taxpayer pounds, this 

firm filed a brief on behalf of Britain and the Netherlands, urging that this beneficent law 

should be confined to US nationals.  

The brief begins by asserting the UK Government’s “firm belief that corporations should not 

be able to act with impunity vis-à-vis human rights issues”, and then proceeds to argue that 

multinationals should have exactly that – impunity. Civil actions should be brought, it 

argues, in the country where the wrong occurred – despite the obvious fact that such 

wrongs are perpetrated in certain countries precisely because they have no effective local 

law. That is why the greatest deterrent to inhumane conduct by multinationals in many 

developing countries is the prospect of being sued in the US under ATCA. There are 150 

cases of very serious human rights abuses by corporations currently filed in the US, and the 

UK wants most of them thrown out of court without a hearing. 

http://occupywallst.org/forum/proposed-list-of-demands-please-help-editadd-so-th/
http://www.sg.ethz.ch/people/formercoll/jglattfelder
http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/geoffrey-robertson


The UK argues that although all states have power to put on criminal trial any individual 

torturer or mass murderer, they cannot allow foreigners or corporations to be sued for 

damages in their local courts because that would be “a breach of international comity”. 

This is illogical because international law identifies a class of “crimes against humanity” so 

heinous they are unforgivable: if they can be the subject of criminal action in any state, it 

follows they must be capable of civil action for damages as well. If companies cannot be 

prosecuted for international crimes, all the more reason they should be sued for damages. 

The profits of their illegal conduct should be re-distributed to their victims. 

The UK Government never answers this argument. Instead, it complains that it’s too easy for 

poor people to sue rich corporations in the US, because of contingency fees (which give the 

poor access to the courts) and broad discovery rules (which enable the poor to discover the 

truth). It is very expensive, it complains, for defendant multinationals to obtain evidence 

from far-away places – although that is where they have chosen to do business.  

The final argument is the most absurd: “it has been the longstanding view of the UK 

Government that the most effective way to ensure that there is no impunity for human rights 

abuses” is “by seeking international consensus and co-operation through treaties rather 

than by recourse to private civil litigation in distant courts”. New York courts are not 

“distant” and “international consensus and co-operation” at the UN has brought only “the 

Global Compact”, a set of well-meaning but worthless words which some multinationals sign 

for PR purposes. The OECD guidelines are exactly that: guidelines without teeth, other than 

for gnashing. The UN’s “principles on business and human rights” has no teeth and no 

gums. The only language that would-be corporate criminals understand is the law – the only 

deterrent the prospect of being sued for many millions under ATCA. 

So the brief filed by the UK in the US Supreme Court profoundly misunderstands the 

difficulties in human rights enforcement. Who authorised it? Mr Hague, some junior 

minister or (which would be a serious breach of the ministerial responsibility) no minister 

at all? Did Shell ask the Government to intervene? Was Cabinet told that the UK was seeking 

to demolish a vital human rights safeguard? Do the Lib Dems who affect concern for human 

rights really want impunity for British businesses if they behave with colonial-era brutality 

in former colonies? 

The UK’s submission to the Supreme Court whinges on about ATCA, because it dares to hold 

multinationals liable for rape and murder. But the US has done the right thing by giving 

victims an opportunity for redress. Instead of trying to demolish ATCA, the UK should enact 

its own version of a law that has helped, more than any other, to end corporate impunity for 

crimes against humanity. 

Now this is where things get just a little bit strange.  

Considering that you know 100% that a corporation is a psychopath at heart. 

 - What if every important institution, or even individual, in our lives was just a heartless, 

ran-solely-for-profit, corporation? 

Let’s begin by looking at these U.S. City seals very carefully... 

 



 

Every one of those cities is a corporation. 

Here’s a screenshot from John Harris’ “It’s an Illusion” video showing British local 

Council’s are also just corporation’s too. ―I use some more screenshots from this 

presentation at various points for the next few pages. The video presentation has the TPUC 

logo stamped on it visit TPUC.org for more info on the subjects covered.) 

 

And here’s the law on the matter for up here in Scotland... 

Local Government (Scotland) Act 1994 

 



Section 2, sub section 3 reads as follows - 

 

“The council for each local government area shall be a body corporate by the name “The 

Council” with the addition of the name of the particular area, and shall have a common 

seal.”' 

So a City can be a corporation, even a local council can be a corporation. Hmm. Imagine if 

your political parties or members of parliament were corporations too, wouldn’t that be 

scary. 

 

 

Here’s another screenshot ―above‖ from John Harris’ “It’s an Illusion” video showing the 

Labour Party itself to be nothing more than a heartless, ran-solely-for-profit, corporation. 



What if our police forces were also corporations? Or would that be too much, going too far? 

 

Here’s another screenshot ―above‖ from John Harris’ “It’s an Illusion” video showing 

Greater Manchester Police to be nothing but a heartless, ran-solely-for-profit, corporation. 

 

Here’s yet another screenshot ―above‖ from John Harris’ “It’s an Illusion” video showing 

City of London Police, Northampton Police Authority, and Gwent Constabulary, to also at 

heart be nothing but a heartless, ran-solely-for-profit, corporations. 



 

Here’s another screenshot ―above‖ from John Harris’ “It’s an Illusion” video showing Devon 

and Cornwall Police to be ultimately owned by IBM! 

 

Here’s another screenshot ―above‖ from John Harris’ “It’s an Illusion” video showing that 

even the Ministry of Justice itself is just another heartless, ran-solely-for-profit, corporation. 

As are all our courts. 



 

What if our actual government’s and even our countries were nothing but heartless, ran-

solely-for-profit, corporations? 

Are Corporations Masquerading as Government in Australia & World Wide? 

19th November 2012 By Andy Whiteley Co-Founder of Wake Up World 

 

The Great Seal of the United Kingdom, atop the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 

1900 

Vs. 

 

The Great Seal of Australia, a trademark registered with United States Patent and 

Trademark Office. 

Which represents real (de jure) government in Australia? 

Which is seen on “government” literature ? 

http://wakeup-world.com/
http://wakeup-world.com/2012/11/19/are-corporations-masquerading-as-government-in-australia-and-world-wide/
http://wakeup-world.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/uk_royal_coat_of_arms.png
http://wakeup-world.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Australian_Coat_of_Arms.png


 Would you be surprised to find a company with the same name as your country registered 

with the Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) in Washington DC? Well, guess what?! 

Among those listed as corporate entities by the United States SEC are Israel, Turkey, Italy, 

Hungary, Sweden, Finland, Argentina, Colombia, Brazil, The Philippines, South Korea, 

Japan, Jamaica, South Africa, Canada, Australia… and my personal favourite (and I quote) 

“Her Majesty the Queen in Right of the Province of Alberta as represented by Alberta 

Investment Management Corp.” 

Interesting! So what could all this mean? For the purpose of this article we will follow the 

example of Australia. 

Australia…. the lucky country? 

 SEC Entity Name: COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA 

 SEC Central Index Key (CIK): 0000805157 

 SEC Standard Industrial Code (SIC): 8880 (UNKNOWN) 

 SEC Business Address: 1601 MASSACHUSETTS AVE NW WASHINGTON DC 20036 

 Fiscal Year End: 0630 

Well, that certainly raises some questions! 

Why is a company called ‘COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA’ registered in Washington DC? 

What reason could there be for a country to be registered as a company? 

By definition, aren’t corporate and government entities mutually exclusive? And doesn’t 

government regulate companies? 

Why would Australia be registered with the SEC in the United States? And why would it 

provide a ‘Prospectus’ and annual ‘Economic and Fiscal Outlook’ documents to the SEC? 

And be subject to SEC regulation? 

Why is the Great Seal of Australia a trademark registered with United States Patent and 

Trademark Office? 

Could the ‘Australian Government’ be a corporate entity masquerading as real government, 

for profit, and not for the purpose of governance? Does the ‘Australian Government’ truly 

represent “the people” and not shareholders in another country? 

Why do today’s government departments have corporate mission statements like “we 

provide services on BEHALF of government” and “our CLIENTS include government…”? 

What happened to “we ARE government”?? Does this suggest they are NOT true government, 

but a company masquerading as government? 

If a company registered in Washington DC is falsely claiming government status in 

Australia, what happened to the real (de jure) government with a similar name? And when? 

And are the laws in Australia therefore just rules for employees and contractors of the 

corporation? 

Interesting. Let’s look a little closer… 

Perhaps it is a requirement that the Commonwealth of Australia registers as a company 

entity in order to trade with the United States of America. Are all the other countries who 

trade with the United States also registered on the American SEC? Is ‘the United States of 

America’ also registered with ASIC, the Australian Securities ’ Investments Commission? 

http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&SIC=8888&owner=include&count=40
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000052749&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000869687&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000052782&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000889414&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000225913&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000035946&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000914021&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000917142&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000205317&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0001030717&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000873465&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000837056&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000053078&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000932419&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000230098&owner=exclude&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000805157&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0001463559&owner=exclude&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0001463559&owner=exclude&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0001463559&owner=exclude&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000805157&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000805157&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
http://wakeup-world.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Australian_Coat_of_Arms.png
http://wakeup-world.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/USPTO-Trademark.pdf
http://wakeup-world.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/USPTO-Trademark.pdf
http://wakeup-world.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/USPTO-Trademark.pdf
http://www.infrastructure.gov.au/department/about/about.aspx
http://www.infrastructure.gov.au/department/about/about.aspx
http://www.infrastructure.gov.au/department/about/about.aspx
http://www.customs.gov.au/site/page4222.asp


And is Australia similarly registered with the corresponding trade regulators in other 

countries? 

The answer appears to be NO. 

International trade implies mutual agreement; reciprocity; a common method of exchange. 

But the reality is that the ‘COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA’ is registered as a corporate 

entity with the United States SEC, but not the other way around. There appear to be no 

comparable corporate entities registered in other countries with which Australia trades. And 

nations ranking among the United States’ biggest trading partners do NOT have corporate 

avatars registered with the American SEC. Perhaps registration in Washington DC is for the 

purpose of trading Government Bonds. Interesting… 

… But this strange corporate entity is only half the story. Before government bonds can 

even exist, surely there must first be a legitimate government. 

Government and the role of Governor-General in Australia 

In Australia, the Governor-General is the representative of the Monarch (currently Queen 

Elizabeth II) and the Administrator of Government. Given that the Governor-General 

administers government in Australia, government can only exist in Australia with a valid 

Governor-General. The Governor-General is reliant upon the existence of the ‘Office of 

Governor-General’, which was originally constituted by the late Queen Victoria in Letters 

Patent dated 29th October 19::, passed under the Monarch’s seal – the Great Seal Of The 

United Kingdom (view Letters Patent 1900). 

The power and authority to revoke, alter or amend those Letters Patent was reserved by the 

late Queen Victoria to her heirs and successors. Given those Letters Patent were issued 

under the ‘Great Seal of the United Kingdom’, surely any revocation, alteration or 

amendment must be issued by an heir and successor under the same Seal. 

So what’s the problem? 

In 1984, Letters Patent supposedly revoked the original Letters Patent of 1900 and 

provided new provisions for the Office of Governor-General (view Letters Patent 1984). This 

happened under the ‘Great Seal of Australia’, which we already know is a corporate 

trademark registered with the United States Patent & Trademark Office in the U.S. (view 

registration) 

Surely such an attempt at revocation cannot therefore be lawful? And if not, what Office is 

the Governor-General in Australia presently occupying? Is the person we call “Governor-

General” truly a representative of an “heir and successor” to the late Queen Victoria? 

The answer appears to be NO. 

Given that the Governor-General appoints Ministers, Judges, Commissioners and Justices of 

the Peace, and ascribes Royal Assent as the Monarch’s representative in Australia – using 

the Monarch’s Seal – in the absence of a valid Governor-General, are there any legitimate 

government offices in Australia? 

Again… the answer appears to be NO. 

So let’s test the theory… 

A case study  

Wake Up World friend and colleague Scott Bartle documented his recent dealings with 

‘Australian Customs ’ Border Protection Service’ in his self-funded documentary “What The 

FUQ? – Frequently Unanswered Questions of the Australian Government”. 

http://truth-now.net/letterspatent.htm
http://wakeup-world.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/uk_royal_coat_of_arms.png
http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/C2004Q00670
http://tsdr.uspto.gov/#caseNumber=89000535&caseType=SERIAL_NO&searchType=statusSearch
http://tsdr.uspto.gov/#caseNumber=89000535&caseType=SERIAL_NO&searchType=statusSearch
http://tsdr.uspto.gov/#caseNumber=89000535&caseType=SERIAL_NO&searchType=statusSearch
http://wakeup-world.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/uk_royal_coat_of_arms.png
http://truth-now.net/


This simple, concise and sometimes hilarious case-study follows Scott’s ongoing 

interactions with a supposed “government” entity that simply does not behave as a genuine 

government agency should. 

And all he did was ask them to demonstrate their validity! 

Documentary Trailer – What The FUQ Trailer (2:47 mins) 

So… IS the “Australian Government” the same government the original Office of Governor-

General was intended to Administer? 

It’s a question that officials at all levels of “Australian Government” have seemed unwilling 

or unable to answer. Some readers may think I’m a crack-pot for even asking the question. 

“Break out the tin-foil hats!” they’ll cry! But please… Before you form an opinion or post a 

comment on this article, ask the Australian Government the same question yourself: 

Can you please demonstrate that today’s Office of Governor-General is the same Office that 

was constituted by the late Queen Victoria in Letters Patent of 1900?  

It is your right, after all. And there are certainly some details that don’t add up. But it gets 

better…. 

That’s odd, they certainly don’t ACT like a true government. 

At first “Government” may just ignore you. But since anyone claiming government status 

has a responsibility to prove it, their silence is very indicative, don’t you think? So push 

your Government a little further, and see what happens when you really start to question 

who’s who. Taxes ’ fines are suddenly waived, and miraculously, licenses ’ permits are no 

longer required! And it doesn’t stop there. 

Does this sound like the behaviour of legitimate government? NO, it does not. If challenged, 

does a legitimate government not simply demonstrate its validity and continue to act within 

its lawful authority? Or does legitimate government exempt that person’s responsibilities 

and wave them through the gates, quickly, quietly and with a minimum of fuss? “Nothing to 

see here!” 

Is this situation unique to Australia? 

Let’s find out! 

To our friends and readers from the Commonwealth of Australia, we recommend you 

contact your local Members and Senators and ask them one simple question: 

Can you please demonstrate that today’s Office of Governor-General is the same Office that 

was constituted by the late Queen Victoria in Letters Patent of 1900?  

To our friends and readers outside Australia, we recommend you identify the documents 

that established the original offices of government in your country, then ask one simple 

question of your government representatives: 

Can you please demonstrate that today’s government is the same one as established at the 

inception of this country? 

Demonstrating its own legitimacy is a very simple thing that every government agency 

should be able to do. And in a true democracy, silence is an unacceptable response of 

government to questions of its very legitimacy. But today the “Australian Government” 

appears unwilling or unable to prove its legitimacy. 

Is yours? 

http://truth-now.net/call1.htm
http://truth-now.net/call1.htm
http://www.aph.gov.au/~/media/03%20Senators%20and%20Members/32%20Members/Lists/memlist.ashx
http://www.aph.gov.au/Senators_and_Members/Guidelines_for_Contacting_Senators_and_Members/los
http://truth-now.net/call1.htm


It only takes a few minutes to write to your local member’s office. Please come back to 

Wake Up World and tell our readers how your enquiry was met. Silence? Jargon? Or a 

simple demonstration of your government’s legitimacy? 

We’d love to hear your stories, so please leave a comment or send us an email 

So what the FUQ do we do next? 

Written enquiries made to Ministers and Government agencies, to the Office of the Prime 

Minister and to the Office of Governor General remain unanswered. So in the absence of a 

response from Government, Wake Up World supports respectfully escalating this matter to 

the current Monarch, Her Majesty, The Queen. 

Surely Her Majesty must know the answer; why a corporation in the United States bears the 

name ‘COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA’; why in 1984 her authority to amend the provisions 

for the Office of Governor-General was granted on a company letterhead; why those claiming 

to represent true government in Australia have been unable to prove that status; and why 

some, when challenged, may suddenly overlook one’s obligations and run silently in the 

other direction. 

SIGN THE PETITION …and ask Her Majesty for the truth. 

SHARE THIS ARTICLE…we all have a right to know. 

HOLD YOUR GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABLE …it is just one simple question. 

In a true democracy, silence is an unacceptable answer of government to questions of its 

legitimacy.  

From: An Email To Glasgow City Council March 9, 2013 by The Fundamental Sine Wave 

It has recently come to my attention that the very Government that claims to have the right 

to enforce rules and regulations upon me and the people of this country, may in fact be a 

company/corporation as registered on The Security Exchange Commission – 

http://www.sec.gov 

The Government for Great Britain goes under the name Her Majesty’s Government. 

Here is the Central Index Key (which denotes the companies registration on SEC) for Her 

Majesty’s Government – 0001452617 

Here is the link to a text document stating that Her Majesty’s Government is a company – 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1452617/999999999708048874/9999999997-

08-048874.txt 

Here is a scanned letter contained in the SEC filing which clearly states that Her Majesty’s 

Government is the Government of The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 

Ireland. – http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/vprr/08/9999999997-08-048874 

Here is the document stating that Her Majesty’s Government is a company: 

-----BEGIN PRIVACY-ENHANCED MESSAGE----- 

Proc-Type: 2001,MIC-CLEAR Originator-Name: webmaster@www.sec.gov 

<SEC-DOCUMENT>9999999997-08-048874.txt : 20081219 <SEC-HEADER>9999999997-08-

048874.hdr.sgml : 20081219 <ACCEPTANCE-DATETIME>20081219132800 <PAPER> 

ACCESSION NUMBER: 9999999997-08-048874  

CONFORMED SUBMISSION TYPE: NO ACT PUBLIC DOCUMENT COUNT:  1 

mailto:admin@wakeup-world.com
https://secure.avaaz.org/en/petition/One_Simple_Question_Is_The_Australian_Government_Lawful/
https://secure.avaaz.org/en/petition/One_Simple_Question_Is_The_Australian_Government_Lawful/
https://secure.avaaz.org/en/petition/One_Simple_Question_Is_The_Australian_Government_Lawful/
http://fundamentalsinewave.wordpress.com/2013/03/09/an-email-to-glasgow-city-council/
http://fundamentalsinewave.wordpress.com/2013/03/09/an-email-to-glasgow-city-council/
http://www.sec.gov/
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1452617/999999999708048874/9999999997-08-048874.txt
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1452617/999999999708048874/9999999997-08-048874.txt
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/vprr/08/9999999997-08-048874


CONFORMED PERIOD OF REPORT: 20081210 

FILED AS OF DATE:  20081210 EFFECTIVENESS DATE:  20081210 

FILER:  COMPANY DATA:  

  COMPANY CONFORMED NAME:  HER MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT 

  CENTRAL INDEX KEY:   0001452617 

  IRS NUMBER:    000000000 

 FILING VALUES: 

  FORM TYPE:  NO ACT         SEC ACT:  1934 Act 

  SEC FILE NUMBER: 132-02655 FILM NUMBER:  08070036 

 BUSINESS ADDRESS:  

  STREET 1:  DAVIS POLK & WARDELL 

  STREET 2:  99 GRESHAM STREET 

  CITY:   LONDON EC2VC 7NG 

  STATE:   X0 

  ZIP:   00000 

 MAIL ADDRESS:  

  STREET 1:  DAVIS POLK & WARDELL 

  STREET 2:  99 GRESHAM STREET 

  CITY:   LONDON EC2VC 7NG 

  STATE:   X0 

  ZIP:   00000 

</SEC-HEADER> 

<DOCUMENT> <TYPE>NO ACT <SEQUENCE>1 <FILENAME>9999999997-08-048874.paper 

<DESCRIPTION>AUTO-GENERATED PAPER DOCUMENT <TEXT> 

This document was generated as part of a paper submission. 

Please reference the Document Control Number 08070036 for access to the original 

document. 

</TEXT> </DOCUMENT> </SEC-DOCUMENT> -----END PRIVACY-ENHANCED MESSAGE----- 

And here is an extract from the scanned document. Check the links above for yourself. It is 

between the US Securiies and Exchange Commission (The SEC) and someone working on 

behalf of the corporation called Her Majesty’s Government!  

It deals with the governmental takeover of banks so is very real. 

Her Majesty’s Government ―HMG‖ is a corporation! 



 

Even the associated press got notified as you can see from the Thompson Reuters stamp 

dated 20th December at the top left above. 



 

 



 

 

 

 



Next here is a registration document from the State of Delaware in the USA for the 

corporation that is called THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INC. 

 

Remember what I told you back in chapter one, book one...“Why were these companies 

seemingly more powerful than the people who actually done all the work for them? Even to 

my young brain that seemed very odd because after all, weren´t we, - meaning the entire 

population of the planet, all “the workers” for somebody? And were we not also, at the end 

of the day, all of the companies customers too? Surely these two facts alone indicated that 

we the people must have a really big say in what happens in these regards (I thought 

naively). - Apart from the small number of managers and owners involved with these firms, 

it was us (the people) who made the companies tick, - we made all the goods and we bought 

all the goods after all. Take out this small amount of people making up the managers and 

owners and everything else was just us, the people”.  

The power behind ALL these corporations is us the men and women of the world and not the 

inept managers or owners of some invisible legal fiction. - It is our sweat, not theirs, that 

underwrites every single bond that they write. It is our labour that produces EVERYTHING of 

value, and it is our money (sweat equity) that buys everything that we produced. 

AT HEART ALL CORPORATIONS ARE SELFISH PSYCHOPATHS, NEVER EVER FORGET THIS FACT. 

Now before I change the subject, I’ll leave with this to ponder. All of those corporations had 

one thing in common - a corporation’s name is always denoted in ALL CAPITAL LETTERS. 

Now go and do me a favour, go dig out any official letter with your name on it, anything 

official that’s addressed to you... Whether it’s on a court summons, a bank statement, a tax 

return, any bill, a credit card statement, it doesn’t matter. Dig out your bank card, or even 

your birth certificate and look at them, I guarantee you that they’re all the exact same... 

Your name on ANYTHING “OFFICIAL” IS ALWAYS WRITTEN IN ALL IN CAPITAL LETTERS... 

Unfortunately it would take over a 1000 pages to explain fully just exactly why that is and 

therefore it is beyond the scope of this particular book. What I will do for now is give you an 

explanation on this in connection to a man or women’s name taken from a law dictionary.  

Capitis Deminutio. [Latin "reduction of status"] Capitis Deminutio Maxima (kap-i-tis dem-i-

n[y]oo-shee-oh mak-si-ma). [Latin "maximum reduction of status"] From Roman law. - The 

diminution of a person's legal status as a result of being reduced to slavery. 

Now there’s food for thought until I cover this matter in greater detail in a later section. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Fifty Part One 

If I had put the chapter’s that you just read on Agenda 21, Codex Alimentarius, the Food 

“crisis”, the GMO  “food” crisis  plus all the stuff on peak oil, and global warming into part 

three, as I had originally planned to, it would have been, quite obviously, mega-normous to 

the point of being totally impractical. But now that time has passed. 

You know now, what I wanted you to know then, it’s just a case of not knowing it ALL from 

the one book that’s all. 

This is definitely part four now, and not just the “director’s cut” version of book three now. 

Do you remember the Darien scam, sorry, scheme, that I told you about right at the 

beginning of this work?  

The only other British scam I know that actually beats the (relatively cheap) £380,000 that 

it took to “own” Scotland was the paltry ;75:,::: that it took to “own” England. - Our 

naughty would be owners (supposedly in some unofficial versions of this occurrence) even 

part “bought” this legalised version of perpetual English ―and admittedly eventually 

Scottish‖ slavery with some sticks of effin’ wood! ―Tally sticks, feel free to google it if you 

doubt me, they actually stayed in use until1826! Funnily In 1834, the tallies themselves 

were ordered to be burned in a stove in the Houses of Parliament, but the fire got out of 

control setting the building on fire.) (Where was Guy Fawkes, or more accurately, his 

gunpowder when we really needed it, like on that day?) 

Mind you, we were probably still only around a tenth of your population back then, yet we 

got nearly four times what you English (per capita) got bought out for - shows they knew 

even way back then that we were definitely a wee bit smarter and more canny than most of 

you chumps daaaaaan saaaaaarf.  

Scotland should claim its Independence, beginning in 2014, then tell ALL of the banks...Get 

the fuck out of Scotland - Oh aye P.S. yer takin' ALL o yer fuckin debt wae you. - Now beat it! 

Then we should rapidly get the fuck out of Europe too. (We can still trade and be best of 

mates with them, but we seriously need to be going it alone, especially financially wise).  

World-wide banking, commerce, and finance in general are so utterly corrupt today it’s 

actually nearly beyond belief, - as you’re about to find out over the next 2:: odd pages. How 

this wee con works on a worldwide scale easily tops even these last two examples that are 

given above, because this devious load of pish has had us ALL quite literally, and this has 

been multi-generationally I might add, - hoodwinked, hog-tied, and legally owned like cattle.  

It’s not about the money, for fuck sake they own the printing presses for christ’s sake, so if 

it was just a case of that, they could print as much fucking money for themselves as they 

wanted to. - It’s really more about the debt, because debt equals sweat, - your sweat that is. 

The money we owe must be repaid with the sweat of our brows, and that of your child, and 

going by what they are saying on TV, it’s presently reckoned to be something like our great, 

great, great, great, great, great, great, great, great, great, great, great, great, great, great, 

great, great, great, great, great grandkids who will still be paying off a debt that was racked 

up in our lifetime. This amounts to legalised slavery that was consented to by a troupe of 

ignorant yet opinionated monkeys who rather than band together to fight against this scam, 

will instead fight against each fucking other to preserve this insidious, parasitical system!   

Let’s start this part of the work with some banking basics that will totally fry your noodle. -

Reading this will produce a weird feeling of discomfort in your belly at first, and quite 

probably later on, when the penny truly drops, an outpouring of pure anger, - (but oddly 

enough this discomfort or anger you’ll feel won’t at all be as a consequence of the 

complexity of the issues discussed, - they’re quite easy for you to get to grips with actually‖. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palace_of_Westminster
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burning_of_Parliament


The first example uses tomato ketchup foetuses in order to make a rather crude point. I 

have taken the liberty of embellishing the little parts that start with (This represents...) 

THE GREAT TOMATO BUBBLE 

DO YOU EVER WONDER?  

Ever wonder about why our economy is in trouble? How can so 

many people be in so much debt at the same time? Does it seem 

strange to you no matter how hard one works, and in spite of all 

the advances in society, most hard working people cannot escape 

the treadmill of perpetual debt?  

Why are so many families losing their homes to foreclosure? Why 

are many households dependent upon credit cards to supplement 

their income? Why does it take TWO spouses to maintain a 

household when it used to take just one? Why have so many 

retirement savings been wiped out? Why do prices always creep 

up? ―Lately they’ve been jumping up, not creeping. - Martin) 

Did you know that close to 1/3 of all income taxes are consumed just to pay interest on the 

Federal Debt? (National Debt currently 16 TRILLION DOLLARS, or about $135,000 per 

household.) Think about it. Every penny that you pay in income tax from January 1 - April 

30 is consumed just to pay interest, mainly to foreigners!  And let's not forget the 

Government's unfunded future liabilities, estimated at 75 TRILLION. (An additional 

$600,000+ per household.)  

Add those staggering sums to your mortgage debt, car loan debt, student loan debt, credit 

card debt, State debt, County debt, City/Town debt, small business debt, big business debt, 

and you will see that the total of these debts actually exceeds (BY FAR) the amount of money 

supply in circulation.  

So, how can such astronomical debt ever be repaid? Well, if you haven't figured it out yet - IT 

CAN'T. The only way to service just the interest on these monstrous debts is to constantly 

take on new debts. 

Finally, on top of all your Federal, State, gasoline, and local taxes, (30% - 40% of your gross 

income) and on top of your personal debt service burden (another 25% - 50%), there's this 

thing called "inflation", or "the cost of living." What exactly is "the cost of living?" What 

causes it? Why does a dollar buy less and less each year while wages stay flat? 

Is the stress of perpetual debt and rising prices keeping you 

up at night? How many strokes, heart attacks, and even 

suicides are induced by financial stress each year? Money 

and debt may even have led to your drinking problem, or 

perhaps even to depression. Debt may have been the 

underlying cause of your divorce or that of some couple that 

you know. 

You know in your gut that something isn't right in this 

country. But you don't have the "Economics education" to 

figure it out. It all seems too complicated for you to put your 

finger on, so you just keep slaving away to pay interest and 

taxes as your dollar buys less and less. All you can do 

is keep working like a dog and leave the matter to the Wall 

Street "experts" and politicians to handle for you. 

But it's all quite simple really. So simple in fact, even a 

dummy can understand it when it is broken down to its basic elements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



So then, how exactly did you all become such debt/tax/inflation slaves? Well, I'll let you in 

on my little secret. You will be amazed at how easy it is to understand. 

My name is Mortimer M. Moneybags III and this is the true story of how I bankrupted and 

enslaved my hometown of Tomatoville, USA:  

THE SETUP 

One night, Bill, Frank, John, and Mike came over 

to my place for a friendly game of poker. My 

four neighbours are all prosperous tomato 

farmers. Tomatoes actually serve as the currency 

of Tomatoville, USA. 

Before starting, the five of us agree to each put 

up 10 tomatoes as our "risk capital." That's a 

total of 50 tomatoes. (This will be Tomatoville’s 

Gross Domestic Product - or GDP for short) 

 

Play begins and we realize that trading tomatoes 

during our bets is awkward. I suggest that we 

utilize paper notes to represent our tomatoes instead. Because I hold a degree from 

Harvard, all agree that I should act as "Central Banker". 

We place our tomatoes in the centre of the table and I print 50 paper notes with the face 

of Tomatoville's founder on them (corresponding to the 50 total tomatoes, or 10 notes for 

each player). Each note represents 1 tomato....simple. (This represents sound/ hard 

money/gold standard, because each note is backed by a real asset, in this case a tomato) 

As play resumes, I have an unseen advantage over my guests. At 30 minute intervals, I 

repeatedly excuse myself for a "bathroom break." (Fed Meetings) During this time, I'm 

actually sneaking into my bedroom and printing up more 1 tomato note (This represents 

fiat money, or money that has no real asset backing it, as ours presently is after we all 

stopped backing it with gold in the early 193:’s‖  

Upon returning, I gradually gamble and inject ever 

increasing amounts of notes (liquidity) into the game (the 

economy). By midnight, the original 50 notes has 

increased to 500 total notes.  

After ebbs and flows, the game was even at midnight. The 

five of us, who had each started out with just 10 notes 

apiece, now hold 100 notes apiece. As you might expect, 

due our newly found "wealth", the size of each player's bets 

increased in direct proportion to the growth in the supply 

of Tomato Notes. (This represents price inflation). 

But the same 50 tomatoes - the true intrinsic value of the 

game - (GDP) remain in the jackpot. 

 

Because we are getting so "rich" from the game, I propose that instead of ending the game, 

we leave everything as it is and resume playing the following month.  

"Why don't you fellows spend some of your Tomato Notes, and save some to invest in next 

month's play. Tell the shopkeepers that each Tomato Note represents one tomato that is still 

sitting on this table. They'll accept the Notes as if they were actual tomatoes."  

"Great idea Mortimer! The paper is so much more convenient to trade than the tomatoes." 

replied Mike. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Money Magician creates 

money out of thin air. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



All agree to suspend play and resume next month. Before they leave, I announce that I'm 

cashing in 20 of my 100 notes in order to make tomato sauce the following day.  

At the original ratio of 1 note to 1 tomato, my 20 notes trade for 20 tomatoes. I have 

doubled my original "investment" of 10 tomatoes (This represents banker profit taking), 

and I still have 80 paper notes with which to resume the game next month. There are now 

only 30 total tomatoes remaining on the table. 

 

As I expected, my friends have no intention of cashing in any of their "winnings" because the 

returns from the game are so high. They each hold 100 notes and really believe that their 

original 10 tomatoes have yielded a 10 to 1 return from playing the game (This represents 

a Bull Market, or irrational exuberance, or how rich you think you are because of the high 

price your stocks and shares are at the moment.).  

When the players explain to the town merchants that the 

Tomato Notes represent actual tomatoes that are stored at 

my house, the merchants gladly accept the notes as if they 

were actual tomatoes. During the ensuing month, the 

players spend many of their notes and some of them also 

take out various loans as well.  

Bill buys his wife a new sports car by putting down 25 

Tomato Notes and taking a loan for the balance.  

Frank takes out a small business loan to open up that 

restaurant he's always dreamed about (Represents job 

creation).  

John puts down a 50 Note down payment and signs a contract for a new home 

mortgage (Represents the housing boom).  

Mike spends 40 of his Tomato Notes and also goes on a credit card shopping spree (This 

represents “consumer confidence” or how you used credit cards/loans till quite recently‖.  

 

The local bank manager also trusts that the Tomato Note income of the borrowers 

represents true wealth, so he honestly believes that he is not engaged in risky lending when 

he lends out his other depositors tomatoes to the “successful” poker winners. (This 

represents Sub Prime mortgages, or No Money Down Mortgages)  

The bank then sells some of the loan notes to The Tomato Street investment houses. Blinded 

by greed, and ignorant of "the big picture", Tomato Street portfolio managers believe that 

the debts are solid investments for their clients. (This represents the secondary market, or 

mortgage backed securities)  

So not only do the four players believe that they are prospering, but the businessmen that 

are now selling more goods to the wealthy poker players believe that they are earning more 

Tomatoes also! They too increase their personal spending and borrowing accordingly.  

As the new "prosperity" makes its way through the town, the prices of goods and services 

also begin to rise - exactly like the size of the bets in the poker game had risen, and exactly 

for the same reason! Everyone thinks they are getting "richer", but their new wealth is 

actually both artificial and temporary. 

Me? I just rub my hands in glee and laugh at how foolish these people are. 

The economy of Tomatoville is BOOMING......or so it seems. 

"Let's go shopping!" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE STING 

The Poker players and I meet again at 

my place and pick up where we left off 

the month before.  The mood is jovial as 

the players look forward to another 

round of "earnings". After a few hours of 

more silent note injection, 1000 notes 

now circulate evenly among the players 

(200 each). My guests boast among 

themselves about all the new toys they 

have recently charged to their credit 

cards. They aren't worried about the 

debts they are incurring because, if 

necessary, they can always cash in their 

abundant paper notes for tomatos (equity) and pay everything off free and clear. 

John then mentions that he has noticed that the town merchants have increased the prices 

of their goods and services. 

"Have you guys noticed how expensive milk and eggs have gotten lately?" John asks. 

"Yes! I noticed that too." said Bill. "And a cup of coffee now costs 2 tomato notes! Why is 

that Mort?" 

Anticipating that this question would arise, I launch into my cleverly planned explanation: 

"Well gentlemen, there are three underlying causes behind the price inflation you are seeing 

at the town stores. First, when the town merchants learned of your new prosperity, they 

increased their prices because they knew you could now afford to pay more. That's typical 

capitalist price-gouging." 

"Those greedy bastards!" shouted Frank. 

I continue:  

"Yes. Greed is a main factor. But our shopkeepers aren't the only greedy businessmen. The 

second reason for this inflation is that the folks over in Oilville have got us over a barrel. 

They too have increased their oil prices. Because all of the goods we buy have to be shipped 

by train and truck, the increase in transportation costs gets passed on to you the 

consumer." 

Mike leaps to his feet and angrily declares: "I say we bomb Oilville back to the stone age and 

just take their damn oil!"  

"I don't know about going to war, but we definitely need to develop solar and wind energy 

here in Tomatoville." adds Frank. 

"What's the third reason for this inflation?" asks John. 

To which I reply:  

"The third reason isn't related to greed. It is due to the prosperity of the people over in 

Potatoville. As Potatoville develops its economy, they grow and sell more potatoes. This 

increases their own demand for oil. That increased demand pushes oil prices up. Again, 

because our economy runs on energy, Potatoville's prosperity is contributing to the inflation 

you are seeing here in Tomatoville."  

 

 

 

 

 



To my amazement, the men, acting as if they have been enlightened by some deep 

philosophical discourse, all nod their heads in agreement at the utter nonsense I have just 

spewed.  (This represents all the bullshit peddling economists and experts that you have 

been taking financial advice from over the years) We then resume the game. 

After a few more hours of play, I decide to trade in 20 more paper notes for 20 more 

tomatoes (insider trading). My friends ridicule me. "Mortimer! Why would you trade in notes 

for tomatoes when we are all making so much money?" they ask. 

 

"I just want to lock in some of my winnings now. You never know if fortunes may turn." I 

replied. 

 

I have now "earned" a total of 40 of the original 50 tomatoes from the table, quadrupling my 

initial investment. Whereas my scam was not obvious before, my victims now clearly see 

that the true value of the tomato jackpot has diminished (This represents a recession or a  

Bear Market). They each started with 10 tomatoes. So how come they hold hundreds of 

notes when there are only 10 tomatoes left for the four of them to divide? 

Bill panics. "I'm trading in!" he declares. He dumps all 200 of his notes and attempts to 

grab the remaining 10 tomatoes (This represents a stock market crash, or a bank run). 

"Not so fast Bill!" declares Frank. "If you get those remaining tomatoes there will be none 

left for us!" 

"Oh my God! Mortimer! How am I going to pay off my debts to the town's merchants? What's 

happened here?" Mike asks. 

My expression turns sombre as I reply:  

"Damn! I was afraid this might happen. Because we were doing so well, the game 

"overheated". The Tomato Note fell against the tomato. When that happens, the cost 

of playing goes up (inflation) and then a contraction occurs (recession).  It's a natural 

cycle." (Again this represents all the bullshit peddling economists and experts that you have 

been taking financial advice from over the years, they come out with similar sounding 

rubbish and you just seem to accept having lost your pension/savings/stock value!) 

"So how do we allocate the remaining tomatoes?" John asks. 

"Simple." I replied. "It's called currency devaluation. You four each have 200 notes in hand, 

and I have 160. That's a total of 960 notes in circulation (money supply). There are 10 

tomatoes remaining. Divide the 960 notes by the remaining 10 tomatoes and the new cost 

of a tomato is therefore 96 notes (This represents hyper-inflation. - Remember that term 

because you’ll be hearing it a lot in the very near future. Martin). That means that your 200 

notes can buy back 2 of the remaining 10 tomatoes for each of you."  

The paper Tomato Note currency has lost its purchasing power (inflation, bubble bursting) 

and my 4 neighbours have each lost 8 of the original 10 tomatoes they had once owned. I 

walk away with 42 of the original 50 tomatoes. (Represents banks stealing our real wealth) 

***AUTHOR'S NOTE***  

If the players had just added 950 tomatoes to the original 50 (GDP growth), there could be 

no bubble and the Tomato Note would have retained its 1-1 value. (1000 notes = 1000 

tomatoes)  Even in a crooked monetary system, increased production "props up" a debased 

currency. But the people will not benefit from the increased production because the extra 

wealth is stolen by Mortimer's printing press.  Mortimer can always create new bubbles 

by printing up even more notes and then being the first one to "cash out." In bubble 

economics the first sellers to get out of the game (stock market, real estate market etc), will 

profit unfairly by receiving inflated "fake" value for their stocks, homes, currency etc. When 



the game then adjusts to the burst bubble value, the remaining sellers get less. (Examples: 

Investors who sold their stocks when the Dow Jones was at 14,000. Homeowners who sold 

in 2006 at the peak of the real estate bubble. Investors who in 2007 exchanged US 

dollars for gold or other hard commodities.)  

An honest money system keeps the growth of money supply proportionate to the growth of  

goods and services (GDP) for a 1-1 ratio. (no inflation/no deflation)  But when money is 

printed "out of thin air" (as opposed to being backed by gold or silver which have 

intrinsic value due to their rarity and beauty ) Mortimer is always ahead of the players, 

especially when he starts lending notes to the Mayor and local bank, at interest. When that 

happens, all of Tomatoville becomes Mortimer's poker game.  

But the real problem is that the four suckers, believing they 

were "wealthy", had charged up on their credit cards a lifestyle 

that they can no longer afford to sustain.  

 

That car Bill bought for his wife? Can you say "Repo Man?" 

 

Franks new restaurant? The chefs and some waiters will have to 

be laid off (increased unemployment). 

 

Mike's credit card bills? Soon to be delinquent and destroying his credit rating. (Represents 

the credit crunch, and local Bank losses) 

 

John's new home? Foreclosure, followed by divorce (Represents the housing slump). 

The merchants who had sold or loaned to them will also be negatively affected. Anyone who 

had dealings with the free spending Poker players is also holding devalued notes and 

possibly carrying bad debts. The artificial debt & inflation prosperity had spread like a virus, 

and now the bad investment balloon has to painfully deflate. 

The bewildered and frightened town folk don't understand how this happened. Because of 

my Ivy League credentials, coupled with the fact that I have accumulated so much wealth, 

they look to me for expert advice and answers. 

 

I explain to them that we are in a liquidity crisis: 

 

"Friends! This is part of the natural business cycle. Sure, you have suffered a short term 

loss, but in the long term we all come out OK as the markets recover. You saw how much 

wealth you had earned. If you get out of the game you'll be locking in your losses."  

"The market has hit bottom. Truth be told, you guys helped create this mess yourselves with 

your reckless consumer borrowing, and the local bank should have known better than to 

lend its depositors tomatoes out so carelessly. (This represents blaming the symptoms, 

instead of the cause as the “experts” just have‖ This is the problem with free market 

capitalism sometimes."   

"I will advise Mayor Bulshitz to institute new legislation, a huge stimulus package, and more 

regulation over private enterprise. We shall create a social safety net in order to protect you 

from future naturally occurring business cycles." (Great Society, War on Poverty) 

"Greedy Corporations, town shopkeepers, and employers big & small created this mess and 

it must never happen again. (class warfare) We will impose strict price controls to fight the 

inflation that the greedy, price-gouging shopkeepers caused." 

"We will tax the rich! (Federal Income Tax, established in 1913) Free health care! Free 

education! (socialism) Liberty! Equality! Fraternity! Change we can believe in! Hope! Yes we 

can! Workers unite! You have nothing to lose but the chains which bind you!"  



"Don't worry about the town's Constitution. It's an outdated document written by a bunch of 

dead white guys. If we are to fix this mess, then we must ignore its limitations on 

progressive government action."  

***AUTHOR'S NOTE***  

To feed the insatiable debt monster, and to maintain confidence in his notes, Mortimer must 

have a perpetually growing GDP (more tomatoes). If not, runaway debt and inflation will 

cause the economy to implode sooner, rather than later.  GDP growth is fuelled 

by "consumer spending" (consumption) and the constant borrowing which enables it.  This 

is why economists, politicians, and other assorted lunatics are so obsessed with 

constant GDP growth.  

"The tomato must no longer serve as the backing for our currency. To meet the liquidity 

needs of our new system, it is imperative that we get this town off of that antiquated, 

"barbaric fruit" Standard (hard money) and transition to my expertly managed paper 

currency." (fiat money)  

"As far as the poker markets go, now is the time to play even more aggressively (buy 

low). We'll meet again next month. In the meantime, work harder and bring more tomatoes 

to the next game, I'll print more notes to increase liquidity and induce the banks to loosen 

up credit once again. (Represents pump priming or quantitative easing)  

"If the local banks need to make more loans, I'll lower their reserve requirements so that 

they can lend (create) money that they don't have. As long as too many depositors don't 

make withdrawals all at the same time, like you fellows did in our poker game, they'll be 

none the wiser." (This represents the fractional reserve banking system)  

Even if there is a bank run, or if the bank's loan demand exceeds its reserve 

requirement, I'll act as the "lender of last resort" (Federal Reserve, established in 1913) and 

lend (create money) to the local bank at interest (Bank takeover, Discount Window).  

I will also lend to (create money for) the Mayor's office (Open Market Operations, purchase 

of T-Bills, stimulus), and bail out (create money for) the Tomato Street Brokerage houses 

that I deem to be "too big to fail" (Goldman Sachs, JP 

Morgan bailout package). 

I continue: "Finally, I will organize an emergency meeting 

of the Mayors, Finance Ministers, and Note Printers of the 

European towns (G-20, "world stage").  Now is not the time 

for isolationism. (independence, sovereignty)  Global 

problems demand global solutions! (IMF, World Bank, 

WTO, UN)."  

"We will recover.  So keep spending, secure in the 

knowledge that the best and the brightest of the world 

community are on the job. We have nothing to fear but fear 

itself!" 

***AUTHOR'S NOTE*** 

The "business cycle" is very simple. When the rate of growth in money supply (debt supply) 

exceeds the rate of growth in the general economy (GDP), the excess "money" has to go 

somewhere. It creates an illusion of prosperity. Artificial bubbles will form either in 

housing, stocks, currency, etc. Eventually the market always corrects for these phony 

excesses and the bubbles burst. (Just like in the poker game.) 

Let the good times roll! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE WRAPUP 

The men leave my place full of hope, 

grateful that a financial "expert" and 

a caring leader are in charge of the 

recovery plan. Incredibly, I have 

convinced them that it was 

free enterprise, the tomato backed 

currency, and limited government (the 

three main pillars of their original 

prosperity), that caused their problems.  

Instead of seeing my inflationary system my perpetual interest demands, and the Mayor's 

out-of-control spending and high taxes as the causes of their lower standard of living, they 

actually worship Mayor Bulshitz as a saviour. Bulshitz gives them all the socialistic 

"free" goodies that our destructive schemes made unaffordable for them in the first place.  

First we crush the owners and the workers of the private economy. Then, Bulshitz rides in 

like a knight on a white horse, offering welfare schemes to save them.  

The simple townfolk never stop to think that were it not for us, they would have the income 

and capital to take care of themselves! 

When Bulshitz runs short of money (as he always does), I'm there to lend it to his office...at 

interest of course.  

Damn I love this job! 

My European colleagues and forefathers have been running this scam for centuries. During 

this past century, we've been working to diversify our operations to include control of the 

world's natural resources. Whenever some independent-minded foreign mayor resists our 

game of Banking & Resource Monopoly, (Iraq, Venezuela, Iran), our friendly mayors (the 

"free world") will team up to bring that town back in line (sanctions, UN resolutions, 

spreading democracy, CIA coups, Wars). Perhaps one day we may even merge our 

operations under a single global umbrella? (New World Order, G-20, Global New Deale) 

I also play golf with the owners and publishers of the local "liberal" newspaper as well as 

with those from the "conservative" media. Through my close friendship with them, I am able 

to influence the editorial and news content of both. It's sort of a "good ole boys" networking 

thing. As long as they don't expose my operation, I am happy to allow the two parties and 

their sheep-like followers to amuse themselves with the daily drama of those superficial 

popularity contests known as "political campaigns." By having the "left" and the "right" beat 

each other up, the townfolk are kept divided and diverted from my actions. In the end, it is I 

who wins EVERY election. 

 

 

 

 

 

Professor Pointyhead 

peddles Mortimer's 

bullshit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



My "philanthropic endowments" to Tomatoville University guarantee 

that my twisted version of economics is taught to the students. (Think 

Rockefeller) Awestruck by my immense wealth and prestige, most, but 

not all, of the economists at "TU" are eating out of my hands. So, when 

the town folk read The Tomato Street Journal, or hear Professor 

Pointyhead speak on TV, my false theories are reinforced in their 

minds. (This represents Keynesian Theory, or tripe from the "Chicago 

School")  

All, except for John - the critical thinker of T-ville. He figures it all out 

and embarks upon a one man Internet crusade to expose me, calling 

me a "counterfeiter", "usurer", "insider trader", "warmonger", and "The 

Shadow Mayor."  

My fellow Country Club members from 

the media convince everyone that 

John is "paranoid", and an "extremist" who is a mentally 

unstable "conspiracy theorist" and potential "domestic 

terrorist." Most of the town folks defend my intellect and 

character, and disassociate themselves from John. 

The others are too burned out by the hustle of life to even 

make the time to study politics and economics.  Eventually, 

John is denied access to The Tomato Street Journal 

and throws his hands up in frustration. 

Tomatoville is deeply in debt in to me because the massive 

police force and the "safety net" programs (that my 

destructive monetary schemes necessitated) are very 

expensive!  I've got so much dirt on Mayor Bulshitz, that if he dares to either reintroduce 

the tomato standard, or if he decides to print interest free currency proportionate to the 

amount of real goods and services in the town, my newspaper friends and slick TNN 

anchormen can ruin him.  

***AUTHOR'S NOTE*** 

A typical example of the incestuous old boy's network that exists between the Wall Street, 

Washington DC, Central Banking, and corporate media elite, is the case of international 

banker, Eugene Meyer. (There are hundreds of other examples) 

WALL STREET: Meyer got his start as an investment banker with the firm of Lazard-Freres.  

He became a wealthy speculator and earned a seat on the New York Stock Exchange.  

WASHINGTON:  Meyer served as head of the War Finance Corporation under President  

Woodrow Wilson during World War I.   

CENTRAL BANKING: President Hoover later named Meyer as Chairman of the Federal Reserve 

in 1930, which he chaired until 1933. After World War II, President Truman appointed him 

to head the World Bank.  

MEDIA: Meyer bought the Washington Post in 1933 (Arguably America's most influential 

newspaper). The Post also owns Newsweek.  

Upon Meyer's death, control of The Post passed to his daughter, Katherine Meyer Graham. 

Today, The Post is run by Katherine's son, Donald Graham.  

Below: "All in the family." The Meyer-Grahams 100 year old influence includes the White 

House, the FED, The World Bank, The Washington Post, and Newsweek Magazine. 

While Mortimer's 

Media glorifies his 

paid agents. 

         "John is Baaaaaad." 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Mogul Eugene Meyer and Meyer's Newsweek Daughter Katherine 

But Mayor Bulshitz, as well as his rivals from the other Party, are all very easy to get along 

with. Most politicians are just ambitious liars who only care about getting re-elected. My 

printer helps cover the huge budget deficits generated by their vote-buying welfare schemes 

and their endless foreign wars. One hand washes the other. It doesn't serve the insatiable 

ambitions of the local politicians to alienate a well connected "bi-partisan" donor like me.  

Every few years, for public show, Mayor Bulshitz gets to nominate a printing "Chairman" 

from my list of preferred professors. Because of this "dog and pony show", most readers of 

The Tomato Street Journal believe that the central banking operation is regulated by the 

Mayor's office. It's not.  

In reality, it is a private cartel, owned and operated by my banking associates and me. It is 

only our cartel that gets to print (or E-mail) the actual money supply, and then inject it at 

will into the government treasury (FED purchase of T-bills) and banking systems (FED loans 

to member banks, lower reserve requirements), as we see fit.  

Because debt is the actual currency, you can never stay out of debt. The total of all debt and 

interest owed always exceeds the total money supply.  

So you see, this debt based currency system is actually nothing but a massive pyramid 

scheme. We international banking and media kingpins sit on the top. Our wholly owned 

politicians, professors, & reporters sit on the levels below.  While you worker bees are stuck 

on the bottom levels - toiling away to perpetually support the crushing weight of our 

fraudulent structure. 

Different parties. Same BS. 

 

 



It's like a game of musical chairs, where the number 

of players always exceeds the amount of chairs. I start 

and stop the music at my pleasure as you exhaust 

yourselves running around in circles for my 

amusement. I stimulate the "booms" (blowing 

bubbles), and the "busts" (letting some air out), 

profiting from both.  

Now you know the secrets of my success and power. 

You're probably wondering why I would reveal the 

truth and indict myself like this. Right? 

It's simple. It's because I do not respect you. I know that no matter how badly I screw you, 

no matter how much I steal from your kids' mouths...you won't do a damn thing about it.  

It would never even cross your mind to take the personal initiative to spread this story 

around to your friends and family. If everyone who read my confession passed it on to 10 

others, my game would be up in no time. But I know you won't do that. As long as there is a 

ballgame or a reality TV show to entertain you..... as long as you have a few beers in your 

refrigerator.... I can do or say whatever I want...forever.  

Poker at my house, everybody! Who's in?  

Mortimer M. Moneybags III 

Why is it that in 2::8 ―It’s now 2:13 but I began putting this bit together way back then) 

no-one seems to be seriously blaming the banks for the recent credit crunch? You never 

ever hear that smug little git acting as business correspondent for the BBC talking about 

any of the reasons for the crash that I just gave you do you? Instead we will just be 

informed that it was basically all our own fault for borrowing money that we couldn´t really 

afford to pay back, - maybe it actually had a lot more to do with the fact that a bank 

operates on the fractional reserve system whereby for every pound or dollar you deposit in 

that bank, they can loan out maybe 10 or 20 times that amount, maybe it has more to do 

with the fact that they create credit and therefore debt out of thin air, and then take real 

assets back in return for this debt that came from nowhere. Maybe it´s the fact that the 

Bank of England and the Federal Reserve are both privately owned companies, (the BOE was 

nominally “nationalised” in 1946 but that was just window dressing as I’ll prove to you 

later) and that they purchase worthless printed paper which they then loan to the British 

and US governments, the thing is they charge interest on this transaction which is known to 

us as the national debt. That is what our taxes really pay for, not the utilities and services 

that you think it does, our taxes are used to pay of this debt that appeared from thin air. 

Think about that, they purchase a sheet of paper for say 3p; it has £50 printed on it so 

when they loan it to the government that is what it now costs, or to be more precise that is 

how much has to be paid back. The thing is they charge interest on this “loan” so let’s say 

the interest rates for this transaction are only 5%, (believe me I am being generous to this 

scum) that means they buy something for 3p (they also get this money back from the 

treasury department of the governments of both our countries as well incidentally!) so this 

bit of paper we bought has to have 5% interest paid back on it which is £2.50 (at 5% on 

£50).  So for bringing this money into circulation not only is the principle £50 owed but 

another 5% on top of that has to be paid back, think about that, let’s say for ease of 

calculation that every pound note we needed in circulation added up to 1000 pounds, if we 

have to pay 5% interest for borrowing it into circulation in the first place that means in total 

we owe the banks £1000 plus 5% which is £1050, but if there is only a total of £1000 

actually in circulation, how can we possibly pay back our debt? 

This inextinguishable debt is being used to own us. As even a child can see it is physically 

impossible to pay back more than is in existence. The point is: They take back a real 

tangible asset in place of this unobtainable debt (i.e. usually your house). 

 

 

 

 

 



This is a very basic explanation of the nature of banking and also of how allowing a private 

company to control public banking works, but it is enough of an explanation to help you to 

understand why it is a heinous and treasonous act to allow a private company to control a 

nation’s debt. - Mind you, you do have to admit it´s not a bad scheme, especially if you’re 

one of the banks or institutions who was benefitting from the scam, wouldn´t you agree?  

This next statement is so pertinent to this tale that you should read it repeatedly, it was 

circulated only amongst the leading bankers of 1933; It was published in the January Civil 

Servants' Year Book "The Organizer", and also in the "New American" of Feb. 1934.  

 

"Capital (bankers) must protect itself (themselves) in every way, through combination 

(organization) and through legislation. Debts must be collected and loans and mortgages 

foreclosed as soon as possible. When through a process of law the common people have 

lost their homes, they will be more tractable (docile) and more easily governed by the 

strong arm of the law, applied by the central power of wealth, under control of leading 

financiers. People without homes will not quarrel with their leaders. This is well known 

among our principal men now engaged in forming an imperialism of capital (bankers) to 

govern the world. By dividing the people (into democrats, republicans, conservatives, 

liberals, socialists etc.) we can get them to expend their energies in fighting over questions 

of no importance to us except as teachers of the common herd. Thus by discreet action we 

can secure for ourselves what has been generally planned and successfully accomplished". 

 

I will now use another example to explain everything concerning the nature of money and 

banking (once again) to you, but this time in greater detail. Saying that the quote above 

should have made it abundantly clear to you how the bankers operate, after all it was 

written by bankers and published in writings that only bankers were supposed to read. 

Banking System Fraud Explained with Simple Cartoons 

 

http://www.michaeljournal.org/myth.htm “The Money Myth Exploded” was one of the first 

articles of Louis Even, and remains one of the most popular to explain how money is 

created as a debt by private banks. It is available in the form of an 8-page leaflet (tabloid 

format‖ that you can order from the “Michael” office, in several languages. 

 

 
 

1. Shipwreck survivors 

An explosion had blown their ship apart. Suddenly a cry rang out: “Land! Look! Over there, 

in the direction the waves are carrying us!” And as the vague silhouette proved itself to be, 

in fact, the outline of a shore, the figures on the raft danced with joy. They were five. There 

was Frank, the carpenter, big and energetic. It was he who had first cried, “Land!” then 

Paul, a farmer. You can see him, front and left in the picture, on his knees, one hand 

against the floor, the other gripping the mast of the raft. Next is Jim, an animal breeder; 

he's the one in the striped pants, kneeling and gazing in the direction of land. Then there is 

Harry, an agriculturist, a little on the stout side, seated on a trunk salvaged from the wreck. 

And finally Tom, a prospector and a mineralogist; he is the merry fellow standing in the rear 

of the picture with his hand on the carpenter's shoulder. 



 

 
 

2. A providential island 

To our five men, setting foot on land was like returning to life from the grave. When they 

had dried and warmed themselves their first impulse was to explore this little island on to 

which they had been cast, far from civilization. A quick survey was sufficient to raise their 

spirit. The island was not a barren rock. True enough, they were the only men on it at the 

moment. But judging from the herds of semi-domesticated animals they encountered, there 

must have been men here at some time before them. Jim, the animal breeder, was sure he 

could completely domesticate them and put them to good service. Paul found the island's 

soil, for the most part, to be quite suitable for cultivation. Harry discovered some fruit trees 

which, if properly tended, would give good harvests. Most important were the large stands 

of timber embracing many types of wood. Frank, without too much difficulty, would be able 

to build houses for the little community. As for Tom, the prospector, well, the rock 

formations of the island showed signs of rich mineral deposits. 

 

Lacking the tools, Tom still felt his ingenuity and initiative could produce metals from the 

ores. So in essence each could serve the common good with his own special talent. All 

agreed to call the place Salvation Island. All gave thanks to Providence for the reasonably 

happy ending to what could have been stark tragedy. 

 

 
 

3. True wealth 

Here are the men at work. The carpenter builds houses and makes furniture. At first they 

find their food where they can. But soon the fields are tilled and seeded, and the farmer has 

his crops. As season followed season this island, this heritage of the five men, Salvation 

Island, became richer and richer. Its wealth was not that of gold or of paper bank notes, but 

one of true value; a wealth of food and clothing and shelter, of all the things to meet human 

needs. Each man worked at his own trade. Whatever surpluses he might have of his own 

produce, he exchanged for the surplus products of the others. Life wasn't always as smooth 

and complete as they could have wished it to be. They lacked many of the things to which 

they had been accustomed in civilization. But their lot could have been a great deal worse. 

Besides, all had experienced the depression in Canada. They still remembered the empty 

bellies side by side with stores crammed with food. At least, on Salvation Island, they weren't 

forced to see the things they needed rot before their eyes. Taxes were unknown here. Nor 

did they go in constant fear of seizure by the bailiff. They worked hard but at least they 

could enjoy the fruits of their toil. So they developed the island, thanking God and hoping 

for the day of reunion with their families, still in possession of life and health, those two 

greatest of blessings. 



 

 
 

4. A serious inconvenience 

Our men often got together to talk over their affairs. Under the simple economic system 

which had developed, one thing was beginning to bother then more and more; they had no 

form of money. Barter, the direct exchange of goods for goods, had its drawbacks. The 

products to be exchanged were not always at hand when a trade was discussed. For 

example, wood delivered to the farmer in winter could not be paid for in potatoes until six 

months later. Sometimes one man might have an article of considerable size which he 

wished to exchange for a number of smaller articles produced by different men at different 

times. All this complicated business and laid a heavy burden on the memory. With a 

monetary system, however, each one could sell his products to the others for money. With 

this money he could buy from the others the things he wanted, when he wished and when 

they were available. It was agreed that a system of money would indeed be very convenient. 

But none of them knew how to set up such a system. They knew how to produce true 

wealth - goods. But how to produce money, the symbol of this wealth, was something quite 

beyond them. They were ignorant of the origin of money, and needing it they didn't know 

how to produce it. Certainly, many men of education would have been in the same boat; all 

our governments were in that predicament during the ten years prior to the war. The only 

thing the country lacked at that time was money and the governments didn't know what to 

do to get it. 

 

 
 

5. Arrival of a refugee 

One evening, when our boys were sitting on the beach going over their problem for the 

hundredth time, they suddenly saw approaching a small boat with a solitary man at the 

oars. They learned that he was the only survivor of a wreck. His name: Oliver. Delighted to 

have a new companion, they provided him with the best that they had, and they took him on 

an inspection tour of the colony. “Even though we're lost and cut off from the rest of the 

World,” they told him, “we haven't too much to complain about. The earth and the forest are 

good to us. We lack only one thing — money. That would make it easier for us to exchange 

our products.” “Well, you can thank Providence,” replied Oliver, “because I am a banker, 

and in no time at all, I'll set up a system of money guaranteed to satisfy you. Then you'll 

have everything that people in civilization have.” A banker!... A BANKER!... An angel coming 

down out of the clouds couldn't have inspired more reverence and respect in our men. For, 

after all, are we not accustomed, we people in civilization, to genuflect before bankers, 

those men who control the lifeblood of finance? 

 



 
 

6. Civilization's god 

“Mr. Oliver, as our banker, your only occupation on this island will be to look after our 

money; no manual labour.” “I shall, like every other banker, carry out to complete 

satisfaction my task of forging the community's prosperity.” “Mr. Oliver, we're going to build 

you a house that will be in keeping with your dignity as a banker. But in the meantime, do 

you mind if we lodge you in the building that we use for our get-togethers?” “That will suit 

me, my friends. But first of all, unload the boat. There's paper and a printing press, 

complete with ink and type, and there's a little barrel which I exhort you to treat with the 

greatest care.” They unloaded everything. The small barrel aroused intense curiosity in our 

good fellows. “This barrel,” Oliver announced, “contains a treasure beyond dreams. It is full 

of... gold!” The five all but swooned. The god of civilization was here on Salvation Island! 

 

The yellow god, always hidden, yet terrible in its power, whose presence or absence or 

slightest caprice could decide the very fate of all the civilized nations! “Gold! Mr. Oliver, you 

are indeed a great banker!” “Oh august majesty! Oh honourable Oliver! Great high priest of 

the god, gold! Accept our humble homage, and receive our oaths of fidelity!” “Yes, my 

friends, gold enough for a continent. But gold is not for circulation. Gold must be hidden. 

Gold is the soul of healthy money, and the soul is always invisible. But I'll explain all that 

when you receive your first supply of money.” 

 

 
 

7. The secret burial 

Before they went their separate ways for the night, Oliver asked them one last question. 

“How much money will you need to begin with in order to facilitate trading?” They looked at 

one another, then deferentially towards the banker. After a bit of calculation, and with the 

advice of the kindly financier, they decided that $200 each would do. The men parted, 

exchanging enthusiastic comments. And in spite of the late hour, they spent most of the 

night lying awake, their imaginations excited by the picture of gold. It was morning before 

they slept. As for Oliver, he wasted not a moment. Fatigue was forgotten in the interests of 

his future as a banker. By dawn's first light, he dug a pit into which he rolled the barrel. He 

then filled it in, transplanting a small shrub to the spot about which he carefully arranged 

sod. It was well hidden. Then he went to work with his little press to turn out a thousand $1 

bills. Watching the clean new banknotes come from his press, the refugee turned banker 

thought to himself: “My! How simple it is to make money. All its value comes from the 

products it will buy. Without produce, these bills are worthless. My five naive customers 

don't realize that. They actually think that this new money derives its value from gold! Their 

very ignorance makes me their master.” Thus, Oliver collectivized the debt liability against 

all island inhabitants for the money that he is printing. And as evening drew on, the five 

came to Oliver — on the run. 



 

8. Who owns the new money? 

Five bundles of new banknotes were sitting on the table. “Before distributing the money,” 

said the banker, “I would like your attention. “Now, the basis of all money is gold. And the 

gold stored away in the vault of my bank is my gold. Consequently, the money is my money. 

Oh! Don't look so discouraged. I'm going to lend you this money, and you're going to use it 

as you see fit. However, you'll have to pay interest. Considering that money is scarce here, I 

don't think 8% is unreasonable.” “Oh, that's quite reasonable, Mr. Oliver.” “One last point, 

my friends. Business is business, even between pals. Before you get the money, each of you 

is going to sign a paper. By it you will bind yourselves to pay both interest and capital under 

penalty of confiscation of property by me. Oh! This is a mere formality. Your property is of 

no interest to me. I'm satisfied with money. And I feel sure that I'll get my money, and that 

you'll keep your property.” “That makes sense, Mr. Oliver. We're going to work harder than 

ever in order to pay you back.” “That's the spirit. And any time you have a problem, you 

come and see me. Your banker is your best friend. Now here's two hundred dollars for each 

one of you.” And our five brave fellows went away, their hands full of dollar bills, their 

heads swimming with the ecstasy of having money. 

 

 
 

9. A problem in arithmetic 

And so Oliver's money went into circulation on the island. Trade, simplified by money, 

doubled. Everybody was happy. And the banker was always greeted with unfailing respect 

and gratitude.  

 

But now, let's see... Why does Tom, the prospector, look so grave as he sits busily figuring 

with a pencil and paper? It is because Tom, like the others, has signed an agreement to 

repay Oliver, in one year's time, the $200 plus $16 interest. But Tom has only a few dollars 

in his pocket, and the date of payment is near. For a long time he had wrestled with this 

problem from his own personal point of view, without success. Finally, he looked at it from 

the angle of the little community as a whole. “Taking into consideration everyone on the 

island as a whole,” he mused, “are we capable of meeting our obligations? Oliver turned out 

a total of $1000. He's asking in return $1080. But even if we bring him every dollar bill on 

the island, we'll still be $80 short. Nobody made the extra $80. We turn out produce, not 

dollar bills.  

 

So Oliver can take over the entire island, since all the inhabitants together can't pay him 

back the total amount of the capital and the interest. “Even if a few, without any thought for 

the others, were able to do so, those others would fall. And the turn of the first spared 

would come eventually. The banker will eventually have everything. We'd better hold a 

meeting right away and decide what to do about it.”  

 

Tom, with his figures in his hand, had no difficulty in proving the situation. All agreed that 

they had been duped by the kindly banker. They decided upon a meeting at Oliver's. 

 



 
 

10. The benevolent banker 

Oliver guessed what was on their minds, but he put on his best front. While he listened, the 

impetuous Frank stated the case for the group. “How can we pay you <1:8: when there is 

only <1::: on the entire island?” “That's the interest, my friends. Has not your rate of 

production increased?” “Sure, but the money hasn't. And it's money you're asking for, not 

our products. You are the only one who can make money. You've made only $1000, and yet 

you ask <1:8:. That's an impossibility!” “Now listen, fellows. Bankers, for the greater good 

of the community, always adapt themselves to the conditions of the times. I'm going to 

require only the interest. Only <8:. You will go on holding the capital.” “Bless you, Mr. 

Oliver! Are you going to cancel the <2:: each of us owes you?” “Oh no! I'm sorry, but a 

banker never cancels a debt. You still owe me all the money you borrowed. But you'll pay 

me, each year, only the interest. If you meet the interest payments faithfully each year, I 

won't push you for the capital. Maybe some won't be able to repay even the interest because 

of the money changing hands among you. Well, organize yourselves like a nation. Set up a 

system of money contributions, what we call taxes. Those who have more money will be 

taxed more; the poor will pay less. See to it that you bring me, in one lump sum, the total of 

the amount of interest, and I'll be satisfied. And your little nation will thrive.” So our 

boys left, somewhat pacified, but still dubious. 

 

 
 

11. Oliver exults 

Oliver is alone. He is deep in reflection. His thoughts run thus: “Business is good. These 

boys are good workers, but stupid. Their ignorance and naivety is my strength. They ask for 

money, and I give them the chains of bondage. They give me flowers, and I pick their 

pockets. “True enough, they could mutiny and throw me into the sea. But pshaw! I have 

their signatures. They're honest. They'll honour their pledges. Honest, hardworking people 

were put into this World to serve the Financiers. “Oh great Mammon! I feel your banking 

genius coursing through my entire being! Oh, illustrious master! How right you were when 

you said: `Give me control of a nation's money, and I won't mind who makes its laws.’ I am 

the master of Salvation Island because I control its money. “My soul is drunk with 

enthusiasm and ambition. I feel I could rule the universe. What I, Oliver, have done here, I 

can do throughout the entire World. Oh! If only I could get off this island! I know how I 

could govern the World without wearing a crown. “My supreme delight would be to instil my 

philosophy in the minds of those who lead society: bankers, industrialists, politicians, 

reformers, teachers, journalists — all would be my servants. The masses are content to live 

in slavery when the elite from among them are constituted to be their overseers.” 



 

12. The cost of living unbearable 

Meanwhile, things went from bad to worse on Salvation Island. Production was up, and 

bartering had dropped to a minimum. Oliver collected his interest regularly. The others had 

to think of setting money aside for him. Thus, money tended to clot instead of circulating 

freely. Those who paid the most in taxes complained against those who paid less. They 

raised the prices of their goods to compensate for this loss. The unfortunate poor who paid 

no taxes lamented the high cost of living, and bought less. If one took a salaried job with 

another, he was continually demanding increases in salary in order to meet the mounting 

cost of living. Morale was low. The joy went out of living. No one took an interest in his 

work. Why should he? Produce sold poorly. When they would make a sale, they had to pay 

taxes to Oliver. They went without things. It was a real crisis. And they accused one another 

of wanting in charity, and of being the cause of the high cost of living. One day, Harry, 

sitting in his orchard, pondered over the situation. He finally arrived at the conclusion that 

this “progress”, born of a refugee's monetary system, had spoiled everything on the island. 

Unquestionably, all five had their faults, but Oliver's system seemed to have been specifically 

designed to bring out the worst in human nature. Harry decided to demonstrate this to his 

friends and to unite them for action. He started with Jim, who was not hard to convince. 

“I'm no genius,” he said, “but for a long time now there's been a bad smell about this 

banker's system.” One by one they came to the same conclusion, and they ended up by 

deciding to have another conference with Oliver. 

 

 
 

13. Enslaved by Oliver 

A veritable tempest burst about the ears of the banker. “Money's scarce on the island, 

fellow, because you take it away from us! We pay you and pay you, and still we owe you as 

much as at the beginning. We work our heads off! We've the finest land possible, and yet 

we're worse off than before the day of your arrival. Debts! Debts! Up to our necks in debts!” 

“Oh! Now boys, be reasonable! Your affairs are booming, and it's thanks to me. A good 

banking system is a country's best asset. But if it is to work beneficially, you must have faith 

in the banker. Come to me as you would to a father...Is it more money that you want? Very 

well. My barrel of gold is good for many thousands of dollars more. See, I'm going to 

mortgage your latest acquisitions, and lend you another thousand dollars right now.” “So! 

Now our debt goes up to $2000! We are going to have twice as much interest to pay for the 

rest of our lives!” “Well, yes — but I'll lend you more whenever the value of your property 

increases. And you'll never pay anything but the interest. You'll lump all your debts into one 

— what we call a consolidated debt. And you can add to the debt, year after year.” “And 

raise the taxes, year after year?” “Obviously. But your revenues also increase every year.” 

“So then, the more the country develops each year because of our labour, the more the 

public debt increases!” “Why, of course! Just as in your country – or in any other part of 

the civilized World for that matter. The degree of a country's civilization is always gauged by 

the size of its debt to the bankers.” 

 



 
 

14. The wolf devours the lambs 

“And that's a healthy monetary system, Mr. Oliver?” “Gentlemen, all sound money is based 

on gold, and it comes from the banks in the form of debts. The national debt is a good 

thing. It keeps men from becoming too satisfied. It subjugates governments to the supreme 

and ultimate wisdom, that which is incarnate in bankers. As a banker, I am the torch of 

civilization here on your little island. I will dictate your politics and regulate your standard 

of living.” “Mr. Oliver, we're simply uneducated folks, but we don't want that kind of 

civilization here. We'll not borrow another cent off of you. Sound money or not, we don't 

want any further transactions with you.” “Gentlemen, I deeply regret this very ill-advised 

decision of yours. But if you break with me, remember, I have your signatures. Repay me 

everything at once — capital and interest.” “But that's impossible, sir. Even if we give you all 

the money on the island, we still won't be square with you.” “I can't help that. Did you or did 

you not sign? Yes? Very well. “By virtue of the sanctity of contracts, I hereby seize your 

mortgaged property which was what you agreed to at the time you were so happy to have my 

help. If you don't want to serve willingly the supreme authority of money, then you'll obey by 

force. You'll continue to exploit the island, but in my interests and under my conditions. 

Now, get out! You'll get your orders from me tomorrow.” 

 

 
 

15. Control of the press 

Oliver knew that whoever controlled the nation's money, controlled the nation. But he knew 

also that to maintain that control, it was necessary to keep the people in a state of 

ignorance, and to distract them by a variety of means. Oliver had observed that of the five 

islanders, two were conservatives and three were liberals. That much had evolved from their 

evening conversations, especially after they had fallen into slavery. And between the 

conservatives and those who were liberals, there was a constant friction. On occasions, 

Harry, the most neutral of the five, considering that all had the same needs and aspirations, 

had suggested the union of the people to put pressure on the authorities. Such a union, 

Oliver could not tolerate; it would mean the end of his rule. No dictator, financial or 

otherwise, could stand before a people united and educated. Consequently, Oliver set 

himself to foment, as much as possible, political strife between them. The refugee put his 

press to work, turning out two weekly newspapers, “The Sun”, for the Liberals, and 

“The Star”, for the Conservatives. The general tenor of “The Sun” was: “If you are no longer 

master, it is because of those traitorous Conservatives who have sold out to big business.” 

That of “The Star”: “The ruinous state of business and the national debt can be traced 

directly to the political responsibility of those unmentionable Liberals.” 

 



16. A priceless bit of flotsam 

One day, Tom, the prospector, found on a small beach, hidden by tall grass at one end of 

the island, a lifeboat, empty except for a trunk in good condition lying in the bottom of it. He 

opened the trunk. Among the articles within, a sort of album caught his eye: “The First Year 

of Social Credit”. Between the covers he found the first of a Social Credit publication. 

Curious, Tom sat down and began to read the volume. His interest grew; his face lit up. 

“Well, just look at this!” he cried out loud. “This is something we should have known a long 

time ago.” “Money gets its value, not from gold, but from the products which that money 

buys. “Simply put, money should be a sort of accountancy, credits passing from one 

account to another according to purchases and sales. The sum total of money will depend 

upon the sum total of production. “Each time production increases, there is a 

corresponding increase in the amount of money. Never at any time should interest be paid 

on new money. Progress is marked, not by an increase in the public debt, but by the 

issuance of an equal dividend to each individual... Prices are adjusted to the general 

purchasing power by a coefficient of prices. Social Credit...” But Tom could no longer 

contain himself. He got up and set off at a run, the book in his hands, to share this glorious 

discovery with his four comrades. 

 

 
 

17. Money — elementary accounting 

So Tom became the teacher. He taught the others what he had learned from that God-sent 

Social Credit publication. “This,” he said, “is what we can do without waiting for a banker 

and his keg of gold, nor without underwriting a debt.“I open an account in the name of each 

one of you. In the right hand column are the credits which increase your account; to the left 

are the debits which subtract from your account. “Each wants <2:: to begin with. Very well. 

We write <2:: to the credit of each. Each immediately has <2::. “Frank buys some goods 

from Paul for $10. I deduct $10 from Frank, leaving him $190. I add $10 to Paul, and he 

now has <21:. “Jim buys from Paul to the amount of $8. I deduct from Jim $8, leaving him 

<192. Paul now has <218. “Paul buys wood from Frank for <15. I deduct <15 from Paul, 

leaving <2:3. I add <15 to Frank's account, and it goes back to <2:5. “And so we continue; 

from one account to another, in the same fashion that paper banknotes go from one man's 

pocket to another's. “If someone needs money to expand production, we issue him the 

necessary amount of new credit. Once he has sold his products, he repays the sum to the 

credit fund. The same with public works; paid for by new credits. “Likewise, each one's 

account is periodically increased, but without taking credits from anyone, in order that all 

may benefit from the progress society makes. That's the national dividend. In this fashion, 

money becomes an instrument of service.” ―My Note. Read this part again for contained 

within is a relatively simple answer to a seemingly complicated problem) 

 



 
 

18. The banker's despair 

Everyone understood. The members of this little community became Social Creditors. The 

following day, Oliver, the banker, received a letter signed by the five: “Dear sir! Without the 

slightest necessity you have plunged us into debt and exploited us. We don't need you 

anymore to run our money system. From now on, we'll have all the money we need without 

gold, debts, nor thieves. We are establishing, at once, the system of Social Credit on the 

island. The national dividend is going to replace the national debt. “If you insist on being 

repaid, we can repay you all the money you gave us. But not a cent more. You cannot lay 

claim to that which you have not made.” Oliver was in despair. His empire was crumbling. 

His dreams shattered. What could he do? Arguments would be futile. The five were now 

Social Creditors: money and credit were now not more mysterious to them than they were to 

Oliver. “Oh!” said Oliver. “These men have been won to Social Credit! Their doctrine will 

spread far more quickly than mine. Should I beg forgiveness? Become one of them? I, a 

financier and a banker? Never! Rather, I shall try and put as much distance between them 

and me as I can!” 

 

 
 

19. The fraud unmasked 

To protect themselves against any future claim by Oliver, our five men decided to make him 

sign a document attesting that he again possessed all he had when he first arrived on the 

island. An inventory was taken; the boat, the oars, the little press, and the famous barrel of 

gold. Oliver had to reveal where he had hidden the gold. Our boys hoisted it from the hole 

with considerably less respect than the day they had unloaded it from the boat. Social Credit 

had taught them to despise gold. The prospector, who was helping to lift the barrel, found it 

surprisingly light for gold. If the barrel was full, he told the others, there was something in 

it besides gold. The impetuous Frank didn't waste a moment; a blow of the axe, and the 

contents of the barrel was exposed. Gold? Not so much as a grain of it! Just rocks — plain, 

worthless rocks! Our men couldn't get over the shock. “Don't tell us that he could 

bamboozle us to this extent!” “Were we such muttonheads as to go into raptures over the 

mere mention of gold?” “Did we mortgage all of our possessions for a few pieces of paper 

based on a few pounds of rocks? It's a robbery, compounded with lies!” “To think that we 

sulked and almost hated one another all because of such a fraud! That devil!” Furious, 

Frank raised his axe. In great haste, the banker has already taken flight towards the forest. 

 



20. Summary 

The debt-money system introduced by Oliver into the Salvation Island made the little 

community sink into financial debt in proportion as it developed and enriched the island by 

its own work. This is exactly what happens in our civilized countries, is it not? Canada of 

today is certainly richer, in real wealth, than it was 50 or a 100 years ago, or in the 

pioneers' age. But compare the national debt, the sum of all public debts of Canada today 

with this sum 50, 100 years, or three centuries ago! Yet the Canadians themselves 

produced this enrichment by their labour and their know-how. Then why should they be 

collectively indebted for the result of their own activities? For example, consider the 

schools, the municipal aqueducts, the bridges, roads and other fabrics of public character. 

Who builds them all? - The builders of the country. Who supply them with the needed 

materials? - The manufacturers of the country. And how come they can be employed in 

public works? Because there are other kinds of workers who produce food, clothes, shoes, 

who supply all the things and services required for the wants of the constructors and 

manufacturers. Thus the whole population of Canada by its work of different kinds, produce 

all those developments. If we must obtain goods from abroad, we send other goods abroad 

in counterpart of them. Now, what do you see? Everywhere the citizens are taxed to pay 

those schools, those hospitals, those bridges, roads and other public works. The Canadians, 

as a collectivity, are thus compelled to pay what they produce as a collectivity. 

 

21. You pay much more than the double price 

And this is not all. The population is made to pay more than the price of what it produced. 

Their own production — a real enrichment — has become for the Canadians a debt burdened 

with interest. When years add to years, the sum of the interests can equal or even exceed 

the amount of the debt imposed by the system. It happens that the population may have to 

pay two, three times the cost of what its members produced. In addition to the public debts, 

there are industrial debts, also loaded with interests. They compel the manufacturers and 

contractors to increase their prices beyond the cost of production, in order to reimburse 

the capital and the interests; otherwise they would become insolvent, bankrupt. Both public 

and industrial debts are paid, plus interest, by the Canadian population, to the financial 

system. We pay taxes for the public debts, and a surplus of price for the industrial debts. 

Prices are swelling while the purse is flattened by taxes.  

 

22. A tyrannical system 

These and many other facts are indicative of a money system, a financial system which 

controls instead of being a servant; a system to dominate the people — as Oliver dominated 

the fellows of the Island before they rebelled. And if the money masters refuse to lend, or if 

they make their conditions unbearable for the public bodies or for the manufacturers, what 

happens? It happens that the public bodies give up many projects, no matter how urgent; 

and the manufacturers give up development or production plans that would answer to real 

needs of Canadians. This is a cause of unemployment. And those who still have something, 

or who earn a salary, must be taxed to prevent the unemployed from starving completely. 

Can you imagine a more tyrannical system, with so baneful effects on every Canadian? 

 

23. A bar to distribution 

And this is not all. Not only the money system indebts the producers, or paralyzes the 

production it refuses to finance, but it is a wretched financial tool for the distribution of the 

goods. Notwithstanding the fact that stores, shops and warehouses are full, and that 

everything is at hand for an even greater production, the distribution of the goods already 

produced is stinted. You can obtain only what you can pay. In the face of an abundant 

production, there should be an abundance of purchasing power, of money in the wallets of 

the people. Such is not the fact. The price of the finished goods is always higher than the 

amount of money distributed as purchasing power in the course of their production. This is 

inherent to the accountancy of the present system of finance which has no mechanism to fill 

the gap. The capacity to pay is not made to equal the capacity to produce. Finance and 

reality do not work at the same rate. Reality means an abundance of goods easy to produce. 

Finance means a lacking of money which is hard to obtain. 



 

24. To correct what is wicked 

Thus the present money system is truly an oppressive one, when it should be a system of 

service. This does not mean that we must do away with it, but we must correct it. The 

application of the financial principles known as Social Credit would make this correction 

magnificently. (Do not confound Social Credit with the political party which usurps that 

name while pursuing other ends and practising an adverse policy.) The principles of Social 

Credit, when applied, would make the money system a servant instead of a master. They 

were discovered and enunciated by a genius, C. H. Douglas (deceased in 1952). His first 

writings on this subject were published in 1918. The first idea that comes to the mind of 

too many people living in Canada, when they hear the words Social Credit, is the idea of a 

political party. But no. Social Credit is not a party, although there was a party by that name. 

Social Credit is no more a party than Christianity is a party, even if, in some countries you 

find political parties with such names as Christian Democrats, Christian Party, Christian 

Centre, etc. A political party exists purposely to seek power, to be or strive to be the group 

that rules the country. Social Credit works in the very opposite way. Social Credit will set the 

individual free; it will place the individual in a situation where he can himself be the ruler of 

his own life. Social Credit will thus distribute power to individuals not the power to boss 

their neighbours, but the power to order the goods they want from the potential production 

of their country. 

 

25. Social Credit. Exact. Logical. Humane 

Social Credit considers realities. It refuses to be hypnotized by the halo with which finance 

has been surrounded. The economic realities are, on one hand, the production; not only the 

existing production, but the production immediately possible, the production capacity; and 

they are, on the other hand, the human needs. Social Credit gives priority to the realities 

over the financial signs that are not realities, that must simply represent, and faithfully 

represent, the realities. 

 

26. Real credit and financial credit 

This is why Social Credit makes a distinction between real credit (a reality) and financial 

credit (a representation). The word "credit" comes from the Latin word "credere" and bears 

the idea of confidence. Even in everyday language, to give credit to someone, is it not to 

indicate that we have confidence in him? Social Credit calls real credit of a country what 

really gives confidence in that country, confidence that one can live there without too much 

difficulty. The real credit of a country is its production capacity. It is its degree of possibility 

to produce and deliver the goods to the needs. And Social Credit affirms that financial credit 

must be the exact representation of the real credit. It is therefore the production capacity 

that must determine the movement of finance. It is absolutely not for finance to command, 

paralyze or limit the production capacity. This is why Social Credit demands the 

establishment of a credit office that would keep an account of national (or provincial) 

credit. Any production, those of consumption goods and those of capital goods, would then 

be entered as an increase of wealth. And all consumptions (or destruction, or depreciation) 

would then be entered as a decrease of wealth. The net increase in wealth would be 

production minus consumption. With very few and passing exceptions where a country 

would live at the expense of another, the production of a country surpasses its 

consumption. The country is becoming richer. It is therefore absurd to say that it is going 

into debt. The public debt is an absurdity. And when a country is getting richer, its citizens 

must certainly draw advantage of it. This is what Social Credit recognizes, when speaking of 

a dividend to all, instead of debts and taxes on everyone. 

 

27. Money without inflation 

The present system is subject to inflation. Inflation means rising prices. When money 

cannot begin without, as today, creating a debt, it is necessary that ways be found to draw 

from the public more money than there was put into circulation, so as to refund the debt 

plus the interest of the debt. Whence taxes, that are added to prices or that diminish the 

purchasing power before the prices. Whence also increases of prices by industrials, who 



must draw from the public only the money to pay for the products, but also for the financial 

charges, the interests on the industrial loans. Social Credit would suppress this cancer, this 

tumour upon the prices, since the production would be an increase of wealth, and not an 

indebtedness. And, Social Credit would lower the prices to be paid by the buyers, since it 

would have the community pay only what it consumes, and not all what it produces. If, as an 

example, in the whole country, the consumption was only equal to three quarters of the 

production, the buyers would only pay, on any article bought by them, only three quarters of 

the accounting price. The Credit Office would take care of compensating the retailer so that 

he may recuperate all of his accounting price. This means that the amounts of money 

included in the prices, but not having reached the hands of the public, or directed towards 

saving or investment, are not applied to the purchase of the production, would be by the 

organism of credit replaced to the benefit of those who are in need of the products. This 

would prevent the accumulation of products in the face of needs. And the mechanism to do 

it would have the advantage of operating with a decrease in prices, therefore in eliminating 

all possible inflation. 

 

28. A dividend to everyone 

The periodic dividend to everyone, recommended by Social Credit, is also in conformity with 

the economic realities. The modern production, in fact, is more and more the result of 

applied science, of inventions, of improvements in production techniques, and of all these 

things that constitute a common good: a heritage transmitted and increased from one 

generation to the other. The modern production is less and less the result of individual 

labour. Hoping to distribute the production only through the reward of human labour, is 

therefore contrary to the facts. It is at the same time impossible, for the money distributed 

as recompense for work can never buy the production that contains other elements in its 

prices. Seeking salary increases with decreases in human labour, is also to change the 

meaning of the word salary. It is no more a recompense for work; it is the inclusion in the 

salary of the hired persons of what should be a dividend for all, since it is the fruit of 

progress and not of labour. This deviation is a hindrance to the desired goal, since in 

becoming a salary instead of remaining a dividend, these additional amounts go into the 

prices. Social Credit would distribute the dividend to everyone, directly, without charging it 

to industry. It would truly raise everyone's purchasing power. Besides being the recognition 

of a very productive community capital, this social dividend would at the same time be an 

excellent way of satisfying the primitive destination of the earthly goods. "Earth and its 

riches were created for all men" (Pius XII). This is totally ignored by the present economic 

regime in its financial technique of distribution. Social Credit would thus directly establish 

an adequate repartition of the goods of nature and of industry, instead of leaving the task to 

the surgery of taxation, that amputates and grafts continually, without ever healing the 

disease. A share to each and everyone, guaranteed by the dividend to each and everyone 

from birth till death; and this share should be sufficient to at least insure what is necessary 

for life. 

 

The following is expanded on by Louis Even & Murry Gaureraux. In the old days in the barter 

system, 10 families could be supported by 10 men working. The wives could stay at home 

and raise the children properly with morals and values. The children were happy in a secure 

environment and learned from their parents as well as helping them with their work. If a 

crime was committed, the community could decide the most appropriate punishment 

depending on the circumstances and loss involved. Children were educated concentrating 

on reading (phonetics) writing & arithmetic with practical and worthwhile examples. Guns 

were used for hunting, defence and also to keep any person from declaring himself as 

dictator or king. If someone invented new technology, the other 9 could exchange their 

goods & services for devices that would reduce their work week 5 to 10 hours per week for 

example. If an expert gave advice, that advice would be bartered for enabling others to 

learn. If a new place of worship or school needed to be built, the 10 could donate or give 

their 10% of goods & services and the building would be fully paid for with that community 

gaining the benefits and/or revenue in perpetuity.  

 



Now an International Banker arrives and sells them the idea that he will lend each family 

$100 to speed up the transfer of goods and services. It will save time haggling and he will 

not charge for bookkeeping services. It is all covered in the 10% interest charge each year. 

The first year seems to be ok but at the end of the first year, the banker can collect his $10 

interest from each family and have $100 in his pocket leaving only $900 in circulation 

unless the banker finds someone to lend the $10 or the banker spends it himself. If the 

banker chooses to call in all the loans at that time, at a minimum one family is forced into 

bankruptcy due to only $900 left in the community to pay the total principle outstanding of 

$1,000 in the community. These family/families are forced into bankruptcy no matter how 

hard they work or how smart they operate. The question at this time is “who has the money 

to hire new technology to replace the workers to drive down the wages?” Who has the 

money to pass legislation to bring in cheap foreign labour despite the unrest and problems 

it causes driving down the already low wages. The question at this time is, who has the 

money to hire the "experts" to confuse everyone else in order to change black into white and 

white into black? Like we have to raise interest rates and slow down the growth of the 

money supply in order to fight inflation as the economy is getting overheated. Contrast that 

with President Thomas Jefferson: "If the American people ever allow private banks to control 

the issuance of their currency, first by inflation and then by deflation, the banks and 

corporations that will grow up around them will deprive the people of all their property until 

their children will wake up homeless on the continent their fathers conquered."  

 

In the old days, you had 10 men supporting 10 families. Now with banker created debt 

money, you have 10 men and their wives working to support 20 to 30 families. The children 

are in day care or on the streets with no guidance. The parents are stressed when they do 

get time with family and don't know how to explain the constant pressure to make money. 

Now whereas instead of 10 families struggling with a bankruptcy rate each year 

approximately equal to the interest rate, there are several hundred million people in the 

same situation as the families above. The mentality of cooperation and helping others has 

changed from 100 years ago to an almost dog eat dog due not daring to help due to the 

debt load, having to make interest payments, not being able to relax because if a person 

does, someone else will get that job, contract or asset if a person backs off and doesn't 

keep pushing. Companies and countries are in the same situation of competition or survival 

of the economic fittest in order to survive from such a simple created book keeping banking 

problem but it has such horrendous nightmarish results for the world.  

 

The Banker is taking much over 3:% annually of the peoples’ wealth for computer entries 

and through manipulation of the money supply, wars, takeovers, monopolies and other 

frauds such the use of exotic financial derivatives. The CEO's, experts, politicians, military 

and those supporting the economic slavery along with the unemployed and those that have 

chosen crime as an alternative to making money to survive need to live on real goods and 

services that the 10 families are providing. Now you know why you have to work harder and 

longer for less even though the technology is there to provide for everyone in a bountiful 

fashion that God has provided for us if we choose to use it wisely and fairly. 

 

Have you ever heard a news channel or newspaper talk about banks in this way? Consider 

that we are at the beginning of perhaps the worst financial period in our recent history yet 

no one really blames the banks for anything, why the fuck is that? When an idiot like me can 

explain exactly how it is a con in a manner that would be understandable to even a young 

child. Why can our so called intelligent and learned types not see these same irrefutable 

scams, faults and problems with this same system, do you think it a kooky conspiracy for 

me to suggest perhaps it could be that they benefit from it, and that´s why they are silent, 

after all you don´t shoot the goose that lays the golden eggs do you?  

As you can see many illustrious and respected people have been trying to warn you about 

secret societies, bankers and the military-industrial complex and what they have been doing 

to our so called democracies. Yet here I am in 2008 with almost none of my friends or 

family, or any of my politicians, academics, historians or anyone in the media seemingly 



aware of these glaringly obvious and easy to locate facts. Why is that? It never ceases to 

amaze me how stupid people are yet at the same time so opinionated.  People suggest that I 

am crazy for talking about these issues, yet they also ignore many great people that they 

would normally trust when they are saying these same things, why do you do that? Who is it 

that has to tell you before something becomes believable? Is it some insincere fucking knob 

(who is only reading a fucking auto-cue for god’s sake‖ telling you on a TV screen? Is it 

instead those bastions of truth eternal, the newspaper editors, perhaps that is who you 

choose to trust instead? Just who has to tell you something before it is true, every single 

one of you needs to seriously ask yourself that question.   

You now understand enough about banking, and how it really operates, to be asking some 

very pertinent questions. Why aren´t the TV guys or newspapers doing so? (They´re bought) 

Why do we pay debt to use our own money? Our governments here in the UK and in the USA 

are trying their hardest to get us to the point (which we will arrive at in this generation´s 

lifetime by the way) where all our taxes will not even pay the interest on this fictitious debt. 

We all become perpetual slaves because for the rest of eternity this debt will have to be 

serviced. Our kids, grand-kids, and their great, great, great, grand-kids will still be paying 

this exact same invisible debt, and that is without paying one penny of the actual debt itself. 

It will last forever - don´t you get it? It´s legalised ownership of us all, for now and forever. 

Tell me what is good, moral or honest about this in the slightest? In fact tell me how this 

makes good financial sense if you are still choosing to put faith in the decisions the higher 

up´s make on your behalf? The money you currently think pays for services, schools and 

roads does nothing of the sort, our taxes pay the interest on this debt first and foremost, 

while your council tax pays for your local services. Every year the amount that is spent on 

the NHS or education gets smaller because of interest payments on a “loan” that we made 

to ourselves! The higher this debt becomes the less actually filters back into the economy. 

In the UK and USA we both have had private companies issuing our money, at interest to us, 

think about that, we borrow all the money in our system into existence, when our 

governments need money they send a note to the treasury saying we need X amount, the 

treasury then goes to a private company (and before anyone pipes in about the Bank of 

England being nationalised I advise you to learn about the BOE nominees before doing so). 

This private company takes interest paying bonds (treasury bonds you may have heard of 

them) from our government, then it puts in an order for the amount required from (in the 

UK the Royal Mint). So the mint prints up the amount required (remember at this point, it is 

only bits of paper). The treasury receives these bits of paper and now they become money, 

unfortunately as I pointed out the bank holds treasury bonds until this money is paid back, 

and these pay interest to the holder! So for doing absolutely fuck all the middle-man in this 

ludicrous triangle (BOE) gets interest paid to it for us borrowing our own money into 

existence! This interest is what we call the national debt. The bank has taken no risk, it has 

invested zero of its own money, and it done nothing apart from take a cut. AND YOU LOT 

THINK THESE PEOPLE ARE RESPONSIBLE! THE ONLY THING THEY ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR IS 

OUR COLLECTIVE SLAVERY. I SAY BURN THE BOE TO THE GROUND, BUT BEFORE THAT PAY 

OFF THIS ONE MASSIVE FICTITIOUS DEBT WITH ANOTHER (CAVEAT RE-DEMPTOR). TO CANCEL 

OUR NATIONAL DEBT AND START AGAIN ALL WE NEED DO IS PRINT UP A NOTE FOR THE 

ENTIRE NATIONAL DEBT, GIVE IT TO THE BANK THEN CANCEL THEIR MONOPOLY. SIMPLE. IF 

ONLY WE HAD SOMEONE BRAVE AND SMART LEADING THIS COUNTRY WE COULD INSTANTLY 

END THEIR OWNERSHIP OF US. AND AS MUCH AS THEY WOULD THREATEN WAR, POVERTY ETC 

FOR TAKING THIS STEP, THE LONG TERM GAIN WOULD OUTWEIGH THE SHORT TERM LOSS. 

WE WOULD MAKE THEM IMPOTENT AND REMOVE AN UNBEARABLE BURDEN FROM THE BACKS 

OF ALL OF OUR CHILDREN AND GRANDCHILDREN, A BURDEN THAT IS GOING TO CONTINUE 

EATING AWAY AT OUR FINANCES FOREVER - UNLESS WE DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT NOW.  

The credit crunch was all about scooping up as much of the assets of the middle-class as 

you dumb fuckers would tolerate! Some wanker tells you on the telly that it was your fault, 



and you don´t moan when they take all your savings! They take more of your money, and 

give it to the banks and you don´t complain; Fuck me, you should be torching parliament!  

Think about it, supposedly the banks gave loans to people with bad credit, now these people 

couldn´t pay their mortgages so these packaged mortgages (CDO´s) that had been sold on 

to others ―The bank spread it´s risk‖ have collapsed because the home owner’s couldn´t 

keep making their payments. - I hope you are keeping up - the bank who had spread the risk 

of the mortgages amongst the whole market found that the collateralised Debt Obligations 

(CDO´s) as these bundles of mortgages were called, weren´t paying the required interest 

payments. - (the monthly mortgage cash from Mr and Mrs bad credit).  

So let´s get this right the CDO´s that they had SOLD (so they had made another profit on 

top of the mortgage fees and interest for the original loan) - these CDO´s all folded. - 

Bummer for anyone holding one, but not really an inconvenience for the banks themselves. 

All they said to you was: “Sorry Mr and Mrs Smith we lost your investment” ―on mortgages 

we knew weren´t going to get paid which is why we sold you them in the first place dummy!) 

Anyway, the homeowner who can´t make his payments, their house was also re-possessed.  

Think about it, the bank got the full amount for the house when they sold it, plus the cash 

you had already paid towards the mortgage, plus the fees for selling these bundled 

mortgages to some other shmuck, so in essence they probably lost NOTHING. If anything 

they actually made money from all of this. - It´s all just hid in figures for now. Or it´s in 

Swiss bank accounts. - The sort of accounts that when the rich are using them is called 

good financial sense, when we dare to use one it´s called tax evasion! Go figure. 

Then WE give them Trillions of dollars (that´s twelve zero´s incidentally, or thousands of 

Billions) to keep them afloat! Why? - They still held all the title deeds for the homes didn´t 

they? They never lost anything; - they made fucking money by selling the mortgages to me 

and you as CDO´s, and also from selling the houses once taken back by the bailiffs. It was 

only the investor´s (the public ones) and shareholder´s (the public ones again) who lost 

their money. The banks sold YOU shares in themselves at another profit for years. Think 

about it, they had millions of shares which cost them buttons, for a period of years up until 

just before the crash you were paying exorbitant prices for shares in these banks, who was 

making all that money? The same banks you thick bastard, at no point in this did the banks 

lose anything, they simply transferred the assets of the many into the bank accounts of the 

few. (To be more accurate they gave you bits of paper and took real assets in return). 

Everyday people lost their homes, everyday people lost their savings, everyday people lost 

their pensions, and everyday people lost their livelihood’s, and what did the bank lose? 

They trimmed their workforce; the SHAREHOLDERS lost their money, that´s all. The bank 

still owned loads of property, (including the homes that couldn´t pay their mortgages) and 

that´s not including all the other payments that were making them billions up until this 

“crash” these loans were still to be paid, and still are being paid, so the bank didn´t lose 

out, (even if it does change name or (pretend) owner, only YOU and I lost out, the banks still 

own swathes of property including all their branches etc). Our money didn´t disappear, 

that´s impossible, it merely transferred itself to a small group of people, money is like 

energy it cannot disappear, it can only transform. Think about it. It was a transfer of wealth 

nothing more. It´s impossible to deny. And easy to see with opened eyes and by applying 

just a little common sense. – (Which is why none of you seem to be able to understand it!) 

Then all our countries got us into more debt, and with the same fucking banks, this time to 

supposedly “bail us out” of their mess! It was priceless. Our stupidity is boundless, only 

matched by our arrogance. The reason I say that is because we also know that these same 

guys who robbed us are also going to sort it out for us! - We are steaks that actually 

slaughter ourselves and even serve themselves on the table too. I dread the day if we ever 

we find out collectively that it was all a lie. Most of you will die of shock I´d imagine.  



You seem to all suffer from the same fucked-up, ludicrous, and patently absurd mental 

condition, where you patiently wait on them to tell you that they have fucked up, or that they 

are fucking you over big-time, your method of dealing with this is like a battered wife 

waiting on her husband to admit that he is also raping their child, and it´s the exact same 

with vaccines, you are waiting on them to tell you they are poisoning you!   

THEY WILL NEVER EVER ADMIT LIABILITY. FACE THAT FACT, NEVER EVER. EVEN IF YOU PROVE 

IT 100% THEY WILL STILL DENY IT. 

YOU SEE THIS BLATANT DENIAL EVERY DAY WITH COMPANIES OR POLITICIANS. THEY NEVER 

SAY SORRY OR ADMIT FAULT, JUST LIKE THE QUEEN OR VATICAN NEVER ADMIT ERROR OR 

FAULT. IT IS HOW THEY “DO BUSINESS” – NEVER SAY YOU WERE WRONG AND NEVER, EVER 

SAY SORRY. AND THEY NEVER, EVER WILL - (ARE YOU GETTING THE POINT YET: N-E-V-E-R!)  

The unfortunate thing about all of this is if you don´t stand up to them, they will only take it 

as permission to continue (THIS IS HOW THEY DO THINGS: IF YOU DON´T KICK UP A STINK 

THAT MEANS THAT YOU WILL TOLERATE IT IN THEIR EYES). But don´t expect them to do 

anything but deny things, even if you do start asking the right questions for once.  

As things stand you don´t even do that much, you allow these fuckers to frame EVERY 

debate, you have to end that to begin changing things. - Or you can always do as you are 

doing and wait until they decide to come clean, it´s your choice. 

They stand to lose everything if you find out the truth, and to win everything if you stay 

ignorant, uninformed and dumb. But isn´t EVERYTHING worth risking your life for, I mean 

let´s be honest here, it would be damn tempting wouldn´t it? They aren´t playing for chump 

change here, it´s for the whole caboodle, ownership of everything and everybody. - You 

think about that while you´re waiting for their humanity to kick in, we will tear them limb 

from limb if the truth ever got onto a TV show or in newspaper, that´s why they bought all 

the media years ago, politicians are bought and the whole legal system is a scam, they write 

the law to suit their own ends, isn´t that blatantly fucking obvious? 

Now let’s take a look at modern finance in earnest. 

This brief chronology is not going to go into precise detail for now. ―I’ll do that in a later 

work.)  

I’m only covering in detail elements of the latter days of the 2:th Century, and the early 

21st Century, in keeping with the rest of this Notice of Intent.  

You’ll just have to keep an open mind with regards to this brief chronology for the real 

financial situation in regards to the USA, (UK too complicated for now) and make your own 

mind up after reading the later work where I cover the sordid and rather long history of that 

which you are about to skip over now in just mere bullet points. 

The East India Company (and the Bank, and the King of England) loaned the original 

colonies the money to populate the continent, but they eventually ran it into bankruptcy.  

Over time the East India Company, the Bank, and King of England, merely transferred the 

liability for this debt from the fledgling colonist ad hoc “Government” to the US Public. ―The 

Public actually means The State, or Government, in Law).  

This was agreed upon in the Signing of the Articles of Confederation. 

The US Constitution in 1789 ratified this treaty in international (Banking) Law.  

The US Constitution was really just the incorporation of a (bankrupt from inception) 

Corporation called the United States of America.  



The surety during the initial bankruptcy was mainly just a lien on any free land in the 

Northern States. (became Federal land) 

After 70 years the bankruptcy would be over if the principle had been repaid. 

Unfortunately the “incompetent” U.S. Federal Government, the Trustee’s ―but yet still Agent’s 

of the same East India Company, the Bank, and King, of England.) during the bankruptcy 

had somehow, shock surprise, actually managed to increase the US national debt during 

that 70 year period!  

So in 1859 the U.S. Govt. was once more contemplating going bankrupt once again. 

This time the freehold land in South taken (by conquest in the soon to kick off war between 

the US Federal States, (The North) and the Southern states from 1861 until 1865) whose 

land was conveniently needed as the collateral on the new bankruptcy. (Remember too, that 

in International banking law a country goes into bankruptcy for 70 years). 

Here I interject with this wee caveat: 

So that takes us to 1929 - when the conveniently timed great US Stock Market Crash of that 

year precipitates the “Great” Depression ―Great. Oh Yeah, wait till we’re through this one.) 

That plus the huge debts (that were all massively increased with WW 1) tipped the majority 

of the major nations of the world into bankruptcy. The truth of the matter is that our 

country the UK, and the US, are both bankrupt and they have been so for a very long time. - 

As is every other so called “modern” country on the planet for that matter too.  

Basically what happened in 1929 was the banks called in their loans to crash the stock 

market and by 1933 every Government of financial importance in the whole world 

―including the USA‖ was bankrupt. ―1931 it was for us here in the U.K. I’d say‖. 

That’s what many of the Geneva Convention’s were really convened for.  

The bank of International Settlements (the B.I.S.) was also really set up to solely to 

administer (settle) this almost total world bankruptcy internationally. 

What you also don’t know was this - because All the land in the UK and US (and in many 

other Nation’s too as I’ll demonstrate‖ had already been given as collateral on these debts 

owed.  

We the men and women of these nations, were all pledged as slaves for 70 years to help pay 

off this debt.  

As unbelievable as that may sound it’s true. 

You will probably also be unaware of this next fact. - 

In law, a slave is man or a woman who agrees to go into voluntary bondage in order to pay 

off some debt. 

Weirdly, the poor innocent African’s who were taken by force to the USA in the 17th, 18th, and 

19th centuries.  ―The ones that people today would still call the “American Slaves”‖  

They were actually taken without their permission under something very different from 

slavery, and in a very specific and significant way, called “involuntary servitude” - which I 

reiterate is not slavery.  

- Technically to be a slave there must be some form of consent.  

Just as surely as those ex-“slaves” were never truly freed, if you were born post 1929 you 

were always a slave too, the only difference is, unlike those African’s you just never knew it. 



That bankruptcy ended in 1999-2001 incidentally. - Just in time for the “War on Terror” 

which kept us all up to high doh until bankageddon, all a total coincidence of course.  

Now, you have a choice, you can either choose to trust those who have just administered on 

your behalf for the last 7: years so “efficiently” and stay in their perpetual 

bankruptcy/slavery. - Or, you can trust yourself to do a better job.  

I know what the fuck I’m going to do.  

Here’s some quick proof for you we’re all living in bankrupt nations. 

CANADA is bankrupt  

Truthseeker_34 on tpuc.org 

Canada - Bill C-124 States "In order to pay the national debt the government might be 

required , and now has the legislation in place, to confiscate the pensions, RRSP's, 

investments, property, and all other tangible assets of the people." 

 

TRAFFICANTE -- THE BANKRUPTCY OF THE UNITED STATES 

The receivers of the United States Bankruptcy are the International Bankers, via the United 

Nations, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. THIS IS ALSO WHY PEOPLE 

CALL US A DEMOCRACY INSTEAD OF A REPUBLIC! 

United States Congressional Record March 17, 1993 Vol. #33, page H-1303 Speaker-

Senator James Traficant, Jr. (Ohio) addressing the House: “Mr. Speaker, we are here now in 

chapter 11. Members of Congress are official trustees presiding over the greatest 

reorganization of any Bankrupt entity in world history, the U.S. Government. We are setting 

forth hopefully, a blueprint for our future. There are some who say it is a coroner’s report 

that will lead to our demise.” 

It is an established fact that the United States Federal Government has been dissolved by the 

Emergency Banking Act, March 9, 1933, 48 Stat. 1, Public Law 89-719; declared by 

President Roosevelt, being bankrupt and insolvent. H.J.R. 192, 73rd Congress in session 

June 5, 1933 - Joint Resolution To Suspend The Gold Standard and Abrogate The Gold 

Clause dissolved the Sovereign Authority of the United States and the official capacities of 

all United States Governmental Offices, Officers, and Departments and is further evidence 

that the United States Federal Government exists today in name only. 

The receivers of the United States Bankruptcy are the International Bankers, via the United 

Nations, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. All United States Offices, 

Officials, and Departments are now operating within a de facto status in name only under 

Emergency War Powers. With the Constitutional Republican form of Government now 

dissolved, the receivers of the Bankruptcy have adopted a new form of government for the 

United States. This new form of government is known as a Democracy, being an established 

Socialist/Communist order under a new governor for America. This act was instituted and 

established by transferring and/or placing the Office of the Secretary of Treasury to that of 

the Governor of the International Monetary Fund. Public Law 94-564, page 8, Section H.R. 

13955 reads in part: “The U.S. Secretary of Treasury receives no compensation for 

representing the United States.” 

United States Congressional Record May 4, 1992, page H 2891, Senator and Chairman of 

the House of Representatives Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Senator 

Henry Gonzalez (Texas) speaking on “NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL THIEVERY IN HIGH 

PLACES” “We are bankrupted. We are insolvent on every level of our national life, whether it 

is corporate, whether it is just plain you and I out there with the life of debt that we have all 

piled up, private debt, credit cards and what not, or whether it is the government. We are 

insolvent. How long will it take before that nasty Mega-truth is conveyed?” 



United States Congressional Record January 19, 1976, page 240 Marjorie S. Holt 

―Maryland‖: “Mr. Speaker, many of us recently received a letter from the World Affairs 

Council of Philadelphia, inviting members of Congress to participate in a ceremonial 

signing of “A Declaration of INTERdependence” on January 3: in Congress Hall, adjacent to 

Independence Hall in Philadelphia. A number of Members of Congress have been invited to 

sign this document, lending their prestige to its theme, but I want the record to show my 

strong opposition to this declaration. It calls for the surrender of our national sovereignty 

to international organizations. It declares that our economy should be regulated by 

international authorities. It proposes that we enter a “New World Order” that would 

redistribute the wealth created by the American people. Mr. Speaker, this is an obscenity 

that defiles our Declaration of Independence, signed 200 years ago in Philadelphia. We 

fought a great Revolution for independence and individual liberty, but now it is proposed 

that we participate in a world socialist order. Are we a proud and free people, or are we a 

carcass to be picked by the jackals of the world, who want to destroy us? When one cuts 

through the high-flown rhetoric of this “Declaration of INTERdependence,” one finds key 

phrases that tell the story. For example, it states that ‘The economy of all nations is a 

seamless web, and that no one nation can any longer effectively maintain its processes of 

production and monetary systems without recognizing the necessity for collaborative 

regulation by international authorities.’ How do you like the idea of “international 

authorities” controlling our production and our monetary system, Mr. Speaker? How could 

any American dedicated to our national independence and freedom tolerate such an idea? 

....America should never subject her fate to decisions by such an assembly, unless we long 

for national suicide. Instead, let us have independence and freedom....If we surrender our 

independence to a “new world order”........, we will be betraying our historic ideals of 

freedom and self-government. Freedom and self-government are not outdated. The fathers of 

our Republic fought a revolution for those ideals, which are as valid today as they ever 

were. Let us not betray freedom by embracing slave masters; let us not betray self-

government with world government; let us celebrate Jefferson and Madison, not Marx and 

Lenin.” 

A dollar is a measure of weight defined by the Coinage Act of 1792 and 1900 which is still 

in force today. A “dollar” specifies a certain quantity, 24.8 grains of gold, or 371.25 grains 

of silver. In Black’s Law Dictionary, sixth Edition, Dollar: “The money unit employed in the 

United States of the value of one hundred cents, or of any combination of coins totalling 

1:: cents.” Cent: “A coin of the United States, the least in value of those now minted. It is 

the hundredth part of a dollar.” 

Gold and silver were such a powerful money during the founding of the united states of 

America, that the founding fathers declared that only gold or silver coins can be “money” in 

America. Since gold and silver coinage were heavy and inconvenient for a lot of 

transactions, they were stored in banks and a claim check was issued as a money 

substitute. People traded their coupons as money, or “currency.” Currency is not money, 

but a money substitute. Redeemable currency must promise to pay a dollar equivalent in 

gold or silver money. Federal Reserve Notes (FRNs) make no such promises, and are not 

“money.” A Federal Reserve Note is a debt obligation of the federal United States 

government, not “money.” The federal United States government and the U.S. Congress were 

not and have never been authorized by the Constitution for the united states of America to 

issue currency of any kind, but only lawful money, -gold and silver coin. 

It is essential that we comprehend the distinction between real money and paper money 

substitute. One cannot get rich by accumulating money substitutes, one can only get deeper 

into debt. We the People no longer have any “money.” Most Americans have not been paid 

any “money” for a very long time, perhaps not in their entire life. Now do you comprehend 

why you feel broke? Now, do you understand why you are “bankrupt,” along with the rest of 

the country? 



Federal Reserve Notes (FRNs) are unsigned checks written on a closed account. FRNs are an 

inflatable paper system designed to create debt through inflation (devaluation of currency). 

When ever there is an increase of the supply of a money substitute in the economy without a 

corresponding increase in the gold and silver backing, inflation occurs. Inflation is an 

invisible form of taxation that irresponsible governments inflict on their citizens. The 

Federal Reserve Bank who controls the supply and movement of FRNs has everybody fooled. 

They have access to an unlimited supply of FRNs, paying only for the printing costs of what 

they need. FRNs are nothing more than promissory notes for U.S. Treasury securities (T-

Bills) - a promise to pay the debt to the Federal Reserve Bank. 

There is a fundamental difference between “paying” and “discharging” a debt. To pay a 

debt, you must pay with value or substance (i.e. gold, silver, barter or a commodity). With 

FRNs, you can only discharge a debt. You cannot pay a debt with a debt currency system. 

You cannot service a debt with a currency that has no backing in value or substance. No 

contract in Common law is valid unless it involves an exchange of “good ’ valuable 

consideration.” Unpayable debt transfers power and control to the sovereign power 

structure that has no interest in money, law, equity or justice because they have so much 

wealth already. 

Their lust is for power and control. Since the inception of central banking, they have 

controlled the fates of nations. 

 The Federal Reserve System is based on the Canon law and the principles of sovereignty 

protected in the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. In fact, the international bankers used a 

“Canon Law Trust” as their model, adding stock and naming it a “Joint Stock Trust.” The 

U.S. Congress had passed a law making it illegal for any legal “person” to duplicate a “Joint 

Stock Trust” in 1873. The Federal Reserve Act was legislated post-facto (to 1870), although 

post-facto laws are strictly forbidden by the Constitution. [1:9:3] 

The Federal Reserve System is a sovereign power structure separate and distinct from the 

federal United States government. The Federal Reserve is a maritime lender, and/or 

maritime insurance underwriter to the federal United States operating exclusively under 

Admiralty/Maritime law. The lender or underwriter bears the risks, and the Maritime law 

compelling specific performance in paying the interest, or premiums are the same. Assets 

of the debtor can also be hypothecated (to pledge something as a security without taking 

possession of it.) as security by the lender or underwriter. The Federal Reserve Act 

stipulated that the interest on the debt was to be paid in gold. There was no stipulation in 

the Federal Reserve Act for ever paying the principle. 

Prior to 1913, most Americans owned clear, allodial title to property, free and clear of any 

liens or mortgages until the Federal Reserve Act ―1913‖ “Hypothecated” all property within 

the federal United States to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve,-in which the 

Trustees (stockholders) held legal title. The U.S. citizen (tenant, franchisee) was registered 

as a “beneficiary” of the trust via his/her birth certificate. In 1933, the federal United 

States hypothecated all of the present and future properties, assets and labour of their 

“subjects,” the 14th Amendment U.S. citizen, to the Federal Reserve System. 

In return, the Federal Reserve System agreed to extend the federal United States 

corporation all the credit “money substitute” it needed. Like any other debtor, the federal 

United States government had to assign collateral and security to their creditors as a 

condition of the loan. Since the federal United States didn’t have any assets, they assigned 

the private property of their “economic slaves”, the U.S. citizens as collateral against the 

unpayable federal debt. They also pledged the unincorporated federal territories, national 

parks forests, birth certificates, and nonprofit organizations, as collateral against the 

federal debt. All has already been transferred as payment to the international bankers. 

Unwittingly, America has returned to its pre-American Revolution, feudal roots whereby all 

land is held by a sovereign and the common people had no rights to hold allodial title to 



property. Once again, We the People are the tenants and sharecroppers renting our own 

property from a Sovereign in the guise of the Federal Reserve Bank. We the people have 

exchanged one master for another. 

This has been going on for over eighty years without the “informed knowledge” of the 

American people, without a voice protesting loud enough. Now it’s easy to grasp why 

America is fundamentally bankrupt. Why don’t more people own their properties outright? 

Why are 90% of Americans mortgaged to the hilt and have little or no assets after all debts 

and liabilities have been paid? Why does it feel like you are working harder and harder and 

getting less and less? 

We are reaping what has been sown, and the results of our harvest is a painful bankruptcy, 

and a foreclosure on American property, precious liberties, and a way of life. Few of our 

elected representatives in Washington, D.C. have dared to tell the truth. The federal United 

States is bankrupt. Our children will inherit this unpayable debt, and the tyranny to enforce 

paying it. 

America has become completely bankrupt in world leadership, financial credit, and its 

reputation for courage, vision and human rights. This is an undeclared economic war, 

bankruptcy, and economic slavery of the most corrupt order! 

Posted By: Rayelan Date: Sunday, 4-Mar-2001 15:22:47  

United Kingdom is bankrupt 

 

Gold Standard Act 1931 

Finance Act 1921 (c.32) 

Finance Act 1932 (c.25) 

Finance Act 1934 (c.32) 

Finance Act 1939 (c.41) 

Finance Act 1942 (c.21) 

National Debt Act 1870 (c.71) 

Trustee Investments Act 1961 (c.62) 

Trustee Act 1925 (c.19) 

Recognition of Trusts Act 1987 (c.14) 

Currency and Banknotes Act 1928 (c.13) 

Bank Charter Act 1844 (c.32) 

 

All notes in circulation are promissory notes (IOU) and these notes are NOT money and that 

only value is what you give it. The Bank of England & the HM Treasury have both said that. 

 

You also can't pay any debt off with another debt. 

 

Also all countries attached to the United Nations are Bankrupt. 

 

Peace Truthseeker_34 

"They must find it difficult, those who have taken authority as truth, rather than truth as 

authority." Gerald Massey 

From the Blog of - The Secret People We are the people of England, that never have spoken 

… YET! 

Money - Do YOU know what money IS―N’T‖? [Updated 06/02/2009] 

WARNING: Do not carry on reading if you are happy and comfortable with your present 

understanding of what money REALLY is―n’t‖. 

http://thesecretpeople.wordpress.com/


If you haven’t come across what money is and how its created before, this will completely 

change the way you see the world when you fully comprehend what is happening and what 

in fact, has been happening for a very long time. 

 “The study of money, above all other fields in economics, is one in which complexity is 

used to disguise truth or to evade truth, not to reveal it (p15). The process by which banks 

create money is so simple that the mind is repelled.” – John Kenneth Galbraith, Money: 

Whence it came, where it went – 1975, p29.  

Considering how “important” money is to our everyday lives, have you ever wondered why 

we are not taught anything, other than how to count it in school? How many people do YOU 

know that are aware of how exactly “money” is created? Who decided that we don’t need to 

be taught? Why is the subject of the “creation of money” never in the media? Pretty 

important questions eh! 

… have you ever wondered … ?? 

“HOW PRIVATE, COMMERCIAL, NATIONAL and INTERNATIONAL MONEY is CREATED” 

- abridged from the works of Michael Rowbotham 

The financial system currently adopted by all nations is often described as “debt based”, 

since the process of going into debt is relied upon almost exclusively to create and supply 

money to their economies. By the action of lending to borrowers, commercial banks create 

credit and advance this to industry, consumers and governments. This “bank credit” 

circulates in the broader economy until such time as the loan is repaid. Such “bank credit” 

now forms 96% of the money stock in most industrial nations, with a mere 4% the notes 

and coins created by government, and free from a parallel debt. 

Thus, almost the entire money stock is supported in circulation by vast debts in four main 
sectors…. 

 Private debts e.g. mortgages, loans, overdrafts, credit-purchases 

 Industrial and commercial debts 

 Government “national” debts 

 International, including Third World debt 

The supply of money is a direct product of borrowing, and debt maintains this money in 

circulation. Modern debt is, in aggregate, quite unrepayable. Furthermore, difficulty is 

experienced in the repayment of individual debts in all four sectors. 

The Drive Behind Globalisation, 1998, pp 3-4. 

How does it feel losing your home because you haven’t paid back something that doesn’t 

exist and never did, an illusion, or to give it it’s proper title “accounting” . 

It’s an illusion to us, but a deception by *********** (you fill in the blank), and that 

deception causes massive unnecessary suffering worldwide. All those times we’ve heard the 

politicians say “there’s no money for this” and “there’s no money for that” and we believed 

them … WHAT BLOODY IGNORANT FOOLS WE HAVE BEEN. 

UK Parliamentary discussions regarding the Gold Standard:  

Source - Gold Standard Act 1925 – Hansard 

In 1931 England left the Gold Standard because Parliament were worried about so much 

gold leaving the country. The consequence was (and is) that it left us with NOTHING OF 

WORTH backing our money. 

http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/acts/gold-standard-act-1925


Behind that piece of paper there used to be gold. But gold is no longer there, and to-day 
there is behind that piece of paper, other pieces of paper, namely Government securities, 
and the Bank of England holds those Government securities as a security for our currency 
notes. - Hansard 

Once you could take a ten pound note to a bank and exchange it for £10 worth of gold 

(something of value). After leaving the gold standard there was (and again, is) nothing of 

value backing our money, no gold, no silver, no tin, no potatoes … nothing. The only thing 

you can exchange a £10 note for now is smaller monies that equal £10 or a damaged £10 

for a new one. 

We really must get out of our heads the idea that money is a reality in any sense of the 
word. It is purely a calculation, and this calculation will have to be made very quickly and 
very often in the course of the next few weeks. - Hansard  

Banks lend by creating credit. They create the means of payment, out of nothing. – Ralph M. 

Hawtery (Former Secretary of the British Treasury).  

So what happens when you go to a bank and ask for a loan? Do they lend you THEIR money? 

Nope. 

There are, therefore, profits in the Bank of England note issue, and there are certainly 
further profits for commercial banks in lending money which they have not got, in making 
an entry in their books crediting a borrower with the amount of the loan and proceeding to 
charge him interest on it. I wish I could lend money I have not got, but they will not let me 
do it, and if I tried to do it I should be prosecuted either as a forger or as a coiner—I do not 
know which, but I should certainly be prosecuted. This is a very profitable business for the 
people concerned. - Hansard 

Your signature on a loan application (contract) is in effect your approval for the bank to 

create currency as if by magic …out of nothing … phffft …just like that. I bet you have to 

work a bit harder to pay it back than they did to create it eh! 

Thus the commercial bank, to the extent that it has less notes, demonetised under this Bill, 
is able to create its own form of currency, which is loans, which are advantageous to itself 
and profitable to itself because the paper which it creates out of nothing bears interest. It 
has substituted £1 or 10s. notes, on which it had to pay interest to the Bank of England, 
with bills, commercial or Treasury, on which it charges interest, and it has done that 
without in any way upsetting its safety ratio, being the conventional fraction of which I 
spoke just now. - Hansard 

And what if you CAN’T pay it back? Well, you’re in ―very serious — they say‖ trouble aren’t 

you. 

What happens when you spend your “money”? Could it be that it filters it’s way back to the 

bank(er)s. Think about it. 

So life goes on, based on a non existent currency and everything’s hunky dory. We create 

the currency, it filters through our everyday lives, then up to the bank(er)s. 

… but, if it’s non existent and we manage to get along OK―ish‖ thinking that it exists, do we 

really need to keep this idea going? It’s our THINKING that it exists, that keeps our everyday 

lives going, NOT the fact that money is worth anything. 

That being the case, we can get along quite nicely, or in reality even better, without the use 

of money as we understand it now … WE ALREADY ARE because it’s NOT as we understand it 

now!!!! 

http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1944/apr/25/ii-amendment-of-law#column_701
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/lords/1931/sep/21/the-gold-standard#column_124
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1954/jan/26/currency-and-bank-notes-bill#S5CV0522P0-04558
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1954/jan/26/currency-and-bank-notes-bill#S5CV0522P0-04545


WE, OR RATHER YOU IF YOU IF YOU DIDN’T ALREADY KNOW, JUST NEED TO REALISE IT … and 

talk about it with others that don’t already know. 

A debt based monetary system & forced debt slavery 

from simondixon.org 

As a direct consequence of a debt based money supply our entire economy is plagued by 

intense competition for money to pay interest in an economy that suffers from an 

impossible lack of purchasing power. The chart below that plots the growth of money stock 

(M4) and domestic debt over a 33 year period in the UK clearly highlights that the total 

debts carried by consumers and industry is greater than the money that exists in the entire 

economy. The graph below this demonstrates this fact. Our debts outweigh all the money in 

existence! The bottom line is all the money, while the top line equals our debts. 

 

As a result the entire economy is completely dependent upon borrowing to supply money 

and the debt is doomed to continually grow forever as it is strapped to a financial system in 

which both debt and the money supply are logically bound to escalate as there is not 

enough money to pay off all the debt. The only way to survive is to accumulate more debt. 

Those who are unable to continually re-finance are rendered bankrupt. Those unfortunate 

who cannot keep up with the inflation that occurs as a result of this unsustainable system 

get their homes repossessed and their businesses ruined as millions are thrown out of work 

as the economy sinks into recession when people cannot sustain the growth of the money 

supply by taking on ever more debt. 

The situation of a debt based money supply where there is more debt than money means 

that sufficient people must be driven to borrow in order to maintain the circulation of 

money. The best that most people can hope for is to hang onto their jobs to pay their 

mortgage. The best that most businesses can hope for is to be able to offset their debts 

against their assets, and stay solvent on paper. 

The consequence of a lack of purchasing power must be explored further. One of the first 

things I was taught in Economics is that industry serves two purposes: Produce goods and 

services and to distribute wages and salaries to enable these goods and services to be 

purchased. A lack of purchasing power means that consumers end up with insufficient 

money to buy the goods and services being produced in the economy. 

Any business that has borrowed must repay its debts, and the only way it can do this is 

through selling its goods and services. This requires that the firm sets a price on its goods 

which includes the gradual repayment of this loan, or interest on the loan. But this is 

economic disaster. It means that prices are being set which are higher, in total, than the 

wages and salaries being distributed for the purchase of these goods. In an effort to obtain 

sufficient money to fund its debt repayments, or pay interest charges on standing debts, a 

company is forced to set prices that are higher than the income it is distributing. In 

economic terms, this is absolutely catastrophic, because it means the goods and services 



cannot be bought with the money being distributed for their purchase! In summary, 

industrial debt elevates the prices of goods and services above distributed incomes. At the 

same time interest repayments on mortgages and credit cards and other consumer debt 

reduces their disposable income as they take on ever more debt to survive. 

The combined result of debt on businesses and on consumers is to raise prices and reduce 

disposable income. This is a lack of purchasing power where consumers do not have 

anywhere near enough money to meet the total price tags of goods on sale in the economy. 

Just as debt grows, so does the gap between prices and income – the lack of purchasing 

power. 

As the inevitable happens and some are rendered bankrupt and laid off in the guaranteed 

recession under a debt based system with a lack of purchasing power, some are forced to 

seek government support. However, the government has enormous difficulty in raising 

revenue to support the needy in an economy riddled with debt. Taxes levied on industry 

simply results in higher prices, taxes on earnings hit consumer spending, depressing 

demand, leading to business closures and more unemployed. The government is forced to 

take on debt in order to supply an essential lifeline to a debt based economy. 

This is why average household debt has rose from less than 30% in 1963 to 135% of total 

annual income today. In other words, the household debt throughout the entire country, 

embracing rich and poor alike, represents more than the entire gross annual income of our 

country. Consumers have borrowed, and made purchases against their future earnings, 

equivalent to more than the entirety of our national income! 

When governments step in to inject a lifeline to an unsustainable economy with a lack of 

purchasing power they have no choice but to increase the national debt. A country’s 

national debt is the total sum outstanding on all past years borrowing requirements. It 

consists of thousands of outstanding pieces of IOU paper called in the UK gilts or treasury 

bills in the US. You might hear them commonly referred to as bonds or government stock. 

The method of issuing these IOUs and administering the national debt is quite simple. In 

order to obtain money to cover its annual spending shortfall, an appropriate number of 

government stocks and bills are drawn up by the Treasury. These are then sold – in fact 

they are auctioned off in the money markets to the highest bidder. These stocks and bills 

are bought because they promise to repay a larger sum of money at some future date. As 

the government promises to repay this higher amount of money the government obtains the 

money to meet the payments due on mounting national debt by selling more stock 

promising even more money in the future! The government draws up enough new stock to 

cover the repayments due on the old stock, sells this, and uses the money to pay off the old 

stock. 

Now this might seem a quite sufficiently barmy arrangement. But it should be remembered 

that the money held by pension funds and insurance companies, or whoever buys the 

government stock, is money that had to be borrowed into existence in the first place. 

In other words, by this bizarre process, governments borrow money which has already been 

borrowed into existence, and they thus create a second massive institutional debt in respect 

to money which already has a debt behind it! This is why the addition of the national debt to 

the total of private debt places a country and its people in an absurd position of overall 

negative equity owing far more on paper than the amount of money that exists in the 

economy. 

No nation in history has ever succeeded in reducing its national debt by more than the 

nearest fraction, whilst efforts to even restrict the growth rate of these debts has regularly 

plunged countries into recessions so savage as to take them to the brink of total economic 

collapse, frequently ushering in starvation and war. 



There is abundant historical and contemporary evidence that, under the debt money system, 

countries are completely dependent upon their national debts. When the effort of 

constricting the national debt is considered, our reliance upon these debts becomes 

clearer. The consistent evidence of the last three hundred years is that, under a debt-based 

financial system, a national debt is unavoidable, indeed essential to prevent the economy 

from depression, recession and collapse. A country’s national debt is, in fact, a vital part of 

the money supply of the economy. 

To summarise, the national debt supplies money to the economy either by drawing on our 

savings, and mortgaging the economy to its own pension and insurance funds (As pension 

and insurance funds purchase most government stock), or by allowing banks to create 

additional money as a debt (As banks buy government stock). In both cases, the debt is 

registered against the public assets of the nation and payment is dependent upon the future 

income of the economy. Thus the purchasing power distributed via the budget deficit 

compensates for, and covers up to some extent, the lack of purchasing power throughout 

the entire economy as a whole. 

So here it is – to obtain the additional revenue our economy needs to make up for its lack 

of purchasing power, and upon which the economy is completely reliant, the government 

sells IOUs which increase in value with time. And when the time comes for them to be 

cashed, the government sells even more IOUs and uses this money to pay off the old ones. 

The government operates in an absurd system of debt-stocks which constitute a 

meaningless and utterly un-repayable debt to the future. This provides the government with 

a small amount of money now on the condition that they repay a much larger sum in ten or 

twenty year’s time. The government then proceeds to flood the market with these 

meaningless promises to pay, which can only be redeemed by the issue of yet more 

promises. The government draws on money already created as a debt, and relied upon for 

future payments on insurance claims and the pensions of the elderly, and allows banks and 

other lending institutions to purchase their bonds, conceding to these private institutions 

the right and power to create additional money, which is then loaned to the government at 

interest. Meanwhile, we must all work harder and harder, and the economy must become 

ever more productive and efficient to try to compete with other nations operating under the 

same lunatic structures, whilst the national debt inflates like a balloon. 

I ask, every day, the following questions – why don’t we just nationalise our money supply, 

not our banks, and the government can create money debt-free? And, if we were to engineer 

this system from scratch, would we really operate under the same system, or would we 

choose a sustainable system? Is it possible that we have just fallen into this system because 

we don’t want to break the status quo? Are we really going to wait till the whole system self-

destructs till we think about changing it? Do we really need more bailouts, more debts, 

more bubbles, more regulations and complete nationalisation of our banks just because we 

refuse to address the real issue that our money supply is created through debt? Where will 

this all end? 

Personally I feel that Simon has missed the point this system was created solely for the fact 

that it binds us permanently into a slave master relationship with our owners. And this is 

simple to prove: 

If all the money we borrowed into existence was say 100 pounds for example, well that was 

borrowed into existence at interest, let´s say 5%, so we owe the bank 100 pounds plus 5%. 

It is impossible to ever pay the debt because we would need 100 pounds plus 5% to do so, if 

only 100 pounds exists how can we pay 105 pounds back? - Plus the interest grows each 

day (we call it the national debt). To emphasise the point here is a truly great American 

statesman who knew what he was on about talking on the issue of what a con the Federal 

Reserve Bank system is, I said “knew what he was on about” because he’d just served as 

Chairman of the US Banking and Currency Committee for more than 10 years.  



On May 23, 1933, Congressman, Louis T. McFadden, brought formal charges against the 

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Bank system, The Controller of the Currency and 

the Secretary of United States Treasury for numerous criminal acts, including but not 

limited to, CONSPIRACY, FRAUD, UNLAWFUL CONVERSION, AND TREASON. The petition for 

Articles of Impeachment was thereafter referred to the Judiciary Committee and has YET TO 

BE ACTED ON. 

Congressman McFadden's Speech 

Quotations from several speeches made on the Floor of the House of Representatives by the 

Honourable Louis T. McFadden of Pennsylvania. Mr. McFadden, due to his having served as 

Chairman of the Banking and Currency Committee for more than 10 years, was the best 

posted man on these matters in America and was in a position to speak with authority of the 

vast ramifications of this gigantic private credit monopoly. As Representative of a State 

which was among the first to declare its freedom from foreign money tyrants it is fitting 

that Pennsylvania, the cradle of liberty, be again given the credit for producing a son that 

was not afraid to hurl defiance in the face of the money-bun. Whereas Mr. McFadden was 

elected to the high office on both the Democratic and Republican tickets, there can be no 

accusation of partisanship lodged against him. Because these speeches are set out in full in 

the Congressional Record, they carry weight that no amount of condemnation on the part of 

private individuals could hope to carry. 

The Federal Reserve - A Corrupt Institution 

"Mr. Chairman, we have in this Country one of the most corrupt institutions the world has 

ever known. I refer to the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks, 

hereinafter called the Fed. The Fed has cheated the Government of these United States and 

the people of the United States out of enough money to pay the Nation's debt. The 

depredations and iniquities of the Fed has cost enough money to pay the National debt 

several times over." 

"This evil institution has impoverished and ruined the people of these United States, has 

bankrupted itself, and has practically bankrupted our Government. It has done this through 

the defects of the law under which it operates, through the maladministration of that law by 

the Fed and through the corrupt practices of the moneyed vultures who control it." 

"Some people who think that the Federal Reserve Banks United States Government 

institutions. They are private monopolies which prey upon the people of these United States 

for the benefit of themselves and their foreign customers; foreign and domestic speculators 

and swindlers; and rich and predatory money lender. In that dark crew of financial pirates 

there are those who would cut a man's throat to get a dollar out of his pocket; there are 

those who send money into states to buy votes to control our legislatures; there are those 

who maintain International propaganda for the purpose of deceiving us into granting of new 

concessions which will permit them to cover up their past misdeeds and set again in motion 

their gigantic train of crime." 

"These twelve private credit monopolies were deceitfully and disloyally foisted upon this 

Country by the bankers who came here from Europe and repaid us our hospitality by 

undermining our American institutions. Those bankers took money out of this Country to 

finance Japan in a war against Russia. They created a reign of terror in Russia with our 

money in order to help that war along. They instigated the separate peace between Germany 

and Russia, and thus drove a wedge between the allies in World War. They financed 

Trotsky's passage from New York to Russia so that he might assist in the destruction of the 

Russian Empire. They fomented and instigated the Russian Revolution, and placed a large 

fund of American dollars at Trotsky's disposal in one of their branch banks in Sweden so 

that through him Russian homes might be thoroughly broken up and Russian children flung 

far and wide from their natural protectors. They have since begun breaking up of American 

homes and the dispersal of American children. Mr. Chairman, there should be no 



partisanship in matters concerning banking and currency affairs in this Country, and I do 

not speak with any." 

"In 1912 the National Monetary Association, under the chairmanship of the late Senator 

Nelson W. Aldrich, made a report and presented a vicious bill called the National Reserve 

Association bill. This bill is usually spoken of as the Aldrich bill. Senator Aldrich did not 

write the Aldrich bill. He was the tool, if not the accomplice, of the European bankers who 

for nearly twenty years had been scheming to set up a central bank in this Country and who 

in 1912 has spent and were continuing to spend vast sums of money to accomplish their 

purpose." 

"We were opposed to the Aldrich plan for a central bank. The men who rule the Democratic 

Party then promised the people that if they were returned to power there would be no 

central bank established here while they held the reigns of government. Thirteen months 

later that promise was broken, and the Wilson administration, under the tutelage of those 

sinister Wall Street figures who stood behind Colonel House, established here in our free 

Country the worm-eaten monarchical institution of the 'King's Bank' to control us from the 

top downward, and from the cradle to the grave." 

"The Federal Reserve Bank destroyed our old and characteristic way of doing business. It 

discriminated against our 1-name commercial paper, the finest in the world, and it set up 

the antiquated 2-name paper, which is the present curse of this Country and which wrecked 

every country which has ever given it scope; it fastened down upon the Country the very 

tyranny from which the framers of the Constitution sough to save us."  

PRESIDENT JACKSON'S TIME 

"One of the greatest battles for the preservation of this Republic was fought out here in 

Jackson's time; when the second Bank of the United States, founded on the same false 

principles of those which are here exemplified in the Fed was hurled out of existence. After 

that, in 1837, the Country was warned against the dangers that might ensue if the 

predatory interests after being cast out should come back in disguise and unite themselves 

to the Executive and through him acquire control of the Government. That is what the 

predatory interests did when they came back in the livery of hypocrisy and under false 

pretences obtained the passage of the Fed." 

"The danger that the Country was warned against came upon us and is shown in the long 

train of horrors attendant upon the affairs of the traitorous and dishonest Fed. Look around 

you when you leave this Chamber and you will see evidences of it in all sides. This is an era 

of misery and for the conditions that caused that misery, the Fed are fully liable. This is an 

era of financed crime and in the financing of crime the Fed does not play the part of a 

disinterested spectator." 

"It has been said that the draughts man who was employed to write the text of the Aldrich 

bill because that had been drawn up by lawyers, by acceptance bankers of European origin 

in New York. It was a copy, in general a translation of the statues of the Reichsbank and 

other European central banks. One-half million dollars was spent on the part of the 

propaganda organized by these bankers for the purpose of misleading public opinion and 

giving Congress the impression that there was an overwhelming popular demand for it and 

the kind of currency that goes with it, namely, an asset currency based on human debts and 

obligations. Dr. H. Parker Willis had been employed by Wall Street and propagandists, and 

when the Aldrich measure failed- he obtained employment with Carter Glass, to assist in 

drawing the banking bill for the Wilson administration. He appropriated the text of the 

Aldrich bill. There is no secret about it. The test of the Federal Reserve Act was tainted from 

the first." 

"A few days before the bill came to a vote, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, of Massachusetts, 

wrote to Senator John W. Weeks as follows: 



New York City,  

December 17, 1913 

'My Dear Senator Weeks: 

Throughout my public life I have supported all measures designed to take the Government 

out of the banking business. This bill puts the Government into the banking business as 

never before in our history. The powers vested in the Federal Reserve Board seen to me 

highly dangerous especially where there is political control of the Board. I should be sorry 

to hold stock in a bank subject to such dominations. The bill as it stands seems to me to 

open the way to a vast inflation of the currency. I had hoped to support this bill, but I 

cannot vote for it cause it seems to me to contain features and to rest upon principles in 

the highest degree menacing to our prosperity, to stability in business, and to the general 

welfare of the people of the United States. 

Very Truly Yours,  

Henry Cabot Lodge.' 

"In eighteen years that have passed since Senator Lodge wrote that letter of warning all of 

his predictions have come true. The Government is in the banking business as never before. 

Against its will it has been made the backer of horse thieves and card sharps, bootlegger's 

smugglers, speculators, and swindlers in all parts of the world. Through the Fed the riffraff 

of every country is operating on the public credit of the United States Government." 

THE GREAT DEPRESSION 

"Meanwhile and on account of it, we ourselves are in the midst of the greatest depression 

we have ever known. From the Atlantic to the Pacific, our Country has been ravaged and laid 

waste by the evil practices of the Fed and the interests which control them. At no time in our 

history, has the general welfare of the people been at a lower level or the minds of the 

people so full of despair." 

"Recently in one of our States, 60,000 dwelling houses and farms were brought under the 

hammer in a single day. 71,000 houses and farms in Oakland County, Michigan, were sold 

and their erstwhile owners dispossessed. The people who have thus been driven out are the 

wastage of the Fed. They are the victims of the Fed. Their children are the new slaves of the 

auction blocks in the revival of the institution of human slavery." 

The Scheme of the Fed 

"In 1913, before the Senate Banking and Currency Committee, Mr. Alexander Lassen made 

the following statement: 'The whole scheme of the Fed with its commercial paper is an 

impractical, cumbersome machinery- is simply a cover to secure the privilege of issuing 

money, and to evade payment of as much tax upon circulation as possible and then control 

the issue and maintain, instead of reducing interest rates. It will prove to the advantage of 

the few and the detriment of the people. It will mean continued shortage of actual money 

and further extension of credits, for when there is a shortage of money people have to 

borrow to their cost. 'A few days before the Fed passed, Senator Root denounced the Fed as 

an outrage on our liberties. He predicted: 'Long before we wake up from our dream of 

prosperity through an inflated currency, our gold- which alone could have kept us from 

catastrophe- will have vanished and no rate of interest will tempt it to return.'" 

"If ever a prophecy came true, that one did." 

"The Fed became law the day before Christmas Eve, in the year 1913, and shortly 

afterwards, the German International bankers, Kuhn, Loeb and Co. sent one of their 

partners here to run it." 



"The Fed Note is essentially unsound. It is the worst currency and the most dangerous that 

this Country has ever known. When the proponents of the act saw that the Democratic 

doctrine would not permit them to let the proposed banks issue the new currency as bank 

notes, they should have stopped at that. They should not have foisted that kind of currency, 

namely, an asset currency, on the United States Government. They should not have made 

the Government [liable on the private] debts of individuals and corporations, and, least of 

all, on the private debts of foreigners. As Kemerer says: 'The Fed Notes, therefore, in form, 

have some of the qualities of Government paper money, but in substance, are almost a pure 

asset currency possessing a Government guarantee against which contingency the 

Government has made no provision whatever.'" 

"Hon. L.J.Hill, a former member of the House, said, and truly: 'They are obligations of the 

Government for which the United States received nothing and for the payment of which at 

any time, it assumes the responsibility: looking to the Fed to recoup itself.'" 

"If this United States is to redeem the Fed Notes, when the General Public finds it costs to 

deliver this paper to the Fed, and if the Government has made no provisions for redeeming 

them, the first element of unsoundness is not far to seek." 

"Before the Banking and Currency Committee, when the bill was under discussion Mr. 

Crozier of Cincinnati said: 'The imperial power of elasticity of the public currency is wielded 

exclusively by the central corporations owned by the banks. This is a life and death power 

over all local banks and all business. It can be used to create or destroy prosperity, to ward 

off or cause stringencies and panics. By making money artificially scarce, interest rates 

throughout the Country can be arbitrarily raised and the bank tax on all business and cost 

of living increased for the profit of the banks owning these regional central banks, and 

without the slightest benefit to the people. The 12 Corporations together cover y and 

monopolize and use for private gain- every dollar of the public currency and all public 

revenue of the United States. Not a dollar can be put into circulation among the people by 

their Government, without the consent of and on terms fixed by these 12 private money 

trusts.'" 

"In defiance of this and all other warnings, the proponents of the Fed created the 12 private 

credit corporations and gave them an absolute monopoly of the currency of these United 

States- not of the Fed Notes alone- but of all other currency! The Fed Act providing ways and 

means by which the gold and general currency in the hands of the American people could 

be obtained by the Fed in exchange for Fed Notes - which are not money - but mere promises 

to pay." 

"Since the evil day when this was done, the initial monopoly has been extended by vicious 

amendments to the Fed and by the unlawful and treasonable practices of the Fed." 

Money for the Scottish Distillers 

"Mr. Chairman, if a Scottish distiller wishes to send a cargo of Scotch whiskey to these 

United States, he can draw his bill against the purchasing bootlegger in dollars and after 

the bootlegger has accepted it by writing his name across the face of it, the Scotch distiller 

can send that bill to the nefarious open discount market in New York City where the Fed will 

buy it and use it as collateral for a new issue of Fed Notes. Thus the Government of these 

United States pay the Scotch distiller for the whiskey before it is shipped, and if it is lost on 

the way, or if the Coast Guard seizes it and destroys it, the Fed simply write off the loss and 

the government never recovers the money that was paid to the Scotch distiller." 

"While we are attempting to enforce prohibition here, the Fed are in the distillery business 

in Europe and paying bootlegger bills with public credit of these United States. "Mr. 

Chairman, by the same process, they compel our Government to pay the German brewer for 

his beer. Why should the Fed be permitted to finance the brewing industry in Germany 

either in this way or as they do by compelling small and fearful United States Banks to take 



stock in the Isenbeck Brewery and in the German Bank for brewing industries? Mr. 

Chairman, if Dynamit Nobel of Germany, wishes to sell dynamite in Japan to use in 

Manchuria or elsewhere, it can drew its bill against the Japanese customers in dollars and 

send that bill to the nefarious open discount market in New York City where the Fed will buy 

it and use it as collateral for a new issue of Fed Notes- while at the same time the Fed will be 

helping Dynamit Nobel by stuffing its stock into the United States banking system." 

"Why should we send our representatives to the disarmament conference at Geneva - while 

the Fed is making our Government pay Japanese debts to German Munitions makers?" 

"Mr. Chairman, if a German wishes to raise a crop of beans and sell them to a Japanese 

customer, he can draw a bill against his prospective Japanese customer in dollars and have 

it purchased by the Fed and get the money out of this Country at the expense of the 

American people before he has even planted the beans in the ground. Mr. Chairman, if a 

German in Germany wishes to export goods to South America, or any other Country, he can 

draw his bill against his customers and send it to these United States and get the money out 

of this Country before he ships, or even manufactures the goods." 

"Mr. Chairman, why should the currency of these United States be issued on the strength of 

German Beer? Why should it be issued on the crop of unplanted beans to be grown in Chili 

for Japanese consumption? Why should these United States be compelled to issue many 

billions of dollars every year to pay the debts of one foreigner to another foreigner? Was it 

for this that our National Bank depositors had their money taken out of our banks and 

shipped abroad? Was it for this that they had to lose it? Why should the public credit of 

these United States and likewise money belonging to our National Bank depositors be used 

to support foreign brewers, narcotic drug vendors, whiskey distillers, wig makes, human 

hair merchants, Chilean bean growers, to finance the munition factories of Germany and 

Soviet Russia?" 

THE UNITED STATES HAS BEEN RANSACKED 

"The United States has been ransacked and pillaged. Our structures have been gutted and 

only the walls are left standing. While being perpetrated, everything the world would rake up 

to sell us was brought in here at our expense by the Fed until our markets were swamped 

with unneeded and unwanted imported goods priced far above their value and make to 

equal the dollar volume of our honest exports, and to kill or reduce our favourite balance of 

trade. As Agents of the foreign central banks the Fed try by every means in their power to 

reduce our favourable balance of trade. They act for their foreign principal and they accept 

fees from foreigners for acting against the best interests of these United States. Naturally 

there has been great competition among foreigners for the favours of the Fed." 

"What we need to do is to send the reserves of our National Banks home to the people who 

earned and produced them and who still own them and to the banks which were compelled 

to surrender them to predatory interests." 

"Mr. Chairman, there is nothing like the Fed pool of confiscated bank deposits in the world. 

It is a public trough of American wealth in which the foreigners claim rights, equal to or 

greater than Americans. The Fed are the agents of the foreign central banks. They use our 

bank depositors' money for the benefit of their foreign principals. They barter the public 

credit of the United States Government and hire it our to foreigners at a profit to 

themselves." 

"All this is done at the expense of the United States Government, and at a sickening loss to 

the American people. Only our great wealth enabled us to stand the drain of it as long as we 

did." 

"We need to destroy the Fed wherein our national reserves are impounded for the benefit of 

the foreigners. "We need to save America for Americans." 



SPURIOUS SECURITIES 

"Mr. Chairman, when you hold a $10.00 Fed Note in your hand, you are holding apiece of 

paper which sooner or later is going to cost the United States Government $10.00 in gold 

(unless the Government is obliged to go off the gold standard (My Note. they did when F.D.R. 

CONFISCATED every American’s gold that year‖. It is based on limburger cheese ―reported to 

be in foreign warehouses) or in cans purported to contain peas (but may contain salt water 

instead), or horse meat, illicit drugs, bootleggers fancies, rags and bones from Soviet 

Russia (of which these United States imported over a million dollars worth last year), on 

wines whiskey, natural gas, goat and dog fur, garlic on the string, and Bombay ducks." 

"If you like to have paper money- which is secured by such commodities - you have it in Fed 

Note. If you desire to obtain the thing of value upon which this paper currency is based, that 

is, the limburger cheese, the whiskey, the illicit drugs, or any of the other staples- you will 

have a very hard time finding them." 

"Many of these worshipful commodities are in foreign Countries. Are you going to Germany 

to inspect her warehouses to see if the specified things of value are there? I think more, I 

do not think that you would find them there if you did go." 

"On April 27, 1932, the Fed outfit sent $750,000 belonging to American bank depositors in 

gold to Germany. A week later another $300,000 in gold was shipped to Germany. About 

the middle of May $12,000,000 in gold was shipped to Germany by the Fed. Almost every 

week there is a shipment of gold to Germany. These shipments are not made for profit on 

the exchange since the German marks are below parity with the dollar." 

"Mr. Chairman, I believe that the National Bank depositors of these United States have a 

right to know what the Fed are doing with their money. There are millions of National Bank 

depositors in the Country who do not know that a percentage of every dollar they deposit in 

a Member Bank of the Fed goes automatically to American Agents of the foreign banks and 

that all their deposits can be paid away to foreigners without their knowledge or consent by 

the crooked machinery of the Fed and the questionable practices of the Fed." 

[Ed. Note - Problem with next paragraph in original] "Mr. Chairman, the American people 

should be told the truth by their servants in office. In 1930, we had over a half billion 

dollars outstanding daily to finance foreign goods stored in or shipped between several 

billion dollars. What goods are these on which the Fed yearly pledge several billions of 

dollars. In its yearly total, this item amounts to several billions of dollars of the public 

credit of these United States?" 

"What goods are those which are hidden in European and Asiatic stores have not been seen 

by any officer of our Government but which are being financed on the public credit of the 

United States Government? What goods are those upon which the 17 United States 

Government is being obligated by the Fed to issue Fed Notes to the extent of several billions 

of dollars a year?" 

The Bankers' Acceptance Racket ―My Note. Now there’s a term you want to educate yourself 

on! - Bankers' Acceptance. Wait till you work out the power that YOU have!) 

"The Fed have been International Banks from the beginning, with these United States as 

their enforced banker and supplier of currency. But it is none the less extraordinary to see 

these twelve private credit monopolies, buying the debts of foreigners against foreigners, in 

all parts of the world and asking the Government of these United States for new issues of 

Fed notes in exchange for them. The magnitude of the acceptance racket as it has been 

developed by the Fed, their foreign correspondents, and the predatory European born 

bankers, who set up the Fed here and taught your own, by and of pirates, how to loot the 

people: I say the magnitude of this racket is estimated to be in the neighbourhood of 

9,000,000,000 per year. In the past ten years it is said to have amounted to 



$90,000,000,000.00. In my opinion it has amounted to several times that much. coupled 

to this you have to the extent of billions of dollars, the gambling in the United States 

securities, which takes place in the same open discount market- a gambling on which the 

Fed is now spending $100,000,000.00 per week." 

"Fed Notes are taken from the U.S. Government in unlimited quantities. Is it strange that the 

burden of supplying these immense sums of money to the gambling fraternity has at last 

proved too heavy for the American people to endure? Would it not be a national [calamity 

to] again bind down this burden on the backs of the American people and by means of a 

long rawhide whip of the credit masters, compel them to enter another seventeen years of 

slavery?" 

"They are trying to do that now. They are trying to take $100,000,000.00 of the public 

credit of the United States every week, in addition to all their other seizures and they are 

sending that money to the nefarious open market in a desperate gamble to reestablish their 

graft as a going concern." 

"They are putting the United States Government in debt to the extent of $100,000,000 a 

week, and with the money they are buying our Government securities for themselves and 

their foreign principals. Our people are disgusted with the experiences of the Fed. The Fed 

is not producing a loaf of bread, a yard of cloth, a bushel of corn, or a pile of cordwood by 

its check-kiting operations in the money market." 

"Mr. Speaker, on the 13th of January of this year I addressed the House on the subject of 

the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. In the course of my remarks I made the following 

statement: In 1928 the member banks of the Fed borrowed $60,598,690,000. from the Fed 

on their fifteen-day promissory notes. Think of it. Sixty billion dollars payable on demand in 

gold in the course of one single year. The actual amount of such obligations called for six 

times as much monetary gold as there is in the world. Such transactions represent a grant 

in the course of one single years of about $7,000,000 to every member of the Fed." 

"Is it any wonder that American labour which ultimately pays the cost of all banking 

operations of this Country has at last proved unequal to the task of supplying this huge 

total of cash and credit for the benefit of the stock market manipulators and foreign 

swindlers? In 1933 the Fed presented the staggering amount of $60,598,690,000 to its 

member banks at the expense of the wage earners and tax payers of these United States. In 

1929, the year of the stock market crash, the Fed advanced $58,000,000,000 to member 

banks." 

"In 1930 while the speculating banks were getting out of the stock market at the expense of 

the general public, the Fed advanced them $13,022,782,000. This shows that when the 

banks were gambling on the public credit of these United States as represented by the Fed 

currency they were subsidized to any amount they required by the Fed. When the swindle 

began to fall, the bankers knew it in advance and withdrew from the market. They got out 

with whole skins - and left the people of these United States to pay the piper. My friend from 

Kansas, Mr. McGugin, has stated that he thought the Fed lent money on rediscounting. So 

they do, but they lend comparatively little that way. The real discounting that they do has 

been called a mere penny in the slot business. It is too slow for genuine high flyers. They 

discourage it. They prefer to subsidize their favourite banks by making them 

$60,000,000,000 advances and they prefer to acquire assistance in the notorious open 

discount market in New York, where they can use it to control the price of stocks and bonds 

on the exchanges." 

"For every dollar they advanced on discounts in 1928, they lent $33.00 to their favourite 

banks for whom they do a business of several billion dollars income tax on their profits to 

these United States." 

The John Law Swindle 



"This is the John Law swindle over again. The theft of Teapot Dome was trifling compared to 

it. What King ever robbed his subject to such an extent as the Fed has robbed us? Is it any 

wonder that there have been lately ninety cases of starvation in one of the New York 

hospitals? Is there any wonder that the children are being abandoned?" 

"The government and the people of these United States have been swindled by swindlers 

deluxe to whom the acquisition of American or a parcel of Fed Notes presented no more 

difficulty than the drawing up of a worthless acceptance in a Country not subject to the laws 

of these United States, by sharpers not subject to the jurisdiction of these United States, 

sharpers with strong banking "fence" on this side of the water, a 'fence' acting as a receiver 

of a worthless paper coming from abroad, endorsing it and getting the currency out of the 

Fed for it as quickly as possible exchanging that currency for gold and in turn transmitting 

the gold to its foreign confederates." 

Ivar Kreuger, the Match King! 

"Such were the exploits of Ivar Krueger, Mr. Hoover's friend, and his rotten Wall Street 

bakers. Every dollar of the billions Kreuger and his gang drew out of this Country on 

acceptances was drawn from the government and the people of the United States through 

the Fed. The credit of the United States Government was peddled to him by the Fed for their 

own private gain. That is what the Fed has been doing for many years." 

"They have been peddling the credit of this Government and the [signature of this] 

Government to the swindlers and speculators of all nations. That is what happens when a 

Country forsakes its Constitution and gives its sovereignty over the public currency to 

private interests. Give them the flag and they will sell it." 

"The nature of Kreuger's organized swindle and the bankrupt condition of Kreuger's 

combine was known here last June when Hoover sought to exempt Krueger's loan to 

Germany of $125,000,000 (My Note. Handy for Adolf) from the operation of the Hoover 

Moratorium. The bankrupt condition of Krueger's swindle was known her last summer when 

$30,000,000 was taken from the American taxpayers by certain bankers in New York for 

the ostensible purpose of permitting Krueger to make a loan to Colombia. Colombia never 

saw that money." 

"The nature of Krueger's swindle was known here in January when he visited his friend, Mr. 

Hoover, at the White House. It was known here in March before he went to Paris and 

committed suicide." 

"Mr. Chairman, I think the people of the United States are entitled to know how many 

billions of dollars were placed at the disposal of Krueger and his gigantic combine by the 

Fed, and to know how much of our Government currency was issued and lost in the 

financing of that great swindle in the years during which the Fed took care of Krueger's 

requirements." 

"A few days ago, the President of the United States with a white face and shaking hands, 

went before the Senate of behalf of the moneyed interests and asked the Senate to levy a tax 

on the people so that foreigners might know that these United States would pay its debt to 

them." 

"Most Americans thought it was the other way around. What does these United States owe 

foreigners? When and by whom was the debt incurred? It was incurred by the Fed, when 

they peddled the signature of the Government to foreigners- for a Price. It is what the United 

States Government has to pay to redeem the obligations of the Fed." 

Thieves Go Scot Free 

"Are you going to let these thieves get off scot free? Is there one law for the looter who 

drives up to the door of the United States Treasury in his limousine and another for the 



United States Veterans who are sleeping on the floor of a dilapidated house on the outskirts 

of Washington?" 

"The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad is here asking for a large loan from the people, and the 

wage earners and the taxpayers of these United States. It is begging for a handout from the 

Government. It is standing, cap in hand, at the door of the R.F.C. where all the jackals have 

gathered to the feast. It is asking for money that was raised from the people by taxation and 

wants this money of the poor for the benefit of Kuhn, Loeb and Co., the German 

International Bankers." 

"Is there one law for the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad and another for the hungry veterans it 

threw off its freight cars the other day? Is there one law for sleek and prosperous swindlers 

who call themselves bankers and another law for the soldiers who defended the flag? The 

R.F.C. is taking over these worthless securities from the Investment Trusts with United 

States Treasury money at the expense of the American taxpayer and the wage earner." 

"It will take twenty years to redeem our Government. Twenty years of penal servitude to pay 

off the gambling debts of the traitorous Fed and to vast flood of American wages and 

savings, bank deposits, and the United States Government credit which the Fed exported out 

of this country to their foreign principals." 

"The Fed lately conducted an anti-hoarding campaign here. They then took that extra money 

which they had persuaded the American people to put into the banks- they sent it to Europe- 

along with the rest. In the last several months, they have sent $1,300,000,000 in gold to 

their foreign employers, their foreign masters, and every dollar of that gold belonged to the 

people of these United States and was unlawfully taken from them." 

Fiat Money 

"Mr. Chairman, within the limits of the time allowed me, I cannot enter into a particularized 

discussion of the Fed. I have singled out the Fed currency for a few remarks because there 

has lately been some talk here of 'fiat money.' What kind of money is being pumped into the 

open discount market and through it into foreign channels and stock exchanges? Mr. Mills 

of the Treasury has spoken here of his horror of the printing presses and his horror of 

dishonest money. He has no horror of dishonest money. If he had, he would be no party to 

the present gambling of the Fed in the nefarious open discount market of New York, a 

market in which the sellers are represented by 10 discount corporations owned and 

organized by the very banks which own and control the Fed." 

"Fiat money, indeed!" 

"What Mr. Mills is fighting for is the preservation, whole and entire, of the banker's 

monopoly of all the currency of the United States Government." 

"Mr. Chairman, last December, I introduced a resolution here asking for an examination and 

an audit of the Fed and all related matters. If the House sees fit to make such an 

investigation, the people of these United States will obtain information of great value. This is 

a Government of the people, by the people, for the people. Consequently, nothing should be 

concealed from the people. The man who deceives the people is a traitor to these United 

States." 

"The man who knows or suspects that a crime has been committed and who conceals and 

covers up that crime is an accessory to it. Mr. Speaker, it is a monstrous thing for this 

great nation of people to have its destinies presided over by a traitorous government board 

acting in secret concert with international usurers." 

"Every effort has been made by the Fed to conceal its powers - but the truth is - the Fed has 

usurped the Government. It controls everything here and it controls all of our foreign 

relations. It makes and breaks governments at will." 



"No man and no body of men is more entrenched in power than the arrogant credit 

monopoly which operated the Fed. What National Government has permitted the Fed to steal 

from the people should now be restored to the people. The people have a valid claim against 

the Fed. If that claim is enforced the Americans will not need to stand in the bread line, or 

to suffer and die of starvation in the streets. Women will be saved, families will be kept 

together, and American children will not be dispersed and abandoned." 

"Here is a Fed Note. Immense numbers of the notes are now held abroad. I am told that they 

amount to upwards of a billion dollars. They constitute a claim against our Government and 

likewise a claim against our peoples' money to the extent of $1,300,000,000 which has 

within the last few months been shipped abroad to redeem Fed Notes and to pay other 

gambling debts of the traitorous Fed. The greater part of our money stock has been shipped 

to other lands." 

"Why should we promise to pay the debts of foreigners to foreigners? Why should the Fed be 

permitted to finance our competitors in all parts of the world? Do you know why the tariff 

was raised? It was raised to shut out the flood of Fed Goods pouring in here from every 

quarter of the globe - cheap goods, produced by cheaply paid foreign labour, on unlimited 

supplies of money and credit sent out of this Country by the dishonest and unscrupulous 

Fed." 

"The Fed are spending $100,000,000 a week buying government securities in the open 

market and are making a great bid for foreign business. They are trying to make rates so 

attractive that the human hair merchants and the distillers and other business entities in 

foreign land will come here and hire more of the public credit of the United States 

Government to pay the Fed outfit for getting it for them." 

World Enslavement Planned 

"Mr. Chairman, when the Fed was passed, the people of these United States did not perceive 

that a world system was being set up here which would make the savings of the American 

school teacher available to a narcotic-drug vendor in Acapulco. They did not perceive that 

these United States was to be lowered to the position of a coolie country which has nothing 

but raw material and heart, that Russia was destined to supply the man power and that this 

country was to supply the financial power to an 'international superstate.' A superstate 

controlled by international bankers, and international industrialists acting together to 

enslave the world for their own pleasure?" 

"The people of these United States are being greatly wronged. They have been driven from 

their employments. They have been dispossessed from their homes. They have been evicted 

from their rented quarters. They have lost their children. They have been left to suffer and 

die for lack of shelter, food, clothing and medicine." 

"The wealth of these United States and the working capital have been taken away from them 

and has either been locked in the vaults of certain banks and the great corporations or 

exported to foreign countries for the benefit of the foreign customers of these banks and 

corporations. So far as the people of the United States are concerned, the cupboard is 

bare." 

"It is true that the warehouses and coal yards and grain elevators are full, but these are 

padlocked, and the great banks and corporations hold the keys." 

"The sack of these United States by the Fed is the greatest crime in history." 

"Mr. Chairman, a serious situation confronts the House of Representatives today. We are 

trustees of the people and the rights of the people are being taken away from them. 

Through the Fed the people are losing the rights guaranteed to them by the Constitution. 

Their property has been taken from them without due process of law. Mr. Chairman, 



common decency requires us to examine the public accounts of the Government and see 

what crimes against the public welfare have been committed." 

"What is needed here is a return to the Constitution of these United States." 

"The old struggle that was fought out here in Jackson's time must be fought our over again. 

The independent United States Treasury should be reestablished and the Government should 

keep its own money under lock and key in the building the people provided for that 

purpose." 

"Asset currency, the devise of the swindler, should be done away with. The Fed should be 

abolished and the State boundaries should be respected. Bank reserves should be kept 

within the boundaries of the States whose people own them, and this reserve money of the 

people should be protected so that the International Bankers and acceptance bankers and 

discount dealers cannot draw it away from them." 

"The Fed should be repealed, and the Fed Banks, having violated their charters, should be 

liquidated immediately. Faithless Government officials who have violated their oaths of 

office should be impeached and brought to trial." 

"Unless this is done by us, I predict, that the American people, outraged, pillaged, insulted 

and betrayed as they are in their own land, will rise in their wrath, and will sweep the money 

changers out of the temple." 

"Mr. Chairman, the United States is bankrupt: It has been bankrupted by the corrupt and 

dishonest Fed. It has repudiated its debts to its own citizens. Its chief foreign creditor is 

Great Britain, and a British bailiff has been at the White House and the British Agents are in 

the United States Treasury making inventory arranging terms of liquidations!" 

Great Britain, Partner in Blackmail 

"Mr. Chairman, the Fed has offered to collect the British claims in full from the American 

public by trickery and corruption, if Great Britain will help to conceal its crimes. The British 

are shielding their agents, the Fed, because they do not wish that system of robbery to be 

destroyed here. They wish it to continue for their benefit! By means of it, Great Britain has 

become the financial mistress of the world. She has regained the position she occupied 

before the World War." 

"For several years she has been a silent partner in the business of the Fed. Under threat of 

blackmail, or by their bribery, or by their native treachery to the people of the United States, 

the officials in charge of the Fed unwisely gave Great Britain immense gold loans running 

into hundreds of millions of dollars. They did this against the law! Those gold loans were 

not single transactions. They gave Great Britain a borrowing power in the United States of 

billions. She squeezed billions out of this Country by means of her control of the Fed." 

"As soon as the Hoover Moratorium was announced, Great Britain moved to consolidate her 

gains. After the treacherous signing away of American rights at the 7-power conference at 

London in July, 1931, which put the Fed under the control of the Bank of International 

Settlements, Great Britain began to tighten the hangman's noose around the neck of the 

United States." 

"She abandoned the gold standard and embarked on a campaign of buying up the claims of 

foreigners against the Fed in all parts of the world. She has now sent her bailiff, Ramsey 

MacDonald, here to get her war debt to this country cancelled. But she has a club in her 

hands! She has title to the gambling debts which the corrupt and dishonest Fed incurred 

abroad." 

"Ramsey MacDonald, the labour party deserter, has come here to compel the President to 

sign on the dotted line, and that is what Roosevelt is about to do! Roosevelt will endeavour 



to conceal the nature of his action from the American people. But he will obey the 

International Bankers and transfer the war debt that Great Britain should pay to the 

American people, to the shoulders of the American taxpayers." 

"Mr. Chairman, the bank holiday in the several States was brought about by the corrupt and 

dishonest Fed. These institutions manipulated money and credit, and caused the States to 

order bank holidays." 

"These holidays were frame-ups! They were dress rehearsals for the national bank holiday 

which Franklin D. Roosevelt promised Sir Ramsey MacDonald that he would declare." 

"There was no national emergency here when Franklin D. Roosevelt took office excepting the 

bankruptcy of the Fed- a bankruptcy which has been going on under cover for several years 

and which has been concealed from the people so that the people would continue to permit 

their bank deposits and their bank reserves and their gold and the funds of the United 

States Treasury to be impounded in these bankrupt institutions." 

"Under cover, the predatory International Bankers have been stealthily transferring the 

burden of the Fed debts to the people's Treasury and to the people themselves. They the 

farms and the homes of the United States to pay for their thievery! That is the only national 

emergency that there has been here since the depression began." 

"The week before the bank holiday was declared in New York State, the deposits in the New 

York savings banks were greater than the withdrawals. There were no runs on New York 

Banks. There was no need of a bank holiday in New York, or of a national holiday." 

Roosevelt and the International Bankers 

"Roosevelt did what the International Bankers ordered him to do!" 

"Do not deceive yourself, Mr. Chairman, or permit yourself to be deceived by others into the 

belief that Roosevelt's dictatorship is in any way intended to benefit the people of the United 

States: he is preparing to sign on the dotted line! He is preparing to cancel the war debts by 

fraud!" 

"He is preparing to internationalize this Country and to destroy our Constitution itself in 

order to keep the Fed intact as a money institution for foreigners. "Mr. Chairman, I see no 

reason why citizens of the United States should be terrorized into surrendering their 

property to the International Bankers who own and control the Fed. The statement that gold 

would be taken from its lawful owners if they did not voluntarily surrender it, to private 

interests, show that there is an anarchist in our Government." 

"The statement that it is necessary for the people to give their gold - the only real money - to 

the banks in order to protect the currency, is a statement of calculated dishonesty!" 

"By his unlawful usurpation of power on the night of March 5, 1933, and by his 

proclamation, which in my opinion was in violation of the Constitution of the United States, 

Roosevelt divorced the currency of the United States from gold, and the United States 

currency is no longer protected by gold. It is therefore sheer dishonesty to say that the 

people's gold is needed to protect the currency." 

"Roosevelt ordered the people to give their gold to private interests - that is, to banks, and 

he took control of the banks so that all the gold and gold values in them, or given into them, 

might be handed over to the predatory International Bankers who own and control the Fed." 

"Roosevelt cast his lot with the usurers. He agreed to save the corrupt and dishonest at the 

expense of the people of the United States." 



"He took advantage of the people's confusion and weariness and spread the dragnet over the 

United States to capture everything of value that was left in it. He made a great haul for the 

International Bankers." 

"The Prime Minister of England came here for money! He came here to collect cash!" 

"He came here with Fed Currency and other claims against the Fed which England had 

bought up in all parts of the world. And he has presented them for redemption in gold." 

"Mr. Chairman, I am in favour of compelling the Fed to pay their own debts. I see no reason 

why the general public should be forced to pay the gambling debts of the International 

Bankers." 

Roosevelt Seizes the Gold 

"By his action in closing the banks of the United States, Roosevelt seized the gold value of 

forty billions or more of bank deposits in the United States banks. Those deposits were 

deposits of gold values. By his action he has rendered them payable to the depositors in 

paper only, if payable at all, and the paper money he proposes to pay out to bank depositors 

and to the people generally in lieu of their hard earned gold values in itself, and being 

based on nothing into which the people can convert it the said paper money is of negligible 

value altogether." 

"It is the money of slaves, not of free men. If the people of the United States permit it to be 

imposed upon them at the will of their credit masters, the next step in their downward 

progress will be their acceptance of orders on company stores for what they eat and wear. 

Their case will be similar to that of starving coal miners. They, too, will be paid with orders 

on Company stores for food and clothing, both of indifferent quality and be forced to live in 

Company-owned houses from which they may be evicted at the drop of a hat. More of them 

will be forced into conscript labour camps under supervision." (My Note. Coming soon) 

"At noon on the 4th of March, 1933, FDR with his hand on the Bible, took an oath to 

preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the U.S. At midnight on the 5th of March, 

1933, he confiscated the property of American citizens. He took the currency of the United 

States standard of value. He repudiated the internal debt of the Government to its own 

citizens. He destroyed the value of the American dollar. He released, or endeavoured to 

release, the Fed from their contractual liability to redeem Fed currency in gold or lawful 

money on a parity with gold. He depreciated the value of the national currency." 

"The people of the U.S. are now using unredeemable paper slips for money. The Treasury 

cannot redeem that paper in gold or silver. The gold and silver of the Treasury has 

unlawfully been given to the corrupt and dishonest Fed. And the Administration has since 

had the effrontery to raid the country for more gold for the private interests by telling our 

patriotic citizens that their gold is needed to protect the currency." 

"It is not being used to protect the currency! It is being used to protect the corrupt and 

dishonest Fed. The directors of these institutions have committed criminal offense against 

the United States Government, including the offense of making false entries on their books, 

and the still more serious offense of unlawfully abstracting funds from the United States 

Treasury! Roosevelt's gold raid is intended to help them out of the pit they dug for 

themselves when they gambled away the wealth and savings of the American people." 

Dictatorship 

"The International Bankers set up a dictatorship here because they wanted a dictator who 

would protect them. They wanted a dictator who would protect them. They wanted a dictator 

who would issue a proclamation giving the Fed an absolute and unconditional release from 

their special currency in gold, or lawful money of any Fed Bank." 



"Has Roosevelt relieved any other class of debtors in this country from the necessity of 

paying their debts? Has he made a proclamation telling the farmers that they need not pay 

their mortgages? Has he made a proclamation to the effect that mothers of starving 

children need not pay their milk bills? Has he made a proclamation relieving householders 

from the necessity of paying rent?" 

Roosevelt's Two Kinds of Laws 

"Not he! He has issued one kind of proclamation only, and that is a proclamation to relieve 

international bankers and the foreign debtors of the United States Government." 

"Mr. Chairman, the gold in the banks of this country belongs to the American people who 

have paper money contracts for it in the form of national currency. If the Fed cannot keep 

their contracts with United States citizens to redeem their paper money in gold, or lawful 

money, then the Fed must be taken over by the United States Government and their officers 

must be put on trial." 

"There must be a day of reckoning. If the Fed have looted the Treasury so that the Treasury 

cannot redeem the United States currency for which it is liable in gold, then the Fed must be 

driven out of the Treasury." 

"Mr. Chairman, a gold certificate is a warehouse receipt for gold in the Treasury, and the 

man who has a gold certificate is the actual owner of a corresponding amount of gold 

stacked in the Treasury subject to his order." 

"Now comes Roosevelt who seeks to render the money of the United States worthless by 

unlawfully declaring that it may No Longer be converted into gold at the will of the holder." 

"Roosevelt's next haul for the International Bankers was the reduction in the pay of all 

Federal employees." 

"Next in order are the veterans of all wars, many of whom are aged and inform, and other 

sick and disabled. These men had their lives adjusted for them by acts of Congress 

determining the amounts of the pensions, and, while it is meant that every citizen should 

sacrifice himself for the good of the United States, I see no reason why those poor people, 

these aged Civil War Veterans and war widows and half-starved veterans of the World War, 

should be compelled to give up their pensions for the financial benefit of the International 

vultures who have looted the Treasury, bankrupted the country and traitorously delivered 

the United States to a foreign foe." 

"There are many ways of raising revenue that are better than that barbaric act of injustice." 

"Why not collect from the Fed the amount they owe the U.S. Treasury in interest on all the 

Fed currency they have taken from the Government? That would put billions of dollars into 

the U.S. Treasury." 

"If FDR is as honest as he pretends to be, he will have that done immediately. And in 

addition, why not compel the Fed to disclose their profits and to pay the Government its 

share?" 

"Until this is done, it is rank dishonesty to talk of maintaining the credit of the U.S. 

Government. My own salary as a member of Congress has been reduced, and while I am 

willing to give my part of it that has been taken away from me to the U.S. Government, I 

regret that the U.S. has suffered itself to be brought so low by the vultures and crooks who 

are operating the roulette wheels and faro tables in the Fed, that is now obliged to throw 

itself on the mercy of its legislators and charwomen, its clerks, and it poor pensioners and 

to take money out of our pockets to make good the defalcations of the International 

Bankers who were placed in control of the Treasury and given the monopoly of U.S. 

Currency by the misbegotten Fed. I am well aware that the International Bankers who drive 



up to the door of the United States Treasury in their limousines, look down with scorn upon 

members of Congress because we work for so little, while they draw millions a year. The 

difference is that we earn, or try to earn, what we get - and they steal the greater part of 

their takings." 

Enemies of the People They Rob 

"I do not like to see vivisections performed on human beings. I do not like to see the 

American people used for experimental purposes by the credit masters of the United States. 

They predicted among themselves that they would be able to produce a condition here in 

which American citizens would be completely humbled and left starving and penniless in the 

streets." 

"The fact that they made that assertion while they were fomenting their conspiracy against 

the United States that they like to see a human being, especially an American, stumbling 

from hunger when he walks. Something should be done about it, they say. Five-cent meals, 

or something! "But FDR will not permit the House of Representatives to investigate the 

condition of the Fed. FDR will not do that. He has certain International Bankers to serve. 

They not look to him as the man Higher Up who will protect them from the just wrath of an 

outraged people." 

"The International Bankers have always hated our pensioners. A man with a small pension is 

a ward of the Government. He is not dependent upon them for a salary or wages. They 

cannot control him. They do not like him. It gave them great pleasure, therefore, to slash 

the veterans." 

"But FDR will never do anything to embarrass his financial supporters. He will cover up the 

crimes of the Fed." 

"Before he was elected, Mr. Roosevelt advocated a return to the earlier practices of the Fed, 

thus admitting its corruptness. The Democratic platform advocated a change in the 

personnel of the Fed. These were campaign bait. As a prominent Democrat lately remarked 

to me; 'There is no new deal. The same old crowd is in control.'" 

"The claims of foreign creditors of the Fed have no validity in law. The foreign creditors 

were the receivers - and the willing receivers - of stolen goods! They have received through 

their banking fences immense amounts of currency, and that currency was unlawfully taken 

from the United States Treasury by the Fed." 

"England discovered the irregularities of the Fed quite early in its operations and through 

fear, apparently, the Fed have for years suffered themselves to be blackmailed and 

dragooning England to share in the business of the Fed. The Fed have unlawfully taken 

many millions of dollars of the public credit of the United States and have given it to foreign 

sellers on the security of the Debt paper of foreign buyers in purely foreign transactions, 

and when the foreign buyers refused to meet their obligations and the Fed saw no honest 

way of getting the stolen goods back into their possession, they decided by control of the 

executive to make the American people pay their losses!" 

Conspiracy of War Debts 

"They likewise entered into a conspiracy to deprive the people of the U.S. of their title to the 

war debts and not being able to do that in the way they intended, they are now engaged in 

an effort to debase the American dollar so that foreign governments will have their debts to 

this country cut in two, and then by means of other vicious underhanded arrangements, 

they propose to remit the remainder." 

"So far as the U.S. is concerned, the gambling counters have no legal standing. The U.S. 

Treasury cannot be compelled to make good the gambling ventures of the corrupt and 

dishonest Fed. Still less should the bank deposits of the U.S. be used for that purpose. Still 



less should the national currency have been made irredeemable in gold so that the gold 

which was massed and stored to redeem the currency for American citizens may be used to 

pay the gambling debts of the Fed for England's benefit. The American people should have 

their gold in their own possession where it cannot be held under secret agreement for any 

foreign control bank, or world bank, or foreign nation. Our own citizens have the prior 

claim to it. The paper [money men] have in their possession deserves redemption far more 

than U.S. currency and credit which was stolen from the U.S. Treasury and bootlegged 

abroad." 

"Why should the foreigners be made preferred creditors of the bankrupt U.S.? Why should 

the U.S. be treated as bankrupt at all? This Government has immense sums due it from the 

Fed. The directors of these institutions are men of great wealth. Why should the guilty 

escape the consequences of their misdeeds? Why should the people of these U.S. surrender 

the value of their gold bank deposits to pay off the gambling debts of these bankers? Why 

should Roosevelt promise foreigners that the U.S. will play the part of a good neighbour, 

'meeting its obligations'?" 

"Let the Fed meet their own obligations." 

"Every member of the Fed should be compelled to disgorge, and every acceptance banker 

and every discount corporation which has made illegal profits by means of public credit 

unlawfully bootlegged out of the U.S. Treasury and hired out by the crooks and vultures of 

the Fed should be compelled to disgorge." 

Federal Reserve Pays No Taxes 

"Gambling debts due to foreign receivers of stolen goods should not be paid by sacrificing 

our title to our war debts, the assets of the U.S. Treasury- which belong to all the people of 

the U.S. and which it is our duty to preserve inviolate in the people's treasury." 

"The U.S. Treasury cannot be made liable for them. The Fed currency must be redeemed by 

the Fed banks or else these Fed banks must be liquidated." 

"We know from assertions made here by the Hon. John N. Garner, Vice-President of the U.S. 

that there is a condition in the [United States such] would cause American citizens, if they 

knew what it was, to lose all confidence in their government." 

"That is a condition that Roosevelt will not have investigated. He has brought with him from 

Wall Street, James Warburg, the son of Paul M. Warburg. Mr. Warburg, alien born, and the 

son of an alien who did not become naturalized here until several years after this Warburg's 

birth, is a son of a former partner of Kuhn, Loeb and Co., a grandson of another partner, a 

nephew of a former partner, and a nephew of a present partner." 

"He holds no office in our Government, but I am told that he is in daily attendance at the 

Treasury, and that he has private quarters there! In other words, Mr. Chairman, Kuhn, Loeb 

and Company now has control and occupy the U.S. Treasury." 

Preferred Treatment for Foreigners 

"The text of the Executive order which seems to place an embargo on shipments of gold 

permits the Secretary of the Treasury, a former director of the corrupt, to issue licenses at 

his discretion for the export of gold coin, or bullion, earmarked or held in trust for a 

recognized foreign government or foreign central bank for international settlement. Now, 

Mr. Chairman, if gold held in trust for those foreign institutions may be sent to them, I see 

no reason why gold held in trust for American as evidenced by their gold certificates and 

other currency issued by the U.S. Government should not be paid to them. "I think that 

American citizens should be entitled to treatment at least as good as that which the person 

is extending to foreign governments, foreign central banks, and the bank of International 

Settlements. I think a veteran of the world war, with a $20.00 gold certificate, is at least as 



much entitled to receive his own gold for it, as any international banker in the city of New 

York or London." 

"By the terms of this executive order, gold may be exported if it is actually required, for the 

fulfillment of any contract entered into prior to the date of this order by an applicant who, 

in obedience to the executive order of April 5, 1933, has delivered gold coin, gold bullion, 

or gold certificates. This means that gold may be exported to pay the obligations abroad of 

the Fed which were incurred prior to the date of the order, namely, April 20, 1933." 

"If a European Bank should send 100,000,000 dollars in Fed currency to a bank in this 

country for redemption, that bank could easily ship gold to Europe in exchange for that 

currency. Such Fed currency would represent 'contracts' entered into prior to the date of the 

order. If the Bank of International Settlements or any other foreign bank holding any of the 

present gambling debt paper of the Fed should draw a draft for the settlement of such 

obligation, gold would be shopped to them because the debt contract would have been 

entered into prior to the date of order." 

Crimes and Criminals 

"Mr. Speaker, I rise to a question of constitutional privilege. 

"Whereas, I charge. . .Eugene Meyer, Roy A. Young, Edmund Platt, Eugene B. Black, Adolph 

Casper Miller, Charles S. Hamlin, George R. James, Andrew W. Mellon, Ogden L. Mills, 

William H. Woo W. Poole, J.F.T. O'Connor, members of the Federal Reserve Board; F. H. 

Curtis, J.H. Chane, R.L. Austin, George De Camp, L.B. Williams, W.W. Hoxton, Oscar Newton, 

E.M. Stevens, J.S. Wood, J.N. Payton, M.L. McClure, C.C. Walsh, Isaac B. Newton, Federal 

Reserve Agents, jointly and severally, with violations of the Constitution and laws of the 

United States, and whereas I charge them with having taken funds from the U.S.  Treasury 

which were not appropriated by the Congress of the United States, and I charge them with 

having unlawfully taken over $80,000,000,000 from the U.S. Government in the year 1928, 

the said unlawful taking consisting of the unlawful creation of claims against the U.S. 

Treasury to the extent of over $80,000,000,000 in the year 1928; and I charge them with 

similar thefts committed in 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932 and 1933, and in years previous to 

1928, amounting to billions of dollars; and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally with having unlawfully created claims against 

the U.S. Treasury by unlawfully placing U.S. Government credit in specific amounts to the 

credit of foreign governments and foreign central banks of issue; private interests and 

commercial and private banks of the U.S. and foreign countries, and branches of foreign 

banks doing business in the U.S., to the extent of billions of dollars; and with having made 

unlawful contracts in the name of the U.S. Government and the U.S. Treasury; and with 

having made false entries on books of account; and 

"Whereas I charge them jointly and severally, with having taken Fed Notes from the U.S. 

Treasury and with having put Fed Notes into circulation without obeying the mandatory 

provision of the Fed Act which requires the Fed Board to fix an interest rate on all issues of 

Fed Notes supplied to Fed Banks, the interest resulting therefrom to be paid by the Fed 

Banks to the government of the U.S. for the use of the Fed Notes, and I charge them of 

having defrauded the U.S. Government and the people of the U.S. of billions of dollars by the 

commission of this crime, and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having purchased U.S. Government 

securities with U.S. Government credit unlawfully taken and with having sold the said U.S. 

Government securities back to the people of the U.S. for gold or gold values and with having 

again purchased U.S. Government securities with U.S. Government credit unlawfully taken 

and with having again sold the said U.S. Government security for gold or gold values, and I 

charge them with having defrauded the U.S. Government and the people of the U.S. by this 

rotary process; and 



"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having unlawfully negotiated U.S. 

Government securities, upon which the Government liability was extinguished, as collateral 

security for Fed Notes and with having substituted such securities for gold which was being 

held as collateral security for Fed Notes, and with having by the process defrauded the U.S. 

Government and the people of the U.S., and I charge them with the theft of all the gold and 

currency they obtained by this process; and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having unlawfully issued Fed currency on 

false, worthless and fictitious acceptances and other circulating evidence of debt, and with 

having made unlawful advances of Fed currency, and with having unlawfully permitted 

renewals of acceptances and renewals of other circulating evidences of debt, and with 

having permitted acceptance bankers and discount dealer corporations and other private 

bankers to violate the banking laws of the U.S.; and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having conspired to have evidences of 

debt to the extent of $1,000,000,000 artificially created at the end of February, 1933, and 

early in March 1933, and with having made unlawful issues and advances of Fed currency 

on the security of said artificially created evidences of debt for a sinister purpose, and with 

having assisted in the execution of said sinister purpose; and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having brought about the repudiation of 

the currency obligations of the Fed Banks to the people of the U.S. and with having 

conspired to obtain a release for the Fed Board and the Fed Banks from their contractual 

liability to redeem all Fed currency in gold or lawful money at the Fed Bank and with having 

defrauded the holders of Fed currency, and with having conspired to have the debts and 

losses of the Fed Board and the Fed Banks unlawfully transferred to the Government and 

the people of the U.S., and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having unlawfully substituted Fed 

currency and other irredeemable paper currency for gold in the hands of the people after 

the decision to repudiate the Fed currency and the national currency was made known to 

them, and with thus having obtained money under false pretences; and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having brought about a repudiation of 

the notes of the U.S. in order that the gold value of the said currency might be given to 

private interests, foreign governments, foreign central banks of issues, and the Bank of 

International Settlements, and the people of the U.S. to be left without gold or lawful money 

and with no currency other that a paper currency irredeemable in gold, and I charge them 

with having done this for the benefit of private interests, foreign governments, foreign 

central banks of issue, and the bank of International Settlements; and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with conniving with the Edge Law banks, and 

other Edge Law institutions, accepting banks, and discount corporations, foreign central 

banks of issue, foreign commercial banks, foreign corporations, and foreign individuals 

with funds unlawfully taken from the U.S. Treasury; and I charge them with having 

unlawfully permitted and made possible 'new financing' for foreigners at the expense of the 

U.S. Treasury to the extent of billions of dollars and with having unlawfully permitted and 

made possible the bringing into the United States of immense quantities of foreign 

securities, created in foreign countries for export to the U.S. and with having unlawfully 

permitted the said foreign securities to be imported into the U.S. instead of gold, which was 

lawfully due to the U.S. on trade balances and otherwise, and with having lawfully permitted 

and facilitated the sale of the said foreign securities in the U.S., and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having unlawfully exported U.S. coins 

and currency for a sinister purpose, and with having deprived the people of the U.S. of their 

lawful  medium of exchange, and I charge them with having arbitrarily and unlawfully 

reduced the amount of money and currency in circulation in the U.S. to the lowest rate per 

capita in the history of the Government, so that the great mass of the people have been left 



without a sufficient medium of exchange, and I charge them with concealment and evasion 

in refusing to make known the amount of U.S. money in coins and paper currency exported 

and the amount remaining in the U.S. as a result of which refusal the Congress of the U.S. 

is unable to ascertain where the U.S. coins and issues of currency are at the present time, 

and what amount of U.S. currency is now held abroad; and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having arbitrarily and unlawfully raised 

and lowered the rates of money and with having arbitrarily increased and diminished the 

volume of currency in circulation for the benefit of private interests at the expense of the 

Government and the people of the U.S. and with having unlawfully manipulated money rates, 

wages, salaries and property values both real and personal, in the U.S. by unlawful 

operations in the open discount market and by resale and repurchase agreements 

unsanctioned by law, and 

"Whereas I charge them jointly and severally, with having brought about the decline in 

prices on the New York Stock Exchange and other exchanges in October, 1929, by unlawful 

manipulation of money rates and the volume of U.S. money and currency in circulation: by 

theft of funds from the U.S. Treasury by gambling in acceptances and U.S. Government 

securities; by service rendered to foreign and domestic speculators and politicians, and by 

unlawful sale of U.S. gold reserves abroad, and 

"Whereas the unconstitutional inflation law imbedded in the so-called Farm Relief Act by 

which the Fed Banks are given permission to buy U.S. Government securities to the extent of 

$3,000,000,000 and to drew forth currency from the people's Treasury to the extent of 

$3,000,000,000 is likely to result in connivance on the part of said accused with others in 

the purchase by the Fed of the U.S. Government securities to the extent of $3,000,000,000 

with U.S. Government's own credit unlawfully taken, it being obvious that the Fed do no not 

intend to pay anything of value to the U.S. Government for the said U.S. Government 

securities no provision for payment in gold or lawful money appearing in the so-called Farm 

Relief bill- and the U.S. Government will thus be placed in a position of conferring a gift of 

$3,000,000,000 in the U.S. Government securities on the Fed to enable them to pay more 

on their bad debts to foreign governments, foreign central banks of issue, private interests, 

and private and commercial banks, both foreign and domestic, and the Bank of 

International Settlements, and 

"Whereas the U.S. Government will thus go into debt to the extent of $3,000,000,000 and 

will then have an additional claim of $3,000,000,000 in currency unlawfully created 

against it and whereas no private interest should be permitted to buy U.S. Government 

securities with the Government's own credit unlawfully taken and whereas currency should 

not be issued for the benefit of said private interest or any interests on U.S. Government 

securities so acquired, and whereas it has been publicly stated and not denied that the 

inflation amendment of the Farm Relief Act is the matter of benefit which was secured by 

Ramsey MacDonald, the Prime Minister of Great Britain, upon the occasion of his latest visit 

to the U.S. Treasury, and whereas there is grave danger that the accused will employ the 

provision creating U.S. Government securities to the extent of $3,000,000,000 and three 

millions in currency to be issuable thereupon for the benefit of themselves and their foreign 

principals, and that they will convert the currency so obtained to the uses of Great Britain 

by secret arrangements with the Bank of England of which they are the agents, and for 

which they maintain an account and perform services at the expense of the U.S. Treasury, 

and that they will likewise confer benefits upon the Bank of International Settlements for 

which they maintain an account and perform services at the expense of the U.S. Treasury; 

and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having concealed the insolvency of the 

Fed and with having failed to report the insolvency of the Fed to the Congress and with 

having conspired to have the said insolvent institutions continue in operation, and with 

having permitted the said insolvent institutions to receive U.S. Government funds and other 

deposits, and with having permitted them to exercise control over the gold reserves of the 



U.S. and with having permitted them to transfer upward of $100,000,000,000 of their 

debts and losses to the general public and the Government of the U.S., and with having 

permitted foreign debts of the Fed to be paid with the property, the savings, the wages, and 

the salaries of the people of the U.S. and with the farms and the homes of the American 

people, and whereas I charge them with forcing the bad debts of the Fed upon the general 

public covertly and dishonestly and with taking the general wealth and savings of the people 

of the U.S. under false pretences, to pay the debts of the Fed to foreigners; and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with violations of the Fed Act and other laws; 

with maladministration of the h evasions of the Fed Law and other laws; and with having 

unlawfully failed to report violations of law on the part of the Fed Banks which, if known, 

would have caused the Fed Banks to lose their charters, and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with failure to protect and maintain the gold 

reserves and the gold stock and gold coinage of the U.S. and with having sold the gold 

reserves of the U.S. to foreign Governments, foreign central banks of issue, foreign 

commercial and private banks, and other foreign institutions and individuals at a profit to 

themselves, and I charge them with having sold gold reserves of the U.S. so that between 

1924 and 1928 the U.S. gained no gold on net account but suffered a decline in its 

percentage of central gold reserves from the 45.9 percent in 1924 to 37.5 percent in 1928 

notwithstanding the fact that the U.S. had a favourable balance of trade throughout that 

period, and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having conspired to concentrate U.S. 

Government securities and thus the national debt of the U.S. in the hands of foreigners and 

international money lenders and with having conspired to transfer to foreigners and 

international money lenders title to and control of the financial resources of the U.S.; and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having fictitiously paid instalments on 

the national debt with Government credit unlawfully taken; and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with the loss of the U.S. Government funds 

entrusted to their care; and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having destroyed independent banks in 

the U.S. and with having thereby caused losses amounting to billions of dollars to the said 

banks, and to the general public of the U.S., and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with the failure to furnish true reports of the 

business operations and the true conditions of the Fed to the Congress and the people, and 

having furnished false and misleading reports to the congress of the U.S., and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having published false and misleading 

propaganda intended to deceive the American people and to cause the U.S. to lose its 

independence; and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with unlawfully allowing Great Britain to 

share in the profits of the Fed at the expense of the Government and the people of the U.S.; 

and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having entered into secret agreements 

and illegal transactions with Montague Norman, Governor of the Bank of England; and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with swindling the U.S. Treasury and the 

people of the U.S. in pretending to have received payment from Great Britain of the amount 

due on the British ware debt to the U.S. in December, 1932; and 



"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having conspired with their foreign 

principals and others to defraud the U.S. Government and to prevent the people of the U.S. 

from receiving payment of the war debts due to the U.S. from foreign nations; and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with having robbed the U.S. Government and 

the people of the U.S. by their theft and sale of the gold reserves of the U.S. and other 

unlawful transactions created a deficit in the U.S. Treasury, which has necessitated to a 

large extent the destruction of our national defence and the reduction of the U.S. Army and 

the U.S. Navy and other branches of the national defence; and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, of having reduced the U.S. from a first class 

power to one that is dependent, and with having reduced the U.S. from a rich and powerful 

nation to one that is internationally poor; and 

"Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with the crime of having treasonable 

conspired and acted against the peace and security of the U.S. and with having treasonable 

conspired to destroy constitutional Government in the U.S. 

"Resolve, That the Committee on the Judiciary is authorized and directed as a whole or by 

subcommittee, to investigate the official conduct of the Fed agents to determine whether, in 

the opinion of the said committee, they have been guilty of any high crime or misdemeanour 

which in the contemplation the Constitution requires the interposition of the Constitutional 

powers of the House. Such Committee shall report its finding to the House, together with 

such resolution or resolutions of impeachment or other recommendations as it deems 

proper. 

"For the purpose of this resolution the Committee is authorized to sit and act during the 

present Congress at such times and places in the District of Columbia or elsewhere, 

whether or not the House is sitting, has recessed or has adjourned, to hold such clerical, 

stenographic, and other assistants, to require of such witnesses and the production of such 

books, papers, and documents, to take such testimony, to have such printing and binding 

done, and to make such expenditures as it deems necessary." 

After some discussion and upon the motion of Mr. Byrns, the resolution and charge was 

referred to the Committee on the Judiciary. 

"Attacks on McFadden's Life Reported" 

Commenting on Former Congressman Louis T. McFaddens's "heart-failure sudden-death" on 

Oct. 3, 1936, after a "dose" of "intestinal flu," "Pelley's Weekly" of Oct. 14 said: 

Now that this sterling American patriot has made the Passing, it can be revealed that not 

long after his public utterance against the encroaching powers of Judah, it became known 

among his intimates that he had suffered two attacks against his life. The first attack came 

in the form of two revolver shots fired at him from ambush as he was alighting from a cab 

in front of one of the Capital hotels. Fortunately both shots missed him, the bullets burying 

themselves in the structure of the cab.  

"He became violently ill after partaking of food at a political banquet at Washington. His life 

was only saved from what was subsequently announced as a poisoning by the presence of a 

physician friend at the banquet, who at once procured a stomach pump and subjected the 

Congressman to emergency treatment." 

- Robert Edward Edmondson (Publicist-Economist) 

President Andrew Jackson stated in reference to the bankers at the state of his 

administration: "You are a den of vipers and thieves. I intend to rout you out, and by the 

Eternal God, I will rout you out."  



To end for now, this extract was taken from TPUC ,reference the UK Gold Standard Act of 

1925. By emmanualgoldstein » Sun Jul 12, 2009  

A focker is a type of fish, and if there was magic, such that you could be turned into such a 

fish, then you could say you were being focked. There are probably other meanings for the 

word focked, or even the phrase "focked over". My point is that if you think you are being 

focked over, you’re not going mad. But if you think this is worst focking over thats ever 

been pulled, let me give you the text of the Gold Standard Act 1925. Pay particular attention 

to section 1(1)(a), where the one time gold that belonged to your forebears, held in trust by 

the Bank of England, was by decree stolen by the King and given to the bank of England. 

Also note that the Act was passed as the preamble states that it is a method to return to the 

Gold Standard, when it was in fact the very instrument by which it was finally ended. 

 

Notwithstanding of course Section 2 allowed the very people passing the act to collect their 

gold, for they had it in such necessary amounts to withdraw it. This section which states at 

the front "So long as the [section 1] remains in force...", was removed by the gold standard 

(amendment) act 1931, making the whole front of the section completely meaningless as 

from the time it was incepted. 

 

What this act and its various accomplices have done is to take the gold sovereigns (legal 

coin in 1925) that your grandfather had entrusted to the bank of England and gave him as 

compensation worthless pieces of paper. If you go to economic history sites you will notice 

that during the gold standard (goes back to before records began), "inflation" was a thing 

that occasionally went up or occasionally went down, but on the whole tended to balance 

out. Whereas today, economists speak about "creeping inflation", which for decades has 

been like 3% or something per year, but over a period of 23 years, it’s over 50%. They 

speak about inflation like it is the cost of goods going up, but far from this, it is the value of 

currency going down. 

 

One loaf of bread still costs a bag of potatoes, and the same can be roughly said of 

equivalent values in gold. But the values of these items in "paper currency" have shot up, 

not because they have become more valuable but because, having no material standard 

such as silver or gold, the treasury have been forever devaluing the currency by printing 

more and more paper which, having no backing in any money, is simple stealing the money 

from the people. 

There have been practices in the past where gold coins with less pure gold have been put 

out and that has been condemned as theft. Practices where the crown was passing around 

coins of less weight with the same nominal value as coins of the proper weight and that has 

been condemned as theft. Now today this is being done wholesale and economists are 

talking about controlling inflation using bank interest rates. 

 

Just to get a grip on what is being done, here’s an example: Suppose you grow 100 apples 

and want to trade them for 100 pears. Dead easy - assuming they are the same value. Now 

suppose instead of trading directly you sell the apples for 100 gold coins, you later buy the 

pears for 100 gold coins. A little more complicated but no one’s getting ripped off...yet. 

Suppose you take the 100 pears you have bought with 100 gold coins and you then sell 

them for 100 paper notes. Now at some point in the future you want to buy 100 apples 

again. 

 

Now here’s the rip off: You have 100 notes in your hand, and each note is worth one gold 

coin because each note is a declaration from the Bank of England that you can go and 

collect a gold coin. Now suppose the Bank of England decides to issue twice the number of 

notes for each gold coin. The bank of England have just doubled the rights they have based 

on the same amount of apples, pears, oranges, gold, money that they have, effectively 

halving the value of everything that has any monetary value. The benefit of the extra on-

paper-rights going to the Bank of England. 
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You now can’t buy 100 apples with your 100 notes, no, you can now only afford 50 apples. 

You might not want to buy so many pieces of fruit in real life, but for the most part you will 

be in possession of paper notes until you come to the point where you need to spend it, that 

is for the most part you will be severely affected by this inflation which is directly caused by 

the constant daily theft from the people in a stealth tax that few economists will ever own up 

to. The whole fiat money system today makes coin corruption practices look like they are 

just wee bit naughty, because today we are being fed on by parasites who think that an 

oxford education and a suit makes them look incapable of committing crimes against the 

people. 

All I can say is fuck me! There was an articulate, straight to the point type of fellow who 

you’d have to have been insane to have tried to have conned in anyway! A true hero for me.  

To complete this rather mind blowing chapter here’s some choice cuts n quotes on the 

matter. 

"The few who understand the system, will either be so interested in its profits, or so 

dependent on its favours that there will be no opposition from that class, while on the other 

hand, the great body of people, mentally incapable of comprehending the tremendous 

advantages...will bear its burden without complaint, and perhaps without suspecting that 

the system is inimical to their best interests  - John Sherman letter sent to New York 

bankers, Morton, and Gould, in support of the then proposed National Banking Act, June 25, 

1863 

"I am one of those who do not believe the national debt is a national blessing... it is 

calculated to raise around the administration a moneyed aristocracy dangerous to the 

liberties of the country."  - President of the United States Andrew Jackson, letter, April 26, 

1824 

“If the American people ever allow the banks to control the issuance of their currency 

(instead of Congress), first by inflation and then by deflation, the banks and corporations 

that will grow up around them will deprive the people of ALL PROPERTY until their children 

will wake up homeless on the continent their fathers occupied. The issuing power of money 

should be taken from the banks and restored to Congress and the people to whom it 

belongs.”  President of the United States Thomas Jefferson, quoted in The Story of our 

Money by Olive Cushing Dwinell 

'I am a most unhappy man. I have unwittingly ruined my country. A great industrial nation is 

now controlled by its system of credit. We have come to be one of the worst ruled, one of 

the most completely controlled governments in the civilized world - no longer a government 

of free opinion, no longer a government by the vote of a majority, but a government by the 

opinion and duress of a small group of dominant men.  - President of the United States 

Woodrow Wilson 6 years after passing the Federal Reserve Act 

“The people must be helped to think naturally about money. They must be told what it is, 

and what makes it money, and what are the possible TRICKS OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM which 

put nations and peoples UNDER CONTROL OF THE FEW. If the American people knew the 

CORRUPTION IN OUR MONEY SYSTEM THERE WOULD BE REVOLUTION BEFORE MORNING!”  

Henry Ford, Sr. — American Developer of the Automobile (Emerging Struggle pg. 165) 

“The modern banking system manufactures money out of nothing. The Process is perhaps 

the most astounding piece of sleight of hand that was ever invented. Banking was conceived 

in iniquity and was born in sin. The Bankers own the earth. Take it away from them, but 

leave them the power to create deposits, and with the flick of the pen they will create 

enough deposits to buy it back again. However, take it away from them, and all the great 

fortunes disappear, and they ought to disappear, for this would be a happier and better 

world to live in. But, if you wish to remain the slaves of Bankers and pay the cost of your 



own slavery, let them continue to create money and control credit."  - Sir Josiah Stamp, 

Director of the Bank of England 1928-1941, and the second richest man in Britain. 

"From now on, depressions will be scientifically created."  - Congressman Charles 

A.Lindbergh Sr. , 1913  

“While boasting of our noble deeds were careful to conceal the ugly fact that by an 

iniquitous money system we have nationalized a system of oppression which, though more 

refined, is not less cruel than the old system of chattel slavery.  - Horace Greeley 

Whoever controls the volume of money in our country is absolute master of all industry and 

commerce...and when you realize that the entire system is very easily controlled, one way or 

another, by a few powerful men at the top, you will not have to be told how periods of 

inflation and depression originate. - James Garfield, Assassinated President of the United 

States 

"The Federal Reserve banks are one of the most corrupt institutions the world has ever 

seen.  There is not a man within the sound of my voice who does not know that this nation 

is run by the International bankers - Congressman Louis T. McFadden (Rep. Pa) 

(Assassinated) 

The Government should create, issue, and circulate all the currency and credits needed to 

satisfy the spending power of the Government and the buying power of the consumers. By 

the adoption of these principles, the taxpayers will be saved immense sums of interest. The 

privilege of creating and issuing money is not only the supreme prerogative of government, 

but it is the government's greatest opportunity.  - Abraham Lincoln, Assassinated President 

of the United States (spotting a pattern here) 

Until the control of the issue of currency and credit is restored to government and 

recognised as its most conspicuous and sacred responsibility, all talk of sovereignty of 

Parliament and of democracy is idle and futile. Once a nation parts with control of its 

credit, it matters not who makes the nation's laws...Usury once in control will wreck any 

nation. - William Lyon Mackenzie King, former Prime Minister of Canada who nationalized 

the Bank of Canada 

Money is the new form of slavery, and distinguishable from the old simply by the fact that it 

is impersonal, there is no human relation between master and slave. - Leo Tolstoy 

"The bank hath benefit of interest on all moneys which it creates out of nothing." - William 

Patterson, founder of Bank of England, 1694 (and Scotland wrecker remember). 

"I believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to our liberties than standing 

armies. Already they have raised up a money aristocracy that has set the government at 

defiance. The issuing power should be taken from the banks, and restored to the people to 

whom it properly belongs."  - Thomas Jefferson, 3rd US President (Wow! He lived) 

I have two great enemies, the southern army in front of me and the financial institutions, in 

the rear. Of the two, the one in the rear is the greatest enemy..... I see in the future a crisis 

approaching that unnerves me and causes me to tremble for the safety of my country. As a 

result of the war, corporations have been enthroned and an era of corruption in high places 

will follow, and the money power of the country will endeavour to prolong its reign by 

working upon the prejudices of the people until wealth is aggregated in a few hands and the 

Republic is destroyed. I feel at this moment more anxiety for the safety of my country than 

ever before, even in the midst of the war.  Dead prez Abraham Lincoln again. 

"100% of what is collected is absorbed solely by interest on the Federal Debt ... all 

individual income tax revenues are gone before one nickel is spent on the services 

taxpayers expect from government." - Grace Commission Report, submitted to President 



Ronald Reagan on January 15, 1984 (READ THAT AGAIN - IT’S THE SAME HERE IN THE UK 

TOO) 

"By this means government may secretly and unobserved, confiscate the wealth of the 

people, and not one man in a million will detect the theft." John Maynard Keynes (the father 

of 'Keynesian Economics' which our nation now endures) in his book "THE ECONOMIC 

CONSEQUENCES OF THE PEACE" (1920). 

I have never seen more senators express discontent with their jobs. ... I think the major 

cause is that, deep down in our hearts, we have been accomplices to doing something 

terrible and unforgivable to this wonderful country. Deep down in our hearts, we know that 

we have bankrupted America and that we have given our children a legacy of bankruptcy. .. 

We have defrauded our country to get ourselves elected.  - John Danforth, Republican 

senator from Missouri, reported in the Arizona Republic of April 21, 1992 

“The money power preys upon the nation in times of peace and conspires against it in times 

of adversity. It is more despotic than monarchy, more insolent than autocracy, more selfish 

than bureaucracy.” - Dead prez Abraham Lincoln again.  

A British Member of Parliament said this about the Bank of England in 1810. - "There is 

something so consummately ridiculous in the idea of a nation's getting money by paying 

interest to itself upon its own stock, that the mind of every rational man naturally rejects it. 

It is, really, something little short of madness to suppose, that a nation can increase its 

wealth; increase its means of paying others; that it can do this by paying interest to itself. 

When time is taken to reflect, no rational man will attempt to maintain a proposition so 

shockingly absurd" (William Cobbett, M.P., Paper Against Gold, p.83).  

The issue which has swept down the centuries and which will have to be fought sooner or 

later is the people versus the banks. - Lord Acton 

"It must not be felt that these heads of the world's chief central banks were themselves 

substantive powers in world finance. They were not. Rather, they were the technicians and 

agents of the dominant investment bankers of their own countries, who had raised them up 

and were perfectly capable of throwing them down. The substantive financial powers of the 

world were in the hands of these investments bankers (also called 'international' or 

'merchant' bankers) who remained largely behind the scenes in their own unincorporated 

private banks. These formed a system of international cooperation and national dominance 

which was more private, more powerful, and more secret than that of their agents in the 

central banks..."  - Professor Carroll Quigley, Tragedy and Hope: A History of the World in 

Our Time, 1966 

"The money power denounces, as public enemies, all who question its methods or throw 

light upon its crimes."  - Democrat Presidential candidate William Jennings Bryan 

"Since I entered politics, I have chiefly had men's views confided to me privately. Some of the 

biggest men in the United States, in the field of commerce and manufacture, are afraid of 

something. They know that there is a power somewhere so organized, so subtle, so 

watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so pervasive, that they better not speak above their 

breath when they speak in condemnation of it."  - Woodrow Wilson, The New Freedom 

(1913)  

While economic textbooks claim that people and corporations are competing for markets 

and resources, I claim that in reality they are competing for money ~ using markets and 

resources to do so. Greed and fear of scarcity are being continuously created and amplified 

as a direct result of the kind of money we are using. For example, we can produce more 

than enough food to feed everybody, and there is definitely enough work for everybody in 

the world, but there is clearly not enough money to pay for it all. In fact, the job of central 

banks is to create and maintain that currency scarcity. Money is created when banks lend it 
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into existence When a bank provides you with a $100,000 mortgage, it creates only the 

principal, which you spend and which then circulates in the economy. The bank expects you 

to pay back $200,000 over the next 20 years, but it doesn't create the second $100,000 ~ 

the interest. Instead, the bank sends you out into the tough world to battle against every-

body else to bring back the second $100,000. - Bernard Lietaer, economist, and one of the 

designers of the Euro  

And therein lies the rub. 

The whole point of these books has been to show who YOU are willing to be in the workplace 

to play your part of this horrible game of quite literally murder-ball rules musical chairs?  

But my anger is really saved firstly for our so called “government” secondly for its 

“owners”. 

And the men who loan money to governments, so called, for the purpose of enabling the 

latter to rob, enslave, and murder their people, are among the greatest villains that the 

world has ever seen. And they as much deserve to be hunted and killed (if they cannot 

otherwise be got rid of) as any slave traders, robbers, or pirates that ever lived. - Lysander 

Spooner  

You’re too naive to know yet that govt. is slavery, using banks, corporations and scarcity to 

keep you permanently tap-dancing for the man.  - But I’m trying to change that. One piece of 

the jigsaw at a time... 

Now firstly to Scotland then to the wise here’s the answer to our fears about going alone 

printing money, listen to the fear expressed of the banks (and owners) when the USA was 

found to be printing its own debt free money. 

“If this mischievous financial policy, which has its origin in North America, shall become 

endurated down to a fixture, then that Government will furnish its own money without cost. 

It will pay off debts and be without debt. It will have all the money necessary to carry on its 

commerce. It will become prosperous without precedent in the history of the world. The 

brains and wealth of all countries will go to North America. That country must be destroyed 

or it will destroy every monarchy on the globe!” -Times of  London – lord goshcen 

In part two of this mega-long chapter on money we will come right up to date with what has 

transpired in the 100 years since the USA has allowed the “experts” to take control of the 

federal reserve and by extensions the US money (and more importantly debt) supply.  

The recent credit crisis was really just the start of the “endgame” of these same banksters. 

Not content with having a monopoly over a single country’s money supply these guys are 

using the present financial crisis (which was entirely their creation as the next part of this 

will clearly demonstrate) to move us all a step closer to their ultimate financial goal: 

A one world currency 

But let’s not get ahead of ourselves, before a  one world currency can “save us” from the 

imminent financadeddon, the financadeddon must have taken us to the brink first of all... 
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Chapter Fifty Part Two 

How many times did you read part one? If you didn’t 1::% “get it” Go back... Now. 

Let’s start part two by covering two different ways of looking at essentially the same thing. 

Chart Of The Day: 803 Years Of Global Inflation 

Submitted by Tyler Durden on 09/04/2012 07:42 -040 zerohedge.com 

Spot the point in this 803 year timeline of world inflation, when the Fed was created.

 

The chart above comes courtesy of Jim Reid's fantastic "Journey into the Unknown" which we 

will dissect in much more detail shortly.  

For now we wanted to bring our readers attention to what is arguably the most important 

aspect of modern monetary times: the advent of persistent inflation, and the disappearance 

of deflation. 

Figure 18 shows median global inflation first from 1209 (left) and then from 1900 (right). 

As we’ve discussed in previous notes inflation took on a totally different persona after the 

start of the twentieth century.  

The charts are again on a log scale to allow us to easily see the near exponential increase 

in inflation over the last 100 years or so, especially relative to what occurred before. Note 

that had we used average instead of median, the chart would look almost absurd given the 

extreme levels of hyperinflation seen in several countries over the last century. The data 

behind the graph is based on a full set of 24 countries where we have inflation data back to 

1901. Prior to this many countries have data that goes back several decades with some 

back through the centuries. We have  included data as and when it becomes available. 

It’s not just the general trend of higher prices, it’s the fact that even single years of 

deflation have been increasingly hard to find globally over the last century.  

Figure 20 shows the same data set as used above but shows the median YoY inflation back 

to 1209 (left) and over the shorter period since 1800 (right). 
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Prior to the twentieth century years of deflation were almost as common as years of 

inflation. However as discussed above, this all changed over the last 100 years or so. 

Indeed we haven’t seen a year of deflation on this median Global YoY measure since 1933. 

So we’ve now had nearly 8: years without a global year on year fall in prices. 

Figure 21 extends this analysis showing the percentage of countries in our sample with a 

negative YoY inflation print and the total number of countries in our sample each year. The 

number of countries in annual deflation has certainly fallen over the last 100 years and 

particularly since the Gold Standard link was broken in 1971.  

Indeed since 1987 no more than 2 countries (out of the maximum 24 in our sample) have 

seen deflation in any one year and in most cases one of these two countries was Japan. 

 

So although the last 30 years has been a period where inflation was perceived to be under 

control across the globe, there has generally been a persistent positive bias not seen 

through longer-term history. The break with Gold has ensured that countries can mostly 

ensure they don’t have deflation by being free to conduct money creation policies. 
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 Although the hyperinflation list perhaps isn’t 100% inclusive, the trend is absolutely 

beyond dispute. The 1980s and 1990s saw the vast majority of the examples of these 

occurrences through history. Although all these have been outside of the developed world, 

this region has also seen many countries with high inflation over the period and with wide 

divergence between countries. 

And here’s the other side of this year on year, perpetual, relentless, lecherous stealth tax. 

 

EVERY YEAR YOUR BUCK BUYS LESS, YOUR SAVINGS BECOME WORTH LESS, YOUR PENSION - 

WELL GIVEN TIME THAT BECOMES JUST WORTHLESS. 

Now here is a quote by one of the most respected people on Wall Street. The credit crunch 

that surrounds us all at the moment is only the start of that which is to come, read this wise 

old man’s prophetic words and do not doubt them. 

"There was an interview on CNBC of the renowned funds manager Julian Robertson. He is 

one of the greatest of the old-timers. 53 years on the Street. He manages the Robertson 
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group of funds. They used to call him, still do call him 'Never Been Wrong' Robertson. He 

has predicted every economic cycle, every debacle, every bull market, and every bear 

market. Of course, he´s a very old man now. But his reputation on the Street is like nothing 

you could imagine. When the segment of his interview was through, his comments alone 

took the Dow Jones down 50 points. Just on his comments alone. That's how powerful this 

man's reputation is. 

"Robertson was actually a teary-eyed, an old man. When Ron Insana asked him about his 

predictions, he said that he´s worried about the speculative bubble in housing and the fact 

that more than 1/4 of all consumer spending is now sustained by that bubble, plus the fact 

that 20 million citizens could lose their homes in a collapse of the speculative bubble in 

housing, and that the Fed and, indeed, central banks worldwide would act in concert out of 

desperation to reinflate the global economy in the process, creating an inflationary spiral 

unheralded in the economic history of the planet. 

"Insana then asked, "Where does it end?" And he said, "Utter global collapse." Not simply 

economic collapse; complete disintegration of all infrastructures and of all public 

structures of governments. Utter, utter collapse. That the end is a collapse of simply epic 

proportion. 

"In 10 years time, he said, whoever is still alive on the planet will be effectively starting 

again. 

"And the comments were so negative. I´ve never heard anything like it. From a guy who was 

53 years on the Street. This is Julian Robertson, the renowned Republican. And yet he 

blamed everything on "the Bushonian Cabal," that the Cabal has now consolidated power 

and money on the planet to the maximum extent possible. That the planet's net liquidity--that 

is, net free cash flow--is now a negative number. That the planet is not simply sinking into a 

sea of red ink; it is already sunk.  "The people just don´t realize it yet."  

The Financial Tsunami: Sub-Prime Mortgage Debt is but the Tip of the Iceberg 

 

F. William Engdahl, Global Research, November 23, 2007 Part 1: Deutsche Bank’s painful 

lesson                  

Even experienced banker friends tell me that they think the worst of the US banking troubles 

are over and that things are slowly getting back to normal. What is lacking in their rosy 

optimism is the realization of the scale of the ongoing deterioration in credit markets 

globally, centred in the American asset-backed securities market, and especially in the 

market for CDO’s—Collateralized Debt Obligations and CMO’s—Collateralized Mortgage 

Obligations. By now every serious reader has heard the term “It’s a crisis in Sub-Prime US 

home mortgage debt.” What almost no one I know understands is that the Sub-Prime 

problem is but the tip of a colossal iceberg that is in a slow meltdown. I offer one recent 

example to illustrate my point that the “Financial Tsunami” is only beginning. 

Deutsche Bank got a hard shock a few days ago when a judge in the state of Ohio in the USA 

made a ruling that the bank had no legal right to foreclose on 14 homes whose owners had 

failed to keep current in their monthly mortgage payments. Now this might sound like small 

beer for Deutsche Bank, one of the world’s largest banks with over €1.1 trillion in assets 

worldwide. As Hilmar Kopper used to say, “peanuts.” It’s not at all peanuts, however, for the 

Anglo-Saxon banking world and its European allies like Deutsche Bank, BNP Paribas, 

Barclays Bank, HSBC or others. Why? 

A US Federal Judge, C.A. Boyko in Federal District Court in Cleveland Ohio ruled to dismiss a 

claim by Deutsche Bank National Trust Company. DB’s US subsidiary was seeking to take 
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possession of 14 homes from Cleveland residents living in them, in order to claim the 

assets.  

Here comes the hair in the soup. The Judge asked DB to show documents proving legal title 

to the 14 homes. DB could not. All DB attorneys could show was a document showing only 

an “intent to convey the rights in the mortgages.” They could not produce the actual 

mortgage, the heart of Western property rights since the Magna Charta of not longer.  

Again why could Deutsche Bank not show the 14 mortgages on the 14 homes? Because they 

live in the exotic new world of “global securitization”, where banks like DB or Citigroup buy 

tens of thousands of mortgages from small local lending banks, “bundle” them into Jumbo 

new securities which then are rated by Moody’s or Standard ’ Poors or Fitch, and sell them 

as bonds to pension funds or other banks or private investors who naively believed they 

were buying bonds rated AAA, the highest, and never realized that their “bundle” of say 

1,::: different home mortgages, contained maybe 2:% or 2:: mortgages rated “sub-

prime,” i.e. of dubious credit quality.  

Indeed the profits being earned in the past seven years by the world’s largest financial 

players from Goldman Sachs to Morgan Stanley to HSBC, Chase, and yes, Deutsche Bank, 

were so staggering, few bothered to open the risk models used by the professionals who 

bundled the mortgages. Certainly not the Big Three rating companies who had a criminal 

conflict of interest in giving top debt ratings. That changed abruptly last August and since 

then the major banks have issued one after another report of disastrous “sub-prime” 

losses. 

A new unexpected factor  

The Ohio ruling that dismissed DB’s claim to foreclose and take back the 14 homes for non-

payment, is far more than bad luck for the bank of Josef Ackermann. It is an earth-shaking 

precedent for all banks holding what they had thought were collateral in form of real estate 

property. 

How this? Because of the complex structure of asset-backed securities and the widely 

dispersed ownership of mortgage securities (not actual mortgages but the securities based 

on same) no one is yet able to identify who precisely holds the physical mortgage document. 

Oops! A tiny legal detail our Wall Street Rocket Scientist derivatives experts ignored when 

they were bundling and issuing hundreds of billions of dollars worth of CMO’s in the past six 

or seven years. As of January 2007 some $6.5 trillion of securitized mortgage debt was 

outstanding in the United States. That’s a lot by any measure! 

In the Ohio case Deutsche Bank is acting as “Trustee” for “securitization pools” or groups 

of disparate investors who may reside anywhere. But the Trustee never got the legal 

document known as the mortgage. Judge Boyko ordered DB to prove they were the owners 

of the mortgages or notes and they could not. DB could only argue that the banks had 

foreclosed on such cases for years without challenge. The Judge then declared that the 

banks “seem to adopt the attitude that since they have been doing this for so long, 

unchallenged, this practice equates with legal compliance. Finally put to the test,” the Judge 

concluded, “their weak legal arguments compel the court to stop them at the gate.” 

Deutsche Bank has refused comment. 

What next?  

As news of this legal precedent spreads across the USA like a California brushfire, hundreds 

of thousands of struggling homeowners who took the bait in times of historically low 

interest rates to buy a home with often, no money paid down, and the first 2 years with 



extremely low interest rate in what are known as “interest only” Adjustable Rate Mortgages 

(ARMs), now face exploding mortgage monthly payments at just the point the US economy is 

sinking into severe recession. (I regret the plethora of abbreviations used here but it is the 

fault of Wall Street bankers not this author).  

The peak period of the US real estate bubble which began in about 2002 when Alan 

Greenspan began the most aggressive series of rate cuts in Federal Reserve history was 

2005-2006. Greenspan’s intent, as he admitted at the time, was to replace the Dot.com 

internet stock bubble with a real estate home investment and lending bubble. He argued 

that was the only way to keep the US economy from deep recession. In retrospect a 

recession in 2002 would have been far milder and less damaging than what we now face.  

Of course, Greenspan has since safely retired, written his memoirs and handed the control 

(and blame) of the mess over to a young ex-Princeton professor, Ben Bernanke. As a 

Princeton graduate, I can say I would never trust monetary policy for the world’s most 

powerful central bank in the hands of a Princeton economics professor. Keep them in their 

ivy-covered towers.  

Now the last phase of every speculative bubble is the one where the animal juices get the 

most excited. This has been the case with every major speculative bubble since the Holland 

Tulip speculation of the 163:’s to the South Sea Bubble of 172: to the 1929 Wall Street 

crash. It was true as well with the US 2002-2007 Real Estate bubble. In the last two years of 

the boom in selling real estate loans, banks were convinced they could resell the mortgage 

loans to a Wall Street financial house who would bundle it with thousands of good better 

and worse quality mortgage loans and resell them as Collateralized Mortgage Obligation 

bonds. In the flush of greed, banks became increasingly reckless of the credit worthiness of 

the prospective home owners. In many cases they did not even bother to check if the person 

was employed. Who cares? It will be resold and securitized and the risk of mortgage default 

was historically low.  

That was in 2005. The most Sub-prime mortgages written with Adjustable Rate Mortgage 

contracts were written between 2005-2006, the last and most furious phase of the US 

bubble. Now a whole new wave of mortgage defaults is about to explode onto the scene 

beginning January 2008. Between December 2007 and July 1, 2008 more than $690 

Billion in mortgages will face an interest rate jump according to the contract terms of the 

ARMs written two years before. That means market interest rates for those mortgages will 

explode monthly payments just as recession drives incomes down. Hundreds of thousands 

of homeowners will be forced to do the last resort of any homeowner: stop monthly 

mortgage payments.  

Here is where the Ohio court decision guarantees that the next phase of the US mortgage 

crisis will assume Tsunami dimension. If the Ohio Deutsche Bank precedent holds in the 

appeal to the Supreme Court, millions of homes will be in default but the banks prevented 

from seizing them as collateral assets to resell. Robert Shiller of Yale, the controversial and 

often correct author of the book, Irrational Exuberance, predicting the 2001-2 Dot.com 

stock crash, estimates US housing prices could fall as much as 50% in some areas given 

how home prices have diverged relative to rents.  

The <69: billion worth of “interest only” ARMs due for interest rate hike between now and 

July 2008 are by and large not Sub-prime but a little higher quality, but only just. There are 

a total of <1.4 trillion in “interest only” ARMs according to the US research firm, First 

American Loan Performance. A recent study calculates that, as these ARMs face staggering 

higher interest costs in the next 9 months, more than $325 billion of the loans will default 

leaving 1 million property owners in technical mortgage default. But if banks are unable to 

reclaim the homes as assets to offset the non-performing mortgages, the US banking system 

and a chunk of the global banking system faces a financial gridlock that will make events to 



date truly “peanuts” by comparison. We will discuss the global geo-political implications of 

this in our next report, The Financial Tsunami: Part 2.  

The Financial Tsunami Part II: The Financial Foundations of the American Century 

 

by F. William Engdahl Global Research, January 16, 2008 Part II The financial foundations 
of the American Century  

The ongoing and deepening global financial crisis, nominally triggered in July 2007 by an 

event involving a small German bank holding securitized assets backed by USA sub-prime 

real estate mortgages, can best be understood as an essential part of an historical process 

dating back to the end of the Second World War—the rise and decline of the American 

Century. 

The American Century, proudly proclaimed by Time-Life founder and establishment insider, 

Henry Luce in a famous 1941 Life magazine editorial, was built on the preeminent role of 

New York banks and Wall Street investment banks which had by then clearly replaced the 

City of London as the centre of gravity of global finance. Luce’s American Century was to be 

built in a far more calculated manner than the British Empire it replaced.1  

A then top-secret Council on Foreign Relations postwar planning group, The War & Peace 

Studies Group, led by Johns Hopkins President and geo-political geographer, Isaiah 

Bowman, laid out a series of studies designed to lay the foundations of their postwar world, 

already beginning 1939, well before German tanks had rolled into Poland. The American 

Empire was to be an empire indeed. But it would not make the fatal mistake of the British or 

other European empires before, namely to be an empire of open colonial conquest with 

costly troops in permanent military occupation.  

Instead, the American Century would be packaged and sold to the world, above all the 

emerging countries of Africa, Latin America and Asia, as the guardian of liberty, democracy. 

It would clothe itself as the foremost advocate of end to colonial rule, a stance which 

uniquely benefited the only major power without large colonies—namely, the United States.  

The new American Century world was to be led by the champion of free trade everywhere, 

which also uniquely benefited the strongest economy in the early postwar years, the United 

States. It was a brilliant, if fatally flawed concept. As State Department planning head, 

George F. Kennan wrote in a confidential internal memo in 1948, “We have about 5:% of 

the world’s wealth but only 6.3% of its population…Our real task in the coming period is to 

devise a pattern of relationships which will permit us to maintain this position of disparity 

without positive detriment to our national security.” 2  

The core of the War & Peace Studies, which were designed for and implemented by the US 

State Department after 1944, was to be the creation of a United Nations organization to 

replace the British-dominated League of Nations. A central part of that new UN organization, 

which would serve as the preserver of the US-friendly postwar status quo, was creation of 

what were originally referred to as the Bretton Woods institutions—the International 

Monetary Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development or World 

Bank.3 The GATT multinational trade agreements were later added.  

The US negotiators in Bretton Woods New Hampshire, led by US Treasury deputy Secretary 

Harry Dexter White, imposed a design on the IMF and World Bank which insured the two 

would remain essentially instruments of an “informal” US empire, an empire, initially based 

on credit, and later, after about 1973, on debt.  
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New York and the New York Federal Reserve Bank were the heart of the new empire in 

1945. The United States held the overwhelming majority of world central bank monetary 

gold reserves. The postwar Bretton Woods Gold Exchange Standard uniquely benefited the 

role of the US dollar, then and even now world reserve currency.  

All IMF member country currencies were to be fixed in value to the US dollar. In turn, the US 

dollar, but only the US dollar was fixed to a preset weight of gold at $35 per ounce of gold. 

At this fixed rate, foreign governments and central banks could exchange dollars for gold.  

Bretton Woods established a system of payments based on the dollar, in which all 

currencies were defined in relation to the dollar. It was ingenious and uniquely favourable 

to the emerging financial power of New York, whose bankers actively shaped the final 

agreements. 

In those days, in stark contrast to the present, the dollar was “as good as gold." The US 

currency was effectively the world currency, the standard to which every other currency was 

pegged. As the world's key currency, most international transactions were denominated in 

dollars.  

Maintaining the role of the US dollar as world reserve currency has been the foremost pillar 

of the American Century since 1945, related to but more strategic even than US military 

superiority. How that dollar primacy has been maintained to now encompassed the history 

of countless postwar wars, financial warfare, debt crises, and threats of nuclear war to the 

present.  

Important to place the emergence of the asset securitization revolution in global finance 

which is now impacting the world financial system in wave after wave of new shocks and 

dislocations, and to appreciate Alan Greenspan’s substantial contribution to preserving the 

dominance of the dollar as world reserve well beyond the point the US economy ceased 

being the world’s most productive industrial manufacturer, a brief review of the distinct 

phases in postwar dollar hegemony is useful.  

The Golden Years of America’s Century  

The first phase, which we might call the postwar “golden years,” saw the US emerge from 

the ashes of World War II as the unchallenged global economic Colossus. The US was the 

dominant world power; no one even came close. Over half of all international money 

transactions were financed in terms of dollar. The US produced more than half the world 

output. The US also owned about two thirds of the official gold reserves in the world in 

1940. 

When various European countries had reserve surpluses, they converted the surpluses into 

dollar reserves rather than gold because they could earn interest on dollar assets such as 

US Treasury bonds and dollars could always be converted into gold at $35 per ounce 

whenever it became necessary. The US dollar was at the centre of this system.  

American industry, led by General Motors, Ford and Chrysler Motors, the Big Three, were 

the world class leaders—no one was even close back then. US Steel (before it became USX), 

machine tool manufacture, aluminium, aircraft and related industries all set the benchmark 

for global excellence well into the 195:’s.  

Above all, the American oil giants—Mobil, Standard Oil of New Jersey, Texaco, Gulf Oil—those 

key companies dominated the unique energy source which was to become essential to 

unprecedented postwar growth rates in Europe, Japan and the rest of the postwar world—

petroleum.4  
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In this early postwar period demand for dollars in the world to finance reconstruction was 

so great that the primary economic problem faced in the 195:’s in Europe, Japan, South 

Korea and elsewhere was dollar shortages to finance imports of needed US capital 

equipment, its oil, its consumer products.  

The US monetary gold stocks reached a record $24.6 billion in 1949, a huge sum that was 

comparable today to $211 billion, as gold from abroad poured into the US to pay the 

deficits in trade run up by foreign nations. New York, backed by gold reserves, was the 

unchallenged world banker. 

This process began to deteriorate after a steep postwar recession in 1957-58. That 

recession should have been the alarm bell to US economic policy planners and industry that 

the unique period of profiting from the relative economic dislocation of a war-torn world 

was at its outer limits. Beginning 1957 the US economy was in need of a substantial 

regeneration, were it to remain globally competitive. That was not to happen.  

By the time of the November 1967 British Sterling crisis, where the British Government was 

forced to violate IMF rules and devalue Sterling by 14% to maintain their economy amid 

severe recession, the focus turned on the fact that President Lyndon Johnson’s Great 

Society and disastrous Vietnam War costs were causing the US government to run record 

budget deficits. The dollar was vulnerable to a run on US gold for the first time since the 

193:’s.  

To hide the extent of those deficits, the Johnson Administration introduced creative 

accounting. For the first time the Budget director added the funds paid by working 

Americans into the Federal Social Security Trust Fund, a surplus that was to have been set 

aside to pay future retirement and related benefits for most Americans, to the Consolidated 

General Budget—a start to budget fakery which by the early years of the next century were 

to become huge.  

Johnson also began manipulation of key government economic statistics used to compute 

everything from unemployment to inflation to GDP. The statistical manipulations, for 

reasons of obvious if fateful political opportunism, were endorsed silently by every 

succeeding Administration, the most egregious of them being the present Bush-Cheney 

Administration. 5  

The 1971 dollar coup  

Despite all the manipulations, by 1971 US monetary gold reserves had reached a 

precarious low as foreign trade surplus nations, led by France, had demanded payment in 

hard gold from the US Federal Reserve for their dollar surpluses. Reality could not so easily 

be manipulated as government statistics. Europe had emerged, along with Japan, as 

powerful trade surplus, modern, fast-growing economies.  

The United States was becoming a vast rustbelt of decaying, obsolescent manufacture. The 

spin-doctors of Wall Street and select think-tanks such as the Ford and Rockefeller 

foundations came up with a linguistic euphemism calling it the “post industrial society,” but 

linguistics did not change the reality. By the late 196:’s America’s once-booming industrial 

centres from Detroit to Pittsburgh to Chicago had become sprawling slums of decay, crime 

and rising unemployment.  

Were the United States to lose its last gold reserves, the role of the dollar as unique world 

reserve currency—the pillar, along with US military superiority, of its postwar American 

Century imperium—would end abruptly.  
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To avert such a calamity, in August 1971 President Nixon huddled with his closest advisers, 

among them a US Treasury official named Paul Volcker, then Under-Secretary of the 

Treasury for International Monetary Affairs, and a long-time associate of David Rockefeller 

and the Rockefeller family.  

Their task was to come up with a solution. Volcker’s “solution” to the massive demand to 

redeem US dollars for gold was to be as simple as it was to prove destructive to world 

economic health.  

Nixon announced to a startled world on August 15, 1971 that from that day, the United 

States would no longer honour its international treaty obligations under the Bretton Woods 

Agreement. Nixon had suspended convertibility of the dollar into gold. The New York Fed’s 

Gold Discount Window was locked shut. World currencies went into a free float against an 

uncertain dollar, a so-called fiat currency. The dollar now was not backed by gold or even 

silver but only the “full faith and credit” of the US government, a commodity whose 

marketable value was beginning to be questioned.  

Debt becomes the vehicle  

Soon, with the implicit threat of withdrawing its nuclear shield as its prime persuasion, 

successive US Administrations realized that rather than depending on its role as the world’s 

creditor as it had until 1971, the American Century could theoretically thrive as the world’s 

greatest debtor, so long as American finance and the dollar dominated world finance.  

As long as major US postwar satrapies 6 such as Japan, South Korea or Germany, were 

forced to depend on the US security umbrella, it was relatively simple to pressure their 

Treasuries into using their US dollar trade surpluses to buy US government debt. In the 

process, the US bond or debt markets became far and away the world’s largest. Wall Street 

primary bond dealers were replacing Pittsburgh steel and Detroit car manufacture as the 

“business of America.”  

To paraphrase the famous quip of former GM president Charles Wilson from the 195:’s, the 

new mantra was, “What’s good for Wall Street is good for America.” It wasn’t. The name 

financial “industry” even became commonplace, as if to designate money as the legitimate 

successor to production of real physical wealth in the economy.  

Debt—dollar debt—was to be the vehicle for a new role of New York banks, led by David 

Rockefeller’s Chase Manhattan and Walter Wriston’s Citibank. Their idea was to extend 

hundreds of billions of dollars in newly acquired OPEC and other petrodollars, which they 

“persuaded” Saudi and other OPEC governments to bank their new oil surpluses in London 

or New York banks. Then those dollar deposits from OPEC, called by Henry Kissinger and 

others at the time, “petrodollars” went in the form of recycled loans to oil importing and 

dollar-starved Third World economies. 7  

The Carter dollar confidence crisis  

This second phase, the post-gold era, fuelled by the manipulated 1973 oil shock and US 

pressure on Saudi Arabia and OPEC to price oil exclusively in dollars, Kissinger’s “petro-

dollar recycling,”8 rolled along without major trouble until early 1979 when the dollar faced 

a major foreign sell-off during the end of the Jimmy Carter Presidency. The American 

Century faced one of its greatest challenges at that juncture. German, Japanese even Saudi 

Arabian central banks began dumping US Treasury holdings in what was called a loss of 

“confidence” in Carter’s world leadership role.  
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In August 1979, to restore world “confidence” in the dollar, President Jimmy Carter, 

himself a hand-picked protégé of David Rockefeller’s Trilateral Commission, was forced by 

the big New York banks, led by David Rockefeller’s Chase Manhattan, to accept Paul Volcker, 

a protégé of Rockefeller’s from Chase Manhattan Bank, as new Chairman of the Federal 

Reserve with an open mandate to do what was necessary to save the dollar as reserve 

currency.  

On taking office, Volcker bluntly announced, "the standard of living for the average 

American has to decline." He was Rockefeller’s hand-picked choice to save the New York 

financial markets and the dollar at the expense of the nation’s welfare. 

The Volcker ‘shock therapy’  

Volcker’s shock therapy, begun in October 1979, lasted until August 1982. Interest rates 

shot through the roof to double digits. The US and world economies were plunged into a 

monster recession, the worst since World War II. Within a year, the prime rate had shot up 

to the unheard-of level of 21.5%, compared to an average of 7.6% for the fourteen previous 

years, a more than threefold rise in weeks. Official US unemployment peaked at 11%, while 

unofficially when those who simply had given up seeking work were counted, it was far 

higher. 

  

Source: AngryBearBlogspot.com 

The Shock Therapy of Volcker doubled US official unemployment 

The Latin American debt crisis, an ominous foretaste of today’s USA sub-prime crisis, 

erupted as a direct result of the Volcker shock. In August 1982 Mexico announced it could 

no longer pay in dollars the interest rate service on its staggering debt. It, as most of the 

Third World from Argentina to Brazil, from Nigeria to Congo, from Poland to Yugoslavia, had 

fallen for the New York banks’ debt trap. The trap was in borrowing what amounted to 

recycled OPEC petrodollars invested in the major New York and London banks, the 

Eurodollar banks, which lent the dollars to desperate Third World borrowers initially at 

“floating rates” tied to London LIBOR rates.  

When Libor rose some 300% within months as a result of the Volcker shock therapy, those 

debtor countries were unable to continue. The IMF was brought in and the greatest looting 

binge in world history, misnamed the Third World Debt Crisis, was on. Volcker’s shock 

policy, predictably, triggered the crisis. 

After seven years of relentlessly high interest rates by the Volcker Fed, sold to the gullible 

public as “squeezing inflation out of the US economy,” by 1986 the internal state of the US 

economy was horrendous. Much of America came to resemble a Third World country, with 

its growing slums, double-digit unemployment and growing crime and drug addiction 



problems. A Federal Reserve study showed that 55% of all American families were net 

debtors. Federal budget deficits were running at then-unheard-of levels of more than $200 

billion annually.  

In reality, Volcker, a personal protégé of David Rockefeller from Rockefeller’s Chase 

Manhattan Bank, had been sent to Washington to do one thing—save the dollar from a free 

fall collapse that threatened the role of the US dollar as global reserve currency.  

That dollar reserve currency role was the hidden key to American financial power.  

By letting US interest rates go through the roof, foreign investors flooded in to reap the 

gains by buying US bonds. Bonds were and are the heart of the financial system. Volcker’s 

shock therapy for the economy meant soaring profits for the New York financial community. 

Volcker succeeded only too well in his mission.  

The dollar rose to all-time highs against the currencies of Germany, Japan, Canada and 

other countries from 1979 through the end of 1985. The over-valued US dollar made US 

manufactured exports prohibitively expensive on world markets and led to a dramatic 

decline in US industrial exports.  

Already high interest rates from the Volcker Fed since October 1979 had led to a major 

decline in domestic construction, the ultimate ruin of the US automobile industry and with 

it, steel, as American manufacturers moved to outsource production offshore where the 

cost advantages were greater. Referring to Paul Volcker and his free-market backers inside 

the Reagan White House, Republican Robert O. Andersen, then chairman of Atlantic 

Richfield Oil Co. complained, “they’ve done more to dismantle American industry than any 

other group in history. And yet they go around saying everything is great. It’s like the 

Wizard of Oz.” 9  

By early 1987 the nation’s traditional mortgage banks, the Savings ’ Loan banks, were in a 

liquidity crisis that was to ultimately cost US Taxpayers hundreds of billions in government 

bailouts. The Congress’ GAO watchdog agency declared that the Federal Savings & Loan 

Insurance Corporation, the guarantor against S&L bank panic, was insolvent. Yet under 

pressure from the S&Ls, huge bank losses were allowed to build as insolvent institutions 

were allowed to remain open and grow, allowing ever increasing losses to accumulate. The 

ultimate cost of the 198:’s S’L debacle came to more than <16: billion. Some calculated 

real costs to the economy ran as high as $900 billion. Between 1986 and 1991, the 

number of new homes constructed dropped from 1.8 to 1 million, the lowest rate since 

World War II. 

America’s Second Revolution: the eyes on the Prize  

Federal Reserve monetary policy has been typically misrepresented as a series of ad hoc 

pragmatic responses to recurring crises in post-war banking and finance. The reality is that 

it has faithfully followed a coherent hidden thread of policy that was first laid out in 1973 

by the spokesman then for America’s most powerful establishment family.  

The policy was outlined in a little-noted book titled, ominously enough, “The Second 

American Revolution.” It was written by John D. Rockefeller III, scion of the powerful 

Standard Oil and Chase Manhattan Bank empire, and, along with his three brothers—David, 

Nelson and Laurance—architect of the world arrangement after 1945 known as the 

American Century.  
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In his book, Rockefeller declared the establishment’s determination to roll back 

concessions grudgingly granted by the wealthy and powerful during the Great Depression. 

Rockefeller issued the call in 1973, long before Jimmy Carter or Margaret Thatcher came to 

office to implement it. He called for a “deliberate, consistent, long-term policy to 

decentralize and privatize many government functions…to diffuse power throughout the 

society.” 10 The latter was a witting deception as his intent was not to diffuse power, but just 

the opposite—to concentrate that economic and banking power into the hands of a tight-knit 

elite. 

Privatization of essential and socially useful government functions that had been 

established often with great social agitation and political pressure during the difficult crises 

of the 193:’s, was the Rockefeller agenda. In brief, it was the removal of Depression era 

government regulations on all aspects of economic and social life in America.  

Above all, deregulation of Wall Street and financial markets was the goal, along with a 

radical reduction in the equalizing of wealth, as seen by Rockefeller and friends, inherent in 

such programs as Social Security. The George W. Bush “tax cuts for the wealthy” were just 

a continuation of a three decade agenda of the powerful establishment circles.  

Hard as it may be to believe, all major US policy from the 197:’s through the misnamed 

sub-prime crisis today, had a connecting continuous thread. Key Fed and Treasury and 

other US policymakers always held their “eyes on the Prize.”  

The “Prize” was untold financial gains to be won through a rollback of major concessions to 

the working blue collar and middle income Americans, concessions granted during the 

Great Depression by powerful establishment circles led by the Rockefeller and Morgan 

banking groups, to forestall a more radical revolt.  

Social Security was one target for rollback. Financial deregulation and above all repeal of 

the 1933 Glass-Steagall Act, was another. Here a well-connected Wall Street banker named 

Alan Greenspan was to play the decisive role on behalf of the financial deregulation agenda 

in his tenure as Federal Reserve Chairman lasting from 1987 through 2006. Securitization 

of sub-prime or junk mortgages was to have been his crowning legacy. As it looks at this 

writing, it certainly will be, though perhaps not as he and others in Wall Street intended. It 

will more likely be a crown of disgrace.  

(Part III will deal with the Greenspan creation of the securitization revolution and its 

subsequent demise) 
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The Financial Tsunami Part III: Greenspan’s Grand Design 

By F. William Engdahl, January 22, 2008 The Long-Term Greenspan Agenda 

Seven years of Volcker monetary “shock therapy” had ignited a payments crisis across the 

Third World. Billions of dollars in recycled petrodollar debts loaned by major New York and 

London banks to finance oil imports after the oil price rises of the 197:’s, suddenly became 

non-payable. 

The stage was now set for the next phase in the Rockefeller financial deregulation agenda. 

It was to come in the form of a revolution in the very nature of what would be considered 

money—the Greenspan “New Finance” Revolution. 

Many analysts of the Greenspan era focus on the wrong facet of his role, and assume he 

was primarily a public servant who made mistakes, but in the end always saved the day and 

the nation’s economy and banks, through extraordinary feats of financial crisis 

management, winning the appellation, Maestro1 

Maestro serves the Money Trust 

Alan Greenspan, as every Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 

System was a carefully-picked institutionally loyal servant of the actual owners of the 

Federal Reserve: the network of private banks, insurance companies, investment banks 

which created the Fed and rushed in through an almost empty Congress the day before 

Christmas recess in December 1913. In Lewis v. United States, the United States Court of 

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit stated that "the Reserve Banks are not federal 

instrumentalities…but are independent, privately owned and locally controlled 

corporations."2 from over 100 countries, valued at over $36 trillion. It and its affiliates 

handle over <1.5 quadrillion of securities transactions a year. That’s not bad for a company 

that most people never heard of. The Depository Trust Company has a sole monopoly on 

such business in the USA. They simply bought up all other contenders. It suggests part of 

the reason New York was able for so long to dominate global financial markets, long after 

the American economy had become largely a hollowed-out “post-industrial” wasteland. 
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 While free market purists and dogmatic followers of Greenspan’s late friend, Ayn Rand, 

accuse the Fed Chairman of hands-on interventionism, in reality there is a common thread 

running through each major financial crisis of his 18 plus years as Fed chairman. He 

managed to use each successive financial crisis in his eighteen years as head of the world’s 

most powerful financial institution to advance and consolidate the influence of US-centered 

finance over the global economy, almost always to the severe detriment of the economy and 

broad general welfare of the population.   

 In each case, be it the October 1987 stock crash, the 1997 Asia Crisis, the 1998 Russian 

state default and ensuing collapse of LTCM, to the refusal to make technical changes in Fed-

controlled stock margin requirements to cool the dot.com stock bubble, to his 

encouragement of ARM variable rate mortgages (when he knew rates were at the bottom), 

Greenspan used the successive crises, most of which his widely-read commentaries and rate 

policies had spawned in the first place, to advance an agenda of globalization of risk and 

liberalization of market regulations to allow unhindered operation of the major financial 

institutions.  

 The Rolling Crises Game 

 This is the true significance of the crisis today unfolding in US and global capital markets. 

Greenspan’s 18 year tenure can be described as rolling the financial markets from 

successive crises into ever larger ones, to accomplish the over-riding objectives of the 

Money Trust guiding the Greenspan agenda. Unanswered at this juncture is whether 

Greenspan’s securitization revolution was a “bridge too far,” spelling the end of the dollar 

and of dollar financial institutions’ global dominance for decades or more to come.   

 Greenspan’s adamant rejection of every attempt by Congress to impose some minimal 

regulation on OTC derivatives trading between banks; on margin requirements on buying 

stock on borrowed money; his repeated support for securitization of sub-prime low quality 

high-risk mortgage lending; his relentless decade-long push to weaken and finally repeal 

Glass-Steagall restrictions on banks owning investment banks and insurance companies; his 

support for the Bush radical tax cuts which exploded federal deficits after 2001; his 

support for the privatization of the Social Security Trust Fund in order to funnel those 

trillions of dollars cash flow into his cronies in Wall Street finance—all this was a well-

planned execution of what some today call the securitization revolution, the creation of a 

world of New Finance where risk would be detached from banks and spread across the 

globe to the point no one could identify where real risk lay.  

 When he came in 1987 again to Washington, Alan Greenspan, the man hand-picked by 

Wall Street and the big banks to implement their Grand Strategy was a Wall Street 

consultant whose clients numbered the influential J.P. Morgan Bank among others. Before 

taking the post as head of the Fed, Greenspan had also sat on the boards of some of the 

most powerful corporations in America, including Mobil Oil Corporation, Morgan Guaranty 

Trust Company and JP Morgan & Co. Inc. His first test would be the manipulation of stock 

markets using the then-new derivatives markets in October 1987. 

 The 1987 Greenspan paradigm 

 In October 1987 when Greenspan led a bailout of the stock market after the October 20 

crash, by pumping huge infusions of liquidity to prop up stocks and engaging in behind-the 

scene manipulations of the market via Chicago stock index derivatives purchases backed 

quietly by Fed liquidity guarantees. Since that October 1987 event, the Fed has made 

abundantly clear to major market players that they were, to use Fed jargon, TBTF—Too Big 

To Fail. No worry if a bank risked tens of billions speculating in Thai baht or dot.com stocks 

on margin. If push came to liquidity shove, Greenspan made clear he was there to bail out 

his  banking friends. 



 The October 1987 crash which saw the sharpest one day fall in the Dow Industrials in 

history—508 points—was exacerbated by new computer trading models based on the so-

called Black-Sholes Option Pricing theory, stock share derivatives now being priced and 

traded just as hog belly futures had been before.  

 The 1987 crash made clear was that there was no real liquidity in the markets when it 

was needed. All fund managers tried to do the same thing at the same time: to sell short the 

stock index futures, in a futile attempt to hedge their stock positions. 

 According to Stephen Zarlenga, then a trader who was in the New York trading pits during 

the crisis days in 1987, “They created a huge discount in the futures market…The 

arbitrageurs who bought futures from them at a big discount, turned around and sold the 

underlying stocks, pushing the cash markets down, feeding the process and eventually 

driving the market into the ground.”  

 Zarlenga continued, “Some of the biggest firms in Wall Street found they could not stop 

their pre-programmed computers from automatically engaging in this derivatives trading. 

According to private reports they had to unplug or cut the wiring to computers, or find 

other ways to cut off the electricity to them (there were rumors about fireman's axes from 

hallways being used‖, for they couldn’t be switched off and were issuing orders directly to 

the exchange floors. 

 “The New York Stock Exchange at one point on Monday and Tuesday seriously considered 

closing down entirely for a period of days or weeks and made this public…It was at this 

point…that Greenspan made an uncharacteristic announcement. He said in no uncertain 

terms that the Fed would make credit available to the brokerage community, as needed. This 

was a turning point, as Greenspan’s recent appointment as Chairman of the Fed in mid 

1987 had been one of the early reasons for the market’s sell off.” 3 

What was significant about the October 1987 one-day crash was not the size of the fall. It 

was the fact that the Fed, unannounced to the public, intervened through Greenspan’s 

trusted New York bank cronies at J.P. Morgan and elsewhere on October 20 to manipulate a 

stock recovery through use of new financial instruments called derivatives.  

 The visible cause of the October 1987 market recovery was when the Chicago-based MMI 

future (Major Market Index) of NYSE blue chip stocks began to trade at a premium, midday 

Tuesday, at a time when one after another Dow stock had been closed down for trading.  

 The meltdown began to reverse. Arbitrageurs bought the underlying stocks, re-opening 

them, and sold the MMI futures at a premium. It was later found that only about 800 

contracts bought in the MMI futures was sufficient to create the premium and start the 

recovery. Greenspan and his New York cronies had engineered a manipulated recovery 

using the same derivatives trading models in reverse. It was the dawn of the era of financial 

derivatives. 

 Historically, at least most were led to believe, the role of the Federal Reserve, the 

Comptroller of the Currency among others, was to act as independent supervisors of the 

largest banks to insure stability of the banking system and prevent a repeat of the bank 

panics of the 193:’s, above all in the Fed’s role as “lender of last resort.”  

 Under the Greenspan regime, after October 1987 the Fed increasingly became the “lender 

of first resort,” as the Fed widened the circle of financial institutions worthy of the Fed’s 

rescue from banks directly—which was the mandated purview of Fed bank supervision—to 

the artificial support of stock markets as in 1987, to the bailout of hedge funds as in the 

case of the Long -Term Capital Management hedge fund solvency crisis in September 1998.  



 Greenspan’s last legacy will be leaving the Fed and with it the American taxpayer with the 

role as Lender of Last Resort, to bail out the major banks and financial institutions, today’s 

Money Trust , after the meltdown of his multi-trillion dollar mortgage securitization bubble.   

 By the time of repeal of Glass-Steagall in 1999, an event of historic importance that was 

buried in the financial back pages, the Greenspan Fed had made clear it would stand ready 

to rescue the most risky and dubious new ventures of the US financial community. The stage 

was set to launch the Greenspan securitization revolution. 

 It was not accidental, or ad hoc in any way. The Fed laissez faire policy towards 

supervision and bank regulation after 1987 was crucial to implement the broader 

Greenspan deregulation and financial securitization agenda he hinted at in his first October 

1987 Congressional testimony. 

 On November 18, 1987, only three weeks after the October stock crash, Alan Greenspan 

told the US House of Representatives Committee on Banking, “…repeal of Glass-Steagall 

would provide significant public benefits consistent with a manageable increase in risk.”4 

Greenspan would repeat this mantra until final repeal in 1999. 

 The support of the Greenspan Fed for unregulated treatment of financial derivatives after 

the 1987 crash was instrumental in the global explosion in nominal volumes of derivatives 

trading. The global derivatives market grew by 23,102% since 1987 to a staggering $370 

trillion by end of 2006. The nominal volumes were incomprehensible.  

 Destroying Glass-Steagall restrictions 

One of Greenspan’s first acts as Chairman of the Fed was to call for repeal of the Glass-

Steagall Act, something which his old friends at J.P.Morgan and Citibank had ardently 

campaigned for. 5 

Glass-Steagall, officially the Banking Act of 1933, introduced the separation of commercial 

banking from Wall Street investment banking and insurance. Glass-Steagall originally was 

intended to curb three major problems that led to the severity of the 193:’s wave of bank 

failures and depression:  

 Banks were investing their own assets in securities with consequent risk to commercial 

and savings depositors in event of a stock crash. Unsound loans were made by the banks in 

order to artificially prop up the price of select securities or the financial position of 

companies  in which a bank had invested its own assets. A bank's financial interest in the 

ownership, pricing, or distribution of securities inevitably tempted bank officials to press 

their banking customers into investing in securities which the bank itself was under 

pressure to sell. It was a colossal conflict of interest and invitation to fraud and abuse. 

 Banks that offered investment banking services and mutual funds were subject to conflicts 

of interest and other abuses, thereby resulting in harm to their customers, including 

borrowers, depositors, and correspondent banks. Similarly, today, with no more Glass-

Steagall restraints, banks offering securitized mortgage obligations and similar products 

via wholly owned Special Purpose Vehicles they create to get the risk “off the bank books,” 

are complicit in what likely will go down in history as the greatest financial swindle of all 

times—the sub-prime securitization fraud.  

 In his history of the Great Crash, economist John Kenneth Galbraith noted, “Congress was 

concerned that commercial banks in general and member banks of the Federal Reserve 

System in particular had both aggravated and been damaged by stock market decline partly 



because of their direct and indirect involvement in the trading and ownership of speculative 

securities. 

 “The legislative history of the Glass-Steagall Act,” Galbraith continued, “shows that 

Congress also had in mind and repeatedly focused on the more subtle hazards that arise 

when a commercial bank goes beyond the business of acting as fiduciary or managing 

agent and enters the investment banking business either directly or by establishing an 

affiliate to hold and sell particular investments.” Galbraith noted that “During 1929 one 

investment house, Goldman, Sachs & Company, organized and sold nearly a billion dollars' 

worth of securities in three interconnected investment trusts--Goldman Sachs Trading 

Corporation; Shenandoah Corporation; and Blue Ridge Corporation. All eventually 

depreciated virtually to nothing.” 

 Operation Rollback 

 The major New York money-center banks had long had in mind the rollback of that 1933 

Congressional restriction. And Alan Greenspan as Fed Chairman was their man. The major 

money -center US banks, led by Rockefeller’s influential Chase Manhattan Bank and Sanford 

Weill’s Citicorp, spent over one hundred hundreds million dollars lobbying and making 

campaign contributions to influential Congressmen to get deregulation of the Depression-

era restrictions on banking and stock underwriting.  

 That repeal opened the floodgates to the securitization revolution after 2001. 

 Within two months of taking office, on October 6, 1987, just days before the greatest one-

day crash on the New York Stock Exchange, Greenspan told Congress, that US banks, 

victimized by new technology and ''frozen'' in a regulatory structure developed more than 50 

years ago, were losing their competitive battle with other financial institutions and needed 

to obtain new powers to restore a balance: ''The basic products provided by banks - credit 

evaluation and diversification of risk - are less competitive than they were 10 years ago.''  

 At the time the New York Times noted that “Mr. Greenspan has long been far more 

favorably disposed toward deregulation of the banking system than was Paul A. Volcker, his 

predecessor at the Fed.”6 

That October 6, 1987 Greenspan testimony to Congress, his first as Chairman of the Fed, 

was of signal importance to understand the continuity of policy he was to implement right to 

the securitization revolution of recent years, the New Finance securitization revolution. 

Again quoting the New York Times account, “Mr. Greenspan, in decrying the loss of the 

banks' competitive edge, pointed to what he said was a ‘too rigid’ regulatory structure that 

limited the availability to consumers of efficient service and hampered competition. But then 

he pointed to another development of ‘particular importance’ - the way advances in data 

processing and telecommunications technology had allowed others to usurp the traditional 

role of the banks as financial intermediaries. In other words, a bank's main economic 

contribution - risking its money as loans based on its superior information about the 

creditworthiness of borrowers - is jeopardized.” 

 The Times quoted Greenspan on the challenge to modern banking posed by this 

technological change: ‘Extensive on-line data bases, powerful computation capacity and 

telecommunication facilities provide credit and market information almost instantaneously, 

allowing the lender to make its own analysis of creditworthiness and to develop and execute 

complex trading strategies to hedge against risk,’ Mr. Greenspan said. This, he added, 

resulted in permanent damage ‘to the competitiveness of depository institutions and will 

expand the competitive advantage of the market for securitized assets,’ such as commercial 

paper, mortgage pass-through securities and even automobile loans.”  



 He concluded, ‘Our experience so far suggests that the most effective insulation of a bank 

from affiliated financial or commercial activities is achieved through a holding-company 

structure.’7 

In a bank holding company, the Federal Deposit Insurance fund, a pool of contributions to 

guarantee bank deposits up to $100,000 per account, would only apply to the core bank, 

not to the various subsidiary companies created to engage in exotic hedge fund or other off-

the-balance-sheet activities. The upshot was that in a crisis such as the unraveling 

securitization meltdown, the ultimate Lender of Last Resort, the insurer of bank risk 

becomes the American public taxpayer.  

 It was a hard fight in Congress and lasted until final full legislative repeal under Clinton in 

1999. Clinton presented the pen he used in November 1999 to sign the repeal act, 

theGramm -Leach-Bliley Act, into law as a gift to Sanford Weill, the powerful chairman of 

Citicorp, a curious gesture for a Democratic President, to say the least. 

 The man who played the decisive role in moving Glass-Steagall repeal through Congress 

was Alan Greenspan. Testifying before the House Committee on Banking and Financial 

Services, February 11, 1999, Greenspan declared, “we support, as we have for many years, 

major revisions, such as those included in H.R. 10, to the Glass-Steagall Act and the Bank 

Holding Company Act to remove the legislative barriers against the integration of banking, 
insurance, and securities activities. There is virtual unanimity among all concerned--private 

and public alike--that these barriers should be removed. The technologically driven 
proliferation of new financial products that enable risk unbundling have been increasingly 
combining the characteristics of banking, insurance, and securities products into single 
financial instruments.” 

 In his same 1999 testimony Greenspan made clear repeal meant less, not more 

regulation of the newly-allowed financial conglomerates, opening the floodgate to the 

current fiasco: “As we move into the twenty-first century, the remnants of nineteenth-

century bank examination philosophies will fall by the wayside. Banks, of course, will still 

need to be supervised and regulated, in no small part because they are subject to the safety 

net. My point is, however, that the nature and extent of that effort need to become more 

consistent with market realities. Moreover, affiliation with banks need not--indeed, should 
not--create bank-like regulation of affiliates of banks.” 8 ―Italics mine—f.w.e.) 

 Breakup of bank holding companies with their inherent conflict of interest, which led tens 

of millions of Americans into joblessness and home foreclosures in the 193:’s depression, 

was precisely why Congress passed Glass-Steagall in the first place.  

 ‘…strategies unimaginable a decade ago…’ 

 The New York Times described the new financial world created by repeal of Glass-Steagall 

in a June 2007 profile of Goldman Sachs, just weeks prior to the eruption of the sub-prime 

crisis: “While Wall Street still mints money advising companies on mergers and taking them 

public, real money - staggering money - is made trading and investing capital through a 

global array of mind -bending products and strategies unimaginable a decade ago.”  They 

were referring to the securitization revolution. 

 The Times quoted Goldman Sachs chairman Lloyd Blankfein on the new financial 

securitization, hedge fund and derivatives world: “We've come full circle, because this is 

exactly what the Rothschilds or J. P. Morgan, the banker were doing in their heyday. What 

caused an aberration was the Glass-Steagall Act .”9 



Blankfein as most of Wall Street bankers and financial insiders saw the New Deal as an 

aberration, openly calling for return to the days J. P. Morgan and other tycoons of the 

‘Gilded Age’ of abuses in the 192:’s. Glass-Steagall, Blankfein’s "aberration" was finally 

eliminated because of Bill Clinton. Goldman Sachs was a prime contributor to the Clinton 

campaign and even sent Clinton its chairman Robert Rubin in 1993, first as “economic 

czar” then in 1995 as Treasury Secretary. Today, another former Goldman Sachs chairman, 

Henry Paulson is again US Treasury Secretary under Republican Bush. Money power knows 

no party. 

 

Robert Kuttner, co-founder of the Economic Policy Institute, testified before US 

Congressman Barney Frank's Committee on Banking and Financial Services in October 

2007, evoking the specter of the Great Depression: 

 “Since repeal of Glass Steagall in 1999, after more than a decade of de facto inroads, 
super-banks have been able to re-enact the same kinds of structural conflicts of interest 
that were endemic in the 1920s - lending to speculators, packaging and securitizing credits 
and then selling them off, wholesale or retail, and extracting fees at every step along the 
way. And, much of this paper is even more opaque to bank examiners than its counterparts 
were in the 1920s. Much of it isn't paper at all, and the whole process is supercharged by 
computers and automated formulas.” 1: 

Dow Jones Market Watch commentator Thomas Kostigen, writing in the early weeks of the 

unraveling sub-prime crisis, remarked about the role of Glass-Steagall repeal in opening the 

floodgates to fraud, manipulation and the excesses of credit leverage in the expanding 

world of securitization: 

“Time was when banks and brokerages were separate entities, banned from uniting for 
fear of conflicts of interest, a financial meltdown, a monopoly on the markets, all of these 
things. 

“In 1999, the law banning brokerages and banks from marrying one another — the Glass-
Steagall Act of 1933 — was lifted, and voila, the financial supermarket has grown to be the 
places we know as Citigroup, UBS, Deutsche Bank, et al. But now that banks seemingly have 
stumbled over their bad mortgages, it’s worth asking whether the fallout would be wreaking 
so much havoc on the rest of the financial markets had Glass-Steagall been kept in place. 



“Diversity has always been the pathway to lowering risk. And Glass-Steagall kept diversity 
in place by separating the financial powers that be: banks and brokerages. Glass-Steagall 
was passed by Congress to prohibit banks from owning full-service brokerage firms and vice 
versa so investment banking activities, such as underwriting corporate or municipal 
securities, couldn’t be called into question and also to insulate bank depositors from the 
risks of a stock market collapse such as the one that precipitated the Great Depression. 

“But as banks increasingly encroached upon the securities business by offering discount 
trades and mutual funds, the securities industry cried foul. So in that telling year of 1999, 
the prohibition ended and financial giants swooped in. Citigroup led the way and others 
followed. We saw Smith Barney, Salomon Brothers, PaineWebber and lots of other well-
known brokerage brands gobbled up. 

“At brokerage firms there are supposed to be Chinese walls that separate investment 
banking from trading and research activities. These separations are supposed to prevent 
dealmakers from pressuring their colleague analysts to give better results to clients, all in 
the name of increasing their mutual bottom line. 

“Well, we saw how well these walls held up during the heyday of the dot-com era when 
ridiculously high estimates were placed on corporations that happened to be underwritten 
by the same firm that was also trading its securities. When these walls were placed within 
their new bank homes, cracks appeared and — it looks ever so apparent — ignored. 

“No one really questioned the new fad of collateralizing bank mortgage debt into different 
types of financial instruments and selling them through a different arm of the same 
institution. They are now… 

“When banks are being scrutinized and subject to due diligence by third-party securities 
analysts more questions are raised than when the scrutiny is by people who share the same 
cafeteria. Besides, fees, deals and the like would all be subject to salesmanship, which 
means people would be hammering prices and questioning things much more to increase 
their own profit — not working together to increase their shared bonus pool. 

“Glass-Steagall would have at least provided what the first of its names portends: 
transparency. And that is best accomplished when outsiders are peering in. When every one 
is on the inside looking out, they have the same view. That isn’t good because then you can’t 
see things coming (or falling) and everyone is subject to the roof caving in. 

“Congress is now investigating the subprime mortgage debacle. Lawmakers are looking at 
tightening lending rules, holding secondary debt buyers responsible for abusive practices 
and, on a positive note, even bailing out some homeowners. These are Band-Aid measures, 
however, that won’t patch what’s broken: the system of conflicts that arise when sellers, 
salesmen and evaluators are all on the same team.11 (emphasis mine--f.w.e.)  

Greenspan’s dot.com bubble and its consequences 

 Before the ink was dry on Bill Clinton’s signature repealing Glass-Steagall, the Greenspan 

fed was fully engaged in hyping their next crisis—the deliberate creation of a stock bubble to 

rival that of 1929, a bubble which then, subsequently the Fed would pop just as 

deliberately. 

 The 1997 Asia financial crisis and the ensuing Russian state debt default of August 1998 

created a sea-change in global capital flows to the advantage of the dollar. With Korea, 

Thailand, Indonesia and most emerging markets in flames following a coordinated, 

politically-motivated attack by a trio of US hedge funds, led by Soros’ Quantum Fund, Julian 



Robertson’s Jaguar and Tiger funds and Moore Capital Management, as well as, according 

to reports, the Connecticut-based LTCM hedge fund of John Merriweather. 

 The impact of the Asia crisis on the dollar was notable and suspiciously positive. Andrew 

Crockett, the General Manager of the Bank for International Settlements, the Basle-based 

organization of the world’s leading central banks, noted that while the East Asian countries 

had run a combined current account deficit of $33 billion in 1996, as speculative hot 

money flowed in, “1998-1999, the current account swung to a surplus of <87 billion.” By 

2002 it had reached the impressive sum of $200 billion. Most of that surplus returned to 

the US in the form of Asian central bank purchases of US Treasury debt, in effect financing 

Washington policies, pushing US interest rates way down and fuelling an emerging New 

Economy, the NASDAQ dot.com New Economy IT boom.12 

During the extremes of the 1997-1998 Asia financial crises, Greenspan refused to act to 

ease the financial pressures until Asia had collapsed and Russia had defaulted in August 

1998 on its sovereign debt and deflation had spread from region to region. Then, as he and 

the New York Fed stepped in to rescue the huge LTCM hedge fund that had become insolvent 

as a result of the Russia crisis, Greenspan made an unusually sharp cut in Fed Funds 

interest rates for the first time, by 0.50%. That was followed a few weeks later by a 0.25% 

cut. That gave the nascent dot.com NASDAQ IT bubble a nice little “shot of whiskey.”  

 By late 1998, amid successive cuts in Fed interest rates and pumping in of ample 

liquidity, the US stock markets, led by the NASDAQ and NYSE, went asymptotic. In the single 

year 1999, as the New Economy bubble got into full-swing, a staggering $2.8 trillion 

increase in the value of equity shares owned by US households was registered. That was 

more than 25% of annual GDP, all in paper values.  

 Glass-Steagall restrictions on banks and investment banks promoting the stocks they had 

brought to market—the exact conflict of interest which prompted Glass-Steagall in 1933—

those restraints were gone. Wall Street stock promoters were earning tens of millions in 

bonuses for fraudulently hyping Internet and other stocks such as WorldCom and Enron. It 

was the “Roaring 192:’s” all over again, but with an electronic computerized turbo charged 

kicker. 

 The incredible March 2000 speech 

 In March 2000, at the very peak of the dot.com stock mania, Alan Greenspan delivered an 

address to a Boston College Conference on the New Economy in which he repeated his by-

then standard mantra in praise of the IT revolution and the impact on financial markets. In 

this speech he went even beyond previous praises of the IT stock bubble and its putative 

“wealth effect” on household spending which he claimed had kept the US economy growing 

robustly.  

 “In the last few years it has become increasingly clear that this business cycle differs in a 

very profound way from the many other cycles that have characterized post-World War II 

America,” Greenspan noted. “Not only has the expansion achieved record length, but it has 

done so with economic growth far stronger than expected.” 

 He went on, waxing almost poetic: 

 “My remarks today will focus both on what is evidently the source of this spectacular 
performance--the revolution in information technology…When historians look back at the 
latter half of the 1990s a decade or two hence, I suspect that they will conclude we are now 
living through a pivotal period in American economic history…Those innovations, 
exemplified most recently by the multiplying uses of the Internet, have brought on a flood of 



startup firms, many of which claim to offer the chance to revolutionize and dominate large 
shares of the nation's production and distribution system. And participants in capital 
markets, not comfortable dealing with discontinuous shifts in economic structure, are 
groping for the appropriate valuations of these companies. The exceptional stock price 
volatility of these newer firms and, in the view of some, their outsized valuations indicate 
the difficulty of divining the particular technologies and business models that will prevail in 
the decades ahead.” 

 Then the Maestro got to his real theme, the ability to spread risk by technology and the 

Internet, a harbinger of his thinking about the then infant securitization phenomenon:  

 The impact of information technology has been keenly felt in the financial sector of the 
economy. Perhaps the most significant innovation has been the development of financial 
instruments that enable risk to be reallocated to the parties most willing and able to bear 
that risk. Many of the new financial products that have been created, with financial 
derivatives being the most notable, contribute economic value by unbundling risks and 
shifting them in a highly calibrated manner. Although these instruments cannot reduce the 
risk inherent in real assets, they can redistribute it in a way that induces more investment 
in real assets and, hence, engenders higher productivity and standards of living. 
Information technology has made possible the creation, valuation, and exchange of these 
complex financial products on a global basis…  

 Historical evidence suggests that perhaps three to four cents out of every additional dollar 
of stock market wealth eventually is reflected in increased consumer purchases. The sharp 
rise in the amount of consumer outlays relative to disposable incomes in recent years, and 
the corresponding fall in the saving rate, is a reflection of this so-called wealth effect on 
household purchases. Moreover, higher stock prices, by lowering the cost of equity capital, 
have helped to support the boom in capital spending. 

 Outlays prompted by capital gains in equities and homes in excess of increases in income, 
as best we can judge, have added about 1 percentage point to annual growth of gross 
domestic purchases, on average, over the past half-decade. The additional growth in 
spending of recent years that has accompanied these wealth gains, as well as other 
supporting influences on the economy, appears to have been met in equal measure by 
increased net imports and by goods and services produced by the net increase in newly 
hired workers over and above the normal growth of the workforce, including a substantial 
net inflow of workers from abroad.13 

What is perhaps most incredible was the timing of Greenspan’s euphoric paean to the 

benefits of the IT stock mania. He well knew that the impact of the six interest rate 

increases he had instigated in late 1999 were sooner or later going to chill the buying of 

stocks on borrowed money.  

 The dot-com bubble burst one week after the Greenspan speech. On March 10, 2000, the 

NASDAQ Composite index peaked at 5,048, more than double its value just a year before. 

On Monday, March 13 the NASDAX fell by an eye-catching 4%. 

Then, from March 13, 2000 through to the market bottom, the market lost paper values 

worth nominally more than <5 trillions, as Greenspan’s rate hikes brought a brutal end to a 

bubble he repeatedly claimed he could not confirm until after the fact. In dollar terms, the 

1929 stock crash was peanuts by comparison with Greenspan’s dot.com crash. Greenspan 

had raised interest rates six times by March, a fact which had a brutal chilling effect on the 

leveraged speculation in dot.com company stocks.  

 Stocks on margin: Regulation T 



 Again Greenspan had been present every step of the way to nurture the dot.com stock 

“irrational exuberance.” When it was clear even to most ordinary members of Congress that 

stock prices were soaring out of control, and that banks and investment funds were 

borrowing tens of billions of credit to buy more stocks “on margin,” a call went out for the 

Fed to exercise its power over stock margin buying requirements.  

 By February 2000, margin debt had hit $265.2 billion, up 45 percent in just four months. 

Much of the increase came from increased borrowing through online brokers and was being 

channeled into the NASDAQ New Economy stocks. 

 Under Regulation T, the Fed had the sole authority to set initial margin requirements for 

the purchase of stocks on credit, which had been at 50% since 1974.  

 If the stock market were to take a serious fall, margin calls would turn a mild downturn 

into a crash. Congress believed that this was what happened in 1929, when margin debt 

equaled 30 percent of the stock market's value. That was why it gave the Fed power to 

control initial margin requirements in the Securities Act of 1934.  

 The requirement had been as high as 100 percent, meaning that none of the purchase 

price could be borrowed. Since 1974, it had been unchanged, at 50 percent, allowing 

investors to borrow no more than half the purchase price of equities directly from their 

brokers. By 2000 this margin mechanism acted like gasoline poured on a raging bonfire. 

 Congressional hearings were held on the issue. Investment managers such Paul McCulley 

of the world’s then-largest bond fund, PIMCO, told Congress, “The Fed should raise that 

minimum, and raise it now. Mr. Greenspan says “no,” of course, because ―1‖ he cannot find 

evidence of a relationship between changes in margin requirements and changes in the 

level of the stock market, and (2) because an increase in margin requirements would 

discriminate against small investors, whose only source of stock market credit is their 

margin account.”14 

On the margin 

 But in the face of the obvious 1999-2000 US stock bubble, not only did Greenspan 

repeatedly refuse to change stock margin requirements, but also in the late 1990s, the Fed 

chairman actually began to talk in glowing terms about the New Economy, conceding that 

technology had helped increase productivity. He was consciously fuelling the market’s 

“irrational exuberance.” 

 Between June 1996 and June 2000, the Dow rose 93% and the NASDAQ rose 125%. The 

overall ratio of stock prices to corporate earnings reached record highs not seen since the 

days before the 1929 crash.  

 Then, in 1999, Greenspan initiated a series of interest rate hikes, when inflation was even 

slower than it was in 1996 and productivity was growing even faster. But by refusing to tie 

rate rises to a rise in margin requirements, which would clearly have signaled that the Fed 

was serious about cooling the speculative bubble in stocks, Greenspan impacted the 

economy with higher rates, evidently designed to increase unemployment and press labor 

costs lower to further raise corporate earnings, not to cool the stock buying frenzy of the 

New Economy. Accordingly, the stock market ignored it.  

 Influential observers, including financier George Soros and Stanley Fischer, deputy 

director at the International Monetary Fund, advocated that the Fed let the air out of the 

credit boom by raising margin requirements.  



 Greenspan refused this more sensible strategy. At his re-confirmation hearing before the 

US Senate Banking Committee in 1996, he said that he did not want to discriminate against 

individuals who were not wealthy and therefore needed to borrow in order to play the stock 

market (sic). As he well knew, the traders buying stocks on margin were mainly not poor 

and needy but professional traders out for a free lunch, which Greenspan well knew. 

Interesting, however, was that that was precisely the argument Greenspan would repeat for 

justifying his advocacy of lending to sub-prime poor credit persons, to let the poorer get in 

on the home ownership bonanza his policies after 2001 had created.15 

The stock market began to tumble in the first half of 2000, not because labor costs were 

rising, but because limits of investor credulity were finally reached. The financial press 

including the Wall Street Journal, which a year before was proclaiming dot.com executives 

as pioneers of the new economy, were now ridiculing the public for having believed that the 

stock of companies that would never make a profit could go up forever.  

 The New Economy, as one Wall Street Journal writer put it, now “looks like an old-

fashioned credit bubble."16 

In the second half of that year, American consumers whose debt-to-income ratios were at 

record highs, began to pull back. Christmas sales flopped, and by early January 2001 

Greenspan reversed himself and lowered interest rates. In twelve successive rate cuts, the 

Greenspan Fed brought US Fed funds rates, rates that determined short-term and other 

interest rates in the economy, from 6% down to a post-war low of 1% by June 2003.  

 Greenspan held Fed rates to those historic lows, lows not seen for that length of time 

since the Great Depression, until June 30, 2004, when he began the first of what were to be 

fourteen successive rate increases before he left office in 2006. He took Fed funds rates 

from the low of 1% up to 4.5% in nineteen months. In the process, he killed the bubble that 

was laying the real estate golden egg.  

 In speech after speech the Fed chairman made clear that his ultra-easy money regime 

after January 2001 had as prime focus the encouragement of investing in home mortgage 

debt. The sub -prime phenomenon—something only possible in the era of asset 

securitization and Glass-Steagall repeal, combined with unregulated OTC derivatives trades—

was the predictable result of deliberate Greenspan policy. The close scrutiny of the 

historical record makes that abundantly clear.  
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The Financial Tsunami Part IV: Asset Securitization – The Last Tango 

 

By F. William Engdahl, February 8, 2008 

Endgame: Unregulated Private Money Creation 

 What had emerged going into the new millennium after the 1999 repeal of Glass-Steagall 

was an awesome transformation of American credit markets into what was soon to become 

the world’s greatest unregulated private money creation machine.  

 The New Finance was built on an incestuous, interlocking, if informal, cartel of players, all 

reading from the script written by Alan Greenspan and his friends at J.P. Morgan, Citigroup, 

Goldman Sachs, and the other major financial houses of New York. Securitization was going 
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to secure a “new” American Century and its financial domination, as its creators clearly 

believed on the eve of the millennium.  

 Key to the revolution in finance in addition to the unabashed backing of the Greenspan 

Fed, was the complicity of the Executive, Legislative and Judicial branches of the US 

Government right to the Supreme Court. In addition, to make the game work seamlessly, it 

required the active complicity of the two leading credit agencies in the world—Moody’s and 

Standard & Poors.  

 It required a Congress and Executive branch that would repeatedly reject rational appeals 

to regulate over-the-counter financial derivatives, bank-owned or financed hedge funds or 

any of the myriad steps to remove supervision, control, transparency that had been 

painstakingly built up over the previous century or more. It required that the major 

government-certified rating agencies give their credit AAA imprimatur to a tiny handful of 

poorly regulated insurance companies called Monolines, all based in New York. The 

monolines were another essential part of the New Finance.  

 The interlinks and consensus behind the massive expansion of securitization among all 

these institutional players was so clear and pervasive it might have been  incorporated as 

America New Finance Inc. and its shares sold over NASDAQ.  

 Alan Greenspan anticipated and encouraged the process of asset securitization for years 

before his actual nurturing of the phenomenal real estate bubble in the beginning of the 

first decade of the new Century. In a pathetic attempt to deny his central role after the fall, 

Greenspan last year claimed that the problem was not mortgage lending to sub-prime 

customers but the securitization of the sub-prime credits. In April 2005, he sung a quite 

different hymn to sub-prime securitization. Addressing the Federal Reserve System’s Fourth 

Annual Community Affairs Research Conference, the Fed chairman declared,  

 “Innovation has brought about a multitude of new products, such as subprime loans and 
niche credit programs for immigrants. Such developments are representative of the market 
responses that have driven the financial services industry throughout the history of our 
country. With these advances in technology, lenders have taken advantage of credit-scoring 
models and other techniques for efficiently extending credit to a broader spectrum of 
consumers…The mortgage-backed security helped create a national and even an 
international market for mortgages, and market support for a wider variety of home 
mortgage loan products became commonplace. This led to securitization of a variety of 
other consumer loan products, such as auto and credit card loans1 

That 2005 speech was about the time he later claimed to have suddenly realized 

securitization was getting out of hand. In September 2007 once the crisis was full force, 

CBS’ Leslie Stahl asked why he did nothing to stop “illegal or shady practices you knew 

were taking place in sub-prime lending.” Greenspan replied, “Err, I had no notion of how 

significant these practices had become until very late. I didn’t really get it until late 2005 

and 2::6…”2 (emphasis added-w.e.) 

 As far back as November 1998, only weeks after the near -meltdown of the global financial 

system through the collapse of the LTCM hedge fund, Greenspan had told an annual meeting 

of the US Securities Industry Association, “Dramatic advances in computer and 

telecommunications technologies in recent years have enabled a broad unbundling of risks 

through innovative financial engineering. The financial instruments of a bygone era, 

common stocks and debt obligations, have been augmented by a vast array of complex 

hybrid financial products, which allow risks to be isolated, but which, in many cases, 

seemingly challenge human understanding.”3  



That speech was the clear signal to Wall Street to move into asset-backed securitization in 

a big way. After all, hadn’t Greenspan just demonstrated through the harrowing Asia crises 

of 1997-98 and the systemic crisis triggered by the August 1998 sovereign debt default 

that the Federal Reserve and its liquidity spigot stood more than ready to bailout the banks 

in event of any major mishap? The big banks were, after all, clearly now, Too Big To Fail—

TBTF. 

 The Federal Reserve, the world’s largest and most powerful central bank with what was 

arguably the world’s most liberal market-friendly Chairman, Greenspan, would back its 

major banks in the bold new securitization undertaking. When Greenspan said risks “which 

seemingly challenge human understanding,” he signaled that he understood at least in a 

crude way that this was a whole new domain of financial obfuscation and complication. 

Central bankers traditionally were known for their pursuit of transparency among banks 

and conservative lending and risk management practices by member banks.  

 Not ‘ole Alan Greenspan.  

 Most significantly, Greenspan reassured his Wall Street securities underwriting friends in 

the Securities Industry Association audience that November of 1998 that he would do all 

possible to ensure that in the New Finance, the securitization of assets would remain for the 

banks alone to self-regulate.  

 Under the Greenspan Fed, the foxes would be trusted to guard the henhouse. He stated:  

 “The consequence ―of the banks’innovative financial engineering-w.e.) doubtless has been 
a far more efficient financial system…The new international financial system that has 
evolved as a consequence has been, despite recent setbacks, a major factor in the marked 
increase in living standards for those economies that have chosen to participate in it. 

 It is important to remember--when we contemplate the regulatory interface with the new 
international financial system--the system that is relevant is not solely the one we confront 
today. There is no evidence of which I am aware that suggests that the transition to the new 
advanced technology-based international financial system is now complete. Doubtless, 
tomorrow's complexities will dwarf even today's. 

 It is, thus, all the more important to recognize that twenty -first century financial 
regulation is going to increasingly have to rely on private counterparty surveillance to 
achieve safety and soundness. There is no credible way to envision most government 
financial regulation being other than oversight of process.As the complexity of financial 
intermediation on a worldwide scale continues to increase, the conventional regulatory 
examination process will become progressively obsolescent--at least for the more complex 
banking systems.4 (emphasis added-w.e.) 

 One might naively ask, why then surrender all those powers like Glass-Steagall to the 

private banks far beyond possible official regulatory purview?  

 Again in October 1999, amid the frenzy of the dot.com IT stock market bubble mania, a 

bubble which Greenspan repeatedly and stubbornly insisted he could not confirm as a 

bubble, he once again praised the role of financial derivatives and “new financial 

instruments…reallocating risk in a manner that makes risk more tolerable. Insurance, of 

course, is the purest form of this service. All the new financial products that have been 

created in recent years, financial derivatives being in the forefront, contribute economic 

value by unbundling risks and reallocating them in a highly calibrated manner. He was 

speaking of securitization on the eve of the all-but certain repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act.5 



The Fed’s “private counterparty surveillance” brought the entire international inter-bank 

trading system to a screeching halt in August 2007, as panic spread over the value of the 

trillions of dollars in securitized Asset Backed Commercial Paper and in fact most 

securitized bonds. The effects of the shock have only begun, as banks and investors slash 

values across the US and international financial system. But that’s getting ahead of our 

story.  

 Deregulation, TBTF and Gigantomania among banks 

 In the United States, between 1980 and 1994 more than 1 ,600 banks insured by the 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) were closed or received FDIC financial 

assistance. That was far more than in any other period since the advent of federal deposit 

insurance in the 1930s. It was part of a process of concentration into giant banking groups 

that would go into the next century.  

 In 1984 the largest bank insolvency in US history threatened, the failure of Chicago’s 

Continental Illinois National Bank, the nation’s seventh largest, and one of the world’s 

largest banks. To prevent that large failure, the Government through the Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation stepped in to bailout Continental Illinois by announcing 100% 

deposit guarantee instead of the limited guarantee FDIC insurance provided. This came to 

be called the doctrine of “Too Big to Fail” (TBTF). The argument was that certain very large 

banks, because they were so large, must not be allowed to fail for fear of the chain -reaction 

consequences it would have across the economy. It didn’t take long before the large banks 

realized that the bigger they became through mergers and takeovers, the more sure they 

were to qualify for TBTF treatment. So-called “Moral Hazard” was becoming a prime feature 

of US big banks.6 

That TBTF doctrine was to be extended during Greenspan’s Fed tenure to cover very large 

hedge funds (LTCM), very large stock markets (NYSE) and virtually every large financial 

entity in which the US had a strategic stake. Its consequences were to be devastating. Few 

outside the elite insider circles of the very large institutions of the financial community even 

realized the doctrine had been established.  

 Once the TBTF principle was made clear, the biggest banks scrambled to get even bigger. 

The traditional separation of banking into local S&L mortgage lenders, large international 

money center banks like Citibank or J.P. Morgan or Bank of America, the prohibition on 

banking in more than one state, one by one were dismantled. It was a sort of “level playing 

field” but level for the biggest banks to bulldoze over and swallow up the smaller and create 

cartels of finance of unprecedented scope.  

 By 1996 the number of independent banks had shrunk by more than one-third from the 

late 1970s, from more than 12,000 to fewer than 8,000. The percentage of banking assets 

controlled by banks with more than $100 billion doubled to one -fifth of all US banking 

assets. The trend was just beginning. The banks’ consolidation was a direct outgrowth of 

the removal of geographic restrictions on bank branching and holding company 

acquisitions by the individual states, formalized in the 1994 Interstate Banking and Branch 

Efficiency Act. Under the rubric of “more efficient banking” a Darwinian survival of the 

biggest ensued. They were by no means the fittest. The consolidation was to have significant 

consequences a decade or so later as securitization exploded in scale beyond the banks’ 

wildest imagination. 

 J.P.Morgan blazes the trail 

 In 1995, well into the Clinton-Rubin era, Alan Greenspan’s former bank, J.P. Morgan, 

introduced an innovation that was to revolutionize banking over the next decade. Blythe 

Masters, a 34-year old Cambridge University graduate hired by the bank, developed the first 



Credit Default Swaps, a financial derivative instrument that ostensibly let a bank insure 

against loan default; and Collateralized Debt Obligations, bonds issued against a mixed pool 

of assets, a kind of credit derivative giving exposure to a large number of companies in a 

single instrument.  

 Their attraction was that it was all off the bank’s own books, hence away from the Basle 

Accord’s 8% capital rules. The goal was to increase bank returns while eliminating the risk, 

a kind of “having your cake and eating it too,” something which in the real world can only 

be very messy. 

 J.P.Morgan thereby paved the way to transform US banking away from traditional 

commercial lenders to traders of credit, in effect, into securitizers. The new idea was to 

enable the banks to shift risks off their balance sheets by pooling their loans and 

remarketing them as securities, while buying default insurance, Credit Default Swaps, after 

syndicating the loans for their clients. It was to prove a staggering development, soon to hit 

volumes measured in the trillions for the banks. By the end of 2007 there were an 

estimated $45,000 billion worth of Credit Default Swap contracts out there, giving 

bondholders the illusion of security. That illusion, however, was built on bank risk models 

of default assumptions which are not public and, if like other such risk models, were wildly 

optimistic. Yet the mere existence of the illusion was sufficient to lead the major banks of 

the world, lemming-like, into buying mortgage bonds collateralized or backed by streams of 

mortgage payments from unknown credit quality, and to accept at face value a Moody’s or 

Standard & Poors AAA rating.  

 Just as Greenspan as new Fed chairman turned to his old cronies at J.P. Morgan when he 

wanted to grant a loophole to the strict Glass-Steagall Act in 1987, and as he turned to J.P. 

Morgan to covertly work with the Fed to buy derivatives on the Chicago MMI stock index to 

artificially manipulate a recovery from the October 1987 crash, so the Greenspan Fed 

worked with J.P. Morgan and a handful of other trusted friends on Wall Street to support the 

launch of securitization in the 199:’s, as it became clear what the staggering potentials 

were for the banks who were first and who could shape the rules of the new game, the New 

Finance.  

 It was J.P. Morgan & Co. that led the march of the big money center banks beginning 

1995 away from traditional customer bank lending towards the pure trading of credit and 

of credit risk. The goal was to amass huge fortunes for the bank’s balance sheet without 

having to carry the risk on the bank’s books, an open invitation to greed, fraud and ultimate 

financial disaster. Almost every major bank in the world, from Deutsche Bank to UBS to 

Barclays to Royal Bank of Scotland to Societe Generale soon followed like eager blind 

lemmings.  

 None however came close to the handful of US banks which came to create and dominate 

the new world of securitization after 1995, as well as of derivatives issuance. The banks, 

led by J.P. Morgan, first began to shift credit risk off the bank balance sheets by pooling 

credits and remarketing portfolios, buying default protection after syndicating loans for 

clients. The era of New Finance had begun. Like every major “innovation” in finance, it 

began slowly.  

 Very soon after, the new securitizing banks such as J.P. Morgan began to create portfolios 

of debt securities, then to package and sell off tranches based on default probabilities. 

“Slice and dice” was the name of the new game, to generate revenue for the issuing 

underwriting bank, and to give “customized risk to return” results for investors. Soon Asset 

Backed Securities, Collateralized Debt Securities, even emerging market debt were being 

bundled and sold off in tranches. 



 On November 2, 1999, only ten days before Bill Clinton signed the Act repealing Glass-

Steagall, thereby opening the doors for money center banks to acquire brokerage business, 

investment banks, insurance companies and a variety of other financial institutions without 

restriction, Alan Greenspan turned his attention to encouraging the process of bank 

securitization of home mortgages.  

 In an address to America's Community Bankers, a regional banking organization, at a 

conference on mortgage markets, the Fed chairman stated:  

The recent rise in the homeownership rate to over 67 percent in the third quarter of this 
year owes, in part, to the healthy economic expansion with its robust job growth. But part of 
the gains have also come about because innovative lenders, like you, have created a far 
broader spectrum of mortgage products and have increased the efficiency of loan 
originations and underwriting. Ongoing progress in streamlining the loan application and 
origination process and in tailoring mortgages to individual homebuyers is needed to 
continue these gains in homeownership…Community banking epitomizes the flexibility and 
resourcefulness required to adjust to, and exploit, demographic changes and technological 
breakthroughs, and to create new forms of mortgage finance that promote homeownership. 
As for the Federal Reserve, we are striving to assist you by providing a stable platform for 
business generally and for housing and mortgage activity.(emphasis mine—w.e.)7 

Already on March 8 of that same year, 1999, Greenspan addressed the Mortgage Bankers’ 

Association where he strongly pushed real estate mortgage backed securitization as the 

wave of the future. He told the bankers there,  

 “Greater stability in the supply of mortgage credit has been accompanied by the 
unbundling of the various aspects of the mortgage process. Some institutions act as 
mortgage bankers, screening applicants and originating loans. Other parties service 
mortgage loans, a function for which efficiencies seem to be gained by large-scale 
operations. Still others, mostly with stable funding bases, provide the permanent financing 
of mortgages through participation in mortgage pools. Beyond this, some others slice cash 
flows from mortgage pools into special tranches that appeal to a wider group of investors. 
In the process, mortgage-backed securities outstanding have grown to a staggering $2.4 
trillion…, automated underwriting software is being increasingly employed to process a 
rapidly rising share of mortgage applications. Not only does this technology reduce the time 
it takes to approve a mortgage application, it also offers a consistent way of evaluating 
applications across a number of different attributes, and helps to ensure that the down-
payment and income requirements and interest rates charged more accurately reflect credit 
risks. These developments enabled the industry to handle the extraordinary volume of 
mortgages last year with ease, especially compared to the strains that had been 
experienced during refinancing waves in the past. One key benefit of the new technology has 
been an increased ability to manage risk (sic). Looking forward, the increased use of 
automated underwriting and credit scoring creates the potential for low-cost, customized 
mortgages with risk-adjusted pricing. By tailoring mortgages to the needs of individual 
borrowers, the mortgage banking industry of tomorrow will be better positioned to serve all 
corners of the diverse mortgage market. (emphasis mine-w-e-‖.”8 

But only after the Fed punctured the dot.com stock bubble in 2000 and after the 

Greenspan Fed dropped Fed funds interest rates drastically to lows not seen on such a scale 

since the 193:’s Great Depression, did asset securitization literally explode into a multi-

trillion dollar enterprise. 

 Securitization—the Un-Real Deal 



 Because the very subject of securitization was embedded with such complexity no one, not 

even its creators fully understood the diffusion of risk, let alone the simultaneous 

concentration of systemic risk. 

 Securitization was a process in which assets were acquired by some entity, sometimes 

called a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) or Special Investment Vehicle (SIV).  

 At the SIV the diverse home mortgages, let’s say, were assembled into pools or bundles as 

they were termed. A specific pool, say, of home mortgage receivables, now took life in the 

new form of a bond, an asset backed bond, in this case a mortgage backed security. The 

securitized bond was backed by the cash flow or value of the underlying assets.  

 That little step involved a complex leap of faith to grasp. It was based on illusory collateral 

backing whose real worth, as is now dramatically clear to all banks everywhere, was 

unknown and unknowable. Already at this stage of the process the legal title to the home 

mortgage of a specific home in the pool is legally ambiguous, as I pointed out in Part I. Who 

in the chain actually has in his or her physical possession the real, “wet signature” 

mortgage deed to the hundreds and thousands of homes in collateral? Now lawyers will have 

a field day for years to come sorting out Wall Street’s brilliant opacities.  

 Securitization usually applied to assets that were illiquid, that is ones that were not easily 

sold, hence it became common in real estate. And US real estate today is one of the world’s 

most illiquid markets. Everyone wants out and few want in, at least not at these prices.   

 Securitization was applied to pools of leased property, to residential mortgages, home 

equity loans, on student loans, credit card or other debts. In theory all assets could be 

securitized as long as they were associated with a steady and predictable cash flow. That 

was the theory. In practice, it allowed US banks to skirt tougher new Basle Capital Adequacy 

Rules, Basle II, designed explicitly in part to close the loophole in Basle I that let US and 

other banks shove loans wholesale into off-the-books special entities called Special 

Investment Vehicles or SIVs.  

 Financial Alchemy: Where the fly hits the soup  

 Securitization, thus, converted illiquid assets into liquid assets. It did this, in theory, by 

pooling, underwriting and selling the ownership claims to the payment flows, as asset-

backed securities (ABS). Mortgage-backed securities were one form of ABS, the largest by 

far since 2001. 

 Here’s where the fly hit the soup. 

 With the US housing market beginning back in 2006 in sharp downturn and rates on 

Adjustable Rate Mortgages (ARMs) moving sharply higher across the United States, 

hundreds of thousands of homeowners were being forced to simply “walk away” from their 

now un-payable mortgages, or be foreclosed on by one or another party in the complex 

securitization chain, very often illegally, as an Ohio judge recently ruled. Home foreclosures 

for 2007 were 75% higher than in 2006 and the process is just beginning, in what will be a 

real estate disaster to rival or likely exceed that of the Great Depression. In California 

foreclosures were up an eye-popping 421% over the year before.  

 That growing process of mortgage defaults in turn left gaping holes in the underlying cash 

payment stream intended to back up the newly issued Mortgage Backed Securities. Because 

the entire system was totally opaque, no one, least of all the banks holding this paper, knew 

what was really the case, what asset backed security was good, or what bad. As nature 



abhors a vacuum, bankers and investors, especially global investors, abhor uncertainty in 

financial assets they hold. They treat it like toxic waste.  

 The architects of this New Finance, based on the securitization of home mortgages, 

however, found that bundling hundreds of disparate mortgages of varying credit quality 

from across the USA into a big MBS bond wasn’t enough. If the Wall Street MBS 

underwriters were to be able to sell their new MBS bonds to the well-endowed pension funds 

of the world, they needed some extra juice. Most pension funds are restricted to buying only 

bonds rated AAA, highest quality.  

 But how could a rating agency rate a bond which was composed of a putative spream of 

mortgage payments from    1,::: different home mortgages across the USA? They couldn’t 

send an examiner into every city to look at the home and interview its occupant. Who could 

stand behind the bond? Not the mortgage issuing bank. They sold the mortgage 

immediately, at a discount, to get it off their books. Not the Special Purpose Vehicle, they 

were just there to keep the transactions separate from the mortgage underwriting bank.No 

something else was needed. Deux ex machina! in stepped the dauntless Big Three (actually 

Big Two) Credit Raters, the rating agencies.  

 The ABS Rating Game 

 Never ones to despair when confronted by new obstacles, clever minds at J.P. Morgan, 

Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, Citigroup, Merrill Lynch, Bear Stearns and a myriad of 

others in the game of securitizing the exploding volumes of home mortgages after 2002, 

turned to the Big Three rating agencies to get their prized AAA. This was necessary because, 

unlike issuance of a traditional corporate bond, say by GE or Ford, where a known, physical 

bricks ‘n mortar blue-chip company with a long-term credit history stood behind the bond, 

with Asset Backed Securities no corporation stood behind an ABS. Just a lot of promises on 

mortgage contracts across America.  

 The ABS or bond was, if you will, a “stand alone” artificial creation, whose legality under 

US law has been called into question. That meant a rating by a credit rating agency was 

essential to make the bond credible, or at least give it the “appearance of credibility,” as we 

now realize from the unraveling of the present securitization debacle. 

 At the very heart of the new financial architecture that was facilitated by the Greenspan 

Fed and successive US Administrations over the past two decades and more, was a semi-

monopoly held by three de facto unregulated private companies who operated to provide 

credit ratings for all securitized assets, of course for very nice fees. 

 Three rating agencies dominated the global business of credit ratings, the largest in the 

world being Moody’s Investors Service. In the boom years of securitization, Moody’s 

regularly reported well over a 50% profit on gross rating revenues. The other two in the 

global rating cartel were Standard & Poor's and Fitch Ratings. All three were American 

companies intimately tied into the financial sinews of Wall Street and US finance. The fact 

that the world’s rating business was a de facto US monopoly was no accident. It was 

planned that way, as a main pillar of the financial domination of New York. The control of 

the credit rating world was for the US global power projection almost tantamount to US 

domination in nuclear weapons as a power factor.  

 Former Secretary of Labor, economist Robert Reich, identified a core issue of the raters, 

their built-in conflict of interest. Reich noted, “Credit-rating agencies are paid by the same 

institutions that package and sell the securities the agencies are rating. If an investment 

bank doesn't like the rating, it doesn't have to pay for it. And even if it likes the rating, it 

pays only after the security is sold. Get it? It's as if movie studios hired film critics to review 



their movies, and paid them only if the reviews were positive enough to get lots of people to 

see the movie.” 

 Reich went on, “Until the collapse, the result was great for credit-rating agencies. Profits 

at Moody's more than doubled between 2002 and 2006. And it was a great ride for the 

issuers of mortgage-backed securities. Demand soared because the high ratings had 

expanded the market. Traders didn't examine anything except the ratings…a multibillion-

dollar game of musical chairs. And then the music stopped.”9 

That put three global rating agencies—Moody’s, S’P, and Fitch—directly under the 

investigative spotlight. They were de facto the only ones in the business of rating the 

collateralized securities—Collateralized Mortgage Obligations, Collateralized Debt 

Obligations, Student Loan-backed Securities, Lottery Winning-backed Securities and a 

myriad of others—for Wall Street and other banks.  

 According to an industry publication, Inside Mortgage Finance, some 25% of the $900 

billion in sub-prime mortgages issued over the past two years were given top AAA marks by 

the rating agencies. That comes to more than $220 billion of sub-prime mortgage securities 

carrying the highest AAA rating by either Moody’s, Fitch or Standard ’ Poors. That is now 

coming unwound as home mortgage defaults snowball across the land. 

 Here the scene got ugly. Their model assumptions on which they gave their desired AAA 

seal of approval was a proprietary secret. “Trust us…”  

 According to an economist working within the US rating business, who had access to the 

actual model assumptions used by Moody’s, S’P and Fitch to determine whether a mortgage 

pool with sub-prime mortgages got a AAA or not, they used historical default rates from a 

period of the lowest interest rates since the Great Depression, in other words a period with 

abnormally low default rates, to declare by extrapolation that the sub-prime paper was and 

would be into the distant future of AAA quality.  

 The risk of default on even a sub-prime mortgage, so went the argument, “was historically 

almost infinitesimal.” That AAA rating from Moody’s in turn allowed the Wall Street 

investment houses to sell the CMOs to pension funds, or just about anybody seeking “yield 

enhancement” but with no risk. That was the theory. 

 As Oliver von Schweinitz pointed out in a very timely book, Rating Agencies: Their 
Business, Regulation and Liability, “Securitizations without ratings are unthinkable.” And 

because of the special nature of asset backed securitizations of mortgage loans, von 

Schweinitz points out, those ABS, “although being standardized, are one-time events, 

whereas other issuances (corporate bonds, government bonds) generally affect repeat 

players. Repeat players have less incentive to cheat than ‘one time issuers.’”1: 

 Put the other way, there is more incentive to cheat, to commit fraud with asset backed 

securities than with traditional bond issuance, a lot more.  

 Moody’s, S’P’s unique status 

 The top three rating agencies under US law enjoy an almost unique status. They are 

recognized by the Government’s Securities and Exchange Commission ―SEC‖ as Nationally 

Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations (NRSROs). There exist only four in the USA 

today. The fourth, a far smaller Canadian rater, is Dominion Bond Rating Service Ltd. 

Essentially, the top three hold a quasi monopoly on the credit rating business, and that, 

worldwide.   



 The only US law regulating rating agencies, the Credit Agency Reform Act of 2006 is a 

toothless law, passed in the wake of the Enron collapse. Four days before the collapse of 

Enron, the rating agencies gave Enron an “investment grade” rating, and a shocked public 

called for some scrutiny of the raters. The effect of the Credit Agency Reform Act of 2006 

was null on the de facto rating monopoly of S’P, Moody’s and Fitch.  

 The European Union, also reacting to Enron and to the similar fraud of the Italian 

company Parmalat, called for an investigation of whether the US rating agencies rating 

Parmalat has conflicts of interest, how transparent their methodologies were (not at all) 

and the lack of competition.  

 After several years of “study” and presumably a lot of behind -the-scenes from big EU 

banks involved in the securitization game, the EU Commission announced in 2006 it would 

only “continue scrutiny” ―sic‖ of the rating agencies. Moody’s and S’P and Fitch dominate 

EU ratings as well. There are no competitors. 

 It’s a free country, ain’t it? 

 The raters under US law were not liable for their ratings despite the fact that investors 

worldwide depend often exclusively on the AAA or other rating by Moody’s or S’P as 

validation of creditworthiness, most especially in securitized assets. The Credit Agency 

Reform Act of 2006 in no way dealt with liability of the rating agencies. It was in this regard 

a worthless paper. It was the only law dealing with the raters at all. 

 As von Schweinitz pointed out, “Rule 1:b-5 of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 is 

probably the most important basis for suing on the grounds of capital market fraud.” That 

rule stated “It shall be unlawful for any person…to make any untrue statement of a material 

fact.” That sounded like something concrete. But then the Supreme Court affirmed in a 

2::5 ruling, Dura Pharmaceuticals, ratings are not “statements of a material fact” as 

required under Rule 10b-5. The ratings given by Moody’s or S’P or Fitch are rather, 

“merely an opinion.” They are thereby protected as “privileged free speech,” under the US 

Constitution’s First Amendment.  

 Moody’s or S’P could say any damn thing about Enron or Parmalat or sub-prime 

securities it wanted to. It’s a free country ain’t it? Doesn’t everyone have a right to their 

opinion?  

 US courts have ruled in ruling after ruling that financial markets are “efficient” and 

hence, markets will detect any fraud in a company or security and price it 

accordingly…eventually. No need to worry about the raters then…11 

That was the “self-regulation” that Alan Greenspan apparently had in mind when he 

repeatedly intervened to oppose any regulation of the emerging asset securitization 

revolution.  

  The securitization revolution was all underwritten by a kind of  “hear no evil, see no evil” 

US government policy that said, what is “good for the Money Trust is good for the nation.”  

It was a perverse twist on the already perverse saying from the 195:’s of then General 

Motors chief, Charles E. Wilson, “what’s good for General Motors is good for America.” 

 Monoline insurance: Viagra for securitization? 

 For those CMO sub-prime securities that fell short of AAA quality,there was also another 

crucial fix needed. The minds on Wall Street came up with an ingenious solution. 



 The issuer of the Mortgage Backed Security could take out what was known as Monoline 

insurance. Monoline insurance for guaranteeing against default in asset backed securities 

was another spin-off of the Greenspan securitization revolution.  

 Although monoline insurance had begun back in the early 197:’s as a guarantee for 

municipal bonds, it was the Greenspan securitization revolution which gave it its leap into 

prominence.  

 As their industry association stated, “The monoline structure ensures that our full 

attention is given to adding value to our capital market customers.” Add value they 

definitely did. As of December 2007, it was reliably estimated that the monoline insurers, 

who call themselves “financial guarantors,” eleven poorly capitalized, loosely regulated 

monoline insurers, all based in New York and regulated by that state’s insurance regulator, 

had given their insurance guarantee to enable the AAA rated securitization of over $2.4 
trillion worth of Asset Backed Securities. (emphasis mine—f.w.e.).  

 Monoline insurance became a very essential element in the fraud-ridden Wall Street scam 

known as securitization. By paying a certain fee, a specialized (hence the term monoline) 

insurance company would insure or guarantee a pool of sub-prime mortgages in event of an 

economic downturn or recession in which the poor sub-prime homeowner could not service 

his monthly mortgage payments. 

 To quote from the official website of the monoline trade association, “The Association of 

Financial Guaranty Insurers, AFGI, is the trade association of the insurers and re-insurers 

of municipal bonds and asset-backed securities. A bond or other security insured by an AFGI 

member has the unconditional and irrevocable guarantee that interest and principal will be 

paid on time and in full in the event of a default.” Now they regret ever having promised that 

as sub-prime mortgage resets, growing recession and mortgage defaults are presenting 

hyperbolic insurance demands on the tiny, poorly capitalized monolines.   

 The main monoline insurers were hardly household names: ACA Financial Guaranty Corp., 

Ambac Assurance, Assured Guaranty Corp. BluePoint Re Limited, CIFG, Financial Guaranty 

Insurance Company, Financial Security Assurance, MBIA Insurance Corporation, PMI 

Guaranty Co., Radian Asset Assurance Inc., RAM Reinsurance Company and XL Capital 

Assurance. 

 A cautious reader might ask the question, “Who insures these eleven monoline insurers 

who have guaranteed billions indeed trillions in payment flows over the past five or so years 

of the ABS financial revolution?” 

 No one, yet, was the short answer. They state, “Eight AFGI member firms carry a Triple-A 

claims paying ability rating and two member firms carry a Double-A claims paying ability  

rating.” Moody’s, Standard ’ Poors and Fitch gave the AAA or AA ratings. 

 By having a guarantee from a bond insurer with an AAA credit rating, the cost of 

borrowing was less than it would normally be and the number of investors willing to buy 

such bonds was greater. 

 For the monolines,  guaranteeing such bonds seemed risk -free, with average default rates 

running at a fraction of 1 per cent in 2003-2006. As a result, monolines leveraged their 

assets to build their books, and it was not being uncommon for a monoline to have insured 

risks 100 to 150 times the size of its capital base. Until recently, Ambac had capital of $5.7 

billion against guarantees of $550 billion. 



 In 1998, the NY State Insurance Superintendent's office, the only regulator of monolines, 

agreed to allow monolines to sell credit-default swaps (CDSs) on asset-backed securities 

such as mortgage backed securities. Separate shell companies would be established, 

through which CDSs could be issued to banks for mortgage backed securities. 

 The move into insuring securitized bonds was spectacularly lucrative for the monolines. 

MBIA’s premiums rose from <235m in 1998 to <998m in 2::7. Year on year premiums 

last year increased 140%. Then along came the US sub-prime mortgage crisis, and the 

music stopped dead for the monolines, dead.  

 As the mortgages within bonds from the banks defaulted - sub-prime mortgages written in 

2006 were already defaulting at a rate of 20 per cent by January 2008—the monolines were 

forced to step in and cover the payments. 

 On February 3, MBIA revealed $3.5 billion in writedowns and other charges in three 

months alone, leading to a quarterly loss of $2.3 billion. That was likely just the tip of a 

very cold iceberg. Insurance analyst Donald Light remarked, "The answer is no one knows," 

when asked what the potential downside loss was. "I don't think we will know to perhaps the 

third or fourth quarter of 2008." 

 Credit ratings agencies have begun downgrading the monolines, taking away their prized 

AAA ratings, which means a monoline could no longer write new business, and the bonds it 

guarantees no longer would hold a AAA rating. 

 To date, the only monoline to receive downgrades from two agencies - usually required for 

such a move to impact on a company - is FGIC, cut by both Fitch and S&P. Ambac, the 

second largest monoline, has been cut to AA by Fitch, with the other monolines on a variety 

of different potential warnings. 

 The rating agencies did “computer simulated stress tests” to decide if the monolines 

could “pay claims at a default level comparable to that of the Great Depression.” How much 

could the monoline insurers handle in a real crisis? They claimed, “Our claims-paying 

resources available to back members' guarantees…totals more than <34 billion.”12 

That $34 billion was a drop in what will rapidly over the course of 2008 appear to be a 

bottomless bucket. It was estimated that in the Asset Backed Securities market roughly one-

third of all transactions were “wrapped” or insured by AAA monolines. Investors demanded 

surety wraps for volatile collateral or that without a long performance history.13 

According to the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association, a US trade group, 

at the end of 2006 there was a total of some $3.6 trillion worth of Asset Backed Securities 

in the United States, including of home mortgages, prime and sub -prime, of home equity 

loans, credit cards, student loans, car loans, equipment leasing and the like. Fortunately 

not all $3.6 trillion of securitizations are likely to default, and not all at once. But the AGFI 

monoline insurers had insured $2.4 trillion of that mountain of asset backed securities 

over the past several years. Private analysts estimated by early February 2008 that the 

potential insurer payout risks, under optimistic assumptions, could exceed $200 billions. A 

taxpayer bailout of that scale in an election year would be an interesting voter sell.   

 Off the books 

 The entire securitization revolution allowed banks to move assets off their books into 

unregulated opaque vehicles. They sold the mortgages at a discount to underwriters such as 

Merrill Lynch, Bear Stearns, Citigroup, and similar financial securitizers. They then in turn 

sold the mortgage collateral to their own separate Special Investment Vehicle or SIV as they 



were known. The attraction of a stand-alone SIV was that they and their potential losses 

were theoretically at least, isolated from the main underwriting bank. Should things ever, 

God forbid, run amok with the various Asset Backed Securities held by the SIV, only the SIV 

would suffer, not Citigroup or Merrill Lynch. 

 The dubious revenue streams from sub-prime mortgages and similar low quality loans, 

once bundled into the new Collateralized Mortgage Obligations or similar securities, then 

often got an injection of Monoline insurance, a kind of financial Viagra for junk quality 

mortgages such as the NINA ―No Income, No Assets‖ or “Liars’ Loans,” or so-called stated-

income loans, that were commonplace during the colossal Greenspan Real Estate economy 

up until July 2007.  

 According to the Mortgage Brokers’ Association for Responsible Lending, a consumer 

protection group, by 2::6 Liars’ Loans were a staggering 62% of all USA mortgage 

originations. In one independent sampling audit of stated-income mortgage loans in Virginia 

in 2006, the auditors found, based on IRS records that almost 60% of the stated-income 

loans were exaggerated by more than 50%.  Those stated-income chickens are now coming 

home to roost or far worse. The default rates on those Liars’ Loans, which is now sweeping 

across the entire US real estate market, makes the waste problems of Tyson Foods factory 

chicken farms look like a wonderland.14 

None of that would have been possible without securitization, without the full backing of 

the Greenspan Fed, without the repeal of Glass-Steagall, without monoline insurance, 

without the collusion of the major rating agencies, and the selling on of that risk by the 

mortgage-originating banks to underwriters who bundled them, rated and insured them as 

all AAA.  

 In fact the Greenspan New Finance revolution literally opened the floodgates to fraud on 

every level from home mortgage brokers to lending agencies to Wall Street and London 

securitization banks to the credit rating agencies. Leaving oversight of the new securitized 

assets, hundreds of billions of dollars worth of them, to private “self-regulation” between 

issuing banks like Bear Stearns, Merrill Lynch or Citigroup and their rating agencies, was 

tantamount to pouring water on a drowning man. In Part V we discuss the consequences of 

the grand design in New Finance.   
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The Financial Tsunami Part V: The Predators had a Ball 

 

By F. William Engdahl, 22 February 2008 

 Colossal Collateral Damage  

The multi-trillion dollar US-centered securitization debacle began to unravel in June 2007 

with the liquidity crisis in two hedge funds owned by Bear Stearns, one of the world’s 

largest and most successful investment banks. The funds were heavily invested in sub-prime 

mortgage securities. The damage soon spread across the Atlantic to a little-known German 

state-owned bank, IKB. In July 2::7, IKB’s wholly-owned conduit, Rhineland Funding, had 

approximately €2: billion of Asset Backed Commercial Paper ―ABCP‖. In mid-July, investors 

refused to rollover part of Rhineland Funding’s ABCP. That forced the European Central 

Bank to inject record volumes of liquidity into the market to keep the banking system liquid.  

Rhineland Funding asked IKB to provide a credit line. IKB revealed it didn’t have enough 

cash or liquid assets to meet the request of its conduit, and was only saved by an 

emergency €8 billion credit facility provided by its state-owned major shareholder bank, the 

Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau, ironically the bank which led the Marshall Plan 

reconstruction of war-torn Germany in the late 194:’s. It was soon to become evident to the 

world that a new Marshall Plan, or some financial equivalent, was urgently needed for the 

United States economy; however, there were no likely donors stepping up to the plate this 

time. 
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The intervention of KfW, rather than stopping the panic, led to reserve hoarding and to a 

run on all commercial paper issued by international banks’ off-books Structured Investment 

Vehicles (SIVs).  

Asset Backed Commercial Paper was one of the big products of the asset securitization 

revolution fostered by Greenspan and the US financial establishment. They were the stand-

alone creations of the major banks, set up to get risk off the bank’s balance sheet.  

The SIV would typically issue Commercial Paper securities backed by a flow of payments 

from the cash collections received from the conduit’s underlying asset portfolio. The ABCP 

was a short-term debt, generally no more than 270 days. Crucially, they were exempt from 

the registration requirements of the US Securities Act of 1933. ABCPs were typically issued 

from pools of trade receivables, credit card receivables, auto and equipment loans and 

leases, and collateralized debt obligations.  

In the case of IKB in Germany, the cash flow was supposed to come from its portfolio of 

sub-prime US home mortgages, mortgage backed Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs). 

The main risk faced by ABCP investors was asset deterioration—that the individual loans 

making up the security default—precisely what began to cascade through the US mortgage 

markets during the summer of 2007.  

The problem with CDOs was that once issued, they were rarely traded. Their value, rather 

than being market-driven, were based on complicated theoretical models.  

When CDO holders around the world last summer suddenly and urgently needed liquidity to 

face the market sell-off, they found the market value of their CDOs was far below book 

value. So, instead of generating liquidity by selling CDOs, they sold high-quality liquid blue 

chip stocks, government bonds, precious metals.  

That simply meant the CDO crisis led to a loss of value in both CDOs and stocks. The drop 

in price of equities triggered contagion to hedge funds. That dramatic price collapse wasn’t 

predicted by the theoretical models built into quantitative hedge funds and led to large 

losses in that part of the market, led by Bear Stearns’ two in-house hedge funds. Major 

losses by leading hedge funds further fed increasing uncertainty and amplified the crisis. 

That was the beginning of colossal collateral damage. The models all broke down.  

Lack of transparency was at the root of the crisis that had finally and inevitably erupted in 

mid-2007. That lack of transparency was due to the fact that instead of spreading risk in a 

transparent way as foreseen by accepted economic theory, market operators chose ways to 

“securitize” risky assets by promoting high-yielding, high -risk assets, without clearly 

marking their risk. Additionally, credit-rating agencies turned a blind eye to the inherent 

risks of the products. The fact that they were rarely traded meant even the approximate 

value of these structured financial products was not known.1 

Ignoring lessons from LTCM 

With that collapse of confidence among banks in the international inter-bank market, the 

heart of global banking and which trades in Asset Backed Commercial Paper, the banking 

system stared a systemic crisis in the face. A crisis now threatened of a domino collapse of 

banks akin to that in Europe in 1931, when the French banks for political reasons pulled 

the plug on the Austrian Creditanstalt. Greenspan’s New Finance was at the heart of the new 

instability. It was his Age of Turbulence, to parody the title of his ghost-written 

autobiography.2 



The world financial system had faced a systemic crisis threat as recently as the September 

1998 collapse of the Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM) hedge fund in Greenwich, 

Connecticut. Only extraordinary coordinated central bank intervention then, led by 

Greenspan’s US Federal Reserve, prevented a global meltdown.  

That LTCM crisis contained the seed crystal of all that is going wrong with the multi-trillion 

dollar asset securitization markets today. Curiously, Greenspan and others in positions of 

responsibility systematically refused to take those lessons  to heart.  

The nominal trigger of the LTCM crisis was an event not foreseen in the hedge fund’s risk 

model. Its investment strategies were based on what they felt was a predictable mild range 

of volatility in foreign currencies and bonds based on data from historical trading 

experience. When Russia declared it was devaluing its rouble currency and defaulting on its 

Russian state bonds, the risk parameters of LTCM’s risk models were literally blown out of 

the water, and LTCM with it. Sovereign debt default was an event that was not “normal.”  

Unlike the risk assumptions of every risk model used by Wall Street, the real world was 

also not normal, but rather highly unpredictable. 

To cover their losses LTCM and its banks began a panic sell-off of anything it could 

liquidate, triggering panic selling by other hedge funds and banks to cover exposed 

positions. In response, the US stock market dropped 20%, while European markets fell 

35%. Investors sought safety in US Treasury bonds, causing interest rates to drop by over a 

full point. As a result, LTCM’s highly leveraged investments started to crumble. By the end of 

August 1998, it lost 50% of the value of its capital investments. 

In the summer of 1997 amid the hedge fund-led attacks on the vulnerable currencies of 

Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia and other Asian high-growth “Tiger” economies, Malaysia’s 

Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad openly called for greater international control on the 

murky speculation of hedge funds. He named the name of one of the largest involved in the 

Asian attacks, George Soros’ Quantum Fund. Because of US pressure from the Treasury 

Department by Secretary Robert Rubin, the former head of Goldman Sachs, and from the 

Greenspan Fed, no oversight of opaque offshore hedge funds was ever undertaken. Instead 

they were let to grow into funds holding more than $1.4 trillion in assets by 2007. 

Fatally flawed risk models  

The point about that LTCM crisis that rocked the foundations of the global finance system, 

was who was involved and what economic assumptions they used—the very same 

fundamental assumptions used to construct the deadly-flawed risk models of the asset 

securitization debacle. 

At the beginning of 1998, LTCM had capital of $4.8 billion, a portfolio of $200 billion, 

built from its borrowing capacity or credit lines loaned from all the major US and European 

banks hungry for untold gains from the successful fund. LTCM held derivatives with a 

notional value of $1,250 billion. That is one unregulated, offshore hedge fund held a 

portfolio of options and other financial derivatives nominally worth one and a quarter 

trillion dollars. Nothing of that scale had ever before been dreamed of. The dream rapidly 

turned into a nightmare.  

In the argot of Wall Street, LTCM was a highly geared fund, unbelievably high. One of its 

investors was  the Italian central bank, so awesome was the fund’s reputation. The major 

global banks who had poured their money into LTCM hoping to coattail the success and 

staggering profits included Bankers Trust, Barclays, Chase, Deutsche Bank, Union Bank of 

Switzerland, Salomon Smith Barney, J.P.Morgan, Goldman Sachs, Merrill Lynch, Crédit 



Suisse, First Boston, Morgan Stanley Dean Witter; Société Générale; Crédit Agricole; 

Paribas, Lehman Brothers. Those were the very banks that were to emerge less than a 

decade later at the heart of the securitization crisis in 2007. 

Speaking to press at the time, US Treasury Secretary Rubin declared, “LTCM was a single 

isolated instance in which the judgment was made by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York 

that there were possible systemic implications of a failure, and what they did was to 

organize or bring together a group of private sector institutions which then made a 

judgment of what was in their economic self interest." 

The source of the awe over LTCM was the “dream team” who ran it. The fund’s CEO and 

founder was John Meriwether, a legendary trader who had left Salomon Brothers following a 

scandal over purchase of US Treasury bonds. That hadn’t dented his confidence. Asked 

whether he believed in efficient markets, he once modestly replied, "I MAKE them efficient." 

The fund’s principal shareholders included the two eminent experts in the "science" of risk, 

Myron Scholes and Robert Merton. Scholes and Merton had been awarded the Nobel Prize 

for economics in 1997 for their work on derivatives by the Swedish Academy of Sciences. 

LTCM also had a dazzling array of professors of finance, doctors of mathematics and 

physics and other "rocket scientists" capable of inventing extremely complex, daring and 

profitable financial schemes.  

Black-Scholes, fundamental flaws and risk models 

There was only one flaw. Scholes’ and Mertons’ fundamental axioms of risk, the 

assumptions on which all their models were built, were wrong. They had been built on sand, 

fundamentally and catastrophically wrong. Their mathematical options pricing model 

assumed that there were Perfect Markets, markets so extremely deep that traders' actions 

could not affect prices. They assumed that markets and players were rational. Reality 

suggested the opposite—markets were fundamentally irrational in the long-term. But the 

risk pricing models of Black, Scholes and others over the past two or more decades had 

allowed banks and financial institutions to argue that traditional lending prudence was old 

fashioned. With suitable options insurance, risk was no longer a worry. Eat, drink and be 

merry...  

That, of course, ignored actual market conditions in every major market panic since Black-

Scholes model was introduced on the Chicago Board Options Exchange. It ignored the 

fundamental role of options and ‘portfolio insurance’ in the Crash of 1987; it ignored the 

causes of the panic that in 1998 brought down Long Term Capital Management – of which 

Scholes and Merton were both partners. Wall Street blissfully ignored the obvious along with 

the economists and governors in the Greenspan Fed.  

Financial markets, contrary to the religious dogma taught at every business school since 

decades, were not smooth, well-behaved models following the Gaussian Bell-shaped Curve as 

if it were a law of the universe. The fact that the main architects of modern theories of 

financial engineering—now given the serious-sounding name ‘financial economics’—all got 

Nobel prizes, gave the flawed models the aura of Papal infallibility. Only three years after 

the 1987 crash the Nobel Committee in Sweden gave Harry Markowitz and Merton Miller the 

prize. In 1997 amid the Asia crisis, it gave the award to Robert Merton and Myron Scholes.3 

The most remarkable aspect of the incompetent risk models in use since the origins of 

financial derivatives in the 198:’s, through to the explosive growth of asset securitization 

in the last decade, was how little they were questioned.  

LTCM had ace Wall Street investment bankers, two Nobel Prize economists who literally 

invented the theory of pricing derivatives on everything from stocks to currencies. To top its 

all-star LTCM lineup, David Mullins, the former vice-chairman of the Federal Reserve Board 



under Alan Greenspan quit his job with the Maestro to become a partner at LTCM. Despite 

all this, the traders at LTCM and those who followed them to the edge of the financial abyss 

in August 1998 did not have a hedge against the one thing they now confronted—systemic 

risk. Systemic risk was precisely what they confronted once an “impossible event,” the 

Russian state default, had occurred.  

Despite the clear lessons from the harrowing LTCM debacle—there is no derivative that 

insures against systemic risk—Greenspan, Rubin and the New York banks continued to build 

their risk models as if nothing had taken place. The Russian sovereign default was 

dismissed as a “once in a Century event.” They were moving on to build the dot.com bubble 

and, in the aftermath, the greatest financial bubble in human history—the asset 

securitization bubble of 2002-2007.  

Life is no Bell Curve 

Risk and its pricing did not behave like a bell-shaped curve, not in financial markets any 

more than in oilfield exploitation. In 1900 an obscure French mathematician and financial 

speculator, Louis Bachelier, argued that price changes in bonds or stocks followed the bell-

shaped curve that the German mathematician, Carl Friedrich Gauss, devised as a model to 

map statistical probabilities for various events. Bell curves assumed a mild form of 

randomness in price fluctuations, just as the standard I.Q. test by design defines 100 as 

“average,” the center of the bell. It was a kind of useful alchemy, but still alchemy.  

That assumption that financial price variations behaved fundamentally like the bell curve 

allowed Wall Street Rocket Scientists to roll out an unending stream of new financial 

products each more arcane and complex than the previous. The theories were modified. The 

“Law of Large Numbers” was added to say that when the number of events becomes 

sufficiently large, like flips of a coin or rolls of die, the value converges on a stable value 

over the long term. The Law of Large Numbers, which in reality was no scientific law at all, 

allowed banks like Citigroup or Chase to issue hundreds of millions of Visa cards without so 

much as a credit check, based on data showing that in “normal” times defaults on credit 

cards were so rare as not to be worth considering.4 

The problems with models based on bell curve distributions or laws of large numbers 

arose when times were not normal, such as a steep economic recession of the sort the 

United States economy today is beginning to experience, a recession comparable perhaps 

only to that of 1931-1939.  

The remarkable thing was that America’s academic economists and Wall Street investment 

bankers, Federal Reserve governors, Treasury secretaries, Sweden’s Nobel Economics Prize 

judges, England’s Chancellors of the Exchequer, her High Street bankers, her Court of the 

Bank of England, to name just the leading names, all were willing to turn a blind eye to the 

fact that economic theory, theories of market behavior, theories of derivative risk pricing, 

were incapable of predicting, let alone preventing, non-linear surprises.  

It was incapable of predicting bursting of speculative bubbles, not in October 1987, not in 

February 1994, in March 2::2, and most emphatically not since June 2::7. It couldn’t 

because the very model created the conditions that led to the ever larger and more 

destructive bubbles in the first place. Financial Economics was but another word for 

unbridled speculative excess. 

A theory incapable of explaining such major, defining surprise events, despite Nobel prizes, 

was not worth the paper it was written on. Yet the US Federal Reserve Governors—above all 

Alan Greenspan, US Treasury secretaries, above all Robert Rubin and Lawrence Summers 

and Henry Paulsen—prevailed to make sure that Congress never lay a legislative or 



regulatory hand on the exotic financial instruments that were being created, created based 

on a theory that was utterly irrelevant to reality.  

On September 29, 1998, Reuters reported, “any attempt to regulate derivatives, even after 

the collapse—and rescue—of LTCM have not met with success. The CFTC (the government 

agency with nominal oversight over derivatives trading-w.e.) was barred from expanding its 

regulation of derivatives under language approved late on Monday by the US House and 

Senate negotiators. Earlier this month the Republican chairmen of the House and Senate 

Agriculture Committees asked for the language to limit the CFTC's regulatory authority over 

over-the-counter derivatives echoing industry concerns." Industry of course meant the big 

banks. 

Reuters added that “when the initial subject of regulation was broached by the CFTC both 

Fed chairman, Alan Greenspan, and Treasury Secretary Rubin leapt to the defense of the 

industry claiming that the industry did not need regulation and that to do so would drive 

business overseas.”        

The combination of relentless refusal to allow regulatory oversight of the explosive new 

financial instruments from Credit Default Swaps to Mortgage Backed Securities and the 

myriad of similar exotic “risk-diffusing” financial innovations and the 1999 final repeal of 

the Glass-Steagall Act strictly separating securities dealing banks from commercial lending 

banks opened the way for what in June 2007 began as the second Great Depression in less 

than a century. It began what future historians will describe as the final demise of the 

United States as the dominant global financial power.  

Liars’ Loans and NINA: Banks in an orgy of fraud  

The lessons of the 1998 Russia default and the LTCM systemic crisis were forgotten within 

weeks by the major players of the New York financial establishment. Flanked by MBA whiz 

kid ‘rocket scientist’ analysts, bell curve models and fatally flawed risk models, the financial 

giants of the US banking world launched a wave of mega-mergers and began to create 

ingenious ways of getting lending risk off their books. That opened the doors to the greatest 

era of corporate and financial fraud in world history, the asset securitization bonanza. 

With Glass-Steagall finally repealed in late 1999, at the urgings of Greenspan and Rubin, 

banks were now free to snatch up rivals across the spectrum from insurance companies to 

consumer credit or finance houses. The landscape of American banking underwent a drastic 

change. The asset securitization revolution was ready to be launched.  

With Glass-Steagall gone, now only bank holding companies and subsidiary pure lending 

banks were directly monitored by the Federal Reserve. If Citigroup opted to close its 

Citibank branch in a sub-prime neighborhood and instead have a new wholly-owned 

subsidiary, CitiFinancial, which specialized in sub-prime lending, work the area, 

CitiFinancial could operate under entirely different and lax regulation. 

CitiFinancial issued mortgages separately from Citibank. Consumer groups accused 

CitiFinancial of specializing in “predator loans” in which unscrupulous mortgage brokers or 

salesmen would push a loan on a family or person far beyond his comprehension or 

capacity to handle the risks. And Citigroup was only typical of most big banks. 

On January 8, 2008 Citigroup announced with great fanfare publication of its consolidated 

“US residential mortgage business,” including mortgage origination, servicing and 

securitization. Curiously, the statement omitted CitiFinancial, the subsidiary with the most 

risk.5 



Basle I loopholes 

The driver pushing the banks towards securitization and the proliferation of off-balance-

sheet risks including highly leveraged derivatives positions was the 1987 Basle Bank for 

International Settlements Capital Adequacy Accord, known today as Basle I. That agreement 

among the central banks of the world’s largest economies required banks to set aside 8% of 

a normal commercial loan as reserve against possible future default. The then-new 

innovation of financial derivatives were not mentioned in Basle I on US insistence.   

The Accord originally had been intended by Germany’s ultra-conservative Bundesbank and 

other European central banks to rein in the more speculative Japanese and US bank lending 

which had led to the worst banking crisis since the 193:’s. The original intent of the Basle 

Accord was to force banks to reduce lending risk. The actual effect for US banks was just 

the opposite. They soon discovered a gaping loophole—off-balance-sheet transactions, 

notably derivatives positions and securitization. Because they were left out of Basle I banks 

need not set aside any capital to cover potential losses. 

The elegance of securitization of loans such as home mortgages for the issuing bank was 

that they could take the loan or mortgage and immediately sell it on to a securitizer or 

underwriter who bundled hundreds of such loans into a new Asset Backed Security. This 

seemingly genial innovation was far more dangerous than it sounded. Lending banks no 

longer needed to carry a mortgage loan on its books for 20-30 years as was traditional. 

They sold it on at a discount and used the cash to turn the next round of credit issuing.  

That meant as well that the lending bank now no longer had to worry if the loan would ever 

be repaid.  

Fraud a la mode 

It didn’t take long before lending banks across the United States realized they were sitting 

on a bonanza bigger than the California gold rush. With no worry about whether a borrower 

of a home mortgage, say, would be able to service the debt for the next decades, banks 

realized they made money on pure loan volume and resell to securitizers.  

Soon it became commonplace for banks to outsource their mortgage lending to free-lance 

brokers. Instead of doing their own credit checks they relied, often exclusively, on various 

online credit questionnaires, similar to the Visa card application where no follow-up was 

done. It became common practice for mortgage lenders to offer brokers bonus incentives to 

bring in more signed mortgage loan volume, another opportunity for massive fraud. The 

banks got more gain from making high volumes of loans then selling for securitization. The 

world of traditional banking was being turned on its head. 

As the bank no longer had an incentive to assure the solidity of a borrower through 

minimum cash down payments and exhaustive background credit checks, many US banks, 

simply to churn loan volume and returns, gave what they cynically called “Liars’ Loans.” 

They knew the person was lying about his credit and income to get that dream home. They 

simply didn’t care. They sold the risk once the ink was dry on the mortgage.  

A new terminology arose after 2002 for such loans, such as “NINA” mortgages—No 

Income, No Assets. “No problem, Mister Jones. Here’s <4::,::: for your new home, enjoy.”  

With Glass-Steagall no longer an obstacle, banks could set up myriad wholly-owned 

separate entities to process the booming home mortgage business. The giant of the process 

was Citigroup, the largest US bank group with over $2.4 trillion of group assets.  



Citigroup included Travelers Insurance, a state-regulated insurer. It included the old 

Citibank, a huge retail lending bank. It included the investment bank, Smith Barney. And it 

included the aggressive sub-prime lender, CitiFinancial, according to numerous consumer 

reports, one of the most aggressive predatory6 lenders pushing sub-prime mortgages on 

often ignorant or insolvent borrowers, often in poor black or Hispanic neighborhoods. It 

included the Universal Financial Corp. one of the nation’s largest credit card issuers, who 

used the so-called Law of Large Numbers to grow its customer base among more and more 

dodgy credit risks.  

Citigroup also included Banamex, Mexico’s second largest bank and Banco Cuscatlan, El 

Salvador’s largest bank. Banamex was one of the major indicted money laundering banks in 

Mexico. That was nothing foreign to Citigroup. In 1999 the US Congress and GAO 

investigated Citigroup for illicitly laundering $100 million in drug money for Raul Salinas, 

brother of the then-Mexican President. The investigations also found the bank had 

laundered money for corrupt officials from Pakistan to Gabon to Nigeria.  

Citigroup, the financial behemoth was merely typical of what happened to American 

banking after 1999. It was a different world entirely from anything before with the possible 

exception of the excesses of the Roaring ‘2:’s. The degree of lending fraud and abuse that 

ensued in the new era of asset securitization was staggering to the imagination. 

The Predators had a ball 

One US consumer organization documented some of the most common predatory lending 

practices during the real estate boom: 

‘In the United States in the first decade of the 21st century there are many storefronts 
offering such loans. Some are old -- Household Finance and its sister Beneficial, for 
example -- and some are newer-fangled, like CitiFinancial. Both offer credit at rates over 
thirty percent. The business is booming: the spreads, Wall Street says, are too good to pass 
up. Citibank pays under five percent interest on the deposits it collects. Its affiliated loan 
sharks charge four times that rate, even for loans secured by the borrower's home. It's a 
can't-miss proposition. Even if the economy goes South they can take and resell the 
collateral. The business is global: the Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, now 
HSBC, wants to export it to the eighty-plus countries in which it has a retail presence. 
Institutional investors love the business model and investment banks securitize the loans. 
These fancy terms will be defined as we proceed. The root, however, the fodder on which the 
whole pyramid rests, is the solitary customer at what's called the point of sale… points and 
fees can be added to the money that's lent. CitiFinancial and Household Finance both 
suggest that insurance is needed. This they serve in a number of flavors -- credit life and 
credit disability, credit unemployment and property insurance -- but in almost all cases, it is 
included in the loans and interest is charged on it. It's called "single premium" -- instead of 
paying each month for coverage, you pay in advance with money on which you pay interest. 
If you choose to refinance, you will not get a refund. It is money down the drain, but at the 
point-of-sale it often goes unnoticed. 

Take, for example, the purchase of furniture. A bedroom set might cost two thousand 
dollars. The sign says Easy Credit, sometimes spelled E-Z. The furniture man does not 
manage these accounts. For this he turns to CitiFinancial, to HFC or perhaps to Wells Fargo. 
While the Federal Reserve lends money to banks at below five percent, these bank-affiliates 
charge twenty or thirty or forty percent. You will have insurance on your furniture: to 
protect you, they say, from having it repossessed if you die or become unemployed. Before 
the debt is discharged, dead or alive, you will have paid more than the list-price of a luxury 
car or a crypt with a doorman. 



Midway you'll be approached with a sweet-sounding offer: if you'll put up your home as 
collateral, your rate can be lowered and the term be extended. A twenty-year mortgage, fixed 
or adjustable. The rate will be high and the rules not disclosed. For example: if you satisfy 
the loan too quickly, you'll be charged a pre-payment penalty. Or, you'll pay slowly and then 
be asked to pay more, in what's called a balloon. If you can't, that's okay: they knew you 
couldn't. The goal is to refinance your loan and charge you yet more points and fees. 

In prior centuries, this was called debt peonage. Today it is the fate of the so-called sub-
prime serf. Fully twenty percent of American households are described as sub-prime. But 
half of the people who get sub-prime loans could have paid normal rates, according to 
Fannie Mae and Beltway authorities. Outside it's the law of the jungle; the only rule is Buyer 
Beware. But this is easier for some people than others. 

Why would a person overpay by so much? In the nation's low-income neighborhoods, 
sometimes called ghettos or, in a more poetic euphemism, the inner city, there's a lack of 
bank branches. In the late 20th century, many financial institutions left the 'hood in the 
lurch. They refused to lend money; they refused to write insurance policies.7 

In the 198:’s this author interviewed a senior Wall Street banker, at the time recovering 

from some kind of burnout. I asked about his bank’s business in Cali, Colombia during the 

heyday of the Cali cocaine cartel. Speaking not for attribution, he related, “Banks would 

literally kill to get a slice of this business, it’s so lucrative.” Clearly they moved on to sub-

prime lending with similar goals in mind, and profits as huge as in money laundering drug 

gains. 

Alan Greenspan openly backed the extension of bank lending to the poorest ghetto 

residents. Edward M. Gramlich, a Federal Reserve governor who died in September 2007, 

warned nearly seven years ago that a fast-growing new breed of lenders was luring many 

people into risky mortgages they could not afford. When Gramlich privately urged Fed 

examiners to investigate mortgage lenders affiliated with national banks, he was rebuffed by 

Alan Greenspan. Greenspan ruled the Fed with nearly the power of an absolute monarch.8 

Revealing what was most certainly the tip of a very extensive iceberg of fraud, the FBI 

recently announced it was investigating 14 companies for possible accounting fraud, 

insider trading or other violations in connection with home loans made to risky borrowers. 

The FBI announced that the probe involved companies across the financial services 

industry, from mortgage lenders to investment banks that bundle home loans into securities 

sold to investors.  

At the same time, authorities in New York and Connecticut were investigating whether Wall 

Street banks hid crucial information about high-risk loans bundled into securities sold to 

investors. Connecticut Attorney General Richard Blumenthal said he and New York Attorney 

General Andrew Cuomo were looking whether banks properly disclosed the high risk of 

default on so-called "exception" loans — considered even riskier than sub-prime loans — 

when selling those securities to investors. Last November, Cuomo issued subpoenas to 

government-sponsored mortgage companies, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, in his 

investigation into what he claimed were conflicts of interest in the mortgage industry. He 

said he wanted to know about billions of dollars of home loans they bought from banks, 

including the largest US savings and loan, Washington Mutual Inc., and how appraisals were 

handled. 

The FBI said it was looking into the practices of sub-prime lenders, as well as potential 

accounting fraud committed by financial firms that hold these loans on their books or 

securitize them and sell them to other investors. Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs Group Inc. 

and Bear Stearns Cos. all disclosed in regulatory filings that they were cooperating with 

requests for information from various unspecified, regulatory and government agencies.9 



One former real estate broker from the Pacific Northwest, who quit the business in disgust 

at the pressures to push mortgages on unqualified borrowers, described some of the more 

typical practices of predatory brokers in a memo to this author: 

The sub-prime fiasco is a nightmare alright, but the prime ARMs hold potential for 
overwhelming disaster. The first “hiccup” occurred in July/August 2::7 - this was the “Sub-
prime Fiasco,” but in November 2::7 the hiccup was more than that.  It was in November 
2007, that the prime ARMs adjusted upwards. 

What this means is that upon the “anniversary date of the loan” the Adjustable Rate 
Mortgage adjusts up into a higher payment. This happens because the ARM was 
“purchased” at a teaser rate, usually one or one and one half percent. Payments made at 
that rate, while very attractive, do nothing to reduce principal and even generate some 
unpaid interest which is tacked onto the loan. Borrowers are permitted to make the teaser 
rate payments for the entire first year, even though the rate is good only for the first month.  

Concerns about “negative amortization,” whereby the indebtedness on the loan becomes 
more than the market value of the property, were allayed by reference to the growth in 
property values due to the bank-created bubble, which it was said was normal and could be 
relied upon to continue. All that was promoted by the lenders who sent armies of account 
executives, i.e., salesmen, around to the mortgage brokers to explain how it would work.   

Adjustable interest rates on home loans were the sum of the bank’s profit - the margin - 
and some objective predictor of the cost of the borrowed funds to the bank, known as the 
index. Indexes generated by various economic activities - what the banks around the country 
were paying for 9: day CD’s or what the banks in the London Interbank Exchange ―LIBOR‖ 
were paying for dollars - were used. Adding the margin to the index produces the true 
interest rate on the loan - the rate at which, after 30 years of payments, the loan will be 
completely paid off ―“amortized”‖. It is called the “fully indexed rate.”  

I am going to pick an arbitrary 6% as the “real” interest rate ―3% margin + 3% index). 
With a loan amount of $250,000.00 the monthly payment at 1% would be $804.10; that is 
the “teaser rate” payment, exclusive of taxes and insurance. This would adjust with changes 
in the index, but the margin remains static for the life of the loan. 

This loan is structured so that payment adjustments only occur once per year and are 
capped at 7.5 % of the previous year’s payment. That can go on, stair stepping, for a period 
of 5 years (or 10 years in the case of one lender) without regard to what is happening in 
the real world.  Then, at the end of the 5 years, the caps come off and everything adjusts to 
payments under the “fully indexed rate.”  

If the borrower has been making only the minimum required payments the whole time, this 
can result in a payment shock in the thousands. If the value of the home has decreased 
twenty-five percent, the borrower, this time someone with stellar credit, is encouraged to 
give it back to the bank, which devalues it at least another twenty-five percent and that 
spreads to the surrounding properties.10 

According to a Chicago banking insider, during the first week of February 2008, bankers 

in the U.S. were made aware of the following: 

Chase Manhattan Bank ―“CMB”‖ has sent out an unlimited number of statements to its 
customers about Lines of Credit ―“LOC’s”. The terms of its LOC’s, which, have been popular 
in the past, are now being manipulated and the values of the properties securing them are 
being unilaterally adjusted down, sometimes as much as 50 percent. This means 
homeowners are faced with making payments on a loan to buy an asset that is apparently 



worth half of the principal amount of the loan and paying interest on top of that. The only 
sensible thing to do in many cases is walk away, which results in a major loss in equity, 
reducing the value of all surrounding properties and adding to the avalanche of 
foreclosures. 

This is especially aggravated in cases of “Creative Financing” LOCs - those that were drawn 
on equal to between ninety and one hundred percent of the value of the property before the 
bubble burst… 

CMB has automatically closed credit lines that have “open” credit on them - meaning that 
the borrower left some money in the LOC for the future - over an 80% ratio of the amount of 
the loan to the value ―“LTV”) of the property. This has been done on a mass basis without 
any reference to the “property owners.” 

Loan to Value limits mean that the amount of money which the lender is willing to loan 

cannot exceed the stated percentage of the property value.  In common practice, an 

appraiser would be hired to assess the value of the property. The appraisal is informed by 

comparable sales of other properties which have sold in an area that, with a few exceptions, 

must be no more than one mile away from the subject property. That was merely the tip of 

the mortgage fraud bonanza that preceded the present unfolding Tsunami. 

The Tsumani is only beginning 

The nature of the fatally flawed risk models used by Wall Street, by Moody’s, by the 

securities Monoline insurers and by the economists of the US Government and Federal 

Reserve was such that they all assumed recessions were no longer possible, as risk could 

be indefinitely diffused and spread across the globe.   

All the securitized assets, the trillions of dollars worth, were priced on such flawed 

assumption. All the trillions of dollars of Credit Default Swaps—the illusion that loan default 

could be cheaply insured against with derivatives—all these were set to explode in a 

cascading series of domino-like crises as the crisis in the US housing market unraveled. The 

more home prices fell, the more mortgages facing sharply higher interest rate resets, the 

more unemployment spread across America from Ohio to Michigan to California to 

Pennsylvania to Colorado and Arizona. That process set off a vicious self-feeding spiral of 

asset price deflation.  

The sub-prime sector was merely the first manifestation of what was to unravel. The 

process will take years to wind down. The damaged products of Asset Backed Securities 

were used in turn as collateral for yet further bank loans, for leveraged buyouts by private 

equity firms, by corporations, even by municipalities. The pyramid of debt built on assets 

securitized began to go into reverse leverage as reality dawned in global markets that no 

one knew the worth of the securitized paper they held.  

In what would be a laughable admission were the consequences of their criminal 

negligence not so tragic for millions of Americans, Standard & Poors, the second largest 

rating agency in the world stated in October 2::7 that they “underestimated the extent of 

fraud in the US mortgage industry.” Alan Greenspan feebly tried to exonerate himself by 

claiming that lending to sub-prime borrowers was not wrong, only the later securitization of 

the loans. The very system they worked over decades to create was premised on fraud and 

non-transparency.   

Credit Default Swap crisis next 



As of this writing, the next ratchet down in the US financial Tsunami was the monocline 

insurers where, short of a US government nationalization, no solution was feasible as the 

unknown risks were so staggering. That problem was discussed in the previous Part IV.  

Next to explode will be the imminent probability of meltdown in the $45 trillion market in 

Over-the-Counter Credit Default Swaps (CDS), the brainchild of J.P. Morgan.  

As Greenspan made certain, the CDS market remained unregulated and opaque, so that no 

one knew what the scale of the risks in a falling economy were. Because it is unregulated it 

often was the case that one party to a CDS resold to another financial institution without 

informing the original counterparty. That means it is not obvious that were an investor to 

try to cash in his CDS he could track down its payer of the claim. The CDS market was 

overwhelmingly concentrated in New York banks who held swaps at the end of 2007 worth 

nominally $14 trillion. The most exposed were J.P. Morgan Chase with $7.8 trillion and 

Citigroup and Bank of America with $3 trillion each.  

The problem had been exacerbated by the fact that of the $45 trillions of credit default 

swaps, some 16% or $7.2 trillion worth were written to protect holders of Collateralized 

Debt Obligations where the mortgage collateral problems were concentrated. The CDS 

market was a ticking time bomb with an atomic detonator. As the credit crisis spreads in 

coming months, corporations will be forced to default on their bonds and writers of CDS 

insurance will face exploding claims and non-transparent rules. A claims settlement 

procedure for a market nominally worth $45 trillion did not exist as of February 2008.    

As hundreds of thousands of Americans over the coming months find their monthly 

mortgage payments dramatically reset according to their Adjustable Rate Mortgage terms, 

another $690 billion in home mortgage debt will become prime candidates for default. That 

in turn will lead to a snowball effect in terms of job losses, credit card defaults and another 

wave of securitization crisis in the huge market for securitized credit card debt. The 

remarkable thing about this crisis is that so much of the sinews of the entire American 

financial system were tied in to it. There has never been a crisis of this magnitude in 

American history.  

At the end of February the Financial Times of London revealed that US banks had “quietly” 

borrowed $50 billion in funds from a special new Fed credit facility to ease their cash 

crisis. Losses at all the major banks from Citigroup to J.P.Morgan Chase to most other 

major US bank groups continued to mount as the economy sank deeper into a recession 

that clearly would turn in coming months into a genuine depression. No Presidential 

candidate had dared utter a serious word about their proposals to deal with what was 

becoming the greatest financial and economic meltdown in American history.   

By the early days of 2008 it was becoming clear that Financial Securitization would be the 

Last Tango for the United States as the global financial superpower. 

The question now was posed what new center or centers of financial power could 

conceivably replace New York as the global nexus. That we will examine in Part VI. 
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PREFACE 

 

In all major regions of the world, the economic recession is deep-seated, resulting in mass 

unemployment, the collapse of state social programs and the impoverishment of millions of 

people. The economic crisis is accompanied by a worldwide process of militarization, a "war 

without borders" led by the United States of America and its NATO allies. The conduct of the 

Pentagon’s "long war" is intimately related to the restructuring of the global economy.  

We are not dealing with a narrowly defined economic crisis or recession. The global 

financial architecture sustains strategic and national security objectives. In turn, the U.S.-

NATO military agenda serves to endorse a powerful business elite which relentlessly 

overshadows and undermines the functions of civilian government.  

This book takes the reader through the corridors of the Federal Reserve and the Council on 

Foreign Relations, behind closed doors at the Bank for International Settlements, into the 

plush corporate boardrooms on Wall Street where far-reaching financial transactions are 

routinely undertaken from computer terminals linked up to major stock markets, at the 

touch of a mouse button.  

Each of the authors in this collection digs beneath the gilded surface to reveal a complex 

web of deceit and media distortion which serves to conceal the workings of the global 
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economic system and its devastating impacts on people’s lives. Our analysis focuses on the 

role of powerful economic and political actors in an environment wrought by corruption, 

financial manipulation and fraud.  

Despite the diversity of viewpoints and perspectives presented within this volume, all of the 

contributors ultimately come to the same conclusion: humanity is at the crossroads of the 

most serious economic and social crisis in modern history.  

The meltdown of financial markets in 2008-2009 was the result of institutionalized fraud 

and financial manipulation. The "bank bailouts" were implemented on the instructions of 

Wall Street, leading to the largest transfer of money wealth in recorded history, while 

simultaneously creating an insurmountable public debt. 

With the worldwide deterioration of living standards and plummeting consumer spending, 

the entire structure of international commodity trade is potentially in jeopardy. The 

payments system of money transactions is in disarray. Following the collapse of 

employment, the payment of wages is disrupted, which in turn triggers a downfall in 

expenditures on necessary consumer goods and services. This dramatic plunge in 

purchasing power backfires on the productive system, resulting in a string of layoffs, plant 

closures and bankruptcies. Exacerbated by the freeze on credit, the decline in consumer 

demand contributes to the demobilization of human and material resources.  

This process of economic decline is cumulative. All categories of the labour force are 

affected. Payments of wages are no longer implemented, credit is disrupted and capital 

investments are at a standstill. Meanwhile, in Western countries, the "social safety net" 

inherited from the welfare state, which protects the unemployed during an economic 

downturn, is also in jeopardy. 

The Myth of Economic Recovery 

The existence of a "Great Depression" on the scale of the 1930s, while often acknowledged, 

is overshadowed by an unbending consensus: "The economy is on the road to recovery".  

While there is talk of an economic renewal, Wall Street commentators have persistently and 

intentionally overlooked the fact that the financial meltdown is not simply composed of one 

bubble – the housing real estate bubble – which has already burst. In fact, the crisis has 

many bubbles, all of which dwarf the housing bubble burst of 2008. 

Although there is no fundamental disagreement among mainstream analysts on the 

occurrence of an economic recovery, there is heated debate as to when it will occur, 

whether in the next quarter, or in the third quarter of next year, etc. Already in early 2010, 

the "recovery" of the U.S. economy had been predicted and confirmed through a carefully 

worded barrage of media disinformation. Meanwhile, the social plight of increased 

unemployment in America has been scrupulously camouflaged. Economists view bankruptcy 

as a microeconomic phenomenon.  

The media reports on bankruptcies, while revealing local-level realities affecting one or 

more factories, fail to provide an overall picture of what is happening at the national and 

international levels. When all these simultaneous plant closures in towns and cities across 

the land are added together, a very different picture emerges: entire sectors of a national 

economy are closing down.  

Public opinion continues to be misled as to the causes and consequences of the economic 

crisis, not to mention the policy solutions. People are led to believe that the economy has a 

logic of its own which depends on the free interplay of market forces, and that powerful 



financial actors, who pull the strings in the corporate boardrooms, could not, under any 

circumstances, have wilfully influenced the course of economic events.  

The relentless and fraudulent appropriation of wealth is upheld as an integral part of "the 

American dream", as a means to spreading the benefits of economic growth. As conveyed by 

Michael Hudson, the myth becomes entrenched that "without wealth at the top, there would 

be nothing to trickle down." Such flawed logic of the business cycle overshadows an 

understanding of the structural and historical origins of the global economic crisis.  

Financial Fraud 

Media disinformation largely serves the interests of a handful of global banks and 

institutional speculators which use their command over financial and commodity markets to 

amass vast amounts of money wealth. The corridors of the state are controlled by the 

corporate establishment including the speculators. Meanwhile, the "bank bailouts", 

presented to the public as a requisite for economic recovery, have facilitated and legitimized 

a further process of appropriation of wealth.  

Vast amounts of money wealth are acquired through market manipulation. Often referred to 

as "deregulation", the financial apparatus has developed sophisticated instruments of 

outright manipulation and deceit. With inside information and foreknowledge, major 

financial actors, using the instruments of speculative trade, have the ability to fiddle and rig 

market movements to their advantage, precipitate the collapse of a competitor and wreck 

havoc in the economies of developing countries. These tools of manipulation have become 

an integral part of the financial architecture; they are embedded in the system.  

The Failure of Mainstream Economics 

The economics profession, particularly in the universities, rarely addresses the actual "real 

world" functioning of markets. Theoretical constructs centred on mathematical models 

serve to represent an abstract, fictional world in which individuals are equal. There is no 

theoretical distinction between workers, consumers or corporations, all of which are 

referred to as "individual traders". No single individual has the power or ability to influence 

the market, nor can there be any conflict between workers and capitalists within this 

abstract world.  

By failing to examine the interplay of powerful economic actors in the "real life" economy, 

the processes of market rigging, financial manipulation and fraud are overlooked. The 

concentration and centralization of economic decision-making, the role of the financial 

elites, the economic thinks tanks, the corporate boardrooms: none of these issues are 

examined in the universities’ economics programs. The theoretical construct is 

dysfunctional; it cannot be used to provide an understanding of the economic crisis.  

Economic science is an ideological construct which serves to camouflage and justify the 

New World Order. A set of dogmatic postulates serves to uphold free market capitalism by 

denying the existence of social inequality and the profit-driven nature of the system is 

denied. The role of powerful economic actors and how these actors are able to influence the 

workings of financial and commodity markets is not a matter of concern for the discipline’s 

theoreticians. The powers of market manipulation which serve to appropriate vast amounts 

of money wealth are rarely addressed. And when they are acknowledged, they are 

considered to belong to the realm of sociology or political science.  

This means that the policy and institutional framework behind this global economic system, 

which has been shaped in the course of the last thirty years, is rarely analyzed by 

mainstream economists. It follows that economics as a discipline, with some exceptions, 



has not provided the analysis required to comprehend the economic crisis. In fact, its main 

free market postulates deny the existence of a crisis. The focus of neoclassical economics is 

on equilibrium, disequilibrium and "market correction" or "adjustment" through the market 

mechanism, as a means to putting the economy back "onto the path of self-sustained 

growth".  

Poverty and Social Inequality 

The global political economy is a system that enriches the very few at the expense of the 

vast majority. The global economic crisis has contributed to widening social inequalities 

both within and between countries. Under global capitalism, mounting poverty is not the 

result of a scarcity or a lack of human and material resources. Quite the opposite holds 

true: the economic depression is marked by a process of disengagement of human 

resources and physical capital. People’s lives are destroyed. The economic crisis is deep-

seated.  

The structures of social inequality have, quite deliberately, been reinforced, leading not only 

to a generalized process of impoverishment but also to the demise of the middle and upper 

middle income groups.  

Middle class consumerism, on which this unruly model of capitalist development is based, is 

also threatened. Bankruptcies have hit several of the most vibrant sectors of the consumer 

economy. The middle classes in the West have, for several decades, been subjected to the 

erosion of their material wealth. While the middle class exists in theory, it is a class built 

and sustained by household debt.  

The wealthy rather than the middle class are rapidly becoming the consuming class, leading 

to the relentless growth of the luxury goods economy. Moreover, with the drying up of the 

middle class markets for manufactured goods, a central and decisive shift in the structure 

of economic growth has occurred. With the demise of the civilian economy, the development 

of America’s war economy, supported by a whopping near-trillion dollar defence budget, has 

reached new heights. As stock markets tumble and the recession unfolds, the advanced 

weapons industries, the military and national security contractors and the up-and-coming 

mercenary companies (among others) have experienced a thriving and booming growth of 

their various activities.  

War and the Economic Crisis 

War is inextricably linked to the impoverishment of people at home and around the world. 

Militarization and the economic crisis are intimately related. The provision of essential 

goods and services to meet basic human needs has been replaced by a profit-driven "killing 

machine" in support of America’s "Global War on Terror". The poor are made to fight the 

poor. Yet war enriches the upper class, which controls industry, the military, oil and 

banking. In a war economy, death is good for business, poverty is good for society, and 

power is good for politics. Western nations, particularly the United States, spend hundreds 

of billions of dollars a year to murder innocent people in far-away impoverished nations, 

while the people at home suffer the disparities of poverty, class, gender and racial divides. 

An outright "economic war" resulting in unemployment, poverty and disease is carried out 

through the free market. People’s lives are in a freefall and their purchasing power is 

destroyed. In a very real sense, the last twenty years of global "free market" economy have 

resulted, through poverty and social destitution, in the lives of millions of people.  



Rather than addressing an impending social catastrophe, Western governments, which 

serve the interests of the economic elites, have installed a "Big Brother" police state, with a 

mandate to confront and repress all forms of opposition and social dissent.  

The economic and social crisis has by no means reached its climax and entire countries, 

including Greece and Iceland, are at risk. One need only look at the escalation of the Middle 

East Central Asian war and the U.S.-NATO threats to China, Russia and Iran to witness how 

war and the economy are intimately related. 

Our Analysis in this Book  

The contributors to this book reveal the intricacies of global banking and its insidious 

relationship to the military industrial complex and the oil conglomerates. The book presents 

an inter- disciplinary and multi-faceted approach, while also conveying an understanding of 

the historical and institutional dimensions. The complex relations of the economic crisis to 

war, empire and worldwide poverty are highlighted. This crisis has a truly global reach and 

repercussions that reverberate throughout all nations, across all societies.  

In Part I, the overall causes of the global economic crisis as well as the failures of 

mainstream economics are laid out. Michel Chossudovsky focuses on the history of financial 

deregulation and speculation. Tanya Cariina Hsu analyzes the role of the American Empire 

and its relationship to the economic crisis. John Bellamy Foster and Fred Magdoff undertake 

a comprehensive review of the political economy of the crisis, explaining the central role of 

monetary policy. James Petras and Claudia von Werlhof provide a detailed review and 

critique of neoliberalism, focusing on the economic, political and social repercussions of 

the "free market" reforms. Shamus Cooke examines the central role of debt, both public and 

private.  

Part II, which includes chapters by Michel Chossudovsky and Peter Phillips, analyzes the 

rising tide of poverty and social inequality resulting from the Great Depression.  

With contributions by Michel Chossudovsky, Peter Dale Scott, Michael Hudson, Bill Van 

Auken, Tom Burghardt and Andrew Gavin Marshall, Part III examines the relationship 

between the economic crisis, National Security, the U.S.-NATO led war and world 

government. In this context, as conveyed by Peter Dale Scott, the economic crisis creates 

social conditions which favour the instatement of martial law.  

The focus in Part IV is on the global monetary system, its evolution and its changing role. 

Andrew Gavin Marshall examines the history of central banking as well as various initiatives 

to create regional and global currency systems. Ellen Brown focuses on the creation of a 

global central bank and global currency through the Bank for International Settlements 

(BIS). Richard C. Cook examines the debt-based monetary system as a system of control and 

provides a framework for democratizing the monetary system.  

Part V focuses on the working of the Shadow Banking System, which triggered the 2008 

meltdown of financial markets. The chapters by Mike Whitney and Ellen Brown describe in 

detail how Wall Street’s Ponzi scheme was used to manipulate the market and transfer 

billions of dollars into the pockets of the banksters.  

My Note: 

Economics is easy, whoever has the money to begin with wins. And as long as you stop 

everyone else from getting into your position, you keep winning. 

War, Racism and the Empire of Poverty When Empire Hits Home, Part 1 

 



by Andrew Gavin Marshall Global Research, March 22, 2010 

 

At a time of such great international turmoil economically and politically, it is increasingly 

important to identify and understand the social dynamics of crisis. A global social crisis has 

long preceded the economic crisis, and has only been exacerbated by it. The great shame of 

human civilization is the fact that over half of it lives in abysmal poverty.  

  

Poverty is not simply a matter of ‘bad luck’; it is a result of socio-political-economic factors 

that allow for very few people in the world to control so much wealth and so many 

resources, while so many are left with so little. The capitalist world system was built upon 

war, race, and empire. Malcolm X once declared, “You can’t have capitalism without 

racism.”  

  

The global political economy is a system that enriches the very few at the expense of the 

vast majority. This exploitation is organized through imperialism, war, and the social 

construction of race. It is vitally important to address the relationship between war, poverty 

and race in the context of the current global economic crisis. Western nations have 

plundered the rest of the world for centuries, and now the great empire is hitting home. 

What is done abroad comes home to roost.  

  

The Social Construction of ‘Race’ 

  

500 years ago, the world was going through massive transformations, as the Spanish, 

Portuguese, French, and British colonized the ‘New World’ and in time, a new system of 

‘Capitalism’ and ‘nation states’ began to emerge. The world was in a great period of 

transition and systemic change in which it was the Europeans that emerged as the dominant 

world powers. The colonies in the Americas required a massive labour force, “Between 

16:7 and 1783, more than 35:,::: ‘white’ bond-labourers arrived in the British 

colonies.”‗1‘ 

  

The Americas had both un-free blacks and whites, with blacks being a minority, yet they 

“exercised basic rights in law.”‗2‘ Problems arrived in the form of elites trying to control 

the labour class. Slaves were made up of Indian, black and white labourers; yet, problems 

arose with this “mixed” population of un-free labour. The problem with Indian labourers 

was that they knew the land and could escape to “undiscovered” territory, and enslavement 

would often instigate rebellions and war: 

  

The social costs of trying to discipline un-free native labour had proved too 

high. Natives would eventually be genocidally eliminated, once population 

settlement and military power made victory more or less certain; for the 

time being, however, different sources of bond labour had to be found.[3] 

  

Between 16:7 and 1682, more than 9:,::: European immigrants, “three-quarters of them 

chattel bond-labourers, were brought to Virginia and Maryland.” Following the 

“establishment of the Royal African Company in 1672, a steady supply of African slaves was 

secured.” Problems became paramount, however, as the lower classes tended to be very 

rebellious, which consisted of “an amalgam of indentured servants and slaves, of poor 

whites and blacks, of landless freemen and debtors.” The lower classes were united in 

opposition to the elites oppressing them, regardless of background.[4] 

  

Bacon’s Rebellion of 1676 was of particular note, as bond-labourers, black and white, 

rebelled against the local elites and “demanded freedom from chattel servitude.” For the 

colonialists, “Such images of a joint uprising of black and white, slave and bondsman, 

proved traumatic. In the face of a united rebellion of the lower orders, the planter 

bourgeoisie understood that their entire system of colonial exploitation and privilege was at 

risk.”‗5‘ 
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In response to this threat, the landed elite “relaxed the servitude of white labourers, 

intensified the bonds of black slavery, and introduced a new regime of racial oppression. In 

doing so, they effectively created the white race – and with it white supremacy.”‗6‘ Thus, 

“the conditions of white and black servants began to diverge considerably after 166:.” 

Following this, legislation would separate white and black slavery, prevent “mixed” 

marriages, and seek to prevent the procreation of “mixed-race” children. Whereas before 

1660, many black slaves were not indentured for life, this changed as colonial law 

increasingly “imposed lifetime bondage for black servants – and, especially significant, the 

curse of lifetime servitude for their offspring.”‗7‘ 

  

A central feature of the social construction of this racial divide was “the denial of the right 

to vote,” as most Anglo-American colonies previously allowed free blacks to vote, but this 

slowly changed throughout the colonies. The ruling class of America was essentially 

“inventing race.” Thus, “Freedom was increasingly identified with race, not class.”‗8‘ 

  

It is out of this that ideas of race and later, ‘race science’ emerged, as eugenics became the 

dominant ideology of western elites, trying to scientifically ‘prove’ the superiority of ‘whites’ 

and the ‘inferiority’ of ‘blacks’. This would carry a dual nature of justifying white 

domination, as well as providing both a justification for and excuse to oppress black people, 

and in fact, people of all ‘races’. This was especially clear as in the late 18::s and early 

19::s the European empires undertook the ‘Scramble for Africa’ in which they colonized 

the entire continent ―save Ethiopia‖. It was largely justified as a ‘civilizing’ mission; yet, it 

was fundamentally about gaining access to Africa’s vast resources.  

  

Following World War II, global power rested predominantly in America, the leading 

hegemon, expanding the economic interests of North America and Western Europe around 

the world. War, empire, and racism have been central features of this expansion. In large 

part, poverty has been the result. Now, the empire hits home. 

  

Global Labour 

  

The world has almost 6.8 billion people, half of them female. The world economy has a 

labour force of 3.184 billion people; of all people employed in the world, 40% are women. 

While the world is equally male and female, 1.8 billion men are employed, compared to 1.2 

billion women. The population of people in low paying jobs, long hours, and part-time work 

are predominantly women.[9]  

  

Global Poverty and Wealth 

  

In 1999, the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) reported that, “Although 200 

million people saw their incomes fall between 1965 and 1980, more than 1 billion people 

experienced a drop from 1980 to 1993.” In 1996, “1:: countries were worse off than 15 

years ‗prior‘.” In the late 196:s, “the people in well-to-do countries were 30 times better 

off than those in countries where the poorest 20 percent of the world's people live. By 

1998, this gap had widened to 82 times ―up from 61 times since 1996‖.” As of 1998, “3 

billion people live on less than $2 per day while 1.3 billion get by on less than $1 per day. 

Seventy percent of those living on less than $1 per day are women.”‗1:‘ 

  

Elites and academics, as well as major social movements in western nations focus on 

population growth as being the driver in global poverty, picking up from where the 

Malthusians left off; poverty becomes the problem caused by “population growth” as 

opposed to a problem caused by wealth and resource distribution. In 2003, a World Bank 

report revealed that, “A minority of the world's population (17%) consume most of the 

world's resources (80%), leaving almost 5 billion people to live on the remaining 20%. As a 

result, billions of people are living without the very basic necessities of life - food, water, 

housing and sanitation.” Further: 

  



1.2 billion (20%) of the world population now lives on less that $1/day, 

another 1.8 billion (30%) lives on less than $2/day, 800 million go to bed 

hungry every day, and 30,000 - 60,000 die each day from hunger alone. 

The story is the same, when it comes to other necessities like water, 

housing, education etc. On the flip side, we have increasing accumulation 

of wealth and power, where the world's 500 or so billionaires have assets 

of 1.9 trillion dollars, a sum greater than the income of the poorest 170 

countries in the world.[11] 

  

Other figures from the World Bank report include the fact that, “The world's 358 

billionaires have assets exceeding the combined annual incomes of countries with 45 

percent of the world's people,” and “The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of the poorest 48 

nations (i.e. a quarter of the world's countries) is less than the wealth of the world's three 

richest people combined.” Incredibly, “A few hundred millionaires now own as much wealth 

as the world's poorest 2.5 billion people.”‗12‘ 

  

In regards to poverty and hunger statistics, “Over 840 million people in the world are 

malnourished—799 million of them are from the developing world. Sadly, more than 153 

million of them are under the age of 5 ―half the entire US population‖.” Further, “Every day, 

34,000 children under five die of hunger or other hunger-related diseases. This results in 6 

million deaths a year.” That amounts to a “Hunger Holocaust” that takes place every single 

year. As of 2::3, “Of 6.2 billion living today, 1.2 billion live on less than $1 per day. Nearly 

3 billion people live on less than $2 a day.”‗13‘ 

  

In 2::5, according to World Bank statistics, “More than one-half of the world's people live 

below the internationally defined poverty line of less than U.S. $2 a day,” and “Nearly one-

third of rural residents worldwide lack access to safe drinking water.”‗14‘ 

  

In 2006, a groundbreaking and comprehensive report released by the World Institute for 

Development Economics Research of the United Nations University (UNU-WIDER) reported 

that, “The richest 2% of adults in the world own more than half of global household wealth.” 

An incredible startling statistic was that: 

  

[T]he richest 1% of adults alone owned 40% of global assets in the year 

2000, and that the richest 10% of adults accounted for 85% of the world 

total. In contrast, the bottom half of the world adult population owned 

barely 1% of global wealth.[15] 

  

This is worth repeating: the top 1% owns 40% of global assets; the top 10% owns 85% of 

world assets; and the bottom 50% owns 1% of global assets. 

  

The 2009 UN Millennium Development Goals report stated that in the wake of the global 

economic crisis and the global food crisis that preceded and continued through the 

economic crisis, progress towards the goals of poverty reduction are “threatened by 

sluggish – or even negative – economic growth, diminished resources, fewer trade 

opportunities for the developing countries, and possible reductions in aid flows from donor 

nations.”‗16‘ 

  

The Millennium Development Goals ―MDGs‖ report stated that in 2::9, “an estimated 55 

million to 90 million more people will be living in extreme poverty than anticipated before 

the crisis.” Further, “the encouraging trend in the eradication of hunger since the early 

1990s was reversed in 2::8, largely due to higher food prices.” Hunger in developing 

regions has risen to 17% in 2::8, and “children bear the brunt of the burden.”‗17‘  

  

In April of 2009, a major global charity, Oxfam, reported that a couple trillion dollars given 

to bail out banks could have been enough “to end global extreme poverty for 5: 

years.”‗18‘ In September of 2::9, Oxfam reported that the economic crisis “is forcing 1:: 



people-a-minute into poverty.” Oxfam stated that, “Developing countries across the globe 

are struggling to respond to the global recession that continues to slash incomes, destroy 

jobs and has helped push the total number of hungry people in the world above 1 

billion.”‗19‘  

  

The financial crisis has hit the ‘developing’ world much harder than the western developed 

nations of the world. The UN reported in March of 2::9 that, “Reduced growth in 2::9 will 

cost the 390 million people in sub-Saharan Africa living in extreme poverty around $18 

billion, or <46 per person,” and “This projected loss represents 20 per cent of the per 

capita income of Africa’s poor – a figure that dwarfs the losses sustained in the developed 

world.”‗2:‘  

  

While the world’s richest regions lie in North America, Europe, and Pacific Asia respectively, 

the vast majority of the rest of the world lives in gross poverty. This disparity is ‘colour-

coded’, too; as the top, the worlds wealthy, are white, while the world’s impoverished, the 

vast majority of the world’s people, are people of colour. This disparity is further polarized 

when gender is included, as the majority of the wealthy are men, while the majority of the 

impoverished are women. This disparity of a global scale is carried over to a national scale 

in the United States. 

  

Race and Poverty in America 

  

In the last months of Martin Luther King’s life, he focused his attention to the struggle 

against poverty. Today, “Sadly, as far as the country has come regarding civil rights, more 

Americans live in poverty today than during King's lifetime. Forty million people, 13% of the 

population, currently fall below the poverty line.” In 1967, King wrote: 

  

In the treatment of poverty nationally, one fact stands out. There are twice 

as many white poor as [black] poor in the United States. Therefore I will 

not dwell on the experiences of poverty that derive from racial 

discrimination, but will discuss the poverty that affects white and [black] 

alike.[21] 

  

Today, “more whites than blacks do still live in poverty, but a higher proportion of 

minorities fall below the poverty line, including 25% of blacks and 23% of Latinos 

(compared to 9% of whites). Stable jobs, good housing, comprehensive education and 

adequate health care are still unequal, unsuitable and, in many cases, unavailable.” King 

wrote, “The curse of poverty has no justification in our age. The time has come for us to 

civilize ourselves by the total, direct, and immediate abolition of poverty.”‗22‘ 

  

In 1995, “Federal Reserve research found that the wealth of the top one percent of 

Americans is greater than that of the bottom 95 percent.” Further, “Wealth projections 

through 1997 suggest that 86 percent of stock market gains between 1989 and 1997 went 

to the top ten percent of households while 42 percent went to the most well-to-do one 

percent.”‗23‘ 

  

Wealth disparity is not colour-blind. As of 1998, “The modest net worth of white families 

[was] 8 times that of African-Americans and 12 times that of Hispanics. The median 

financial wealth of African-Americans (net worth less home equity) [was] $200 (one 

percent of the $18,000 for whites‖ while that of Hispanics ‗was‘ zero.” Further, 

“Household debt as a percentage of personal income rose from 58 percent in 1973 to an 

estimated 85 percent in 1997.”‗24‘  

  

In 2000, a major university study revealed that the poor were more likely to be audited by 

the IRS than the rich.[25] In December of 2009, the Seattle Times ran an article in which 

they tell the story of Rachel Porcaro, a 32-year-old mother of two boys. She was summoned 

to the IRS back in 2008 where she was told she was being audited. When she asked why, 



she was told that, “You made eighteen thousand, and our data show a family of three needs 

at least thirty-six thousand to get by in Seattle.” Thus, “They thought she must have 

unreported income. That she was hiding something. Basically they were auditing her for not 

making enough money.”‗26‘  

  

The reporter for the Seattle Times wrote that, “An estimated 6:,::: people in Seattle live 

below the poverty line — meaning they make $11,000 or less for an individual or $22,000 

for a family of four. Does the IRS red-flag them for scrutiny, simply because they're poor?” 

He contacted the local IRS office with that question; they “said they couldn't comment for 

privacy reasons.” What followed the initial audit was even worse: 

  

She had a yearlong odyssey into the maw of the IRS. After being told she 

couldn't survive in Seattle on so little, she was notified her returns for both 

2006 and 2007 had been found "deficient." She owed the government 

more than $16,000 — almost an entire year's pay. 

  

[. . . ] Rachel's returns weren't all that complicated. At issue, though, was 

that she and her two sons, ages 10 and 8, were all living at her parents' 

house in Rainier Beach (she pays $400 a month rent). So the IRS 

concluded she wasn't providing for her children and therefore couldn't 

claim them as dependents.[27] 

  

A family friend who was an accountant determined that the IRS was wrong in its 

interpretation of the tax law; “He sent in the necessary code citations and hoped that would 

be the end of it.” But the story wasn’t over; “Instead, the IRS responded by launching an 

audit of Rachel's parents.” Rachel said, “We're surviving as a tribe. It seems like we got 

punished for that.”‗28‘  

  

Taxation is a major issue related to poverty. A major report issued in November of 2009 

revealed that the state of “Alabama makes families living in poverty pay higher income taxes 

than any other state.” Thus, “At the lowest incomes, we have some of the highest taxes in 

the nation because our system is upside down.”‗29‘  

  

In November of 2009, stunning statistics were revealed as a true test of poverty in America: 

  

With food stamp use at record highs and climbing every month, a program 

once scorned as a failed welfare scheme now helps feed one in eight 

Americans and one in four children. 

  

It has grown so rapidly in places so diverse that it is becoming nearly as 

ordinary as the groceries it buys. More than 36 million people use 

inconspicuous plastic cards for staples like milk, bread and cheese, 

swiping them at counters in blighted cities and in suburbs pocked with 

foreclosure signs. 

  

Virtually all have incomes near or below the federal poverty line, but their 

eclectic ranks testify to the range of people struggling with basic needs. 

They include single mothers and married couples, the newly jobless and 

the chronically poor, longtime recipients of welfare checks and workers 

whose reduced hours or slender wages leave pantries bare.[30] 

  

The food stamps program is growing at the pace of 20,000 people per day, as “There are 

239 counties in the United States where at least a quarter of the population receives food 

stamps,” and “In more than 75: counties, the program helps feed one in three blacks. In 

more than 800 counties, it helps feed one in three children.” Further, “food stamps reach 

about two-thirds of those eligible” nationwide.‗31‘ Thus, there is potentially 18 million 



more Americans eligible to use food stamps, which would make the figure soar to 54 

million.  

  

In 2008, tent cities started popping up in and around cities all across the United States, as 

the homeless population rapidly expanded like never before.[32] The Guardian reported in 

March of 2::9 that, “Tent cities reminiscent of the "Hoovervilles" of the Great Depression 

have been springing up in cities across the United States - from Reno in Nevada to Tampa in 

Florida - as foreclosures and redundancies force middle-class families from their 

homes.”‗33‘  

  

An April 2009 article in the German newspaper Der Spiegel ran a report on the middle class 

in the US being thrown into poverty, in which the authors wrote, “The financial crisis in the 

US has triggered a social crisis of historic dimensions. Soup kitchens are suddenly in great 

demand and tent cities are popping up in the shadow of glistening office towers.” Further: 

  

Poverty as a mass phenomenon is back. About 50 million Americans have 

no health insurance, and more people are added to their ranks every day. 

More than [36] million people receive food stamps, and 13 million are 

unemployed. The homeless population is growing in tandem with a rapid 

rise in the rate of foreclosures, which were 45 percent higher in March 

2009 than they were in the same month of the previous year. 

  

[. . . ] The crisis in the lower third of society has turned into an existential 

threat for some Americans. Many soup kitchens are turning away the 

hungry, and even hastily constructed new facilities to house the homeless 

are often inadequate to satisfy the rising demand. 

  

Many private corporations across America are withdrawing their funding 

for social welfare projects. Ironically, their generosity is ending just as 

mass poverty is returning to America.[34] 

  

Crime was also reported to be on the rise at a dramatic rate. One criminologist explained 

that in the face of more Americans struggling in harsh economic times, “The American 

dream to them is a nightmare, and the land of opportunity is but a cruel joke.” Statistics 

were confirming his predictions of a rise in crisis-related crime, as April 2::9 was “one of 

the bloodier months in American criminal history.” A professor of criminology stated, “I've 

never seen such a large number (of killings) over such a short period of time involving so 

many victims.”‗35‘  

  

In the midst of the euphoria over a perceived economic recovery, which has yet to “trickle 

down” to the people, tent cities have not vanished. In late February of 2:1:, it was reported 

that, “Just an hour outside of New York City, a thriving tent city gives a home to refugees 

from the economic downturn.” Many people in poverty “have become so desperate that they 

have had to move into the woods.” One woman in this forest tent city outside of New York 

had been living there for two years. She said, “I just went through a divorce. And it was a 

bad divorce. And I ended up here, homeless in here.”‗36] 

  

Rob, a 21-year-old who was laid off when the Great ‘Recession’ began, is the youngest 

homeless man living in the forest tent city. He said the worst part is the shame, “The 

embarrassment of walking out of here, the cars see you come by and they know who you 

are. The shame of walking into town and having people give you dirty looks just for the way 

you’re forced to live.”‗37‘  

  

While many more millions are being plunged into poverty, the internal disparities of race, 

gender, and age still persist. In November of 2009, it was reported that the jobless rate for 

16-to-24-year-old black men has reached Great Depression proportions, as 34.5% of young 



black men were unemployed in October of 2009, “more than three times the rate for the 

general U.S. population.” Further: 

  

The jobless rate for young black men and women is 30.5 percent. For 

young blacks -- who experts say are more likely to grow up in impoverished 

racially isolated neighborhoods, attend subpar public schools and 

experience discrimination -- race statistically appears to be a bigger factor 

in their unemployment than age, income or even education. Lower-income 

white teens were more likely to find work than upper-income black teens, 

according to the Center for Labor Market Studies at Northeastern 

University, and even blacks who graduate from college suffer from 

joblessness at twice the rate of their white peers.[38] 

  

Another startling statistic in the report was that, “Young black women have an 

unemployment rate of 26.5 percent, while the rate for all 16-to-24-year-old women is 15.4 

percent.” The fact that these are the statistics for young people is especially concerning, as 

“the consequences can be long-lasting”:  

  

This might be the first generation that does not keep up with its parents' 

standard of living. Jobless teens are more likely to be jobless twenty-

somethings. Once forced onto the sidelines, they likely will not catch up 

financially for many years. That is the case even for young people of all 

ethnic groups who graduate from college.[39] 

  

With poverty, food scarcity increases. While many Americans and people the world over have 

felt the effects of the recession on their daily meals, the race disparity persists in this facet 

as well, as “one in four African-American households struggles to put food on the table on a 

regular basis, compared with about one in seven households nationally.” Further, “9: 

percent of African American children will receive food stamp benefits by the time they turn 

2:.”‗4:‘  

  

In March of 2010, a truly staggering report was released by a major economic research 

group which concluded that, “Women of all races bring home less income and own fewer 

assets, on average, than men of the same race, but for single black women the disparities 

are so overwhelmingly great that even in their prime working years their median wealth 

amounts to only <5.” Let’s review that again:  

  

[W]hile single white women in the prime of their working years (ages 36 

to 49) have a median wealth of $42,600 (still only 61 percent of their 

single white male counterparts), the median wealth for single black women 

is only $5.[41] 

  

The research organization analyzed data from the Federal Reserve’s 2::7 Survey of 

Consumer Finances. Wealth, or net worth, in the report, is defined as:  

  

[T]he total of one's assets -- cash in the bank, stocks, bonds and real 

estate; minus debts -- home mortgages, auto loans, credit cards and 

student loans. The most recent financial data was collected before the 

economic downturn, so the current numbers likely are worse now than at 

the time of the study.[42] 

  

The study further revealed that, “For all working-age black women 18 to 64, the financial 

picture is bleak. Their median household wealth is only $100. Hispanic women in that age 

group have a median wealth of <12:.” Black women are more likely to be hit with the 

responsibility of working and raising children on their own: 

  



In a 2008 study of black women and their money, the ING Foundation 

found that black women -- who frequently manage the assets of their 

households -- financially support friends, family and their houses of 

worship to a much greater degree than the general population. 

  

They also are more likely to be employed in jobs and industries -- such as 

service occupations -- with lower pay and less access to health insurance. 

And when their working days are done, they rely most heavily on Social 

Security because they are less likely to have personal savings, retirement 

accounts or company pensions. Their Social Security benefits are likely to 

be lower, too, because of their low earnings.[43] 

  

The poor youth of America are also disproportionately subject to racial exacerbations of 

their social situations. In America, “more than half of all young adult dropouts are jobless. 

And dropouts are at greater risk of being incarcerated and having poorer physical and 

mental health than those who graduate.” Again, the racial disparity emerges, as “‗p‘oor 

and minority youths are far less likely to graduate from high school than white children.”  

  

An October 2009 report released by the National Center for Education 

Statistics says 59.8 percent of blacks, 62.2 percent of Hispanics, and 61.2 

percent of American Indians graduated from public high school in four 

years with a regular diploma in the 2006-2007 school year compared to 

79.8 percent for whites and 91.2 percent for Asian and Pacific Islanders. 

Black and Hispanic dropout rates were more than twice those of white 

youths.[44] 

  

Many youths then venture into crime to survive. It is here where another racial divide rears 

its head in a clear example of how Justice is not blind, but sees in technicolour. The 

incarceration rate, that is, the prison rate of Americans is colour-coded. Black men are 

incarcerated “at a rate that is over 6 times higher than that for white males.” While black 

Americans make up 13% of the US population, they make up 40% of the US prison 

population. Meanwhile, whites make up 66% of the US population, yet only 34% of the 

prison population. Hispanics make up 15% of the U.S. population, and account for 20% of 

the prison population.[45]  

  

The poor youth are subject to further insults, as new federally funded drug research 

revealed a startling and bleak disparity: poor children who are dependent upon Medicaid, a 

government health program for low-income families, “are given powerful antipsychotic 

medicines at a rate four times higher than children whose parents have private insurance.” 

Further, these children, the poor children, “are more likely to receive the drugs for less 

severe conditions than their middle-class counterparts.” A research team from Rutgers and 

Columbia posed the question: 

  

Do too many children from poor families receive powerful psychiatric 

drugs not because they actually need them — but because it is deemed the 

most efficient and cost-effective way to control problems that may be 

handled much differently for middle-class children?[46] 

  

The effects are not simply psychological, as “Antipsychotic drugs can also have severe 

physical side effects, causing drastic weight gain and metabolic changes resulting in 

lifelong physical problems.” Ultimately, what the research concluded was that, “children 

with diagnoses of mental or emotional problems in low-income families are more likely to be 

given drugs than receive family counseling or psychotherapy.”‗47‘  

  

A study published in the Canadian Journal of Psychiatry revealed that, “Children and youth 

on certain antipsychotic medications are more prone to getting diabetes and becoming fat,” 

and that, “the medication has significant and worrying side-effects.”‗48‘ In America, the 



prescribing of anti-psychotic drugs to children rose five-fold between 1995 and 2002 to 

roughly 2.5 million.[49]  

  

Thus, we have a situation in which the poor are treated in such a way as to dehumanize 

them altogether; to deprive them not simply of life’s necessities, but to then use them as 

guinea pigs and to punish them for their poverty. Hubert Humphrey once said, “A society is 

ultimately judged by how it treats its weakest and most vulnerable members.” How shall our 

societies be thus judged?  

  

War and Poverty 

  

It is to our own detriment that we fail to see the relationship between war and poverty both 

on a national and global level. War is the most violent and oppressive tool used by the 

powerful to control people and resources. The industry of war profits very few at the 

expense of the majority; it does not simply impoverish the nation that is attacked, but 

impoverishes the nation that is attacking.  

  

In April of 1967, one year before Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated, he delivered a 

speech entitled, “Beyond Vietnam: A Time to Break Silence.” This speech is one of King’s 

lesser known, yet arguably, one of his most important. While reading the text of the speech 

does it no justice to the words spoken from King’s mouth in his magnanimous manner, they 

are worth reading all the same. Dr. King declared that, “A time comes when silence is 

betrayal. That time has come for us in relation to Vietnam.” His words are as significant 

today as the day they were spoken, and are worth quoting at some length: 

  

Even when pressed by the demands of inner truth, men do not easily 

assume the task of opposing their government's policy, especially in time 

of war. Nor does the human spirit move without great difficulty against all 

the apathy of conformist thought within one's own bosom and in the 

surrounding world. [. . . ] 

  

Over the past two years, as I have moved to break the betrayal of my own 

silences and to speak from the burnings of my own heart, as I have called 

for radical departures from the destruction of Vietnam, many persons have 

questioned me about the wisdom of my path. At the heart of their concerns 

this query has often loomed large and loud: Why are you speaking about 

war, Dr. King? Why are you joining the voices of dissent? Peace and civil 

rights don't mix, they say. Aren't you hurting the cause of your people, they 

ask? And when I hear them, though I often understand the source of their 

concern, I am nevertheless greatly saddened, for such questions mean that 

the inquirers have not really known me, my commitment or my calling. 

Indeed, their questions suggest that they do not know the world in which 

they live. 

  

[. . . ] I knew that America would never invest the necessary funds or 

energies in rehabilitation of its poor so long as adventures like Vietnam 

continued to draw men and skills and money like some demonic 

destructive suction tube. So I was increasingly compelled to see the war as 

an enemy of the poor and to attack it as such. 

  

Perhaps the more tragic recognition of reality took place when it became 

clear to me that the war was doing far more than devastating the hopes of 

the poor at home. It was sending their sons and their brothers and their 

husbands to fight and to die in extraordinarily high proportions relative to 

the rest of the population. We were taking the black young men who had 

been crippled by our society and sending them eight thousand miles away 

to guarantee liberties in Southeast Asia which they had not found in 



southwest Georgia and East Harlem. So we have been repeatedly faced with 

the cruel irony of watching Negro and white boys on TV screens as they kill 

and die together for a nation that has been unable to seat them together in 

the same schools. So we watch them in brutal solidarity burning the huts 

of a poor village, but we realize that they would never live on the same 

block in Detroit. I could not be silent in the face of such cruel manipulation 

of the poor. 

  

My third reason moves to an even deeper level of awareness, for it grows 

out of my experience in the ghettoes of the North over the last three years -

- especially the last three summers. As I have walked among the desperate, 

rejected and angry young men I have told them that Molotov cocktails and 

rifles would not solve their problems. I have tried to offer them my deepest 

compassion while maintaining my conviction that social change comes 

most meaningfully through nonviolent action. But they asked -- and rightly 

so -- what about Vietnam? They asked if our own nation wasn't using 

massive doses of violence to solve its problems, to bring about the changes 

it wanted. Their questions hit home, and I knew that I could never again 

raise my voice against the violence of the oppressed in the ghettos without 

having first spoken clearly to the greatest purveyor of violence in the world 

today -- my own government. For the sake of those boys, for the sake of 

this government, for the sake of hundreds of thousands trembling under 

our violence, I cannot be silent. 

  

[. . . ] In 1957 a sensitive American official overseas said that it seemed to 

him that our nation was on the wrong side of a world revolution. During 

the past ten years we have seen emerge a pattern of suppression which 

now has justified the presence of U.S. military "advisors" in Venezuela. This 

need to maintain social stability for our investments accounts for the 

counter-revolutionary action of American forces in Guatemala. It tells why 

American helicopters are being used against guerrillas in Colombia and 

why American napalm and green beret forces have already been active 

against rebels in Peru. It is with such activity in mind that the words of the 

late John F. Kennedy come back to haunt us. Five years ago he said, "Those 

who make peaceful revolution impossible will make violent revolution 

inevitable." 

  

Increasingly, by choice or by accident, this is the role our nation has taken 

-- the role of those who make peaceful revolution impossible by refusing to 

give up the privileges and the pleasures that come from the immense 

profits of overseas investment. 

  

I am convinced that if we are to get on the right side of the world 

revolution, we as a nation must undergo a radical revolution of values. We 

must rapidly begin the shift from a "thing-oriented" society to a "person-

oriented" society. When machines and computers, profit motives and 

property rights are considered more important than people, the giant 

triplets of racism, materialism, and militarism are incapable of being 

conquered. 

  

[. . . ] A nation that continues year after year to spend more money on 

military defense than on programs of social uplift is approaching spiritual 

death. 

  

[. . . ] The choice is ours, and though we might prefer it otherwise we 

must choose in this crucial moment of human history.[50] 

  



After delivering such a monumental speech against war and empire, King was attacked by 

the national media; with Life Magazine calling the speech, “demagogic slander that sounded 

like a script for Radio Hanoi,” and the Washington Post saying that, “King has diminished 

his usefulness to his cause, his country, his people.”‗51‘  

  

War is inextricably linked to the impoverishment of people around the world and at home. 

Inherent within the system of war, racial divides and exploitation are further exacerbated.  

  

In the midst of the economic crisis, military recruitment went up, as the newly unemployed 

seek job security and an education. A Pentagon official said in October of 2::8 that, “We 

do benefit when things look less positive in civil society,” as “185,::: men and women 

entered active-duty military service, the highest number since 2003, according to Pentagon 

statistics. Another 140,000 signed up for duty in the National Guard and reserve.”‗52‘  

  

In November of 2008, the British Ministry of Defence (MoD) reported that recruitment into 

the military had increased by over 14% as a result of the economic crisis. Interestingly, 

“The north of England, where the credit crunch has hit hard, is among the areas where the 

MoD says recruitment is at its strongest.”‗53‘  

  

In 2005, it was reported that the Pentagon had developed a database of teenagers 16-18 

and all college students “to help the military identify potential recruits in a time of 

dwindling enlistment.” Further, according to the Washington Post, “The new database will 

include personal information including birth dates, Social Security numbers, e-mail 

addresses, grade-point averages, ethnicity and what subjects the students are 

studying.”‗54‘  

  

The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) released a report in 2008, which revealed that 

there is a dangerous trend in recruiting youth in the United States. Recruitment of youth 16 

and younger is prohibited in the United States, however: 

  

[T]he U.S. armed services regularly target children under 17 for military 

recruitment.  The U.S. military heavily recruits on high school campuses, 

targeting students for recruitment as early as possible and generally 

without limits on the age of students they contact.  Despite a lawsuit 

challenging its identification of eleventh-grade high school students for 

recruitment, the Department of Defense’s central recruitment database 

continues to collect information on 16-year-olds for recruitment 

purposes.[55] 

  

Various Army programs and recruitment services target students as young as 11, which 

includes a video game used as a tool for Army recruitment “explicitly marketed to children 

as young as 13.” Further, “The U.S. military’s recruitment policies, practices, and strategies 

explicitly target students under 17 for recruitment activities on high school 

campuses.”‗56‘ 

  

In 2007, prior to the economic crisis, it was reported that, “nearly three quarters of those 

killed in Iraq came from towns where the per capita income was below the national 

average.” Further, “More than half came from towns where the percentage of people living 

in poverty topped the national average.” The war casualties have disproportionately affected 

rural American towns, which make up the majority of military recruits. Interestingly, 

between “1997 to 2::3, 1.5 million rural workers lost their jobs due to changes in 

industries like manufacturing that have traditionally employed rural workers.”‗57‘ Now, 

they make up the majority of war casualties. War and poverty are inherently related in this 

example: the most impoverished suffer the most in war.  

  

In 2007, it was further reported that more than 30,000 foreign troops are enlisted in the 

US Army, being recruited to join from foreign nations such as Mexico in return for being 



granted US citizenship.[58] In 2005, whites made up 80% of Army recruits, while blacks 

made up 15% of recruits. In 2008, whites made up 79%, while blacks made up 16.5% of 

Army recruits. However, an interesting statistic is that between 2007 and 2008, there was a 

5% increase in the recruit of whites, while over the same period there was nearly a 96% 

increase in the recruitment of blacks. In 2008, 52% of recruits were under the age of 21. 

For the fifth year in a row, as of 2::8, “youth from low- to middle-income neighborhoods 

are over-represented among new Army recruits.”‗59‘ 

  

In March of 2008, The Nation published an article entitled “The War and the Working 

Class,” in which it explained that the American military operated under an “economic 

draft,” as “Members of the armed forces come mainly and disproportionately from the 

working class and from small-town and rural America, where opportunities are hard to 

come by.”‗6:‘ This was even before the economic crisis had really started to be noticed in 

the United States.  

  

In January of 2::9 it was reported that, “The Army and each of the other branches of the 

military are meeting or exceeding their goals for signing up recruits, and attracting more 

qualified people.”‗61‘ In March of 2::9, it was reported that, “Fresh recruits keep pouring 

into the U.S. military, as concerns about serving in Iraq and Afghanistan are eclipsed by the 

terrible civilian job market.” All branches of the armed forces “met or exceeded their active 

duty recruiting goals for January, continuing a trend that began with a decline in the U.S. 

job market.”  

  

The military acknowledged that weakness in the U.S. economy, which lost 

2.6 million jobs in 2008 and another 598,000 in January, has made the 

armed services more appealing to potential recruits.[62] 

  

It was reported in October of 2::9 that due to the economic crisis, “Middle-class American 

youth are entering the military in significant numbers,” as the Department of Defense 

announced “that for the first time since the draft ended and the all-volunteer force began 

36 years ago, every service branch and reserve component met or exceeded its recruiting 

goals, both in numbers and quality.” As the economic crisis “resulted in the largest and the 

swiftest increase in overall unemployment that we've ever experienced,” this created a boom 

for military recruiting.[63]  

  

In December of 2009 it was reported that with a record number of college graduates unable 

to find work, recruitment soared to record levels, even in the midst of President Obama 

announcing the deployment of an additional 30,000 troops to Afghanistan. As one 

commentator put it: 

  

The United States is broken – school systems are deteriorating, the 

economy is in shambles, homelessness and poverty rates are expanding – 

yet we’re nation-building in Afghanistan, sending economically distressed 

young people over there by the tens of thousands at an annual cost of a 

million dollars each.[64] 

  

In January of 2010 it was reported by the military that many Marines nearing the end of 

their active duty are reconsidering re-enlisting due to the severe economic situation. 

According to the U.S. Department of Labor in November of 2009, there were 15.4 million 

unemployed people in the United States, with the unemployment rate hitting 10%. 

“Employment fell in construction, manufacturing and information industries, while jobs in 

temporary help services and health care increased.” Thus, the unemployment figures are 

somewhat deceiving, as it doesn’t take into account all the people that only rely upon part-

time jobs, as “People working part-time jobs for economic reasons numbered 9.2 million. 

These individuals worked part-time because their hours at another job had been cut back or 

they were unable to find a full-time job.” Hence, “Marines reenlist for numerous economic 

reasons.”‗65‘  



  

In 2007, Obama campaigned on a promise to increase defense spending, and that he 

wanted the American military to “stay on the offense, from Djibouti to Kandahar,” from 

Africa to Afghanistan. Obama proclaimed his belief that “the ability to put boots on the 

ground will be critical in eliminating the shadowy terrorist networks we now face,” and he 

said that, “no president should ever hesitate to use force -- unilaterally if necessary,” not 

simply to “protect ourselves,” but also to protect America’s “vital interests.”‗66‘  

  

Sure enough, Obama followed through on those promises. Obama increased defense 

spending from the previous year. Alone, the United States spends almost as much on its 

military as the rest of the world combined, including seven times the amount as the next 

largest defense spender, China.[67]  

  

In October of 2009, Obama signed the largest-ever bill for military spending, amounting to 

$680 billion. At the same time, he authorized a spending bill of $44 billion for the 

Department of Homeland Security. A sad irony was that, “Obama signed the record 

Pentagon budget less than three weeks after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize.”‗68‘  

  

In February of 2010, Obama asked Congress to approve a new record-setting defense 

budget, at <7:8 billion.‗69‘ Interestingly, “the Pentagon budget increased for every year of 

the first decade of the 21st century, an unprecedented run that didn't even happen in the 

World War II era, much less during Korea or Vietnam.” Further, “if the government's 

current plans are carried out, there will be yearly increases in military spending for at least 

another decade.”‗7:]  

  

As Eric Margolis wrote in February of 2010: 

  

Obama’s total military budget is nearly <1 trillion. This includes Pentagon 

spending of $880 billion. Add secret black programs (about $70 billion); 

military aid to foreign nations like Egypt, Israel and Pakistan; 225,000 

military “contractors” ―mercenaries and workers‖; and veterans’ costs. Add 

<75 billion ―nearly four times Canada’s total defence budget‖ for 16 

intelligence agencies with 200,000 employees. 

  

[. . . ] China and Russia combined spend only a paltry 10% of what the 

U.S. spends on defence. 

  

There are 750 U.S. military bases in 50 nations and 255,000 service 

members stationed abroad, 116,000 in Europe, nearly 100,000 in Japan 

and South Korea. 

  

Military spending gobbles up 19% of federal spending and at least 44% of 

tax revenues. During the Bush administration, the Iraq and Afghanistan 

wars — funded by borrowing — cost each American family more than 

$25,000. 

  

Like Bush, Obama is paying for America’s wars through supplemental 

authorizations — putting them on the nation’s already maxed-out credit 

card. Future generations will be stuck with the bill.[71] 

  

Thus, the American Empire is in decline, spending itself into utter debt and is at the point of 

“imperial overreach.” As Eric Margolis wrote, “If Obama really were serious about restoring 

America’s economic health, he would demand military spending be slashed, quickly end the 

Iraq and Afghan wars and break up the nation’s giant Frankenbanks.”‗72‘ 

  

So, while people at home are on food stamps, welfare, living in tent cities, going to soup 

kitchens, getting by on debt, and losing their jobs; America sends forces abroad, conducting 



multiple wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, expanding the war into Pakistan, funding military 

operations in Yemen, Somalia, Uganda, building massive new military bases in Pakistan and 

Colombia and providing military aid to governments around the world. As the empire 

expands, the people become more impoverished.  

  

We cannot afford to ignore the relationship between war, poverty and race. The poor are 

made to fight the poor; both are often disproportionately people of colour. Yet war enriches 

the upper class, at least powerful sects of it in industry, the military, oil and banking. In a 

war economy, death is good for business, poverty is good for society, and power is good for 

politics. Western nations, particularly the United States, spend hundreds of billions of 

dollars a year to murder innocent people in far-away impoverished nations, while the people 

at home suffer the disparities of poverty, class, gender and racial divides. We are told we 

fight to “spread freedom” and “democracy” around the world; yet, our freedoms and 

democracy erode and vanish at home. You cannot spread what you do not have. As George 

Orwell once wrote: 

  

The war is not meant to be won, it is meant to be continuous. Hierarchical 

society is only possible on the basis of poverty and ignorance. This new 

version is the past and no different past can ever have existed. In principle 

the war effort is always planned to keep society on the brink of starvation. 

The war is waged by the ruling group against its own subjects and its 

object is not the victory over either Eurasia or East Asia, but to keep the 

very structure of society intact. 
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Western Civilization and the Economic Crisis: The Impoverishment of the Middle Class 

When Empire Hits Home, Part 2 

 

by Andrew Gavin Marshall Global Research, March 30, 2010 

 

The western nations of the world have built their great wealth and societies on the 

exploitation and plundering of the people and resources of the rest of the world. The wealth, 

freedom, and structures of our societies have been built on the starvation, robbery, 

deprivation and murder of millions upon millions of the world’s people, both historically and 

presently.  

 

It seemed for a time that “Western Civilization” had worked, even if only for the west. We 

saw the emergence and growth of a vibrant middle class, which has its origins in the 

Industrial Revolution, out of which we also saw the formation of the “nuclear family.” The 

middle classes of the west grew in wealth, education, and access. While the great problems 

of the world, and for the majority of the world’s people, persisted and expanded 

exponentially, the great purpose of the middle class was siphoned and expanded into 

facilitating the development of a massive consumerist society. The function of the middle 

class became that of consuming, not necessarily contributing to determining the direction 

of society.  

  

Nevertheless, life was good; or so it seemed. Thus, the people were by and large able to turn 

a blind eye to the plight of the world’s majority. As the decades progressed, however, the 
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great western empires, increasingly united under the umbrella of a US-led NATO empire, 

grossly expanded their plundering and exploitation of the rest of the world. New avenues for 

capitalist expansion needed to be found, more money to be made, more assets to be owned, 

more power to be had. As a part of this process, class structure was being reorganized, 

which meant that the middle class was to undergo an evolution.  

  

In the past few decades, the middle class has been forced to survive on debt. In order to 

maintain the image of middle class, and to maintain the functions of the middle class (i.e., 

to consume), the middle class needed access to credit and had to descend into a class of 

debt. Now, as the world is undergoing a rapid social, political, and economic 

transformation, the middle class has been marked for death. As a debt crisis takes the 

nations of the world into debt servitude, the middle classes of the western world will lose 

their access to credit, and will be forced into repaying their debts. As nations fall under a 

debt crisis, the middle class will collapse with it. A class built and sustained on debt is not 

sustainable. We are entering into a period of rapid class transformation on a global scale.  

  

The mirage of the middle class is steadily vanishing as our eyes adjust to the reality of our 

environment. The Empire we turned a blind eye to abroad, is about to hit home; what we do 

abroad, comes home to roost. The middle class is about to realize the true cost of empire. 

  

The Debt Class 

  

In 1958, the first successful modern credit card was launched by Bank of America, 

eventually evolving into what we know as Visa. The origins of MasterCard date back to 

1966. The expansion of credit card usage grew exponentially through the following 

decades.  

  

In 2::4, PBS published a special report on the “secret history of credit cards.” One of the 

researchers explained that, “The almost magical convenience of plastic money is critical to 

our famously compulsive consumer economy,” as “With more than 641 million credit cards 

in circulation and accounting for an estimated $1.5 trillion of consumer spending, the U.S. 

economy has clearly gone plastic.” However, credit card companies do not seek as an ideal 

customer the one who pays off their cards on a monthly basis: 

  

"The industry's most profitable customers, the ones being sought by creative 

marketing tactics, are the "revolvers:" the estimated 115 million Americans 

who carry monthly credit card debt. 

  

[. . . ] Some experts say the profitability of credit cards really began twenty-

five years ago [in 1979], when the banking industry successfully eliminated 

a critical restriction: the limit on the interest rate a lender can charge a 

borrower. Deregulation, coupled with a revolution in technology that enables 

the almost real-time tracking of personal financial information and the 

emergence of nationwide banking, has facilitated the widening availability of 

credit cards across the economic spectrum. But for some, the cost of credit 

is often far greater than it appears."[1] 

  

Robert McKinley, founder and chairman of Cardweb.com and Ram Research, a payment 

card research firm, explained that, “‗Banks are‘ raising interest rates, adding new fees, 

making the due date for your payment a holiday or a Sunday on the hopes that maybe you'll 

trip up and get a payment in late,” and thus, “It's become a very anti-consumer 

marketplace.”‗2‘  

  

It was in the origins of the neoliberal era, in the 1980s, that the west saw the ascendancy of 

credit cards. While the western nations of the world, in collusion with international banks 

and corporations, plundered the ‘Third World’ through “structural adjustment” at the 



behest of the World Bank and IMF, the middle classes of the western world were lulled into a 

debt trap from which they would not emerge: 

  

"Between 1980 and 1990, the number of credit cards more than doubled, 

credit card spending increased more than five-fold and the average 

household credit card balance rose from $518 to nearly $2,700. With the 

cost of money sinking and average balances climbing, profits soared."[3]  

  

In 2::4, “the total amount of outstanding revolving consumer credit, which is primarily 

credit card debt, reached <743 billion,” which was “nearly nine times the amount recorded 

2: years” prior. Thus, “Credit card debt collection has not only become essential, it has 

become very profitable. The most recent data indicates credit card debt collectors generated 

<1.2 billion in revenue” as of 2::4.‗4‘ 

  

In 1994, Federal Reserve figures in the United States showed that, “middle-class families 

remain stuck with unusually high debt payments as a proportion of their income.” As the 

New York Times reported: 

  

"That high debt, resulting from stagnating wages while low interest rates 

have encouraged families to borrow, means consumers are living close to the 

financial edge, and ready to cut spending at any sign of economic 

trouble."[5]  

  

One prominent economist even stated that, “The rate of consumer spending is not 

sustainable unless there is a noticeable pickup in the pace of income growth.”‗6‘ This has 

not occurred.  

  

In 2::6, a major report released by a US think tank revealed that, “The middle class today 

is less prepared for an economic emergency, such as losing a job or visiting an emergency 

room, than at any time since the late 1970s.” The report, published 2 years before the 

outbreak of the global financial crisis, reported that: 

  

"Despite a growing economy, a rising stock market and stronger corporate 

earnings that are helping the rich get richer, the middle class in America is 

caught in an unprecedented squeeze that makes it increasingly unstable."[7] 

  

Among the conclusions of the report, it was revealed that, “Income for middle-class families 

has remained stagnant or flat since 2::1,” while “Prices for big-ticket items -- housing, 

health care, college education and transportation -- have skyrocketed, leaving families 

unable to save.” Thus, “Middle-class families are borrowing record amounts of money to pay 

their monthly bills.” One of the lead research economists at the think tank stated that, 

“Families are being forced to live beyond their means, just to pay for the basics, such as 

housing and health care,” and that, “They are not only spending their current income but 

all their future income.” Further, the report revealed: 

  

"To maintain day-to-day consumption, Americans are taking on record 

amounts of consumer debt, researchers say -- $5.2 trillion since 2001. In 

June 2006, families took on debt equivalent to 129% of their disposable 

incomes, a big increase from the 96% in March 2001.  

  

Many homeowners are tapping into the equity in their homes, assuming more 

debt to pay for escalating energy and health-care costs. Falling home prices 

could force many of these middle-class families into foreclosure or back into 

apartments. 

 Middle-class families are also struggling with the ballooning costs of higher 

education. The total cost of tuition, fees, and room and board at four-year 

public colleges has increased 44% in the past four years."[8] 



  

Of course, this is exactly what happened with the onset of the global financial crisis, as 

foreclosures ran rampant, and household debt levels soared to new heights. This issue is 

not only confined to America. In 2005, it was reported that:  

  

"[T]here are more credit cards than people in the UK (67m, to be precise), 

and that personal debt is so huge Britain is more indebted than Argentina. If 

interest rates go up, the experts warn, the effect on ordinary people could be 

like a “time bomb”. Credit card debt accounts for ;2 billion and Britain has 

in total a £1 trillion debt mountain."[9] 

  

In 2::6, it was reported that on average, “a Briton has twice the debt of a European,” and 

“Total consumer debt in the UK is at a record £1.3 trillion.” While Europeans are also 

mired in credit card debt, “the average Briton owes ;3,175, compared to the average debt 

in Europe of ;1,588,” as “Borrowers from the UK now account for a third of all unsecured 

debt in western Europe.”‗1:‘  

  

The Middle Class in Crisis 

  

At the onset of the global economic crisis, as in, at the point in which the word “recession” 

was being used, in the Spring of 2::8, it was reported that in the U.K., “The number of 

middle class families struggling to make ends meet has increased significantly, with debt 

advice agencies overwhelmed with pleas for help from households in affluent areas of the 

country.” The financial problems of the middle class “‗were‘ being driven by rising 

inflation, the increased cost of living and the downturn in the housing market.” An article in 

the Telegraph explained that, “The face of debt has changed. Historically, it used to be 

mainly people on benefits and people in social housing who went to debt advice agencies.” 

However, “Since the credit crunch started, there has been a big increase in professionals 

and home-owners coming for help - you just didn’t see these people before at all.” The 

middle class is “struggling with mortgages, secured loans, and credit card debts.”‗11‘  

  

The middle class in Britain has been plunged into a personal debt crisis, as professionals 

across the nation fall into the red. The middle class has been spending beyond its means; 

however, easy access to credit has been aided and abetted by the banks and financial 

institutions that gave away credit cards and loans without proper financial checks.[12] 

  

At the same time, in America, it was reported in July of 2008 that years of spending beyond 

their means has left a record number of Americans “standing at the financial precipice.” 

Americans “have amassed a mountain of debt that grows ever bigger because of high 

interest rates and fees.” As the New York Times reported, “the increased availability of 

credit has contributed mightily to the American economy and has allowed consumers to 

make big-ticket purchases like homes, cars and college educations.”‗13‘  

  

It was reported in June of 2008, that despite the obvious onset of the economic crisis at 

that time, “Cash-strapped Americans are ringing up more and more purchases on their 

credit and debit cards, and there could be a steep price to pay ahead.” One market 

strategist stated that, “Right now what we're seeing is the US consumer losing their 

disposable income as they have to spend more and more on necessities because of higher 

prices for gas and food.”‗14‘  

  

This debt crisis is a consumer debt crisis of the western world. An article in Macleans in 

March of 2::9 explained that for Canadians, while “debt” used to be a “bad word” for 

nearly a century: 

  

"[S]tarting in the 1990s our attitude to debt changed. As interest rates fell 

and soaring house prices made everyone feel richer, our nation of savers 

became a nation of borrowers. Debt emerged as the great enabler, the ticket 



to the trappings of a better life, to flat screen TVs and shiny new SUVs. Now 

the upward march of real estate has reversed course, taking the household 

net worth of Canadians with it."[15] 

  

Now, Canadians are “at the point where regular Canadians are carrying even more debt 

than Americans. It’s true we used to save much more—as recently as 1990 we socked away 

13 per cent of our disposable incomes—but the average debt carried by Canadian 

households has jumped 71 per cent since then to $90,700, growing six times faster than 

the average household income.” The article elaborated, “the average Canadian family now 

owes more than 1.3 times its disposable income. That puts us in a slightly worse position 

that the typical American family, which owes just over 1.2 per cent of its disposable 

income.” The middle class wealth was built on this debt, and so when the housing market 

began to collapse, it “exposed much of that wealth as a mirage.” Foreclosures and 

bankruptcies have soared, and now, “paying down debts that once seemed quite 

manageable will become a crushing and onerous process.”‗16‘ 

  

In August of 2009, Bank of America released a report in which they explained, “The 

consumer debt problem in the economy really is a debt problem for the middle class. The 

need to work off a chunk of that debt will sap middle-class families’ spending power for 

perhaps years to come.” The twisted irony here is that institutions like Bank of America 

encouraged and facilitated debt-based consumption, and engaged in far riskier debt-based 

transactions on a global scale, which caused the global financial crisis. Subsequently, the 

banks, like Bank of America, were given a blank check by the government that bought their 

bad debts, and are now going to charge the taxpayers, of which the Bank of America report 

states they need to “work off a chunk” of their own personal debt. They forgot to mention 

that the taxpayers would also be paying off the bankers’ debts, too.  

  

The Bank of America report further revealed that, “Lower-income families account for 40% 

of the population but just 12% of total consumption,” while, “The middle class is 5:% of the 

population and nearly as large a share of consumption, at 46%,” thus, leaving “the wealthy 

to account for a hefty 42% of consumption.” The report explained: 

  

"In terms of their debt burdens, neither lower-income families nor the 

wealthy are constrained the way the middle class is constrained. . .  

  

[The report] says the middle-class has suffered more than the wealthy from 

the housing crash because middle-class families tended to rely more on their 

homes to build savings through rising equity. Also, the wealthy naturally had 

a much larger and more diverse portfolio of assets -- stocks, bonds, etc. -- 

which have mostly bounced back significantly this year."[17] 

  

Thus, the consumer society has already been altered. It will no longer be the middle classes 

that are the consuming class, but the wealthy. The middle class will be forced to deleverage 

and buckle under their debt burdens. This is only a radical acceleration of a several-

decades long trend in Western society; the economic crisis simply sped up this process and 

is exacerbating its compound effects. Do not deceive yourself, this has been a long-time 

coming.  

  

In May of 2009, it was reported that in the U.K., “The number of Britons in traditionally 

affluent areas who are being swamped by debt has more than doubled in the last six 

months,” as “The recession and resulting increase in unemployment has hit white collar 

workers in the service sector particularly hard.” One expert stated that, “We are seeing a 

higher percentage of middle and higher income clients who are struggling because of 

redundancy or the inability to manage their mortgage repayments, often alongside multiple 

credit card debts.” He further articulated, “Inevitably, these higher levels of debt are 

leading to [an] increased number of clients having to look at bankruptcy or other 

insolvency solutions.”‗18‘  



  

In July of 2::9, the IMF warned that “Britain’s credit card debt crisis will get significantly 

worse in the coming months with a wave of consumer payment defaults.” The IMF said it 

“expects ‗that‘ ;1.5bn of consumer debt across Europe will not be repaid, much of it in 

Britain which has the highest number of credit card borrowers on the continent.” Further, 

the “failure to pay credit card bills is likely to increase as unemployment rises and the 

number of personal insolvencies, which reached 29,774 in the first quarter of the year, 

continues to rise.”‗19‘  

  

In October of 2009, it was reported that, “High earners are struggling with debt as much as 

people on low incomes, according to financial experts and advisory charities,” as a direct 

result of the credit crunch and years of spending beyond their means, as “The withdrawal of 

easy credit as a result of the credit crunch has forced even those earning six-figure salaries 

to seek help with their debts.”‗2:‘ 

  

Now into 2010, central bankers are concerned about the massive debt levels of nations and 

consumers ―that they played a central role in‖, and “they are warning about the need to 

raise interest rates to control this.” However: 

  

"When interest rates start to rise payments on these mortgages will rise to 

the point where some borrowers won’t be able to manage. The fear is that 

foreclosures will then increase and there will be a repeat of the market 

collapse that started in the United States in 2007."[21] 

  

As a result of the credit crunch in Canada, middle-income families have actually been 

increasing their credit and debt in order to stay afloat. In May of 2::9, “household debt 

has reached an all-time high of <1.3 trillion in 2::8,” as “Canadian families are financing 

consumption activity with unearned money as they increasingly reach for credit to finance 

day-to-day living expenses.” In October of 2009, the Bank of Canada reported that total 

household debt had risen to $1.4 trillion. In 2008, the average Canadian had a personal 

debt of almost $39,000, and the trend was on the rise. 58% of Canadians said their 

borrowing is to finance day-to-day living expenses. Between September 2008 and September 

2009, 148,373 Canadians went into bankruptcy, with the trend rapidly increasing on a 

monthly basis, suggesting that the financial situation of Canadians is only getting 

worse.[22] 

  

It was reported that over the course of 2::9 in the United States, “Total credit-card debt 

outstanding dropped by <93 billion, or almost 1:%.” On the surface, this appears to be a 

good trend, suggesting that people might be paying off their debts. However: 

  

"It turns out that while total debt outstanding dropped by $93 billion, charge-

offs added up to $83 billion — which means that only 10% of the decrease in 

credit card debt — less than $10 billion — was due to people actually paying 

down their balances."[23] 

  

In reality, “Consumers weren’t paying down their credit cards at all: they were racking up 

billions of dollars in new debt, and defaulting on the old stuff.” In late 2::8 and early 

2009, considered the worst period of the economic crisis, spending was down and panic 

was in the air. People were also trying to pay off their credit cards: 

  

"Then two things happened: the panic started wearing off, and unemployment 

continued to rise. The urgency of paying down debt ebbed, even as spending 

naturally continued in the face of country-wide layoffs. And as a result, credit 

card debt continued its natural upward rise."[24] 

  

The only way to stem the rise in credit card debt is to increase employment so that people 

can afford to pay off their credit card debt. However, due to governments bailing out the 



banks at trillions of dollars, the governments have put themselves at great risk of a fiscal 

debt crisis; thus, to pay off their debt, they will have to cut spending, which means 

exacerbating the unemployment rate, not stemming it.  

  

The middle classes of the western world, surviving only on debt, are about to be subject to a 

“class default.” The wealthy class will be the consumption class, as the middle class is 

absorbed into the lower class and labour work force.  

  

The College Crisis 

  

Coupled with and central to a crisis in the status of the middle class, we are witnessing a 

growing crisis in which college graduates are finding it increasingly hard to find jobs. As 

record numbers of students graduate, they do so into a dwindling and ever-decreasing job 

market. With so many students having gone into extreme debt to attain an education, and 

graduate into a jobless market, we see the growth of a “crisis in expectations.”  

  

As the Guardian reported in September of 2008, at the height of the global financial crisis, 

“Universities are producing too many graduates, leaving more than a million people in jobs 

for which they are over-qualified.”‗25‘ Thus, there are too many graduates and too few 

jobs.  

  

Alan Krueger, an economist at Princeton, explained in December of 2008 the 

misrepresentation of the official statistics for unemployment as put out by the Bureau of 

Labor Statistics. As he explained, to be counted as “unemployed,” it is required that 

someone: 

  

"1) was without a job in the reference week; 2) made an effort to actively 

search for a job in the last four weeks; and 3) was available for work. A 

person who is not employed and does not meet this definition of unemployed 

is considered out of the labor force."[26] 

  

So, if you are unemployed and have given up on searching for a job, you are not counted in 

the statistics of unemployment. Further, if you are surviving on part-time work, you are not 

counted in the unemployment statistics. Students who can’t find a job and return to school 

are not counted among the unemployed. Thus, the official government numbers are a gross 

misrepresentation of the true degree of the crisis in employment. 

  

In November of 2::8, “the number of college graduates who were working fell by 282,:::, 

while only 2,::: more college graduates were classified as unemployed,” as “Laid off 

college workers, who are unaccustomed to unemployment, may feel a stigma if they report 

themselves as actively looking for work, so they are uncounted among the 

unemployed.”‗27‘  

  

From March of 2008, college graduates began abandoning the labour force, while high 

school graduates have been joining it. Many unemployed college graduates also decide to 

return to school instead of search for work. “Over the same period, the unemployment rate 

has risen more than twice as much for high school dropouts as for college graduates.” 

However, following March of 2008, when Bear Stearns collapsed and the severity of the 

financial crisis began to rear its head, the unemployment rate for college graduates 

accelerated and less-educated workers were increasingly getting the few available jobs. As 

economist Alan Krueger explained, “If funds for investment are not available because of the 

financial crisis, however, companies will hire fewer skilled workers.” Thus, we will see a 

trend in which college graduates will increasingly have to take up jobs in the service and 

labour economy.[28] 

  

In January of 2009, it was reported that a poll of the UK’s 1:: best-known companies 

revealed that, “Students face a "very slim" chance of a graduate level job” over the summer 



of 2009, as one in six graduate-level jobs have already been cut. The intake of new 

graduates was to be cut by 17% over 2009.[29]  

  

There were even reports in the UK that the “slump” in graduate jobs in the UK would result 

in “hobbling Scotland's economy for an entire generation.” As the Scotsman reported, 

“Despite racking up debts of up to ;13,::: to pay for their degrees, those leaving 

university in the summer face a battle for work.” Further, “Dramatic falls in graduate 

opportunities could see soaring unemployment and increasing reliance on the welfare 

state.” One university official stated, “Students about to graduate are having to adjust their 

expectations.”‗3:‘ 

  

Further, Scottish graduates “can expect to owe an average of ;13,::: by the end of their 

degrees,” while English graduates “who pay tuition fees, were predicted to graduate with an 

average of more than ;17,5:: of debt.”‗31‘  

  

The Sunday Times in the UK mentioned the story of one student, who, after 12 years of 

school, four years of university and a degree in Business Management, was now working on 

a factory production line. He said, “I want to do something that gives me opportunities, so 

that I can work towards something. I am qualified to do all sorts of things, but I am working 

in a factory.” This crisis is affecting large swaths of graduates: 

  

"They are among an army of graduates emerging from the education system 

who face the toughest employment prospects for years as the recession 

deepens. The government, having encouraged youngsters into higher 

education that has saddled many with large debts, is deeply worried. 

Graduate numbers are hitting a record high just as the number of jobs is 

shrinking."[32] 

  

CBS reported in April of 2::9 that graduates were entering the “toughest job market in 

decades,” as: 

  

"The jobless rate among college graduates has more than doubled from a 

year ago to 4.3 percent. Almost 2 million college graduates are unemployed 

and a recent survey by the National Association of Colleges and Employers 

predicts companies will hire 22 percent fewer graduating seniors than they 

did last year."[33] 

  

There are even bigger problems for graduates, due to the excessive amounts of new 

unemployed, as college graduates are not simply competing against each other, but also a 

large amount of earlier college graduates who have more experience. There are around five 

unemployed workers for every opening, “so each job is a coveted prize.” Interestingly, 

“many recent college grads are also often more willing to settle for lower-skilled jobs.”‗34‘  

  

In October of 2::9, while people were being told that we were “in recovery,” the job market 

remained abysmal. While we are told that the job market “lags behind recovery,” we forget 

to use logic and realize the implications that the job market has for the near and long term 

future. Business Week did a special report on how “unemployment is ravaging just about 

every part of the global workforce, [yet] the most enduring harm is being done to young 

people who can't grab onto the first rung of the career ladder.”‗35‘ 

  

This crisis is affecting young people in every area, from high school dropouts to college 

graduates, from Britain to Japan. One indication, the author stated, was that, “In the U.S., 

the unemployment rate for 16- to 24-year-olds has climbed to more than 18%, from 13% a 

year ago.” Thus: 

  

"For people just starting their careers, the damage may be deep and long-

lasting, potentially creating a kind of "lost generation." Studies suggest that 



an extended period of youthful joblessness can significantly depress lifetime 

income as people get stuck in jobs that are beneath their capabilities, or 

come to be seen by employers as damaged goods."[36] 

  

Further, “the baby boom generation is counting on a productive young workforce to help 

fund retirement and health care.” However, young people will get jobs with less pay and 

benefits, which “would mean lower tax payments for Social Security and Medicare.” 

Amazingly, “Only 46% of people aged 16-24 had jobs in September, the lowest since the 

government began counting in 1948.” However, this has also led to some commentators 

suggesting the solution is to slash “high minimum wages,” saying that a “high” minimum 

wage has made it less attractive to hire young people. In this logic, the solution is to pay 

young people much less. This could very well turn out to be the “Lost Generation.”‗37‘ 

  

In November of 2::9, it was reported that, “New college graduates had 4:% fewer job 

prospects” over 2::9, and that while the prospects for 2:1: are “better,” they are “still 

not very promising,” as “hiring of grads with any degree will decline by 2% compared to 

2::9.”‗38]  

  

In December of 2009, it was reported that while the unemployment rate dropped in 

November for men and women, both black and white, ―according to official statistics‖, “for 

recent college graduates and other young adults, the labor situation didn't just remain dire -

- it got worse.” It was revealed that: 

  

"For 20- to 24-year-olds, the jobless rate rose four-tenths of a percent to 16% 

in November, even as unemployment nationally slipped to 10% from 

10.2%."[39] 

  

The Telegraph reported in March of 2010, that over the course of 2::9 in the UK, “there 

were 44.3 applications for each graduate vacancy but this year the total is expected to be 

even higher as a backlog of unemployed graduates make further attempts to find 

jobs.”‗4:‘ 

  

Student Debt: The Other College Crisis 

  

In 2007, it was reported that a major crisis in the United States was in the increasing 

reliance upon private loans for students going to college, which were extremely 

unregulated: 

  

"As college tuition has soared past the stagnant limits on federal aid, private 

loans have become the fastest-growing sector of the student finance market, 

more than tripling over five years to $17.3 billion in the 2005-06 school 

year."[41] 

  

Student loans from the government have interest rates capped by law; student loans from 

private financial institutions have “variable” rates, “like credit cards,” that can reach 2:%. 

There was an increasing trend with students piling up debts, which have no limits, as high 

and higher than $100,000. Barmak Nassirian, associate executive director of the American 

Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers said, “When a student signs 

the paper for these loans, they are basically signing an indenture. . . We’re indebting these 

kids for life.”‗42‘ 

  

In the midst of the financial crisis, “graduates across the country are entering the 

workplace with staggering liabilities. The average student debt has doubled since the mid-

199:s.” Further: 

  

"[M]ore than two-thirds of all students now borrow money to finance their 

education, up from less than half in 1993. Among undergrads who borrow, 



the average finished school in 2004 with loans of $19,000, up from $9,000 

a decade earlier."[43] 

  

In graduate school, however, “debt is escalating the fastest”: 

  

"Master's students who borrow, however, finish with an average $36,000 in 

loans; law students with $66,000; medical students with $106,000; and 

dental students with $143,000."[44] 

  

The Los Angeles Times reported in December of 2008 on the debt trap students are drawn 

into, where high interest rates and fees aren’t disclosed up front. The article tells the story 

of one girl who graduated with a bachelor’s degree in photography with <14:,::: of debt, 

“some of it at interest rates as high as 18%. Her monthly payments are roughly <1,700, 

more than her rent and car payment combined.” She had taken the loans simply to pay for 

tuition.[45]  

  

One interesting fact to know is that the student loan market is worth (as of December 

2008) $85 billion.[46] Yet, the $700 billion bailout granted by Congress to the bankers 

would also benefit student-loan companies, which “will unfairly reward companies that have 

profited from writing risky loans to students.”‗47‘ Meanwhile, the students suffer. A ‘real’ 

stimulus or ‘bailout’ would have been a student debt bailout; clear the slate and let students 

start anew.  

  

Kathy Kristof writes for Forbes on the “Great College Hoax,” where students are cultivated 

with an image that college is a “sure-fire path to a life of social and economic privilege.” 

She tells the story of two students, who got into debt to go to law school, got married, and 

suffered under the burden of debt servicing, citing it as a major facet in their divorce. 

Kristof writes: 

  

"The two disillusioned attorneys were victims of an unfolding education hoax 

on the middle class that's just as insidious, and nearly as sweeping, as the 

housing debacle. The ingredients are strikingly similar, too: Misguided easy-

money policies that are encouraging the masses to go into debt; a self-

serving establishment trading in half-truths that exaggerate the value of its 

product; plus a Wall Street money machine dabbling in outright fraud as it 

foists unaffordable debt on the most vulnerable marks."[48] 

  

In January of 2009, student loan debt in Canada had reached <13 billion, which “does not 

include debt from provincial student loans or private debt, such as lines of credit.” Thus, 

says one commentator in the Georgia Straight, “Today’s generation of students is living in a 

debt crisis like no other in Canadian history.” The article continues: 

  

"Federal and provincial funding cuts to postsecondary education have created 

this debt crisis by passing the burden of funding our public education system 

on to those who can least afford it: students. According to Statistics Canada, 

tuition fees in British Columbia are nearly 10 percent above the national 

average, at just under $5,000. High tuition fees and student debt have 

undeniable long-term consequences on students and our society as a 

whole."[49] 

  

The Wall Street Journal reported in September of 2009 that even in the midst of the 

economic crisis, student loans in the United States were rapidly accelerating: 

  

"[T]he total amount borrowed by students and received by schools—in the 

2008-09 academic year grew about 25% over the previous year, to $75.1 

billion. The amount of money students borrow has long been on the rise. But 

last year far surpassed past increases."[50] 



  

Further, odious debts are affecting major life choices of graduates, “forcing them to put off 

traditional milestones—from buying a first home to even marriage and having 

children.”‗51‘ Thus, we have entered a period where college graduates face record high 

levels of debt and unemployment. More and more adults are moving back home instead of 

buying their own.[52] 

  

As Reuters reported in January of 2010, while access to credit everywhere seemed to be 

limited, “one area of the credit market is rapidly expanding: student loans.” Student loans 

have risen to unprecedented levels, even in the midst of the economic crisis, and the 

perceived ‘recovery’.‗53‘  

  

Looking at this in broader economic terms, the private lenders are doing what all the big 

banks did in the lead up to the financial crisis and the creation of the housing bubble: 

giving excessive loans to high risk individuals who will never be able to pay back the loan. 

This has created an “education bubble,” where students would go into extreme debt in 

order to get an education, and upon graduation would enter an intensely competitive and 

difficult job market. Even if they manage to get a job, it is likely not in the field of their 

education, and it is very likely that they will never emerge from their student debt.  

  

Students are thrown into debt to take jobs that don’t exist, in order to pay loans they can’t 

afford on wages they won’t get. Though, the ‘popping’ of this bubble will have a greater 

social dynamic than economic, there will certainly be an economic dimension, as this is a 

strong indication of years and possibly an entire generation of slow or negative economic 

growth. If there are no jobs for graduates, then the skills required for those markets will 

disappear, and with it, the economic vitality they created. It is, however, the social aspect 

that poses a still greater threat. With a generation of educated youth thrown into debt 

servitude and unemployment, a generation of ‘expectations’ is failed. When that happens, 

students take to the streets.  

  

Class Default: What ‘Austerity’ Means for the Middle Class 

  

In June of 2009, the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) warned that while 

governments around the world “bailed out” the finance industry, they failed to reform or 

regulate any of the problems in financial markets that created the crisis, and “some rescue 

plans have pushed banks to maintain their lending practices of the past.” Thus, warned the 

BIS, “stimulus measures won't be able to gain traction, and may only lead to a temporary 

pickup in growth,” and “A fleeting recovery could well make matters worse.” Further, the 

BIS warned that governments “will find it harder to place debt, and could face rising 

funding costs – leading to spending cuts or significantly higher taxes.”‗54‘ 

  

The BIS further warned that countries such as Australia “faced the possibility of a run on 

the currency, which would force interest rates to rise,” and “fiscal stimulus packages may 

provide no more than a temporary boost to growth, and be followed by an extended period 

of economic stagnation.” The BIS said that, “the biggest risk is that governments might be 

forced by world bond investors to abandon their stimulus packages, and instead slash 

spending while lifting taxes and interest rates.”‗55‘ 

  

This essentially amounts to “austerity measures” imposed upon the Western ‘developed’ 

nations of the world, akin to the austerity measures imposed upon the nations of the ‘Third 

World’ through IMF and World Bank Structural Adjustment Programs ―SAPs‖ following the 

198:s debt crisis. This “austerity adjustment” will be endemic of the Western world. We are 

entering “a fiscal crisis of the western world.”‗56‘ 

  

As the debt burden grows for western nations, they will be forced to raise interest rates, 

thus making payments on debt larger; currency devaluations will be required, in a stated 

attempt to encourage private investment; however, this will have the effect of causing 



inflation, where the prices of food and fuel and other essential commodities will rise 

dramatically. At the same time, countries will be forced to exponentially raise taxes and cut 

social spending in an attempt to gain revenue while cutting costs, in order to pay off the 

debt burden and reduce deficits. 

  

The result of this will be the decimation of the public sector, as areas of education and 

health care as well as other public enterprises are dismantled, privatized and sold off to 

mega corporations and banks for pennies on the dollar, as a devalued currency would make 

purchasing companies and assets much cheaper than before. Concurrently, a massive 

privatization of infrastructure will take place, as roads, resources and other public assets 

are sold to multinational corporations. What will follow is what follows every time this is 

done in a ‘Third World’ nation: massive layoffs, spiraling unemployment and soaring poverty 

rates.  

  

To know the extent of ‘austerity’ measures that will be imposed upon western nations, look 

to Europe, where nations already immersed in debt crises are undertaking ‘austerity’ 

reforms. In March of 2:1:, Greece unveiled a new round of ‘austerity measures’, which 

include salary cuts for state workers and tax hikes, and it “is likely to intensify public 

opposition in the Mediterranean nation, where strikes by unions in recent weeks have 

brought the country to a halt.” Greece will “raise its value-added tax, a national sales tax, as 

well as taxes on fuel, tobacco and other items.” One Greek government official stated, “It's 

going to be painful, people will protest, but we know Greece has no alterative.”‗57‘  

  

Right on cue, riots and protests broke out in Greece, with estimates of the number of people 

protesting between 20,000 and 60,000 in Athens alone. Even police and security forces 

were protesting many of the measures. Naturally, the riots were met by clashes with the 

police forces.[58] While Greece descended into crisis, British and American firms partook 

in aggressive speculative attacks against Greece in money markets, as the derivatives 

market booms with speculators hedging bets against a Greek default.[59]  

  

As investors move their money away from buying Greek debt, signaling a lack of faith in 

Greece’s ability to handle its debt load, the country subsequently plunges deeper into crisis, 

“pushing the country further towards a possible debt spiral.” Speculative attacks are taking 

place against many countries, as “Alongside Portugal, Spain, Italy and Ireland, Greece has 

been the focus of widespread market selling over the past few weeks, with investors fearing 

the countries may be unable to repair their balance sheets alone.”‗6:‘  

  

Portugal, in an attempt to ‘forestall’ a debt crisis, has already begun imposing austerity 

measures, including “cutting welfare benefits and government hiring as well as selling 

assets and raising taxes.” Further, “Portugal aims to raise 6 billion euro ($8.2 billion) from 

privatizations, trim welfare benefits and slash other state expenditure in an effort to reduce 

the country’s heavy debt load.”‗61‘ This is just the beginning of the austerity measures 

being imposed in these countries, which are scheduled under programs that are intended to 

last several years, until the deficits are brought down significantly.  

  

‘Austerity’ in America 

  

While it will likely be a little while longer before America is truly hit with harsh austerity 

measures to reduce its deficit, the groundwork is already being laid down. At the beginning 

of August, Timothy Geithner, the US Treasury Secretary who bailed out all the banks, said 

that, “Americans face tough choices in reducing the national deficit.” So after he gave the 

banks a blank check, saving them from their own institutional hubris, he acknowledged that 

indeed, someone must pay, and it will be the American people. Appearing before the 

Congress, Geithner, as well as former Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan said that, “the 

economy would not collapse.” However, considering their track record, this means 

absolutely nothing coming from them. What they did say that is worth noting, is that, 



“emergency steps, including the bailout plan last year and the economic stimulus bill this 

year, are expanding the federal budget deficit to unsustainable levels.” Geithner elaborated: 

  

"We will not get this economy back on track, recovery will be not strong and 

sustained, unless we ... can convince the American people that we're going to 

have the will to bring these deficits down once recovery is firmly 

established."[62] 

  

Geithner refused to rule out tax increases, “saying President Barack Obama's 

administration would take whatever steps were necessary to reduce the deficit,” and 

Greenspan said, “he believed the government eventually will impose some kind of value-

added tax to raise revenue.” A value-added tax is a tax on the “transfer” of goods from 

production to delivery, which makes the price for the consumers higher. Thus, it is not a 

sales tax added onto the product, but is hidden in the product’s price, itself. Greenspan 

referred to the value-added tax as the “least worst solution.”‗63‘  

  

We must be reminded that Obama’s economic team are all architects of the financial crisis, 

who in the past played pivotal roles in creating the conditions for the crisis to occur, and 

who are all closely aligned with the interests of Wall Street banks. They are now in charge of 

organizing the ‘solutions’ to the economic crisis they helped cause; they are there for the 

banks, not the people. Geithner was President of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York 

during the economic crisis, one of the key institutions of banking power, corruption, and 

the “black-ops outfit for the nation’s central bank.”‗64‘ Now he runs the Treasury. 

  

Top White House economic adviser Lawrence Summers was previously Deputy Treasury 

Secretary in the Clinton administration where he was a pivotal figure is the dismantling of 

banking regulations and expansion of the derivatives market, both of which were essential 

facets of the economic crisis. Paul Volcker, another top economic adviser to Obama, a 

former Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, was responsible for creating the 1980s 

debt crisis across the ‘Third World’ by raising interest rates dramatically, causing a wave of 

countries to default under their debt loads and leading to the re-colonization of the ‘Third 

World’ by the IMF and World Bank. These are men that should not be trusted to guard your 

piggy bank, let alone the national Treasury.  

  

Lawrence Summers had, in the spring of 2009, promised that there would be no tax 

increases on the middle class; yet, in early August, he said he “would not rule out middle-

class tax increases.” In March of 2::9, Summers said, “Let's be very clear. ... There are no, 

no tax increases this year. There are no, no tax increases next year.” In August, he said, 

“circumstances change and options cannot be ruled out.”‗65‘ 

  

In March of 2::9, it was reported that, “President Barack Obama is putting former Federal 

Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker in charge of a tax-code review aimed at closing loopholes, 

streamlining the law and generating revenue.” Volcker, the head of the President’s 

Economic Recovery Advisory Board, “will be examining ways of being even more aggressive 

on reducing the tax gap.”‗66‘ The tax gap is the difference between taxes that are owed 

and taxes that are collected. In other words, tax collection will be rapidly and aggressively 

increased.  

  

While on the campaign trail, Obama vowed that anyone making less than $250,000 a year 

“will not see their taxes increase by a single dime.” A golden rule of political rhetoric is to 

never believe what politicians say when they campaign. As the Wall Street Journal reported 

in August, Obama “was right, very strictly speaking: It’s going to be many, many, many 

billions of dimes.” Perhaps the most important tax hike will be the value-added tax, which 

“would apply to every level of production or service, and it is beloved by politicians in 

Europe because it raises so much money so easily without voters noticing.”‗67‘  

  



Obama’s 2:1: budget released in February of 2:1: was most widely discussed for having 

increased taxes on the wealthy. Despite these seemingly progressive and pertinent 

measures, most commentary has been quite superficial, failing to see that the tax increases 

on the wealthy will do little to even dent the deficit. As one report noted: 

  

"Taxing the rich will be one of the hot political stories this year. It will also 

divert attention from a much bigger story: Sooner or later, almost everybody 

in America is going to pay more in taxes."[68] 

  

Since raising income taxes is widely unpopular, politicians will employ it as a ‘last-resort’, 

which leads the way for ‘creative’ tax hikes to take place, such as raising state and local 

sales taxes, and to crack down on tax evasion and increase penalties for filing taxes late. 

There is also the route of ‘carbon’ and energy taxes. Health care taxes are also likely to 

increase, as several states had already raised taxes on hospitals. The federal government 

could also reduce aid to states, forcing them to cut their own spending. However, again, the 

“holy grail” of tax experts is the value-added tax (VAT), which would have the effect of 

simply raising prices.[69] 

  

In early February of 2:1:, Obama said he was “agnostic” about raising taxes on the middle 

class. Obama stated that the government “needs to consider all options for reducing the 

deficit, including tax increases and cuts in spending on entitlement programs such as 

Social Security and Medicare.”‗7:‘ With the passing of so-called health care ‘reform’, 

roughly 12 new taxes will be levied against the middle class.[71]  

  

The 2:1: budget in the U.K. is “to carry out a ;19 billion tax raid on the middle classes to 

help pay Britain’s record debt,” as well as “cuts and savings in public spending.”‗72‘ 

Business Insider reported, following the British budget assessment, that America will likely 

have a similar increase in taxes, analyzing potential future taxes that may appear in 

America. Among these are raising the alcohol tax on a particular drink, such as wine 

coolers; an increased tax on tobacco, all drinking sales taxes, increased taxes on gasoline, 

taxes on waste and garbage, increased property taxes, income tax increases, social security 

tax increases, and a variety of others.[73]  

  

In America, such an austerity budget would reduce funding programs for the unemployed, 

or those searching for jobs, spending on job growth would be cut and “gutted”, child 

spending would be cut, drug spending would be “destroyed,” dental services cut, retirees 

would be “ransacked,” salary cuts for public servants, carbon taxes would “hammer” 

consumers, education and science spending would be slashed, health spending would be 

cut, and welfare would be slashed.[74] 

  

Dylan Grice, working for the Global Strategy arm of Societe Generale, a major international 

financial institution, wrote in late March of 2010 about the prospects of when it would be 

best to sell gold. In this report, he stated that, “developed market governments are 

insolvent by any reasonable definition.” In other words, the west is bankrupt. He suggested 

that America has the potential to fall into “an extreme inflationary event,” as governments 

tend to avoid an “explicit default” on their debt by allowing for an “implicit default” via 

inflation. He explained that a period of “short-term pain” would become necessary to deal 

with the financial reality of government debt. He explained that as Ireland undertakes harsh 

austerity measures to deal with its deficit, “These draconian fiscal policies wouldn’t have 

been possible five years ago. But the political winds have changed.”‗75‘ 

  

He explained that what is necessary for governments to undertake austerity measures, is to 

experience a fiscal crisis, in order to “force a majority acceptance of the implications of an 

overleveraged government.” He wrote that, “a government funding crisis is both inevitable 

and necessary. Dubai and Greece are merely the first claps of thunder in what is going to be 

a long emergency.” He elaborated: 

  



"Eventually, there will be a crisis of such magnitude that the political winds 

change direction, and become blustering gales forcing us onto the course of 

fiscal sustainability. Until it does, the temptation to inflate will remain, as will 

economists with spurious mathematical rationalizations as to why such 

inflation will make everything OK... Until it does, the outlook will remain 

favorable for gold. But eventually, majority opinion will accept the painful 

contractionary medicine because it will have to. That will be the time to sell 

gold."[76] 

  

Make no mistake, a default is coming, and with that, the middle classes of the west should 

expect to be liquidated through inflation and ‘austerity’. Lest we forget, the reason why the 

people must pay, is because our governments have imperial foreign policies and serve the 

interests of powerful economic entities, such as the major international banks they bailed 

out.   

  

Banking on a Crisis 

  

As the nations of the western world have, since the onset of the global economic crisis, 

sought only to save the banks from their own bad investments, they have handed global 

banks a blank check. The governments bought the bad assets of the big banks, taking the 

private debt and transferring it to public debt. Thus, the bad practices of banks were and 

are still being encouraged, as governments have shown their propensity to step in and 

“save” the banks. Thus, governments have chosen to privatize profit, and socialize the risk; 

this is the foundation of corporatist state structures, corporate socialism, or what is 

otherwise known as ‘economic fascism’.  

  

In mid-September 2::9, the BIS warned that, “The global market for derivatives rebounded 

to $426 trillion in the second quarter [of 2009] as risk appetite returned, but the system 

remains unstable and prone to crises.” The derivatives trade had risen by 16% “mostly due 

to a surge in futures and options contracts on three-month interest rates.” In other words, 

speculation is back in full force as bailout money to banks in turn fed speculative practices 

that have not been subjected to reform or regulation. Derivatives markets pose “major 

systemic risks” for the global financial system.‗77‘  

  

The destructive practice of financial speculation, largely operating through the global 

derivatives trade, remains totally unregulated and continues to be active and growing. This 

only suggests that as nations around the world begin to buckle under their debt burdens, 

the major financial institutions (along with the global central banking system) which were 

the key architects of the global financial crisis, will now be able to profit from the collapse 

of nations.  

  

Large financial institutions and speculators will be able to engage in capital flight, quickly 

removing their money from a nation’s currency, speculating that it will collapse, which often 

becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. They will thus engage in currency speculation, 

speculation against debt burdens and national fiscal austerity programs. Countries that do 

not take the established method of imposing fiscal austerity through “Structural 

Adjustment” will face a speculative assault. As nations collapse, the banks will grow, further 

consolidate, and purchase major global assets.  

  

This is why the financial system has not been subject to any actual regulations or structural 

reforms, because the financial crisis is far from over. The banks and mega-corporations 

must be permitted to grow and profit off of the crisis to come. Surely, several more banks 

and corporations will collapse, and we will witness an acceleration of the global 

consolidation of business and banking. However, as nations collapse, the banks and 

corporations at the top will profit.  

  



It will be the people of the world, and the whole world over, who will be forced to pay for the 

crisis caused by the international collusion between banks and governments. Incessantly 

high taxes, rising inflation, mass unemployment and growing poverty will plunge the 

western world into a social crisis the likes of which have never before been seen.  

  

The Reorganization of Global Class Structure 

  

The world has already, in the past two years, witnessed the greatest transfer of wealth in 

human history.[78] What will follow is a global restructuring of class structure as the 

western educated middle class will largely be decimated and liquidated of all its material 

wealth. This is a new phase of globalization. As Robinson and Harris wrote in Science and 

Society Journal: 

  

"One process central to capitalist globalization is transnational class 

formation, which has proceeded in step with the internationalization of 

capital and the global integration of national productive structures. Given the 

transnational integration of national economies, the mobility of capital and 

the global fragmentation and decentralization of accumulation circuits, class 

formation is progressively less tied to territoriality."[79] 

  

The authors argue that a global ruling class has emerged as a result of ‘globalization’, a 

class they refer to as the ‘Transnational Capitalist Class’ ―TCC‖. The TCC “is a global ruling 

class. It is a ruling class because it controls the levers of an emergent transnational state 

apparatus and of global decision making.”‗8:‘  

  

As governance ‘goes global’, social structures must follow in step. Globalization has led to 

the formation of a truly global economy, where states have less influence in global 

economic factors, and increasingly the world economic system is controlled by a powerful 

minority of banks, international financial institutions, and corporations. This process has 

been facilitated by the major nations of the world, primarily the United States, and it has in 

turn led to the formation of a truly global ruling class. David Rothkopf refers to this global 

class as the ‘Superclass’ and has concluded that it is a class consisting of roughly 6,::: 

individuals, roughly one member of the ‘Superclass’ for every one million people.  

  

The economy has been effectively ‘globalized’; the world’s political structures are following 

the economy in being ‘globalized’, as nation states are reorganized into regional 

governance blocs modeled on the European Union, and ultimately a global state apparatus 

emerges. Concurrently, global social structures will also have to be ‘globalized’.  

  

The majority of the world’s nations do not have a vibrant middle class population. For a 

global state to form, global class structures must be totally transnationalized; the ruling 

class is not the only global class structure to be formed, it is simply the first to be 

transnationalized. Thus, we have a situation in which we will see an increasingly 

concentrated global ruling class consolidate their control over the global levers of power 

while a global labour class is transnationalized, meaning that the middle classes of the 

world have been marked for liquidation.  

  

This, however, is not a new phenomenon. The middle classes of the western world, primarily 

that of the United States, have for several decades, been subjected to the erosion of their 

material wealth. The middle class exists in theory; it is a class built and sustained by debt.  

  

As the middle class evaporates into the lower labour-oriented class, there will be a number 

of major social changes that take place. As the Industrial Revolution changed class 

structure, the Post-Industrial Revolution will do the same. Suburbia will need to alter its 

landscape, as lawns become gardens for growing food. The family unit itself will 

significantly alter. As the Industrial Revolution led to the formation of the ‘nuclear family’, 

the Post-Industrial Revolution will lead to a re-emergence of the extended family, with 



multiple generations of families living together in the same house. Communities will have to 

come together or fall apart.  

  

Already, “The number of people living with several generations under one roof in the United 

States is at its highest point in 50 years, as families cope with ruinous job losses and 

foreclosures”: 

  

"During the first year of the recession, the number of Americans living in 

such multi-generational families rose by 2.6 million, or more than 5 percent, 

from 2007 to 2008... 

  

Now 49 million Americans -- 16.1 percent of the population -- live in homes 

with multiple generations. Many include adult children in their 20s."[81] 

  

We are entering into the era of the ‘Post-Industrial Revolution’, a ‘class cleansing’ of the 

western world. The entire socio-political economic landscape is being redrawn and 

reorganized. The effects will be felt from the wallet to the family unit, itself.  

  

The global financial crisis is a global class war. In 2::6, Warren Buffett, one of the world’s 

richest billionaires, said that what is going in is “class warfare,” and that, “it’s my class, 

the rich class, that’s making war, and we’re winning.”‗82‘ 
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Moody’s is a major ratings agency, which performs financial research and analysis on 

governments and commercial entities and ranks the credit-worthiness of borrowers. On 

March 15, Moody’s warned that the US, the UK, Germany, France, and Spain “are all at risk 

of soaring debt costs and will have to implement austerity plans that threaten ‘social 

cohesion’.” Further, Moody’s warned that such ‘austerity’ measures increase the potential 

for ‘social unrest’: 

  

"Growth alone will not resolve an increasingly complicated debt equation. 

Preserving debt affordability at levels consistent with AAA ratings will 

invariably require fiscal adjustments of a magnitude that, in some cases, will 

test social cohesion," said Pierre Cailleteau, the chief author. 

  

"We are not talking about revolution, but the severity of the crisis will force 

governments to make painful choices that expose weaknesses in society," he 

said.[1] 

  

In other words, due to the massive debt levels of western nations taken on to save the banks 

from the crisis they caused, the people must now pay through a reduction of their 

standards of living. Naturally, social unrest would follow.  

  

This has not been the first or only warning of “social unrest” in the west, and it certainly 

won’t be the last.  

  

The Economic Crisis and Civil Unrest 

  

At the onset of the economic crisis, these warnings were numerous. While many will claim 

that since we have moved on since the fall of 2008, these warnings are no longer valid. 

However, considering that the western world is on the verge of a far greater economic crisis 

that will spread over the next few years, from Greece to America, a great global debt 

depression, these warnings should be reviewed with an eye on the near future.  

  

In December of 2008, in the midst of the worst period of the crisis of 2008, the IMF issued 

a warning to government’s of the west to “step up action to stem the global economic crisis 

or risk delaying a recovery and sparking violent unrest on the streets.”‗2‘ However, 

governments did not stem or stop the economic crisis, they simply delayed the eventual and 

inevitable crisis to come, the debt crisis. In fact, the actions governments took to “stem” the 

economic crisis, or delay it, more accurately, have, in actuality, exacerbated the compound 

effects that the crisis will ultimately have. In short, bailing out the banks has created a 

condition in which an inevitable debt crisis will become far greater in scope and devastation 

than had they simply allowed the banks to fail.  

  

Even the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), the most prestigious financial institution 

in the world – the central bank to the world’s central banks – has warned that the bailouts 

have put the global economy in potentially far greater peril. The BIS warned that, “The 

scope and magnitude of the bank rescue packages also meant that significant risks had 

been transferred onto government balance sheets.”‗3‘ 

  

The head of the IMF warned that, “violent protests could break out in countries worldwide if 

the financial system was not restructured to benefit everyone rather than a small elite.”‗4‘ 

However, he is disingenuous in his statements, as he and the institution he represents are 

key players in that “small elite” that benefit from the global financial system; this is the very 

system he serves. 

  

In late December of 2::8, “A U.S. Army War College report warn‗ed‘ an economic crisis in 

the United States could lead to massive civil unrest and the need to call on the military to 

restore order.” The report stated: 

  



Widespread civil violence inside the United States would force the defense 

establishment to reorient priorities ... to defend basic domestic order and 

human security.[5] 

  

Further revealed in the news release was the information that, “Pentagon officials said as 

many as 20,000 Soldiers under the U.S. Northern Command (NORTHCOM) will be trained 

within the next three years to work with civilian law enforcement in homeland security.”‗6‘ 

  

Europe in Social Crisis 

  

In January of 2009, it was reported that Eastern Europe was expected to experience a 

“dangerous popular backlash on the streets” over the spring in response to the economic 

crisis: 

  

Hit increasingly hard by the financial crisis, countries such as Bulgaria, 

Romania and the Baltic states face deep political destabilisation and social 

strife, as well as an increase in racial tension.  

  

Last week protesters were tear-gassed as they threw rocks at police outside 

parliament in Vilnius, capital of Lithuania, in a protest against an austerity 

package including tax rises and benefit cuts.[7] 

  

In January of 2009, Latvia experienced the largest protests since the mass rallies against 

Soviet rule in the late 1980s, with the protests eventually turning into riots. Similar 

“outbursts of civil unrest” spread across the “periphery of Europe.”‗8‘ 

  

This should be taken as a much larger warning, as the nations of Eastern Europe are forced 

into fiscal ‘austerity’ measures before they spread through the western world. Just as 

throughout the 198:s and the 199:s, countries of the ‘global south’, which signed 

Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) with the IMF and World Bank, were forced to 

undertake neoliberal reforms and harsh fiscal austerity measures. The people of these 

nations rioted and rebelled, in what was cynically referred to as “IMF riots”. What our 

nations have done abroad, in the name of ‘aid’ but in the intent of empire, is now coming 

home. The west will undergo its very own “IMF riots”.  

  

The fears of civil unrest, however, were not confined simply to the periphery of Europe. In 

January of 2009, a massive French strike was taking place, as “teachers, television 

employees, postal workers, students and masses of other public-sector workers” were 

expressing discontent with the handling of the economic crisis; as “A depression triggered 

in America is being played out in Europe with increasing violence, and other forms of social 

unrest are spreading.”‗9‘ 

  

By late January, France was “paralysed by a wave of strike action, the boulevards of Paris 

resembling a debris-strewn battlefield.” Yet, the ‘credit crunch’ had hit harder in Eastern 

Europe and the civil unrest was greater, as these countries had abandoned Communism 

some twenty years prior only to be crushed under the “free market” of Capitalism, leading 

many to feel betrayed: “Europe's time of troubles is gathering depth and scale. Governments 

are trembling. Revolt is in the air.”‗1:‘ 

  

Olivier Besancenot, the leader of France’s extreme left “is hoping the strike will be the first 

step towards another French revolution as the recession bites and protests multiply across 

Europe's second largest economy.” He told the Financial Times that, “We want the 

established powers to be blown apart,” and that, “We are going to reinvent and re-establish 

the anticapitalist project.”‗11‘ 

  

In January of 2::9, Iceland’s government collapsed due to the pressures from the 

economic crisis, and amidst a storm of Icelanders protesting in anger against the political 



class. As the Times reported, “it is a sign of things to come: a new age of rebellion.” An 

economist at the London School of Economics warned that we could expect large-scale civil 

unrest beginning in March to May of 2009: 

  

It will be caused by the rise of general awareness throughout Europe, 

America and Asia that hundreds of millions of people in rich and poor 

countries are experiencing rapidly falling consumption standards; that the 

crisis is getting worse not better; and that it has escaped the control of 

public authorities, national and international.[12] 

  

In February of 2009, the Guardian reported that police in Britain were preparing for a 

“summer of rage” as “victims of the economic downturn take to the streets to demonstrate 

against financial institutions.” Police officials warned “that middle-class individuals who 

would never have considered joining demonstrations may now seek to vent their anger 

through protests this year.”‗13‘ 

  

In March, it was reported that “top secret contingency plans” had been drawn up to counter 

the threat posed by a possible “summer of discontent,” which “has led to the extraordinary 

step of the Army being put on standby.” The report revealed that, “What worries emergency 

planners most is that the middle classes, now struggling to cope with unemployment and 

repossessions, may take to the streets with the disenfranchised.”‗14‘ 

  

As the G20 met in London in early April 2009, mass protests took place, resulting in 

violence, “with a band of demonstrators close to the Bank of England storming a Royal 

Bank of Scotland branch, and baton-wielding police charging a sit-down protest by 

students.” While the majority of protests were peaceful, “some bloody skirmishes broke out 

as police tried to keep thousands of people in containment pens surrounding the Bank of 

England.”‗15‘ Protests further broke out into riots as a Royal Bank of Scotland office was 

looted.[16] The following day, a man collapsed and died in central London during the 

protests shortly after having been assaulted by riot police.[17] 

  

On May 1, 2009, major protests and riots broke out in Germany, Greece, Turkey, France 

and Austria, fuelled by economic tensions: 

  

Police in Berlin arrested 57 people while around 50 officers were hurt as 

young demonstrators threw bottles and rocks and set fire to cars and 

rubbish bins. There were also clashes in Hamburg, where anti-capitalist 

protesters attacked a bank. 

  

In Turkey, masked protesters threw stones and petrol bombs at police, 

smashing banks and supermarket windows in its biggest city, Istanbul. 

Security forces fired tear gas and water cannon at hundreds of rioters and 

more than a hundred were arrested with dozens more hurt. There were also 

scattered skirmishes with police in the capital, Ankara, where 150,000 

people marched.[18] 

  

There were further protests and riots that broke out in Russia, Italy, Spain, and some 

politicians were even discussing the threat of revolution.[19] 

  

As a debt crisis began spreading throughout Europe in Greece, Portugal, and Spain, social 

unrest followed suit. Riots and protests increasingly took place in Greece, showing signs of 

things to come to all other western nations, which will sooner or later have to face the 

harsh reality of their odious debts.[20] 

  

Is Civil Unrest Coming to America? 

  



In February of 2::9, Obama’s intelligence chief, Dennis Blair, the Director of National 

Intelligence, told the Senate Intelligence Committee that the economic crisis has become the 

greatest threat to U.S. national security: 

  

I’d like to begin with the global economic crisis, because it already looms as 

the most serious one in decades, if not in centuries ... Economic crises 

increase the risk of regime-threatening instability if they are prolonged for a 

one- or two-year period... And instability can loosen the fragile hold that 

many developing countries have on law and order, which can spill out in 

dangerous ways into the international community.[21] 

  

What this means, is that economic crises ―“if they are prolonged for a one or two year 

period”‖ pose a major threat to the established powers – the governing and economic 

powers – in the form of social unrest and rebellion ―“regime-threatening instability”‖. The 

colonial possessions – Africa, South America, and Asia – will experience the worst of the 

economic conditions, which “can loosen the fragile hold that many developing countries 

have.” This can then come back to the western nations and imperial powers themselves, as 

the riots and rebellion will spread home, but also as they may lose control of their colonial 

possessions – eliminating western elites from a position of power internationally, and 

acquiescence domestically: The rebellion and discontent in the ‘Third World’ “can spill out 

in dangerous ways into the international community.”  

  

In the same month, the highest-ranking general in the United States, “Adm. Michael Mullen, 

chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, ranks the financial crisis as a higher priority and 

greater risk to security than current wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.” He explained, “It's a 

global crisis. And as that impacts security issues, or feeds greater instability, I think it will 

impact on our national security in ways that we quite haven't figured out yet.”‗22‘ Rest 

assured, they’ve figured it out, but they don’t want to tell you.  

  

Again, in the same month, the head of the World Trade Organization (WTO) warned that, 

“The global economic crisis could trigger political unrest equal to that seen during the 

193:s.” He elaborated, “The crisis today is spreading even faster ―than the Great 

Depression‖ and affects more countries at the same time.”‗23‘ 

  

In February of 2009, renowned economic historian and Harvard professor, Niall Ferguson, 

predicted a “prolonged financial hardship, even civil war, before the ‘Great Recession' 

ends,” and that, “The global crisis is far from over, ‗it‘ has only just begun, and Canada is 

no exception,” he said while at a speaking event in Canada. He explained, “Policy makers 

and forecasters who see a recovery next year are probably lying to boost public 

confidence,” while, “the crisis will eventually provoke political conflict.” He further 

explained: 

  

There will be blood, in the sense that a crisis of this magnitude is bound to 

increase political as well as economic [conflict]. It is bound to destabilize 

some countries. It will cause civil wars to break out, that have been dormant. 

It will topple governments that were moderate and bring in governments that 

are extreme. These things are pretty predictable.[24] 

  

Even in May of 2::9, the head of the World Bank warned that, “the global economic crisis 

could lead to serious social upheaval,” as “there is a risk of a serious human and social 

crisis with very serious political implications.”‗25‘ 

  

Zbigniew Brzezinski, former National Security Adviser, co-founder of the Trilateral 

Commission and a key architect of ‘globalization’ warned in February of 2::9 that, “There's 

going to be growing conflict between the classes and if people are unemployed and really 

hurting, hell, there could be even riots!”‗26‘ 

  



In early May 2009, the New York Times reported on the results of a major poll, suggesting, 

“A solid majority of people in the major Western democracies expect a rise in political 

extremism in their countries as a result of the economic crisis.” Of those surveyed, 53% in 

Italy and the United States said they expected extremism is “certain to happen” or 

“probable” in the next three years. That percentage increases to 65% in Britain and 

Germany, and is at 60% in France and Spain.[27] 

  

Over the summer of 2009, the major nations of the west and their corporate media 

machines promoted and propagandized the notion of an ‘economic recovery’, allowing 

dissent to quell, spending to increase, stock market speculation to accelerate, and people’s 

fears and concerns to subside. It was a massive organized propaganda effort, and it had 

major successes for a while. However, in the New Year, this illusion is largely being derided 

for what it is, a fantasy. With the slow but steady erosion of this economic illusion, fears of 

riots, rebellion and revolution return. 

  

On March 1, 2010, Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan warned President Obama about 

civil unrest, saying:  

  

When we can't feed our families what do you tell us? Thou shalt not steal? 

When survival is the first law of nature? What are you going to do when black 

people and poor people erupt in the streets of America? It's coming! Will you 

use the federal troops, Mr. President, against the poor?[28] 

  

A March 8 article in the Wall Street Journal speculated about the discontent among the 

American people in regards to the economy, suggesting that it is “likely” that the economy 

has “bottomed” and that it will simply “trudge along” until November. However, the author 

suggested that given all the growing discontent in a variety of areas, it wouldn’t be 

surprising to see some civil unrest: 

  

Now, contrary to what you may read in the New York Times or the Huffington 

Post, the ugliness could come from anywhere – the Left, the Center or the 

Right. Almost everyone in America thinks they’ve been betrayed.‗29‘ 

  

Clearly, the possibility and inevitability of riots in the United States, and in fact in many 

western nations becomes increasingly apparent. The middle classes will likely become the 

most angered and mobilized populace, having their social foundations pulled out from 

under them, and with that, they are overcome with a ‘failure of expectations’ for their 

political and economic clout. With no social foundations on which to stand, a class cannot 

reach high in the political and economic ladder, nationally or internationally. 

  

As documented in Part 2 of this series, the middle class, for the past few decades, has been 

a class living on debt, consuming on debt, surviving on debt and existing only in theory. As 

nations collapse into a global debt crisis, the middle classes and the college students will be 

plunged into a world which they have seldom known: poverty. As documented in Part 1 of 

this series, the global social systems of poverty, race and war are inextricably interrelated 

and dependent on one another. As the middle class is absorbed into the global poverty class 

– the labour class – our nations in the west vastly expand their hegemony over the world’s 

resources and key strategic points, rapidly accelerating military involvement in every region 

of the world. As war expands, poverty grows, and racial issues are exacerbated; thus, the 

government asserts a totalitarian system of control.  

  

Will the Middle Class Become Revolutionary? 

  

In 2007, a British Defence Ministry report was released assessing global trends in the 

world over the next 3: years. The report stated assuredly that, “During the next 3: years, 

every aspect of human life will change at an unprecedented rate, throwing up new features, 

challenges and opportunities.”‗3:‘ In regards to ‘globalization,’ the report states: 

http://globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=18386
http://globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=18263
http://globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=18263
http://globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=18263


  

A key feature of globalization will be the continuing internationalization of 

markets for goods, services and labour, which will integrate geographically 

dispersed sets of customers and suppliers.  This will be an engine for 

accelerating economic growth, but will also be a source of risk, as local 

markets become increasingly exposed to destabilizing fluctuations in the 

wider global economy... Also, there will continue to be winners and losers in 

a global economy led by market forces, especially so in the field of labour, 

which will be subject to particularly ruthless laws of supply and demand.[31] 

  

Another major focus of the report is in the area of “Global Inequality,” of which the report 

states, over the next 30 years: 

  

[T]he gap between rich and poor will probably increase and absolute poverty 

will remain a global challenge... Disparities in wealth and advantage will 

therefore become more obvious, with their associated grievances and 

resentments, even among the growing numbers of people who are likely to be 

materially more prosperous than their parents and grandparents.  Absolute 

poverty and comparative disadvantage will fuel perceptions of injustice 

among those whose expectations are not met, increasing tension and 

instability, both within and between societies and resulting in expressions of 

violence such as disorder, criminality, terrorism and insurgency. They may 

also lead to the resurgence of not only anti-capitalist ideologies, possibly 

linked to religious, anarchist or nihilist movements, but also to populism and 

the revival of Marxism.[32] 

  

The report states quite emphatically that there is a great potential for a revolution coming 

from the middle class: 

  

The middle classes could become a revolutionary class, taking the role 

envisaged for the proletariat by Marx.  The globalization of labour markets 

and reducing levels of national welfare provision and employment could 

reduce peoples’ attachment to particular states.  The growing gap between 

themselves and a small number of highly visible super-rich individuals might 

fuel disillusion with meritocracy, while the growing urban under-classes are 

likely to pose an increasing threat to social order and stability, as the burden 

of acquired debt and the failure of pension provision begins to bite.  Faced by 

these twin challenges, the world’s middle-classes might unite, using access to 

knowledge, resources and skills to shape transnational processes in their 

own class interest.[33] 

  

Is Revolution the Right Way Forward? 

  

As the world has already experienced the greatest transfer of wealth in human history, the 

greatest social transformation in world history is soon to follow. The middle classes of the 

west, long the foundations upon which the consumer capitalist system was based, are about 

to be radically reorganized and integrated into the global labour class. As this process 

commences and accelerates, the middle classes will begin to protest, riot, rebel, and 

possibly revolt.  

  

We must ask ourselves: Is this the right way forward? 

  

History is nothing but an example that when revolution takes place, it can quickly and 

effectively be hijacked by militant and extremist elements, often resulting in a situation 

worse than that prior to the revolution. Often, these elements themselves are co-opted by 

the ruling elite, ensuring that whatever regime rises in the ashes of the old, no matter how 

militant or radical, it will continue to serve and expand the entrenched interests of elites. 



This is the worst-case scenario of revolution, and with history as a guide, it is also a 

common occurrence. To understand the nature of co-opted revolutions and entrenched 

elites, one need only look at the revolutions in France and Russia.[34] 

  

While the righteous indignation and anger of the western middle class population, and in 

fact, the global population as a whole, is entirely justified, there is an extreme danger in the 

possibilities of how such a revolutionary class may act. It is imperative to not take violent 

action, as it would merely be playing directly into the hands of states and global institutions 

that have been preparing for this eventuality for some time. Nations are becoming 

‘Homeland Security States’, setting up surveillance societies, increasing the role of the 

military in domestic issues and policing, expanding the police state apparatus and 

militarizing society in general. Democracy is in decline; it is a dying idea. Nation states are 

increasingly tossing aside even the remaining vestiges of a democratic façade and 

preparing for a new totalitarianism to arise, in conjunction with the rise of a ‘new 

capitalism’.  

  

Violent action and riots by the people of these nations will only result in a harsh and brutal 

closing of society, as the state clamps down on the people and installs an oppressive form 

of governance. This is a trend and process of which the people should not help speed along. 

Violent acts will result in violent oppression. While peaceful opposition may itself be 

oppressed and even violently repressed by the state apparatus, the notion of a clamp down 

on peaceful protesters is likely to increase dissatisfaction with the ruling powers, increase 

support for the protesters, and may ultimately speed up the process of a truly new change 

in governance. It’s difficult to demonize peaceful action.  

  

While people will surely be in the streets, seeking to expand their social, political, and 

economic rights, we must undertake as a global society, a rapid and extensive expansion of 

our mental and intellectual rights and responsibilities. We cannot take to the streets without 

taking on the challenges of our minds. This cannot alone be a physical change in 

governance that people seek – not simply a political revolution – this must be coupled and 

driven by an intellectual revolution. What is required is a new Enlightenment, a new 

Renaissance. While the Enlightenment and Renaissance were western movements of 

thinking and social change, the new global Enlightenment must be a truly transnational and 

worldwide revolution in thinking.  

  

Western Civilization has failed. It will continue to insist upon its own dominance, but it is a 

failure in regards to addressing the interests of all human civilization. Elites like to think 

that they are in absolute control and are all-powerful; this is not the case. For every action, 

there is an equal and opposite reaction. Take, for example, the integration of North America 

into a regional bloc like that of the European Union, an entirely elite-driven project of which 

the people largely know little or nothing about. Elites seek to force the people of this region 

to increasingly identify themselves as ‘North American’, just as elites in Europe increasingly 

push for a ‘European’ identity as opposed to a national identity. While the intended purpose 

of this social reorganization is to more easily control people, it has the effect of uniting 

some of these people in opposition to these elite-driven projects. Thus, those they seek to 

unite in order to control, are then united in opposition to their very control.  

  

As the ‘globalization project’ of constructing a ‘new world order’ expands, built upon the 

concepts of global governance, elites will inadvertently unite the people of the world in 

opposition to their power-project. This is the intellectual well that must be tapped as soon 

as possible. Ideas for a truly new world, a true human ‘civilization’ – a “Humane 

Civilization” – must be constructed from ideas originating in all regions of the world, from 

all peoples, of all religions, races, ethnicities, social groups and standings. If we are to 

make human civilization work, it must work for all of humanity.  

  

This will require a global “revolution in thinking”, which must precede any direct political 

action. The global social, political, and economic system must be deconstructed and built 



anew. The people of the world do not want war, it is the leaders – the powerful – who decide 

to go to war, and they are never the ones to fight them. War is a crime against humanity, a 

crime of poverty, of discrimination, of hate. The social, political and economic foundations 

of war must be dismantled. Socially constructed divides between people – such as race and 

ethnicity – must be dismantled and done away with. All people must be treated as people; 

racial and gender inequality is a crime against humanity itself.  

  

Poverty is the greatest crime against humanity the world has ever known. Any society that 

permits such gross inequalities and absolute poverty, which calls itself ‘civilized’, is only an 

aberration of the word, itself. As Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. stated: 

  

I am convinced that if we are to get on the right side of the world revolution, 

we as a nation must undergo a radical revolution of values. We must rapidly 

begin the shift from a "thing-oriented" society to a "person-oriented" society. 

When machines and computers, profit motives and property rights are 

considered more important than people, the giant triplets of racism, 

materialism, and militarism are incapable of being conquered.[35] 
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We will stay in the USA for the next few chapters.  

This next chapter concerns the second wave of the attack on both the US debt, and the US 

money supply.  

The “infinity bomb” of Quantitative Easing. 
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Chapter Fifty Part Three 

It’s probably best to examine the effects of the chaos that was unintentionally caused by the 

recent economic warfare exercise sorry, unplanned financial hiccup, by going to the US of 

A, or “Ground Zero” as they say in the vernacular.  

The following articles, data, and statistics speak entirely for themselves, and the bad news 

is, this is coming to your country too, wherever it is that you live on this planet. 

Unless of course that is, we take this ability to “create” ―out of thin air remember‖ our 

medium of exchange for our goods and services away from the selfish clutches of these 

psychopathic corporations, and give that tremendous power back to the people themselves 

with NO more “middlemen” being involved in the process from now on. - The corporations, 

“private interests” and small cliques of manipulators, would rapidly lose ALL of their 

perceived power and influence if we ever did. 

Only that in conjunction with ridding this entire system of the duel headed monster that is 

usury and interest will ever save us from the debt slavery we currently dumbly acquiesce to.  

Social credit, agreed upon by ALL of the participating residents of ANY nation, administered 

by the people for the people, backed by a promise to pay policy that everyone agrees too.  - 

One that is firstly very fair, but also very firm too. (Simply because it would actually be your 

own people and country you would be hurting by refusing to meet your repayment 

obligations).  

These simple steps would in themselves be enough of a change to very quickly be rid of 

these parasites (first nationally, and then internationally). 

But I guess you’re not ready to do that quite yet, so instead let’s look at the havoc that is 

being, and will be caused, by leaving “unseen market forces” and the “experts” to run this 

system for you. - Let’s begin with their “cure” for the credit crunch - quantitative easing. 

Quantitative Easing Explained 

Eric Woodell Infowars.com December 22, 2010 

The massive “quantitative easing” by the Federal Reserve, sounds somewhat noble, even 

gentle, in its approach to helping restore the American economy.  Such terms almost sound 

like you suddenly can refinance your house for an absurdly low rate, it’s that easy. 

But the reality is quite different. 

The Federal Reserve has the ability to create money.  In the old days, that meant using 

printing-presses, to put ink on paper, which are then called “dollars.”  Nowadays, however, 

they do it with literally the click of a computer keyboard, and the money is created instantly! 

 Pretty cool, don’t you think? 

But what does this really mean? 

Why would the Federal Reserve do this, and devalue the dollar?  After all, if there are only a 

certain number of goods available, and everyone suddenly has twice as much money, won’t 

the prices of everything double, and the net result will be that nothing has effectively 

changed?  Won’t the only real change be that each unit of currency being worth exactly half 

of what it was? 

The answer to both questions, of course, is “yes.”  But what matters, is who gets the money 

first.  In the academic study of economics, this could be termed the “first-mover” 

advantage. 
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Let’s use an analogy:  Let’s assume the economy had <3 trillion floating around in it.  Now, 

suppose the Fed gave you $1 trillion dollars, in your own personal checking account.  With 

that much money, what would you do?  Pay off all your debts, buy a nice car and new house, 

and so on…  In other words, you could spend that money, at the value it currently is at.  Of 

course, as you bought more stuff, more money will make it into the general economy, 

increasing the money circulating around, and eventually the dollar will have a lower value. 

 In this case, after you’ve spent all the money acquiring everything worth buying, there 

would now be $4 trillion in the economy, instead of $3 trillion.  If you spent all of that 

money in one year, the inflation rate would be 4/3, or 33%.  The dollar would be worth only 

¾ of what it had, just the previous year. 

The effect to everyone else in the economy, is that their money is worth less than the 

previous year, and if you had your money tied up in a savings account paying 3% interest, it 

would mean you actually lost 30% in one year, because the dollars you have in your bank 

purchase that much less.  This has the net effect of being a government tax, while at the 

same time, allowing the cronies and suck-ups of the Fed to gain power, by taking it from 

you. 

This is why the Fed constantly wants inflation; it gives them power over you, invisibly taxes 

you, and allows them to maintain power over you. 

When they talk about more “quantitative easing,” like QE2 or even QE3, it means that the 

Fed is robbing you of your ability to purchase things like food, fuel or shelter.  Instead, the 

money is sent to the favourite banks of the Fed (remember, the Federal Reserve is a private 

corporation, made up of…  banks).  Which really means, they give it to themselves. 

As you can now see, QE and QE2 have absolutely nothing to do with “saving” the economy. 

 Indeed, the opposite is the truth.  The actions by the Fed make the continued degradation 

of economic situation of the USA a certainty. 

When more Americans finally wake up, and understand the rampant theft that’s being 

committed by the Federal Reserve and their cronies, there will be Hell to pay. 

9 Reasons Why Quantitative Easing Is Bad For The U.S. Economy 

The Economic Collapse November 4, 2010 

The Federal Reserve is pumping 900 billion dollars into the system and that is going to have 

a significant impact. 

Buckle up and hold on – a new round of quantitative easing is here and things could start 

getting very ugly in the financial world over the coming months.  The truth is that many 

economists fear that an out of control Federal Reserve is “crossing the Rubicon” by 

announcing another wave of quantitative easing.  Have we now reached a point where the 

Federal Reserve is simply going to fire up the printing presses and shower massive wads of 

cash into the financial system whenever the U.S. economy is not growing fast enough?  If 

so, what does the mean for inflation, the stability of the world financial system and the 

future of the U.S. dollar?  The Fed says that the plan is to purchase $600 billion of U.S. 

Treasury securities by the middle of 2011.  In addition, the Federal Reserve has announced 

that it will be “reinvesting” an additional <25: billion to <3:: billion from the proceeds of 

its mortgage portfolio in U.S. Treasury securities over the same time period.  So that is a 

total injection of about $900 billion.  Perhaps the Fed thought that number would sound a 

little less ominous than $1 trillion.  In any event, the Federal Reserve seems convinced that 

quantitative easing is going to work this time.  So should we believe the Federal Reserve? 

The truth is that the Federal Reserve has tried this before.  In November 2008, the Federal 

Reserve announced a $600 billion quantitative easing program.  Four months later the Fed 

felt that even more cash was necessary, so they upped the total to $1.8 trillion. 



So did quantitative easing work then? 

No, not really.  It may have helped stabilize the economy in the short-term, but 

unemployment is still staggeringly high.  Monthly U.S. home sales continue to come in at 

close to record low levels.  Businesses are borrowing less money.  Individuals are 

borrowing less money.  Stores are closing left and right. 

The Fed is desperate to crank the debt spiral that our economic system is now based upon 

back up again.  The Fed thinks that somehow if it can just pump enough nearly free liquidity 

into the banking system, the banks will turn around and lend it out at a markup and that 

this will get the debt spiral cranking again. 

The sad truth is that the Federal Reserve is not trying to build an economic recovery on 

solid financial principles.  Rather, what the Federal Reserve envisions is an “economic 

recovery” based on new debt creation. 

So will $900 billion be enough to get the debt spiral cranked up again? 

No. 

If 1.8 trillion dollars didn’t work before, why does the Federal Reserve think that 9:: billion 

dollars is going to work now?  This new round of quantitative easing will create more 

inflation and will cause speculative asset bubbles, but it is not going to fix what is wrong 

with the economy.  The damage is just too vast as Charles Hugh Smith recently explained…. 

Anyone who believes a meager one or two trillion dollars in pump-priming can overcome 

$15-$20 trillion in overpriced assets and $10 trillion in uncollectible debt may well be 

disappointed. 

In fact, economists over at Goldman Sachs estimate that it would take a staggering $4 

trillion in quantitative easing to get the economy rolling again. 

Of course that may eventually be what happens.  The Fed may be starting at $900 billion 

just to get the door open.  With these kinds of bureaucrats, once you give them an inch they 

usually end up taking a mile. 

So why should we be concerned about quantitative easing?  The following are 9 reasons why 

quantitative easing is bad for the U.S. economy…. 

#1 Quantitative Easing Will Damage The Value Of The U.S. Dollar 

Each time you add a new dollar to the system, it decreases the value of each existing dollar 

by just a little bit.  Now the Federal Reserve is pumping 900 billion dollars into the system 

and that is going to have a significant impact.  Bill Gross, the manager of the largest mutual 

fund in the entire world, said on Monday that he believes that more quantitative easing 

could result in a decline of the U.S. dollar of up to 2: percent…. 

“I think a 2: percent decline in the dollar is possible.” 

#2 Inflation Is Going To Hit Already Struggling U.S. Consumers Really Hard Already, 

investors have been fleeing from the U.S. dollar and other paper currencies and have been 

flocking to commodities, precious metals and oil.  That means that the price of food is 

going to go up.  The price of gasoline is also going to go up.  American families are going to 

find their budgets stretched even more in the months ahead. 

#3 Once An Inflationary Spiral Gets Going It Is Really Hard To Stop 

The Federal Reserve is playing a very dangerous game by flirting with inflation.  Once an 

inflationary spiral gets going, it is really difficult to stop.  Just ask anyone who lived through 

the Weimar Republic or anyone who lives in Zimbabwe today.  If the Federal Reserve is now 



going to be dumping hundreds of billions of fresh dollars into the system whenever the 

economy gets into trouble it is inevitable that we will see rampant inflation at some point. 

#4 Inflation Is A Hidden Tax On Every American 

Tens of millions of Americans have worked incredibly hard to save up a little bit of money.  

These Americans are counting on that money to pay for a home, or to pay for retirement or 

to pay for the education of their children.  Well, inflation is like a hidden tax on all of those 

savings.  In fact, inflation is a hidden tax on every single dollar that all of us own.  We have 

been taxed more than enough – we certainly don’t need the Federal Reserve imposing 

another hidden tax on all of us. 

#5 The Solution To The Housing Bubble Is Not Another Housing Bubble 

Today, approximately a third of all U.S. real estate is estimated to have negative equity.  The 

Federal Reserve apparently believes that by flooding the system with gigantic sacks of cash 

banks will start making home loans like crazy again and home prices will rise substantially 

once again – thus wiping out most of that negative equity. 

But the solution to the housing bubble is not another housing bubble.  The kinds of crazy 

home loans that were made back in the middle of the decade should never be made again.  

Market forces should be allowed to bring the housing market to a new equilibrium where 

ordinary Americans can actually afford to purchase homes.  But that is not how our system 

works anymore.  Today, everything has to be manipulated. 

#6 More Quantitative Easing Threatens To Destabilize The Global Financial System 

We have already entered a time of increasing global financial instability, and the Federal 

Reserve is not going to help things by introducing hundreds of billions of new dollars into 

the game.  Over the past two decades, bubble after bubble has caused tremendous 

economic problems, and now all of this new money could give rise to new bubbles.  Already, 

we see financial institutions and investors pumping up carry trade bubbles, engaging in 

currency speculation and driving up commodity prices to ridiculous levels. 

#7 Quantitative Easing Is An Aggressive Move In A World Already On The Verge Of A 

Currency War 

Quantitative easing will likely help U.S. exporters by causing the value of the U.S. dollar to 

sink.  However, this gain by U.S. exporters will come at the expense of foreigners.  It is 

essentially a “zero sum” game.  So all of those exporting countries that are already upset 

with us will become even more furious as the U.S. dollar declines.  Could we witness the 

first all-out “global currency war” in 2:11? 

#8 Quantitative Easing Threatens The Status Of The Dollar As The World Reserve Currency 

As the Federal Reserve continues to play games with the U.S. dollar, quite a few nations 

around the globe will start evaluating whether or not they want to continue to trade with the 

U.S. dollar and use it as a reserve currency. 

In fact, a recent article on The Market Oracle website explained how this is already 

happening…. 

In September, China supported a Russian proposal to start direct trading using the yuan 

and the ruble rather than pricing their trade or taking payment in U.S. dollars or other 

foreign currencies. China then negotiated a similar deal with Brazil. And on the eve of the 

IMF meetings in Washington on Friday, Premier Wen stopped off in Istanbul to reach 

agreement with Turkish Prime Minister Erdogan to use their own currencies in a planned 

tripling Turkish-Chinese trade to $50 billion over the next five years, effectively excluding 

the dollar. 



#9 It Is Going To Become More Expensive For The U.S. Government To Borrow Money 

Right now, the U.S. government has been able to borrow money at ridiculously low interest 

rates.  But as the Federal Reserve keeps buying up hundreds of billions in U.S. Treasuries, 

the rest of the world is going to start refusing to participate in the ongoing Ponzi scheme. 

Peter Schiff, the CEO of Euro Pacific Capital, says that one of the big reasons for more 

quantitative easing is because the U.S. government is already starting to have difficulty 

finding enough people to borrow from…. 

At the end of the day, all this deflation talk is a red herring. The true purpose of QE 2 is to 

disguise the decreasing ability of the Treasury to finance its debts. As global demand for 

dollar-denominated debt falls, the Fed is looking for an excuse to pick up the slack. By 

announcing QE 2, it can monetize government debt without the markets perceiving a 

funding problem. 

But the truth is that foreigners are not stupid.  They can see the shell game that is being 

played.  As Bill Gross noted on Monday, U.S. government debt will soon become a lot less 

attractive to foreign investors…. 

QEII not only produces more dollars but it also lowers the yield that investors earn on them 

and makes foreigners, which is the key link to the currencies, it makes foreigners less 

willing to hold dollars in current form or at current prices. 

As foreigners begin to balk at all of this nonsense, the U.S. government will either have to 

start paying higher interest rates on government debt in order to attract enough investors, 

or the Federal Reserve will just have to drop all pretense and permanently start buying up 

most of the debt.  Either way, once faith has been lost in U.S. Treasuries the financial world 

will never, ever be the same. 

Most Americans have absolutely no idea how fragile the world financial system is right now.  

Once the rest of the world loses faith in the U.S. dollar and in U.S. Treasuries this entire 

thing could completely unravel very quickly. 

The Federal Reserve is playing a very dangerous game.  They are openly threatening the 

delicate balance of the world financial system. 

Once the toothpaste is out of the tube, it is really hard to put it back in again.  Cross your 

fingers and hold on tight, because things are going to get really bumpy ahead. 

One Nation Under Debt With Endless Debt Slavery For All 

Michael Snyder, Saturday, April 21, 2012 Contributor Activist Post  

 



Debt is a "soft" form of slavery.  In America today, it is not legal to bind people up with 

chains and force them to work for you, but that doesn't mean that there are not millions 

upon millions of slaves in this country. 

When you borrow money, you willingly become a servant to the lender.  Sadly, there are 

millions of Americans that will spend the rest of their lives working to pay off their debts, 

but they will never escape the endless debt slavery that they have gotten themselves into.  

When you add up all forms of debt in the United States at this point, it comes to more than 

$54 trillion.  That is more than $178,000 for every man, woman and child in America.  We 

truly are one nation under debt, and we have created the biggest debt bubble in the history 

of the planet. 

Unfortunately, all debt bubbles eventually burst, and when this one bursts the consequences 

are going to be unlike anything ever seen before. 

When most Americans think of the "U.S. debt problem", they tend to only think of the U.S. 

national debt.  Well, that certainly is horrifying, but it is only a small part of the overall 

problem. 

The chart posted below shows the growth of total debt in the United States over the last 

several decades.  Total credit market debt owed was less than $5 trillion back in 1980, but 

now it is over $54 trillion... 

 

 

Our entire economy is now based on debt.  We are told that we have to go into debt for 

everything. 

Just think about it. 



Most young adults start their lives by going into huge amounts of student loan debt.  Young 

people are told that they won't be able to get a good job without a college education, and 

most of them can't get a college education without taking out huge loans. 

Unfortunately, a college education just keeps getting more and more expensive.  At this 

point, college students in the United States are borrowing approximately about twice as 

much money as they did a decade ago after adjusting for inflation. 

Sadly, about two-thirds of all college graduates leave school with student loan debt these 

days.  The average student loan debt burden at graduation is approximately $25,000. 

So before they even start their lives, these young people are drowning in debt.  Recently, 

total student loan debt in the United States passed the one trillion dollar mark. 

That is absolute insanity. 

Okay, so once our young people graduate from college they need to get a car so that they 

can get to work (if they are fortunate enough to find a job). In most cases, that is going to 

involve more debt. 

In the United States today, approximately 70 percent of all auto purchases involve an auto 

loan. In order to make car payments affordable in a world of stagnating paychecks, auto 

lenders just keep extending the length of auto loans.  Right now, the average length of an 

auto loan in America is close to 6 years. 

And just like we saw with housing, a lot of these loans are being made to "subprime" 

borrowers. Sadly, 45 percent of all auto loans are being made to subprime borrowers at 

this point. 

That is certainly not going to end well. 

Once young adults start working, they are encouraged to buy a home. In the vast majority of 

cases, that is going to involve even more debt. Homes certainly cost a whole lot more than 

they did in the old days, and most Americans really have to stretch to be able to afford the 

homes that they live in. In fact, mortgage debt as a percentage of GDP has more than 

tripled since 1955. 

That is not economic progress. 

Many Americans may be living in beautiful homes, but the truth is that the bankers own a 

bigger share of our homes than ever before. Only in the past few years has it gotten to the 

point where the bankers actually have more equity in our homes than we do.  

This is unprecedented in American history. 

Today, homeowners are only holding about 40 percent of all home equity. Back in 1952, 

that figure was above 80 percent. 

One nation under debt indeed. 

Once our young adults have a home, they have to fill it up with stuff. So that is where credit 

cards and other forms of consumer debt come in. Overall, consumer debt in America has 

increased by a staggering 1700% since 1971. Sadly, most Americans have been told about 

how poisonous credit card debt is and yet they continue to rack up huge amounts of it 

anyway. Today, 46% of all Americans carry a credit card balance from month to month. 

That isn't very smart. 

Overall, Americans are carrying a grand total of $798 billion in credit card debt, and all of 

that credit card debt is making the Wall Street bankers very, very wealthy. Credit card debt 



is one of the worst forms of debt slavery, and yet millions upon millions of Americans 

cannot kick the habit.  In fact, one out of every seven Americans has at least 10 credit 

cards. 

When will we all learn? 

Debt does not build up the middle class.  Debt destroys the middle class. 

Once Americans start getting older and their bodies start breaking down, medical debt 

starts becoming a problem. One study found that approximately 41 percent of all working-

age Americans either have medical bill problems or are currently paying off medical debt. 

Even if you go out and get a "really good" health insurance policy, that still does not mean 

that you are going to be able to avoid medical debt.  According to the American Journal of 

Medicine, medical bills are a major factor in more than 60 percent of all personal 

bankruptcies in the United States.  Of the bankruptcies that were caused by medical bills, 

approximately 75 percent of them involved individuals that actually did have a health 

insurance policy. 

So what is the lesson? Don't get sick. You may not be able to afford it. 

Government debt is also a major national crisis. 

As I have written about previously, state and local governments all over the nation are on 

the verge of bankruptcy.  In the years ahead we are going to see unprecedented financial 

implosions all over the nation. And the worst debt problem of all is the federal government 

debt problem. 

Since Barack Obama took office, the U.S. national debt has increased by more than 5 

trillion dollars, and it is rising at a rate of about 150 million dollars an hour. During the 

Obama administration, the U.S. government has accumulated more debt than it did from the 

time that George Washington took office to the time that Bill Clinton took office. 

That is really, really bad. 

At this point, the United States has more government debt per capita than Greece, Portugal, 

Italy, Ireland or Spain. 

So yes, we are in a massive amount of trouble and yet our politicians are wasting money on 

some of the most insane things you could possibly imagine. For example, the federal 

government is actually spending money to determine how rats respond to jazz music when 

they are high on cocaine. 

I am afraid that the history books are not going to be too kind to us. 

We were the wealthiest nation in the history of the world, but that was not good enough for 

us. We just kept borrowing and borrowing and borrowing and now we have destroyed our 

future. 

How could we have been so stupid? 

This next graph shows the ridiculous amount of debt the US Govt. took on. 

The worst thing is this “mere” 15 Trillion Dollars is actually just the tip of the iceberg. 



 

Cox and Archer: Why $16 Trillion Only Hints at the True U.S. Debt 

Hiding the government's liabilities from the public makes it seem that we can tax our way 

out of mounting deficits. We can't. 

By CHRIS COX AND BILL ARCHER November 26, 2012 The Wall St Journal 

A decade and a half ago, both of us served on President Clinton's Bipartisan Commission on 

Entitlement and Tax Reform, the forerunner to President Obama's recent National 

Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform. In 1994 we predicted that, unless 

something was done to control runaway entitlement spending, Medicare and Social Security 

would eventually go bankrupt or confront severe benefit cuts. 

Eighteen years later, nothing has been done. Why? The usual reason is that entitlement 

reform is the third rail of American politics. That explanation presupposes voter demand for 

entitlements at any cost, even if it means bankrupting the nation. 

A better explanation is that the full extent of the problem has remained hidden from policy 

makers and the public because of less than transparent government financial statements. 

How else could responsible officials claim that Medicare and Social Security have the 

resources they need to fulfil their commitments for years to come? 

As Washington wrestles with the roughly $600 billion "fiscal cliff" and the 2013 budget, the 

far greater fiscal challenge of the U.S. government's unfunded pension and health-care 



liabilities remains offstage. The truly important figures would appear on the federal balance 

sheet—if the government prepared an accurate one. 

But it hasn't. For years, the government has gotten by without having to produce the kind of 

financial statements that are required of most significant for-profit and nonprofit 

enterprises. The U.S. Treasury "balance sheet" does list liabilities such as Treasury debt 

issued to the public, federal employee pensions, and post-retirement health benefits. But it 

does not include the unfunded liabilities of Medicare, Social Security and other outsized and 

very real obligations. 

As a result, fiscal policy discussions generally focus on current-year budget deficits, the 

accumulated national debt, and the relationships between these two items and gross 

domestic product. We most often hear about the alarming $15.96 trillion national debt 

(more than 100% of GDP), and the 2012 budget deficit of $1.1 trillion (6.97% of GDP). As 

dangerous as those numbers are, they do not begin to tell the story of the federal 

government's true liabilities. 

The actual liabilities of the federal government—including Social Security, Medicare, and 

federal employees' future retirement benefits—already exceed $86.8 trillion, or 550% of 

GDP. For the year ending Dec. 31, 2011, the annual accrued expense of Medicare and 

Social Security was $7 trillion. Nothing like that figure is used in calculating the deficit. In 

reality, the reported budget deficit is less than one-fifth of the more accurate figure. 

Why haven't Americans heard about the titanic $86.8 trillion liability from these programs? 

One reason: The actual figures do not appear in black and white on any balance sheet. But 

it is possible to discover them. Included in the annual Medicare Trustees' report are 

separate actuarial estimates of the unfunded liability for Medicare Part A (the hospital 

portion), Part B (medical insurance) and Part D (prescription drug coverage). 

As of the most recent Trustees' report in April, the net present value of the unfunded liability 

of Medicare was $42.8 trillion. The comparable balance sheet liability for Social Security is 

$20.5 trillion. 

Were American policy makers to have the benefit of transparent financial statements 

prepared the way public companies must report their pension liabilities, they would see 

clearly the magnitude of the future borrowing that these liabilities imply. Borrowing on this 

scale could eclipse the capacity of global capital markets—and bankrupt not only the 

programs themselves but the entire federal government. 

These real-world impacts will be felt when currently unfunded liabilities need to be paid. In 

theory, the Medicare and Social Security trust funds have at least some money to pay a 

portion of the bills that are coming due. In actuality, the cupboard is bare: 100% of the 

payroll taxes for these programs were spent in the same year they were collected. 

In exchange for the payroll taxes that aren't paid out in benefits to current retirees in any 

given year, the trust funds got nonmarketable Treasury debt. Now, as the baby boomers' 

promised benefits swamp the payroll-tax collections from today's workers, the government 

has to swap the trust funds' nonmarketable securities for marketable Treasury debt. The 

Treasury will then have to sell not only this debt, but far more, in order to pay the benefits 

as they come due. 

When combined with funding the general cash deficits, these multitrillion-dollar Treasury 

operations will dominate the capital markets in the years ahead, particularly given China's 

de-emphasis of new investment in U.S. Treasuries in favour of increasing foreign direct 

investment, and Japan's and Europe's own sovereign-debt challenges. 

When the accrued expenses of the government's entitlement programs are counted, it 

becomes clear that to collect enough tax revenue just to avoid going deeper into debt would 



require over $8 trillion in tax collections annually. That is the total of the average annual 

accrued liabilities of just the two largest entitlement programs, plus the annual cash deficit. 

Nothing like that $8 trillion amount is available for the IRS to target. According to the most 

recent tax data, all individuals filing tax returns in America and earning more than $66,193 

per year have a total adjusted gross income of $5.1 trillion. In 2006, when corporate 

taxable income peaked before the recession, all corporations in the U.S. had total income 

for tax purposes of $1.6 trillion. That comes to $6.7 trillion available to tax from these 

individuals and corporations under existing tax laws. 

In short, if the government confiscated the entire adjusted gross income of these American 

taxpayers, plus all of the corporate taxable income in the year before the recession, it 

wouldn't be nearly enough to fund the over $8 trillion per year in the growth of U.S. 

liabilities. Some public officials and pundits claim we can dig our way out through tax 

increases on upper-income earners, or even all taxpayers. In reality, that would amount to 

bailing out the Pacific Ocean with a teaspoon. Only by addressing these unsustainable 

spending commitments can the nation's debt and deficit problems be solved. 

Neither the public nor policy makers will be able to fully understand and deal with these 

issues unless the government publishes financial statements that present the government's 

largest financial liabilities in accordance with well-established norms in the private sector. 

When the new Congress convenes in January, making the numbers clear—and establishing 

policies that finally address them before it is too late—should be a top order of business.  

But it gets worse... 

A National Debt Of $14 Trillion? Try $211 Trillion 

By NPR Staff August 6, 2011 

When Standard & Poor's reduced the nation's credit rating from AAA to AA-plus, the United 

States suffered the first downgrade to its credit rating ever. S&P took this action despite the 

plan Congress passed this past week to raise the debt limit. 

The downgrade, S&P said, "reflects our opinion that the fiscal consolidation plan that 

Congress and the administration recently agreed to falls short of what, in our view, would 

be necessary to stabilize the government's medium-term debt dynamics." 

It's those medium- and long-term debt problems that also worry economics professor 

Laurence J. Kotlikoff, who served as a senior economist on President Reagan's Council of 

Economic Advisers. He says the national debt, which the U.S. Treasury has accounted at 

about $14 trillion, is just the tip of the iceberg. 

"We have all these unofficial debts that are massive compared to the official debt," Kotlikoff 

tells David Greene, guest host of weekends on All Things Considered. "We're focused just on 

the official debt, so we're trying to balance the wrong books." 

Kotlikoff explains that America's "unofficial" payment obligations — like Social Security, 

Medicare and Medicaid benefits — jack up the debt figure substantially. 

Laurence J. Kotlikoff served as a senior economist on President Ronald Reagan's Council of 

Economic Advisers and is a professor of economics at Boston University. 

Laurence J. Kotlikoff served as a senior economist on President Ronald Reagan's Council of 

Economic Advisers and is a professor of economics at Boston University. 

"If you add up all the promises that have been made for spending obligations, including 

defence expenditures, and you subtract all the taxes that we expect to collect, the difference 

is $211 trillion. That's the fiscal gap," he says. "That's our true indebtedness." 



We don't hear more about this enormous number, Kotlikoff says, because politicians have 

chosen their language carefully to keep most of the problem off the books. 

"Why are these guys thinking about balancing the budget?" he says. "They should try and 

think about our long-term fiscal problems." 

According to Kotlikoff, one of the biggest fiscal problems Congress should focus on is 

America's obligation to make Social Security payments to future generations of the elderly. 

"We've got 78 million baby boomers who are poised to collect, in about 15 to 20 years, 

about $40,000 per person. Multiply 78 million by $40,000 — you're talking about more 

than $3 trillion a year just to give to a portion of the population," he says. "That's an 

enormous bill that's overhanging our heads, and Congress isn't focused on it." 

"We've consistently done too little too late, looked too short-term, said the future would take 

care of itself, we'll deal with that tomorrow," he says. "Well, guess what? You can't keep 

putting off these problems." 

To eliminate the fiscal gap, Kotlikoff says, the U.S. would have to have tax increases and 

spending reductions far beyond what's being negotiated right now in Washington. 

"What you have to do is either immediately and permanently raise taxes by about two-thirds, 

or immediately and permanently cut every dollar of spending by 40 percent forever. The 

[Congressional Budget Office's] numbers say we have an absolutely enormous problem 

facing us." 

And it gets even worse(r).... 

Niall Ferguson: US Unfunded Liabilities Top $238 TRILLION!! 

October 6, 2012 By The Doc from the SilverDoctors websiteSomehow we missed this over 

the summer. 

 

In an excellent economic lecture series presented by the BBC, economic historian (& author 

of the recent Newsweek piece Hit the Road Barack) Niall Ferguson states that the total US 

unfunded liabilities is a mind-blowing $238 TRILLION- over 16 times the total US debt 

claimed by the Treasury Department of $16 trillion!! 

Can you say QE to INFINITY….AND BEYOND!!!  ?  There is simply no other viable solution.  

The rapidly rising quantity of these bonds certainly implies a growing charge on those in 

employment, now and in the future, since – even if the current low rates of interest enjoyed 

by the biggest sovereign borrowers persist – the amount of money needed to service the 

debt must inexorably rise. 

But the official debts in the form of bonds do not include the often far larger unfunded 

liabilities of welfare schemes like – to give the biggest American schemes – Medicare, 

Medicaid and Social Security. 

The most recent estimate for the difference between the net present value of federal 

government liabilities and the net present value of future federal revenues is $200 trillion, 

nearly thirteen times the debt as stated by the U.S. Treasury. Notice that these figures, too, 



are incomplete, since they omit the unfunded liabilities of state and local governments, 

which are estimated to be around $38 trillion. 

Past, Present and Future: Government debt as percentage of GDP 

Country  2000  2012  2017 

China   16.4  22  10.1 

France   57.4  89  84.6 

Germany  60.1  78.9  71 

Greece   103.4  153.2  136.8 

Ireland   37.5  113.1  109.2 

Italy   108.5  123.4  118.9 

Japan   140.1  235.8  256.6 

Portugal  48.4  112.4  109.2 

Spain   59.4  79  91.6 

United Kingdom 40.9  88.4  86.8 

United States  54.8  106.6  113 

Source: IMF, April 2012 World Economic Outlook. Figures for 2012 and 2017 are 

estimates. 

Surely it can’t possibly get any worse(r)(er) for the USA than this can it? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Fifty Part Four 

What is the Fiscal Cliff? 

By Thomas Kenny, About.com Guide 

The Fiscal Cliff Explained 

“Fiscal cliff” is the popular shorthand term used to describe the conundrum that the U.S. 

government will face at the end of 2012, when the terms of the Budget Control Act of 2011 

are scheduled to go into effect. 

Among the laws set to change at midnight on December 31, 2:12, are the end of last year’s 

temporary payroll tax cuts (resulting in a 2% tax increase for workers), the end of certain 

tax breaks for businesses, shifts in the alternative minimum tax that would take a larger 

bite, the end of the tax cuts from 2001-2003, and the beginning of taxes related to 

President Obama’s health care law. At the same time, the spending cuts agreed upon as 

part of the debt ceiling deal of 2011 will begin to go into effect. According to Barron's, over 

1,000 government programs - including the defence budget and Medicare are in line for 

"deep, automatic cuts." 

In dealing with the fiscal cliff, U.S. lawmakers have a choice among three options, none of 

which are particularly attractive: 

They can let the current policy scheduled for the beginning of 2013 – which features a 

number of tax increases and spending cuts that are expected to weigh heavily on growth 

and possibly drive the economy back into a recession – go into effect. The plus side: the 

deficit, as a percentage of GDP, would be cut in half. 

    They can cancel some or all of the scheduled tax increases and spending cuts, which 

would add to the deficit and increase the odds that the United States could face a crisis 

similar to that which is occurring in Europe. The flip side of this, of course, is that the 

United States' debt will continue to grow. 

They could take a middle course, opting for an approach that would address the budget 

issues to a limited extent, but that would have a more modest impact on growth. 

Can a Compromise be Reached? 

The oncoming fiscal cliff is a concern for investors since the highly partisan nature of the 

current political environment could make a compromise difficult to reach. This problem 

isn’t new, after all: lawmakers have had three years to address this issue, but Congress – 

mired in political gridlock – has largely put off the search for a solution rather than seeking 

to solve the problem directly. Republicans want to cut spending and avoid raising taxes, 

while Democrats are looking for a combination of spending cuts and tax increases. 

Although both parties want to avoid the fiscal cliff, compromise is seen as being difficult to 

achieve – particularly in an election year. The most likely result, in any event, is that the 

problem will linger at least until after the election, and there's a strong possibility that 

Congress won't act until the eleventh hour. 

The most likely result is another set of stop-gap measures that would delay a more 

permanent policy change until 2013 or later. The election will almost certainly have an 

impact on the direction of future policy, particularly if one party earns a decisive victory. 

Nevertheless, the non-partisan Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates that if 

Congress takes the middle ground – extending the Bush-era tax cuts but cancelling the 

automatic spending cuts – the result, in the short term, would be modest growth but no 

major economic hit. 

Possible Effects of the Fiscal Cliff 

http://bonds.about.com/bio/Thomas-Kenny-100480.htm


If the current laws slated for 2013 go into effect, the impact on the economy could be 

dramatic. While the combination of higher taxes and spending cuts would reduce the deficit 

by an estimated $560 billion, the CBO estimates that the policies set to go into effect would 

cut gross domestic product (GDP) by four percentage points in 2013, sending the economy 

into a recession (i.e., negative growth). At the same time, it predicts unemployment would 

rise by almost a full percentage point, with a loss of about two million jobs. A Wall St. 

Journal article from May 16, 2:12 estimates the following impact in dollar terms: “In all, 

according to an analysis by J.P. Morgan economist Michael Feroli, $280 billion would be 

pulled out of the economy by the sunsetting of the Bush tax cuts; $125 million from the 

expiration of the Obama payroll-tax holiday; $40 million from the expiration of emergency 

unemployment benefits; and $98 billion from Budget Control Act spending cuts. In all, the 

tax increases and spending cuts make up about 3.5% of GDP, with the Bush tax cuts 

making up about half of that, according to the J.P. Morgan report.” Amid an already-fragile 

recovery and elevated unemployment, the economy is not in a position to avoid this type of 

shock. 

The cost of indecision is likely to have an effect on the economy before 2013 even begins. 

The CBO anticipates that a lack of resolution will cause households and businesses to begin 

changing their spending in anticipation of the changes, possible reducing GDP by a full half-

percent in the second half of 2012. 

The Fiscal Cliff 2013 - Explained - Cheat Sheet 

From  

The Fiscal Cliff is the name given for the 2013 increase of Federal Government taxes and 

budget cuts.  

The Bush-era tax cuts expire and the 2013 "Budget Control Act" kicks in, among other 

budget cuts & new taxes.  

The Fiscal Cliff is set to reduce the 2013 US Government budget deficit by roughly half.  

The Fiscal Cliff will remove $607 Billion from economy (GDP), resulting in 4% drop, 

pushing it back into recession.  

The Fiscal Cliff can NOT be avoided. It must happen to fix the budget deficit; any delay must 

be paid for later.  

The Fiscal Cliff will NOT reduce the US debt, only slow down the growth. 

The Fiscal Cliff's size and impact are visualized below in physical $100 bills. 

 

 

$100 - Most counterfeited money denomination in the world. Keeps the world moving. 

http://demonocracy.info/


 

$10,000 - Enough for a great vacation or to buy a used car. 

Approximately one year of work for the average human on earth. 

 

 
 

$1,000,000 - Not as big of a pile as you thought, huh? 

Still this is 92 years of work for the average human on earth. 

 

 
 

$100,000,000 - Plenty to go around for everyone. 

Fits nicely on an ISO / Military standard sized pallet.  

 

The couch is worth $46.7 million. Made out of crispy $100 bills. 



 

Below you see 2000 people standing shoulder to shoulder, looking for a job. 

 

Like it was said above- The Federal Reserve's mandate is to maintain price stability and low 

unemployment. The Fed prints money based on their theory that increasing the money 

supply will boost U.S. out of recession by boosting jobs. 

 

 

 

$1 Billion Dollars 

$1,000,000,000 - You will need some help when robbing the bank.  

Interesting fact: $1 million dollars weights 10kg exactly.  

You are looking at 10 tons of money on those pallets.  

$100 Million Dollars 

 

Enough to keep 2000 

people employed for 1 

year @ $50,000/year 

http://answers.google.com/answers/threadview?id=441929


Fiscal Cliff is an increase in taxes & reduction in government spending.  

In 2012, the US Government expenses were at 153% of tax revenue. 

According to the mainstream Keynesian Economic Theory (practiced by US Government), 

during hard economic times it is up to the government to make up for lost demand in 

private sector by increasing Government (public) spending, by so pushing the economy out 

of recession. Fiscal Cliff’s tax increases and budget cuts will remove <6:7 Billion from the 

economy, this is highly likely to result in economic slowdown. The Fiscal Cliff is not so much 

a cliff, because the effects of taxes & budget cuts will not be felt immediately, but 

increasingly as 2013 progresses.  

Fiscal Cliff Budget Breakdown (each colour has the actual amount of cash shown laid 

out beside it in the diagram shown on the following page) 

 

 

$221B - Expiration of tax cuts 

Expiration of tax cuts and the subsequent growth in the AMT: $221B (36.41%)  

 

$105B - Other changes 

Other changes (mostly revenue, primarily reflecting economic growth): $105B 

(17.30%) 

 

 

$95B - Expiration of 2% FICA tax cut 

Expiration of 2% FICA payroll tax cut: $95B (15.65%))  

 

 

$65B Other expiring tax provisions 

Other expiring tax provisions: $65B (10.71%)  

 

 

$65B - Spending cuts 

Spending cuts ("sequestration") under the Budget Control Act of 2011: $65B 

(10.71%)  

 

 

$26B - Expiration of unemployment insurance 

Expiration of federal emergency unemployment insurance: $26B (4.28%)  

 

$18B - Obamacare taxes 

Affordable Care Act taxes: $18B (3.97%) 

 

 

$11B - Reduction in Medicare 

Reduction in Medicare payment for doctors: $11B (1.81%)  

 



 

 



 

 

 

That tiny semi (arrowed) that you can 

(barely) see below (parked beside the 

statue of liberty) has $2 Billion on it! 

US Government Budget 2012 - 

$3796 Billion 

2013 Budget Cuts - $207 Billion 



Fiscal Cliff Part 1 of 2: New Taxes 

Beginning 2013, Americans are to pay more in taxes.  

Bush era tax cuts, FICA 2% payroll tax cuts & other tax provisions will expire, Obamacare 

taxes will show up- this amounts for $400 Billion in new taxes. 

$222.7 Billion Bonus: Corporate Tax Subsidies 

While the taxes are increasing significantly on American citizens, the largest corporations 

have enjoyed corporate tax loop-holes. 

280 of America's largest companies got $222.7 Billion in tax-breaks between 2008-10, 

while all of them remained profitable. 

67 of the 207 companies' paid effective three-year tax rate of less than 10 percent-- far 

from the 35% corporate tax code.  

Fiscal Cliff Part 2 of 2: Budget Cuts 

The Fiscal Cliff will cut $207 Billion out of Government budget: 

 

$65 Billion in cuts will come from "Automatic Sequestration", a fancy name for automatic 

spending cuts that are the consequence of the "Super Committee" failing to come up with a 

plan to cut $1.5 Trillion over 10 years, which they had to do in order to avoid the 

"Automatic Sequestration". The sequestrations cuts will be divided equally between Defence 

and Non-Defence spending.  

$26 Billion in cuts will come from the Unemployment Benefit Extension expiring. 

$11 Billion in cuts will come from reduction in Medicare Payment Rates. 

$105 Billion will come from other spending reductions. Source: Breaking Down The Fiscal 

Cliff In 12 Charts ZeroHedge 

Fiscal Cliff's Deficit Reduction Effect 

The Fiscal Cliff exists because the US Government must cut down the deficit spending. The 

Fiscal Cliff will crack $607 Billion off from US Government budget deficit, erasing 

approximately half the deficit. The Politicians want to avoid the Fiscal Cliff because it will 

put the economy in recession, and they don't want to cut funding to their favourite 

Government (friends) branches-(defence, health care, education, etc). If the Fiscal Cliff is 

"avoided", then the issue is simply pushed down the road, for another day.  

Resolving the Fiscal Cliff will be problematic, due to the strong difference in opinion 

between Republicans and Democrats.  

Eventually it will turn into finger-pointing -- who to blame for the Fiscal Cliff, since there is 

no way around it, as deficit spending must be cut.  

Data Used: 2012 US Government Enacted Budget & Enacted Deficit.  

2012 Fiscal Cliff Wikipedia Data 

Debt-Money Is THE Fiscal Cliff 

By Kent Welton OpEdNews 12/10/2012 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joint_Select_Committee_on_Deficit_Reduction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sequestration
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2012-09-25/breaking-down-fiscal-cliff-12-charts
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2012-09-25/breaking-down-fiscal-cliff-12-charts
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2012-09-25/breaking-down-fiscal-cliff-12-charts
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2012_United_States_federal_budget
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_fiscal_cliff
http://www.opednews.com/author/author203.html


  "There are two ways to conquer and enslave a nation. One is by the sword. The other is by 

debt."  John Adams, 1816 

A nation, and a world, that must pay interest to a private cartel to create its own money is 

not only under some monetary voodoo but is destined for bankruptcy and worse. Interest 

upon interest until the burden means inevitable and ruinous austerity, bankruptcy, ruin of 

democracy, and revolution.  

Every nostrum and penalty is discussed today to "fix" the fiscal cliff except the very one that 

can save us -- i.e., nationalization of private central banks. In a bankster controlled media 

we still hear the chant about the vital "independence" of "our" central bank -- i.e., the phony 

"Fed" and "Bank of England." Etc. What utter garbage this independence scam is, the idea 

that the people should have no say over their own monetary affairs, and this despite our 

constitutional provision for an elected Congress to control our money creation. We have 

been absolutely brainwashed.  

What elected congress would have voted to give the banks sixteen trillion? Any 

congressperson that voted for such would be defeated in the next round of elections. But we 

don't have that right to either elect our central bank chairman and board and/or see that an 

elected congress handles our affairs so that we have the ability to course correct and 

change policies.  

With a public central bank, congress can authorize money as needed to pay our bills, 

without interest, without debt to private persons and cartels.  There is simply no need for 

any nation to BORROW its own money at interest. 

There would be no fiscal cliff and looming austerity and depression were we creating money 

as needed to pay our bills. Most money created would go directly to a broad middle class 

who would spend it into the economy and thereby greatly increase the velocity of money. 

Instead we have a greatly falling velocity of money and a veritable trickle-up funnel going to 

the top one percent. This is the way to ruin an economy and generate incredible stress, 

despair, uncertainty, fascism and worse. 

Control over interest rates is, and should be, the people's prerogative. Consider that we 

could have stable, unchanging, two or three percent home loans direct from our treasury 

and placed at low costs thru local private or public banks. We wouldn't then be jocked 

around by continual interest rate and value changes. We would be buoyed by stability. 

Today, the private central bank cartel is on its last legs, and it is enriching themselves at 

our expense, and preparing to buy virtually every public asset with it out-of-thin-air money 

they can dispense to their owners and allies.  

Instead of their own bankruptcy and nationalization, they have sold us pitiful taxpayers their 

toxic loans and thus created more debt for the public. This debt is odious and should be 

repudiated.  

The reason we see low interest rates today is because they are forestalling their own doom, 

realizing the game is ending and hoping the low rates will save the combined destructive 

forces of "free trade" and debt-money. 

In any case, we don't need these unelected middle-men banksters taking a rake-off of every 

dollar created. We can create our own money and get things done that need to be done, get 

people employed and spending money into the economy. We can have a stable, prosperous, 

and progressive economy. 

As for currency value effects? Everything is relative. If our spending is too much relative to 

other nations our currency value will drop. If this happens then our manufacturing will gain 

an advantage. If our currency value rises then imports will be cheaper. The rest of the world 

http://www.opednews.com/populum/
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is facing the same structural problems, and a private central bank regime is the worst 

possible part of the structure of "our" economy. 

When one considers the factor of rising automation and the destructive, de-stabilizing 

effects of forced "free trade" the future is about getting income to, and employment for, for 

the people. What needs to be done, however, cannot be done with private central banks and 

debt-money. The time has come to end this scourge, and fix the cliff for good. 

The 86 million invisible unemployed 

By Annalyn Censky @CNNMoney May 4, 2012 

 

Last year, 86 million Americans were not counted in the labour force because they didn't 

keep up a regular job search. Most of them were either under age 25 or over age 65. 

NEW YORK (CNNMoney) -- There are far more jobless people in the United States than you 

might think. While it's true that the unemployment rate is falling, that doesn't include the 

millions of nonworking adults who aren't even looking for a job anymore. And hiring isn't 

strong enough to keep up with population growth.  

As a result, the labour force is now at its smallest size since the 1980s when compared to 

the broader working age population. 

"We've been getting some job growth and it's been significant, but it hasn't yet been strong 

enough that you start to get people re-engaging in the labour market," said Keith Hall, a 

senior research fellow at the Mercatus Centre and former commissioner of the Bureau of 

Labour Statistics. 

Job market dropouts 

A person is counted as part of the labour force if they have a job or have looked for one in 

the last four weeks. As of April, only 63.6% of Americans over the age of 16 fell into that 

category, according to the Labour Department. That's the lowest labour force participation 

rate since 1981. 

It's a worrisome sign for the economy and partly explains why the unemployment rate has 

been falling recently. Only people looking for work are considered officially unemployed. 

Jason Everett, for example, wouldn't be counted. 

Out of work for nearly three years now, Everett has given up his job search altogether. 

Instead, the unemployed plumber and Air Force veteran takes a few community college 

courses and looks after his two children while his wife is the primary breadwinner. 

https://twitter.com/intent/user?screen_name=cnnmoney
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"I'm not even totally convinced the college degree is really going to help at this point, but I 

figure at least I'll be doing something," he said. 

The unofficially unemployed 

Last year there were 86 million people who didn't have a job and weren't consistently 

looking for one, according to Labour Department data. 

Older people, ages 65 and over, account for more than a third. Young people between 16 

and 24 make up another fifth. More than half don't have a college degree and more than 

two thirds are white. 

Many of the teens and 20-somethings may be enrolled in either high school or college full-

time. And many of the over 65 crowd are probably retired. 

But what about the other 36 million folks who fall in between? 

The truth is, the Labour Department simply doesn't know why they're not in the labour force. 

Many may be staying home with children or other relatives. Some may have gone back to 

school or retraining programs. Others could be disabled and unable to work, and some may 

have retired early. 

"Even in the best of times, there are millions of people who don't want to work for a variety 

for reasons," Hall said. 

But he suspects the number of "disengaged" Americans, like Everett, is higher than usual as 

a direct result of the recession. 

About six million people claim they want a job, even though they haven't looked for one in 

the last four weeks. If they were to all start applying for work again, the unemployment rate 

would suddenly shoot up above 11%. 

"At this point, the labour market is worse than people realize because people are 

discouraged. Certainly, a large number of workers have given up on the job market," Hall 

said. That said, the decline in labour force participation is not a new problem. After peaking 

at 67.3% in early 2000, the rate has been falling ever since. 

Researchers at the Chicago Federal Reserve attribute a large part of the decline to the 

recent recession and lackluster recovery, but the other half to long-term demographic 

trends. 

For example, as more women entered the labour force between the 1960s and 1990s, the 

participation rate rose rapidly. That effect may have plateaued since then. 

Meanwhile, as Baby Boomers entered their prime working years, they also drove the 

participation rate higher. Once they started hitting their 50s and 60s though, many started 

transitioning into retirement. 

Finally, teenage jobs have been on the decline and college enrollment picked up in the last 

decade, leading more young people to not be counted in the labour force. 

As these trends continue, the Chicago Fed expects the labour force participation rate will 

keep falling, hitting 62.4% by 2020. 

That poses a problem for a variety of reasons. 

It hits tax revenue and makes it harder to fund social safety nets like Social Security. Not to 

mention, it's likely to increase income inequality. 

Most importantly though, it makes the U.S. economy less productive and weighs on growth.  

http://money.cnn.com/2012/04/18/pf/moms-work/index.htm?iid=EL
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We will now be looking at the latest attempt by the American’s to sort out their financial 

problems by borrowing more money (or as it is otherwise known - QE3‖. We’ll also look at 

the ongoing trend for Central bank gold buying, and then we will take a little time to cover 

the king of them all when it comes to Central bank buying – the Chinese gold purchases. We 

will then end this little collection of information with some frightening facts about the 

present financial situation that I really feel will be able to help you put things in perspective. 

- The outlook isn’t pretty I’m afraid.  

To begin with here is a choice selection of articles honestly discussing the true 

repercussions of QE3.  

QE Infinity: Fed Buying More Toxic Assets from Banks Will NOT Help Main Street 

Eric Blair Activist Post Friday, September 14, 2012  

Ben Bernanke and the Federal Reserve announced an open-ended bailout for the banks 

yesterday by a new mechanism called QE Infinity where they plan to purchase $40 billion of 

toxic mortgage-backed securities per month "until further notice".  

Shrouded in confusing language like "unlimited stimulus" or "quantitative easing", this 

unprecedented move and rule change by the Fed was said to be warranted because 

employment remains weak even though they still maintain the false notion that "economic 

activity has continued to expand at a moderate pace in recent months."  

As stated in the FMOC press release:  

If the outlook for the labour market does not improve substantially, the Committee will 

continue its purchases of agency mortgage-backed securities, undertake additional asset 

purchases, and employ its other policy tools as appropriate until such improvement is 

achieved in a context of price stability.  

Of course this move "to foster maximum employment and price stability" does nothing to 

directly help job creation, and will continue to hurt Main Street by inflating the price of 

everything purchased by dollars. Yet it will clearly reward the investor class who already 

own most of the dollar-based assets.  

The theory is that by removing toxic assets from the bank's books they have more liquidity 

to offer more credit, or to purchase more government debt. Somehow this is supposed to 

trickle down and help improve unemployment, which real numbers show to be in the 20% 

range when all factors are considered.  

After a combined $2.3 trillion from QE1 ($1.7T) and QE2 ($600B), plus over $16 trillion is 

secret bailouts to recapitalize banks with absolutely no measurable improvement in the 

economy, how could any thinking person believe this policy will be beneficial?  

Since mortgage-based assets total a conservative $600 TRILLION, QE Infinity is nothing 

more than an endless giveaway to the criminal banks at the expense of struggling 

taxpayers. Wall Street will obviously celebrate the move and stock prices will go up, along 

with food and energy prices.  

It is so blatantly a policy that will steal from the poor to give to the rich. It also makes one 

wonder how can the government cry poor when it comes to paying for food stamps, 

healthcare, education, and other benefits for the needy when they have endless trillions to 

prop up the banksters?  

Significantly, this announcement comes on the heels of a census report that shows median 

incomes have fallen to levels of the late 1960s and early '70s. Of course, the mainstream 

version is they've only fallen to 1989 levels, which is hardly any better.  



Chart from ShadowStats.com (My note: I use this site for such things as working out the 

real rate of inflation. I seriously recommend that you do too. Martin)  

The census report showed that the middle class is struggling with a median family income 

of $50,054. In 2010, Michael Snyder decisively proved that it is flat impossible for a family 

of four to survive on this income in America, and prices for essentials have only increased 

over the last two years primarily because of the Fed's reckless money printing.  

This policy is an absolute disgrace and represents the final looting of the American people. 

There will simply be nothing left to the value of the dollar, and all of the important assets 

will be funnelled straight up to the elite banksters. You think you are slaves now? Just wait.  

Will Ben Bernanke's QE3 Work? No, It's Already Failed 

9/19/2012 @ 11:21AM from forbes.com  

People can stop wondering if QE3, Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke’s latest effort to “do more”, 

will work. It has already failed.  

The futility of QE3 was made clear by the financial markets’ reaction to the Fed’s 

announcement. The Real Dow, which is the Dow Jones Industrial Average divided by the 

price of gold, actually fell by 0.65% on September 13, the day that QE3 was announced. 

While the Dow gained 1.6% on the day, gold went up by 2.2%. In real terms, QE3 made the 

economic outlook worse, not better.  

The historical record is clear. Prosperity (including strong growth in real GDP, total 

employment, and real wages) occurs only during periods when the Real Dow is rising.  

The Real Dow rose during the 1950s and 1960s, plunged during the 1970s, soared during 

the 1980s and 1990s, and plunged again in the 2000s. It has fallen even further recently, 

including by 16.:% since the start of President Obama’s so-called “economic recovery”.  

The fact that good times are always accompanied by a rising Real Dow is no coincidence. 

Prosperity results from rising real capital employed per capita and per worker. The Real 

Dow is a measure of the relative attractiveness of investing in productive, “risk” assets vs. 

capital-preserving “safe” assets.  

Given that the Real Dow has declined by 81.0% since August 2000, it is not surprising that 

the past 12 years have seen the worst economic performance since the Great Depression.  

On September 18, 2012, the Real Dow stood at 7.65, the same level as it was in August 

1951. This means that the disastrous Bush–Obama–Greenspan–Bernanke economic 

policies have wiped out the real value of 61 years of work, saving, and investing on the part 

of the American people. 

New Banker Bailout Disguised As QE3  

Latest move represents huge transfer of wealth from the middle class to the elite  

Alex Jones & Paul Joseph Watson Infowars.com Friday, September 14, 2012  

While Ben Bernanke’s announcement that the Federal Reserve will embark on an open 

ended scheme to purchase $40 billion in mortgage-backed securities each month has been 

touted by the establishment media as the beginning of “QE3″ it is in fact nothing less than 

another banker bailout in disguise.  

While many have rightly attacked the Fed’s policy of printing money as a band aid that does 

little to solve the economy in the long term, this new move isn’t even about that. The policy 

announced yesterday will merely see the Fed use taxpayer money to purchase more bad 



debts in the form of junk mortgage-backed derivative based securities that have been sold 

over and over again.  

This has nothing to do with getting the economy going again and will only serve as yet 

another huge wealth transfer from the middle class to the elite.  

While the fed claims the move will facilitate more lending it will do nothing of the sort. As 

the China Securities Journal reports today, “QE3 is not likely to result in more loans.”  

“The truth is that it isn’t as if banks are hurting for cash to loan out,” writes Michael 

Snyder. “In fact, right now banks are already sitting on <1.6 trillion in excess reserves. Just 

like with the first two rounds of quantitative easing, a lot of the money from QE3 will likely 

end up being put on the shelf.”  

Indeed, after the TARP bailout back in 2008, the Federal Reserve paid the big banks to 

withhold loans, because the bailouts are not about reinvigorating the real economy, they 

are about propping up the stock market for the rich while the real economy goes to the 

dogs.  

QE1 and QE2 both did absolutely nothing to rescue the economy. Despite a massive 

injection of quantitative easing over the last four years, the unemployment rate in the 

United States has barely improved. In addition, the “wealth gap” between rich and poor has 

vastly increased. This again illustrates how actions such as the one announced yesterday 

have nothing to do with helping the little guy get back on his feet and everything to do with 

the concentration of financial power into fewer hands. As George Washington’s Blog points 

out, “This is just another bailout for the big banks. ―If the government had instead given 

money directly to the consumer, we would be out of this economic slump by now‖.”  

“Bernanke claims that the main justification for QE3 is to boost employment. This is slightly 

ironic, since Bernanke’s policies are largely responsible for creating high unemployment in 

the first place. The real justification is to try to artificially prop up asset prices. But that 

approach has been proven to be an absolute failure.”  

Indeed, the Federal Reserve admits that its new program will do little to alleviate the 

suffering of jobless Americans.  

“I want to be clear — while I think we can make a meaningful and significant contribution to 

reducing this problem, we can’t solve it. We don’t have tools that are strong enough to solve 

the unemployment problem,” Bernanke said yesterday.  

The fact that we haven’t seen massive inflation since the start of the Fed’s so-called 

quantitative easing policies illustrates how the money is not even being pumped back into 

the economy. 

In this last USA part we will be concentrating on the effects of what the banks have done on 

the everyday American people. This contrived collapse of the biggest economy on the planet 

is going to cause misery. 

And that’s exactly what these evil ruler’s of ours want. 

Creating their “order” just wouldn’t have the same impact without the pre-requisite chaos. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Fifty Part Five 

14 Eye Opening Statistics Which Reveal Just How Dramatically The U.S. Economy Has 

Collapsed Since 2007 

From The Economic Collapse, theeconomiccollapseblog.com  January 10th, 2011 

Most Americans have become so accustomed to the "new normal" of continual economic 

decline that they don't even remember how good things were just a few short years ago.  

Back in 2007, unemployment was very low, good jobs were much easier to get, far fewer 

Americans were living in poverty or enrolled in welfare programs and government finances 

were in much better shape.  Of course most of this prosperity was fuelled by massive 

amounts of debt, but at least times were better.  Unfortunately, things have really 

deteriorated over the last several years.  Since 2007, unemployment has skyrocketed, 

foreclosures have set new all-time records, personal bankruptcies have soared and U.S. 

government debt has gotten completely and totally out of control.  Poll after poll has shown 

that Americans are now far less optimistic about the future than they were in 2007.  It is 

almost as if the past few years have literally sucked the hope out of millions upon millions 

of Americans. 

Sadly, our economic situation is continually getting worse.  Every month the United States 

loses more factories.  Every month the United States loses more jobs.  Every month the 

collective wealth of U.S. citizens continues to decline.  Every month the federal government 

goes into even more debt.  Every month state and local governments go into even more 

debt. 

Unfortunately, things are going to get even worse in the years ahead.  Right now we look 

back on 2005, 2006 and 2007 as "good times", but in a few years we will look back on 

2010 and 2011 as "good times". 

We are in the midst of a long-term economic decline, and the very bad economic choices 

that we have been making as a nation for decades are now starting to really catch up with 

us. 

So as horrible as you may think that things are now, just keep in mind that things are going 

to continue to deteriorate in the years ahead. 

But for the moment, let us remember how far we have fallen over the past few years.  The 

following are 14 eye opening statistics which reveal just how dramatically the U.S. economy 

has collapsed since 2007.... 

#1 In November 2007, the official U.S. unemployment rate was just 4.7 percent.  Today (My 

Note. This article was from back in 2011 remember, these numbers get worse!) the official 

U.S. unemployment rate is 9.4 percent. 

#2 In November 2007, 18.8% of unemployed Americans had been out of work for 27 weeks 

or longer.  Today that percentage is up to 41.9%. 

#3 As 2007 began, there were just over 1 million Americans that had been unemployed for 

half a year or longer.  Today, there are over 6 million Americans that have been unemployed 

for half a year or longer. 

#4 Nearly 10 million Americans now receive unemployment insurance, which is almost four 

times as many as were receiving it back in 2007. 

#5 More than half of the U.S. labour force (55 percent‖ has “suffered a spell of 

unemployment, a cut in pay, a reduction in hours or have become involuntary part-time 

workers” since the "recession" began in December 2::7. 
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#6 According to one analysis, the United States has lost a total of approximately 10.5 

million jobs since 2007. 

#7 As 2007 began, only 26 million Americans were on food stamps.  Today, an all-time 

record of 43.2 million Americans are enrolled in the food stamp program. 

#8 In 2007, the U.S. government held a total of $725 billion in mortgage debt.  As of the 

middle of 2010, the U.S. government held a total of $5.148 trillion in mortgage debt. 

#9 In the year prior to the "official" beginning of the most recent recession in 2007, the IRS 

filed just 684,000 tax liens against U.S. taxpayers.  During 2010, the IRS filed over a 

million tax liens against U.S. taxpayers. 

#10 From the year 2000 through the year 2007, there were 27 bank failures in the United 

States.  From 2008 through 2010, there were 314 bank failures in the United States. 

#11 According to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, the number of 

U.S. families with children living in homeless shelters increased from 131,000 to 170,000 

between 2007 and 2009. 

#12 In 2007, one poll found that 43 percent of Americans were living "paycheck to 

paycheck".  Sadly, according to a survey released very close to the end of 2010, 

approximately 55 percent of all Americans are now living paycheck to paycheck. 

#13 In 2007, the "official" federal budget deficit was just 161 billion dollars.  In 2010, the 

"official" federal budget deficit was approximately 1.3 trillion dollars. 

#14 As 2007 began, the U.S. national debt was just under 8.7 trillion dollars.  Today, the 

U.S. national debt has just surpassed 14 trillion dollars and it continues to soar into the 

stratosphere. 

So is there any hope that we can turn all of this around? 

Unfortunately, the massive amount of debt that we have piled up as a society over the last 

several decades has made that impossible. 

If you add up all forms of debt (government debt, business debt, individual debt), it comes 

to approximately 360 percent of GDP.  It is the biggest debt bubble in the history of the 

world. 

If the federal government and our state governments stop borrowing and spending so much 

money, our economy would collapse.  But if they keep borrowing and spending so much 

money they will continually make the eventual economic collapse even worse. 

We are in the terminal stages of the most horrific debt spiral the world has ever seen, and 

when the debt spiral gets stopped the house of cards is going to finally come down for good. 

So enjoy these times while you still have them.  Yes, today is not nearly as prosperous as 

2007 was, but today is most definitely a whole lot better than 2015 or 2020 is going to be. 

Sadly, we could have avoided this financial disaster completely if only we had listened more 

carefully to those that founded this nation.  Once upon a time, Thomas Jefferson said the 

following.... 

I wish it were possible to obtain a single amendment to our Constitution. I would be willing 

to depend on that alone for the reduction of the administration of our government to the 

genuine principles of its Constitution; I mean an additional article, taking from the federal 

government the power of borrowing. 
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BROKE: 10 Facts About The Financial Condition Of American Families That Will Blow Your 

Mind 

Michael Snyder, (again) from The Economic Collapse website: theeconomiccollapseblog.com 

this one dated Jul. 25, 2011. 

The crumbling U.S. economy is putting an extraordinary amount of financial stress on 

American families.  For many Americans, "flat broke" has become a permanent condition.  

Today, over half of all American families live paycheck to paycheck.  Unemployment is 

rampant and those that do actually have jobs are finding that their wages are rising much 

more slowly than prices are.  

The financial condition of average American families continues to decline and this is 

showing up in all of the recent surveys.  For example, according to a new Gallup poll, "lack 

of money/low wages" is the number one financial concern for American families.  

To make ends meet, many American families are going into even more debt and more 

American families than ever are turning to government assistance.  Right now, more 

Americans than at any other point since World War II are flat broke and have lost hope.  

Until this changes, the frustration level in this country is going to continue to grow. 

Only 58 percent of Americans have a job right now 

 

Only 56 percent of Americans are currently covered by employer-provided health insurance 

 

Source: Census  

The average American household is carrying $75,600 in debt Source: FRB  
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Only the top 5 percent of U.S. households have earned enough additional income to match 

the rise in housing costs since 1975 

 

Source: Daily Finance  

At this point, American families are approximately 7.7 trillion dollars poorer than they were 

back in early 2007 

 

Source: CNN Money  

The poorest 50% of all Americans now own just 2.5% of all the wealth in the United States 

 

According to one study, approximately 21 percent of all children in the United States were 

living below the poverty line in 2010 
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Source: CNN.com  

Today, there are more than 44 million Americans on food stamps, and nearly half of them 

are children 

 

Source: FNS  

According to Newsweek, close to 20 percent of all American men between the ages of 25 

and 54 do not have a job at the moment 

 

Source: Newsweek  

Where in the world did all of the good jobs go? Well, the truth is that millions of them have 

been shipped overseas.  

Our politicians promised us that merging our economy with the economies of other nations 

where it is legal to pay slave labour wages to workers would not create more unemployment 

inside America.  
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They were dead wrong. 

Now we are being told that we just need to accept a lower standard of living. 

For example, billionaire Howard Marks says that it is time for all of us to just accept that 

the standard of living of American workers is inevitably going to decline to the level of the 

rest of the world.... 

"In addition to balancing the budget and growing the economy, I think we have to accept 
that the coming decades are likely to see U.S. standards of living decline relative to the rest 
of the world. Unless our goods offer a better cost/benefit bargain, there’s no reason why 
American workers should continue to enjoy the same lifestyle advantage over workers in 
other countries. I just don’t expect to hear many politicians own up to this reality on the 
stump." 

And most Americans are willing to accept that reality 

 

...because they keep sending most of the exact same bozos back to Washington D.C.  

Meanwhile, the job losses continue to get worse.  As I wrote about the other day, as the U.S. 

economy has started to slow down again we are starting to see another huge wave of layoffs 

all over America. 

It doesn't take a genius to figure out where all of our jobs are going.  But unfortunately, 

most Americans don't understand what is happening because neither the mainstream media 

nor our politicians are telling them the truth. 

For much more on how millions of our good jobs are being shipped out of the country, 

please see another article I recently published entitled "How Globalism Has Destroyed Our 

Jobs, Businesses And National Wealth In 10 Easy Steps". 

But it is not just the globalization of the economy that is destroying our jobs. 

The federal government bureaucracy has become so oppressive that it is amazing that 

anyone is still willing to hire workers in this day and age. Hiring workers has become so 

complicated and so expensive that many small business owners want to avoid it at all cost. 

For example, a small business owner identified as "007" recently left the following comment 

on one of my recent articles.... 
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Speaking as a small employer, I would rather have a root canal than another employee. 
Let’s see. You first have to hire someone you trust without some labour lawyer suing you for 
some type of discrimination. Then you have OSHA to make sure your work place is safe. 
Then you have workmans compensation insurance, unemployment taxes, health insurance, 
liability insurance, now Obamacare. Oh be careful not to be deemed to have a “hostile work 
environment”. Then you have to negotiate the labour laws. The Department of Labour is 
constantly cranking out regulation. 

Then you get the pleasure of paying payroll taxes both state and federal along with the 
required filing of a multitude of payroll forms. Miss filing or paying these taxes and you will 
be crushed with interest and penalties. 

Of course, you are competing with businesses that can hire at a fraction of the cost of 
American Labour and with very little regulations. In this economy, no one in their right mind 
is hiring into this unstable and declining economy. 

If business turns down all you have to worry about is laying off workers. Of course your 
unemployment insurance tax will go up 200% for years. Then you only have to then worry 
about a wrongful termination law suit. 

If you are a blue collar worker, you should give up hope that things are going to get better 

The system has failed you.  

You can stop waiting for the "good jobs" to come back. 

They aren't coming back. 

That is one reason why I try to encourage everyone to become more independent of the 

system. 

As our economic system continues to degenerate, Americans are going to become 

increasingly desperate. 

Sadly, desperate people do desperate things.  Already we are starting to see signs that the 

fabric of American society is starting to be ripped to shreds. 

So what is going to happen if the economy gets even worse? 

There is a limit to how many people we can actually put in prison.  The reality is that the 

number of Americans in prison has nearly tripled since 1987. 

Our prisons are already dangerously overcrowded.  As society falls apart, many 

communities will simply not be able to shove more people behind bars. 
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Even with our prisons stuffed to the gills, many of our largest cities continue to be 

transformed into absolute hellholes. 

Detroit is now the 3rd most dangerous city on the entire planet and New Orleans is now the 

9th most dangerous city on the entire planet. 

So what are our leaders doing about all of this? 

Well, they appear to be too busy fighting with each other and cheating on their wives to do 

much about our problems. 

According to Politico, U.S. Representative David Wu is the latest member of Congress to be 

accused of a sex scandal.... 

Rep. David Wu has been accused of an “unwanted sexual encounter” with the teenage 
daughter of a longtime friend, the latest scandal to engulf the troubled Oregon Democrat. 

This country is a complete and total mess.  Tens of millions of American families are flat 

broke and are about to slip into poverty.  Meanwhile, our politicians continue to prove that 

they are some of the most corrupt on the planet. 

There are many out there that still believe that America has a bright future ahead. 

It is getting really hard to see why anyone could possibly believe that.  

The rich get richer while the poor get poorer 

despite-the-myth-of-social-mobility-poor-americans-have-a-slim-chance-of-rising-to-the-upper-

middle-class  
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Why rich guys want to raise the retirement age  

Posted by Ezra Klein on November 21, 2012 washingtonpost.com 

If you’re the CEO of Goldman Sachs – if you have a job that you love, a job that makes you 

so much money you can literally build a Scrooge McDuck room where you can swim through 

a pile of gold coins wearing only a topcoat – then you should perhaps think twice before 

saying this: - You can look at the history of these things, and Social Security wasn’t devised 

to be a system that supported you for a 30-year retirement after a 25-year career. … So 

there will be things that, you know, the retirement age has to be changed. Maybe some of 

the benefits have to be affected, maybe some of the inflation adjustments have to be revised. 

But in general, entitlements have to be slowed down and contained. 

That’s Lloyd Blankfein, CEO of Goldman Sachs, talking to CBS. And he’s not saying anything 

that people, particularly wealthier people with desk jobs, don’t say all the time in 

Washington and New York. So I don’t want to just pick on him. But the cavalier endorsement 

of raising the retirement age by people who really love their jobs, who make so much money 

they barely pay Social Security taxes, and who are, actuarially speaking, are ensured a long 

and healthy life, drives me nuts. 

If you want talk about cutting Social Security, talk about cutting it. It’s a reasonable point of 

view. You’re allowed to hold it. But “cutting” Social Security is unpopular and people don’t 

like to talk about it. So folks who want to cut the program have instead settled on an 

elliptical argument about life expectancy. Social Security, they say, was designed at a time 

when Americans didn’t live quite so long. And so raising the retirement age isn’t a “cut.” It’s 

a restoration of the program’s original purpose. It doesn’t hurt anything or anyone.  

The first point worth making here is that the country’s economy has grown 15-fold since 

Social Security was passed into law. One of the things the richest society the world has ever 

known can buy is a decent retirement for people who don’t have jobs they love and who 

don’t want to work forever. 

The second point worth making is that Social Security was overhauled in the ’8:s. So the 

promises the program is carrying out today were made then. And, since the ’8:s, the idea 

that we’ve all gained so many years of life simply isn’t true. Some of us have gained in life 

expectancy, of course. As you can see on this graph, since 1977, the life expectancy of male 

workers retiring at age 65 has risen six years in the top half of the income distribution. But 

if you’re in the bottom half of the income distribution? Then you’ve only gained 1.3 years. 
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Graph: The Incidental Economist 

If you’re wealthy, you do have many more years to enjoy Social Security. But if you’re not, 

you don’t. And so making it so people who aren’t wealthy have to wait longer to use Social 

Security is a particularly cruel and regressive way to cut the program. 

It’s also a cut that’s particularly tough on people who spend their lives in jobs they don’t 

enjoy. 

You know what age most people actually begin taking Social Security? Sixty-five is what most 

people think. That’s the law’s standard retirement age. But that’s wrong. Most people begin 

taking Social Security benefits at 62, which is as early as the law allows you to take them. 

When they do that, it means they get smaller benefits over their lifetime. We penalize for 

taking it early. But they do it anyway. They do it because they don’t want to spend their 

whole lives at that job. Unlike many folks in finance or in the U.S. Senate or writing for the 

nation’s op-ed pages, they don’t want to work till they drop. 

As Peter Diamond, the Nobel laureate economist and Social Security expert, told Dylan 

Matthews: 

What do we know about the people who retire at 62? On average, shorter life expectancy 

and lower earnings than people retiring at later ages. If anyone stood up and said, “Instead 

of doing uniform across the board cuts, let’s make them a little worse for people who have 

shorter life expectancies and lower earnings,” they’d be laughed at. Anything that reduces 

benefits is going to hurt everybody. It’s going to hit people with short life expectancies, it’s 

going to hit people with high life expectancies. But we should not make it worse for those 

retiring earliest. 

That’s what’s galling about this easy argument. The people who make it, the pundits and the 

senators and the CEOs, they’ll never feel it. They don’t want to retire at age 65, and they 

don’t have short life expectancies, and they’re not mainly relying on Social Security for their 

retirement income. They’re bravely advocating a cut they’ll never feel. 

But you know what they would feel? Social Security taxes don’t apply to income over 

<11:,:::. In 2:11, Lloyd Blankfein’s total compensation was $16.1 million. That means 

he paid Social Security taxes on less than 1 percent of his compensation. 

If we lifted that cap, if we made all income subject to payroll taxes, the Congressional 

Budget Office estimates that it would do three times as much to solve Social Security’s 

shortfall as raising the retirement age to 70. In fact, it would, in one fell swoop, close Social 

Security’s solvency gap for the next 75 years. That may or may not be the right way to close 

Social Security’s shortfall, but somehow, it rarely gets mentioned by the folks who think 

they’re being courageous when they talk about raising a retirement age they’ll never notice. 

Again, I don’t mean to pick on Blankfein here. He’s not saying anything unusual, and he’s 

one of the CEOs who’s pretty straightforward about the fact that his taxes are going to need 

to go up. But he and all these folks who like to talk about raising the Social Security 

retirement age as if it’s a no-brainer need to think harder about why they’ve settled on the 

cut to Social Security that will concentrate its pain on people who haven’t fully shared in the 

remarkable increase in life expectancy, who don’t make much money and who don’t love 

going to their jobs every day.   

The Truth About The US Minimum Wage That Will Make You Gasp  
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Posted on March 16, 2012 by Jeb MoveOn.org Found in March 2012 report of the National 

Low Income Housing Coalition. Originally submitted by volunteer editors Kevin R., Kenneth 

H., and Robin B. 
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10 Unbelievably Sh**ty Things America Does to Homeless People   

April 5, 2012 from alternet 

 

For decades, cities all over the country have worked to essentially criminalize 

homelessness, instituting measures that outlaw holding a sign, sleeping, sitting, lying 

(or weirdly, telling a lie in Orlando) if you live on the street.  

Where the law does not mandate outright harassment, police come up with clever work-

arounds, like destroying or confiscating tents, blankets and other property in raids of 

camps. A veteran I talked to, his eye bloody from when some teenagers beat him up to steal 

60 cents, said police routinely extracted the poles from his tent and kept them so he 

couldn't rebuild it. (Where are all the pissed-off libertarians and conservatives at such 

flagrant disrespect for private property?) 

In the heady '80s, Reagan slashed federal housing subsidies even as a tough economy threw 

more and more people out on the street. Instead of resolving itself through the magic of the 

markets, the homelessness problem increasingly fell to local governments.  

"When the federal government created the homelessness crisis, local governments did not 

have the means of addressing the issue. So they use the police to manage homeless people's 

presence," Jennifer Fredienrich told AlterNet last year. At about the same time, the arrest-

happy "broken windows theory," which encourages law enforcement to bust people for 

"quality of life" crimes, offered ideological support for finding novel ways to legally harass 

people on the street.  

Many of the policies end up being wildly counterproductive: a criminal record bars people 

from the very programs designed to get them off the street, while defending 

unconstitutional measures in court ends up costing cities money that could be used to fund 

homeless services.  

Here is an incomplete list of laws, ordinances and law enforcement and government tactics 

that violate homeless people's civil liberties. 

1. Outlawing sitting down. People are allowed to exist in public, but sometimes the 

homeless make that civic rule inconvenient, like when their presence perturbs tourists or 

slows the spread of gentrification. One solution to this problem is the "sit-lie" law, a 

bizarrely authoritarian measure that bans sitting or resting in a public space. The law is 

clearly designed to empower police to chase homeless people out of nice neighbourhoods, 

rather than protect cities from the blight of public sidewalk-sitting. 

Cities around the country have passed ordinances of varying awfulness: some limit resting 

in certain areas during certain times of the day, while progressive bastion San Francisco 

voted in November 2010 to outlaw sitting or laying down on any city sidewalk.  The measure 

was bankrolled by some of the richest people in the city, who poured so much money into 

the campaign that homelessness advocates were outmatched  $280,000 to $7,802, 

reported SF Gate. (After the measure passed, Chris Roberts of the SF Appeal found that 

support for the law was strongest in the richer parts of the city with the fewest homeless.) 

Supporters of sit-lie claim the law helps police deal with disruptive behaviour like 

harassment and public drunkenness, and that getting people off the street will get them into 

shelters. Homelessness advocates counter that the disruptive behaviours associated with 

some homeless people are already against the law.  

2. Denying people access to shelters. In November the Bloomberg administration tried to 

institute new rules that would force shelters to deny applicants who failed to prove they had 

http://www.baycitizen.org/sit-lie/story/sit-lie-measure-poised-pass/
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no other housing options, like staying with relatives or friends (NYC's overcrowded shelters 

being so appealing that people with access to housing are desperate to sneak in). 

A State Supreme Court judge struck down the new measure in February, admonishing the 

mayor's office for rushing through the plan without adequate public vetting. (Critics 

also argued the new rules would conflict with a New York consent decree that guarantees 

shelter to all homeless adults who ask for it.) Not easily discouraged from making the lives 

of poor people harder, Bloomberg fumed, "We’re going to do everything we can to have the 

ability to do it ... Or let the judges explain to the public why they think that you should just 

have a right to walk in and say, 'Whether I need services or not, you give it to me.' I don’t 

think that’s what this country’s all about." 

Homeless families are not covered under the 1981 decree that guarantees shelter space to 

homeless single adults, so they've had to prove need to get a space at a shelter for years. 

The results have not been great. A report prepared by the New York city council cited a 

study showing that many homeless families who are turned away often end up reapplying, 

suggesting that their needs were not accurately assessed -- and that they likely ended up 

sleeping on the street or in subways. NBC New York recently profiled a mother and two kids 

(6 and 10), who were sleeping in Penn Station after being turned away from the shelter 

three times.  

In 2010 Bloomberg also tried to institute a policy charging homeless families rent if at 

least one member worked, at a rate that would have forced a family making $25,000 to pay 

$946 a month. (After major protest by homelessness advocates the policy changed so 

instead of flowing to the city the money would be funnelled into savings accounts used to 

help families find housing.)  

Patrick Markee, senior analyst for Coalition for the Homeless, tells AlterNet that the bigger 

problem is the Bloomberg administration's ideologically driven policy to limit access to 

federal housing programs. In 2005 Bloomberg replaced federal housing subsidies with 

temporary assistance programs like Advantage, which subsidized housing for a limited time 

and only if at least one member of a family is employed. Rocky from the start, Advantage 

was killed in 2011 when the state withdrew funds.  

3. Making it illegal to give people food. Two weeks ago, Philadelphia mayor Michael Nutter 

announced a citywide ban on giving food to the hungry in public parks. Amidst outcry by 

homelessness advocates and religious and charity groups, Nutter insisted the policy is 

meant to draw unhoused people to indoor facilities where they might benefit from medical 

care and mental health services. Critics pointed out that the policy -- rushed to go into effect 

in 29 days -- may have more to do with planned renovation of the Benjamin Franklin 

Parkway and the construction of a new museum, as Isaiah Thompson reported in 

the Philadelphia City Paper. 

Public feeding bans are not new, and they continue to crop up despite being routinely 

overturned by the courts. The city of Orlando, for one, is committed to wiping out the 

scourge of public food donation, embroiling itself in a five-year battle with Food Not Bombs 

that has cost the city more than $150,000. 

A 2006 statute forced charity groups in Orlando to obtain special permits, only two of which 

were issued per year, and punished feeding more than 25 people with 60 days in jail or a 

$500 fine. A federal judge overturned the law in 2010, citing a litany 

of constitutional rights breached by the measure: freedom of speech, freedom of religion 

(one of the plaintiffs was a religious organization), freedom of assembly, and freedom of 

association. "Rather than address the problem of homelessness in these downtown 

neighbourhoods directly, the City has instead decided to limit the expressive activity which 

attracts the homeless to these neighbourhoods," the judge said in his ruling. 
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Orlando officials took up the case again, pushing it further and further up the courts, until 

a panel of judges finally voted in favour of the city in 2010. The law got worldwide attention 

when Food Not Bombs activists continued to feed the hungry. Twelve people were arrested 

and Orlando's mayor unhelpfully deemed the group "food terrorists," reported the Florida 

Independent. "Why is it that in certain US cities feeding pigeons is OK, but giving a homeless 

child a handout is a $2,000 fine," the National Coalition for the Homeless asked in a 2010 

report on food bans (Dallas can fine churches $2,000 for distributing food in certain 

areas).  

 4. Installing obstacles to prevent sleeping or sitting. Many cities have invested in their 

homeless torture infrastructure, spending thousands to install obstacles preventing the 

homeless from sleeping, standing, or sitting in parks, under bridges and next to public 

transportation. 

The city of Minneapolis installed "bridge rods" -- pyramid structures meant to keep the 

homeless from sleeping under bridges. It hasn't worked -- apparently it helps people store 

their stuff -- but the effort costs the city $10,000 a year. Benches in Honolulu bus stops 

were swapped out for round, concrete stools, according to a roundup of anti-homeless laws 

by Coalition for the Homeless.  

Sarasota, Florida just got rid of all the benches in its city parks. The city also instituted a 

smoking ban in conjunction with the bench removal, citing it as another way to repel the 

homeless who gathered in the area. The city later expanded the ban to public spaces 

throughout the city, but an exception was eventually carved out for a city-owned golf course 

(for totally mysterious reasons).  

Manteca, California changed the sprinkler schedule from day to night in order to water any 

homeless who tried to sleep in a local park.  

5. Anti-panhandling laws. Standing on the street and saying something like, "Occupy Wall 

Street!" or "Do you have a dollar?" -- clearly falls under constitutionally protected free 

speech. Still, cities all over the country enforce strict anti-panhandling laws that make it 

illegal to ask for money, food or anything else of value around tourist attractions, and in 

some cases city-wide. A 2009 report by the National Coalition for the Homeless found that 

47 percent of cities surveyed had some form of measure prohibiting begging in some public 

spaces, while 23 percent forbid it anywhere in the city.  

There are already laws on the books against aggressive panhandling -- Rudy Giuliani deftly 

exploited them to purge homeless people from Manhattan in the 1990s -- so arguments that 

panhandling laws are required to protect tourists from mistreatment at the hands of the 

city's homeless fall flat. Many panhandling laws protect against such threatening behaviour 

as asking for money next to a bus stop, public bathroom, train station, taxi stand, on public 

transportation, or after dark. In Orlando, a city ordinance forbids telling a lie or 

"misleading" when asking for money. A St. Petersburg ordinance proposed in 2011 -- that 

ended up being shelved -- would have banned misleading signs. 

Fines for panhandling can go into the hundreds of dollars and months of jail time.  

6. Anti-panhandling laws to punish people who give. Some cities are so eager to spare their 

citizens the horrors of panhandling they've instituted laws protecting them from themselves. 

In 2010 Oakland Park, Florida, made it illegal to give money to panhandlers. The Los 

Angeles Times reported:  

Under the ordinance initially passed last month, anyone who responds to a beggar with 

money or any "article of value" or buys flowers or a newspaper from someone on the street 

would face a fine of $50 to $100 and as many as 90 days in jail. "You're going to put 

someone in jail for giving someone a coat when it's cold or a hamburger if they're hungry?" 
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City Commissioner Suzanne Boisvenue said Wednesday. "For me, it's so wrong." She cast the 

only "no" vote at the March meeting. 

7. Feeding panhandling meters instead of panhandlers. Cities across the country have 

launched programs that encourage people to feed "panhandling meters" with change rather 

than give directly to the homeless. The bulk of the cash goes to homeless charities. While 

many homeless advocates applaud the giving sentiment behind the meters, they also point 

out that the machines can make the issue abstract and easier to detach 

from emotionally. As the National Coalition for the Homeless says on their blog, "Donations 

to service organizations are always encouraged, but we should never let these meters 

discourage acknowledging those who ask for money are fellow human beings. Just as 

ignoring the issue of homelessness will not help end it, ignoring the people directly affected 

by homelessness will not help them help themselves." 

For many homeless people, a conversation of a few minutes helps ward off 

loneliness. Francine Triplett, a middle-aged woman who ended up on the streets after 

escaping domestic abuse, toured the country a few years back as part of a panel raising 

awareness about homelessness. Triplett said the worst part for her was not being hungry or 

cold, but being treated like she didn't exist. People walking by "treated us like we was a big 

old bag of trash," she told the Philadelphia Weekly Press.  "All I wanted was conversation. I 

didn't want food," she recently said during National Poverty Awareness Week according to 

the Weekly Press.  

8. Selective enforcement of laws like jaywalking and loitering. Many laws that apply to all 

citizens, like loitering or jaywalking, end up being selectively enforced against homeless 

people or based on race. A UCLA report on LA's efforts to clean up Skid Row found that the 

50 extra officers assigned would cost $6 million -- more than the $5.7 million the city 

allocated  for homeless services. Their favoured method was going after people for 

infractions like jaywalking, which do not get strictly enforced against the 

general population. Defendants in many cities have sued police departments for 

discrimination in selectively enforcing the law.  

9. Destroying possessions of the homeless. Police regularly conduct sweeps of homeless 

encampments, destroying or confiscating tents, blankets and other private property, 

including medications and documents, according to the National Coalition for the 

Homeless. The destruction of property caused by law enforcement raids clearly violate 

constitutional protections against search and seizure without due process, but most cities 

continue to rely on the tactic to clear out public areas (a strategy that could come into play 

in crushing the Occupy camps). Here's how a homelessness advocate described a Dallas 

raid in Pegasus News:  

... a Crisis Intervention team from the City of Dallas (now part of the Dallas Police 

Department) raided the homeless camps under a bridge. All of the personal possessions of 

the camp inhabitants — clothing, blankets, coats, years worth of belongings — were 

shovelled up by two bulldozers, and four to five loads comprising the contents of the 

"cardboard community" were dumped into city trucks and taken to the landfill.  

In 2008, following five sweeps one right after the other, police in Port Charlotte, Florida 

rounded up the people from the camp, making them take a "Homeless Class of 2008 photo.  

Residents of homeless shelters also have their property rights routinely trampled by police. 

10. Kicking homeless kids out of school. Unsurprisingly, good educational opportunities are 

not bountiful for homeless children. The country's estimated 1.35 million homeless youth 

face a number of obstacles to regular schooling, ranging from residency requirements that 

are tough to meet when a family is transient to a lack of immunization records. According 

to a Department of Education report, 87 percent of homeless kids were enrolled in school 

in 2000; only 77 percent attended regularly. 
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These difficulties were highlighted in a 2011 case in which a homeless Connecticut woman 

used her babysitter's address to enrol her child in a public school in the area. Her efforts to 

provide her kid with an education earned her a first-degree larceny charge. The babysitter 

who helped was evicted from her public housing complex. 

Better Ways 

There are municipalities that do not mutilate the Constitution to address the problems 

associated with homelessness. In Daytona Beach, service providers and business groups 

banded together to lower rates of panhandling with a program that hires homeless people 

to clean up downtown areas. In exchange, they received transitional housing. Portland, 

Oregon's "A Key Not a Card" program allows outreach workers to set up homeless with 

permanent housing. These efforts are driven by the fact (shown in multiple studies) that 

housing, which lowers rates of hospitalizations and arrests, ends up being way cheaper for 

cities. 

 
 

The Real Unemployment Numbers Are Worse Than You Are Being Told 

 

From theeconomiccollapseblog.com 10 sep 2012 

 

According to the Obama administration, the unemployment rate in the United States has 

been slowly coming down over the past couple of years.  But is that actually true?  When 

you take a closer look at the data you quickly realize that the real unemployment numbers 

are much worse than we are being told.  For example, if the labour force participation rate 

was the same today as it was back when Barack Obama first took office, the unemployment 

rate in the United States would be a whopping 11.2 percent.  But every month the Obama 

administration has been able to show "progress" because of the fiction that hundreds of 

thousands of Americans are "disappearing" from the labour force each month.  Frankly, the 

way that they come up with these numbers is an insult to our intelligence.  Personally, I 

much prefer the employment-population ratio.  It is a measure of the percentage of working 

age Americans that actually have jobs.  I like to call it "the employment rate".  So what 
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happened to the "employment rate" in August?  It fell slightly to 58.3 percent.  It is lower 

than it was when the last recession supposedly ended, and it is almost as low as it has been 

at any point since the very beginning of this crisis.  A few times during this economic 

downturn it has actually hit 58.2 percent.  Needless to say, things are not getting any 

better.  So why aren't the American people being told the truth? 

After every other recession in the post-World War II era, the employment rate has always 

rebounded. 

But not this time. 

Does this look like a recovery to you?.... 

 

So how in the world can Barack Obama claim that we are better off now? 

In August 2010, 58.5 percent of working age Americans had jobs. 

In August 2012, 58.3 percent of working age Americans had jobs. 

So where is the recovery? 

It is two years later and a smaller percentage of Americans are employed. 

It is very frustrating to me that we are not being told the truth about the unemployment 

numbers.  The following are some more indications that the real unemployment numbers 

are much worse than we are being told.... 

-In July, 142,220,000 Americans were working.  In August, only 142,101,000 Americans 

were working.  So the number of Americans working fell by 119,000 and yet the 

government would have us believe that the unemployment rate actually declined from 8.3 

percent to 8.1 percent. 

-According to the federal government, 96,000 jobs were added to the economy in August 

and the U.S. labour force shrank by 368,000 even though our population is continually 

growing. If the size of the U.S. labour force had stayed the same, the official unemployment 

rate would have actually gone up to 8.4 percent. 

-Almost all of the new jobs added in August were the result of the "birth-death" model used 

by the Labour Department to estimate jobs added by new businesses.  That model has been 

heavily criticized for being inaccurate.  If you take the 87,000 jobs added by that model out 

of the equation, then the U.S. economy only added 9,000 jobs in August.  But it takes 

somewhere around 125,000 new jobs each month just to keep up with the growth of the 

population. 
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-If the labour participation rate was sitting where it was when Barack Obama first took 

office, the unemployment rate in the United States would actually be 11.2 percent. 

-If the labour participation rate was sitting at the 30 year average of 65.8 percent, the 

unemployment rate in the United States would actually be 11.7 percent. 

-John Williams of Shadow Government Statistics would put the "real" rate of unemployment 

up around 23 percent after adding in all workers that have given up looking for work and 

all underemployed workers. 

-The labour participation rate for men has fallen to 69.9 percent.  This is the lowest level 

that it has been since the U.S. government began tracking this statistic back in 1948. 

-There was more bad news for manufacturing in this latest report.  During the month of 

August the U.S. manufacturing sector lost approximately 15,000 jobs. 

-The official unemployment rate has now been above 8 percent for 43 months in a row. 

-The percentage of working age Americans with a job has been below 59 percent for 36 

months in a row. 

-The employment numbers for both June and July were revised downward significantly.  For 

June, it turns out that only 45,000 jobs were added to the economy as opposed to the 

64,000 that were originally reported.  For July, it turns out that only 141,000 jobs were 

added to the economy as opposed to the 163,000 that were originally reported. 

-Incredibly, 58 percent of the jobs created since the end of the last recession have been low 

income jobs. 

-The U.S. economy currently has 4.7 million less jobs than it did when the last recession 

started. 

So what is the solution to these problems? 

The media is breathlessly proclaiming that more quantitative easing is on the way and that 

the Federal Reserve will save the economy and send the stock market soaring to new 

heights. 

A headline on CNBC on Friday boldly declared the following: "Market Sees 'Helicopter Ben' 

Coming to the Rescue". 

You can almost hear the chopper blades whirling now. 

Apparently Bernanke has had a love of showering the economy with money for a very long 

time.  For example, you can see a picture of a young Ben Bernanke in action right here. 

Of course that is a joke, but you get the point. 

In recent years Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke and the rest of his cohorts have 

printed money like there is no tomorrow. 

So have the previous rounds of quantitative easing solved our problems? 

Of course not. 

The employment rate is even lower today than it was two years ago. 

But all of that money printing has sent the stock market soaring and it has enabled the big 

Wall Street banks to make an obscene amount of money. 

The truth is that the Federal Reserve, the Obama administration and the big Wall Street 

banks don't really care about you. 
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They don't really care that the middle class is rapidly shrinking and that the number of 

Americans on food stamps has risen by more than 14 million since Barack Obama became 

president. 

What they care about is what is good for them. 

As I have written about previously, if we continue on the same path that we have been on for 

the past several decades, there will never be enough jobs in America ever again. 

On our current trajectory, we will end up just like Greece where the unemployment rate is 

now up to 24.4 percent. 

Once upon a time the economy of Greece was thriving. 

But today, many formerly middle class Greek citizens are leaving Greece and are picking up 

whatever work they can find.... 

As a pharmaceutical salesman in Greece for 17 years, Tilemachos Karachalios wore a suit, 
drove a company car and had an expense account. He now mops schools in Sweden, forced 
from his home by Greece’s economic crisis. 

“It was a very good job,” said Karachalios, 4:, of his former life. “Now I clean Swedish s---.” 

Karachalios, who left behind his 6-year-old daughter to be raised by his parents, is one of 
thousands fleeing Greece’s record 24 percent unemployment and austerity measures that 
threaten to undermine growth. 

Would you be willing to do that? 

Don't laugh. 

Someday when the unemployment rate in the United States gets that high we will see large 

numbers of desperate Americans leaving this country in search of work somewhere else. 

Already, an increasing number of Americans are buying expired food at auctions. 

Times are hard and people are trying to get by any way that they can. 

More than 100 million Americans are already on welfare and things have not even gotten 

that bad yet. 

This is nothing compared to what is coming. 

As you can see from the chart posted near the top of this article, the last economic 

downturn appears to have permanently weakened the U.S. economy. 

Now the next wave of the economic collapse is rapidly approaching. 

How much worse will things get when it finally hits us? 

That is something to think about. 

Over two-thirds living paycheck to paycheck in US: Survey 
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Americans are waiting to register for food stamps. (File photo) 

Thu Sep 20, 2012 1:32AM GMT presstv0 

A new survey by the American Payroll Association has indicated that more than two-thirds of 

Americans are living paycheck to paycheck.  

According to the association, 68 percent of respondents said it would be somewhat difficult 

or very difficult if their paychecks were delayed for a week, Reuters reported on Wednesday.  

 

The study also found that the results show Americans are still struggling with the 

recession's effects.  

Sixty-five percent of respondents reported living paycheck to paycheck in 2006, a figure 
that increased to 72 percent in 2010 in the wake of the recession. 

Wendy Kowalik, president of the San Antonio financial planning firm Predico Partners, 

called the survey "disturbing, but not surprising."  

 

She added that saving money is becoming more difficult, if not impossible, for more US 

workers.  

 

Earlier this month, the US government said that a record number of 46.7 million people 

were enrolled for food stamps in June, showing a 173,000-increase compared with May.  

 

The American Payroll Association said it conducted the online survey of 30,600 people from 

May to early September.  

Income Inequality Is Worse Now Than It Was During Slavery 

Jordan Weissmann, The Atlantic Sep. 19, 2012 

Here's a finding that would have made for great occupy sign last year: American income 

inequality may be more severe today than it was way back in 1774 -- even if you factor in 

slavery.  

 

That stat's not actually as crazy (or demoralizing) as it sounds, but it might upend some of 

the old wisdom about our country's economic heritage. 

The conclusion comes to us from a newly updated study by professors Peter Lindert of the 

University of California - Davis and Jeffrey Williamson of Harvard. 

Scraping together data from an array of historical resources, the duo have written a 

fascinating exploration of early American incomes, arguing that, on the eve of the 
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Revolutionary War, wealth was distributed more evenly across the 13 colonies than 

anywhere else in the world that we have record of.  

Suffice to say, times have changed.  

Before we dive into their findings, a word of caution about the study. When economists 

reach back this far into the thinly recorded the past, they're not so much taking a snapshot 

of what life was like as they are making a messy collage, collecting the disparate bits and 

pieces of information we have available and fashioning them into a coherent picture. In this 

case, Williamson and Lindert use occupational directories, tax lists, post-revolutionary 

census documents, and earlier scholarship, among other resources to build approximations 

of what people earned when we were getting ready to start turning our muskets on the 

British. Inherently, such a process involves lots of conjecture.   

In the end, the pair find that the colonies were an exceedingly egalitarian place, financially, 

if not politically. The chart below, adapted from the Williamson and Linderts' tables, 

compares the original 13 colonies to contemporary England and the Netherlands (including 

the former Kingdom of Holland) using a popular measure of inequality known as the Gini 

coefficient. The closer a Gini figure gets to 0, the more evenly a country's income is divied 

up. The closer they get to 1, the more of a country's wealth goes to its rich. Note: the 

colonies have the lowest number of the bunch by far here.  

 

Not only was income more equally divided in the colonies, but Americans across the 

economic spectrum tended to be richer than their European equivalents. Even slaves, who 

were sometimes paid a tiny sum for their forced labour in addition to shelter and food, 

technically earned more than the poorest Europeans, Lindert and Williamson write. (From a 

human rights perspective, they were obviously worse off).* The one big exception to this 

rule was the top 1 percent: Europe's elite were still wealthier than ours.  

On measures of equality, the colonies also compare extremely well to the latter-day United 

States. In the version of their working paper released Monday, Lindert and Williamson add 

an analysis of incomes in 1860 while also drawing in Thomas Piketty and Emmanuel Saez's 

pioneering work on the contemporary income gap. I've transformed those comparisons into 

the first chart below.  

By the time the Civil War came, the top 1 percent of U.S. households laid claim to 10 

percent of the nation's income, versus about 7 percent during the founders' era. Today, the 

same group accounts for about 19 percent.** 

http://elsa.berkeley.edu/~saez/


 

Even if you use more conservatives measures of U.S. income inequality from the Census 

Bureau, it still appears the U.S. was more of a middle-class society back when tri-corner 

hats were actually considered high fashion.  

 

We are much richer nation, and much better off today, than 240 years ago. In the 1770s, 

America was a heavily agrarian country of yeoman farmers, merchants, and tradesmen, 

with an economy that accounted to just a few billion dollars in present values. Like India or 

Russia today, both of which technically enjoy more income equality than the United States, 

early Americans were relatively poor compared to us. They were just relatively poor 

together. The first wave of industrialization in the 19th century increased living standards, 

but also offered bigger rewards to factory owners than their workers. That pattern neatly 

fits our classic understanding of what's supposed to happen when economies move from 

farming to manufacturing. And by now, we've gone through several epic rounds of economic 
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upheaval that have left us with a vast gulf between the rich and the rest, as well as a welfare 

state that tries to mitigate some of the side effects of that difference.  

So, awful as it might sound, the fact that the United States is less economically egalitarian 

than during its rural, slave-society ancestors is not inherently a reason to fret.  

Politically, though, there may be a lesson in this. Some would argue that income inequality 

is acceptable sacrifice to make in return for income mobility -- the ability for children and 

families to work their way to better stations in life. But as Chrystia Freeland has noted, the 

founding fathers evidently formed their ideas about democracy in a social context very 

different than our own, when distinctions of wealth simply weren't as sharp. It's possible 

they expected an equal society to remain considerably more equal.  

*To be extremely explicit, please don't interpret anything in this article as suggesting that 

American slavery was anything less than horrific. The paper only suggests that on a strictly 

dollars and cents basis, income was skewed less towards the rich during the colonial era 

than it is today.  

**In 1860, the Gini coefficient was around 0.51. According to Piketty and Saez, Gini also 

peaked above 0.50, before falling after the Great Recession. The census pegs it at around 

0.47, more modest, but still higher than in the colonies. 

The Student Loan Debt Bubble Is Creating Millions Of Modern Day Serfs 

Every single year, millions of young adults head off to colleges and universities all over 

America full of hopes and dreams.  But what most of those fresh-faced youngsters do not 

realize is that by taking on student loan debt they are signing up for a life of debt slavery.  

Student loan debt has become a trillion dollar bubble which has shattered the financial lives 

of tens of millions of young college graduates.  When you are just starting out and you are 

not making a lot of money, having to make payments on tens of thousands of dollars of 

student loan debt can be absolutely crippling.  The total amount of student loan debt in the 

United States has now surpassed the total amount of credit card debt, and student loan debt 

is much harder to get rid of.  Many young people view college as a "five year party", but 

when the party is over millions of those young people basically end up as modern day serfs 

as they struggle to pay off all of the debt that they have accumulated during their party 

years.  Bankruptcy laws have been changed to make it incredibly difficult to get rid of 

student loan debt, so once you have it you are basically faced with two choices: either you 

are going to pay it or you are going to die with it. 

But we don't warn kids about this before they go to school.  We just endlessly preach to 

them that they need a college degree in order to get a "good job", and that after they 

graduate they will easily be able to pay off their student loans with the "good job" that they 

will certainly be able to find. 

Sadly, tens of millions of young Americans have left college in recent years only to find out 

that they were lied to all along. 

As I have written about previously, college has become a giant money making scam and the 

victims of the scam are our young people. 

Back in 1952, a full year of tuition at Harvard was only $600. 

Today, it is over $35,000. 

Why does college have to cost so much? 

At every turn our young people are being ripped off. 

For example, the cost of college textbooks has tripled over the past decade. 

Has it suddenly become a lot more expensive to print books? 
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Of course not. 

The truth is that an entire industry saw an opportunity to gouge students and they went for 

it. 

The amount of money being spent on higher education in this country is absolutely 

outrageous.  One father down in Texas says that he will end up spending about 1.5 million 

dollars on college expenses for his five daughters before it is all said and done. 

Unfortunately, most young adults in America don't have wealthy fathers so they have to take 

out large student loans to pay for their educations. 

Average student loan debt at graduation is estimated to be about $28,720 right now. 

That is a crazy figure and it has absolutely soared in recent years.  In fact, student loan 

debt in America has grown by 511 percent since 1999. 

And student loan debt will follow you wherever you go. 

If you do not pay your loans when you graduate, you could send up having your wages, your 

tax refunds and even your Social Security benefits garnished. 

In addition, your account could be turned over to the debt collectors and they can be 

absolutely brutal. 

The student loan debt bubble is the best thing to happen to debt collectors in ages.  The 

following is what one professional who works in the industry said in a recent article that he 

wrote for a debt collection industry publication.... 

As I wandered around the crowd of NYU students at their rally protesting student debt at the 
end of February, I couldn’t believe the accumulated wealth they represented – for our 
industry. 

It was lip-smacking. 

At my right, to graphically display how she was debt-burdened, was a girl wearing a t-shirt 
emblazoned with the fine sum of $90,000, another with $65,000, a third with $20,000 and 
over there a really attractive $120,000 was printed on another shirt.  Guys were 
shouldering their share, with t-shirts of $20,000, $15,000, $27,000, $33,000 and 
$75,000. 

There is no way that our young people can afford to take on those kinds of debt loads, and 

that is one reason why student loan delinquency rates continue to surge. 

In fact, the student loan default rate in the United States has nearly doubled since 2005. 

Today, one out of every six Americans that owes money on a student loan is in default. 

One out of every six. 

And it is going to get a whole lot worse. 

At this point there are about 5.9 million Americans that are at least 12 months behind on 

their student loan payments. 

So could the bursting of the student loan bubble do tremendous damage to our financial 

system? 

Don't worry - Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke is promising that the student loan 

debt bubble won't cause a crisis. 

And you can trust him, right? 
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For those living with the burden of unpaid student loan debt, life can be really tough.  Some 

try to avoid the debt collectors, but it is easier said than done.  The following is from a 

recent article in the New York Times.... 

Hiding from the government is not easy. 

“I keep changing my phone number,” said Amanda Cordeiro, 29, from Clermont, Fla., who 
dropped out of college in 2010 and has fielded as many as seven calls a day from debt 
collectors trying to recover her <55,::: in overdue loans. “In a year, this is probably my 
fourth phone number.” 

Unlike private lenders, the federal government has extraordinary tools for collection that it 
has extended to the collection firms. Ms. Cordeiro has already had two tax refunds seized, 
and other debtors have had their paychecks or Social Security payments garnisheed. 

The biggest problem, of course, is that there are not nearly enough jobs for the hordes of 

college graduates that our system produces each year. 

During 2011, 53 percent of all Americans with a bachelor's degree under the age of 25 

were either unemployed or underemployed. 

So without a good job, how are those young people supposed to service their student loans? 

Once upon a time, a college degree was a guaranteed ticket to the middle class. 

Sadly, those days are long gone.  Today, millions upon millions of college graduates have 

taken jobs that do not even require a college education.  The following is from a recent 

CNBC article.... 

In the last year, they were more likely to be employed as waiters, waitresses, bartenders 
and food-service helpers than as engineers, physicists, chemists and mathematicians 
combined (100,000 versus 90,000). There were more working in office-related jobs such 
as receptionist or payroll clerk than in all computer professional jobs (163,000 versus 
100,000). More also were employed as cashiers, retail clerks and customer representatives 
than engineers (125,000 versus 80,000). 

You probably know young people who have experienced the "wake up call" that comes as a 

result of entering the "real world" in this horrible economic environment. 

It is not easy out there. 

And this can be extremely disappointing for parents as well.  How would you feel if your 

daughter got very high grades all of the way through college and ended up working as a 

waitress because she couldn't find anything else? 

Even those that pursue advanced degrees are having an extremely challenging time finding 

work in this economy. 

For example, a Business Insider article from a while back profiled a law school graduate 

named Erin that is actually on food stamps.... 

She remains on food stamps so her social life suffers. She can't afford a car, so she has to 
rely on the bus to get around Austin, Texas, where she lives. And currently unable to pay 
back her growing pile of law school debt, Gilmer says she wonders if she will ever be able to 
pay it back.  

"That has been really hard for me," she says. "I have absolutely no credit anymore. I haven't 
been able to pay loans. It's scary, and it's a hard thing to think you’re a lawyer but you’re 
impoverished. People don’t understand that most lawyers actually aren’t making the big 
money." 

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/09/09/business/once-a-student-now-dogged-by-collection-agencies.html?_r=1
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And the really sad thing is that the quality of the education that our young people are 

receiving is very poor.  I spent eight years attending U.S. universities, and most parents 

would be absolutely shocked at how little our college students are actually learning. 

Going to college really has become a ticket to party for four or five or six years with a little 

bit of "education" thrown in. 

But our society has put a very high value on those little pieces of paper called "diplomas" so 

we all continue to play along with the charade. 

Some college students are finding other "creative" ways to pay for their educations other 

than going into tremendous amounts of debt.  For example, an increasing number of young 

women are seeking out "sugar daddies" who will "sponsor" their educations.  The following 

is from a Huffington Post article about this disturbing trend.... 

On a Sunday morning in late May, Taylor left her Harlem apartment and boarded a train for 
Greenwich, Conn. She planned on spending the day with a man she had met online, but not 
in person. 

Taylor, a 22-year-old student at Hunter College, had confided in her roommate about the 
trip and they agreed to swap text messages during the day to make sure she was safe. 

Once in Greenwich, a man who appeared significantly older than his advertised age of 42 
greeted Taylor at the train station and then drove her to the largest house she had ever 
seen. He changed into his swimming trunks, she put on a skimpy bathing suit, and then, by 
the side of his pool, she rubbed sunscreen into the folds of his sagging back -- bracing 
herself to endure an afternoon of sex with someone she suspected was actually about 30 
years her senior. 

Of course that young woman will probably deeply regret doing that later on in her life. 

Once graduation comes, millions upon millions of our young people are discovering that it 

is really hard to be financially independent if you are drowning in student loan debt and you 

can't find a good job. 

So what are they doing? 

They are moving back in with Mom and Dad. 

One poll discovered that 29 percent of all Americans in the 25 to 34 year old age bracket 

are still living with their parents. - Ouch. 

 

From: http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/the-student-loan-debt-bubble-is-

creating-millions-of-modern-day-serfs 

The following extracts are from an article from Wall St cheat sheet 

5 Pieces of Evidence the US is Developing a Strong Under Class 

By Damien Hoffman 

Posted on May 12 2010. 
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Based on the evidence below, the US currently has an underclass reaching about 10% of the 

population. Although these sorts of phenomena occur during recessions, keep your eye out 

as there are other signs the US is turning into a two-class society: 

2.8 Million Homes were Foreclosed in 2009 

The number of homes in foreclosure across the U.S. in 2009 climbed to 2.8 million, an 

increase of 21% over 2008 and a staggering 120% jump since 2007. According to Irvine 

CA-based foreclosure-tracking company RealtyTrac, 2.21% of all U.S. housing units—one in 

45—received at least one foreclosure filing last year. According to Rick Sharga, SVP of 

RealtyTrac, 2010 is expected to see between 3 and 3.5 million foreclosures. 

24.5 Million Americans are Unemployed 

 

Do you think the unemployment rate is 9.9%? That’s not the broadest measure of 

unemployment. The broader number more appropriately includes those who need work but 

have given up the search, and those who have taken part-time jobs while still seeking full 

time employment. And that number is 17.1% or 24.5 million Americans. That’s like 

multiplying the population of New York City by 4 and taking away every single person’s job. 

Ouch. 

A Record 40 Million Americans are on Food Stamps 

If you can’t eat, you can’t live. The Agriculture Department said a record ~$40 million 

Americans, or 1 in 8 Americans, may not be able to eat without government assistance. This 

is the ultimate sign of an under class. And the US has been setting new records consistently 

since December of 2008. 

(Plus a comment on the webpage from Stray Bullet) 

This move towards a two tier society started a long time ago back during Reagan's 

presidency and accelerates every time the republicans are in power. The actual facts of 

history are actually pretty simple, and don't need in depth economic analysis to understand. 

When the rich are in power (read the people at whose feet the republicans bow) they do 

whatever they can to extend that difference. This has been going on for thousands of years. 

One hundred years from now, the final analysis will be the same as our analysis of the 

economic situation one hundred years ago. The rich kept trying by hook or crook to get 

richer off of others backs.  

The Widening Gap In America’s Two Tiered Society 

By Emily Spence 9/5/09 

Americans, particularly ones from the middle class, need to realize that there are no core 

entitlements imparted by their government representatives, nor any other sources. They 

have none and should adjust their expectations accordingly. 

If the U.S. populace somehow imagines that its members are viewed any differently than any 

other populations across the world that are used to produce maximal profits for the top 

economic class, there’s a rude awakening in store ahead. Further, most legislators simply 

http://wallstcheatsheet.com/breaking-news/is-the-stock-market-foreshadowing-a-two-class-america/?p=9921/
http://images.businessweek.com/ss/10/01/0113_2009_foreclosures_by_state/index.htm
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do not care whether middle and lower class interests are or aren’t well served as long as 

they, themselves, can somehow make out well in the times ahead. 

Besides, why should any Americans feel that they deserve to be treated more favourably by 

the transnational moneyed elites and their government backers than their counterparts 

across the rest of the world? As A. H. Bill reminds:  

“The richest 225 people in the world today control more wealth than the poorest 2.5 billion 

people. And… the three richest people in the world control more wealth than the poorest 48 

nations.” 

Occasionally someone making a staggering amount of money in a crooked sort of way might 

raise a few officials’ eyebrows or induce a mild reprimand. In addition, he might, 

occasionally, be singled out as the token fall guy so as to be made into a warning example 

as was Bernie Madoff. Most of the time, though, no action is usually undertaken to correct 

the situation when directors of major companies carry out activities that are, obviously, 

right on or over the edge of fraudulent practices. 

As Barack Obama, perhaps hypocritically, chastened, “Under Republican and Democratic 

administrations, we failed to guard against practices that all too often rewarded financial 

manipulation instead of productive and sound business practices. We let the special 

interests put their thumbs on the economic scales.” 

Yet, he, himself, showed no hesitation during his election campaign over collecting $40,925 

from the bailout fund recipient and nearly bankrupt investment house Bear Stearns, 

$161,850 from the bailout fund recipient and mortgage underwriter Morgan Stanley, as 

well as benefits from countless other institutions that have received government favours at 

taxpayers’ expense. As such, it’s hard in actuality to deliver more than just a mild verbal 

rebuke about these organizations’ modus operandi if one picks up a personal windfall from 

not meddling. Thus, the financial corruption continues at all levels of government. 

A case in point is the self-serving oil trader Andrew Hall. His relationship with Citigroup’s 

(C.N) Phibro energy-trading unit brought him approximately $100 million in 2008 despite 

that his parent company registered a net deficit of $18.7 billion for the same year and 

received $45 billion in TARP funds. 

However, it’s been pointed out that he could moderately adjust his current level of gain and 

continue to maintain the same procurement pattern if he manages to stay out of the 

limelight. If he follows this plan in the near future, his earnings and bonuses won’t likely 

duplicate the <25: million personal compensation that he’d received in the past five years. 

Yet, he could still make out quite well all the same! 

In any event, one has to question such lavish rewards considering that Citigroup suffered a 

95% loss of its share value since 2::7 in relation to which Phibro “occasionally accounts 

for a disproportionate chunk of Citigroup income.” At the same time, the U.S. government 

will shortly be the owner of 34% of this company. Put more bluntly, is Andrew Hall’s 

personal prosperity and propensity to add to his private art collection the best use of 

taxpayers’ funds? 

As long as he’s a lavish beneficiary, would he care if they weren’t? As the economist John 

Kenneth Galbraith once suggested: “The salary of the chief executive of a large corporation 

is not a market award for achievement. It is frequently in the nature of a warm personal 

gesture by the individual to himself.” Naturally, Andrew Hall aims to keep such a cosy 

arrangement intact. 



Besides, his personal take is relatively inconsequential. It’s a mere pittance contrasted to 

the almost two and a quarter billion dollars grand total — roughly $2,217,800,000 — that 

the top ten U.S. business moguls collectively grossed as their own recompense in 2008. [1] 

At the same time, it cannot not be expected, in a market based economy, that political 

influence is not also a purchased commodity. Clearly, opinions are bought and sold just as 

easily as are any other products and services with payment being campaign funds, such as 

Obama’s, from big industry; offers of high paying future jobs and other lavish advantages 

dangled as bait. 

On account of this kind of shady deal, tax subsidies connected to executive pay amounted to 

$20 billion in 2008 according to United for a Fair Economy (UFE) and Institute for Policy 

Studies. (Imagine if this money, instead, were allocated towards improvements in public 

education, provision of a universal health-care plan or any number of other programs that 

could uplift the American public as a whole.) 

During the same period, average CEO pay, at $10.54 million, was 344 times higher than 

typical worker pay. This disparity, also, is generally indicative of a trend that increasingly 

funnels wealth upward rather than having it more equitably distributed across class lines. 

Another sign of this ascendant drift can be found in the change between the first Forbes 

400 report (1982) and its 2008 version. In 1982, an entrepreneur only needed slightly 

more than $100 million dollars to get on the list. By 2008, he wouldn’t be in the top 4:: 

unless he’d garnered at least <1.3 billion. In other words, so much more wealth shot 

upward in the last twenty years that $100 million now is almost viewed as chump change in 

comparison to the new top gains. 

In addition, Congressional reports have indicated that widespread tax avoidance tricks, like 

use of overseas banks that do not report amounts to the IRS, have cost taxpayers more than 

$2 billion annually. Certainly, these lost moneys could well be used to help people less 

fortunate. For example, the hidden $2 billion could be used to create job training programs 

for any of the one in nine Americans currently forced to rely on food stamps as an 

alternative to starvation. 

To be eligible for such aid, a family of four, for example, has to have no more than $2,389 

as its gross monthly income or 130% of the official poverty level and no more than $1,838 

net monthly income or 100% of the poverty level. (There are few deductions and exceptions 

to the requirements allowed, along with limits for owned property value imposed, that 

further determine whether one meets qualifications.) 

In other words, a typical household of four cannot receive this help if the gross income for 

the foursome exceeds $28,668 annually and, for an individual, the gross not to be 

surpassed is $14,088. Additionally, recipients cannot have a great deal of assets with a 

clearly defined, too high level of worth. 

As such, they have to be nearly broke across the board. Meanwhile, it’s clearly disgraceful 

that more than 27,651,388 Americans are so extremely poor they require food assistance 

to try to make ends meet. 

Even that help, though, is often not enough to prevent further poverty and many folks are 

unable to avoid outright destitution across the so-called wealthy U.S.A. So next, they lose 

their homes… and they lose them in droves. 

The huge portion of Americans who do so are staggering: While the number of U.S. 

foreclosure filings climbed by more than 81% in 2008, the total is still sharply rising in 



2009. In relation, 300,000 homes foreclosed per month from March to May in 2009 and 

1.8 million homes represented the anticipated total for the first half of the year. With such a 

backdrop, one out of every 398 homes received a filing in April and a whopping 6.4 million 

homes are anticipated to be in foreclosure by mid-2011. Simultaneously, a record number 

of individuals, also, applied for bankruptcy. 

In a similar vein, the jobless rate, despite some minor dips downward, is still seemingly on 

the rise. Therefore, the current number of out of work adults could well exceed 20% if all of 

the hopeless ones, who are no longer collecting unemployment benefits and who gave up 

looking for opportunities, are added into the mix. 

Moreover, they will not be able to jumpstart the economy so long as they cannot find work, 

and especially work at a living wage. After all, how can anyone make lots of purchases or 

take out bank loans if he has no reasonable income? So it follows that even more retail and 

wholesale stores, along with banks, will go belly up. 

At the same time, the supply side of the market, itself, has created labour troubles. This is 

because goods have been overproduced. Consequently, there is overstock piled high in 

warehouses and shipping containers across the world ready to resume its path to the 

market once the spending reinitializes. However, spending cannot resume as long as the 

money has largely flowed to the top economic tier and away from average former and low 

wage workers, who cannot expect to have decent paying jobs to create more goods until the 

current product glut diminishes. 

In other words, consumers can’t buy much when money’s tight and work won’t be provided 

when there’s an oversupply of merchandise largely produced in second world sweatshops 

whose workers are paid so little that they hardly can put food on their own tables let alone 

make many more extravagant purchases — ones like toothpaste, soap and shampoo. 

Besides, they, too, face employment opportunities diminishing because worldwide sales are 

down for many of the products that, previously, their companies too copiously produced. 

Concurrently, the bailouts, oriented towards fixing the credit side of the equation, are not 

addressing these sorts of supply side problems. Therefore, they will not keep the financial 

collapse from worsening. 

Alternately put, TARP and other payoffs to the self-serving, unconscionable banksters and 

Wall Street high rollers largely responsible for the downturn will not produce an abundance 

of jobs. So the reasonable salaries, ultimately needed to buy the wares to cause industrial 

output to resume, won’t materialize any time soon. 

It’s rather simple to understand, really. So why don’t Ben Bernanke and his colleagues 

seem to notice that massive job loss, itself, needs to be addressed post-haste? Why hasn’t a 

public works program been initiated? Why don’t they grasp that the act of offshoring all 

kinds of American jobs to maximize profits at the top tier does not ensure that products will 

be avidly snapped up by a greatly unemployed and underemployed public? 

Since they, apparently, don’t understand, the downturn, with a few small upward twists, will 

remain in its plunging slide, which in turn will create further layoffs. All the while, the über-

wealthy and their corporate supporters, such as most members of Congress, will continue 

to pamper themselves with capital largely derived from struggling taxpayers and massive 

loans that raise the federal deficit. 

More to the point, how could the slump not last when the affluent elites gamble away huge 

fortunes comprising of their own and others’ money while manufacturing bubbles and Ponzi 



schemes in the process? How could anything change when they keep amassing more and 

more assets for themselves while indifferent to their impact on society as a whole? 

Such practices as theirs, obviously, cannot sustain the American middle and under classes 

and it cannot buoy up the utmost bottom rung either. On account, scores of individuals of 

all ages continue to wind up in tent cities or ensconced on public park benches. 

(Supposedly, families with children represent the fastest growing subset of the homeless 

population in the U.S.A. at present and the average age of a homeless person is nine years 

old.) 

When the upper-crust keeps getting richer by taking an ever greater portion of the overall 

wealth and government schemes assure that the process continues, nearly everyone else 

becomes increasingly cash poor. When every now and then big investors suffer hefty losses, 

the government steps in to shore them up again and again. However, this practice, clearly, 

does not help the populace in general. The evidence that it does not can be seen everywhere 

across the American landscape and the entire world. 

It follows, then, that, “in the United States, wealth is highly concentrated in a relatively few 

hands. As of 2004, the top 1% of households (the upper class) owned 34.3% of all privately 

held wealth, and the next 19% (the managerial, professional, and small business stratum) 

had 50.3%, which means that just 20% of the people owned a remarkable 85%, leaving only 

15% of the wealth for the bottom 80% (wage and salary workers). In terms of financial 

wealth ―total net worth minus the value of one’s home‖, the top 1% of households had an 

even greater share: 42.2%…”, according to G. William Domhoff, a sociology professor at 

University of California at Santa Cruz. [2] 

Another way to measure the shift in wealth is by noting some of the corporate trends, 

themselves. As Sarah Anderson and John Cavanagh, at the Institute for Policy Studies, point 

out: 

Of the 100 largest economies in the world, 51 are corporations; only 49 are countries 

(based on a comparison of corporate sales and country GDPs). 

The Top 2:: corporations’ sales are growing at a faster rate than overall global economic 

activity. Between 1983 and 1999, their combined sales grew from the equivalent of 25.0 

percent to 27.5 percent of World GDP. 

The Top 2:: corporations’ combined sales are bigger than the combined economies of all 

countries minus the biggest 10. 

The Top 2::s’ combined sales are 18 times the size of the combined annual income of the 

1.2 billion people ―24 percent of the total world population‖ living in ‘’severe” poverty. 

While the sales of the Top 200 are the equivalent of 27.5 percent of world economic 

activity, they employ only :.78 percent of the world’s workforce. ‗3‘ 

Especially exemplifying this type of corporate immensity is the Wal Mart company. For 

example, the Walton heirs have a collective worth of around $65 billion and over 1.7 billion 

shares, or 43%, of Wal Mart stock in addition to earning $29 billion off the stock price rise 

alone from November 2007 to June 2008. 

Meanwhile, the Waltons pay their jean labourers in Nicaragua approximately $1.50/ day. 

Simultaneously, their average U.S. workers are given wages of about $12,000/ annum 

causing a full one half of Wal Mart’s 72:,::: employees to qualify for food stamps. 



At the same time, the clearly exploitive Wal Mart business model is considered an 

unqualified success — one that should be more often duplicated across the board. After all, 

it shows the capitalistic free market with its best possible outcome — profits beyond 

imagination and the American Dream come true (for the few who manage to take unfair 

advantage of the actual wealth producers)! 

Perhaps, though, the best way to look at the new arrangement between citizens, State and 

the rising corporate structures is through this superlative summation by Benito Mussolini: 

The corporate State considers that private enterprise in the sphere of production is the 
most effective and useful instrument in the interest of the nation. In view of the fact that 
private organisation of production is a function of national concern, the organiser of the 
enterprise is responsible to the State for the direction given to production. 

State intervention in economic production arises only when private initiative is lacking or 
insufficient, or when the political interests of the State are involved. This intervention may 
take the form of control, assistance or direct management. [4] 

Even if Benito Mussolini’s position has an alarmingly familiar ring to it, no one still should 

expect U.S. legislators to create laws any time soon that would enact tax code changes in 

order to remove subsidies that encourage overpayment to executives and that cost 

taxpayers $20 billion a year. Indeed, nobody should expect any major changes at all that 

would level the financial playing field, remove a sense of economic injustice or bring back 

jobs and reasonable wages to the American people. 

As Joel H. Rassman, Toll Bros. CFO in 2::6, explained about CEO Robert I. Toll’s <2: 

million compensation while shareholders were suffering a 22% loss: “I have yet to meet the 
person who has enough money.” 

Like Toll, a majority of Congressional representatives, of whom many are multi-millionaires, 

apparently imagine that they never have quite enough for themselves and justify their dodgy 

choices accordingly. They, also, know who butters their bread and it surely is not the 

increasingly impoverished average U.S. citizens, who continue to be the indirect victims of 

corporate rapacity and pathetic corporate oversight by executives and Congressmen alike. 

In relation, one wonders when a significant number of Americans will, finally, recognize that 

they’ve been had. Put another way by Andrew Greeley: “It should be no surprise that when 

rich men take control of the government, they pass laws that are favourable to themselves. 

The surprise is that those who are not rich vote for such people, even though they should 

know from bitter experience that the rich will continue to rip off the rest of us. Perhaps the 

reason is that rich men are very clever at covering up what they do.” 

This explanation in mind, we need not worry as much about the terrorists from abroad as 

the terrorists from above and the duped voters who repeatedly fall for political candidates 

pandering to this broadly malignant upper class. The latter bunch and their sycophantic 

legislative admirers, more than any foreign guerrillas, are leading the world’s wealthiest 

nation into ever deeper ruin. 

Emily Spence is an author living in Massachusetts. She has spent many years involved in 

human rights, environmental and social services efforts. 
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Statistics on Poverty and Inequality 

By Jeff Gates Shared Capitalism Institute May 1999  

 

The United Nations Development Program (UNDP) reported in 1998 that the world's 225 

richest people now have a combined wealth of $1 trillion. That's equal to the combined 

annual income of the world's 2.5 billion poorest people.  

The wealth of the three most well-to-do individuals now exceeds the combined GDP of the 48 

least developed countries.  

While global GNP grew 40 percent between 1970 and 1985 (suggesting widening 

prosperity), the number of poor grew by 17 percent.  

Although 200 million people saw their incomes fall between 1965 and 1980, more than 1 

billion people experienced a drop from 1980 to 1993.  

In sub-Saharan Africa, twenty nations remain below their per capita incomes of two decades 

ago while among Latin American and Caribbean countries, eighteen are below their per 

capita incomes of ten years ago.  

UNDP reported in 1996 that 100 countries were worse off than 15 years ago.  

Three decades ago, the people in well-to-do countries were 30 times better off than those in 

countries where the poorest 20 percent of the world's people live. By 1998, this gap had 

widened to 82 times (up from 61 times since 1996).  

In 1998, that 20 percent of the world's people living in the highest-income countries 

accounted for 86 percent of total private consumption expenditures while the poorest 20 

percent accounted for only 1.3 percent. That's down from 2.3 percent three decades ago.  

At present, 3 billion people live on less than $2 per day while 1.3 billion get by on less than 

$1 per day. Seventy percent of those living on less than $1 per day are women. With global 

population expanding 80 million per year, World Bank President James D. Wolfensohn 

cautions that, unless we address "the challenge of inclusion," 30 years hence we will have 5 

billion people living on less than $2 per day.  
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Two billion people worldwide now suffer from anemia, including 55 million in industrial 

countries. Given current trends in population growth and prosperity-hoarding, three 

decades from now we could have a world in which 3.7 billion people are anemic.  

These related phenomena led UN development experts to observe that the world is heading 

toward "grotesque inequalities," concluding: "Development that perpetuates today's 

inequalities is neither sustainable nor worth sustaining."  

UNDP calculates that an annual 4 percent levy on the world's 225 most well-to-do people 

(average 1998 wealth: $4.5 billion) would suffice to provide the following essentials for all 

those in developing countries: adequate food, safe water and sanitation, basic education, 

basic health care and reproductive health care. At present, 160 of those individuals live in 

OECD countries; 60 reside in the United States.  

As of 1995 (the latest figures available), Federal Reserve research found that the wealth of 

the top one percent of Americans is greater than that of the bottom 95 percent. Three years 

earlier, the Fed's Survey of Consumer Finance found that the top one percent had wealth 

greater than the bottom 90 percent.  

From 1983-1995 only the top five percent of households saw an increase in their net worth 

while only the top 20 percent experienced an increase in their income.  

Wealth projections through 1997 suggest that 86 percent of stock market gains between 

1989 and 1997 went to the top ten percent of households while 42 percent went to the 

most well-to-do one percent.  

Stock market participation is broad but remarkably shallow. Though more American adults 

own stocks and stock mutual funds than at any time in history, 71 percent of households 

own no shares at all or hold less than $2,000, including mutual funds and popular 401(k) 

plans.  

Adjusting for inflation, the net worth of the median American household fell 10 percent 

between 1989 and 1997, declining from $54,600 to $49,900. The net worth of the top one 

percent is now 2.4 times the combined wealth of the poorest 80 percent.  

The modest net worth of white families is 8 times that of African-Americans and 12 times 

that of Hispanics. The median financial wealth of African-Americans (net worth less home 

equity) is $200 (one percent of the $18,000 for whites) while that of Hispanics is zero.  

Between 1983 and 1995, the bottom 40 percent of households lost 80 percent of their net 

worth. The middle fifth lost 11 percent. By 1995, 18.5 percent of households had zero or 

negative net worth (an average -$5,600, down from -$3,000 in 1983).  

By 1995, the middle quintile of income-earners had only enough savings to maintain their 

current standard of living for 1.2 months (i.e., if they lost their jobs). That's down from 3.6 

months in 1989.  

Household debt as a percentage of personal income rose from 58 percent in 1973 to an 

estimated 85 percent in 1997.  

In 1997, 1.4 million Americans filed for personal bankruptcy. That works out to roughly 

7,000 bankruptcies per hour, 8 hours a day, 5 days a week.  

Though average household income rose 10 percent between 1979 and 1994, 97 percent of 

that gain was claimed by the most well-to-do 20 percent.  



In 1998, weekly wages were 12 percent lower than in 1973 on an inflation-adjusted basis. 

Productivity rose 33 percent over that period. Had pay kept pace with productivity, the 

average hourly wage would now be $18.10, rather than $12.77. That translates into a 

difference in annual pay of $11,000 for a full-time, year-round worker.  

Between 1970 and 1990, the typical American worked an additional 163 hours per year. 

That's equivalent to adding an additional month of work per year - for the same or less pay.  

In 1996, the Census Bureau reported record-level inequality, with the top fifth of U.S. 

households claiming 48.2 percent of national income while the bottom fifth gets by on 3.6 

percent.  

In 1973, the income of the top 20 percent of American families was 7.5 times that of the 

bottom 20 percent. By 1996, it was 13 times.  

Business Week reports that in 1999 top executives earned 419 times the average wage of a 

blue-collar worker, up from 326:1 in 1998. In 1980, the ratio was 42:1.  

In 1982, inclusion on the Forbes 400 list of richest Americans required personal wealth of 

$91million. The list then included 13 billionaires. By 1998, $500 million was required and 

the list included 189 billionaires. Note, however, that Forbes 1998 figures were based on a 

September 1, 1998 Dow-Jones Industrial Average of 7827. The Dow topped 10,000 in early 

1999.  

The combined net worth of the Forbes 400 was $738 billion on September 1, 1998. That's 

up from $624 billion in 1997. That's an average one-year increase of $285 million per 

person. That works out to $780,000 per day or $32,500 per hour ($541 per second).  

Microsoft CEO Bill Gates has more wealth than the bottom 45 percent of American 

households combined.  

Spending on luxury goods grew by 21 percent from 1995 to 1996 while overall 

merchandise sales grew only 5 percent. 

10 Signs We Live in a False Economy 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 Activist Post 

It's time to admit that we live in a false economy. Smoke and mirrors are used to make us 

believe the economy is real, but it's all an elaborate illusion. 

Out of one side of the establishment's mouth we hear excitement about "green shoots", and 

out of the other side comes breathless warnings of fiscal cliffs and the urgent need for 

unlimited bailouts by the Fed. 

We hear the people begging for jobs and the politicians promising them, but politicians 

can't create jobs. We see people camped out to buy stuff on Black Friday indicating the 

consumer economy is seemingly thriving, only to find out everything was bought on credit. 

The corporate media does their best to distract us from seeing anything real. We see the 

media glorify Kim Kardashian who got rich by being famous, and became famous merely by 

being rich. She got front page coverage on Huffington Post this week because her cat died.  

Enough said. 

Meanwhile the financial media makes the economy seem complicated and they ban anyone 

who speaks truthfully about the economy from their airwaves. 



Is it any wonder why people are angry and confused about the economy? 

Well, hopefully these signs that we live in a false economy will help clear up some of that 

confusion. 

1. Fake Jobs: It's not just that the "official" unemployment numbers are a fraud, the actual 

jobs are fake as well. Ask yourself how many professions actually produce something of 

value? 80% of jobs could disappear tomorrow and it wouldn't affect basic human survival or 

happiness in the least. Yes, in our society we need money to survive - and jobs equal money 

- but that doesn't mean a "job" has any actual benefit to society.  More on this in the next 

point... 

2. Problems Create Jobs, Not Solutions: We can't fix real problems, because it would destroy 

more fake jobs. We can't end the wars and bring all of the personnel home when the jobless 

rate is already suffering. We can't end the War on Drugs because where would the DEA 

agents, prison guards, the court system, parole officers, and the rest of their support staff 

work. We can't simplify the tax code because the bookkeepers, CPAs, accounting professors, 

and tax attorneys would be unemployed. We cannot reduce the bureaucracy of government 

or streamline healthcare because paper pushers have few other notable skills. We can't stop 

spying on Americans because it now employs millions of people. We can't restrict the Wall 

Street casino, or hardly anyone will be left with a job. Finally, what will happen to university 

jobs when people either realize their product is not worth the cost or they discover they can 

get the same education online for nearly free? In other words, we need these manufactured 

problems to create phony employment. 

3. Money Has No Value:  Money is the biggest illusion of all. Our money is loaned into 

existence with arbitrary interest rates by a private monopoly. It is an IOU. It only has value 

because a law says it has value, and that value fluctuates based on how much supply is in 

the economy which, again, is controlled by a for-profit monopoly. It's actual value is zero 

since it is just a piece of paper with fancy ink on it. The only things with real value to 

humans are skills (labour), tools and materials, food and water, and energy. 

4. The Fed Now Buys 90% of the Nation's Debt: Speaking of money, the Federal Reserve 

loans money to the US government who issues bonds to cover their spending. Those bonds 

are sold on the open market through auctions to investors who believe in the ability of the 

United States to make good on those bonds. Apparently, the US has no more investors 

because the Fed is now buying 90% of new Treasury bonds. This is called monetizing debt, 

or, essentially, monetizing money. That's what a Ponzi scheme does. This acts to keep 

interest rates artificially low because they'd have to raise them to attract outside "investors".  

In layman terms, our whole monetary system is a paper tiger, a house of cards, or whatever 

metaphor you want to use for fake. 

5. What is the Value of Anything?  The price discovery mechanism, or the process to 

determine the value of an asset in the marketplace, has become so convoluted that 

determining the genuine value of anything has become nearly impossible. Between 

government subsidizes for things like food, fuel, education, housing, insurance and even 

cars; taxes, regulations and laws; the manipulation of the value of money and interest rates; 

Wall Street gambling on commodities; what is the real value of something? For example, 

why does an ounce of marijuana (a weed that can grow anywhere) cost up to $500?  Is that 

the real value based on labour and materials, and supply and demand? Of course not. Its 

value is inflated mainly due to laws and regulations. 

6. Failure is Rewarded:  You know we live in a false economy when failure is rewarded and 

success is penalized. Citizens everywhere are being told they need to tighten their belts, 

work harder so we can bailout the failed government, banks, insurance companies and even 

car companies. And when we work harder and achieve some success, they tax it heavily to 

indefinitely pay for these fraudulent institutions. Yet this infinite money creation and 

taxation is light years from solving the root cause of the problem. The reality is that the 



banks' solutions are the problem, enriching the investor class at the expense of the middle 

class. Global bankers are playing with taxpayer money - and the money of many future 

generations - in a global casino royale that is destined to fail so they can take the people's 

assets. They are all-in; but their money is fake, and our assets put at risk are real. 

7. Corporate entities have the same rights as humans, but not the same punishments:  

When the Supreme Court ruled that corporations have free-speech rights of people, it was 

one of the final nails in the coffin of the republic. Monied interests can now openly finance 

elections and buy the legislation they need to operate with impunity. Corporations may be 

comprised of humans, but they are not subjected to the same standard of humanity. It was 

profoundly argued in the article What if BP Were a Human Being? that judged by common 

standards of morality, decency, and previously agreed-upon definitions of criminality, BP 

would be judged a psychopathic killer ... and immortal. Ditto for the rest leading the 

predatory corporate pack; the most obvious being defence contractors.  And since these 

corporations are now joined at the hip with government itself, what does that make 

government? By changing definitions, they are attempting to change reality. But that still 

doesn't make it the truth. 

8. People buy things they don't need with money they don't have: In a type of trickle-down 

debt whirlpool, the government's rampant spending without sufficient assets to back it up is 

mirrored in the behaviour of the American consumer. Despite inflation, rising 

unemployment, and a continued collapse in real estate, it hasn't stopped credit spending. 

The Associated Press just reported that for the month of October: 

Americans swiped their credit cards more often in October and borrowed more to attend 

school and buy cars. The increases drove U.S. consumer debt to an all-time high.  

The Federal Reserve said Friday that consumers increased their borrowing by $14.2 billion 

in October from September. Total borrowing rose to a record $2.75 trillion. 

Borrowing in the category that covers autos and student loans increased by $10.8 billion. 

Borrowing on credit cards rose by $3.4 billion, only the second monthly increase in the 

past five months.  

Most troubling is the type of borrowing highlighted. The worst possible borrowing would be 

these negative-return investments such as student loans, credit cards, and cars. It is 

magical thinking taken to the highest degree. 

9. Entrepreneurs are punished: It has become nearly impossible to make a simple living on 

your own. America has become a land filled with bureaucratic red tape that actively thwarts 

small business creation and criminalizes independence. There is perhaps no better example 

of this than the attacks waged against the ultimate entrepreneurial endeavour of self-

reliance: the family farm. Through collectivist models such as Agenda 21, long-running 

family farms are being shut down and supplanted with "protected zones." In the most recent 

case, a family oyster farm was shut down based on provably false scientific data that aimed 

to demonstrate negative environmental and economic impacts. It was completely fake, 

ending an 80-year local business that generated 50,000 tourists per year and employed 30 

full-time local residents. In many of these cases the federally stolen property winds up in the 

hands of developers who have no interest in a true local economy. It is an inherent part of 

any false economy to create dependence where none should exist at all. A five-minute video 

that can be seen here sums up the American economy of illusions and the death of the 

American Dream. 

10. Engineered Slavery: Do you think slavery died in the 1800s?  Think again. Economic 

hitmen (lenders) have successfully enslaved-by-debt everything from nations, entire 

industries, state and local governments and nearly every person on the planet. And they 

bought your servitude with money they never had, they simply created it out of thin air. Even 

if an individual doesn't have any bank financing or credit cards, they still pay the private 



Federal Reserve through inflation and income taxes. As author of Confessions of an 

Economic Hit Man, John Perkins, would say: the time has come for the banks to collect their 

“pound of flesh” from average citizens by way of higher taxes, less social services, and 

taking your pensions -- "austerity." For an enlightening explanation of how economic hitmen 

work their dark magic please watch this video.  If you're still confused, see these 10 signs 

you might be a slave.  Another, more obvious, form of engineered slavery is prison labour. 

Laws and regulations are specifically created to add to the prison population which enriches 

the corporations that own them, while local communities actually become poorer and more 

dangerous (source). 

As George Carlin said, "It's called the American Dream, because you have to be asleep to 

believe it." It would be bad enough if it were contained to only one country, but we are now 

experiencing a global collective dreaming that fantasizes about a government figuring 

things out just in the nick of time. However, in the real world, the collapse has begun in 

earnest. Until we are committed to counter the 10 points above, we will remain in the grip 

of a hallucination. However, there are encouraging signs through protests worldwide, 

alternative currency movements, and myriad creative solutions in the most affected 

countries like Iceland, Greece, and Spain that people are beginning to shake off their sleep, 

look in the mirror and realize that the dream economy they have been sold was designed to 

make them seek solutions in entirely the wrong direction. 

The four business gangs that run the US 

December 31, 2012 Ross Gittins Economics Editor The Sydney Morning Herald' 

IF YOU'VE ever suspected politics is increasingly being run in the interests of big business, I 

have news: Jeffrey Sachs, a highly respected economist from Columbia University, agrees 

with you - at least in respect of the United States. 

In his book, The Price of Civilisation, he says the US economy is caught in a feedback loop. 

''Corporate wealth translates into political power through campaign financing, corporate 

lobbying and the revolving door of jobs between government and industry; and political 

power translates into further wealth through tax cuts, deregulation and sweetheart 

contracts between government and industry. Wealth begets power, and power begets 

wealth,'' he says. 

Sachs says four key sectors of US business exemplify this feedback loop and the takeover of 

political power in America by the ''corporatocracy''. 

First is the well-known military-industrial complex. ''As [President] Eisenhower famously 

warned in his farewell address in January 1961, the linkage of the military and private 

industry created a political power so pervasive that America has been condemned to 

militarisation, useless wars and fiscal waste on a scale of many tens of trillions of dollars 

since then,'' he says. 

Second is the Wall Street-Washington complex, which has steered the financial system 

towards control by a few politically powerful Wall Street firms, notably Goldman Sachs, 

JPMorgan Chase, Citigroup, Morgan Stanley and a handful of other financial firms. 

These days, almost every US Treasury secretary - Republican or Democrat - comes from Wall 

Street and goes back there when his term ends. The close ties between Wall Street and 

Washington ''paved the way for the 2008 financial crisis and the mega-bailouts that 

followed, through reckless deregulation followed by an almost complete lack of oversight by 

government''. 

Third is the Big Oil-transport-military complex, which has put the US on the trajectory of 

heavy oil-imports dependence and a deepening military trap in the Middle East, he says. 

http://www.smh.com.au/business/by/Ross-Gittins


''Since the days of John D. Rockefeller and the Standard Oil Trust a century ago, Big Oil has 

loomed large in American politics and foreign policy. Big Oil teamed up with the automobile 

industry to steer America away from mass transit and towards gas-guzzling vehicles driving 

on a nationally financed highway system.'' 

Big Oil has consistently and successfully fought the intrusion of competition from non-oil 

energy sources, including nuclear, wind and solar power. 

It has been at the side of the Pentagon in making sure that America defends the sea-lanes to 

the Persian Gulf, in effect ensuring a $US100 billion-plus annual subsidy for a fuel that is 

otherwise dangerous for national security, Sachs says. 

''And Big Oil has played a notorious role in the fight to keep climate change off the US 

agenda. Exxon-Mobil, Koch Industries and others in the sector have underwritten a 

generation of anti-scientific propaganda to confuse the American people.'' 

Fourth is the healthcare industry, America's largest industry, absorbing no less than 17 per 

cent of US gross domestic product. 

''The key to understanding this sector is to note that the government partners with industry 

to reimburse costs with little systematic oversight and control,'' Sachs says. ''Pharmaceutical 

firms set sky-high prices protected by patent rights; Medicare [for the aged] and Medicaid 

[for the poor] and private insurers reimburse doctors and hospitals on a cost-plus basis; 

and the American Medical Association restricts the supply of new doctors through the 

control of placements at medical schools. 

''The result of this pseudo-market system is sky-high costs, large profits for the private 

healthcare sector, and no political will to reform.'' 

Now do you see why the industry put so much effort into persuading America's punters that 

Obamacare was rank socialism? They didn't succeed in blocking it, but the compromised 

program doesn't do enough to stop the US being the last rich country in the world without 

universal healthcare. 

It's worth noting that, despite its front-running cost, America's healthcare system doesn't 

leave Americans with particularly good health - not as good as ours, for instance. This 

conundrum is easily explained: America has the highest-paid doctors. 

Sachs says the main thing to remember about the corporatocracy is that it looks after its 

own. ''There is absolutely no economic crisis in corporate America. 

''Consider the pulse of the corporate sector as opposed to the pulse of the employees 

working in it: corporate profits in 2010 were at an all-time high, chief executive salaries in 

2010 rebounded strongly from the financial crisis, Wall Street compensation in 2010 was 

at an all-time high, several Wall Street firms paid civil penalties for financial abuses, but no 

senior banker faced any criminal charges, and there were no adverse regulatory measures 

that would lead to a loss of profits in finance, health care, military supplies and energy,'' he 

says. 

The 30-year achievement of the corporatocracy has been the creation of America's rich and 

super-rich classes, he says. And we can now see their tools of trade. 

''It began with globalisation, which pushed up capital income while pushing down wages. 

These changes were magnified by the tax cuts at the top, which left more take-home pay and 

the ability to accumulate greater wealth through higher net-of-tax returns to saving.'' 

Chief executives then helped themselves to their own slice of the corporate sector 

ownership through outlandish awards of stock options by friendly and often handpicked 

compensation committees, while the Securities and Exchange Commission looked the other 



way. It's not all that hard to do when both political parties are standing in line to do your 

bidding, Sachs concludes. 

Fortunately, things aren't nearly so bad in Australia. But it will require vigilance to stop 

them sliding further in that direction. 

Major General: Why Are Domestic Government Agencies Purchashing Enough Lethal 

Ammunition to Put 5 Rounds In Every American? 

Submitted by George Washington on 08/20/2012 on zerohedge.com 

Preface: There might be an innocent explanation. But given recent trends, this is 

worrisome. 

Retired Major General Jerry Curry wrote Friday: 

The Social Security Administration (SSA) confirms that it is purchasing 174 thousand 

rounds of hollow point bullets to be delivered to 41 locations in major cities across the U.S. 

***Those against whom the hollow point bullets are to be used — those causing the civil 

unrest — must be American citizens; since the SSA has never been used overseas to help 

foreign countries maintain control of their citizens. 

What would be the target of these 174, ::: rounds of hollow point bullets? It can’t simply 

be to control demonstrators or rioters. Hollow point bullets are so lethal that the Geneva 

Convention does not allow their use on the battle field in time of war. Hollow point bullets 

don’t just stop or hurt people, they penetrate the body, spread out, fragment and cause 

maximum damage to the body’s organs. Death often follows. 

Potentially each hollow nose bullet represents a dead American. If so, why would the U.S. 

government want the SSA to kill 174,000 of our citizens, even during a time of civil unrest? 

 ***If this were only a one time order of ammunition, it could easily be dismissed. But there 

is a pattern here. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has ordered 

46,000 rounds of hollow point ammunition. Notice that all of these purchases are for the 

lethal hollow nose bullets.  These bullets are not being purchased and stored for squirrel or 

coyote hunting. This is serious ammunition manufactured to be used for serious purposes. 

In the war in Iraq, our military forces expended approximately 70 million rounds per year. 

In March DHS ordered 750 million rounds of hollow point ammunition. It then turned 

around and ordered an additional 750 million rounds of miscellaneous bullets including 

some that are capable of penetrating walls. This is enough ammunition to empty five rounds 

into the body of every living American citizen. Is this something we and the Congress should 

be concerned about? What’s the plan that requires so many dead Americans, even during 

times of civil unrest? Has Congress and the Administration vetted the plan in public. 

 *** All of these rounds of ammunition can only be used to kill American citizens, though 

there is enough ammunition being ordered to kill, in addition to every American citizen, also 

every Iranian, Syrian or Mexican. There is simply too much of it. And this much ammunition 

can’t be just for training, there aren’t that many weapons and “shooters” in the U.S. to fire 

it. 

***We have enough military forces to maintain law and order in the U.S. even during times 

of civil unrest. 

***This is a deadly serious business. I hope I’m wrong, but something smells rotten. And If 

the Congress isn’t going to do its duty and investigate this matter fully, the military will have 

to protect the Constitution, the nation, and our citizens. 

http://www.zerohedge.com/users/george-washington
http://dailycaller.com/2012/08/17/who-does-the-government-intend-to-shoot


Why are government agencies doing this? 

Major General Curry asks a troubling questions: 

We have local police, backed up by each state’s National Guard, backed up by the 

Department of Defence. So in addition to all these forces why does DHS need its own private 

army? Why do the SSA, NOAA and other government agencies need to create their own 

civilian security forces armed with hollow nose bullets? 

This may sound like a conspiracy theory … 

But remember that Senator Daniel Inouye said in 1987: 

There exists a shadowy Government with its own Air Force, its own Navy, its own fundraising 

mechanism, and the ability to pursue its own ideas of national interest, free from all checks 

and balances, and free from the law itself. 

If this sort of suspicious behaviour was only being carried out by the US Govt. maybe this 

would be able to be dismissed as just a whacky conspiracy theory, unfortunately as you will 

soon read for yourself quite shortly, this suspicious behaviour actually seems to be endemic 

throughout the most “civilised” countries on earth. 

Governments all around the globe are quietly preparing for and anticipating something 

which appears rather bad and seemingly rather big too, and from what I can gather this is 

all expected to be happening in a neighbourhood near YOU quite soon. Remember I said it.  

Only rich Americans ‘deserve to live’ 

Thursday Nov 21, 2013 presstv.com 

American journalist Gordon Duff says the US economic problems have turned it into a 

country where only rich people deserve to live decent lives.  

“People who have money no matter how they got it, dealing drugs, prostitution, kidnapping 

children off the street, taking kickbacks from contractors….they deserve to live,” Duff told 

Press TV on Tuesday.  

 

“If you don’t, you deserve to die, you don’t deserve medical care, the Affordable Care Act 

has to be squat and stops, your children… they deserve third-rate schools,” he said.  

 

“This country is an island of frightened starving poor who are totally and absolutely 

oppressed by police and the frightened starving poor used to be the uneducated,” he added. 

But now “the starving poor in the United States are people with college education and 

families whose factories have moves away, who lost their homes.”  

 

“The starving poor in the United States is about 6: percent of the United States now,” he 

noted, saying “police keep them away” from the rich.  

 

The statistics on poverty in America are getting more alarming than ever. Four out of 5 US 

adults struggle with joblessness, near poverty or reliance on welfare for at least parts of 

their lives. According to The Associated Press, the trend has been attributed to “an 

increasingly globalized US economy, the widening gap between rich and poor and loss of 

good-paying manufacturing jobs.”  

 

According to some estimates, a staggering number of Americans, over 146 millions, are 

either “poor” or “low income.” Critics say the number of Americans living in poverty is even 

much more than what official statistics reveal. 

Now let’s look at the effects of this “financial shockwave” on the United Kingdom. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Fifty Part Six 

Britain becomes a nation of debt slaves as regulation and inflation deter saving 

By Ian Cowie The Daily Telegraph Last updated: February 27th, 2012 

Now that interest on debts absorbs nearly a quarter of British households’ net income, 

according to the Consumer Credit Counselling Service (CCCS), many families are 

discovering how cruel a taskmaster compound interest can be. 

If you think conventional savings products – like pensions and managed funds – provide 

poor value, then just wait till you see how bad the ‘returns’ on borrowing are. While instant 

gratification has come to be regarded almost as a ‘yuman right’ in the credit-fuelled 

consumer societies of the developed world, the costs of that delusion will mount over the 

decades ahead. Worse still, the Government is actively encouraging young people to take on 

massive debts before they have any means of repaying them. 

Even at today’s low rates of interest, debt that is allowed to accumulate on debt will often 

roll up faster than the debtor’s ability to repay it. For example, anyone who borrows 

£10,000 at a typical mortgage rate of 3.5 per cent will repay a total of very nearly £15,000 

over the standard 25-year term. 

Not many students today have heard of the ‘Rule of 72’ but more are likely to take an 

interest in future. This is the easy way of calculating how long it will take a debt to double; 

you just divide the annual rate of interest into 72 to arrive at the number of years. Albert 

Einstein is reported to have described compound interest as “the most powerful force in the 

universe” – and students in future could be forgiven feeling that questions about the 

accuracy of this quote are academic. 

Sadly, savers have been so badly treated in Britain for so long that it is not hard to see why 

many have decided prudence is not worth the bother. Millions of people who set aside 

something for a rainy day in bank and building society deposits have seen the real value of 

their savings – their purchasing power – steadily shrunk by the Government’s undeclared 

policy of running negative real interest rates. 

The average easy access savings account has lost nearly £2,500 of its real value or 

purchasing power during the last decade, according to calculations last year by Yorkshire 

Building Society. Inflation is the insidious enemy of savers because it stealthily reduces 

what their money will buy. But with the Government’s favoured yardstick, the Consumer 

Prices Index (CPI) and the Retail Prices Index (RPI) running in low single figures, many may 

underestimate the cumulative threat. 

Simon Broadley of Yorkshire Building Society said: “With the average savings account 

standing at ;11,648 this can have a significant effect on a person’s savings – especially 

over the long-term, given the current market. 

“Over 1: years someone with the typical savings pot in a basic easy access savings account 

would have earned £1,624 in interest, leaving its nominal value at £13,272. However, for 

them to have the same spending power as when they invested – their savings would need to 

have grown to £15,700 – a difference of ;2,428.” 

No wonder Britain has turned from being a nation of savers to a nation of borrowers. 

Regulatory requirements mean it takes hours to start a pension savings plan but just 

minutes to take out a credit card. After more than a quarter of a century of extensive and 

expensive regulation of financial services, the net effect has been to replace poor value 

retail savings products with even worse value retail credit. 

This next article is both from the same writer and newspaper. 

http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/finance/author/ianmcowie/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/personalfinance/consumertips/9107770/Debt-noose-strangling-families-paying-200-a-month-in-interest-repayments.html
http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/finance/ianmcowie/100008099/compound-interest-and-shocking-degrees-of-graduate-debt/
http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/finance/ianmcowie/100008099/compound-interest-and-shocking-degrees-of-graduate-debt/
http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/finance/ianmcowie/100008099/compound-interest-and-shocking-degrees-of-graduate-debt/
http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/finance/ianmcowie/100006839/why-you-should-pay-down-debt-even-if-bank-rate-remains-frozen/
http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/finance/ianmcowie/100006839/why-you-should-pay-down-debt-even-if-bank-rate-remains-frozen/
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Savers lose ;43bn in ‘slow motion bank robbery’ with worse to come 

Savers have been stealthily robbed of £43bn of the real value of their savings since the 

Bank of England froze interest rates at 0.5pc nearly 32 months ago but there could be 

worse to come. 

That's the total shrinkage of bank and building society depositors' purchasing power caused 

by inflation, according to the pressure group Save Our Savers , following last month’s 

calculations by Yorkshire Building Society that the average saver has lost £2,500 in real 

terms since the credit crisis began. Pensioners have suffered even more because higher 

than average proportions of their fixed incomes are spent on food and fuel. 

They are the largely silent victims of the Bank of England's policy of running negative real 

interest rates. Now, as if that slow motion bank robbery does not seem bad enough, 

independent experts say history suggests the crisis in the eurozone could cause inflation to 

rise much more rapidly in future as governments take desperate steps to avoid a global 

slump. 

Mike Warburton of accountants Grant Thornton told me: “This may be a good time for your 

readers to recall what happened in 1914, especially since it is Armistice day on Friday. 

After Archduke Ferdinand was assassinated in Sarajevo the financial markets froze and, as 

an emergency measure to inject liquidity, the main central banks agreed to take part in a 

form of quantitative easing. 

“It worked, in that the markets recovered to some form of normality and operated 

throughout the war, but it came at a price. Until then inflation had been very low and stable. 

The impact of quantitative easing came out in due course as inflation. 

“My fear is that the same thing will happen to us. It seems that all the warning signs and 

political maneuverings were ignored by the financial markets and policymakers until the 

problem hit them in the face. I can’t help thinking the euro crisis is drifting in the same 

way.” 

Needless to say, worse things happened at sea and elsewhere at that time – for example, at 

Jutland and on the Somme – but the insidious effect of inflation on savers was devastating. 

According to the Office for National Statistics (ONS) the real value or purchasing power of 

the pound actually increased during 1914 because of the deflationary impact of the slump 

on economic confidence but quantitative easing pushed inflation into double figures – 

12.5pc – in 1915; followed by 18.1pc in 1916 and 25.2pc in 1917. The annual rate of 

inflation did not fall below 20pc until 1919. 

By that time, the purchasing power of money had been cut in half. This demonstrates how 

quickly inflation can get out of control – and the dangers of central banks and politicians 

being tempted to think that a little inflation cannot do any harm. Mr Warburton added: 

“That’s what I call a warning from history.” 

Finally, looking ahead to Remembrance Sunday this weekend and bearing in mind that some 

things are more important than money, the events of nearly a century ago may hold a 

lesson for today’s anti-capitalist demonstrators camped outside St Paul’s Cathedral. 

John Newlands of Brewin Dolphin and author of the definitive history of investment trusts 

‘Put Not Your Trust in Money’ points out that the London Stock Exchange website entry for 

1914 records: “The Great War means the Exchange market is closed from the end of July, 

until the new year. The Stock Exchange Battalion of Royal Fusiliers is formed – 1,600 

volunteered, 4:: never returned.” 

Let's hope today's protestors don't disrupt this weekend's Remembrance Sunday, whatever 

they may think of the City and its workers. 
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World facing worst financial crisis in history, Bank of England Governor says 

The world is facing the worst financial crisis since at least the 193:s “if not ever”, the 

Governor of the Bank of England said last night.  

By James Kirkup 10:00PM BST 06 Oct 2011 The Telegraph 

Sir Mervyn King was speaking after the decision by the Bank’s Monetary Policy Committee to 

put £75billion of newly created money into the economy in a desperate effort to stave off a 

new credit crisis and a UK recession.  

Economists said the Bank’s decision to resume its quantitative easing ‗QE‘, or asset 

purchase programme, showed it was increasingly fearful for the economy, and predicted 

more such moves ahead.  

“This is the most serious financial crisis we’ve seen, at least since the 1930s, if not ever. 

We’re having to deal with very unusual circumstances, but to act calmly to this and to do 

the right thing.”  

Announcing its decision, the Bank said that the eurozone debt crisis was creating “severe 

strains in bank funding markets and financial markets”.  

The Monetary Policy Committee [MPC] also said that the inflation-driven “squeeze on 

households’ real incomes” and the Government’s programme of spending cuts will 

“continue to weigh on domestic spending” for some time to come.  

The “deterioration in the outlook” meant more QE was justified, the Bank said.  

Financial experts said the committee’s actions would be a “Titanic” disaster for pensioners, 

savers and workers approaching retirement. Sir Mervyn suggested that was a price worth 

paying to save the economy from recession.  

Under QE, the Bank electronically creates new money which it then uses to buy assets such 

as government bonds, or gilts, from banks. In theory, the banks then use the cash they gain 

to increase their lending to businesses and individuals.  

By increasing the demand for gilts, QE pushes down the interest rate yields paid to holders 

of these and other bonds. Critics of the policy say it pushes up inflation and drives down 

sterling.  

The National Association of Pension Funds yesterday called for urgent talks with ministers 

to address the negative impact of lower gilt yields on pension funds. Joanne Segars, its 

chief executive, said QE makes it more expensive for employers to provide pensions and will 

weaken the funding of schemes as their deficits increase. “All this will put additional 

pressure on employers at a time when they are facing a bleak economic situation,” she 

said.  

Ros Altman, of Saga, said the latest round of QE was “a Titanic disaster” that would 

increase pensioner poverty. As well as fuelling inflation, she said, falling bond yields would 

make annuities more expensive, “giving new retirees much less pension income for their 

money and leaving them permanently poorer in retirement”.  

The MPC also voted to keep the Bank Rate at its historic low of 0.5 per cent, another 

decision that hurts savers. Yesterday, protesters outside the Bank’s headquarters smashed 

a giant piggy bank to symbolise the situation of pensioners and others forced to raid 

savings to keep up with the rising cost of living.  

Asked about the plight of savers, Sir Mervyn said it was more important to support the wider 

economy than to support them. He suggested that savers would not be helped by 
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deliberately pushing the British economy into recession. Yesterday’s decision was the first 

move on QE since 2009, during the global credit crisis, when the Bank injected £200 billion 

into the economy.  

Some analysts believe that this round of QE could be less effective than the previous one, 

forcing the Bank to create even more money this time.  

Michael Saunders of Citigroup, forecast that there could be as much as £225 billion more 

QE by next year. “I think they will do lots more QE,” he said. “It’s both that the economy is 

weak but also that the MPC’s view is that QE is not a very powerful tool, or rather it takes a 

large amount of QE to have much effect on the economy.”  

The Bank is supposed to keep inflation near a target of 2 per cent. Inflation now stands at 

4.5 per cent, and the Bank admitted it is likely to hit 5 per cent as soon as this month. The 

Bank’s own research shows that as well as stimulating the economy, QE pushes up prices.  

Sir Mervyn insisted that yesterday’s move was still consistent with the 2 per cent inflation 

target, saying that the slowing economy means inflation could actually fall below that mark 

“by the end of next year or in 2:13”.  

The Governor insisted that the MPC’s decisions had been the correct response to events. 

“The world economy has slowed, America has slowed, China has slowed, and of course 

particularly the European economy has slowed,” he said. “The world has changed and so 

has the right policy response.”  

City traders took heart from the Bank’s move to boost growth, with the FTSE 1:: rising 3.7 

per cent to 5,29, its biggest two-day gain since 2008.  

The Bank’s decision came after mounting political pressure from ministers worried that Sir 

Mervyn was not reacting urgently enough to the darkening global economic outlook.  

George Osborne, the Chancellor, welcomed the Bank’s move, saying: “The evidence shows 

that it [QE] will help keep interest rates down and boost demand and that will be a help for 

British families.”  

Misery over the mortgages that can't be paid back: FSA report reveals interest-only deals 

have turned into a £100bn 'time bomb' 

By Becky Barrow and Ruth Lythe 24 October 2012 Mailonline 

Millions of families who took out interest-only mortgages during the boom years may never 

be able to repay them, a damning report warns today. 

A ground-breaking investigation by the financial regulator into Britain’s home loan market 

reveals that these deals have turned into a ;1::billion ‘ticking time bomb’. 

An interest-only loan is cheaper because it allows people to pay back only the interest on 

the loan. In theory, the homeowner saves up separately to pay off the original amount when 

the loan term ends. 

But the Financial Services Authority report reveals up to three in four borrowers have ‘no 

reported repayment strategy’ – meaning that when their loan needs to be repaid, many will 

be forced to sell their home. 

The FSA has responded to the findings by announcing strict new lending rules. Homebuyers 

will be able to take out an interest-only loan only if they have a clear way of paying it back – 

and can prove this to the bank. 
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Experts yesterday attacked the reckless behaviour and the easy credit offered by the 

banking giants before the financial crash as ‘disgraceful’, with others warning it is ‘a fault-

line under the UK economy that will eventually rupture’.  

Three years after its mortgage market review began, the FSA’s report is a damning 

indictment of Britain’s mortgage lenders and will lead to a crackdown on loan availability 

for millions.  

It also found:  

 More than 50 per cent of mortgages handed out at the peak of the market in 2007 

and 2008 were granted without the lender asking for any proof about how much a 

person earned. 

 Up to 45 per cent of borrowers who have taken out a loan over the past seven years 

are ‘mortgage prisoners’, which means they may not be able to remortgage to a 

better deal or move house. 

 Nearly one in two households with a mortgage taken out between 2005 and 2010 

have ‘no money left or had a shortfall’ after paying their mortgage and their bills. 

The FSA’s report said they have to raid savings or go into debt to keep afloat. 

 The number of homeowners who have fallen behind with their monthly mortgage 

payments ‘could be as high as 9.7 per cent’. 

 Over the past five years, half of all mortgage lending ‘was not used to buy houses’, 

but for people to remortgage, or to borrow more on their mortgage to ‘support their 

lifestyle, to pay for home improvements or to consolidate debts’.  

Martin Wheatley, managing director of the FSA, has previously warned of ‘a ticking time 

bomb’ of interest-only mortgages coming to the end of their lives. Yesterday he admitted 

that mortgage lending in the past had ‘led to hardship and anxiety’.  

The FSA has announced strict new spending rules where homeowners can only take out an 

interest-only loan if they can prove to the bank they can pay it back 

Of the nine million home loans taken out in Britain, 40 per cent are interest-only deals. 

Over the next nine years, the report warns that 1.3million interest-only loan deals worth 

£111billion are due to be repaid, equal to 150,000 each year. 

Many homeowners insist they will switch their loan to a repayment mortgage, which pays 

down the interest and the loan each month. In reality, just 6 per cent have done so over the 

past seven years. 

To make matters worse, many are in negative equity – when the size of their mortgage is 

larger than the value of their home – because house prices have fallen.  

I CAN'T AFFORD TO PAY OFF THE £68,000 LOAN ON MY HOME 

Trapped: Dee Wadham has an interest-only loan 

Dee Wadham has an interest-only mortgage and doesn’t know how she will ever repay it. 

She originally took out a repayment mortgage with her partner to buy a £120,000 one-

bedroom cottage in the Cornish village of Par in 2004. 

When they later separated, she bought him out, with a new mortgage of £68,000. 

The only way Miss Wadham, 55, who works for the National Trust, could afford the 

repayments on her own was by moving to an interest-only loan. 



At the time, in 2004, she was earning only £13,000. Repayments on the current mortgage 

are £185.25 a month. 

On an equivalent capital and repayment deal she would have to repay £440 a month. 

Miss Wadham said: ‘I didn’t pick an interest-only mortgage because it was the cheapest 

option.  

‘I wanted to get out of a rotten relationship and I couldn’t afford a repayment mortgage at 

the time. The plan was to change to a repayment mortgage later down the line. 

‘No one told me at the time there was no way I’d be able to afford a repayment mortgage on 

my income.’  

Miss Wadham has nine years left to find the £68,000 she needs to pay off her mortgage. If 

she can’t do this she will have to sell her home. 

 At one point her mortgage company said she could extend her loan by ten years so she 

could have more time to make arrangements to pay off the mortgage – but she will be 64 

when the current deal ends, so an extension would stretch well into her retirement. 

And house prices in the South West have fallen by about 3 per cent since she bought her 

home, which has wiped out some of the equity.  

Miss Wadham said: ‘It’s the first thing I think about in the morning – that I’m going to lose 

my home. I have just nine years left until the mortgage matures in 2021 and I have to sell 

my home. People advise me to overpay but I earn so little I can’t afford to do this.  

‘My only option is to hold on and stay where I am for as long as I can afford to. I wouldn’t 

get somewhere like this if I sold up, paid off my mortgage and moved into rented 

accommodation.’  

Renting would also leave Miss Wadham worse off, as typical rents for a one-bedroom 

property in the village are about £460 a month. 

The FSA estimates more than one in ten people who borrowed a mortgage between 2005 

and 2:11 ‘could be in negative equity’. This rises to one in five for first-time buyers. 

Under the FSA’s plans, anyone who takes out an interest-only mortgage will have to have a 

repayment strategy, such as a savings pot. The new rules will not come into force until April 

2:14, although there is immediate help for ‘mortgage prisoners’ to help them to switch to a 

new lender. 

ROW OVER CLAMPDOWN ON OLDER BORROWERS 

The FSA insists the new lending rules are not designed to make it more difficult for 

customers over the age of 50 to get a mortgage or to remortgage, but experts disagree. 

The FSA report states: 'There is no reason why older customers cannot obtain a mortgage 

under the new rules (as long as it is affordable).' 

But buried in the report, it says: 'Lenders must consider whether the customer can continue 

to afford the mortgage following a known change in their income, such as retirement.' 

Mark Harris, chief executive of mortgage broker SPF Private Clients, said many older people 

were 'already struggling' as a result of the lending clampdown.  

Mr Wheatley said the new rules were ‘proportionate and sensible, and will create ‘a 

more sustainable mortgage market’. 



Peter Vicary-Smith, chief executive of Which?, the consumer champion, said: ‘It is 

disgraceful that banks encouraged so many people to borrow more than they could afford 

without proper checks. 

The banks have a responsibility to help these people who are struggling through no fault of 

their own.’  

A spokesman for the Consumer Credit Counselling Service said: ‘While it is welcome that the 

measures will prevent people being sold interest-only mortgages without a credible 

repayment plan in the future, too many have already been sold them.  

'It is a fault-line under the UK economy that will eventually rupture. 

‘We are having increasing numbers of people coming to us who are concerned about their 

interest-only mortgages. 

‘For many, the value of their house has gone, they are juggling multiple debts, such as 

payday loans and credit cards, and they have no way of repaying the loan.’ 

● State-backed lender Royal Bank of Scotland has been fined £26million in the US for its 

role in triggering the global financial crisis. Yesterday it was accused by the Attorney 

General of Nevada of promoting the sale of risky 'sub prime' mortgages. The regulator said 

RBS had encouraged the sale of these loans between 2004 and 2007, having 'a devastating 

effect on Nevada homeowners and communities'. 

HSBC Laundering Billions? 

Friday, February 03, 2012 – by Staff Report 

A former employee of one of the world's largest international banks has provided WND with 

more than 1,000 pages of documents, including customer account ledgers for dozens of 

companies through which the financial institution was laundering money each month, 

according to the whistleblower. "I found many accounts through which hundreds of 

thousands of dollars were being flowed as a conduit on a monthly basis," John Cruz, an 

account relationship manager who worked in the HSBC southern New York region, told 

WND. − WorldNetDaily 

Dominant Social Theme: What a shock! This is perhaps the biggest bank in the world! 

Where were the regulators? What's going on? How could this happen? It's really impossible 

to believe ... 

Free-Market Analysis: Jerome Corsi better hire pretty good security. In Georgia, a lawsuit 

that Corsi has helped promote seems close to knocking US President Barack Obama off the 

ballot due to questions about his parents and whether he is US "natural born" – and thus 

eligible to be president. 

And now Corsi has apparently helped reveal the underbelly of the Western world's banking 

system by exposing "thousands of pages" of documents that, according to Corsi, seem to 

prove fairly conclusively that HSBC was involved in a massive money laundering scheme 

that involved people at the very top of the bank. 

As of 2011, according to Wikipedia, British-based HSBC was the world's second-largest 

banking and financial services group and second-largest public company per a composite 

measure by Forbes magazine ... "In February 2008, HSBC was named the world's most 

valuable banking brand by The Banker magazine." 

Given that HSBC is the most valuable banking brand in the world, systemic corruption at the 

top of HSBC is big news. What's funny in a sad way is that this probably has been going on 
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for decades. It is only now, however − thanks to the Internet − that these sorts of things can 

be publicized. It seems like there is fairly significant evidence to back up these charges. 

As WND reported, Cruz has a raft of customer account records he claims are evidence of an 

international money-laundering scheme involving hundreds of billions of dollars by London-

based HSBC, which reportedly is under investigation by a US Senate committee. 

We don't put too much faith in the US Senate when it comes to these sorts of money-

laundering schemes. First of all, we don't think money laundering, for the most part is a 

crime. We think drugs and gambling – two large generators of illicit funds – should be 

legalized. 

But the reason they won't be, so far as we can tell, is because the Anglosphere elite that 

seeks to run the world has arranged these "crimes" so as to create large pools of black 

capital. It is this untrackable black capital that increasingly runs the West's mercenary 

military and the West's top-level globalist, Intel-oriented operations. 

The sums that slosh about in the recesses of Western government and its mercantilist 

banking facilities are almost impossible to comprehend. Just before 9/11 − on September 

10, in fact − Donald Rumsfeld announced that US$2.3 trillion in Defence funds had gone 

missing and could not be accounted for. 

Unfortunately, Mr. Rumsfeld was not able to follow up definitively as regards this staggering 

sum because the plane that hit the Pentagon on 9/11 apparently wiped out the records 

department that contained details on expenditures (along with 125 employees, mostly 

accountants, bookkeepers and budget analysts).  

The elites have plenty of money for black-ops efforts, of course, but the power elite NEVER 

uses its own funds, from what we can tell. Also, money-washing at big banks creates large 

pools of "clean" capital that can be used for a variety of purposes. 

This larger observation speaks to the heart of what is really going on in the early 21st 

century. There is a group of unfathomably wealthy Anglosphere elite families (deriving their 

funds from the control of central banking around the world) and their associates and 

enablers that are trying to create one-world government as rapidly as possible. 

While many call these families Zionist, we have recently eschewed this term, thinking it 

confuses things. What the world is run by, basically, is a mafia that hires people of similar 

race and persuasion the way the Italian mafia has in the past. 

It is a crime syndicate. It has created – at the top – a parallel global economic, military and 

political system that seems to be part of the world's larger demos but actually reports to the 

families not to voters or "democratic" facilities. 

The Internet is a process, not an episode. As times goes on, we figure more and more 

anomalous revelations about the world's largest criminal syndicate will be revealed. These 

are not "incidents" of corruption. In fact, one oughtn't to call it "corruption," in our view. 

There is an emergent world government that has been put in place and it is one that is 

supported by corporations and individuals that are above national law. The system will only 

collapse – and it will in our view – when people realize that what they believe is anomalous 

is in fact systemic. 

Conclusion: The revelations about HSBC should not shock anyone who believes in the step-

by-step – and ongoing – construction of a New World Order. What HSBC likely reveals is the 

Way the World Really Works. 

Banks' overdraft rates hit record level of nearly 20% crippling thousands of customers 
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 Average overdraft rate nearly 40 times higher than base rate at 0.5% 

 Banks stinging mortgage customers with average standard rate of 4.32% 

By Becky Barrow 30 November 2012 Mailonline 

Banks are being crippled by the highest ever bank overdraft rates. 

The Bank of England revealed yesterday that the average overdraft rate has reached a 

record of 19.65 per cent, which is nearly 40 times higher than the base rate, currently at 

an historic low of 0.5 per cent. 

If you had an overdraft of £1,000 for a year, this means it would cost £196 - and this is 

before you have paid off a single penny of the actual debt. 

To make matters worse, it comes at a time when millions of families are suffering a 

ferocious squeeze on their finances from low pay rises, tax rises and the high cost of living. 

Andrew Hagger, a personal finance analyst from the website Moneycomms.co.uk, said: ‘The 

record cost of overdraft borrowing is an unwelcome drain on the family budget which is 

already being hammered by rising fuel, food and energy bills. 

‘It is tough for consumers to swallow, and what is more worrying is that the official figures 

don’t take account of the increasingly common and more expensive flat fee tariffs.’ He said 

banks and building societies are increasingly changing their overdraft charges, and 

introducing a daily fee, rather than a high rate of interest. 

For example, Nationwide’s new FlexDirect current account charges ;1 per day for an 

authorised overdraft and £5 per day for an unauthorised overdraft, subject to a maximum 

charge. 

The Bank’s figures, published yesterday, show it is not just the millions of people whose 

current accounts are in the red who are being hit by rate rises by Britain’s banking giants. 

It shows banks and building societies are also stinging homeowners with the highest 

variable mortgage rates for more than three years. 

Banks and building societies are changing their overdraft charges and introducing a daily 

fee 

The average standard variable rate, known as an SVR, has hit 4.32 per cent, the highest 

average rate since March 2009, the month the Bank cut the base rate to 0.5 per cent. 

This is the type of mortgage deal which homeowners are automatically moved onto when 

their current deal, such as a two-year fixed loan or a three-year tracker, comes to an end. 

Many are ‘trapped’ on this rate because they cannot switch to a different deal or a rival 

lender because they are too high risk, are in negative equity or their deposit is too small. 

In recent months, a growing list of lenders have been increasing their SVR, blaming the 

high cost of funding. 

Banks, such as Halifax, Santander, Yorkshire Bank, the Co-op and Bank of Ireland, have all 

recently increased their rates in a move which hits their loyal customers. 

The rate rises come at a time when banks are reaping the benefits from the £80billion 

Funding for Lending Scheme, launched in August, which is giving them cheap money. 

Under the scheme, banks and building societies can borrow an unlimited amount of money 

for as little as 0.25 per cent as long as they maintain, or increase, their lending. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Becky+Barrow


David Hollingworth, from the mortgage advisers London & Country, said the rising cost of 

an SVR mortgage should kick-start people into finding a better deal. 

He said: ‘Increasingly, SVRs have become a lot less of a comfortable place for homeowners 

than it used to be. 

‘Many people who have stuck with their SVR would be better off moving to a different 

mortgage because better rates are now on offer.’  

A Council of Mortgage Lenders spokesman said it is wrong to assume that banks can 

borrow money to hand out in mortgages at the Bank of England’s base rate of :.5 per cent. 

She said: ‘People tend to assume that the cost of funds to lenders equates to the base rate, 

but this is not the case.’ 

Wonga increases its typical APR by 1,600% 

Lender changes basis for APR calculation to reflect increasing numbers of applicants 

'taking smaller and shorter loans' but borrowers won't pay more 

Hilary Osborne theguardian.com, Friday 21 June 2013 

Payday lender Wonga has raised the standard interest rate it quotes on its website by more 

than 1,600 percentage points to 5,853% – a move that is likely to increase calls for a cap 

on the cost of short-term credit. 

The change comes as the Office of Fair Trading prepares to announce next week whether it 

will refer the payday loan industry to the Competition Commission following a year-long 

investigation. 

Wonga, which offers loans of up to £1,000 arranged over periods of up to 45 days, 

previously quoted a typical annual percentage rate (APR) of 4,214%. 

The new APR is based on a £150 loan taken out over 18 days, which would add up to 

£183.49 after adding fees and interest, with the quoted interest rate assuming that the loan 

is extended over a year. 

Wonga has not put up its charges, with borrowing still costing £1 a day plus a £5.50 

"transmission charge", but has instead reduced the size of the loan on which the APR 

calculation is based. It said this was because "more approved applicants are taking smaller 

and shorter loans now". 

Wonga, like other payday lenders, has always claimed that the APR is not a true reflection of 

the cost of the loan, as borrowers usually repay them within weeks. It argues that it should 

instead be allowed to quote a "Total Cost of Credit" figure. 

Explaining the change on its Open Wonga blog, the company said: "While shorter Wonga 

loans cost less in real terms for our customers, this trend means a bigger representative 

APR. It's crazy but true. 

"This is just another example of why not only we, but the Public Accounts Committee – a 

cross-party group of MPs – think the APR rules are 'outdated and misleading' when it comes 

to short-term credit." 

However, critics of the industry point out that debts can add up quickly if borrowers miss 

repayments or roll their loans over. 

Some, including Labour's Stella Creasy, have called for a cap on the overall cost of 

borrowing in common with parts of Europe and the US. On Wednesday, Paul Blomfield MP 

put forward a private members' bill with measures to cap excessive charges. 
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Blomfield said Wonga's APR was "just another example why there needs to be tougher 

regulation of payday money lenders". 

He added: "These interest rates are outrageous but only tell half the story. Borrowers are 

also encouraged to roll their loans over and face additional charges. My bill tries to tackle 

all of these issues." 

Separately, Wonga has dropped an appeal against the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) over its 

debt-collection practices. 

It was told to make changes in 2012 after the regulator found it had written to struggling 

borrowers suggesting they may be guilty of fraud, and that Wonga would consider 

contacting the police if the customer did not act as it requested. 

The OFT said that Wonga must not continue to do this without justification. It also told it to 

end another practice whereby people in certain occupations were told they should not be in 

debt. 

After spending a year fighting the requirements, a Wonga spokesman said: "Regulation and 

compliance are extremely important to us, so we have decided to focus our resources on 

the requirements of the current OFT industry review rather than on an appeal about some 

isolated collections communications from over three years ago. 

"Our collections team is sensitive to the needs of customers in genuine difficulty, while we 

also continue to keep bad debt at industry-leading lows."David Fisher, OFT senior director of 

consumer credit, said: "We imposed this requirement to make sure Wonga does not use 

certain debt collection practices it previously used. We welcome Wonga's decision to 

withdraw its appeal." 

'Our charges are not extortionate': Wonga defends 5,853% interest rate as MPs accuse 

lender of causing 'real pain' 

By Rachel Rickard Straus PUBLISHED: 15:54, 5 November 2013 thisismoney.com 

Wonga rejected claims that its interest rates are extortionate today as MPs accused it of 

letting some borrowers ‘get into real pain’ over unaffordable loans.  

Bosses from Wonga, QuickQuid and Mr Lender were grilled by MPs over sky-high interest 

rates, rolling over loans and repeatedly trying to take cash from borrower’s bank accounts 

using Continuous Payment Authorities. 

The industry faces a clampdown by regulators after charities accused lenders' behaviour of 

being out of control. 

A recent investigation by the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) found that some firms' business 

models appear to be based around people who cannot afford to pay their loans back on 

time, meaning they are forced to roll them over and the original cost balloons. 

But lenders insisted their affordability checks are similar to those used by credit card 

companies.  

Giving evidence to the Business, Innovation and Skills Select Committee, Wonga's head of 

regulatory and public affairs Henry Raine was repeatedly challenged over how many people 

'get into real pain' as a result of being unable to pay back their loans. 

He said around three per cent of loans, equating to around 40,000 of Wonga's 1.25 million 

customers, take more than 60 days to return the money. 

He told the MPs: 'Wonga's business is aiming to lend to people who can pay us back, that's 

how we make money. 
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'The vast majority of people pay us back on time. We freeze interest after 60 days and 25 

per cent of people pay us back early.' 

Mr Raine added: 'We do everything we can to lessen the effect of bad debt.' 

Asked if he thought Wonga's charges are extortionate, he said: ‘No, of course we don't 

accept that... With Wonga the first thing you see on the website is the amount it's going to 

cost you. You choose how much to borrow, and for how long.' 

Earlier in the day Wonga's chief operating officer Niall Wass said the firm's advertised 

representative annual percentage rate of 5,853 was in fact 'very misleading'.  

'What we actually charge is one per cent a day,' he told Sky News. 'On average for 17 days 

the average first time loan ins £180. So on average people pay £36 for their loan.' 

But Peter Tutton, head of policy at the debt charity StepChange, told the committee he had 

seen ‘explosive’ growth in the number of people seeking help with payday loans, on top of 

other debts. 

Mr Tutton said: ‘It's not just about the growth of the market... the number of people we're 

seeing with payday loan debts has grown eight-fold, so we're seeing a much bigger growth in 

problems than just the growth of the market. 

‘As well as that we're seeing more people with multiple payday loan debts, and the size of 

their payday loan debts are getting bigger. So the average payday loan debt for a 

StepChange client is now £1,600 and their average income is £1,200. 

‘The problem is irresponsible lending and ineffective affordability checking. 

‘Is the payday lending industry taking advantage of people who are struggling in financial 

difficulty? Our evidence suggests that they are. 

‘In a sense people are in a hole, and a payday loan is helping them dig that hole deeper.’ 

Labour leader Ed Miliband also launched a strongly-worded attack on payday lenders.  

‘Payday lenders don’t speak for the silent majority. They are responsible for a quiet crisis of 

thousands of families trapped in unpayable debt,’ he said in a major speech at Battersea 

Power Station today.  

‘The Wonga economy is one of the worst symbols of this cost of living crisis.’ 

Adam Freeman, of provider Mr Lender, said that it conducted strict affordability checks. It 

offered a loan to just one in 100 applications. 

However he admitted that it forwarded some of the failed applications to other credit 

brokers. These might offer loans where Mr Lender would not, he said, for example to people 

on benefits or working part time.  

Andy Lapointe, UK public affairs manager at QuickQuid was probed over the lenders credit 

checking process, in the light of advertising stating that lenders can send cash within five 

or ten minutes.  

‘That’s from approval,’ he said. He said the process of credit checking could actually take 

several hours, adding: ‘The five minutes is indicating the time that they're approved.’ 

Russell Hamblin-Boone, chief executive of short-term lending trade body the Consumer 

Finance Association ―CFA‖, added: ‘When you're transferring money electronically you can 

do that very quickly. 



‘If you applied for a credit card, the application process would be as long as if you were 

applying for a short-term loan. 

‘The difference would be that you'd have to wait a few weeks for your credit card to come 

through as opposed to lenders who are able to transfer money directly.’ 

The committee also questioned consumer groups and regulators over the payday lending 

industry.  

Founder of MoneySavingExpert.com Martin Lewis told MPs payday lenders are essentially 

‘grooming’ the next generation of borrowers and should be banned from advertising on 

children’s television channels.  

He condemned adverts during children’s TV as ‘inappropriate propaganda’ which means 

even the under-10s now nag their parents to borrow money to buy toys. 

Martin Lewis called for a blanket ban on advertising designed to ‘normalise’ the idea of 

short-term loans among children. 

He told the committee: ‘If you think we have got problems now, you wait for 1: years’ time. 

Grooming is the right term. We are talking about a market that didn’t exist five years ago 

and you've had people in arguing that this is how people like to use it. They've created the 

demand, they've created the operational structure, and now they're saying it's what people 

want. It's deliberately contrived and controlled.’ 

He said new data from MoneySavingExpert.com found 14 per cent of those surveyed 

reported being ‘nagged’ by their under 1:-year-olds to get a payday loan to pay for 

something they had refused to buy. 

He told MPs: ‘We have normalised this. This niche lending of last resort has been 

normalised to a mainstream form of credit by the use of advertising.’ 

Asked if there should be restrictions on advertising by payday lenders, Citizens Advice chief 

executive Gillian Guy said: ‘To be honest it reminds me of the old days of cigarette 

advertising where it was all very sexy and a good thing to be doing, and we didn't worry 

about health warnings. 

‘There's no health warnings on these adverts. There's nothing about the dangers that they 

could present, or indeed that they are not the solution to all things and there might be some 

other way out of a debt situation rather than more debt.’ 

Lesley Titcomb, chief operating officer at the FCA, promised ‘strong supervision’ to make 

sure payday firms do not try to get round its planned crackdown by ‘repackaging’ old debts 

as new loans. 

She said research has shown that when people are watching payday loan advertising: ‘They 

are not thinking about their ability to repay in the longer term. They are just thinking about 

the here and now.’ 

Speculating on why payday lenders advertise between programmes aimed at children, she 

said: ‘I imagine there are two reasons - one is that mothers will be watching with their 

children, and the other ... is pressure from the children on the parents.' 

Consumer minister Jo Swinson said that despite payday lenders toughening voluntary codes 

of practice, firms have failed to ‘get their own house in order’ by not complying. 

She said of the voluntary code: ‘I certainly think that it was not taken seriously as it should 

have been, because the customer experience backed up that it wasn't properly being 

delivered.' 



Fact: borrowing £100 at Wonga’s APR costs more than the US national debt ―over <14 

trillion) after 7 years! (This calculation was based on 2011 rate - it would be much worse 

with their new rate. M.) 

This is a shocking stat, but is absolutely true, and to prove it I want to show you the 

maths… 

It all started when I received this tweet from @benwatford86 

@MartinSLewis America has reached a total national debt of 14.3 trillion. They only asked 

Wonga for ;2::.” 

It was meant as a joke, but it then occurred to me to try to do the maths and see how long it 

would actually take to reach that amount.  

The maths behind it 

The payday loan company has a 4,214% representative APR. That means if you were able to 

borrow money from it, without repaying for a year, you’d owe just over 42 times the original 

amount.  

Now at this point, I need point out this shocking stat which bears little resemblance to 

reality. You CANNOT borrow for a year with Wonga, it’s a short term lender. In fact the APR 

is a pretty irrelevant stat when it comes to payday loans in general (see below for why) and 

Wonga specifically ―as it doesn’t compound its daily rate) so do take this with a lump of salt. 

Yet the numbers are too salacious to avoid doing. If you could get a loan term loan at this 

rate, and it compounded over a longer period, here’s what’d happen…  

 Borrow £100 and make no repayments 

After 1 year Owe £4,200 

After 2 years Owe £180,000 

After 3 years Owe £7,500,000 (£7 million) 

After 4 years Owe £315,000,000 (£315 million) 

After 5 years Owe £13,000,000,000 (£13 billion) 

After 6 years Owe £557,000,000,000 (£557 billion) 

After 7 years Owe £23,500,000,000,000 (£23.5 trillion) 

In other words, in less than six years you’d owe more than the entire US national debt 

(which is just £10 trillion so less than half). 

Why APRs are bonkers for payday loans 

These loans are short term loans usually lent for weeks or a couple of months (with Wonga 

its 31 days capped – hence why I title this ‘at Wonga’s APR’ not ‘borrowing from Wonga’‖, 

not years, and for small amounts.  

Over a short term APRs are often irrelevant, after all if you borrowed £20 and paid 

someone back and bought them a pint (£3) the next week, that sounds pretty reasonable. 

Yet if you were to take it as a loan, and compound it, it’d signify a 143,:::% APR – far 

more than Wonga’s APR. 

http://twitter.com/#%21/benwatford86
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This is a problem as it means the cost of lending simply isn’t transparent from the APR ―see 

Should we worry more about 10% interest than 2,000%‖ and why I don’t favour capping 

interest rates, but think it’s the total cost of borrowing we need to regulate.  

The real reason payday loans can be so dangerous 

Yet just because the calculations above isn’t realistic, it is important.  

The reason for doing this shocking illustration is that what really frightens me about the 

payday lending as a whole is it’s so easy, it can be done without thought and on impulse – 

just by the click of a mouse. So any form of shock tactic is a good one. 

In a controlled environment over a short period, payday lending can meet an unfortunate 

need, and are certainly better than illegal loan sharks – and sometimes far cheaper than 

bank charges.  

Yet the real worry is some companies let these debts roll over ―ie, a lender says "don’t pay 

us back now, keep the cash, we’ll just add it on",) and its then that compound interest really 

does start to hit – even if just extending over just a few weeks. Even if companies don’t 

allow roll over, people still end up using one payday lender to pay off another – effectively 

rolling over. 

Hopefully letting people see a little bit of hyperbole about the sexiest brand in the industry – 

may make them think twice before getting payday borrowing. 

This is from the London Evening Standard and should explain the hung parliament to all. No 

party wanted to win the election because they are going to become as popular as rabies! 

Mervyn King: Election winner will lose power for 30 years 

Paul Waugh, Deputy Political Editor 29.04.10  

Public anger over coming austerity cuts will be so severe that whoever wins the next 

election will be out of power for a generation, Bank of England governor Mervyn King has 

warned. 

American economist David Hale revealed today that Mr King had confided privately that 

David Cameron, Gordon Brown and Nick Clegg would face a long-lasting backlash as they 

squeezed public spending to balance the nation's books. A generation is regarded as being 

30 years.  

Mr Hale told Australian TV of the remarks when he was today asked about the possible 

contagion to the UK from Greece's sovereign debt crisis.  

He cited the high debt levels of the major developed economies, including Britain, and went 

on to comment on the British election campaign. 

“I saw the governor of the Bank of England ‗Mervyn King‘ last week when I was in London 

and he told me whoever wins this election will be out of power for a whole generation 

because of how tough the fiscal austerity will have to be,” Mr Hale said. 

The Bank of England refused to comment on the claims, but it is understood that the 

conversation took place in March rather than last week.  

The Institute for Fiscal Studies said this week that all of the three main political parties 

were not being clear with voters over the scale of the cuts needed to get Britain's 

£167 billion deficit under control. 
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Among the measures that experts have warned will be needed are public sector pay cuts, 

frozen benefits, abolition of winter fuel payments and free TV licences for the elderly, VAT 

rises and a delay of Crossrail. Police and teachers' numbers could be cut and tax credits 

withdrawn. 

The revelations of Mr King's warning came as a leading American academic who forecast 

the US recession predicted that Britain could soon become embroiled in a Greek-style fiscal 

crisis. Nouriel Roubini, a New York University professor, said the bond markets were 

beginning to move against the UK. He told Bloomberg: “The bond vigilantes are walking out 

on Greece, Spain, Portugal, the UK and Iceland.” 

Ahead of tonight's crucial televised election debate on the economy, Labour and the Tories 

were at loggerheads over the lessons from the Greek crisis.  

Labour was boosted by 100 economists praising its stance on the deficit, claiming that to 

cut spending this year would harm the fragile recovery. 

But shadow chancellor George Osborne seized on a new letter from 50 businessmen 

warning of the dangers of a Lib-Lab coalition. 

The entrepreneurs said that the Lib-Dem plans to raise capital gains tax were as bad as 

Labour's national insurance rise. 

Mr Osborne said: “This warning from some of the most successful entrepreneurs that 

Liberal and Labour policy will make matters worse should be heeded.  

“It is the Conservatives who understand that in order to create jobs we need to grow 

business and allow new businesses to be created.” 

Osborne May Extend U.K. Austerity to 2018, IFS Says 

By Andrew Atkinson - Nov 26, 2012 12:01 AM GMT Bloomberg.com  

Chancellor of the Exchequer George Osborne may have to extend his austerity program by 

another year to 2018 after deterioration in Britain’s economic prospects, according to the 

Institute for Fiscal Studies.  

In an analysis published today, the London-based research group said Osborne is on course 

to miss his target of seeing the burden of government debt falling by 2015, and further tax 

increases and spending cuts may be needed to erase the structural deficit in five years, the 

mainstay of his economic strategy. It means the total squeeze may last eight years.  

The report heaps further pressure on Osborne as he prepares to deliver his autumn 

statement to Parliament on Dec. 5. The announcement will be based on the assessment of 

his independent fiscal watchdog, the Office for Budget Responsibility, which is expected to 

lower its economic growth forecasts.  

“The outlook for the U.K. economy has deteriorated and government receipts have 

disappointed by even more than this year’s weak growth would normally suggest,” said IFS 

Deputy Director Carl Emmerson.  

Osborne may face another hole in the public finances, requiring a further 11 billion pounds 

($18 billion) of welfare cuts or tax increases on the top of the 8 billion pounds of welfare 

reductions already under discussion, according to the IFS. Osborne had originally planned 

for the cuts to end by the time of the 2015 general election.  

Abandon Target  
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Even under an “optimistic” outlook, debt will continue to rise as a share of GDP in 2015-16 

instead of falling, the IFS said. It called on Osborne to abandon his target rather than 

tighten policy to meet it, saying it had little “to commend it in terms of the economics of 

managing the public finances.”  

Net debt climbed to 1.07 trillion pounds last month, or 67.9 percent of GDP, according to 

the Office for National Statistics.  

The research group also said the fiscal targets should exclude the transfer of billions of 

pounds of cash held by the Bank of England under its bond-buying program “to avoid any 

possible perception” that the move announced earlier this month is intended to help 

Osborne meet his budget goals.  

The IFS said the budget deficit in the fiscal year through March 2013 may reach 133 billion 

pounds, 13 billion pounds more than the OBR prediction in March.  

Independent forecasts published by the Treasury last week showed the economy contracting 

0.2 percent this year before expanding 1.1 percent in 2013 and 1.7 percent in 2014. In 

March, the OBR predicted growth of 0.8 percent, 2 percent and 2.7 percent, respectively.  

Conservative Party Conference 2011: pay off credit cards for the sake of the economy, says 

David Cameron 

David Cameron will urge households today to pay off their personal debts to help Britain 

recover from what is “no normal recession”. 

By Andrew Porter, and Robert Winnett 04 Oct 2011 daily telegraph 

The country is not emerging from the economic turmoil as quickly as expected because of 

the “uncomfortable” international situation, the Prime Minister will say.  

Amid growing pressure from rising household bills, voters are beginning to question why 

the “good times are so long coming”, Mr Cameron will tell delegates at the Conservative 

Party conference.  

But he will call on the public, as well as governments and banks, to take responsibility for 

repairing the economy. He will urge people to pay off their credit and store card bills and 

“deal with your debts”.  

In what is likely to be seen as a direct appeal to women, Mr Cameron will admit that it is “an 

anxious time” due to the rising cost of petrol, gas and electricity and food.  

He will say: “The only way out of a debt crisis is to deal with your debts. That means 

households – all of us – paying off the credit card and store card bills. It means banks 

getting their books in order.”  

Downing Street aides said last night that it was clear that the economic situation was worse 

than had been predicted when Mr Cameron became Prime Minister and that he wanted to be 

honest about the country’s predicament with the public.  

He will say that people want to know why the good times are so long coming. “The answer is 

straightforward, but uncomfortable. This was no normal recession, we’re in a debt crisis.”  

However, while admitting there are no short cuts to recovery, Mr Cameron will issue a 

rallying call to the public to do more to help.  

Mr Cameron will plead for people not to be “paralysed by gloom and fear” as he talks of his 

optimism and the country’s “can-do” attitude. “Right now we need to be energised, not 

paralysed by gloom and fear,” the Prime Minister will say.  
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He will add: “You hear pessimism about our economic future, our social problems, our 

political system. That our best days are behind us. That we’re on a path of certain decline. 

Well I’m here to tell you that it isn’t true.”  

And the Prime Minister will go on: “So let’s reject the pessimism. Let’s bring on the can-do 

optimism. Let’s summon the energy and the appetite to fight for a better future for our 

country – Great Britain.”  

He will tell Tory supporters that his leadership is about “unleashing” the leadership of 

others and will attempt to invoke a wartime spirit.  

He will say Britain is a “hard-working, pioneering, independent, creative, adaptable, 

optimistic, can-do” country and that spirit “has made this United Kingdom what it is – a 

small country that does great things, one of the most incredible success stories in the 

history of the world”.  

The Prime Minister will pledge to confront “vested interests” and “take on the failed ideas of 

the past”. These are thought to include the trade unions, employee rights and companies 

who fail to train young staff.  

Mr Cameron will again reject any suggestion that the Coalition should think again about its 

economic plans, arguing that “our plan is the right one and our plan will work”.  

He will tell the party’s rank-and-file, many of whom are demanding tax cuts which are now 

unlikely to be delivered for several years: “Slowly, but surely, we’re laying the foundations 

for a better future. But this is the crucial point: it will only work if we stick with it.”  

Last night Mr Cameron appeared to indicate that the wealthy must pay more taxes, as he 

endorsed calls for the rich to do more.  

He told Channel 4: “That is why we are taxing the banks, that is why non-doms – people who 

live here but pay their taxes overseas – that is why we are taxing them more.”  

Britain foreign debt equals 436% of GDP 

A new Forbes report says Britain’s foreign debt equals 436 percent of its gross domestic 

product (GDP). 

Tue Nov 26, 2013 5:32PM GMT Press TV 

Britain’s foreign debt equals 436 percent of its gross domestic product (GDP) as the 

country owes hundreds of billions of dollars to Spain and Germany, a report says.  

The report published by the Forbes magazine said the British banks are on the hook to Italy, 

Portugal and Ireland.  

 

The report added that the ratio of foreign debt to GDP in Britain is much higher than in 

Spain (284 percent), France (225 percent) and Germany (176 percent).  

 

The policymaker of the central bank of the United Kingdom, the Bank of England (BoE), 

recently warned that it will take several years before the British economy recovers and 

returns to normality.  

 

The Paris-based Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) also 

remains pessimistic about the UK's short-term growth prospects.  

 

The OECD has expressed concern over possible overheating in the British housing market, 

saying there is an urgent need for the supply of new homes to increase in line with rising 

demand.  



Half of the over-50s will be forced to work until 77, warns report 

By Becky Barrow PUBLISHED: 01:17, 25 April 2012 mailonline 

Nearly half of the over-50s will be forced to work until they are at least 77 to enjoy a 

comfortable old age, a report warns today.  

The findings, from the respected Pensions Policy Institute, highlight the crisis facing 

millions of workers simply too poor to retire. 

It warns that 45 per cent of workers aged 50 and above will have no option but to stay in 

their jobs for 11 years or more beyond state pension age – or see their standard of living 

collapse. 

The age at which people stop working has barely changed over the past 30 years, according 

to the report. In 1984, a man typically retired at 64. Today it’s 65. 

But the report heralds a social revolution, with workers retiring years, or even decades, 

after their parents and grandparents. 

The state pension age is 61 and one month for women and 65 for a man, but they are both 

being increased to 66 by 2020 and 67 by 2028.  

If the 11 years prediction from the institute is correct, retirement at 77 could become the 

norm for around 45 per cent of the population. 

A further 5 per cent will have to work for an extra six to ten years after state pension age 

before they can afford to stop working, the report says. 

Joanne Segars, of the National Association of Pension Funds, said the report’s findings 

would ‘dash the retirement hopes of an alarming number of people’.  

She added: ‘Millions of workers are in for a rude wake-up call when they find they cannot 

afford to retire and instead see their retirement date slipping away into the distance. 

‘Those who don’t want a fall in their living standards when they retire face a stark choice: 

work longer or save more, or do both.’  

Under the PPI’s analysis, a person must have an income in retirement equal to between 5: 

and 80 per cent of their gross salary when they were working to be comfortable in 

retirement. 

The 80 per cent figure relates to the lowest earners, who are on £11,540 or less. 

 £1,430,000,000,000 (that's £1.43 trillion): Britain's personal debt timebomb  

Andrew Grice Wednesday 20 November 2013 The Independent 

Britain faces a timebomb as the cost of living crisis forces more people into crippling debt 

they will not be able to repay, according to a major study published today. 

The Centre for Social Justice (CSJ) think tank, founded by Iain Duncan Smith in 2004, 

warned that two of the flagship policies he is implementing as Work and Pensions Secretary 

- the “bedroom tax” and universal credit - could plunge more people into debt. It revealed 

that more than 5,000 people are already being made homeless each year because they 

cannot pay their mortgage or rent. 

The study, “Maxed Out,” said that despite the return to economic growth, personal debt in 

the UK totals £1.43 trillion, close to its all-time high. Average household debt stands at 

£54,000 - almost twice the level a decade ago. Although much of it stems from mortgages, 
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the report warned that poor people were hit hardest as unsecured consumer debt almost 

tripled in the last 20 years to nearly £160bn. 

According to the CSJ, households owe the equivalent of 94 per cent of the UK's economic 

output last year. Only Ireland has a higher ratio of personal debt to GDP amongst European 

countries. 

Privately, ministers are worried that, while interest rates have been held at a record low of 

0.5 per cent, less personal debt has been repaid in the UK than countries like the United 

States. The Bank of England will consider raising rates when unemployment falls from its 

current 7.6 per cent rate to 7 per cent, triggering a rise in mortgage rates for millions of 

home-buyers. 

The CSJ said more than 26,::: UK households have been classed as “homeless” by local 

authorities in the past five years, and warned that the number could increase if interest 

rates rises. Some 3.9m families do not have enough savings to cover their rent or mortgage 

for more than a month. 

Another timebomb is the number of people retiring before they have paid off their 

mortgage.  About 40,000 interest-only mortgages are due to mature each year between 

2017 and 2032 where the householder will be over 65. Between now and 2020, a third of 

the shortfalls on endowment mortgages will amount to more than £50,000. 

Although the CSJ backed the principle of the “bedroom tax” imposed on tenants in public 

housing, it said the “spare room subsidy” should not have been removed unless they had 

refused a “reasonable offer” to “downsize” or work longer hours. It warned there had been 

“genuine confusion” about the impact of the change and discovered that some local 

authorities are failing to fully allocate their share of the £25m set aside for discretionary 

housing payments. 

“The potential short-term impact of removing the spare room subsidy on rent arrears is 

concern in relation to the threat of problem debt,” said the report. There was evidence of 

some “property swaps” being put on hold until tenants had paid off all their rent arrears, 

which risked more debts piling up. 

 

The CSJ, which originally proposed the merging of benefits into a universal credit, 

expressed concern that switching to monthly payments might fuel debt problems. Pilot 

schemes found that 17 per cent of tenants got behind with their rent and the CSJ warned: 



“Unnecessary and unmanageable debt would severely undermine the important principle 

behind this welfare change.” 

Christian Guy, the CSJ's director, said problem debt has “taken root in the mainstream of 

British society.” He added: “Years of increased borrowing, rising living costs and struggling 

to save has forced many families into a debt trap that is proving very difficult to escape.  

Some of the poorest people in Britain are cut off from mainstream banking and have no 

choice now but to turn to loan sharks and high-cost lenders.” 

Today's study found that payday lenders have grown their business from £900m in 2008-09 

to more than £2bn. The number of people using illegal loan sharks has risen to more than 

31:,::: each year. “Their use of violence and intimidation terrorises people and 

communities, enforcing a 'veil of silence' that allows them to escape detection,” said the 

report. 

Warning that debt is rising “at an alarming rate”, the CSJ concluded: “Unless proactive 

steps are taken, problem debt in the UK will continue to grow unabated. The current levels 

of debt are worrying because they not only have severe financial implications, but also more 

wide-ranging impacts on people's mental health, family stability, and ability to work. These 

are especially pronounced amongst low-income households and the vulnerable.” 

Dr John Sentamu, the Archbishop of York, said yesterday that food banks will “not go away 

any time soon” amid a “new and terrible” rise in poverty.  He told the General Synod of the 

Church of England that the number of people being admitted to hospital with malnutrition is 

a “dark stain on our consciences.” The Independent revealed on Monday that the number of 

cases treated at NHS hospitals has almost doubled since the economic downturn. 

Britain has worst quality of life in Europe, study says 

British people have the worst quality of life in Europe, according to a report which 

highlights the long hours, bad weather, low life expectancy and high price of many 

consumer goods.  

By Harry Wallop, Consumer Affairs Editor The Telegraph Published: 7:00AM BST 12 Oct 

2009 

In a study of ten of the largest European countries, Britain comes last followed by Ireland, 

with France and Spain topping the table.  

Though British households enjoy the highest income, at £35,730 a year, £10,325 higher 

than the European average, British families have to contend with a high cost of living, with 

fuel, food and alcohol all costing more than the European average.  

With a litre of unleaded petrol at £1.08 a litre, the UK is the second most expensive country 

in Europe. However, diesel is more expensive in the UK than anywhere else in Europe – 

£1.13 a litre, which is 19p or 20 per cent above the European average of £0.94.  

The report by price comparison website uSwitch analyses 10 European countries against 17 

different benchmarks, from the price of gas, electricity, fuel, food and drink to the amount 

each country spends on education, health to working conditions and the weather.  

The top three countries are France, Spain and Denmark, with Sweden, Ireland and Britain 

coming eighth, ninth and tenth respectively.  

The study comes less than a week after the United Nations moved Britain out of the top 20 

list of most desirable countries to live in for the first time.  
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While France and Germany were initially hit hard by the global financial crisis, both have 

officially exited their recessions, while Britain has yet to confirm this has happened. Later 

this week, despite signs of recovery in the housing market and buoyant retail sales, there is 

expected to be grim economic news with unemployment predicted to have climbed to above 

2.5 million for the first time since 1994.  

The uSwitch report indicated that Britain suffers from the lowest number of days holiday 

per year, with the average worker entitled to 26 days, well below Spain on 41. British 

consumers also pays the highest prices for diesel, food and the country spends below the 

European average, as a percentage of GDP, on health, and education. It also has the 4th 

lowest life expectancy in Europe, at 78.9 years, compared with above 80 years in France, 

Italy and Sweden and workers retire later than most of their European counterparts.  

Ann Robinson, Director of Consumer Policy at uSwitch, said: "There is more to good living 

than money and this report shows why so many Brits are giving up on the UK and heading 

to France and Spain.  

"We earn substantially more than our European neighbours, but this level of income is 

needed just to keep a roof over our heads, food on the table and our homes warm. It’s 

giving us a decent standard of living, but it’s not helping us achieve the quality of life that 

people in other countries enjoy."  

Britain 'has worst social mobility in the Western world and becomes ingrained in children as 

young as three' 

Study shows prospects of half of UK children almost entirely linked to circumstances of 

parents 

By Daniel Martin PUBLISHED: 00:03, 1 May 2012 mailonline 

Social mobility in Britain is the worst in the Western world and the gap between rich and 

poor has become ingrained in children as young as three, MPs conclude today. 

They quote a study showing that the prospects of half of all children born in the UK can be 

almost entirely linked to the circumstances of their parents – compared to only 15 per cent 

of those in Denmark. 

Differences are also noticeable at a very young age, with toddlers doing far better in 

vocabulary tests if they grow up in a more affluent household. 

Controversially, the MPs call for more intervention in the lives of under-threes. The report 

also shows that despite all the money spent to get more teenagers into university, the 

access gap between rich and poor has actually widened in recent years. 

Last night Tory backbencher Damian Hinds, chairman of the All-Party Group on Social 

Mobility, which wrote the report, said: ‘For a long time, we have lagged behind our 

international competitors in ensuring all Britons can realise their potential. 

‘To bridge the gap will require a shared commitment between schools, universities and 

firms, government and the voluntary sector. The scale of the challenge is immense.’ 

The report quotes a study by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

which compared the extent to which children’s prospects are predictable from parents’ 

circumstances. 

In the UK, the OECD says 5: per cent of children’s prospects are predictable from the 

position of their parents – a sign of low social mobility. This was worse than Italy (48 per 

cent), the US (47 per cent) and France (41 per cent). 
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The prospects of poorer children born in Australia (17 per cent) and Denmark (15 per cent) 

are much brighter. 

Britain’s failure means a poor child born in 197: is less likely to have gone to university 

than one born in 1958, the MPs say. The report makes it clear the differences become 

ingrained as young as the age of three. 

Studies have shown that while only 42 per cent of parents in the poorest fifth of homes read 

to their children every day, 78 per cent of those in the richest fifth do so. 

Wealthier parents are also more likely to send their children to bed at a regular time. It has 

led to richer children being more likely to be deemed ‘ready’ for school at three. 

They also perform much better in vocabulary tests at five. Children from poorer households 

are more likely to be hyperactive. 

The MPs called on the Government to consider ways of improving the education of those 

from poor backgrounds, such as means-testing fees at independent schools to get more 

poor people into top schools and sending more poor children to summer camps. 

But it failed to mention either the return of grammar schools or the assisted-places scheme 

for poorer families, which was abolished by the last Labour government. 

The MPs’ report concluded that the biggest impact on social mobility was the quality of 

parenting, whether the home environment was educational and whether the parents had 

good mental health.  

It says: ‘A child’s development from zero to three is the point of greatest leverage for social 

mobility. It is acknowledged that this is difficult territory for policy makers as it relates to 

parenting as well as what happens in childcare and nursery settings.’ 

The conclusion will be controversial because it could be used to support greater ‘nanny 

state’ interference into families. 

The MPs urged ministers to do more to encourage parents to read to children using 

techniques similar to the ‘five-a-day’ campaign which encourages people to eat more fruit 

and veg. 

The study also found that the gap between rich and poor on university access has widened. 

In 1981, children from the richest fifth of households were three times more likely than 

those from the poorest fifth to go to university. By the late 1990s, they were five times more 

likely to go. 

Youth unemployment crisis warning: A 'lost generation' blighted by debt, depression and 

self-loathing 

 More than one million 16 to 24-year-olds out of work  

 'Youth unemployment is no longer a problem – it is now a full-blow crisis'  

By Becky Barrow Last updated at 10:44 AM on 17th November 2011 mailonline 

Soaring youth unemployment is creating a ‘lost generation’ of young people who are at risk 

of debt, depression and self-loathing, experts warned yesterday. 

Their fears were triggered by official figures, published yesterday, which showed that youth 

unemployment has rocketed to its highest level since records began nearly 20 years ago. 
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More than one in five people between the age of 16 and 24 is unemployed, breaking the one 

million barrier for the first time, according to the Office for National Statistics. 

In just three months, the number of unemployed youngsters hunting for a job but failing to 

find one jumped by 67,000 to an all-time high of 1.02million. 

The scale of Britain’s young unemployment crisis alarms experts who warn of dire 

consequences, particularly if it lasts for a long time. 

Martina Milburn, chief executive of the youth charity The Prince’s Trust, said youth 

unemployment reaching the symbolic one million mark is ‘a wake-up call for Britain’. 

The Prince’s Trust has done research pointing to the devastating impact of unemployment 

on young people which it described as ‘a mental health hazard’. 

It can trigger problems such as self-loathing, panic attacks and depression, with one in six 

saying they found the experience ‘as stressful as a family breakdown’. 

Samuel Tombs, UK economist at the consultancy Capital Economics, said: ‘It will raise fears 

of a lost generation.’ 

Job hunt: The number of people aged 16-24 searching for work has reached more than one 

million, leaving experts warning of the dire consequences a lack of unemployment can bring 

Young people are being hit harder than any other age group, the statistics show. Between 

July and September, employment dropped by 197,000, the biggest fall since the depths of 

the recession. 

Nearly two-thirds of the drop is accounted for by young people between the age of 16 and 

24. 

Tanya de Grunwald, founder of the careers website Graduate Fog, said: ‘Youth 

unemployment is no longer a problem – it is now a full-blow crisis.’  

She said that over the past six months 48 people had found her website by typing the words 

‘graduate suicide’ into the Google internet search machine. 

Labour’s David Miliband, the former Foreign Secretary, said youth unemployment is a 

‘tragedy’, but admitted the Coalition Government did not ‘invent the problem.’ He said it had 

started to become a problem under Labour from about 2005. 

The Employment Minister Chris Grayling is campaigning to change the way that the youth 

unemployment figure is compiled by the Office for National Statistics. 

Of the total number, 286,000 are full-time students who want to get a part-time job but 

cannot find one. 

Mr Grayling said the inclusion of full-time students ‘distorts’ the true picture of Britain’s 

youth unemployment crisis, and he wants full-time students to be excluded from the figures. 

He said: ‘The inclusion of young people who are at university and are clearly not 

unemployed in the way we would all understand simply makes no sense.’ 

Symbolic moment: Martina Milburn of the Prince's Trust said the record high was a 'wake-up 

call for Britain', while David Miliband said that youth unemployment was a 'tragedy' 

Labour’s David Miliband, the former Foreign Secretary, said youth unemployment is a 

‘tragedy’, but admitted the Coalition Government did not ‘invent the problem.’ He said it had 

started to become a problem under Labour from about 2005. 



The Employment Minister Chris Grayling is campaigning to change the way that the youth 

unemployment figure is compiled by the Office for National Statistics. 

Of the total number, 286,000 are full-time students who want to get a part-time job but 

cannot find one. 

Mr Grayling said the inclusion of full-time students ‘distorts’ the true picture of Britain’s 

youth unemployment crisis, and he wants full-time students to be excluded from the figures. 

He said: ‘The inclusion of young people who are at university and are clearly not 

unemployed in the way we would all understand simply makes no sense.’ 

Corporations are gobbling up every resource on this planet, everything is owned. Basically 

all this does is leaves nothing for me and you, and that is not right, we cannot allow such a 

small group of people using the fronts of banks and corporations to own us and everything 

else on the Earth, I also feel that certainly the vast majority, if not all, famines could quite 

easily be avoided if only all nations grew enough for their own people before selling 

anything to anyone else (as an example we have everyone growing palm-oil when they don´t 

even have potatoes or rice, which is ludicrous). 

I also feel without this massive gulf between the haves and have-nots of this world, there 

would be in a very short time, no more young men and women feeling so angry about the 

inequality surrounding them that the prospect of strapping on a bomb seems like a realistic 

way out of this situation. Most importantly - because it would be for the benefit of the entire 

human race, there would be no more oligarchical string pullers calling the shots because 

we would be taking away their power by taking away their wealth and redistributing it. 

I have taken the liberty of throwing this point in just to prove in a few sentences that we are 

all brainwashed, I think if you are honest you would have to agree, I mean why else would 

we voluntarily help to starve 40% of the people of the world when we don´t benefit from this 

state of being whatsoever? In fact the truth of the matter is this, we will all ultimately suffer 

one day because of it. And the rich will get richer as we ALL get poorer: 

Britain faces return to Victorian levels of poverty 

By Andrew Grice, Political Editor from The Independent & The Independent on Sunday 

Monday, 30 November 2009 

 

Despite the Government's efforts, around 20 per cent of the population is still stuck in 

poverty  

Labour's strategy for tackling poverty has reached the end of the road and Britain risks a 

return to Victorian levels of inequality, according to a major two-year study seen by The 

Independent. 

With 20 per cent of the population still stuck in poverty, the report calls for sweeping 

reform of the tax and welfare systems under which higher earners would finance more 
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generous, universal benefits. The £43,888-a-year ceiling on national insurance 

contributions (NICs) would be abolished, so people earning more would pay NICs at 11 per 

cent on all their income above that level, instead of the current 1 per cent. 

The study, by the Labour-affiliated Fabian Society and Webb Memorial Trust, argues that 

Gordon Brown's "quiet redistribution" of wealth now lacks public support – and declares that 

one of the reasons is Labour's tough language about benefit fraud and claimants.  

Its criticism that Labour's approach has "failed" is coupled with a stark warning to the 

Conservative leader, David Cameron. The authors say that, in the long run, Tory plans to 

reduce payments to the middle classes such as tax credits and target resources on the most 

vulnerable would undermine the attack on poverty. They warn that moving away from 

universal benefits would create a "them and us" society, leading to less public money being 

spent on the poor because people on middle incomes would not support it. 

The Solidarity Society, due to be published next week, proposes that middle-income groups 

retain benefits such as tax credits so they keep a stake in the welfare system, allowing 

governments to spend more on lifting the poor out of poverty. It says this would end the 

divide between taxpayers and claimants, pointing to the way the tax-funded NHS still enjoys 

widespread public support. 

But the report says the original goals of Sir William Beveridge, architect of the welfare 

state, must be rediscovered. Under a new welfare contract, people would have to do "socially 

useful work" in return for out-of-work benefits, while automatic handouts would be 

restricted to pensioners. The tax and benefit systems would be merged and simplified.  

The authors, Tim Horton and James Gregory, accept that Labour has made real progress in 

tackling poverty since 1997. But, while poverty among children and pensioners has been 

reduced, it has risen among adults without children, especially those on out-of-work 

benefits. 

With all three main parties committed to cut spending to reduce the huge deficit in the 

public finances, the authors are worried that the battle against poverty will suffer. They 

urge the parties to sign up to a new "poverty prevention strategy" – not for the next Budget, 

but for the next 30 years. 

Mr Horton, the Fabian Society's research director, told The Independent: "We could be at a 

tipping point that sends Britain back towards Victorian levels of inequality and social 

segregation, and makes the solidarity which could challenge that social segregation ever 

more difficult to recover." He added: "Inequality in Britain today, on some measures, is at its 

highest since the early 1960s. And, despite falls in poverty over the last decade, progress is 

getting harder.  

"Significant cuts in welfare spending would push poverty and inequality even higher. And 

taking the middle class out of the welfare state would set Britain on a path to a set of 'sink 

services' for the poorest, with a deeply segregating effect on society. History teaches us that 

nothing would be worse for the long-term interests of the poorest than taking the middle 

classes out of the services that the most vulnerable rely on." 

Mr Horton said Labour was "hitting the limits of progress" with its current strategy. He 

argued that redistribution is working – and that more of it is needed. He added: "The 

Government risks running out of public permission for any deeper attack on poverty. The 

idea was that using tough language about crackdowns on benefit cheats would make clear 

that the money was being used well and increase support for tackling child poverty.  



"We can now see how much that approach has failed. Fears that unemployment benefit is 

too high have sky-rocketed, even as the value of unemployment benefit has been falling 

relative to average earnings. And fears about benefit fraud have gone up, even as the 

Government has drastically reduced the amount of fraud. It is unlikely the current strategy 

will generate public support for the more radical policies needed to reduce poverty 

significantly below existing levels – where around 20 per cent of the population is in 

poverty. If this is not to be as good as it gets for a generation or more, a new strategy will 

be needed." 

The study found that the countries with more targeting, such as the US and Australia, end 

up with far less generous welfare states than those with less targeting, such as Sweden, 

Denmark and Norway. It concluded that the size of welfare spending matters, and that 

universal benefits redistribute more to the poorest than targeted ones. This is because the 

amount of redistribution depends not simply on how much of each pound is targeted on the 

poorest, but also on how many pounds government has to spend in the first place. Targeting 

makes people less willing to contribute through taxation. 

The authors believe that David Cameron's strategy is a threat to the fight on poverty 

because he does not accept these conclusions. The Tories have announced plans to end tax 

credits for families with an income of more than £50,000 a year and to restrict child trust 

funds. The study claims the Tories' dismissal of welfare spending and rejection of 

universalism stem from an ideological commitment to reducing public spending as a moral 

end in itself.  

Food poverty in UK has reached level of 'public health emergency', warn experts 

The Government may be covering up the extent to which austerity and welfare cuts are 

adding to the problem 

Charlie Cooper Health Reporter The Independent Wednesday 04 December 2013  

Hunger in Britain has reached the level of a “public health emergency” and the Government 

may be covering up the extent to which austerity and welfare cuts are adding to the 

problem, leading experts have said. 

In a letter to the British Medical Journal, a group of doctors and senior academics from the 

Medical Research Council and two leading universities said that the effect of Government 

policies on vulnerable people’s ability to afford food needed to be “urgently” monitored. 

A surge in the number of people requiring emergency food aid, a decrease in the amount of 

calories consumed by British families, and a doubling of the number of malnutrition cases 

seen at English hospitals represent “all the signs of a public health emergency that could go 

unrecognised until it is too late to take preventative action,” they write. 

Despite mounting evidence for a growing food poverty crisis in the UK, ministers maintain 

there is “no robust evidence” of a link between sweeping welfare reforms and a rise in the 

use of food banks. However, publication of research into the phenomenon, commissioned by 

the Government itself, has been delayed, amid speculation that the findings may prove 

embarrassing for ministers. 

“Because the Government has delayed the publication of research it commissioned into the 

rise of emergency food aid in the UK, we can only speculate that the cause is related to the 

rising cost of living and increasingly austere welfare reforms,” the public health experts 

write. 

The authors of the letter, who include Dr David Taylor-Robinson and Professor Margaret 

Whitehead of Liverpool University’s Department of Public Health, say that malnutrition can 

have a long-lasting impact on health, particularly among children.  
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Chris Mould, chief executive of the Trussell Trust, the largest national food bank provider 

said that one in three of the 350,000 people who required a food bank hand-out this year 

were children. 

He called the BMJ letter a “timely warning” and criticised the Department of Work and 

Pensions (DWP) for keeping its report into the problem “under wraps”. 

The report was commissioned by the Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs 

(Defra) in February, and was completed by an academic at Warwick University. However, 

publication has been stalled. 

“We’ve sought to engage with the DWP in order to share our data and share our experience, 

with a view to exploring what practical action could be taken to ease the problem,” Mr 

Mould told The Independent. “We’ve had refusals, letters saying they do not want to talk to 

us. We find that deeply disappointing.” 

“We want to see that research. It was commissioned by Government, pulled together by a 

highly reputable academic and we want to see what it says. We understand that the reason 

it has not been published is that DWP has queried aspects of the data in it and has been 

preventing its publication for months. That, we think, is not acceptable.” 

In their letter, Dr Taylor-Robinson, Professor Whitehead and colleagues cite figures recently 

released by the Government which revealed a surge in the number of malnutrition cases 

diagnosed at English hospitals since the recession – up from 3,161 in 2008/09 to 5,499 in 

2012/13. They also draw attention to reports from the Institute for Fiscal Studies which 

found a decrease in the number of calories purchased by families, as well as “substitution 

with unhealthier foods, especially in families with young children”. 

“Malnutrition in children is particularly worrying because exposures during sensitive 

periods can have lifelong effects, increasing the risk of cardiovascular diseases and other 

adult chronic diseases,” they write. “Access to an adequate food supply is the most basic of 

human needs and rights.” 

A government spokesperson said that the Coalition had “help‗ed‘ families with the cost of 

living [by] increasing the tax-free personal allowance to £10,000, freezing council tax and 

freezing fuel duty.” 

A Defra spokesperson said that the food aid report would be published after a “necessary 

review and quality assurance process” was complete. 

But Luciana Berger, Labour’s shadow minister for public health, said that it was a “national 

scandal” that people were suffering from malnutrition in the UK. 

“This shouldn’t be happening in 21st century Britain,” she said. “With hundreds of 

thousands having to access emergency food aid, it’s sadly unsurprising that people are both 

eating less and eating less healthily. David Cameron needs to listen to what the experts are 

saying and tackle the cost of living crisis driving people into food poverty.” 

50,000 people sign petition launched by former food bank user 

More than 50,000 people in have signed a petition calling for Parliament to hold a debate 

on the causes of food poverty in the UK. 

The petition was launched on Monday by the writer and former food bank user Jack Monroe. 

In her appeal on the Change.org website, Ms Monroe called on supporters to “make 

politicians confront what is happening.” 

http://change.org/


“I don’t think this is acceptable in the seventh richest country in the world – and I’d really 

like to know the reasons why it’s happening so we can stop it…” she said. “We need to stop 

turning a blind eye.” 

The petition has been backed by the Unite union and the national food bank charity the 

Trussell Trust. 

Useless, jobless men – the social blight of our age 

From Times Online May 28, 2010 By Camilla Cavendish  

The benefits system has produced an emasculated generation who can find neither work 

nor a wife 

Of all the government adverts that have swamped our radio stations these past few years 

(must be a quick saving there for the Treasury), one of the most irritating was the jolly 

woman asking us in a sing-song voice if we had remembered to report changes in our 

circumstances. Like hell. Every time I heard the ad it conjured up a vision of a lonely official 

waiting in vain at her desk for people to come in and sign away entitlements to which they 

feel, well, entitled. 

This pathetic advert seemed to me to epitomise the politicians’ total loss of control over the 

monster that is our benefits system. The Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) presides 

over a system so complex that it has to issue 8,690 pages of guidance to help its staff to 

apply its 51 different benefits — the product of the ever more precise targeting of benefits 

to particular groups. 

In the years of plenty, it was easier to placate and complicate than to simplify. Every new 

benefit and its separate computer system was just bolted on to the mainframe. But the 

result is that Britain has more than twice the number of sick people as France. The 

potential for playing the system, defrauding the system and falling foul of the system is 

enormous. 

So in declaring war yesterday on both poverty and the benefits system, Iain Duncan Smith 

had it right. If the Government is going to make real inroads into the deficit it will have to 

tackle the nearly £200 billion welfare budget, which is a third of government spending. This 

week’s ;6 billion of cuts was only Round 1: ;6 billion is only 1 per cent of government 

expenditure, so this was a warm-up. Round 2 will need to take on the DWP leviathan. 

But the argument for welfare reform is not just one of affordability. In too many cases, 

welfare has entrenched poverty. Mr Duncan Smith is one of the few politicians who really 

understand the poverty trap. Gordon Brown made life more bearable for many people on 

benefits, but he also made it harder to escape from them. Get a job tomorrow earning 

between ;1:,::: and ;3:,::: a year and you’ll take home only 3:p out of every extra 

pound you earn after the first £10,000. Twenty pence will go in income tax, 11p in national 

insurance, and 39p in lost tax credits. Add in the loss of other allowances (housing benefit, 

council tax benefit‖ and you may find it simply doesn’t pay to work harder. Our poverty trap 

is deeper than that of most other European countries. That is a strange legacy for a 

government that wanted to make work pay. 

The fear of losing benefits — of not being able to scramble back on to the lifeboat if you fall 

off — is a huge disincentive to change your circumstances, let alone report them. One in 

seven working-age households is dependent on benefits for more than half its income. More 

than half of all lone parents depend on the State for at least half their income. William 

Beveridge would be horrified to discover that the safety net he designed has become a trap, 



creating generations of worklessness and dwindling self-esteem. It is also creating a glut of 

unemployed, unwanted, unmarriageable men. 

These men were overlooked during a decade of prosperity that did nothing to change their 

lives. At the beginning of that decade, 5.4 million working-age adults were claiming out-of-

work benefits. The same number were still claiming just before the recession struck. Almost 

a fifth of 16 to 24-year-olds were not in education, employment or training in 1997. The 

number was identical in 2006. These people stayed put in the Welsh valleys, in Liverpool, in 

Glasgow, while Eastern Europeans travelled a thousand miles to pick up work on 

construction sites in London. Immigration reduced the opportunities available to white 

British men whose poor education made them less attractive candidates, while the benefits 

system undermined their motivation. 

The problem affects the whole of society because of the striking correlation between male 

joblessness and single motherhood, particularly in the old industrial cities. In Liverpool, 

male unemployment rose from 12 per cent in 1971 to 30 per cent in 2001. In 1971 11 per 

cent of families were headed by a single parent; by 2001, 45 per cent were. Similar 

patterns can be seen in Birmingham, Strathclyde and Newcastle. The epidemic of male 

joblessness after the collapse of manufacturing industries coincided with an increase in 

female employment and welfare support to mothers who found that they could manage 

alone. 

Overlooked by society, irrelevant to employers, unwanted by women who can raise families 

on benefits without their help, the man who has no work or a series of short-term jobs is a 

problem. Without steady work, he will struggle to acquire a family: unemployed men are less 

likely to marry or cohabit than employed ones. Without a stable relationship, he is less 

likely to grow into a good family man and raise good sons. The taxpayer has become the 

father: one in four mothers is single and more than half live on welfare. A lot of these 

women describe the real fathers of their children as “useless” or worse. The men have no 

role. 

In the worst cases, the State has helped to create a class of jobless serial boyfriends who 

prey on single mothers on benefits. When two of these men moved into the flat that 

Haringey Council had generously provided for Tracey Connelly, Baby P’s mother, the little 

boy’s fate was sealed. They killed him. Other such men appear in bit parts in tragedies such 

as that of Shannon Matthews, abducted and drugged by her own “family”. The welfare 

system has helped to deprive these children of the most effective check on abuse — the 

family. 

Robert Rowthorn, Professor of Economics at Cambridge, has shown that female and male 

worklessness have been going in opposite directions for 30 years, well before this latest 

“mancession”. His research suggests that half the rise in lone parenthood in the past 3: 

years may be due to male unemployment. He believes that governments must start to focus 

on these men, and question the feminisation of education and the workplace. It is no 

solution, he says, to say that women don’t need men or that men should become more 

female. Nor is it any good waiting for economic growth to dig them out of poverty. Those 

men need a chance, not a benefits system that undermines them 

Recession has created 'scavenger' pupils who hunt scraps of food in schools and use it as a 

place to warm up, poll reveals 

 More than half of teachers questioned encounter hungry children every week 

 Educators fear high youth unemployment will leave pupils facing the dole 

 Over a million young people considered unemployed in latest figures 



By Phil Vinter 27 April 2012 mailonline 

The economic crisis is so bad in parts of the UK that schoolchildren are being forced to eat 

leftovers from other pupils’ dinners because their families can barely afford to feed them, a 

new survey suggests. 

Teachers have reported witnessing ‘scavenger’ pupils finishing scraps from classmates' 

plates and the poll by the Prince’s Trust and the Times Educational Supplement also found 

that youngsters were using school as a place to warm up with many arriving for lessons 

dirty and unable to concentrate.  

More than half (57%) of the teachers questioned said they encounter young people who are 

hungry at least once a week with four out of ten saying they see young people desperate for 

food every day. 

Worse still, 16 per cent of teachers say they have seen a pupil suffering from malnutrition 

or showing signs of not eating enough every day. 

One teacher told researchers they see 'scavenger pupils finishing off scraps, as they haven’t 

eaten enough'. 

The findings, based on interviews with 515 secondary school educators, come the day after 

it was announced that the UK has fallen back into recession. 

Teachers increasingly fear that high youth unemployment will leave their pupils facing a 

future on the dole, the survey concluded. 

RESEARCH SHOWS WIDER GAP IN ACHIEVEMENT BETWEEN RICH AND POOR PUPILS IN UK 

THAN CANADA 

The gap in achievement between richer and poorer pupils is bigger in England than in 

nations such as Canada and Iceland research shows. 

A Government study has found that the impact of a pupil’s background is 'significantly 

higher' than average. 

Researchers analysed a study by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development to examine how the attainment gap in England compares with other countries 

Department for Education (DfE) analyst Emily Knowles said: 'In England, compared to other 

top-performing countries, moving up the scale of economic and social status makes more of 

a difference to pupils’ attainment.' 

The same is true for nations such as New Zealand, Australia, Singapore and Belgium. 

A DfE spokeswoman said: 'The Government is determined to improve the academic 

performance of the poorest pupils.  

Seven in 10 of the teachers questioned said they increasingly worried that their pupils will 

end up on benefits due to the high unemployment rate. 

According to the latest official figures, just over a million 16 to 24-year-olds were 

considered unemployed in the three months to February. 

Prince’s Trust director of policy and strategy, Ginny Lunn, raised concerns that 

schoolchildren will become the next victims of the financial crisis. 

She said: 'The recession is already damaging the hopes of more than a million young people 

who are struggling to find a job. Now young people in schools are next in line. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Phil+Vinter


'We cannot allow them to become the next victims of this recession. With the right support, 

it is possible for pupils to achieve their ambitions, rather than becoming a lost generation. 

'Government, charities and employers must work with teachers now to support vulnerable 

young people, giving them the skills they need to find a job in the future.' 

The research also raises questions about the numbers of pupils turning up in class without 

clean clothes. 

Almost two-thirds (65%) of the teachers surveyed come across students who do not have 

clean clothes at least once a week, with four out of ten of these saying they witness this 

every day. 

A third said: 'One student came into school wearing a soaking wet uniform. He washed it in 

the morning as his mother had failed to do so due to being inebriated. He didn’t know how 

to use the drier so came in wet.' 

There were also suggestions that the situation is getting worse. 

A quarter (26%) of those surveyed say they have encountered children with dirty clothes 

more frequently since the start of the recession in 2009. 

Research by the Association of Teachers and Lecturers (ATL) also found that teachers have 

seen a rise in the number of children on free meals at school. It suggested this was down to 

the effects of the recession, with more parents facing redundancy. 

ATL general secretary Dr Mary Bousted said: 'Too few politicians really understand what it is 

about poverty that affects children’s learning. 

'Forget about executive stress, try spending the week knowing that the food will run out 

before any more money comes in. 

'Under that kind of pressure, no wonder relationships get strained, youngsters are deprived 

of sleep, often suffer emotional damage and cannot concentrate in school or remember 

what they have learnt.' 

Brits pay most taxes in the world - study 

Published: 04 December, 2012, 08:07 rt.com 

A new study has revealed that households in Britain pay some of the highest tax in the 

developed world leaving the country “in the worst place to facilitate the creation of an 

aspiration nation” according to charity, CARE. 

Research by the Social policy charity CARE illustrates that families with two adults and two 

children, and with one earner are taxed with some 73 percent of their income. That figure 

is comprised from income tax, national insurance contributions and the loss of some 

benefits.  

By comparison, families in Ireland pay 64 percent tax, while in Germany families pay about 

4: percent tax. In France this figure is only 2: percent. According to CARE’s research, 

Chilean families with one earner pay only 7 percent, the lowest in the developed world. 

The researchers blamed the British tax system for such a heavy tax burden on married 

couples.  

“It is unfortunate that the Coalition Government has not introduced the necessary 
legislation. Our tax system remains very individualistic and insensitive to family 
responsibility, compared to other Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 
countries,” Nola Leach, chief executive of Care stated. 



“Recognizing marriage in the tax system, as promised by the Coalition Agreement, would 
help bring the UK back into line with its international counterparts and go some way to 
address the problems highlighted by the research,” Leach added. 

The authors of the report also reveal that single parents and one-earner families are also 

worse off under the current UK tax system than they were 20 years ago. 

WORK UNTIL LUNCH JUST TO PAY TAX 

Work half a day to pay tax - Saturday May 29,2010 The Express By Macer Hall  

BRITONS spend more than half of each working day earning money just to pay taxes. 

Analysis relating the tax burden to the working day suggests that the average 9-5 worker 

takes until 1.21pm to cover their tax bill and then spends three hours 39 minutes working 

for themselves. 

The claim was made by the TaxPayers’ Alliance, which wants lower taxes and less 

Government waste. 

Tomorrow is annual Tax Freedom Day, the day when workers start earning for themselves 

rather than paying tax for Government spending. 

For the first 149 days of the year, every penny earned by workers leaves their pay packet to 

support the state. 

British households pay £1 million in bills over a lifetime 

The Telegraph Saturday 03 April 2010 

The average British household now pays out £18,000-a-year in bills – nearly £1 million 

over an adult lifetime, according to new research.  

 The study found that the typical annual cost of a mortgage is £6,182 with food costs at 

£3,724, credits cards and loans at £2,790, and utility bills costing £1,167.  

When council tax, insurance, phone bills and other regular monthly outgoings are added the 

total yearly bill comes to £18,114.50  

That means £941,954.00 will disappear from the bank account in direct debits, cheques 

and standing orders over an adult lifespan of 52 years. 

Details of the full cost of living in Britain were disclosed 24 hours after the Government 

announced a new 'green tax' which could add another £230 a year to energy bills.  

Gareth Kloet, of comparison site www.Confused.com, which carried out the research, said: 

"Nobody likes paying bills and many people just pay them each month without giving it a 

second thought. "But it's staggering to find out how much all those bills add up to over a 

year or lifetime."  

Breakdown of bills 

Mortgage/rent £6,182.28 a year or £321,478.56 over a lifetime  

Food shop £3,724.24 a year or £193,660.48 over a lifetime  



Credit card/loan repayments £2,790.60 a year or £145,111.20 over a lifetime  

Utilities (Gas/water/electricty) £1,167.48 a year or £60,708.96 over a lifetime  

Car insurance £1,090.44 a year or £56,702.88 over a lifetime  

Council tax £1,222.20 a year or £63,554.40 over a lifetime  

New Green Tax £230.00 a year or £11,960 over a lifetime  

Landline £319.68 a year or £16,623.36 over a lifetime  

Mobile phone £307.20 a year or £15,974.40 over a lifetime  

Home/contents insurance £238.44 a year or £12,398.88 over a lifetime  

Sky/cable £224.76 a year or £11,687.52 over a lifetime  

Internet £204 a year or £10,608 over a lifetime  

Life insurance £147.96 a year or £7,693.92 over a lifetime  

TV licence £142.50 a year or £7,410 over a lifetime  

Car tax £98.96 a year or £5,145.92 over a lifetime  

Travel Insurance £23.76 a year or £1,235.52 over a lifetime  

Total £18,114.50 a year or £941,954.00 over a lifetime 

Let’s change tack for a second by looking at the debt situation in Africa.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Fifty Part Seven 

Let’s now take the time to consider the eugenics/agenda 21/arrested development “attack” 

on the third world from a but this time from a financial standpoint, and at the same time 

also conveniently stay on the main “themes” of this book, like a bit of a drunk driver 

admittedly, by now having a look at the corporation at work financially and internationally.  

This first article was extracted from a newspaper interview in the Australian Sun. The 

reporter was called MacEnulty. The second was taken from rense.com: 

“They are a select group of corporate officers who travel the Third World and hobnob with 

heads of state. Their job is to convince the governments of poor nations to build expensive 

new power plants, shipping ports, and industrial parks using borrowed funds. They call 

themselves “economic hit men,” and they destroy their targets not with bullets, but with 

dollars. 

 

John Perkins was once one of them. In his book “Confessions of an Economic Hit Man” 

(Berrett-Koehler) he tells how the system worked — and still works today:  

 

He and his fellow economic hit men befriended Third World leaders and convinced them, 

often using bribery or deceit, to take on enormous debts to develop their national 

infrastructure.  

 

U.S. corporations profited from the development contracts, and the World Bank — source of 

the majority of the loans — profited from the interest.  

 

The only ones who didn’t profit were the Third World nations themselves, who found they 

were unable to pay back the money they owed. 

 

Perkins graduated from Boston University in 1968 and spent the next three years in the 

Peace Corps. Then, from 1971 to 1980, he served as chief economist at the engineering 

and consulting firm of Chas. T. Main (or MAIN), a low-profile international corporation 

based in Boston. As part of his duties, Perkins says, he inflated the economic projections of 

development projects being sold to Third World countries so that the country in question 

would be induced to take out exorbitant loans to pay for the project — which, of course, 

could be built only by a U.S. corporation. 

 

According to Perkins, this was more than a plot to make money for his employer and the 

banks. The countries were selected by the U.S. government for their strategic value or 

resources. Once crippled by debt, each country was beholden to the international banking 

community and unable to refuse if the U.S. wanted to build a military base or drill for oil 

within its borders. 

 

But that’s not all. Perkins claims that the economic “hit” was only the first line of attack. If 

it failed, then CIA “jackals” were sent in to stage a coup or assassinate an uncooperative 

leader. If that, too, failed, then the U.S. would resort to military action. In his book Perkins 

reveals this information in a decidedly even-handed manner, taking responsibility for his 

own complicity and acknowledging the lure of money and power for those who are willing to 

play the game. 

 

Perkins: The term “economic hit men,” as people are using it today, refers to a group of 

men — and women — who are highly paid professionals working for multinational 

corporations like Monsanto, Nike, General Electric, Wal-Mart, and many other familiar 

names. Right now the most prominent of these companies are Halliburton and Bechtel, with 

their work in Iraq. What these companies and the economic hit men who work for them do 

is not illegal, for the most part; it should be, but they — we — write the international laws 

and make these acts legal. I’ve been out of this business for quite a long time, so I can 



speak only to my experiences in the 1970s at MAIN, not specifically to current activities by 

the companies I’ve just mentioned. 

The goal of the economic hit men is to cheat countries around the globe out of trillions of 

dollars for the sake of corporate profits. Their job, you could say, is to create a global 

empire, and they’ve done just that. Not only does the U.S. control world commerce, but we 

influence world culture: The language of diplomacy and business is English. People all over 

the planet watch Hollywood movies, eat American fast food, and adopt American styles of 

clothing. We have no significant competition. - ―My Note. not strictly true, but I’ll get to that 

later.) 

 

How exactly do the economic hit men accomplish this empire building? 

 

Perkins: Through many means: exaggerated financial reports, rigged elections, payoffs, 

extortion, sex. The game is as old as empire, but it’s taken on terrifying dimensions through 

the power of globalization.  

 

When I was an economic hit man, I travelled around the world and provided “favours” to 

targeted countries in the form of loans to develop infrastructure — electrical plants, 

highways, shipping ports, airports, and industrial parks. Of course, all this infrastructure 

was built by U.S. corporations, so 90 percent of the money never left this country. It was 

simply transferred from banks in Washington to engineering offices in New York City, or San 

Francisco, or wherever the corporation was based. 

 

MacEnulty: What role does the World Bank play in this system? 

 

Perkins: The World Bank very much supports the U.S. empire-building project. In doing so, 

it has betrayed its own founding goals. The World Bank was created at the end of World War 

II to help reconstruct a devastated Europe, and it accomplished its mission, but then it 

became politicized by U.S. efforts to fight off the Soviet Union. Today its stated mission is 

still to help countries build and rebuild, and it has plenty of resources, but it’s gotten off 

track. I spoke at a World Bank conference two years ago, and I challenged the attendees to 

do their jobs instead of serving the interests of the economic hit men. There were many 

young people in the audience who were receptive to my ideas. They had joined the World 

Bank because they wanted to make the world a better place. (My Note. Once again, not 

strictly true, but once again, I’ll get to that later.‖ 

 

Organizations like the World Bank and corporations like Halliburton are filled with good, 

capable, dedicated people who are unaware of how they serve the empire-builders.  

 

After all, it is easy to hide from the truth: our schools, along with legions of corporate 

lawyers, psychologists, and economists, constantly tell these people that they are promoting 

progress — helping, rather than hurting, the world’s poor.  

 

One reason I wrote the book is to encourage these employees to look beneath the surface 

and become aware of what our policies are really doing. 

 

How did the role of the economic hit man originate? 

 

Perkins: It can be traced back to the 1950s. (My Note. Once again, not strictly true, but 

once again, I’ll get to that much later.‖ When Iran rebelled against the British-controlled 

Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, (which was exploiting its resources and its people). Mohammed 

Mossadegh, the popular, democratically elected Iranian prime minister, threatened to 

nationalize Iran’s petroleum assets. England, looking after its oil company’s interests, 

couldn’t let that happen, and called on the U.S. for help. But had England and the U.S. taken 

military action, the Soviet Union might have been provoked to retaliate. So they had to find 

other means to intervene. That’s when Washington sent CIA agent Kermit Roosevelt ―the 

grandson of Theodore Roosevelt) to Iran. He used payoffs and threats to garner favours 



from Iranian government officials and incited riots and violent demonstrations to bring 

down Iran’s democratically elected leader. In his place, the U.S. installed the shah, a 

dictator. This reshaped Middle Eastern history and changed our approach to empire-

building. 

 

MacEnulty: When you were an economic hit man, what was your role in the system? 

 

Perkins: My job was to convince the governments of developing countries to accept loans to 

pay for projects that we — that is, U.S. corporate interests — envisioned. In essence, I talked 

them into putting their countries heavily in debt. Henceforth, whenever the U.S. needed a 

favour, such as an agreeable UN vote or land for a military base, the country’s leaders 

would not be in a position to refuse. Even if the government changed hands, the loans would 

still be in place. 

 

MacEnulty: How exactly would you convince a country to take out an exorbitant loan that it 

wouldn’t be able to pay back? 

 

Perkins: First of all, I didn’t need to convince an entire country — only its leaders. That’s 

one reason why the system should be illegal: the poor people who get saddled with this huge 

debt have no role in the decision-making. Many of the leaders are dictators, but even in 

cases where the leader is democratically elected, people have no control over the leader’s 

actions until the next election. Ultimately they can throw the guy out, but by then it’s too 

late, and that’s in the best of cases. Often I had to convince only one or two people, which 

isn’t hard to do, because the leaders stand to get very rich through the loans. That’s how 

Ferdinand Marcos got so rich in the Philippines - (My Note. Once again, not strictly true, but 

once again, I’ll get to that later.‖ - and the shah in Iran. In Indonesia, Suharto became very 

rich this way while most of his country’s people lived in abject poverty. 

 

MacEnulty: How do these leaders amass money under this system? 

 

Perkins: First, the infrastructure that gets built — the power plants, harbours, and 

industrial parks — benefits them directly. In most cases such projects primarily serve the 

wealthy, the big industries, and the commercial sector, while barely reaching average 

citizens who most need help. 

 

Second, there’s a system of “legal” payoffs. The way this typically works is that family 

members or good friends of a country’s top officials might own local equipment franchises, 

such as John Deere or Caterpillar; or they might own companies that are subcontractors to 

Bechtel or Halliburton or one of the other designated project managers. Then, when we 

contract these relatives’ companies, we intentionally pay them more than the going rate. For 

example, let’s say we wanted to rent John Deere equipment, and we knew it was worth six 

hundred thousand dollars. We would agree to pay the John Deere representatives in 

Indonesia a million dollars, and the extra four hundred thousand would go to the 

government official. If anyone ever questioned it, we could simply say, “We thought a million 

dollars was a good deal.” There’s nothing illegal about cutting a bad deal. 

 

MacEnulty: According to your book, when General Torrijos of Panama stood up to the 

system, the CIA “jackals” assassinated him. 

 

Perkins: Yes. That can happen. When we economic hit men fail — as I failed with Torrijos — 

the CIA is sent in. I have an acquaintance who’s one of those jackals I describe in the book; 

today he works as a mercenary for a private company in Iraq. And he will tell you that when 

both the economic hit men and the jackals fail, the military steps in. You see, the economic 

hit men failed in Iraq. After the first Gulf War in 1991, we thought Saddam Hussein had 

been sufficiently chastised. But he was just crazy enough not to buy into our development 

plan for his country. If he had just gone along with our plan, he would still be head of state 

and have all the weapons of mass destruction he could ever want. But he refused to 



capitulate, so the jackals tried desperately to assassinate him for years. He had very loyal 

bodyguards, unlike those South American leaders we didn’t like, whose bodyguards had 

been trained by the U.S. military at the School of the Americas. We couldn’t get through to 

Saddam economically, and we weren’t able to assassinate him, so you know what happened 

next.” - End of extract. 

Life In The New World Order 

By Kirwan kirwanstudios@earthlink.net 1-3-5 from Rense.com 

  

Many have thought about where we began our dissent into the current literal hell, and some 

believe that it may have begun when we split our lives into separate categories of "business" 

and "private" life. This separation of personal responsibility or the lack thereof seems to 

stem from a basic desire to have everything both ways without the human need to face the 

consequences. This also makes a mockery of ethics and personal morality: but it cannot 

survive because all of this is based on ever-larger lies. 

 

In business this process was greatly increased when corporations were given the right to 

behave as individuals might, with all the rights that people have, but with none of the 

responsibilities. Recently this was intensified by corporate officers who were allowed to 

imbed their personal actions beneath the shield of corporate activity and from this simple 

twist of rarified privilege, the dye was cast that created the walls that divide our two-tiered 

world. 

 

From this simple equation the world has come to live under new rules; rules that favour the 

rise of the global corporatocracy that now rules this planet. In this new paradigm, 

distractions share their bed with lies and disinformation that all together have created the 

subversion of all that most people once held dear. Yet this is affecting not just one nation or 

even a region of the world, but rather this tyranny affects every nation, while 24,000 people 

starve to death every day. John Perkins wrote a book about his part in creating this 

monstrous plot and below are some of the things he says about how we came to be here and 

what the goals of the new corporatocracy really are. 

 

"Economic hit men (EHMs) are highly paid professionals who cheat countries around the 

globe out of trillions of dollars. They funnel money from the World Bank, the U.S. Agency for 

International Development (USAID), and other foreign 'aid' organizations into the coffers of 

huge corporations and the pockets of a few wealthy families who control the planet's natural 

resources. Their tools include fraudulent financial reports, rigged elections, payoffs, 

extortion, sex, and murder. They play a game as old as empire, but one that has taken on 

new and terrifying dimensions, during this time of globalization." 

 

"The real story of modern empire of the corporatocracy that exploits desperate people and is 

executing history's most brutal, selfish, and ultimately self-destructive resource- grab has 

little to do with what was exposed in newspapers that morning and has everything to do with 

us. And that, of course, explains why we have such difficulty listening to the real story. We 

prefer to believe the myth that thousands of years of human social evolution has finally 

perfected the ideal economic system, rather than to face the fact we have merely bought into 

a false concept and accepted it as gospel." 

 

"It would be great if we could just blame it all on a conspiracy, but we cannot. The empire 

depends on the efficacy of big banks, corporations and governments - the corporatocracy - 

but it is not a conspiracy. This corporatocracy is ourselves - we make it happen - which, of 

course, is why most of us find it difficult to stand up and oppose it. We would rather glimpse 

conspirators lurking in the shadows, because most of us work for one of those banks, 

corporations, or governments, or in some way are dependent on them for the goods and 

services they produce and market. We cannot bring ourselves to bite the hand of the master 

who feeds us." 

 

"We have convinced ourselves that all economic growth benefits mankind, and that the 
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greater the growth, the more widespread the benefits. Finally we have persuaded one 

another that the corollary to this concept is valid and morally just: that people who excel at 

stoking the fires of economic growth should be exalted and rewarded, while those born at 

the fringes are available for exploitation." 

 

"This concept and its corollary are used to justify all manner of piracy - licenses are granted 

to rape and pillage and murder innocent people in Iran, Panama, Columbia, Iraq, and 

elsewhere. EHMs, jackals, and armies flourish for as long as their activities can be shown to 

generate economic growth and they almost always demonstrate such growth. Thanks to the 

biased "sciences of forecasting, econometrics, and statistics, if you bomb a city and then 

rebuild it, the data shows a huge spike in economic growth."  "The real story is that we are 

living a lie."  

 

The world can no longer afford this outrage or the outright theft of so much of the natural 

resources of the planet that go into the coffers of the very few - and yet it will continue until 

the whole ugly tale is out there among the people of the USA, as it is already, among most of 

the those who live outside this country. (My Note, Britain doesn´t seem too clued up either if 

you ask me.) 

 

The John Perkins book is thorough and damning, in so many ways that so many have 

wondered about, since the rise of bandits came to replace what we used to think of as the 

USA. Anyone interested in connecting all the dots needs to read these 225 pages, that 

encompass so much of what has seemingly eluded so many of us for such a very long time.  

 

The quotations are from Confessions of an Economic Hit Man by John Perkins - Published by 

Berrett-Koehler Publishers, Inc. San Francisco, CA. 

  

AFRICOM - US Military Control of Africa’s Resources 

Source: Taken from projectcensored.com, originally from: MoonofAlabama.org 2/21/2007 

Title: “Understanding AFRICOM” Author: Bryan Hunt 

http://www.moonofalabama.org/2007/02/understanding_a_1.html 

 

Student Researcher: Ioana Lupu Faculty Evaluator: Marco Calavita, Ph.D 

 

In February 2007 the White House announced the formation of the US African Command 

(AFRICOM), a new unified Pentagon command centre in Africa, to be established by 

September 2008. This military penetration of Africa is being presented as a humanitarian 

guard in the Global War on Terror. The real objective is, however, the procurement and 

control of Africa’s oil and its global delivery systems.  

The most significant and growing challenge to US dominance in Africa is China. An increase 

in Chinese trade and investment in Africa threatens to substantially reduce US political and 

economic leverage in that resource-rich continent. The political implication of an 

economically emerging Africa in close alliance with China is resulting in a new cold war in 

which AFRICOM will be tasked with achieving full-spectrum military dominance over Africa.  

AFRICOM will replace US military command posts in Africa, which were formerly under 

control of US European Command (EUCOM) and US Central Command (CENTCOM), with a 

more centralized and intensified US military presence.  

A context for the pending strategic role of AFRICOM can be gained from observing CENTCOM 

in the Middle East. CENTCOM grew out of the Carter Doctrine of 1980 which described the 

oil flow from the Persian Gulf as a “vital interest” of the US, and affirmed that the US would 

employ “any means necessary, including military force” to overcome an attempt by hostile 

interests to block that flow.  

http://www.moonofalabama.org/2007/02/understanding_a_1.html
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_waronterror.htm


It is in Western and Sub-Saharan Africa that the US military force is most rapidly increasing, 

as this area is projected to become as important a source of energy as the Middle East 

within the next decade. In this region, challenge to US domination and exploitation is 

coming from the people of Africa - most specifically in Nigeria, where seventy percent of 

Africa’s oil is contained.   

People native to the Niger Delta region have not benefited, but instead suffered, as a result 

of sitting on top of vast natural oil and natural gas deposits. Nigerian people’s movements 

are demanding self-determination and equitable sharing of oil-receipts. Environmental and 

human rights activists have, for years, documented atrocities on the part of oil companies 

and the military in this region. As the tactics of resistance groups have shifted from petition 

and protest to more proactive measures, attacks on pipelines and oil facilities have 

curtailed the flow of oil leaving the region.   

As a Convergent Interests report puts it:  

“Within the first six months of 2006, there were nineteen attacks on foreign oil operations 

and over $2.187 billion lost in oil revenues; the Department of Petroleum Resources claims 

this figure represents 32 percent of ‘the revenue the country ‗Nigeria‘ generated this 

year.’”  

Oil companies and the Pentagon are attempting to link these resistance groups to 

international terror networks in order to legitimize the use of the US military to “stabilize” 

these areas and secure the energy flow. No evidence has been found however to link the 

Niger Delta resistance groups to international terror networks or jihadists.   

Instead the situation in the Niger Delta is that of ethnic-nationalist movements fighting, by 

any means necessary, toward the political objective of self-determination. The volatility 

surrounding oil installations in Nigeria and elsewhere in the continent is, however, used by 

the US security establishment to justify military “support” in African oil producing states, 

under the guise of helping Africans defend themselves against those who would hinder their 

engagement in “Free Trade.”  

The December 2006 invasion of Somalia was coordinated using US bases throughout the 

region. The arrival of AFRICOM will effectively reinforce efforts to replace the popular 

Islamic Courts Union of Somalia with the oil industry – friendly Transitional Federal 

Government. Meanwhile, the persistent Western calls for “humanitarian intervention” into 

the Darfur region of Sudan sets up another possibility for military engagement to deliver 

regime change in another Islamic state rich in oil reserves.  

Hunt warns that this sort of “support” is only bound to increase as rhetoric of stabilizing 

Africa makes the dailies, copied directly out of official AFRICOM press releases. Readers of 

the mainstream media can expect to encounter more frequent usage of terms like 

“genocide” and “misguided.” He notes that already corporate media decry China’s human 

rights record and support for Sudan and Zimbabwe while ignoring the ongoing violations of 

Western corporations engaged in the plunder of natural resources, the pollution other 

peoples’ homelands, and the “shoring up” of repressive regimes.  

In FY 2005 the Trans-Sahara Counter Terrorism Initiative received $16 million; in FY 2006, 

nearly $31 million. A big increase is expected in 2008, with the administration pushing for 

$100 million each year for five years. With the passage of AFRICOM and continued 

promotion of the Global War on Terror, Congressional funding is likely to increase 

significantly.  

In the end, regardless of whether it’s US or Chinese domination over Africa, the blood 

spilled will be African.  

 Hunt concludes,  



“It does not require a crystal ball or great imagination to realize what the increased 

militarization of the continent through AFRICOM will bring to the peoples of Africa.”   

Update by Bryan Hunt 

By spring 2007, US Department of Energy data showed that the United States now imports 

more oil from the continent of Africa than from the country of Saudi Arabia. While this 

statistic may be of surprise to the majority, provided such information even crosses their 

radar, it’s certainly not the case for those figures who have been pushing for increased US 

military engagement on that continent for some time now, as my report documented.   

These import levels will rise. 

In the first few months following the official announcement of AFRICOM, details are still few. 

It’s expected that the combatant command will be operational as a subunit of EUCOM by 

October 2007, transitioning to a full-fledged stand-alone command some twelve months 

later. This will most likely entail the re-locating of AFRICOM headquarters from Stuttgart, 

Germany, where EUCOM is headquartered, to an African host country.  

In April, US officials were traversing the continent to present their sales pitch for AFRICOM 

and to gauge official and public reaction. Initial perceptions are, not surprisingly, negative 

and highly suspect, given the history of US military involvement throughout the world, and 

Africa’s long and bitter experience with colonizers.  

Outside of a select audience, reaction in the United States has barely even registered. First 

of all, Africa is one of the least-covered continents in US media. And when African nations do 

draw media attention, coverage typically centres on catastrophe, conflict, or corruption, and 

generally features some form of benevolent foreign intervention, be it financial and 

humanitarian aid, or stern official posturing couched as paternal concerns over human 

rights.   

But US military activity on the continent largely goes unnoticed. This was recently evidenced 

by the sparse reporting on military support for the invasion of Somalia to rout the Islamic 

Courts Union and reinstall the unpopular warlords who had earlier divided up the country.   

The Pentagon went so far as to declare the operation a blueprint for future engagements. 

The DOD states that a primary component of AFRICOM’s mission will be to professionalize 

indigenous militaries to ensure stability, security, and accountable governance throughout 

Africa’s various states and regions. Stability refers to establishing and maintaining order, 

and accountability, of course, refers to US interests. This year alone, 1,400 African military 

officers are anticipated to complete International Military Education and Training programs 

at US military schools. 

Combine this tasking of militarization with an increased civilian component in AFRICOM 

emphasizing imported conceptions of “democracy promotion” and “capacity-building” and 

African autonomy and sovereignty are quick to suffer. Kenyans, for example, are currently 

finding themselves in this position.   

It is hoped that, by drawing attention to the growing US footprint on Africa now, a 

contextual awareness of these issues can be useful to, at the very least, help mitigate some 

of the damages that will surely follow. At the moment, there is little public consciousness of 

AFRICOM and very few sources of information outside of official narratives.   

Widening the public dialogue on this topic is the first step toward addressing meaningful 

responses. 

From an article entitled - Human Traffic Builds US Embassy in Iraq 



Source: CorpWatch, October 17, 2::7 Title: “A US Fortress Rises in Baghdad: Asian 

Workers Trafficked to Build World’s Largest Embassy” Author: David Phinney 

http://www.corpwatch.org/article.php?id=14173  - specifically from the UPDATE BY DAVID 

PHINNEY: 

“These people are genuinely scared of areas like Africa getting their act together,  

I wonder for example how angry the people of the Democratic Republic of the Congo would 

be if they realised what the countries Coltan deposits were funding. According to this 

Wikipedia entry the natural resources of the Congo are being used to fund the genocide that 

has been not only been allowed to happen in this country for over a decade now, but has 

been actively encouraged.  

“The United Nations report[1] exposed how smuggling and exportation of Coltan helped fuel 

the war in the Congo, a crisis that has resulted in approximately 5.4 million[2] deaths since 

1998 – making it the world’s deadliest documented conflict since World War II. “ 

– My note - Weird isn´t it? Because we, for some reason, never really hear that much about 

such things. Or if we do it´s likely to only be for a few weeks then the matter will be 

forgotten again. The article goes on to state: 

“Coltan is the colloquial African name for columbite-tantalite, a metallic ore from which are 

extracted the elements niobium and tantalum. Mineral concentrates containing tantalum are 

usually referred to as tantalite. Niobium was called "columbium" some decades ago, hence 

the "col" half of the term.[3] In appearance, Coltan is a dull black mineral. Tantalum from 

Coltan is used in consumer electronics products such as cell phones, DVD players, and 

computers. Export of Coltan from the eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo to 

European and American markets has been cited by experts[4] as helping to finance the 

present-day conflict in the Congo, with one aid agency asserting that “much of the finance 

sustaining the civil wars in Africa, especially in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, is 

directly connected to Coltan profits” ‗5”‘. 

1. ^ S/2003/1027, 2003-10-26, 

http://www.un.org/Docs/journal/asp/ws.asp?m=S/2003/1027, retrieved on 19 April 

2008  

2. ^ International Rescue Committee, Special Report: Congo, 

http://www.theirc.org/special-report/congo-forgotten-crisis.html, retrieved on 19 

April 2008  

3. ^ Tantalum-Niobium International Study Centre, Coltan, 

http://www.tanb.org/coltan.html, retrieved on 27 January 2008  

4. ^ [|First Post] (DECEMBER 1, 2008), Congo: war-torn heart of Africa, 

http://www.thefirstpost.co.uk/45947,features,-, retrieved on 2 December 2008  

5. ^ 

http://www.danchurchaid.org/sider_paa_hjemmesiden/where_we_work/africa/congo

_drc/read_more/is_there_blood_on_your_mobile_phone 

I am going to use some figures from these “5: years is enough” factsheets during this next 

page or two because I would like to direct you towards this organisation, this is because 

they seem to highlight many of the facts you should pay attention to on this matter. You can 

find more up to date figures at their website, I advise you to do so if you wish to see the real 

truth about debt in third world nations. 

“5: Years Is Enough” Network Factsheet on debt. 
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Debt is necessarily the starting-point in explaining the state of siege that grips the 

economies of most developing countries today. That’s because the efforts by governments to 

pay their external debts, or at least calm the pressures exerted on them to make interest 

payments, are what have allowed officials of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the 

World Bank to take those countries’ economic policies hostage. The remedies prescribed by 

these experts have only exacerbated the twin problems of debt and poverty.  

 

The Link to IMF/World Bank Structural Adjustment                

                                                                                                                                                 

No single step would go further toward accomplishing the goals of the 50 Years is Enough 

Network than eliminating the enormous debts that have been heaped on Southern 

economies. The structural adjustment programs (SAPs) that today strangle over 80 

countries are imposed by the IMF and World Bank precisely so that governments will save 

and earn hard currency to pay their debts. Agreeing to a SAP and thus qualifying for a 

structural adjustment loan is usually the only option left for a government to insure the 

minimum financial flows needed to keep running. SAPs compel countries to cut social 

spending, restrict credit, lay off workers, open up their economies to foreign corporations, 

and orient their productive capacities to low-wage assembly plants and export agriculture. 

SAPs also add substantial extra burdens to women, who already suffer disproportionately 

from poverty.  

 

The massive debts that lead to the ceding of a country’s economy to international bankers 

are those owed by developing countries to other countries (as a result of loans and aid 

programs), to private banks, and to the multilateral institutions themselves -- the World 

Bank, the IMF, and regional development banks. These debts have accumulated in most of 

the world over the last twenty or so years due to the following factors: predatory lending 

practices by private banks; loans for huge infrastructure projects which were poorly 

conceived or executed; the oil crisis of the mid-1970s; the dramatic jump in interest rates 

at the end of the 1970s initiated by the U.S. Federal Reserve Board; and the massive 

amounts of loan money which disappeared into the pockets of dictators and other corrupt 

government officials.  

 

Who Really Pays the Perpetual Debts?  

                                                                                                                                  

Regardless of who has benefited from years of reckless lending and spending, it is entire 

countries and their citizenries, not government officials or bankers, who are held 

accountable for the loans. Well-paid bankers in Washington prattle about the "moral hazard" 

of setting the precedent of letting debtors off the hook, with no acknowledgment that the 

beneficiaries were contractors in the North (for infrastructure loans) and corrupt autocrats 

in the South. Those the institutions choose to see as the "debtors" are the poor people of 

Africa, Asia, and Latin America who have had no share in any gains from the loans and had 

no part in the decision to take them in the first place. Countries cannot file for bankruptcy 

protection; as long as they exist, their debts stay with them. In the world of international 

finance there is one inexhaustible resource, one player that can always be made to pay: the 

poor.  

 

Impacts of the Debt 

The external debt burden of sub-Saharan Africa has increased by nearly 400% since 1980, 

when the IMF and World Bank began imposing their SAPs. For the developing countries as a 

whole between 1980 and 1992, the external debt burden doubled.  

The flow of money between the North and South was reversed some time ago; developing 

countries now pay more in debt servicing than they get in new credit. Between 1982 and 

1990, the South transferred a net $418 billion to the North. Between 1987 and 1995 the 



IMF received $4 billion more in debt repayments from the most indebted and impoverished 

countries than it has provided. 

Africa spends four times more on debt interest payments than on health care. In the mid-

1990s, Uganda spent $3 on health for every $17 it paid in debt service, most of which went 

to multilateral lending institutions. 

In the early 199:s, 75% of the U.S.’s Agency for International Development ―USAID‖ budget 

for Nicaragua went toward paying interest on the national debt and improving balance of 

trade figures. Nicaragua took in $631 million in "liquid resources" in 1994; over 70% of 

that money went toward paying the interest on the country’s foreign debt. 

Between 1990 and 1993 the government of Zambia spent $37 million on primary school 

education. Over the same period, it spent $1.3 billion on debt repayments. Repayments to 

the IMF alone were equivalent to ten times government spending on primary education. 

Of <2.9 billion provided by the World Bank’s soft-loan arm, the International Development 

Association ―IDA‖, to the world’s poorest countries, fully two-thirds ($1.9 billion) was spent 

on repaying past World Bank loans. A good bit of the remaining third went to the IMF. 

External debt per capita for sub-Saharan Africa (not including South Africa) is $365, while 

GNP per capita is just $308.  

The external debt for the region (again excluding South Africa), at some $203 billion in 

1996, represents 313% of the annual value of its exports. 

Debt servicing for sub-Saharan Africa amounts to about 20% of its annual export income -- 

that is, everything the region earns from those goods it is able to sell for hard currency 

(dollars, marks, yen, etc.). 

In 1996, sub-Saharan Africa (minus South Africa) paid $2.5 billion more in debt servicing 

than it got in new long-term loans and credits. 

Cancel the Debt!  

The 50 Years is Enough Network calls for an end to an obscene system that considers 

interest payments sacrosanct while the most minimal quality of life for citizens of indebted 

countries becomes a luxury to be splurged on if the debts have been paid. When Charles 

Dickens exposed the plight of the children of imprisoned debtors in London, the society 

reacted in horror and quickly reformed the system. Today entire societies are imprisoned, 

their children starved and deprived of health care and education, and yet the logic of 

international account balances exonerates the bankers who insist on seeing their profit line 

grow at the expense of entire generations.  

 

The IMF has approximately $30 - $40 billion worth of gold; the World Bank likewise is 

comfortably endowed and makes a tidy profit (over $1.5 billion a year) on the loans it has 

made to its less-impoverished clients. Because no one pulls a trigger or pushes a button, we 

act as if the undeniable violence of enforced, needless poverty has no source and cannot be 

changed. This, truly, is the "banality of evil." We must insist on a new vision of economics, of 

banking, of resources, and of humanity. This outrageous undeclared war on the poor has 

gone on far too long. 

I feel that the money taken from our super-rich could firstly be used at a national level by 

these poorer nations to pay any and all national debt, thus allowing the nation in question 

to stop diverting large amounts of their own money originally allocated for things like water 



supply, basic health care and education, that is instead being currently utilised to solely 

furnish Western debt obligations. 

What most of you are unaware of is that this was debt that, if we were being brutally honest, 

was only ever accrued on the poorer countries behalf by its corrupt leaders. (Usually put in 

place or financially supported by our rulers and financial interests). These are people who 

have squandered the lion´s share of the money allocated to them simply by agreeing to 

purchase what the even more corrupt entities in the West had told them to buy, of course 

we all know that a fair portion of it would normally make its way into a few Swiss bank 

accounts as well, but trust me the bulk of this cash is wasted on projects that our countries 

and corporations had demanded. (the reason I say wasted is because just like the Iraq 

restructuring project you will find that the waste, outright theft and scandalous and totally 

illegal billing methods employed by our corporations will soon whittle down any size of 

fortune to absolute pennies – usually with very little, and in some cases nothing at all being 

given in return). Generally the only parts of any third world nation that are ever developed 

are the ports, airports, main trade routes and other transport facilities, this isn´t to help 

the people of that nation, but rather to enable our greedy corporations to siphon the 

goodies contained within that country away as expediently and efficiently as possible.  

Here is another “5: Years Is Enough” Network Factsheet:                                                                                

Relevant figures can be found at http://www.essentialaction.org/imf/labor.htm 

How Structural Adjustment Hurts Workers  

The structural adjustment policy package -- including privatization, slashing of government 

spending, trade liberalization and opening to exploitative foreign investment -- is, at its core, 

anti-worker.  

For poor countries, the IMF and World Bank's emphasis on exports is to a considerable 

extent an entreaty to exploit cheap labour as a "competitive advantage." But with countries 

around the world all forced to follow the same strategy, relying on cheap labour becomes a 

race to the bottom -- with countries forced into a de facto race to the bottom to offer foreign 

investors the lowest wages and least substantial labour protections.  

Other elements of the structural adjustment package reflect especially the IMF's contempt 

for workers.  

As outgoing World Bank economist Joseph Stiglitz says, the IMF views labour as just another 

commodity. One of the IMF's emphases has been on promoting "labour flexibility" - meaning 

making it easier for workers to be fired. The Fund has supported regulatory changes 

throughout the developing world to remove restrictions on government and private 

employers firing or laying off workers.  

The IMF has actively promoted government downsizing, even though in many countries the 

government is the major employer and there are few prospects for alternative employment.  

The IMF has also viewed many worker benefits as too costly (if they are provided by the 

government) or too inefficient (if required of private employers). It has urged major scaling 

back of government pension programs throughout the world. And it has even called for the 

rollback of minimum wages in countries like Haiti.  

Respect for workers' right to organize is not included in the IMF's structural adjustment 

policy. 

http://www.essentialaction.org/imf/labor.htm


I have also observed over the years that one of the other things that we in the West 

generally insist that they spend any money loaned to them on, would be for military 

equipment that is probably surplus to requirement or even old-hat to our nations, but at the 

same time it is undeniably well beyond what these places will ever require for defensive 

purposes. Billions of pounds of the money our countries loaned them was wasted on jets, 

tanks, submarines and other shiny trinkets that did absolutely nothing in reality apart from 

drain much needed cash away from the most poor and needy.  

What you will find out is that certain interested parties simply want the particular corrupt 

guy in question to stay in power, merely because he has no qualms about selling the 

resources of the country to our corporations, that is the real reason why we tell them to 

build up their military capability, - firstly to keep order among his own people (especially 

when they start working out that they are being fleeced) and also because the companies 

and conglomerates simply don´t want some other guy coming in and taking over the 

country in a coup or invasion, which means a possible re-negotiation of contracts, (unless 

of course it´s one of their guys who is behind this coup or invasion!).  

International Monetary Fund (IMF)/World Bank "debt relief" for poor and indebted countries 

is a sham  

Many poor countries must devote huge portions of their national budgets to paying back 

foreign creditors -- often for loans that were made to or for dictators, wasteful military 

spending or boondoggle projects. The poor countries of sub-Saharan Africa, for example, 

owe more than $200 billion in foreign debt -- three times more than they earn annually in 

exports. About 20 percent of sub-Saharan African countries' export income (not counting 

South Africa) goes to service foreign debt.  

A huge part of poor country economies must be devoted to producing goods for export -- 

with the resultant income sent back out of the economy and not available for domestic use, 

including for such important domestic needs as healthcare, education and infrastructure.  

The IMF program for helping poor countries that are deeply in debt was, until recently, 

called the Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF). Last year, under fire for a 

program poorly run, the Fund changed the name to Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility 

(PRGF). This program is operated in conjunction with the World Bank's Heavily Indebted 

Poor Country (HIPC) Initiative. 

The purpose of PRGF/HIPC is to provide some debt relief - that is, to cancel part of the debts 

- for poor countries that have no hope of paying back their foreign debt and for whom debt 

payments are draining their economy.  

However, the debt relief afforded by PRGF/HIPC is very modest, and will leave most poor 

countries paying nearly as much as they currently do. Under the plan, many countries find 

that while the absolute amount of their debt may decline, only about 15 countries will see 

the amounts they actually pay affected meaningfully.   

As Joe Hanlon, a Jubilee 2000 UK analyst explains, "Of the $207 billion HIPC country debt, 

approximately $100 billion is not being serviced - mainly with the agreement of the IMF and 

World Bank. This means the Bank and Fund have already admitted that this money will 

never be paid. So the $100 billion now on offer is only equivalent to the money that it is 

already accepted will never be paid - in effect this much debt can be written off without real 

cost since it would never have been paid."  



Compounding the problem, the price of receiving debt relief under the PRGF/HIPC program 

is implementing a carefully supervised structural adjustment program for three years - even 

though structural adjustment programs worsen poverty. 

The IMF and the World Bank should use their existing resources to fully cancel the debts 

owed them by the poorest countries - without any structural adjustment conditions attached. 

This is something they are perfectly able to do, as Harvard Professor Jeffrey Sachs and 

many others have shown. 

We also, you will discover, blatantly condone and encourage these dictator types carrying 

out, what you will soon find out, is actually our leaders and so called great-thinkers policies 

of population control. In many cases, at worst we arm, train and provoke conflicts, at best, 

we just turn a blind eye to these evil maniacs doing our dirty work for us, whether it is 

against their own people or even directed towards any neighbouring States (this is usually 

directed towards neighbouring countries that are conveniently mineral rich).  

Don´t worry though, for the sake of “fairness” we will probably have armed the other guy’s 

nation to the teeth too. It´s a win-win situation for “our” companies and rich individuals, 

they get to watch these poor people annihilate each other, and our banks and corporations 

get your countries resources for an absolute pittance.  

And it doesn´t matter who wins the wars, the banks will always still get paid.  

This is because the banks including the IMF and World Bank will always demand collateral 

on their loans. Take it from me, they end up being in a very advantageous position if the 

money is poorly spent rather than well spent. Why? Because then they will re-negotiate with 

you saying if you haven´t got our cash then we demand access to, and more often than 

nought, complete control of, your nations natural resources or commodities, and seeing as 

the country in question is the one in debt, and therefore at a disadvantage in negotiating 

terms, the IMF etc will then also offer to pay a mere pittance for this resource, (which I will 

plainly show was the whole plan in the first place).  

How International Monetary Fund (IMF)/ World Bank structural adjustment programs have 

increased poverty around the world  

Structural adjustment -- the standard IMF/World Bank policy package which calls for 

slashing government spending, privatization, and opening up countries to exploitative 

foreign investment, among other measures -- has deepened poverty around the world. In the 

two regions with the most structural adjustment experience, per capita income has 

stagnated (Latin America) or plummeted (Africa). Structural adjustment has also 

contributed to rising income and wealth inequality in the developing world.  

Here's how various structural adjustment policies increase poverty:  

Privatization -- Structural adjustment policies call for the selloff of government-owned 

enterprises to private owners, often foreign investors. Privatization is typically associated 

with layoffs and pay cuts for workers in the privatized enterprises.  

Cuts in government spending -- Reductions in government spending frequently reduce the 

services available to the poor, including health and education services (though the IMF and 

World Bank now say they preserve health and education spending).  

Imposition of user fees -- Many IMF and World Bank loans call for the imposition of "user 

fees" -- charges for the use of government-provided services like schools, health clinics and 



clean drinking water. For very poor people, even modest charges may result in the denial of 

access to services.  

Promotion of exports -- Under structural adjustment programs, countries undertake a variety of 

measures to promote exports, at the expense of production for domestic needs. In the rural 

sector, the export orientation is often associated with the displacement of poor people who 

grow food for their own consumption, as their land is taken over by large plantations growing 

crops for foreign markets.  

Higher interest rates -- Higher interest rates exert a recessionary effect on national economies, 

leading to higher rates of joblessness. Small businesses, often operated by women, find it more 

difficult to gain access to affordable credit, and often are unable to survive. 

Trade Liberalization -- The elimination of tariff protections for industries in developing 

countries often leads to mass layoffs. In Mozambique, for example, the IMF and World Bank 

ordered the removal of an export tax on cashew nuts. The result: 10,000 adults, mostly 

women, lost their jobs in cashew nut-processing factories. Most of the processing work 

shifted to India, where child labourers shell the nuts at home. 

CORPORATE GLOBALIZATION'S MANY MASKS 

The Multilateral Institutions & Treaties Supporting Corporate Rule Include: 

IMF, WORLD BANK, OECD, BIS, IDB, WTO, ADB, AfDB, EBRD, NAFTA, IFC 

(International Monetary Fund, World Bank Group, Organization for Economic Cooperation & 

Development, Bank for International Settlements, Inter-American Development Bank,  

World Trade Organization, Asian Development Bank, African Development Bank, European 

Bank for Reconstruction & Development, North American Free Trade Agreement,  

International Finance Corporation) 

AND THE LATEST ONE, the "FTAA" (Free Trade Area of the Americas) 

The underlying ideology of "free trade" agreements like the FTAA and of "structural 

adjustment programs" of the IMF and World Bank is neo-liberalism: the belief in elimination 

of governmental regulation and freeing of investors and corporations to do as they like. 

Neo-liberal advocates claim these steps create overall prosperity: the rich get richer and 

create jobs for the rest of us. No industrialized society developed through such policies - 

U.S. businesses were protected from foreign competition in the 19th century, as were those 

of more recent "successes" like South Korea. Indeed, faith in the "free market" is in such 

contradiction to history and statistical evidence that it takes on a dogmatic, mystical 

character. The models ideal is even sometimes referred to as "the invisible hand": in 

markets free to respond to the law of supply and demand, goods will be provided to all 

buyers at the fairest prices, and sellers will make fair profits, as if a divine being were 

apportioning everything fairly. 

In the 1970s, market fundamentalism took hold in some influential circles. "Free trade" and 

the "invisible hand" work best for those who already have resources and power - the 

corporations which can pressure governments to make concessions on their minimum wage 

laws or intimidate a workforce to vote against a union, for example, by threatening to move 

their facilities elsewhere. The losers -- those with little or no power and few resources to 

exploit the new "freedom"-- workers, the unemployed, and people (especially women) in 

countries with less "developed" economies. The FTAA would allow multinational corporations 

to relocate facilities almost anywhere in the hemisphere and to sue governments which 

attempt to limit their profits (through insisting on environmental protections, for example). 

Workers in the Americas, and especially Latin America, would find their right to organize 



unions increasingly denied, and their attempts to cross borders still illegal - and no 

international tribunal would hear their cases. 

With the rise of Margaret Thatcher in the U.K. in 1979 and Ronald Reagan in the U.S. in 

1980, neo-liberals secured control at the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World 

Bank just as countries in Latin America, Africa, the Caribbean, and Asia were entering a 

debt crisis. The IMF and World Bank leapt into a new role: overseeing the economic plans 

and finance ministries of most of the Global South. They accomplished this by lending 

money when no one else would, and attaching economic reform conditions to loans 

(structural adjustment programs). The tenets of structural adjustment - elimination of 

subsidies for basic foods and services, privatization of state-owned companies, trade 

liberalization (eliminating taxes and tariffs on imports), re-orientation from subsistence 

economies to export production (cheap labour and raw commodities), cuts in social 

spending, currency devaluation, and "labour flexibility" (layoffs and neglect of minimum 

wage laws) became the rules of the day, and remain so now, over 20 years later. 

After structural adjustment succeeds in opening up countries to cash cropping (growing 

coffee or flowers, say, for export instead of food) and to sweatshops producing goods for 

wealthy countries, the multinational corporations mounted pressure for more market-

opening measures and more legal security for the rights of investors. The World Trade 

Organization (WTO) was created in 1995 to lock in and enforce the "reforms" ordered by the 

IMF and World Bank. Now privatization, liberalization, and the other rules would not only be 

conditions agreed to in order to get loans, but pre-conditions in order to trade on the world 

market. 

The programs of the IMF and World Bank clear the landscape for companies and banks 

from the North to make money in Southern countries. Little of the wealth generated stays in 

the country where it is produced, though the fact of its being produced there makes 

statistics like the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) look better. In fact, living standards are 

slipping in most countries with IMF/World Bank programs, and debt levels have increased 

substantially. Forty-nine countries now have lower real per capita income than they did in 

the mid-1970s. 

The FTAA, with its secrecy, lack of transparency, and rules protecting corporate rights over 

people´s rights, would continue the principles for governing the global economy established 

by the IMF and World Bank. Like the WTO, it codifies the rules of structural adjustment and 

provides enforcement mechanisms. 

The just world that the 50 Years Is Enough Network and many others fighting for justice 

envision is one where economic policy is dictated not by institutions in Washington or 

Geneva, or by treaties governments are coerced to sign through fear of losing all trade 

relations, but rather by the people of each country through democratic processes. We 

believe that food security, health, education, human and workers rights, and cooperation 

are the priorities, not cash crops, privatization, and corporate profits. This requires taming 

the powers of financial institutions, reining in the reach of trade treaties, and strengthening 

and broadening the power of civil society in every country. 

The best part of this is that it is all totally 100% legal; in fact as things currently stand; it is 

in fact generally regarded by us in the developed world as being noble and even charitable 

work! That my friend is one of the biggest problems with this world; so much of the 

legitimised theft and ransacking of people’s property that is going on in every single 

country on this Earth, 24 hours a day, every day, this looting is regarded as having nothing 

wrong with it simply because it is legal. You will soon discover for yourself that there is a 

massive difference between legal, lawful, and for that matter ethical, I will take the time to 

explain these differences to you in the clearest terms later in this work because it is 

imperative that you do fully understand. To put it in simple terms right now, if I was to say 



to you “I am coming towards you and I am going to kick you in the nuts!” if you said 

nothing and done nothing about this before I acted, legally what I have done is not an 

offence because you never disagreed with me, legally you accepted my offer by not refuting 

it. That may be a trifle of an over simplification but trust me, in many regards that is exactly 

how the law operates. You just simply need to learn the legal terminology for “I am going to 

kick you in the nuts!” then everything your doing is regarded as being 100% legal. 

Imagine what these places could be doing for themselves without the financial millstone of 

un-payable national debt around their collective necks? Imagine this burden being lifted in 

conjunction with our nations also staying out of their financial, industrial and social lives, 

all these places I believe could, and given enough time, support and advice, ultimately would 

thrive, unfortunately we in the West have been brainwashed into believing that this would 

only come about to the detriment of our own well-being.. 

 Here is a quick article showing the direct link between the IMF and your health:. 

British study links IMF loans to tuberculosis Mon Jul 21, 2008 

By Michael Kahn LONDON (Reuters) - Austerity measures attached to International Monetary 

Fund (IMF) loans may have contributed to a resurgence in tuberculosis in eastern Europe 

and the former Soviet Union, researchers said on Tuesday. 

Governments may be reducing funding for health services such as hospitals and clinics to 

meet strict IMF economic targets, the British researchers said. 

The study, published in the Public Library of Science journal PLoS Medicine, found that 

countries participating in IMF programmes had seen tuberculosis death rates increase by at 

least 17 percent between 1991 and 2000 -- equivalent to more than 100,000 additional 

deaths. About one million new cases were recorded during the same period. 

Nations that received money from other institutions with less restrictive economic 

conditions attached had seen a nearly 8 percent drop in tuberculosis death rates, David 

Stuckler and colleagues at the University of Cambridge said. 

"IMF lending did not appear to be a response to worsened health outcomes; rather, it 

appeared to be a precipitant of such outcomes," they wrote. 

Tuberculosis is an infectious bacterial disease typically attacking the lungs that kills an 

estimated 1.6 million each year around the world. 

The emergence and spread of drug-resistant germs makes treating it much harder and 

could make the disease even deadlier. Parts of the former Soviet Union are some of the 

hardest hit by drug-resistant TB. 

The researchers used a statistical model to compare tuberculosis rates for 21 post-

Communist countries along with the timing and length of IMF loans to other lending 

programmes. 

Even when considering population changes, war, inflation and other factors that can lead to 

new cases, the researchers found that rising TB rates correlated closely to when IMF 

funding began. 

The size of a loan and length of time a country participated were also important, according 

to the study that analyzed IMF programmes in the region and TB rates between 1991 and 

2000. 



"We tested a lot of competing explanations and none could account for the patterns," 

Stuckler said in a telephone interview. "We are not saying the IMF loans are the only 

determinant but they help explain some of the patterns." 

(Reporting by Michael Kahn; Editing by Maggie Fox and Sami Aboudi)© Thomson Reuters 
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Vulture Funds Threaten Poor Nations’ Debt Relief 

 

Source: BBC Newsnight, February 14, 2::7 Title: “Vulture Fund Threat to Third World”  

Author: Greg Palast with Meirion Joneshttp://www.informationclearinghouse .info/ 

article17070.htm   

 

Student Researcher: Jenifer German Faculty Evaluator: Robert Girling, Ph.D. 

 

Vulture funds, otherwise known as “distressed-debt investors,” are undermining UN and 

other global efforts to relieve impoverished Third World nations of the debt that has 

burdened them for many decades. 

 

Vulture funds are financial organizations that buy up debts that are near default or 

bankruptcy. The vulture fund will pay the original investor pennies on the dollar for the 

debt and then approach the debtor to arrange a better repayment on the loan, or will go 

after the debtor in court.  

 

In the private financial world, these funds, like the birds they are named for, provide a 

useful function for investors who are unable to follow up on defaulted debts and are 

themselves facing financial ruin if the debtor reneges entirely.  

 

Under normal circumstances, distressed-debt investing - like day trading - is risky 

business. It is a gamble and the company knows that going in. The vulture fund may get 

nothing for its investment if the debtor continues to default and has no assets to attach. 

However, if there is still meat on the bones (the debtor has considerable assets to 

liquidate) the vulture fund can make millions.  

 

A problem has arisen in recent years, however, as vulture funds have begun inserting 

themselves into an increasingly globalized “free market” - where no distinction is made 

between an irresponsible and defaulted company and a destitute and impoverished 

nation.  

 

In the case of nations, the actions of vulture funds are corrupting the process begun in 

1996 to provide debt relief for Third World nations struggling to emerge from the heavy 

debt laid upon them by previous corrupt rulers and colonial masters.  

 

In one recent case, the poverty-stricken nation of Zambia was negotiating with Romania 

to reduce a $40 million debt still owed from a 1979 loan to buy Romanian tractors. In 

1999, Romania had agreed to liquidate the entire loan for $3 million. Zambia planned 

to use the debt cancellation to invest in much-needed nurses, teachers, and basic 

infrastructure.  



  

Just before the deal was finalized however, investors at the England-based vulture fund 

Donegal International convinced the Romanian government to sell them the loan for just 

under $4 million - not much more than Zambia had offered. Donegal then turned around 

and sued Zambia (where the average wage is barely a dollar a day) for the full $40 

million. 

 

Throughout the lawsuit, global NGOs have pleaded with the English High Court to void 

the new contract and allow Zambia to honour the original agreement of $3 million. But 

on February 15, 2007, an English court ruled that Donegal was entitled to much of what 

it was seeking - at least $15 million, perhaps more.1 In a last desperate plea, global 

NGOs working to relieve Third World debt (such as Oxfam and the Jubilee Debt 

Campaign) turned to Donegal directly, asking them to forgive the debt.  

  

Donegal knows that, as a national entity, even a cash-poor country like Zambia has 

access to considerable resources; in this case copper, cobalt, gem stones, coal, 

uranium, marble, and much more. Public works and other civic improvement projects 

can also be liquidated. 

Also, Donegal has no history of mercy toward impoverished nations. In 1996 it paid $11 

million for a discounted Peruvian debt and threatened to bankrupt the country unless 

they paid <58 million. Donegal got its money. Now they’re suing Congo Brazzaville for 

$400 million for a debt they bought for $10 million.  

  

Donegal and other vulture funds have teams of lawyers combing the world for assets 

that can be seized.  

 

Even worse, many of these vulture funds have influential ties to powerful world leaders 

like the Bush administration. The risk normally faced by distressed-debt investors is 

virtually eliminated when they have political influence that is greater than the poor 

nation they are suing. They raise most of their money through legal actions in US 

courts, where lobbying and political contributions hold influence. And many vulture fund 

CEOs have close links to top officials both in the US and England. 

 

President Bush has the power to block collection of debts by vulture funds, either 

individual ones or all of them, if he considers it to be at odds with US foreign policy - in 

this case debt relief for poor countries.2  

  

According to Congressman John Conyers, “It’s our position that the Foreign Corrupt 

Practices Act and the comity doctrine brought from our constitution allows the president 

to require the courts defer in individual suits against foreign nations. And so, we’re 

conducting a couple of things. First of all, we want to know where these practices are 

going on at the present time, and, two, how we can get this information to President 

Bush so that he can, as he indicated to us, stop it immediately.”3  



 

Chancellor Gordon Brown, now the prime minister of England, calls the vulture funds 

perverse and immoral. Oxfam and Jubilee have urged the chancellor to use his influence 

as chair of the International Monetary Fund’s key decision-making committee to make 

sure that new regulations are devised that prevent private companies from bypassing 

international debt rules and pursuing debts from very poor countries.  
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February 16, 2007. 

To finish some salient points on African debt using snapshots from an EIR video on the 

issue. Bear in mind this uses figures around 15 years old.  

The amounts owed will be up massively, the nature of the con remains the exact same. 

 

Africa borrowed $135 million bucks, they paid back $175 million bucks, but apparently 

they somehow still owe $339 million bucks! 

 

Some African countries populations in millions, then debt in millions. Q. How can the 

governments pay these loans without cutting essential services. A. They can’t. 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_globalbanking02.htm


 

There dying YOUNGER since the banks started “helping”. 

 

Speaks for itself, terrible. 



 

The death rates shot up after loan payments shot up....coincidence? 

 

Same trick in South America. South America borrowed $259 million bucks, they paid back 

$a whopping $488 million bucks, but apparently they somehow still owe $657 million 

bucks! Who’d they get the loan off of, Wonga.fkncom?  

Here are more up to date figures for 2003-6, notice coltan rich but so incredibly poor 

Democratic Republic of Congo for example, it’s obvious what’s happening here, a scam. 

Then there’s the first chapter of an old but good paper on the issue to finish off. 



 



 

 



 

Notice the disparity between North Africa (grey) and Sub-Saharan (Black). 

 

¾ of ALL the money Sub-Saharan Africa makes goes on debt! 

This is now that the first chapter, it’s taken from: African Debt Revisited: Procrastination or 

Progress? FONDAD, The Hague, 1992, www.fondad.org 

Background to the African Debt Crisis 

1.01 The debt crisis, or perhaps more accurately, debt cancer 1 that has spread across 

Africa in the last decade, needs little introduction. Much has already been said about the 

causes, consequences and costs - economic, social, human and ecological - of that affliction 

and about the structural adjustment and economic reform measures which have been taken 

to cope with it on a continental scale. The reasons which gave rise to excessive African 

indebtedness in the 1970s and early 1980s, and which caused it to balloon from $140 



billion when the crisis emerged in 1982 to over $270 billion in 1990, have been amply 

documented elsewhere.2 It would be redundant to go into them at length again here. 

1.02 Suffice it to say that Africa's over-indebtedness is not attributable, as many creditors 

would have it, merely to poor governance, rapacious and corrupt leaderships, protracted 

civil wars in too many countries on the continent; no democratic checks and balances on 

government borrowing and spending, excessive population growth, and the stubborn pursuit 

of economic policies which contributed to the relentless impoverishment of a rich continent 

for over two decades. All of these factors have indubitably  

1. It is odd to continue referring to a phenomenon which has lasted for over eight years as 

a crisis. It is more like a cancer because the debt disease has spread to virtually every 

corner of the continent; it has had a debilitating effect on the life of Africa's economies, and 

it is proving singularly resistant to cure by the remedies which have been attempted thus 

far. 

2. For a detailed account of how the African debt crisis arose and developed readers are 

referred to: (1) "African Debt: The Case for Relief for sub-Saharan Africa" by Percy S. Mistry, 

Oxford International Associates, 1988; (2) "The External Debt of sub-Saharan Africa: 

Origins, Magnitude and Implications for Action" by Kathie L. Krumm, World Bank Staff 

Working Papers #471, July 1985; (3) "African Debt: The Search for Solutions" by Tony 

Killick & Matthew Martin, UNARP Briefing Paper no.l, June 1989. The causes, effects and 

possible solutions to the African debt crisis were the subject of an earlier Conference on 

"The Challenge to Recovery & Growth: Finding Solutions to Africa's External Debt" sponsored 

by the African Development Bank and held in London on April 18-19, 1988. The Collected 

Papers presented at that Conference provide useful source material, as do a host of country 

economic reports, special reports and working papers published by the UN Economic 

Commission for Africa, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. These are too 

numerous to single out for special mention. 

But Africa's crisis has been severely exacerbated by several other reasons as well, including:  

(a) thoughtless and irresponsible over-lending by private and official creditors, during the 

commodity boom of the 1970s, without which irresponsible over-borrowing by African 

governments on this scale could not possibly have occurred; 

(b) the persistence of negative real interest rates during most of the 1970s in global 

financial markets caused by lax monetary and fiscal policies in industrial countries which 

made it economically rational for developing countries to borrow externally (rather than 

save or attract equity investment) for development and consumption; 

(c) the targeting of developing countries in general, and oil-exporting countries in 

particular, as major export markets to be provided with too-easy credit to facilitate the 

adjustment of industrial countries to the two oil-shocks (of 1973 and 1979); 

(d) the global monetary shock of1979-81, which aimed at ridding the world of inflation but 

had the collateral impact of inducing a deep and long recession, particularly in debt-ridden 

developing countries where the recession lasted for 70 months instead of 16 in the OECD 

world, and which caused commodity markets and prices to collapse; 

(e) over-reliance on external savings between 1979-83 by African governments' 

unwillingness to increase domestic savings and cut domestic consumption in the erroneous 

belief [encouraged in some instances (e.g. Zambia) by the international financial 

institutions - IFls] that the commodity price collapse would be short-lived; 

(f) a prolonged and devastating drought between 1981-84 which severely impaired the 

continent's agricultural and cash crop production and resulted in extensive damage to 

output and to the financial structure of Africa's fragile economies; 



(g) the emergence of high, positive real interest rates throughout the 1980s which 

compounded Africa's debt servicing and debt accumulation burdens; 10 From: African Debt 

Revisited: Procrastination or Progress?  

(h) volatile exchange rate movements throughout the 1980s with US dollar depreciation 

between 1985-90 resulting in increasing the dollar value of Africa's outstanding debts, over 

a half of which were denominated in currencies or composites which appreciated against 

the US dollar; 

(i) repeated official and private rescheduling, often on punitive terms in the early years of 

the debt crisis, which resulted in further increasing the outstanding level of debt while 

providing temporary, but totally insufficient, cash-flow relief; 

(j) poor and impractical advice by IFls and official creditors on the extent of debt relief 

African governments needed to negotiate and how they might adjust, coupled with poor 

management by the same governments of external debt records, policies and priorities 

resulting in several missed opportunities to improve· their situations; 

(k) the building up of egregious arrears which creditors have tolerated to a point of doing 

more damage to restoring disciplined debtor-creditor relationships than if more sensible 

action to reduce debt and debt service burdens had been taken by them in the first place; 

and last, but definitely not least, 

(1) protectionism in the world's markets for agricultural products and low technology 

manufactures, which makes it particularly difficult for African countries to diversify and 

increase exports to hard currency markets, thus making it doubly difficult for them to earn 

their way out of the debt trap. 

1.03 Several attempts have been made to explore the impact of these and other reasons 

more fully on the premise that unless the causes for Africa's predicament are properly 

understood, appropriate solutions will be impossible to design. It would be· unproductive to 

revisit here what has been covered already elsewhere. There is now ample appreciation of 

the causes and the implications of Africa's debt burdens among its creditors, in the 

international community at large, and among quite a few (though unfortunately not yet all) 

of its governments. Indeed that has been the principal reason for creditors and donors 

having exerted considerable effort to deal with the problem much more seriously and 

responsively at least since 1987-88. 

1.04 Success in achieving a durable solution has been elusive not because Africa's situation 

is inadequately appreciated or because there is lack of consensus on what the problems are 

and where the solutions lie. All creditors, even the reluctant and occasionally obstructive 

private banks, appear to agree that Africa's debt problem, and particularly that of the low 

income countries south of the Sahara, needs special attention. It is generally accepted that 

the sub-Saharan debt problem is different to those of middle-income developing countries in 

North Africa, Latin America, Eastern Europe and the Middle-East. It is comparatively small in 

absolute dollar terms. Sub-Saharan debt is less than a ninth of the total external debt of all 

developing countries. But, in relative terms it has crippled, and unless tackled will continue 

impairing, the ability of African economies to reverse steadily declining per capita incomes. 

It is not widely appreciated that annual debt service burdens remain excessively onerous 

although actual payments of principal and interest by low-income countries in sub-Saharan 

Africa in 1990 were less than 37% of scheduled debt service (after repeated rescheduling). 

Yet, even at that reduced level they accounted for over 80/0 of the region's estimated GNP 

in 1990 and 28% of export earnings; implying that scheduled payments would have 

absorbed 22 % of total sub-Saharan output and nearly 70% of its export earnings in that 

year! 

1.05 If the causes and consequences of Africa's chronic over-indebtedness are so widely 

understood, what then is the problem? Why has movement towards a solution for reducing 



debt and debt servicing burdens to levels which fall within Africa's capacity to repay, and 

still leave enough by way of resources for investment and growth, been so slow and painful? 

Why have African governments, their creditors and other external interlocutors not been 

able to act in a more resolute and meaningful fashion to reduce debt, as an essential  

precondition to achieving the modest 1% per capita income growth target which has 

become the standard by which low-income Africa's recovery efforts are now gauged? And 

why, after grant flows to Africa have increased from $6 billion in 1982 to nearly $12 billion 

in 1990, after debts totalling nearly $7 billion have been cancelled, and a further $1 billion 

swapped or converted in one way or another, have Africa's outstanding obligations 

continued to climb inexorably upwards? 

1.06 There are several answers to these questions. All of them shed some light on reasons 

for the glacial pace of progress which leaves Africa vulnerable to its immense potential 

remaining unrealized. But they leave a sense of dissatisfaction that the obstacles which 

remain cannot be overcome more quickly and decisively. Taken together they reflect poorly 

on the intentional, or inadvertent, inability of different "actors" in creditor countries - 

politicians, academic economists, senior government policymakers, aid officials, treasury 

officials, export credit agency (ECA) officials, and so on - to exert the same enthusiasm and 

political will, as displayed in other instances closer to home, in relegating the African debt 

crisis to history; thus enabling countries on that benighted continent to get on with 

confronting the future without being dragged down by the debilitating encumbrances of the 

past. They also reflect the abject inapplicability and failure of the Paris Club debt 

rescheduling exercise which, though intended to help, may actually have seriously hurt 

Africa's debt situation and its prospects for recovery. 

1.07 It is not easy, for instance, to explain the contrast between the urgency with which 

politicians and governments in the industrial world, and the Paris Club, responded to the 

crisis of Eastern Europe in the last two years and their negligent, almost desultory foot-

dragging over the debt crises of Africa and Latin America over the last eight. Having 

repeatedly said that there were no public resources to devote to dealing with the debt 

problem, they found the money - over $13 billion - almost instantly to capitalize a new 

European Bank for the reconstruction of Eastern Europe; a bank whose raison d'etre 

remains in doubt. Similarly the Paris Club, after repeatedly claiming that there was no 

political inclination in GECD countries, to go beyond the Toronto terms (explained later) 

applicable to Africa's low-income countries, turned around and recently concluded far more 

generous agreements with Poland and Egypt.  

1.08 The reasons for the slow rate of progress in coming to terms with the clear need for 

rapid and large-scale debt reduction. programmes for Africa and low-income Africa in 

particular - are many. They include, among others: 

(a) perennial (and unjustified) concern on the part of creditors, especially commercial 

banks, that debt reduction for Africa on the scale necessary - no matter how justified it 

might be 3 - would serve as a precedent 3 This type of blanket concern about potential 

portfolio contamination contravenes the bankers' own insistence that each debtor case be 

treated on its own merits (the case by case approach). In Africa the case can clearly be 

made for most low-income countries that debt reduction on a large scale, with the burden of 

such reduction being shared by both official as well as commercial creditors, is absolutely 

necessary. That case has been made in all too many instances not by the governments 

themselves but by agencies like the World Bank and IMF. for similar action to be taken 

elsewhere and thus weaken the bargaining position of banks in exerting pressure to 

maintain debt service flows from the developing world at unrealistically high levels;  

(b) the unfortunate reality that Treasury and ECA officials in GECD countries continually 

ride roughshod over the more intelligent, knowledgeable and sensitive views of their 

counterparts in aid ministries; 



(c) concern on the part of creditor governments, and of some people in the IFls, that debt 

reduction would further exacerbate "moral hazard" by rewarding bad policies and behaviour 

on the part of debtors;4  

(d) the popular belief that debt reduction would release the pressure on forcing a more 

disciplined approach to overall resource management in African countries;  

(e) rather than helping disabled economies to recover debt reduction would only serve to 

line, to an even greater extent than now, the pockets of corrupt African leaders and civil 

servants in countries where graft has now become endemic; and finally  

(e) African governments have been insufficiently enthusiastic about embracing donor-

advocated structural adjustment and policy reform prescriptions to justify large scale debt 

reduction.5 4 A corollary of this belief (and one which is unproven in reality) is that a tight, 

short-leash approach to debt relief, doled out grudgingly year by year in elaborate, 

expensive and tediously repetitive Paris Club reschedulings, provides greater and more 

effective leverage to creditors and IFIs in getting African governments to change the course 

of their economic policies and to endure with the consequences of such change. 5 This 

reason needs to be examined more carefully and seriously. In several African countries 

there is evidence emerging that governments have been cautious about proceeding with 

Bank and Fund adjustment prescriptions NOT because they enjoy being recalcitrant, or 

because they find such reforms to be politically difficult or administratively unworkable, but 

because the prescriptions are not resulting in the advertised cures. Exchange rate changes 

are not inducing switching effects at the pace anticipated. The lack of supply-side responses 

to changes in relative prices are leading to unstoppable cycles of inflation and continuous 

devaluation. Similarly resort to positive real interest rate policies in highly inflationary 

environments are causing a collapse in investment without any evidence of reviving savings. 

Swift trade liberalization is resulting in sharply widening current account deficits as imports 

race ahead of exports, and so on. Unless more credible and workable prescriptions are 

developed and applied, creditors should take a more realistic view about tying debt relief so 

closely to the speed of acceptance of untried and untested reform packages monitored by 

the Bank or IMF which have unintended and deleterious economic effects. A related point is 

the oft-repeated claim, particularly by the World Bank, that countries which have adopted 

reform packages are now performing better than countries which have not.  

The evidence, however, does not support such a clear cut conclusion. It is not clear whether 

these countries are performing better because of the reforms themselves or whether 

because their acceptance of reform has suddenly opened access to external financing which 

has enabled essential imports to be financed thus triggering growth. Also, the indicators of 

relative performance show such marginal improvements in the reforming vs non-reforming 

economies that they could easily be shown to be swamped by the fundamental inaccuracies 

inherent in the basic data available on African economies. Most of all this argument ignores 

the fact that reductions in actual (rather than scheduled) debt service payments from 

present levels could, in several instances, go a long way to improving economic 

performance even without significant policy change. 

1.09 None of these reasons ring true. Africa has, unfortunately, had to unilaterally "take" 

debt relief that should have been, but was not, "given" by running up levels of arrears which 

make a mockery of contractual arrangements and of the rescheduling process. In doing so 

it has paid a heavy price in terms of: a virtual cessation of normal trade credit; less 

assistance from donors for urgently needed commodity import and investment financing 

than it might otherwise have obtained; and a punitive premium of 30-400/0 on the price of 

goods that Africa imports.6 As a consequence, prospects for recovery and sustainable 

development have been compromised even further. The shortage of imported inputs and 

intermediates - caused by the unavailability of trade credit and the absorption of scarce 

foreign exchange by exorbitant import price premia inhibits better levels of agricultural 

output and of industrial capacity utilization from being achieved. 7 In the face of evidence to 

the contrary, the reasoning inherent in the reluctance of creditors to move expeditiously 



with debt and debt service reduction invariably leads to the mindless riposte that debt relief 

and reduction would not solve all the problems that Africa confronts. Nobody has ever 

suggested that it would. But, it is evident that if Africa's debt crisis were to be resolved once 

and for all, by reducing debt service burdens to around half of their actual (not scheduled) 

levels, the chances are now much greater than they have been for two decades that African 

recovery and growth would occur and could be sustained. 

Moreover, debt reduction on the scale necessary, would remove the last excuse that 

recalcitrant African governments might make in not embracing economic and political 

reforms more enthusiastically and speedily. The real costs to creditors in providing such 

relief are relatively small, but the potential gains to African debtors are so large as to make 

the risk worth taking. 6 This fact was established in a recent study undertaken by the World 

Bank, the findings of which were incorporated in a Working Paper entitled: "Does Africa pay 

more for its Imports Yes". 7 The relationship between imports and growth in the African 

context is the most easily accepted, but the least understood, tenet of development faith. 

Evidence over the last 10 years shows no particular link between the value or volume of 

aggregate imports and of growth. 

Much more needs to be learnt about the structure and quality of imports relative to the 

productive capacity characteristics of particular African economies in order to be more 

certain about the link between increased import capacity, improved investment and growth 

performance. 

1.10 With that introduction to a difficult and contentious subject the remainder of this 

paper considers in the sections which follow: the broad dimensions and characteristics of 

African debt and debt service; specific problems related to official bilateral debt and its 

rescheduling; the growing problems of meeting debt service obligations to multilateral 

institutions, particularly the IMF and World Bank; and the implications of not being able to 

clear the overhang of debt owed to private creditors. The paper discusses the initiatives 

which have been taken and those which are presently being considered, to reduce the 

African debt burden further in each of these different types of debt categories and 

highlights areas where more could be done. It concludes that just as war is too important to 

be left only to generals, debt is too important to be left only to Treasury and ECA officials 

from creditor countries, and to IFIs, to deal with. Its resolution requires more 

consciousness and commitment on the part of politicians in the developed world because 

the solutions now lie in the realm of politics rather than that of economics and finance. 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Fifty Part Eight 

A Beginner’s Guide to the European Debt Crisis 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 from Gonzalo Lira’s blog 

It’s all mother’s milk. At my Strategic Planning Group, we’ve been game-playing what do 

when the eurozone breaks up since May—but for people who’ve just realized, “Hey! 
Something’s going on over there in Europe!”, it can be a bit much, like tuning in to a soap 

opera five minutes before the end of the episode: Everything seems terribly portentous and 

important and shocking . . . but basically incomprehensible.  

 

Which wouldn’t matter if this was a soap-opera—but this is real life. This European crisis 

will affect your financial future, no matter if it’s happening on another continent. This is 

major— 

 

—which is why so many ordinary people are confused and frightened: Because it seems 

terribly complicated.  

 

But like all things which seem complicated at first glance, when you break it down, it’s 

simple.  

 

This is what happened:  

 

In 1999, the Europeans implemented a common currency, the euro. They did it in order to 

improve trade between the eurozone nations, and thus bind the European countries closer 

together.  

 

This new currency was centrally managed—that is, there was a single issuer of this new 

currency. Which of course makes sense: In the United States, you don’t have 5: states 

issuing currency—you just have the Federal Reserve, issuing dollars for the entire country.  

 

Same with Europe: Thus the eurozone—the zone of countries that had the euro as their 

currency. This new currency was managed by the European Central Bank—the ECB—out in 

Frankfurt, Germany. The ECB’s primary concern—like all central banks—was making sure 

that the currency it was supervising did not lose value. That is, it made sure that inflation 

stayed below 2% per year.  

 

However, just like in the U.S., though there was a central bank—in this case the ECB—each 

of the member states of this European Money Union (from where we get the acronym 

“EMU”‖—could issue its own debt.  

 

So far, so good: The euro was printed and managed by the ECB in Frankfurt. The individual 

countries—Spain, France, Germany, Holland—could each issue their own debt, and of course 

manage their own government budgets.  

 

Now, the strongest economy in Europe is Germany’s. For our purposes, the reasons why of 

this don’t matter. What matters is, Germany’s cost of borrowing was the lowest of the 

eurozone.  

 

This makes sense: If I make a million bucks a year, and borrow $10,000 for expenses and 

stuff, I’m going to get a pretty good interest rate from my credit card company or my bank. 

You know how lenders are: They lend you an umbrella when it’s sunny, then take it away 

when it rains. Since I don’t need to borrow the ten grand, all the lenders will trip over 

themselves to lend me money at extremely low rates, because they know I’m good for it. I 

won’t default on the debt.  

 

http://gonzalolira.blogspot.com/
http://www.liraspg.com/preview/


Same with nations—and same with Germany: German debt was always cheap, in the 1%–3% 

range, because Germany was good for it. After all, it’s the fifth largest economy in the 

world, and the biggest within the eurozone, racking trade- and fiscal budget surpluses year 

after year. So who wouldn’t feel comfortable lending money to the Germans? Nobody—‘cause 

see the Germans? They pay up—always.  

 

But here comes the problem: Banks felt very comfortable lending money cheaply to 

Germany. Germany was a member of the eurozone. Therefore, lenders assumed that the 

other countries in the eurozone were going to be as good a credit risk as Germany.  

 

So the banks lent money to the other, weaker countries in the eurozone at the same rates of 
interest as they lent to Germany.  

 

Yeah, I know: !!! 
 

Imagine you have a great credit rating—so the bank gives your kid a $100,000 consumer 

line of credit, just because he happens to live in the same house as you do. The bank lends 

your kid the money because it says there’s a “tacit promise” that if your kid doesn’t pay 

back the money, you will.  

 

Crazy, right? Right—but that is the core problem: Countries like Portugal, Italy, Ireland, 

Greece and Spain—countries whose initials spell out the acronym “PIIGS”—could go into 

debt at the same rates of interest as Germany, just because they shared the euro as a 

currency.  

 

The economies of the PIIGS were not as sound as Germany’s—but the lenders treated them 

as if they were. Not only that, the lenders assumed that, if any country got into trouble—i.e., 

if any one of the PIIGS couldn’t pay back their loans—the eurozone as a whole would be 

good for the debt.  

 

This was great for the PIIGS. Because it meant cheap and plentiful loans, with which they 

could go out and buy stuff.  

 

So they did: The PIIGS went into debt—too much debt—while the banks gave them all the 

slack they needed. Which makes complete sense: If before 1999, these countries were 

borrowing at (say) 6% or more, and all of a sudden their cost of borrowing drops in half, 

what will they do? Go into debt!  

 

Which is what they did—massively.  

 

And what did these countries do with the debt? Create a false sense of prosperity! 

 

This in a nutshell is what happened between 1999 and 2010, when the Greek crisis first 

erupted: During those “boom” years ―which were really no more than junior going crazy 

with the credit card), the various countries of the eurozone went into massive debt, in order 

to both fund a social safety net, and cut taxes on their citizens.  

 

In other words, something for nothing, bought and paid for with cheap debt. Kind of like 

America . . . —but that’s for another time.  

 

Though they now don’t want to admit it, the Germans encouraged this over-indebtedness, by 

the way—as did the French. Why? Because with this false sense of prosperity, the over-

indebted nations bought German and French goods and services. German and French banks 

were at the forefront of lending money to the PIIGS—which essentially made the whole 

scheme nothing more than vendor financing on a massive scale: I lend you money so that 
you can buy my products.  

 



Just like a junkie setting up an addict, or a predatory credit card company giving you teaser 

rates, the Germans and the French—via their banks and government institutions—gave the 

weaker economies all the incentive in the world to go into massive debt, and then go out 

and buy German and French products.  

 

It was bound to end in tears. As is happening now. It all goes to the issue that all these 

countries are over-indebted. And that overindebtedness is being reflected in the sovereign 

bond markets.  

 

Let’s take a slight detour, to explain what this means.  

 

What Are Bonds? What Are Yields? And Why Do They Matter? 

 

A bond is a bit of paper that is traded, just like stocks. But unlike a stock, which is a piece 

of ownership in a company, a bond is essentially a promissory note: You lend me money, 
and I give you this piece of paper where I promise to pay you back. The bond has a face 

value, and an interest rate. The person who buys the bond at the market price collects the 

interest, and receives the principal of the bond on maturation. A person can own a bond, or 

sell it to someone else, just like a stock.  

 

Corporations issue bonds, in order to finance factories, expansion, whathaveyou. And 

governments issue bonds, in order to finance various infrastructure projects, as well as 

their deficit spending.  

 

With all bonds, there are three pieces you have to understand: There is the face-value of the 

bond, there is the interest that the bond pays, and then there’s the effective return-on-

investment of the bond—which is known as the yield.  

 

The yield of a bond is what everyone pays attention to. The yield on a bond is a percentage 

value: It is the interest rate of the bond, times the face value of the bond, divided by the 

current price of the bond. The yield is inversely affected by the price of the bond: The higher 

the price of the bond, the lower the yield, and vice versa.  

 

So you see, it’s a seesaw: When the yield of the bond is going up, then the price of the bond 

is going down. When the yield is going down, then the price of the bond is going up.  

 

Let’s see an example: Say I sell you a bond for €1,:::, paying 5% interest per year. The 

bond is trading in the open markets at €9::. So 5% times €1,:::, divided by €9::, equals 

5.55%—the yield has widened, as they say in the biz. That is, the yield has gone up, since 

the price of the bond has gone down.  

 

But say instead that the bond has risen in value, which of course can happen: Say the price 

is up to €1,1:: per bond. So 5% ―the original interest‖ time €1,::: ―the face value‖, 

divided by €1,1:: ―the current price, gives us a yield of 4.54%. The bond’s yield is said to 

be narrowing.  

 

Since bonds all have different conditions insofar as maturation, interest rate, etc., it is 

simpler and quicker to speak of changes in yield only: “The yield is rising” means that the 

price of the bond is going down.  

 

Why is the price of a bond going down? Because investors think that the person who owes 

the debt—the bond issuer—is not necessarily good for the debt. That is, they think the debtor 

might default. So the owners of the bond sell it at a lower price, because they don’t want to 

have the risk of a default.  

 

Why does a bond go up in price? Because the debtor might show signs that it won’t default—

so the high yield makes it attractive for a buyer to pay more for the bond, thereby driving up 



the price, thus paradoxically lowering the yield of the bond.  

 

So what does this mean for countries? 

 

Well, when the yield of a government bond rises, it means that people are selling that 

country’s bonds. Take the above example of €1,000 bonds paying 5%. If the bonds are now 

at €9::, the yield is at 5.55%, as per the above example.  

 

Now, if the yield on that bond rises to 7%, what does that mean? It means that the bond is 

trading at distressed levels. Because for a €1,::: bond paying 5% interest to be yielding 

7%, then the bond is trading in the €715 range. ―The face-value price of €1,::: times 5% 

divided by a current price of €715 yields 7%.‖  

 

(By the way, this is a simplified version of calculating yields. In markets, often as not, the 

“yield” being referenced is the “yield-to-maturity” ―YTM‖, which is a more complicated 

calculation. If you’re interested, check out this discussion, which explains it in relatively 

straightforward detail.) 

 

So say you’re a government, and you have to fund €1 billion for a bridge. You will issue 

bonds to finance the bridge, bonds that will pay an interest of 5% a year. In order to raise 

those billion euros, you have to sell not a million €1,::: bonds—you have to sell 1,400,000 
bonds with a face value of €1,:::.  

 

And therefore, you have to pay interest on 1,400,000 bonds, instead of 1,000,000 bonds. 

And when these bonds mature—that is, when they have to be paid off in full—the government 

won’t be paying out €1 billion in principal: They’ll be paying out €1.4 billion in principal, on 

what was supposed to be a €1 billion bridge. Because bonds are paid full face value on 

maturation.  

 

Thus a government’s cost of borrowing has risen. And it’s all expressed in the yield.  

 

That’s why yields matter. And unfortunately, rising yields is what’s been going on with 

European debt: They have risen massively—because investors think there is a less likelihood 

that the bonds will be paid back in full.  

 

Why does this matter? Because these nations are all relying on deficit spending: They spend 

more money than they bring in. So they need to issue more debt, in order to pay off their 

obligations, such as salaries, pensions, medical care, not to mention pay off the interest on 

the previous bonds they’ve already issued.  

 

So in this situation, a country can get to the point where its bonds are selling at such a 

discounted value that it cannot issue enough bonds to simultaneously pay off their 

obligations and allow them to continue to function at their current level. 

 

That is, countries can get to the point of bankruptcy—depending on how high the yields on 

their bonds rise.  

 

Now, About Greece 

 

This is what happened to Greece: Its cost of borrowing rose so much that they no longer 

had the ability to raise the cash to pay off all their obligations.  

 

So starting in April of 2010, the so-called Troika—the International Monetary Fund (IMF), 

the European Central Bank (ECB), and the European Commission (EC, the executive arm of 

the European Union)—structured a bailout package, which was eventually passed through in 

June.  

 

http://www.moneychimp.com/articles/finworks/fmbondytm.htm


The bailout package of course had some conditions, which the Greeks agreed to in order to 

get the money—and which they then promptly failed to live up to. (How am I not surprised.) 
The details aren’t that important for the purposes of this discussion. What matters about 

the Greek Drama is two-fold:  

• One, Greece is a small economy within the EMU—about 2% of the eurozone’s GDP—so 

therefore its debts, while massive, were all-in-all manageable.  

 

• Two, the bailout of Greece was supposed to be swift and decisive, and act as a signal to the 

markets that the Troika would defend the eurozone, and not allow any of its members to go 

bankrupt. In other words, Greece was a firewall, to protect the other economies.  

 

But the problem was, the Troika dithered.  

 

Why did they dither? Because it became immediately clear that the only way to fix the Greek 

situation was by debt haircuts—and haircuts were impossible, because they would bankrupt 

the European banks. And the American ones too.  

 

Let me explain.  

 

Fear of a Credit Event 
 

Part of any debt restructuring—be it a poor man’s bankruptcy, or the bankruptcy of a large 

corporation—is debt haircuts: That is, lenders get less than the 100% of the debt that they 

are owed.  

 

Say I owe $10,000 to a car dealership for a new car I bought last year, and I go bankrupt. 

The dealer will get a percentage of the money I have left after everything (including the car) 

is liquidated. But they won’t get the full <1:,::: that I owe them, obviously, because I’m 

bankrupt: I owe more than I have.  

 

Same with nations: Greece owed more than they had—so Greece’s lenders were going to 

have to take a haircut. That is, they would have to take less money than they were owed.  

 

This is what’s known as a “credit event”.  

 

This was a problem.  

 

If there was a haircut on Greek debt—a credit event—then the banks and insurance 

companies which held the debt (predominantly German and French banks) would have to 

write a loss on those loans. Huge losses. Losses bigger than their capital.  

 

Thus these banks would go bankrupt, if there was a credit event in Greek debt.  

 

Even if they didn’t go bankrupt, these financial institutions would have to sell off other 

bonds, in order to raise the cash to stave off bankruptcy.  

 

This massive sell-off of sovereign bonds would have a contagion effect: In order to cover 

their Greek bond losses, banks would have to sell their Italian, Spanish and French bonds—

at a loss—so as to raise the cash to stay solvent, which would in turn make Italian, Spanish 

and French debt toxic.  

 

In other words, a domino effect.  

 

Furthermore, American banks—which don’t own much in the way of PIIGS debt directly—

have written a lot of insurance on those sovereign bonds: The famed credit default swaps 



―CDS‖. Bank of America especially has made a lot of money selling CDS’s on those debts in 

2008, 2009 and 2010, as has JPMorgan.  

If those sovereign bonds defaulted, those American banks would have to pay off these 

CDS’s— 

 

—and thus they would go bankrupt too! 

 

Everything is connected: A credit event in Greek bonds would trigger credit events in Italian, 

Spanish and eventually French bonds, which would bankrupt European banks as well as 

American banks— 

 

—basically, a repeat of the 2008 Global Financial Crisis, only bigger, and without the happy 

ending.  

 

This is why the Troika dithered. They talked tough, and they even put the gun to Greece’s 

head: Pass these austerity measures, or else no bailout money. But they never pulled the 

trigger and let Greece fail—because if they did, the European and American banking sector 

would collapse.  

 

Since the Greek financial hole grew bigger between 2010 and 2011—because the Greek’s 

didn’t live up to most of their promises—a second bailout package had to be created.  

 

Again—more dithering. This time, the dithering was because the Germans in particular feel 

that they are propping up spendthrift countries—and nobody likes to feel like the chump 

who’s paying for other people’s good times.  

 

There is enormous political pressure on Merkel to not save Greece. The people pressuring 

Merkel don’t realize what will happen if Greece collapses.  

 

So then last October 28, the Troika plus German Chancellor Angela Merkel and French 

President Nicolas Sarkozy finally came up with a “solution” to the Greek Drama.  

 

I say “solution” in the loosest possible sense of the word: In the weeks previous to the Oct. 

28 announcement, the Europeans had been going around the world, hat in hand, asking 

emerging markets—especially China—to fund their bailout facility. They had been politely 

refused—because they’re not stupid: They saw that the bailout facility—the famed European 

Financial Stability Facility (EFSF)—was just a lot of smoke and mirrors, essentially throwing 

good money after bad.  

 

Through some clever accounting tricks and some not-so-clever baldfaced lies involving 

accounting standards, the Europeans managed to cobble together a workable EFSF which 

could give Greece and potentially one of the other PIIGS a lifeline.  

 

But in order to show that they were “serious”, the Troika and Merkel and Sarkozy insisted 

that the Greeks agree to a serious of painful austerity measures.  

 

The big news, however, was that this second bailout of Greece included haircuts on Greek 

debt. The advertised number on the Greek haircuts was fifty percent! (Though when you 

looked more closely at the details, it was more like 20%.) The Oct. 28 deal stipulated that 

the haircuts on the Greek debt would be voluntary—“voluntary” as opposed to “forced”, 

which would have triggered a credit event)— 

 

—but then on the following Monday, Georgios Papandreou, the Prime Minister of Greece, 

threw a monkey wrench into the Rube Goldberg contraption that is the Second Greek 

Bailout Package:  

 

G-Pap called for a popular referendum of the bailout! All hell broke loose.  



 

The eurocrats famously do not like going to the public to ask for their support—they like to 

dictate instead. Why? Because they consistently lose the popular vote, to the point where 

they no longer bother putting things up for a vote.  

 

For Papandreou to put the austerity package to a popular referendum meant that it would 

likely not pass—because no citizenry likes to be asked if they want their government to give 

them less services and entitlements (duh!).  
 

Therefore, the Troika suspended the €8 billion tranche of the first bailout package that the 

Greeks were supposed to get in November.  

 

Without that tranche, Greece goes bankrupt on December 15.  

 

So Papandreou backtracked on Thursday, November 3, and said that there would be no 

referendum.  

 

But the damage was done: The bond markets got so freaked out that they started looking at 

the next weak link in the European chain.  

 

So Now, We Have Italy 

 

In mid October, Italian debt was yielding about 3.5%—very respectable. Italy, furthermore, 

has a very large debt, but it is far from insolvent: In fact its government regularly meets its 

budget with a bit of a surplus. Balance of trade is okay, growth is low but in line with the 

rest of Europe. And aside from periodic sex scandals, the Berlusconi government is fairly 

competent and efficient.  

 

Overall, Italy is in pretty good shape.  

 

But it needs more debt to pay off previous debts, and to shore up its economy, which is in a 

recession much like the rest of the worlds. Its debt load is growing, but strictly because its 

government is spending to prop up the sagging Italian economy.  

 

Nevertheless, after the Greek fiasco, the bond markets turned on Italy.  

 

On the Monday after the Greek Week (Nov. 7), Italian yields rose from their 5% level—then 

spiked on Wednesday to above 7.6%, which is potentially catastrophic. Why catastrophic? 

Because at those levels, no advanced economy can finance itself—not to mention the fact 

that certain derivatives require that yields stay below certain thresholds. If they remain 

above certain yield numbers for a set period of time, they are considered credit events—

which triggers CDS’s, which lead to bank bankruptcies.  

 

So those yields have to go down now—fast.  
 

This crisis in Italy has led Silvio Berlusconi to announce he will resign, once austerity 

measures are passed. His resignation will likely calm the markets—for a bit. At my Strategic 

Planning Group, I’ve been live-blogging the nightmare, and discussing what to do about it.  

 

What strikes me is the inanity of the eurocrats’ response. They come up with vague and 

flimsy packages, and a lot of flowery rhetoric—you should have just heard Sarkozy, after the 

Oct. 28 deal, going all French Literature on the thing.  

 

But the Europeans don’t seem to understand that they have a nuclear weapon at their 

disposal—which they refuse to use.  

 

And that nuclear weapon in the European Central Bank.  

http://www.liraspg.com/members/scenarios/countdown-europe/


 

Fear of Monetization 

 

The easiest way to fix this entire debt situation would be for the European Central Bank to 

simply print up money, and go out and buy enough Greek and Italian debt to bring down 

their yields.  

 

It wouldn’t even have to be very much—a mere €5: billion would do the trick. The fear that 

the markets would have of being caught on the wrong side of a trade against the ECB would 

be enough to keep the markets docile and quiet.  

 

I’m not saying this is a best solution to the current situation—or even a solution at all. 

However, you cannot make sound economic policy on the fly, as you react to a crisis. You 

have to stabilize the patient, before you give him the treatment—not operate him for liver 

cancer while he’s still bleeding from a gunshot wound to the leg.  

 

Having the ECB come in and decidedly calm the markets—like the Swiss National Bank did a 

month ago—would be the best way to get the European house in order, and then implement 

the structural reforms and austerity measures that everyone agrees need to be 

implemented.  

 

But the ECB isn’t stabilizing the patient. Why? Because the Germans are greedy.  

 

See, if the ECB does a European version of Quantitative Easing, the Germans are afraid that 

their currency will weaken—which they do not want, because they are a creditor nation. If 

the euro’s value erodes, then Germany will have lost some purchasing power.  

 

They are so afraid of the euro weakening—and thus the Germans losing a bit of their 

surplus—that they are making the other economies in the eurozone crash.  

 

The Germans do not seem to understand that, if the nations of Europe go down, there will 

be no buyers for their goods and services—so they will suffer too.  

 

Thus the ECB sits there, while this Greek problem becomes now an Italian problem— 

 

—and soon a French problem: The yields of French bonds are rising precipitously, and 

already one French bank, Credit Agricole, is in trouble over the Greek Drama. It’s only a 

matter of time before the big French banks start tumbling—and then France itself—unless 

the bond markets are calmed.  

 

So What’s Going To Happen? 

 

What’s going to happen is—best case—the Germans come to their senses, and the ECB starts 

buying up European sovereign debt, calming the markets. Greece and a couple of other 

small and/or weak eurozone countries exit the European Monetary Union, go back to local 

currencies, devalue, and then rebuild their economies; say Greece, Portugal, Spain and 

maybe Italy. And finally, austerity measures are imposed, fiscal budgets are put on a 

sounder footing, and things right themselves in a few years.  

 

Worst case? Italy gets really sick, and then France falls as well, leading to the eventual 

break-up of the whole eurozone, with Germany, Austria, Holland, Finland and Belgium 

maintaining the euro as their currency.  

 

This would not be a good thing for those countries, by the way: If the union between France 

and Germany breaks, the non-eurozone countries would be poor—so they would not be able 

to buy the goods and services of the rump-eurozone countries.  

 



So all the countries would lose, if there is a break up of the monetary union.  

 

Unfortunately, at this time, the worst case seems the likely case. 

The ECB - EUR22 Trillion Is Missing 

Submitted by Tyler Durden on zerohedge.com Via Mark J. Grant, author of Out of the Box, 

The ECB: The Missing Assets/Liabilities 

“To treat your facts with imagination is one thing, but to imagine your facts is another.” -
John Burroughs 

Yesterday I published the assets/liabilities of the European Central Bank as provided by 

them. I provided some analysis that I thought was relevant as I also asked all of you to look 

at the numbers yourself. To be quite open; I was stunned by the data they provided and 

shocked by the implications. I had not seen the data in any other source or commented 

about by anyone and the subject, while admittedly complex, and perhaps made more 

complex by design, is a huge wake-up call for anyone investing in Europe. 

The ECB lists, as of the end of the 1st quarter of 2012, 16.304 trillion Euros ($ 21.032 

trillion) in assets and 17.334 trillion Euros ($22.631 trillion) in liabilities. It is right there 

in black and white as I showed in the ECB provided data that I presented yesterday. However 

when you get to their consolidated balance sheet you find the numbers they bandy about in 

public to be a ledger of 3.240 trillion Euros ($4.00 trillion) and you catch your breath and 

pause. Utilizing normal American accounting practices this variance would be impossible 

and yet here it is; staring us all right in the face. 

“Europe has put a ‘stop payment’ on our reality check!” - The Wizard 

I can report that I did hear from a number of large institutions yesterday that also looked at 

the numbers themselves and were stunned. Conversations were held, questions were asked 

and I think an accurate summation of the conversations was that everyone was in some 

state or another of astonishment. The numbers were not my numbers after all and while 

many good issues were raised in terms of how to properly analyze the data that was 

presented there was a clear sense that we were being duped by the European Central Bank 

and played for suckers. 

“Reality is the leading cause of stress amongst those in touch with it.” - Jane Wagner 

Forget that the liabilities are greater than the assets and forget that that both have 

increased rather appreciably in the last several years and just concentrate on the size of the 

numbers presented and then ask the central questions; who is responsible for these assets 

and liabilities and where are they counted? We know that they are not counted at the ECB as 

they are not a part of their consolidated balance sheet. You may ask how this is possible 

and I re-print, once again, the applicable note from the ECB: 

Recognition of assets and liabilities 

An asset or liability is only recognized in the Balance Sheet when it is probable that any 

associated future economic benefit will flow to or from the ECB, substantially all of the 

associated risks and rewards have been transferred to the ECB, and the cost or value of the 

asset or the amount of the obligation can be measured reliably.” 

So there is the rationale, like it or not, but then where are these assets/liabilities counted? 

We are talking about $21.032 trillion in assets here and $22.631 trillion in liabilities which 

are larger numbers that all of the GDP of Europe. We can surmise that the ECB does not 

count these loans, securitizations and collateral as they belong to a given nation or a bank 

guaranteed by the nation or the securitization is guaranteed by some country but the rub is 
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the country doesn’t count them either. When a European nation reports out its debt to GDP 

ratio I knew that they did not count contingent liabilities and I knew that government backed 

bank bonds were not included and I knew that regional debt guaranteed by the government 

was not included but this, and the sheer size of it, had lain underneath everyone’s radar. 

Think of it; twenty-two trillion dollars worth of assets and liabilities and accounted for 

nowhere. No need to worry anymore about Target2; a mere tuppence at one trillion dollars, 

a decimal point. Just exactly what these assets and liabilities might be is anyone’s guess. 

Just which nations generated them is also anyone’s guess as no data or explanation is 

provided. Just what any country’s real debt to GDP ratio might be if these assets/liabilities 

were included in the equation is also anyone’s guess but I think it is safe to assume that the 

numbers would be off the charts; far off the charts. 

“Illusions commend themselves to us because they save us pain and allow us to enjoy 
pleasure instead. We must therefore accept it without complaint when they sometimes 
collide with a bit of reality against which they are dashed to pieces.” - Sigmund Freud 

You know, these are not blue fairies or gnomes or elves that have gone missing. These are 

twenty-two trillion dollars ($22 trillion) of loans and securitizations and mortgages that are 

found and accountable for by no one. These are real assets and real liabilities that have 

been turned into cash by the ECB and it causes me to wonder just how accurate the Money 

Supply numbers are for Europe with this amount of cash being pumped into the system. I 

also wonder what anyone’s real balance sheet looks like and I wonder what kinds of losses 

are being incurred and by whom. To be quite forthright, and in my opinion, this seems to 

me not just the rigging of the game or the gaming of the system but something far past 

that; something out beyond the realm of the credible and of real world experiences. 

This is what we are investing in when we buy European bonds? This is where we are putting 

our client’s money? I don’t know; they may have gone mad but I have not. 

Have you? 

“An error does not become truth by reason of multiplied propagation, nor does truth 
become error because nobody sees it.” - Mahatma Gandhi 

11 Facts That Show That Europe Is Heading Into An Economic Depression 

Michael Snyder, Contributor Activist Post Saturday, December 1, 2012 

Europe is not just heading into another recession. The truth is that Europe is heading into a 

full-blown depression. The economy of the EU is actually larger than the U.S. economy, and 

we are watching it melt down right in front of our eyes. 

Things just continue to get worse in Europe, and yet somehow the authorities over in 

Europe just keep insisting that everything is going to be "just fine". Well, everything is not 

"just fine" over in Europe right now.  

Unemployment in the eurozone has just hit another brand new record high. In some nations 

in Europe, the unemployment rate is already significantly higher than anything the United 

States experienced during the Great Depression of the 1930s. Europe is a continent that is 

collapsing under the weight of its own debt, and this is just the beginning. A lot more pain is 

on the way. Officials over in Europe are trying to hold the European financial system 

together with duct tape and prayers, but it could literally fall apart at any moment.  

Europe has a much larger banking system than the United States does, so when a financial 

collapse happens in Europe, it is going to be very significant for the entire globe. Sadly, 

most Americans do not even pay attention to much of anything that is happening in Europe. 

They tend to think that the United States is the centre of the universe and that as long as we 

are fine that everything will be okay.  



Well, all of those people who are not paying attention need to wake up. First of all, the U.S. 

economy is most definitely in decline. Secondly, the European economy is imploding right in 

front of our eyes and Europe is going to end up dragging the entire globe down with it. 

The following are 11 facts that show that Europe is heading into an economic depression... 

1. The economies of 17 out of the 27 countries in the EU have contracted for at least two 

consecutive quarters. 

2. Unemployment in the eurozone has hit a brand new all-time record high of 11.7 percent. 

3. The unemployment rate in Portugal is now up to 16.3 percent. A year ago it was just 

13.7 percent. 

4. The unemployment rate in Greece is now up to 25.4 percent. A year ago it was just 18.4 

percent. 

5. The unemployment rate in Spain has hit a brand new all-time record high of 26.2 

percent. How much higher can it possibly go? This is already higher than the unemployment 

rate than the United States ever reached during the Great Depression of the 1930s.  

6. Youth unemployment levels in both Greece and Spain are rapidly approaching the 60 

percent level. 

7. Earlier this month, Moody's stripped France of its AAA credit rating, and wealthy 

individuals are leaving France in droves as the socialists implement plans to raise taxes to 

very high levels on the rich. 

8. Industrial production is collapsing all over Europe. Just check out these numbers... 

You don’t have to be an economic genius to understand that the perpetual uncertainty over 

the Eurozone’s future has led to a widespread freeze on industrial investment and 

development. Industrial production is collapsing at an accelerating rate, falling 7% year-on-

year in Spain and Greece, 4.8% in Italy, and 2.1% in France. 

9. There are even trouble signs in the "stable" economies in Europe. In Germany, factory 

orders in September were down 3.3 percent from the month before, and retail sales in 

October declined 2.8 percent from the previous month. 

10. The debt of the Greek government is now projected to hit 189 percent of GDP by the end 

of this year. 

11. The Greek economy has shrunk by more than 7 percent this year, and it is being 

projected that the Greek economy will contract by another 4.5 percent in 2013. 

But sometimes you can't really get a feel for how bad things really are over there just from 

the raw economic numbers. 

Many people that are living through these depression-like conditions are totally giving in to 

despair. Just check out the following example from an RT article from earlier this year... 

A 61-year-old Greek pensioner has hung himself from a tree in a public park after 

succumbing to the pressure of crushing debt. A note in his pocket indicates he is merely the 

latest in a rash of economic crisis-induced suicides.  

The pensioner’s lifeless body was found dangling by an attendant in a public park not far 

from his home in the suburb of Nikaia, Athens. The attendant also found a suicide note in 

the man’s pocket, The Athens news reports.  



The man, identifying himself as Alexandros, said he was a man of few vices who “worked all 

day.” However, he blamed himself from committing one “horrendous crime”: becoming a 

professional at the age of 40 and plunging himself into debt. He referred to himself as a 61-

year-old idiot who had to pay, hoping his grandchildren would not be born in Greece, as the 

country’s prospects were so bleak. 

Please take note of what is happening in places like Greece and Spain right now, because 

similar conditions will soon be coming to the United States. 

This is one reason why I try so hard to encourage people to prepare for what is coming. 

There is hope in understanding what is coming and there is hope in getting prepared. 

You don't want to end up getting blindsided by the coming crisis and end up sitting on a 

park bench trying to figure out if life is still worth living or not. 

Life is most definitely worth living. Yes, a storm is coming and the world is going to become 

incredibly unstable in more ways than one. But if you understand what is coming and you 

work hard to prepare, then you and your family will have a chance to thrive even in the 

midst of the storm. 

Please learn from what is happening over in Europe. The economic horror show that is 

unfolding over there is going to come to America too, and time is running out. 

NOW WE BRIEFLY SEE THE TRUE PURPOSE OF ALL THIS “FINANCIAL CALAMITY” COMING INTO 

PLAY 

- THE ONLY THING THAT CAN SAVE US IS CONSOLODATION. 

THEY WANT THREE CURRENCY BLOCKS: THE EURO FOR EUROPE (AND PERHAPS AFRICA IN 

TIME), THE AMERO FOR ALL OF THE AMERICAS, AND A PAN-PACIFIC CURRENCY, PROBABLY 

THE CHINESE RENMIMBI. EVENTUALLY THE THREE BLOCKS WILL MELD UNDER THE TRUE 

GOAL - A ONE WORLD CURRENCY. 

Unprecedented: EU Officials Call on Fellow Countries to Give up Control of Banks 

Posted on September 12, 2012 at 6:21pm by Becket Adams theblaze.com 

 

European Commission President Jose Manuel Barroso gestures to the media at the 

European Commission headquarters in Brussels, Tuesday, June 21, 2011 (AP Photo/Yves 

Logghe) 

European Union officials are asking national governments to give up control of their banks 

as a means of “solving” the EU’s financial crisis. 

Yes. Give up control of their banks. What could possibly go wrong? 

In a proposal that represents one the most significant surrenders of national sovereignty 

since the creation of the euro in 1999, the European Commission, the EU’s executive arm, 

proposed Wednesday to make the European Central Bank (ECB) the single supervisor for all 

6,000 banks in the 17 countries that use the currency. 
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The Commission wants to give the ECB sweeping powers from the ability to grant and take 

away banking licenses to extensive authority to investigate and fine wayward banks. 

Jose Manuel Barroso, the Commission’s president, said giving up control of banks would be 

just the start and that countries should get used to handing over powers to Europe in order 

to solve the region’s debt problems. 

“We cannot continue trying to solve European problems just with national solutions,” he 

said in his annual State of the Union address to Parliament in Strasbourg, France. 

“A deep and genuine economic and monetary union … means ultimately that the present 

European Union must evolve,” he added. “And let’s not be afraid of the words. We will need 

to move toward a federation of nation states.” 

Barroso’s remarks go to one of the central debates concerning the survival of the eurozone, 

that is, whether countries can continue to share a common currency without a unified 

political system. 

As part of forging a tighter EU, many politicians have called for a “banking union” — a 

unified playbook for all the region’s banks. The creation of a single bank supervisor is an 

important part of this plan. 

Other measures being debated include: a European-wide system of depositors’ insurance; a 

single method for winding down bankrupt banks; and allowing the European bailout fund to 

directly help banks in trouble, instead of lending money only to governments. 

 

German Chancellor Angela Merkel and French President François Hollande during their first 

meeting after his election, Berlin, May 15, 2012 (AP) 

In its proposal, the Commission called for the European Central Bank to take over 

supervisory roles from the member countries’ national banking regulators. Currently, the 

ECB is only in charge of monetary policy for eurozone countries — setting interest rates and 

printing money. 

In order not to overwhelm the ECB, the plan proposes to leave day-to-day operations to 

national authorities. The power to wind down banks in trouble also stays with individual 

countries — for now. The EU official said it would eventually be given to the ECB. 

The Commission hopes its proposal will take effect Jan. 1, 2013, first handing ECB power 

over the eurozone’s bigger banks and eventually adding the rest of the 17-country bloc’s 

lenders a year later. 

The Commission’s proposal, published Wednesday morning, still needs to be approved by 

the European Parliament and the Council, on which the heads of state or government of all 

27 countries of the European Union sit. 

It could be a tough fight since Germany, one of the eurozone’s most powerful members, has 

said it wants the ECB to supervise only those banks which, if they were to go bankrupt, 

would cause major damage to the eurozone. 
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German officials have also expressed alarm at the timetable proposed, saying it risks 

creating just a slap-dash supervisor. 

 

European Commission President Jose Manuel Barroso speaks during a news conference at 

the European Commission headquarters in Brussels, Wednesday, July 18, 2012. (AP 

Photo/Yves Logghe) 

“What is important above all is that this supervisor can work in terms of quality — not just 

that it comes into force as quickly as possible but then doesn’t work,” Merkel told 

lawmakers in Berlin on Wednesday. “This is about the quality of supervision, and not just 

about the quantity.” 

EU internal market commissioner Michel Barnier, whose team was largely responsible for 

drafting the proposal, sought to downplay these concerns, noting that the ECB would rely 

heavily on the “experts” already in place at national supervisors. 

He also said the bank would slowly ramp up its powers of supervision over the course of a 

year, although he did not back off the goal of getting it up and running on Jan. 1, 2013. 

In a statement issued Wednesday, the ECB said it welcomed the Commission’s proposal. 

In his speech Wednesday, Barroso also warned that the financial crisis is “fuelling populism 

and extremism” in Europe. 

“Europe needs a new direction,” he said. 

Again, what could possibly go wrong? 

Barroso’s Banking Union: the Next Step in Long Planned Superstate Agenda 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 Keelan Balderson, Contributor Activist Post 

 

Unelected President of the EU Commission, José Manuel Barroso, announced last week 

plans for an all encompassing “banking union”, which would give the European Central 

Bank supervisory powers over every member-state financial institution [1]; yet another step 

in a long-planned superstate agenda. 

 

“We need to move to common supervisory decisions,” Barroso brazenly declared, 

demanding that the ECB should rule over all euro-zone banks, a number that pushes 6,000 

individual institutions. 

 

Without mincing words the Bilderberg member called for the end of national sovereignty, 

and in its wake a “federation of nation-states” under the centralized control of unelected EU 

bureaucrats should be formed [2]; a vastly different system than was originally sold to the 

public back in the 1950s. 

 

Speaking to the BBC French finance minister Pierre Moscovici stated [3‘: “The UK, like us, 

would like if possible quite a swift timeline,” in the handing over of power. 
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Despite often claiming to be a eurosceptic, a spokesperson for David Cameron revealed the 

Prime Minister’s enthusiasm for the agenda ‗4]: 

We have consistently argued that a banking union is an essential part of a single currency 

and, as the single currency central bank, the European Central Bank is the right 

organisation to take on that supervisory role for euro area banks. 

Unsurprisingly there has been zero talk of giving citizens a democratic vote on the matter. 

In an exclusive WideShutUK interview, author Chris Morris pointed out the hypocrisy of 

Barroso’s plans, and broke down the history of the EU agenda and its deceptive and 

secretive aims. 

 

Barroso “has been pushing for the integration of European ’ global financial markets and 

regulatory bodies for quite some time”, back in 2::8 when the contrived financial crisis 

first became widely apparent, Barroso met with then US President George Bush and Nicolas 

Sarkozy to call for a “a new global financial order” ‗5]. As we see in Britain with the 

LibLabCon’s joint support for the EU and America with the Republican and Democrats’ joint 

support for NATO the United Nations and global financial decisions, the push for further 

centralized global governance is bipartisan and goes beyond the redundant circus of party 

politics. 

 

“Barroso is a frequent Bilderberg attendee” revealed Morris; the secretive yearly gathering 

of the world’s financial, political and corporate elite. In a row over Dutch and Belgian 

attendees claiming expenses for this year’s meeting, an admission on the event’s official 

website was cited, which states “participants attend Bilderberg in a private and not an 

official capacity”, although according to Barroso “the travel expenses incurred were paid by 

the ‗EU‘ commission, as for any mission” ‗6‘. This begs the question, why aren’t taxpayers 

being made privy to the goings on of the club? 

 

Instead concerned citizens have been forced to do their own research and thanks to some 

leaked documents obtained by WikiLeaks, the pieces are finally coming together. According 

to minutes from the second Bilderberg conference in 1955, a year or more before the 

concept of a European Economic Community was sold to the public, the elite were already 

planning a single currency and a full-blown authoritarian Superstate. The document reads 

[7]: 

A European speaker expressed concern about the need to achieve a common currency, and 

indicated that in his view this necessarily implied the creation of a central political 

authority. A participant, speaking as a German industrialist, said that, having fought for 

integration before, German industry was still determined to pursue the same purpose, but 

he expressed considerable doubt as to the functional approach to integration by moving 

from one economic sector to another. In his view, the common problems of differences in 

labour standards and currencies and the various elements entering into the common 

market must be brought nearer to parity as a condition of further progress…it is our 

common responsibility to arrive in the shortest possible time at the highest degree of 

integration, beginning with a common European market. 

What this tells us is that the soft early steps towards today’s European Union were nothing 

more than a ruse to get the public and uninitiated politicians on side. It was always planned 

as a superstate, and as integration has slowly increased we’re reaching a point of no 

return. 

 

Morris explains: 

So in 1955 the Bilderberg Club are already openly discussing the deregulation of markets 

and integration, which has followed extensively over the decades. This has resulted in the 
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phenomenon of globalization, which groups such as Bilderberg now use as their 

justification for meeting. 

The solution to the problems created by the centralization of power is being sold to the 

public as further centralization of power, by the people who centralized it in the first place! 

 

Morris continued by explaining the role of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS). 

According to their own website their mission is to “Serve central banks in their pursuit of 

monetary and financial stability, to foster international cooperation in those areas and to 

act as a bank for central banks“ ‗8]. 

 

“The key thing about this bank,” Morris warns is that “it’s completely privately owned”, 

although unlike your average corporation, the vested interests do not make their individual 

selves or agendas public. This means when “you see the IMF going in to Greece or Ireland 

etc, giving financial advice advice and pushing austerity measures, you have to remember 

that the organization that oversees the IMF ―the BIS‖ is privately owned…it doesn’t take a 

genius to see that vested interests might influence this ‗for their own benefit‘…their happy 

to see 5:% of youth unemployment in Spain for example.” 

 

Most people do not tend to follow the money trail all the way up the pyramid. They end at 

national governments and their national debts, or the buck stops in Europe. Yet the way the 

system is set up, nearly all economic activity around the world ends up passing through the 

BIS. 

 

The UK is currently £4.8 trillion in debt thanks to the Government borrowing money to 

spend on the EU, illegal wars and its other bloated programs. Since they have no money of 

their own this is automatically a debt on the citizens, which is pledged through future 

taxation and cuts to public services. Currently your tax only goes to cover the interest on 

the national debt, because the liabilities are so huge! 

 

George Osbourne knows Britain is broke and can mathematically never pay back its debts 

―he is in charge of the books‖, however he futilely continues to keep his paymaster’s system 

afloat. The money the government borrows comes from private financial institutions, not too 

unlike if you borrowed from a high-street bank. These banks get a portion of their money 

from central banks and are often regulated by them, and those central banks are beholden 

to the Bank for International Settlements, itself a private bank. 

 

The kicker? 

 

As revealed on the website of the New York Federal Reserve [9‘, “86 percent of the shares 

of the BIS are registered in the names of central banks, and 14 percent are held by private 

shareholders.” 

 

In other words the Bank that regulates Central Banks to keep them stable and operating 

fairly, is actually owned by those Central Banks. They regulate themselves! They ensure 

their own profits and survival over that of the people and can manipulate markets for their 

own political agendas! Furthermore, 14% of shares are held by individuals. “The shares 

owned by private shareholders consist of part of the French and Belgian issues and all of 

the shares that were in the original U.S. issue in 193:.” 

 

As explained by official Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) historian Dr. Carroll Quigley, in 

his seminal work Tragedy and Hope. A History of the World in Our Time [10]: 

The powers of financial capitalism had far-reaching aim, nothing less than to create a world 

system of financial control in private hands able to dominate the political system of each 

country and the economy of the world as a whole. This system was to be controlled in a 

feudalist fashion by the central banks of the world acting in concert, by secret agreements 
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arrived at in frequent meetings and conferences. The apex of the system was to be the Bank 

for International Settlements in Basle, Switzerland, a private bank owned and controlled by 

the world’s central banks which were themselves private corporations. Each central bank, in 

the hands of men like Montagu Norman of the Bank of England, Benjamin Strong of the New 

York Federal Reserve Bank, Charles Rist of the Bank of France, and Hjalmar Schacht of the 

Reichsbank, sought to dominate its government by its ability to control Treasury loans, to 

manipulate foreign exchanges, to influence the level of economic activity in the country, and 

to influence cooperative politicians by subsequent economic rewards in the business world. 

So When Barroso stands up and calls the current economic climate a crisis, he’s being 

disingenuous. The problems the world faces today are systematic, in-built and long planned 

by groups such as the CFR and Bilderberg, of which Barroso is a member. His solution of 

further integration is fulfilling the plans of those who caused the problem in the first place 

and will simply streamline their system of global control. 

 

The New World Order is not a conspiracy theory, it’s a conspiracy fact! 

 

This article first appeared at WideShut.co.UK 

All banks of euro area to be subject to single control mechanism since 2014 

20 October 2012  

All banks of the euro area will be subject to joint control mechanism since 2014, but the 

European Central Bank will give time for its entry into force - these are the main results of 

EU summit, which ended in Brussels, Euronews reports. 

France and the European Commission arrived at the summit keen to run ahead with a new 

European bank supervisory mechanism to be in place by January, but the cautious German 

chancellor, Angela Merkel said she thinks baby steps are needed first: "Concerning the move 

towards banking supervision, we have decided to move forward with the principle that 

quality is more important than rapidity. This means we will not have a working banking 

supervision at the beginning of 2013." 

According to the German Chancellor, it is necessary to develop a legal framework for the 

new system first and then specify time frame. 

Under the new agreement, the ECB will have the right to monitor regulatory compliance 

levels of capital and liquidity of six thousand banks in the eurozone. 

European Council President hailed the result of the summit as highly successful: "This is a 

small revolution, it means that we'll have only one supervisor for the whole Europe, who - to 

a certain extent - will replace all the national supervisors. If we had this in 2008 I don't 

think the crisis would have reached this level." 

"The art of compromise has prevailed once again in Europe, but there is still much more 

that needs to be done, as the Spanish and Greek emergencies are still waiting," our special 

correspondent Audrey Tilv reports from Brussel. 

EU nations agree to eurozone banking union 

European finance ministers have agreed a deal to give the European Central Bank new 

powers to police eurozone banks, embarking on the first step in a new phase of closer 

integration to help underpin the euro.  

By Telegraph Staff and agencies 6:45AM GMT 13 Dec 2012 
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Following months of tortuous negotiations, finance ministers from the European Union's 27 

countries agreed to hand the ECB the authority to directly supervise the eurozone's biggest 

banks and intervene in smaller banks at the first sign of trouble.  

"This will enable the vicious circle between banks and sovereigns – which has been a salient 

feature of the debt crisis in Europe – to be broken," leaders said in a statement following 14 

hours of talks.  

Cypriot Finance Minister Vassos Shiarly compared the deal to a "Christmas present for the 

whole of Europe."  

After three years of piecemeal crisis-fighting measures, agreeing on a banking union lays a 

cornerstone of wider economic union and marks the first concerted attempt to integrate the 

bloc's response to problem banks.  

"Piece by piece, brick by brick, the banking union will be built on this first fundamental step 

today," said EU Commissioner Michel Barnier.  

The new system of supervision will be implemented in stages from next year, although 

Wolfgang Schaeuble, Germany's finance minister, said that they were aiming for a March 

2014 deadline for full implementation.  

In a clear nod to Germany, only the biggest banks will be supervised by the ECB as it wields 

the new supervisory mechanism.  

Mr Barnier said that the ECB would directly supervise 200 of the estimated 6,000 eurozone 

lenders. Only banks with assets worth more than €3:bn will be covered directly; likewise a 

maximum of three per eurozone member state.  

Countries outside the union, including Britain and Sweden, awon safeguards to ensure that 

the ECB could not ram through rules over the heads of non-members.  

Disagreements will be handled by a panel at the London-based European Banking Authority.  

The plan sets in motion one of the biggest overhauls of any European banking system since 

the financial crisis began in mid-2007 with the near collapse of German lender IKB.  

The onus is now on EU leaders, who meet in Brussels on Thursday and Friday, to give their 

full political backing.  

In a dramatic about-turn, German Finance Minister Wolfgang Schaeuble ditched his earlier 

objections that had led him to clash openly with his French counterpart, Pierre Moscovici, 

last week over the ECB's role in banking supervision.  

With time running out to meet a year-end deadline, both sides managed to settle their 

differences and Germany won concessions to temper the authority of the ECB's Governing 

Council over the new supervisor.  

Agreement on bank surveillance is a crucial first step towards a broader "banking union," or 

common euro zone approach to dealing with failing banks that in recent years dragged 

down countries such as Ireland and Spain.  

The next pillar of a banking union would be the creation of a central system to close 

troubled banks.  

The decision also sends a strong signal to investors that the euro zone's 17 members, from 

powerful Germany to stricken Greece, can pull together to tackle the bloc's problems.  



 

The European Super Highway of Debt 

A lot of banks are "under water' with debt. These info-graphics shows how 

much banks borrowed to Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece & Spain (PIIGS) - 

the countries least likely to pay it back.  

.  

€1::   

€1:: - I bet you wish you 

could push print. ;-) 

 

€1:,::: 

€1:,::: - “Madness is badness of spirit, when one seeks profit from all sources” - Aristotle  

 

 

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/what-europes-loan-deposit-ratios-look
http://demonocracy.info/


€1 Million 

€1,:::,::: - Not as big of a pile as you thought, huh? 

 

€1:: Million 

€1::,:::,::: - Approximately the size of the bonuses that CEO's of big banks during the 

financial crisis.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

  

€61.6B 

#2 biggest lender to 

GIIPS country  

Governments 

€61.7B 

#1 biggest lender to 

GIIPS country  

Governments 

€122.3 Billion - 2x Big Banks Loaned This Much Money to PIIGS Countries 

€122,3::,:::,::: - Biggest lenders: Bank Intesa SanPaolo ’ Bank BBVA gave a total of €122.3 Billion to struggling European Governments - 

Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal & Spain.  

€2 Billion - A Truck Load Full of Cash 

€2,:::,:::,::: - Greece's budget deficit is €24,125,:::,:::. So Greece will need to 

borrow 12 of these trucks this year full of €1:: Euro bills in order not to bankrupt. 

[Source] 

 

"History records that the money changers have used every form of abuse, intrigue, deceit, 

and violent means possible to maintain their control over governments by controlling money 

and it's issuance." 

-James Madison 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economy_of_Greece#cite_note-ELSTAT_revision_17_October-11


The Intesa SanPaolo convoy is ~514 meters long and the BBVA convoy is ~505 meters long.  

 

€56: Billion - Amount borrowed from Banks by Governments of bankrupting countries  

€56:,41:,:::,::: - Greek, Irish, Italian, Portuguese & Spanish governments 

borrowed little over half a trillion Euros from the banks shown below. All banks on the 

list borrowed over €1: billion to GIIPS. Now the banks are worried if they will get it 

back. 

 

For the curious: The info comes from the European Banking Authority's Stress Tests 

and is labelled as "Results of the 2011 EBA EU-wide stress test: Exposures to 

sovereigns (central and local governments)". 

  

http://www.eba.europa.eu/EU-wide-stress-testing/2011/2011-EU-wide-stress-test-results.aspx


                       

€428.3B 
#2 biggest lender to GIIPS country 

private sector 

€4::.2B 
#2 biggest lender to GIIPS country 

private sector 

€4::.2B 
#2 biggest lender to GIIPS country 

private sector 

  

 

 

€828.6 Billion - Amount 2x large banks loaned to people of bankrupt countries 

€828,6::,:::,::: - Intesa SanPaolo ’ Banco Santander lent a total of €828.6 billion to GIIPS in loans to institutions, corporations, retail 

business, mortgages, commercial real estate, etc, also called private debt. Intesa SanPaolo's convoy is 3.8 kilometers long and Banco 

Santander's is 3.5 kilometers long.  

 

In technical terms this is called "Credit risk exposures (EAD - exposure at default)". 

The info is sourced from European Banking Authority's website - 2011 Bank Stress Tests.  
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Now we can choose to allow these parasites to suck the lifeblood from every nation on the 

planet and consign all future generations to the same miserable fate for eternity... 

Or 

We can do what one brave wee nation done (TAKE HEED SCOTLAND) and just tell all of the 

banks to fuck off! 

I think that we all need to go on a wee trip to Iceland. 
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Chapter Fifty Part Nine 

Iceland's Example to the World 

The people of Iceland have demonstrated what citizens of all nations should do:  

 Reject the fraudulent idea that debts perpetrated by capitalist leaders should be 

borne by "the people"  

 Arrest and convict capitalist leaders who commit political and economic crimes 

      Whatever fate befalls Iceland in the future, its people have provided an example for 

citizens the world over to follow. This is a way forward for the American political and 

economic system. As we'll see in the section of this essay on Iceland's history, Iceland has 

been controlled and criminally manipulated by a capitalist junta similar to the American 

cabal, and is still somewhat under the thumb of this junta to this day. Despite, the 

depredations of the Icelandic junta, however, Icelandic citizens have been able to elect a 

number of more progressive leaders and reject responsibility for Icelandic capitalist debts.  

      The people of Iceland twice voted not to repay international debts incurred by 

banksters, rejecting the idea that "the people" are responsible for bankster debts.  

      Icelandic citizens held a first referendum in the spring of 2009 to decide whether the 

people should pay for the 

criminally incurred debts 

of the banksters and 

whether their government 

could impose these debts 

on the people without their 

consent. Ninety-three 

percent voted no!  

      In April of 2011 the 

Icelandic citizens held a 

second referendum to 

decide whether to accept 

or reject a government-

concocted agreement 

negotiated between 

Iceland, the Netherlands and the UK to pay back the British and Dutch governments for the 

money they spent to recompense savers with 

the failed Icesave bank. Covering the debt 

would have cost Iceland's 317,000 citizens 

around $17,000 each. Again, they voted to 

reject the capitalist "agreement;" this time by 

close to sixty percent (58.9%).  

      This rejection of the bankster "agreement" 

was highly significant since current European 

governments, pressured by speculators such 

as Goldman Sachs, JPMorganChase, the IMF, 

and the European Commission were calling for 

the imposition of austerity measures on 

Icelandic citizens, for which they had not 

voted. After the second Icelandic referendum, 

even the pro-capitalist Financial Times on 

4/13/2011 had to acknowledge that Icelandic 

citizens had voted to "put citizens before banks." 
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      To see how and why all this transpired in Iceland, we need to review what capitalist 

atrocities they had experienced. The economic terrorism visited upon Icelandic citizens is 

essentially the same as that suffered by American and other citizens throughout the world.  

Iceland's History  

      "After more than 600 years of foreign rule, Iceland's social structure was the most 

feudal of all Nordic countries at the beginning of the 20th century. Fishing dominated the 

economy, generating most of the foreign-currency earnings and allowing the development of 

an import-based commercial sector. This created urban economic activities: construction, 

services, light industry. After the second world war the economy grew strongly, because of 

Marshall Plan aid (there was a large US-Nato military base); an abundant export commodity, 

cold-water fish, unusually blessed with high income elasticity of demand; and a small, 

literate population with a strong sense of national identity. 

"As Iceland became more prosperous it established a welfare state, in line with the tax-

financed Scandinavian model, and by the 1980s had attained a level and a distribution of 

disposable income equal to the Nordic average. Yet it remained both more regulated and 

more patron-client-dominated than its European neighbours; a local oligopoly restricted the 

political and economic landscape. 

"There is a direct line of descent 

from the quasi-feudal power 

structures of the 19th century to 

the modernised Icelandic 

capitalism of the later 20th 

century, when a bloc of 14 

families, popularly known as The 

Octopus, were the economic and 

political ruling elite. The Octopus 

controlled imports, transport, 

banking, insurance, fishing and 

supplies to the Nato base and 

provided most top politicians. The 

families lived like chieftains. 

"The Octopus controlled the 

rightwing Independence Party (IP) which dominated the media and decided on senior 

appointments in the civil service, police and judiciary. The local, state-owned banks were 

effectively run by the dominant parties, the IP and the Centre Party or CP. Ordinary people 

had to go through party functionaries to get loans to buy a car, or for foreign exchange for 

travel abroad. Power networks operated as webs of bullying, sycophancy and distrust, 

permeated with a macho culture, something like the former Soviet Union. 

"This traditional order was challenged from within by a neoliberal faction, the Locomotive 

group, which had coalesced in the early 1970s after law and business administration 

students at the University of Iceland took over a journal, The Locomotive, and promoted 

free-market ideas. Their aim was not just to transform the society but also to open career 

opportunities for themselves, rather than wait for Octopus patronage. At the end of the cold 

war their position strengthened materially and ideologically, as the communists and social 

democrats lost public support. The future IP prime minister, David Oddsson, was a 

prominent member. 

"Oddsson, born in 1948 with a middle-class background, was elected as an IP councillor to 

the Reykjavik municipal council in 1974; by 1982 he was mayor of Reykjavik, leading 

privatisation campaigns, including selling off the municipality's fishing industry, to the 

benefit of members of the Locomotive group. In 1991 he led the IP to victory in the general 

election, and reigned (not too strong a word) as prime minister for 14 years, overseeing the 



growth of the financial sector, before installing himself as governor of the Central Bank in 

2004. He had little experience or interest in the world beyond Iceland. His Locomotive 

group protégé Geir Haarde, finance minister from 1998 to 2005, took over as prime 

minister shortly after. These two men most directly steered Iceland's great experiment to 

create an international financial centre in the North Atlantic, midway between Europe and 

America. 

"The liberalisation of the economy began in 1994, when accession to the European 

Economic Area, the free-trade bloc of EU countries, plus Iceland, Lichtenstein and Norway, 

lifted restrictions on cross-border flows of capital, goods, services and people. The Oddsson 

government then sold off state-owned assets and deregulated labour. Privatisation began in 

1998, implemented by Oddsson and Halldor Asgrimsson, the leader of the CP. Of the banks, 

Landsbanki was allocated to IP grandees, Kaupthing to their counterparts in the CP, its 

coalition partner; foreign bidders were excluded. Later, Glitnir, a private bank formed from 

the merger of several smaller ones, joined the league. 

"So Iceland roared into international finance aided globally by abundant cheap credit and 

free capital mobility, and domestically by strong political backing for the banks. The new 

banks merged investment banking with commercial banking, so that both shared 

government guarantees. And the country had low sovereign debt, which gave the banks high 

marks from the international credit-rating agencies. The major shareholders of Landsbanki, 

Kaupthing, Glitnir and their spin-offs reversed the earlier political dominance of finance: 

government policy was now subordinated to the ends of finance. 

"Oddsson and friends relaxed the state-provided mortgage rules, allowing 90% loans. The 

newly privatised banks rushed to offer even more generous terms. Income tax and VAT rates 

were lowered to turn Iceland into a low-tax international financial centre. Bubble dynamics 

took hold. City planners aimed to move Reykjavik from the trajectory of an ordinary city to 

that of a world city (despite its small population of 110,000) and approved several 

grandiose new public 

and private buildings, 

saying "If Dubai, why 

not Reykjavik?" 

"Iceland's new banking 

elite were intent on 

expanding their 

ownership of the 

economy, competing 

and cooperating with 

each other. Using their 

shares as collateral, 

some took out large 

loans from their own 

banks, and bought more 

shares in the same 

banks, inflating share 

prices. It worked like this: Bank A lent to shareholders in Bank B, who bought more shares 

in B using shares as collateral, raising B's share price. Bank B returned the favour. The 

share prices of both banks rose, without new money coming in. The banks not only grew 

bigger, they grew more and more interconnected. Several dealings of this kind are now 

under criminal investigation by the special prosecutor, as cases of market manipulation. 

"Tiny Iceland soon managed to enter the big-bank league, with three banks in the world's 

biggest 300 by 2006. The super-abundance of credit allowed people to consume in 

extravagant celebration of their escape from the earlier decades of credit rationing (on top 

of the earlier escape from foreign rule as recently as 1944). They saw themselves as fully 

independent at last, which may explain their happiness ranking. The owners and managers 



remunerated themselves on an ever-larger scale. The richer they were, the more they 

attracted political support. Their private jets, roaring in and out of Reykjavik's airport, 

seemed to be visual and auditory proof to the part-admiring, part-envious population below. 

Income and wealth inequality surged, helped by government policies that shifted the tax 

burden to the poorer population. The bankers made large financial contributions to the 

governing parties and giant loans to key politicians. The leading Icelandic champion of free-

market economics declared in The Wall Street Journal: "Oddsson's experiment with liberal 

policies is the greatest success story in the world." 

"In the euphoria, the dangers of a strategy of "economic growth based on vast foreign 

borrowing" were overlooked. Icelanders lived out the dictum of Plautus, the third century BC 

Roman playwright, who had one of his characters declare: 'I am a rich man, as long as I do 

not repay my creditors.' 

"In 2006 there were worries in the financial press about the stability of the big banks, 

which were beginning to have problems raising funds in the money markets (on which their 

business model depended). Iceland's current account deficit had soared from 5% of GDP in 

2003 to 20% in 2006, one of the highest in the world. The stock market multiplied itself 

nine times over between 2001 and 2007. 

"Landsbanki, Kaupthing and Glitnir were operating far beyond the capacity of Iceland's 

Central Bank to support them as lender of last resort; their liabilities were real, but many of 

their assets were dubious. In February 2006 Fitch downgraded Iceland's outlook from 

stable to negative and triggered the 2006 'mini-crisis': the krona fell sharply, the value of 

banks' liabilities in foreign currencies rose, the stock market fell and business defaults 

rose, and the sustainability of foreign-currency debts became a public problem, The Danske 

Bank of Copenhagen described Iceland as a "geyser economy" on the point of exploding. 

"The lesson here is instructive across the pond, but it is a chilling one. If the 

U.S.--or any sovereign for that matter--attempts to restructure their debts, or 

to force private investors to take a haircut on their own foolish gambles, 

these international institutions have promised the equivalent of economic 

war in response. However, the alternative is for representative governments 

to sacrifice their independence to a cadre of faceless bankers who share no 

allegiance to any nation.  

"It is the conflict that has already defined the beginning of the 21st Century. 

The question is whether free peoples will choose to remain free, as Iceland 

has, or to submit."  

 

 

"Icelandic bankers and politicians brushed aside the crisis. Iceland's Central Bank took out 

a loan to double the foreign-exchange reserves, while the Chamber of Commerce, run by 

representatives of Landsbanki, Kaupthing, Glitnir and their spin-offs, responded with a PR 

campaign. It paid the American monetary economist Frederic Mishkin $135,000 to lend his 

name to a report attesting to the stability of Iceland's banks. It allegedly paid the London 

Business School economist Richard Portes £58,000 ($95,000) to do the same for a later 

report. The supply-side economist Arthur Laffer assured the Icelandic business community 

in 2007 that fast economic growth with a large trade deficit and ballooning foreign debt 

were signs of success: 'Iceland should be a model to the world.' The value of the banks' 

'assets' was then around eight times greater than Iceland's GDP. 



"In the elections of May 2007, the Social Democratic Alliance (SDA) entered a coalition 

government with the still-dominant IP. To the consternation of many supporters, SDA 

leaders ditched their pre-election pledges and endorsed the continued expansion of the 

financial sector. "Though they had survived 2006, Landsbanki, Kaupthing and Glitnir had 

trouble raising money to fund their asset purchases and repay existing debts, largely 

denominated in foreign currencies. So Landsbanki pioneered Icesave, an internet-based 

service that aimed to win retail savings deposits by offering more attractive interest rates 

than high-street banks. Established in Britain in October 2006, and in the Netherlands 18 

months later, Icesave caught the attention of best buy internet finance sites and was soon 

flooded with deposits. Millions of pounds arrived from Cambridge University, the London 

Metropolitan Police Authority, even the UK Audit Commission, responsible for overseeing 

local government funds, as well as 300,000 Icesave depositors in the UK alone. 

"Icesave entities were legally established as branches, rather than subsidiaries, so they 

were under the supervision of the Icelandic authorities, rather than their hosts. No one 

noticed that the Icelandic regulatory agency had a total staff, including receptionist, of only 

45 and suffered high turnover as many went on to join the banks, which offered better pay. 

No one worried much that, because of Iceland's obligations as a member of the EEA deposit 

insurance scheme, its population of 320,000 would be responsible for compensating the 

depositors abroad in the event of failure. Landsbanki's shareholders reaped the short-term 

profits while most Icelanders didn't know anything about Icesave at all.  

"The second 'solution' to difficulties in raising new funds was a way to get more access to 

liquidity without pledging real assets as collateral. The Big Three sold debt securities to a 

smaller regional bank, which took these bonds to the Central Bank and borrowed against 

them, without having to supply further collateral; they then lent back to the initiating big 

bank. The bonds were called 'love letters' -- mere promises. By participating in this game 

and accepting as collateral claims on other Icelandic banks the central bank was conniving 

in the banks' strategy of gambling for resurrection. 

"Then the banks internationalised the process: the Big Three established subsidiaries in 

Luxembourg and sold love letters to them. The subsidiaries sold them on to the Central 

Bank of Luxembourg or the European Central Bank and received cash in return, which they 

could pass back to the parent bank in Iceland or use themselves. The OECD calculates that 

just the domestic love letters, between the CBI and the Icelandic banks, incurred losses to 

the CBI and the Treasury of 13% of GDP (OECD Economic Surveys: Iceland, June 2011). 

"The Icelandic banks fell two weeks after Lehman Brothers. On 29 September 2008, Glitnir 

approached Oddsson at the Central Bank for help with its looming liquidity problem. To 

restore confidence, Oddsson instructed the Central Bank to buy 75% of Glitnir's shares. The 

effect was not to boost Glitnir but to undermine confidence in Iceland. The country's rating 

plunged, and credit lines were withdrawn from Landsbanki and Kaupthing. A run on 

Icesave's overseas branches began. Oddsson moved on 7 October 2008 to peg the krona to 

a basket of currencies at close to the pre-crisis value. With the currency tumbling and in the 

absence of capital controls, the foreign-exchange reserves were exhausted: the peg lasted 

for only a few hours, just long enough for those in the know to change their money out of 

the krona at a much more favourable rate. Inside sources indicate that billions left the 

currency in these hours. Then the krona was floated, and sank. On 8 October the then UK 

prime minister, Gordon Brown, froze Landsbanki's UK assets under the anti-terrorism laws. 

The stock market, bank bonds, house prices and average income went into free-fall.  

"The IMF arrived in Reykjavik in October 2008 to prepare a crisis-management programme, 

the first time the Fund had been called in to rescue a developed economy since Britain in 

1976. It offered a conditional loan of $2.1bn to stabilise the krona and backed the British 

and Dutch governments' demands that Iceland should honour the obligations of the 

European deposit-guarantee scheme and recompense them for their bailouts of Icesave 

depositors. 



"Iceland's 

normally placid 

population 

erupted in an 

angry protest 

movement, 

principally 

targeted at 

Haarde, Oddsson 

and the IP, 

although the 

SDA's foreign 

minister 

Ingibjorg 

Gisladottir was 

considered 

tarnished too. 

Thousands of people assembled in Reykjavik's main square on freezing Saturday afternoons 

between October 2008 and January 2009, banged saucepans, linked arms in a circle 

around the parliament building to demand the government's resignation, and pelted the 

building with food. 

"In January 2009, the IP-SDA coalition broke. To date, Iceland is the only country to have 

shifted distinctly to the left after the financial crisis. An interim SDA-LGM (Social Democrats-

Left Green Movement) government was formed in January 2009 to lead until April's election. 

In the election the IP was reduced to 16 seats, despite the overwhelming bias of the 

electoral system in its favour, its worst result since its formation in 1929. 

"The SDA-LGM government came under immediate pressure to repay the Icesave debt; much 

of the IMF loan was withheld until Reykjavik agreed. The new government was also divided 

on whether to apply for full membership of the EU and Eurozone, with most of the SDA 

strongly in favour. After long negotiations, the government presented the terms they had 

agreed on the Icesave debt to the parliament in October 2009: £5.5bn ($7.8bn), or 50% of 

Iceland's GDP, was to be paid to the British and Dutch 

treasuries between 2016 and 2023. 

"The party's health minister resigned in protest, five dissidents 

refused to vote with the government. The bill was forced 

through on 30 December 2009, against high feelings in the 

country. On 5 January 2010 President Grimsson announced 

that he would not sign it into law, out of respect for the 

national sentiment. In the ensuing referendum the bill was 

decisively rejected. In the May 2010 Reykjavik municipal 

elections, the SDA slumped to 19% and a comedian was 

elected as the city's mayor. In October protests resumed, and 

the coalition conceded the election of a constitutional 

assembly to draw up a new constitution (the existing one 

having been inherited from Denmark on independence in 

1944). When the election was invalidated by the Supreme 

Court, the assembly was reconvened as a constitutional 

council appointed by parliament. 

"The deal on the table in this April's second Icesave referendum involved substantial 

concessions on the part of the British and Dutch governments. After the no vote, the 

disagreement may have to go to international courts. 

"The cost of losses on loans and guarantees, added to the cost of restructuring financial 

organisations, brings the total direct fiscal costs of the crisis to about 20% of GDP, higher 



than in any other country except Ireland (OECD Economic Surveys, Iceland, June 2011). But 

the postponement of major public spending cuts until this year [2011] has given the 

economy breathing space; and the sharp devaluation has helped to generate a trade surplus 

for the first time in many years. So far, Iceland has experienced smaller falls in GDP and 

employment than big public-spending slashers like Ireland, Estonia and Lithuania. The 

unemployment rate, only 2% in 2006, has been between 7% and 9% since 2009; but the 

rate of outmigration, of Icelanders and other European workers (predominantly Polish), has 

been the highest since 1889. However, the SDA-LGM government has announced drastic 

cuts in public spending for 2011 and beyond. Local governments have no budget for fresh 

projects. Hospitals and schools are cutting salaries and sacking employees. The freeze on 

house repossessions expired in 2010.  

"The IP-SDA government's decision to provide unlimited bank deposit guarantees illustrates 

its debt to the financial elite. Had it limited the guarantee to 5m krona ($70,000), it would 

have protected the entire deposits of 95% of depositors; only the wealthiest 5%, including 

many politicians, benefited from the unlimited guarantee, which now means further 

constraints on public spending. 

"Iceland's tiny scale seemed to make it easier to challenge the government's denial of the 

impending crisis, but the opposite was true. The Oddsson government undertook an 

extreme privatisation of information. Iceland's National Economic Institute had a reputation 

for independent thinking, and Oddsson abolished it in 2002. From then on the banks, 

international rating companies and the Chamber of Commerce provided almost the only 

information and running commentary on the state of the economy, present and future. 

"Paradoxically, a number of critical reports were published when the bubble was in the early 

stages, including one by the CBI. But by 2007-08, when the dangers were acute, reports, 

including those by the IMF, became noticeably softer in tone. It seems that the official 

financial institutions, as well as bankers and politicians, understood that the situation was 

so fragile that just to speak of it might trigger a run on the banks. 

"In October 2010 the parliament decided to charge Prime Minister Haarde for breach of 

ministerial responsibility. The permanent finance secretary Baldur Gudlaugsson (former 

member of the Locomotive group) has been given two years in prison for using inside 

information for his personal advantage while selling his shares in Landsbanki in September 

2008. But the special prosecutor in charge of the investigation of the banks has been 

working with a team of 60 lawyers and others for the past two years and has so far brought 

no charges. Meanwhile Oddsson was appointed in September 2009 as editor-in-chief at 

Morgunbladid, the leading Iceland daily, and orchestrated coverage of the crisis. A 

commentator said that was like appointing Nixon editor of The Washington Post after 

Watergate. Iceland's elite looks after its own." 1  

Capitalist Retaliation 

When a nation such as Iceland goes up against the global capitalist cabal, we can expect it 

to retaliate in any way possible. As of September, 2011, two cabal retaliatory operations 

have been launched against Iceland:  

1. Israeli Zionists falsely accuse Icelanders of racism  

2. The current cabal U.S. puppet regime is planning economic sanctions against 

Iceland, using the excuse of whaling irregularities 

Lessons Still To Be Learned 

http://www.hermes-press.com/iceland_index.htm#1
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/07/29/is-iceland-on-israeli-radar-after-norway/
http://www.azcentral.com/news/articles/2011/07/20/20110720iceland-whaling-us-sanctions-ON.html


The Icelandic example is one of genuine significance: citizens in all countries besieged by 

international capitalist vultures should refuse to bail them out when their criminal 

operations threaten the entire 

economy. But Iceland's example is 

also one of only partial success:  

 The Icelandic people failed 

to extricate themselves from 

their capitalistic economy  

 They failed to eradicate their 

capitalist ruling junta  

 They failed to institute a 

cooperative commonwealth 

economy for the benefit of all citizens--even though their writing a new constitution 

gave them the perfect opportunity to do so 

      We can certainly take an important lesson from what Icelandic citizens have been able 
to do. But, in echoes of Lincoln's great address, it is for us to be dedicated to the unfinished 

work which the Icelandic people so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated 

to the great task remaining before us--the replacement of fascism and predatory capitalism 

with a cooperative commonwealth polity that shall initiate a new birth of freedom through a 

government of the people, by the people, for the people.  

Key Lesson From Iceland Crisis: “Let Banks Fail” 

Posted on November 7, 2011 by WashingtonsBlog  

What Iceland Teaches Us: “Let Banks Fail” 

Agence France-Presse notes: 

Three years after Iceland’s banks collapsed and the country teetered on the brink, its 

economy is recovering, proof that governments should let failing lenders go bust and 

protect taxpayers, analysts say. 

*** 

“The lesson that could be learned from Iceland’s way of handling its crisis is that it is 

important to shield taxpayers and government finances from bearing the cost of a financial 

crisis to the extent possible,” Islandsbanki analyst Jon Bjarki Bentsson told AFP. 

“Even if our way of dealing with the crisis was not by choice but due to the inability of the 

government to support the banks back in 2008 due to their size relative to the economy, 

this has turned out relatively well for us,” Bentsson said. 

*** 

Nobel Prize-winning US economist Paul Krugman echoed Bentsson. 

“Where everyone else bailed out the bankers and made the public pay the price, Iceland let 

the banks go bust and actually expanded its social safety net,” he wrote in a recent 

commentary in the New York Times. 

“Where everyone else was fixated on trying to placate international investors, Iceland 

imposed temporary controls on the movement of capital to give itself room to maneuver,” 

he said. 
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During a visit to Reykjavik last week, Krugman also said Iceland has the krona to thank for 

its recovery, warning against the notion that adopting the euro can protect against 

economic imbalances. 

*** 

Iceland’s former prime minister Geir Haarde, in power during the 2::8 meltdown and 

currently facing trial over his handling of the crisis, has insisted his government did the 

right thing early on by letting the banks fail and making creditors carry the losses. 

“We saved the country from going bankrupt,” Haarde, 68, told AFP in an interview in July.  

As I noted last week: 

Iceland told the banks to pound sand. And Iceland’s economy is doing much better than 

virtually all of the countries which have let the banks push them around. 

Barry Ritholtz noted in May: 

Rather than bailout the banks — Iceland could not have done so even if they wanted to — 

they guaranteed deposits (the way our FDIC does), and let the normal capitalistic process of 

failure run its course. 

They are now much much better for it than the countries like the US and Ireland who did 

not. 

Bloomberg pointed out in February: 

Unlike other nations, including the U.S. and Ireland, which injected billions of dollars of 

capital into their financial institutions to keep them afloat, Iceland placed its biggest 

lenders in receivership. It chose not to protect creditors of the country’s banks, whose 

assets had ballooned to $209 billion, 11 times gross domestic product. 

*** 

“Iceland did the right thing by making sure its payment systems continued to function while 

creditors, not the taxpayers, shouldered the losses of banks,” says Nobel laureate Joseph 

Stiglitz, an economics professor at Columbia University in New York. “Ireland’s done all the 

wrong things, on the other hand. That’s probably the worst model.” 

Ireland guaranteed all the liabilities of its banks when they ran into trouble and has been 

injecting capital — 46 billion euros ($64 billion) so far — to prop them up. That brought the 

country to the brink of ruin, forcing it to accept a rescue package from the European Union 

in December. 

*** 

Countries with larger banking systems can follow Iceland’s example, says Adriaan van der 

Knaap, a managing director at UBS AG. 

“It wouldn’t upset the financial system,” says Van der Knaap, who has advised Iceland’s 

bank resolution committees. 

*** 

Arni Pall Arnason, 44, Iceland’s minister of economic affairs, says the decision to make 

debt holders share the pain saved the country’s future. 
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“If we’d guaranteed all the banks’ liabilities, we’d be in the same situation as Ireland,” says 

Arnason, whose Social Democratic Alliance was a junior coalition partner in the Haarde 

government. 

*** 

“In the beginning, banks and other financial institutions in Europe were telling us, ‘Never 

again will we lend to you,’” Einarsdottir says. “Then it was 1: years, then 5. Now they say 

they might soon be ready to lend again.” 

Even the IMF praises Iceland’s strategy: 

As the first country to experience the full force of the global economic crisis, Iceland is now 

held up as an example by some of how to overcome deep economic dislocation without 

undoing the social fabric. 

While the conditions in Iceland are in many ways different from the conditions in the U.S., 

Iceland’s lesson applies to America, as well. 

Specifically, a study of 124 banking crises by the International Monetary Fund found that 

propping banks which are only pretending to be solvent hurts the economy: 

Existing empirical research has shown that providing assistance to banks and their 

borrowers can be counterproductive, resulting in increased losses to banks, which often 

abuse forbearance to take unproductive risks at government expense. The typical result of 

forbearance is a deeper hole in the net worth of banks, crippling tax burdens to finance 

bank bailouts, and even more severe credit supply contraction and economic decline than 

would have occurred in the absence of forbearance.  

Cross-country analysis to date also shows that accommodative policy measures (such as 

substantial liquidity support, explicit government guarantee on financial institutions’ 

liabilities and forbearance from prudential regulations) tend to be fiscally costly and that 

these particular policies do not necessarily accelerate the speed of economic recovery. 

*** 

All too often, central banks privilege stability over cost in the heat of the containment 

phase: if so, they may too liberally extend loans to an illiquid bank which is almost certain 

to prove insolvent anyway. Also, closure of a nonviable bank is often delayed for too long, 

even when there are clear signs of insolvency (Lindgren, 2003). Since bank closures face 

many obstacles, there is a tendency to rely instead on blanket government guarantees 

which, if the government’s fiscal and political position makes them credible, can work albeit 

at the cost of placing the burden on the budget, typically squeezing future provision of 

needed public services. 

Indeed, numerous Nobel prize winning and otherwise highly-regarded American economists 

say that our economy cannot recover until the big banks are broken up. 

If the politicians are too corrupt to break up the big banks (because the banks have literally 

bought the politicians‖, let’s break them up ourselves. 

Many people are doing just that. 

Iceland’s Hörður Torfason – How to Beat the Banksters 

December 11, 2012 Alex Pietrowski, Staff Writer Waking Times 

The tiny Nordic European island country of iceland is presently experiencing one of the 

greatest economic comebacks of all time.  After the privatization of the banking sector 

completed in 200o, the economy was thrown into a tailspin when over a five year period,  
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private bankers borrowed 12: billion dollars ―1: times the size of Iceland’s economy‖. A 

huge economic bubble was created, causing house prices to double, and making a small 

percentage of Iceland’s population rich enough to buy up overseas investments, mansions, 

yachts, and private jets, while leaving an absolutely un-payable debt for all Icelanders. 

Iceland was facing national bankruptcy. 

In response to the failed banking system, in October 2::8, Iceland’s revolution against this 

financial tyranny began, rather casually in the street, in front of the Icelandic general 

assembly. 

In the duration of five months, the main bank of Iceland was nationalized, government 

officials were forced to resign, the old government was liquidated, and a new government 

was put in its place. By March 2:1:, Iceland’s people voted to deny payment of the 3,5:: 

million Euro debt created by the bankers, and about 200 high-level executives and bankers 

responsible for the economic crisis in the country were either arrested or were facing 

criminal charges. 

In February 2:11, a new constitutional assembly settled in to rewrite the tiny nation’s 

constitution, which aimed to avoid entrapment by debt-based currency foreign loans. In 

2:12, Iceland’s economy is expected to outgrow the Euro and the average for the developed 

world, as estimated by the Paris-based Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development. 

So how does a revolution like this take root and activate a citizenry to effectively respond to 

grand scale economic theft by bankers and politicians? 

Hörður Torfason, a lifelong activist from Iceland, is credited with organizing the Icelandic 

‘Kitchenware Revolution’, beginning with a simple vigil in front of parliament aimed at 

educating passersby and ridiculing the blatant crimes of the elite who worked there. When 

the foreign financial community ―the IMF and the European Union‖ pressured Iceland’s 

Parliament to pass laws dictating repayment of debts privately incurred by bankers, the 

revolution was formally ignited and nearly turned violent when some Icelanders began 

throwing rocks at the capital, attempting to pressure the government for redress. 

Torfason and his supporters knew that a non-violent approach would be more effective, and 

formed a “human wall” of clearly marked orange-vested citizens between angry rock-

throwers and the police line. Torfason believed that in order for a movement to be effective, 

one must use reason and information, as well as peaceful demonstrations, to send a strong 

message to politicians that the people refuse to pay the bankers’ debts. 

The end result of the peaceful resistance to economic tyranny is a model for all Western 

nations who are currently being gutted by a totally corrupt banking system. 

This story is much different than what has happened in the US since the banking crisis 

began in 2::8. Large “bailouts” were granted to the bankers, and none of the responsible 

parties have faced criminal prosecution. And it appears that we are still at the mercy of the 

currency cartel and the dollar faces total destruction. 

In Iceland, the prime minister was indicted, over 200 criminal charges were filed against 

the bankers, and all of the former CEOs of the 3 biggest banks were arrested. The new 

government supported citizens by passing a banking remittance that forgave debt exceeding 

11:% of home values. As a result, “banks have forgiven loans equivalent to 13 percent of 

gross domestic product, easing the debt burdens of more than a quarter of the population.” 

(source: Bloomberg.com) 

Yes, the country continued to struggle economically after the 2008 revolution. But already 

today Iceland is thriving, with 2.9% growth in the economy in 2011, and 2.4% estimated by 

the OECD for 2012 and 2013. 



“The lesson to be learned from Iceland’s crisis is that if other countries think it’s necessary 

to write down debts, they should look at how successful the 110 percent agreement was 

here. It’s the broadest agreement that’s been undertaken.” – Thorolfur Matthiasson, an 

economics professor at the University of Iceland in Reykjavik (source: Bloomberg.com) 

“This is about our life and the future of the children, of the generations, of the young 

people.” – Hörður Torfason (source: http://vimeo.com/25824717) 

Can America hold out for a banking miracle like Iceland’s and somehow muster the 

fortitude to demand an end to economic corruption? Perhaps Hörður Torfason is available 

to help get American mobilized. 

Iceland Was Right, We Were Wrong: The IMF 

By Jeff Neilson Source: thestreet.com Wednesday, December 26, 2012 

For approximately three years, our governments, the banking cabal, and the Corporate 

Media have assured us that they knew the appropriate approach for fixing the economies 

that they had previously crippled with their own mismanagement. We were told that the key 

was to stomp on the Little People with “austerity” in order to continue making full interest 

payments to the Bond Parasites — at any/all costs. 

Following three years of this continuous, uninterrupted failure, Greece has already 

defaulted on 75% of its debts, and its economy is totally destroyed. The UK, Spain and Italy 

are all plummeting downward in suicide-spirals, where the more austerity these sadistic 

governments inflict upon their own people the worse their debt/deficit problems get. Ireland 

and Portugal are nearly in the same position. 

Now in what may be the greatest economic “mea culpa” in history, we have the media 

admitting that this government/banking/propaganda-machine troika has been wrong all 
along. They have been forced to acknowledge that Iceland’s approach to economic triage 

was the correct approach right from the beginning. 

What was Iceland’s approach? To do the exact opposite of everything the bankers running 

our own economies told us to do. The bankers (naturally) told us that we needed to bail 

out the criminal Big Banks, at taxpayer expense (they were Too Big To Fail). Iceland gave 

the banksters nothing. 

The bankers told us that no amount of suffering (for the Little People) was too great in 

order to make sure that the Bond Parasites got paid at 100 cents on the dollar. Iceland told 

the Bond Parasites they would get what was left over, after the people had been taken care 

of (by their own government). 

The bankers told us that our governments could no longer afford the same education, 

health care and pension systems which our parents had taken for granted. Iceland told the 

bankers that what the country could no longer afford was to continue to be blood-sucked by 

the worst financial criminals in the history of our species. Now, after three-plus years of this 

absolute dichotomy in economic policymaking, a clear picture has emerged (despite the 

best efforts of the propaganda machine to hide the truth). 

In typical fashion, the moment that the Corporate Media is forced to admit that it has been 

serially misinforming us for the past several years; the Revisionists are immediately 

deployed to rewrite history, as shown in this Bloomberg Businessweek excerpt: 

…the island’s approach to its rescue led to a “surprisingly” strong recovery, the 
International Monetary Fund’s mission chief to the country said. 

In fact, from the moment the Crash of ’:8 was orchestrated and our morally bankrupt 

governments began executing the plans of the bankers, I have written that the only rational 
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strategy was to put People before Parasites. While I wouldn’t expect national policymakers 

to take their cues from my writing, when I wrote out my economic prescriptions for our 

economies I didn’t base my views on compassion, or simply “doing the right thing.” 

Rather, I have consistently argued that it was a matter of simple arithmetic and the most-

elementary principles of economics that “the Iceland approach” was the only strategy which 

could possibly succeed. When Plutarch wrote 2,::: years ago “an imbalance between rich 

and poor is the oldest and most fatal ailment of all Republics,” he was not parroting 

socialist dogma (1,500 years before the birth of Socialism). 

Plutarch was simply expressing the First Principle of economics; something on which all of 

the modern capitalist economists who followed in his footsteps have based their own 

theories. When modern economists produce their own jargon, such as the Marginal 

Propensity to Consume; it is squarely based on the wisdom of Plutarch: that an economy 

will always be healthier with its wealth in the hands of the poor and the Middle Class instead 

of being hoarded by rich misers (and gamblers). 

So when the Bloomberg Revisionists attempt to convince us that Iceland’s strong ―and 

real)economic recovery was a “surprise”; this could only be true if none of our 

governments, none of the bankers and none of the media’s precious “experts” understood 

the most-elementary principles of arithmetic and economics. Is this the message the media 

wants to convey? 

What is even more disingenuous here is the congratulatory tone in this exercise in 

Revisionism, since nothing could be further from the truth. As I detailed in a four-part 

series one year ago, the campaign of “economic rape” perpetrated against the governments 

of Europe over the past two and half years (in particular) has been expressly designed to 

take away “the Iceland option” for Europe’s other governments. 

One of the reasons for Iceland being able to escape the choke-hold of the Western 

banking cabal is that its economy (and its people) still retained enough residual prosperity 

to tough it out — as the banking cabal tried to strangle Iceland’s economy as retribution for 

rejecting their Debt Slavery. 

Thus, austerity has been nothing less than a deliberate campaign to destroy these European 

economies so that the Slaves would be too economically weak to be able to sever their own 

choke-holds. Mission accomplished! 

One can only assume that neither the Corporate Media nor their Banker Masters would have 

allowed this clear acknowledgment that Iceland was right and we were wrong to appear 

within its own pages, unless it felt secure in the knowledge that all the remaining Debt 

Slaves had been crippled beyond their capacity to ever escape this economic oppression. 

Indeed, for evidence of this we need only look to Greece: the one other European nation 

where there had been “rumblings” ―i.e. riots‖ aimed at toppling the Traitor Government that 

served the banking cabal. After two elections, the combination of fear and propaganda 

bullied the long-suffering Greek people into choosing another Traitor Government — which 

had expressly pledged itself to reinforcing the bonds of economic slavery. When the 

Slaves vote for slavery, the Slave Masters can afford to gloat. 

Here, the purpose of this Bloomberg propaganda was not to praise Iceland’s government 

(when both the bankers and Corporate Media despise Iceland with all of their considerable 

malice). Rather, the goal of this disinformation was to manufacture a new Big Lie. 

Instead of the Truth: that from Day 1 Iceland’s approach was the only possible strategy 

which could have succeeded, while our own governments chose a strategy intended to fail; 

we get the Big Lie. Our Traitor Governments were acting honestly and honourably; and 

Iceland’s success and our failure was yet another “surprise which no one could have 

predicted.” 
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We saw precisely the same Revisionism following the Crash of ’:8 itself, where the 

mainstream media trotted out all their expert-shills to tell us they had been “surprised” by 

this economic event; while those within the precious metals sector had been predicting 

precisely such a cataclysm, in ever more-assertive terms, for several years. 

The real message here for readers is that when an economic strategy of People before 

Parasites succeeds that there is nothing the least-bit “surprising” about this. As with all the 

remainder of the world around us, promoting the health of Parasites is only good for the 

Parasites themselves.  

From: The South African Civil Society Information Service, A nonprofit news agency 

promoting social justice. Seeking answers to the question: How do we make democracy 

work for the poor?  

Why Iceland Should Be in the News, But Is Not 

By Deena Stryker Date posted: 15 August 2011 

View this article online here: http://sacsis.org.za/site/article/728.1  

An Italian radio program's story about Iceland’s on-going revolution is a stunning example 

of how little our media tells us about the rest of the world. Americans may remember that at 

the start of the 2008 financial crisis, Iceland literally went bankrupt.  The reasons were 

mentioned only in passing, and since then, this little-known member of the European Union 

fell back into oblivion. 

As one European country after another fails or risks failing, imperiling the Euro, with 

repercussions for the entire world, the last thing the powers that be want is for Iceland to 

become an example. Here's why: 

Five years of a pure neo-liberal regime had made Iceland, (population 320 thousand, no 

army‖, one of the richest countries in the world. In 2::3 all the country’s banks were 

privatized, and in an effort to attract foreign investors, they offered on-line banking whose 

minimal costs allowed them to offer relatively high rates of return. The accounts, called 

IceSave, attracted many English and Dutch small investors.  But as investments grew, so did 

the banks’ foreign debt.  In 2::3 Iceland’s debt was equal to 2:: times its GNP, but in 

2007, it was 900 percent.  The 2008 world financial crisis was the coup de grace. The 

three main Icelandic banks, Landbanki, Kapthing and Glitnir, went belly up and were 

nationalized, while the Kroner lost 85% of its value with respect to the Euro.  At the end of 

the year Iceland declared bankruptcy. 

Contrary to what could be expected, the crisis resulted in Icelanders recovering their 

sovereign rights, through a process of direct participatory democracy that eventually led to 

a new Constitution.  But only after much pain. 

Geir Haarde, the Prime Minister of a Social Democratic coalition government, negotiated a 

two million one hundred thousand dollar loan, to which the Nordic countries added another 

two and a half million. But the foreign financial community pressured Iceland to impose 

drastic measures.  The FMI and the European Union wanted to take over its debt, claiming 

this was the only way for the country to pay back Holland and Great Britain, who had 

promised to reimburse their citizens. 

Protests and riots continued, eventually forcing the government to resign. Elections were 

brought forward to April 2009, resulting in a left-wing coalition which condemned the 

neoliberal economic system, but immediately gave in to its demands that Iceland pay off a 

total of three and a half million Euros.  This required each Icelandic citizen to pay 100 

Euros a month (or about $130) for fifteen years, at 5.5% interest, to pay off a debt incurred 

by private parties vis a vis other private parties. It was the straw that broke the reindeer’s 

back. 



What happened next was extraordinary. The belief that citizens had to pay for the mistakes 

of a financial monopoly, that an entire nation must be taxed to pay off private debts was 

shattered, transforming the relationship between citizens and their political institutions and 

eventually driving Iceland’s leaders to the side of their constituents. The Head of State, 

Olafur Ragnar Grimsson, refused to ratify the law that would have made Iceland’s citizens 

responsible for its bankers’ debts, and accepted calls for a referendum. 

Of course the international community only increased the pressure on Iceland. Great Britain 

and Holland threatened dire reprisals that would isolate the country.  As Icelanders went to 

vote, foreign bankers threatened to block any aid from the IMF.  The British government 

threatened to freeze Icelander savings and checking accounts. As Grimsson said: “We were 

told that if we refused the international community’s conditions, we would become the Cuba 

of the North.  But if we had accepted, we would have become the Haiti of the North.” ―How 

many times have I written that when Cubans see the dire state of their neighbour, Haiti, they 

count themselves lucky.) 

In the March 2010 referendum, 93% voted against repayment of the debt.  The IMF 

immediately froze its loan.  But the revolution (though not televised in the United States), 

would not be intimidated. With the support of a furious citizenry, the government launched 

civil and penal investigations into those responsible for the financial crisis.  Interpol put out 

an international arrest warrant for the ex-president of Kaupthing, Sigurdur Einarsson, as 

the other bankers implicated in the crash fled the country. 

But Icelanders didn't stop there: they decided to draft a new constitution that would free the 

country from the exaggerated power of international finance and virtual money.  (The one in 

use had been written when Iceland gained its independence from Denmark, in 1918, the 

only difference with the Danish constitution being that the word ‘president’ replaced the 

word ‘king’.‖ 

To write the new constitution, the people of Iceland elected twenty-five citizens from among 

522 adults not belonging to any political party but recommended by at least thirty citizens. 

This document was not the work of a handful of politicians, but was written on the internet. 

The constituent’s meetings are streamed on-line, and citizens can send their comments and 

suggestions, witnessing the document as it takes shape. The constitution that eventually 

emerges from this participatory democratic process will be submitted to parliament for 

approval after the next elections. 

Some readers will remember that Iceland’s ninth century agrarian collapse was featured in 

Jared Diamond’s book by the same name. Today, that country is recovering from its 

financial collapse in ways just the opposite of those generally considered unavoidable, as 

confirmed yesterday by the new head of the IMF, Christine Lagarde to Fareed Zakaria. The 

people of Greece have been told that the privatization of their public sector is the only 

solution.  And those of Italy, Spain and Portugal are facing the same threat. 

They should look to Iceland. Refusing to bow to foreign interests, that small country stated 

loud and clear that the people are sovereign. 

That’s why it is not in the news anymore. 

We ALL need to collectively take back control of our country’s money supply or the doom 

and gloom forecast during the next three chapters will be the future reality for many of us. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Fifty Part Ten 

Nothing Can Be Done to Avoid Coming World-Wide Depression! Here’s Why 

Monday, August 6, 2012 16:03 By John Rolls Lorimer Wilson / Munknee.com 

Governments everywhere are becoming more distressed and desperate as economic 

realities dominate the political doublespeak. The world is at a dangerous point. Much of 

what we thought we knew and assumed regarding governmental behaviour and economics 

is beginning to be reassessed. Governments of the world are out of money and out of ideas. 

The ponzi scam that has been perpetrated for over fifty years is collapsing under its own 

weight. There are not enough suckers and capital left to sustain the fraud. [Let me explain 

further.]  

So says Monty Pelerin (www.economicnoise.com) in edited excerpts from his original 

article*. 

Lorimer Wilson, editor of www.munKNEE.com (Your Key to Making Money!) and 

www.FinancialArticleSummariesToday.com (A site for sore eyes and inquisitive minds) has 

edited the article below for length and clarity – see Editor’s Note at the bottom of the page. 

This paragraph must be included in any article re-posting to avoid copyright infringement. 

Pelerin goes on to say, in part: 

The U.S. economy is spent. The current crisis, begun about five years ago, is still a severe 

recession despite claims otherwise. Even after squandering trillions of taxpayer dollars, 

there is no recovery. 

This is not “your father’s recession.” It is part of a more serious, deeper secular problem. 

What has happened has been treated as if it were a cyclical problem, a normal business 

cycle. It is a cycle but it occurs within a secular downtrend. A secular problem is longer-

term, generally arising as a result of structural changes in an economy. Over the last fifty 

plus years, the structure of the U.S. economy has changed, usually slowly. But these 

changes have cumulative effects and eventually these become increasingly meaningful as to 

how they affect an economy. 

Some of the major structural changes in the U.S. economy have involved the increased role 

of government. Government growth has produced excessive tax burdens, regulations, 

interventions and debt loads. The result has hollowed out the productive sector of the 

economy. What once was a vibrant, productive and wealth-creating machine is no longer. 

The economy is sclerotic, sluggish and non-responsive. The stagnation and under-

employment that characterizes all advanced welfare states now plagues the U.S. economy. 

The most productive wealth creator the world has ever seen has been crippled. 

Sometimes long-term trends can be conveyed better with charts than raw numbers. Here are 

a couple of charts that clearly indicate the secular downtrends in the economy:  

 

http://www.munknee.com/
http://www.financialarticlesummariestoday.com/


 

The damage began decades ago and accelerated over time. These charts and others 

illustrating similar secular trends can be found at Chartist Friend. 

For those who prefer numbers, USA Today describes the declining standard of living: 

Median household income fell 2.3% to $49,445 last year and has dropped 7% since 2000 

after adjusting for inflation, the Census Bureau said Tuesday. Income was the lowest since 

1996. 

The effects on family net worth have been devastating as well. According to CNNMoney: 

The average American family’s net worth dropped almost 40% between 2007 and 2010, 

according to a triennial study released Monday by the Federal Reserve. 

The stunning drop in median net worth — from $126,400 in 2007 to $77,300 in 2010 — 

indicates that the recession wiped away 18 years of savings and investment by families. 

In terms of purchasing power, the real drop in average net worth was probably closer to 

80% and the effective savings and investment wiped away was substantially more than 18 

years. There is no indication that either household income or net worth has recovered since 

the collection of these statistics. Indeed, indications are that the negative trend continues. 

Government has thrown trillions of dollars at these problems with no results. More money 

will not help the economy recover. It has moved the government closer to defaults on its 

debt and its promises. The solution proposed by government is solving a debt problem with 

more debt. David Stockman is correct when he says: 

The idea that somehow all of that debt is irrelevant, as the Keynesians would tell us, is 

fundamentally wrong – and the reason why the economy can’t get up off the mat. 

It is a dangerous time for investors. There are no safe havens one can run to and hide, 

especially those involving sovereign debt. Moodys has even downgraded Germany and put it 

on negative watch. There is only one sovereign left in the world that Moodys considers AAA 

— Finland. How much Finnish government debt is in your portfolio? Regarding sovereign 

debt Pater Tenenbrarum observes: 

It is anyway faintly ridiculous that there are still government bonds deemed to be ‘safe 

havens’ when the great bulk of the issuers of said bonds are up to their eyebrows in debt 

and have unfunded liabilities that consist of numbers that actually manage to strain the 

imagination a bit. As an example, US treasury bonds have become an irresistible magnet for 

money seeking safety in spite of the current administration increasing the public debt by 

more than 50% in just four years. 

The common denominator in all sovereign problems is the social welfare state. The concept 

was foolish to begin with, but the political advantages for greedy politicians seeking power 

and votes were overwhelming. Unprincipled politicians everywhere saw the growth of 

government as a road to riches — for themselves! The social welfare state provided the 

http://chartistfriendfrompittsburgh.blogspot.com/2012/07/destruction-of-dome.html


vehicle. For politicians, riches proved correct. For the common man, however, the results 

have been tragic and will get worse. 

Now we are at a point where economies are about to collapse. There is nothing that 

governments can do to prevent these failures short of dismantling the welfare state. That is 

politically an impossibility. 

Politicians have reached their desperation point. They will say and do anything to retain 

their positions and extend the scam. These are dangerous times, regardless of what your 

government tells you. Most of us in their position would likely behave similarly. Honourable 

men, however, would come clean and present the facts to the public. Unfortunately there 

are few honourable men in politics. Those who enter with good intentions eventually jump 

on the gravy train to corruption. 

Nothing that can be done will avoid the world-wide Depression that lies ahead. Further 

political stimulus actions can only make matters worse…. 

*http://www.economicnoise.com (http://s.tt/1jPAn) (To access the above article please copy 

the URL and paste it into your browser.) 

Editor’s Note: The above posts may have been edited ―‗ ‘‖, abridged ―…‖, and reformatted 

(including the title, some sub-titles and bold/italics emphases) for the sake of clarity and 

brevity to ensure a fast and easy read. The article’s views and conclusions are unaltered 

and no personal comments have been included to maintain the integrity of the original 

article. 

21 Signs That The Global Economic Crisis Is About To Go To A Whole New Level 

Michael Snyder, Contributor Activist Post 

The global debt crisis has reached a dangerous new phase. Unfortunately, most Americans 

are not taking notice of it yet because most of the action is taking place overseas, and 

because U.S. financial markets are riding high.  But just because the global economic crisis 

is unfolding at the pace of a "slow-motion train wreck" right now does not mean that it isn't 

incredibly dangerous. 

As I have written about previously, the economic collapse is not going to be a single event.  

Yes, there will be days when the Dow drops by more than 500 points. Yes, there will be days 

when the reporters on CNBC appear to be hyperventilating. But mostly there will be days of 

quiet despair as the global economic system slides even further toward oblivion. And right 

now things are clearly getting worse. 

Things in Greece are much worse than they were six months ago.  Things in Spain are much 

worse than they were six months ago.  The same thing could be said for Italy, France, 

Japan, Argentina and a whole bunch of other nations.  The entire global economy is slowing 

down, and we are entering a time period that is going to be incredibly painful for everyone.  

At the moment, the U.S. is still experiencing a "sugar high" from unprecedented fiscal and 

monetary stimulus, but when that "sugar high" wears off the hangover will be excruciating. 

Reckless borrowing, spending and money printing has bought us a brief period of 

"economic stability", but our foolish financial decisions will also make our eventual collapse 

far worse than it might have been.  So don't think for a second that the U.S. will somehow 

escape the coming global economic crisis.  The truth is that before this is all over we will be 

seen as one of the primary causes of the crisis. 

The following are 21 signs that the global economic crisis is about to go to a whole new 

level.... 

 



#1 Bank of Israel Governor Stanley Fischer says that the global economy is "awfully close" 

to recession. 

#2 It was announced last week that the unemployment rate in Greece has reached an all-

time high of 25.1 percent.  Unemployment among those 24 years old or younger is now 

more than 54 percent.  Back in April 2010, the unemployment rate in Greece was only 

sitting at 11.8 percent. 

#3 The IMF is warning that Greek debt may have to be "restructured" yet again. 

#4 Swedish Finance Minister Anders Borg says that it is "probable" that Greece will leave 

the euro, and that it might happen within the next six months. 

#5 A crowd of approximately 40,000 angry Greeks recently descended on Athens to protest 

a visit by German Chancellor Angela Merkel... 

From high-school students to pensioners, tens of thousands of Greek demonstrators 

swarmed into Athens yesterday to show the visiting German Chancellor, Angela Merkel, their 

indignation at their country's continued austerity measures. 

Flouting the government's ban on protests, an estimated 40,000 people – many carrying 

posters depicting Ms Merkel as a Nazi – descended on Syntagma Square near the parliament 

building. Masked youths pelted riot police with rocks as the officers responded with tear 

gas.  

The authorities had deployed 7,000 police, water cannon and a helicopter. Snipers were 

placed on rooftops to ensure the German leader's safety. 

#6 The debt crisis is Argentina is becoming increasingly troublesome. 

#7 The government debt to GDP ratio in Italy is expected to hit 126 percent this year.  In 

Greece, it is expected to hit 198 percent.  In Japan, it is expected to hit a whopping 237 

percent. 

#8 Standard ’ Poor’s has slashed the credit rating on Spanish government debt to BBB-, 

which is just one level above junk status. 

#9 Back in the year 2000, the ratio of total debt to GDP in Spain was 192 percent.  By 

2011, it had reached 363 percent. 

#10 Record amounts of money are being pulled out of Spanish banks, and many large 

Spanish banks are rapidly heading toward insolvency. 

#11 Manufacturing activity in Spain has contracted for 17 months in a row. 

#12 It is being projected that home prices in Spain will fall by another 15 percent by the 

end of 2013. 

#13 The unemployment rate in France is now above 10 percent, and it has risen for 16 

months in a row. 

#14 There are signs that Switzerland may be preparing for "major civil unrest" throughout 

Europe. 

#15 The former top economist at the European Central Bank says that the ECB has fallen 

into a state of "panic" as it desperately tries to solve the European debt crisis. 

#16 According to a recent IMF report, European banks may need to sell off 4.5 trillion 

dollars in assets over the next 14 months in order to meet strict new capital requirements. 



#17 In August, U.S. exports dropped to the lowest level that we have seen since last 

February. 

#18 Economics Professor Barry Eichengreen is very concerned about what is coming next 

for stocks in the United States... 

I’m worried that stock markets in the United States in particular have gotten ahead of 

economic growth 

#19 During the week ending October 3rd, investors pulled more than 10 billion dollars out 

of U.S. mutual funds.  Overall, a total of more than 100 billion dollars has been pulled out 

of U.S. mutual funds so far this year. 

#20 As I wrote about the other day, the IMF is warning that there is an "alarmingly high" 

risk of a deeper global economic slowdown. 

www.OffgridOutpost.com#21 When shipping companies start laying off workers, that is one 

of the best signs that economic activity is slowing down.  That is why it was so troubling 

when it was announced that FedEx is planning to get rid of "several thousand" workers over 

the coming months.  According to AFP, "its business is being hit by the global economic 

slowdown". 

For even more signs that the global economy is rapidly crumbling, please see my previous 

article entitled "The Largest Economy In The World Is Imploding Right In Front Of Our Eyes". 

So is anyone doing well right now? 

Yes, it turns out that QE3 is padding the profits of the big banks in the United States and 

making the wealthy even wealthier just like I warned that it would. 

According to the Washington Post, QE3 is helping the big banks much more than it is 

helping consumers.  Is this what the Fed intended all along?... 

JPMorgan Chase and Wells Fargo, the nation’s largest mortgage lenders, said Friday they 

won’t make home loans much cheaper for consumers, even as they reported booming 

profits from that business.  

Those bottom lines have been padded by federal initiatives to stimulate the economy. The 

Federal Reserve is spending $40 billion a month to reduce mortgage rates to encourage 

Americans to buy homes. Instead, its policies may be generating more benefits for banks 

than borrowers. 

So exactly how much has QE3 helped out the big banks?  Just check out these numbers... 

Revenue from mortgages was up 57 percent in the third quarter compared with the same 

period last year at JPMorgan and more than 50 percent up at Wells Fargo. 

But should we expect anything else from the Federal Reserve? 

The American people are trusting the Fed to protect our economy, and yet they cannot even 

protect their own shipments of money.  In fact, the Fed recently lost a large shipment of new 

$100 bills. 

Or perhaps could letting people steal money from their own trucks be another way that the 

Fed is trying to "stimulate the economy"? 

Stranger things have happened. 

In any event, the truth is that the U.S. economy and the U.S. financial system are 

unsustainable from any angle that you want to look at things. 



We are drowning in government debt, we are drowning in consumer debt, Wall Street has 

been transformed into a high risk casino where our largest financial institutions are putting 

it all on the line on a daily basis, we are consuming far more than we are producing, there 

are more than 100 million Americans on welfare and we are stealing more than 100 million 

dollars an hour from future generations to pay for it all. 

Anyone that believes that we are in "good shape" does not know the first thing about 

economics. 

Sadly, the U.S. is not alone.  Nations all over the globe are experiencing similar problems. 

The global economic crisis is just beginning and it is going to get much, much worse. 

I hope that you are ready. 

Collapse is inevitable, here’s why… 

15 Aug 2012 by Jacque Fresco from hangthebankers.com  

America is quickly approaching a catastrophic economic collapse. Before you dismiss this 

as hype or paranoia, take a few minutes to review the facts outlined on this page. The 

numbers don’t lie. At this point, the dollar crash is unavoidable… far from an exaggeration 

this is a mathematical certainty. As repelling as that sounds, it’s in your own best interest 

to learn just how bad the situation is.  

According to the talking heads of mainstream press the economy is slowly recovering and 

the financial crisis is all but behind us, but we need a reality check. It’s time to stop being 

naive and start being more discerning. Instead of more false hope, we need the truth as 

bitter as it might sound… and the truth is, from our local municipalities, to our states to 

our federal government, we are broke… the truth is we can’t payback our debt without 

getting into even more debt… the truth is the housing crash of 2::8 was just a small 

preview of what’s to come.  

America is drowning in debt. The government’s liabilities are now growing at an exponential 

rate. Our national debt is on a vicious downward spiral.  

To our detriment our government continues to pretend that we can borrow our way out of 

debt and only handful of our politicians are willing to admit that our nation is now 

bankrupt.  

Contrary to rhetoric coming out of Washington, no tax hike or budget cut will get us out of 

this mess. The kind of measures that would actually bring about meaningful change to curb 

the financial collapse are deemed too severe to be even considered. Examine the evidence 

outlined below, connect the dots and think for yourself.  

What does the “national debt” even mean?  

Let’s cover the basics first… When the government cannot cover its spending using the 

collected revenue from corporate and income taxes and other fees it imposes, it goes into 

debt. The U.S. national debt is the sum of all outstanding debt owed by the federal 

government. It includes the money government borrowed, plus the interest it must pay on 

this debt.  

Let’s also clear up the difference between debt and deficit. The deficit is the shortfall we 

have in any one year. If you take in $100 billion and spend $130 billion, you get a deficit of 

<3: billion. Now at the end of that year, you’ve got to do something with that <3: billion 

you owe, so you move it over to your long-term shortfall – which is the national debt. 

Obviously, like any other debt, the national debt must be paid back to the holders. Of 



course, having a little debt is just fine as long as it’s manageable. On the other hand, if a 

country borrows too much it can drown in its debt, like Greece did.  

So how bad is our situation? Numbers don’t lie, so let’s compare our debt and deficit to 

1974 just to get a feel for our path and pace ―later on we’ll look at national debt chart 

spanning 1940-2011).  

In 1974 the deficit (annual shortfall) was $4 billion and the total debt was $484 billion. It 

had taken us 200 years from the start of the republic until 1974 to create that debt of 

$484 billion.  

However, since 1974, our deficit went from <4 billion to a shocking <1.33 trillion… stop 

and think about that for a second… this means that our current annual budget shortfall is 

roughly triple the size of the total U.S. debt in 1974. Our national debt in 1974 was $484 

billion… it is now approaching an unprecedented <16 trillion!  

How is that possible? How do you go through World War I, World War II, the Korean War, 

Vietnam War – and have only $484 billion debt, then skyrocket to 16 trillion in such a short 

time?! The answer to this question has to do with a key event in 1971 that we’ll go over in a 

moment… for now, let’s stick with the national debt, so we can understand why it is no 

longer sustainable.  

Sixteen trillion dollars, so what?  

Sixteen trillion dollars is certainly a lot of money, but most people usually don’t deal with 

that many zeros in their life. It’s hard to really appreciate this almost unfathomable sum 

and the dire consequences it represents for us. But to understand how deep of a hole the 

government is in, we need to grasp the enormity of this dollar amount.  

So, how big is one trillion? Here are a few helpful illustrations.  

Imagine you decided to count to one million out loud. How long do you think it would take 

you at a pace of one number per second? If you do it nonstop, it would take about 12 DAYS. 

Now, how long would it take you to count to one trillion?… The answer?… 32,::: YEARS!!!  

Here’s another illustration.  

If you had a trillion $10 bills and you taped them all end to end. Your money ribbon will 

become so long that you would actually be able to wrap it around planet Earth more than 

38: times!!!… But, that amount of money would still not be enough to pay off the U.S. 

national debt.  

Are you getting the picture yet?  

Keep in mind that what you are looking at are pallets of $100 bills stacked on top of each 

other. To give you an idea of the size and height of these pallets, in the centre is standing 

the Statue of Liberty in proper scale relative to the money towers (below). The cash 

surrounding and dwarfing the Stature of Liberty taken together constitute 16.394 trillion. 

This represents our current debt ceiling that we’re scheduled to hit in September of 2:12.  

It’s interesting to note that when we hit this debt ceiling this year, our government will once 

again move the ceiling up to allow for the debt to grow. Now ask yourself, what is the point 

of a movable  

ceiling? A movable ceiling is an oxymoron. If you can move your debt limit on demand, why 

bother pretending that you have a debt limit in the first place?  



Hopefully this article helped you to understand the colossal amount of debt accrued by the 

USA. In order for you to understand how the currencies we use are constantly being 

devalued by inflation read this next article. 

The U.S. government spent over 454 billion dollars just on interest on the national debt 

during fiscal 2011.  

 In 2011, the government borrowed $41,000 every second.  

 Currently, the government’s burden is growing by <1: million per each passing minute  

 Just during the Obama administration, the U.S. government has accumulated more debt 

than it did from the time that George Washington took office to the time that Bill Clinton 

took office.  

 Currently the U.S. monetary base is sitting somewhere around 2.7 trillion dollars. So if 

you went out and gathered all of that paper money up it would only make a small dent in 

our national debt. But afterwards there would be no currency for anyone to use.  

 The United States government is responsible for more than a third of all the government 

debt on the entire planet.  

 Mandatory federal spending surpassed total federal revenue for the first time ever in fiscal 

2011. That was not supposed to happen until 50 years from now.  

 If the U.S. government was forced to use GAAP accounting principles (like all publicly-

traded corporations must), the U.S. government budget deficit would be somewhere in the 

neighbourhood of $4 trillion to $5 trillion each and every year.  

 The U.S. national debt is now more than 5000 times larger than it was when the Federal 

Reserve was created back in 1913.  

Hopefully at this point you’re starting to realize how big our debt is and how fast it’s 

growing. Shockingly, our government’s biggest liabilities are not even shown here, so this is 

just the tip of the iceberg.  

Another 54 trillion excluded from the national debt figures  

According to David Walker who served as United States Comptroller General in the 

Government Accountability Office from 1998 to 2::8, U.S. government’s real financial 

burden is close to 70 trillion dollars.  

This is because the national debt of 16 trillion does not account for obligations like Social 

Security, Medicare, Public Employee Pensions and other liabilities which the government is 

already committed to.  

These liabilities are ticking time bombs, primed to explode with each new wave of retiring 

baby boomers. On top of this, medical costs continue to rise across the board driving 

medicare expenses through the roof.  

Keep in mind that at the time this video was broadcast our national debt was “only” around 

9 trillion dollars and it is now close to 16 trillion. The catastrophic economic problems 

predicted by our government’s head accountant are playing themselves out right now.  

What’s most disheartening is that David Walker was forced to accept that admonishing 

Washington of unsustainable debt was a waste of effort. His warnings of the impending 

financial collapse fell on deaf ears as both administrations simply ignored him. In 

desperation, Mr. Walker quit his job as the federal government’s chief auditor to travel 

around the country to find ways to deliver his message directly to the public.  



How did we get in so much debt?  

To outline all the events that lead us to this mess would take a separate article, but here’s a 

quick summary.  

In 1913 Congress passed the “Federal Reserve Act,” relinquishing the power to create and 

control money to the Federal Reserve Corporation, a private company owned and controlled 

by bankers. Over time, more and more legislation was passed to expand Federal Reserve’s 

functions. The Fed (short for Federal Reserve) was granted two extremely critical powers: 

the ability to purchase U.S. treasury securities and to manipulate the interest rates. Interest 

rate manipulation and quantitative easing (pumping money into the economy) by the Fed, 

are the two driving forces behind the boom/bust cycles and economic bubbles.  

The Fed was suppose to be the guardian of U.S. currency, in reality it turned out to be a 

debt and bubble machine, ran for profit by greedy bankers.  

Our founding fathers understood the danger of putting the power to control the currency of 

a nation in the hands of a few individuals in the form of a monopolistic central bank and 

were vehemently opposed to such a system.  

In 1944, as World War II was drawing closer to the end, representatives of 44 allied nations 

met in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire where the dollar (backed by gold at $35 per ounce) 

was accepted as the world reserve currency.  

America was granted unprecedented benefits as the issuer of the dollar. However, the gold 

standard restricted Federal Reserve from printing money unless it had the gold to backup 

new currency. Even though this ensured the stability of the dollar and a strong economy, 

such restrictions would not be tolerated by the Fed for very long.  

In 1971, under president Nixon, U.S. moved away from a gold-backed monetary system to a 

fiat paper debt-based monetary system which allowed Federal Reserve to print dollars out of 

thin air.  

This opened the door for unrestricted spending and borrowing. Once we moved away from a 

“gold standard” to a “debt-currency system” it was only a matter of time before America 

transformed from the world’s biggest creditor to the world’s biggest debtor.  

If you look at the national debt chart, you can see a direct parallel between the explosion of 

debt and U.S. switching to fiat currency in 1971. Once the Fed could create dollars out of 

nothing, it took only a few years for the government debt to gain an exponential climb rate.  

Now on the surface, Federal Reserve’s ability to print money with no restrictions might 

sound great since you can just create new currency on demand… but it carries with it two 

very grave consequences. Consequences that we’re paying for now.  

The first consequence is inflation. Each time the Fed issues new dollars, it increases the 

money supply, which in turn diminishes the value of the rest of the dollars already in 

circulation. Basically, that means the more dollars are printed, the less they are worth. As 

the inflation rises, so do the prices and cost of living. Inflation also encourages spending 

and debt, and discourages saving and capital formation. In the long run, currency inflation 

wipes out the wealth of the middle class and wrecks the economy. By the way, the dollar has 

lost 95% of its value since Federal Reserve took over in 1913.  

The second consequence is that, we (the people) go into debt every time new money is 

created. When the government needs extra money, beyond what it collects in taxes, it issues 

U.S. treasury bonds, which are interest-bearing IOUs guaranteed by the government. These 

bonds are exchanged with the Federal Reserve for currency. This process is called 

“monetizing the debt”, hence “debt- 



currency” system. Federal Reserve collects the interest and the tax payers collect the debt. 

The bankers prosper and people get enslaved.  

Besides debasing the dollar and binding America into debt, the Fed manipulates the interest 

rates overriding market self regulation. These manipulations create bubbles resulting in 

devastating consequences for the economy and the average American.  

How is the U.S. government going to finance 70 trillion in liabilities?  

If you have been paying attention so far, you should be able to guess correctly… by 

borrowing. The U.S. government is planning to finance 70 trillion in obligations by selling 

treasury securities ―interest bearing IOU’s‖ putting America into even more debt.  

Since our national debt is exploding and our annual deficit keeps growing every year, we’re 

forced to admit an obvious fact: our government cannot pay its debt without taking on more 

debt.  

This is by definition, a Ponzi scheme. To keep the Ponzi scheme going you must have a 

constant and ever expanding flow of investors. If the flow stops or even slows down, the 

whole thing starts to collapse. This is why the government must continuously raise the 

official debt ceiling.  

All Ponzi schemes eventually collapse and our debt-currency system has the same fatal flaw 

by design.  

Peter Schiff, CEO of Euro Pacific Capital, who not only famously predicted the 2008 housing 

bubble, but also predicted the specific banks that would go under, as well as the 

government’s exact response to the 2008 crisis, makes the following statements about U.S. 

treasuries ―short for U.S. treasury securities… again these are interest bearing IOU’s the 

government must sell to pay for obligations):  

“There’s no safety in U.S. treasuries. When interest rates go up, we’ve got to default on 
those treasuries. We can’t pay a market rate of interest, let alone retire the principal. Most 
of the treasuries that are being bought have very short maturities. We have 5 or 6 trillion 
coming due in the next year, we can’t pay that back. We’re counting on our creditors to loan 

us back the money to repay the debt. This is a Ponzi scheme.  

It’s the same situation as I said Greece was in. They had no problem selling their bonds 
when the rates were low. But the minute people figured out that the Greeks couldn’t repay 
the debt, they didn’t want to buy them anymore. The same thing is going to happen. You 
have a false perception of safety in the Treasury market. It’s not safe at all. It’s a trap. And 
it’s being set by Central Banks, the Fed is the biggest buyer, they’re buying like 9:% of long 
term treasuries… ”  

How long can we keep borrowing?  

Some economists like to imagine that we can just grow our debt endlessly, because we have 

the ability to print dollars out of thin air. These “experts” allege that the treasuries market 

is strong as ever and we can just keep borrowing endlessly. These are the same “experts” 

that insisted that the real estate prices will continue to rise perpetually, right up to the 

2008 crash. They argue, just raise the debt ceiling and keep growing that debt evermore.  

But even though we can raise our debt ceiling time after time, there is still a natural debt 

limit we cannot cross. The notion that our government can keep growing our debt without 

end is preposterous.  

First, it’s based on a foolish assumption that the rest of the world is willing to lend us 

money that they know we can’t pay back. Second, it ignores a mathematical consequence: 

exponential growth due to interest alone.  



We’ve been able to get away with borrowing so much up until now because the dollar is the 

world reserve currency, but this privilege has its limits. It’s also a privilege we’re going to 

lose because we have been shamelessly abusing it.  

The Federal Reserve has been keeping the interest artificially low, to help the government 

keep borrowing. Of course this is no favour on Fed’s part, because the end result is debt 

enslavement. Since whatever the government owes is inherited by the people, it’s the people 

who get screwed at the end. If the interest was allowed to return to market rates, it would 

help prevent the government from borrowing beyond its means.  

However, at this point our lenders are realizing that our debt has long passed a sustainable 

level. If you have ever applied for a loan, you should be familiar with this universal rule: 

when the borrower is in too much debt, the loan becomes high-risk and so the lender 

demands a higher interest to make the reward worthy of the risk. With every passing day 

U.S. plunges into a deeper debt pit and this makes lending to U.S. (by buying treasury 

securities) a more and more risky investment.  

To make things worse, the Fed is devaluing the dollar at an increasing pace by issuing 

bailouts, stimulus packages, quantitative easing, etc… and our lenders are realizing this 

too. This means that the dollars that our creditors are loaning to us now, are worth less 

when they get them back.  

For these two reasons, the U.S. treasury securities ―government IOU’s‖ are now high-risk, 

low-return investments. What was once considered the safest investment is now a Ponzi 

scheme at the point of collapse.  

Who will bail out America when it runs out of lenders?  

Our pool of willing lenders is starting to shrink as our creditors are waking up to the fact 

that treasuries are now a high-risk, low-return investment. To compensate for this the Fed is 

forced to buy up all the long term U.S. treasuries in an effort to artificially stimulate 

demand, to keep up the smokescreen. Of course this only inflates the U.S. bond bubble even 

more.  

When the pool of willing lenders dries up, the scheme will reach its end and the final bubble 

will explode. Without lenders, the U.S. government has only two appalling choices: default 

on debt or hyper-inflate the dollar.  

Option one is to default on all debt, essentially declaring bankruptcy to renegotiate all 

obligations. This would create a severe financial shock as the dollar collapses and loses its 

status as reserve currency. This would lead to a sharp increase in the cost of nearly 

everything, as more US dollars would be needed to pay for imports, resulting in a 

catastrophic economic impact for every American. The government will be forced to cut 

spending dramatically. A broad range of government payments would have to be stopped, 

including military salaries, Social Security and Medicare payments, unemployment benefits, 

tax refunds, etc. Companies would be crushed by a US consumer that would no longer have 

any buying power. In addition, credit would dry up virtually overnight, which would force 

untold numbers of companies to shut their doors. Unemployment in the country would spike 

to obscene levels. Interest rates would rise significantly forcing millions of families with 

adjustable mortgages to go into foreclosures.  

Option two is to have the Federal Reserve create trillions upon trillions of dollars out of thin 

air. This creates an illusion that the debt is being paid back, but in reality the dollars issued 

to pay the debt would become increasingly worthless, turning rapid inflation into 

hyperinflation. This would actually  

create a much worse scenario then the first option as hyperinflation will be even more 

economically destructive for the average American. Prices would soar to unimaginable 



levels, unemployment would skyrocket. The average American would be forced to work 

overtime just to put food on the table, that is if he or she is lucky enough to still have a job.  

It’s worth mentioning that it is highly unlikely that U.S. will choose default ―option one‖. 

Even though hyper-inflation is by far more destructive for the American people in the long 

term, the government will most likely try to print its way out.  

Either way the economy will collapse. Economically, the first option would feel like a heart 

attack and the second option like a terminal cancer.  

The ripple effects of either scenario would be unprecedented. It would not be the end of the 

world, but you can expect massive social unrest, protests, riots, arson, etc. Supply 

disruptions on all levels. Basic utility failures and infrastructure decay. Rampant violent 

crime, especially in metropolitan areas. Eventually followed by a long and very painful 

readjustment period of living standards for most Americans.  

What if we cut spending, raise taxes and balance the budget?  

It’s amazing, that even now, you hear the same old catch phrases thrown around by 

politicians on all the major news shows, like “recovering economy”, “budget cuts” and 

“responsible spending”. But, anyone out there that insists that this crisis can be fixed 

under our current system is lying.  

The spending cuts and tax increases that Congress is talking about are absolutely 

meaningless when compared to how rapidly our debt is exploding.  

Calling those cuts and taxes “pocket change” would be an insult to pocket change.  

No bailout, stimulus package or manipulation by Federal Reserve is going to avoid the 

massive financial pain that’s coming our way.  

So what can our government do to fix the current financial crisis and avoid the dollar 

crash? What would it take?  It would take the kind of measures that are our government 

considers too extreme to even discuss and so there’s no chance of them being approved. 

For starters we would need to abolish the Federal Reserve, go back to the gold standard, 

shut down overseas military bases, completely reform the tax code, restructure entitlement 

programs, etc.  

Unfortunately, proposing such changes is the fastest way to lose your political funding, 

become the laughing stock of Washington and be ignored or ridiculed by the mainstream 

media. Just ask Ron Paul. Our Congress knows full well that fighting against the system is 

political suicide. And so no meaningful change that would help lessen the impact of the 

coming crash will be approved. As far as the oval office and Congress is concerned, 

postponing the crash by issuing bailouts and stimulus packages is a more politically 

favourable approach, even though this ensures an even bigger catastrophe at the end.  

The bottom line is this: we’re on a path to an inevitable dollar crash. The ones that run our 

monetary system and hold the keys to our economy are actually part of the problem instead 

of the solution. The ones in power that can make the desperately needed changes, dare not.  

Rather than risk their careers, they will continue to shamelessly distribute our hard earned 

money among their friends on Wall Street. The hand full of our honest politicians that are 

actually brave enough to stand up for the people are shut out by the system.  

At this point, we’re on a runaway train without brakes, so you better brace yourself. The 

good news is, there is still time for you to prepare for what’s up ahead. Most people will be 

completely unprepared when the whole thing comes crashing down. Don’t be part of that 

group. Source: http://www.crisishq.com/why-prepare/economic-collapse-inevitable/ 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Fifty Part Eleven 

Increasingly in Europe, Suicides ‘by Economic Crisis’ 

 

Eoin O’Conaill for The International Herald Tribune 

George Mordaunt of Clonmel, Ireland, considered suicide when his car business hit hard 

times. By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO and DOREEN CARVAJAL Published: April 14, 2012 

nytimes.com 

TREVISO, Italy — On New Year’s Eve, Antonio Tamiozzo, 53, hanged himself in the warehouse 

of his construction business near Vicenza, after several debtors did not pay what they owed 

him 

In Veneto, Italy, Stefano Zanatta leads a support group for struggling businesspeople.  

Three weeks earlier, Giovanni Schiavon, 59, a contractor, shot himself in the head at the 

headquarters of his debt-ridden construction company on the outskirts of Padua. As he 

faced the bleak prospect of ordering Christmas layoffs at his family firm of two generations, 

he wrote a last message: “Sorry, I cannot take it anymore.”  

The economic downturn that has shaken Europe for the last three years has also swept 

away the foundations of once-sturdy lives, leading to an alarming spike in suicide rates. 

Especially in the most fragile nations like Greece, Ireland and Italy, small-business owners 

and entrepreneurs are increasingly taking their own lives in a phenomenon some European 

newspapers have started calling “suicide by economic crisis.”  

Many, like Mr. Tamiozzo and Mr. Schiavon, have died in obscurity. Others, like the desperate 

77-year-old retiree who shot himself outside the Greek Parliament on April 4, have turned 

their personal despair into dramatic public expressions of anger at the leaders who have 

failed to soften the blows of the crisis.  

A complete picture of the phenomenon across Europe is elusive, as some countries lag in 

reporting statistics and coroners are loath to classify deaths as suicides, to protect 

surviving family members. But it is clear that countries on the front line of the economic 

crisis are suffering the worst, and that suicides among men have increased the most.  

In Greece, the suicide rate among men increased more than 24 percent from 2007 to 

2009, government statistics show. In Ireland during the same period, suicides among men 

rose more than 16 percent. In Italy, suicides motivated by economic difficulties have 

increased 52 percent, to 187 in 2010 — the most recent year for which statistics were 

available — from 123 in 2005.  

Researchers say the trend has intensified this year as government austerity measures took 

hold and compounded the hardships for many. While suicides often have many complex 

causes, researchers have found that severe economic stress corresponds to higher suicide 

rates.  

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/p/elisabetta_povoledo/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/c/doreen_carvajal/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/n/new_year/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/05/world/europe/greek-man-ends-financial-despair-with-bullet.html


“Financial crisis puts the lives of ordinary people at risk, but much more dangerous is when 

there are radical cuts to social protection,” said David Stuckler, a sociologist at the 

University of Cambridge, who led a study published in The Lancet that found a sharp rise in 

suicides across Europe, particularly in seriously affected countries like Greece and Ireland 

from 2007 to 2009, years that coincided with the downturn.  

“Austerity can turn a crisis into an epidemic,” Mr. Stuckler added.  

Veneto, a region that was the engine of Italy’s economic growth in the 199:s, has been 

especially hard hit. In this part of the country, which includes the cities of Treviso, Vicenza 

and Padua, more than 30 small-business people have committed suicide in the last three 

years for reasons tied to their work as the area has been whipsawed by global trends 

including a drop in industrial orders, competition from China and tight bank credit.  

Though the phenomenon has been particularly acute in the region, it has recently spread to 

Bologna, Catania and Rome.  

In Rome this month, Mario Frasacco, 59, whose company made aluminium fixtures, killed 

himself, much to the shock of Rome’s small-business association, where he had been a 

board member. Other members were surprised when he suddenly canceled a business trip 

with them to Dubai, in the United Arab Emirates, scheduled for May.  

“Now, unfortunately, we sadly understand the probable reason why,” Erino Colombi, the 

association’s president, said in a statement. The association has organized a candlelight 

vigil on Wednesday to honour the victims of the economic crisis in Rome.  

In Ireland, the phenomenon has been linked to what some therapists call Celtic Tiger 

depression, the period after 2008 characterized by an influx of middle-aged male patients 

who complained about sleeplessness and a lack of appetite in the aftermath of that nation’s 

destructive boom-and-bust real estate market.  

To search for answers, researchers for the National Suicide Research Foundation in Cork 

interviewed surviving relatives of 190 people who committed suicide in County Cork during 

the turbulent period from 2008 to March 2011.  

The victims were predominantly men, with an average age of 36. Almost 40 percent were 

unemployed, and 32 percent worked in construction as plumbers, electricians and 

plasterers, said Ella Arensman, the foundation’s director of research. Generally, she added, 

they suffered from a constellation of problems: financial struggles, unemployment, broken 

relationships and loneliness. 

Across Europe, men are the most vulnerable, particularly unmarried men who have weak 

family and government support, according to Mr. Stuckler, the sociologist. Alcohol abuse is 

a frequent contributing factor, he said, adding, “It’s really important to have friends and 

family you can trust in hard times.”  

Indeed, during one dark night in his life, George Mordaunt, 44, said he nearly became a 

statistic. For three years, until 2::7, he helped to build up his family’s 3:-year-old 

automobile business in Clonmel, in southern Ireland, adding three new dealerships. Then, 

in 2008, the crisis struck. Now all that remains is the original family dealership.  

Mr. Mordaunt said he considered suicide after a tough-talking banker threatened to seize 

his home if he did not repay his loans: “Save the sob story. We want our money. If that 

means taking your family home, we’ll do it,” he recalled being told.  

That night, he said, he wandered into his sleeping son’s room, dwelling on the fate of 

another man he knew who had committed suicide and imagining his own funeral with his 

children marching behind a hearse.  

http://www.lancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736%2811%2961079-9/fulltext
http://www.nsrf.ie/


“How many other people lie awake at night with the same fears?” he asked. “How many 

people are on the verge of losing everything? Everyone in Ireland must become active in our 

rescue.  

“We don’t communicate and don’t share because we are laced with unreal pride. My view is 

you become active and stand up to the banks.”  

Mr. Mordaunt ultimately founded a counselling service, Insight, offering advice to people 

seeking to renegotiate bank debt.  

Such circumstances are sometimes reversed in Italy, where in some cases it is the 

government that has not paid its debts to struggling businessmen. National legislation 

aimed at curbing public spending has caused state and local administrations to rack up 

billions of dollars in outstanding bills with creditors, putting a squeeze on many small 

businesses.  

“That is the madness of this crisis, that people kill themselves because they haven’t been 

paid by public institutions,” said Massimo Nardin, a spokesman for the Padua Chamber of 

Commerce.  

On average, government agencies pay their bills within 180 days, but in the public health 

sector that can stretch to two or three years, one of the worst records in Europe, says 

Marco Beltrandi, a lawmaker from the Radical Party. He estimated the outstanding credit as 

between $118.3 billion and $131.5 billion.  

“Late payments were always the norm,” Mr. Beltrandi said, “but now it’s gotten out of hand. 

That’s why the problem has exploded.”  

Private creditors are holding back, too. “The problem is the system, no one is paying any 

more — private, public, it’s all blocked,” said Salvatore Federico, general secretary of the 

Veneto branch of the Filca Cisl construction workers’ union. “The situation in general is 

stalled, and my sense is that no one knows how to get out of it.”  

In the Veneto, the spate of suicides is a mark of social unease in a territory where the 

Roman Catholic Church used to hold considerable sway.  

“Work became the religion here, and over time it has weakened the family — because if all 

you do is work, work, work, you have little else to fall on when that fails,” said the Rev. 

Davide Schiavon, who heads the Treviso branch of the Catholic charity Caritas, which 

recently inaugurated a program to assist businesspeople facing financial difficulties. 

(Father Schiavon is not related to Giovanni Schiavon.)  

Social scientists say that some nations, like Sweden or Finland, avoided a rise in suicide 

rates in times of crisis because they invested in labour-market projects — initiatives to help 

get people back on their feet — instead of cash handouts.  

In some places, community groups and charities have tried to provide a patchwork of aid 

along with suicide prevention campaigns to raise awareness. In Ireland, at Saint Peter and 

Paul’s parish in Clonmel, the church offered a three-day seminar on themes like “Suicide in 

Recessionary Times.”  

Suicide prevention hot line numbers are posted in gas stations on the road to Dublin, and a 

number of prominent figures are speaking out on the issue, among them the president of 

Ireland, rugby stars and U2’s bass player, Adam Clayton, who is raising money for free 

mental health services for young adults with a national Walk in My Shoes day on April 26.  

In Italy, business associations and trade unions, in a rare show of unity, say they are 

frustrated that the issue has not gotten more attention.  

http://www.georgemordaunt.com/
http://www.walkinmyshoes.ie/


“This is a social malaise, we’re inside a tunnel and there’s no light at any end,” said Mr. 

Federico, whose union is starting a new foundation to assist victims of the economic crisis. 

The daughters of Giovanni Schiavon and Antonio Tamiozzo are among the founding 

members.  

“People don’t kill themselves just because they have debts,” Mr. Federico said, “it’s a 

combination of factors that lead to desperation.  

“But what links all these situations ultimately is indifference, and lack of respect for the 

years of work that they’d done,” he said. “On some level, they must have felt that.”  

Suicide is ‘biggest killer of men’ in UK 

Published time: March 24, 2013 rt.com 

Three young male suicides occur on average every day in the UK, according to a national 

British charity. The Campaign Against Living Miserably claims the public are hardly aware 

that “suicide is the single biggest killer of young men in the UK.” 

CALM, which was set up to prevent male suicide in the UK, has informed that in 2011 

suicide accounted for the deaths of more young men in England and Wales than road death, 

murder and HIV/AIDs combined. 

The Campaign Against Living Miserably insists that gender is key to tackling the UK’s 

suicide rate. The statistics speak for themselves. 

In 2011 there were 6,045 suicides in people aged 15 and over in the UK, 4,552 male 

suicides and 1,493 female suicides, according to the Office for National Statistics. 

 

There were 1,242 suicides of men aged 15-35 in the UK in 2011.  This compares to 377 

suicides of women aged 15-35 the same year. 

 

The highest suicide rate was meanwhile seen in males aged 30 to 44 (23.5 deaths per 

100,000 population in 2011). 

 

According to the official data, the suicide rate in males aged 45 to 59 also increased 

significantly between 2007 and 2011 (22.2 deaths per 100,000 population in 2011). 

 

It’s believed that hundreds of male suicides could be prevented in the UK if men didn’t feel 

ashamed to ask for help when they desperately need it. 

 

According to the Campaign Against Living Miserably, there is a “cultural barrier” preventing 

men from seeking professional help. Modern society expects them to be unbreakable and 

immune to nervous breakdown; failure to be in control of things 24/7 is seen as an 

embarrassing loss of masculinity.   

 

Research by the University of Liverpool shows the recent recession in the UK has caused 

about 1,000 additional suicides in England - 846 among men and 155 among women. The 

analysis showed that increases in male unemployment were associated with about two-fifths 

of the rises in suicides among men. 

 

A study conducted by the Samaritans charity, aimed at reducing suicide in the UK, has also 

concluded that “you are far more likely to die by suicide if you are of low socio-economic 

position and a man,” for many reasons “because of the way society expects men to behave.” 

Spike in Suicide Rate in Europe and US Linked to Financial Crisis 

Posted on September 18, 2013 by Soren Dreier Author: Nigel Morris  

http://sorendreier.com/spike-in-suicide-rate-in-europe-and-us-linked-to-financial-crisis/
http://sorendreier.com/author/soren-dreier/


Thousands of suicides are linked to the global financial crisis, with particularly high 

numbers of people killing themselves in countries suffering heavy job losses as austerity 

bites, an international study has concluded. 

The research found there were about 5,000 more self-inflicted deaths in Europe and North 

America in 2009 – the first year after the banking crash triggered economic turmoil – than 

would have been expected in normal times. 

Britain shared in the distressing trend, suffering 300 extra suicides in 2009, according to 

a study published last night by the British Medical Journal (BMJ). 

Researchers blamed the spike in suicides on soaring dole queues – an estimated 34 million 

people worldwide lost their jobs during the crisis – as well as bankruptcies and housing 

repossessions. According to their analysis of suicide rates in 45 countries in Europe and 

North America, young men aged between 15 and 24 were particularly vulnerable. 

“Men are more likely to be the main earner in the family and thus more affected by the 

recession than women. They might experience a greater degree of shame in the face of 

unemployment and are less likely to seek help,” their report said. 

They said there was evidence that numbers of self-inflicted deaths increased sharply in 

countries where unemployment had been relatively low before the credit crunch. 

And the researchers, from universities in Bristol, Oxford and Hong Kong, warned they could 

still be underestimating the extent of the problem as some countries hit hard by the 

financial crash were excluded from their study. 

They added: “The rise in the number of suicides is only a small part of the emotional 

distress caused by the economic downturn. Non-fatal suicide attempts could be 40 times 

more common than completed suicides and for every suicide attempt about ten people 

experience suicidal thoughts.” 

The Samaritans said the conclusions chimed with their experience of dealing with suicidal 

and deeply depressed callers who were increasingly raising problems with redundancy, debt 

and mortgage repayments. 

More Americans now commit suicide than are killed in car crashes as miserable economy 

takes its toll 

 Deaths from suicide up 15pc with fears more deaths go unaccounted 

 $56m suicide prevention plan being rolled out after shocking statistics 

 Harsher penalties for drink driving credited with reducing road deaths 

By Daily Mail Reporter PUBLISHED: 15:03 GMT, 22 September 2012 daily mail 

Suicide is the cause of more deaths than car crashes, according to an alarming new study. 

The number of people who commit suicide in the U.S. has drastically increased while deaths 

from car accidents have dropped, making suicide the leading cause of injury death. 

Suicides via falls or poisoning have risen significantly and experts fear that there could be 

many more unaccounted for, particularly in cases of overdose. 

'Suicides are terribly under-counted,' said Ian Rockett, author of the study, published on 

Thursday in the American Journal of Public Health. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Daily+Mail+Reporter


'I think the problem is much worse than official data would lead us to believe. We have a 

situation that has gotten out of hand.' 

He added that his goal is to see the same attention paid to other injuries as has been paid 

to reducing the number of deaths in traffic accidents. 

The results were compiled using National Centre for Health Statistics data gathered from 

2000 to 2009.  

Researchers noted a 25 per cent decrease in fatal car accidents, medicalxpress.com 

reported, while deaths from falls rose 71 per cent, poisoning 128 per cent and from suicide 

15 per cent. 

Higher automobile standards were credited for the decrease in deaths on the road, with 

harsher penalties for underage drinking and failing to wear seat belts named as 

contributing factors. 

Previous research has suggested that suicide rates go up during recessions and times of 

economic crisis. 

'Economic problems can impact how people feel about themselves and their futures as well 

as their relationships with family and friends,' Feijun Luo of CDC’s Division of Violence 

Prevention told Bloomberg. 

'Prevention strategies can focus on individuals, families, neighbourhoods or entire 

communities to reduce risk factors.' 

Suicide is now the most frequent cause of injury deaths, followed by car crashes, poisoning, 

falls and murder. The study also looked at gender and race, concluding that fewer women 

died from the four main causes than men. 

Hispanics were discovered to have fewer car crashes and suicides than whites but a higher 

murder rate.In 2009, more than 37,000 Americans took their own lives, a number that the 

government and private groups such as Facebook are fighting to lower. 

A suicide prevention program is being launched under the Garrett Lee Smith Memorial Act, 

backed by $56million of federal money.  

The Act was signed by George Bush in 2004, in memory of suicide-victim Garrett, son of 

former U.S. Senator Gordon Smith. 

Speaking at a September 10 news conference, Mr Smith said: 'Our goal is, in the next five 

years, we will save 20,000 human lives. 

'This issue touches nearly every family. It is something we can do something about. It's the 

work of angels.' 

Lanny Berman, executive director of the American Association of Suicidology, said while 

much is known about how to prevent suicides there are 'centuries of stigmatic attitudes' that 

need to be overcome.  

'Both global and national increases in the number and rate of suicides should concern all of 

us,' he added, pushing for a 'collaborative effort to turn these many lives from despair and 

hopelessness to ones of meaning and brighter futures'. 

http://medicalxpress.com/news/2012-09-suicide-americans-car.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-04-14/suicide-rates-rise-in-u-s-as-economy-declines-cdc-study-finds.html


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Fifty Part Twelve 

Europe's Coming Summer Of Discontent 

From The Economic Collapse .com  

 

The summer of 2010 promises to be the most tumultuous summer in the short history of 

the European Union.  The sovereign debt crisis sweeping the continent threatens to cause 

economic and political instability on a scale not seen in Europe for decades.  The truth is 

that governments across the eurozone have accumulated gigantic piles of debt that simply 

are not sustainable.  Prior to the implementation of the euro, these European 

governments often "printed" their way out of messes like this, but now they can't do that.  

Now they either have to dramatically cut government expenses or they have to default.  But 

the austerity measures that the IMF and the ECB are pressuring these European 

governments to adopt are likely to have some very painful side effects.  Not only will these 

austerity measures cause a significant slowdown in economic growth, they are also likely to 

cause the same kinds of protests, strikes and riots that we saw in Greece to erupt all over 

Europe. 

You see, most Europeans have become very accustomed to the social welfare state.  Tens of 

millions of Europeans aren't about to let anyone cut their welfare payments or the wages on 

their cushy government jobs.  In most of the European nations that are experiencing big 

financial problems there are very powerful unions and labour organizations that do not 

want anything to do with austerity measures and that are already mobilizing. 

As the IMF and the ECB continue to push austerity measures all over Europe this summer, 

the chaos that we witnessed in Greece could end up being repeated over and over again 

across the continent.  This could truly be Europe's summer of discontent. 

The following are just a few of the countries that we should be watching very carefully in the 

months ahead.... 

Spain 

In many ways, the economic situation in Spain is now even worse than the 

economic situation in Greece.  Spain's unemployment was already above 20 percent even 

before this recent crisis.  There are now 4.6 million people without jobs in Spain.  There 

are 1.6 million unsold properties in Spain, six times the level per capita in the United 

States.  Total public/private debt in Spain has reached 270 percent of GDP. 

But this past week things really started to spin out of control in Spain. Ambrose Evans-

Pritchard of The Telegraph describes the current situation in Spain this way.... 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/comment/ambroseevans_pritchard/7786450/Spain-is-trapped-in-a-perverse-spiral-as-wage-cuts-deepen-the-crisis.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/comment/ambroseevans_pritchard/7786450/Spain-is-trapped-in-a-perverse-spiral-as-wage-cuts-deepen-the-crisis.html
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/europes-coming-summer-of-discontent/greek-riots-economic-austerity-measures


For Spain it has been a horrible week. The central bank seized CajaSur and imposed 
draconian write-down rules on banks to restore confidence. The Spanish Socialist and 
Workers Party (PSOE) of Jose Luis Zapatero then rammed a 5pc cut in public wages 
through the Cortes by a single vote, shattering consensus. The government cannot hope to 
pass a budget. Its own trade union base is planning a general strike. 

The austerity measures that Spain has been pressured to implement have proven so 

unpopular in Spain that many are now projecting that Spain's socialist government will be 

forced to call early elections.  

Spain finds itself in a very difficult position.  They have a debt that they cannot possibly 

handle, the IMF and the ECB are pressuring Spain to implement austerity measures which 

are wildly unpopular with the public, and if Spain does implement those austerity measures 

it may send the Spanish economy into a downward spiral. 

In addition, the fact that Fitch Ratings has stripped Spain of its AAA status has pushed Spain 

to the edge of financial oblivion. 

A recent editorial inEl Pais spoke of the "perverse spiral" that Spain's economy is 

entering....  

"The Fitch note drives home the apparently unsolvable contradiction in which the Spanish 
economy finds itself. To maintain debt solvency Spain must squeeze public spending: yet 
this policy undermines the chances of recovery which itself causes further loss of 
confidence." 

And Spain's very powerful labour organizations are not about to take these austerity 

measures sitting down.  In fact, the two largest trade unions in Spain are already calling for 

a general strike.  

So could Spain end up being the next Greece? 

France 

France admitted on Sunday that keeping its top-notch credit rating would be "a stretch" 

without some tough budget decisions. 

But French citizens are not too keen on belt-tightening.  We all remember the massive riots 

in France a few years ago when it was proposed the work week should be shortened.  It 

certainly seems unlikely that the French will accept "tough budget decisions" without making 

some serious noise. 

Italy 

The Italian government recently approved austerity measures worth 24 billion euros for the 

years 2011-2012.  But the Italian public is less than thrilled about it. 

In fact, Italy's largest union has announced that it will propose to its members a general 

strike at the end of June to protest these measures.  

Portugal 

Under pressure from the IMF and the ECB, Portugal has agreed to impose fresh austerity 

measures that include much higher taxes and very deep budget cuts. 

And the truth is that Portugal desperately needs to do something to get their finances under 

control.  Recent EU data shows that Portugal’s total debt is 331 percent of GDP, compared 

to only 224 percent for Greece. 

So will the Portuguese public accept these austerity measures? 

http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE64T12720100530
http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE64T12720100530
http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE64T12720100530
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/comment/ambroseevans_pritchard/7786450/Spain-is-trapped-in-a-perverse-spiral-as-wage-cuts-deepen-the-crisis.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/comment/ambroseevans_pritchard/7786450/Spain-is-trapped-in-a-perverse-spiral-as-wage-cuts-deepen-the-crisis.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704366504575278711304371950.html?mod=WSJ_latestheadlines
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704366504575278711304371950.html?mod=WSJ_latestheadlines
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704366504575278711304371950.html?mod=WSJ_latestheadlines
http://ca.reuters.com/article/businessNews/idCATRE64R35J20100530
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/business/10157432.stm
http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTST00231320100526
http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTST00231320100526
http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTST00231320100526
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/financetopics/financialcrisis/7721131/Portugal-takes-it-punishment-with-fresh-taxes.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/financetopics/financialcrisis/7721131/Portugal-takes-it-punishment-with-fresh-taxes.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/financetopics/financialcrisis/7721131/Portugal-takes-it-punishment-with-fresh-taxes.html


It doesn't seem likely. 

In fact, Fernando Texeira dos Santos, Portugal's finance minister, says that he expects 

"violent episodes" comparable to those in Greece but insists that there is no other option. 

So it promises to be a wild summer in Portugal.  The CGTP trade union federation in 

Portugal has promised to mobilize their members.... 

"Either we come up with a very strong reaction or we will be reduced to bread and water." 

Romania 

They have already been rioting in the streets in Romania. 

Tens of thousands of workers and pensioners recently took to the streets in Romania to 

protest the harsh austerity measures that the Romanian government is imposing at 

the request of the International Monetary Fund. 

The Romanian people have been through incredibly hard times before, and they aren't about 

to let the IMF and the ECB impose strict austerity measures on them without a fight. 

Germany 

It is being reported that Germans are bracing themselves for a "bitter" round of government 

budget cuts.  It seems that even Germany has some belt-tightening to do. 

In addition, resentment is rising fast in Germany as the population there realizes that it is 

Germany that is going to be the one funding a large portion of the bailouts for these other 

European nations. 

How long will the German people be able to control their tempers?  

Ireland 

The Wall Street Journal is warning that Ireland could be Europe's next financial basket case. 

Why? 

Well, the Irish have gotten into a ton of debt, and they are now finding it very expensive to 

finance new debt.  The Irish government is now paying approximately 2.2 percentage points 

more than Germany is to borrow money for 10 years, while Spain (even with their economy 

in such a state of disaster) only has to pay 1.6 percentage points more than Germany. 

But if "austerity measures" come to Ireland, how do you think the public will react? 

It likely would not be pretty. 

The United Kingdom 

The exploding debt situation in the U.K. was a major issue in the most recent election.  

David Cameron promised the voters to get the U.K.'s exploding debt situation under control.  

But the coming budget cuts are likely to be incredibly painful.  In fact, Bank of England 

governor Mervyn King has even gone so far as to warn that public anger over the 

coming austerity measures will be so painful that whichever party is seen as 

responsible will be out of power for a generation. 

But it isn't just national governments that are in trouble in Europe.  The European Central 

Bank is warning that eurozone banks could face up to 195 billion euros in losses during a 

"second wave" of economic problems over the next 18 months. 
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The truth is that almost everyone is expecting the next couple of years to be very tough 

economically all across Europe.  

But the vast majority of the European public is not going to understand the economics 

behind what is happening.  All most of them are going to know is that the budget 

reductions, tax increases and pay cuts really, really hurt and that is likely to result in a 

whole lot of anger. 

When Europeans get really angry it isn't pretty.  If what happened in Greece is any 

indication, this upcoming summer and fall could be a really wild one throughout Europe. 

"Euroland, burned down. A continent on the way to bankruptcy" 
-The front page of Der Spiegel, May 5th, 2010 

Further Crackdown On Dissent As The Elite Prepare For Mass Uprising 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 Brit Dee, Contributor Activist Post 

As southern Europe erupts in protest at crippling austerity measures, imposed by corrupt 

puppet politicians at the behest of global financial loansharks such as the IMF, the Spanish 

authorities have announced plans to further criminalize and crush dissent. 

Spanish interior minister Jorge Fernandez Diaz yesterday announced in Congress planned 

reforms that would introduce harsh new punishments for those involved in organizing street 

protests that "seriously disturb the public peace". A minimum jail term of two years could be 

imposed on those found guilty of instigating and carrying out violent acts of protest, and 

organizing such demonstrations through social networks would carry the same penalty as 

involvement in a criminal organization. 

Even more alarming, acts of "passive resistance" will also carry harsher punishments under 

the proposed legislation, and it will be an offense, said Mr Diaz, to "breach authority using 

mass active or passive resistance against security forces and to include as a crime of 

assault any threatening or intimidating behaviour". Attempts to disrupt public services, such 

as the recent blockades of bus and train stations by Spanish protestors during a general 

strike on March 29th, would also be treated as a crime. 

We can expect to see such legislation enacted across the Western world, as governments 

prepare for the unrest that is inevitably going to spread and intensify as living standards 

plummet, due to the theft and corruption of the political and financial elite. 

As unemployment rises, salaries and benefits are slashed, and living costs soar -- all to fuel 

the insatiable greed of a minority of the already obscenely wealthy -- it is perfectly obvious 

that the working and middle classes of the supposedly free and democratic West are going 

to start rebelling en masse. Indeed, as detailed in a previous article, widespread dissent is 

actually factored into the plans of those running such globalist financial organisations as 

the IMF and World Bank. 

Greece, Spain and Italy have all seen recent mass protests against austerity, and whilst last 

year's riots in England were not overtly political in nature, they were certainly a reflection of 

a rotten system that has dispossessed a whole generation of young people, who have little 

hope of a productive or comfortable future. 

During the riots many suggested deploying the army on the streets, and there has been 

much talk of using water cannons and rubber bullets; this week it was revealed that the 

British police are considering the use of chemical agents to deal with rioters. How long will 

it be before such methods, sold on the pretence of being solely for use in violent riots, are 

used more generally against peaceful protestors and those engaged in acts of civil 

disobedience? 
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We are also seeing a concerted effort by Western governments to restrict and control the 

Internet, which again reflects governmental awareness of, and preparation for, coming 

mass dissent and revolt. 

Increasingly draconian legislation is being proposed in all Western nations, with the British 

government currently planning to monitor all digital communications in real time -- to "keep 

us safe from terrorists", of course. 

Whilst promoting violence is clearly unacceptable, recent four-year sentences handed down 

in England to two men who "organized riots" on Facebook (attended by no-one other than 

the police and the Facebook posters, who were promptly arrested) were blatantly out of 

proportion with the crimes committed. 

increased surveillance and harsh punishments for those who use social media to speak out 

of line, are both ways in which governments are attempting to quell the fomenting unrest -- 

creating a "chilling effect" on legitimate protest against the wholesale looting of our 

economies, and attack on our standards of living, by the banksters and their lackeys in 

government. 

Riot curfews for public proposed by Home Office 

Home secretary Theresa May backs police power to clear streets for first time since Riot Act 

was repealed 

Alan Travis, home affairs editor guardian.co.uk, Thursday 13 October 2011 

The police will be given a public order power allowing them to clear the streets and tell the 

public to leave an area during a riot or other disorder, under proposals for curfews outlined 

by the Home Office. 

The power entitles a police superintendent to declare a specific district a public "no go" area 

for a limited time – for the first time since the Riot Act was removed from the statute book 

for England and Wales in 1973. 

A Home Office consultation paper published on Thursday stops short of making it a criminal 

offence to be outdoors in a curfew zone, but says it would be an offence to refuse a police 

instruction to leave the area. It leaves open the question of what penalty might be imposed. 

The plan, which has the backing of the home secretary, Theresa May, is published alongside 

proposals to give the police stronger powers to order rioters and protesters to remove face 

masks, and for the police to impose curfews on individuals as part of a conditional caution. 

The consultation paper also includes a proposal to remove the word "insulting" from section 

5 of the 1986 Public Order Act, which makes it an offence for the public to use words likely 

to cause harassment, alarm or distress. The measure has been used recently against 

Christian street-preachers who were arguing that homosexuality was sinful, against a 

teenager who claimed Scientology was a dangerous cult and against an Oxford University 

student who told a mounted police officer his horse was gay. 

Liberal Democrat MPs have been pressing for section 5 to be repealed for undermining free 

speech, though the mayor of London, Boris Johnson, wants it retained to ensure that 

anyone who insults police officers can be prosecuted. 

The crime and security minister, James Brokenshire, said it was essential to give the police 

all necessary legal powers to enable them to maintain public order, protect the streets and 

keep the public safe. 
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"But we must also make sure any new powers do not trample upon traditional British 

freedoms – that is why we are seeking public views on the powers the police really need to 

keep our communities safe," he said. 

Civil liberties campaigners were appalled by the proposed curfew powers. 

Isabella Sankey, the policy director of Liberty, said: "Whatever happened to the 'civil 

liberties' coalition that abolished ID cards and sought to restore rights and freedoms? It's 

all gone cat-flaps and curfews. As a result of Liberty's victory in the court of human rights, 

government is reforming blanket stop-and-search powers. How on earth will blanket powers 

to impose curfews on peacetime Britain cut the mustard against the same tests of legality 

and proportionality?" 

The consultation paper says the aim of the proposed general curfew power would be to keep 

the public off the streets in a given location, for a given period of time, to prevent or 

address serious disorder. 

The paper says: "This could be used instead of dispersal powers in situations that could 

potentially involve large numbers of people, or where the police need to empty an area of 

people quickly for safety and security reasons." 

The Home Office envisages a senior police officer taking the decision to clear streets based 

on "credible intelligence of a serious threat of such disorder in that place and at that time". 

The paper recognises that it would be necessary to give appropriate notice to people within 

the curfew zone and to make arrangements for those who need to be outside for justifiable 

reasons, such as emergency workers. 

This move evokes a historical parallel with the 1714 Riot Act, which was last "read" in 

England in 1919 and was repealed in 1973. 

The paper states that there would need to be independent oversight of the use of the power. 

But while prior judicial approval could be necessary, it acknowledges that there will be 

circumstances where that is not possible. 

UK riots: paratroopers are trained in riot control 

British troops are being trained in riot control tactics amid fears that violence and looting 

will return to Britain's streets this summer.  
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Troops were trained into how to work as teams armed with body-length shields in driving 

back hostile crowds Photo: Ki Price/AFP/Getty Images 

By Sean Rayment, Defence Correspondent the telegraph 9:00PM GMT 28 Jan 2012 

Hundreds of soldiers from 3rd battalion The Parachute Regiment spent last week learning 

how to contain and arrest "rioters" in a series of exercises mirroring last summer’s 

violence.  

Defence sources have confirmed that if violence were to return to British cities, especially 

during the Olympic Games, the Paras would be "ideally placed" to provide "short-term" 

support to police forces around the UK.  

Such a request would have to be made by the Home Office and would have to have Prime 

Ministerial approval, according to the source.  

During the exercises at the Lydd training base in Kent, the elite troops were pelted with 

petrol bombs and missiles and "fought" running battles with gangs of protesters as part of 

the battalion's "public order training".  

The battalion is the lead unit in the Airborne Task Force - the Army's premier rapid response 

unit and can be called on to deal with a wide range of emergency situations - from hostage 

rescue to riot control - around the world.  

Sources have stressed however that being riot-trained does not necessarily mean the Paras 

will be deployed onto British street in the event of future wide-scale public disorder; instead 

the move was described as "prudent contingency planning".  

There is not understood to have been a specific request from the Home Office or police for 

the training to be carried out.  

The riot training could be used if soldiers were called in to evacuate British nationals or 

embassies in the face of public disorder in a foreign country.  

In the past, riot training was carried out by all troops deploying to Northern Ireland where 

public disturbances were commonplace. But those skills have been lost following the 

withdrawal of troops from the streets of the province.  

But it is understood that commanders of units likely to be deployed into public order 

environments have been must have troops ready to be able to deal with all military and civil 

emergencies.  

As well as 3 Para, the Army has another unit known as the "Public Order Battalion", also 

trained to deal with rioting, bringing the total number of troops to around 1500.  

During last week's training package soldiers were taught how to use body-length use riots 

shields, protect themselves from missiles and how to identify and arrest "ring leaders' using 

specially trained "snatch squads".  

Troops were trained into how to work as teams armed with body-length shields in driving 

back hostile crowds. The exercise culminated in a full scale riot with fellow soldiers acting 

as aggressors.  

Major Richard Todd, the officer commanding A Coy 3 Para, said: "Learning how to deal with 

public order situations is a new skill for on a challenging and extremely realistic course.  

"Many of the drills are no different to what the Roman Army used to do, with highly 

disciplined soldiers advancing forward under the protection of shields.  
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"The key to dealing with large, hostile crowds is control and knowing when and how to react 

to what is happening in front of you.  

"This training is about getting soldiers used to facing a high pressure situation so they don't 

overreact if they have to face it for real."  

Private Peter Harrington, 19, who was also taking part in the exercise added: "It is scary to 

have petrol bombs thrown at you and really gets the adrenaline going.  

"I've had the experience of it now and learnt that dealing with public order incidents is all 

about looking out for each other and keeping a cool head."  

Last summer's rioting was sparked by the police shooting of Mark Duggan in Tottenham. 

The violence quickly spread across London and to other cities where police attacked with 

fire bombs, shops were looted and businesses burnt to the ground.  

The violence, which saw home owners being forced to jump from burning buildings, led to 

calls for the Army to be deployed on to the streets to support the police.  

One senior source said: "The police couldn't cope with last year's riots and the Army came 

very close to being deployed.  

"All of the Army's riot equipment was in Scotland at the time and that created a time delay 

but lessons from that have been learnt. The Army could have deployed but it would have 

been only marginally quicker than the police.  

"Soldiers would have powers of arrest and would be entitled to defend themselves using 

minimum force. It is unlikely they would be armed but that would be an option if the 

situation deteriorated.  

"They would almost certainly deploy with baton rounds, which are discriminate and, if used 

correctly, non-lethal."  

The riots were the were the worst for a generation and caused over £300m of damage. 

Hundreds of shops and warehouses were looted as gangs of youth organised attacks via 

twitter and other social media sites.  

The number and spontaneity of the riots often meant that police from forces across the 

country, but especially in London, were stretched to the limit and in some cases unable to 

cope.  

Local residents were forced to form vigilante groups to protect their communities after 

confidence in the police evaporated.  

Government 'may sanction nerve-agent use on rioters', scientists fear 

The Independent Tuesday 07 February 2012 Steve Connor  

Leading neuroscientists believe that the UK Government may be about to sanction the 

development of nerve agents for British police that would be banned in warfare under an 

international treaty on chemical weapons. 

A high-level group of experts has asked the Government to clarify its position on whether it 

intends to develop "incapacitating chemical agents" for a range of domestic uses that go 

beyond the limited use of chemical irritants such as CS gas for riot control. 

The experts were commissioned by the Royal Society, the UK's national academy of sciences, 

to investigate new developments in neuroscience that could be of use to the military. They 

concluded that the Government may be preparing to exploit a loophole in the Chemical 
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Weapons Convention allowing the use of incapacitating chemical agents for domestic law 

enforcement. 

The 1993 convention bans the development, stockpiling and use of nerve agents and other 

toxic chemicals by the military but there is an exemption for certain chemical agents that 

could be used for "peaceful" domestic purposes such as policing and riot control. 

The British Government has traditionally taken the view that only a relatively mild class of 

irritant chemical agents that affect the eyes and respiratory tissues, such as CS gas, are 

exempt from the treaty, and then only strictly for use in riot control. 

But the Royal Society working group says the Government shifted its position to allow the 

development of more severe chemical agents, such as the type of potentially dangerous 

nerve gases used by Russian security forces to end hostage sieges. "The development of 

incapacitating chemical agents, ostensibly for law-enforcement purposes, raises a number 

of concerns in the context of humanitarian and human-rights law, as well as the Chemical 

Weapons Convention (CWC)," the report says. 

"The UK Government should publish a statement on the reasons for its apparent recent shift 

in position on the interpretation of the CWC's law enforcement position." The Royal Society 

group points to a 1992 statement by Douglas Hogg, the then Foreign Office Minister, who 

indicated that riot-control agents were the only toxic chemicals that the UK considered to be 

permitted for law-enforcement purposes. But in 2009 ministers gave a less-restrictive 

definition suggesting the use of "incapacitating" chemical agents would be permitted for law-

enforcement purposes as long as they were in the categories and quantities consistent with 

that permitted purpose. 

Professor Rod Flower, a biochemical pharmacologist at Queen Mary University of London, 

said the latest scientific insights into human brain is leading to novel ways of degrading 

human performance using chemicals. 

British police get battlefield weapons 

 

Mon Jul 2, 2012 9:53PM GMT pesstv.com 

The British police will be for the first time armed with the same advanced weapons as 

British soldiers use in conflict zones in Iraq and Afghanistan.  

The Ministry of Defence has put the contracts for 30,000 modern assault rifles out to 

tender to major arms producers around the world to supply the “civilian police” with the 



state-of-the-art weaponry by 2014 under the pretext of fighting terrorists and criminal 

gangs.  

 

Media reports said the police chiefs are already considering arming their officers with the 

Canadian-made C8 SFW carbine, the same assault rifle the Special Air Service uses in its 

high-profile operations.  

 

Some of the features the police want to ensure the new rifles have are being adaptable to 

use of grenade launchers, silencers and different sights.  

 

There are fears that bringing the battlefield weapons to the streets of London and other 

cities across Britain could be a prelude to even deeper suppression of protest movements 

after tackling of demonstrations over the past two years sparked condemnations from 

human rights groups.  

What's Behind the Swiss Gearing Up for Major Unrest Through Out Europe? 

By Robert Wenzel Economic Policy Journal  

John R. Schindler, a professor of national security affairs at the U.S. Naval War College, is 

out with a fascinating report. The Swiss are apparently gearing up for the possibility of 

major civil unrest throughout Europe. It's difficult to say for sure, whether Swiss officials 

really see an increased threat or whether this is just an expansion of the Swiss state, an 

expansion typical of most governments these days, who will attempt to create fear in any 

way possible to grow the state. Here's Schindler: 

Do the Swiss know something the rest of us don’t? 

Ueli Maurer, the Swiss defence minister, has been making coy statements about the 

European crisis getting ugly – as in really ugly, like needing armed troops to deal with it. 

This sounds more like Greece, where the rioting is regular and increasingly scary, than 

anything in Central Europe, but where the whole EU furball is headed does seem less than 

clear of late. 

The Swiss are famous for preparing for everything and having an absolutely huge army, 

relative to their population, to deal with any eventuality. They maintain their special military 

system, based on training for nearly the whole male population but a very small active duty 

cadre (plus a few, tiny UN peacekeeping-type missions abroad, since the Swiss have an 

actually defensive defence force): the Swiss can call up over 200,000 trained troops, which 

is but one-third of what was on-call twenty years ago – like everyone, they have downsized 

as the threat has receded since the fall of the Soviet bloc – but that’s still pretty huge in 

Swiss terms. In America, that would mean a mobilization strength of nearly 8,000,000 for 

the U.S. military ―it’s a hair under three million, in case you were wondering‖. 

Minister Maurer, accompanied by whispers from the top uniformed leadership in 

Switzerland, is trying to raise awareness that Europe’s massive fiscal-cum-political crisis 

could get very unpleasant. Swiss military exercises in September, called STABILO DUE, were 

based on EU instability getting out of hand. The Swiss have stayed out of the EU – one more 

thing the very prosperous Swiss are gloating about these days – and they certainly don’t 

want EU problems spilling over into their peaceful little country. That the Swiss military is 

adding four new military police battalions to the army, to be spread around the country, 

indicates that the threat they have in mind is more disorder and chaos than actual invasion.  

This stuff’s not new, here’s a 2009 article showing the “preparation” began years ago.  

How police rebranded lawful protest as 'domestic extremism' 
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• Forces gather details of single-issue protesters 

• Activists claim monitoring has echoes of the cold war 

Rob Evans, Paul Lewis and Matthew Taylor guardian.co.uk, Sunday 25 October 2009 20.30 

GMT  

 

A policeman takes photographs of CND protesters at the Atomic Weapons Research 

Establishment in March 2008. Photograph: David Hartley/Rex Features 

As demonstrations go, it was more of a lighthearted affair than a threat to the nation. 

About 600 climate change campaigners had gathered outside the Drax power station in 

North Yorkshire. They had chosen to demonstrate there because the huge plant is the UK's 

biggest emitter of carbon. The protesters were mainly families with young children, 

accompanied by clowns, cyclists, baton twirlers and, according to some reports, a giant 

ostrich puppet. 

It was not completely without incident. Two protesters climbed a lighting pylon at the edge 

of the site and four others broke through the fence. About 30 others were arrested for 

public order offences. 

Under the heading of "not much a fight, more like a festival", the Guardian reported that the 

predicted battle between the police and activists wanting to close the plant down had not 

materialised. 

It was the type of demonstration which has been going on for decades in Britain. But the 

police appear to have had another, completely different view of the 2006 protest. 

After the demonstration, the first in what has become an annual gathering known as 

Climate Camp, North Yorkshire police conducted a review along with government officials. 

Internal papers obtained by the Guardian show they called it "the first time domestic 

extremism took place against national infrastructure in the county". 

The term "domestic extremism" is now common currency within the police. It is a phrase 

which shapes how forces seek to control demonstrations. It has led to the personal details 

and photographs of a substantial number of protesters being stored on secret police 

databases around the country. There is no official or legal definition of the term. Instead, 

the police have made a vague stab at what they think it means. Senior officers describe 

domestic extremists as individuals or groups "that carry out criminal acts of direct action in 

furtherance of a campaign. These people and activities usually seek to prevent something 

from happening or to change legislation or domestic policy, but attempt to do so outside of 

the normal democratic process." They say they are mostly associated with single issues and 

suggest the majority of protesters are never considered extremists. 
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Police insist they are just monitoring the minority who could damage property or commit 

aggravated trespass, causing significant disruption to lawful businesses. Activists respond 

by claiming this is an excuse that gives police the licence to carry out widespread 

surveillance of whole organisations that are a legitimate part of the democratic process. 

They also warn that the categorisation carries echoes of the cold war, when the security 

services monitored constitutional campaigns such as the Campaign for Nuclear 

Disarmament and the Anti-Apartheid Movement because alleged subversives or communists 

were said to be active within them, although they said the organisations themselves were 

not subversive. 

The domestic extremist term was coined by police involved in tackling criminals involved in 

animal rights groups sometime between 2001 and 2004. Many of these activists were 

prepared to resort to violence to promote their aims, most notoriously digging up a 

grandmother's grave. 

The police were successful in jailing many of the animal rights campaigners who were 

committing crimes. However, there are fears the police's domestic extremism apparatus, 

which evolved to counter sometimes violent criminals, is now looking for new targets to 

justify both its budgets and its existence. 

There are three little-known organisations at the heart of this apparatus. They work in 

tandem under the direction of Anton Setchell, who is national co-ordinator for domestic 

extremism for the Association of Chief Police Officers (Acpo). 

The main branch is the National Public Order Intelligence Unit (NPOIU), essentially a giant 

database of protest groups and protesters in the country. 

Housed at a secret location in London, its purpose is "to gather, assess, analyse and 

disseminate intelligence and information relating to criminal activities in the United 

Kingdom where there is a threat of crime or to public order which arises from domestic 

extremism or protest activity". 

Police in England and Wales collect intelligence on individuals and then feed it to the NPOIU 

which, Setchell said, "can read across" all the forces' intelligence and deliver back to them 

"coherent" assessments. 

Setchell said the "fair proportion" of the intelligence comes from Special Branch officers 

and police who monitor and photograph demonstrations. 

Sensitive information from informants in protest groups and covert intercepts are handled 

by a section of the NPOIU called the Confidential Intelligence Unit. 

The NPOIU database consists of entries indexed by descriptions of people, nicknames or 

pseudonyms. 

Originally it was confined to animal rights groups, but was expanded in 1999 to "include all 

forms of domestic extremism, criminality and public disorder associated with cause-led 

groups". It contains some information supplied by companies that hire private investigators 

to spy on protesters, sometimes by infiltration. 

Setchell argued that there were robust safeguards to protect the human rights of 

individuals on the database. He said it was possible that protesters with no criminal record 

were on the databases, but police would have to give a justified reason. 
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"Just because you have no criminal record does not mean that you are not of interest to the 

police," he said. "Everyone who has got a criminal record did not have one once." 

The second part of Acpo's triumvirate, the National Extremism Tactical Co-ordination Unit 

(Netcu), helps police forces, companies, universities and other bodies that are on the 

receiving end of protest campaigns. 

Netcu's job is to give "security advice, risk assessments and information that can minimise 

disruption and keep their employees safe". Its head, Superintendent Steve Pearl, says his 

16-strong unit works with police forces across the country, keeps detailed files on protest 

groups, rather than individuals, and liaises with thousands of companies in aviation, 

energy, research, farming and retail. 

Netcu was set up in Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire in 2004 by the Home Office which, Pearl 

said, was "getting really pressurised by big business – pharmaceuticals in particular, and 

the banks – that they were not able to go about their lawful business because of the 

extreme criminal behaviour of some people within the animal rights movement." 

Pearl denied the unit was engaged in mission creep but admitted that environmental 

protesters had now been brought "more on their radar" as they had been "shutting down 

airports, and shutting down coal-fired power stations, more recently stopping coal trains, 

hijacking coal trains and ships in the river Medway." 

The third leg of the trio, the National Domestic Extremism Team, was set up in 2005 and 

consists of detectives who help police forces around the UK. 

Initially, the team focused on animal rights activists, but has fanned out to look at any 

crimes "linked to single issue-type causes and campaigns", Setchell said. 

The team draws on intelligence from the NPOIU database and, the Guardian has learned, is 

located on the seventh floor of 10 Victoria Street in central London, a building previously 

occupied by the Department of Trade and Industry. 

These next articles are the epitome of “1984 type thought control”. Weird don’t you feel 

that this insane “law “appears just as we are being pushed to reach boiling point. 

Councils to be given powers to ban peaceful protests that might disturb local residents 

The Independent Monday 18 November 2013Nigel Morris  

Anger mounts at ‘shockingly open-ended’ Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Bill that 

could also see youngsters banned from skateboarding, forbid teenagers from using local 

parks and prevent demonstrators from gathering outside council offices 

Peaceful protests could be outlawed on the sole grounds that they might annoy nearby 

residents under contentious new powers being granted to councils, campaign groups warn. 

The “shockingly open-ended” orders could also be used to ban youngsters from 

skateboarding, forbid teenagers from using local parks and prevent demonstrators from 

gathering outside council offices, it has been claimed. 

The powers are contained within a little-noticed section of the Government’s Anti-social 

Behaviour, Crime and Policing Bill, which is currently going through Parliament. 

http://www.independent.co.uk/biography/nigel-morris


The new public spaces protection orders (PSPOs) are intended to give town halls the 

authority to tackle drinking, aggressive begging, and dog-fouling, in specified areas. The 

Home Office said it would stop public spaces being turned into “no-go zones”. 

But campaigners claim that the legislation is so loosely worded that the new powers could 

be used to stifle legitimate demonstrations and criminalise youngsters. 

They raised the alarm on the 3:th anniversary of the women’s peace camp being set up at 

Greenham Common in Berkshire, which critics claimed was the sort of protest that could be 

thwarted by the new powers. 

Concerns about the illiberal nature of some of the Bill’s provisions centre on plans to 

establish PSPOs, which are replacing alcohol-control zones, dog-control orders  and gating 

orders as well as local by-laws. 

They can be used by councils, following consultation with police, to restrict any activity 

deemed to have a “detrimental effect on the quality of life of those in the locality”. 

The vague wording, and the failure to define the size of the areas to be covered, has led to 

fears they could be deployed to impose blanket bans on lawful activities. 

People falling foul of the new restrictions would then be punished with on-the-spot fines, 

which could be issued by private security guards working on commission for councils. 

The orders, which would last for up to three years, would be directed at “all persons or only 

to persons in specified categories”, a stipulation that has raised fears that certain groups – 

such as trade unionists or rough sleepers – could be discriminated against. 

They could, for instance, be used to ban young or homeless people from a park. 

The scheme appears driven by the Government’s commitment to a “localism” agenda and its 

determination to reduce the bureaucracy facing town halls. 

The Home Office’s risk assessment of the measure acknowledged it could increase pressure 

on police, courts and prisons, but  said the impact could be mitigated by the use of on-the-

spot fines. 

Peers are planning an attempt next week to amend the plans as they scrutinise the Anti-

social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Bill. 

Josie Appleton, the convener of the civil-liberties group the Manifesto Club, said: “This Bill 

has shockingly open-ended powers within it that could allow councils to ban everything from 

protests, to outdoor public meetings, to children’s skateboarding. The list is endless. 

“The Home Office say they don’t think councils will use the law in this way, but this is not 

good enough. They should not be handing councils open-ended powers in the first place. 

“While people will have the right to appeal, the processes involved are so expensive and 

complex that they will be beyond the reach of most protest groups.” 

Isabella Sankey, the policy director for Liberty, said: “These next-generation antisocial-

behaviour powers are bigger and badder than ever. 

“Dangerously broad powers granted to regulate the  ‘quality of life’ of the community will 

allow local authorities effectively to shut down activity in public places.  Just like stop-and-

search without suspicion, the collateral damage will be peaceful protest and other basic 

rights and freedoms.” 

Janet Davis, the senior policy officer at the Ramblers Association, said she was  worried 

that the orders could be applied to areas traditionally used for leisure and recreation. 



“They could be used on wide-open areas, they could be used on commons, any land to which 

the public has access,” she said. 

But Norman Baker, the minister responsible for crime prevention, said: “The Coalition 

Government is simplifying the complex array of antisocial powers introduced by the last 

government. 

“This power will make it easier to stop the behaviour of those who act antisocially, turning 

our public spaces into no-go zones. 

“It is not aimed at restricting legitimate users, such as walkers, whose activities are in fact 

better protected by this power than by the restrictive gating orders it replaces. 

“Local authorities will consult ahead of putting an order in place and those affected will be 

able to appeal if they feel the order is not valid. 

Protests that might never have been… 

* Activists from Occupy London set up camp in October 2:11 outside St Paul’s Cathedral to 

protest against corporate greed in the City and inequalities. Bailiffs moved in to clear the 

site the following February. 

* The late anti-war protester Brian Haw first pitched his tent outside the Houses of 

Parliament in 2001 as Britain joined military action in Afghanistan. He was rapidly joined 

by large numbers of sympathisers, who remained for another two years after his death in 

2011. 

* Climate-change campaigners organised an eight-day-long protest in 2007 against airport 

expansion outside Heathrow. Similar demonstrations were mounted at Stansted airport, 

Essex. 

The Birth of a Police State: UK Police to be Granted Sweeping New Powers 

 

The UK Government is about to pass legislation which will make any behaviour perceived to 

potentially ‘cause nuisance or annoyance’ a criminal offence. The Anti-Social Behaviour, 

Crime and Policing Bill also grants local authorities, police and even private security firms 

sweeping powers to bar citizens from assembling lawfully in public spaces. The Bill has 

successfully passed through the House of Commons without issue, and is now in the latter 

Owner’s 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/bills/cbill/2013-2014/0007/cbill_2013-20140007_en_4.htm#pt3-l1g36
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stages of review by the House of Lords, after which it will receive Royal Assent and become 

Law.  Those who refuse orders under the new rules will face arrest, fines and even prison 

time. 

The Ever Increasing Powers  

 

Since the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, which introduced Anti-Social Behaviour Orders 

(ASBOs) the government has invented and legislated for a litany of such orders covering 

everything from dog poo to drug addiction, including but not limited to: Control Orders; 

Terrorism Prevention and Investigation Measures Orders; Intervention Orders; Crack House 

Closure Orders; Premise Closure Orders; Brothel Closure Orders; Gang Related Violence 

Injunctions; Designated Public Place Orders; Special Interim Management Orders; Gating 

Orders; Dog Control Orders; Letter Clearing Notices; Noise Abatement Orders; 

Graffiti/Defacement Removal Notices; Directions to Leave and Dispersal Orders. 

The Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Bill, purports to simplify this legacy of New 

Labour’s legislative promiscuity. In reality, it creates a series of wildly ambiguous, generic 

orders which grant officers of the state and private sector even greater powers to issue 

tougher sentences, with fewer checks and balances to protect citizens. 

Being Annoying is now Illegal 
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The Bill introduces Injunctions to Prevent Nuisance and Annoyance (IPNAS) to replace 

ABSO’S. Almost no one will be sad to say goodbye to ASBO’s. The orders, designed to allow 

police to tackle anti-social behaviour, simply became a means of criminalising youthful 

indiscretion – and eventually a means of criminalising anything people found annoying. 

Some of the bizarre abuses of this power include: 

 Stuart Hunt of Loch Ness brought to court 100 times since 2007 for breaching an 

ASBO preventing him from laughing, staring or slow hand clapping. 

 Homeless, alcoholic and mentally ill Michael Gilligan given a 99 year ASBO rather 

than the welfare support that might have made a difference 

 A profoundly deaf 17 year old girl given an ASBO and a jail sentence for spitting in 

the street 

 A 13 year old banned from using the word ‘grass’ in England or Wales 

 Manchester Council applied an ASBO to prevent a mobile soup kitchen from feeding 

the homeless 

 Councils placing ASBOs on homeless people resulting in prison sentences for 

begging ‘earnestly and humbly’ 

 An 87 year old man was given an ASBO threatening a prison sentence if he was 

sarcastic to his neighbours. 

The ASBO has allowed the line between criminal behaviour and annoying behaviour to 

become hopelessly blurred – and the IPNAs will only serve to increase the problem. We have 

seen the abuses permitted under ASBO legislation, the test for which included wording to 

the effect that ASBOs could only be issued where an actual act of ‘harassment, alarm or 

distress’ had occurred. IPNAs have a much weaker test, applicable where on the ‘balance of 

probabilities’ a person has or might engage in behaviour ‘capable of causing annoyance’ to 

another person. How many times a day could this legislation apply to any of us? Eating with 

our mouths open, talking too loudly into our phones in a public space, walking too slowly or 

quickly or belching without saying ‘pardon me’. All of this may very well cause annoyance – 

but soon it might well also be illegal. 

The orders can be issued to anyone aged 10 or over (and we all know how well 10 year olds 

are at being annoying), and there is no limit on how long an IPNA can be applied to a 

person for. A person could receive an IPNA aged 10 and retain it their entire life. 

Whereas an ASBO could only desist the subject from certain actions, the IPNA includes 

‘positive obligations’ (p10). This means the subject of an IPNA can be found in breach not 

simply for doing things they have been banned from doing, but from not doing things that 

the IPNA states they must. This makes an IPNA much closer to probation and other post-

conviction arrangements than a civil order. 

An IPNA can be applied for by Local Authorities, police, some transport bodies and some 

NHS authorities. 

The consequences of breaching an IPNA are serious. The breaching of an IPNA has been 

added to the conditions for securing possession of a home – meaning a 10 year old child 

breaching their IPNA could result in the entire family being evicted from their council 

house. Breaching the orders can also result in jail time for anyone over 14. 

Even the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO), giving evidence on the proposals, 

argued that this could lead to further criminalisation of children and called on the 

government to think again. 
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In a letter to the Observer, Children’s Commissioner Dr Maggie Atkinson and a host of 

children’s charities wrote “”We acknowledge that antisocial behaviour can blight the lives of 

individuals and communities, but this bill is not the answer. It promotes intolerance of 

youth, is a blow for civil liberties and will damage children’s relationship with the police. 

Children learn the importance of right and wrong from their parents, teachers and 

communities. We do not need to create more laws to do it.” 

But the plans move along unaltered. 

Kiss Goodbye to Freedom of Assembly 

 

Public Spaces Protection Orders (PSPOs), and new Dispersal Orders will replace Designated 

Public Space Orders, Dog Control Orders, Gating Orders and a host of other orders 

intended to keep aggressive drunken people, or drug dealers or dog poo off of our streets. 

But it is plain that the target for these laws is no longer the person peddling illegal drugs, 

but the people sharing politically challenging ideas. 

These new powers present the most significant threat to lawful assembly and protest in 

modern history. 

Public Space Protection Orders 

PSPOs will be granted where ‘activities carried on or likely to be carried on in a public place 

will have or have had a detrimental effect on the quality of life of those in the locality’ (p21). 

They can be used to restrict an activity or require people to perform an activity in a certain 

way. They require substantially less consultation than current alcohol free zones or dog 

control zones and rather than applying to everyone, they can be applied to specific groups 

of people (the homeless, the unemployed, racial/religious groups etc.) – opening the door 

for discrimination. These rules could see homeless people or young people lawfully 

excluded from public spaces. 

PSPOs are subject to ‘on the spot’ fines, rather than attendance at a Magistrates Court, 

reducing the scrutiny and checks on police power. 

These orders are also by no means short term. They can be applied for up to three years, 

and continued for another three years at the end of their term. 

The orders have been heavily challenged by Liberty and The Manifesto Club on the basis that 

they will seriously infringe upon people’s freedom to assemble, associate and protest. The 

Ramblers (the walking charity) have also given written evidence to the government raising 

their fears about the further appropriation of public highways, by ways and footpaths under 

the PSPO powers. 

Dispersal Orders 
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Under the current Direction to Leave powers, anyone over 10 years of age can be asked to 

disperse from a ‘locality’ and stay dispersed for a period not exceeding 48 hours. Current 

Dispersal Orders mean a Police Superintendent (or an officer with specific written authority 

from the SI) can disperse groups of two or more people in areas where there has been 

‘persistent anti-social behaviour’ or take home any young person under the age of 16 who 

is in a dispersal zone between 9pm and 6am. Anyone failing to comply with a Dispersal 

Order faces a fine of up to £2,500 or up to three months in prison. 

Downing Street clearly do not feel this is tough enough. 

The new Dispersal Powers mean police constables and even Police Community Support 

Officers (PCSOs) can issue dispersal orders if they think a group of two or more persons 

might harass, alarm or distress others in the vicinity (p16). The PCSO or constable can 

specify how long the person/group must remain out of the designated area, and by which 

route they must leave, and also confiscate any items of their property which they deem anti-

social. Failure to comply with any element of these orders results in a fine of up to £5,000 

or three months in prison. The new legislation also fails to define ‘locality’ – meaning a 

person could be excluded from a city, a county or even a whole country (p17). In fact, York 

couldn’t even wait for the new legislation to pass and is already implementing the powers. 

These new laws effectively end freedom of assembly in England and Wales, as any lawful 

assembly can be instantly redefined as illegal on the spot by some part time PCSO, people’s 

personal possessions can be confiscated, and anyone who dares to challenge the process 

will end up in jail. 

What will it Take? 

 

One could be forgiven for despairingly enquiring ‘what will it take for the slumbering British 
public to awake to the fact that the legal and physical infrastructure of a police state is 
being built around them?’  

Many believe they have rights to protest, assemble and associate that they lost a decade 

ago, simply because they have never actually attempted to claim these rights. They remain 

imaginary freedoms, never cashed in. As someone who has found themselves arrested, 

locked up and later cleared by a court twice in recent years for peaceful protest (see 1st 

and 2nd arrests) – I discovered for myself how much things had changed while I wasn’t 

looking. So without getting everyone to attend a protest and get arrested, we rely on 

communicating the changes to those who might not experience them directly. 
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But while the BBC, our main broadcaster, has devoted its resources to stick a 

correspondent up the arse of anyone with the faintest connection to the Royal Baby – no 

such resources have been devoted to informing on the curtailing of our most basic 

freedoms. Defenders of the BBC may argue they are there to cover the news, not make it – 

this is an outright lie. 

The Media create stories as well as cover them, many people glean what is important from 

how much it is being talked about on the news and in the papers. Imagine if journalists 

were door-stepping David Cameron, human rights campaigners and police authorities all 

day every day asking what on earth was going to happen with our human rights? If the 

pages of our newspapers were not filled with fury over imaginary benefit cheats and 

immigrants, but our eroded civil liberties? Things would look very, very different. 

In the meantime, it’s up to all of us with an interest to shout it from the roof tops. We have 

a hell of a fight on our hands here, and most folks still don’t even know it. 

SIGN THE PETITION TO OPPOSE THIS PIECE OF LEGISLATION BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE 

Taken from Scriptonite Daily which is a citizen funded news site. If we want to make an 

alternative media, then we need to build it. Your donations make the difference. 

Next we will look at who you are being directed to blame for financageddon.  

The evil and nasty 1%! 

Little do any of you realise what you’re actually doing is capping your grand-child’s salary.  

We will limit how much we can earn (blaming the 1% excesses for financageddon).  

This move is actually so that no one else gets to join our self appointed gods on Olympus in 

the future.  

When we do blame the mythical 1% we will “banning” getting rich. Also if things do turn 

nasty, many of the people that we think are 1%ers will become expendable.  

The 1% are nowhere near the pinnacle of this perpetual Ponzi scheme.  

It’s the :.:::::::1 % that you SHOULD be concerned with, the people whose fortunes 

don’t even get mentioned in Forbes - calculate the Net worth of either “THE CROWN 

CORPORATION”, THE VATICAN, OR EVEN JUST THE ROTHSCHILD’S 

- THEN TALK TO ME ABOUT FUCKING RICH LISTS, OR THE 1%! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.change.org/en-GB/petitions/uk-government-reject-the-anti-social-behaviour-crime-and-policing-bill?utm_campaign=share_button_action_box&utm_medium=facebook&utm_source=share_petition


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Fifty Part Thirteen 

Who Are the Top 1%?  

The movement that began as Occupy Wall Street in New York has spread to other cities 

across America as well as countries. In Italy, the Occupiers instigated a, torching cars and 

smashing windows, which required armed police to be brought in. 

 

In the name of equity, the Occupiers say they are the 99% opposed to the top 1%, the filthy 

rich. So who are America’s Top 1%? 

To begin, we need to define “income” vs. “wealth or net worth.” 

Income is what people earn — from salaries, wages, dividends, interest, royalties, and rents 

from properties they own. U.C. Santa Cruz Sociology Professor  claims that most of the 

income of “the rich” does not come from “working”: In 2::8, only 19% of the income 

reported by the 13,480 individuals or families making over $10 million came from wages 

and salaries. 

Wealth is the value of everything a person or family owns in marketable assets (such as real 

estate, stocks, and bonds, but not including cars and household items), minus any debts or 

liabilities (such as home mortgages, credit card debts and auto loans). In effect, wealth is 

assets minus debts, or W = A-D. That is why a better term for “wealth” is “net worth.” 

High income (HI) may or may not mean great wealth because a high-income person or 

household may simply spend everything they make and more, by going into debt. At the 

same time, an individual or household with moderate or even low income (MI/LI) may 

actually become wealthy by being frugal and investing their savings wisely. 

Thus, HI ≠ W; whereas it is highly possible that MI/LI = W. Remember that when you decide 

to condemn “the wealthy.” 

 says the current per capita (per person) median income in the United States is roughly 

$32,000 (for those employed full-time between the ages of 25 and 64, it’s <39,:::‖. By 

“median” income is meant that the figure <32,::: divides the American population into two 

equal halves — half (50%) of Americans make more than $32,000, and the other half make 

less than $32,000. 

The U.S. Census Bureau offers  by household and individual. 42% of U.S. households have 

two income earners; thus making households’ income levels higher than personal income 

levels. According to a 2008 article on the investment website , the median U.S. household 

income was $46,326. Dual earner households had a higher median income at $67,348. 

Currently marketing corporations and investment houses classify those with household 

incomes exceeding $75,000 as “mass affluent,” while sociologist  identifies all those with a 

net worth of <1 million or more as “rich.” The upper class is most commonly defined as the 

top 1% with household incomes commonly exceeding $250,000 annually. 

In a recent Census report there are 110 million households in the United States. Here’s the  

of U.S. households’ income in 2006: 



 Top third (34.73%) of households had annual gross income of $65,000 or more.  

 Top quarter (25.60%) of households had annual gross income of $80,000 or more.  

 Top quintile (20%) of households had annual gross income of $91,202 or more.  

 Top 15% (17.80%) of households had annual gross income of $100,000 or more.  

 Top 10% of households had annual gross income of $118,200 or more.  

 Top 5% of households (3/4s of whom had 2 income earners) had annual gross 

income of $166,200 or more.  

 Top 3% (2.67%) had annual gross income of $200,000 or more.  

 Top 1.5% had annual gross income of $250,000 or more.  

 Top 0.1% (0.12% or 146,000 households) had annual gross income of $1,600,000 

or more.  

The 2008 article on  further breaks down that Top 0.1%. At its apex are: 

 The top 0.01% (11,000 households) with annual incomes of $5.5 million or more.  

 The top 400 highest tax payers in America had annual incomes of $87 million or 

more.  

Notice how the incomes gradually go up from the Top Third’s <65,::: to the Top 1.5%’s 

<25:,:::, but between the Top 1.5%’s <25:,::: and the Top :.1%’s <1.6 million‖ is a 

huge gap of $1.35 million! 

While households in the top 1.5% of households had incomes exceeding $250,000, 443% 

above the national median, their incomes were still 2200% lower than those of the top 

0.01% of households. One can therefore conclude that almost any household, even those 

with incomes of $250,000 annually are poor when compared to the top 0.1%, who in turn 

are poor compared to the top 0.000267%, the top 400 taxpaying households. 

According to the , here’s the distribution of U.S. households’ networths in 2001: 

 6.9% of U.S. households had a negative networth of <$0 (i.e., those who not only 

have zero assets but are in debt).  

 5.4% of households had a networth of $0-$999.  

 2.4% of households had a networth of $1,000-$2,499.  

 3.5% of households had a networth of $2,500-$4,999.  

 4.7% of households had a networth of $5,000-$9,999.  

 8.1% of households had a networth of $10,000-$24,999.  

 9.2% of households had a networth of $25,000-$49,999.  

 12.8% of households had a networth of $50,000-$99,999.  

 19.2% of households had a networth of $100,000-$249,999.  

 13% of households had a networth of $250,000-$499,999.  

 7.8% of households had a networth of $500,000-$999,999.  



 7% of households had a networth of $1 million or more.  

Alas, the Federal Reserve Board did not break that top 7% down, so we don’t know what’s 

the networth of the Top 1% of U.S. households, other than that the Top 1% own 32.7% of 

Americans’ total networth in 2::1. In contrast, 5:% of U.S. households own just 2.8% of 

Americans’ total networth. 

Here are some interesting tidbits about the above distribution of U.S. households’ 

networths: 

 58% of households with negative networth were young, i.e., under 35 years old 

(which makes sense because many college students are poor).  

 Those with negative networth are more likely to have a less-than-high-school 

education.  

 Among those with negative networth, the percentage who are unemployed (but not 

retired) is more than twice they are in the larger population.  

 Households with negative networth are concentrated in the South and in the West.  

 10.1% of households with networth of $1 million or more are Boomers (aged 46-

55).  

 28.2% of the Top 1% households in networth are Boomers.  

The Top 1% 

 called the top :.9% the “Super Rich”, whom he described as “Multi-millionaires whose 

incomes commonly exceed $350,000; includes celebrities and powerful 

executives/politicians.” The OWS Movement say they are against the Top 1%. Here are some 

members of the Top 1% who are or should be targets: 

: (supports OWS) 

 Annual POTUS salary (not total income): $400,000  

 Net worth in 2010: $10.5 million  

The ―in Roll Call’s 2::9 annual survey that gives only their estimated net worth. Under 

federal law, members of Congress must disclose their personal investments and liabilities, 

but only in broad categories, thereby shielding the exact value of any asset or debt): 

1. Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass): $188.37 million  

2. Rep. Darrell Issa (R-Ca): $160.05 million  

3. Rep. Jane Harman (D-Ca): $152.62 million  

4. Sen. Jay Rockefeller (D-W.Va): $81.50 million  

5. Rep. Michael McCaul (R-Texas): $73.75 million  

6. Sen. Mark Warner (D- W.Va): $70.19 million  

7. Rep. Jared Polis (D-Colo): $56.49 million  

8. Rep. Vern Buchanan (R-Fla): 55.47 million  

9. Sen. Frank Lautenberg (D-NJ): $49.70 million  



10. Sen. Diane Feinstein (D-Ca): $46.07 million  

11. Sen. Alan Grayson (D-Fla): $31.41 million  

12. Rep. Harry Teague (D-NM): $25.52 million  

13. Rep. Nancy Pelosi (D-Ca): $21.74 million (supports OWS)  

14. Rep. Rodney Frelinghuysen (R-NY): $19.90 million  

15. Sen. James Riche (R-Idaho) : $19.69 million  

16. Rep. Gary Miller (R-Ca): $19.37 million  

17. Rep. Kenny Marchant (R-Tx): $18.41 million  

18. Sen. Bob Corker (R-Tenn): $18.21 million  

19. Sen. Claire McCaskill (D-Mo): $15.73 million  

20. Rep. Nita Lowey (D-NY): $14.90 million  

21. Sen. Olympia Snowe (R-Maine): $12.52 million  

22. Sen. Lamar Alexander (R-Tenn): $12.12 million  

23. Rep. Denny Rehberg (R-Mont): $10.90 million  

24. Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz): $10.52 million  

25. Sen. Tom Harkin (D-Iowa): $10.45 million  

Non-elected political figures: 

  (leader of Nation of Islam): $3 million  

 : $4.2 million  

 : $5 million  

 : $5 million  

 : $8 million  

 : $8.5 million  

 Rev. : $10 million (supports OWS)  

 : $10 million  

  (U.S. attorney general): $11.5 million  

 : $12 million (networth); $1 million (annual salary)  

 : $21.5 million  

 : $35 million ( calls her the 2nd most influential liberal in the media)  

 : $55.5 million  

 : $100 million (supports OWS)  

http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-politicians/louis-farrakhan-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-politicians/ralph-nader-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-politicians/democrats/chelsea-clinton-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-politicians/al-sharpton-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/joy-behar-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-politicians/republicans/ann-coulter-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-politicians/henry-kissinger-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-politicians/eric-holder-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-politicians/republicans/sarah-palin-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-politicians/democrats/hillary-clinton-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-politicians/democrats/arianna-huffington-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-politicians/democrats/arianna-huffington-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-politicians/democrats/john-edwards-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-politicians/democrats/al-gore-net-worth/


  $250 million  

The Media: 

 : $12.5 million  

 : $15 million  

 : $30 million (networth); $13 million (annual salary)  

 : $35 million (networth); $10 million (annual salary) 

 : $35 million  

 : $40 million (networth); $12 million (annual salary) 

 : $55 million (networth); $15 million (annual salary)  

 : $80 million (networth); $15 million (annual salary)  

 : $85 million  

 : $100 million (networth); $11 million (annual salary)  

 : $150 million  

 : $300 million (networth); $40 million (annual salary).  

 : $2.7 Billion  

 who’ve spoken out : 

 Yoko Ono: $500 million  

 Russell Simmons: $325 million  

 : $100 million  

 Roseanne Barr: $80 million  

 Deepak Chopra: $80 million  

 Kanye West: $70 million  

 Alec Baldwin: $65 million  

 Susan Sarandon: $50 million  

 Tim Robbins: $50 million  

 Michael Moore: $50 million  

 : $15 million  

 : $14 million  

 : $10 million  

Here are the networths of some of the Super-Rich, the Top 0.01% (from ): 

1. Steve Jobs: $8.3 Billion  

http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-politicians/republicans/mitt-romney-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/rachel-maddow-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-politicians/republicans/matt-drudge-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/brian-williams-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/keith-olbermann-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-politicians/republicans/sean-hannity-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/diane-sawyer-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/actors/katie-couric-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/richest-comedians/jon-stewart-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/glenn-beck-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/anderson-cooper-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/barbara-walters-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/rush-limbaugh-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/oprah-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/rosie-odonnell-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/actors/danny-glover-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/rappers/talib-kweli-net-worth/
http://www.celebritynetworth.com/richest-celebrities/actors/mark-ruffalo-net-worth/


2. Carl Icahn (leveraged buyouts): $12 Billion  

3. Sergey Brin (Google): $15.9 Billion  

4. Charles Koch (manufacturing, energy): $19 Billion  

5. Michael Bloomberg (NY mayor): $20 Billion  

6. : $22 Billion  

7. Jim Walton (of Wal-Mart): $23.4 Billion  

8. Lawrence Ellison (of Oracle): $27 Billion  

9. Warren Buffet: $50 Billion  

10. Bill Gates (Microsoft): $57 Billion  

The Occupy protesters reportedly are armed with iPhones and laptops and are active in 

social media — the very gadgets and communications technology invented by Jobs, Brin, 

Ellison, and Gates. Reportedly, Soros is funding the Occupy movement. 

Will irony ever end? 

By the way, raging socialist and President-for-life of Venezuela  has an estimated networth 

of $1 Billion (!) — the same as of Monaco. Another raging socialist, of Cuba, has an 

estimated networth of $900 million. 

Adios for now. See you at the Revolution! ~Eowyn 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Soros


 

 

Staggering Facts About The Global Super Rich 

Julie Zeveloff Oct. 19, 2011 

The world economy may still be in the doldrums, but global wealth continues to grow, 

hitting an all-time high this year of $231 trillion, according to a new global wealth report 

from Credit Suisse. 

And more than ever, that figure is concentrated at the top of the pile. A mere 0.5% of the 

world's population owns an eye-popping 38.5% of its total wealth.  

http://www.businessinsider.com/author/julie-zeveloff
mhtml:file://C:\Users\MARTIN%20K\Desktop\2ND%20HALF%20OF%20MONEY\1%25\13%20Staggering%20Facts%20About%20The%20Global%20Super%20Rich.mht!https://publications.credit-suisse.com/app/shop/index.cfm?fuseaction=OpenShopDetail&aoid=323525&lang=EN
mhtml:file://C:\Users\MARTIN%20K\Desktop\2ND%20HALF%20OF%20MONEY\1%25\13%20Staggering%20Facts%20About%20The%20Global%20Super%20Rich.mht!https://publications.credit-suisse.com/app/shop/index.cfm?fuseaction=OpenShopDetail&aoid=323525&lang=EN
mhtml:file://C:\Users\MARTIN%20K\Desktop\2ND%20HALF%20OF%20MONEY\1%25\13%20Staggering%20Facts%20About%20The%20Global%20Super%20Rich.mht!https://publications.credit-suisse.com/app/shop/index.cfm?fuseaction=OpenShopDetail&aoid=323525&lang=EN
http://www.businessinsider.com/blackboard/credit-suisse


0.5% of the world's population owns 38.5% of its wealth. This is insane. 

 

 

And the bottom two-thirds account for just 3.3% of wealth. 

 

Here you can see what continents comprise different wealth deciles. Developed markets 

clearly dominate the top 10% 



China, India, Latin America and Africa account for 56% of the world's population, but just 

16% of its wealth. 

 

 

The U.S. is home to 21% of people who have more than $100,000 in wealth. Japan is home 

to 16%. 



 

And those numbers are even more concentrated when you look at millionaires. One-third of 

the world's millionaires live in the U.S. Sweden and Switzerland each have 2% of global 

membership, but a much smaller fraction of the global population. 

 

This year, Europe surpassed the U.S. in terms of the number of high-net worth residents 

(who own between $1 million and $50 million). 



In terms of ultra-high net worth individuals (with net assets above $50 million), the U.S. still 

dominates. It's home to 42% of the group. 

 

As protests against the "1%" continue to rage on in downtown Manhattan and cities across 

the globe, we're taking a look at how wealth is distributed and which countries are 

increasing their share of the world's richest people. 

The charts are from Credit Suisse's 2011 Global Wealth Report. 

Add It Up: Taxes Avoided by the Rich Could Pay Off the Deficit 

by Paul Buchheit Published on Monday, August 27, 2012 by Common Dreams 

Conservatives force the deficit issue, ignoring job creation, and insisting that tax increases 

on the rich wouldn't generate enough revenue to balance the budget. They're way off. But it 

takes a little arithmetic to put it all together. In the following analysis, data has been taken 

from a variety of sources, some of which may overlap or slightly disagree, but all of which 

lead to the conclusion that withheld revenue, not excessive spending, is the problem. 

1. Individual and small business tax avoidance costs us $450 billion. 

http://www.commondreams.org/paul-buchheit
http://www.commondreams.org/
http://blog.heritage.org/2010/10/07/you-can%E2%80%99t-tax-the-rich-enough-to-close-the-deficit/
http://blog.heritage.org/2010/10/07/you-can%E2%80%99t-tax-the-rich-enough-to-close-the-deficit/
http://blog.heritage.org/2010/10/07/you-can%E2%80%99t-tax-the-rich-enough-to-close-the-deficit/


The IRS estimates that 17 percent of taxes owed were not paid, leaving an underpayment of 

$450 billion. In way of confirmation, an independent review of IRS data reveals that the 

richest 10 percent of Americans paid less than 19% on $3.8 trillion of income in 2006, 

nearly $450 billion short of a more legitimate 30% tax rate. It has also been estimated that 

two-thirds of the annual $1.3 trillion in "tax expenditures" (tax subsidies from special 

deductions, exemptions, exclusions, credits, capital gains, and loopholes) goes to the top 

quintile of taxpayers. Based on IRS apportionments, this calculates out to more than $450 

billion for the richest 10 percent of Americans. 

2. Corporate tax avoidance is between $250 billion and $500 billion. 

There are numerous examples of tax avoidance by the big companies, but the most 

outrageous fact may be that corporations decided to drastically cut their tax rates after the 

start of the recession. After paying an average of 22.5% from 1987 to 2008, they've paid an 

annual rate of 10% since. This represents a sudden $250 billion annual loss in taxes. 

Worse yet, it's a $500 billion shortfall from the 35% statutory corporate tax rate. 

3. Tax haven losses are at least $337 billion.* 

 

The Tax Justice Network estimated in 2011 that $337 billion is lost to the U.S. every year in 

tax haven abuse. It might be more. A recent report placed total hidden offshore assets at 

somewhere between $21 trillion and $32 trillion. Using the lesser $21 trillion figure, and 

considering that about 40% of the world's Ultra High Net Worth Individuals are Americans, 

at least $8.4 trillion of untaxed revenue sits overseas. 

4. That's enough to pay off a trillion dollar deficit. Reasonable tax changes could pay it off a 

second time: 

(a) A non-regressive payroll tax could produce $150 billion in revenue. 

Get ready for some math. The richest 10% made about $3.84 trillion in 2006. A $110,000 

salary, which is roughly the cutoff point for payroll tax deductions, is also the approximate 

minimum income for the richest 10%. A 6.2% tax paid on $1.43 trillion ($110,000 times 

13 million payees) is about $90 billion. The lost taxes on the remaining $2.41 trillion come 

to about $150 billion. 

(b) A minimal estate tax brings in another $100 billion. 

The 2009 estate tax, designed to impact only the tiny percentage of Americans with multi-

million dollar estates that have never been taxed, returns about $100 billion per year. 

(c) A financial transaction tax (FTT): up to $500 billion. 

The Bank for International Settlements reported in 2008 that annual trading in derivatives 

had surpassed $1.14 quadrillion (a thousand trillion dollars!). The Chicago Mercantile 

Exchange handles about 3 billion annual contracts worth well over 1 quadrillion dollars. 

One-tenth of one percent of a quadrillion dollars could pay off the deficit on its own. 

More conservative estimates by the Centre for Economic and Policy Research and the 

Chicago Political Economy Group suggest FTT revenues of a half-trillion dollars annually. 

Add it all up, and we've paid off the deficit, almost twice. More importantly, the avoided taxes 

and a few other sensible taxes could provide sufficient revenue for job stimulus without 

cutting the hard-earned benefits of middle-class Americans. 

* Correction: An earlier version of this piece miscalculated the total possible tax revenue 
loss with an estimate that ranged from $337 to possibly $500 billion. This version scales 
back that estimate closer to the lower $337 billion. 

http://finance.yahoo.com/news/irs-estimate-17-percent-taxes-204637410.html
http://taxfoundation.org/article/summary-latest-federal-individual-income-tax-data-0
http://www.deloitte.com/assets/Dcom-UnitedStates/Local%20Assets/Documents/Tax/us_tax_CorporateTaxReform_103111.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2012/04/13/opinion/sunday/0415web-leonhardt2.html?ref=sunday-review
http://www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2012/04/13/opinion/sunday/0415web-leonhardt2.html?ref=sunday-review
http://www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2012/04/13/opinion/sunday/0415web-leonhardt2.html?ref=sunday-review
http://www.commondreams.org/view/2012/04/09-3
http://www.payupnow.org/CorpTaxByYear.xls
http://www.tackletaxhavens.com/Cost_of_Tax_Abuse_TJN_Research_23rd_Nov_2011.pdf
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Price_of_Offshore_Revisited_120722.pdf
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Inequality_120722_You_dont_know_the_half_of_it.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2013_United_States_federal_budget
http://taxfoundation.org/article/summary-latest-federal-individual-income-tax-data-0
http://taxfoundation.org/article/summary-latest-federal-individual-income-tax-data-0
http://www.cbpp.org/cms/?fa=view&id=1204
http://www.rense.com/general91/tobin.htm
http://www.wikinvest.com/stock/CME_Group_%28CME%29/Cme_Group_Inc_Reports_Strong_Full-year_Revenues_Net
http://www.wikinvest.com/stock/CME_Group_%28CME%29/Cme_Group_Inc_Reports_Strong_Full-year_Revenues_Net
http://www.cepr.net/documents/publications/ftt-revenue-2009-12.pdf
http://www.cpegonline.org/workingpapers/CPEGWP2010-2.pdf


The 1% are the very best destroyers of wealth the world has ever seen 

Our common treasury in the last 30 years has been captured by industrial psychopaths. 

That's why we're nearly bankrupt  

George Monbiot  guardian.co.uk, Monday 7 November 2011 20.30 GMT  

If wealth was the inevitable result of hard work and enterprise, every woman in Africa would 

be a millionaire. The claims that the ultra-rich 1% make for themselves – that they are 

possessed of unique intelligence or creativity or drive – are examples of the self-attribution 

fallacy. This means crediting yourself with outcomes for which you weren't responsible. 

Many of those who are rich today got there because they were able to capture certain jobs. 

This capture owes less to talent and intelligence than to a combination of the ruthless 

exploitation of others and accidents of birth, as such jobs are taken disproportionately by 

people born in certain places and into certain classes. 

The findings of the psychologist Daniel Kahneman, winner of a Nobel economics prize, are 

devastating to the beliefs that financial high-fliers entertain about themselves. He 

discovered that their apparent success is a cognitive illusion. For example, he studied the 

results achieved by 25 wealth advisers across eight years. He found that the consistency of 

their performance was zero. "The results resembled what you would expect from a dice-

rolling contest, not a game of skill." Those who received the biggest bonuses had simply got 

lucky. 

Such results have been widely replicated. They show that traders and fund managers 

throughout Wall Street receive their massive remuneration for doing no better than would a 

chimpanzee flipping a coin. When Kahneman tried to point this out, they blanked him. "The 

illusion of skill … is deeply ingrained in their culture." 

So much for the financial sector and its super-educated analysts. As for other kinds of 

business, you tell me. Is your boss possessed of judgment, vision and management skills 

superior to those of anyone else in the firm, or did he or she get there through bluff, 

bullshit and bullying? 

In a study published by the journal Psychology, Crime and Law, Belinda Board and Katarina 

Fritzon tested 39 senior managers and chief executives from leading British businesses. 

They compared the results to the same tests on patients at Broadmoor special hospital, 

where people who have been convicted of serious crimes are incarcerated. On certain 

indicators of psychopathy, the bosses's scores either matched or exceeded those of 

the patients. In fact, on these criteria, they beat even the subset of patients who had been 

diagnosed with psychopathic personality disorders. 

The psychopathic traits on which the bosses scored so highly, Board and Fritzon point out, 

closely resemble the characteristics that companies look for. Those who have these traits 

often possess great skill in flattering and manipulating powerful people. Egocentricity, a 

strong sense of entitlement, a readiness to exploit others and a lack of empathy and 

conscience are also unlikely to damage their prospects in many corporations. 

In their book Snakes in Suits, Paul Babiak and Robert Hare point out that as the old 

corporate bureaucracies have been replaced by flexible, ever-changing structures, and as 

team players are deemed less valuable than competitive risk-takers, psychopathic traits are 

more likely to be selected and rewarded. Reading their work, it seems to me that if you have 

psychopathic tendencies and are born to a poor family, you're likely to go to prison. If you 

have psychopathic tendencies and are born to a rich family, you're likely to go to business 

school. 

This is not to suggest that all executives are psychopaths. It is to suggest that the economy 

has been rewarding the wrong skills. As the bosses have shaken off the trade unions and 
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captured both regulators and tax authorities, the distinction between the productive and 

rentier upper classes has broken down. Chief executives now behave like dukes, extracting 

from their financial estates sums out of all proportion to the work they do or the value they 

generate, sums that sometimes exhaust the businesses they parasitise. They are no more 

deserving of the share of wealth they've captured than oil sheikhs. 

The rest of us are invited, by governments and by fawning interviews in the press, to 

subscribe to their myth of election: the belief that they are possessed of superhuman 

talents. The very rich are often described as wealth creators. But they have preyed on the 

earth's natural wealth and their workers' labour and creativity, impoverishing both people 

and planet. Now they have almost bankrupted us. The wealth creators of neoliberal 

mythology are some of the most effective wealth destroyers the world has ever seen. 

What has happened over the past 30 years is the capture of the world's common treasury by 

a handful of people, assisted by neoliberal policies which were first imposed on rich nations 

by Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan. I am now going to bombard you with figures. I'm 

sorry about that, but these numbers need to be tattooed on our minds. Between 1947 and 

1979, productivity in the US rose by 119%, while the income of the bottom fifth of the 

population rose by 122%. But from 1979 to 2009, productivity rose by 80%, while the 

income of the bottom fifth fell by 4%. In roughly the same period, the income of the top 1% 

rose by 270%. 

In the UK, the money earned by the poorest tenth fell by 12% between 1999 and 2009, 

while the money made by the richest 10th rose by 37%. The Gini coefficient, which 

measures income inequality, climbed in this country from 26 in 1979 to 40 in 2009. 

In his book The Haves and the Have Nots, Branko Milanovic tries to discover who was the 

richest person who has ever lived. Beginning with the loaded Roman triumvir Marcus 

Crassus, he measures wealth according to the quantity of his compatriots' labour a rich 

man could buy. It appears that the richest man to have lived in the past 2,000 years is alive 

today. Carlos Slim could buy the labour of 440,000 average Mexicans. This makes him 14 

times as rich as Crassus, nine times as rich as Carnegie and four times as rich as 

Rockefeller. 

Until recently, we were mesmerised by the bosses' self-attribution. Their acolytes, in 

academia, the media, thinktanks and government, created an extensive infrastructure of 

junk economics and flattery to justify their seizure of other people's wealth. So immersed in 

this nonsense did we become that we seldom challenged its veracity. 

This is now changing. On Sunday evening I witnessed a remarkable thing: a debate on the 

steps of St Paul's Cathedral between Stuart Fraser, chairman of the Corporation of the City 

of London, another official from the corporation, the turbulent priest Father William Taylor, 

John Christensen of the Tax Justice Network and the people of Occupy London. It had 

something of the flavour of the Putney debates of 1647. For the first time in decades – and 

all credit to the corporation officials for turning up – financial power was obliged to answer 

directly to the people. 

It felt like history being made. The undeserving rich are now in the frame, and the rest of us 

want our money back. 

A fully referenced version of this article can be found at www.monbiot.com/ 

Elites Pushing Class Warfare is Just Another False Paradigm 

Eric Blair Activist Post Wednesday, January 25, 2012 

Why is it when the rich super class speaks about class warfare, the downtrodden applaud?  

When billionaire Warren Buffett said, "There's class warfare all right, but it's my class, the 
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rich class, that's making war, and we're winning," the struggling middle class treated him 

like one of them, as if he's on their side. 

More recently, billionaire investor George Soros warned of a coming class war in the U.S. as 

reported by the Daily Beast, where he proudly points out that his prediction of riots in the 

streets has already begun. 

With the Occupy movement's beginnings having ties to funding by Soros, many believe him 

to be stoking this so-called class warfare. Although Soros denies directly funding the 

movement's beginnings, his vast philanthropic contributions have far-reaching tentacles into 

many revolutions around the globe. 

Even if we are to naively take Soros' word that he was not involved in spurring these global 

revolutions, despite the evidence to the contrary, he clearly promotes the idea of class 

warfare with the political left cheering him as a crusader for good. 

Conveniently, the Occupy movement has adopted the catchy but brainless "us versus the 1%" 

mantra as the rallying call for everyone in the 99% to blame their problems on the so-called 

rich 1%.  It sounds a lot like stoking class warfare to me. 

However, in order to instigate warfare there must be a crisis to cause enough pain to force 

people to arms, and the sides of good and evil must be defined.  Soros does just that in the 

Daily Beast article where he says people “have reason to be frustrated and angry” at the 

cost of bailing out the financial system, and that "the world faces one of the most dangerous 

periods of modern history—a period of evil." 

Of course, those statements are hard to argue with and calling the ruling class "evil" will 

resonate with the masses.  But again, Soros is clearly in the ruling class 1%, so why would 

he, like Buffett, pretend they're outsiders while stoking hatred toward themselves? 

It seems they are using the crisis and class warfare paradigm to move the masses to 

support what the global elite have been striving for all along: less competition and more 

consolidation of power. "In the crisis period, the impossible becomes possible." And by 

impossible he explains the Occupy movement has "put on the agenda issues that the 

institutional left has failed to put on the agenda for a quarter of a century." 

To further explain the nature of unintended "evil" in the financial markets, Soros is quoted 

as saying in the same Daily Beast article "Unrestrained competition can drive people into 

actions that they would otherwise regret." 

To many people, this echoes John D. Rockefeller's infamous quote "Competition is a sin." 

Rockefeller ran the monopoly oil company Standard Oil, which still exists to this day but 

goes by different names: 

    Standard Oil of New Jersey became Esso, later to be renamed Exxon – which became a 

key part of ExxonMobil, currently the most profitable company in the world -- earning 30 

billion, 460 million dollars. 

    Standard Oil of California became Chevron – currently the third most profitable company 

in the world at 19 billion, 24 million dollars per year. 

    Continental Oil Company became Conoco, now a part of ConocoPhillips – currently the 

sixteenth most profitable company in the world at 11 billion, 358 million dollars. 

    BP Amoco is a conglomerate of several Standard Oil splinter companies. Yahoo Finance 

currently lists BP Amoco’s gross profit at 16 billion, 28 million dollars. 



    Therefore, four out of the six “supermajors” in the oil industry are direct Rockefeller 

spinoffs – BP, Chevron, ExxonMobil and ConocoPhillips. (Source) 

Competition has been replaced by the appearance of competition.  And this includes the 

apparent differences between Soros and Buffett on the left versus the Koch brothers on the 

right.  Those stuck in the left-right paradigm love to hate them, while they all seek to 

eliminate genuine competition hidden behind their respective brands of ideology. 

Additionally, Soros promotes a single European Treasury with the authority to impose and 

collect taxes from all member nations as the solution to the Eurozone crisis.  In America, he 

agrees with Buffett that the rich should pay more in taxes to strengthen the institution of 

government, as if it hasn't given enough power to itself despite its failings. 

Furthermore, the notion that taxing the "rich" will solve any of America's or Europe's 

financial problems may be the biggest false paradigm of all.  America officially has a 

national debt of around $15 Trillion with another $26 Trillion in financial bailout costs and 

double that amount in upcoming liabilities.  There is literally not enough wealth in the world 

to fix that problem. 

What's more,  the real elite will never have to pay taxes as they move their money globally 

and play on loopholes within the borders. Anyone remember General Electric paying no 

taxes on $14.2 billion in profits; in fact they got a $3.2 billion tax credit from Americans?  

Need I say more about the silliness of this ever working in the current political 

environment? 

So what does Soros say will be the next immediate battle of this rising class war? 

    "As anger rises, riots on the streets of American cities are inevitable. 'Yes, yes, yes,' he 

(Soros) says, almost gleefully. The response to the unrest could be more damaging than the 

violence itself.     It will be an excuse for cracking down and using strong-arm tactics to 

maintain law and order, which, carried to an extreme, could bring about a repressive 

political system, a society where individual liberty is much more constrained, which would 

be a break with the tradition of the United States." 

As he says "gleefully."   

Still want class warfare? 

My Note. This is why I said we can’t riot back in chapter one, book one. 

- These guys WANT YOU TO riot so that the “police state” that they’ve quietly built around 

you over the last 30 years can operate as it was designed to - brutally and without mercy. 

You are looking at the wrong people - the 1% are mere transient wannabees, as I just said, 

you need to look at the big picture. Think about the following for example. 

Estimates of the calculated worth of “The World” often quote figures well above one 

QUADRILLION dollars. (That´s S1,000,000,000,000,000)  

Here are a couple of articles, the first talks about the derivatives bubble so is only 

concerned with investments, it doesn´t bring personal fortunes or mineral deposits, or even 

human resources into the equation. The second article concerns the Queen of England, be 

aware it discusses merely her land holdings and uses a price that is well below what you or 

I would expect to pay for an acre of land. Furthermore it does not take into account mineral 

deposits, oil or any other commodity that exists under the ground that she owns. I have 

seen figures of $300-500 Trillion being bandied about for the wealth of the Rothschild 

family. The Vatican also has a similar sized kitty, (same one?) but that stuff will be covered 

later. Incidentally the figure in the article concerning what the land the Queen owns is worth 

is also given in Trillions (in case all those zero´s perplex you). 



How much is the World Worth? 

“An alien race visits planet Earth and they like it so much they want to buy it. “How much is 

it worth?” they enquire. Hard one to answer. The data that is most available is the gross 

world product; the global equivalent of GDP. But this tells us the level of economic or 

monetary activity rather than the value of all the land. GWP in 2008 was about $70 trillion. 

When one looks at the level of debt and costs of bailouts throughout the world this number 

seems frighteningly small. Let's make some kind of estimate based on a price/earnings 

ratio. Much of the highest priced land in the world is in metropolitan areas and it tends 

unless rented to not be earning anything. Let's pick a high but not ridiculous PE ratio of 40 

(My note, for anyone who doesn´t know, this means price to earnings ratio and is used to 

gauge the worth of a company or more accurately to determine the ratio between price per 

share versus earnings per share), - making the Earth worth about $2,800 trillion. However, 

the current estimate of the size of the financial derivatives market is about $1,400 trillion. 

Half the world! This figure may even be an underestimate as it combines the regulated 

exchange traded derivatives (ETDs) and the largely unregulated over the counter markets 

―OTCs‖.” 

The Size of Derivatives Bubble = $190K Per Person on Planet  

16 October 2008, By Tom Foremski  

http://www.siliconvalleywatcher.com/mt/archives/2008/10/the_size_of_der.php 

 

More must read financial analysis from DK Matai, Chairman of the ACTA Open. 

 

The Invisible One Quadrillion Dollar Equation -- Asymmetric Leverage and Systemic Risk  

According to various distinguished sources including the Bank for International Settlements 

(BIS) in Basel, Switzerland -- the central bankers' bank -- the amount of outstanding 

derivatives worldwide as of December 2007 crossed USD 1.144 Quadrillion, i.e., USD 1,144 

Trillion. The main categories of the USD 1.144 Quadrillion derivatives market were the 

following: 

 

1. Listed credit derivatives stood at USD 548 trillion; 

 

2. The Over-The-Counter (OTC) derivatives stood in notional or face value at USD 596 trillion 

and included: 

 

a. Interest Rate Derivatives at about USD 393+ trillion; 

 

b. Credit Default Swaps at about USD 58+ trillion; 

 

c. Foreign Exchange Derivatives at about USD 56+ trillion; 

 

d. Commodity Derivatives at about USD 9 trillion; 

 

e. Equity Linked Derivatives at about USD 8.5 trillion; and 

 

f. Unallocated Derivatives at about USD 71+ trillion. 

Now I am going to give a simple demonstration to show how much you are being conned: 

 

60 million people in the UK. 

Live to an average of 70. 

Pay roughly 1 million in tax and bills each over course of whole life. (Keerns Guesstimation) 

Count up all your tax from your wages, your council tax, VAT, car tax, etc etc etc.  

http://soul-trader-blues.blogspot.com/2009/02/how-much-is-world-worth.html
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That means over that 70 year period we collectively pay: 

60,000,000  x  1,000,000 which = 

60,000,000,000,000 (thirteen zero´s!) 

So we pay 60 TRILLION pounds into this country over that time period. 

Now can you see that we are being seriously fleeced? 

If we built everyone in the land a nice house, gave them a decent car, built a brand new 

integrated rail, bus, and cycle lane system like Holland´s, provided plenty of amenities for 

children and adults alike, made education worthwhile by investing in items and ideas that 

help our kids grow instead of ready them for the “do what we tell you” conveyer belt, and 

also make our health system go back to holding its oath of first do no harm by providing a 

service that was holistic, free and not ran for big pharma´s pockets. Do you know we would 

still have change enough to dig all of Sub-Saharan Africa out of its crippling debt and we 

would still easily have enough left over to provide help, care and shelter for both our elderly 

and impoverished too. 

All the ideas mentioned above are not being seriously looked at because they would cost 

single or double figure BILLIONS of pounds.  

60 Trillion pounds is 60,000 (sixty thousand) 1 Billion pound projects 

Or 

60 Million one Million pound projects. 

Our Governments REAL job is to waste as much of our tax revenue as possible while 

providing as little as possible in return (NHS anyone). This is done by keeping the majority 

of us with our heads just above water for our whole lives. They would be unable to survive if 

our lot was improving generation after generation, they need us ignorant, ill-informed and 

paying our taxes, nothing more. The rest is done with debt. And when you truly understand 

it you WILL be furious I 100% guarantee you. 

(British households pay £1 million in bills over a lifetime The Telegraph Saturday 03 April 

2010  - The average British household now pays out £18,000-a-year in bills – nearly £1 

million over an adult lifetime, according to new research. So myguesstimation might be not 

far off!) 

Next we will look at some facts concerning some of the “haves” instead of “have-nots” and 

here is another fact that you may be unaware of, be aware once you have read the following 

article that the Vatican also has a sizeable claim to much land and property, and if you were 

to count what he (the pope) claims to own through his temporal powers, even the Queen´s 

(THE CROWN) holdings look measly! Most of you are unaware that these for all intensive 

purposes these two work together! They are more of a double act than you may at first 

realise, don´t worry by the time we are through you will know exactly how intimate this 

“partnership” actually is.  

Who Owns The World 

Submitted by James Woolley on The Economic Populist June 1, 2010 - 7:35pm 

During these times of rampaging predatory capitalism, one is tempted to dwell on the 

details; the endless new scams and instruments to generate profits from debt, and always 

new creations:  

But sometimes examining the fundamentals is recommended. 

http://www.economicpopulist.org/users/james-woolley
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A long time ago, Henry George, the great political economics thinker, came to the 

conclusion that the concentrated land ownership – or the monopoly of land – was the chief 

cause of poverty. 

The free-thinking economist, J.W. Smith and his elegant economic democracy philosophy 

elaborated this to the monopolization of land, capital and knowledge. While in logical 

agreement with Dr. Smith, the second two categories are always dependent upon the 

primary monopoly of land. 

Adam Smith, in his Wealth of Nations so very conveniently avoided a confrontation with the 

land owner hegemony of his day; instead writing to the status quo and avoiding the obvious 

concentration in land ownership. 

Kevin Cahill avoids perpetrating the same social crime, instead Mr. Cahill, with Rob 

McMahon, continues the battle for truth and humanistic progress with his recently 

published book, Who Owns The World. 

One thousand years ago the monarchs ruled -- so what's different today? 

 

One thousand years ago the monarchs owned the bulk of land, and many would be shocked 

to realize that so very little has changed in the present. 

In Mr. Cahill’s marvellous book we learn:  

o 59% of all arable land in Europe is owned between 0.3% to 0.6% of the 

European population and they receive 59% of the European Union’s farming 

subsidy, or $28 billion (a monopoly of both land and tax benefits); 

o that one-third of the earth’s surface is ruled by 35 monarchs; 

o that the top five of those monarchs, by land valuation, are trillionaires 

(Queen Elizabeth II, the king of Saudi Arabia, the pope, the king of Morocco, 

and the king of Thailand); 

o that Queen Elizabeth II is the largest land owner on Earth, 

o that the largest private land owner in America is Ted Turner, with almost 2 

million acres; and,  

o that the largest corporate land owner is Plum Creek Corporation, with over 7 

million acres. 

While the sad world history of immigration has so often been that of those who have been 

kicked off their land (had it stolen from them) relocated to steal the land of others, we now 

exist at a point in history where humans can finally admit the predatory past, and seek to 

remedy it. 

Mr. Cahill also elaborates on the massive land ownership by the world’s prevailing religious 

establishments; an important consideration in assessing global wealth. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_George
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Kevin Cahill covers some subtle points in his book, one of which is how, in the U.K. and 

U.S., major land owners have recruited the conservation lobby on their behalf. This allows 

the major land owners to opportunistically use bureaucratic methods to hide the full extent 

of their land ownership, while also accruing tax benefits from those conservation lobbies 

and organizations turning their unused lands into conservancies and wetlands.  

Doubtless there may be some obvious dispute of Mr. Cahill’s attribution of some of that land 

ownership to the British Commonwealth (no doubt Pakistan, India and South Africa would 

be mighty surprised as to their inferred status‖, but overall his book’s insightful arguments 

capture the day! 

How frequently the majority is accepting of the feudalistic and medieval practice of the 

(aristocratic) few owning the majority of land, while renting out to the rest of us? 

How anyone can be accepting of such inane concepts – especially today with all those debt-

based schemes to enrich the criminal few --- while impoverishing the many --- and greatly 

destroying true progress (social, technical, scientific and humanistic) in the process. 

While necessity is often the mother of invention, concentrated wealth through monopoly is 

the true destroyer of progress. 

From a rense.com article By New World Order on 12-3-7 entiled: Rothschilds & Rockefellers 

- Trillionaires Of The World Learn your history before it repeats on you. 

“A recent article in the London Financial Times indicates why it is impossible to gain an 

accurate estimate of the wealth of the trillionaire bankers.  

Discussing the sale of Evelyn Rothschild's stake in Rothschild Continuation Holdings, it 

states: ...[this] requires agreement on the valuation of privately held assets whose value 

has never been tested in a public market. Most of these assets are held in a complex 

network of tax-efficient structures around the World.   

Queen Elizabeth II's shareholdings remain hidden behind Bank of England Nominee 

accounts.  

The Guardian newspaper reported in May 2002 ... "the reason for the wild variations in 

valuations of her private wealth can be pinned on the secrecy over her portfolio of 

share investments.  

This is because her subjects have no way of knowing through a public register of interests 

where she, as their head of state, chooses to invest her money. Unlike the members of the 

Commons and now the Lords, the Queen does not have to annually declare her interests and 

as a result her subjects cannot question her or know about potential conflicts of 

interests..."  

In fact, the Queen even has an extra mechanism to ensure that her investments remain 

secret - a nominee company called the Bank of England Nominees. It has been available for 

decades to the entire World's current heads of state to allow them anonymity when buying 

shares. Therefore, when a company publishes a share register and the Bank of England 

Nominees is listed, it is not possible to gauge whether the Queen, President Bush or even 

Saddam Hussein is the true shareholder. 

By this method, the trillionaire masters of the universe remain hidden whilst Forbes 

magazine poses lower ranking billionaires like Bill Gates and Warren Buffett as the richest 

men in the World. 

Retired management consultant  Gallon Ross Sir, author of Who's Who of the Global Elite,  

has been tipped from a private source that the combined wealth of the Rockefeller family in 

1998 was approx (US)  $11 trillion and the Rothschilds (U.S.) $100 trillion.   



However something of an insider's knowledge of the hidden  wealth of the elite is contained 

in the article, "Will the  Dollar and America Fall Down on August 19?.." on page 1 of  the 

12th July 2001 issue of Russian newspaper Pravda. The newspaper interviewed Tatyana 

Koryagina, a senior research fellow in the Institute of Macroeconomic Researches  

subordinated to the Russian Ministry of Economic  Development (Minekonom) on the subject 

of a recent conference concerning the fate of the U.S. economy:   

Koryagina: The known history of civilization is merely the visible part of the iceberg. There 

is a shadow economy, shadow politics and also a shadow history, known to conspirologists. 

There are [unseen] forces acting in the World, unstoppable for [most powerful] countries 

and even continents. 

The following are a few choice extracts from an article titled “AMERICA'S SUPER RICH AND 

SECRET TRILLIONAIRES: THE PEOPLE WHO ARE REALLY GOING TO BENEFIT FROM THE 

ELECTION NO MATTER WHO WINS” on warmonger report website Friday, October 26, 2012 

For the past few decades, the rich have run over us all the while claiming class warfare is 

hurting us. Meanwhile, they steal everything that's not nailed down and then have the gaul 

to blame us for there being nothing left. We still hear how Fannie May and Freddie Mac gave 

mortgages to people who couldn't pay and that was why we had such a financial disaster. 

BULL. The reason for the collapse was the huge rise in stocks and housing, mostly due to 

unregulated derivatives and credit default swaps. Mortgages were a small part of it yes, but 

in no means the only or biggest reason. Stocks and housing were overvalued and when 

those bubbles burst, everyone not paying attention got creamed. The super rich didn't as 

they fled the stock and housing markets months before they fell. I warned everyone about 

the housing market and almost got it to the day when things began to fall apart in 2008. 

One friend who didn't listen, bought his house at peak prices, watched the value plummet 

and is now in foreclosure. I may not be right all the time, but when I am, it's usually a 

doozy. 

 

Here's the truth about our financial crisis: WE ARE SO SCREWED. Worse, we have been this 

way for some time, living off of credit to hide the fact of how bad things really are. 

... 

We keep hearing we are around $16 trillion in debt. We are actually closer to $200 trillion 

in debt if we factor in future liabilities like SS, Medicare, military expenses and the like over 

a ten year period. 

... 

The worst part about this is, as I have suggested in previous posts, I believe some of the 

ultra rich out there are actually much richer than they are telling us. We know somewhere 

between $18 and $300 trillion are being stored in off shore accounts. We know the 

government gave $16 trillion out in bank loans to God knows who. We know $3.2 trillion, 

possibly as much as $9 trillion, went missing from the Pentagon just before 9/11. Tell me 

that money couldn't go to fixing EVERYTHING wrong with this country. For those who like to 

say if we took all the rich people's money, it would only fund the government for a second 

and a half, look at those above number and say the same. If we confiscated all of that 

money, not only would we have enough to pay off the debt, but we could refund hundreds of 

thousands of dollars to every eligible man and women in America. 

 

I would like to add that I do not believe for one second that Mitt Romney is only worth $250 

million. As we all know he has plenty of money in off shore accounts and can afford to pay 

accountants millions to hide the rest, I would be willing to be he is worth far north of 

several billion. While I do not believe he is a trillionaire by any means, his net worth is also 

not what he is telling us and may be the main reason his tax return have not seen the light 

of day. 



We do not know the value of these people because it is impossible to gain an accurate 

estimate of someone who is very wealthy due to the fact they use complex ways of hiding it. 

Shell companies, off shore accounts, electronic banking and other factors make it not 

possible to follow the money. Someone could be worth ten trillion dollars and only claim to 

be worth $2 billion. Who would know. Not the IRS who lack the money or manpower to go 

after such an individual. Not the government who are in cahoots with the super rich. 

Certainly not someone like me who at best at this point can offer anecdotal evidence for 

their existence. 

 

Here are three of the families that have been rumoured to be worth far more than they are 

letting on. The Bushes (shocker) $15 trillion, the Rockefellers $11 trillion, the Rothschild’s 

$100 trillion, Queen Elizabeth II $3 trillion.  

Some of this is kept in the Global Security Fund, a gigantic slush fund, allegedly worth $65 

trillion and established in the same way as the BCCC scandal. There is no independent way 

to verify whether these allegations are true or not but they certainly aren't out the path of 

reason either. 

And let’s not forget the Vatican. 

Wealth of Roman Catholic Church impossible to calculate 

Kristopher Morrison  08/03/13 The National Post 

 

A painting by artist Michel Angelo Pacetti shows a parade of French troops on St. Peter' 

Square at the Vatican displayed during an exhibition of papal portraits from the 

Renaissance to Pope John Paul II in Rome in 2004. The Roman Catholic Church's real 

estate and art have not been properly evaluated, since the church would never sell them. - 

My Note. - Oh well why should anyone bother with ever wanting to attempt to calculate the 

incalculable wealth of the Vatican - I mean why do that - they’d never sell it! 

It is impossible to calculate the wealth of the Roman Catholic Church. In truth, the church 

itself likely could not answer that question, even if it wished to. 

Its investments and spending are kept secret. Its real estate and art have not been properly 

evaluated, since the church would never sell them. 

http://news.nationalpost.com/author/kristopherjamesmorrison/


There is no doubt, however, that between the church’s priceless art, land, gold and 

investments across the globe, it is one of the wealthiest institutions on Earth. 

Since 313 A.D., when Catholicism became the official religion of the Roman Empire, its 

power has been in near-constant growth. 

The church was able to acquire land, most notably the Papal States surrounding Rome, 

convert pagan temples and claim relics for itself. Over 3:: years, it became one of Europe’s 

largest landowners. 

For the next thousand years, tithes and tributes flowed in from all over Europe. Non-

Christians and even fellow Christians were killed and their property confiscated. For 

example, the Fourth Crusade and the sack of Constantinople in the early 13th century 

brought it gold, money and jewels. 

But by the beginning of the 20th century, the church had faced several hundred years of 

turbulence. Protestantism had claimed many of its members. The French Revolution at the 

end of the 18th century outlawed the church and though Napoleon allowed it to return, his 

relationship with various popes was stormy. 

Despite this, the church retained great influence in Europe and the Jesuit order focused on 

missionary work, spreading Catholicism to other countries. 

In the 1870s, the Papal States were annexed by the new kingdom of Italy and the pope’s 

territorial influence dwindled to the Vatican. 

In 1929, the Church received compensation for its lost land in an agreement with the 

fascist regime of Benito Mussolini. Under the Lateran Accords, it was paid about $92-million 

and, in return, recognized his government. 

Investing that money helped fill the Holy See’s coffers, ensuring its financial security. 

According to Britain’s Guardian newspaper, the nest egg has grown to at least $655-million. 

The Vatican’s portfolio includes property in London, including the building housing Bulgari 

Jewellers, and apartment buildings in Paris and Switzerland. 

What do we know about the church’s finances? 

1 The symbolic value, in euros, of the buildings in Vatican City. The church uses this 

number to indicate they are priceless and could never be sold. They include: the Apostolic 

Palace, the pope’s official residence; the Sistine Chapel, best known for murals by Botticelli 

and Michelangelo, who painted the ceiling and the famous Last Judgment behind the altar; 

and St. Peter’s Basilica, the largest church in the world erected over the supposed burial 

site of the apostle St. Peter, the first bishop of Rome. 

716,290 The amount of Church-owned land, in square kilometres, across the globe — an 

area slightly bigger than Alberta. Properties include Vatican embassies, churches, 

cathedrals, monasteries, some schools and convents. 

10 Reported investment (in billions of dollars) in foreign companies by the Institute of 

Religious Works (the Vatican bank) in the 1990s. It has holdings in such industries as 

banking, insurance, chemicals, steel, construction and real estate. It only invests in 

companies that operate according to Catholic morals. For example, it will not invest in a 

pharmaceutical company that produces birth control. 

86 In millions of dollars, Peter’s Pence in 2:11. The Vatican’s most important source of 

ready cash is made up of donations from parishes across the globe. The money is spent on 



humanitarian projects, including disaster relief, medical aid, and help to the poor in 

developing nations, children and refugees. 

22.4 In millions of dollars, the approximate value of almost one metric tonne of gold owned 

by the Holy See in 2008. 

308 In millions of dollars, the Vatican’s revenue in 2:11. It spent <326.4-million, but 

ended the year with a $27-million surplus. 

31 In millions of dollars, the amount seized from the Vatican bank by Italian authorities 

during an investigation into money laundering. 

2 In billions of dollars, the amount paid out as settlements by the church for sex-abuse 

allegations in the United States. 

CAFR SCHOOL: The Vatican Is Broke? 

 In a small blurb on a back page of the Salt Lake Tribune was this little gem of a story, 

referencing a recent Associated Press article. I laughed out loud when I read it, and I think 

you will too… 

Vatican posts $19 million deficit, worst in years By NICOLE WINFIELD The Associated Press 

First Published Jul :9 2:12 :1:28 pm • Last Updated Jul 1: 2:12 12:17 am 

“Vatican City • The Vatican has registered one of its worst budget deficits in years, plunging 
back into the red with a (euro) 15 million ($19 million) deficit in 2011 after a brief respite 
of profit. 

The Vatican on Thursday blamed the poor outcome on high personnel and communications 

costs and adverse market conditions, particularly for its real estate holdings. 

Not even a (euro) 50 million gift to the pope from the Vatican bank and increased donations 

from dioceses and religious orders could offset the expenses and poor investment returns, 

the Vatican said in its annual financial report…” 

Note here that we can all learn from this official statement from the Vatican in a big way. 

For this is exactly the same scam that all governments are claiming around the country, 

some even now in bankruptcy proceedings. So let’s list these similarities: 

1) The Vatican is a corporation, as is each individual and Federal government entity. 

2) The Vatican and government operate both in the non-profit and for-profit realm. 

3) Both have an Annual Financial Report, and both have a budget report. 

4) Both the Vatican and the Government have real estate holdings, as well as stock 

investments, foreign currency holdings, and both invest heavily into the world-wide 

corporate structure and fund its liquidity. 

5) Both promote their debt, while hiding their investment asset balances. 

6) Both have a central bank, which bails it out in moments of need, and then expects 

Catholics/taxpayers to pay the bill despite its liquid investment holdings. 

7) Both openly lie by omission to the people of Earth, while in a position of trust, referring 

to a deficit while completely ignoring its investment holdings – as if these fund balances 

don’t even exist. 

http://realitybloger.wordpress.com/2012/07/13/cafr-school-the-vatican-is-broke/


8‖ Both use the “depreciation” of capital assets ―land holdings, buildings, etc.‖ to show on 

their financial reports a liability against other assets, in order to decrease reportable value 

of these investment assets. 

9) Both create budgets that are falsely imploded with such things as future liabilities so as 

to justify its raising of taxes and its request for tithing. 

10) Both create separate sub-corporations with their own financial statements as for-profit 

entities, but do not use those profits for the benefit of the people. 

11‖ Both call the people “customers”, not people. 

12) Both lay off employees with the excuse of budget shortfalls, still not dipping into their 

vast trillions in liquid investment capital. 

13) AND BOTH OWN AND CONTROL THE MEDIA THROUGH STOCK INVESTMENT AND 

COERCION, AND USE IT TO HIDE ALL OF THIS FROM THE PEOPLE BY KEEPING THEM 

ENTERTAINED WITH EVERYTHING BUT THIS INFORMATION. 

In this truly ironic statement by the Vatican we can see perhaps the best example ever of 

how a government corporation lies by the act of utter and ridiculous disassociation and 

nondisclosure of its true wealth. And yes, the Vatican is a corporation, and it is the 

government of Vatican City – as a “nation state”. It just happens to call itself a church. 

 “Queen Elizabeth II (THE CROWN) is the largest landowner on Earth.” 

(THE CROWN) is merely represented by Queen Elizabeth II, head of state of the United 

Kingdom and of 31 other states and territories, is the legal owner of about 6,600 million 

acres of land, one sixth of the earth’s non ocean surface. 

She is the only person on earth who owns whole countries, and who owns countries that are 

not her own domestic territory. This land ownership is separate from her role as head of 

state and is different from other monarchies where no such claim is made – Norway, 

Belgium, Denmark etc. 

The value of her (just her) land holdings. £17,600,000,000,000 (approx). 

This makes her (one of) the richest individual on earth. However, there is no way easily to 

value her real estate. There is no current market in the land of entire countries. At a rough 

estimate of $5,000 an acre - (my note - this is an unbelievably low price for land, I assume 

that the author of the article merely wanted to keep the figures as believable for you as he 

could. If you think I am exaggerating you try and purchase an acre of land for $5000! 

Never mind one in a prime location!) – this is based on the sale of Alaska to the USA by the 

Tsar, and of Louisiana to the USA by France, the Queen’s land holding is worth a notional 

$33,000,000,000,000 (Thirty three trillion dollars, or about £17,600,000,000,000). Her 

holding is based on the laws of the countries she owns and her land title is valid in all the 

countries she owns. Her main holdings are Canada, the 2nd largest country on earth, with 

2,467 million acres, Australia, the 7th largest country on earth with 1,900 million acres, 

the Papua New Guinea with114 million acres, New Zealand with 66 million acres and the UK 

with 60 million acres. 

She is the world’s largest landowner by a significant margin. The next largest landowner is 

the Russian state, with an overall ownership of 4,219 million acres, and a direct ownership 

comparable with the Queen’s land holding of 2,447 million acres. The 3rd largest 

landowner is the Chinese state, which claims all of Chinese land, about 2,365 million acres. 

The 4th largest landowner on earth is the Federal Government of the United States, which 



owns about one third of the land of the USA, 760 million acres. The fifth largest landowner 

on earth is the King of Saudi Arabia with 553 million acres 

Largest five personal landowners on Earth 

Queen Elizabeth II 6,600 million acres 

King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia 553 million acres 

King Bhumibol of Thailand 126 million acres 

King Mohammed IV of Morocco 113 million acres 

Sultan Quaboos of Oman 76 million acres 

This article is Copyright © Kevin Cahill 2006, all rights reserved. 

Taken from: pagetutor.com. 

What does one TRILLION dollars look like? 

All this talk about "stimulus packages" and "bailouts"... 

A billion dollars... A hundred billion dollars... Eight hundred billion dollars... 

One TRILLION dollars... 

What does that look like? I mean, these various numbers are tossed around like so many 

doggie treats, so I thought I'd take Google Sketchup out for a test drive and try to get a 

sense of what exactly a trillion dollars looks like. 

We'll start with a $100 dollar bill. Currently the largest U.S. denomination in general 

circulation. Most everyone has seen them, slightly fewer have owned them. Guaranteed to 

make friends wherever they go.

 

 

A packet of one hundred $100 bills is less than 1/2" thick and contains $10,000. Fits in 

your pocket easily. 

http://sketchup.google.com/


 

Believe it or not, this next little pile is $1 million dollars (100 packets of $10,000). You 

could stuff that into a grocery bag and walk around with it. 

     

 While a measly $1 million looked a little unimpressive, $100 million is a little more 

respectable. It fits neatly on a standard pallet... 



 

And $1 BILLION dollars... now we're really getting somewhere... 

 

Next we'll look at ONE TRILLION dollars. This is that number we've been hearing so much 

about. What is a trillion dollars? Well, it's a million million. It's a thousand billion. It's a one 

followed by 12 zeros. 

You ready for this? 

It's pretty surprising. 

Ladies and gentlemen... I give you $1 trillion dollars... 



 

Notice those pallets are double stacked. ...and remember those are $100 bills. 

So the next time you hear someone toss around the phrase "trillion dollars"... that's what 

they're talking about. 

So, if the world were “only” worth a mere fraction of the figures being bandied about here, 

let´s say a “paltry” Quadrillion bucks, then:  

40% of that is 400 TRILLION dollars. (400,000,000,000,000) (400 times the pic. above!) 

There´s roughly 7 Billion people on this planet supposedly, so 40% of that figure is 2.8 

Billion.  

Do the sums for yourself, 400 Trillion divided by 2.8 Billion is:  

$142857.(14285714285714285714285714 cents) (which as it turns out is a really cool 

figure, because as you can see it just seems to constantly keep repeating). 

Do you think a difference would be made if the bottom 40% of the planets population were 

given $142857 each to build a home, dig a well, buy farm tools, or start a business, (or a 

million other infrastructure and basic utility projects) – What do you think, would the world 

you think be a better place, or a worse place, if we sanctioned taking this step?   

G20 Summit: Bank bailout would end global poverty, says Oxfam 

The trillion pound bailout promised by governments to bail out banks would be enough to 

end global extreme poverty for 50 years, charity Oxfam claims.  

 Published: 7:50AM BST 01 Apr 2009 The Telegraph 

G20 leaders meeting in London on Wednesday could make a "massive difference" to the 

world's poorest people by diverting a "tiny fraction" of this money to provide an economic 

That´s the guy 

incidentally. 



stimulus, social safety nets and health services for those affected by the financial crisis, the 

charity said. 

Oxfam said it was calling for a 580 billion-dollar-a-year rescue package - around £405 

billion - for poor countries made up of an immediate fiscal stimulus for the poorest 

countries of at least 24 billion dollars, around £17 billion, debt relief and fulfilment of 

existing pledges to increase development aid. 

 Barbara Stocking, Oxfam chief executive, said: "When you look at the amount of money that 

has been found for banks it seems inconceivable that G20 leaders will stand aside and allow 

the economic crisis to destroy poor people's lives. 

"Developing countries are reeling from dramatic declines in trade, remittances and foreign 

investment. Rich governments whose policies contributed to the crisis have a responsibility 

to help those who cannot afford their own bailout." 

Speaking yesterday in St Paul's Cathedral, Gordon Brown said the UK Government was 

committed to the Millennium Development Goals on eradicating global poverty by 2015. 

Defending the bailouts, he said: "It is not something for nothing, it is something for 

something. 

"We have a duty to save the deposits and protect the savings of the people of this country 

and equally we have a duty to put the financial system back on its feet and to do so with 

clear rules and proper transparency." 

 

"At least 3.4 million children (27% of children in Britain, 41% of children in London) in the 

UK are blighted by destitution (in poverty), their parents too poor to feed, clothe or shelter 

them properly.   3/4 of a million children go without a warm waterproof coat or proper 

shoes in winter....Babies from poor families are on average 4.5ozs lighter than those from 

rich families because of poor nutrition.   Two adults with 2 children would have to work 55 

hours a week at the minimum wage to get above the poverty line.   3 million families are 

expected to be unable to heat their home this year."[Media Oct 17, 2006] UK CHILD 

POVERTY - THE FACTS 

Malnutrition is to blame for more than half of all the deaths of children around the world -- 

including deaths caused by diarrhoea, pneumonia, malaria and measles, researchers said 

on Thursday. Poor nourishment leaves children underweight and weakened and vulnerable 

to infections that do not have to be fatal, the team at the World Health Organization and 

Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore found.  They estimated that feeding all children 

worldwide an adequate diet would prevent about 1 million deaths a year from pneumonia, 

800,000 from diarrhoea, 500,000 from malaria, and 250,000 from measles...... They 

estimate that 52.5 percent of all deaths in young children were attributable to 

undernourishment, with nearly 45 percent of measles deaths and more than 60 percent of 

deaths from diarrhoea associated with low weight and poor nutrition. [Media, Jun 17] 

Better Nutrition Could Save Millions of Kids-Study 

About 1.2 billion people still have no access to safe drinking water, and 2.4 billion do not 

have adequate sanitation services. Some 2 million children die every year from water-

related diseases. 

http://www.whale.to/b/pov.html
http://www.whale.to/b/pov.html
http://www.whale.to/b/pov.html
http://www.whale.to/a/nutr1.html
http://www.whale.to/a/nutr1.html
http://www.whale.to/a/nutr1.html


I bet the brainwashing will be kicking in with many among you - “They would only buy guns 

with the money” or some other knee-jerk reaction of an answer will have been on the tip of 

many tongues after reading my last point. All I will say to that is this; your answer is 

nothing but a conditioned response. Have you ever noticed that in the poorest and most 

destitute of countries, the people who apparently can´t afford food or clothing somehow 

always still seem to be able to get hold of AK-47´s and combat fatigues? Where did they get 

the money for them? Where did they get the guns even if they somehow did have the money? 

The simple answer to this is that someone else bought these guns and uniforms. I don´t 

believe these people are any more savage than you and I would be if we were thrust into the 

same situation. I think most of them are being driven towards their wanton destruction by 

matters like exploitation, corruption, poverty, starvation and most importantly no sense of 

hope, not only is that being brought about by the policies of our conglomerates, firms and 

nations, but these people are also it turns out, are also being armed and trained by the 

exact same people, they’re never from the country in question, they´re more than likely 

from the UK, US, China, Russia or Israel. Our banks, religious entities, corporations, 

politicians and ruling classes all benefit from this perpetual money maker called war too.  

As I said earlier: The 1% are nowhere near the pinnacle of this perpetual Ponzi scheme.  

It’s the :.:::::::1 % that you SHOULD be concerned with, the people whose fortunes 

don’t even get mentioned in Forbes - go calculate the true Net worth of either “THE CROWN 

CORPORATION”, THE VATICAN, OR EVEN JUST THE ROTHSCHILD’S 

- THEN TALK TO ME ABOUT FUCKING RICH LISTS, OR THE 1%! 

Report: at least $20.3 trillion hidden in offshore banks by global elite 

Madison Ruppert, Contributor Activist Post Sunday, July 22, 2012 

According to the most detailed study of the so-called offshore economy to date, conducted 

by James Henry, former chief economist with the consultancy McKinsey, the world’s richest 

people have taken advantage of cross-border tax laws in order to put away a shocking 

$20.31 trillion in offshore banks. 

While this likely isn’t all that crazy to those who are familiar with the massive conflicts of 

interest in the Federal Reserve and the fact that the Federal Reserve works with banks to 

put Americans on the line for the failures of banks, it might be surprising to those who have 

no clue how the international financial system works. 

The astounding sum uncovered by the Henry is slightly less than the 2011 Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) of Japan ($5.87 trillion) on top of the 2011 United States GDP ($15.09 

trillion). 

The findings were published in the new report, “The Price of Offshore Revisited,” which 

shows that money continues to leak out of major nations and into infamous tax havens like 

Switzerland and the Cayman Islands. 

These transactions are enabled by private banking institutions which all battle to get the 

accounts of what the Guardian calls the “global super-rich elite,” also known as high net-

worth individuals. 

Henry demonstrates that sums between £13 trillion ($20.3 trillion) and £20 ($31.23 

trillion) have made their way from countries around the world into these secretive banking 

jurisdictions. 

Thus, the wealth of these ultra-rich individuals is “protected by a highly paid, industrious 

bevy of professional enablers in the private banking, legal, accounting and investment 

industries taking advantage of the increasingly borderless, frictionless global economy.” 



Ah, such is the glory of globalization! With liberalized trade and finance laws, what petty 

issues must the so-called global elite be concerned with? None! No more pesky regulations 

and legal issues to worry about when dealing with huge sums of money! 

Henry’s research revealed that the world’s top 1: private banking institutions managed over 

$6 trillion in 2010 alone. This is obviously a major increase from $2.3 trillion in 2005. 

Among others, these banking institutions include the U.S.-based Goldman Sachs and the 

Swiss UBS and Credit Suisse. 

The research used a wide variety of sources including none other than the Bank of 

International Settlements and the International Monetary Fund and led to some quite 

astounding conclusions. 

The analysis in the report revealed that in some developing countries, the amount of money 

which has left the country since the 1970s would easily be able to pay the country’s debts. 

Unsurprisingly, some of the worst hit by this practice have been the oil-rich nations with an 

ultra-rich class which can easily take its money out of the local economy. 

For instance, the Guardian reports: 

Once the returns on investing the hidden assets is included, almost £500bn has left Russia 

since the early 1990s when its economy was opened up.  

 Saudi Arabia has seen £197bn flood out since the mid-1970s, and Nigeria £196bn. 

(...)  

The problem here is that the assets of these countries are held by a small number of 

wealthy individuals while the debts are shouldered by the ordinary people of these countries 

through their governments.  

Unfortunately, the number of people holding a significant amount of the assets of various 

nations is steadily shrinking and obviously the supposedly “public” debt is placed on the 

shoulders of the everyday people who can’t hide away their riches in foreign banks. 

One of the most troubling conclusions we find in this report is that the massive amount of 

money held in jurisdictions outside of the reach of various tax agencies indicates that the 

actual gap between the rich and poor around the world is in fact much larger than 

previously believed. 

As evidence of this, Henry calculated that around $9.84 trillion is in the hands of a mere 

92,000 individuals. In other words, 0.001% of the population holds more than the yearly 

GDP of every country except the EU and the US. 

“These estimates reveal a staggering failure: inequality is much, much worse than official 

statistics show, but politicians are still relying on trickle-down to transfer wealth to poorer 

people,” said John Christensen of the Tax Justice Network. 

“People on the street have no illusions about how unfair the situation has become,” 

Christensen added. 

“The very existence of the global offshore industry, and the tax-free status of the enormous 

sums invested by their wealthy clients, is predicated on secrecy,” explained Henry. 

Indeed, if it was not for the secrecy – which has never been questioned even after leaders of 

G20 nations claimed they would crack down on such activities – there wouldn’t be such a 

thing as offshore tax havens. 



Unfortunately they are real and they are constantly being used by the ultra-wealthy to avoid 

the same taxes everyone who is too poor to remove their money from the country is forced 

to pay. 

Brendan Barber, the General Secretary of Trades Union Congress said, "Countries around 

the world are under intense pressure to reduce their deficits and governments cannot 

afford to let so much wealth slip past into tax havens." 

“Closing down the tax loopholes exploited by multinationals and the super-rich to avoid 

paying their fair share will reduce the deficit,” Barber added. “This way the government can 

focus on stimulating the economy, rather than squeezing the life out of it with cuts and tax 

rises for the 99% of people who aren’t rich enough to avoid paying their taxes.” 

If nations were to go after these funds, the Guardian posits that huge sums of money would 

become available. 

“Assuming the ;13tn mountain of assets earned an average 3% a year for its owners, and 

governments were able to tax that income at 30%, it would generate a bumper £121bn in 

revenues – more than rich countries spend on aid to the developing world each year,” they 

write. 

Indeed, this would offset the national deficits of so many countries considerably and create 

a great deal more money for much-needed causes. 

Yet I seriously doubt this will ever happen, as the people making egregious use of these tax 

havens are the same ones bankrolling the political campaigns. 

Thus, it is hard to imagine any smart politician who is going to risk his or her political 

future going after the ultra-rich class of the world’s wealthiest figures in the name of a 

couple votes. Sure, they might spew some rhetoric; but when it comes down to it, they know 

who pays for the primetime television advertisements. 

Task force says global shadow banking hits $67 trillion 

Credit: Reuters/Luke MacGregor By John O'Donnell BRUSSELS Mon Nov 19, 2012   

BRUSSELS (Reuters) - The system of so-called "shadow banking," blamed by some for 

aggravating the global financial crisis, grew to a new high of $67 trillion (42 trillion 

pounds) globally last year, a top regulatory group said, calling for tighter control of the 

sector. 

A report by the Financial Stability Board (FSB) on Sunday appeared to confirm fears among 

policymakers that shadow banking is set to thrive, beyond the reach of a regulatory net 

tightening around traditional banks and banking activities. 

The FSB, a task force from the world's top 20 economies, also called for greater regulatory 

control of shadow banking. 

"The FSB is of the view that the authorities' approach to shadow banking has to be a 

targeted one," the group wrote in a report, noting the current lax regulation of the sector. 

"The objective is to ensure that shadow banking is subject to appropriate oversight and 

regulation to address bank-like risks to financial stability," it said. 

Officials at the European Commission in Brussels also see closer oversight of the sector as 

important in preventing a repeat of the financial crisis that has toppled banks over the past 

five years and rocked the euro zone. 

http://uk.reuters.com/sectors/industries/overview?industryCode=128&lc=int_mb_1001
http://uk.reuters.com/sectors/industries/overview?industryCode=128&lc=int_mb_1001
http://uk.reuters.com/subjects/euro-zone


The study by the FSB said shadow banking around the world more than doubled to $62 

trillion in the five years to 2007 before the crisis struck. 

But the size of the total system had grown to $67 trillion in 2011 - more than the total 

economic output of all the countries in the study. 

The multitrillion-dollar activities of hedge funds and private equity companies  are often 

cited as examples of shadow banking. 

But the term also covers investment funds, money market funds and even cash-rich firms 

that lend government bonds to banks, which in turn use them as security when taking credit 

from the European Central Bank. 

Even the man credited with coining the term, former investment executive Paul McCulley, 

gave a catch-all definition, saying he understood shadow banking to mean "the whole 

alphabet soup of levered up non-bank investment conduits, vehicles and structures," such 

as the special investment vehicles that many blamed for the financial crisis. 

The United States had the largest shadow banking system, said the FSB, with assets of $23 

trillion in 2011, followed by the euro area - with $22 trillion - and the United Kingdom - at 

$9 trillion. 

The U.S. share of the global shadow banking system has declined in recent years, the FSB 

said, while the shares of the United Kingdom and the euro area have increased. 

The FSB warned that tighter rules that force banks to hoard more capital reserves to cover 

losses could bolster shadow banking. It advocated better controls, although cautions that 

shadow banking reforms should be dealt with carefully because the sector can also be a 

source of credit for business and consumers. Forms of shadow banking can include 

securitization, which can transform bank loans into a tradeable instrument that can then be 

used to refinance credit, making it easier to lend. 

In the run-up to the crisis, however, banks such as Germany's IKB stored billions of euros of 

such instruments in off-balance sheet vehicles, which later unravelled. Another example is a 

repurchasing agreement, or repo, where a player such as a hedge fund could sell 

government bonds it owns to a bank, agreeing to repurchase them later. The bank may then 

lend those bonds onto another hedge fund, taking a position on the government debt. Such 

agreements are used by banks to lend and borrow. A risk could arise if one of the parties in 

the chain collapses. 

The European Commission is expected to propose EU-wide rules for shadow banking next 

year. 

(Reporting by John O'Donnell; editing by David Cowell, Gary Crosse) 

The next two chapters will look at what I feel will be offered up to the masses as solutions to 

financageddon. Both of the saviours that you will be offered will be false messiahs. 

We’ll look at gold first, this might still be the best way to secure your assets until 

financageddon gets to its next stage. It is after all a tangible asset whereas all that paper 

your holding now (the stocks, bonds, guilt’s, treasury notes, shares, even cash) when 

financageddon is ready to go to its next stage, all those things just mentioned will go back 

to being what they already are! - BITS OF USELESS AND WORTHLESS PAPER.  

You just don’t realise that yet.  

 

 

http://uk.reuters.com/finance/deals/hedgeFunds?lc=int_mb_1001
http://uk.reuters.com/article/2012/11/19/uk-shadow-banking-regulation-idUKLNE8AI00H20121119
http://uk.reuters.com/finance?lc=int_mb_1001
http://uk.reuters.com/places/germany


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Fifty Part Fourteen 

US 'will return to gold standard', says Euro Pacific Capital Chief Peter Schiff 

A major US investor has predicted the world's leading economy will return to the gold 

standard, giving further weight to Republican moves to set up a commission to look at the 

issue.  

By Andrew Trotman 2:22PM BST 31 Aug 2012 the Telegraph  

Peter Schiff, chief executive of Euro Pacific Capital, has argued that the US is heading for a 

currency crisis, and an immediate move to peg the dollar to gold is needed as the economy 

is caught in a "phony recovery".  

"Eventually we will be back on a gold standard, not because politicians want it, but because 

the public demands it and the situation requires it," he told King World News.  

"We are headed for a currency crisis, and the only way we’re going to stop it is by putting 

real value back into the paper dollar. So we have to tie it to gold.  

"The sooner we do it the better because the sooner we start to repair the problems the 

easier it is. The longer we wait, the bigger the problems get. But I think it’s happening soon 

*a return to the gold standard]."  

The economy is so bad, Mr Schiff argues, that despite Ben Bernanke's speech today in which 

he is expected to dampen hopes of further monetary policy stimulus, the Federal Reserve 

chairman will soon be forced into another round of quantitative easing.  

“QE3 is coming. You know we’ve got a phony recovery, so it’s going to fail. So we are going 

to get more QE. It’s not that we need it, but if we don’t have QE3, then we are back in 

recession," said Mr Schiff, who ran as a candidate in the Republican primary for the US 

Senate seat in Connecticut in 2010.  

"We have a lot of problems, and if we cure them it’s going to mean a short-term recession 

as we repair the damage. Until the Fed lets us have a real recession, as painful as that may 

be, we are never going to have a recovery."  

Added to North America's economic woes, a "fiscal cliff" is looming. A number of tax 

increases and spending cuts are due at the end of the year that are expected to weigh 

heavily on growth and possibly drive the economy back into a recession.  

Mr Schiff believes this will push the US into currency and debt crises, paving the way for a 

return to the gold standard.  

"They want to keep growing the government, growing the deficits. That eventually means we 

will have a currency crisis, and a sovereign debt crisis, which will lay the foundation for a 

return to the gold standard."  

The gold standard has returned to mainstream US politics for the first time in 30 years with 

a “gold commission” becoming part of official Republican party policy. This commission will 

look at whether a return to the gold standard is feasible.  

Marsha Blackburn, a Republican congresswoman from Tennessee and co-chair of the 

committee, recently told the Financial Times: “These were adopted because they are things 

that Republicans agree on. The House recently passed a bill on this, and this is something 

that we think needs to be done.”  



The proposal evokes memories of the Gold Commission created by Ronald Reagan in 1981, 

10 years after Richard Nixon broke the link between gold and the dollar during the 1971 oil 

crisis. That commission supported the status quo.  

Some argue a return to the gold standard would foster economic stability and prosperity, 

primarily by creating price stability, fixed exchange rates and placing limits government 

deficit spending as well as trade imbalances.  

The Republican party have just recently discussed the gold standard at their GOP meeting 

that was to nominate their candidate for this year’s presidential election.  

What a Return to the Gold Standard Would Mean for You 

By Bruce Watson Posted 8:45AM 08/30/12 From AOLonline  

This week in Tampa, the Republican party is considering a bold idea that could 

fundamentally transform the U.S. economy: a return to the gold standard. The GOP's 

proposed platform, which will be debated over the next few days, calls for a commission to 

study the feasibility of a return to a  

fixed value currency. In such a system, the dollar would be directly backed by a commodity, 

most likely gold, and could be freely traded in to the government for the precious metal.  

And as you will soon see, it’s not just the central bank of the USA that has an avid interest 

in gold...  

Central bank gold buying: Much more than just a driving force 

By Julian Phllips Minweb.com 03 Sep 2012  

The structural benefits of gold are now showing clearly and the need to side-line it from the 
monetary system could prove a dangerous handicap for the monetary system.  

JOHANNESBURG (Gold Forecaster) -  

Since 2009 we have seen the signatory central banks of the Central Bank Gold Agreement 

cease selling their gold. We have stated many times in the past that the entire exercise of 

selling gold by these European central banks was to support the birth and establishment of 

the euro. They felt this was achieved by 2009, 10 years after the launch of the euro.  

In the same year we saw the arrival of emerging nation's central banks into the gold market 

as buyers. Since then they have set a pattern of buying gold that continues as a driving 

force behind the gold price even today. In this article we look at these events and other 

monetary developments in the gold market to see what to expect in the days and months 

ahead.  

Which Central banks are buying gold and why?  

It is the emerging nation's central banks, whose reserves have been growing strongly that 

have led the way in buying gold for their reserves. Their aim is to diversify away from the 

U.S. dollar and other leading world currencies and to buy gold as a counter weight to those 

currencies.  

These central banks are based in Asia, the Middle East, South America, etc. They include:  

China - Russia - Bangladesh - Philippines - Saudi Arabia - Thailand - Belarus - Venezuela - 

India - Sri Lanka - Mauritius - Mexico - Bolivia - Colombia - South Korea - Turkey - 

Kazakhstan - Tajikistan - Serbia - Ukraine - Mongolia - Malta - Greece - Argentina.  



The underlying reason why all of them are buying and why the European signatories to the 

Central Bank Gold Agreement stopped selling is because they all consider gold to be an 

important Reserve Asset and as the head of the Bundesbank put it, "gold is a counter to the 

swings of the dollar". Neatly put, but isn't there more to this than simply countering the 

swings of the dollar. Since gold was at $300 an ounce in 1979 right through to 2005 gold 

has been at that level or higher. Now it is at $1,660 five and a half times higher and the 

dollar is not five and a half times lower than other currencies. Gold has risen in all 

currencies including the euro which was well below €3:: to an ounce of gold and is now at 

€1,321 more than four times higher than then. It has risen from <35 an ounce since the 

sixties, a rise of 47 times!  

Clearly, gold adds further ingredients to national reserves as these numbers demonstrate in 

part. The emerging world is as aware of gold's value in their reserves as are the developed 

world's central banks and are doing something about it before there are potentially 

devastating developments in the global monetary system.  

Why do the central banks of the U.S., Germany, France and Italy hold 70%+ of their reserves 

in gold?  

Having stated that they were sellers of gold from 1999 onwards through until now, Europe's 

signatory central banks to the CBGA gave the impression before 1999 that their gold 

holding weighed heavily above the gold market. This combined with accelerated mining of 

gold then as the price was dropping, forced the gold price down and pushed the developed 

world to more and more dependence of the dollar then the euro. But in reality central banks 

were not trying to get rid of their gold holdings. Some aimed at selling 20% of their 

reserves in total, while others like Germany, did not sell any of their gold, despite being 

signatories to the agreement. Some like the U.K. and Switzerland appeared to gullibly sell 

half of their reserves.  

Then in 2009 all the signatories stopped selling except for small amounts for the minting of 

gold coins. This left the holding of European banks at these levels: -  

For such an archaic reserve asset, it is doing very well in terms of its price moves. But the 

governments of the developed world knew that if their 40-year long experiment with un-

backed paper money were to go wrong then gold could come to their rescue and, my 

goodness, it has!  

The now incumbent money managers may well feel surprised at the way we have described 

currencies [as an experiment?], but since Nixon cut the link of gold to currencies back in 

1971 that's what we've had. Now, the money experts and leaders of the world, looking at the 

way governments across the developed world have abused this paper money and 

particularly national debt levels, they too can see the sinking level of confidence in such 

money both inside and outside the developed world. What can pull them from the brink of 

disaster if confidence in the two leading developed world currencies [and leading reserve 

currencies] collapses? What can pull the world's leading commercial banks, particularly 

those fused at the hip to government [in their asset portfolios], from collapse?  

Having watched the credit crunch morph into the Eurozone debt crisis and potentially return 

across the Atlantic by year's end to see the U.S. once again fighting over-indebtedness, 

developed world central and commercial banks realize that whatever their dislike of the 

discipline of gold and its unmanageability, it will allow them to harness a confidence that 

currencies are failing to do. Gold is also facilitating loans and liquidity that goes far beyond 

its price.  

The structural benefits of gold are now showing clearly in gold and the need to side-line it 

from the monetary system is now proving a dangerous handicap for the monetary system. 

Hence Basel III discussion taking place now, to be implemented from January 1st 2013.  



Julian Phillips is the founder of www.GoldForecaster.com and www.SilverForecaster.com  

I mentioned at the beginning the Chinese are buying more gold too, so here are a few 

articles that I feel will clearly demonstrate that China’s central bank is most definitely 

buying all the gold it can.  

Gold Bullion and Metals Sustain Rally on China and ECB Prospects 

By Commodity Trade Mantra Sep 04, 2012 08:27AM GMT from forexpros.com  

Gold Bullion Prices continue the upside rally and gold futures for October delivery were 

seen trading at $1697 close to the $1702 resistance and silver for December delivery was 

up 2.62% and trading at $ 32.35. I do not rule out a small correction in the coming days 

before silver and gold Bullion prepare to break out for higher lofty targets. The commercial 

short positions in silver and gold Bullion would need to be reduced to enhance the chances 

of a further robust and a sustained rally. As of now, gold Bullion markets seem to have 

interpreted the Fed’s Friday speech as growing increasingly ready to roll out a third round 

of quantitative easing. The much looked forward to August US jobs report on Friday may be 

crucial in helping the Fed in  

making up the QE3 decision, also after the ECB Policy Meet and European courts decisions 

are heard. European verbal intervention has run its course, and real monetary intervention 

is a mathematical certainty. The US QE3 may soon be a reality with the Fed’s belief that 

unemployment could be controlled with more monetary infusions and the US fiscal cliff 

returning to the political forefront.  

Gold Bullion Demand from China Central Bank May Keep Gold Prices Strong 

There is speculation that China’s central bank is planning to buy at least 5,::: to 6,::: 

metric tons of gold Bullion over the next two years and it will start purchasing that gold 

Bullion this year. Keep in mind that the average production of gold Bullion mines is about 

2,602 metric tons per year, according to World Gold Council. A simple calculation would 

show that, if the central bank of China is planning to buy 5,000 to 6,000 tons of gold 

Bullion and the total gold Bullion production of the mines is 2,602 tons per year, this 

suggests that the Chinese central bank will be buying more than a two years’ supply of gold 

Bullion produced. China’s appetite for gold Bullion is as strong as ever. In the first two 

quarters of 2:12, China’s inflow of gold Bullion from Hong Kong increased six times! In 

addition, the imports of gold Bullion from Hong Kong were higher by 65% in April, 

compared to March, Mineweb reported, August 9, 2012. More evidence of China adding to 

its gold Bullion reserve: China National Gold; a state-owned miner, is looking at buying 

Barrick Gold Corporation’s ―NYSE:ABX‖ interest in a major African gold mine. This would be 

the biggest gold Bullion deal that China National Gold has ever done, Reuters reported on, 

August 17, 2012. The expected gold Bullion purchases by China were reported by us earlier 

on August 13.  

And here are the latest figures for Chinese gold imports from Hong Kong for July 2012.  

Hong Kong gold shipments to China up 12 pct in July-HK Govt. 

(Reporting by Rujun Shen; Editing by John Mair) Reuters – Sun, Sep 9, 2012  

SINGAPORE, Sept 10 (Reuters) - Hong Kong shipped 75.841 tonnes of gold to mainland 

China in July, up 12 percent from the previous month, the Hong Kong Census and Statistics 

Department said. (www.censtatd.gov.hk)  

Pierre Lassonde is past Chairman of the World Gold Council, and one of the greatest 

company builders the world has ever seen. Here is what he had to say about Central bank 

gold buying:  



“Their purchases are annualized at over 6:: tonnes per year!“  

More importantly, central bank buying has reached a record level of 157.5 tonnes (for the 

quarter), almost twice as much as last year, and represents 16% of global demand.  

Now here is an article detailing exactly why China wants all this gold.  

China Launching Gold Backed Global Currency! 

Sunday, August 12, 2012 17:14 from beforeitsnews.com  

There can be little doubt that the US dollar will soon be history. China is recasting all of 

their gold reserves into smaller one kilo bars in order to issue a new ‘gold backed’ global 

currency. This may be  

the reason for the new trade agreements with Russia, Japan, Chile, Brazil, India, and Iran. 

(More agreements are forthcoming)  

The US Dollar will be ‘shown the door’ by the largest trading nations in the world and the 

dollar will then go down in flames.  

GATA now estimates that 80% of the gold that investors believe they have stored in allocated 

accounts is long gone. The majority of those bars, stamped with serial numbers, may now 

be 1 kilo bars stored very securely in China.  

Here is an excerpt from Jim Willie’s ‘Hat Trick Letter’  

CHINA RECASTS GOLD BARS  

China is well along an ambitious plan to recast large gold bars into smaller 1-kg bars on a 

massive scale. A major event is brewing that will disrupt global trade and assuredly the 

global banking system. The big gold recast project points to the Chinese preparing for a 

new system of trade settlement. In the process they must be constructing a foundation for a 

possible new monetary system based in gold that supports the trade payments. Initially used 

for trade, it will later be used in banking. The USTBond will be shucked aside. Regard the 

Chinese project as preliminary to a collapse in the debt-based USDollar system. The Chinese 

are removing thousands of metric tons of gold bars from London, New York, and 

Switzerland. They are recasting the bars, no longer to bear weights in ounces, but rather 

kilograms. The larger Good Delivery bars are being reduced into 1-kg bars and stored in 

China. It is not clear whether the recast project is being done entirely in China, as some 

indication has come that Swiss foundries might be involved, since they have so much 

experience and capacity. The story of recasting in London is confirmed by my best source. It 

seems patently clear that the Chinese are preparing for a new system for trade settlement 

system, to coincide with a new banking reserve system. They might make a sizeable portion 

of the new 1-kg bars available for retail investors and wealthy individuals in China.  

So as you can see quite clearly Central banks are buying gold in record amounts, and China 

is buying up every single bit of available gold on the market.  

Do you think they know what they are doing? 

As you can see QE will not save the economy, neither will the unlimited bond buying of the 

ECB. To put it into simple terms for you: Imagine someone (our countries in this case) has 

run up a huge debt on their credit card. How can this situation be remedied by increasing 

the credit limit on the card?  

Quite simply it cannot be done, if anything this action will merely delay the inevitable. I 

would advise you to use this period of relative “calm” before the real storm hits to 

financially protect you and yours during this unprecedented economic turmoil.  



Central banks are buying every available bit of gold on the market, and China has bought 

more gold than is held by every country in Europe combined! This is no accident; this is 

being done on purpose. Those bits of paper in your wallet or purse are losing value every 

day simply because of this foolish practise of trying to print your way out of debt. The banks 

know gold has intrinsic value while paper is, well just paper at the end of the day. Protect 

your assets by converting them into gold today.  

Central Banks are currently engaged in a what is essentially a “Currency War” simply put 

they are ALL racing to devalue their currency in order to devalue their debt, it’s as simple as 

that... Unfortunately the savings of the pensioners and the middle class will be wiped out in 

the process. 

But this I must admit is not the full story in regards to gold. It too has a dark side, and it is 

also as controlled as easily as paper. (It is still better to be holding than paper because it is 

a tangible asset though. Just don’t think for a second the gold markets from mining to 

refining to market price aren’t as controlled as any other aspect of this story). 

THE SPOILS OF WAR 

The Secret Story of WWII Japanese & Nazi Gold 

By David Guyatt copyright 2002  

The use of suspect gold to launder drug profits is well established.  One example of such 

laundering activities concerns a rogue airline that had the reputation of flying anything to 

anywhere.  Over a two-year period between 1989-91, the airline made four flights carrying 

gold bullion weighing 160 tonnes with a market value of two billion dollars.  Each of the 

four flights carried boxes with twelve bars of gold to a box that overall weighed 41 tonnes 

per flight.  All the boxes were palletised for easy loading and accompanied by a guard.  The 

flights originated from Medellin, Columbia, and were airlifted to London and apparently 

cleared both ends without customs inspection.    

The amount of gold shipped was more than the gold reserves of most central banks.  The 

question then arises: where did this gold originate?  The likelihood is that it was part of the 

vast amounts of gold plundered in WWII by the Axis powers.  

The story about what really happened to the loot plundered by the Nazis and Japanese 

during WWII remains one of the best-kept secrets of the last fifty years.  Few outside of the 

charmed circle of initiated insiders possess any knowledge whatsoever of the true 

dimensions of what can be described as the biggest cover-up of all time.  

But it is not just public awareness of what exactly “happened” to this plunder in the post 

war years that is the cause of supreme unease amongst the powers that be.  It is the sheer 

magnitude of treasure forcibly confiscated by the Axis powers that causes trepidation.  Were 

the actual dollar numbers involved to be revealed, it would lay bare an even more sensitive 

secret – one that has endured for a hundred or more years.   

A decades long propaganda campaign had served to focus public attention on the gold 

stolen from governments – known as monetary gold – as a means of eclipsing from public 

view far larger amounts of privately held gold that was also stolen.   

The heavy cloak of disinformation and double-talk had still another layer.  By putting the 

spotlight on Nazi plunder from the very beginning, public attention was diverted away from 

the industrial scale looting undertaken by Japan’s special plunder teams known as the 

“Golden Lily.”  And it is here that the real story dwells.  

THE PRINCE OF PLUNDER  
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History should have recorded him as the world’s most ruthless and avaricious bandit of all 

time.  Instead, it has passed him by virtually unnoticed, thanks to the onset of the cold war 

and the well-laid designs of western elites.   

Prince Chichibu was the younger brother of Japan’s Emperor Hirohito and had been named 

by the Emperor to head the ultra-secret Golden Lily – a secretive group tasked with looting 

China of its wealth – both government and privately owned hard assets.  Beginning in 1937, 

with the Rape of Nanking, the plunder teams set to work with a vengeance.  The spoils were 

far larger than had been imagined.  It is believed that 6,000 metric tonnes of gold, plus a 

bounty of silver and precious gemstones fell in to the hands of Japan’s imperial treasury as 

a consequence.  

The phenomenal wealth of East and Southeast Asia had accrued over thousands of years 

and Japan wanted it all.  Over the next seven years the Orient was wrung dry of its precious 

metals, solid gold religious artefacts and an unbelievable quantity of gemstones.  

Most of this was shipped by the Japanese to the Philippines as a collecting point, for onward 

shipment to Tokyo.  However, by 1943 the sea-lanes had been cut by US submarines and the 

decision was taken to bury the plunder throughout the Philippines.  This was based on 

Japan’s expectation of a negotiated truce that would leave them ruling the Philippines.  

Thereafter, the recovery of the plunder could take place in secret over many years making 

Japan one of the wealthiest nations in the world.   

That, however, was not to be.  The United States had its own well-laid plans to become the 
imperial world power of post WWII.  These plans had been formulated before the Second 

World War by The Council on Foreign Relations an organisation founded by wealthy 

Americans in the wake of WWI, in tandem with England’s Royal Institute of International 

Affairs, known as “Chatham House” for short.   

The CFR plan called for a “Grand Area” that was to come under US control.  Included was 

the Western Hemisphere, Western Europe, the Far East and the former British Empire.  The 

latter was being actively dismantled for this purpose.  Also listed was the Middle East, whose 

colossal oil resources were eyed with great passion.  In fact, if it was possible to achieve, 

the entire planet was to come under US domination.  

In this scheme, Japan and Germany were assigned the role of the “great workshops” of 

productivity.  In short, there was no place for a separate imperial power and Japan (and 

Germany) had to be thoroughly defeated.   Roosevelt’s call for “unconditional surrender” of 

the Axis powers not only smashed Japan’s comfortable view of what would be, but also 

sealed the fate of the post WWII world.  

In addition to the Philippines, treasure plundered by the Japanese is believed to have been 

stashed in Indonesia and, probably Korea, too.  But the Philippine Islands were the key.  

Here treasure sites were excavated – usually using prisoners of war as slave labour.  The 

plunder was then stashed in these sites and booby traps were set to deter would be treasure 

hunters.  With the prisoners of war still inside the sites were sealed and disguised – leading 

hundreds to die a grisly death in the name of greed and secrecy.  

THE BLACK EAGLE FUND  

The quantity of gold and other treasures buried was phenomenal.  Japanese cartographers 

made maps of each site and trusted accountants marked them with three digits signifying 

the Yen values of the gold, diamonds and other assets buried in each.   

A site bearing the designation “777” was valued at 777 billion yen.  With 1945 exchange 

rates fluctuating between 3.50 and 4.00 yen to the dollar, just one triple seven site was 

worth almost US$200 billion – a king’s ransom by any measure.  There were many triple 

seven ―“777”‖ sites as well as triple nine and lesser sites.   
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Not only were these figures based on 1945 values -- when a dollar was really a dollar – but 

also when the price of gold was $35.00 an ounce.  Today the price of gold is closer to $300 

an ounce.  (My Note. Try $1300 an ounce today). But add to this the fact that in the 

Philippines alone there were over 170 burial sites, and a picture forms of a wealth so 

unimaginable that it almost defies belief.  

With the defeat of Japanese forces in the Philippines in 1945, a project of the utmost 

secrecy was launched to recover the buried Golden Lily plunder.  This project was placed 

under the day-to-day control of Captain Edward Lansdale and OSS operative Severino Garcia 

Santa Romana.  In 1945, Lansdale had been ordered to Manila as part of General 

Willoughby’s G2 military intelligence team.  On arrival, Lansdale met up with Santa Romana 

and set to work.  The CIA would later recruit both officers.  

Over the next few years numerous plunder sites were located and the stolen assets 

recovered.  The gold, gemstones and other treasure were deposited in over 170 bank 

accounts spread across more than forty countries – all of whom were signatories of the 

1944 Bretton Woods agreement.  Collectively, the recovered loot came to be known as the 

Black Eagle Trust or fund.   

Even to this day the mere mention of the Black Eagle Fund causes unease, and the entire 

subject remains cloaked in official secrecy.  For example, during a 1999 discussion on this 

subject, one highly placed banker familiar with the existence and arrangements of this 

slush fund cautioned: “if you wish to discuss certain aspects of military program finance on 
the internet, you may be doing so in contravention of several statutes and regulations, both 
in the United States and in any NATO-member jurisdiction.”  

A RARE LIE  

According to official figures, the present volume of above ground gold stocks is 

approximately 142,000 metric tonnes.  This, it is claimed, accounts for all the gold mined 

over six thousand years.   In contrast to these figures, just one of the many “777” Golden 

Lily sites would have held, using a conservative estimate, upwards of 90,000 metric tonnes.  

Clearly, official figures don’t remotely begin to mesh with the volumes of “black gold” stolen 

by the Axis powers.  One major reason for this is simply that the official statistics have 

never included gold production in China, Southeast Asia and the former Soviet Union.    

Since the latter was the world’s second largest gold producer after South Africa, this was 

bound to distort the accuracy of official statistics.  Curiously, despite the end of the cold 

war no apparent effort has been made to “update” these figures following access to 

strategic information of the former Soviet Union, who is now a member of the powerful G8 

group of nations.  Meanwhile, China and the Orient have had a love affair with gold dating 

back 6,000 years.  This obviously had to come from somewhere.  

Is it really possible that the official gold mining figures are just so much flim-flam, designed 

to hide the real picture?  Could a conspiracy so flagrant and so large be perpetrated under 

the noses of an unsuspecting public?   

To answer these questions we need do no more than hop across the street to gold’s sister 

market -- diamonds.  Diamonds are said to be rare which accounts for their value.  But like 

gold, they are not nearly so rare as we have been told.  One example of their abundance is 

the Argyle mine in Australia, which was discovered in 1979.  The mine was estimated to 

have over one billion carats – the majority of which were of gem quality.  This is in stark 

contrast to South Africa’s entire diamond reserves of 2:: million carats noted in a 198: US 

Geological Survey.  

Diamonds may be a “girl’s best friend” but that is about as far as it goes.  As a true store of 

value in a true and unfettered free market, diamonds would be worth considerably less.  

What keeps the value high is the restricted access to gem quality stones which are rigidly 
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controlled by the “cartel.”  The cartel is thought to be controlled by the South African 

Oppenheimer family and De Beers, via the London based Central Selling Organisation or 

CSO.  

Any one person or group that has a stranglehold on gold, platinum and diamonds also has a 

strategic stranglehold on world commerce.  Industrial diamonds are the backbone of 

productive industry and without adequate supplies of these, production would grind to a 

halt.  Such a situation came close to happening during WWII.   

In a Washington Post article on 18th October 1988, former director of the CIA accused De 

Beers and the Oppenheimer family of refusing to sell the US a large quantity of industrial 

diamonds necessary for war production.  In a 2nd November 1988 letter, Sir Phillip 

Oppenheimer retorted angrily to these charges calling them “unsubstantiated.”   

Documentary filmmaker and author, Jani Farrel-Roberts, has exhaustively investigated the 

diamond trade for many years and undertook to discover what truth, if any, lay behind 

Admiral Turner’s astonishing allegations.  Access to government documents under the 

Freedom of Information Act as well as extensive interviews with attorneys who had spent 

years investigating De Beers on behalf of the US government convinced her that De Beers 

had indeed “…rationed diamonds supplies to the United States, depriving it of essential war 

tools at a time when De Beers had ample diamonds to supply all Allied needs.    

But more shocks were to come.  Unearthed in the mounds of declassified documents 

obtained by Farrell-Roberts was a highly sensitive report on a secret British American 

investigation detailing how Hitler’s Germany acquired all the industrial diamonds it needed 

for its own war effort.  Completed in 1944, the report concluded that the Nazi’s were getting 

their diamonds from the same syndicate that supplied the Allies.   

Major A. W. Schmidt, the senior US investigating officer, stated in the report that this trade 

was protected by senior officials in the British Governments Ministry of Economic Warfare 

and accused these officials of being treasonous and of prolonging the war.   Schmidt 

additionally reported that measures taken to curtail the flow of diamonds to Germany were 

“…sabotaged, not by the British Government, but by the representatives of the Diamond 

Trading Corporation in London through their domination of the Diamond Committee of the 

MEW ‗Ministry of Economic Warfare‘.”  

The Minister of Economic Warfare during this period [1942-5] was Lord Selborne.  

Amongst his other associations, Selborne was a member of the top level “circle of initiates” 

of the secret society formed by South African gold and diamond magnate, Cecil Rhodes – 

who founded De Beers.  Following Rhodes death this powerful and secretive group was run 

by Lord Alfred Milner with Lord Selborne in the deputy leader slot.   .  Following Milner’s 

death in 1925, he assumed the leadership of the “group.”  Among his other wartime duties 

he headed Churchill’s Special Operations Executive ―SOE‖.   

Lord Selborne would later come to the attention of millions of readers of “The Messianic 

Legacy,” the best selling sequel about the mystery of treasure hidden in Rennes le Chateau 

in the French Pyrennes.  This story was first brought to public attention in the smash selling 

book “Holy Blood – Holy Grail” by the same authors.  Lord Selborne was identified as one of 

the principals who in 1956, applied for export licenses of ancient parchments said to 

directly relate to the Rennes le Chateau mystery.  

Did this mysterious treasure really have ancient roots or was it of a more contemporary 

origin?  There are good reasons to believe it may rather have been part of the gold 

plundered by the Nazi’s that was being buried, rather than ancient loot being dug up.   

Nazi loot would certainly account for Lord Selborne’s interest in these matters and would 

also bring in to sharp focus the August 1956, date mentioned above.  Just months earlier in 

May 1955, the Federal Republic of Germany had recovered it’s sovereignty, following the 
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cessation of Allied military rule.  Consequently, the outflow of plunder and assets 

orchestrated under the Nazi capital flight programme “Operation Eagle’s Flight,” was put 

into reverse gear by Reichsleiter Martin Bormann.  This soon resulted in a massive influx of 

capital into the newly risen Germany.  More than anything else, this is believed to account 

for Germany’s miraculous post war recovery. 

THE SECRET GOLD TREATY 

 By David Guyatt   

In the last eighteen months a previously unheard of action group has emerged onto the 

scene to dominate the front pages of the world’s financial press. They are an independent 

group of financial experts called the Gold Anti-Trust Action group, or "GATA." 

From a slow beginning they have gathered a head of steam that has begun to rock the 

financial establishment of the entire world. The members of GATA are "goldbugs" -- a slang 

term for those who believe that gold still is king and that the money powers should, once 

again, back currency with the "noble" metal, thereby eradicating fiat money. 

What is of significance about GATA is that they have learned that the gold market is fixed 

and that the price of gold is artificially pegged below $290 an ounce. Why is this important? 

First, because the evidence GATA has collected emphatically points to the conclusion that 

the big Wall Street banks and their overseas kindred are operating a cartel. This is illegal in 

the US. GATA calls the members of this cartel the "gold collusion crowd" and alleges that 

Goldman Sachs (whom they amusingly refer to as "Hannibal Lector") resides at the pinnacle 

of this group. A more important reason why you should take note of GATA is why its 

proponents say that the gold price has been fixed. 

Until fairly recently, gold banks could "lease" (borrow) gold from central banks at interest 

rates of around or below 1% per annum. This means that Goldman could, for example, 

borrow gold, sell it in the market and the cash - the tens of billions of dollars they received 

in return - would be virtually interest free. Thereafter, the "collusion crowd" could invest 

these cost-free funds anywhere they pleased. For example, they could buy US Treasury 

bonds paying over 6% interest and pocket the profit of 5%. Five percent doesn’t sound like 

much, but when multiplied by tens of billions of dollars it piles up. 

This is a typical Wall Street and international banker's "wheeze." By selling assets belonging 

to the citizens of any given country and then ploughing back the cash they receive into the 

treasury market of that same country, the bankers are quite simply bilking taxpayers of 

billions of dollars a year. If you don’t find this an outrage, I’d like to make an appointment 

to meet you and your wallet. 

But there is another angle that is even more alarming. Unsurprisingly, perhaps, this issue 

doesn’t get into the newspapers, despite its great importance. Those who keep abreast of 

current economic events will know that there is a bloody financial war raging between 

Europe and America. Who wins this war will determine who gains (or retains) control over 

the world’s money during the next decades. It is a massive prize to be won and the result 

will quite probably see global society becoming a vassal to the banking community. 

The European currency unit, the Euro, is partly backed by gold. The US dollar is not. The 

Europeans plan to have their money fully digitised in the near future, resulting in a 

"cashless" society. The worldwide community of bankers is rather betrothed to the idea of 

digital money, it seems. 

After all, it was the boss of the hedge fund, Long Term Capital Management (LTCM), John 

Meriwether, who is said to have reached a rather private understanding with the Italian 

central bank. Meriwether had earlier been the senior bond salesman at Salomon Brothers, 

the Wall Street investment bank, until he got caught trying to rig an entire US Treasury bond 

issue in flagrant defiance of SEC laws. Leaving the concrete jungle of Wall Street behind 



him, Meriwether set up LTCM in the leafy suburbs of Greenwich, Connecticut, leading Wall 

Street insiders to call it "Salomon North." Apart from his cachet appearance in the best 

selling book, "Liars Poker," Meriwether was seen as the "coming man" and attracted Wall 

Street’s finest to his management team. Included were two Nobel laureate economists and a 

former Federal Reserve vice chairman. He also attracted Italian academic Professor Alberto 

Giovannini, who was reported to be acting as an informal representative for the Bank of 

Italy. Giovannini wished Meriwether’s merry men to engage in market manipulation to 

ensure that Italy could meet the convergence criteria for the launch of the Euro in 1999. 

The Wall Street and European crowd queued up behind LTCM like starving sparrows at a 

garden party. Everyone wanted a piece of the action. Merrill Lynch was top of the list in its 

diversity of investment in LTCM. Merrill invested as a firm and all 123 executives also 

placed a total of $22 million into the fund as part of their "deferred compensation plan." 

Merrill’s Chairman, David Komansky, alone was reported to have invested <8::,:::. 

Chase, Morgan, Lehman, Bear Stearns, Salomon, Union Bank of Switzerland, Germany’s 

Dresdner Bank, Taiwan’s Chinatrust, China’s central bank -- the Bank of China, Britain’s 

Warburg, Dillon Read, the Swiss-American bank CSFB and a host of equally illustrious 

international banking groups also participated in the hedge fund helter-skelter profit ride. 

LTCM is said to have borrowed a large quantity of gold, sold it and put "in play" the proceeds 

to achieve this or other ends. This short gold position is, by all accounts, a sensitive issue. 

Knowledgeable people continue to hint that in the 1998 "private" rescue" of LTCM by 14 of 

Europe’s and Wall Street’s finest investment banks ―the same crowd who backed it in fact‖ 

there was more concern with bailing out the firm’s short gold position than anything else. 

In any event it took a mere twelve months for LTCM to make profits sufficient to repay the 

$4 billion rescue kitty raised by the collusion crowd. 

Expectations that the dollar will ultimately lose the money battle with Europe are plentiful. 

As a currency that has been debauched with mountainous debt that it cannot now possibly 

repay, economists are predicting the dollar's fearful collapse. An August report in the 

Washington Insider by two former high-level economic advisers to the Russian government 

predicts a collapse of the US economy by the end of this year, with losses of around $10 

trillion. They strongly recommend that Russia heed this warning and join forces with 

Germany. There are reasons to argue that the present spiralling cost of oil is not of OPEC’s 

making, but is instead a desperate last attempt to keep the US economy buoyant amidst 

these fears. Oil is a dollar-denominated commodity, and it is fair to say that the 1973/74 

"Yom Kippur" embargo/crisis was an example where an oil crisis boosted the American 

economy at a time when it was in considerable jeopardy. 

But there are powerful forces lining up to ensure that the Euro fails. In recent weeks an 

article published by the Frankfurter Allegemaine – a leading German newspaper – reported 

that the plan by G7 central banks to intervene in the foreign exchange market in support of 

an ailing Euro was leaked by a central bank outside the Euro zone. According to the report, 

the giant US bank, Citibank, a major force in the foreign exchange markets worldwide, 

learned of the impending intervention and began buying large volumes of Euros on behalf of 

an unnamed US hedge fund. Although the identity of the hedge fund has not been reported 

in published accounts, informed sources have told this writer that it was Moore Capital 

Investment, recently ranked as No. 1 in terms of assets ($9 billion) and among the top six 

hedge funds in terms of overall performance. Insider knowledge of the impending 

intervention allowed Moore Capital to buy Euros at a low cost, then, as the price jumped 

following intervention, sell their hoard to achieve an easy and handsome profit. The ultimate 

consequence, of course, would result in a further weakening of the European currency unit 

– which is what happened. 

No one, however, is saying which central bank leaked this critical information. However, an 

examination of the ownership and connections of Moore Capital Investment does produce 

some intriguing leads. The fund is reported as principally operating on behalf of a "group of 

European investors." Louis M. Bacon is the Chairman and CEO and chief equity holder of the 



fund, and he is also the principal investor in Apex Silver Mines Limited, an offshore 

company that boasts the largest private silver holdings in the world. Other investors in Apex 

include Paul Soros -- older brother of George Soros of Quantum Group fame (Quantum, 

incidentally, holds 9.9% of the shares of Apex) -- Thomas Kaplan and others who are known 

to be close to the Rothschilds stable. It may also be significant that Moore Capital moved its 

headquarters to the Rockerfeller Centre back in 1993, taking over the top floor executive 

suite previously used by Exxon, the massive oil company. 

It will also be remembered that it was George Soros who, via his hedge funds, attacked 

England’s currency back in 1992, which led to losses of billions of pounds to the British 

taxpayer and the resignation of then Chancellor of the Exchequer, Norman Lamont. At the 

time, Lamont had run into a blizzard of flak from the Bank of England, who disagreed with 

his economic policies. Not least, Sterling was pegged to the European exchange rate 

mechanism (ERM) – a vehicle specifically designed to create the new European currency 

unit -- the Euro. The consequence of Soros’s "Black Wednesday" manoeuvres was to force 

Britain to leave the ERM. 

Rothschilds, of course, sit at the heart of England’s financial establishment and, for 

generations, have boasted exceptionally close ties to the Bank of England. This is not to say 

that it was the "Old Lady" of Threadneedle Street who leaked the information about the 

planned intervention in support of the Euro to Rothschilds, who passed it along to Louis 

Bacon who dealt through Citibank. But, at least, we can show that these connections do 

exist and note an anti-European stance by the right wing ruling elite in the United Kingdom 

that borders on political fervour. 

And it is the Rothschilds, Hambros and others who form an integral part of the Anglo-

American "special" relationship that is historically deeply embedded in the Republican Party 

– to which Louis Bacon is a known large contributor. 

It is when one begins examining the Republican connections to outright financial fraud 

during the 198:’s that one begins to understand the true dynamics of power politics. 

Anyone who desires to learn for himself just how rigged the whole political and financial 

process is needs only read a copy of Al Martin’s newly released The Conspirators – Secrets 
of an Iran-Contra Insider. For a British version that shows similar connections 

(remembering that in the UK these things do not normally get into the public domain) 

readers are invited to download for free The World’s Biggest Fraud by Bernard Gough, 

which details how British banks, including Rothschilds, Hambros, Lloyds and many others, 

appear to engage in all manner of illegalities, yet with the full protection of the law. 

The hedge funds are, meanwhile, the principal (but not only) weapon of the secretive and so 

called "billionaires club" – a cabal of fabulously wealthy and "untouchable" individuals who 

manipulate the world’s financial and commodity markets on a daily basis. The "club," as it is 

usually referred to, are reliably said to have been behind the recent collapse of the Asian 

economies, according to well placed and knowledge sources. This event was triggered by an 

Asian central banker who had been heavily bribed to start the ball rolling. A nod and a wink 

from the US government, it is said, was all it took for a group of US hedge funds – operating 

strategically -- to proceed to collapse numerous Asian economies and make fortunes in the 

process. 

Fraud, manipulation, grand larceny on a scale that is almost unimaginable to comprehend -- 

and cold blooded murder when things look like they are about to unravel -- are the daily 

bread and drink of these financial titans. If someone gets out of order or is perceived to be 

a threat, even if he is a member of the club, he is taken care of in the classical Roman way. 

Names like Edmund Safra and the late Baron Rothschilds come to mind in this respect, but 

there are many more. 

Whether it is the US dollar or the Euro that is ultimately victorious is of little consequence 

to most of us. It is taken for granted that in the near future money, as we know it, will cease 



to exist. In its place there will be "cashless" money in an electronic or digital form. 

Governments will, consequently, cease to have much of a say in issuing money. The banks 

will rule unhindered. 

This must be a cause for great concern. Even today, someone who has run into the financial 

brick-wall of having their "credit rating" pulled knows and understands the hardship this can 

cause. But at least they can still buy bread and a glass of water and essential services to 

safeguard their existence. In the future, however, there will be the real fear that a loss of 

someone’s credit rating could amount to a death sentence. No credit rating will mean no 

access to electronic money and a zero ability to purchase anything. Not food, water, 

utilities…. Nothing. 

The subliminal "control" this will have over every aspect of society will be enormous and the 

desire to toe the line – whatever it is – will result in the psychological mechanism of self-

regulating serfdom. Nothing need even be said. It will be instinctively understood and, in 

any event, examples will abound to begin with. We will soon fall in line and even willingly 

supplicate ourselves to the financial gods who have decided the time is right to rule the 

world with a rod of money. 

Admittedly, this is the darkest of dark visions, but who is to stop these financial masters 

from their ultimate achievement? Governments already are either owned or brought low 

with consummate ease – even when working together strategically -- and the "Rule of Law" 

has, quite apparently, been already shifted on its axis to become the law of rule. 

The concept that bankers aim to run the world will be seen as a ridiculous idea in some 

quarters. It is not my idea, but one expounded by author, Carroll Quigley, a professor at the 

Foreign Service School of Georgetown University, and who, at one time, taught President Bill 

Clinton. Quigley was regarded as an establishment historian by the establishment and was 

thus permitted access to their private archives. In his book Tragedy & Hope, he let the cat 

out of the bag when he revealed: 

"In addition to these pragmatic goals, the powers of financial capitalism had another far-

reaching aim, nothing less than to create a world system of financial control in private 

hands able to dominate the political system of each country and the economy of the world 

as a whole. This system was to be controlled in a feudalist fashion by the central banks of 

the world acting in concert, by secret agreements arrived at in frequent private meetings 

and conferences." 

Yet, the world of money holds many more and darker mysteries still. The most startling of 

these is that the official figures revealing how much gold exists are fabricated. This, it 

seems, is because it has been determined that there are two sorts of gold. The "white" gold 

of the West is mined in small quantities and is used as the basis for official purposes. The 

"black" gold of the Orient is not official and so cannot be allowed to exist on the books" at 

all. Such are the massive quantities of black gold in existence that had this singular fact 

ever been publicly disclosed, the price of gold across the world would have plunged to the 

depths and remained there forever more. 

This has given rise to two distinct markets for gold. There are official markets that are 

quoted in the financial press and which appear to be open and above board (but, as we have 

seen, are not). Then there is the black market. Like gold itself the black market has a long 

and grimy history. Of this, no period is grimier than the Second World War. 

Beginning in 1935, Japan set about stripping China of its wealth. This "rape" was extended, 

with the outbreak of WWII, to include a total of twelve Asian nations. The haul gathered by 

the Japanese plunder teams was simply beyond belief -- gold in quantities never dreamt of. 

This was black gold, long hoarded by the Chinese. Also stolen were large quantities of 

silver, platinum, gemstones and irreplaceable religious artefacts, some made from solid 

gold and, in some instances, embedded with precious stones. 



Much of this was buried in the Philippines between 1943 and 1945. Altogether, there were 

172 Imperial Japanese burial sites stuffed full of plunder. One site, designated as a triple 

seven ("777") held gold and other plunder valued by Japanese accountants at 777 billion 

yen. At prevailing 1945 exchange rates this equated to 200 billion US dollars. Included was 

an oil barrel packed full of loose diamonds totalling 150,000 carats. There were dozens of 

Japanese "triple seven" sites dotted around the Philippines. There were also many "triple 

nine" troves, too, and a long list of smaller ones. Indonesia also held many equally 

impressive Japanese treasure troves. In the Philippines, Ferdinand Marcos was one of those 

who set about recovering some of this war loot as soon as the Japanese had left. 

Before Marcos, however, the OSS -- the forerunner of the CIA -- had already "involved" 

themselves. Beginning in 1945, OSS operatives chased off a Japanese Golden Lily team and 

began helping themselves to a triple seven site. The black market gravy train was thus set in 

motion. By 1984, CIA covert operative General John Singlaub formed a venture called 

Nippon Star. Singlaub was working with former Reagan NSC staff member Major General 

Robert Schweitzer -- the boss of Colonel Oliver North. This "front" company was expressly 

founded for the purpose of recovering war gold buried on the Philippines. Others who were 

later to become involved with Nippon Star included former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff, General John Vessey, and Ray Cline, the former CIA deputy director of operations. 

After some thought, Singlaub decided that the latter two were too high profile to be included 

as directors of the company. 

Essential to Singlaub’s plans was Bob Curtis. A former confidante of Ferdinand Marcos, 

Curtis possessed copies of the 172 treasure maps made by Japanese cartographers. These 

showed locations, stated the values of the booty, and made clear what booby traps protected 

which sites. In 1986, according to Curtis, the Trilateral Commission chased Marcos from 

office. Curtis has a copy of a Trilateral Commission letter to back up his allegation. The 

Trilateral group wanted a large hoard of plundered gold that one of Marcos army battalions 

had spent years recovering in secret. 

But Marcos disagreed. Three days later, Curtis says, he was overthrown. Marcos fled the 

Philippines and headed for Hawaii, where US government agents ransacked his aircraft and 

impounded all his confidential papers. 

Marcos was a wily person and had taken the opportunity to place copies of his important 

documents with his mistress. Following Marcos’ death, she handed them over to Curtis, who 

now boasts an archive of 60,000 documents. Consequently, Curtis can speak with 

considerable authority of gold-for- cocaine swaps between Marcos and Panama’s Manuel 

Noriega. Curtis also speaks of gold-for-oil swaps and has discussed with me a series of gold 

deals for a trillion dollars, each of which involved Baron Krupp of Germany. 

Krupp’s involvement in black gold dates back a long way, as did his financial 

accommodations with Adolf Hitler and his deputy Martin Bormann, who may have survived 

World War II. The last Baron Krupp died in the mid-eighties and, having fathered no 

children, the direct family line of German gun makers that once made mighty cannon for 

the Wehrmacht came to an abrupt end. This is no displeasure to me, nor to a great many 

others, I suspect. What happened to his fortune, however, remains unknown so far as I can 

determine, except to say it truly was a spectacular fortune. I am fortunate to have an 

archive of private documents that were acquired from an entirely different and reliable 

source from those obtained by Bob Curtis. These include confidential documents signed by 

the late Baron, a financial statement prepared by his Swiss attorney -- whom he referred to 

as "Mein Leiber Bruder" (My Dear Brother -- possibly indicating he remained close to the 

Bormann "Brotherhood" of escaped Nazis) -- along with a listing of some of his many bank 

accounts plus a multi-billion dollar bank draft drawn on a famous German bank. 

These and many other compelling documents, including Swiss bank bullion accounts for 

infamous former CIA black operative General Edward Lansdale are amongst those 

reproduced in my book THE SECRET GOLD TREATY that is now available to purchase via 



http://www.deepblacklies.co.uk/ Based on four and a half years of gruelling research, my 

book goes into considerable detail about Marcos' gold, the Japanese "Golden Lily" plunder 

operation and Nazi plans to create a Fourth Reich -- financed by plundered gold -- under the 

leadership of Hitler’s deputy, Martin Bormann. It also takes the reader deeply into the 

shadows of the black gold market, showing who controls it and the chilling plans that are in 

store for us all. 

It is for the reasons outlined above that GATA, the Gold Anti Trust Action Committee, should 

be supported. They are the only people who are shining a light into the shadows that 

ordinarily obscure the daily crimes of international bankers and financiers. They do so with 

some notable success, too, although it has to be admitted that the meisters of gold and 

market manipulation still remain resistant to all known strains of honesty and integrity. 

NOTES 

1[1] Claus Tigges article in Frankfurter Allegemaine on 27th September 2:::, titled “U.S. 

Hedge Fund Supposedly Knew About Intervention.” 

1[2] Mother Jones “Top 4::,” April, 1996. 

1‗3‘ My sincere thanks go to the “Goddess of Research” for her unstinting assistance in 

unravelling some of these connections. 

1[4] Available at www.almartinraw.com 

1[5] Available at http://home.freeuk.net/bagough/. 

1[6] Carroll Quigley Tragedy & Hope – GSG Associates, California, page 324. 

The next chapter covers the next economic “theory” that will be allowed to become 

prevelant on the world stage by the powers that be. 

Austrian Economics will be billed our new saviour when all it will really do is guarantee that 

any government which adopts its policies will putting no money into the economy to 

jumpstart it.  

Corporations instead, via the “free market”, will be asked to work their unique brand of 

“magic” to “improve” the situation! 

It also gets us back on to a (completely controlled) gold standard - as the last chapter 

revealed there is loads more gold on the planet than the official records declare.  

This “black” gold will make the system as easy to manipulate as it always has been. 
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Chapter Fifty Part Fifteen 

Austrian Economics Explained  

Tuesday, September 11, 2012 

Austrian economics is a school of thought which places great emphasis on free markets, 

private property and absence of government intervention. Important Austrian economists 

include Carl Menger, Ludwig Van Mises, and Freidrich Hayek. Modern day supporters 

include congressman Ron Paul. Austrian economists oppose Keynesian economists on 

issues related to fiscal policy: see: Austrian debate 

Main Beliefs of Austrian School of Economics 

1. Laissez Faire Economics. Proponents of Austrian school of Economics believe in free 

markets and avoiding government intervention in markets. They argue government 

intervention usually creates more problems than it solves. 

2. Recessions Caused by Credit Cycles. They argue Central Banks encourage excessive 

growth of credit by keeping interest rates too low for too long. Some argue the credit bust 

of 2008 is a good example of Austrian economics theory in action. Ludwig Van Mises also 

predicted the depression of 1929.  

3. Austrians criticise Keynesian fiscal policy. They argue government intervention to 

stimulate demand just leads to wasted resources, greater inefficiency and stores up more 

problems. I examined these arguments in detail here: - Hayek on Eurozone crisis and 

criticism  

4. Support the Gold Standard. Austrian economists are critical of the use of fiat money 

which enables governments to devalue exchange rates and destroy savings through creating 

inflation. The gold standard means money would only be created if it can be converted into 

gold. 

5. Critical of Central Banks. Austrian economists are critical of Central banks and their 

ability to create inflation by printing money and the fractional reserve system. 

6. Rejection of statistical econometric models. Austrian economics emphasises the 

importance of logical deduction from people's behaviour and avoiding the use of statistics 

and empirical models. This sets them apart from related schools like Chicago and is one 

reason why they are not in the mainstream of economics. 

7. Civil Liberty Support of free markets and control of money supply essential for promoting 

civil liberty and social progress. 

Criticism of Austrian Economics 

The belief in the efficiency of markets is countered by many examples of market failure. E.g. 

growth of subprime mortgages / securitisation leading up to credit crisis of 2008 

High Tax and high spending regimes do not necessarily impinge on social freedoms. E.g. 

Many western European economies have high tax and high government spending. But, 

citizens get a comprehensive welfare state, education and health care. This compares 

favourably with US, where health care is expensive and piece meal. 

Controlling Money Supply is much more difficult in practise than theory suggests. 

Gold Standard can create severe economic problems such as the deflation and high 

unemployment suffered by UK in the 1920s. 



Models are too subjective and Vague. 

    Keynesian critique that economies will recover without government intervention. Leaving 

it to market forces may take a very long time to move economy back to full capacity. Their 

policy prescriptions for the Great Depression are considered to be 'nihilistic' because they 

advocated no government intervention. They have also been criticised for shaping their 

political beliefs into economic policy. 

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia - The Austrian School of economics is a school of 

economic thought which bases its study of economic phenomena on the interpretation and 

analysis of the purposeful actions of individuals.[1][2][3][4] It derives its name from its origin in 

late-19th and early-20th century Vienna with the work of Carl Menger, Eugen von Böhm-

Bawerk, Friedrich von Wieser, and others.[5] Currently, adherents of the Austrian School can 

come from any part of the world, but they are often referred to as "Austrian economists" or 

"Austrians" and their work as "Austrian economics". 

Among the contributions of the Austrian School to economic theory are the subjective 

theory of value, marginalism in price theory, and the formulation of the economic 

calculation problem.[6] 

Many economists are critical of the current-day Austrian School and consider its rejection of 

econometrics and other tools of aggregate macroeconomic analysis to be outside of 

mainstream economic theory, or "heterodox".[7][8][9][10] 

General criticisms 

Some economists have argued that Austrians are often averse to the use of mathematics 

and statistics in economics.[86] 

Economist Bryan Caplan argues that Austrians have often misunderstood modern 

economics, causing them to overstate their differences with it. For example, many Austrians 

object to the use of cardinal utility in microeconomic theory; however, microeconomic 

theorists go to great pains to show that their results hold for all strictly monotonic 

transformations of utility, and so are true for purely ordinal preferences.[87][88] The 

result is that conclusions about utility preferences hold no matter what values are assigned 

to them. 

Economist Paul Krugman has stated that because Austrians do not use "explicit models" 

they are unaware of holes in their own thinking.[89] 

Economist Benjamin Klein has criticized the economic methodological work of Austrian 

economist Israel M. Kirzner. While praising Kirzner for highlighting shortcomings in 

traditional methodology, Klein argued that Kirzner did not provide a viable alternative for 

economic methodology.[90] 

Economist Jeffrey Sachs argues that among developed countries, those with high rates of 

taxation and high social welfare spending perform better on most measures of economic 

performance compared to countries with low rates of taxation and low social outlays. He 

concludes that Friedrich Hayek was wrong to argue that high levels of government spending 

harms an economy, and "a generous social-welfare state is not a road to serfdom but rather 

to fairness, economic equality and international competitiveness."[91] Austrian economist 

Sudha Shenoy responded by arguing that countries with large public sectors have grown 

more slowly.[92] 

Methodology 

Critics generally argue that Austrian economics lacks scientific rigor and rejects scientific 

methods and the use of empirical data in modelling economic behaviour.[10][86][93] 
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Some economists describe Austrian methodology as being a priori or non-

empirical.[10][25][86][94] 

Economist Mark Blaug has criticized over-reliance on methodological individualism, arguing 

it would rule out all macroeconomic propositions that cannot be reduced to microeconomic 

ones, and hence reject almost the whole of received macroeconomics.[95] 

Economist Thomas Mayer has stated that Austrians advocate a rejection of the scientific 

method which involves the development of empirically falsifiable theories.[93][94] 

Furthermore, many supporters of using models of market behaviour to analyze and test 

economic theory argue that economists have developed numerous experiments that elicit 

useful information about individual preferences.[96][97] 

Capital and interest 

Many social anarchists object to the theory of time preference being applied to an economy 

as a whole in a capitalist society. They argue that the theory fails to take into account that 

making profits in a capitalist society is not the provision of future means of consumption, 

but rather profits for their own sake.[98] 

Business cycle theory 

According to most economists, the Austrian business cycle theory is incorrect.[99] 

Theoretical objections 

Some economists argue that Austrian business cycle theory requires bankers and investors 

to exhibit a kind of irrationality, because the Austrian theory posits that investors will be 

fooled repeatedly (by temporarily low interest rates) into making unprofitable investment 

decisions.[10][43][100] Bryan Caplan writes: "Why does Rothbard think businessmen are 

so incompetent at forecasting government policy? He credits them with entrepreneurial 

foresight about all market-generated conditions, but curiously finds them unable to forecast 

government policy, or even to avoid falling prey to simple accounting illusions generated by 

inflation and deflation... Particularly in interventionist economies, it would seem that 

natural selection would weed out businesspeople with such a gigantic blind spot."[55] 

Addressing this issue, Austrian economists Anthony Carilli and Gregory Dempster argue 

that a banker or firm would lose market share if it did not borrow or loan at a magnitude 

consistent with current interest rates, regardless of whether rates are below their natural 

levels. Thus, they argue, businesses are forced to operate as though rates were set 

appropriately, because the consequence of a single entity deviating would be a loss of 

business.[75] Austrian economist Robert Murphy argues that it is difficult for investors to 

make sound business choices because they cannot know what the interest rate would be if it 

were set by the market.[77] Austrian economist Sean Rosenthal argues that widespread 

knowledge of the Austrian business cycle theory increases the amount of malinvestment 

during periods of artificially low interest rates.[101] 

Economist Paul Krugman has argued that the theory cannot explain changes in 

unemployment over the business cycle. Austrian business cycle theory postulates that 

business cycles are caused by the misallocation of resources from consumption to 

investment during "booms", and out of investment during "busts". Krugman argues that 

because total spending is equal to total income in an economy, the theory implies that the 

reallocation of resources during "busts" would increase employment in consumption 

industries, whereas in reality, spending declines in all sectors of an economy during 

recessions. He also argues that according to the theory the initial "booms" would also cause 

resource reallocation, which implies an increase in unemployment during booms as 

well.[47] In response, Austrian economist David Gordon argues that Krugman's argument 

is dependent on a misrepresentation of the theory. He furthermore argues that prices on 

consumption goods may go up as a result of the investment bust, which could mean that the 



amount spent on consumption could increase even though the quantity of goods consumed 

has not.[102] Furthermore, Roger Garrison argues that a false boom caused by artificially 

low interest rates would cause a boom in consumption goods as well as investment goods 

(with a decrease in "middle goods"), thus explaining the jump in unemployment at the end of 

a boom.[103] Many Austrians also argue that capital allocated to investment goods cannot 

be quickly augmented to create consumption goods.[104] 

Economist Jeffery Hummel is critical of Hayek's explanation of labour asymmetry in booms 

and busts. He argues that Hayek makes peculiar assumptions about demand curves for 

labour in his explanation of how a decrease in investment spending creates unemployment. 

He also argues that the labour asymmetry can be explained in terms of a change in real 

wages, but this explanation fails to explain the business cycle in terms of resource 

allocation.[105] 

Empirical objections 

Hummel argues that the Austrian explanation of the business cycle fails on empirical 

grounds. In particular, he notes that investment spending remained positive in all 

recessions where there are data, except for the Great Depression. He argues that this casts 

doubt on the notion that recessions are caused by a reallocation of resources from 

industrial production to consumption, since he argues that the Austrian business cycle 

theory implies that net investment should be below zero during recessions.[105] In 

response, Austrian economist Walter Block argues that the misallocation during booms 

does not preclude the possibility of demand increasing overall.[106] 

In 1969, economist Milton Friedman, after examining the history of business cycles in the 

U.S., concluded that "The Hayek-Mises explanation of the business cycle is contradicted by 

the evidence. It is, I believe, false."[45] He analyzed the issue using newer data in 1993, 

and again reached the same conclusion.[46] In a 1998 interview, Friedman summarized 

his view of the Austrian Business Cycle Theory: 

    "I think the Austrian business-cycle theory has done the world a great deal of harm. If you 

go back to the 1930s, which is a key point, here you had the Austrians sitting in London, 

Hayek and Lionel Robbins, and saying you just have to let the bottom drop out of the world. 

You’ve just got to let it cure itself. You can’t do anything about it. You will only make it 

worse. You have Rothbard saying it was a great mistake not to let the whole banking system 

collapse. I think by encouraging that kind of do-nothing policy both in Britain and in the 

United States, they did harm."[107] 

Referring to Friedman's discussion of the business cycle, Austrian economist Roger 

Garrison stated, "Friedman's empirical findings are broadly consistent with both Monetarist 

and Austrian views", and goes on to argue that although Friedman's model "describes the 

economy's performance at the highest level of aggregation; Austrian theory offers an 

insightful account of the market process that might underlie those aggregates."[108][109] 
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Top Ten Lies and Mistakes of Austrian Economics 

by Anthony Migchels on January 25, 2012  

 

In the face of Austrian Economics’ ongoing onslaught through Ron Paul, the Mises Institute 

and Gold Dealers parading as the ‘Alternative Media’, we present the next instalment in our 

series of articles exposing it for what it really is: just another Banker Mind Control 

Operation. 

1. Bankers hate Gold 

Nowadays everybody knows that the 19th century was called ‘the Age of Rothschild’. They 

controlled the Gold Market and became incredibly rich by lending the stuff to Governments. 

http://www.reasonpapers.com/pdf/30/rp_30_4.pdf
http://realcurrencies.wordpress.com/author/realcurrencies/


The Money Power came to power through Gold. 

They love it because it is deflationary, they can tax it with interest, they can create the 

boom/bust cycle with it and they control it completely. 

Clearly Bankers don’t hate gold. Europe was on a Gold Standard for the entire 19th century 

and left it only in the thirties, due to the horrible deflation that was the Great Depression. 

Populists at the time finally managed to force their Governments to get rid of it. They had 

been warning about its deflationary tendencies forever. 

Gold is de facto World Currency. 

Ron Paul: “Commodity money if voluntarily and universally accepted could give us a single 

world currency requiring no money managers, no manipulators orchestrating a man-made 

business cycle with rampant price inflation.” — Ron Paul, Congressional Record, March 13, 

2001 

In older days Austrian Economists would say Governments hate the Gold Standard. Alan 

Greenspan, one of the more famous Austrian Gold loving Bankers, wrote in 1966: “An 
almost hysterical antagonism toward the gold standard is one issue which unites statists of 
all persuasions.“ 

Government, of course, is Austrian Economics’s classic enemy, but the adversary du jour in 

the ‘Truth Movement’ are the Bankers. So to sell something we say Bankers hate it. 

They did face the little problem that the American Populists would be very hard to convince 

of this. Not in the least because of the book ‘Secrets of the Federal Reserve’ by Eustace 

Mullins, who famously described who owns the FED and how it came about. Mullins of 

course was quite explicit in his analysis of Gold as the Banker’s favourite currency. 

But Ed Griffin solved this for them. He wrote an even more famous book: ‘the Creature from 

Jekyll Island’. This is basically a rip off of Mullins’s book, with one difference: it proposes a 

Gold Standard to get rid of the FED. 

In this way Griffin obscured the truth for millions of people, who assumed he was basically 

saying the same thing as Mullins. 

2. Government is the main problem 

This is the red herring that Austrian Economics is famous for. Just like the mainstream it 

completely ignores the Money Power. 

Austrian Economics is also incredibly ‘naive’ when it comes to private interests controlling 

markets. Austrian Economics will always explain Governments shouldn’t mess with the 

economy, while ignoring the monopolistic inclination of Capital. 

As a result Austrian Economics is the wet dream of the Trillionaires, as they will resist any 

Government action against them and their Transnationals. 

Austrian Economics will actually blame Government for the fact that markets now are 

controlled by Transnational Cartels. Why they don’t seem to consider the shareholders and 

controllers responsible remains an open question. 

To be fair, the analysis of Austrian Economics about the negative implications of many 

regulations is spot on and very enlightening. 

However, to ignore the power struggle that is inevitable both in the market in and politics, is 

so naive and pleasant to the powerful that it is almost impossible to fathom how somebody 

else could have thought it up than these powerful interests themselves. 
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The fact is, that Governments all over the world have been subverted by private interests. 

And these private interests are quite homogenous. This international centralization of 

power, concentrated around extremely rich banking families, the Money Power, is the 

problem. 

Government is a neutral institution, associated with a Nation. Public Opinion can always 

force its hand. 

But when both Government itself AND Public Opinion are captive to the Money Power, 

Government will become quite unpleasant. 

Soon, it will be obsolete, as it surrenders its sovereignty to World Government and World 

Currency. Governments and certainly Nations will never voluntarily surrender sovereignty. 

These projects clearly belong to the Money Power. 

3. Manipulation of the Volume of the Money Supply is the main problem with our money 

Another red herring: manipulation of Volume is certainly quite a scourge. But it ignores an 

even bigger problem: Interest. 

The Government currently pays 700 billion per year in debt service for the National Debt. 

It matters not whether she pays this for Gold or for paper. 

We currently pay $150.000 dollars in interest over thirty years for a $100.000 mortgage. 

Most of this mortgage was created by simple bookkeeping the moment we borrowed it. 

45% of prices we pay for our daily needs are compensation for capital costs incurred by the 

producer. 

We are Interest Slaves. 

But if we can have credit by bookkeeping, clearly we should get the money interest free, 

because it is our credit, not the bank’s. 

4. Gold guarantees a steady volume 

This is another very strange supposition. After all, the Gold Standards of the past saw 

horrible asset bubbles. 

The boom/bust cycle has nothing to do with the currency, but whether the money supply is 

being manipulated. 

The idea that Gold cannot be printed and that that give security about the volume is 

nonsense. Bankers routinely have withheld vast quantities of specie from circulation, only 

to inflate at a later stage again. 

5. Inflation is bad 

It is certainly true that inflation knows problems. 

Inflation hurts savers, creditors and people on pinned incomes. But it is pleasant for 

debtors, of which there are far more than creditors. And, very important, inflation is 

associated with economic growth. People stop hoarding cash and rather invest and spend. 

The one sided focus of Austrianism on inflation, while actually promoting the horror of 

deflation ―see next‖ makes it look like they’re demonizing inflation in order to make 

deflation more palatable. 

6. Deflation is good 
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This statement is so incredibly favourable for the ultra rich, who are basically the only ones 

who benefit from deflation, that it puts Austrian Economics in a very bad light. 

Austrians clearly promote the Deflation vs. Inflation dialectic, with all its nefarious 

implications. 

Deflation hurts debtors. It makes their debts and the interest they pay over it worth more. 

Deflation is a wealth transfer from those holding assets to those holding cash. 

Deflation destroys economic growth because people rather hold cash than invest or spend 

it. 

As a result, Deflation on all fronts makes the rich richer and the poor poorer. 

7. We don’t want a Gold Standard, we want a Free Market for Currencies 

This is such nonsense. There are two major reasons why it is. 

1. In fact, the idea of a Currency Free Market is quite attractive. In the case that all different 

systems would receive the same funding and propaganda, such a market would undoubtedly 

see Mutual Credit Facilities providing interest-free credit prevail, see below. 

However, only Gold and perhaps Silver, but not if they can avoid it, will receive all the 

attention and funding. In fact, Mutual Credit will be resisted actively by the Money Power. 

This will not be hindered Government, who just by decree created this new ‘Free Market’, 

because that would be ‘statist interference’ 

Thus, only Gold will circulate. 

2. Would there be a ‘free market’, there is Gresham’s Law. Bad money drives out good 

money. 

It means that the units appreciating in value will be hoarded, while those depreciating will 

be used to pay. 

Everybody will accept the depreciating unit (as long as it is not hyper inflating), because 

most will want to pay with it and firms will have to accept them to accommodate their 

customers. They won’t have a problem with that anyway. Firms don’t care what the money 

will be worth in a year. They want to know where they can spend it tomorrow. 

This means nothing will happen if Ron Paul’s proposal to make Gold and Silver also legal 

tender is accepted. People will continue to pay with the Fed’s notes and hoard Gold. 

Also, if you can get a Gold based mortgage costing 5% per year, or a 0% mortgage in 

Mutual Credit, which would you chose? 

Case closed. 

8. Austrian Economics is hated by the Main Stream Media 

While it is true that Austrian Economics is a fringe, also in terms of Media Attention, it 

always has maintained a steady niche. It is not for nothing that Peter Schiff and Gerald 

Celente were predicting the crash in the MSM. 

Lately, Ed Griffin was plugged by Glenn Beck on prime time T.V. 

Judge Napolitano gets all the airtime he wants on Fox News, spouting his Austrianism. 

Amazingly, the fact that even Fox News will plug Austrianism does not ring a bell with 

people. 
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9. Fiat Currencies are always bad 

Another typical device: a dialectic. Trying to frame it as Paper vs. Gold. Both ignoring 

interest. 

But interest-free paper is of course something else entirely. At least it won’t suffer from the 

forced inflation on interest-bearing money supplies. Because the interest is not spent back 

into circulation, but lent back, there is never enough to pay off all the debt + interest. 

During a Gold Standard this is deflationary, because the money supply can’t grow. With 

paper, this is ‘solved’ by ever more debt. With ever more interest. 

Modern Mutual Credit is inflation free. Or better: the market is in control of the money 

supply. It grows when it must, shrinks when it must. 

Social Credit is probably inflationary, but everybody will be fully compensated for it because 

of the fact that they spend the inflationary cash into circulation themselves. Meanwhile, the 

inflation will stimulate production. 

They are trying to promote the idea that Fiat Currencies are automatically bad ‘because the 

volume will be manipulated’. 

This is the eternal clincher, killing all rational debate about how to manage all the different 

parameters in the different proposals. 

10. The problem is the FED 

The FED is a symptom, not the problem. The problem is that the Money Supply is controlled 

by the Money Power, which uses this control to enslave us with interest, scarce money and 

the boom/bust cycle. 

The FED is their vehicle. We want to get rid of it, because we want to end the control of the 

Money Supply by the Money Power. It’s not a goal in itself. 

Austrians use this to ‘fight the FED’ and gain sympathy and support, meanwhile maintaining 

the control of the Money Supply with the Plutocracy. 

The Legacy of Friedrich von Hayek: Fascism Didn't Die With Hitler 

by Jeffrey Steinberg Printed in The American Almanac, September 23, 1995. 

On Sept. 3, EIR editor Jeffrey Steinberg addressed the Schiller Institute/ICLC Labour Day 

Conference in Tyson's Corner, Va. A transcript of his speech follows. Subheads have been 

added. 

In the summer 1994 issue of the Heritage Foundation's Policy Review, Representative Dick 

Armey, perhaps the leading candidate for the honorary title of the ``Robespierre of the 

1990s Conservative Revolution in America,'' delivered a glowing tribute to his intellectual 

mentor, Dr. Friedrich von Hayek, on the 50th anniversary of the publication of the 

professor's most well-known work, The Road to Serfdom. With blood dripping from his 

Jacobin lips, Armey proclaimed:  

``Liberation is at hand.... A paradigm-shattering revolution has just taken place. In the 

signal events of the 1980s--from the collapse of communism to the Reagan economic boom 

to the rise of the computer--the idea of economic freedom has been overwhelmingly 

vindicated. The intellectual foundation of statism has turned to dust. This revolution has 

been so sudden and sweeping that few in Washington have yet grasped its full meaning.... 

But when the true significance of the 1980s freedom revolution sinks in, politics, culture--

indeed, the entire human outlook--will change.... Once this shift takes place--by 1996, I 

predict--we will be able to advance a true Hayekian agenda, including.... radical spending 



cuts, the end of the public school monopoly, a free market health-care system, and the 

elimination of the family-destroying welfare dole. Unlike 1944, history is now on the side of 

freedom.''  

Phil Gramm, Milton Friedman, and Malcolm Forbes, Jr. all joined Armey in the pages of the 

summer 1994 Policy Review to praise von Hayek as the man who snatched the Conservative 

Revolution from the jaws of defeat, following World War II.  

Also, during the summer of 1994, another, more secretive commemorative event for The 
Road to Serfdom took place in Cannes, France. This was the annual gathering of the Mont 

Pelerin Society, the institution founded by von Hayek in 1947 to advance the Conservative 

Revolution by launching the radical insurgency that has now overrun the corridors of power 

in Washington and other capitals around the globe. The keynote speech at the Cannes event 

was delivered by Alain Madelin, a leading translator of von Hayek's works into French, and 

the man who President Chirac just fired as France's Economics and Finance Minister--much 

to the chagrin of London.  

Writing The Road to Serfdom in London in 1944, while teaching at the British Fabian 

Society's London School of Economics, von Hayek was certainly in no position to pen an 

apology for Adolph Hitler and National Socialism. Instead, he took a sophisticated detour to 

arrive at the same end result. Von Hayek denounced National Socialism as a classic 

expression of statist, totalitarian ideology, and then argued that all forms of dirigist 

government involvement in the economy strangle freedom, crush the free market, and lead 

inevitably to Hitlerian totalitarianism.  

Von Hayek slandered Friedrich List, Germany's great ``American System'' economist, and 

the Weimar-era German political figure, Walter Rathenau, as part of the same ``socialist'' 

camp as Hitler and Lenin. Von Hayek let his own Anglophiliac sentiments all hang out, as he 

pilloried List as the principal author of the ``German thesis'' that ``free trade was a policy 

dictated solely by, and appropriate only to, the special interests of England in the nineteenth 

century.''  

He slandered Walter Rathenau, the German foreign minister whose assassination in 1923 

helped break the resistance to the draconian conditionalities that the Versailles Treaty 

imposed on Germany, and also proved to be a key step toward the Nazi Party's rise to power:  

``Ideas very similar to these [anti-individualist views] were current in the offices of the 

German raw-material dictator, Walter Rathenau, who, although he would have shuddered 

had he realized the consequences of his totalitarian economics, yet deserves a considerable 

place in any fuller history of the growth of Nazi ideas.''  

Talk about Nazi ideas! The radical alternatives that von Hayek posed--strict monetarism, 

near-total deregulation, and Pan-European federalism--were all expressions of the same 

feudalist outlook that produced Hitler's National Socialism and the thousands of other 

varieties of Conservative Revolutionism after World War I.  

``We shall not rebuild civilization on the large scale,'' he wrote in The Road to Serfdom. 

``It is no accident that on the whole there was more beauty and decency to be found in the 

life of the small peoples, and that among the large ones there was more happiness and 

content in proportion as they had avoided the deadly blight of centralization.''  

Prince Philip Mountbatten, head of the Worldwide Fund for Nature (WWF), who advocates the 

genocidal elimination of 80 percent of the world's population, could not have been more 

explicit.  

The Austrian School 



Friedrich von Hayek was born in Vienna in 1899. After obtaining a doctorate in political 

science from the University of Vienna and spending the early 1920s in New York City, von 

Hayek returned to his birthplace to participate in a private seminar series given by the 

Austrian School ideologue Ludwig von Mises.  

The Austrian School had been founded by Carl Menger (1840-1921), a retainer of the 

Hapsburg and Wittelsbach royal houses of Austria and Bavaria, who was a fanatical 

opponent of Prussia's industrialization policies, which were modelled on the American 

System of Political Economy. Menger was the first of the Austrian free market economists to 

equate these American System ideas with state socialism, lumping Friedrich List together 

with Henri St. Simon, G.W. Hegel, and Karl Marx.  

Menger trained a generation of Austrian School economists, including Eugen von Boehm-

Bawerk, Ludwig von Mises, and Friedrich von Hayek. Before his brief New York City venture, 

von Hayek attended the Boehm-Bawerk seminars at Vienna--along with future Bolshevik 

leader Nickolai Bukharin. This convergence of radical free market and Bolshevik 

personalities under the Vienna School tutelage was not as strange as it might seem on first 

reflection. Boehm's insistence on the inevitability of the collapse of capitalism due to ``over-

production'' caused by the reinvestment of profit into new infrastructure, research and 

development, and other capital improvements through the mechanism of credit, was stolen 

directly from Karl Marx. And Boehm fully subscribed to the superiority of the pre-capitalist 

feudal guild society over the modern industrial state, a theme Bukharin would elaborate in 

his own 1914 work, The Economic Theory of the Leisure Class.  

Attack on the Renaissance 

Another seminal figure in the formation of the Austrian School was the nineteenth century 

``individualist philosopher'' Jacob Burckhardt, who would provide the inspiration for the 

pre-Nazi philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche, and his overtly Nazi successor, Martin Heidegger.  

Burckhardt attacked the fifteenth century Golden Renaissance as one of the worst events in 

history. For Burckhardt, the pre-Renaissance feudal alliance between the oligarchy and the 

Church represented the high point of civilization. It was a theme that von Hayek would take 

up more than half a century later in The Road to Serfdom, and in another critical work, The 
Counter-Revolution of Science, which he published in 1952.  

In that 1952 book, von Hayek, reflecting the strong influence of Burckhardt, railed against 

the two great achievements of the Council of Florence and the Golden Renaissance: the 

creation of the modern nation-state governed by principles of natural law, and the 

development of modern science. Von Hayek rejected the idea that the individual was capable 

of creative scientific discovery, describing it as a fraudulent construct, demonstrating the 

``collectivist prejudices'' which he claimed were inherent in all science.  

Von Hayek devoted an entire chapter of The Counter-Revolution of Science to an attack 

against France's L'Ecole Polytechnique, and particularly against its two greatest figures, 

Gaspare Monge and Lazare Carnot. What he specifically detested about the L'Ecole 

Polytechnique--which he ridiculed as the ``new temple of science'' and the ``source of the 

scientistic hubris''--was, in his own words, the L'Ecole's notion that there were ``no limits to 

the power of the human mind and to the extent to which man could hope to harness and 

control all the forces which had so far threatened and intimidated him.'' This, he denounced 

as ``a metaphysical fiction.''  

Von Hayek didn't stop there. He then argued that the L'Ecole Polytechnique was the source 

of all subsequent socialist ideas, from Henri Saint-Simon, to Auguste Comte, to Karl Marx. 

He then went one step further. He lumped together as leading Saint-Simonists, the great 

American System political economists Henry Carey and Friedrich List!  



Von Hayek totally rejected the principle that man was created in the image of God. In fact, 

he traced his own philosophical roots to the early eighteenth century Satanist, Bernard 

Mandeville. In a lecture he delivered at the British Academy on March 23, 1966, von Hayek 

lauded Mandeville as a ``master mind,'' as the inventor of modern psychology, and as the 

true intellectual forbearer of David Hume, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham, Carl Savigny and 

Charles Darwin.  

Von Hayek argued in his Mandeville lecture that Mandeville's poem, ``The Fable of the Bees,'' 

was perhaps the greatest philosophical treatise ever composed. He credited Mandeville with 

inspiring Adam Smith's argument for the unbridled free market.  

Organizing the Conservative Revolution 

After attending the Von Mises seminars in the mid-1920s, von Hayek became the first 

director of the Austrian Institute for Business Cycle Research. Wesley Clair Mitchell during 

the same period founded a parallel institution in the United States--the National Bureau of 

Economic Research. Mitchell would go on to train Milton Friedman.  

In 1931, von Hayek accepted an invitation to visit London to deliver a series of lectures at 

the London School of Economics. During this period, he became formally affiliated with the 

British Fabian Society. He eventually accepted a full-time teaching chair at LSE. And in 

1939, he initiated an organization that would evolve into the Mont Pelerin Society. The 

earlier group, the Society for the Renovation of Liberalism, included Frank Knight and 

Henry Simons, both of whom would train Friedman at the University of Chicago; the 

American Fabian socialist Walter Lippman; Viennese Aristotelian Society leader Karl Popper; 

fellow Austrian School economist Ludwig von Mises; and Sir John Clapham, a senior official 

of the Bank of England who from 1940-46 was the president of the British Royal Society.  

It was this group, with the exception of Knight, who died, that gathered--at von Hayek's 

initiative--at Mont Pelerin, Switzerland in April 1947 to form the Mont Pelerin Society. 

Among the other founders of Mont Pelerin were Otto von Hapsburg, the heir to the Austro-

Hungarian throne; and Max von Thurn und Taxis, the Regensberg, Bavaria-based head of the 

400-year-old Venetian Thurn und Taxis family. The explicit purpose of the society was to 

revive and spread the Conservative Revolutionary ideas spelled out in von Hayek's The Road 
to Serfdom.  

The sister organization to Mont Pelerin from the very outset was the Pan European Union. 

Leading Mont Pelerin figures, including von Hapsburg and Walter Lippman, were pivotal 

figures in the Pan Europe movement. The concept of a Pan-European federation was a 

cornerstone of von Hayek's scheme, which demanded the replacement of the nation-state 

with a ``benign'' feudalist system.  

Count Coudenhove-Kalergi, the founder of the Pan-European Union, was himself the 

offspring of an 800-year-old oligarchical family. The Kalergi branch had ruled the island of 

Crete and forged the thirteenth century treaty that brought Crete under Venetian control. 

The Kalergi family eventually migrated to England as part of the ``Venetian Party'' takeover 

of the British isles. However, as late as the turn of the 20th century, the Kalergi's Venetian 

salon provided refuge to such degenerate figures as the composer Richard Wagner.  

In 1923, Count Coudenhove-Kalergi launched the Pan-Europa Union, an organization that 

won the immediate support of the very people who would install Hitler in power. The first 

person to join the PEU was Hjalmar Schacht, later Hitler's finance minister and the actual 

author of Hitler's slave labour programs. Other Nazi and fascist luminaries, including Walter 

Funk, Schacht's handpicked successor as finance minister, Prof. Karl Haushofer, the head 

of the Geopolitical Institute in Munich and a leading ideologue of the Nazi Party, and Benito 

Mussolini, were supporters or members of the PEU.  



In 1943, Coudenhove-Kalergi wrote Crusade for Pan-Europe: Autobiography of a Man and a 
Movement to set the stage for a postwar revival of his vision of a feudal Europe, regardless 

of the outcome of the war. Even at this late date, Coudenhove-Kalergi noted with pride that 

``Haushofer, Schacht, and Funk did and probably still do everything to convince Hitler of 

the necessity of creating some kind of European federation under German hegemony.'' At 

the same time, Pan-Europa enjoyed the active backing of Winston Churchill; Columbia 

University President Nicholas Murray Butler--the leading patron of the Comintern's Frankfurt 

School; Archduke Otto von Hapsburg; and Walter Lippman. The latter two, were also 

founders of von Hayek's Society for the Preservation of Liberalism and the Mont Pelerin 

Society.  

The fact that Winston Churchill was an advocate of Pan-Europa would prove to be 

particularly significant. Following the defeat of Hitler, and the further collapse of the 

Hapsburgs' power, Churchill became the leading postwar patron of the Conservative 

Revolution. Today, the entire Mont Pelerin apparatus is an asset of the House of Windsor-led 

Club of the Isles.  

The Mont Pelerin Society 

The Mont Pelerin Society, from the outset, was to be a clandestine agency committed to 

implementing the ``Hayekian'' Conservative Revolution.  

One of the key figures in this effort was Antony Fisher. Born in London in 1915, educated at 

Eton and Cambridge, Fisher was elected to the Mont Pelerin Society in 1954. The following 

year, he founded the Institute of Economic Affairs in London, as the first of dozens of front 

groups for Mont Pelerin that he would help launch. Other IEA founders included von Hayek, 

who at this point was at the University of Chicago; Ralph Harris, a leader of the British 

Eugenics Society which had earlier helped draft Hitler's race laws; Keith Joseph and Allan 

Walters.  

When Margaret Thatcher was elected Prime Minister of Britain in 1979, the Mont Pelerin 

apparatus moved right into 10 Downing Street. In recognition of the Mont Pelerin Society's 

loyal service to the House of Windsor, Queen Elizabeth II appointed Ralph Harris a peer for 

life, as Lord Harris of High Cross, and knighted Antony Fisher and Allan Walters. Walters 

was given an office at 10 Downing Street as Thatcher's resident economic advisor.  

By this time, Fisher had already furthered the Mont Pelerin subversion by establishing the 

Fraser Institute in Vancouver, Canada in 1974, the Manhattan Institute in New York City in 

1977, and the Pacific Institute for Public Policy Research in San Francisco in 1978. In 

1973, Mont Pelerin had also been instrumental in launching the Coors family think tank, 

the Heritage Foundation, in Washington, D.C. Following the Thatcher victory, Mont Pelerin 

launched an ambitious overhaul of Heritage, importing a half dozen British Mont Pelerinites 

in anticipation of the 1980 Presidential run by Ronald Reagan.  

Launching a New Fascist International 

Following the Thatcher election in Britain, Fisher also contacted von Hayek, Milton 

Friedman, and other leading Mont Pelerin figures and spelled out an ambitious expansion 

effort; in effect, the launching of a new fascist (ie. Conservative Revolution) international.  

On New Years Day 1980, von Hayek wrote back to Fisher: 

``I entirely agree with you that the time has come when it has become desirable and almost 

a duty to extend the network of institutes of the kind of the London Institute of Economic 

Affairs. Though it took some time for its influence to become noticeable, it has by now far 

exceeded my most optimistic hopes.... What I argued thirty years ago, that we can beat the 

Socialist trend only if we can persuade the intellectuals, the makers of opinion, seems to me 

more than amply confirmed. Whether we can still win the race against the expanding 

Socialist tide depends on whether we can spread the insights, which prove much more 



acceptable to the young if rightly expounded than I had hoped, fast and wide enough... The 

future of civilization may really depend on whether we can catch the ear of a large enough 

part of the upcoming generation of intellectuals all over the world fast enough. And I am 

more convinced than ever that the method practiced by the IEA is the only one which 

promises any real results.... This ought to be used to create similar institutes all over the 

world and you have now acquired the special skill of doing it. It would be money well spent 

if large sums could be made available for such a concerted effort.''  

On Feb. 20, 1980, Margaret Thatcher added her endorsement to the project in a letter to 

Fisher; and May 8, Milton Friedman threw his support behind the international effort: ``Any 

extension of institutes of this kind around the world is certainly something ardently to be 

desired.''  

To carry out this global effort, Fisher launched the Atlas Economic Research Foundation in 

1981. Originally based in San Francisco, Atlas is now headquartered on the campus of 

George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia near Washington, D.C. In a strategy paper 

written in February 1985, Fisher wrote of the need to transform the ``extremist'' anti-

government, radical free market policies of the von Hayek Mont Pelerin Society apparatus 

into the ``new orthodoxy'' through the launching of hundreds of small think tanks on every 

continent. ``To inform the public, it is necessary to avoid any suggestion of vested interest, 

or intent to indoctrinate.... Furthermore, increasing numbers of academic experts feel free 

to criticize government when their research is not sponsored by government.''  

The lesson in all of this? Don't be fooled by cheap Madison Avenue propaganda. There is 

nothing ``American'' about Newt Gingrich's ``new American civilization,'' and there is no 

truth in Dick Armey's ``true Hayekian agenda.'' And, as this morning's panel amply 

demonstrated, there is no ``free market.'' Remove sovereign nation-states from a role in 

economic development and all you have is the oligarchy's cartels. The so-called Gingrich 

Revolution is just the latest effort by the House of Windsor's agents and useful fools to 

repackage the same Conservative Revolution that has brought death and destruction to 

civilization throughout much of the past century.  

Analyzing Austrian economics memes: Who benefits from the anarcho-capitalist utopia? 

September 24, 2012 by Memehunter dailyknell.com 

Most alternative media outlets promoting Austrian economics are fond of laying all the 

blame for our economic woes at the feet of politicians and the government. To be sure, 

Austrian sympathizers are correct in pointing out that governments have become, in most 

countries, bloated and mismanaged institutions, with labyrinthine rules and an addiction to 

red tape. However, what is suspicious is that Austrian solutions always end up somehow 

benefiting private banks and “hard money” proponents instead of the general population. 

Let us identify some of the typical memes disseminated by Austrian outlets, through an 

analysis of Daily Bell’s founder Anthony Wile’s sales pitch for The Foundation for the 

Advancement of Free Market Thinking (FAFMT). Keeping in mind that Wile and several of his 

collaborators have worked and still work as consultants for large international banks and 

other financial concerns, we will apply the well-known cui bono principle to our analysis: 

who would really benefit from all the reforms and proposals advocated by Wile’s 

Foundation? 

-          ‘Politicians all over the world spend with abandon, burdening their citizens with 

confiscatory taxes, insurmountable debts and economic ruin’ 

True, excessive governmental spending and heavy taxation are unjustified.  However, when 

Wile talks about “insurmountable debts”, he fails to mention that governments would not 

need to pay interest if they did not borrow interest-bearing fiat currencies created from 

nothing. And interest charges are a major part of the burden mentioned by Wile: in the 
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United States alone, interest charges correspond to nearly half of the $11 trillion increase 

in public debt projected over the next decade. 

It stands to reason that, in the absence of interest charges, State deficits would be 

significantly reduced. Moreover, a larger share of the governmental spending could be 

directed towards useful programs, instead of paying banksters for the privilege of conjuring 

money out of thin air. In spite of the Daily Bell’s constant clamouring, there is nothing 

remotely statist or coercive about noticing this fact: pointing out the ludicrousness of the 

current monetary system does not mean that one endorses oppressive governments. On the 

other hand, a failure to notice the longstanding usurious usurpation is almost certainly 

indicative of a hidden agenda. 

-          ‘Central bankers shamelessly manipulate and inflate their currencies creating 

financial bubbles that ultimately burst, leaving shattered lives and businesses in their 

wake…’ 

The Daily Bell is only one of numerous alternative media outlets that constantly repeat this 

assertion. Although the concept of central banking is justifiably open to criticism, this 

Austrian meme is, once more, a half-truth at best. Indeed, according to recent estimates, 

97% of the money supply is created by commercial banks. More strikingly, we learn in 

Congressman Wright Patman’s Primer on Money that since the 19th century, while the United 

States were still under the Austrians’ beloved gold standard, checkbook money (credit) 

created by commercial banks in the form of loans has replaced notes as the most important 

form of money. 

Without minimizing the role of central banks, the reader would be justified in asking why is 

Anthony Wile heaping so much scorn on central bankers, all the while completely ignoring 

commercial banks? As a rule, Austrian sympathizers are very voluble on central banks, but 

are generally remarkably silent on the excesses of commercial banking, and seem unable to 

understand that the banking system is one. 

-           ‘The U.S. Federal Reserve and other central banks must be abolished and replaced 

with currencies 1::% backed by gold and/or other commodities…’ 

Why do we need currencies to be backed by gold and/or commodities? The Daily Bell has 

never really explained the rationale behind this, except to claim that gold-backed currencies 

are more “honest”. Whereas physical gold may arguably be more honest in the sense that it 

cannot be inflated so easily, the same cannot be said for “gold-backed” currencies for 

which “paper gold” can be printed far in excess of the amount of physical gold backing the 

currencies. After all, this is exactly why this practice became very popular with goldsmiths. 

From Modern Money Mechanics, published by the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago: 

It started with goldsmiths. As early bankers, they initially provided safekeeping services, 

making a profit from vault storage fees for gold and coins deposited with them. People 

would redeem their “deposit receipts” whenever they needed gold or coins to purchase 

something, and physically take the gold or coins to the seller who, in turn, would deposit 

them for safekeeping, often with the same banker. Everyone soon found that it was a lot 

easier simply to use the deposit receipts directly as a means of payment. These receipts, 

which became known as notes, were acceptable as money since whoever held them could go 

to the banker and exchange them for metallic money. 

 Then, bankers discovered that they could make loans merely by giving their promises to 

pay, or bank notes, to borrowers. In this way, banks began to create money. More notes 

could be issued than the gold and coin on hand because only a portion of the notes 

outstanding would be presented for payment at any one time. Enough metallic money had to 

be kept on hand, of course, to redeem whatever volume of notes was presented for payment. 
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 There you have it: the original reason why bankers (and modern Austrians) always favoured 

“gold-backed” currencies over physical gold was because it enabled them to develop 

fractional banking. 

More importantly, we should keep in mind that following Wile’s suggestion of abolishing 

central banks and replacing fiat currencies with gold-backed currencies amounts to 

transferring the control of the money supply from central banks to those who own gold 

mines and large hoards of gold. This is why “hard money” entrepreneurs and their 

Libertarian friends tirelessly promote the concept. But is this really advantageous for the 

general population, even in the absence of a currency monopoly? Beware of the Austrian 

‘Free Market for Currencies’ Hoax! 

-          ‘Welfare and other redistribution schemes need to be abolished and government 

spending rolled back at all levels by 6:% to 9:%…’ 

Now the true colours of the anarcho-capitalists shine in all their brazen conceit. In their 

utopian world, private banks should hold most, if not all, of the power to create money: 

governments would be denied any control over the currency supply and their spending 

would be severely restricted. It is not difficult to imagine the control over the economy that 

private bankers would acquire in a few years in such a world. Austrians and assorted 

anarcho-capitalists may rail against governmental excesses, but it is naïve to think that 

private bankers will have the best interests of the population at heart. 

Speaking of interest, it is worth noticing once again how Anthony Wile and his Austrian 

friends utterly condemn any form of “welfare and other redistribution schemes” when it 

comes from the government, but completely endorse another, much more insidious 

“redistribution scheme”, namely the collection of interest charges by banks. A wealth 

transfer of trillions for the mere service of creating money at the stroke of a pen. This is 

another reason why the “commodity backing” is a popular option among the Austrian 

crowd: by promoting the use a commodity to represent symbolic wealth, Austrians hope to 

be able to justify interest through their worn-out, and already debunked, time-preference 

theory. But this is merely a make-believe attempt to give some credibility to this monstrous 

wealth transfer that is enslaving most of the population. 

Not only is interest on credit fraudulently justified through the time-preference theory, but 

anti-interest activists are also regularly denounced as evil UN stooges conducting “backdoor 

government psyops”… 

-          ‘Government regulations – including sacred cows such as anti-trust laws, minimum 

wage laws and food and drug laws – must be repealed.’ 

As pointed out above, we do agree that excessive government regulations are a burden. 

Even worse, many of these regulations actually serve international cartels, such as the 

pharmaceutical industry, instead of protecting the citizen. Clearly, the current regulatory 

system does not serve its intended function. 

Having said that, do we really want a world without laws? Libertarians dream of a return to 

the law of the jungle, with a Far West-type “private justice”. Apparently, the only things that 

the government should protect and enforce are property rights and, one would assume, the 

payment of interest charges to private banks. The priorities of the anarcho-capitalists are 

clear: nothing should stand in the way of private cartels (abolition of anti-trust laws), any 

type of regulations and laws that would slow down or impede business must be abolished 

forthwith, and finally any type of protection or entitlement for the average citizen shall be 

eliminated. Does this sound like an ideal society for human beings, or more like a utopia 

designed with transnational corporations in mind? 

Conclusion 
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What kind of “freedom” is it that these “free-market” thinkers are advocating? We must be 

careful not to confuse true liberty with the lack of rules of the Libertarian utopia, for this is 

more akin to financial servitude, if not outright slavery, than to any kind of emancipation. 

The truth is that it takes only a little bit of scratching off the veneer of respectability and 

listening past the “freedom” buzzwords to see the ever-present Satanic core that underlies 

and informs this ideology. 

Understanding why Austrian Economics is Flawed 

By Cullen Roche · Tuesday, September 10th, 2013  

Austrian economics has been through quite a rollercoaster ride over the last 10 years as 

the housing bubble appeared to vindicate many of their views and then the economic 

recovery proved many of their dire predictions completely wrong.  I think Austrian 

Economics is deficient and Austrian Business Cycle Theory is inherently flawed and built on 

misunderstandings about the way the modern monetary system actually works.  Allow me to 

provide the core reason why I believe this: 

1)  Austrian economics is a political ideology that masquerades as an economic school of 

thought. 

Like most of the economic schools in existence today, Austrian Economics is predicated on 

a political ideology.  Austrians tend to be vehemently anti-government and pro-market.  So 

they build a world view that conforms to the world they want and not the world we actually 

have. 

We’ve seen this time and time again in the last 5 years during the recovery as the 

government picked up spending when the private sector cratered.  There is always an 

excuse within Austrian Economics that implicitly assumes government cannot spend dollars 

any better than a household.  This might be true in a general sense, but it is not always 

true.  For that implies that households and businesses always make rational decisions.  As 

if choosing to have our government spend money on wars and welfare is all that much 

different than households spending money on the next release of the tech gadget they 

probably don’t need or the McMansion they can’t afford. 

Austrians aren’t the only offenders of this.  We see it in Keynesian approaches, Market 

Monetarist approaches, Monetarist approaches and just about all of economics these days. 

 Economics is built primarily on a bunch of political agendas designed to look like a 

science.  Austrians (particularly the Rothbardians) are so vehemently against government 

involvement in the economy that they are among the very worst offenders of trying to pass 

an ideology off as a school of thought.  It results in a very unbalanced presentation of our 

reality. 

The point made above is so true I feel. Another truth is the illusion of choice.  

Basically they gave you the illusion of choice between Keynesian and Austrian Economics, 

but both games are rigged, plus the truth is, the guys who print our paper money today 

have been using it to buy all the physical gold supplies years ago. Both sides of this 

dialectic serve those in control. Though I would have to say that holding onto gold or other 

precious metal’s is definitely the lesser of two evils if it were to be juxtapositioned against 

holding cash, especially in regards to the foreseeable future. (In my own humble opinion 

that is).  

Debunking another cornerstone of the Austrian-Keynesian dialectic: do central banks really 

control the money supply? 

November 18, 2012 by Memehunter  

http://thedailyknell.wordpress.com/2012/02/25/the-satanic-core-of-libertarianism/
http://pragcap.com/author/cullen-roche
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1905625
http://thedailyknell.wordpress.com/author/memehunterdailyknell/


Austrian economists have, since Ludwig von Mises, tended to blame central banking for 

almost all our economic and societal woes. According to the Daily Bell, a noted Austro-

libertarian “alternative” media outlet: 

 “The boom-bust cyclicality of modern economies can be laid directly at the feet of central 

banking, with its monetary stimulation, which first expands an economy and then contracts 

it when the expansion has gone too far. Thus, central banking is responsible for the 

manifold disasters that have overtaken the Western world in the past century at least. 

Wars, industrial collapse, recessions and depressions can all be laid at the feet of central 

banking and the great families that insist on its ongoing implementation.” 

In fact, the “End the Fed” mantra has become so prevalent among Libertarians that they do 

not even bother to verify the Austrian claim that central banks are truly in control of the 

money supply. To be fair, the Keynesian school, the mainstream-approved dialectical 

“opposite” of the Austrian school, also promotes this idea, so much that this meme has 

permeated both mainstream and “alternative” thinking. 

However, authentic truthseekers have a duty to inform themselves and seek confirming 

evidence before accepting the “central banking dogma” at face value, especially because it 

is a cornerstone of both the Keynesian and Austrian schools, two elite creations. 

I should make it clear at the outset that my goal, with this article, is not to defend the 

institution of central banking. Rather, my aim is to confront the central banking dogma with 

facts and empirical evidence, in an effort to establish the truth about the control of our 

money supply. 

Endogenous versus exogenous theories of money creation 

 According to the mainstream neo-Keynesian economic theory, money creation is an 

“exogenous” phenomenon ―in the sense that it is exogenous to the economy‖, and the broad 

money supply is a function of the quantity of “government money” ―the “monetary base”‖ 

and the money multiplier (the inverse of the reserve ratio) which constrains the amount of 

credit created by commercial banks. 

Interestingly, Austrian economists are for the most part in agreement with this statement. 

While some Austrians denounce the credit expansion generated via fractional-reserve 

banking, they generally consider “central bank printing” to be the main source of inflation. 

On the other hand, several non-mainstream economic schools have suggested an 

alternative, “endogenous” model of creation, beginning with Knut Wicksell and “renegade” 

Austrian Joseph Schumpeter. According to this model, loans create deposits and private 

banks are not reserve-constrained in practice. 

The endogenous model, which predicts that central banks have little or no control over the 

broad money supply, is considered to be a “heterodox” economic theory associated with the 

post-Keynesian school. Offshoots and associated schools include Chartalism (or Modern 

Monetary Theory), Circuit theory, and Horizontalism. 

A few prominent bankers, no doubt based on their practical experience, publicly rejected 

the exogenous theory. Already in 1969, Alan Holmes, vice-president of the Federal Reserve 

Bank of New York, ridiculed the exogenous model, noting that it “suffers from a naive 

assumption that the banking system only expands loans after the system (or market 

factors‖ have put reserves in the banking system.” According to Holmes, “in the real world, 

banks extend credit, creating deposits in the process, and look for the reserves later… the 

reserves required to be maintained by the banking system are predetermined by the level of 

deposits existing two weeks earlier.” 

http://www.thedailybell.com/floatWindow.cfm?id=2958:


Post-Keynesian economist Basil Moore, associated with Horizontalism, was perhaps the first 

researcher to provide extensive data suggesting that bank lending was not reserve-

constrained, leading him to propose instead that loans “cause” deposits which then lead to 

increased reserves. 

However, the most convincing debunking of the exogenous theory was unexpectedly 

provided by neoclassical economists Kydland and Prescott, co-winners of the 2004 Nobel 

Memorial Prize in Economics. In an article titled “Business Cycles: Real Facts and a 

Monetary Myth”, published in 199:, they found “no evidence that either the monetary base 

or M1 leads the cycle, although some economists still believe this monetary myth”. In fact, 

they observed that “the monetary base lags the cycle slightly” and that the “difference of 

M2-M1” leads the cycle by “about three quarters”, prompting them to conclude that: 

“The fact that the transaction component of real cash balances (M1) moves 

contemporaneously with the cycle while the much larger nontransaction component (M2) 

leads the cycle suggests that credit arrangements could play a significant role in future 

business cycle theory. Introducing money and credit into growth theory in a way that 

accounts for the cyclical behaviour of monetary as well as real aggregates is an important 

open problem in economics.” 

More recently, Carpenter and Demiralp ―2:1:‖ have shown that “changes in reserves are 

unrelated to changes in lending, and open market operations do not have a direct impact on 

lending”, concluding that “the textbook treatment of money in the transmission mechanism 

can be rejected”. 

The tail that wags the dog? 

According to the available data, it seems that the endogenous model is a clear winner: the 

evidence strongly suggests that loans are created first by private banks, and that the central 

bank then adds reserves to match loan creation. The statistics also show that, contrary to 

the textbook model, it is private banks, rather than central banks, that create most of the 

additional purchasing power “out of thin air”. Finally, this newly-created purchasing power 

is achieved by nothing more than double-entry bookkeeping: credit expansion does not 

require prior savings. Schumpeter offers a clear summary: “It is always a question, not of 

transforming purchasing power which already exists in someone’s possession, but of the 

creation of new purchasing power out of nothing”. 

As noted by Moore, central banks have to accommodate the need for reserves if they want to 

avoid a credit crunch: “once deposits have been created by an act of lending, the central 

bank must somehow ensure that the required reserves are available at the settlement date. 

Otherwise the banks, no matter how hard they scramble for funds, could not in the 

aggregate meet their reserve requirements”. This means that the money multiplier is a poor 

control mechanism: increasing the amount of reserves will merely decrease the money 

multiplier ratios (for instance, the M2 to base money ratio). 

In fact, this is what has happened since the Federal Reserve embarked on a reckless 

program of quantitative easing in 2008: the ratio of the broad money supply to the 

monetary base has decreased tremendously, meaning that in spite of all the “central bank 

money printing” so virulently denounced by Austrians, the effect on the broad money supply 

has been surprisingly limited. To put it simply: no matter how much they print, central 

banks cannot force commercial banks to lend. 

Central banks still retain a modicum of control over the money supply through interest 

rates, but the impact of the official interest rate is mostly limited to the quantity of reserves 

held by private banks and, indirectly, the relative profitability of privately-created loans. 

Furthermore, this is mostly a one-sided tool: while high official interest rates may effectively 

induce private banks to increase their reserves and reduce the quantity of private credit, 



the recent crisis has shown that even zero or near-zero interest rates have little impact on 

commercial bank lending. 

In conclusion, commercial banks, rather than being simply the “distribution arm” of central 

banks, are truly the “tail that wags the dog”. The broad money supply, 97% of which 

corresponds to credit created by commercial banks, is in fact modulated according to the 

market’s demand for credit rather than by government or central bank intervention. This 

turns the “money multiplier” mechanism on its head and renders the entire concept of 

“reserves” irrelevant. 

Although Austrians may wish to blame “paper money” for this situation, claiming that this 

would not happen if we used a commodity-based currency, credit created by commercial 

banks had already replaced notes as the most important form of money in the 19th century, 

while the United States were still under the gold standard, according to Congressman 

Wright Patman’s Primer on Money. 

The role of the central banking dogma in the Austrian-Keynesian dialectic 

The obvious question to ask, after considering the evidence in favour of the endogenous 

model, is why both Austrians and mainstream Keynesian economists are still defending the 

exogenous theory, although it is unsupported by the data. My view is that Keynesianism and 

Austrianism are two poles of an elite dialectic, focusing mostly on four dualities: 

 
Keynesianism Austrianism 

Government Big Small or none 

Currency “Soft” “Hard” 

Control of the money supply Central banks The “free market” ―ideally‖ 

Causes of recession Excessive saving Government intervention 

 

This is evidently an oversimplification. Nevertheless, I think that it captures the essential 

dichotomies between these two theories. However, while these dichotomies are important 

and meaningful, they do not reveal what is obfuscated by both schools. In that context, it is 

remarkable that both schools want us to believe that central banks play an important role 

(good or bad), a claim that is debunked by the available evidence. It is likely that the goal of 

these apparently competing elite memes is to conceal the role of private banks and the 

importance of commercial credit behind the false “central banks versus free market” 

dichotomy. 

Moreover, although both schools make a sharp distinction between central banks and 

private banking, the data tend to support the idea that the banking system is one (which as 

we know is controlled mostly by the same people), with central banks acting simply as a 

backstop to stabilize the system and justify the legal monopoly on currency. Viewed in that 

light, proposed reforms to the banking system, such as the BIS raising “capital reserve 

requirements”, can be seen as mere posturing: a pathetic effort to maintain the illusion that 

reserves and the “money multiplier” effect actually matter. 

Finally, let us not forget that each school ascribes the cause of economic recessions to a 

phenomenon which is actually endorsed by its “opponent” ―Austrians support “excessive 

saving” while Keynesians favour government intervention), but both ignore what is likely the 

main reason for our economic problems: usury. 

The Austrian School is a classic example of crank science 

http://www.thedailybell.com/28169/John-Browne-Banks-Punished-For-Central-Bank-and-Political-Errors
http://dewoody.net/money/
http://neweconomicperspectives.org/2012/04/krugmans-flashing-neon-sign.html#more-1866
http://realcurrencies.wordpress.com/2012/03/07/understand-that-the-banking-system-is-one/
http://realcurrencies.wordpress.com/2012/07/26/the-few-banks-that-own-all/


Perhaps the first thing to stand out about Austrian economics is its relationship to 

mainstream economics. The two completely reject each other, and proudly so. (...)  

 

Mainstream economists dismiss the Austrians as cranks. Nobel economist Paul Samuelson 

wrote that "I tremble for the reputation of my subject" after reading the "exaggerated claims 

that used to be made in economics for the power of deduction and a priori reasoning [the 

Austrian methods]." (1) Noted economist Mark Blaug has called Austrian methodologies "so 

cranky and idiosyncratic that we can only wonder that they have been taken seriously by 

anyone." (2)  

 

For most of the Austrian School's history, mainstream academia has simply ignored it. Even 

today, none of its works are on the required reading list at Harvard.  

 

Most introductory economics texts don't even mention the school, and its economists are 

absent from many encyclopedias or indexes of the century's great economists. Several of its 

founding figures struggled to make ends meet, rejected by universities which did not view 

their work as sound.  

 

Even today, the movement's faculty boasts no more than 75 scholars worldwide. (4) By 

comparison, there are over 20,000 economists in the American Economics Association 

alone.  

 

Their failure to rise in academia has not been for want of publicity -- on the contrary, their 

leaders have been publishing books for over 120 years, all the while bumping elbows with 

famous economists like John Maynard Keynes. And after Hayek shared a Nobel Prize in 

1974 for a contribution to monetary theory, the school received a huge burst of academic 

attention. But it was just as quickly rejected. Their dismal showing in academia stems from 

the fact that they have simply failed to make their case. (...)»From Why There Is No Such 

Thing As An Austrian School Of Economics website. - Thursday, August 26, 2004  Posted by 

Manuel Pinheiro  

Why I am not an Austrian Economist - Thursday, August 26, 2004 by Brian Caplan 

Department of Economics George Mason University 

(...) Given this, I conclude that while self-labelled Austrian economist have some valid 

contributions to make to economics, these are simply not distinctive enough to sustain a 

school of thought.  

 

“Austrian paradigm has largely failed, producing an abundance of meta-economics 

(philosophy, methodology, and history of thought), but few substantive results.  

 

Whatever Austrian economists have that is worth saying should simply be addressed to 

broader economics profession, which (in spite of itself) remains eager for original, true and 

substantive ideas.(...)»  - Brian Caplan Department of Economics George Mason University 

I’ll finish with one of the main protagonists in this whole section of books giving the 

Austrian school of economics his personal thumbs up. - With all that you’ve seen this odious 

man involved with in these first four books his endorsement should be enough on its own to 

let you know that Austrian economics is being used against us in some way! 

In an interview with David Rockefeller with Mark Skousen on January 24, 2000: He 

(Rockefeller) revealed he considers himself a follower of the Austrian school of economics. 

Friedrich Hayek had been his tutor at the London School of Economics in the 1930s. 

In the next part we will look at the colossal amount of funds these banks are playing with 

when we examine derivatives and their requisite bubble. 

http://thereisnoaustrianschoolofeconomics.blogspot.co.uk/
http://thereisnoaustrianschoolofeconomics.blogspot.co.uk/
http://thereisnoaustrianschoolofeconomics.blogspot.co.uk/
http://www.blogger.com/profile/02753328447107401271


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Fifty Part Sixteen  

In this chapter we will briefly look at another giant amount of cash not being used to better 

humanity’s lot. 

I often wonder why no-one asks: who actually owns all this money being used, and why has 

none of it been used to bail the banks out instead of using our money? 

SHORT STORY: Pick something of value, make bets on the future value of "something", add 

contract & you have a derivative. 

Banks make massive profits on derivatives, and when the bubble bursts chances are the tax 

payer will end up with the bill. 

This visualizes the total coverage for derivatives (notional). Similar to insurance company's 

total coverage for all cars. 

LONG STORY: A derivative is a legal bet (contract) that derives its value from another asset, 

such as the future or current value of oil, government bonds or anything else.  

Ex- A derivative buys you the option (but not obligation) to buy oil in 6 months for today's 

price/any agreed price, hoping that oil will cost more in future. (I'll bet you it'll cost more in 

6 months).  

Derivative can also be used as insurance, betting that a loan will or won't default before a 

given date. So it’s a big betting system, like a Casino, but instead of betting on cards and 

roulette, you bet on future values and performance of practically anything that holds value.  

The system is not regulated what-so-ever, and you can buy a derivative on an existing 

derivative. 

Most large banks try to prevent smaller investors from gaining access to the derivative 

market on the basis of there being too much risk.  

The derivative market has blown a galactic bubble, just like the real estate bubble or stock 

market bubble (that's going on right now).  

Since there is literally no economist in the world that knows exactly how the derivative 

money flows or how the system works, while derivatives are traded in microseconds by 

computers, we really don't know what will trigger the crash, or when it will happen, but 

considering the global financial crisis this system is in for tough times, that will be 

catastrophic for the world financial system since the 9 largest banks shown below hold a 

total of $228.72 trillion in Derivatives  

- Approximately 3 times the entire world economy. No government in world has money for 

this bailout.  

Let’s take a look at what banks have the biggest Derivative Exposures and what scandals 

they've been lately involved in. Derivative Data Source: ZeroHedge. 

 

 



 

 

$2 Billion on Truck 

 

 

$100 

 

Ten Thousand Dollars $10,000 - 

Enough for a great vacation or to 

buy a used car.  Approximately one 

year of work for the average human 

on earth. 

 

 

100 Million Dollars $100,000,000 

- Plenty to go around for everyone. 

Fits nicely on an ISO/ Military 

standard sized pallet.  

 

$1 Million is the cash square on 

the floor.  

 

1 Billion Dollars $1,000,000,000 - 

This is how a billion dollars looks 

like. 10 pallets of $100 bills.  

1 Trillion Dollars 

$1,000,000,000,000 - When they 

throw around the word "Trillion" 

like it is nothing, this is the reality 

of $1 trillion dollars. The square of 

pallets to the right is $10 billion 

dollars. 100x that and you have the 

tower of $1 trillion that is 465 feet 

tall (142 meters). 

 



Bank of New York Mellon 

BNY has a derivative exposure of $1.375 Trillion dollars.  

Considered a too big to fail (TBTF) bank. It is currently facing (among others) lawsuits 

fraud and contract breach suits by a Los Angeles pension fund and New York pension funds, 

where BNY Mellon allegedly overcharged the funds on many millions of dollars and 

concealed it. 

 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-03-30/bank-of-new-york-mellon-must-face-fraud-contract-breach-suit.html
http://money.cnn.com/2011/10/05/news/companies/bank_new_york_mellon_fraud/index.htm


State Street Financial 

State Street has a derivative exposure of $1.390 Trillion dollars.  

Too big to fail (TBTF) bank. It has been charged by California Attorney General (among 

other) lawsuits for massive fraud on California's CalPERS and CalSTRS pension funds - 

similar to BNY (above). 

 

http://www.zerohedge.com/article/state-street-sued-unconscionable-fraud-against-calpers


Morgan Stanley 

Morgan Stanley has a derivative exposure of $1.722 Trillion dollars.  

It’s a too big to fail (TBTF) bank. It recently settled a lawsuit for over-paying its employees 

while accepting the  

tax payer funded bailout. Vice Chairman of Morgan Stanley had a license plate that said 

"2BG2FAIL" on his Porsche Cayenne Turbo. All this while $250 million of bailout money 

ended up in the hands of Waterfall TALF Opportunity, run by the Morgan Stanley's owners' 

wives-- Marry a banker for a $250M tax-payer cash injection. 

The bank also got a SECRET $2.041 Trillion bailout from the Federal Reserve during the 

crisis, beyond the tax payer bailout. 

 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/03/22/us-morganstanley-pay-lawsuit-idUSBRE82L0UF20120322
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/12/10/robert-kindlers-2bg2fail_n_386168.html
http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/the-real-housewives-of-wall-street-look-whos-cashing-in-on-the-bailout-20110411
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/have-you-heard-about-the-16-trillion-dollar-bailout-the-federal-reserve-handed-to-the-too-big-to-fail-banks


Wells Fargo 

Wells Fargo has a derivative exposure of $3.332 Trillion dollars.  

It’s a too big to fail (TBTF) bank. WF has been charged for its role in allegedly pursuing 

illegal foreclosures and deceptive loan servicing. Wells Fargo was just slapped with an $85 

million fine by Federal Reserve for putting good credit borrowers into bad-credit rating 

(high rate) loans.  

In March 2010, Wachovia (owned by Wells Fargo) paid $110 million fine for allowing 

transactions connected to drug smuggling and a $50 million fine for failing to monitor cash 

used to ship 22 tons of cocaine. It also failed to monitor $378.4 billion (that's $378400 

millions dollars) worth of transactions to Mexican "casas de cambio" (think WesternUnion, 

anonymous cash transfer) usually linked to drug cartels. Beyond that, WF lets its' VIP 

employees live in foreclosed mansions. WF knows how to cash your legit check, then claim 

"fraud" and close your account. WF also re-orders your transactions to create more 

overdraft fees. Wells Fargo's Wachovia also got a SECRET $159 billion bailout from the 

Federal Reserve.  

 

Wells Fargo paid NO taxes in 2008-2010 and had a tax rate of NEGATIVE 1.4% while making  

$49 billion in profit during the same time.  

 

http://www.zerohedge.com/contributed/complaint-commonwealth-massachusetts-v-bank-america-jpmorgan-chase-citibank-gmac-wells-f
http://www.zerohedge.com/contributed/complaint-commonwealth-massachusetts-v-bank-america-jpmorgan-chase-citibank-gmac-wells-f
http://www.zerohedge.com/contributed/complaint-commonwealth-massachusetts-v-bank-america-jpmorgan-chase-citibank-gmac-wells-f
http://www.zerohedge.com/article/warren-buffetts-wells-fargo-busted-lying-people-wristslapped-85-million-fine-emperor-moral-h
http://www.zerohedge.com/article/warren-buffetts-wells-fargo-busted-lying-people-wristslapped-85-million-fine-emperor-moral-h
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/apr/03/us-bank-mexico-drug-gangs
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/apr/03/us-bank-mexico-drug-gangs
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/apr/03/us-bank-mexico-drug-gangs
http://www.azcentral.com/business/articles/2009/09/10/20090910biz-wellsfargobeachhouse10-ON.html
http://abclocal.go.com/kgo/story?section=news/7_on_your_side&id=7996116
http://abclocal.go.com/kgo/story?section=news/7_on_your_side&id=7996116
http://abclocal.go.com/kgo/story?section=news/7_on_your_side&id=7996116
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/presenting-how-wells-fargo-nickel-and-dimes-clients-account-death
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/presenting-how-wells-fargo-nickel-and-dimes-clients-account-death
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/presenting-how-wells-fargo-nickel-and-dimes-clients-account-death
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/have-you-heard-about-the-16-trillion-dollar-bailout-the-federal-reserve-handed-to-the-too-big-to-fail-banks
http://www.ctj.org/corporatetaxdodgers/CorporateTaxDodgersReport.pdf


HSBC 

HSBC has a derivative exposure of $4.321 Trillion dollars.  

HSBC is a Hong Kong based bank and its original name is 

The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited. 

 

You will find HSBC working a lot with JP Morgan Chase.  

Both HSBC and JP Morgan Chase have strong interest in gold & precious metals. HSBC and 

JP Morgan Chase are often involved together in financial scandals. 

Lately HSBC has been sued for allegedly funnelling more than $8.9 billion to the largest 

ponzi-scheme in history - Bernie Maddof's investment business. 

HSBC (along w/ JP Morgan Chase) has been sued for alleged conspiracy suppressing the 

price of silver and gold, partially through precious metal DERIVATIVES and making billions 

of dollars on it. State of Hawaii is suing HSBC (and other banks) for deceptive credit card 

lending practices. 

DZ Bank in Germany is suing HSBC (and JP Morgan) for deceptive (lying) practices when 

selling home-loan-backed securities.  

HSBC is also under investigation for laundering billions of dollars.  

 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-05-28/funds-sued-by-madoff-trustee-file-claims-against-custodian-hsbc.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-05-28/funds-sued-by-madoff-trustee-file-claims-against-custodian-hsbc.html
http://www.zerohedge.com/article/jpm-hsbc-sued-conspiracy-keep-silver-price-low-reaping-billions-illegal-profits
http://www.zerohedge.com/article/jpm-hsbc-sued-conspiracy-keep-silver-price-low-reaping-billions-illegal-profits
http://www.zerohedge.com/article/jpm-hsbc-sued-conspiracy-keep-silver-price-low-reaping-billions-illegal-profits
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/04/13/hawaii-sues-bank-of-america_n_1423241.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/04/13/hawaii-sues-bank-of-america_n_1423241.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/04/13/hawaii-sues-bank-of-america_n_1423241.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-04-02/jpmorgan-sued-by-dz-bank-on-402-million-in-mortgage-securities.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-04-02/jpmorgan-sued-by-dz-bank-on-402-million-in-mortgage-securities.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-04-02/jpmorgan-sued-by-dz-bank-on-402-million-in-mortgage-securities.html
http://www.infowars.com/hsbc-under-investigation-for-laundering-billions-dr-jerome-corsi-reports/


Goldman Sachs 

Goldman Sachs has a derivative exposure of $44.192 Trillion dollars.  

The $1 Trillion pillars towers are double-stacked @ 930 feet (248 m). 

The White House is standing next to the Statue of Liberty.  

 

Goldman Sachs has advantage over other banks because it has awesome 

connections in US Government. A lot of former Goldman employees hold high-level 

US Government positions.  

 

Mitt Romney's top donor is Goldman Sachs, and one of Obama's best donors.  

Ex-CEO of Goldman Sachs, Hank Paulson became the Secretary of Treasury under Bush and 

during the 2008 financial crisis authored the TARP bill demanding $700 billion bail-out.  

In UK, Goldman Sachs escaped £10 million bill on a failed tax avoidance scheme with help 

of good connections.  

The bank is the largest player in the food commodities market, earned $955m from food 

speculation in 2009" - That's your $$$. 

Goldman Sachs employees are arming themselves with guns in case there is a populist 

uprising against the bank.  

Goldman Sachs calls their investors "muppets". and use clients to make money for 

themselves, disregarding the clients.  

The bank was fined $22 million for sharing valuable nonpublic information with top clients 

(Think insider trading with best clients).  

Goldman Sachs was part-owner America's leading website for prostitution ads until the 

ownership stake was exposed. 

Goldman Sachs helped Greece conceal its debt with secret loans, while simultaneously 

taking advantage of Greece.  

Goldman Sachs got a $814 billion SECRET bailout from the Federal Reserve during the 

2008 crisis. 

Goldman Sachs got $10 billion of the 2008 TARP bailout, and in the same year paid $10.9 

billion in employee compensation and "benefits", while paying a tax rate of 1%. That means 

an average of $327,000 to each Goldman Sach's employee. 

 

 I apologise for the blank space - this graphic needs a page of its own. Feel free to fill the 
void by writing your own paragraph on, well, whatever takes your fancy really. Knock 

yourself out. M 

http://www.infowars.com/goldman-sachs-investing-in-political-influence/
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Bank of America 

Bank of America has a derivative exposure of $50.135 Trillion dollars.  

 

BofA is sticking the tax-payers with a MASSIVE bill, by moving derivatives to 

accounts insured by the federal government @ total of $53.7 trillion as of 06/2011. 

During 2011-12 BofA has been in need of cash, so Warren Buffett gave BofA $5 billion. 

Same year BofA sold its stake in China Construction Bank to raise $1.8 billion in cash.  

 

Bank of America paid $22 million to settle charges of improperly foreclosing on active-duty 

troops 

BofA recruited 3 cyber attack firms to attack WikiLeaks. but the Anonymous hacker group 

hacked the security firms first. 

BofA was sued for $31 billion in home-loan losses in 2011, the bank is involved in many 

lawsuits, too many to document. 

BofA also received a SECRET $1.344 trillion dollar bailout from the Federal Reserve. 
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Citibank 

Citibank has a derivative exposure of $52.102 Trillion dollars.  

The $1 Trillion dollar towers are double-stacked @ 930 feet (248 m). 

 

Citibank customers have been arrested for trying to close their accounts, while in in 

Indonesia a man was interrogated to death in Citibank's special "questioning room". In 

2011 Citibank paid a fine of $285 million for selling home-loan backed bonds to investors, 

while betting they would lose value (think derivatives/insurance). The man in charge of the 

unit at Citibank became Obama's Chief of Staff. 2 weeks before getting hired by Obama he 

got $900,000 from Citibank for great performance. This was after Citigroup took out $45 

billion in bailout money.  

Citibank knowingly passed over bad loans to the Federal Housing Administration to insure.  

 

Citigroup also received a SECRET $2.513 trillion dollar bailout from the Federal Reserve.  
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JP Morgan Chase (JPM) 

JP Morgan Chase has a derivative exposure of $70.151 Trillion dollars.  

$70 Trillion is roughly the size of the entire world's economy.  

The $1 Trillion dollar towers are double-stacked @ 930 feet (248 m). 

 

JP Morgan is rumored to hold 50->80% of the copper market, and manipulated the market 

by massive purchases. JP Morgan (JPM) is also guilty of manipulating the silver market to 

make billions. In 2010 JP Morgan had 3 perfect trading quarters and only lost money on 8 

days. Lawsuits on home foreclosures have been filed against JP Morgan. Aluminum price is 

manipulated by JP Morgan through large physical ownership of material and creating 

bottlenecks during transport. JP Morgan was among the banks involved in the seizure of 

$620 million in assets for alleged fraud linked to derivatives. JP Morgan got $25 billion 

taxpayer in bailout money. It has no intention of using the money to lend to customers, but 

instead will use it to drive out competition. The bank is also the largest owner of BP - the oil 

spill company. During the oil spill the bank said that the oil spill is good for the economy.  

JP Morgan Chase also received a SECRET $391 billion dollar bailout from the Federal 

Reserve.  

In 2012, JP Morgan (JPM) took a $2 billion loss on "Poorly Executed" Derivative Bets. 
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9 Biggest Banks' Derivative Exposure - $228.72 Trillion 

Note the little man standing in front of white house. The “little worm” shape next to that last 

football field is a truck with $2 billion dollars on it.  

There is no government in the world that has this kind of money. This is roughly 3 times the 

entire world economy. The unregulated market presents a massive financial risk. The 

corruption and immorality of the banks makes the situation worse.  

 

If you don't want to bank with these banks, but want to have access to free ATM's anywhere-- 

most Credit Unions in USA are in the CO-OP ATM network, where all ATM's are free to any 

COOP CU member and most support depositing checks. The Credit Unions are like banks, 

but invest all their profits to give members lower rates and better service. They don't have 

shareholders to worry about or have derivatives to purchase and sell.  

 

Keep an eye out in the news for "derivative crisis", as the crisis is inevitable with current 

falling value of most real assets.  

Derivative Data Source: ZeroHedge  

A Secretive Banking Elite Rules Trading in Derivatives 

BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON CORP, DEUTSCHE BANK AG, GOLDMAN SACHS, JPMORGAN 

ALERIAN MLP INDEX ETN, THE COCA-COLA CO, MORGAN STANLEY, STATE STREET CORP, 

BARCLAYS PLC, UBS AG, GOOGLE INC, BUSINESS NEWS  

The New York Times | Sunday, 12 Dec 2010 | 9:06 AM ET 

On the third Wednesday of every month, the nine members of an elite Wall Street society 

gather in Midtown Manhattan. 

The men share a common goal: to protect the interests of big banks in the vast market for 

derivatives, one of the most profitable — and controversial — fields in finance. They also 

share a common secret: The details of their meetings, even their identities, have been 

strictly confidential.  

Drawn from giants like JPMorgan Chase, Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley, the bankers 

form a powerful committee that helps oversee trading in derivatives, instruments which, like 

insurance, are used to hedge risk.  

In theory, this group exists to safeguard the integrity of the multitrillion-dollar market. In 

practice, it also defends the dominance of the big banks.  

The banks in this group, which is affiliated with a new derivatives clearinghouse, have 

fought to block other banks from entering the market, and they are also trying to thwart 

efforts to make full information on prices and fees freely available.  

Banks’ influence over this market, and over clearinghouses like the one this select group 

advises, has costly implications for businesses large and small, like Dan Singer’s home 

heating-oil company in Westchester County, north of New York City.  

This fall, many of Mr. Singer’s customers purchased fixed-rate plans to lock in winter 

heating oil at around $3 a gallon. While that price was above the prevailing $2.80 a gallon 

then, the contracts will protect homeowners if bitterly cold weather pushes the price higher.  

But Mr. Singer wonders if his company, Robison Oil, should be getting a better deal. He 

uses derivatives like swaps and options to create his fixed plans. But he has no idea how 

much lower his prices — and his customers’ prices — could be, he says, because banks 

don’t disclose fees associated with the derivatives.  

http://www.co-opnetwork.org/
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“At the end of the day, I don’t know if I got a fair price, or what they’re charging me,” Mr. 

Singer said.  

Derivatives shift risk from one party to another, and they offer many benefits, like enabling 

Mr. Singer to sell his fixed plans without having to bear all the risk that oil prices could 

suddenly rise. Derivatives are also big business on Wall Street. Banks collect many billions 

of dollars annually in undisclosed fees associated with these instruments — an amount that 

almost certainly would be lower if there were more competition and transparent prices.  

Just how much derivatives trading costs ordinary Americans is uncertain. The size and 

reach of this market has grown rapidly over the past two decades. Pension funds today use 

derivatives to hedge investments. States and cities use them to try to hold down borrowing 

costs. Airlines use them to secure steady fuel prices. Food companies use them to lock in 

prices of commodities like wheat or beef.  

The marketplace as it functions now “adds up to higher costs to all Americans,” said Gary 

Gensler, the chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, which regulates most 

derivatives. More oversight of the banks in this market is needed, he said.  

But big banks influence the rules governing derivatives through a variety of industry 

groups. The banks’ latest point of influence are clearinghouses like ICE Trust, which holds 

the monthly meetings with the nine bankers in New York.  

Under the Dodd-Frank financial overhaul, many derivatives will be traded via such 

clearinghouses. Mr. Gensler wants to lessen banks’ control over these new institutions. But 

Republican lawmakers, many of whom received large campaign contributions from bankers 

who want to influence how the derivatives rules are written, say they plan to push back 

against much of the coming reform. On Thursday, the commission cancelled a vote over a 

proposal to make prices more transparent, raising speculation that Mr. Gensler did not 

have enough support from his fellow commissioners.  

The Department of Justice is looking into derivatives, too. The department’s antitrust unit is 

actively investigating “the possibility of anticompetitive practices in the credit derivatives 

clearing, trading and information services industries,” according to a department 

spokeswoman.  

Indeed, the derivatives market today reminds some experts of the Nasdaq stock market in 

the 1990s. Back then, the Justice Department discovered that Nasdaq market makers were 

secretly colluding to protect their own profits. Following that scandal, reforms and 

electronic trading systems cut Nasdaq stock trading costs to 1/20th of their former level — 

an enormous savings for investors.  

“When you limit participation in the governance of an entity to a few like-minded institutions 

or individuals who have an interest in keeping competitors out, you have the potential for 

bad things to happen. It’s antitrust 1:1,” said Robert E. Litan, who helped oversee the 

Justice Department’s Nasdaq investigation as deputy assistant attorney general and is now a 

fellow at the Kauffman Foundation. “The history of derivatives trading is it has grown up as 

a very concentrated industry, and old habits are hard to break.”  

Representatives from the nine banks that dominate the market declined to comment on the 

Department of Justice investigation.  

Clearing involves keeping track of trades and providing a central repository for money 

backing those wagers. A spokeswoman for Deutsche Bank, which is among the most 

influential of the group, said this system will reduce the risks in the market. She said that 

Deutsche is focused on ensuring this process is put in place without disrupting the 

marketplace.  

http://banking.senate.gov/public/_files/070110_Dodd_Frank_Wall_Street_Reform_comprehensive_summary_Final.pdf


The Deutsche spokeswoman also said the banks’ role in this process has been a success, 

saying in a statement that the effort “is one of the best examples of public-private 

partnerships.”  

Established, But Can’t Get In 

The Bank of New York Mellon’s origins go back to 1784, when it was founded by Alexander 

Hamilton. Today, it provides administrative services on more than $23 trillion of 

institutional money.  

Recently, the bank has been seeking to enter the inner circle of the derivatives market, but 

so far, it has been rebuffed.  

Bank of New York officials say they have been thwarted by competitors who control 

important committees at the new clearinghouses, which were set up in the wake of the 

financial crisis.  

Bank of New York Mellon has been trying to become a so-called clearing member since early 

this year. But three of the four main clearinghouses told the bank that its derivatives 

operation has too little capital, and thus potentially poses too much risk to the overall 

market.  

The bank dismisses that explanation as absurd. “We are not a nobody,” said Sanjay 

Kannambadi, chief executive of BNY Mellon Clearing, a subsidiary created to get into the 

business. “But we don’t qualify. We certainly think that’s kind of crazy.”  

The real reason the bank is being shut out, he said, is that rivals want to preserve their 

profit margins, and they are the ones who helped write the membership rules.  

Mr. Kannambadi said Bank of New York’s clients asked it to enter the derivatives business 

because they believe they are being charged too much by big banks. Its entry could lower 

fees. Others that have yet to gain full entry to the derivatives trading club are the State 

Street Corporation, and small brokerage firms like MF Global and Newedge. 

The criteria seem arbitrary, said Marcus Katz, a senior vice president at Newedge, which is 

owned by two big French banks.  

“It appears that the membership criteria were set so that a certain group of market 

participants could meet that, and everyone else would have to jump through hoops,” Mr. 

Katz said.  

The one new derivatives clearinghouse that has welcomed Newedge, Bank of New York and 

the others — Nasdaq — has been avoided by the big derivatives banks.  

Only the Insiders Know 

How did big banks come to have such influence that they can decide who can compete with 

them?  

Ironically, this development grew in part out of worries during the height of the financial 

crisis in 2008. A major concern during the meltdown was that no one — not even 

government regulators — fully understood the size and interconnections of the derivatives 

market, especially the market in credit default swaps, which insure against defaults of 

companies or mortgages bonds. The panic led to the need to bail out the American 

International Group, for instance, which had C.D.S. contracts with many large banks. 

In the midst of the turmoil, regulators ordered banks to speed up plans — long in the 

making — to set up a clearinghouse to handle derivatives trading. The intent was to reduce 

risk and increase stability in the market.  



Two established exchanges that trade commodities and futures, the 

InterContinentalExchange, or ICE, and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, set up 

clearinghouses, and, so did Nasdaq.  

Each of these new clearinghouses had to persuade big banks to join their efforts, and they 

doled out membership on their risk committees, which is where trading rules are written, as 

an incentive.  

None of the three clearinghouses would divulge the members of their risk committees when 

asked by a reporter. But two people with direct knowledge of ICE’s committee said the bank 

members are: Thomas J. Benison of JPMorgan Chase & Company; James J. Hill of Morgan 

Stanley;Athanassios Diplas of Deutsche Bank; Paul Hamill of UBS ; Paul Mitrokostas of 

Barclays ;Andy Hubbard of Credit Suisse; Oliver Frankel of Goldman Sachs; Ali Balali of 

Bank of America; and Biswarup Chatterjee of Citigroup.  

Through representatives, these bankers declined to discuss the committee or the derivatives 

market. Some of the spokesmen noted that the bankers have expertise that helps the 

clearinghouse.  

Many of these same people hold influential positions at other clearinghouses, or on 

committees at the powerful International Swaps and Derivatives Association, which helps 

govern the market.  

Critics have called these banks the “derivatives dealers club,” and they warn that the club is 

unlikely to give up ground easily.  

“The revenue these dealers make on derivatives is very large and so the incentive they have 

to protect those revenues is extremely large,” said Darrell Duffie, a professor at the 

Graduate School of Business at Stanford University, who studied the derivatives market 

earlier this year with Federal Reserve researchers. “It will be hard for the dealers to keep 

their market share if everybody who can prove their creditworthiness is allowed into the 

clearinghouses. So they are making arguments that others shouldn’t be allowed in.”  

Perhaps no business in finance is as profitable today as derivatives. Not making loans. Not 

offering credit cards. Not advising on mergers and acquisitions. Not managing money for 

the wealthy.  

The precise amount that banks make trading derivatives isn’t known, but there is anecdotal 

evidence of their profitability. Former bank traders who spoke on condition of anonymity 

because of confidentiality agreements with their former employers said their banks typically 

earned $25,000 for providing $25 million of insurance against the risk that a corporation 

might default on its debt via the swaps market. These traders turn over millions of dollars 

in these trades every day, and credit default swaps are just one of many kinds of 

derivatives.  

The secrecy surrounding derivatives trading is a key factor enabling banks to make such 

large profits.  

If an investor trades shares of Google or Coca-Cola or any other company on a stock 

exchange, the price — and the commission, or fee — are known. Electronic trading has 

made this information available to anyone with a computer, while also increasing 

competition — and sharply lowering the cost of trading. Even corporate bonds have become 

more transparent recently. Trading costs dropped there almost immediately after prices 

became more visible in 2002.  

Not so with derivatives. For many, there is no central exchange, like the New York Stock 

Exchange or Nasdaq, where the prices of derivatives are listed. Instead, when a company or 

an investor wants to buy a derivative contract for, say, oil or wheat or securitized 



mortgages, an order is placed with a trader at a bank. The trader matches that order with 

someone selling the same type of derivative.  

Banks explain that many derivatives trades have to work this way because they are often 

customized, unlike shares of stock. One share of Google is the same as any other. But the 

terms of an oil derivatives contract can vary greatly.  

And the profits on most derivatives are masked. In most cases, buyers are told only what 

they have to pay for the derivative contract, say $25 million. That amount is more than the 

seller gets, but how much more — $5,000, $25,000 or $50,000 more — is unknown. That’s 

because the seller also is told only the amount he will receive. The difference between the 

two is the bank’s fee and profit. So, the bigger the difference, the better for the bank — and 

the worse for the customers.  

It would be like a real estate agent selling a house, but the buyer knowing only what he paid 

and the seller knowing only what he received. The agent would pocket the difference as his 

fee, rather than disclose it. Moreover, only the real estate agent — and neither buyer nor 

seller — would have easy access to the prices paid recently for other homes on the same 

block.  

An Electronic Exchange? 

Two years ago, Kenneth C. Griffin, owner of the giant hedge fund Citadel Group, which is 

based in Chicago, proposed open pricing for commonly traded derivatives, by quoting their 

prices electronically. Citadel oversees $11 billion in assets, so saving even a few percentage 

points in costs on each trade could add up to tens or even hundreds of millions of dollars a 

year.  

But Mr. Griffin’s proposal for an electronic exchange quickly ran into opposition, and what 

happened is a window into how banks have fiercely fought competition and open pricing. To 

get a transparent exchange going, Citadel offered the use of its technological prowess for a 

joint venture with the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, which is best-known as a trading 

outpost for contracts on commodities like coffee and cotton. The goal was to set up a 

clearinghouse as well as an electronic trading system that would display prices for credit 

default swaps.  

Big banks that handle most derivatives trades, including Citadel’s, didn’t like Citadel’s idea. 

Electronic trading might connect customers directly with each other, cutting out the banks 

as middlemen.  

So the banks responded in the fall of 2008 by pairing with ICE, one of the Chicago 

Mercantile Exchange’s rivals, which was setting up its own clearinghouse. The banks 

attached a number of conditions on that partnership, which came in the form of a merger 

between ICE’s clearinghouse and a nascent clearinghouse that the banks were establishing. 

These conditions gave the banks significant power at ICE’s clearinghouse, according to two 

people with knowledge of the deal. For instance, the banks insisted that ICE install the chief 

executive of their effort as the head of the joint effort. That executive, Dirk Pruis, left after 

about a year and now works at Goldman Sachs. Through a spokesman, he declined to 

comment.  

The banks also refused to allow the deal with ICE to close until the clearinghouse’s rulebook 

was established, with provisions in the banks’ favour. Key among those were the 

membership rules, which required members to hold large amounts of capital in derivatives 

units, a condition that was prohibitive even for some large banks like the Bank of New York.  

The banks also required ICE to provide market data exclusively to Markit, a little-known 

company that plays a pivotal role in derivatives. Backed by Goldman, JPMorgan and several 

other banks, Markit provides crucial information about derivatives, like prices.  



Kevin Gould, who is the president of Markit and was involved in the clearinghouse merger, 

said the banks were simply being prudent and wanted rules that protected the market and 

themselves.  

“The one thing I know the banks are concerned about is their risk capital,” he said. “You 

really are going to get some comfort that the way the entity operates isn’t going to put you 

at undue risk.”  

Even though the banks were working with ICE, Citadel and the C.M.E. continued to move 

forward with their exchange. They, too, needed to work with Markit, because it owns the 

rights to certain derivatives indexes. But Markit put them in a tough spot by basically 

insisting that every trade involve at least one bank, since the banks are the main parties 

that have licenses with Markit.  

This demand from Markit effectively secured a permanent role for the big derivatives banks 

since Citadel and the C.M.E. could not move forward without Markit’s agreement. And so, 

essentially boxed in, they agreed to the terms, according to the two people with knowledge 

of the matter. (A spokesman for C.M.E. said last week that the exchange did not cave to 

Markit’s terms.‖  

Still, even after that deal was complete, the Chicago Mercantile Exchange soon had second 

thoughts about working with Citadel and about introducing electronic screens at all. The 

C.M.E. backed out of the deal in mid-2::9, ending Mr. Griffin’s dream of a new, electronic 

trading system.  

With Citadel out of the picture, the banks agreed to join the Chicago Mercantile Exchange’s 

clearinghouse effort. The exchange set up a risk committee that, like ICE’s committee, was 

mainly populated by bankers.  

It remains unclear why the C.M.E. ended its electronic trading initiative. Two people with 

knowledge of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange’s clearinghouse said the banks refused to 

get involved unless the exchange dropped Citadel and the entire plan for electronic trading.  

Kim Taylor, the president of Chicago Mercantile Exchange’s clearing division, said “the 

market” simply wasn’t interested in Mr. Griffin’s idea.  

Critics now say the banks have an edge because they have had early control of the new 

clearinghouses’ risk committees. Ms. Taylor at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange said the 

people on those committees are supposed to look out for the interest of the broad market, 

rather than their own narrow interests. She likened the banks’ role to that of Washington 

lawmakers who look out for the interests of the nation, not just their constituencies.  

“It’s not like the sort of representation where if I’m elected to be the representative from 

the state of Illinois, I go there to represent the state of Illinois,” Ms. Taylor said in an 

interview.  

Officials at ICE, meantime, said they solicit views from customers through a committee that 

is separate from the bank-dominated risk committee.  

“We spent and we still continue to spend a lot of time on thinking about governance,” said 

Peter Barsoom, the chief operating officer of ICE Trust. “We want to be sure that we have all 

the right stakeholders appropriately represented.”  

Mr. Griffin said last week that customers have so far paid the price for not yet having 

electronic trading. He puts the toll, by a rough estimate, in the tens of billions of dollars, 

saying that electronic trading would remove much of this “economic rent the dealers enjoy 

from a market that is so opaque.”  

http://www.markit.com/en/


“It’s a stunning amount of money,” Mr. Griffin said. “The key players today in the 

derivatives market are very apprehensive about whether or not they will be winners or 

losers as we move towards more transparent, fairer markets, and since they’re not sure if 

they’ll be winners or losers, their basic instinct is to resist change.”  

In, Out and Around Henhouse 

The result of the manoeuvring of the past couple years is that big banks dominate the risk 

committees of not one, but two of the most prominent new clearinghouses in the United 

States.  

That puts them in a pivotal position to determine how derivatives are traded.  

Under the Dodd-Frank bill, the clearinghouses were given broad authority. The risk 

committees there will help decide what prices will be charged for clearing trades, on top of 

fees banks collect for matching buyers and sellers, and how much money customers must 

put up as collateral to cover potential losses.  

Perhaps more important, the risk committees will recommend which derivatives should be 

handled through clearinghouses, and which should be exempt.  

Regulators will have the final say. But banks, which lobbied heavily to limit derivatives 

regulation in the Dodd-Frank bill, are likely to argue that few types of derivatives should 

have to go through clearinghouses. Critics contend that the bankers will try to keep many 

types of derivatives away from the clearinghouses, since clearinghouses represent a step 

towards broad electronic trading that could decimate profits.  

The banks already have a head start. Even a newly proposed rule to limit the banks’ 

influence over clearing allows them to retain majorities on risk committees. It remains 

unclear whether regulators creating the new rules — on topics like transparency and 

possible electronic trading — will drastically change derivatives trading, or leave the 

bankers with great control.  

One former regulator warned against deferring to the banks. Theo Lubke, who until this fall 

oversaw the derivatives reforms at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, said banks do not 

always think of the market as a whole as they help write rules.  

“Fundamentally, the banks are not good at self-regulation,” Mr. Lubke said in a panel last 

March at Columbia University. “That’s not their expertise, that’s not their primary interest.”  

© 2012 CNBC.com 

Here’s an interesting fact to ponder. 

OUR LAND - COLLATERAL FOR THE NATIONAL DEBT 

Derry Brownfield August 17, 2007 NewsWithViews.com  

I consider Wayne Hage one of the most intelligent men I ever met. On our very first visit he 

was explaining the World Bank, the International Monetary fund and how the world bankers 

planned on collateralizing the world debt with land. Not just the U.S. national debt, but the 

“WORLD” debt. A listener sent me a copy of a report of the FOURTH WORLD WILDERNESS 

CONGRESS, which was held in Denver in 1987. Over 1500 people from sixty countries were 

told that wilderness lands were to protect the reindeer, the spotted owl and other 

endangered species. Ninety percent of the group consisted of conservationists, ecologists, 

government and United Nations bureaucrats. The other ten percent were world banking 

heavyweights, such as David Rockefeller of Chase Manhattan Bank, London banker Edmund 

de Rothschild and the Secretary of the U.S. Treasury, James Baker, who gave the keynote 

address. George W. Hunt, an investment councillor, served as official host and sat in on all 

http://banking.senate.gov/public/_files/070110_Dodd_Frank_Wall_Street_Reform_comprehensive_summary_Final.pdf
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the meetings. It was George Hunt that wrote the report from which I have gleaned much of 

my information.  

During the first three days, the group was told that the WILDERNESS CONGRESS was about 

beating the ozone deterioration and bringing the rain forests back. The following days were 

closed to the public. With only the bankers in attendance the topics discussed centred 

around the creation of a “WORLD CONSERVATION BANK” with collateral being derived from 

receipt of wilderness properties throughout the world. This bank would have central bank 

powers similar to the Federal Reserve. It would create currency and loans and engage in 

international discounting, counter-trade, barter and swap actions. Rothschild personally 

conducted the monetary matters and the creation of this WORLD CONSERVATION BANK. This 

bank would refinance by swapping debt for assets. A country with a huge national debt 

would receive money to pay off the debt by swapping the debt for wilderness lands. The plan 

was to swap one trillion dollars of Third World Debt into this new bank. In the long term, 

when the countries won’t be able to pay off the loans, governments from around the world 

will give title to their wilderness lands to the bankers.  

George Hunt wrote: “Title to the lands will go to the World Wilderness Land Inventory Trust. 

This Trust will float into the World Conservation Bank by the unanimous decree of the 

world’s people, saying, God bless you for saving our reindeer. Those people at the congress 

were ignorant. They don’t suspect anything. They’re very naïve. Not stupid, ignorant. I’m 

talking about the 9:% that were not the world banking heavyweights.”  

Hunt goes on to say that World Bank loans, as they stand now, are not collateralized. 

They’re saying, we want collateral, so when we loan-swap this debt, we’re going to own the 

Amazon if you default. They’re going to make their bad loans good by collateralizing them 

after the fact with all of this land and somebody is going to end up with title to twelve and 

half billion acres. They have multi-trillions of dollars upon which they can create currencies 

and loans and they’re going to begin to barter and counter-trade and loan-swap against the 

United States. The World Conservation Bank is a scheme to monetize land. This will function 

as a world central bank and out of that bank there will grow a one-world fiat currency.  

This isn’t some scheme conjured up during the Bushes’ and Clinton administrations. The 

United Nations World Commission on Environment and Development was created in 1982. 

The commission published the “BRUNDTLAND REPORT” setting the stage for unlimited 

enactments to take over ecology, and environmental and pollution laws throughout the 

world. The report stated: “We will have a proposal for very harsh, quasi-spiritual ecological 

laws for MOTHER EARTH. A MOTHER EARTH COMES FIRST mentality will arise throughout the 

world.”  

When James Baker made his keynote speech in 1987, he stated that, “No longer will the 

World Bank carry this debt unsecured. The only assets we have to collateralize are federal 

lands and national parks.” Baker’s definition of federal lands includes Heritage sites, of 

which there are about 2: in the United States. I say “about” 2:, because they are being 

added on a regular basis. As I write this article Congress is about to vote on a proposed 

Rim of the Valley National Park that would include over 500,000 acres of National Forest 

land and 170,000 parcels of private property including many farms and ranches. At the 

same time there is a bill before Congress called the Northern Rockies Ecosystem Protection 

Act that would increase the acreage of designated wilderness by 50% in the lower 48 states. 

*** While our Heritage sites take in quite a large amount of territory, such as Yellowstone 

National Park and Mesa Verde, the Grand Canyon and the Everglades, other countries have 

much greater areas. Brazil for example has the Amazon Conservation Complex and Canada 

has the Canadian Rocky Mountain Parks. As I write this story the list includes 851 

properties in 141 countries, comprising over one third of the earth’s land mass. Will all this 

land collateralize the world’s debt? Probably not, so along comes NAIS ―the National Animal 

Identification System).  



According to the United States Department of Agriculture, “The first step in implementing a 

national animal identification system (NAIS) is identifying and registering premises that are 

associated with the animal agriculture industry. In terms of the NAIS, a premise is any 

geographically unique location in which agricultural animals are raised, held, or boarded. 

Under this definition, farms, ranches, feed-yards, auction barns and livestock exhibitions 

and fair sites are all examples of premises.” That may be the definition some government 

bureaucrat will give you, but the word “premises” under the “international Criminal Court 

Act 2002- Sect 4, states: The word “premises” includes a place and a “conveyance.” Why 

check with the International Criminal Court Act? Because on June 8, 2007 under Secy. of 

Ag. Bruce Knight, speaking at the World Pork Expo in Des Moines, is quoted as saying, “We 

have to live by the same international rules we’re expecting other people to do.”  

Throughout the entire Draft National Animal Identification System Users Guide, land is 

referred to as a premises and not property. A “Premises” has no protection under the 

Constitution of the United States, while property always has the exclusive rights of the 

owner tied to it. Property rights are protected by the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of 

the Constitution.  

The word “Premise” is a synonym for the word tenement. A definition of the word tenement 

in law is: Property, such as land, held by one person “leasing” it to another. Webster’s New 

World Dictionary 196: College Edition defines “Premises” as the part of a deed or “lease” 

that states its reason, the parties involved and the property in “conveyance.” Webster then 

defines “conveyance” as the transfer of ownership of real property from one person to 

another. It is quite obvious that the bureaucrats in Washington had a very good reason to 

use the term “premises” and never mention “PROPERTY.”  

Let’s take another look at the wilderness areas and the World Bank’s plans to collateralize 

its loans. While the wilderness areas cover about one third of the earth’s surface, they are 

wilderness areas for a good reason – they were useless or difficult to homestead, farm or 

use in a constructive manner. Worldwide the best and more valuable land is occupied by 

farmers, ranchers and people with the ambition to produce. Wouldn’t the World Bankers 

rather have some productive property than mountains, deserts and swamps?  

I am convinced that the word “premise” will put an encumbrance on your deed. The bankers 

say they want to monetize land. It’s your land and my land they want to monetize.  

The bankers are in the process of accumulating the wealth of the world. Very few privately 

owned assets can be termed “real wealth.” According to scripture, God made Abraham very 

wealthy, giving him LAND, CATTLE, silver and gold. (Genesis 24:35) Four thousand years 

later, wealth continues to be LAND, CATTLE, silver and gold. I don’t know where the world 

deposits of gold are stored, but I’m sure the bankers have them in their control. That only 

leaves LAND and CATTLE which I believe could be next on the list. Genesis 47 describers 

how Joseph had storehouses full of grain to feed the people but he didn’t have a welfare 

program. During the first year of the famine, Joseph took “ALL THE MONEY” the people had 

for only one year’s supply of grain. The second year he took all their cattle for another 

year’s supply of grain. The next year they said, “We have nothing left but our bodies and our 

land. Buy us and our land in exchange for food and we and our land will be servants to 

Pharaoh.” Genesis 47:21 states, “And as for the people, he removed them to the cities and 

made slaves of them.” 

Budget of an Interest Slave 

by Anthony Migchels on January 17, 2012  

The main reason why interest slavery goes largely unnoticed is because most of what we 

pay is invisible: it is included in prices. Producers cannot avoid capital costs and must pass 

these on to consumers. It has been established that 45% of prices we pay are for interest 

on business loans or other capital costs. No less than 50% of taxes we pay go to servicing 

http://realcurrencies.wordpress.com/author/realcurrencies/


the National Debt and capital costs included in prices the Government pays. So what does 

the budget of a typical interest slave look like? 

Here’s one from a young man, 31 years old, living in North Western Europe and working as 

a civil servant, making €37,2:: per year. He has bought his own apartment a few years 

ago, so most of it is still property of the bank. He has a €1:,::: credit line which he has 

used to decorate his place. His monthly gross income is €3,1::, of which €1,::: goes to 

income tax and other levies. Of this money, €5:: is lost to interest on the National Debt and 

capital costs included in prices the Government pays. His net income is €2,1::. 

Percentages differ per expenditure, depending on the capital intensity of the industry 

involved. The percentages in the left column are the fractions of the prices that are lost to 

interest. -  So let’s see what his budget looks like: 

 
Spent VAT 

Excluding 

VAT 

VAT lost to 

interest 

amount 

lost to 

capital 

costs excl. 

VAT 

Mortgage, 100% 450 0% 450 0 450 

Energy, 45% 100 30% 70 15 31.5 

Food, 25% 400 6% 376 12 94 

Internet/Telecom, 

50% 
100 19% 81 9.5 40.5 

Interest payments 

credit, 100% 
100 0% 100 0 100 

savings 100 0% 100 0 0 

Going out, 30% 500 19% 405 47.5 121.5 

Clothing, 30% 100 19% 81 9.5 24.3 

Transportation, 50% 100 6% 94 3 47 

Various, 45% 150 19% 121.5 14.25 54.68 

Totals 2100 
  

110.75 963.48 

VAT + Income Tax 1221,50 
    

Of which Interest 610,75 
    

Lost to Interest 1574,23 
    

 

Analysis: 

 An astounding €1574,23 ―61:,75 + 963,48‖ of a monthly gross €31::,- income is 
lost to interest! 

 Taxation ―VAT + Income Tax‖ is €1221,5:, but half of this, about €61:,- is lost to 

interest the Government pays. 



 Taxation (corrected for interest) + Interest takes away an incredible 75% of the 
disposable income. 

 This example shows someone with a reasonable income, but a little less than zero 

net assets. This is quite common throughout the West: 50% of Americans have zero 

net assets or less. 

 Had he rented a place instead of buying his own apartment, he would not have been 

better off: 75% of the rent we pay is compensation for the landlord’s capital costs. 

 All percentages where available are taken from Margrit Kennedy, in the case of 

clothing and Telecom they have been estimated. 

So while it is natural to complain of high taxes, it transpires that no less than half of taxes 

we pay are lost to interest. We would pay 50% less tax were there no cost for capital. 

Worse still: approximately half our own disposable income is lost to interest, on top of the 
taxes we pay. Combined interest + tax takes 75% of our gross income. 

Amazingly, a Medieval serf typically paid only 1:% of his gross income to his ‘Lord’. Interest 

was unheard of then. 

Would we end interest, our interest slave’s disposable income would triple: He would be left 

paying only 25% in taxes, leaving 75% for himself. 

The only way we can escape being net payers of interest is by having assets ourselves. But 

this forces us to exploit others, to compensate for, instead of ending, being exploited 

ourselves. In this way the Money Power’s methods have become acceptable to the 

mainstream, whereas Usury has been a taboo for most of human history. 

To add insult to injury: all the interest ends up with the rich: after all, they have money to 

lend, while the poor borrow. Margrit Kennedy also established that 80% of the population 

pays interest to the richest 10%. But also within the top 10% bracket the redistribution of 

wealth continues: the ‘poorer’ 8% pay interest to the richest 1% and eventually all ends up 

with the Plutocracy. 

Conclusion The Money Power has subverted almost every Government on the Globe. It has 

forced them to surrender their currency monopoly to the Money Power’s Central Banks. 

They use this monopoly to enslave both Government and us with interest and the boom/bust 

cycle. It cares not whether her monopoly is paper or metal based: it owns all Gold and came 

to power through the Gold Standard. Gold as currency is interest bearing. 

But the Government can be reconquered by the People and that’s why they want to 

consolidate their power in World Government and World Currency, both of which will know 

no national affiliation. 

Our own goal must be to have interest free money. Both by reconquering Government and 

forcing it to end the Central Bank monopoly and by creating independent currencies, based 

on interest free credit. Modern Mutual Credit will destroy Federal Reserve Notes and the 

Euro in the market place. World Government and Government tyranny are both Money Power 

projects and to defeat them an interest free money supply is a ‘sine qua non’. 

The next chapter looks at what is billed by the experts themselves as “The Largest Banking 

Scandal of the 21st Century” - considering the competition, that’s some boast! 
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Chapter Fifty Part Seventeen 

The Largest Banking Scandal of the 21st Century 

By Christopher Barker July 4, 2012 The Motley Fool 

Don't let it get away! 

Although the century is still young, this is shaping up to be the banking scandal of the 

century thus far. 

On the heels of last week's announcement that British bank Barclays will fork over $450 

million in penalties to U.S. and British authorities for manipulating the interest rates at 

which banks lend to each other (known as LIBOR for U.S. dollar lending, and EURIBOR for 

euro-denominated debt), the scope of the scandal continues to grow. Further news of a 

pending $233 million penalty against Royal Bank of Scotland -- which is 82% government-

owned after that institution's quasi-nationalization -- comes as a particularly painful twist for 

British taxpayers. 

But it would be a major mistake to view this emerging scandal as a British affair. Both 

Citigroup (NYSE: C  ) and Swiss bank UBS (NYSE: UBS  ) join London-based giant HSBC 

Holdings (NYSE: HBC  ) among those explicitly implicated by U.K. Chancellor of the 

Exchequer George Osborne. U.K. periodical Daily Mail reports the list may grow to more 

than 20 banks involved in these efforts to rig the LIBOR and EURIBOR rates, and it lists 

JPMorgan Chase (NYSE: JPM  ) , Germany's Deutsche Bank (NYSE: DB  ) , and Japan's Bank 

of Tokyo Mitsubishi among "others under scrutiny." 

This is a global banking scandal, with potential victims equally widespread. Providing 

context for the $160 million penalty assessed to Barclays by the U.S. Department of Justice 

last week, Assistant Attorney General Lanny Breuer explained: "Because mortgages, student 

loans, financial derivatives, and other financial products rely on LIBOR and EURIBOR as 

reference rates, the manipulation of submissions used to calculate those rates can have 

significant negative effects on consumers and financial markets worldwide." Rolling Stone 

reporter Matt Taibbi reminds us that "almost every city and town in America has investment 

holdings tied to Libor." 

Taibbi has been hot on the trail of another, completely separate bank scandal involving bid-

rigging in municipal bonds, in which several of the same banks have been implicated. By 

"secretly colluding to rig the public bids on municipal bonds," Taibbi explains, "the banks 

systematically stole from schools, hospitals, libraries, and nursing homes" all across the 

United States. Although the LIBOR and EURIBOR scandal is many orders of magnitude larger 

than the separate caper in the $3.7 trillion municipal-bond market here in the U.S., Taibbi 

is correct to point out that in the wake of both scandals, it's getting "harder and harder to 

make the case that the major banks do not routinely cooperate at the expense of the public 

when it serves their purposes to do so." 

The next big banking scandal? 

I wish to remind readers that yet another potential banking scandal continues to loom on 

the horizon. The U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission is in the fourth year of an 

ongoing investigation into manipulation of the price of silver, and Commissioner Bart 

Chilton already blew the whistle back in 2010 by declaring: "I believe that there have been 

repeated attempts to influence prices in the silver markets. There have been fraudulent 

efforts to persuade and deviously control that price." Both HSBC and JPMorgan Chase were 

named as initial co-defendants in a related civil lawsuit brought before the U.S. District 

Court in Manhattan. 

Scores of currency-market observers have seen red flags of foul play in the gold market as 

well, and I believe both metals may be targeted for manipulation as part of a broader effort 
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to cushion the impacts of structural impairments that have roiled key fiat currencies amid 

the ongoing global financial crisis. After all, the value of fiat currencies is expressed and 

commonly understood through relative measures against each other, and precious metals 

offer the primary barometer for weakness throughout the complex of paper currencies. 

The proliferation of leveraged financial instruments representing a fractional-reserve 

approach to the world's supply of actual physical gold and silver paves the way for 

widespread manipulation with potentially dangerous consequences, and in my view, the 

sooner these issues are afforded the sort of transparency now befalling the LIBOR and 

EURIBOR rate-setters, the sooner folks will be empowered to ensure that banks are not 

colluding to pursue objectives that may ultimately run counter to the common public 

interest. At the very least, we now know for a fact that banks have indeed colluded to pursue 

their shared agenda, and I for one would now like to know whether any such collusion has 

occurred with respect to silver and gold. 

Matt Taibbi: Libor Scandal Is 'The Biggest Financial Corruption Case In History' 

The Huffington Post By Harry Bradford Posted: 12/27/2012 

A lot of things have ticked Matt Taibbi off over the last 12 months.  

There was JPMorgan’s London Whale scandal and the Justice Department's decision to leave 

Goldman Sachs alone. Even everyone's favourite billionaire Warren Buffett managed to rile 

Taibbi. But there’s one event that's made him angrier than anything else: The Libor scandal.  

The Rolling Stone columnist singled out Libor manipulation as the “biggest story” in 

business this year -- and maybe of all time -- in a recent interview with Current TV. 

Regulators have fined two banks so far for their role in the Libor scandal: Barclay's agreed 

to pay $450 million in June to settle claims the bank manipulated the interest rate and UBS 

will pay $1.5 billion to settle charges of rate-rigging.  

“The Libor case is kind of symbolic of the worst of ‗market manipulation‘,” Taibbi said on 

Current TV. “If it’s true that the 16 biggest banks in the world were fixing global interest 

rates, then it’s hard not to argue that that’s not the biggest financial corruption case in 

history.” 

But as Taibbi notes, most Americans aren't exactly riled up about the Libor scandal as it's 

gone underreported “largely because people don’t understand it,” despite even Taibbi's best 

efforts. Libor is “a key short-term bank lending rate that affects mortgages and other 

interest rates throughout the economy,” as put by The Huffington Post's Mark Gongloff. In 

other words, Libor manipulation may have affected trillions of dollars worth of transactions.  

As such, Taibbi said in response to CNBC anchor Larry Kudlow back in July that he "can’t 

imagine how he [Kudlow] could possibly -- a sane person could possibly -- describe this as a 

victimless crime." 

Everything Is Rigged: The Biggest Price-Fixing Scandal Ever 

By Matt Taibbi April 25, 2013 Rolling Stone 
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Conspiracy theorists of the world, believers in the hidden hands of the Rothschilds and the 

Masons and the Illuminati, we sceptics owe you an apology. You were right. The players may 

be a little different, but your basic premise is correct: The world is a rigged game. We found 

this out in recent months, when a series of related corruption stories spilled out of the 

financial sector, suggesting the world's largest banks may be fixing the prices of, well, just 

about everything. 

You may have heard of the Libor scandal, in which at least three – and perhaps as many as 

16 – of the name-brand too-big-to-fail banks have been manipulating global interest rates, 

in the process messing around with the prices of upward of $500 trillion (that's trillion, 

with a "t") worth of financial instruments. When that sprawling con burst into public view 

last year, it was easily the biggest financial scandal in history – MIT professor Andrew Lo 

even said it "dwarfs by orders of magnitude any financial scam in the history of markets." 

That was bad enough, but now Libor may have a twin brother. Word has leaked out that the 

London-based firm ICAP, the world's largest broker of interest-rate swaps, is being 

investigated by American authorities for behaviour that sounds eerily reminiscent of the 

Libor mess. Regulators are looking into whether or not a small group of brokers at ICAP 

may have worked with up to 15 of the world's largest banks to manipulate ISDAfix, a 

benchmark number used around the world to calculate the prices of interest-rate swaps. 

Interest-rate swaps are a tool used by big cities, major corporations and sovereign 

governments to manage their debt, and the scale of their use is almost unimaginably 

massive. It's about a $379 trillion market, meaning that any manipulation would affect a 

pile of assets about 100 times the size of the United States federal budget. 

It should surprise no one that among the players implicated in this scheme to fix the prices 

of interest-rate swaps are the same megabanks – including Barclays, UBS, Bank of America, 

JPMorgan Chase and the Royal Bank of Scotland – that serve on the Libor panel that sets 

global interest rates. In fact, in recent years many of these banks have already paid 

multimillion-dollar settlements for anti-competitive manipulation of one form or another (in 

addition to Libor, some were caught up in an anti-competitive scheme, detailed in Rolling 
Stone last year, to rig municipal-debt service auctions). Though the jumble of financial 

acronyms sounds like gibberish to the layperson, the fact that there may now be price-fixing 

scandals involving both Libor and ISDAfix suggests a single, giant mushrooming conspiracy 

of collusion and price-fixing hovering under the ostensibly competitive veneer of Wall Street 

culture. 

The Scam Wall Street Learned From the Mafia 

Why? Because Libor already affects the prices of interest-rate swaps, making this a 

manipulation-on-manipulation situation. If the allegations prove to be right, that will mean 

that swap customers have been paying for two different layers of price-fixing corruption. If 

you can imagine paying 20 bucks for a crappy PB&J because some evil cabal of 

agribusiness companies colluded to fix the prices of both peanuts and peanut butter, you 

come close to grasping the lunacy of financial markets where both interest rates and 

interest-rate swaps are being manipulated at the same time, often by the same banks. 

"It's a double conspiracy," says an amazed Michael Greenberger, a former director of the 

trading and markets division at the Commodity Futures Trading Commission and now a 

professor at the University of Maryland. "It's the height of criminality." 

The bad news didn't stop with swaps and interest rates. In March, it also came out that two 

regulators – the CFTC here in the U.S. and the Madrid-based International Organization of 

Securities Commissions – were spurred by the Libor revelations to investigate the possibility 

of collusive manipulation of gold and silver prices. "Given the clubby manipulation efforts 

we saw in Libor benchmarks, I assume other benchmarks – many other benchmarks – are 

legit areas of inquiry," CFTC Commissioner Bart Chilton said. 

http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/the-scam-wall-street-learned-from-the-mafia-20120620
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But the biggest shock came out of a federal courtroom at the end of March – though if you 

follow these matters closely, it may not have been so shocking at all – when a landmark 

class-action civil lawsuit against the banks for Libor-related offenses was dismissed. In that 

case, a federal judge accepted the banker-defendants' incredible argument: If cities and 

towns and other investors lost money because of Libor manipulation, that was their own 

fault for ever thinking the banks were competing in the first place. 

"A farce," was one antitrust lawyer's response to the eyebrow-raising dismissal. 

"Incredible," says Sylvia Sokol, an attorney for Constantine Cannon, a firm that specializes 

in antitrust cases. 

All of these stories collectively pointed to the same thing: These banks, which already 

possess enormous power just by virtue of their financial holdings – in the United States, the 

top six banks, many of them the same names you see on the Libor and ISDAfix panels, own 

assets equivalent to 60 percent of the nation's GDP – are beginning to realize the awesome 

possibilities for increased profit and political might that would come with colluding instead 

of competing. Moreover, it's increasingly clear that both the criminal justice system and the 

civil courts may be impotent to stop them, even when they do get caught working together 

to game the system. 

If true, that would leave us living in an era of undisguised, real-world conspiracy, in which 

the prices of currencies, commodities like gold and silver, even interest rates and the value 

of money itself, can be and may already have been dictated from above. And those who are 

doing it can get away with it. Forget the Illuminati – this is the real thing, and it's no secret. 

You can stare right at it, anytime you want. 

The banks found a loophole, a basic flaw in the machine. Across the financial system, there 

are places where prices or official indices are set based upon unverified data sent in by 

private banks and financial companies. In other words, we gave the players with incentives 

to game the system institutional roles in the economic infrastructure. 

Libor, which measures the prices banks charge one another to borrow money, is a perfect 

example, not only of this basic flaw in the price-setting system but of the weakness in the 

regulatory framework supposedly policing it. Couple a voluntary reporting scheme with too-

big-to-fail status and a revolving-door legal system, and what you get is unstoppable 

corruption. 

Every morning, 18 of the world's biggest banks submit data to an office in London about 

how much they believe they would have to pay to borrow from other banks. The 18 banks 

together are called the "Libor panel," and when all of these data from all 18 panelist banks 

are collected, the numbers are averaged out. What emerges, every morning at 11:30 

London time, are the daily Libor figures. 

Banks submit numbers about borrowing in 10 different currencies across 15 different time 

periods, e.g., loans as short as one day and as long as one year. This mountain of bank-

submitted data is used every day to create benchmark rates that affect the prices of 

everything from credit cards to mortgages to currencies to commercial loans (both short- 

and long-term) to swaps. 

Gangster Bankers Broke Every Law in the Book 

Dating back perhaps as far as the early Nineties, traders and others inside these banks 

were sometimes calling up the company geeks responsible for submitting the daily Libor 

numbers (the "Libor submitters") and asking them to fudge the numbers. Usually, the 

gimmick was the trader had made a bet on something – a swap, currencies, something – 

and he wanted the Libor submitter to make the numbers look lower (or, occasionally, 

higher) to help his bet pay off. 

http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/gangster-bankers-too-big-to-jail-20130214


Famously, one Barclays trader monkeyed with Libor submissions in exchange for a bottle of 

Bollinger champagne, but in some cases, it was even lamer than that. This is from an 

exchange between a trader and a Libor submitter at the Royal Bank of Scotland: 

SWISS FRANC TRADER: can u put 6m swiss libor in low pls?...  

PRIMARY SUBMITTER: Whats it worth  

SWSISS FRANC TRADER: ive got some sushi rolls from yesterday?...  

PRIMARY SUBMITTER: ok low 6m, just for u  

SWISS FRANC TRADER: wooooooohooooooo. . . thatd be awesome 

Screwing around with world interest rates that affect billions of people in exchange for day-

old sushi – it's hard to imagine an image that better captures the moral insanity of the 

modern financial-services sector. 

Hundreds of similar exchanges were uncovered when regulators like Britain's Financial 

Services Authority and the U.S. Justice Department started burrowing into the befouled 

entrails of Libor. The documentary evidence of anti-competitive manipulation they found was 

so overwhelming that, to read it, one almost becomes embarrassed for the banks. "It's just 

amazing how Libor fixing can make you that much money," chirped one yen trader. "Pure 

manipulation going on," wrote another. 

Yet despite so many instances of at least attempted manipulation, the banks mostly skated. 

Barclays got off with a relatively minor fine in the $450 million range, UBS was stuck with 

$1.5 billion in penalties, and RBS was forced to give up $615 million. Apart from a few low-

level flunkies overseas, no individual involved in this scam that impacted nearly everyone in 

the industrialized world was even threatened with criminal prosecution. 

Two of America's top law-enforcement officials, Attorney General Eric Holder and former 

Justice Department Criminal Division chief Lanny Breuer, confessed that it's dangerous to 

prosecute offending banks because they are simply too big. Making arrests, they say, might 

lead to "collateral consequences" in the economy. 

The relatively small sums of money extracted in these settlements did not go toward 

reparations for the cities, towns and other victims who lost money due to Libor 

manipulation. Instead, it flowed mindlessly into government coffers. So it was left to towns 

and cities like Baltimore (which lost money due to fluctuations in their municipal 

investments caused by Libor movements), pensions like the New Britain, Connecticut, 

Firefighters' and Police Benefit Fund, and other foundations – and even individuals 

(billionaire real-estate developer Sheldon Solow, who filed his own suit in February, claims 

that his company lost $450 million because of Libor manipulation) – to sue the banks for 

damages. 

One of the biggest Libor suits was proceeding on schedule when, early in March, an army of 

superstar lawyers working on behalf of the banks descended upon federal judge Naomi 

Buchwald in the Southern District of New York to argue an extraordinary motion to dismiss. 

The banks' legal dream team drew from heavyweight Beltway-connected firms like Boies 

Schiller (you remember David Boies represented Al Gore), Davis Polk (home of top ex-

regulators like former SEC enforcement chief Linda Thomsen) and Covington & Burling, the 

onetime private-practice home of both Holder and Breuer. 

The presence of Covington & Burling in the suit – representing, of all companies, Citigroup, 

the former employer of current Treasury Secretary Jack Lew – was particularly galling. 

Right as the Libor case was being dismissed, the firm had hired none other than Lanny 

Breuer, the same Lanny Breuer who, just a few months before, was the assistant attorney 

general who had balked at criminally prosecuting UBS over Libor because, he said, "Our 

goal here is not to destroy a major financial institution." 



In any case, this all-star squad of white-shoe lawyers came before Buchwald and made the 

mother of all audacious arguments. Robert Wise of Davis Polk, representing Bank of 

America, told Buchwald that the banks could not possibly be guilty of anti- competitive 

collusion because nobody ever said that the creation of Libor was competitive. "It is 

essential to our argument that this is not a competitive process," he said. "The banks do not 

compete with one another in the submission of Libor." 

If you squint incredibly hard and look at the issue through a mirror, maybe while standing 

on your head, you can sort of see what Wise is saying. In a very theoretical, technical sense, 

the actual process by which banks submit Libor data – 18 geeks sending numbers to the 

British Bankers' Association offices in London once every morning – is not competitive per 

se. 

But these numbers are supposed to reflect interbank-loan prices derived in a real, 

competitive market. Saying the Libor submission process is not competitive is sort of like 

pointing out that bank robbers obeyed the speed limit on the way to the heist. It's the silliest 

kind of legal sophistry. 

But Wise eventually outdid even that argument, essentially saying that while the banks may 

have lied to or cheated their customers, they weren't guilty of the particular crime of 

antitrust collusion. This is like the old joke about the lawyer who gets up in court and 

claims his client had to be innocent, because his client was committing a crime in a 

different state at the time of the offense. 

"The plaintiffs, I believe, are confusing a claim of being perhaps deceived," he said, "with a 

claim for harm to competition." 

Judge Buchwald swallowed this lunatic argument whole and dismissed most of the case. 

Libor, she said, was a "cooperative endeavour" that was "never intended to be competitive." 

Her decision "does not reflect the reality of this business, where all of these banks were 

acting as competitors throughout the process," said the antitrust lawyer Sokol. Buchwald 

made this ruling despite the fact that both the U.S. and British governments had already 

settled with three banks for billions of dollars for improper manipulation, manipulation that 

these companies admitted to in their settlements. 

Michael Hausfeld of Hausfeld LLP, one of the lead lawyers for the plaintiffs in this Libor suit, 

declined to comment specifically on the dismissal. But he did talk about the significance of 

the Libor case and other manipulation cases now in the pipeline. 

"It's now evident that there is a ubiquitous culture among the banks to collude and cheat 

their customers as many times as they can in as many forms as they can conceive," he said. 

"And that's not just surmising. This is just based upon what they've been caught at." 

Greenberger says the lack of serious consequences for the Libor scandal has only made 

other kinds of manipulation more inevitable. "There's no therapy like sending those who are 

used to wearing Gucci shoes to jail," he says. "But when the attorney general says, 'I don't 

want to indict people,' it's the Wild West. There's no law." 

The problem is, a number of markets feature the same infrastructural weakness that failed 

in the Libor mess. In the case of interest-rate swaps and the ISDAfix benchmark, the system 

is very similar to Libor, although the investigation into these markets reportedly focuses on 

some different types of improprieties. 

Though interest-rate swaps are not widely understood outside the finance world, the root 

concept actually isn't that hard. If you can imagine taking out a variable-rate mortgage and 

then paying a bank to make your loan payments fixed, you've got the basic idea of an 

interest-rate swap. 



In practice, it might be a country like Greece or a regional government like Jefferson 

County, Alabama, that borrows money at a variable rate of interest, then later goes to a 

bank to "swap" that loan to a more predictable fixed rate. In its simplest form, the customer 

in a swap deal is usually paying a premium for the safety and security of fixed interest 

rates, while the firm selling the swap is usually betting that it knows more about future 

movements in interest rates than its customers. 

Prices for interest-rate swaps are often based on ISDAfix, which, like Libor, is yet another of 

these privately calculated benchmarks. ISDAfix's U.S. dollar rates are published every day, at 

11:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., after a gang of the same usual-suspect megabanks (Bank of 

America, RBS, Deutsche, JPMorgan Chase, Barclays, etc.) submits information about bids 

and offers for swaps. 

And here's what we know so far: The CFTC has sent subpoenas to ICAP and to as many as 

15 of those member banks, and plans to interview about a dozen ICAP employees from the 

company's office in Jersey City, New Jersey. Moreover, the International Swaps and 

Derivatives Association, or ISDA, which works together with ICAP (for U.S. dollar 

transactions) and Thomson Reuters to compute the ISDAfix benchmark, has hired the 

consulting firm Oliver Wyman to review the process by which ISDAfix is calculated. Oliver 

Wyman is the same company that the British Bankers' Association hired to review the Libor 

submission process after that scandal broke last year. The upshot of all of this is that it 

looks very much like ISDAfix could be Libor all over again. 

"It's obviously reminiscent of the Libor manipulation issue," Darrell Duffie, a finance 

professor at Stanford University, told reporters. "People may have been naive that simply 

reporting these rates was enough to avoid manipulation." 

And just like in Libor, the potential losers in an interest-rate-swap manipulation scandal 

would be the same sad-sack collection of cities, towns, companies and other nonbank 

entities that have no way of knowing if they're paying the real price for swaps or a price 

being manipulated by bank insiders for profit. Moreover, ISDAfix is not only used to 

calculate prices for interest-rate swaps, it's also used to set values for about $550 billion 

worth of bonds tied to commercial real estate, and also affects the payouts on some state-

pension annuities. 

So although it's not quite as widespread as Libor, ISDAfix is sufficiently power-jammed into 

the world financial infrastructure that any manipulation of the rate would be catastrophic – 

and a huge class of victims that could include everyone from state pensioners to big cities 

to wealthy investors in structured notes would have no idea they were being robbed. 

"How is some municipality in Cleveland or wherever going to know if it's getting ripped off?" 

asks Michael Masters of Masters Capital Management, a fund manager who has long been 

an advocate of greater transparency in the derivatives world. "The answer is, they won't 

know." 

Worse still, the CFTC investigation apparently isn't limited to possible manipulation of swap 

prices by monkeying around with ISDAfix. According to reports, the commission is also 

looking at whether or not employees at ICAP may have intentionally delayed publication of 

swap prices, which in theory could give someone (bankers, cough, cough) a chance to trade 

ahead of the information. 

Swap prices are published when ICAP employees manually enter the data on a computer 

screen called "19901." Some 6,000 customers subscribe to a service that allows them to 

access the data appearing on the 19901 screen. 

The key here is that unlike a more transparent, regulated market like the New York Stock 

Exchange, where the results of stock trades are computed more or less instantly and 

everyone in theory can immediately see the impact of trading on the prices of stocks, in the 



swap market the whole world is dependent upon a handful of brokers quickly and honestly 

entering data about trades by hand into a computer terminal. 

Any delay in entering price data would provide the banks involved in the transactions with a 

rare opportunity to trade ahead of the information. One way to imagine it would be to 

picture a racetrack where a giant curtain is pulled over the track as the horses come down 

the stretch – and the gallery is only told two minutes later which horse actually won. Anyone 

on the right side of the curtain could make a lot of smart bets before the audience saw the 

results of the race. 

At ICAP, the interest-rate swap desk, and the 19901 screen, were reportedly controlled by a 

small group of 20 or so brokers, some of whom were making millions of dollars. These 

brokers made so much money for themselves the unit was nicknamed "Treasure Island." 

Already, there are some reports that brokers of Treasure Island did create such intentional 

delays. Bloomberg interviewed a former broker who claims that he watched ICAP brokers 

delay the reporting of swap prices. "That allows dealers to tell the brokers to delay putting 

trades into the system instead of in real time," Bloomberg wrote, noting the former broker 

had "witnessed such activity firsthand." An ICAP spokesman has no comment on the story, 

though the company has released a statement saying that it is "cooperating" with the CFTC's 

inquiry and that it "maintains policies that prohibit" the improper behaviour alleged in news 

reports. 

The idea that prices in a $379 trillion market could be dependent on a desk of about 20 

guys in New Jersey should tell you a lot about the absurdity of our financial infrastructure. 

The whole thing, in fact, has a darkly comic element to it. "It's almost hilarious in the irony," 

says David Frenk, director of research for Better Markets, a financial-reform advocacy 

group, "that they called it ISDAfix." 

After scandals involving libor and, perhaps, ISDAfix, the question that should have everyone 

freaked out is this: What other markets out there carry the same potential for 

manipulation? The answer to that question is far from reassuring, because the potential is 

almost everywhere. From gold to gas to swaps to interest rates, prices all over the world are 

dependent upon little private cabals of cigar-chomping insiders we're forced to trust. 

"In all the over-the-counter markets, you don't really have pricing except by a bunch of guys 

getting together," Masters notes glumly. 

That includes the markets for gold (where prices are set by five banks in a Libor-ish 

teleconferencing process that, ironically, was created in part by N M Rothschild & Sons) and 

silver (whose price is set by just three banks), as well as benchmark rates in numerous 

other commodities – jet fuel, diesel, electric power, coal, you name it. The problem in each 

of these markets is the same: We all have to rely upon the honesty of companies like 

Barclays (already caught and fined $453 million for rigging Libor) or JPMorgan Chase (paid 

a $228 million settlement for rigging municipal-bond auctions) or UBS (fined a collective 

$1.66 billion for both muni-bond rigging and Libor manipulation) to faithfully report the 

real prices of things like interest rates, swaps, currencies and commodities. 

All of these benchmarks based on voluntary reporting are now being looked at by regulators 

around the world, and God knows what they'll find. The European Federation of Financial 

Services Users wrote in an official EU survey last summer that all of these systems are ripe 

targets for manipulation. "In general," it wrote, "those markets which are based on non-

attested, voluntary submission of data from agents whose benefits depend on such 

benchmarks are especially vulnerable of market abuse and distortion." 

Translation: When prices are set by companies that can profit by manipulating them, we're 

fucked. 

"You name it," says Frenk. "Any of these benchmarks is a possibility for corruption." 



The only reason this problem has not received the attention it deserves is because the scale 

of it is so enormous that ordinary people simply cannot see it. It's not just stealing by 

reaching a hand into your pocket and taking out money, but stealing in which banks can hit 

a few keystrokes and magically make whatever's in your pocket worth less. This is 

corruption at the molecular level of the economy, Space Age stealing – and it's only just 

coming into view. 

This story is from the May 9th, 2013 issue of Rolling Stone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Fifty Part Eighteen  
 

What Are CAFRs? 

 

By Walter J. Burien, Jr. CAFR1.com 10-23-6 

 

/It has been reported that trillions of collective dollars not shown in government Budget 

reports are shown through Government CAFR reports and they are virtually never openly-

discussed by the syndicated NEWS media, both the Democratic and Republican Party 

members, the House, Senate, and organized public education. With, and being that the CAFR 

is "the" accounting document for every local government, and with it being effectively 

"BLACKED OUT" for open mention over the last 60 years, that this fact of intentional 

omission of coverage is the biggest conspiracy that has ever taken effect in the United 

States.   

 

First, what is a CAFR? A CAFR (Comprehensive Annual Financial Report) is government's 

complete accounting of "Net Worth". The CAFR was established as local government's 

complete accounting record starting in 1946 through the efforts of a private group located 

out of Chicago, IL by the name of Government Financial Officers Association (GFOA) 

http://gfoa.org and became mandatory by Federal requirement on all local governments in 

1978 to complete if they did not all ready do so.   

 

What has been presented to the public over that 60 year time period were Budget Reports. A 

Budget report is strictly planned expenditures for the year from a grouping of specific 

government service agencies. A budget may also note some statistical, statutory, and 

demographic data for reference. Most Government budget reports show where "tax" revenue 

will be used. The CAFR on the other hand is not a projection of one year's expenditures from 

a select grouping of agencies, but a complete cumulative record of assets, investments, and 

gross income from all agencies and all sources benefiting that local government body.  

A CAFR is similar to the Annual Financial Report (AFR) that publicly traded corporations are 

required to produce each year and give to every share-holder as a requirement of Securities 

Exchange Commission (SEC) law. In many cases, a CAFR may show two to three times more 

income over what is shown in the corresponding Budget Report.    

 

Relevant to taxpayer interests, the CAFR "is" the report that would be the report for review 

over a limit showing as seen in the corresponding Budget report. The CAFR could be 

considered the Bible of asset accounting for any local government body.   

 

So, is the CAFR being "BLACKED OUT" from mention by the syndicated news media and both 

the Democratic and Republican Party members, and the House or the Senate, and even 

organized education?   

 

A Google search for CAFR produces over 750,000 hits but a Google "NEWS" search for CAFR 

as of 10/21/06 only produces seven (7) obscure hits of simple mention.  

 

A corresponding  "NEWS" search in the archives of the New York Times, LA Times, Chicago 

Tribune, and Wall Street Journal, which go back in their data banks, several decades 

showed in combination less than seven hits for CAFR. Here with this disparity the answer for 

"is there a Black-Out from the Syndicated NEWS" agencies? The answer would have to be a 

clear yes.   

 

Have the school districts from across the USA that educate their students on Budgets, who 

also produce a CAFR each year made simple and basic mention of the CAFR at any point for 

education of their students on this basic subject?  No, they have not. Here does a Blackout 

exist? Apparently, yes is the answer.   

 



Have elected officials or politicians in or running for office who talk continuously about 

Budgets openly made mention of the greater report of their local city, county, or State the 

CAFR, linked them at their web sites, or linked for mention in their news letters over the last 

60 years?  Virtually not a peep if at all any mention. Here does a Blackout exist? Apparently, 

yes is the answer.    

 

Are local Government CAFRs sent to all members of the House, Senate, Editors of Local 

News Papers, News Networks, and Educational department heads? Yes, they have been. The 

printing of the CAFR is a budgetary item requiring records to be kept as to each sending. 

The before mentioned representatives have been sent the primary local government CAFR 

reports relevant to their locale now for over 30 years. Here does a Blackout exist? 

Apparently, yes is the answer.    

 

Upon overall review of the question: Does a Blackout, and in fact a conspiracy exist towards 

bringing the CAFR into the light for public scrutiny. Based on the clear record over the last 

30 years of abstention from use or mention to the public, the answer here also appears to 

be a clear yes.    

 

From the over 84,000 CAFR reports produced by local Government each year in 

combination with Federal Government's own investment holdings, shows a conservative 

value of sixty trillion dollars held by Local and Federal Government as of 1999. An example 

of the holdings shown from just one Government CAFR (NY STATE 2005 RETIREMENT FUND 

CAFR)  [http://www.osc.state.ny.us/retire/aboutus/annrep05/assetlist091405.pdf ] shows 

133 billion dollars of investments held (Microsoft 44 million shares thereof).    

 

Motive for conspiracy to Blackout the CAFR from the public's realm of comprehension? The 

substantial money, Investments, and Power obtained there from of those on the inside track 

could be the most probable answer.   

 

To Review some CAFRs go to:  http://cafr1.com/STATES/ 

 

As editor of the AntiShyster, I’ve seen so many “unbelievable” stories over the last eight 

years, that I’ve become jaded, cynical and worldly. There are no surprises left for me. I’m 

sure I’ve seen it all. I’ve thought so for several years. And generally speaking, about every 

two or three months, life proves me absolutely wrong by showing me another story so 

awesome that I’m left ―almost‖ speechless. This article introduces another one of those 

stories so awesome that it’s right off the Richter Scale. 

 

Walter Burien Jr. worked as a Wall St. commodity trader for fifteen years, but now resides in 

Arizona. According to Mr. Burien, every state, county, and major metropolitan city is 

keeping two sets of books. One set ―the “Budget”‖ is commonly available and tracks each 

governmental entity’s costs and tax revenue. The Budget is the financial record that’s seen 

by the public and used by politicians to justify new governmental services and higher taxes. 

 

However, there is a second set of books (called the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, 

or CAFR) which is virtually unknown to the public but contains the real record of total 

governmental income. According to Mr. Burien, although the Budget gives an accurate 

account of government costs, only the CAFR gives an accurate account of government’s 

income. 

 

For example, while a particular state Budget might report receiving $20 billion in taxes 

(just barely enough to sustain its $20 billion costs) – the CAFR might reveal the state’s real 

income is in the neighbourhood of $60 billion – three times as much as reported on the 

Budget. If these allegations are accurate, the particular state could stop charging all the 

taxes we are familiar with, and not only survive, but either double the amount of reported 

government services or give every citizen a huge tax rebate. 

 



The implications are mind-boggling. 

 

They’d mean our world is so different from what we are led to believe, so much more 

corrupt than even I suspect, that we are left with three choices, either, 1) government 

agrees to end the deception and stop overtaxing us; 2) the American people agree to accept 

their status as slaves; or 3) both sides refuse to agree and precipitate a shooting 

revolution. The issue is that big. But. Are Mr. Burien’s allegations correct? How could any 

governmental entity dare to routinely overcharge its citizens by 200%, underreport its 

income by 2/3rds, and knowingly press for higher taxes based on an inaccurate Budget? 

Worse, how could such a fraudulent system become widespread among all states, counties, 

big cities, and even the Federal Government? When you stop to think about it, Mr. Burien’s 

allegations are too fantastic to be credible. Nevertheless, I talked to Mr. Burien by phone for 

several hours and found him to be articulate, knowledgeable, and apparently sincere. I 

asked a retired professor of economics to interview Mr. Burien and evaluate his allegations. 

The professor’s assessment? 

 

Burien is probably correct.  

 

I steered an Alaskan M.D. (who is also a dedicated constitutionalist researcher) to Mr. 

Burien. The Doctor subsequently found evidence supporting Mr. Burien’s claims: The state 

of Alaska and the city of Anchorage both use Budget/ CAFR accounting systems that conceal 

a “breathtaking” difference in reported revenue.  Another researcher in Wyoming claims 

that a comparison of his state’s Budget and CAFR also support Mr. Burien’s arguments. In 

every case, there are two sets of books and the income reported on the Budget is millions 

or billions of dollars less than is reported on the CAFR. 

 

Does this support prove Mr. Burien’s extraordinary allegations? No. But they lend enough 

credence to publish his allegations to a broader audience who will do more research to 

confirm, refute or refine those allegations. What follows is an amalgam of statements or 

implications raised by Mr. Burien on our telephone conversation, Tom Valentine’s radio 

interview, Mr. Burien’s Email, and an article on Mr. Burien written by “Betsy Ross”. 

Mr. Burien reports first discovering the CAFR report in New Jersey in 1989, when he helped 

start a New Jersey tax protest group called “Hands Across New Jersey”. While involved with 

that group, Mr. Burien read in the state’s Annual Budget that the total cost of all public 

services was <17 billion and the “net available” ―the money on hand to pay bills‖ was <24.6 

billion. 

 

But then he asked first question the IRS asks in any audit: “What are the gross receipts?”  

 

He added figures from various sources and came up with about $44 billion and began to 

wonder how the state could have a $17 billion in costs, $24.6 billion in cash on hand, and 

$44 billion annual income.  

 

The numbers didn’t add up, so he began to dig deeper. Because his father had been 

Personnel Manager for the State Treasury for eight years, Mr. Burien understood how to get 

around in the various government departments. The state Director of the Budget was on 

vacation, so Mr. Burien called one of his lowest level assistants and said, “I’m working 

on a report for Richard [the vacationing Budget Director] and I need all the figures on the 

autonomous agency accounts, interest accounts, investments accounts.” The assistant said, 

“Ohh, you want the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report.” This was the first time Burien 

had heard of CAFR but he said, “Yes” and the assistant mailed it. 

 

The Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) showed New Jersey had liquid  

investment funds (cash) of $188 billion; common stocks worth $70 billion; $10 billion due 

from loans to public and private corporations; and $14 billion in insurance company 



equity participation. The little state of New Jersey, which admitted to less than $25 billion in 

annual income on its Budget, reported almost $300 billion in cash, stocks, loans, and 

insurance equity on its CAFR. According to Mr. Burien, “On that day, I learned the definition 

of syndicated organized crime.” The scam worked something like this: Anything that was a 

cost or expense for public services (the traditional side of the Annual Service Budget, such 

as the Department of Transportation, health and welfare, etc.) was reported on the Budget 

where public taxes paid 100% of the bill for those services. That was $17 billion. 

 

However, any governmental agency that was a profit centre (the Port Authority for New 

Jersey, the New Jersey Turnpike, an investment account, etc.) that generated non-tax 

revenue was “restricted by statute” from being reported in the Annual Budget. Why? 

Because the state legislature passed laws to prevent reporting the income from profit 

centres on the Budget. Instead, income from these profit centres was disclosed only on the 

CAFR. But that disclosure was not immediately apparent. For example, when Mr. Burien 

looked for New Jersey’s 1989 “gross cash receipts” in the CAFR, he found the figure buried 

on page 174, under the “Waste Water Treatment Trust Fund.” It showed the amount of the 

total cash receipts for 1989 from all 69 autonomous state agencies and departments was 

almost $87 billion. In other words, New Jersey was charging $87 billion to provide $17 

billion in public services. New Jersey citizens were paying $5 for every $1 in services they 

received, and the state was pocketing the other <4 as “profit”. 

 

The CAFR also reported the state owned $32 billion in common stocks – but this figure was 

footnoted. The footnote revealed that the stocks were valued according to their original 

purchase price, not current market value. In other words, if the state bought a stock in 

1968 at <1.25 a share and it’s worth <3,::: a share now, they still report it on the CAFR 

as worth $1.25 a share. 

 

Burien determined that the true market value for the “<32 billion” in stocks reported 

on the New Jersey CAFR was actually about $70 billion. 

 

To believe or not to believe . . . 

 

Mr. Burien’s claims concerning New Jersey are incredible and also dated. Whether New 

Jersey kept two sets of books in 1989 is an intriguing but not particularly compelling 

question. After all, the allegations are almost ten years old, and relatively few of us live in 

New Jersey. As a result, Mr. Burien’s allegations might be dis-missed as largely irrelevant. 

 

But Mr. Burien goes further – he claims the dual system of books was not unique to New 

Jersey, but also common among all fifty states. Moreover, he claims the dual accounting 

system was not only used ten years ago, but is still being used today. 

 

For example: “In 1987 Arizona’s annual Service Budget reported <2.8 billion in revenues 

but the state’s 1987 CAFR reported total cash receipts of $3.1 billion – a mere $300 

million difference.” “However, in 1997, Arizona reported an Annual Service Budget of 

<5.5 billion while the State’s CAFR ―printed by the Auditor Generals Office‖ showed Total 

Gross Cash Receipts of $17 billion. That’s a difference of over $11 billion. In just ten years, 

Arizona had caught up to New Jersey in that both states’ Annual Budgets reported less 

than one-third of the actual gross income seen in the states’ CAFRs.” 

 

“CAFR reports indicate that the composite totals for all government (Federal, state, county 

and city) ownership of publicly traded stock exceeds $32 TRILLION (53% of the total 

ownership of all listed stocks), $8 TRILLION in insurance company equity (should we be 

surprised by high priced mandatory auto insurance or unaffordable health care?), and $5 

TRILLION in Bond Surety Escrow Accounts for future liability of existing or potential debt. 

 



Governments use Bond Surety Escrow Accounts to evade that pesky little rule that 

government should not operate at a “profit”. That is, government should not impose more 

taxes than it actually uses to run the government. 

 

By designating tax revenue that exceeds operating costs as “Bond Surety Escrow” for future 

liability, government avoids calling excess revenue a “profit” and is thereby enabled to 

continue enriching itself at public expense. 

 

Ask not for whom the road tolls 

 

To illustrate the potential for abusing “future liability payments”, consider the New Jersey’s 

plan in the 1950s to build the New Jersey State Turnpike and Garden State Parkway 

Authorities. The state asked voters to approve a $7.5 billion bond to construct the 

turnpikes. The state explained that these turnpikes would be operated as toll roads by the 

bondholders until the $7.5 billion bond was paid off – but the bondholders could not 

operate the toll roads at a profit. Once the bonds were repaid, the turnpikes would revert 

back into the state’s Annual Budget as a normal cost/revenue item. The public voted Yes. 

 

Over the following years, the state sometimes alleged that the toll revenue from operating 

those turnpikes failed to cover their operating expenses, and so additional bonds were 

passed to fund the turnpikes. As a result, in 1990, the total bond liability still owed for the 

turnpike had grown to $14.5 billion. But guess how much was in the Bond Surety 

Escrow Accounts? $38 billion! 

Enough to repay the original $7.5 billion bonds almost four times. 

 

How could that happen? Say the toll road made a $400 million profit for the year and the 

scheduled payment on the $7.5 billion bond was $100 million. The state made the $100 

million bond payment but kept the extra $300 million in a Bond Surety Escrow Account 

for “future liability payments.” Although they kept the <3:: million, they did not declare it 

as an asset but wrote it off as a line-item payment. In other years, even though they made a 

profit, they’d allege that they lost money and therefore floated more billions in bonds. 

 

The bottom line is that New Jersey is collecting hundreds of billions of virtually unreported 

dollars from all the autonomous agencies. The motivating factor is not public welfare, but 

control of those billions. 

 

Mr. Burien not only alleges that the dual accounting system exemplified by CAFR is used by 

all fifty states, but also by all counties, cities, and the Federal Government itself. If Mr. 

Burien’s allegations are correct, they comprise the most damning indictment of big 

government yet seen. In sum, Mr. Burien implies that our government is in fact a criminal 

enterprise bent on oppressing Americans by extorting several times as much tax revenue as 

it spends on public services and using the majority of those extorted revenues to enrich, 

empower and enlarge government at public expense. 

 

First thing we do is kill all the reporters? 

 

According to Mr. Burien, although the public is absolutely ignorant concerning CAFR, the 

primary cause for that ignorance is not the politicians but the mainstream media. When Mr. 

Burien first discovered the CAFR reports in New Jersey in 1989, he went on radio 101.5 FM 

in a live, 45-minute interview. Two days later, that radio station was threatened with losing 

their broadcasting license and was almost shut down. CAFR had become another example of 

“third-rail journalism” – any reporter or media outlet that touched the issue would be 

silenced or driven from journalism. As a result, there’s been a total mainstream press 

blackout on disclosing CAFR reports. 

 



Later, Burien learned that the New Jersey official in charge of discrediting his CAFR 

discoveries was a former reporter who’d been appointed Assistant State Treasurer – even 

though he had no formal financial background. Burien investigated his background and 

learned that as a reporter he made $35,000 per year. But as Assistant State Treasurer he 

made $65,000 a year – plus a carte blanche expense account of $125,000. (Joonoleesm 

ha’ bean berry berry goot to me, hmm?‖ 

 

Burien claims this was not an aberration: 

 

“I knew there was a state data search department which tied all agencies and departments 

together. I called that department and asked for a data search on all key-level directorships 

and supervisory positions for all budgetary or autonomous agencies, and they came 

up with some 3,500 names from several administrations. Almost 1,800 of these Directors 

were former editors or reporters.” It’s a virtual certainty that many of these appointments 

were payoffs for the journalists’ previous “cooperation” in spinning or silencing stories 

to suit government. 

 

If you conduct a comparable search in other states, you may find a similar symbiotic 

relationship between government, editors and reporters. If so, the media’s “liberal, pro-

government bias” may run much deeper than anyone’s imagined, and the “militaryindustrial 

complex” described by President Eisenhower in the 195:’s may have been replaced by a 

“media-bureaucracy-banker complex” in the 199:s Therefore, Mr. Burien recommends that 

once you find and analyze your state’s Budget and CAFR reports, you insist that your local 

news mainstream media ―TV, News Papers, Radio‖ raise “Public Awareness” by reporting 

the difference between the composite “total of cash receipts from all agencies, 

departments, investments, etc.” and the “actual total composite revenues held or 

controlled” If your local media refuse to publicize your state’s CAFR, they may be 

cooperating with a criminal agreement which has effectively silenced public disclosure of 

the CAFR reports for over forty years.1 However, once Americans know how much money is 

out there, where it’s coming from and where it’s going – the government’s game will be 

over. 

 

Any media that refuses to make immediate mention of the CAFR report should be publicly 

and aggressively boycotted. Media exposure is the jugular vein of the evil and corruption. 

 

How to catch a CAFR 

 

“Betsy Ross” ―pen name for the Alaskan M.D. I mentioned in the introduction‖ talked to Mr. 

Burien and later investigated whether Alaska also used a dual bookkeeping system. She 

reports:  

 

Why do we see ever-rising state income and property taxes, if the states, counties and cities 

ALL have untold billions of dollars coming in from profitable government enterprises and 

investments? Why is all this money deliberately unreported in the regular Annual Budget 

reports? An innocent and trusting public has been complaisant far too long, content to leave 

the administration of our country to the bankers and experts. I predict that people will not 

remain asleep much longer when they learn the true economic picture contained in the 

yearly CAFR documents. 

 

The CAFR system is not only used by states. For example, back in the late 1980s when 

Orange County, California, formally declared bankruptcy, some diligent researchers 

investigated the county’s finances and accidentally stumbled onto Orange County’s CAFR. 

They discovered that while Orange County legislators were crying poverty and bankruptcy, 

they actually had a surplus of $16 billion in profitable investments. 

 



According to Dr. Burien, this fraudulent treatment of revenues has gone on for over 40 

years in many states, and the cumulative amounts of unreported government revenue salted 

away from public scrutiny is now many trillions of dollars. 

 

Where’s all that money?  

 

Over the years, most of this money was invested in the stock market. As a result, our 

federal and state governments now collectively own about 53% of the stock in all publicly 

traded companies. That means, collectively, our various federal, state, and local 

governments may not only be the primary beneficiaries of the recent Bull Market in stocks – 

they might even be the cause of that Bull Market. That is, our various governmental entities 

now carry enough collective clout in the stock market to cause specific stocks, commodities 

(like gold or silver), entire industries – or the whole stock market itself – to rise (or fall) 

simply by buying or selling specific stocks or commodities in concert. 

 

I verified many of Dr. Burien’s assertions by obtaining CAFRs for my state (Alaska) and my 

city (Anchorage), and comparing them to their annual Operating Budgets. The differences in 

reported annual revenue streams are breathtaking. For example, Anchorage’s Annual 

Budget and CAFR differed by over $100 million! 

 

However, finding your state, county or city CAFR is not necessarily easy. But don’t be 

deterred. According to a 1982 Federal Law, every state, county and city must prepare and 

publish a CAFR – and it always has the same name: “Comprehensive Annual Financial 

Report.” 

 

I started my search by calling my state Representative. He didn’t know what I was talking 

about, but sent me over to the Department of Revenue. They didn’t know what I was talking 

about, but sent me to the Office of Management and Budget – who also didn’t know but sent 

me to the Department of Economics and Commerce. They didn’t have a clue, but sent me to 

the Department of Law, who sent me over to the Attorney General’s Office, who sent me 

to the Governor’s Office – which told me the political equivalent of “no speekee aingleesh,” 

and sent me to Secretary of State, who sent me to the Department of Administration. To my 

amazement, the Department of Administration did know what I was talking about. They 

understood the term “CAFR” . . . but they still didn’t know where to find one. However, 

they suggested I try the Finance Division within their own Department – and there, I finally 

hit pay dirt. The Finance Division sent me the current CAFR for free, and are hunting 

through their office for CAFRs from previous years. 

 

To find your state’s CAFR, you must be persistent and able to politely navigate the endless 

sea of ignorant bureaucrats until you find the right office that handles the annual CAFR. I 

guarantee that your state’s CAFR does exist, though it may be buried in some obscure office 

where no one would ever think to ask for such a document. I had much better luck 

obtaining a copy of our city’s CAFR. It only took two phone calls to reach the City 

Comptroller’s Office, which generates the CAFR report for Anchorage. Further, both the 

State University and the city library have files of annual CAFRs going back for several years. 

 

Some states have even begun to post their annual CAFRs on the Internet! 

 

Tap up your state’s website, and do a word search for CAFR. Try 

http://home.snap.com/search/power/form/0,179-0,00.html – select the search feature 

“exact phrase” and enter the phrase: 

 

“Comprehensive Annual Financial Report” or “CAFR” This action will generate 

dozens of possible links. Also search for your state’s CAFR at 

http://financenet.gov/financenet/state/cafr.htm. Here, you should find lists of 

all state and local CAFRs. 

 



We haven’t yet found Federal CAFRs on the Internet. However, individual CAFRs are 

reportedly published by the General Services Administration (GSA) for each Federal 

agency, as well as a composite CAFR (6,800 pages in 1990) for the entire Federal 

Government. It is believed that a Federal “Summary” CAFR is also available that, in a 

relatively few pages, outlines the finances for the entire Federal government – but to date, 

that information has not been verified. 

If you have no access to the Internet and you’re stymied in your efforts to penetrate the 

bureaucratic maze, try alternative sources like public libraries – which may sometimes be 

the only “back door” available for these reports. Though hard to find, CAFR reports 

are not hidden or classified “Top Secret”. Because CAFRs are mandated by Federal law, if 

you know where to look, they can be found. But they are not published, promoted, or 

discussed by mainstream media. 

 

Reading is harder than finding 

 

However, the real skill in analyzing your CAFR is not finding it, but in understanding it. Bear 

in mind that a single state CAFR may contain several hundred pages of accounting 

information. Don’t expect to find a heading or summary that specifically identifies “Revenue 

Hidden From Public”. To determine how much revenue is unreported on your state’s Annual 

Budget, you’ll have to do some fairly serious study and “number crunching” on your 

state’s CAFR. 

 

One strategy for analyzing your state’s real finances might be to make copies of the Budget 

and CAFR report for each member of a study group dedicated to dissecting the CAFR. 

Ideally, your group should have help from someone like a Certified Public Accountant 

who understands how to read and analyze a corporation’s annual financial report. Always 

look for the difference in revenue between the “budgetary basis” ―reported on the Annual 

Budgets‖ and the “restricted-by-statute groups” ―like the New Jersey Turnpike Authority‖ 

which are reported only on the CAFR. Also, pay close attention to the CAFR’s footnotes – 

they can be very revealing and may suggest leads to other specific agency reports for 

further investigation. 

 

To do a complete analysis, it’s necessary to obtain both the Annual Budgets and CAFRs as 

far back as they are available. Some funds are suddenly dropped from even the CAFR, and 

one may have to compare CAFR reports for several sequential years to find these omissions. 

You may also want to pursue the specific yearly audits and reports of specific agencies.  

Some agencies have established a “Bond Surety Escrow Revenue Account”. Don’t be misled 

by the boring name ―the devil’s in the details‖. Basically, this is a slush fund for agencies 

to deposit income that should have been used to repay the agency’s bonds and reduce the 

public’s taxes. Demand to see both the present and historical records of this fund – it may 

contain millions of dollars that do not sit idle in a bank account. From this account, 

agencies make investments, loans, “honoraria” fees, agency personnel “reimbursements” 

and other outright payoffs. 

These Bond Surety Escrow Revenue Accounts are one of the most egregious examples of 

government’s ongoing financial fraud. For example, Dr. Burien believes that state pensions 

and other disguised funds include retirement accounts for each state judge ranging from 

one to five million dollars. As long as the judges don’t rock the political boat, they may get a 

million dollars or more on retirement while we peons wonder where the justice went. 

 

Political consequences 

 

The financial implications buried in the CAFR reports will precipitate issues that are 

guaranteed to give legislators fits. As my calls demonstrated, most government officials are 

totally ignorant of government’s dual accounting systems. These officials think the money 



listed in the Budget report is all they have to allocate. However, once we publicly expose 

CAFR, they can’t continue to claim ignorance and innocence. 

 

Those of you who are running for political office against an incumbent politician in 

November, 1998, could not hope for a stronger campaign issue. If your state’s CAFR 

indicates this kind and degree of financial deceit, what could any incumbent politician argue 

in his defence? That he was too dumb to realize the state was secretly overtaxing the 

people? That he was smart enough to recognize the deception, but thought it was a good 

idea to impoverish his constituents? The dual accounting systems and consequent over-

taxation exemplified by CAFR, could provide the issue we need to rouse a sleeping public to 

take part in our political system. 

 

But what about the political parties? 

 

Could the Republicans or Democrats embrace and expose the CAFR accounting system? No. 

After 4: years of deceit, neither party can claim innocence or ignorance. The CAFR’s 

political consequences could do immense damage to both parties; that potential probably 

explains why virtually all politicians avoid mentioning CAFR. 

 

But what about third parties that have no historic relationship to CAFR? For example, what 

would happen if the Libertarian Party were mobilized to find and analyze the CAFRs from all 

the cities, counties, and states where their candidates sought public office in November, 

1998? What would happen if Libertarian candidates across the country were able to shake 

their fists and copies of their state’s CAFR in the faces of their Republican and Democrat 

opponents? 

 

What would happen if the Libertarians were credited as the party that exposed the CAFR 

fraud? Could the Libertarians turn an otherwise unnoticed election into something exciting 

and filled with public outcry? Could an unprecedented number of Libertarians get elected? 

Could CAFR cause a revolutionary political realignment sufficient to wrest automatic control 

from the two smug major parties?  

 

Yes. 

 

If the CAFR issue is validated across the nation, it contains enough explosive political 

potential to change an obscure third-party into a political contender. Because the two 

dominant political parties don’t dare touch this issue, CAFR offers an extraordinary 

opportunity for any third party to enhance its political power. 

 

More importantly, the mainstream media’s ability to suppress the CAFR story would be 

virtually eliminated if an entire political party, during an election, was publicly shouting 

“CAFR! Cor-rup-tion! . . . CA-FR! Corruption! . . .” 

 

Walter J. Burien, Jr., can be reached at E-Mail: cedi2000@aol.com or POB 11444, Prescott, 

AZ 86304.  

 

1 The intentional refusal of mainstream media to mention of the CAFR report might violate 

the Rico Act’s prohibition against perpetuating and assisting a criminal syndicate. Some 

Arizona case law pertains to the obligation of disclosure:  

 

”Where relation of trust or confidence exists between two parties so that one places 

peculiar reliance in trustworthiness of another, latter is under duty to make full and truthful 

disclosure of all material facts and is liable for misrepresentation or concealment.” Stewart 

v. Phoenix Nat. Bank, 64 P.2d 101, 49 Ariz. 34. (Ariz. 1937). 

 

mailto:cedi2000@aol.com


”Concealing a material fact when there is duty to disclose may be actionable fraud.” 

Universal Inv. Co. v. Sahara Motor Inn, Inc., 619 P.2d 485, 127 Ariz. 213. (Ariz. App. 

1980). 

 

”When one conveys a false impression by disclosure of some facts and the concealment of 

others, such concealment is in effect a false representation that what is disclosed is the 

whole truth.” State v. Coddington, 662 P.2d 155, 135 Ariz. 480. (Ariz. App. 1983). 

 

”Suppression of a material fact which a party is bound in good faith to disclose is 

equivalent to a false representation.” Leigh v. Loyd, 244 P.2d 356, 74 Ariz. 84. (1952). 

 

”Damages will lie in proper case of negligent misrepresentation of failure to disclose.” Van 

Buren v. Pima Community College Dist. Bd., 546 P.2d 821, 113 Ariz. 85 (Ariz.1976). 

 

”Where one under duty to disclose facts to another fails to do so, and other is injured 

thereby, an action in tort lies against party whose failure to perform his duty caused 

injury.” Regan v. First Nat. Bank, 101 P.2d 214, 55 Ariz. 320 (Ariz. 1940). 

 

The Mysterious CAFRs 

How Stagnant Pools Of Government Money Could Help Save The Economy 

By Ellen Brown 5-21-10 

 For over a decade, accountant Walter Burien has been trying to rouse the public over what 

he contends is a massive conspiracy and cover-up, involving trillions of dollars squirreled 

away in funds maintained at every level of government. His numbers may be disputed, but 

these funds definitely exist, as evidenced by the Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports 

(CAFRs) required of every government agency. If they don't represent a concerted 

government conspiracy, what are they for? And how can they be harnessed more efficiently 

to help allay the financial crises of state and local governments? 

 The Elusive CAFR Money 

Burien is a former commodity trading adviser who has spent many years peering into 

government books. He notes that the government is composed of 54,000 different state, 

county, and local government entities, including school districts, public authorities, and the 

like; and that these entities all keep their financial assets in liquid investment funds, bond 

financing accounts and corporate stock portfolios. The only income that must be reported 

in government budgets is that from taxes, fines and fees; but the investments of government 

entities can be found in official annual reports (CAFRs), which must be filed with the federal 

government by local, county and state governments. These annual reports show that 

virtually every U.S. city, county, and state has vast amounts of money stashed away in 

surplus funds. Burien maintains that these slush funds have been kept concealed from 

taxpayers, even as taxes are being raised and citizens are being told to expect fewer 

government services. 

Burien was originally alerted to this information by Lt. Col. Gerald Klatt, who evidently died 

in 2004 under mysterious circumstances, adding fuel to claims of conspiracy and cover-up. 

Klatt was a an Air Force auditor and federal accountant, and it's not impossible that he may 

have gotten too close to some military stash being used for nefarious ends. But it is hard to 

envision how all the municipal governments hording their excess money in separate funds 

could be complicit in a massive government conspiracy. Still, if that is not what is going on, 

why such an inefficient use of public monies? 

The Greatest Financial Conspiracy In American History 

September 18, 2013 - Dave Hodges The Common Sense Show 



There is a conspiracy being perpetrated against the American people with regard to the true 

nature of America’s financial situation. To most people, America appears to be on her last 

economic legs and the future looks hopeless. On the other hand, America has never been 

wealthier. However, the wealth has been horded and hidden from the American people.  

This article exposes why the central bankers and the corporate controlled media are 

attempting to make it appear as America is dead broke with no hope of recovery. The 

central bankers, through the government, have indeed hijacked and are hording and hiding 

substantial assets as they are planning to take the surface economy down as early as this 

fall/winter. The globalist strategy consists of convincing the people, in advance of the 

collapse, that there is no hope of economic recovery. Under this scenario, the perpetrators 

of the collapse will meet with less direct resistance, both in the collapse phase and in the 

recovery phase in which we will all witness the establishment of a world government and a 

one world economic system.  

Which side is correct? Are we broke or do we have substantial hidden assets? Both sides are 

correct. The visible economy, which is obvious to all (e.g. the health of the fiat currency, the 

unemployment rate, national GDP relative to the planet’s GDP‖, clearly indicates that a 

collapse is imminent. However, there is also substantial wealth that is being horded on 

behalf of the banks and corporations by their governmental partners, which could make a 

significant difference in the health of our economy. The wealth is substantial and has 

successfully been hidden from most Americans 

The Case for a Looming Economic Collapse 

The undoing of the America currency has been a century in the making. In 1913, the most 

evil organization on the earth was created by an unconscionable act of Congress with the 

creation of the Federal Reserve. The United States national debt is more than 5000 times 

larger than it was when the Federal Reserve was first created, and this fact has served to 

turn nearly all of us into debt slaves with each of us vulnerable to the manipulation of the 

global elite. 

The bankers who helped to create the Federal Reserve intended to permanently enslave the 

U.S. government to a perpetually expanding spiral of debt, and their plan has worked and 

their final victory is nearly at hand. 

Boston University economist Laurence Kotlikoff, stated that the U.S. government is facing a 

“present value difference between projected future spending and revenue” of 222 trillion 

dollars in the years ahead. Where are we going to come up with 222 trillion dollars? The 

short answer is that we won’t under the existing set of economic rules that we are forced to 

live under. 

In 2001, the United States represented 31.8 percent of the world’s economic activity.  By 

the end of 2:11, that share had dropped to 21.6% in 2:11, which means that America’s 

portion of the world’s economy is 32% smaller than it was a decade ago and it is declining 

more with each passing day. With economic indicators such as these, there is no way to 

climb out of the economic hole we have entered courtesy of the globalist inspired free-trade 

agreements (i.e. NAFTA, CAFTA and now the MEFTA, AFTA and the TPP). With these kinds of 

economic indicators, more Americans will be competing for a smaller number of jobs which 

are significantly declining in pay. 

Over one hundred million unemployed Americans are no longer even looking for work. The 

next time you go into the Department of Motor Vehicles, please realize that you are 

subsidizing a drivers license for about a third of the people in that building. You are also 

paying for their health care, food stamps and shelter. And many of these lower class, 

poverty-stricken “Americans” are living a higher standard of living than you are and this is 

by design courtesy of Chairman Obama.  
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It Does Not Pay to Go to Work 

Wayne Emmerich found that the family breadwinner who works only one week a month at 

minimum wage makes 92% as much as the breadwinner grossing $60,000 a year. 

Emmerich’s stats demonstrate that by working only one week a month one can save a lot of 

money in child care expense. But topping the list is Medicaid, which is accessible to 

minimum wage earners and the program has very low deductibles and co-pays. In short, by 

working only one week a month at a minimum wage job, a minimum wage earner is able to 

get total medical coverage for next to nothing courtesy of you and me. 

The middle class is not as lucky as the $60,000 breadwinner pays out approximately 

$12,000 per year in health insurance costs with an addition $4,500 in co-pays. And if 

anyone in the part-time minimum wage earning family is disabled, SSI pays out an 

additional $8,088 per year. When one begins to calculate the expenses incurred by a typical 

breadwinner making $60,000 per year, compared to the part time minimum wage worker, 

coupled with minimum wage earners tax supported federal bailouts for these freeloaders, 

the poor have more discretionary income than those who pay the taxes that run the country. 

And if the part time minimum wage worker is willing to cheat and participate in the 

underground economy, they will have significantly more discretionary income than their 

hard-working $60,000 per year counterpart who actually works for a living. In short, if you 

are a full-time employee making above minimum wage, you are paying for your own 

economic demise. The numbers here suggest that we’d be better off staying home and living 

off of the labours of what’s left of the middle class and of course this would help to collapse 

the economy.  

Unbearable Taxes Are Leading to Record Expatriation Rates 

Overwhelmingly, the number one reason that Americans are fleeing the country is because 

of high taxes. The income tax rate rose this year to 39.6% from 35% for individuals earning 

more than $400,000 a year and married couples earning more than $450,000. As of this 

year, 77% of Americans will pay higher federal tax rates because the cuts in Social Security 

payroll taxes expired when Congress passed its tax package on New Year’s Day. The Tax 

Policy Centre estimates that those who earn more than $1 million would pay an average of 

$170,341 more in taxes. The tax burden is adding crushing weight to a beleaguered upper 

and middle class America.  

Hiding and Hording Massive Assets That Could Rescue the Country’s Economy 

Americans are lamenting the fact that our budget deficit is now over $17 trillion dollars. 

Our national debt and deficit is a drop in the bucket compared to the assets that our 

government controls. However, far beneath the ground, the federal government owns the 

rights to mineral and energy leases, from which they receive royalties, rents, and bonus 

payment, states the Institute for Energy Research, an industry group. According to their 

estimates, government states that the assets are worth $128 trillion. That’s almost eight 

times the national debt. This is a hard asset which could be collateralized and matched 

against the deficit.  

“These resources could be leased to third parties and could subsequently earn the state and 

national government huge royalties, rents, and bonus payments that it is estimated could 

total almost $15: billion over 1: years, just for the oil and gas leases alone.” Then why 

isn’t this being done? Simple, ask yourself who would lose money if these idle assets were 

brought to fruition? The oil companies would lose money, that’s who! The same oil 

companies that block oil drilling on the North Shore of Alaska. The same oil companies who 

preserve the existing relationship with Middle Eastern nations, which someday, will pull us 

into a devastating world war with Syria and Iran. 

Further, the unleashing of these assets would reduce the costs of energy for consumers and 

businesses. Now, the owners of the utilities, the same people who are the owners of the oil 
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companies, could not permit that. The utilities have invested billions toward the installation 

of smart meters and a new infrastructure smart grid, in which they control all energy 

pricing. 

Another factor that comes into play on why these assets are not being unleashed is because 

plentiful, reliable and cheap energy supplies would greatly accelerate economic growth and 

jump start the economy out of the doldrums. But when the globalists’ goal is the creation of 

a one world economic system, based upon keeping nations in debt, controlled by a 

tyrannical one world government, the old government and economy must be brought down 

and this economic boon to the economy cannot be allowed to transpire. Therefore, the 

government acts as a procurement agent for the globalists, who will eventually unleash 

these assets to themselves, after the collapse of the dollar. 

CAFR’S the Source of Untold Wealth  

For over a decade, accountant Walter Burien, has been trying to raise public consciousness 

over what he says is a massive conspiracy, totalling trillions of dollars. The conspiracy, 

Burien says, is one in which governments at all levels have hidden away funds in a practice 

commonly called CAFR’s. Burien’s numbers may be questioned, but there can be no doubt 

that significant hidden funds clearly exist. The existence of CAFR’s are evidenced by the 

existence of the Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports ―CAFRs‖. CAFR’s are a required 

aspect of every government agency accounting practices. Therefore, the existence of this 

underground slush fund is a matter of public record.  

The subject of CAFR’s first came to light when Colonel Gerald Klatt alerted Burien to their 

existence. Coincidentally, Klatt died under very mysterious circumstances, in 2004, which 

lent credence to the claim that there was a conspiracy to cover up the scope and true 

nature of CAFR’s. Just what is a CAFR and how does it explain how the American are being 

lied to about how much money truly exists within the control of the government? 

To help you understand the nature and process of CAFR’s, let’s pretend that you were to 

have a checking account with $100 and a savings account with $1,000 in two different 

banks. Let’s further imagine that you only reported to the IRS, that you only had $100 

dollars as your net worth because you don’t want to use your savings account to pay bills 

―i.e. taxpayer obligations‖. Subsequently, you’d be audited and put in a federal prison for 

failure to report the larger amount. However, the government grants itself permission to 

play by its own rules and to make up the CAFR rules as they go along. The government, as 

described in the above example, simply designates that it has two accounts (i.e. the $100 

account and the $1,000 (CAFR) savings account). However, the larger CAFR account is 

designated as “non-governmental” or “non-taxpayer” income and this allows the 

government to hide all of this wealth from the people as reported in the government’s 

Budget Report. In this economic scenario, only the smaller account is the one that gets 

declared. And the reason that governments continue to engage in this shady practice, is 

that they want to be able to justify the taking of a greater portion of your income through 

increased taxation. I call this highway robbery. As an aside, have you noticed that many 

counties are building monumental justice centres which defy description of where the funds 

came from given the present state of economic affairs. These centres are being built with 

CAFR’s which are monetized in a variety of ways.  

The subject of CAFR’s is something that has come into my life with an explosion. In 

Maricopa County (greater Phoenix area), former county attorney, Andrew Thomas, was 

disbarred eighteen months ago. A three-member panel found that former County Attorney 

Andrew Thomas violated the professional rules of conduct for lawyers in bringing criminal 

charges against two county officials and a judge in December 2009. What gets lost in the 

media reporting of Thomas sudden departure from office and his disbarment is why Thomas 

was prosecuting two county officials, County Supervisors Dan Stapely and Mary Rose Wilcox 

as well as Superior Court Judge Gary Donahoe. Thomas initiated the investigation with 

allegations of financial wrong doing on the part of the three individuals. The second phase 
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of his investigation was to attack the use of off the books funds ―i.e. CAFR’s‖.Thomas was 

gone from office before phase two of his legal action could be commenced and Arpaio was 

neutralized.  

A few years ago, Maricopa County just completed the building of an expensive justice centre 

worth more than 500 million dollars. Where did the money come from as it has repeatedly 

been reported in the Phoenix media that the County is broke? Who benefitted? Thomas 

found evidence of money being kept off of the books and was attempting to expose it and 

the forces of the establishment had him expelled from office and disbarred within months of 

the first accusations. Simultaneously, Sheriff Joe Arpaio was complicit in the ill-fated 

Thomas investigation by carrying out the investigation and participating in the arrests of 

the three officials. Shortly thereafter, Arpaio was the source of a massive Eric Holder led 

justice probe into his department’s alleged racial profiling of illegal immigrants in Maricopa 

County. Arpaio brilliantly retaliated with an investigation into the authenticity of Obama’s 

long form birth certificate. Obama was declared, by Arpaio, to be ineligible to appear on 

Arizona’s ballot for President in 2012. Then the controversy went dark and the back and 

forth between the Feds and Arpaio disappeared from the front page of the newspapers. 

Obama eventually appeared on the ballot and Arpaio received a mere slap on the wrist from 

the Department of Justice. Can anyone say “a deal was struck?”  Apraio survived because 

he had leverage against Obama and Andrew Thomas did not and subsequently, Thomas’ 

license to practice law was revoked by a three judge panel which operated in the spirit of 

the worst of any kind of Kangaroo court.  

If the Thomas case had been fully exposed to the media, the subject of CAFR’s would have 

been irrevocably exposed. The obfuscation of public funds issue appeared to be dead. 

However, I had an inside source come forward and his name is Doug Rhoads. Doug is a 

former Maricopa County prosecutor. He approached me in early June of 2013 after reading 

a multipart series that I had published on my website regarding the privatization of for 

profit prisons and the fact that many states were promising private corporations a 90% 

prison occupancy rate, thus driving up zealousness of criminal prosecutions aimed at 

keeping the prisons full and profits high. (My Note. This is happening in the UK too.) 

Doug Rhoads informed me that every one of these criminal cases were being monetized as a 

traded commodity on the market and that the earned money went off of the books. Doug 

subsequently appeared on my talk show for two hours and exposed the fact that this was 

indeed taking place and we also discussed the Andrew Thomas affair. Since the airing of 

this interview with Rhoads, I have been personally threatened on two occasions that if I 

continued to report on prison privatization and the Rhoads revelations of hidden public 

assets, there would be “grave consequences.” Also, since the Rhoads interview, I have been 

contacted by several people, each with a different angle on this situation. However, all of 

them are afraid for their careers and their lives if their whistle-blowing were to ever be 

exposed.  

The issue and existence of CAFR’s is being zealously guarded. The release of CAFR’s, alone, 

could erase our national debt and return financial affluence to America. For example, 

California Governor Brown, claims that the California’s state budget deficit of <16 billion 

requires austerity actions. However the state’s CAFR funds revealed <6:: billion in 

undeclared assets. When all the CAFR surplus accounts are totalled, Californians have been 

overtaxed by $8 trillion dollars in a sampled study. This is being done at every level of 

government, two sets of books and two sets of figures. You do not have to be living in 

California and Arizona to be the victim of this deception, it is in every state. This makes the 

national debt appear to be meaningless. 

And whatever happened to Col. Klatt, the man who first revealed the existence of the 

CAFR’s? He suffered a worse fate than Andrew Thomas, he was likely murdered as Klatt 

served for a long time as an Air Force auditor and federal accountant, and it’s likely that he 

got too close to some military CAFR’s being used for “off the books” operations and he died 

under very mysterious circumstances. Google “Walter Burien” and be prepared to get really 
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upset about how much money is being withheld by government in this unholy accounting 

practice. 

What Does It All Mean? 

Through CAFR’s, the government is clearly hording money. Where does the money go? 

Nobody can be certain except that it makes the lion’s share of money collected eligible to be 

used as off the books spending.  

This is where the plot thickens and things get very interesting. If the economy is collapsed 

due to the well-publicized debt listed in the first part of this article, it is not known what 

would happen to the CAFR’s, the underground mineral resources, etc. Since these assets 

are technically off the books and under the control of local governments and many of their 

corporate NGO’s, they would presumably be unaffected in an economic collapse scenario. 

And wouldn’t that be the goal of banking interests who would want to collapse the economy 

in that they would want to procure as many hard assets as possible before the collapse. 

Since government at all levels has repeatedly proven itself to be agents of the megabanks 

and the corporations, these institutions would survive an economic collapse with a great 

deal of hard assets.   

Conclusion 

I have concluded that the powers that be are hording hard assets as a means to maintain 

power following the economic reorganization which would follow a collapse. 

I wonder if this list of corporations (including councils and police forces as shown earlier) 

is in fact the UK version of the CAFR money? Remember this 750 million pounds was all 

invested in tiny Iceland. What do they have elsewhere? 

Someone should check their past accounts to see if this money was declared in budget and 

asset reports too. 

Eighty-five councils face £750 million losses in Icelandic banking crisis - full list 

Published by Jon Land for 24dash.com Thursday 9th October 2008 

More than three quarters of a billion pounds of local authority money is at risk after over 

85 councils and other public bodies deposited the cash in Icelandic banks. 

 

Here is a list of local authorities so far known to have been involved:  

 Kent - £50 million (£15 million with Glitnir Bank, £17 million with Landsbanki and 

just over £18 million in its UK subsidiary, Heritable).  

 Transport for London (£40 million deposit with Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander).  

 Haringey (£37 million)  

 The Metropolitan Police Authority (£30 million. Its total budget is £3.5 billion).  

 Dorset County Council (£28.1 million in temporary loans to Landsbanki and 

Heritable)  

 Barnet (£27.4 million)  

 Northumberland County Council (£23 million).  

 Hillingdon (£20 million)  

 Westminster (£17 million)  
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 Brent (£15 million)  

 Caerphilly County Borough Council (£15 million with Heritable and Landsbanki)  

 West Sussex County Council (£12.9 million).  

 Havering (£12.5 million)  

 Cheltenham Borough Council (£11 million)  

 Wakefield Council (£9 million)  

 Cheshire County Council (£8.5 million invested with Heritable, 4% of the council's 

total £200 million investment with national and international financial institutions. 

The council has a budget of £1 billion)  

 Bassetlaw District Council in North Nottinghamshire (£8 million in Glitner, Heritable, 

Landsbanki and Singer Friedlander)  

 Bristol City Council (£8 million invested in Landsbanki)  

 Wiltshire County Council (£8 million with Heritable)  

 South Lanarkshire (£7.5 million with Landsbanki and Heritable)  

 Derwentside District Council (£7 million)  

 Dorset Police Authority (£7 million of temporary loans to Landsbanki and Heritable)  

 Redcar and Cleveland (£6 million)  

 Ceredigion County Council (£5.5 million)  

 North Lincolnshire Council (£5.5 million in Landsbanki and Heritable)  

 Sutton (£5.5 million)  

 Bromley (£5 million)  

 South Ayrshire (£5 million)  

 Cornwall County Council (£5 million invested with Landsbanki from total investments 

of £360 million)  

 Gateshead Council (£4.5 million).  

 Powys County Council (£4 million, about 6% of its cash investments, with two 

Icelandic banks - Landsbanki and Glitnir)  

 Gwynedd Council (£4 million deposited with Heritable).  

 Rotherham Borough Council (£3.7 million with Landsbanki and Heritable Bank)  

 Flintshire County Council, North Wales (£3.7 million invested with Landsbanki)  

 Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council (£3 million deposited with Heritable).  

 Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council (£3 million)  

 North Somerset Council (£3 million with Landsbanki)  



 Doncaster Council, in South Yorkshire (£3 million)  

 Stroud District Council (£3 million)  

 North East Lincolnshire Council (£2.5 million deposited with Landsbanki out of a 

total of £90 million of investments)  

 Cotswold District Council (£2 million)  

 Gloucester City Council (£2 million)  

 Moray Council (£2 million deposited with Landsbanki)  

 Monmouthshire County Council (£1.2 million with Heritable)  

 Tewkesbury Borough Council (£1 million)  

 Lewes District Council in East Sussex (£1 million deposited in Landsbanki)  

 Perth and Kinross Council (£1 million with Glitnir bank)  

 Nottingham City Council is also affected but has not yet disclosed the amount.  

The BBC said these councils and bodies were also affected:  

 Hertfordshire (£28 million)  

 Somerset County Council (£25 million)  

 Plymouth City Council (£13 million)  

 Breckland Council (£12 million)  

 Gloucestershire County Council (£12 million)  

 Lancashire County Council (£10 million)  

 West Oxfordshire District Council (£9 million)  

 Wyre Forest District Council (£9 million)  

 Daventry District Council (£8 million)  

 Wiltshire County Council (£8 million)  

 South Lanarkshire Council (£7.5 million)  

 West Lindsey District Council (£7 million)  

 Cherwell District Council (£6.5 million)  

 Braintree District (£5 million)  

 Buckinghamshire (£5 million)  

 Exeter City Council (£5 million)  

 Ipswich Borough Council (£5 million)  

 Oxfordshire County Council (£5 million)  

 Wokingham Borough Council (£5 million)  



 Oxford City Council (£4.5 million)  

 Colchester Borough Council (£4 million)  

 East Lindsey District Council (£4 million)  

 East Staffordshire Borough Council (£4 million)  

 South Oxfordshire District Council (£2.5 million)  

 Great Yarmouth (£2 million)  

 Hertsmere Borough Council (£1 million)  

 Kirklees Council (£1 million)  

 Vale of White Horse District Council (£1 million)  

 Winchester (£1 million)  

 Amounts for Bracknell Forest, Burnley Council, Chorley Council, North Ayrshire, 

Surrey County Council and Wychavon District Council are all to be confirmed.  

 Sussex Police Authority (£6.8 million)  

 Hertfordshire Police Authority (£3 million)  

 Gwent Police Authority (£1 million)  

 Rushmoor Borough Council confirmed it had a total of £2 million invested in Glitnir.  

 Winchester City Council said it had £1 million invested in Heritable Bank. Council 

leader George Beckett said: "The council supports the representations by the Local 

Government Association to the Chancellor of the Exchequer to protect the interests 

of council tax payers."  

The following local authorities have confirmed they have no money invested in the affected 

banks:  

 Brighton and Hove City Council.  

 East Sussex Council.  

 London Borough of Merton.  

 Forest of Dean District Council.  

Among the public bodies with about a billion pounds invested in Icelandic banks are police 

authorities, which stand to lose nearly £100 million. 

 

Here is a list of the police authorities known to be affected and their investments:  

 Dorset £7 million  

 Dyfed-Powys £2 million  

 Gwent £1 million  

 Hertfordshire £3 million  

 Humberside £5.75 million  



 Kent £11.1 million  

 Lancashire £0.67 million  

 Metropolitan £30 million  

 Northumbria £3.5 million  

 South Wales £7 million  

 Surrey £1.5 million  

 Sussex £6.8 million  

 Thames Valley £5 million  

 West Midlands £5.4 million  

 West Yorkshire £6 million  

 Transport for London invested £40m.  

British charities meanwhile could lose tens of millions of pounds. 

 

Here is a list of some of the charities affected:  

 Naomi House children's hospice in Sutton Scotney, near Winchester, has £5.7 

million of deposits invested with Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander, which has gone 

into administration.  

 The Physiological Society in London has £523,000 invested with the same bank.  

 Samaritans have links to KSF because it is the parent company of Investment 

Managers, which looks after the charity's investment portfolio.  

These funds need to be seriously investigated, as do the true assets of all public institutions 

in America, the UK, and elsewhere.  

Between CAFR’s, all the money involved with the derivatives market, the true undeclared 

wealth of the :.:::::1%, and all of the Trillion’s being hidden offshore by the 1%, there is 

PLENTY of money, or wealth to go around. IT’S JUST NOT BEING SHARED WITH THE PEOPLE. 

Partially releasing even just a minor fraction of the gargantuan sums of money that are 

systematically being hidden from use in one of the mega-scams mentioned above could end 

world poverty instantly. It could provide the funds to employ, house, feed, and clothe us ALL. 

But who would need to go and work in terrible conditions for mere buttons to enrich all 

those greedy corporations, family’s, and individual’s if that was the case? 

- Hence all of the, for want of a better term, “hiding” of this money. 

In the last part of this we will see the ultimate “solution” come into the spotlight. You may 

recall that earlier on I showed you a similar sort of “solution” being proposed for Europe. 

Integration and consolidation are truly the name of the game amigo. Do you remember 

when Mr Barossa declared that only tighter banking control under a single European 

central bank could prevent the end of the world? Watch out for a single world currency 

being the only “solution” to stop the Earth from collapsing in on itself sometime soon. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Fifty Part Nineteen 

Central Banks Game Plan: One World Currency 

James Hall – October 24, 2012 © 2000-2012 by BATR All Rights Reserved 

Only those in total denial would claim that the world economies could grow their way out of 

the debt bubble. Mathematically, the rules of compound interest always destroy the 

purchasing value of fiat currencies. The era of zero interest rates will end. When the cost to 

finance debts reverts to normal levels, the bleeding will become a gusher. The world reserve 

currency status of Federal Reserve Notes will come under enormous pressure. As the 

central banks consolidate their control over international commerce and the economies of 

individual countries, the coin of the new realm will shift to a replacement for the U.S. Dollar. 

There is no current replacement for the Dollar among existing world currencies. In order to 

substitute the role that the Dollar plays in trade a new measure of transactions would need 

to become acceptable to settle trade transactions. A mere substitution with some form of a 

basket of currencies or the inclusion of gold, does not resolve the enormous overhang of 

debt obligations needed to redeem all the Dollars that float around the world. The de facto 

use of Dollars within foreign borders to conduct business supersedes the local legal tender 

laws that many countries model after those imposed domestically on American citizens. 

All this would change when the reserve status of the Dollar evaporates. The IMF created 

back in 1969 the SDR.  

"The SDR is neither a currency, nor a claim on the IMF. Rather, it is a potential claim on the 

freely usable currencies of IMF members. Holders of SDRs can obtain these currencies in 

exchange for their SDRs in two ways: first, through the arrangement of voluntary exchanges 

between members; and second, by the IMF designating members with strong external 

positions to purchase SDRs from members with weak external positions. In addition to its 

role as a supplementary reserve asset, the SDR serves as the unit of account of the IMF and 

some other international organizations." 

As fiscal and political observers understand, the International Monetary Fund is a tool of 

central bankers, used to cast their will over sovereign nations. Monetary bondage is the 

core business of finance. In order to delay the ultimate day of reckoning, a shift in 

appearance will be offered as an alternative to the loss in Dollar confidence.  

In an IMF paper, Enhancing International Monetary Stability—A Role for the SDR? - The 

concept of a modified idea of a previous proposal resurrects.  

Alternatives: To mitigate exchange rate risks, the account could be structured to exchange 

SDR-denominated claims for foreign currencies with the same composition and proportions 

as the SDR basket, and retain a similarly-structured portfolio. However, this would 

essentially eliminate the currency diversification benefits to members, while not necessarily 

providing obvious benefits in terms of global diversification of reserve assets (unless the 

account were to invest in official SDRs—or SDR-denominated securities issued by others 

than the traditional reserve issuers; this however would expose the account to credit and 

liquidity risk that would need to be covered by members). Another alternative would involve 

having a willing subset of the Fund’s membership pool ―part of‖ their official reserves into a 

Trust managed independently (within or outside the Fund), and agreeing among themselves 

on risk-sharing rules. This could achieve both reserve diversification and supply of a new 

kind of SDR-denominated security (issued by the Trust), and would therefore seem the most 

promising route if members with large enough reserves were interested in pursuing it. 

IV. MITIGATING EXCHANGE RATE VOLATILITY 
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How? Use of the SDR as a unit of account could mitigate the impact of exchange rate 

volatility through: i) use of SDR to price international trade, report data on international 

transactions, and as an exchange rate peg; and ii) denomination of assets in SDR. The latter 

would require the development of a private market for SDR-denominated assets with 

impetus from the official sector and support to build the market infrastructure. The rest of 

this section discusses these issues. SDR valuation is clearly key to determine the optimality 

for any country or economic agent of the SDR basket as a hedge against exchange rate 

volatility. It is discussed in the next section. In all cases, an important distinction is between 

the denomination of certain transactions or securities and their settlement. Use of the SDR 

for denomination (what is at issue here) leaves full discretion to the parties to choose any 

currency for the actual settlement of their trade. 

The stage-managed inventiveness of central banksters exceeded only by their lust to 

disseminate global indebtedness knows no bounds. Floating currency exchange rates, 

imposed on the world, causes the chaos and insider opportunities for reprehensible rigged 

gains.  

The article, Pipe Dream of Economic Globalism, makes the following point.  

"Establishing a single world currency doesn’t protect anyone; except, those who control the 

process of selective distribution. Equality in economic opportunity can never be achieved 

through the favouritism of Free Trade. The only thing FREE in the consolidating global 

economic system is the ride that the barons of manipulation enjoy. While they preach the 

virtues of wealth creation, they advance their own dominance over any remaining or 

persistent competitors."  

Some countries may resist the substitution of their own coinage for a new currency, but 

most governments are so indebted to the financial cabal, that the appearance or colour of 

the paper that circulates as tender is not the real issue. The debt created monetary banking 

system has established their worldwide reach across the globe. The notion of China being 

outside the club of financier globalists and might challenge the push for a single money 

system, disregards reality.  

The Single Global Currency Association has several reports that examine this issue in more 

depth. When the great world financial collapse intentionally triggered happens, the central 

bankers will unveil their end game currency swap. Understand they will never forgive 

existing obligations or absolve the debt burden that they decadently extracted from 

humanity. The enemy of mankind is not Adam Smith capitalism, but the Rothschild banking 

system.  

The G20 moves the world a step closer to a global currency 
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The world is a step closer to a global currency, backed by a global central bank, running 

monetary policy for all humanity.  

By Ambrose Evans-Pritchard 7:18AM BST 03 Apr 2009 The Telegraph 

A single clause in Point 19 of the communiqué issued by the G20 leaders amounts to 

revolution in the global financial order.  

"We have agreed to support a general SDR allocation which will inject $250bn (£170bn) 

into the world economy and increase global liquidity," it said. SDRs are Special Drawing 

Rights, a synthetic paper currency issued by the International Monetary Fund that has lain 

dormant for half a century.  

In effect, the G20 leaders have activated the IMF's power to create money and begin global 

"quantitative easing". In doing so, they are putting a de facto world currency into play. It is 

outside the control of any sovereign body. Conspiracy theorists will love it.  

It has been a good summit for the IMF. Its fighting fund for crises is to be tripled overnight 

to $750bn. This is real money.  

Dominique Strauss-Kahn, the managing director, said in February that the world was 

"already in Depression" and risked a slide into social disorder and military conflict unless 

political leaders resorted to massive stimulus.  

He has not won everything he wanted. The spending plan was fudged. While Gordon Brown 

talked of $5 trillion in global stimulus by 2010, this is mostly made up of packages already 

under way.  

But Mr Strauss-Kahn at least has resources fit for his own task. He will need them. The IMF 

is already bailing out Pakistan, Iceland, Latvia, Hungary, Ukraine, Belarus, Serbia, Bosnia 

and Romania. This week Mexico became the first G20 state to ask for help. It has secured a 

precautionary credit line of $47bn.  

Gordon Brown said it took 15 years for the world to grasp the nettle after Great Crash in 

1929. "This time I think people will agree that it has been different," he said.  

President Barack Obama was less dramatic. "I think we did OK," he said. Bretton Woods in 

1944 was a simpler affair. "Just Roosevelt and Churchill sitting in a room with a brandy, 

that's an easy negotiation, but that's not the world we live in."  

There will be $250bn in trade finance to kick-start shipping after lenders cut back on 

Letters of Credit after September's heart attack in the banking system. Global trade volumes 

fell at annual rate of 41pc from November to January, according to Holland's CPB institute – 

the steepest peacetime fall on record.  

Euphoria swept emerging markets yesterday as the first reports of the IMF boost circulated. 

Investors now know that countries like Mexico can arrange a credit facility able to cope with 

major shocks – and do so on supportive terms, rather than the hair-shirt deflation policies 

of the old IMF. Fear is receding again.  

The Russians had hoped their idea to develop SDRs as a full reserve currency to challenge 

the dollar would make its way on to the agenda, but at least they got a foot in the door.  

There is now a world currency in waiting. In time, SDRs are likely to evolve into a parking 

place for the foreign holdings of central banks, led by the People's Bank of China. Beijing's 

moves this week to offer $95bn in yuan currency swaps to developing economies show how 

fast China aims to break dollar dependence.  
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French President Nicolas Sarkozy said the summit had achieved more than he ever thought 

possible, and praised Gordon Brown for pursuing the collective interest as host rather than 

defending "Anglo-Saxon" interests. This has a double-edged ring, for it suggests that Mr 

Brown may have traded pockets of the British financial industry to satisfy Franco-German 

demands. The creation of a Financial Stability Board looks like the first step towards a 

global financial regulator. The devil is in the details.  

Hedge funds deemed "systemically important" will come under draconian restraints. How 

this is enforced will determine whether Mayfair's hedge-fund industry – 80pc of all European 

funds are there – will continue to flourish.  

It seems that hedge funds have been designated for ritual sacrifice, even though they played 

no more than a cameo role in the genesis of this crisis. It was not they who took on extreme 

debt leverage: it was the banks – up to 30 times in the US and nearer 60 times for some in 

Europe that used off-books "conduits" to increase their bets. The market process itself is 

sorting this out in any case – brutally – forcing banks to wind down their leverage. The 

problem right now is that this is happening too fast.  

But to the extent that this G20 accord makes it impossible for the "shadow banking" to 

resurrect itself in the next inevitable cycle of risk appetite, it may prevent another disaster 

of this kind.  

The key phrase is "new rules aimed at avoiding excessive leverage and forcing banks to put 

more money aside during good times." This is more or less what the authorities agreed 

after the Depression. Complacency chipped away at the rules as the decades passed. It is 

the human condition, and we can't change that.  

Burning one world currency 

By The Washington Times Wednesday, April 8, 2009  

The Group of 20 gave a nod to the idea of a single world currency last week, and other 

countries such as China are pushing it because they no longer trust the United States to 

restrain itself from printing too much cash and debasing the dollar. While we share China's 

concerns about the danger of Washington over-printing money, there are numerous reasons 

to avoid a global currency.  

Any currency, including a single world currency, can be debased. But more importantly, if 

too many dollars are being pumped out, people can start holding other currencies such as 

the Euro. If businesses and people don't trust the government issuing a particular currency, 

they can write contracts in whatever they want. With a single world currency, there is 

nowhere else to go. As a general rule, competition is good - and money is no exception.  

Even more competition in currency would be beneficial. During the double-digit inflation of 

the late 1970s, American Express tried unsuccessfully to be allowed to pay interest on its 

Travellers  Cheques. The Federal Reserve blocked the move because it feared that people 

would want to hold Travellers Cheques instead of dollars. As usual, government monopolies 

fear competition.  

Treasury Secretary Timothy F. Geithner and Austan Goolsbee, member of the Council of 

Economic Advisers, have refused to rule out a global currency. Such views by top 

policymakers cause the dollar to drop. Even worse, this shows that the Obama 

administration supports dramatically greater centralization on a national and international 

scale.  

UN wants new global currency to replace dollar 

The dollar should be replaced with a global currency, the United Nations has said, 

proposing the biggest overhaul of the world's monetary system since the Second World War.  
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By Edmund Conway, Economics Editor 6:45PM BST 07 Sep 2009 The Telegraph 

 

A number of countries, including China and Russia, have suggested replacing the dollar as 

the world's reserve currency  

In a radical report, the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) has said the 

system of currencies and capital rules which binds the world economy is not working 

properly, and was largely responsible for the financial and economic crises.  

It added that the present system, under which the dollar acts as the world's reserve 

currency , should be subject to a wholesale reconsideration.  

Although a number of countries, including China and Russia, have suggested replacing the 

dollar as the world's reserve currency, the UNCTAD report is the first time a major 

multinational institution has posited such a suggestion.  

In essence, the report calls for a new Bretton Woods-style system of managed international 

exchange rates, meaning central banks would be forced to intervene and either support or 

push down their currencies depending on how the rest of the world economy is behaving.  

The proposals would also imply that surplus nations such as China and Germany should 

stimulate their economies further in order to cut their own imbalances, rather than, as in 

the present system, deficit nations such as the UK and US having to take the main burden of 

readjustment.  

"Replacing the dollar with an artificial currency would solve some of the problems related to 

the potential of countries running large deficits and would help stability," said Detlef Kotte, 

one of the report's authors. "But you will also need a system of managed exchange rates. 

Countries should keep real exchange rates [adjusted for inflation] stable. Central banks 

would have to intervene and if not they would have to be told to do so by a multilateral 

institution such as the International Monetary Fund."  

The proposals, included in UNCTAD's annual Trade and Development Report , amount to the 

most radical suggestions for redesigning the global monetary system.  

Although many economists have pointed out that the economic crisis owed more to the 

malfunctioning of the post-Bretton Woods system, until now no major institution, including 

the G20 , has come up with an alternative.  

420 banks demand 1-world currency 

International finance group seeks remedy to looming exchange wars 

Published: 10/10/2010 at 12:06 AM FROM JEROME CORSI'S RED ALERTWorldNetDaily 

Exclusive 

Editor’s Note: The following report is excerpted from Jerome Corsi’s Red Alert, the premium 

online newsletter published by the current No. 1 best-selling author, WND staff writer and 

senior managing director of the Financial Services Group at Gilford Securities. 
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The Institute of International Finance, a group that represents 42: of the world’s largest 

banks and finance houses, has issued yet another call for a one-world global currency, 

Jerome Corsi’s Red Alert reports.  

“A core group of the world’s leading economies need to come together and hammer out an 

understanding,” Charles Dallara, the Institute of International Finance’s managing director, 

told the Financial Times.  

An IIF policy letter authored by Dallara and dated Oct. 4 made clear that global currency 

coordination was needed, in the group’s view, to prevent a looming currency war.  

“The narrowly focused unilateral and bilateral policy actions seen in recent months – 

including many proposed and actual measures on trade, currency intervention and 

monetary policy – have contributed to worsening underlying macroeconomic imbalances,” 

Dallara wrote. “They have also led to growing protectionist pressures as countries scramble 

for export markets as a source of growth.”  

Dallard encouraged a return to the G-20 commitment to utilize International Monetary Fund 

special drawing rights to create an international one-world currency alternative to the U.S. 

dollar as a new standard of foreign-exchange reserves.  

Likewise, a July United Nations report called for the replacement of the dollar as the 

standard for holding foreign-exchange reserves in international trade with a new one-world 

currency issued by the International Monetary Fund.  

The 176-page report, titled “United Nations World Economic and Social Survey 2010,” was 

issued at a high-level meeting of the U.N. Economic and Social Council and published in its 

entirety on the U.N. website.  

For more information on demands for a global currency, read Jerome Corsi’s Red Alert, the 

premium, online intelligence news source by the WND staff writer, columnist and author of 

the New York Times No. 1 best-seller, “The Obama Nation.“ 

Red Alert’s author, who received a doctorate from Harvard in political science in 1972, is 

the author of the No. 1 New York Times best-sellers “The Obama Nation” and ―with co-author 

John E. O’Neill‖ “Unfit for Command.” He is also the author of several other books, 

including “America for Sale,” “The Late Great U.S.A.” and “Why Israel Can’t Wait.” In 

addition to serving as a senior staff reporter for WorldNetDaily, Corsi is a senior managing 

director in the financial-services group at Gilford Securities. 

UN Wants to Stabilize Global Economy With One World Currency 

Susanne Posel Occupy Corporatism May 18, 2012 

The UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) is proposing that the current 

system of world currencies and capital rules that govern the world’s economy need to be 

altered in order to stabilize our economic crisis. 

The US dollar is the global reserve currency which means all other currencies used for 

trade must be transferred to their equivalent in US dollars before use as currency on the 

global markets. 

UNCTAD issued a report which is the UN’s answer to this problem. They contend that a 

Bretton Woods – esque system of universal exchange would allow the central banks to 

intervene with support or downgrading of currencies already in use. 

China, India and Russia and other members of the BRICs non-aligned nations are already 

using gold with equivalency of their fiat currency to trade amongst themselves for goods 

and services. This action is greatly affecting the US dollar as the global reserve currency. 
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UNCTAD wants to see those non-aligned nations, considered surplus nations, cut their 

imbalances, thereby taking the financial burden off of the UK and US as upholding the 

global reserve currency. 

One way that is proposed by the report is to replace the global reserve currency with a 

global monetary system. 

“Replacing the dollar with an artificial currency would solve some of the problems related 

to the potential of countries running large deficits and would help stability,” said Detlef 

Kotte, one of the report’s authors. “But you will also need a system of managed exchange 

rates. Countries should keep real exchange rates [adjusted for inflation] stable. Central 

banks would have to intervene and if not they would have to be told to do so by a 

multilateral institution such as the International Monetary Fund.” 

The American monetary policy has grossly distorted the global economy. The Federal 

Reserve’s restart called “quantitative easing” is simply a fancy way of saying the Fed will 

print fiat without precious metals to back it up. This effectively makes the money worthless, 

yet it is this fiat that is used to purchase government bonds. 

Countries like China say that this practice forces their currencies to inflate because of fake 

foreign capital flooding into the global markets. 

A great part of the world’s trade ―as foreign-exchange transactions and reserves) are 

conducted in US dollars. 

In this current state, countries must either repair their currencies or clamp down on their 

domestic monetary conditions. 

Under the gold standard, fiat is directly tied to gold, but does not allow for governments to 

inflate their currencies beyond their actual gold stores. 

America has had the most trouble with this system because the Fed deals with inflation 

which devalues the US dollar without overtly doing so. Since the effects of inflation takes 

longer to surface, the Fed have enjoyed massive amounts of profits at the expense of the 

worth and future of the US dollar. 

Since the US dollar is the global reserve currency and is also not tied to any precious metal, 

it is dictated by many exchange-rate and capital controls. 

China’s Yuan is greatly undervalued, but influentially tied to the US dollar. The Chinese have 

been successful at keep their fiat afloat without raising consumer prices. 

To control this ebb and flow within the global monetary markets, an international monetary 

system overseen by the UN through the International Monetary Fund (IMF) or the World 

trade Organization ―WTO‖ would put the manipulative control over the world’s finances in 

the hands of an international governing body. 

And this is the proposal by the UN. 

Economist Ambrose Evans-Pritchard warned about the issue of deflation rather than 

inflation as the source of the global economy. 

In the UNCTAD report Evans-Pritchard said: “In the present situation, with capacity 

utilization at historic lows and unemployment rising at a dramatic rate, there is little danger 

of either overheating or wage inflation for several years to come. It is a matter of years, not 

months, before economies that are now in deep crisis can be restored to a level of capacity 

utilization where supply cannot keep up with demand, or to a level of employment that could 

trigger demand for higher wages. This will allow central banks to gradually withdraw excess 

liquidity by selling revalued assets and absorbing excess money supply. Indeed, deflation – 

not inflation – is the real danger. Wage deflation is the imminent and most dangerous 
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threat in many countries today, because governments will find it much more difficult to 

stabilize a tumbling economy when there is a large-scale fall in wages and consumption.” 

The UN proposes a complete overhaul. In the report Adapting the International Monetary 

System to Face 21st Century Challenges , they call for “more intense debate on and reforms 

to the international monetary system imply that the current system is unable to respond 

appropriately and adequately to challenges that have appeared, or become more acute, in 

recent years. This paper focuses on four such challenges: ensuring an orderly exit from 

global imbalances, facilitating more complementary adjustments between surplus and 

deficit countries without recessionary impacts, better supporting international trade by 

reducing currency volatility and better providing development and climate finance. After 

describing them, it proposes reforms to enable the international monetary system to better 

respond to these challenges.” 

They recommend movement toward a global currency that will replace all current 

currencies. Revaluation will be accessed and the worth of money would redistribute with 

oversight of the IMF, WTO and ultimately the UN. 

As Kotte points out, “The fear is that the international element of this casino will remain 

largely untouched. But there is an increased consciousness that future crises cannot be 

avoided unless there is an overhaul of the financial and monetary system. What is at least 

encouraging is that, should another crisis happen in the coming years, at least the work is 

now starting to be done to come up with a superior system with which to replace the 

existing, battered, misshapen mess that Bretton Woods evolved into over the past few 

decades.” 

This would be the beginning of the UN’s securitization of the world’s monetary value and 

ability to trade for goods and services. 

Whether a country prospered or collapsed would be in the decisive right of the UN. A sort of 

economic terrorism by effectively controlling the flow. 

Here we have a convenient question on the issue by a concerned US citizen. 

Why Isn't There a Single World Currency? 

PBS NewsHour May 16, 2012 By Paul Solman 

Paul Solman frequently answers questions from the NewsHour audience on business and 

economic news on his Making Sen$e page. Here is Wednesday's query: 

Name: Joseph St. Amand 

Question: As we are reminded daily, we are all part of the same Earth. That place we call 

home is a small part in the "global" diversity system. Why then do the economists maintain 

separate dollar/currency values by region or countries when everyone should be playing on 

a level/moral playing field?  

Paul Solman: Ah, the dream: one world, one economy, one currency -- and, of course, one 

global political system. It may prove the only way to survive here on Earth, but if Europe is a 

leading indicator, it's not likely to happen anytime soon. Diversity means different strokes 

for different folks. But a common currency means a common economic policy, which is 

turning out to be impossible for groups of people with habits as different as those of the 

Germans and those of the Greeks. Remember, even here in the "United" States, we fought a 

devastating civil war over conflicting economic policies: some 625,000 dead, the most of 

any war in which America has ever been involved and 2 percent of the total population. 

Adjusted for the number of Americans today, that would be 6 million fatalities -- over 

economic policy. 
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I don't mean to denigrate your proposal, Joseph. The towering economist of the Great 

Depression, England's John Maynard Keynes, advocated a single currency for the post-War 

economies of the West at the 1944 Bretton Woods conference when it seemed clear the war 

would be won. Look up the "Bancor" for further details. Lord Keynes' American counterpart 

at the event, Harry Dexter White, eventually won out and there was, in effect, a "free world" 

currency -- the U.S. dollar, which in turn was pegged to gold. But economic imbalances in 

trade and money creation persuaded President Richard Nixon to cut the cord between the 

dollar and gold in 1971, suggesting just how hard it is to maintain a single world currency. 

Admittedly, the dollar has been the de facto currency in much of the world since, but its 

shifting value has pretty much reflected economic policy differences between the U.S. and 

other countries over the decades. Similarly, the world's other currencies have pretty much 

reflected their national economic policies -- chiefly, how they choose to manage their money 

supply and their trade. The huge exceptions were the countries of the Soviet bloc, when the 

Iron Curtain still hung, and of course China, which still manipulates the value of the 

"people's currency," the Renminbi. 

One World, One Money 

By Carl Teichrib, Chief Editor Forcing Change: www.forcingchange.org.  

Note: this article is a condensed version of a longer report published in the December 2007 

edition of Forcing Change, which contains an expanded historical overview – including the 

role of Special Drawing Rights – and an examination of Global Central Bank scenarios.  

“A global economy requires a global currency.”  

— Paul Volcker, former Chair of the US Federal Reserve.[1] 

   “I fully support a single global currency.”  

   Flabbergasted, I waited for an explanation.  

   “That way farmers in Africa get the same pay as farmers in North America, and workers in 

Asia would receive the same as their counterparts in Europe and elsewhere.”  

   Hmmm…an interesting perspective. I asked the gentleman sitting across the lunch table; 

“Have you ever seriously studied banking or the historical role of money?”  

   His response to the negative didn’t surprise me; after all, wage equality and production 

values are not currency issues per se, albeit currency matters do play a role. Much of our 

lunch hour, therefore, was spent reviewing the relationship between money, banking, and 

power.  

   This provocative discussion, enjoyed over a steaming bowl of soup, took place at the 

annual meeting of a multi-million dollar Christian-based relief organization. And the person 

I was dining with wasn’t just an interested attendee; he was a board member representing a 

significant regional arm of this organization. Granted, he was only one man in a large 

administrative structure, but his decisions – combined with other board members – impact 

projects around the globe. Thus, I found his supportive statement for a world currency even 

more disturbing; here was an individual involved in economic decisions that impacted 

projects around the globe, yet he didn’t understand what he was asking for.  

   During the course of our lunch-hour, it was obvious that he had no conception of the 

incredible power-shift that would occur under such a scheme – a shift that would effectively 

create a global master of untouchable proportions. All he could see was an international-

sized band-aid solution, “a single global currency,” to address the problem of world 

poverty.   
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   I replayed this conversation after returning home, perplexed by the ease in which a 

person with the right motives was willing to embrace such a risky global venture. Turning to 

the banking and economics section of my library, I thumbed through a variety of books and 

documents in an attempt to wrap my mind around this thorny issue. A number of interesting 

quotes jumped from the pages.  

 “The great struggle of history has been for the control over money. It is almost tautological 

to affirm that to control the production and distribution of money is to control the wealth, 

resources, and people of the world.”  

—    Jack Weatherford, anthropologist and author.[2]  

“The control of money and credit strikes at the very heart of national sovereignty.”  

— A.W. Clausen, President of Bank of America, in a response to the suggestion of a global 

central bank. [Clausen later became the President of the World Bank].[3]  

“Once a nation parts with control of its currency and credit, it matters not who makes that 

nation’s laws.”  

— W.L. Mackenzie King, [former Prime Minister of Canada].[4]  

   All of this brings up an interesting question: Does the world need a global central bank?  

If you want a single world currency, it requires an international banking structure armed 

with a monetary policy on a planetary scale. Essentially, the requirement for a single global 

currency is a bank that has power over all countries, kindred, and tongues. Former 

Canadian Member of Parliament, Paul Hellyer, criticized this development in 1994, saying 

that under such a global currency/banking system “the interests of citizens, of individual 

countries must be subordinate…to the interests of international finance.”[5]  

“…‗countries‘ would no longer be able to pursue any kind of independent policy. 

Sovereignty over the most powerful of all economic tools would be turned to an 

international monster…A world bank run by a world kingship of international appointees 

collectively not accountable to anyone? Heavenly days!”[6]  

   Unknown to my lunchtime counterpart, the idea of a single global currency has been 

quietly batted around in banking and economist circles since the closing days of the Second 

World War.[7] Over the years this call has increased in intensity. Consider some quotes,  

 1969: “Let me turn from digging away at the opposition to something more positive, and 

start with the best and worst of international monetary systems. The first-best, in my 

judgment, is a world money with a world monetary authority.”[8] — Charles P. Kindleberger, 

[Professor of Economics, MIT], speaking at a Federal Reserve Bank of Boston conference.    

1984: “I have put forward a radical alternative scheme for the next century: the creation of 

a common currency for all the industrial democracies with a common monetary policy and 

a joint Bank of Issue to determine that monetary policy…This proposal is far too radical for 

the near future, but it could provide a ‘vision’ or goal which can guide interim steps...”[9]  — 

Richard N. Cooper [professor, Harvard], speaking at a Federal Reserved Bank of Boston 

conference.  

1998: “…the transition to a single currency for the entire world could come with a speed 

that might surprise many. The world might easily move from having almost 200 currencies 

today to having one within a decade, and twenty-five years from now, historians would 

wonder why it took so long to eliminate the Babel of currencies which existed in the 

twentieth century.” — Bryan Taylor, Chief Economist at Global Financial Data.[10]  

2::1: “When VISA was founded twenty-five years ago, the founders saw the world as 

needing a Single Global Currency for exchange. Everything we’ve done from a global 

perspective has been about trying to put one piece in place after another to fulfil that global 

vision.”[11] — Sarah Perry, Director of VISA’s Strategic Investment Program.  



2::4: “…if the global market economy is to thrive over the decades ahead, a global 

currency seems the logical concomitant.” — Martin Wolf, chief economics commentator for 

the Financial Times, former senior economist at the World Bank.[12]  

   In 2007, the Council on Foreign Relations propelled the idea of a planet-wide currency 

restructuring by publishing an article in it journal, Foreign Affairs, titled “The End of 

National Currency.” ‗Note: on the cover of this Foreign Affairs issue, the article is titled 

“One World, Too Many Monies.”‘  

   Benn Steil, the Director of International Economics at the CFR, wrote that national money 

systems should be abandoned, “Since economic development outside the process of 

globalization is not longer possible…”[13] Stated even more succinctly, “Monetary 

nationalism is simply incompatible with globalization.”[14] And, “In order to globalize safely, 

countries should abandon monetary nationalism and abolish unwanted currencies…”[15]  

   This is quite the leap. To Steil’s credit, he pinpoints the potential chink in the world 

economy that could lead us towards a new financial arrangement: the weakening state of 

the US dollar at the global level.   

   Over the decades, the US dollar has become the unquestionable global currency, with 

nations around the world required to hold American greenbacks in order to buy and sell in 

various international markets, especially in relationship to petroleum. Steil writes,  

“…the dollar’s privileged status as today’s global money is not heaven-bestowed. The dollar 

is ultimately just another money supported only by faith that others will willingly accept it in 

the future in return for the same sort of valuable things it bought in the past. This puts a 

great burden on the institutions of the institutions of the U.S. government to validate that 

faith. And those institutions, unfortunately, are failing to shoulder that burden. Reckless 

U.S. fiscal policy is undermining the dollar’s position even as the currency’s role as a global 

money is expanding.”[16]  

   Recognizing the possible dollar-value scenario, Steil points to the growing concern over 

China and other “dollar-rich central banks.” Keep in mind, China alone holds over a trillion 

dollars in reserves, and rumblings from the East over liquidating US dollars have started to 

cause a stir.  

   Even though Steil doesn’t ask the question, it becomes painfully obvious: What happens if 

China and other nations “fear the unbearable lightness of their holdings”? What becomes of 

the world economy if the US dollar is rapidly dumped by central banks?  

   All of this underscores a strategic reality that can be summed up in three words: Crisis 

equals opportunity. As banking mogul A.W. Clausen once said, “new comprehensive politico-

economic systems across peoples almost always arise out of conquest or common 

crisis…”[17]  

   Robert Mundell, “the father of the euro,” and one of the world’s most respected 

economists, also views crisis as the starting point for change. In a May, 2007 lecture, 

Mundell related, “International monetary reform usual becomes possible only in response to 

a felt need and the threat of a global crisis.”  

   This Nobel Prize winner also pointed his finger to the possible trigger event, saying that 

the “global crisis would have to involve the dollar,” and that a world currency should be 

viewed as “a contingency” to a global dollar disaster.[18]  

   With a similar crisis in mind, Benn Steil offers what appears to be an altruistic solution. 

In order to avert the crisis, all that nations need to do is relinquish sovereignty before the 

problem become insurmountable.  



“Governments must let go of the fatal notion that nationhood requires them to make and 

control the money used in their territory. National currencies and global markets simply do 

not mix; together they make a deadly brew of currency crisis and geopolitical tension and 

create ready pretexts for damaging protectionism.”[19]  

   So how should monetary sovereignty by expunged? Steil candidly asserts that the world 

needs to re-group itself into three regional monetary units: the Dollar, the Euro, and a new 

Asian currency.[20] This proposal mirrors the work of Robert Mundell, who has been 

travelling the globe lecturing on a new international monetary unit based on the US dollar, 

Euro, and Yen. Under Mundell’s plan these three currencies would form the basis of a 

“world currency unit” called the DEY, and the International Monetary Fund would be its 

manager.[21]  

   The implementation of Mundell’s plan may not be too distant as major currency blocks, 

led by Europe’s success with the euro, are forming in different parts of the globe. South 

America, the South Eastern Asian nations, and Africa are all looking to create regional 

currency zones. The Middle East too is going down this road. In fact, in 2010, if all goes 

according to plan, the Gulf Cooperation Council – which is made up of a number of Middle 

Eastern countries, including Kuwait and Saudi Arabia – will have their own regional 

monetary system. And the world’s fastest growing city, Dubai, is located in a key member-

nation of the GCC, the United Arab Emerites.[22]  

   North America is also embracing currency integration. For years the concept of a North 

American monetary system has cropped up in central banking circles, with the Amero as the 

suggested name for the new continental currency.[23] [See the July 2007 issue of Forcing 

Change for a 19-page report on this development]. And if not the Amero, then some believe 

the US dollar should become the tri-national staple.  

   In May 1999, economist Judy Shelton suggested the dollarization of North America to the 

US House Committee on Banking and Financial Services.[24] Others have likewise been 

examining currency options for the continent, and the momentum towards a new regional 

economic system binding Canada, the US, and Mexico has grown in intensity.    

   But how do regional monetary blocks play into a Single Global Currency? Morrison 

Bonpasse, President of the Single Global Currency Association (SGCA), a group of 

economists working towards a world currency, answers that question, “The monetary 

unions of the twenty-first century, and those which survived the twentieth, are the 

milestones on the path to the future, and to the Global Monetary Union.”[25]  

   Bonpasse elaborates on this point further,  

“Thanks to the success of the European and other monetary unions, we now know how to 

create and maintain the 3-Gs: a Global Monetary Union, with a Global Central Bank and a 

Single Global Currency.”[26]  

“The world is ready to begin preparing for a Single Global Currency, just as Europe 

prepared for the euro and as the Arabian Gulf countries are preparing for their common 

currency. After the goal of a Single Global Currency is established by countries representing 

a significant proportion of the world’s GDP, then the project can be pursued like its regional 

predecessors.”[27]             

   Simply put, the regional model becomes the steppingstone to a one-world currency. 

However, the problem of nationalism prevails. Discussing this “problem,” Bonpasse writes,  

    “The task can be stated quite simply: how to move from the current 147 currencies to 1. 

Developing the political will to overcome the residual strength of nationalism is the major 

challenge for the movement to a 3-G world. As with the implementation of the euro, the 

economics and politics of monetary union are inextricably bound together; and the logic of 

both point toward the 3-G world.  
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The question now is not whether the world will adopt a Single Global Currency but When? 

and How smooth, inexpensive, and planful OR rough, costly and chaotic will the journey 

be?”[28] [Italics and capitals in original]  

    To the internationalist, national sovereignty is the overriding obstacle. In order for a 

Global Central Bank and world currency to exist, some other political arrangements will 

have to be formed. Robert Mundell understood this political problem when giving a lecture 

in 2::3 titled, “The International Monetary System and the Case for a World Currency.” His 

response was frank: “a global single currency could not be achieved without a global 

government. To enforce a single currency would involve big problems of organization.”[29] 

 

    But this reality isn’t stopping the SGCA and others of like mind from progressive 

planning. As Bonpasse asserts, “It is now time to seriously pursue the goal of a Single 

Global Currency as managed by a Global Central Bank within a Global Monetary Union.”[30]  

    Already the SGCA has a date in mind: 2024. Regarding a headquarters for the Global 

Central Bank, Bonpasse suggests Basel, Zurich, or Geneva. “Switzerland has a reputation 

for sound money, and locating the GCB in Switzerland just might be the necessary incentive 

for that country to join the Global Monetary Union as a member.”[31]  

“The governing structure of the GCB should be relatively easy to design, given the available, 

successful models of the US Federal Reserve, European Central Bank, International 

Monetary Fund, World Bank, United Nations, and associated organizations such as the 

World Health Organization. Not everyone is happy with the structure of all those 

organizations, but it’s a negotiable political question…”[32]  

    He’s right: it is a political question. This was evident to Richard Cooper when he brought 

up the idea of a global central bank and currency while at a 1984 Federal Reserve 

conference in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire. “The idea is so far from being politically 

feasible at present – in its call for a real pooling of monetary sovereignty – that it will 

require many years of consideration before people become accustomed to the idea.”  

   However, even then Cooper advanced a specific timetable to begin taking this idea 

seriously: “This one-currency regime is much too radical to envisage in the near future. But 

it is not too radical to envisage 25 years from now…”[33]  

   In retrospect, Cooper’s timing appears fairly accurate: Twenty-five years after 1984 

brings us to 2009, and today the idea of a single global currency is starting to gain traction 

through organizations like the SGCA and through major advocates such as Robert Mundell. 

Moreover, the Bank for International Settlements – which is viewed as the central bank for 

the world’s central bankers – has publicly considered the potential for a one-world currency 

built around regional groupings.[34]  

   But will all of this “help the farmer in Africa,” or bring wage equality to the worker’s of 

the world?  

   Probably not: it will, however, give unprecedented powers to an international banking 

cartel, the likes of which has never been seen or experienced before. As a critic of global 

banking once wrote, “Money is money, and banking is banking, and neither recognizes any 

allegiances that don’t bear compound interest.”[35]  

Carl Teichrib, a Canadian-based researcher and writer on globalization, is Chief Editor of 

Forcing Change – a monthly intelligence journal engaged in analyzing and documenting 

global economic, political, and socio-religious trends. www.forcingchange.org  
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THE NEW CURRENCY OF THE FUTURE PRESENTED TO THE G8 LEADERS 

 

From the United Future World Currency website futureworldcurrency.com 

The sample of the first “test” currency from the international project for a new virtual 

global currency, given the draft name, “United Future World Currency – Eurodollar”, has 

been p presented as the exclusive gift to Heads of State and Government at the G8 Summit: 

Barack H. Obama, Dmitij Anatolyevich Medvedev, Gordon Brown, Nicolas Sarkozy, Angela 

Merkel, Silvio Berlusconi, Taro Aso, Stephen Harper, Josè Manuel Barroso, Fredrik 

Reinfeldt. 

 

The final name and symbol for the new currency will be decided in a competition for 

children in 1000 schools throughout the world, organised by the Museo del Tempo. The 

first step started from the American School of Milan, and involved 640 students from 46 

different countries. 

 

Although the initial aim is to unite the United States of America with the United States of 

Europe, it will also be open to other Countries.  

The example of the Euro, which united Countries with different histories and cultures under 

the same currency, is a concrete precedent that demonstrates how this project can indeed 

come to life and gather together nations from several different continents. 

 

In sending his best wishes for the project to its coordinator, Sandro Sassoli, Italian Prime 

Minister Silvio Berlusconi emphasised that, “It is interesting that young students from 

different countries can get involved in an international project that helps them understand 

certain aspects of international economic policy, allowing them to prepare for the future 

monetary union that we hope for.” 

 

In 1996, Sandro Sassoli conceived the idea of the UFWC project, having taken advice from 

Arthur Schlessinger Jr, former advisor to President John F. Kennedy. 

 

An international jury, comprising the heads of the world’s leading mints, economists, Nobel-

prize winners, and figures from the world of culture and journalism, will have the task of 

selecting and rewarding the children’s best work concerning  the new currency. 

 

The Royal Mint of Belgium, one of the world’s most prestigious  mints, has been the first to 

issue a test coin for this new currency, a special rare gold edition that will be gifted at the 

forthcoming G8 Summit. The coin has been designed by Luc Luycx, author of the common 

side of the Euro coins.  

 

The project will study security and anti-counterfeit measures; meanwhile, experimentation 

to seek innovative solutions for an “intelligent” money are also underway.  

 



The currency will also undergo an important public test run at the 2015 Milan Universal 

Expo.  

A currency for the world 

The UWFC Project presented at World Money Fair, 29/31 Jan 2010 Berlin 

The world in one coin -  that is the vision and aim of the United Future World Currency 

―UWFC‖. Immediately after this year’s Media Forum was concluded, Alessandro Sassoli, 

creator and coordinator of the UWFC and director of Museo del Tempo in Rome, invited the 

attendees to a presentation on his project, which is supported by numerous important 

personalities from politics and business. 

Together with Princess Elettra Marconi, daughter of Physics Nobel Laureate (1909) 

Guglielmo Marconi, he presented Hans-Henning Göhrum with one of the first sample coins 

of the UWFC Eurodollar. 

During the following sparkling wine reception and press briefing with selected journalists 

the chances of the project were discussed in detail. 

Find out more about the United Future World Currency at the World Money Fair at booth D3 

or visit:  http://www.futureworldcurrency.com 

                 

 
 

published on: "Fair Tales" review, January 30, 2010 (page 2).  

by: / Gesamtherstellung: World Money Fair Berlin GmbH 

Ollenhauerstraße 97, 13403 Berlin 

http://mce_host/info@worldmoneyfair.de  

http://www.worldmoneyfair.ch 

NWO Coin Unveiled At G8 

From the United Future World Currency website futureworldcurrency.com 

Calling it “a good sign that we understand how interdependent we are,” Russian president 

Dmitry Medvedev presented world leaders and journalists attending the G8 summit in 

L’Aquila, Italy a sample of what may become a “united future world currency.” 

 

“In all likelihood something similar could appear and it could be held in your hand and 

used as a means of payment,” Medvedev told reporters. “This is the international currency.” 

 

Russia first put forward the idea at the last G8 summit in London last April. China has been 

another vocal advocate for a one-world currency to replace the American dollar, which has 

http://www.futureworldcurrency.com/undefined
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dominated international currency markets since the end of World War II. French president 

Nicholas Sarkozy lent his support for such an effort during the summit, insisting that “we 

cannot stick with just one single currency.” 

 

“We are discussing both the use of other national currencies, including the ruble, as a 

reserve currency, as well as supranational currencies,” the Russian leader said at a news 

conference following the G8 summit. 

 

The coin, created by The Royal Mint of Belgium, bears the phrase “unity in diversity.” 

Special gold editions were presented as gifts to G8 world leaders by United Future World 

Currency, which is spearheading the project. 

 

The UFWC project was conceived back in 1996 by Sandro Sassoli, on the advice of Arthur 

Schlessinger Jr, former adviser to American President John F. Kennedy. 

 

There are plans for the NWO currency to undergo a public test run at the 2015 Milan 

Universal Expo. 

You might want to google “NWO” - New World Order. Because you might find an interesting 

article or two (Trillion) on the matter. - Especially in light of what you’ve just read. 

Here’s a few choice quotes on the subject that are revealing, or are from people you know.  

Adolf Hitler - National Socialism will use its own revolution for establishing of a new world 

order. 

George Herbert Walker Bush  Out of these troubled times...a new world order can emerge. 

Mikhail Gorbachev - Further global progress is now possible only through a quest for 

universal consensus in the movement towards a new world order. 

David Rockefeller Sept. 23, 1994 "This present window of opportunity, during which a truly 

peaceful and interdependent world order might be built, will not be open for too long - We 

are on the verge of a global transformation. All we need is the right major crisis and the 

nations will accept the New World Order." 

New York Times - At the founding of the United Nations in San Francisco, Nelson Rockefeller 

was in the forefront of the struggle to establish not only an American system of political and 

economic security but a new world order. 

January 2, 2004 CNN Pope John Paul II rang in the New Year on Thursday with a renewed 

call for peace in the Middle East and Africa and the creation of a new world order based on 

respect for the dignity of man and equality among nations. 

Pope Benedict calls for a "new world order" VATICAN CITY (Reuters) – Pope Benedict, in his 

first Christmas address, on Sunday urged humanity to unite against terrorism, poverty and 

environmental blight and called for a “new world order” to correct economic imbalances. 

1995 - July/August: In the CFR's Foreign Affairs, prominent CFR member Arthur 

Schlesinger, Jr. exclaims:  "We are not going to achieve a new world order without paying 

for it in blood as well as in words and money." 

1940 - A book entitled, The New World Order by H.G. Wells, in which Wells claims: "It is the 

system of nationalist individualism that has to go....We are living in the end of the sovereign 

states....Countless people...will hate the new world order...and will die protesting against it." 

 

 

http://quotes.liberty-tree.ca/quote/adolf_hitler_quote_e401
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Epilogue 

Before we ―finally!‖ reach the end of section one of this my “Notice of Intent” I must firstly 

request, no in fact demand, that you at least try and understand this one thing about me.  

First and foremost, I had no specific or particular axe to grind, and I had no agenda to 

push, I just saw things that I knew in my heart were wrong. And I’ve called them as I saw it. 

We have come a long way in this first section. We started off you may recall by discussing 

some of the quite odd behaviour that I had observed during my formative years in both my 

schools and later in the workplace. Then we explored the engineered manipulation of our 

sexuality in all its forms from emasculating males to the masculisation of females, the 

truths behind the formation of the whole gay/lesbian “movement”, and the actual goals of 

the planners of what we term feminism, we even studied the movement that is seemingly 

aiming to get the public to somehow tolerate the “normalisation” of paedophilia.  

I imagine most of you would have been affected by that one subject more than any other I 

have touched upon in book one - the large part of this work that covered a matter that when 

looked at in the cold light of day is much, much worse than all this other stuff combined...  

The fact that paedophilia is definitely without any shadow of doubt being conducted, 

condoned, and worst of all covered-up, at the very highest levels of our society. 

The law is being changed to try to “normalise” it, and your child is being conditioned to 

accept it. This isn’t happening in some squalid, backward retreat, this is endemic across the 

whole of Europe, Australia and New Zealand, and most definitely in the good old USofA. Is 

this world now so fucked up that we don’t care even when our young kids are being openly 

sexualised, groomed, kidnapped, or raped? - I hope not. Because if it is then we are all lost.  

(I actually have a small bit of good news on this particular topic, remember how I explained 

to you that they were currently assisting this movement by pushing for the legalising and 

normalising of paedophilia by getting the psychiatrists to say that paedophilia was a sexual 

orientation: And by extension - as long as the nasty paedo didn’t feel “bad” about “it” - ―“it” 

being the molestation or rape of some poor child) - then it shouldn’t be considered a crime. 

Here’s a recent article showing the crazy psychiatrists who were trying to push this through 

making a serious climb-down on the matter. BY PRETENDING IT WAS ALL A PRINTING ERROR 

Who's Crazy, Us Or The Psychiatrists? 

By J. Speer-Williams 11-3-13 

The unholy alliance between Big Pharma and the American Psychiatric Association (APA) 

has played a most ruinous role in devitalizing, demoralizing, and dehumanizing our entire 

nation. The various pharmaceutical combines manufacture the psychotropics and the APA 

invents the disorders meant for those drugs. 

You may be interested to know that the APA has been instrumental in abetting American 

intelligence agencies in their torture tactics of human life, but they have now hurled their 

prestige and credibility into dangerously uncharted waters. 

In an ignominious move to destigmatize paedophilia, the APA has once more proven just 

how anti-life they are. In their updated Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders (DSM), the APA now states that adults who secretly wish to have sex with children 

will no longer be classified as having a severe psychiatric condition. In other words, the APA 

has suddenly claimed that paedophilia is merely one’s sexual orientation, sexual preference, 

if you will. 



Expect the mainstream media to eventually join the chorus of those who make excuses for 

sexual child abuse with notables telling us that paedophilia is a personal preference. And 

who are we to condemn it? 

 

―My Note. All I’m going to say here is... knew it.‖ 

The APA’s manual of disorders makes up for losing one psychosis by classifying over one-

quarter of all Americans as having serious psychiatric disorders. Listed among these 

“afflictions” are premature ejaculation, erectile dysfunction, and pain disorder. 

Disliking pain is a psychiatric condition? Who would have guessed it? The bizarre, however, 

is routine with the APA. 

Federal laws, military policies, mainstream media newscasts, government schooling, in fact, 

almost all American institutions attempt to formulate, direct, and solidify US public opinion. 

This is exactly what the American Psychiatric Association ventured to do by labelling the 

crime of paedophilia as merely a sexual orientation. 

But that bit of ridiculousness proved to be too much, too quickly. Segments of the American 

public rose up in outrage and let the APA know about it. Realizing they had moved too 

swiftly in the grand plan of their hierarchy to further degrade America, the APA backed off 

claiming an error had been made in their DSM. 

Yes, the APA had made an error, but it was not of the typographical nature spokesmen for 

the association alluded to. Many critics of psychiatry have long predicted that the APA would 

sooner or later reclassify paedophilia as merely being of a sexual orientation much like 

homosexuality. But today is not that day. Will tomorrow be that day? It depends on how 

many Americans wake up to the realities the power structure is trying to effect. 

A person, however, who would put their life in the hands of an APA psychiatrist does need 

help, but obviously not from a member of the American Psychiatric Association and their 

vast array of deadly prescription drugs  all approved by our less than helpful Federal Drug 

Administration. - J. Speer-Williams 

You have proof in the simplest terms that a part of the CIA was involved in an organised 

paedophile ring, just as you have proof that the British authorities done their utmost to 

stifle any serious investigation concerning any matter of the same nature. (The thing is this 

is only the beginning of the evidence I have for you on this matter).  

These incidents were to break you in to this subject firmly but gently, the worst is still to 

come even though you probably feel like you´ve had enough on this sickest of subjects 

already. Remember that I don´t pick the subjects, they just become un-ignorable as the 

years progress.  



Why did the CIA set up the False Memory Syndrome Foundation and fill it with people who 

had all worked on the subject of mind control for the CIA in the past?  (The vast majority of 

these sick weirdo’s were very well known for being paedophiles themselves too remember)  

Why would they work so hard to deny that so called ritual abuse takes place? Why would 

they put so much effort into shutting all the people up who were trying to warn us about 

this vile and harrowing matter?  

Why are so many victims coming forward? (So many that they invented a “condition” to 

explain their shared “delusion”. - even if you are stupid or naive enough to be taken in with 

what they were saying and believe it is true, what made this so called “condition” manifest 

in the first place?) 

Why is the Govt. of Germany distributing pamphlets advising parents to sexually abuse 

children? – Remember that what works in one part of Europe will be coming to the rest of it. 

From the end of book one: 

“Sex, Drugs, and Rock and Roll” doesn´t have the same feel that it will have had before you 

will have read this, of that I am rather sure. - Feminism wasn´t about the liberation of our 

dear ladies, it was designed to destroy them, marriage, and the family. It was a man or two 

who came up with the idea, other men who refined it, and yet more men who promoted and 

marketed it, and in the end it will only be a very small group of men who benefit from it too.  

Homosexuality was also marketed and promoted for the exact same reasons. Now that you 

have also read part three of this first section you will know without any shadow of a doubt 

that it´s all about population control first a foremost, but it’s also got a lot to do with the 

planned destruction and fragmentation of our society.  

As you will see for yourself in later sections this was all done so that something “new”, (but 

most definitely not something better) can be built on top of our old society’s ashes. 

In the rest of the first part we also covered the wholesale supply of a wide selection of 

different drugs from marijuana to coke, even heroin.  I showed you that their wholesale 

supply, is and always has been, an ongoing governmental and corporate concern.  

I’ve even shown you how the music industry was used to subvert us and to help mould 

social opinion. (It still does so today but that is beyond the scope of this particular work). 

The first book was to demonstrate to you how the social engineering and social control 

movements that secretly and unknowingly dominated nearly all of our lives during the latter 

half of the 20th century came about. I have shown you whose ideas these really were. 

This other wee excerpt from book one sums up most of the true reasoning behind “Sex 

Drugs and Rock and Roll”. (Obviously as I confirmed in book three the true reason for lots 

of these 6:’s “movements” like: feminism, splitting the family unit up, free love, and 

especially the promotion and exploitation of homosexuality. - These are just ideologies 

devised by our “owners” solely for the purpose of population control (at heart).  They’ve 

actually been sold so well as true ideologies to the dumbed down public, to this day, the 

adherents are still ignorant to the fact they’re going along with their own planned 

annihilation). 

This quote is taken from an article entitled “The New Totalitarians” that Aldous Huxley 

wrote.  What is so striking is that this was written at the end of the 1940´s yet it perfectly 

describes the pivotal social changes that have transpired in our society since it was written. 

―None of these so called “freedoms” were too prevalent in our society before this was 

written, let’s just put it that way.‖  



“As political and economic freedoms diminish sexual freedom tends compensatingly to 

increase. And the dictator (unless he needs cannon fodder and families with which to 

colonise empty of conquered territories) will do well to encourage that freedom. In 

conjunction with the freedom to daydream under the influence of dope, the movies and the 

radio, it will help to reconcile his subjects to the servitude which is their fate.” 

Nowadays it´s all “cake and circus” 24/7. ―As the Romans used to say, just not 24/7.‖ 

Just as more of our freedoms have been taken away from us (for our own security of 

course), sexual promiscuity and drug use have shot off the charts, the increase in the 

entertainments mentioned i.e. the music and the film industries has also been exponential 

in scale.  

Now you hopefully understand what “Sex Drugs and Rock and Roll” was really all about, and 

perhaps also by now you’ll truly realise the kind of real driving force that was behind it. 

The second part of this first section broke down exactly how this total control of your 

thinking actually takes place.  

Part two of this first section looked (in great detail) at the rather unbelievable and far-out 

subject of mind control. (In all of its various shapes and forms). We also looked at the 

“science” that is supposedly behind it. (A small part of which was covered in the chapter 

concerning the CIA and LSD that you read way back in book one).  

We also took a slight detour to have a close look at the multi-billion dollar industry created 

by this junk science.  

We then looked in detail at how this very same soul-destroying science was purposefully 

incorporated into our “education” system, and we analysed the dire consequences of this 

nefarious act.  

I also tried to show you exactly how you are being programmed and manipulated daily by 

your TV and the rest of the media. 

I firmly and genuinely believe that the chapters on psychiatry and mind control demonstrate 

quite clearly that the bulk of the individuals involved (at the higher levels) with all of this 

psychobabble nonsense are all quite probably sociopathic or psychopathic themselves. 

Which professions have the most psychopaths? 

And which have the fewest?  

By Eric Barker, Barking Up The Wrong Tree published in “This Week“  October 30, 2013  

 

Okay, okay. Most psychopaths don't have a knife behind their back. (Thinkstock)  



First off, psychopath doesn't just mean someone who cuts you up with a chainsaw — though 

the majority of people who do things like that are psychopaths. What is the definition? 

Psychopathy is a personality disorder that has been variously described as characterized by 

shallow emotions (in particular reduced fear), stress tolerance, lacking empathy, 

coldheartedness, lacking guilt, egocentricity, superficial character, manipulativeness, 

irresponsibility, impulsivity, and antisocial behaviours such as parasitic lifestyle and 

criminality. 

So which professions (other than axe murderer) have the most psychopaths? What about 

the least? 

 

From “The Wisdom of Psychopaths: What Saints, Spies, and Serial Killers Can Teach Us 

About Success” (My Note. Media, lawyers, the police and journalists - all the people we need 

on our side if we want to take society back - coincidence? Why is “politician” not at the top 

of this list? Is it because they were so far up the CEO’S backside that they weren’t counted?) 

Oh-oh! Politicians share personality traits with serial killers 

June 15, 2009 from the Los Angeles Times by Andrew Malcolm.  

Using his law enforcement experience and data drawn from the FBI's behavioural analysis 

unit, Jim Kouri has collected a series of personality traits common to a couple of 

professions. Kouri, who's a vice president of the National Assn. of Chiefs of Police, has 

assembled traits such as superficial charm, an exaggerated sense of self-worth, glibness, 

lying, lack of remorse and manipulation of others.  

These traits, Kouri points out in his analysis, are common to psychopathic serial killers. But 

-- and here's the part that may spark some controversy and defensive discussion -- these 

traits are also common to politicians. (Maybe you had already suspected this.) Yup. Violent 

homicide aside, our elected officials often show many of the exact same character traits as 

criminal nut-jobs, who run from police but not for office. Kouri notes that these criminals 

are psychologically capable of committing their dirty deeds free of any concern for social, 

moral or legal consequences and with absolutely no remorse. "This allows them to do what 

they want, whenever they want," he wrote. "Ironically, these same traits exist in men and 

women who are drawn to high-profile and powerful positions in society including political 

officeholders." Good grief! And we not only voted for these people, we're paying their 

salaries and entrusting them to spend our national treasure in wise ways. We don't know 

Kouri that well. He may be trying to manipulate all of us with his glib provocative 

pronouncements. On the other hand... He adds: "While many political leaders will deny the 

assessment regarding their similarities with serial killers and other career criminals, it is 

part of a psychopathic profile that may be used in assessing the behaviours of many 

officials and lawmakers at all levels of government." 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychopathy
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0374291357/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=0374291357&linkCode=as2&tag=spacforrent-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0374291357/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=0374291357&linkCode=as2&tag=spacforrent-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0374291357/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=0374291357&linkCode=as2&tag=spacforrent-20


“Today we´re all strangers to each other, strangers who fit into shallow and boring pecking 

orders both at work and with friends, and another thing, why is it that at work we all do 

things while we’re in it we don´t have to do, or should want to do, outside it in order to 

“succeed”. - selfishness, callousness, ruthlessness, greed.  

Surely we would get on better by avoiding these characteristics. Why exactly do we discard 

our integrity and morals before going to work? Why do we accept this as being normal 

fucking behaviour?” By my good self, taken from book one, chapter one of this section as 

was the following article, no wait there, I think this was actually from the start of book two.. 

Is the Root of Evil the Psychopathic Mind? 

Randall Clifford Activist Post Wednesday, May 30, 2012  

As such a useful tool of exchange, money is not inherently evil. Money can be a springboard 

to such evil as bailout-begging banks too monstrous to fail gambling with taxpayer wealth—

you know, private profits, public risk. Casino financialization with taxpayers as a backstop. 

The $700 billion TARP bailout actually being a $23.7 trillion bailout. But the root of all evil 

is the human brain. New research has exposed, shall we say, the root of the problem. 

Pathocracy is its flower.  

Definition: pathocracy (n). A system of government created by a small pathological minority 

that takes control over a society of normal people (from Political Ponerology: A Science on 

the Nature of Evil Adjusted for Political Purposes, by Andrew Lobaczewski).  

A small minority of people are born psychopaths; they inherit a genetic deviance linked to 

certain structural abnormalities of their social brain. .... Psychopaths enjoy a perverse 

advantage over normal people in ascending pyramids of power. Unfettered by conscience, 

empathy, morality...some might say, without the weight of a soul, psychopaths readily rise 

to the top in a society turned upside down by pathocracy. Lying, cheating, stealing, 

backstabbing—without remorse, psychopaths can claw for power in ways that make a 

person with conscience recoil. It’s not so much that power corrupts as that the corrupt seek 

power. (That last sentence should be taught to everyone in our schools and universities!) 

The rest of section two detailed all the different ways that we are trained to conform. - With 

our education “system” being paramount amongst them. I have explained in great detail 

how our education system was specifically designed to both dumb us down and also to 

undermine our ability to reach our full true potential on our own. - We all need to take the 

time to fully re-educate ourselves again. This time on the subjects that truly count like: 

selflessness, honesty, honour, social responsibility, duty to your society, and integrity. 

I also showed in part two of this work that the servile and compliant media is being forever 

used to hammer home ―relentlessly‖ whatever version of the “truth” “they’ve” settled on this 

week into our thick skulls, all with that smug “this truth has always been the truth” attitude 

that only they, royalty, religion, and politicians, truly and shamelessly have a mastery of. 

"The news and truth are not the same thing." - Walter Lippmann (1889-1974)  

John Swinton (1829-1901) was the Scottish born managing editor of the New York Times 

during the Civil War, who later served eight years in the same position on the New York Sun 

and published a weekly labour sheet, John Swinton's Paper.  

In 1880, Swinton was the guest of honour at a banquet given him by his peers. Someone 

who knew neither the press nor Swinton offered a toast to the independent press. Swinton 

outraged his colleagues by replying: "There is no such thing, at this date of the world's 

history, in America, as an independent press. You know it and I know it. There is not one of 

you who dares to write your honest opinions, and if you did, you know beforehand that it 

would never appear in print. I am paid weekly for keeping my honest opinion out of the 

paper I am connected with. Others of you are paid similar salaries for similar things, and 



any of you who would be so foolish as to write honest opinions would be out on the streets 

looking for another job. If I allowed my honest opinions to appear in one issue of my paper, 

before twenty-four hours my occupation would be gone. The business of the journalists is to 

destroy the truth, to lie outright, to pervert, to vilify, to fawn at the feet of mammon, and to 

sell his country and his race for his daily bread. You know it and I know it, and what folly is 

this toasting an independent press? We are the tools and vassals of rich men behind the 

scenes. We are the jumping jacks, they pull the strings and we dance. Our talents, our 

possibilities and our lives are all the property of other men. We are intellectual prostitutes." 

(Source: Labour’s Untold Story, by Richard O. Boyer and Herbert M. Morais, published by 

United Electrical, Radio & Machine Workers of America, NY, 1955/1979.) 

"News is something that somebody somewhere wants suppressed. All else is advertising." - 

British newspaper proprietor Lord Northcliffe (1865-1922) 

"Newspapers are unable, seemingly, to discriminate between a bicycle accident and the 

collapse of civilization."  - George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950)  

"There are some things the general public does not need to know and shouldn't. I believe 

democracy flourishes when the government can take legitimate steps to keep its secrets, 

and when the press can decide whether to print what it knows." - Katherine Graham (1917-

2001) former owner of the Washington Post, to a class of CIA recruits in Langley (1988). 

“The man who reads nothing at all is better educated than the man who reads nothing but 

newspapers.” - Thomas Jefferson    

“A newspaper has three things to do. One is to amuse, another is to entertain and the rest 

is to mislead.”  - Ernest Bevin                                                     

"Our job is to give people not what they want, but what we decide they ought to have." 

- Richard Salent, former president, CBS News 

As you can see just from these quotes never mind all the other information I’ve given you 

there doesn’t appear to be much chance of these guys ever helping us.  

We should DEMAND that the public gets to run about a third of all the newspapers locally, 

nationally, and even internationally. - Same with TV Channels and radio too. 

This is the ONLY way that we can hold those in power publicly responsible for their actions. 

This is the ONLY way we can discuss matters in the papers that are relevant to our lives.  

In book three I sewed about 30 topics together to show you that population control is an 

undeniable, stark and tangible reality, everything from homosexuality to vaccines, to global 

warming is all ultimately to do with controlling the population.  

Just like taking corn out of the food chain for ethanol scheme was designed to do. Even 

though grass makes more ethanol per hectare!  

Remember all the butter-mountains and wine-lakes we had in Europe not so long ago, were 

are they now? Has no-one else seen the swing from plenty to shortages in such a short 

period of time?  

I´m telling you there is an agenda behind this, it´s about population reduction first and 

foremost, which is why I gave you so much information on the subject, you NEED to 

understand this in some depth to see the overall plan, but that´s what I´m here for.  

All you need to be willing to do is check out for yourself what I have said. Your survival 

instinct will kick in at some point, because the facts are irrefutable, these cocky arrogant 



fuckers have plastered their plans everywhere and shouted about them on live TV and in 

newspapers and magazines, you just needed to see this stuff pulled together I feel.  

No one can imagine their leaders to be anything other than caring and well meaning, (even 

though I have never known why, because they have fucked us at every single opportunity 

given to them before), you just insanely think that this concept is all now in the past, for 

some utterly potty reason known only to yourself, (but seemingly believed by all). Look at 

global warming which is peddled by the exact same people and organisations. You were 

probably 100% sure before reading this that the evidence was already collated and the 

verdict was unanimous, we are making the planet heat up, the ice is all melting, the polar 

bears are dying and it´s all our fault. (Not of the corporations and the big companies doing 

90% of the polluting you understand, it is ALL the fault of us the people, remember that). 

So let´s re-cap; There is plenty of oil, even though its (fabled) running out is used as a 

subliminal excuse for invading other countries by my own country and especially the USA.  

We are in fact actually destroying the countries we profess to be assisting in developing.  

And one other thing, they (the banks and our governments) absolutely insist on this before 

lending a 3rd world country anything, or sending any financial aid to a 3rd world country 

whatsoever. Your 3rd world country must agree to sign up to population reduction schemes.  

This policy must stop too, if these people had the funds to set up their own agricultural and 

industrial infrastructures, then they would be in the position to decide when there isn´t 

enough food to go round, or when the country was reaching its “carrying capacity” - as 

opposed to our self serving, greedy, deranged and psychopathic “upper classes” taking 

these decisions on behalf of every nation and individual on earth, as the case is today.  

Ask yourself this, do you honestly think they want to share the world and all it contains with 

you and me? 

Neither do I. 

The truth is, they (and by extension we) are doing this sort of thing to these nations day in 

day out, this is because the oil will still be under the country if its population is thinned out, 

the diamonds will still come out of the pits if the indigenous people have been “dealt with”.  

The bottom line is, our countries and our corporation’s don´t want to share your countries 

wealth with you, or your fucking country for that matter!  

I’ve shown you in this fourth and final part of this initial section that at heart ALL of our 

corporations are psychopaths and that ALL our governments are ultimately just 

corporations.  

The implications of that statement are utterly mind blowing.  

To make matters much worse - the entire field of banking is easily a bigger con than Santa, 

the boogie man, (bogey man here in Scotland) and the tooth-fairy all combined. Surely in 

that last 500 odd pages I must have clearly shown you that scam exactly for what it is. 

The one thing I really do think that we the men and women of the world need to do is this:  

- We all (first individually, then collectively) need to take back the responsibility for our own 

lives from the controlling and manipulative clutches of our self appointed rulers, leaders, 

and governments.  

My core belief is: those who rule and govern are no more qualified to do so than anyone 

else, I believe that these loathsome, vile and parasitic cretins are simply more willing to be 



ruthless and selfish in achieving their goals than the rest of us, with that being the only real 

difference between us, do you honestly think they deserve to rule?  

No, neither do I.  

If you have generally garnered your information from a state education, newspapers and 

television, as most of us have, then these books will have been a severe shock to your 

senses, and I’m actually truly sorry if any of you feel that I have offended you with any of my 

findings. (Though to be frank with you, there are not that many sets of toes that I do not 

step on during the course of these pages. So don’t take it personally.)  

Hopefully by not being seen to be criticising any single belief, group or organisation in 

particular, it will make it harder for those who would rather you didn´t hear of the issues 

that were raised to try and stop me, it will be impossible for these people to insinuate that I 

pick on anyone less than I pick on any others, and by doing so, I hopefully make it 

impossible for them to pin any single “anti” badge on me. - I honestly don´t discriminate 

against any single group, religion or organisation in particular, in fact in order to tell the 

truth, as I see it, I find myself in the unenviable position of actually having to have a go at 

nearly all of them! 

I make no apologies for that and promise you that I was only telling the whole truth as I see 

it. I have only ever ended up where meticulous, exhaustive and painstaking research has led 

me. Admittedly there have been quite a lot of twists and turns, and plenty of dead ends 

along the way, but one thing I have never liked is an unsolved mystery, and because of that I 

have learned to develop both my patience and tenacity. What you are reading is the first 

fruit of my many years of my labour; I hope that it encourages a few of you to become as 

tenacious in seeking the truth in your own lives. 

I certainly didn’t pretend to have all of the answers, and I need you to know that before you 

start believing a single word of what you’ve read, on the other hand what I most certainly do 

have is my own opinions, ideas and even possible solutions to some of the problems you 

learned about, - hopefully far greater and smarter people than I will have better ones by the 

time you have finished reading this. 

All I ever asked was for you to go and check the facts put before you for yourself, PLEASE do 

not allow anyone to force an opinion upon you, (especially not me!). Our ignorance as a 

collective group is really all that actually holds us back from some serious and positive 

change, the rest, I choose to believe, will happen by itself, as long as enough of us are 

informed and dedicated, I believe it is well within our ability as a species to do whatever is 

required of us in order to improve and rectify the situation.  

I am doing this because I wholeheartedly believe that the human race as a whole is 

inherently better in character than we are ever given credit for, this fact especially holds 

true at the grass roots level, I simply think we need to be informed of the power we all have, 

both as individuals and as a collective group. With some education hopefully your eyes can 

be opened to the real underlying nature and true causes of many of the issues that we each 

have to deal with on a daily basis. I firmly believe what you have now found out will make 

you feel almost exactly the way I do. 

It all boils down to these three facts: 

If we know the “game” that is being played, then “they” can´t keep playing it. 

If we know who is playing these games, then “they” will have to withdraw from them. 

Most importantly if WE know what the game is all about, then WE can change the rules. 

The “game” as I am choosing to call all that is happening to us, - even though the many 

losers of this particular game generally suffer and perish, even though it is in actual fact 



deadly serious for all of us, forgive me, the reason I call it this is because, as you will soon 

see for yourself, that is exactly how so much of what happens around you is viewed by those 

who are really pulling the strings, funding things, introducing policies and calling the shots.  

Many people who have sussed out the true nature of this game during our history have 

chosen not to alert their fellow man of his plight, but have instead used this knowledge for 

personal gain. They’re “go along to get along” types, with no moral backbone or scruples. 

I put it to you that this is no accident; instead this is one of the basic and fundamental 

control mechanisms of the system which we are all in thrall to. 

"The few who can understand the system will be either so interested in its profits, or so 

dependent on its favours, that there will be no opposition from that class, while, on the 

other hand, that great body of people, mentally incapable of comprehending the tremendous 

advantage that Capital derives from the system, will bear its burden without complaint and, 

perhaps, without even suspecting that the system is inimical to their interests." 

This last statement was part of a letter written from London by an agent of the Rothschild’s 

Bank to their New York agents, it was reference introducing their banking method into 

America but it encapsulates one of the “Big Secrets” of this work. And it´s not as esoteric 

or philosophical as the so-called great minds of the Earth would have you believe, put simply 

if you can convince some of the people that they will receive some benefits for an action 

that the rest of the general public don´t receive, then they will be willing to trample on 

others with a disturbing ease for this benefit, (more surprisingly you will also discover in 

later sections of this work that if you also throw in a bit of “mystery” like some stupid yet 

grand looking initiation, or a solemn ritual, you will see for yourself that many more of us 

than you’d suspect would be more than willing to probably eat our own bloody children just 

for the “privilege” of “belonging to the (self-appointed) elect”. 

That is one of THE big secrets! And as long as the majority don´t figure this fact out, then 

this will continue to be a major driving force behind most of our ills for millennia to come.  

The fact is too; over the years those who have benefitted from the system, as a rule they 

generally don´t bite the hand that has fed them.  

This fact also cleverly bars them from ever criticising this system at any point in their 

future. (Unless they wish to admit to their own wrongdoings) 

(Usually this “speaking out” will also routinely involve them forfeiting all that they have 

amassed within the “system” for having done so. - They will be “got at” either financially, 

employment wise, or their reputation will be sodomised, unless of course, they are drawing 

too much attention to matters that our misleaders would rather remain in the shadows, or 

making too many waves, then they may even have to forfeit their lives)  

- Which, if you think about it works as a very efficient way of assisting in keeping a lid on 

things.  

As a side note do you know where the term “system” was first used, (seeing as I have just 

used it numerous times in the paragraph above?) - It was how the ancient Romans used to 

describe their sewers. That was the first time the term was used, - and it alludes to any 

system’s true nature still today. Systems are for control of the vast unwashed, not rulers. 

This is just one of the many reasons why most of the matters that I have just spent over 

3700 bloody pages informing you about are not well known to you already. Fortunately for 

us both plenty of good people have observed the same devilish game being played around 

them and have done everything they can to inform their fellow man of the truth. 

With reference to the “they”. - I feel throughout these first four books I have been referring 

to prominent individuals so that “they” will not remain anonymous or so ambiguous for too 



much longer, in fact as you will see for yourself, I do not mess around, political correctness 

means nothing to me because I know the real reasons that it has been pushed onto us. - I 

am also smart enough to know that the truth can´t be wrong simply because it offends.  

To give you a brief synopsis of the general direction of the rest of this work in a nutshell: I 

would say my own country “Great” Britain, the USA, and Israel, are the biggest bullies, 

(country-wise), on the planet today. They’re all ran by selfish crooks and greedy psychopaths. 

 

Organised Religion, Law, Finance, and Government are also nothing more than private 

companies which are run in the exact same way as these three countries mentioned above. 

I know it is not the policies of the people of these countries, or religions that are responsible 

for all the wars etc that we have been involved in, it is the people who think they OWN these 

countries and religions etc. that I have a major problem with. Here is what the recently 

deceased American comedian George Carlin had to say on the subject reference his country: 

The Real Owners Of America 

 

"The real owners are the big wealthy business interests that control things and make all the 

important decisions. Forget the politicians, they're an irrelevancy. The politicians are put 

there to give you the idea that you have freedom of choice. You don't. You have no choice. You 

have owners. They own you. They own everything. They own all the important land. They own 

and control the corporations. They've long since bought and paid for the Senate, the 

Congress, the statehouses, the city halls. They've got the judges in their back pockets. And 

they own all the big media companies, so that they control just about all of the news and 

information you hear. They've got you by the balls. They spend billions of dollars every year 

lobbying to get what they want. Well, we know what they want; they want more for themselves 

and less for everybody else." 

   

"But I'll tell you what they don't want.  They don't want a population of citizens capable of 

critical thinking. They don't want well-informed, well-educated people capable of critical 

thinking. They're not interested in that. That doesn't help them. That's against their interests. 

They don't want people who are smart enough to sit around the kitchen table and figure out 

how badly they're getting fucked by a system that threw them overboard 30 fucking years 

ago.   

 

"You know what they want? Obedient workers, people who are just smart enough to run the 

machines and do the paperwork but just dumb enough to passively accept all these 

increasingly shittier jobs with the lower pay, the longer hours, reduced benefits, the end of 

overtime and the vanishing pension that disappears the minute you go to collect it. And, now, 

they're coming for your Social Security. They want your fucking retirement money. They want 

it back, so they can give it to their criminal friends on Wall Street. And you know something? 

They'll get it. They'll get it all, sooner or later, because they own this fucking place. It's a big 

club, and you ain't in it. You and I are not in the big club."  

 

Perfectly put by Mr Carlin I feel, our small part in this great game is the fact that you don´t 

pay serious attention to anything outside of your immediate social group.  

Your blazé attitude to those who govern you (with your full consent) is tantamount to gross 

negligence, according to the law gross negligence is the same as fraud, so therefore you 

are a fraud to your own self. You are blazé here on one subject and then blazé there on 

another, do you know what it is when there are blazés everywhere? - A big fucking fire dim-

wit!  

This might shock you but you´re being tricked by governments and other organisations 

including finance, and even within law, and all by using childish word-tricks like the example 

used above, - And it´s being done to you every day and in a absolute multitude of ways.  

FACTS 



We are currently all slaves to “royalty”, priesthoods and bankers who consider our 

countries and indeed us, as nothing more than chattel property, they in turn are “owned” by 

other groups, - it’s just posh mafia’s running us with us doing their dirty/leg work for them! 

Our countries in the West are all bankrupt, the banks in the Western nations have been 

administrating on all of our behalf’s since the first half of the last century. - The banks 

weren´t stupid though, they demanded collateral on the loans given since then, and it has 

been you and I. - Our sweat equity pays for the national debt and also for every single war. 

Our destiny is, and has, always ultimately been determined by a very small clique of people.   

All throughout our time on this planet the small groups who have really controlled most of 

the worlds´ wealth and resources have simply wished to hold onto it, and more importantly 

the power it gives them, that is actually quite understandable in some ways. - It´s what they 

have done in order to try and do so throughout the millennia that is going to leave you 

utterly stunned and flabbergasted, if not entirely consumed by an apoplectic rage. 

These people, who have, if I was being honest, always been in control (or people just like 

them), they have always been very scared of us ever working out how stupid and easy to 

manipulate we actually are.  

Oligarchy uses war, famine, religion, commerce, politics and law to subjugate us, our 

ignorance to these facts blinds us, for example we look at the law and think “Yeah but 

without it there would be chaos”, I am afraid that you´re mixing up common law and the 

laws of commerce my friend, commerce and it´s laws control and manipulate us from the 

cradle to grave, while common law has the capability to protect and empower us, - if we 

learn to utilise it properly.  

During the recorded span of time that humanity has been on this planet, certain groups, 

organised religions – and, especially in our semi-recent past, what appears to be a rather 

close-knit grouping of families - all of them seem to have been completely and utterly 

possessed with an urge to own “us” and everything on this planet. These groups all seem to 

be at their happiest when they are creating, planning or implementing schemes, systems or 

ideas that are always concerned with only one thing; Making the many work for the few, -  

These types of people, for some reason have been permanently obsessed with a desire to 

control others for their own benefit. And this holds true no matter which civilisation I could 

choose to talk to you about, or in any epoch in time that you would ever care to examine.  

In reality, it is actually nothing more than an inter-related grouping of a few thousand 

families and individuals of mixed races who sincerely think that they own this planet and 

always have. - And our perceived and generally accepted version of “history” has been 

nothing more than the “products and outcomes” of all their evil selfish schemes, dastardly 

plans, and their ruthless methods of maintaining this monopoly over countless generations.  

The “notable” “royal families” and the dynasty’s, the nations, all the “movements” and 

events of our recent history, they were all just the “turf wars” or “ideological disputes” that 

occurred between these Inter/related Mafia’s.  

They were simply cloaked as being the decisions of either religion, law, nations or 

governments. 

There are some “figureheads” who think they actually do own the planet as well mind you.  

Unfortunately for them, when it comes down to brass tacks, they are quite often as 

discardable as anyone else, as you will soon see.  

One thing you had better learn very quickly, this business is cruel and utterly ruthless. And 

NO player is bigger than “The Club”. 



Think of the world as actually being one big criminal family business, that´s all it really is in 

a sense, saying that, your blood doesn´t always guarantee entry to the club, just as, when it 

is considered expedient, outsiders may be allowed to join the family.  

It´s like the mafia on a grand scale, - except their definitely not all Italian. Just look at it 

this way; all the criminal elements of the world have decided to unite under one banner, the 

New World Order that many speak of is just the more acceptable and also corporate title of 

this utterly criminal venture.  

I have tried my best to lay out as much as I could for you the reader in only one set of 

books, and I wanted to give it to you in a well referenced and chronologically perfect set of 

documents, - unfortunately space and time constraints limit the subjects I can cover in 

detail, and therefore prevent this from being a practical goal. I am simply going to keep 

covering subjects as I have done as part of an ongoing series. (I have done the legwork for 

four sections in total (this being the end of the first one) as of 2013). 

This initial dialogue was primarily was concerned with the period of time most reading this 

have just lived through, this was so that as much as possible was related to your own 

experiences. I wanted to see how many of the “little things” in my life that I have discussed 

were relevant to your life.  I strove to give you as much information on some subjects that, 

if you paid heed to them, will seriously arm you with some crucial facts on some critical 

issues that matter to all of us on this planet; this was done with a view to you doing some 

research on these issues in your own time. - I don´t know all the answers, no-one does, I 

just wanted you all to start asking the right questions, for perhaps the first time in history. 

The reason for this seemingly random and eclectic mix of subjects was because I was just 

trying to make sure that if I only ever got one (set of) book(s) in front of you, I made sure I 

at least mentioned lots of the subjects I feel you must look into, - This was just in case I 

never got another chance to put this sort of material in front of you again. - If (by some 

miracle) I am allowed to write more of this type of stuff, then relax, I will re-cover some of 

the sparsely documented issues in much greater detail, and will also cover many other facts 

relevant to the “big picture” as I go along. If I get to do a few books, then by the time I am 

finished hopefully it will all fit together like some weird jigsaw to eventually give a holistic 

and relatively unbiased view of all the issues discussed, and also a pragmatic dissection of 

their far-reaching implications. Perhaps even a solution or two to some of these dilemmas. 

Once you are 100% sure that you can prove any of these theories to others, then you 

should attempt to do so, that is the beginning, and in fact cornerstone, of what we must do 

in order to win this battle, i.e. encourage people to not only question some of the crazy 

things that are happening around us, but also encourage them to find out the answers by 

themselves, instead of adopting opinions second hand.  

I feel I must warn you though, make sure you have researched things thoroughly before 

opening your mouth to others, nothing makes you look stupider than going off half-cocked 

on a subject that you really don´t understand at all. (Don´t worry my friend, that will be the 

first argument used against me too, just you watch!) 

Another thing, when (if this is ever in any way “successful” that is) I am attacked with 

slanderous lies and pigeon holed for being anti-this or pro-that, please my friend don´t 

waste time buying into these meaningless distractions. - Unless of course that is, you 

already have enough knowledge yourself to have made your own mind up about both the 

information given to you, and also concerning me and my motives for putting this 

information together.  

Most importantly, DO NOT, NO MATTER HOW MUCH YOU ARE STEERED AWAY FROM THEM 

WITH ATTACKS ON MY CHARACTER OR COMPETENCE, allow any of the facts that you have 

picked up here to be forgotten or swept aside like dirt in the process, they will still stand 

without my help, and will remain true and verifiable when I am nothing but dust.  



Unless those core issues are addressed wholeheartedly, and unless all the facts are dealt 

with fully, do not under any circumstances allow the matter to be glossed over or 

considered as closed, no matter how trustworthy the person or organisation seems to be 

who is telling you otherwise, (Noting that they always avoid answering any of my questions). 

Extra-ordinary claims required extra-ordinary proof, for my side of this argument; you have 

had it, - from your keepers all you will hear is;  

“this man is not qualified”, or “this idiot is deranged”, or some other sweeping statement 

which always rather conveniently tackles not one of the issues I will have raised!  

If this is done for a week or so, (usually in tandem with a concocted “revelation” in the 

Sunday toilet-papers), that would be most people tarred with a brush that only the services 

of a very expensive lawyer will ever have a chance of sorting out. I have provided you with 

more proof than you would need to convict in a court, unless the damning evidence is 

cleared up in the overwhelming majority of these issues (which I know is utterly impossible 

to do) then you should only concentrate on the proof given by the other side to refute my 

facts. Bringing me, my qualifications, or for that matter any other reason into the 

argument, does not deal with any of my facts, - you MUST learn to differentiate between the 

two.  

I bet you anything right now, that they will mysteriously and inexplicably ignore practically 

every single point raised by me - It appears today that either by totally ignoring you, or by 

character assassination or even ridicule, that these people and interests control us, if you 

disagree, then tell me why is this currently the modern and socially acceptable rebuttal to 

facts?  

You have leaders who preach nonsense and who practice everything from incense to incest, 

yet when they say I am bad, you will invariably believe them. They haven´t been honest 

about anything at any time in the past, so why will they be being honest this time?  

"A truth's initial commotion is directly proportional to how deeply the lie was believed. It 

wasn't the world being round that agitated people, but that the world wasn't flat. When a 

well-packaged web of lies has been sold gradually to the masses over generations, the truth 

will seem utterly preposterous and its speaker a raving lunatic." - Dresden James. 

Imagine we could do this when accused of a crime – Imagine when the police accused you 

of robbery that you could come back with “you are inherently corrupt” and that was it, the 

end of the matter, finished!  

Or picture that when a bill came through the letterbox we could get out of paying just by 

ignoring it.  

Or if, when in front of a judge, we could refute the charge against us simply by attacking his 

character.  

This all probably sounds like madness to you, but it is exactly how anyone attempting to do 

what I am is dealt with by the establishment and its lapdog media.  

I have observed many times with other people who are trying to do the same thing as I am 

attempting to do, that usually this is done without any of these so called “honest” and 

“impartial” media mouthpieces actually seriously talking about any of the real issues raised 

by the author, it seems that if you can ridicule or discredit the messenger people will 

automatically ignore the message, all I will say on the matter is this, I wouldn´t care who it 

was that told me that my house was on fire, or that my kid had been kidnapped, or that this 

dog bites, you could be an idiot, a thief, a liar or a even a raving psychopath. I would still at 

least listen to what you had to say, I would then also feel compelled to do some investigation 



of my own on the matter, as opposed to only taking the word of people who say “don´t 

listen”.  

I could not afford to take that chance, just as you can´t concerning the issues I brought to 

your attention, the bottom line is this mate - you really cannot afford to dismiss these 

matters out of hand. 

You cannot, and must not, allow other people to tell you that I am wrong, misguided or even 

simply a liar and then just allow that to be the end of the matter. These matters all need to 

be investigated thoroughly, and by much more competent and qualified people than I.  

I just want us (the people) to be armed with as many of the facts concerning these issues as 

possible, so that if the day comes were we ever do wake up, these matters are sorted out 

properly and also on our terms.  

Trust me right now when I say that there is a cancer that we need to cut from our society, 

ignoring it or disregarding it simply because you can´t yet see it, or have not yet been told 

about it on the news, is not a smart way to deal with something that you must have felt for 

yourself by now - wouldn´t you agree?   

In fact don´t take my word for it, listen to the wise words of one of your intellectual Gods on 

the matter - 

“Condemnation without investigation is the height of ignorance.”  Albert Einstein 

I am also sorry to a certain degree that this was undeniably a one way journey for all 

concerned, but one I feel we must all take; there is really no going back once you start 

having your eyes opened, although the route to your personal enlightenment is irrelevant to 

me.  

It is your choice, if, and indeed how, you choose to get there, If you keep on searching you 

will soon discover that thousands and thousands of good people are trying to tell you about 

all of these exact same issues, and from what I can see, they have been attempting to do so 

during all of our time on this planet, unfortunately it seems that you are more than likely 

either not hearing them because they aren´t mainstream enough or considered as peddlers 

of the accepted version of events.  

Perhaps you are ignoring them, or even worse still, maybe you don´t think the facts they or 

I will have presented are either relevant or true simply because it is not a matter of serious 

attention in either your daily newspaper or on television!  

It´s was also most definitely not the simplified and sanitised version of history that they 

force-fed taught us at school or on TV that I referred to during this work, that´s for sure.  

The thing is, even though I don´t know you personally, I reckon I know you well enough to 

say that over the years you have probably never given up much of your precious time to 

seriously investigate any of the points that were raised or just reiterated here, and these 

are mostly ones that have been raised by many great and eminent people in the past.  

What many of you are seemingly unaware of is that these issues are so important, they 

ultimately and fundamentally concern and affect every single one of you in every single 

aspect of your whole life.  

Unfortunately for all of us, our ignorance of this plan has been the main architect in our 

undoing, well between that and our unwillingness to believe that those in the higher 

echelons of society would have anything but our best interests at heart  - and why we will 

still believe this to be the case when they tell their next lie too is beyond me.  

When did you ever decide that you wanted to go to war for example? 



It has never ever been the choice of the common man to fight wars, we have always been 

told by our “superiors” that they are necessary, my point can be made simply, we were told 

by these so called superiors that our country had to fight Hitler or face annihilation, yet 

who do you think it was who lent Hitler the money to build the most formidable army in 

Europe? (Especially considering that only a few years before this army appeared, you had to 

take a wheelbarrow to work in order to collect half a day’s wages in Germany), it may well 

surprise you, but it turns out that it was the self same people who told us that we had to 

fight him! 

If you are not intrigued, curious or even slightly bemused after that point, go back to bed 

good citizen, everything is under control. Your caring and loyal government is in command! 

Many of the people who are attempting to educate you, have been just like me, these are 

normal ordinary run of the mill people who are only trying to drag some interesting, and in 

fact crucial matters into the light, their only wish is to make these important issues 

everybody’s concern so that we can then change some of these things as they are quite 

simply wrong.  

But just as many of these disseminators of information have come from the very top of the 

tree, holding high positions of respect, esteem or authority, many have held lofty positions 

in politics, science, religion, industry, the arts or the military.  

Most of them for some reason have quietly been allowed to be ignored, or in some cases 

have even been ridiculed for trying to educate you, and many more good people have lost all 

that they owned, or in many cases they have even been killed, in the end giving all that they 

have, including their very lives to try and inform the human family of its plight.  

As is always the case with human nature, when eventually the time does arrive that enough 

brave strong-willed people have sacrificed and suffered doing the real dirty work of getting 

the facts out, at some time in the future, I know that around a certain point everybody will 

suddenly see things as they actually are, the almost funny part about this is, after the truth 

eventually does get out, most of them (maybe you included) will pretend that they knew what 

was happening all along! In my view Mark Twain summed it up perfectly: 

“In the beginning of a change, the patriot is a scarce man, brave hated and scorned. When 

his cause succeeds however, the timid join him, for then it costs nothing to be a patriot." 

Unfortunately for many people like me, that time is probably still far away enough that I 

doubt I will even be around to witness this tipping point.  

In this day and age it is still considered dangerous to utter anything that even resembles the 

real genuine and honest truth on many subjects.  

Orwell famously said that in times of universal deceit telling the truth is a revolutionary act, 

today it´s actually been allowed to become a worse situation than that, somehow certain 

truths have been allowed to become taboos, socially irrelevant, un-politically correct, and 

now hate speech is a newer addition to the armoury, today the truth being told can even be 

construed as an act of terrorism!  

How the powers that be have developed their persecutory dialogue, - in years gone by it was 

plain old treason or heresy when anyone had the guts to question the machinations of their 

tyranny. 

This story will also be, anything but concluded by the end of this book, even for me, with all 

I have found out, it is probably closer to the beginning of my learning curve than the end, 

and the reason for that is this, seeking the truth is a journey not a destination.  

Many more of you will have to take the same journey before any real change will ever 

happen. 



Incidentally, and while I am on the subject, so is happiness, that is not a destination either, 

it´s also (in my opinion) a journey, and to be honest I think you can´t ever actually get 

there, it´s not some town on the map you can drive to, or somewhere you can book a plane 

ticket for, I choose to believe that you can only head in the general direction of it.  

Giving more back to the world than you take can help I reckon, and if I had my way it would 

actually be part of the law. (Don´t hurt anyone else unless it is self defence, and also, give 

back to the world a tiny wee bit more than you took, - not that complicated a couple of rules 

is it? Yet consider the changes to society if we really applied both of them.) 

Finally, and even more so than either of those last two examples of things in life that are 

journeys if we choose to take them, is this point, I would have to say that being “good” is 

also a journey, unfortunately as far as I can see, it appears that it is never a destination or 

a permanent way of being, and never has been or will be if you ask me, be aware that being 

born into royalty, or holding positions and titles doesn´t bestow goodness or a good 

character on anyone either, all of us as individuals have to choose to try and tread that path 

each and every day, and let´s be honest about it, it is usually hard and unrewarding work.  

Being bad or selfish has always been just plain easier, I know that myself, who in their heart 

of hearts doesn´t?  

That´s one of the only real differences between the “Us” and “Them” I have referred to in 

these pages, in that these people want to change things so that they are in fact only better 

for a very small clique of people, for the rest of us it will amount to nothing more than an 

abridgement of our freedoms and further automation of our daily lives.  

I represent the same sentiment as those I write about in that I want to change things for 

everybody; I simply want all of us to benefit from it instead of only a very select few.  

Why (I bet) is your mind no doubt at this point probably still trying to make excuses for your 

programmers like “It´s just the way the world is” or “It´s all so complicated” or “It´s 

always been that way, how can I change anything?”  

I would like you to ask yourself right now: why do you automatically fight to defend and 

preserve a system that benefits a select few at the expense of the many? And... 

Why do you do so willingly? 

It is partly to do with the fact that they have simply glorified the easy and uncaring route to 

success for their own selfish reasons, and also because you have bought into this idea even 

though you don´t really benefit from it, (throw in to the mix that many of these people I will 

talk of have also been systematically (in)bred to be selfish for umpteen generations, add a 

sprinkle of psychosis and you have the basic psychological profile for most of those who 

presently guide and mislead us.)  

To quote one of my favourite old men:  

“We don´t have leaders, we have misleaders!” - Jordan you often say that you’re an ordinary 

man pursuing extraordinary knowledge, I think of you more as a very imperfect man like all 

of us, but one who is still perhaps holding a clue or two about perfection. 

The pages you’ve just read, though containing plenty of hard evidence also contained my 

opinions, I explained matters as I saw things; the facts were highlighted as such, whereas 

my opinions were generally only used in order to join these facts together, remember that 

they were still only my opinions and mine alone. I accept that I could actually be wrong (to a 

certain degree) on many points, the thing is, a truer version of history will remain a long 

way off until we start to at least head in the general direction of it, which is something I am 

afraid we are all practically doing the complete opposite of at the moment.  



At present we all shun far too much of the truth of things simply because it does not fit in 

with what we would rather believe is true.  

If it turns out that I am wrong with some of my suppositions, I would like to apologise 

beforehand, I could only work with the facts that were available to me, until we create 

enough interest so that our media, legal system and public are confronted with these issues 

and have to act upon them, a clearer picture of reality won´t begin to come into focus for 

all of us, at that point many more currently hidden truths will become self evident.  

Even though I say this I know that if you are open minded and you do fully research these 

issues by yourself, my firm belief is that you will come to practically the same conclusions 

that I have, maybe minor factors will be differing, but I personally feel that will have more to 

do with the identity of the reader and whichever group that individual feels they belong to 

(this is because obviously they will not want to paint their own group with the same brush 

as any perceived outsiders or enemies), but no matter which tribe you feel affinity towards 

over 90+% of this tale will still ring true.  

Just see it through to the end and do your own research as you go along. After that it is just 

a matter of applying what you have learned about all of these other groups or belief systems 

onto your own set of beliefs, after all, do you honestly think that your group or “tribe” will 

have behaved any differently to any of the rest you have just learned about? 

I am certainly not special in that I can see things no-one else can, in fact most of these so 

called “secrets” being revealed are actually being hidden in plain sight, or more often than 

not, they were not even hidden at all, they were all sitting in your libraries or in newspaper 

archives (if you could find them to read that is), and they are still even more easily and 

readily available on your PC if you can type, you merely have to go and start looking for 

them, and at them, with opened eyes.  

You have hopefully read about events here, then went straight to the government web-sites 

or company sites, or newspaper archives, to see the proof. (That´s while you still can 

incidentally, because “they” are introducing fee´s to read newspaper articles online), (so 

that you cannot easily do as I have done, so fortunately I used the original articles all the 

way through this, citing fair use, ain´t that lucky for you or anyone else wanting this info?) 

I also freely admit that I have no special academic training or qualifications that qualify me 

above you or any other person, I don´t regard myself as an intellectual superior to anyone, 

this is because in my view, what is the true measure of someone´s intelligence?  

After all, I could be smart enough to be regarded by others as being very intelligent, I could 

have degrees, a good job, lots of money etc, but at the same time, in the grand scheme of 

things, I could also have contributed nothing of any importance to the wellbeing of the 

overall community, or indeed towards another human being for that matter, whilst the guy 

you look down on because he has ragged clothes, the guy who doesn´t make anything and 

who perhaps even lives in a house made of cardboard boxes, they may turn out to be the 

one who puts you in the recovery position after seeing you collapse, or they may be the 

person who gives you CPR one night when you keel over with a heart attack, they might be 

the person who does the Heimlich manoeuvre on your young kid one day when she chokes 

on a bit of gum. Or maybe some homeless guy shouts up to you at your window to tell you 

that your garage is on fire (maybe he´s smiling, and winking at you while he´s putting a 

box of matches back in his pocket when you look down at him, trapped in your tinderbox 

flat - sorry I couldn´t resist that, can´t have every homeless person being an angel can I!) 

I have read more books than 10 doctors will have had to do to get those nice bits of paper 

on their walls, yet I have never really considered myself more knowledgeable than anyone, I 

have lost count of the times where the so called “stupidest” person in the room has came 

up with the solution to a problem that was vexing all the so called “smart” people, as I just 

said your more defined, in my view at least, by what you do when it counts and when it 



matters most, certainly for me it has nothing to do with the contents of your bank account 

or how many (in the grand scheme of things) useless bits of paper you have on your wall.  

How many of you have a degree? How many of you who have one read any books cover to 

cover as part of that course? I bet virtually none of you read a single book from start to 

finish; instead it’s a lot more likely that you used a chapter from here and another from 

there, am I correct? I have spoken to many people with degrees, doctorates etc, and I must 

say I am usually more taken aback by what they don´t know about their chosen field, as 

opposed to ever being impressed with their intellectual prowess on the subject at hand. 

Unlike most of you, (and also our so called intellectual authorities), I also know this for 

sure, - that I can always learn more, oddly it appears that most people seem incapable of 

doing so, and just as bad as this, is that some also assume that only they can have an 

opinion on certain subjects, they stupidly believe that only they have earned the right to 

one.  

This I find funny because most of the great discoveries, or solutions to great problems, or 

indeed inventions that have came about in our history, they have ALL came from unknown 

people who were generally not regarded as intellectual or great until after they made these 

wonderful discoveries, up until that point they were regarded as just as stupid and ordinary 

as you or me. 

I will repeat something I mentioned earlier, - if there is one other thing that I have learned 

over the years it is this, you can´t teach somebody who “knows” everything, about anything! 

 

Multitudes of smart and intelligent people will choose to blatantly ignore the most robust 

and undeniable of facts if it does not fit in with their preconceived ideas. That is one of the 

poisons that today are destroying not only our sciences, but in fact, quackademia© and 

learning in general. (© Of John Anthony West) 

I also know that you to don’t think for one second that it has only been curious and intrepid 

me who discovered the information that was presented to you. That was most definitely not 

the case; I utilised a lot of other peoples work, unfortunately by definition this is a both a 

legal document and a scientific paper about another universe, so it´s not plagiarism or 

theft, it´s more a case of freeing myself of the binding chains of information sharing 

strangulation that is commonly called copyright.  

(How can people argue about owning information anyway? How can you own the truth? No-

one should ever be allowed to own the truth. It is a preposterous notion that only inhibits us 

from a genuinely collective pool of knowledge). 

As I was saying this was quite often not my own work but that of many. Many of these great 

people have given up their time and sometimes even their lives to bring these facts out into 

the open. I’d like to sincerely thank all of those people once again for helping me to reach 

the level of understanding that I now have, and hope that I have credited and directed the 

readers towards these decent sources of information and opinion whenever I could.  

There are a few people though that I feel have helped me more than the others, and those 

good men and women, and their work, will be well known to you by the time I have finished 

these books. (Even though I don´t vouch for everything or indeed anything else that they or 

anyone else has said). For example, weirdo Mr Henry Makow´s work was used extensively 

for the part on feminism back in part 1 even though I don´t agree with everything that this 

man says ―nowadays it’s closer to being anything he says!‖. My point is, I wasn’t scared to 

use peoples work even when I don’t agree with anything else they say. Their work on the 

matter at hand was all that ever mattered to me at all times throughout all of these books. 



I still showed you these peoples work, because on the subject concerned, they had (in my 

view) hit the nail on the head. This is how I chose to operate. (But in general I was mainly 

attempting to only introduce you to as many reliable sources of information as I could, as 

opposed to letting you work your way through all of those nonsense merchants out there).  

It´s easy to say that I am a lone nutter with a grudge against the world, it is much harder to 

condemn a lot of other respected people’s opinions and works, I have just tried to point you 

in the right direction for you to find the truth on your own, and I had no qualms about using 

someone else’s facts or compilation of them to enlighten you on this journey, for me this is 

not about my own recognition, it’s about revelation, and most importantly, your education.  

This much I do know, and with an unshakeable conviction, we are all being lied to, and on 

an enormous scale, that unfortunately ―as you’ve seen for yourself‖ was too easy to prove, 

on numerous counts, and let’s be frank here beyond any shadow of a doubt whatsoever.  

Too often in this day and age, an idea or opinion is ridiculed by simply just picking on the 

person who had the idea ―Done by one of the “impartial” newsrags or by some poncy TV 

“expert” generally‖ This attack will be always be carried out without the newsrag having 

ever actually having touched upon one single piece of the actual subject matter itself mind 

you; this is devious and morally wrong it’s nothing less than a form of intellectual fascism.  

You must train yourself to resist this as it amounts to nothing more than suppression of 

free speech by the use of some invisibly threatened ridicule from the one-sided press.  

Each and every one of us is entitled to our own opinion. 

I really hope that you are not one of those people who are narrow minded enough to believe 

that freedom of speech is not that important, please realise that without it we cannot ever 

truly decide for ourselves what is wrong or right about our society. An opinion, no matter 

who it came from, can be 100% true, 100% wrong or everything else in between, the source 

is irrelevant only the truth they speak really matters. All must have a voice. 

Believe it or not, if I was being honest what I am saying in essence is that everybody has the 

right to be wrong! That may well sound a little bit mad to you but consider this, with some 

time and consideration we can always easily work out what is actually wrong or right, a 

success or a failure, true or false. If something isn´t working or is wrong it will be shown in 

the fruits that decision, or idea has produced. Analysis of the products of the idea or 

opinion will always show all of us how good it was, or indeed how much of a disaster it was.   

In order to maintain a free and open society, having an opinion that could potentially be 

wrong must be allowed. If you don´t understand what I mean by that then think about this, 

if you are not allowed to be wrong about issues, then by extension everybody then has to be 

right!  

If that does not ring alarm bells then let me elaborate a little further, you should be very, 

very concerned if, considering the world which surrounds us, you were still being told that 

everything, and therefore by extension everybody (on our side) was right.  

(Which seems to be the way almost everyone in authority seems to act these days, especially 

in the scientific, religious and political fields).  

They pretend that practically every mystery is solved, almost every single question of 

importance has been answered, the only thing is, - it is only they, the “experts” who actually 

know everything about everything, we the ignorant masses shouldn´t waste our time with 

analysing these facts, or having our own opinion. We should simply just take theirs. 

I get the distinct impression in fact, these days we are just to do as we are told to, we are to 

leave all the facts and decision making to these so called experts, we the sheep, cattle, or 

worker bees, are simply to get on with our dreary lives, consume, pay our taxes, and die. 



Can anyone else see, or is it only me, that what this equates to in reality, what it actually 

means, is that we are all basically being turned into organic robots, all the power that used 

to reside within the individual with regards to decision making, this power now resides with 

whoever decides what is defined as “right” or “true”.  

In point of fact whoever does so can now practically run all of our lives. The best part is, 

they “programme” us to believe this way or that is the “right” way, we then do all the hard 

work for them. Now that, whatever you might think of these guys, is actually quite clever.  

(Either that, or we and the system are all nearly perfect; now which one of these options do 

you think is more likely to be true?). 

A functioning police state needs no police. - William Borroughs 

"No one man can terrorize a whole nation unless we are all his accomplices." - Edward R 

Murrow 

 

"These are the days when men of all social disciplines and all political faiths seek the 

comfortable and the accepted; when the man of controversy is looked upon as a disturbing 

influence; when originality is taken to be a mark of instability; and when, in minor 

modification of the original parable, the bland lead the bland." - John Kenneth Galbraith - 

(1908-) Canadian-born economist, Harvard professor. Source: The Affluent Society, 1976 

 

“The most successful tyranny is not the one that uses force to assure uniformity but the one 

that removes the awareness of other possibilities that makes it seem inconceivable that 

other ways are viable, that removes the sense that there is an outside.” - Allan Bloom “The 

Closing of the American Mind” 

 

I implore you to seriously check out whatever it was that I have said first, and then by all 

means ridicule both me, or my opinion.  

 

I challenge anyone who does choose to pick on me to an open and fair debate, I know that I 

can more than hold my own on everything that was contained here, plus I know thousands 

of people who are both totally qualified to challenge any person or group on any of the 

subjects within this book, and who are in fact also just desperate for a chance to do so. (For 

reasons that should now be abundantly clear to you, - namely that most of these people are 

being purposefully and wilfully ignored, it would certainly appear to me that we are not 

hearing what it is they have to say at a high enough level).   

 

If what some of the people I have introduced you to and I am saying is rubbish, then you 

have really nothing to fear. It is only they and I who will turn out to be both wrong and 

foolish.  

 

The truth takes no sides, it simply is.  

 

But, on the other hand, if the facts they or I present to you are proven by you and anyone 

else who examines them, is it not then the responsibility of those who have perpetrated 

these false beliefs onto us to explain why they have chosen to ignore the same facts? Is it 

not then also the case that we must adjust what we know and believe to fit with the facts as 

opposed to only listening to ideas that back up what we already choose to believe and 

ignoring the rest. 

 

We should all be wary of anyone or any group who says “Do not listen to this opinion or 

person as she or he is crazy\wrong\bad\evil!”- unless of course that is, they can prove why 

they are wrong etc, and also only after allowing the so called “mad or evil” person who has 

been accused to voice their side of the story, only then should we make our own minds up 

on the subject. 

http://quotes.liberty-tree.ca/quote/william_borroughs_quote_8f49


Just as important is that we should also be wary of making up our minds about any person 

or opinion, without firstly truly listening to whatever is being said, then going and doing a 

little of our own investigation regarding the subject, this needs to be done before making 

our own decision about how right, wrong or otherwise this idea or opinion was.  It is 

madness that we allow so many people, (especially from the ruling classes, the government, 

or even from newspapers or on television) to tell us what is wrong or right, generally we 

tend to simply accept their suppositions, “facts” or ideas without actually checking any or 

all of the so called “truths” given and then making our own mind up. If that which I spoke of 

is untrue, surely it is better to allow the facts to show that I am a fool rather than not 

allowing me to have any voice?  

If you allow my voice or anyone else´s to be suppressed, then in actual fact you have only 

signed away your own right to voice your opinion at a point further down the line.  The 

reasons I am stating this point are very simple, I have seen how those who would challenge 

the “establishment” are dealt with, and have been dealt with throughout time.  

We supposedly live in a free society where we are also free to choose what is true or false. 

Up until recently I admit, I was also naive enough to believe that. It had at least appeared to 

me that we were basically trusted to make up our own minds on almost all matters and 

issues, even if we have been more than occasionally steered towards the “right” answer.  

Why is it, with that being the case there seems to be a select few subjects that are now 

taboo?   

I don´t know about you but whenever I am told that you cannot look at this, or you cannot 

believe in, or think that, then usually I am quite often drawn to whatever it is for this one 

simple reason, as I have already said, the truth does not need protection from scrutiny, it is 

self evident.   

Some of the subjects I covered even have laws protecting them, just why is that? Why is it 

that a man is free to believe there is a God, or not, if he chooses, or the moon is made of 

cheese if he so wishes, or maybe that he is re-incarnated, or even if he really wants too, that 

some alien beings have visited him in the night, - how can this be okay when at the same 

time some other subjects are to remain out of bounds? They are never allowed to be spoken 

about in the open or be challenged; I am sorry but I put it to you that this is probably 

because some of these so called taboos cannot stand the light of truth. No matter how 

sensitive an issue is it must be examined openly in the cold light of scrutiny.  

You and I should also be free to believe whatever we want, as long as that belief harms no 

one else, I feel that the individual concerned will be forced to encounter facts that will either 

confirm or refute this belief or opinion over the course of time. In my view it is not until you 

have foisted that opinion or belief onto others that a problem can arise. I have always had a 

problem with any so called “authority” telling me that this is right or wrong simply because 

they say so. You need to explain why you are so convinced to me. It should be quite easy 

after all, seeing as it has you 100% adamant that you are correct.   

Now don´t get me wrong, I don´t just accept any old version of facts or events either, unless 

you can prove to me conclusively that your version is more feasible than the interpretation 

viewed as the truth by me up to that point, I will have no reason whatsoever to believe a 

word you say.  

No-one will ever convince anyone else that what they say is true, unless they can either 

prove the accepted version is a lie, or show a more convincing version of the truth with 

proof and facts to back their theory up, this I feel is the natural balance to false or stupid 

ideas and opinions.  

The other side of this coin is that if you can plainly show that not only is the original version 

of the truth wrong, but also that your version is much closer to the truth, then people can 



quite rightly then start to believe in this newer version of the truth as opposed to what they 

had believed to be true in the past. 

There will always be plenty of people to pick holes in, or to add other new facts to, this 

newer updated version of how things “really” happened. This is basically in my opinion how 

we have decided the truth on everything throughout time. These days we all make out that 

so much is set in stone, but that is not true, the “truth” during our history, like many other 

things, has had to evolve. 

A large amount of the information used by me is right there in front of you in official 

documents and publications, much of it was also probably shown on your local news 

channel or was printed in the newspapers that you have already looked at. If you have the 

capability to give up a little of your time and sit in front of a computer, the facts are more 

often than you would think, only a few mouse clicks away.  

Not only have I shown you the original documents, I included alternative locations for most 

of this documentation so that you do not need to spend too much time hunting them down 

on your own, and also so you don´t just take my word for anything.   

Hopefully once your searching has shown you the same facts that I presented, you will start 

to dig a little deeper on your own steam.  

That is all I really seek from these “books”.  I do not want you to read this then adopt my 

opinion; in fact this is exactly what I am trying to avoid. My opinion is exactly that, MINE.  

Until each of us has an opinion that was reached with our own searching we are merely 

parrots who repeat pseudo “facts” from others.   

That my friend is exactly what got us into this bloody mess in the first place.  

Look at the world around you, it is being run by the same people who constantly tell you 

“Everything is under control, stop worrying now, just get back to work and let the “experts” 

handle the big issues”.  

Well why is it with all of these so called experts running the show, it definitely seems to me 

at least, that on some of the most basic social issues matters have definitely been getting 

worse over the years instead of better? 

You see, that´s the thing, they can´t have it both ways (they are running the show and also 

saying it´s getting worse every day), look on your bloody brainwashing-box or read 

tomorrows chip wrapper, as most of you must.  

- What kind of world do we live in? If you thought “Fucked up to its very core”, 

congratulations, correct answer.  

So how exactly is it better that we keep letting these so called experts run the show?  

The prosecution rests for fucks sake. 

With all of our technical advances why is it that more of our time being used up on, for want 

of a better word, “crap” each and every day instead of less? Why are we also working more 

hours instead of less?  

This is yet another example of my point; In the 1950´s in the USA for example, a man went 

to work and his wife stayed at home to bring up their 2.4 children, they saved money, had a 

car and went a holiday or two, how come today in a modern household your both working, 

saving nothing, and can´t afford your bills some months never mind a holiday? This is 

especially odd when you also take into account that 1950´s guy probably done no more 

than 40 hours a week, he could probably afford to send at least one of his kids to college or 



university, plus he had savings, and he left a will, compare that to today and tell me how 

has our standard of living rose since this man’s time if twice as many people are working in 

a relationship (if they are still together) nowadays yet they can´t afford any of the apparent 

“luxuries” this 195:´s guy enjoyed, and we´re all up to eyeballs in debt? So how are we 

better off now than then?  

- As claimed by all the experts that you listen to, not me, go ahead think about it, has our 

standard of living in the developed nations been improving over the last 50 years or not? In 

truth all we do now have is some more trinkets and gizmos but not much else. 

Compare what I pointed you in the direction of, (once you have empowered yourself by 

finding out the real facts on these and many more issues), against what you have been told 

up to this point in time, and by who. - I know exactly how it should have made you feel. -  

Angry, very, very, angry.  

St Augustine once famously said that Hope had two beautiful children, one was Anger and 

the other was Courage. Anger at the way things are, and the courage do to something about 

it.  In that regard, I am angry, what was set out here was simply to help all of us. If you do 

not know why things happen, it can be very difficult to change them, maybe even impossible. 

My aim is to educate enough people so that together we will all have the courage to do 

something about them.  

If you agree blindly with what other people say is the truth instead of using whatever free 

time you do have to find out the real truth, then you are nothing more than a slave to 

someone else´s opinion.   

I don´t mean to be rude, but you, me and everyone else have been going along with far too 

much shit, and for far too long.  

We are sometimes no more than idiots, in reality behaving as if we are no smarter than 

shaved monkeys with massive ego´s, monkeys who as have shown, can actually quite easily 

and quite often, be tricked into doing almost anything that is required of them by the organ 

grinders. 

I know with reference to doing some digging up of more information on your own, this fact 

right now, - you will probably feel that having another few hours added on to your existing 

day, wouldn´t make it long enough for you to do all that you should have done as it is, and 

this is without time spent on more work.  

At this point you will still have to trust me, any time you do put into researching the issues 

raised by me will have been time well spent.   

Please make the time to find out for yourself why these things are happening, otherwise 

other people, who as you have just found out for yourself, definitely don´t have your best 

interests at heart, these people are going to keep exploiting you because currently they are 

virtually in almost total control of both your thoughts and your destiny, it is that simple. 

The usual alternative for most of us to education or dialogue on these matters is to 

ignorantly sit in our tribe and waste our time asserting ourselves within that tribe in that 

most pathetic of pastimes; namely pointing and sniggering at other tribes, or the weak 

among our own.  

Basically this is how we have been dealing with most of our troubles for thousands of years. 

You have hopefully by this point also discovered that these primal instincts have been used 

to great affect by those wishing to control the general public all throughout time.  

Nothing else really works quite like them in fact. 



Initially what you found out should have made you realise that quite a lot of what has 

happened in all our lives was conceived, planned and regulated by other people, I write this 

because I want you to realise that the actual amount of issues where this is the case in all 

our lives, is truly staggering.  

Now many of you will no doubt say that this is a good thing because these leaders are 

obviously trying to do the best thing for all, or that they do only that which is necessary, let 

me tell you right now that this is not the case at all, the facts presented easily demonstrate 

this to you beyond any shadow of a doubt.  

Another smaller group of you reading this will have been conditioned to believe that you are 

in fact part of the winning side, you actually truly think that this shit won´t affect you 

because you’re working for one of the dominant “gangs” or organisations or even 

countries, in actual fact I will also show later on that you are as discardable as used toilet 

paper to these organisations and groups. If only more of you people at the middle and top 

of industry, banking, the legal system, the military and especially politics and the media, 

actually knew that fact, things would never have got to the stage they are at now.  

Many of you are unwitting but at the same time willing participants in not only your own 

destruction but all of ours; unfortunately for these short-sighted idiots many of these self-

same people are more often than not totally oblivious to the fact that your families, your 

friends and your offspring will be made to suffer just as much as the rest of ours will. 

My main interest concerned matters that had been implemented without our knowledge or 

consent; this is because most of them would never be sanctioned by rational human beings.  

This whole thing I have discussed is way bigger and badder than any normal person can 

initially imagine.  

Don´t worry It´s not all your fault, most of our entire collective existence has been spent 

living a carefully constructed fantasy called “That´s the way it is.” If we all truly understood 

the implications and ramifications of just that one short sentence I would not have needed 

to have written these books, unfortunately for my typing fingers, we do not. 

In effect you forced me to do this, and do you know what the worst part of it for me is? I am 

more than likely going to be attacked, maybe killed or at least ruined one way or another 

for what I wrote here, firstly I will probably be attacked and shunned by you, (probably after 

someone who doesn´t even know the first thing about me or the subjects I cover has told 

you I am just wrong or crazy, probably without two seconds of his or her time being spent 

researching that which I had to say), then if that doesn´t make me go away, well then I´ll 

more than likely be properly dealt with by some idiot who thinks he´s actually on the 

winning side (and believe me there are plenty of these morons, all part of separate teams, 

all thinking they are the only ones on the winning side!) 

It has long puzzled me why no-one else in this country (UK) seems to be picking up on the 

obvious nature of many of the discussed issues, all we really have is David Icke (apart from 

Ian Crane - a good man in my eyes, well worth listening to, (now in 2013 we also have 

tpuc.org too, and I suppose Brian Gerrish perhaps. - this was originally penned in 2010). 

Why is this I have asked myself many times, he after all, (Icke) only stole the work of others, 

Jordan Maxwell in particular.  

Why aren´t there lots of people covering these subjects in Britain? Compared to the USA, 

Canada or even New Zealand, the output on many of the topics I shared with you in the UK, 

or even by someone from these islands, is simply atrocious.  

The answer is simple, we run a much tighter ship over here, and books like this simply 

don´t make it to print in this country.  



With reference to the afore mentioned Mr Icke, I am sorry if you think he is a brilliant man, 

I personally don´t agree with that sentiment. First he was God´s son, then he re-appears 

spouting nonsense about reptiles shape shifting, now in my opinion he has harmed the so 

called movement he claims to represent. He perhaps was the first person that many have 

heard speaking about the interconnected nature of the banking system, the blood relations 

between the ruling families of Europe and the USA etc. Much of his material was original 

research done by the incomparable Jordan Maxwell, - that was also copied by other famous 

“truth” tellers like Springmeir, Tsarion, the “Zeitgeist” geezers and many, many more. 

Jordan helped spawn films like “The Matrix” and “Stargate” even though he is not credited 

for it, he has a very broad range of knowledge on an eclectic mix of subjects, Mr Maxwell 

claims to be an expert or foremost authority on nothing, yet he will probably open your eyes 

to more things in 12 hours of lectures than you will have accumulated in your entire life 

before that point. Unlike Mr Tsarion for example David never refers to this fact, he never 

credits Jordan for his work, this is more disturbing when you take into account that it was 

Jordan who financed Mr Icke to come and start touring the States (as I have said before 

good people can do stupid things – sorry Jordan but that was not the best decision you ever 

made my man). Why don´t you acknowledge these facts David? My opinion on you is quite 

low because as I just said you have harmed the movement of hardworking individuals 

worldwide who are trying to get the truth out to the people. How exactly do we deal with 

shape shifting lizards David, can they be arrested or dealt with by our laws, or will they fade 

into the equine-effluent galaxy by frequency vibration teleport?  

I don´t know if you went of half-cocked or were misinformed, either way you have done 

something terribly rash, you stole Jordan’s work as your own “enlightenment”. Now don´t 

get me wrong he (Mr Maxwell) also suggests some things that don´t sit well with me at all, I 

need stacks more proof on some issues he firmly believes in, and on certain issues I just 

plainly disagree with him, to be honest some of his beliefs are just crazy to me in fact, but 

let me tell you this, He will open a few doors for you that no other individual will have shown 

you before, and I also know he is open to discussion and is always ready to reformulate his 

opinions based on current knowledge or discoveries. The point is, he got his opinion from 

what he found with his own sweat, you David took it from him with apparently no sweat or, 

indeed thanks at all, only a sad person would apparently ignore the man who after all 

funded and educated him (I think the word would be mentor). Only a very egotistical and 

self-centred man would be able to do this with the aplomb you so clearly demonstrate.  

Quite frankly I don´t know if you work for the good guys or are just allowed to flourish by 

the bad for the harm that I believe you cause.   

You’ve helped pre-empt the marginalisation of me and anyone like me before we’ve ever said 

a word. - And all because of you and your fucking shape shifting lizards! - Fucking Moron. 

That moon-man aside, the point is why are there no other people writing or producing 

documentaries in this country? (Ian Crane, tpuc.org, and Brian Gerrish, are the only other 

name I can think of) Are we honestly that well trained?  

Saying that we have been dumb enough to forget we don´t even have a written fucking 

constitution - (That´s one of our own incidentally, not some pile of shite from Europe that 

takes away our sovereign rights as free men and women on these Isles and gives them to an 

even greater megalomaniac than they already belonged to!) - I mean a written constitution 

of our own. Can no one else see that by not having our rights in writing all that does is 

makes it easier to impose the martial law that is going to be coming soon, some German 

just gets her oligarchical-plutocracy, sorry I mean Privy Council together and proclaims it to 

us through her government! This incidentally is because she still has complete authority 

over the nation when required, which actually, when you break it down, makes us in the UK 

nothing more than willing participants (willing slaves) in a part time dictatorship, with 

absolutely no written constitution. This complete loss of rights will of course be done only 

for our own good, as those pesky terrorists have ruined it for all of us, - (Wait until you find 

out who these terrorists really are, you´re going to love it!) 



Think of me as a “stupid” young child who stands in front of everyone, ignoring the fantasy 

they all live in to point my finger and state; “Excuse me King, or maybe even Queen for that 

matter, but I cannot help but notice that you´ve got no fucking clothes on!” ―Forgive me for 

saying this but I also think that that statement would sound better coming from a Scot, 

something to do with the venom in our accent when we´re pissed off I think). 

I have read almost every book that has been held in my hand for more than a minute, if I 

was still showing interest in the book after that first minute, then generally I have finished 

it. I once read a book, sometimes two, every single night for 52 days solid while I was 

manning an operations room for the British Army in Bosnia. I own and have read thousands 

of books and never stop collecting them.  

Far, far too many times in my 30 plus years of reading I have read totally contradictory 

statements of so called fact, this was the case no matter on what subject it was. Now this 

may seem like no big thing, differences in opinion are after all normal, that as I have said is 

also how throughout history we have sorted out what we choose to know and believe, as 

opposed to that which we have chosen not to believe.  

Unfortunately this is also the case with many issues we all regard as being The “hard facts” 

or “the 1::% truth”.   

On so many subjects that we the public are led to believe are understood completely, 

including the sciences, religion, law, history and many others, I find that many great people, 

who are just as well qualified as those who swear one version of events or facts is the whole 

truth, are proving that it is in fact not the case, or that at the very least the issue is 

nowhere near resolved.  

In many cases in fact it is also easy to show that we are being deliberately lied to by many 

of the people and organisations we choose to trust the most.  

Sometimes a belief is vehemently defended simply because of the implications of the truth 

being revealed.  

For example, if evolution was ever found out to be partly cobblers then all the tolerated 

racism, eugenics and the culling of the darker skinned people’s that’s happening would just 

begin to look like plain old fashioned oppression, hatred and extermination. 

One of the many things I fail to understand is why we can have such strong opinions on 

some matters that we really do not understand in the slightest.   

This is one of the greatest failings of the human species.  

Having an opinion you are willing to die for that you do not understand entirely makes you a 

danger to yourself and also every other human being on this planet.  

One of the many disastrous results of this flaw in our make-up is that we send our children 

to die in wars we do not understand even in the slightest. This now to me is sheer lunacy, 

remembering also that I was in the British Army for nearly seven years myself, so it is has 

nothing to do with cowardice or so called liberal thinking. I am sorry, but do you have any 

idea just how many generations of your ancestors toiled against everything nature threw at 

us, just to get you here?  To throw that away generation after generation, simply because of 

ignorance is downright shameful.  

To do it because you are being misled and used on the other hand, that is genocide, treason 

and murder by those that are telling us the lies in order to get us, and our young to fight in 

these utterly selfish and inexcusable wars of conquest (In reality they were all just turf 

wars, business mergers, or hostile take-overs, period.) 



In some sick way, in some respects, I believe that we actually deserve some of what is 

happening, as we have brought it upon ourselves by becoming sinfully apathetic, 

remarkably ignorant and unbelievably selfish.  

An example of the repercussions of this apathy is that “they” apparently say that “You get 

the government you deserve”. Unfortunately that saying doesn´t go anywhere near far 

enough in explaining the terrible existence we have actually all helped knowingly, or 

unknowingly, to construct.  

This terrible plan that was born many times in many different eras before ours and has died 

nearly as many times as the sun has set. - The one thing that all of these plan’s have had in 

common is that they have always came from the notions of just a few sick and greedy 

individuals’ imaginations, unfortunately for us, the current manifestation which has largely 

been ignored over the years, has transformed (in the last century especially), into an all too 

horrible reality for us all.  

We let them take advantage of us by our ignorance, and we can only retake the advantage 

with our education. 

They didn’t need to destroy the world in order to create our new history; they can just 

destroyed our true history and by doing so help create their new world. 

Do not ever allow yourself to treat any human life lightly, you may well turn out to be the 

mother or father, grandfather or grandmother, or maybe even just the friend, of the boy or 

girl who changes everything, you just do not know.  

Every single great person who has graced our history was someone’s child, and not all of 

those parents were rich or famous, in fact most were Joe and Jane Bloggs, just like you or 

me.   

Intelligence, courage or greatness are like the rain, it falls everywhere in town, not just on 

the “good” side of it. 

Another thing, before you support or condone anyone giving their life up for anything, 

please make sure that you truly understand the significance of that which you are asking 

sacrifice for. 

You must ask yourself how truly important, and more importantly justified, was that 

decision?  If you don´t take the time to find out why, then one day it could be your child who 

is then asked to go and fight and perhaps even die somewhere, or potentially even worse, 

for the more selfish among you, - it may even be you who is asked to sacrifice yourself one 

day soon.  

I´ll bet everything I have, (which isn´t much granted, but the sentiment is there), on that 

day you will understand how many things really are; unfortunately that understanding will 

more than likely be that your death is going to be an utterly pointless one. You can hear it 

in soldiers voices when they talk about Iraq, Afghanistan or Vietnam for example, they had 

to unfortunately go through hell to realise it. Is that what you need to see before you realise 

the futility of these corporate country-rapes?  

That´s the thing though, you don´t mind cheering from the comfort of your armchair when 

you perceive that “we” are winning, but wait until it is your loss, then we´ll see how you 

truly feel about the matter.  

Even if we do win, by the time these soldiers return to their respective countries you will 

have forgotten all about them, once again they will become annoying squaddie bastards that 

you don´t want in your pub, or anywhere near your daughter. The loving public, - 

hypocritical, fair-weather and fickle bastards, each and every one of you.  



“Englishmen never will be slaves; they are free to do whatever the government and public 

opinion allow them.” - George Bernard Shaw. 

By the end of this year (2013) I want to be able to hold the first section of my work that’s 

detailing 30 years worth of inquisitiveness in my hand. (four books worth done). I hope that 

I have put this together in such a way that you can all understand it, if I achieved this and 

you can start to see what has really been happening, please pass this information on to 

others, and quickly. That is all that most of you need to do, the reason for this is because I 

also know that a few among you will inevitably feel the same calling that I did, in that you 

will feel you do have to do something about it. 

I, and in fact the whole world, need all of you to start looking at things with your own 

opinions being formed from those observations, by that I mean not dumbly accepting the 

“generally accepted” version of history or current events as taught in school or spoken 

about in our newspapers or on our television sets. 

We all have a moral compass or conscience within us, and it has always been there, it has 

quietly been helping all of us during crucial periods, and at various times, over the years, 

unfortunately modern living and ideals have taught us to ignore this unselfish or honest 

voice inside ourselves, until we regain this ability to be honest with ourselves first and 

foremost, we will never, ever be able to be honest to anyone else.  

Look at many of the occurrences in our recent history with open eyes, if you can, it is easier 

than you think to see the true and cruel nature of our reality. 

YOUR opinion can and will change this world, never let anyone ever try and convince you 

otherwise. 

Also remember that It takes the same energy to negate as it does to create. 

Many great people have been trying to tell us about some very serious matters over the 

entire span of human history, most of the time it is an unfortunate but true fact that we 

have chosen not to listen, or simply haven´t understood what was being said by them.  

We have been continually convinced, (quite easily), that ideals which in reality only suit a 

corrupt, rich and affluent minority, actually suit all of us. 

More often than not, we have been kept too busy to have the time to research these things 

on our own, and sometimes we have just been plain old lied to. Distractions, fear, and greed 

can help keep us occupied for most of the time, but even though they try to keep us 

perpetually occupied with banal nonsense, I think we can all definitely still feel when 

something is “wrong” with society, like it is right now.  

Just ask yourself these two simple questions, does the world feel right to you? 

And secondly, is it getting better or getting worse?  

Some of those people who have been trying to tell you about important issues, or have 

attempted to impart great knowledge to you, have chosen art as their vehicle to convey the 

message, others chose poetry or writing, music has also been another medium of 

communication for these very same ideas and messages, as has film.  

“Artists use lies to tell the truth, politician´s use lies to cover it up.” - Natalie Portman´s 

character Evie talking about what her father believed, from the movie “V for Vendetta”. 

This has generally been, in my opinion, because so many times, coming right out and saying 

many of these things has practically always been a case of suicide for the person who 

delivers such information, paradoxically, generally by murder, (by those who have the most 

to lose, or who benefit most from the status-quo, and not the lone nutter’s and religious 



fanatics that you read about). Very soon I, and indeed all of us, will be unable to do what I 

am attempting to do with these words.  

As I speak this sort of thing is being classed as being hateful or unpatriotic, or worse still -

terrorism!  

Nothing could be further from the truth. This was done out of Love, I am only trying my 

damndest to be a good caring neighbour to everybody and everything on this whole planet.  

Read what I say and make your own mind up, judge me on what I put before you, then ask 

yourself if I am the only one saying these things, or have you actually been seeing, hearing 

and even feeling it, all this time, but were unable to put your finger on what “It” was?  

My goal is to try and raise enough money to write more and then eventually print these 

books by myself. If I could afford to, I would print them and just give them away, one of the 

main reason for that is: I doubt anyone will pick this up for publishing because it contains 

many truths that most of us probably do not want to hear, (and also some that certain 

groups will swat me like a fly rather than let you hear!)  

I have given up nearly all of my time for many years now to thoroughly research compile 

and edit that which is presented to you; this is not about personal gain it is about getting 

this critical information out to those who I believe CAN and WILL change everything.  

Here is a well known example of people power in action from only a little over two centuries 

ago; It concerns around 2% of the United States population at the time - these simple men 

and women stood up to something that virtually ran the world back then, - the “British 

Crown” in case you didn´t know, (which incidentally is neither really British or indeed had 

that much to do with any real Crown) but we´ll get to that in time. The short lived-freedom 

and self determination that those American people won has been one of the only true flames 

of illumination and liberty that has burned throughout the years. (You will understand what 

that statement really means in due course). - Even if it was in reality, only the idea of 

freedom. (You will also understand that statement and hopefully all the others I make if you 

are willing to give up some more of your time to read the later sections of this work).  

My own country managed to do the same thing about 450 years before (and to essentially 

the same powers). Admittedly the ruling powers of that time dealt with us Scots with a lot 

less bother than America; unfortunately one of the worst things to do is write off the 

Scottish, we are the only ones who can fuck things up for ourselves, we always have been.  

My personal feeling is that there is something in the heart of quite a few Scots that no-man 

can ever bind down or repress (sorry to butt in, but do you know that “bind down, or tie 

back”, is what the word “religion” actually means?), going by our history in fact, being 

written off only spurs us on more. Sir Walter Scott famously observed that we fought 314 

major battles with the English before we were sold out by oligarchs in the act of union. As 

John Steinbeck wrote to John F Kennedy´s wife “You talked of Scotland as a lost cause and 

that is not true. Scotland is an un-won cause”. I am hoping it´s the same with people in 

every other nation too. William Wallace, who is perhaps our most famous patriot here in 

Scotland can still inspire that feeling today in the heart of all Scots, even if you are in 

actuality only watching a wee Australian butchering both our history and accent. Sorry Mel, 

I think you seem like a nice wee guy for being the spawn of inbreeding xenophobic convicts.  

Don´t get me wrong, today there are so many more of my people who are lazy, ignorant or 

bigoted - and some all three. I care not, when it has been required of my people, we have 

stood up and fought for our freedom, even those who choose to write our history to suit 

their own agenda cannot ever erase that fact, (not while there is one of us wee ginger 

buggers left anyway! – I´m not ginger myself but it is in all of our peoples DNA I´d guess).  

As I have said, that flame of freedom and illumination hasn´t burned in the hearts of men 

for a long, long time, I would simply like to have added a little fuel to what has become 

nothing more than a smouldering ember today. We have not been truly free for a long time 



and that statement is more relevant today than perhaps it has ever been. The worst part is 

this, if you live in one of the so called “developed nations” you probably don´t even know it. 

(Though I am quite sure that almost everyone else on this planet does understand, and only 

too well!). 

Can anyone argue against this: - (who is not a tyrant, insane, or just plain pig ignorant) -  

Freedom is the unalienable birthright of each and every one of us on this whole planet. 

It is indeed our greatest right.   

The fact I’m going to highlight now, is unfortunately one that we have collectively forgotten:  

It (freedom that is) is also our greatest responsibility. 

As a man named Thomas Jefferson once said some words to the effect of, you can be free or 

ignorant, but never free and ignorant. That statement is so true; we have all now collectively 

become an ignorant and ill-informed mass of people, too interested in football and beer, 

boob jobs and wine, or any one of a hundred million other pointless and unfulfilling 

endeavours to care enough about anything enough to actually do something about 

preserving the freedom of all human beings, and that is including ourselves. 

I know it will be so much easier to (perhaps quite literally) shoot the messenger, but the 

truth is I don´t care. I have accepted my fate, and I will embrace the consequences of this 

as if it was my best friend or lover. I made peace with that before I typed my first word. 

After much thought and reflection I actually decided long ago that your tomorrow is the 

most important thing in my life. The reason I can make that statement to anyone who reads 

this, and even to those who don´t, is simple. - If I do not choose to fight for your future, I 

will invariably seal my own. 

Whatever could happen as a result of me stating these truths that I realise now will probably 

cause me more trouble than most of us should ever have to endure, this will be nothing in 

comparison to knowing that by doing nothing I will be sentence my future children, and all 

of yours to a life sentence in a prison without any walls, I´d also be sentencing Billions 

more too far, far worse. The day enough good people realise that, is the day it all changes.     

You now understand enough about banking, and how it really operates, to be asking some 

very pertinent questions.  

Why aren´t the TV guys or newspapers doing so? (They´re bought) 

Why do we pay debt to use our own money? Our governments here in the UK and in the USA 

are trying their hardest to get us to the point (which we will arrive at in this generation´s 

lifetime by the way) where all our taxes will not even pay the interest on this fictitious debt. 

We all become perpetual slaves because for the rest of eternity this debt will have to be 

serviced. Our kids, grand-kids, and their great, great, great, grand-kids will still be paying 

this exact same invisible debt, and that is without paying one penny of the actual debt itself. 

It will last forever - don´t you get it? It´s legalised ownership of us all, for now and forever. 

Tell me what is good, moral or honest about this in the slightest? In fact tell me how this 

makes good financial sense if you are still choosing to put faith in the decisions the higher 

up´s make on your behalf? The money you currently think pays for services, schools and 

roads does nothing of the sort, our taxes pay the interest on this debt first and foremost, 

while your council tax pays for your local services. Every year the amount that is spent on 

the NHS or education gets smaller because of interest payments on a “loan” that we made 

to ourselves! The higher this debt becomes the less actually filters back into the economy. 



In the UK and USA we both have had private companies issuing our money, at interest to us, 

think about that, we borrow all the money in our system into existence, when our 

governments need money they send a note to the treasury saying we need X amount, the 

treasury then goes to a private company (and before anyone pipes in about the Bank of 

England being nationalised I advise you to learn about the BOE nominees before doing so). 

This private company takes interest paying bonds (treasury bonds you may have heard of 

them) from our government, then it puts in an order for the amount required from (in the 

UK the Royal Mint). So the mint prints up the amount required (remember at this point, it is 

only bits of paper). The treasury receives these bits of paper and now they become money, 

unfortunately as I pointed out the bank holds treasury bonds until this money is paid back, 

and these pay interest to the holder! So for doing absolutely fuck all the middle-man in this 

ludicrous triangle (BOE) gets interest paid to it for us borrowing our own money into 

existence! This interest is what we call the national debt. The bank has taken no risk, it has 

invested zero of its own money, and it done nothing apart from take a cut.  

AND YOU LOT THINK THESE PEOPLE ARE RESPONSIBLE! THE ONLY THING THEY ARE 

RESPONSIBLE FOR IS OUR COLLECTIVE SLAVERY.  

I SAY BURN THE BOE TO THE GROUND, BUT BEFORE THAT PAY OFF THIS ONE MASSIVE 

FICTITIOUS DEBT WITH ANOTHER (CAVEAT RE-DEMPTOR).  

TO CANCEL OUR NATIONAL DEBT AND START AGAIN ALL WE NEED DO IS PRINT UP A NOTE 

FOR THE ENTIRE NATIONAL DEBT, GIVE IT TO THE BANK THEN CANCEL THEIR MONOPOLY. 

SIMPLE.  

IF ONLY WE HAD SOMEONE BRAVE AND SMART LEADING THIS COUNTRY WE COULD INSTANTLY 

END THEIR OWNERSHIP OF US. AND AS MUCH AS THEY WOULD THREATEN WAR, POVERTY ETC 

FOR TAKING THIS STEP, THE LONG TERM GAIN WOULD OUTWEIGH THE SHORT TERM LOSS. 

 WE WOULD MAKE THEM IMPOTENT AND REMOVE AN UNBEARABLE BURDEN FROM THE BACKS 

OF ALL OF OUR CHILDREN AND GRANDCHILDREN, A BURDEN THAT IS GOING TO CONTINUE 

EATING AWAY AT OUR FINANCES FOREVER - UNLESS WE DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT NOW.  

The credit crunch was all about scooping up as much of the assets of the middle-class as 

you dumb fuckers would tolerate! Some wanker tells you on the telly that it was your fault, 

and you don´t moan when they take all your savings! They take more of your money, and 

give it to the banks and you don´t complain; Fuck me, you should be torching parliament!  

Think about it, supposedly the banks gave loans to people with bad credit, now these people 

couldn´t pay their mortgages so these packaged mortgages (CDO´s) that had been sold on 

to others ―The bank spread it´s risk‖ have collapsed because the home owner’s couldn´t 

keep making their payments. - I hope you are keeping up - the bank who had spread the risk 

of the mortgages amongst the whole market found that the collateralised Debt Obligations 

(CDO´s) as these bundles of mortgages were called, weren´t paying the required interest 

payments. - (the monthly mortgage cash from Mr and Mrs bad credit).  

So let´s get this right the CDO´s that they had SOLD (so they had made another profit on 

top of the mortgage fees and interest for the original loan) - these CDO´s all folded. - 

Bummer for anyone holding one, but not really an inconvenience for the banks themselves. 

All they said to you was: “Sorry Mr and Mrs Smith we lost your investment” ―on mortgages 

we knew weren´t going to get paid which is why we sold you them in the first place dummy!) 

Anyway, the homeowner who can´t make his payments, their house was also re-possessed.  

Think about it, the bank got the full amount for the house when they sold it, plus the cash 

you had already paid towards the mortgage, plus the fees for selling these bundled 

mortgages to some other shmuck, so in essence they probably lost NOTHING. If anything 

they actually made money from all of this. - It´s all just hid in figures for now. Or it´s in 



Swiss bank accounts. - The sort of accounts that when the rich are using them is called 

good financial sense, when we dare to use one it´s called tax evasion! Go figure. 

Then WE give them Trillions of dollars (that´s twelve zero´s incidentally, or thousands of 

Billions) to keep them afloat! Why? - They still held all the title deeds for the homes didn´t 

they? They never lost anything; - they made fucking money by selling the mortgages to me 

and you as CDO´s, and also from selling the houses once taken back by the bailiffs. It was 

only the investor´s (the public ones) and shareholder´s (the public ones again) who lost 

their money. The banks sold YOU shares in themselves at another profit for years. Think 

about it, they had millions of shares which cost them buttons, for a period of years up until 

just before the crash you were paying exorbitant prices for shares in these banks, who was 

making all that money? The same banks you thick bastard, at no point in this did the banks 

lose anything, they simply transferred the assets of the many into the bank accounts of the 

few. (To be more accurate they gave you bits of paper and took real assets in return). 

Everyday people lost their homes, everyday people lost their savings, everyday people lost 

their pensions, and everyday people lost their livelihood’s, and what did the bank lose? 

They trimmed their workforce; the SHAREHOLDERS lost their money, that´s all. The bank 

still owned loads of property, (including the homes that couldn´t pay their mortgages) and 

that´s not including all the other payments that were making them billions up until this 

“crash” these loans were still to be paid, and still are being paid, so the bank didn´t lose 

out, (even if it does change name or (pretend) owner, only YOU and I lost out, the banks still 

own swathes of property including all their branches etc). Our money didn´t disappear, 

that´s impossible, it merely transferred itself to a small group of people, money is like 

energy it cannot disappear, it can only transform. Think about it. It was a transfer of wealth 

nothing more. It´s impossible to deny. And easy to see with opened eyes and by applying 

just a little common sense. – (Which is why none of you seem to be able to understand it!) 

Then all our countries got us into more debt, and with the same fucking banks, this time to 

supposedly “bail us out” of their mess! It was priceless.  

Economics is easy, whoever had the money to begin with (royalty, church, banks) always 

wins. And as long as they stop everyone else from ever getting into their position, they will 

keep winning generation after fucking generation, forever. 

Our stupidity is boundless, only matched by our arrogance. The reason I say that is because 

we also know that it will be these same guys who robbed us who are also going to be trusted 

sort it out for us! - Cattle! - We are the nothing more than steaks that not only have actually 

slaughtered ourselves for these people to dine on, we’ve even served ourselves on the table 

too. - I’m dreading the day were we ever we find out (collectively) just how much of our 

financial system was a lie. Most of you would simply just die of the shock of it I´d imagine.  

You seem to all suffer from the same fucked-up, ludicrous, and patently absurd mental 

condition, where you patiently wait on them to tell you that they have fucked up, or that they 

are fucking you over big-time, your method of dealing with this is like a battered wife 

waiting on her husband to admit that he is also raping their child, and it´s the exact same 

with vaccines, you are waiting on them to tell you they are poisoning you!   

THEY WILL NEVER EVER ADMIT LIABILITY. FACE THAT FACT, NEVER EVER. EVEN IF YOU PROVE 

IT 100% THEY WILL STILL DENY IT. 

YOU SEE THIS BLATANT DENIAL EVERY DAY WITH COMPANIES OR POLITICIANS. THEY NEVER 

SAY SORRY OR ADMIT FAULT, JUST LIKE THE QUEEN OR VATICAN NEVER ADMIT ERROR OR 

FAULT. IT IS HOW THEY “DO BUSINESS” – NEVER SAY YOU WERE WRONG AND NEVER, EVER 

SAY SORRY. AND THEY NEVER, EVER WILL - (ARE YOU GETTING THE POINT YET: N-E-V-E-R!)  

The unfortunate thing about all of this is if you don´t stand up to them, they will only take it 

as permission to continue (THIS IS HOW THEY DO THINGS: IF YOU DON´T KICK UP A STINK 



THAT MEANS THAT YOU WILL TOLERATE IT IN THEIR EYES). But don´t expect them to do 

anything but deny things, even if you do start asking the right questions for once.  

As things stand you don´t even do that much, you allow these fuckers to frame EVERY 

debate, you have to end that to begin changing things. - Or you can always do as you are 

doing and wait until they decide to come clean, it´s your choice. 

They stand to lose everything if you find out the truth, and to win everything if you stay 

ignorant, uninformed and dumb. But isn´t EVERYTHING worth risking your life for, I mean 

let´s be honest here, it would be damn tempting wouldn´t it? They aren´t playing for chump 

change here, it´s for the whole caboodle, ownership of everything and everybody. - You 

think about that while you´re waiting for their humanity to kick in, we will tear them limb 

from limb if the truth ever got onto a TV show or in newspaper, that´s why they bought all 

the media years ago, politicians are bought and the whole legal system is a scam, they write 

the law to suit their own ends, isn´t that blatantly fucking obvious? 

You fight to preserve our capitalist system even though it is devouring our children´s 

future´s, never mind ours. This is even though practically none of us are rich and the ones 

who think they are, they are currently having every penny sucked out of their bank account 

as we speak. It was you aspiring “middle class” morons who made this whole system work; 

you were in fact the architects of your own destruction. The only people who will be rich in 

twenty years, (who are rich just now), are the team players for the system and the ones 

amongst you who are willing to be as evil as sin to hold onto your precious cash. Because 

that´s what it really takes to be “upper” class: A callous disregard for your fellow human 

beings, sheer ruthlessness, and a sense of superiority mixed in with an unhealthy paranoia 

concerning the riff-raff. It begins as contempt but soon turns to loathing, and before you 

know it, you´ll be on the “kill them all” bandwagon too. You greedy wannabees helped build 

the British “Empire” and it will be you who destroys it. People just like you built up France 

only to lose the lot in a revolution that your type helped create, just as in Russia. - The 

middle class or intelligentsia are always the first victims of change or revolution. - Well to 

be more precise: One group of rich bastards will use the poor to wipe out any opposition 

(financially or intellectually) amongst the other rich bastards; it always has been this way 

and will forever remain so unless we all come to terms with our greed and stupidity.  

A last point, or two, on the fake economy, as you will see in a couple of “lucky” sector there 

has been nothing but good news. 

 

This next article is from The Guardian Jun 03 2010.   

 

Arms spending unaffected by financial crisis, says thinktank 

Worldwide annual military budget rose 5.9% in real terms according to Stockholm 

International Peace Research Institute 

 



The US's decision to increase its F35 Joint Strike Fighters programme is in keeping with a 

wider global pattern that bucks the trend towards austerity. Photograph: LM Otero/AP 

Governments around the world might be heralding an age of austerity, and warning citizens 

that they will need to cut public services, but the aftershocks of the global financial crisis 

have had little impact on military budgets, a leading thinktank says . 

Last year, $1.5 trillion (£1tn)was spent on weapons, an annual increase in real terms of 

5.9%, according to the latest report by Sipri, the Stockholm International Peace Research 

Institute. 

The US accounted for more than half of the total increase, though arms spending increased 

fastest in Asian countries, with China raising its military expenditure most, followed by 

India. Global spending has risen by nearly 50% over the past decade, said Sipri. 

The US headed the list of the world's top 10 arms buyers last year, spending $661bn on 

military equipment. It was followed by China (spending an estimated $100bn), France 

($63.9bn), Britain ($58.3bn), Russia (an estimated $53.3bn) and Japan ($51.8bn), 

according to the report. 

Though some large-scale weapons programmes were cancelled in the latest US budget 

plans, notably the F22 stealth fighter, more money was earmarked for other projects, 

including unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and cyberwarfare, said Sipri. 

The British government is likely to follow suit in the forthcoming strategic defence review, 

though it is expected to make significant cuts in the number of F35 Joint Strike Fighters 

proposed for the Royal Navy's two planned large aircraft carriers. Sipri notes that the US 

has actually increased its JSF programme. 

Of European countries, Britain accounted for the biggest absolute increase (of $3.7bn) 

followed by Turkey and Russia. Cyprus increased military spending most in real terms, 

taking inflation into account. 

Given its financial woes, Greece, which has traditionally devoted a higher percentage of its 

wealth to defence than most Nato countries, has already decided to cut military spending 

this year, the report says. 

Natural resources, notably oil, can be a source of international or national conflict, 

inevitably leading to higher military spending. Sipri points to Nigeria where, it says, "the 

massive environmental damage caused by oil extraction and the lack of benefit to oil-

producing regions has generated grievances", and to Brazil, which has justified planned 

purchases of submarines "in terms of the need to protect newly discovered underwater oil 

fields". 

It adds that in Afghanistan, where the conflict has fuelled global arms production, insurgent 

groups and warlords have been collecting up to $400m a year from the opium poppy 

harvest. 

Only six of the biggest armed conflicts last year concerned territority, with 11 fought over 

the nature and makeup of a national government, according to Sipri's report. It said that 

only three of the 30 big conflicts over the past decade were between states. 

Sipri's 2010 Yearbook also says that eight states - the US, Russia, the UK, France, China, 

India, Pakistan, and Israel - possess between them nearly 8,000 operational nuclear 

weapons. Britain deploys 144 nuclear warheads, it says. 



William Hague, the foreign secretary, told the Commons last week that Britain's total 

number of nuclear warheads would not exceed 225, including the maximum 160 already 

declared as operationally available. 

Barclays makes £500m betting on food crisis 

Outrage as bank revealed to be major speculator while millions face starvation 

Tom Bawden Saturday 01 September 2012 The Independent 

Barclays has made as much as half a billion pounds in two years from speculating on food 

staples such as wheat and soya, prompting allegations that banks are profiting handsomely 

from the global food crisis. 

Barclays is the UK bank with the greatest involvement in food commodity trading and is one 

of the three biggest global players, along with the US banking giants Goldman Sachs and 

Morgan Stanley, research from the World Development Movement points out. 

Last week the trading giant Glencore was attacked for describing the global food crisis and 

price rises as a "good" business opportunity. 

The extent of Barclays' involvement in food speculation comes to light as new figures from 

the World Bank show that global food prices hit an all-time high in July, with poor harvests 

in the US and Russia pushing up the average worldwide cost of staples by an unprecedented 

10 per cent in a month. 

The extent of just one bank's involvement in agricultural markets will add to concerns that 

food speculation could help push basic prices so high that they trigger a wave of riots in the 

world's poorest countries, as staples drift out of their populations' reach. 

Nor has the UK escaped rising food costs. Shop food prices have risen, on average, by 37.9 

per cent in the past seven years, according to the Office for National Statistics, as the 

demands of an increasingly affluent and growing world population strain supply. Oils and 

fats have soared by 63 per cent in the UK during that period, fish prices by 50.9 per cent, 

bread and cereals by 36.7 per cent, meat 34.5 per cent and vegetables 41.3 per cent. In 

April, average UK food prices were 4.2 per cent higher than a year earlier. 

Oxfam's private sector adviser, Rob Nash, said: "The food market is becoming a playground 

for investors rather than a market place for farmers. The trend of big investors betting on 

food prices is transforming food into a financial asset while exacerbating the risk of price 

spikes that hit the poor hardest." 

The World Development Movement report estimates that Barclays made as much as £529m 

from its "food speculative activities" in 2010 and 2011. Barclays made up to £340m from 

food speculation in 2010, as the prices of agricultural commodities such as corn, wheat 

and soya were rising. The following year, the bank made a smaller sum – of up to £189m – 

as prices fell, WDM said. 

The revenues that Barclays and other banks make from trading in everything from wheat 

and corn to coffee and cocoa, are expected to increase this year, with prices once again on 

the rise. Corn prices have risen by 45 per cent since the start of June, with wheat jumping 

by 30 per cent. 

Barclays makes most of its "food-speculation" revenues by setting up and managing 

commodity funds that invest money from pension funds, insurance companies and wealthy 

individuals in a variety of agricultural products in return for fees and commissions. The 

bank claims not to invest its own money in such commodities. 

http://www.independent.co.uk/biography/tom-bawden


Since deregulation allowed the creation of such funds in 2000, institutions such as 

Barclays have collectively channelled an astonishing $200bn (£126bn) of investment cash 

into agricultural commodities, according to the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 

Barclays' dominance in commodities trading is thanks to its former chief executive Bob 

Diamond, who was Britain's best-paid banking boss until he was forced to resign last month 

following a £290m fine for attempting to manipulate the Liborinterest rate. As boss of 

Barclays Capital he boosted trading in agricultural products. 

Dealing with the reputational headache associated with high levels of food speculation will 

be yet another item in the already-bulging in-tray of Antony Jenkins, who was promoted to 

become Mr Diamond's replacement on Thursday. 

Christine Haigh, policy and campaigns officer at the World Development Movement and one 

of the analysts behind the research, said: "No doubt the UK's biggest player in the 

commodities markets is hoping it will do better this year by cashing in on rising food prices. 

"Its behaviour risks fuelling a speculative bubble and contributing to hunger and poverty for 

millions of the world's poorest people." 

Banks and hedge funds typically argue that speculation makes little or no difference to food 

prices and volatility and argue, correctly, that no definitive link has been proved. Barclays 

declined to comment on the amount of money it makes from trading in agricultural 

commodities yesterday. 

The bank defended its actions, pointing out that trading in so-called futures contracts – an 

agreement to buy or sell a certain quantity of a product, at a given price on an agreed date 

– helped parties such as farmers and bakers to hedge against the risk of rising or falling 

prices. "Our clients include investment companies, food producers and consumers who, 

among other things, seek our help to manage risks." 

Barclays also declined to comment on whether it thought large amounts of speculation 

pushed up prices and volatility. A spokesman said: "We recognise there is a perception held 

by some stakeholders that participation in agricultural futures markets by some 

participants can unduly influence the prices of commodities. As a result, we continue to 

carefully monitor market trends and any research produced on this subject," a spokesman 

said." 

Barclays Capital analysts admitted in a note to clients in February that speculation did push 

up prices. Barclays said: "The second key driver is that commodity investors have begun 

allocating to commodities again after beginning 2012 heavily underexposed to the sector." 

The other drivers were the "health of the global economy" and "weather and geopolitics". 

Even in a  crisis ―they helped cause‖ there’s still an opportunity for these degenerates to 

make a buck. It’s just regarded by them as a rather ignorable pity I guess that thousands of 

kids starved to death as a consequence.  

The true purpose of my incessant belligerence and constant hostility towards our weird 

collective acquiescence and acceptance in regards to the behaviours and attitudes 

associated with what we’ll just call “work practice” for now is simple. - I cannot help but 

clearly see the patently obvious causal relationship that exists between our daily 

rationalisation and emulation of “work practice” and the vital, integral part that this 

rationalisation and emulation plays in the (planned I might remind you) obliteration of our 

not perfect but still quite orderly and rather coherent society. - Don’t get me wrong, this is 

not because of any supposed insight or even foresight on my behalf, but simply because the 

two are quite obviously the complete and utter polar opposites of each other both morally 

and practically.  

You’ve not been leaving this “work practice” ideology at the door of work on the way out 

either - you’ve taken it into your home, and you’ve managed to help to infect our whole 



society with it, it’s in schools, it’s in hospitals, and the worst thing of all, we even teach it to 

our kids.  

It’s that same sick and flawed survival of the fittest/trample on or use anyone to 

succeed/respect all authority/respect the hierarchy/know your place philosophy, that the 

wise Mr Gatto showed us being purposefully injected throughout our whole education 

system in book two, you may also recall that this was also the same set of warped values 

that was held by those super-whacky-pseudo-science-thought-nazi, psychiatrists, 

psychologists, behaviourists, and mind control maniacs that you also read about in book 

two, and you might also remember that it was also the exact same philosophy that was 

behind that famous uncle ―Galton‖ of Darwin’s, whose theory on eugenics and its bastard 

child - the population control agenda - was covered both earlier in this work (In some of its 

more obvious guises like Agenda 21, or surreptitiously with global warming, or the food 

crisis, or peak oil) and also more in depth during the whole of book three.   

It is a lie. 

This lie is told to us from our youth, it is indoctrinated into us in our educational facilities, 

and it is repetitively drummed into us through the entire spectrum of the media (For 

example: The Jungle Book, The Lion King, ALL the ―fabricated more than you’ll ever know‖ 

nature channels, ALL of the competition type programmes/quizzes, ALL of the sport, ALL of 

the “Reality TV” ―reality is an absurd word to describe this abomination against Nature it’s 

all pre-planned or outright fake bullshit.)  - And these are just a few random examples I 

came up with out of quite literally millions). 

It permeates our entire philosophy, and even our so called “rational” sciences.  

I make no apology for my unyielding, venomous assault on our so called “Science’s” that 

began way back in the introduction when physics was the very first of these “ivory towers” I 

attacked and which if you think about it has continued all the way throughout this whole 

section ending with my critique on another so called “science” - economics. 

I strategically and purposefully targeted these intellectual “pillars” right from page one of 

this work because I am so angry that a field of expertise that has so much potential 

contained within its ranks has been so malevolently manipulated and exploited to help 

cause so much harm to the entire human family and our one and only home the Earth. 

Physics I feel is much more about philosophy than it is about science today. - Yet 99% of 

today’s so called 1::% “truth” will be nothing but patent absurdity to next century’s 

scientists. - But until that day when the experts quietly change their minds it will stay as 

being the totally 100% unshakeable and self-evident truth.  

Can you not see the flaw in this way of thinking? 

We have some “theory” rammed down our throat - ―Newton’s clockwork automaton universe 

or Einstein’s meta-science-of-the-permanently-unprovable, are the two main examples of the 

last 500 years). - Newton’s theory remained, for all intensive purposes, “flawless” - That 

was up until the time it was supplanted by the new dominant theory of Einstein’s - which 

basically says that most of what Newton thought was actually just a complete and utter load 

of rubbish. 

Can you not see that Einstein’s theory is being treated in the exact same way today? 

THE FACT IS, NEITHER THEORY WAS NOR IS THE TRUTH, AND BOTH WILL BE CONSIGNED TO 

THE DUSTBIN OF HISTORY GIVEN TIME. 

Therein resides my main gripe with science:  



EVERYTHING they “know” TODAY is the unshakeable and self-evident 1::% “truth”, but by 

TOMORROW it will be an absurd and preposterous notion that no “self-respecting” scientist 

still believes in anymore. - (Of course whatever it is they know then will once again be the 

unshakeable and self-evident 1::% “truth” ―that is, until the next day when this new “truth” 

itself becomes an absurd and preposterous notion that no “self-respecting” scientist 

believes in anymore.) (Of course whatever it is they know then will once again be the 100% 

unshakeable and self-evident “truth” ―that is, until the next day when new “truth” itself 

becomes an absurd and preposterous notion that no “self-respecting” scientist believes in 

anymore.) (Of course whatever it is they know then will once again be the 100% 

unshakeable and self-evident “truth” ―that is, until the next day when new “truth” itself 

becomes an absurd and preposterous notion that no “self-respecting” scientist believes in 

anymore.) Of course whatever it is they know then will once again be the unshakeable and 

self-evident 1::% “truth”... 

Can you see the “slight” flaw that exists with this way of reasoning yet? 

The arrogant fucks are making it ALL up as they go along and they are pretending they are 

always 100% right - at ALL times.  

Political agenda’s are also constantly being “marketed” to us using “science”. For example:  

Kinsey’s fabricated reports on our sexual habits that paved the way for the phony sexual 

revolution that itself was created in order to stop us breeding and also to help distract us 

from paying any serious attention to our government’s and leader’s treacherous deeds. 

From book three epilogue: Psychiatry is one of the biggest con´s in history; they invented 

their “science” and declared themselves to be the un-challengeable experts of their self 

created voodoo. They have cured NO-ONE, they don´t even know what causes mental illness 

let alone how to treat it. But somehow we allow them to declare someone mad with no 

process to refute this charge, it is worse than the witch trials of the middle ages. These 

people are all a danger to society, and on so many levels. (And don´t forget they also think 

brainwashing is a good thing!) – I think they are perhaps the real people who need to be 

institutionalised.  

Psychiatrists are “normalising” paedophilia and our governments and legal system are just 

aching to be able to say to us: “Sorry. But the “experts” say it’s just a sexual preference”. 

Millions of children are being labelled (for life in most cases) with utterly phony mental 

conditions and as a consequence are being fed copious amounts of dangerous psychoactive 

drugs merely for having certain personality characteristics that indicate to our masters:  

This child may not conform - They may ask meaningful questions - Maybe even a danger that 

they could possibly develop a mind of their own. All things our leaders DON’T want to see in 

a child). - O.D.D. is my favourite, (Oppositional Defiance Disorder) which manifests mainly 

in children and is characterised by “symptoms” like: “frequently questions “authority” or 

“won’t do as commanded”‖ - even its fucking name is obviously designed to stigmatize.  

Psychiatric drugs created by psychopathic drugs companies for psychopathic "doctor’s” to 

give to our innocent and unsuspecting children. - All just “another day’s work” for those 

trustworthy and beyond reproach “experts” at the top of our sciences. 

The “experts” and scientists who both designed, and who are still today constantly tinkering 

with the education system, are just as reprehensible as the men mentioned above. Stunting 

and handicapping the mental growth of our most precious resource is beyond forgiveness. 

Remember the exam a 13/14 year old child had to pass a century ago to get into high 

school? THAT NOT ONE OF US COULD PASS TODAY - THAT INCLUDES TEACHER’S, THEIR 

TEACHER’S, AND PROBABLY MOST UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR’S TOO! - Thank science for that. 

Then there’s the science behind:  



Eugenics. 

Population Control. (Which you may remember was described as being “more organised 

than an obsessive compulsive’s sock drawer”‖ 

GAVI and the Good Club with all their vaccines to “help” the poor, and their population 

science saying that there’s too many of us on the planet. 

Agenda 21.  

Codex Alimentarius. 

Genetically Modified Organisms: - Frankenfood for the masses.  

Peak Oil.  

Global Warming - Here “scientists” have been caught blatantly telling lies repeatedly, yet 

where is the “rest of the discipline of science” to point this fact out, or to take them to task 

for having done so? 

Vaccines: Do you remember all the graphs from the British and American Government’s 

National Office’s of Statistics ―other government’s too‖ showing you, without ANY shadow of 

doubt that vaccination doesn’t work! - They (the scientists) make totally provable 100% 

false claims that they 100% know they have no fucking right too! - I also furnished you with 

quite recently released documentation, presented in a scientific report, proving that the UK 

government KNOWS that vaccines kill and maim yet their scientists will lie to us ALL about 

this.  

Scientists that were involved with recent swine and bird flu epidemics: - Both of which it 

seems were manmade. 

Mercury. 

Fluoride. 

Artificial Sweetener’s: the world’s most popular sweetener (Aspartame) started life as a 

chemical weapon! It melts the brains of rat’s monkey’s and human’s - and THOSE FACT’S 

ARE ALL MOSTLY FROM THE ACTUAL TESTS THAT GOT THIS SHIT APPROVED FOR OUR 

CONSUMPTION. (By scientists) 

Cancer. ―Science’s fuck up’s on this matter are legion (chemo and nuking you 2 examples) 

Cancer and AIDS - DEATH BY AZT: (created and recommended by caring and considerate 

scientists remember). 

It has been the sole purpose of this work to begin to show you this convoluted and insidious 

lie, layer by repugnant layer.  

Hopefully when you have peeled away enough layers for your own personal satisfaction you 

too will come to this core realisation: - It’s only through YOU adopting any, or indeed all, of 

these attitudes that were mentioned above that creates, enables, facilitates, and condones, 

nearly ALL of the horrible things that you’ve just read being allowed to happen.  

If you can change YOUR attitude, ultimately and inevitably, YOU will change what happens. 

This wee bit was taken from the end of book three, I just think it was worth repeating: 

If it wasn´t for all of our little lies, the big lie would be impossible, we all commit sins or 

crimes that are deemed as “acceptable” for our level in the social strata.  



And that´s the glue that binds this ball of shit together, if we were all whiter than white their 

deeds would stick out like warts on your skin, instead they get up to their level of 

shenanigans, we get up to ours.  

We bind so much of this criminal activity in the magic word – legal – and because of that we 

have deluded ourselves with the excuse that “whatever we have been up to was legal” and 

was therefore not immoral, unfair, prejudiced, sneaky, selfish, cruel or downright evil. 

Understand this, legality has been the excuse for countless genocide´s, atrocities and 

murders, it has made more men destitute than drink or drugs ever will. And it has been the 

real reason behind more hunger than every crop failure in history. The law does not make 

things “right”. Far from it the law is an integral part of the system that enslaved you. Why 

try and control nearly seven Billion people when all you have to do is control the law that 

tells them all what to do. Why bother fighting people to take what is theirs when all you have 

to do is change the law and you can take whatever they have with their blessing? Don´t 

worry we shall be covering the law in far greater detail in another section, for it is crucial 

that we do if you ever really hope to understand how the game has been rigged from the 

outset, and why because of this, you were always destined to lose. 

I hope most of all that what you have just read will prove to be a catalyst on your own path 

to wisdom, I sincerely mean that, because right now I am afraid that we are all collectively 

ignoring the signs that indicate a terrible present and also give more than just hints of an 

even more horrible future, and all because we are too busy watching football, or drinking, 

or taking a drug of some form to escape this crap and meaningless reality. The harsh truth 

is that IT WILL ONLY GET WORSE AND THAT MUCH IS CERTAIN. I urge you to act now, not to 

make it better for us, for I believe that it is too late in that respect, we need to act now to 

make sure that we don´t pass this curse on to our kids and their children. 

 The logic behind what I am saying is actually quite simple if also a little selfless: 

"If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed, if you will not 

fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you may come to the moment when 

you will have to fight with all the odds against you and only a small chance of survival. 

There may even be a worse case: you may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, 

because it is better to perish than to live as slaves." - Winston Churchill 

I don´t rate Churchill, but this quote really puts what I am trying to say into perspective.  

"Men fight for liberty and win it with hard knocks. Their children, brought up easy, let it slip 

away again; poor fools. And their grand-children are once more slaves." D. H. Lawrence 

Why do you think I have been able to put so much material in front of you that has 

happened in the last 50 years or so?  

It is because in that time period our “masters” felt so omnipotent compared to before that 

they have actually started to proclaim their aims publicly. - I know that these “men” are 

repugnant spineless little pricks, so for them to be so bold is more an indication of your 

acquiescence than an indication of either their power, intelligence, bravery, or fearlessness. 

The fact that they will lie when confronted tells me that they are still cowardly little insecure 

wankers who will run for cover unless they think the odds are stacked firmly on their side, 

so they are still defeatable, but only if you can accept that we are in a battle. 

While you lounge in your denial, they will keep marching on. While you keep trusting these 

self appointed masters to control things, they will keep quite literally getting away with 

murder, but if we merely shine a light on these fuckers, they will show themselves to be the 

cockroaches that they really are, and it all changes.  

It is only because there is no serious organised movement highlighting their exploits that 

they can keep believing in their omnipotence. They are succeeding, and have been for 



centuries, simply because we don´t yet know as a group that we are in a fight, they will 

keep on succeeding for as long as the sleeping giant (the people) keeps thinking all that 

they do is “just the way it is” or “just one of those things” or “for the common good”. 

These animals will not stop until 95% of the world´s population has been wiped from 

existence, and trust me they aren´t too fussy about who makes up this 95%, as we (as you 

have just found out) are all useless eaters in their eyes.  

Now to get to the point, do you honestly believe that all of these facts that I have presented 

during this first section were just figments of my imagination? Are all the issues pointed out 

just coincidence? Am I mad? Think about how many coincidences you have just read about 

if you are still thinking it is just all in my head. It must be in the thousands in this first 

3700+ pages alone, seriously think about that if you are still sceptical at all, I have offered 

a logical explanation for all these occurrences that even though it is decidedly unpalatable, 

still makes a lot more sense (to anyone with a functioning brain that is) than just saying it 

was all chance, or all the work of one individuals overactive and paranoid imagination. 

This first section was to prove to you straight away that you are brainwashed like everyone 

else in our nations, you, I am afraid don´t have a leg to stand on here because, either by 

participation or just indifference, YOU fully support this system, - to the point of maybe even 

being willing to send your children to join the Army and fight for these preposterous 

notions, notions which say these tremendous sums of money are better utilised in the hands 

of a select few, only the most greedy, ruthless and unethical among us should determine the 

direction this whole planet heads in by using their massive financial reserves to exploit the 

rest of us.  

Why do we think it´s much better that most of the wealth in the world is being stashed away 

in Swiss bank vaults, or is earning some multi-billionaire interest while it is stashed in the 

Cayman Islands in secret accounts, why is this any good when practically none of us have 

an account in these countries?  

Think about that, how can you say you´re not brainwashed yet we agree to a system that 

both doesn´t benefit us in any way at all, and also causes BILLIONS of others to suffer?  

When did you or I, or indeed any of our predecessors or ancestors come up with that idea I 

wonder?  

Don´t you not think it is more logical that it is in fact the people who have most of the 

world´s wealth who actually came up with this idea?   

Or do you want to seriously pretend that it suits you simply because it suits them?  

Answer me this one question; What exactly is it that is truly good about this way of being?  

Most terrorism, most crime and all wars are merely products mainly of greed, but also of 

inequality, and I defy anyone to repudiate these facts.  

We presently allow a small group of scandalously rich individuals to keep half the planet 

starving, desperate, angry and bitter, all this is allowed to happen so that a few thousand 

oligarchs can use what they already do have, for one purpose only - to get hold of what they 

still don´t have. 

Why do we think this is the right way, the correct way, or even a sane way to do things? 

Think about it there is no way that we came up with this idea. Even if you wanted to be 

brutally crass and pragmatic about it, ask what do you make out of this deal? – It´s 

nothing, apart from enemies’ you´ll never meet, and who don´t even know you, they only 

know that you are part of the system that is robbing and subjugating them, this is the only 

real reason that the people of any of the poor countries of the planet actually have to make 



them feel that they don´t like you, me or our nations. - (Well apart from American, German, 

Israeli, and English tourists!)  

Remember this, without our 100% support and participation, and considering the fact that 

there are 7 billion of us, without our bloody PERMISSION to do so, this system could not 

function, and it would in fact fall in a single day without our acquiescence and support.  

There is an unspoken, collective, hidden fantasy that virtually all the dumb people who think 

that capitalism is a good system share, (incidentally, that means you) - 

This is the dream of perhaps one day becoming one of these rich twats, or being as 

financially close to them as you personally feel you would need to be in order to be “happy”.  

This single aspiration is THE most crucial component with regards to what actually makes 

the evil system that is currently controlling the world operate. – It is honestly that simple. 

Without us becoming the heartless, uncompassionate, materialistic and greedy people that 

we have all recently become in order to try and get on in this life, we could not possibly turn 

our backs on so many other human beings in such a heartless manner.  

We would still feel guilty when we were asked, or told, to trample over our fellow man.  

We wouldn´t be able to invest in companies primarily concerned with death without our 

conscience stopping us.  

Only our insatiable desire for more money can make us collectively forget these and many 

other simple considerations for other human beings - who are in every way, apart from 

where they were born, actually just US. Just as Osama or Hitler couldn´t terrorise all of us 

by themselves, we have to actively participate for the desired effect to come about.  

Remember these points because they are critical to this tale, even though the main point 

raised sounds rather an innocuous one, it is nonetheless fundamental to what I am saying, 

without a grasp of this fact it will always remain impossible for you to realise that it is in 

fact you and I that are dragging this world down to the gutter, it may well be someone else’s 

idea, but it is us who are making it into reality. 

You must see the criminality in both financially choking most of the world to death, and 

then saying that we need to cull their populations too because these people are “useless-

eaters”.  

 

How quickly do you think you would realise it was genocidal and utterly reprehensible in 

nature, if you were for example born poor, black and African I wonder?  

 

Bear in mind that there are many here in Britain and America who claim there's a food 

shortage, but there are 800 million undernourished in the world, yet 1500 million are 

overweight, the Brits throw away 30% of what they buy, (America must throw away enough 

to feed the whole of Africa for a week every day) the CAP destroys a percentage of produce 

to ensure a minimum market price. Other symptoms include massive bio diversity loss, we 

take corn out of the food supply to make ethanol yet there are types of grass that produce 

more ethanol per acre, we are deliberately taking food out of the supply chain to stoke our 

collective fears about running out of food or overpopulation.  

 

First off, the entire world's population can fit into Texas (in houses) - without overcrowding, 

if you just mean standing at arm’s length from each other, I understand we would all fit into 

one large city!  

 

Starvation has to do not with the number of people, but with the DISTRIBUTION of that food.  



"Actions are held to be good or bad, not on their own merits, but according to who does 

them. There is almost no kind of outrage, torture, imprisonment without trial, 

assassination, and bombing of civilians, which does not change its moral colour when it is 

committed by our side. The nationalist not only does not disapprove of atrocities committed 

by his own side, he has remarkable capacity for not even hearing about them."                         

- George Orwell, from 1984. 

Handy for us in the West isn´t it, all those seemingly backward, uneducatable and savage 

people being skint too, - You´re no doubt probably quietly thinking, “It may as well be them 

instead of us”.  

If you don´t understand the relevance and importance, and most importantly the roots of 

your pre-programmed acceptance, (on at least some level), of this fact, then I am afraid 

you´re naive.  

Without a firm grasp of this mentality that pervades the whole of Western society, you will 

never be able to rationally assimilate the information I imparted to you.  

You should now understand what “evolution” was really about after reading these books. 

Here is an analogy to help you see the truth of the matter, Imagine we are all being chased 

by a big monster, - a Tyrannosaurus Rex or something. Imagine all the poor, old, and sick 

etc. They obviously can´t run as fast as you or I, so they are soon gobbled up.  

Will that stop the T-Rex from being hungry tomorrow?  

And that´s the point, tomorrow the monster will still be hungry only there will be no poor 

and sick types to fill his belly, so then it´s people like you and me who will be on the menu. 

That my friend is the downside of this whole lifestyle that we are choosing, we won´t give a 

toss until it is our turn to be eaten, then all of a sudden we’ll care, unfortunately for you 

there are other people who can run faster than you, and lots of them.  

You are okay with this lifestyle seeing as there are people behind you in the race, wait until 

they all drop out and you finally realise you are one of the ones trailing at the back, then 

we´ll see how fair this system seems to you. 

I freely admit that I have never written a piece like this before. (and seeing as it´s shaping 

up to be well over 7000+ pages long in total, I might never do anything like it ever again!)  

If you are reading this in a book or books, then I will have achieved all that I had initially set 

out to do. Once you have read this hopefully both you and I will have far more pressing and 

important things to plan and do from that point on, trust me on that my friend. 

Have you ever had that nagging sensation were you know you have to do something so 

much that you end up being unable to concentrate on anything else? Well all I can say is 

this book is mine, and that feeling has been an almost constant one that has been eating 

away at my conscience for nearly ten years now.  

If I didn´t do this, I don´t think I would ever have been able to live with myself.  

“Those who have the privilege to know, have the duty to act.” Albert Einstein 

It would appear that the old saying is in fact partially correct, ignorance, (at least to a 

certain extent), is actually bliss.  

Knowing certain things will change you, your life is never the same from that point on, 

mainly this is because you can´t really un-know something once you have learned it. Just as 

conversely, not knowing certain things, either through ignorance or stupidity may well allow 



you, (although not for that much longer whether you heed me or not), to live your life in the 

relatively safe and sheltered manner that you are currently accustomed to. I am sorry my 

friend if out of these two choices, that the latter is the category you fall into, because I am 

here to try and help bring about a big change, and I am reaching out to you because I need 

all the help I can get.  

The change I am referring to will not be easy, in fact as things stand, it will probably be the 

most monumental task undertaken by our species for perhaps many thousands of years, 

and one that after much consideration I know will no doubt be very painful in some ways for 

all of us.  

If you’re wondering why I am bothering to do anything with this being the case, think of it 

as a septic wound, imagine that you have been found out in the wilderness after having lay 

with a terrible injury for days without any treatment. You have just been told by the doctor, 

(who for the sake of this analogy conveniently found you), that the injury sustained has to 

be cauterised before the wound gets infected with gangrene. It is a 100% necessary 

procedure, although the individual needing this treatment may be the last one to agree, 

especially given that seeing as there is no hospital nearby, you have no option other than 

making do with tools at hand.   

Once almost anyone is shown the white-hot poker needed for the job, you can surely 

imagine the reluctance shown by them to allow the doctor to do the right thing!  

Think of these books as representing a verbal white-hot poker’s, and it´s through no fault of 

mine that it´s YOU who desperately need this treatment. 

Mind you, my friend, the alternative to not dealing with this situation, that you must know is 

going to be easily a hundred times worse than ever having to deal with it, in fact concerning 

the issues you have read, the alternative is quite honestly not worth contemplating as I 

firmly believe that it is indescribably more horrible and terrifying than you could possibly 

even truly imagine.  

That my friend is why I felt there was no choice for me but to put these words to paper. 

The urge to put something like this together has steadily built up more and more as I have 

slowly discovered the vast scale and true nature of the issues that I presented to you, right 

from the start I was smart enough to realise that I would do two things, one, make very few 

friends by doing this, and more importantly two, make some very powerful enemies by 

writing this (compared to myself in any respect), unfortunately for me, it has became over 

time, an unbearable itch that is situated on a sore, and one that I have just got to scratch, 

no matter how raw the skin beneath, or how much it will hurt me personally to do so. 

"Cowardice asks the question: is it safe? Expediency asks the question: is it political? Vanity 

asks the question: is it popular? But conscience asks the question: is it right? And there 

comes a time when one must take a position that is neither safe, nor political, nor popular - 

but one must take it simply because it is right." - Martin Luther King, Jr. 

I have been contemplating doing this for many years now, but to be honest I was never sure 

exactly how I should go about it; firstly I hadn´t realised that so many issues that concerned 

me were all actually just branches of the same “tree”, also, almost every time I was in the 

process of researching one subject, I found out that I had to learn about another ten! 

Initially when you are on your quest for understanding, you will be inclined to think that you 

have a good understanding on the so called “big picture” after only reading a book or two 

on any of the said branches of this tree that I am talking of, unfortunately for the more 

inquisitive and studious individual, some new leads or trails are always revealed that must 

be investigated in order to have a greater and more complete understanding, the more 

tenacious and thorough of you will no doubt also invariably find that you will always end up 



with a few more subjects to research, so you keep plodding on, always thinking 

(perpetually) that after a few more issues are understood, you will know it all.  

I am sorry but it just doesn´t work like that, as weird as this sounds, the fact is, you will 

probably spend the first few years of re-educating yourself finding the more you find out, 

the more you actually find out how little you know!  

- Still, you must start somewhere and it is still better than what your presently doing, which 

is more akin to un-learning things and also re-affirming entrenched lies, it is in a pragmatic 

sense the lesser of two evils.  

Please understand that I am not a completely stupid or indeed reckless individual either, I 

realised that I would have to stand and point out faults in systems, and with people and 

organisations that would not take kindly at all to me doing so.  

The deeper I dug the more I came to see how other people who have tried to do the same 

sort of thing have been treated in the past, - generally they are ignored at first, but as soon 

as they start to attract any serious attention, they are dealt with in a manner, that looks at 

least to me, as if it is carried out in a way that is quite often harsh, brutal and routinely 

devoid of any mercy, as a consequence of that fact I have had a hell of a lot to consider 

from a personal viewpoint before I began doing this, I am not entirely stupid, I know and 

understand the full implications of the trouble that is coming down on my head for this, if it 

is read.  

Paradoxically, both hopefully and unfortunately, now at the end of this first section work 

you should probably understand why.  

I need you to understand that I was attempting to encapsulate a tremendous amount of 

information within the pages of these first four books; it would have been a whole lot easier 

for me to write on each of the subjects covered in here individually (and a lot more lucrative 

for me if making a simple profit from my work was to be my aim!). I feel that although this 

would have probably made a lot more sense, and would also have allowed me to explain and 

document a lot more facts clearly, it would also have missed the point I was trying to make.  

I wanted to write everything I could in these first four books because I know in my heart 

that the sort of “chatter” I was engaging in is not tolerated in this country, that´s a polite 

euphemism for you don´t seem to get a chance to write too many another works - one way, 

or another.  

I tried to explain as much about “the whole caboodle” in as short a time as possible, and all 

hopefully done in a manner that will leave you with no option but to see, at least in part, 

what the big “game” is.  

If that doesn´t help to get at least a few of you as convinced as I was to act, then sadly I 

may have been wasting my time.  

Luckily I refuse to ever believe that is the case and I won’t even after I’ve drawn my terminal 

breath.  

But just in case I don´t get another chance to do this sort of thing, I made sure that I 

interpolated my tale with a concise collection of points, articles and subjects that I 

personally deemed as being of so much importance to you, that I presented these short 

bursts of information at the first opporchancity I got, (i.e. this first set of books).  

This was in order for the cautious, clever and the wise among you to get some serious 

investigations underway of your own at the earliest opportunity. The topics that were not 

covered in the same detail as the main thrust of this were nevertheless crucial issues. 

Please do not waste any of this information as I only put it there specifically to help you, 

your families, and especially your children. 



It´s now time to take a breather my friend; you have earned a rest at long last as that´s the 

first section finally over. But before you do – Congratulations! This must be the biggest 

“book” you´ve ever read, - (although sadly and unfortunately for your brain, it was only 

section one of an endurance sapping four parter) - If you have got this far, at least you have 

probably taken your first real steps towards opening and perhaps freeing your mind.  

I just hope I haven´t blown a mental fuse in your head up to this point, because the next 

section needs your full concentration.  

And even if you don´t continue, you have enough facts to keep you busy researching and 

investigating for a few years if you can´t read anymore.  

If you can´t hack it to the end, by getting this far at least I know you know both the nature 

and the scale of threat that exists.  

You will also find it impossible to forget all of what you´ve just learned.  

Unless you are either insane or brainwashed, in denial, or experiencing a severe case of 

cognitive dissonance, then what you have just read should have scared the living daylights 

out of you.  

Your government’s are corporations ran for profit, your governments and major 

corporations are really just separate competing franchises of the same “company” ―or 

“Firm” as they prefer to all it‖.  

Government Is Not Civilization, It Is Slavery 

Column by JGVibes. Exclusive to STR striketheroot.com posted on March 05, 2012 

One of the most pervasive misconceptions in our culture is the idea that “government” has 

anything to do with the structure or organization that we see in our society. This is one of 

the primary reasons why people have such a difficult time considering the very real 

possibility of a world without the organization known as “government.” When someone 

suggests that we simply do away with this unjust and unnecessary organization, they are 

typically met with some very negative knee-jerk reactions from whoever they may be talking 

to. This kind of conversation typically ends very quickly because both sides have completely 

different ideas of what the word “government” actually means, making it very difficult to 

find common ground. 

If we attempt to examine government from an outsider’s perspective, we would see a world 

where people are grouped into two different categories, those in government and those not. 

At face value, we can see that these two groups of people have completely different 

standards and expectations, even though they are the same species and have the same 

basic needs. Looking closer, we can see that these different standards and laws are not 

neutral, they are very much benefiting those in government at the expense of those who are 

not. The most important discrepancy to mention here is the fact that those in government 

have a license to kill anyone who happens to disobey them. 

Pointing out this fact is vital in understanding the true relationship between those inside of 

government and those outside of government, and that is the relationship between slave and 

master. If someone has the right to initiate the use of force on you if you disobey them, you 

are essentially their property. If you don’t believe me, go on over to Google and type in 

“slave definition,” and the first definition you will find is the following: “A person who is the 

legal property of another and is forced to obey them.” Now, doesn’t that sound a whole lot 

like the relationship between people inside government and people outside government? If 

you can force people to do things against their will, then you are treating them as if they 

were your property.  



However, if you ask any random person on the street to define “government” for you, they 

would probably give you the story that they were taught in government school. You know, 

the one about how government is the backbone of civilization, and the means by which 

people in the community come together for mutually beneficial projects. Well this may 

sound good, but it isn’t at all true, because the government is comprised by a miniscule 

fraction of the population, and they would not be able to provide anything at all if it wasn’t 

for the resources that they forcibly extracted from the rest of society. Therefore, it is safe to 

say that all functions that are currently being carried out by the organization known as 

“government” could actually be better served by individuals in the community working 

together for common goals. Voluntary trade, charity and other peaceful methods of 

interacting would create a far better society than the one that we see today, which is filled 

with violence and forced associations. 

 It is not a new thing for people to confuse government with culture and have the 

misconception that without a central planning structure, everything that makes a society 

great would vanish. This fact was recognized by some of the more radical “founding 

fathers” of America, including Thomas Paine. In his most famous literary effort “Common 

Sense,” there is a section called “Of the Origin and Design of Government in General, with 

Concise Remarks on the English Constitution.” In this piece, Paine discusses the difference 

between government and society.  

Paine writes, “Some writers have so confounded society with government, as to leave little 

or no distinction between them; whereas they are not only different, but have different 

origins. Society is produced by our wants, and government by our wickedness; the former 

promotes our happiness positively by uniting our affections, the latter negatively by 

restraining our vices. The one encourages intercourse, the other creates distinctions. The 

first is a patron, the last a punisher. Society in every state is a blessing, but Government, 

even in its best state, is but a necessary evil; in its worst state an intolerable one: for when 

we suffer, or are exposed to the same miseries by a government, which we might expect in a 

country without a government, our calamity is heightened by reflecting that we furnish the 

means by which we suffer.” His statement is as true today as it was during the first 

American Revolution. Culture, society and security are absolutely capable of continuing in 

the absence of a central control system. 

The most common argument against having an organized civilization without government is 

the notion that we are all somehow stupid, worthless savages who would not be able to 

figure out how to build a damn road if there wasn’t someone with a gun in our face every 

step of the way, telling us how, when and where to do it. But if people are stupid savages, 

and politicians are people, then isn’t the government made up of a bunch of stupid savages 

who can’t be trusted with a license to kill? Aren’t they just the same as us and even in many 

cases far worse than us?  

There is nothing that the government can do that you and a large group of likeminded 

people can’t do better. The government doesn’t provide services, they simply take money 

from everyone (except their buddies, of course!) and use a very small portion of that money 

to pay people in the community to do things for their neighbours that they probably would 

have done anyway in the natural course of human interaction. Looked at in these terms, it 

becomes apparent that the government is nothing more than a violent middleman, who 

forces his way into nearly every interaction that takes place between each of its so-called 

“citizens.” 

 Everything that the government does is an attack on people who don’t belong to that 

organization. If you think about it, every single action that the government takes is some 

kind of punitive measure taken against people who don’t belong to that organization. Even 

when the government claims to be doing something nice, they are doing so with resources 

that they obtained by using threats and violence, which really doesn’t make much of a case 

for the virtuousness of government. 



 This organization is not here to protect our rights as it claims to. In fact, when the 

government steps in and gives itself the responsibility to “protect” your rights, it is 

simultaneously stripping you of your ability to actually defend your own rights. When you 

are dependent upon the whims and capabilities of another human being to protect your 

rights, you are literally handing your rights over to them and essentially submitting to 

slavery. 

Society Controls Us 

November 1, 2013 Nick Williams WakingTimes 

Society controls us. To state this sounds fairly obvious but there’s more to this than meets 

the eye. 

On one level we could say that society is necessarily a system of controls, of one sort or 

another, for the simple reason that any large mass of people need ‘regulating’ in some way 

– for example, we need to agreed upon which side of the road we should drive, and then, 

once this has been agreed, the decision needs to be enforced. On this level the notion of 

control seems fairly harmless, and as we have said, pretty much necessary. Once we do 

abide by the practical conventions that need to be adopted if we are to live collectively 

without ongoing chaos, then – it might be naively assumed – we will be left alone to get on 

with life as we see fit… 

This is of course however very far from being the truth. Whilst society ought to be content – 

in theory at least – with regulating or managing the collective side of life, this most 

certainly isn’t the case! As every student of sociology knows, society controls us in much 

more subtle and insidious ways than this. The explicit rules and regulations are just the 

icing on the cake – it is the ‘implicit’ rules that really do the controlling. What happens with 

the implicit (and therefore unacknowledged rules) of society is that we obey them without 

even knowing that we’re doing so – we don’t know we are obeying the implicit rules because 

we aren’t actually aware of them! 

In sociology these invisible rules are known as ideology – one definition being: ‘Shared 

ideas or beliefs which serve to justify and support the interests of a particular group or 

organizations. Wikipedia defines ideology as “a set of ideas proposed by the dominant class 

of society to all members of this society.” It therefore constitutes what is called a “received 

consciousness.” Ideology isn’t therefore about controlling what we do but controlling what 

we think. It’s about controlling what we think in such a way that we don’t even know we’re 

being controlled. This surreptitious form of control isn’t in the best interests of everyone 

either – it’s only there to serve the status quo, to serve the established authority. 

In essence, society controls us by rewarding us when we conform, and penalizing us when 

we don’t. We learn at a very early age that we have to “go along to get along”. This sounds 

so simple and yet at the same time it’s such a tremendously powerful mechanism that it’s 

practically irresistible. After all, who can afford to be excluded from the social group – what 

hope can we have of getting anywhere if we have to ‘go it alone’? One association we have 

with this sort of thing is at school, which is when the brutal effectiveness of peer pressure 

first becomes obvious. As we move into the teenage years we tend to be particularly 

sensitive to the possibility of social exclusion, not to mention the ever-present threat of 

being actively labelled as an oddball, weirdo, freak, etc. 

But the control we’re talking about goes beyond our normal concept of peer pressure. If we 

take a jump from sociology to the psychology of childhood, we can say that for a child the 

most important thing has got to be the acknowledgement and acceptance of its parents. No 

one can deny this. Straightaway, therefore, this need throws up a potential problem – 

suppose your parents aren’t able to acknowledge you for who you really are, what are you 

going to do then? This may sound like a crazy question – what parent after all cannot love 

their child for who they really are? In one way this objection is valid – without any doubt, 



most parents start off loving their children unconditionally. The ‘problem’ only really sets in 

when the child starts to develop and differentiate as an actual individual. It is at this point 

that our unconditional love as parents starts to turn into the ‘acceptance-versus-rejection’ 

reaction that arises out of our unconscious conditioning. 

We are conditioned, and the fact of this conditioning means that we are bound to pass it on. 

The way we usually understand this process is in terms of passing on beliefs, attitudes, 

opinions etc, but conditioning means more than this: when we’re in the conditioned 

modality of consciousness nothing is seen for what it actually is, but only for what our 

conditioning says it is. 

This absolutely has to be the case – if I could see things for what they really are then I 

wouldn’t be conditioned! Conditioning only allows us to see its view of things – that’s the 

whole point of it. This being so, there’s simply no way that we can, as parents, acknowledge 

our children for being ‘who they are in themselves’. As time goes on we will reward them 

more and more for being the way that we think they ought to be, and penalize them for not 

being that way. We will mould them in our own image – which is of course what human 

beings have been doing since time immemorial. And then the job that we started doing as 

parents will be continued by our so-called ‘educational’ system. As Robert Anton Wilson 

says, it was never the purpose of society to create a perfect person, 

    “…but to create ‗CRATE‘ a semi-robot who mimics the society as closely as possible – 

both in its rational and irrational aspects, both as the repository of the wisdom of the past 

and the sum total of all the cruelties and stupidities of the past.” 

The essential way to understand conditioning is therefore this – when we see ourselves in 

our children we reward them with our attention, our recognition, and when we don’t then we 

punish them with our lack of attention, with our lack of acknowledgment. Faced with this 

uncompromising reality, what are we to do? It’s either ‘adapt and survive’ or ‘don’t adapt 

and get rejected’… As children we simply aren’t strong enough to ‘go it alone’ and reject the 

conditioning that we’re being imprinted with, and so we ‘give up’ our true, unconditioned 

selves and become whatever it is that gets accepted by our parents and – later on – 

rewarded by our society. 

This isn’t really anyone’s fault – our parents are simply doing to us what was done to them. 

If they had been given the gift of unconditional love then they would pass this on to us. And 

if on the other hand (as is much more likely) they had been landed with the tainted gift of 

conditional love then it is this that they would pass on to us instead! Unconditional love 

doesn’t seek to control – it’s given freely, without any strings attached, without any 

unspoken requirement for us to ‘play the game’. Conditional love on the other hand is all 

about control – it isn’t really love at all but acceptance/approval/validation, and this 

substitute for genuine love is only given to us if we allow ourselves to be controlled, and 

become whatever (or whoever) it is we are supposed to be. This is conditioning in a nutshell 

– it’s a reversed form of love. Genuine love values us for who we truly are, conditioning 

values us only when we have been made into whatever the conditioning requires us to be, 

demands us to be… 

So this exact same process continues once we move on into society at large. Society doesn’t 

value us for who we truly are – it cannot because it is a system that is based on mechanical 

rules. True, it is made up of people but it’s people who it has moulded in its own image. It’s 

not independent consciousness we encounter in society but ‘received consciousness’ – the 

conditioned form of consciousness that substitutes for the genuine article. 

Society doesn’t just control us – it moulds us, it ‘makes us its own’, it creates us in its own 

image. When we conform to society we’re rewarded – we’re given recognition and approval 

and status and influence. When we fail to conform all of these are withheld from us. It’s as 

if we’re not people at all but ‘non-persons’ – people of no account, invisible people, people 

without a voice…  And so the hidden irony here is that even if we do succeed in society’s 



terms – and become successful, rich, respected, etc – the price for this successful 

adaptation is that we have had to become who we are not. 

The system values and rewards only those in whom it recognizes itself, and so – in reality – 

it values and rewards only itself! 

So if I want to be rewarded by the system, I have to become the system. No one wins in this 

game. The only ‘winner’ is the system… 

I hope that the four parts of this first section have made one thing clear to you more than 

anything else : 

EVERYTHING (to a greater or lesser extent) IS under control. 

Part one documented just some of the methods of social control used to herd and guide us, 

like cattle or sheep, towards a pre-determined destination that was NOT of our choosing. 

Part two broke down a very broad selection of the various methods of mind control that are 

being utilised on an unsuspecting and even trusting public EVERY DAY OF YOUR LIFE.  

Part three gave you more evidence than you should ever need in order for you to clearly 

reach the inescapable conclusion that population control is being practised on a world-wide 

scale. (With extra proof given in part four). - it doesn’t matter to these psychotic animals if 

you’re poor, rich, black, white, male, female, adult, even child.  

They want you dead. 

Part four has just started to show you how deep a level of total control is being exerted 

upon us all.  

If they can lie about things as big as the moon landing, what else is a lie?  

- That was in fact why I gave you that material first. This was so that the truly big lies 

seemed a tad more palatable.  

To find out everything is a for-profit corporation from your police force to your very 

government would probably have been bad enough on its own, but to also find out that the 

whole financial system from top to bottom is nothing more than a giant devious and 

elaborate confidence trick, might have been too much for you to swallow.  

Government is not there to serve you, quite the opposite in fact, it is there to enslave you. 

To be governed is to be watched, inspected, spied upon, directed, law-driven, numbered, 

regulated, enrolled, indoctrinated, preached at, controlled, checked, estimated, valued, 

censured, commanded, by creatures who have neither the right nor the wisdom nor the 

virtue to do so. To be governed is to be at every operation, at every transaction noted, 

registered, counted, taxed, stamped, measured, numbered, assessed, licensed, authorized, 

admonished, prevented, forbidden, reformed, corrected, punished. It is, under pretext of 

public utility, and in the name of the general interest, to be placed under contribution, 

drilled, fleeced, exploited, monopolized, extorted from, squeezed, hoaxed, robbed; then, at 

the slightest resistance, the first word of complaint, to be repressed, fined, vilified, 

harassed, hunted down, abused, clubbed, disarmed, bound, choked, imprisoned, judged, 

condemned, shot, deported, sacrificed, sold, betrayed; and to crown all, mocked, ridiculed, 

derided, outraged, dishonoured. That is government; that is its justice; that is its morality. - 

Pierre-Joseph Proudhon   

I’ll finish off with these last few quotes before closing this first section as I had started it: 

with some more law. - It is a lawful/legal document remember. - This time we have a four 

page Common Law Copyright Notice. Once again, harmless to those who mean me no harm. 

http://quotes.liberty-tree.ca/quote/pierre-joseph_proudhon_quote_b4c6


Men will never be free until the last king is strangled with the entrails of the last priest -

(Whose foot (on account of it being rammed down his throat) has just choked the last ever 

lawyer to death. The lawyer’s own dying act was to be the pulling of the pin from a grenade 

that was ever so conveniently tucked up the arse of the last politician. - Whose own typically 

selfless last thought was to run over to the last banker and get into a 69’er with the robbing 

cunt. - The very last thing to go through the last banker’s mind apparently was a portion of 

the last politician’s ball sack. Unfortunately, while he was in the process of running over to 

get into said 69’er with last banker, the last politician had inadvertently ran across a very 

busy main road. - In the melee that ensued, the last traffic warden perished in a gruesome 

head on collision with the world’s sole remaining bureaucrat. - Who didn’t die on the spot, 

instead he got taken to hospital by helicopter where he was put straight on the Liverpool 

Care Pathway, - (so at least he might be alright). One last thing concerning the good Doctor 

who “kindly” put the last bureaucrat on the Liverpool Care Pathway - unknowingly to the 

rest - yet more than a little too conveniently for my new version of this metaphor/cum quote 

- he already had the world’s last psychiatrist and psychologist both neatly butchered in a 

collection of colour coded doggie bags in his fridge/freezer. - Well, either we could do all of 

that, or we could just let the few sane examples amongst our womenfolk be in charge again.  

- Denis Diderot (With some added “contemporarisation” by your good friend Martin Keerns) 

They used to say back in days of yore (whatever the fuck that means) that the pen was to be 

considered as mightier than the sword. - (My own personal thought is that I most definitely 

wouldn’t want to be stabbed, in the throat or eye, by either fucking one of the two of them) -  

I personally think it’s probably both a tad more apt and a hell of a lot more contemporary of 

me to instead state the couple of lines that I’ve given below. (Especially in light of my own 

circumstances - the condition of my trusty old laptop is mentioned - she’s on her last legs to 

be honest, actually she’s going a touch senile - she either “gets up” or “has a wee nap” 

nowadays whenever it takes her fancy). - These last words were also conjured or channelled 

from the ether as a direct consequence of the present day climate politically and socially:  

The exceedingly worn and partially knackered keyboard on my severely done in laptop is 

still mightier than the odious free-speech-murdering-wholly-owned-oligarchical-police-state. 

I’ll embrace my demise like my lover, if it’s for truth, innocence, or my right. I’ve stood up 

before most of the others, simply because my heart told me it was right. - Martin. 

This next quote probably sums up “society” perfectly: 

The exact contrary of what is generally believed is often the truth. - Jean de la Bruyère 

And this one reassures us that the pain of finding out the stark truth is only temporary, 

while what we do to rectify this situation can last forever: 

The truth may hurt for awhile - and usually does. - But it heals forever - without fail. 

These last two sum up the true core reason that we got in this mess - our blind trust of the 

“experts”/governments/scientists. 

A foolish faith in authority is the worst enemy of truth. - Albert Einstein 

They must find it difficult...those who have taken authority as the truth, rather than truth as 

the authority. - Gerald Massey 
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Common Law Copyright Notice 

MPK 001 CCN 

Copyright Notice: 

All rights reserved re common-law copyright of trade-name/trade-mark, MARTIN POLLOCK 

KEERNS, as well as any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said trade-

name/trade-mark - Common Law Copyright MPK 001© by Martin-Pollock: Keerns©. Said 

common-law trade-name/trade-mark, MARTIN POLLOCK KEERNS, may neither be used, nor 

reproduced, neither in whole nor in part, nor in any manner whatsoever, without the prior, 

express, written consent and acknowledgment of Martin-Pollock: Keerns© as signified by 

the red-ink signature of, Martin-Pollock: Keerns© hereinafter “Secured Party.” 

With the intent of being contractually bound, any juristic person, as well as the agent of 

said juristic person, consents and agrees by this Copyright Notice that neither said juristic 

person, nor the agent of said juristic person, shall display, nor otherwise use in any 

manner, the common-law trade-name/trademark, MARTIN POLLOCK KEERNS nor the 

common-law copyright described herein, nor any derivative of, nor any variation in the 

spelling of, MARTIN POLLOCK KEERNS without the prior, express, written consent and 

acknowledgment of Secured Party, as signified by Secured Party's signature in red ink. 

Secured Party neither grants, nor implies, nor otherwise gives consent for any unauthorised 

use of MARTIN POLLOCK KEERNS, and all such unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. 

Secured Party is not now, nor has ever been, an accommodation party, nor a surety, for the 

purported debtor, i.e. “MARTIN POLLOCK KEERNS,” nor for any derivative of, nor for any 

variation in the spelling of, said name, nor for any other juristic person, and is so held 

harmless by Debtor, i.e. “MARTIN POLLOCK KEERNS,” against any and all claims, legal 

actions, orders, warrants, judgments, demands, liabilities, losses, depositions, summonses, 

lawsuits, costs, fines, liens, levies, penalties, damages, interests and expenses whatsoever, 

both absolute and contingent, as are due and as might become due, now existing and as 

might hereafter arise, and as might be suffered by, imposed upon, and incurred by Debtor 

for any and every reason, purpose and/or cause whatsoever. 

Take note also that Common Law Copyright is claimed by Secured Party over, including, but 

not restricted or limited to, all means of personal identification of Debtor defined as; all 

fingerprints, footprints, palm prints, thumbprints, hand-prints, toe-prints, RNA materials, 

DNA materials, blood and blood fractions, biopsies, surgically removed tissue, body parts, 

organs, hair, teeth, nails, semen, urine, faeces, excrement, other body fluids and matter of 

any kind, and breath samples, voice-print, retinal image, and the description thereof, and all 

other corporeal identification factors, and said factors physical counterparts, any and all 

body tissues of any kind, in any form, and all records and record numbers, including the 

results, recorded or otherwise, of all and any tests performed on any material relating to 

Debtor, and information pertaining thereto, and any visual image, photographic or 

electronic, notwithstanding any and all claims to the contrary. 

In addition, Creditor retains absolute control and mastery over the property of his body, 

mind and mental faculties to the extent that no medications, foods or otherwise may be 

administered to him without his express consent in written form, using red ink, and freely 

given in full formal consent. 
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Self-executing Contract/Security Agreement in Event of Unauthorised Use: 

By this Copyright Notice, both the juristic person and the agent of said juristic person, 

hereinafter jointly and severally “User,” consent and agree that any use of MARTIN 

POLLOCK KEERNS other than authorised use as set forth above constitutes unauthorised 

use, counterfeiting, of Secured party’s common-law copyrighted property, contractually 

binds User, and renders this Copyright Notice a Security Agreement wherein User is Debtor 

and Martin-Pollock: Keerns© is Secured party, and signifies that User: 

(1) grants Secured Party a security interest in all User's assets, land, and personal 

property, and all of User’s interest in assets, land, and personal property, in the sum 

certain amount of ONE THOUSAND TROY OUNCES OF 99.99% PURE GOLD per each 

occurrence of use of the common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trade-mark MARTIN POLLOCK 

KEERNS, as well as for each and every occurrence of use of any and all derivatives of, and 

variations in the spelling of MARTIN POLLOCK KEERNS, plus costs, plus triple damages; 

(2) authenticates this Security Agreement wherein User is Debtor and Martin-Pollock: 

Keerns© is Secured Party, and wherein User pledges all of User's assets, land, consumer 

goods, farm products, inventory, equipment, money, investment property, commercial tort 

claims, letters of credit, letter-of-credit rights, chattel paper, instruments, deposit accounts, 

accounts, documents, and general intangibles and all User's interest in all such foregoing 

property, now owned and hereafter acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and 

wherever located, as collateral for securing User's contractual obligation in favour of 

Secured Party for User's unauthorised use of Secured Party's common-law-copyrighted 

property; 

(3) consents and agrees with secured Party's filing of a UCC Financing Statement in the UCC 

filing office, as well as in any county recorder's office, wherein User is debtor and Martin-

Pollock: Keerns© is Secured Party; 

(4) consents and agrees that said UCC Financing Statement described above in paragraph 

“―3‖” is a continuing financing statement, and further consents and agrees with Secured 

party’s filing of any continuation statement necessary for maintaining Secured Party's 

perfected security interest-in all of User's property and interest in property, pledged as 

collateral in this Security Agreement and described above in paragraph “―2‖,” until User's 

contractual obligation theretofore incurred has been fully satisfied 

(5) consents and agrees with Secured Party's filing of any UCC Financing Statement, as 

described above in paragraph's “―3‖” and “―4‖”, as well as the filing of any Security 

Agreement, as described above in paragraph “―2‖,” in the UCC filing office, as well as in any 

county recorder’s office; 

―6‖ consents and agrees that any and all such filings described in paragraphs “―4‖” and 

“―5‖” above are not, and may not be considered, bogus, and that User will not claim that 

any such filing is bogus; 

(7) waives all defences; and 

―8‖ appoints Secured Party as Authorised Representative for User, effective upon User’s 

default re User's contractual obligations in favour of Secured Party as set forth below under 

“Payment Terms” and “Default Terms,” granting Secured Party full authorization and power 

for engaging in any and all actions on behalf of User including, but not limited by, 

authentication of a record on behalf of User, as Secured Party, in Secured Party's sole 

discretion, deems appropriate, and User further consents and agrees that this appointment 

of Secured Party as Authorised Representative for User, effective upon User’s default, is 

irrevocable and coupled with a security interest. 
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User further consents and agrees with all of the following additional terms of the Self-

executing Contract/Security Agreement in the Event of Unauthorised Use: 

Payment Terms: ln accordance with fees for unauthorised use of MARTIN POLLOCK KEERNS 

as set forth above, User hereby consents and agrees that User shall pay Secured Party all 

unauthorised-use fees in full within ten (10) days of date invoice is sent Secured party's 

invoice, hereinafter “lnvoice,” itemising said fees. 

Default Terms: ln event of non-payment in full of all unauthorised-use fees by User within 

ten (10) days of date lnvoice is sent, User shall be deemed in default and: (a) all of User's 

property and property pledged as collateral by User, as set forth above in paragraph “―2‖,” 

immediately becomes property of Secured Party; (b) Secured Party is appointed User's 

Authorised Representative as set forth above in “―8‖”; and ―c‖ User consents and agrees 

that Secured Party may take possession of as well as otherwise dispose of in any manner 

that Secured Party, in Secured-Party's sole discretion, deems appropriate, including, but not 

limited by, sale at auction, at any time following User's default, and without further notice, 

any and all of User's property and interest, described above-in paragraph “―2‖,” formerly 

pledged as collateral by User, now property of Secured Party, in respect of this “Self-

executing Contract/Security Agreement in Event of Unauthorised Use” that Secured Party, 

again in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate. 

Terms for Curing Default: Upon event of default, as set forth above under “Default Terms,” 

irrespective of any and all of User's former property and interest in property, described 

above in paragraph “―2‖,” in possession of, as well as disposed of by, Secured Party, as 

authorised above under “Default Terms,” User may cure User's default only re the 

remainder of User's said former property and interest property, formerly pledged as 

collateral that is neither in the possession of, nor otherwise disposed of by, Secured Party 

within twenty (20) days of date of user's default only by payment in full. 

Terms of Strict Foreclosure: User's non-payment in full of all unauthorised-use fees itemised 

in invoice within said twenty (20) day period for curing defaults as set forth under “Terms 

for Curing Default” authorises Secured Party's immediate non-judicial strict foreclosure on 

any and all remaining former property and interest in property, formerly pledged as 

collateral by User, now property of Secured Party, which is not in the possession of, nor 

otherwise disposed of by, Secured Party, upon expiration of said twenty (20) day default-

curing period. Ownership subject to common-law copyright and UCC Financing statement 

and Security Agreement filed with the UCC filing office. 

Record owner: Martin-Pollock: Keerns©, Autograph Common Law Copyright©. Unauthorised 

use of “Martin-Pollock: Keerns©” incurs same unauthorised-use fees as those associated 

with MARTIN POLLOCK KEERNS, as set forth above in paragraph “―1‖” under “Self-executing 

Contract/Security Agreement in Event of Unauthorised Use.” This Copyright Notice includes 

any and all business names owned by MARTIN POLLOCK KEERNS. 
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Martin-Pollock: Keerns© (Secured Party Signature)  

Authorised Representative 

 

 

Further Secured Party saith not, 

As Good As AVAL 

  

Martin-Pollock: Keerns© Secured Party. 

 

Martin-Pollock: Keerns© the living breathing life-force and free man described herein who 

executed the foregoing instrument acknowledges and swears that Martin-Pollock: Keerns© 

executed the same as his free act and deed as true, correct complete and not misleading. 
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End of Copyright Notice. 

My friend - this is the end.  

As a scientific paper I feel quietly confident that anyone who read the whole paper will 

definitely see the Universe in a completely different manner than the way they did before 

reading this.  

Another version of me sent me this, and by giving you his warning we have saved a universe.  

As a lawful and legal document it is entirely self explanatory.  

Be aware that ALL the words used during the entire “Notice of Intent” had the meaning that 

I have given them.  

I also seem to remember promising some enlightenment with regards to the meaning of life.  

This entire section was put together to show you this one simple truth: - Life has meaning.  

Why else would the multitude of people that you have just spent 3800 pages reading about 

put so much of their precious time, effort, and money into trying to convince you otherwise?  

They wouldn’t need to do anything, make any effort, or spend Trillions of Pounds, life would 

just be meaningless of its own accord if that was truly the case. The fact that they have to 

make all this effort tells you that they are shit scared of us tapping into our true potential. 

Why you would bother listening to people who have the sheer audacity to paradoxically 

consider themselves to be gods while at the same time these self proclaimed “gods” are 

constantly trying their level best to convince you that your life is just a random, pointless, 

waste of time, and that there is no god. - This is completely insane, it’s the same as Santa 

saying to his elves there’s no Xmas! - Either you are just as much of a god as any of these 

people think or imagine they can ever be, either that or neither of the two of you are a god.   


